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CONFLICTING VIEWS
Ours is a Copious Language, and Trying to Strangers.
Mr Podsnap in Dickens's Our Mutual Friend, 1865
Grammar is like walking. You have to think about it when you start but
if you have to go on thinking about it you fall over. It should come as
second nature.
Alice Thomas Ellis in The Spectator, 1989
Was she becoming, like the century, illiterate?
a character in Iris Murdoch's The Book and the Brotherhood, 1987
'How charming. Now, "Luney". How do you spell that?' Swayed by the
drawing of her breath, the [Haitian] girl took a moment to dream, then
said with a far-off resonance, 'You don' spell dat, ma'am, you sez it.'
Barbara Neil, The Possession of Delia Sutherland, 1993

DISLIKES
Comments by members of a Usage Panel on the use of hopefully as a
sentence adverb meaning 'it is to be hoped', as reported in the Harper
Dictionary of Contemporary Usage (2nd edn, 1985):
I have fought this for some years, will fight it till I die. It is barbaric,
illiterate, offensive, damnable, and inexcusable.
I don't like chalk squeaking on blackboards either.
'Hopefully' is useful or it would not be used so universally.
'Grounded' meaning a withdrawal of privileges is a word I dislike. It's off
the television {Roseanne notably) but now in common use. (I just heard it on
Emmerdale Farm, where they probably think it's dialect). I would almost
prefer 'gated', deriving from Forties public school stories in Hotspur and
Wizard. Other current dislikes: 'Brits'; 'for starters'; 'sorted'; and (when used
intransitively) 'hurting'.
Alan Bennett in London Review of Books, 4 Jan. 1996

Preface to the Third Edition

Henry Watson Fowler1 (1858-1933) is a legendary figure and his Dictionary of
Modern English Usage (MEU), first published in 1926, is one of the most
celebrated reference books of the twentieth century. It was the work of a
private scholar writing in virtual seclusion in the island of Guernsey; later,
after the 1914-18 war, he lived mostly in the village of Hinton St George in
Somerset. His background was typical of that of hundreds of middle-class
young men of the second half of the Victorian period: educated at Rugby
School and Balliol College, Oxford (where he read Classics), he went on to
spend seventeen years (1882-99) teaching Classics and English at Sedbergh
School in north-west Yorkshire (now Cumbria). There followed a four-year
period in London as a freelance essayist, after which he joined his younger
brother, Francis George Fowler, in Guernsey in 1903. In two separate granite
cottages, fifty yards apart, the brothers embarked on and completed three
ambitious projects. First, they translated the Greek works of Lucian of
Samosata (1905); they then wrote The King's English (1906), the precursor of
MEU, and compiled The Concise Oxford Dictionary (1911). After an adventurous
interlude in the army in France in 1915-16, and after the death of his brother
in 1918, Fowler finished the Pocket Oxford Dictionary in 1924, and MEU in 1926,
by which time he was 68.
What I want to stress is the isolation of Fowler from the mainstream of the
linguistic scholarship of his day, and his heavy dependence on schoolmasterly textbooks in which the rules of grammar, rhetoric, punctuation,
spelling, and so on, were set down in a quite basic manner. For him, the
ancient Greek and Latin classics (including the metrical conventions of the
poets), the best-known works of Renaissance and post-Renaissance English
literature, and the language used in them formed part of a three-coloured
flag. This linguistic flag was to be saluted and revered, and, as far as possible,
everything it represented was to be preserved intact.
The book that emerged in 1926, Modern English Usage, was aimed at a
domestic audience. Fowler disclaimed any knowledge of American English
and by implication, the varieties of English spoken and written in Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and elsewhere. In a letter written to his
publishers in 1911 he drew attention to further limits of his horizon:
We have our eyes not on the foreigner, but on the half-educated Englishman of
literary proclivities who wants to know Can I say so-&-so? . . . Is this use
English? ... Not but what we may be of some use to the foreigner who knows
English pretty well; but the foreigner as such we must leave out of
consideration.
For his illustrative examples Fowler often turned to the OED and drew on
them to support his arguments. Above all, however, he turned to newspapers
1
An affectionate biographical sketch of Fowler by his friend G. G. Coulton was
published in 1935 as Tract xliii of the Society for Pure English.
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(though he seldom specifies which ones) because they reflected and revealed
the solecistic waywardness of 'the half-educated' general public in a much
more dramatic fashion than did works of English literature. As any
lexicographer or grammarian knows, newspapers, by the very nature of the
circumstances in which they are prepared, inevitably contain a higher
proportion of deviationsfromstandard language, misprints, and solecisms
than works such as novels that are thoroughly copy-edited by professional
editors in publishing houses.
Perhaps as a hangoverfromFowler's days as a schoolmaster, his scholarship needed to be enlivened by a veneer of idiosyncrasy and humour. The
King's English (1906) had a trail of conventional articles on alliteration,
archaism, negatives, omission of relatives, the split infinitive, and so on; but
it also had more unexpected, indeed opaque, titles to articles, for example,
'airs and graces', 'between two stools', 'false scent', 'unequal yokefellows',
and 'wens and hypertrophied members'. Most of these amusing headwords
were retained in MEU, and were joined by others, for example, 'battered
ornaments', 'out of the frying-pan', 'pairs and snares', and 'swapping
horses'. They have endeared the book to Fowler's devotees, but no longer
have their interest or appeal and are not preserved in this new edition. The
material in them has been redistributed under much more transparent
heads.

Before embarking on the preparation of the third edition I carefully
analysed the contents of MELT 1926, and the emphasis turned out to be a little
unexpected. The largest contingent of entries were those under the general
heading 'differentiation', though the actual entries were deposited at their
correct alphabetical place. There were scores of entries distinguishing
related or like-sounding words, admission/admittance, affect/effect, childis
childlike, continual/continuous, and so on. Many were gems of conciseness (or
concision), with the distinctions clearly brought out. Others were quirky,
opinionated, and based on inadequate evidence. MEU 1926 was also much
concerned with the plurals of words of foreign origin, especially those
ending in -0 {adagio, cargo, concerto, potato, etc.), -urn (asylum, curricul
memorandum, etc.), and -us [apparatus, corpus, virus, etc.). These were usual
cross-referenced to neat articles where the various types were discussed as
groups, e.g. -O(E)S; -UM; and -us, with further details supplied s.v. LATIN
PLURALS. All these entries have been preserved and expanded in the present
edition.
High in Fowler's order of priority were prosodie and other poetical terms
derived from classical literature and used, often with modifications, by
English poets: alcaics, alexandrine, anacrusis, arsis, etc. The chalk-lined hand
the classics master at Sedbergh is most clearly observed in this group
of words. I decided, on balance, that these articles, with minor modifications, should be retained in the third edition. As was customary
at the time, Fowler used a respelling system when discussing the pronunciation of individual words. In the third edition this system has been
replaced by the symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet to bring the
book into accord with the practice of other Oxford dictionaries (except those

IX
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prepared for schoolchildren). For the convenience of readers a table of the
IPA symbols is provided on p. xv. Somewhat surprising is the relative lack of
space given in thefirstedition to disputed usage as such. Of course there are
articles, many of them classics of their kind, on matters such as aggravate
(= annoy), allright(as against alright), the choice between between and among,
under the drcumstances (as against in the circumstances), 'preposition at end
and so on, but they are by no means the most prominent articles in the book.
The mystery remains: why has this schoolmasterly, quixotic, idiosyncratic,
and somewhat vulnerable book, in a form only lightly revised once, in 1965,
by Ernest Gowers, retained its hold on the imagination of all but professional
linguistic scholars for just on seventy years? It sold very well on publication,
and has remained in print ever since. People of all kinds continue to tell me
that they use it 'all the time', and that 'it never lets them down'. In the space
of three weeks a judge, a colonel, and a retired curator of Greek and Roman
antiquities at the British Museum told me on separate social occasions that
they have the book close at hand at all times. They all looked anxious when I
mentioned a few changes that I have made in the new edition, including the
placing of twentieth-century changes in their historical dimension and the
introduction of the International Phonetic Alphabet. 'I wish you hadn't told
me that,' one commented. The slightly haunted looks they gave me were
those of passengers fearing that they were going to miss their connection.

From the outset it was obvious to me that a standard work on English
usage needed to be based on satisfactory modern evidence and that a great
deal of this evidence could be obtained and classified by electronic means. In
September 1986, after the completion of the Supplement to the OED and the
New Zealand Pocket Oxford Dictionary, and coinciding with other wor
including the editing of a volume of essays called Studies in Lexicography, I
obtained a personal computer and began to establish a database consisting
often independent fields corresponding to obvious categories of grammar
and usage. The ten fields were adjectives, adverbs, concord, gerunds,
infinitives, nouns and articles, ordinaries (a convenient term for points of
disputed usage), passives, pronouns, and subjunctives. The fields that I
created enabled me to assign specific numbers to the various types of
gerunds, passives, subjunctives, etc., and these types soon began to multiply
as my reading of sources continued. The numbering system enabled me
to retrieve and print out all examples of a specified type, e.g. gerunds
3 = possessive with gerund: I was proud of his being accepted at such a good
school—New Yorker, 1986; and gerunds 4 = possessive not used with gerund:
fiow could she think of the baby being born in the house—A. S. Byatt, 1985- In t
end my gerunds field contained examples of more than 100 types of
gerundial constructions, and, like all my fields, it is infinitely extendible.
Some of the fields, and especially the one containing examples of
constructions in which infinitives occur, are much larger. The ordinaries
field contains, for example, a formidable array of controversial uses of due to,
like used as a conjunction, o/used by children and poorly educated people to
mean 'have', unattached participles, irregular or unstable past tenses of
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verbs, e.g. hove/heaved, sneaked/snuck, spelled/spelt, and numerous other type
including try and (used beside try to) followed by an infinitive.
The database was programmed in such a way that I could retrievefromit
all examples of specified words that randomly occurred in the sentences
keyed in for other purposes—words such as about, better, if, more, though, too
and also specified parts of words, e.g. all words in the database that
happened to end in -eddy (allegedly, markedly, etc.). This database is small by t
standards of the great university- and business-based corpora. But its value
lies in the fact that it contains material from sources that I have selected
myself, and examples that I have chosen and keyed in myself—in computer
terminology, it contains no garbage. It is a private, personalized database of
English uses and constructions of the 1980s and 1990s. By 1990 the time
consuming process of collecting and classifying evidence needed to be
modified, as the writing of articles for the book, which I had begun in August
1987, had only reached the end of the letter C by October 1990. From then
onward I continued to build up my paper-slipfiles,but began to rely much
more than hitherto on the evidence available in the OED Department's
electronic and paper-slip files (see the Acknowledgements on p. xiii).

A usage manual of the MEU kind reflects its sources. The bulk of the
material in this book has been obtainedfroma systematic reading of British
and American newspapers, periodicals, andfictionof the 1980s and 1990s in
approximately equal proportions. Thus British sources drawn on include
national newspapers like The Times, the Sunday Times, and the Observ
periodicals like the Spectator, Encounter (until it folded in 1990), the London
Review of Books, The Face, and a number of others; journals like the Bodleia
Library Record and English; and fiction by a very large number of writers
including Kingsley Amis, Martin Amis, Julian Barnes, William Boyd, Anita
Brookner, Penelope Lively, Iris Murdoch, and Nigel Williams. An equivalent
amount of material has been drawnfromAmerican newspapers, especially
in the Chicago area (where I have a regular correspondent), periodicals such
as the New Yorker, the New York Review of Books, the Bulletin of the Ame
Academy of Arts and Säences, Daedalus; andfictionby a wide range of write
including Saul Bellow, Garrison Keillor, Philip Roth, John Updike, and Tom
Wolfe.

I have also collected a more limited range of materialfromother Englishspeaking countries, especially Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and South
Africa, e.g. the work of Peter Carey and Thomas Keneally (Australia), Alice
Munro and Robertson Davies (Canada), Maurice Gee and Maurice Shadbolt
(New Zealand), and Menán du Plessis and André Brink (South Africa). I have
drawn too on material derived from learned journals, including English
Studies (Amsterdam), English World-Wide (Amsterdam), World Englishes
(Oxford), and The International Journal of Lexicography (Oxford).
I should mention that between 1988 and 1992 I wrote regular (at first
fortnightly, later monthly) MEU-type articles in the Sunday Times. The more
important of these were collected and published in my book Points of View
(OUP, 1992). This exercise provided me with a considerable amount of
feedback from readers. Other exploratory essays that I have written on
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aspects of modern English usage have appeared (a) in my book Unlocking the
English Language (Faber & Faber, 1989)» including a description of the controversial migration of some personal pronouns to and from their traditional
positions; (b) as an essay on grammatical concord in The English Reference
Grammar, edited by Gerhard Leitner (Max Niemeyer, 1986); (c) as an article
illustrating differences of attitude to traditional grammar as shown in the
novels of Jeffrey Archer and Anita Brookner (in The State of the Language,
edited by Christopher Ricks and Leonard Michaels (University of California
Press, 1990)); and (d) an outline account of my policy for this book in Aspects of
English and Italian Lexicology and Lexicography, edited by David Hart (Baga
Libri, 1993).
Anyone who has spent nearly thirty years, as I did, editing a major
dictionary on historical principles is bound to prefer an historical approach
to English usage to one that is limitedly descriptive. Judgements based
on the distribution of competing constructions or pronunciations are
intrinsicallyfragileand diminished in value if the constructions are not also
examined historically. This third edition of MEU provides essential details of
how and when new usages occurred whenever it is relevant and interesting
to do so. Examples may be found on a great many pages, including the
following articles: (competing meanings) MUTUAL; REFUTE; (rise and fall of
certain suffixes) -ESS; -ETTE; (semantic change) GAY; HECTIC; HORRID; (20c.
changes of pronunciation) HERCULEAN; LEGEND; MYTH; PARIAH; PROTEIN
(and several other words ending in -ein(e)).
I judged it to be essential to retain the traditional terminology of English
grammar: there are no tree diagrams, no epistemic modality (except to
explain what the term means), no generative grammar. The indefinite article
a/an is called the indefinite article, not a central determiner. Adverbs are not
complicatedly divided into adjuncts, conjuncts, disjuncts, and subjuncts:
standard speakers can communicate well enough without having to analyse
their adverbs into four substantially overlapping types.
Fowler's name remains on the titlepage, even though his book has been
largely rewritten in this third edition. I hope that a way will be found to keep
the 1926 masterpiece in print for at least another seventy years. It shows
what it was like to be linguistically aware before a new race of synchronic
linguistic giants appeared, and before the advent of new electronic
technology made it possible to scrutinize standard varieties of English in
many countries throughout the world with minute thoroughness. It is not,
of course, as antiquated as jElfric's Grammar nor yet as those of Ben Jonson
or Robert Lowth. But it is a fossil all the same, and an enduring monument to
all that was linguistically acceptable in the standard English of the southern
counties of England in thefirstquarter of the twentieth century.
The pages that follow attempt, with the aid of quotational evidence drawn
from identified sources, to guide readers to make sensible choices in
linguistically controversial areas of words, meanings, grammatical constructions, and pronunciations. Several articles stress the desirability of
removing gobbledegook or officialese from public documents and letters.
Political correctness gets its full share of attention, as do linguistic aspects of
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the powerful feminist movement in the twentieth century. It is written at a
time when there are many varieties of standard English, all making different
choicesfromthe material notionally available to them. It is also atimewhen
pessimists are writing gloomily about declining standards, the loss of
valuable distinctions in meaning, the introduction of unappetising vogue
words and slang. But I refuse to be a pessimist. I am sure that the English
language is not collapsing—more severe changes have come about in past
centuries than any that have occurred in the twentieth century—and in the
English language, used well, we still have, and will continue to have, a tool of
extraordinary strength and flexibility.
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Dedication, 1926

To the memory of my brother
FRANCIS GEORGE FOWLER, MA. CANTAB.

who shared with me the planning of this hook,
hut did not live to share the writing.

I think of it as it should have been, with its prolixities docked, its dullnesses
enlivened, its fads eliminated, its truths multiplied. He had a nimbler wit, a
better sense of proportion, and a more open mind, than his twelve-year-older
partner; and it is a matter of regret that we had not, at a certain point,
arranged our undertakings otherwise than we did.
In 1911 we started work simultaneously on the Pocket Oxford Dictionary an
this book; living close together, we could, and did, compare notes; but each
was to get one book into shape by writing its first quarter or half; and so
much only had been done before the war. The one in which, as the less
mechanical, his ideas and contributions would have had much the greater
value had been assigned, by ill chance, to me. In 1918 he died, aged 47, of
tuberculosis contracted during service with the B.E.F. in 1915-16.
The present book accordingly contains none of his actual writing; but,
having been designed in consultation with him, it is the last fruit of a
partnership that began in 1903 with our translation of Lucian.
H.W.F.

Key to the Pronunciation

The pronunciation system is that of the International Phonetic Alphabet
(IPA) and, except where otherwise specified, is based on the pronunciation,
widely called 'Received Pronunciation' or RP, of educated people in southern
England. The necessary adjustments have been made when standard
American English pronunciations are given.
The symbols used, with typical examples, are as follows:

Consonants
b, d, f, h, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, w, and z have their usual English values. Ot
symbols are used as follows:
g (get)
tj (chip)
d3 (jar)
x (loch)
Vowels
Short vowels
ae (cat)
e (bed)
a (ago)
I

(Sit)

D (hot)
A (run)
ü (put)

ÍI
G
ö
J

(ring)
(thin)
(this)
(she)

Long vowels
a: (arm)
i: (see)
o: (saw)
3: (her)
u: (too)

3
J

(decision)
(yes)

Diphthongs
ei (day)
ai (my)
01 (boy)
9Ü
(no)
au (how)
ia (near)
ee (hair)
Ü9
(poor)
aia (fire)
aü9 (sour)

The main or primary stress of a word is shown by a superior ' placed
immediately before the relevant syllable. When a secondary stress is called
for this is indicated by an inferior, placed immediately before the relevant
syllable.
The mark ~ (called a tilde) indicates a nasalized sound, as in the following
sounds that are not natural in English:
ae

(timbre)

â

(élan)

5

(garçon)

Abbreviations and Symbols

t
obsolete
-• becomes
*
unacceptable construction, spelling, etc.
*
precedes a reconstructed etymological formation
~ varies freely with; by comparison with
1
(in the OED) catachrestic and erroneous uses
SMALL CAPITALS refer the reader to the article so indicated, for further
information.
a, ante
abbrev.
abl.
ace.
adj.
adv.
advbl
advt
AmE
arch.
attrib.
Aust.
aux.
AV

BEV

before, not later than
abbreviation,
abbreviated as
ablative
accusative
adjective
adverb
adverbial
advertisement
American English
archaic
attributive(ly)
Australian
auxiliary
Authorized Version
(of the Bible)

BrE

Black English
Vernacular (US)
British English

c
c.
Canad.
cf.
colloq.
compar.
conj.
const.

área
century, centuries
Canadian
compare
colloquial
comparative
conjunction
construed (with)

d.
dat.
det.
dial.
Du.

died
dative
determiner
dialect, -al
Dutch

EC
egELT
Eng.
esp.
et al.
exe.
f.
fem.
figFr.

European Community
exempli gratia, 'for
example'
English Language
Teaching
English
especially
et alii,'and others'
except
from
feminine
figuratively
French

Ger.

German

gen.
Gk

genitive
Greek

hist.

historical, with
historical reference

ibid.

ibidem, 'in the same
book or passage'
'the same'

idem
i.e.
IE
indie.
infin.
intr.
Ir.
irreg.
It.

rrv

id est, 'that is'
Indo-European
indicative
infinitive
intransitive
Irish
irregularly)
Italian
Independent Television
(UK)
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L,Lat.
lit.

Latin
literally

pple
prec.

près.
prob.
pron.
pronunc.

participle
preceding
(word or article)
prefix
preposition,
prepositional
present
probably
pronoun
pronunciation

mase.
math.
MDu.
ME
medL
MLG
mod.
modE
modF
modL
mus.

masculine
mathematical
Middle Dutch
Middle English
medieval Latin
Middle Low German
modern
modern English
modern French
modern Latin
music

pref.
prep.

quot.

quotation

RC
refi.
RP

Roman Catholic
reflexive
Received Pronunciation
(inBrE)

n., n.pl.
NAmer.
naut.
neut.
NEXIS

NIr.
nom.
NT
NZ(E)

noun, plural noun
North American
nautical
neuter
proprietary name of a
large electronic
database
Northern Irish
nominative
New Testament
New Zealand (English)

SAfr.
SAmer.
sb.
Sc.
sc.

South African
South American
substantive
Scottish
scilicet, 'understand' or
'supply'
singular
Spanish
Society for Pure English
specifically
superlative
sub voce, 'under the
word'

obs.
obsolesc.
occas.
OE
OF
OFris.
ON
OProvencal
orig.
OUP

obsolete
obsolescent
occasional(ly)
Old English
Old French
Old Frisian
Old Norse
Old Provençal
originally
Oxford University Press

pa.t.
pa.pple
perh.
pers.
Pg.
phr.
Pipoet.
popL
ppl

past tense
past participle
perhaps
person
Portuguese
phrase
plural
poetic
popular Latin
participial

sing.
Sp.
SPE
spec.
superi.
s.v.

t.
theol.
tr.
trans.

tense
theological
translation (of)
transitive

UK
ult.
UN
US
usu.

United Kingdom
ultimately
United Nations
United States
usually

v., vs.
vbl
vol.

verb, verbs
verbal
volume

WGmc

West Germanic

Bibliographical Abbreviations

Alford
Amer.N.&Q.
Amer. Speech
Ann.

Henry Alford, The Queen's English, 1864
American Notes & Queries
American Speech
Annual

Baldick
BMJ
Bodl.Libr.Kec.
Bull. Amer. Acad.
Arts & Sci.
Burchfield

C. Baldick, The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms, 1990
British Medical fournal
Bodleian Library Record
Bulletin of the American Academy ofArts and Sciences

CGEL

A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language, ed. R. Quirk

Chr. Sci. Monitor
Chron.
COD
Cone. Scots Dia.
Crystal

Christian Science Monitor
Chronicle
The Concise Oxford Dictionary, 8th edn, 1990; 9Ü1 edn, 1995
Concise Scots Dictionary
D. Crystal, A ñrst Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics, 1980

DARE
Dia.
Dia. Eng. Usage

Dictionary of American Regional English, ed. F. G. Cassidy et al.,
2 vols. (A-H), 1985,1991
Dictionary (of)
Dictionary of English Usage

Eccles. Hist.
Encycl.
European Sociol. Rev.

Ecclesiastical History
Encyclop{a)edia
European Sodological Review

Fowler

H. W. and F. G. Fowler, The King's English, 1906

Garner
Gaz.
Gimson

Bryan A. Garner, A Dictionary ofModern Legal Usage, 1987
Gazette
A. C. Gimson, An Introduction to the Pronuntiation of English,
3rd edn, 1980

Hartmann and Stork

R. R. K. Hartmann and F. C. Stork, Dictionary of Language and
Linguistics, 1973
Hart's Rules for Compositors and Readers at the University Press,
Oxford, 39th edn., 1983

R. Burchfield, The Spoken Word: a BBC Guide, 1981

et al., 1985

Hurt's Rules

Internat.

International

Jespersen

Otto Jespersen, A Modern English Grammar on Historical
Principles, i-vii, 1909-49
Daniel Jones, An English Pronoundng Dictionary, 1917
Journal {of)
Journal of the Royal Society ofArts

Jones
Jrnl
JrnlRSA

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ABBREVIATIONS
London Rev. Bks
Lyons

London Review of Books
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Aa
a-1, a prefix of privation or negation, prefix, perhaps, is in The times they are arepresents Greek à- before a consonant changing (a line in a 1960s song by the
and becomes an- (Greek àv-) before a songwriter Bob Dylan).
vowel. It occurs (a) in words representing
-a. Now being printed more and more
Greek compounds, mostly adopted
through French or Latin, in which the to represent the sound that replaces of
prefix is wholly or partially obscured, in rapid (esp. demotic) speech, as in kinda
( = kind of), loadsa, sorta. Examples: alas abyss, adamant, amethyst, amorphous,
anarchy, anomalous; (b) in terms of theways slippin in and out a faces—M. Doane,
1988 (US); I'se a real credit, she said, loadsa
arts or sciences, having Greek bases, but
coming into English through medieval times-N. \irtue, 1988 (NZ).
Cf. also -a = have, 've (as a colloquial
or modern Latin, as abranchiate (having
no gills), anaesthesia (absence of sensa- shortening) in coulda {= could have),
tion), anorexia (want of appetite), apetal- shoulda, woulda; and -a = to in gonna {=
going to), gotta {= got to), and wanna {=
ous (without petals), aphasia (loss of
speech); (c) in words formed in the 19c. want to).
on Greek elements, as agnostic, aseptic. In
the last century or so, privative a-, most a, an. 1 In origin, a (and its by-form
commonly with the pronunciation /ei/, an), which is usually called the indefinite
article, but now, by many grammarians,
has come to be attached to a limited
number of adjectives in general use, as an indefinite or central determiner, is a
version of OE an 'one'. It largely split
ahistoric (1937), ahistorical (1957), amoral
(1882), apolitical (1952), asocial (1883), and off in function from the numeral about
atypical (1885), and to their derivatives 1150, though in some circumstances the
(amorality, etc.). But it is far from being two are still interchangeable (e.g. the
Smiths have two daughters and a son) or are
a free-forming prefix.
hardly distinguishable in meaning (he
gave me a glass of water).
a-2. In origin a preposition (OED a prep.1
2 In most circumstances a is pro13), it is recorded from 1523 onward in
many literary works, (a) with be: engaged nounced /a/ and an is pronounced /an/,
in {She is a taking of her last farewell—but, when emphasized, as in slow dictation, /ei/ and /aen/ respectively. Public
Bunyan; 'twas the Bishops or Judges a com'
ing—Leigh Hunt); (b) with a verb of speakers, including broadcasters, often
use the emphatic form /ei/ of a when
motion: to, into {Simon Peter sayde vnto
there is no call for it: she has a (pause)
them: I goo a fysshynge—Tyndale; We were
difficult task ahead of her. It is only a short
able to set the loan a going again—Jefferson).
Now interpreted as a prefix joined to an step from this to the unacceptable she
-ing word, it seems to be having a limited has a (pause) embarrassing task ahead of
revival, imparting an element of inform- her.
ality or whimsicality to the present parti3 Before all normal vowels or diphciple or gerund that it precedes. thongs an is obligatory {an actor, an eagle,
Examples: Maybe youll be a-basking in the
an illness, an Old Master, an uncle). Before
sun this afternoon—BBC Radio 4,1988; the
a syllable beginning in its written form
basement is going a-begging—P. Bailey, 1986;
with a vowel but pronounced with a
Kris Kirk ... plans to return, a-brandishing
consonantal sound, a is used (a eulogy, a
the manuscript [of his book] by the end ofunit, a use; a one, a once-only). Before all
March—Melody Maker, 1988; there's trouble
consonants except silent h, a is cusa-brewing down the line between Michael tomary: a book, a history, a home, a household name, a memorial service, a puddle, a
Dukakis and Jesse Jackson—Chicago Sunyoung man; but, with silent h, an hour, an
Times, 1988; "Time's a-wasting,' said Ben—A.
Lejeune, 1986. The best-known use of the honour.

a, an | a, an
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Opinion is divided over the form to rather hard puzzle). By contrast, when quite
use before h-words in which the first is used with few, the only possible
syllable is unstressed: the thoroughly ordering is quite a few.
modern thing to do is to use a (never an)
6 The phrase a good few in the sense
together with an aspirated h (a habitual, 'a considerable number' (a good few didn't
a heroic, a historical, a Homeric, a hypothesis),turn up at all), once rather restricted in
but not to demur if others use an with use, has moved markedly toward the
minimal or nil aspiration given to the unnoticed neutral area of the language.
following h (an historic /an (h)is'tDnk/, an So has a fair few (a fair few of them were
horrific /an (h)D'nfik/, etc.). Three special on the cellphone—A. Coren, 1989). Quite a
cases: an hotel (with no aspiration in the few ( = a considerable number (of)),
second word) is now old-fashioned (E. which was originally US, is also now in
Waugh and 1930s), but by no means general use.
extinct (Encounter, 1987; A. Brink, 1988);
7 The indefinite article has a number
in humble, the h was originally mute and
the pronunciation /'Amb(a)l/ prevailed of other idiomatic uses: his duties as (a)
until the 19c. but is now obsolete: it judge (optionally omitted); he owns a Van
should therefore be preceded by a, not Gogh (a painting by Van Gogh); an eleventhan; AmE herb, being pronounced with century Aldhelm (an 11c. MS of one of
silent h, is always preceded by an, but Aldhelm's works); one of my older records,
the same word in BrE, being pronounced a Smetana (a composition by Smetana); a
village Bradman (a Bradman-like crickwith an aspirated h, by a.
eter); Jon broke a rib (used with parts of
At the present time, especially in writthe body when there is more than one);
ten English, there is abundant evidence
half an hour, once a fortnight, fifty miles an
for the use of an before habitual, historian,
hour, £15,000 a year (in measure phrases);
historical), horrific, and horrendous, but the
I once knew a Lucy Jones (a person called
choice of form remains open.
Lucy Jones); a MrArmitage called while you
4 With single letters and groups of were out (a person called Mr Armitage
letters pronounced as letters, be guided unknown to the speaker). In fixed
by the pronunciation: a B road, a CFC phrases like a knife, fork, and spoon, the
refrigerant, a KLMflight,a TUC leader, butindefinite article is not repeated; but if
an A road, an FA cupfinal,an MCC ruling,emphasis is required, or if the sequence
an OUP book, an SAS unit, on the assump- requires an as well as a (a minute, an hour,
tion that these will not be mentally ex- or a day) omission is not desirable.
panded to 'a Football Association cup
8 Unacceptable a in the standard lanfinal', 'a Marylebone Cricket Club rul- guage but what of the future? There are
ing', etc. Acronyms beginning with a signs that o is intruding into the proper
consonant are preceded by a not an: a territory of an in AmE of various kinds.
NATO (pronounced /'nertau/) conference. Two scholars recently presented substan5 The indefinite article normally pre- tial evidence of this phenomenon in both
cedes the word or words it determines the unscripted and scripted speech of
(a popular history). However, it follows the American politicians, entertainers, etc.,
adjectives many, such, and what (many a pronounced both as /ei/ and as /a/ (a
apple, a interesting, a ultimate, etc.). Also
year, such a family, what an awful nuisance!).
It also follows any adjective preceded by in representations of the speech of Ameras or how (Iris Murdoch is as good a writer ican blacks (e.g. He had a old Ford somebody
as Virginia Woolf; he did not know how gave him—M. Golden, 1989; My old dad
tiresome a person she would be), and often lost one of his legs, had it bit off by a alligator
an adjective preceded by so (so bold a move this time he'sfishingthe rim canal—E. Leondeserved success), but such a bold move is ard, 1994). This is not the same as the
more usual. In some circumstances the emphatic a of 2 above.
positioning is optional: either before or
9 A grammatical oddity. The indefinite
after an adjective preceded by too (too article has been used with nouns of mulstrict a regime, or a too strict regime), and titude (a thousand selected men, a dozen
before or after the adverbs quite and eggs) for centuries. What seems to be a
rather (at quite an early hour or at a quite fairly recent extension of this use is the
early hour; it's rather a hard puzzle or it's o type indef. article + adj. + pi. noun (usu.
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abacus | abduction

prep(aration) 1862
pro(fessional) 1866
pub(lic house) 1859
quadrangle) 1820
quotes (quotation marks, quotations) 1888
representative n.) 1896
a b a c u s . PL abacuses or, pedantically,
rhino(ceros) 1884
abaci /-sai/. See -us 1.
speculation) 1794
specs (spectacles) 1826
abbreviations. 1 Curtailed words. The
Strad(ivarius) 1884
practice of curtailing ordinary words was
styIo(graph pen) 1890
roundly condemned in the 18c. Thus
taxi(meter cab) 1907
Addison in the Spectator (1711): 'It is per(de)tec(tive) 1879
haps this Humour of speaking no more
telly (television) 1942
than we needs must which has so miserturps (turpentine) 1823
ably curtailed some of our Words . . . as
typo(graphical) 1816
in mob., rep., pos., incog, and the like.' In
his Proposal for Correcting, Improving, and veterinary surgeon) 1862
viva (voce) 1891
Ascertaining the English Tongue (1712), Swift
zoological garden) 1847
proposed the publication of a n annual
2 Abbreviations and contractions. For the
index expurgatorius 'to . . . condemn those
circumstances in which a full point is
barbarous mutilations of vowels and sylstill used, see FULL STOP 2.
lables [including the curtailments mentioned by Addison]'. In more recent times
abdomen. Standard speakers normally
hostility to this method of word-formaplace the main stress on the first syllable.
tion has abated. Some of the words forabductee. A recent word (first recorded
merly condemned have survived and
1975) for 'a person who has been abthrived, while others have not. Examples
ducted' (Mozambique, which was short of
(showing the date of first record of the food, had ordered recruits and abductees back
shortened form in the OED):
across the border—Daily Tel, 1979). See -EE 1
preceded by a large number): The police
found themselves confronted by an estimated
two hundred youths; It [se. a stone dyke]
was an astonishing 30 feet wide, six feet high
and 500 yards long.

2.
(a) Now obsolete or obsolescent
brig(antine) 1720
coster(monger) 1851
abduction. In the sense 'The act of
phiz (physiognomy) 1688
illegally carrying off or leading away
refutation) 1705
anyone, such as a wife, child, ward . . .
spats (spatterdashes) 1802
Applied to any leading away of a minor
(b) In current use but with varying degrees of under the age of sixteen, without the
informality
consent of the parent or guardian; and
advertisement) 1841
the forcible carrying off of anyone above
bike (bicycle) 1882
that age' (OED), the word entered the
bra(ssière) 1936
language in the 18c. It was distinguished
(omni)bus 1832
from kidnapping which was at first (late
cabriolet) 1827
17c.) applied to the snatching of children
(violon)cello 1876
or others in order to provide servants or
rinema(tograph) 1909
labourers for the American plantations.
cox(swain) 1869
deb(utante) 1920
The two words are now partially divided
dynamo(-electric machine) 1882
in law and custom. Abduction commonly
(in)flu(enza) 1839
implies a leading away of a minor (with
fridge (refrigerator) 1935
or without the minor's consent) for margym(nasium, -nasties) 1871
riage or seduction or the breaking of
in<:og(nito) 1700
a legal custodial arrangement for the
(women's, etc.) Hb(eration) 1970
children of divorced parents. There is
mike (microphone) 1927
some overlap of meaning with kidnapmob(ile vulgus) 1688
pants (pantaloons) 1840
ping (double headline in Times, 1989: Mid(telephone 1884
night abduction by gunmen may be linked
photograph) i860
to smuggling inquiry. Armed gang kidnaps
pi(ous) c.1870
businessman at pub), but kidnapping now
poliomyelitis) 1931
tends most often to be applied to the
pram (perambulator) 1884
seizure and carrying off of a person for
prefabricated building) 1937

abductor | -able, -ible
the purpose of demanding a ransom
from his or her family or employers.
Hijacking is the illicit commandeering of
a vehicle, especially an aeroplane, and
forcing it to be taken to a new destination, usu. in pursuit of a political aim.
All three words were applied to the seizure and detention of political hostages
in the Middle East (esp. in Lebanon) in
the 1980s, and all continue to be used.
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means 'to charge (a person) under oath
(to do something)', or, more frequently,
'to request earnestly'. It is usually followed by a direct object and a to-infinitive (they were all talking at once, adjuring
each other to have fresh cups of tea-L. A. G.
Strong, 1948). Anita Brookner used the
wrong word of the two in A Eriend from
England (1987): He flapped a hand at us
both, abjured us to behave ourselves, and was
gone.

abductor. Thus spelt, not -er. See -OR.
abetter, -or. In non-legal contexts 'one
who abets' is now normally an abetter,
but abettor 'is the constant form of the
word as a legal term' (OED). See -OR.

-able, -ible.
I 1 Origin.
2 Alterations to the stem of the sourceword.
3 Both endings in use.
4 Forms differ in meaning.
5 Cognate forms.
6 List of the main words ending in -able.
7 List of the main words ending in -ible.
8 Negative forms of adjectives ending in
I
-able or -ible.

abide. A verb in retreat does not always
show its full plumage. Except in a few
senses, abide has fallen somewhat into
disuse and its conjugational forms have
become reduced. The once regular past
tense abode has given way to abided (except 1 Origin. To begin with, words ending
for the odd pilchard he's never abided fish— in -able owed their form to the L terminE. J. Howard, 1965; contrast the archaic ation -âbïlis or to the OF -able (or both)
use in Ulmo ... abode not in Valinor—J. R. R.
by the addition of -bilis to verbs in -are, Fr.
Tolkien, ante 1973), esp. in the phrasal -er, as amàre, amàbilis ('to love, lovable'),
verb abide by 'to stand firm by' (he abided mûtâre, mûtàbilis ('to change, changeby our decision), or is replaced by another able'), but this method of formation was
verb (cf. Luke (AV) 8:27 and ware no clothes, extended to verbs with other stems, e.g.
neither abode in any house; (NEB) he had capere, capàbilis-*capable, and to nouns,
neither worn clothes nor lived in a house). as/avor,/avôrôbiIis-+/avourabIe. The suffix
When used in its dominant sense 'to was later perceived as a living element
bear, tolerate', abide is most frequently that could be added to English or French
used with a preceding modal auxiliary roots (whether nouns or verbs) without
in negative contexts (those ordinary Aryan regard to the existence of a Latin word
Australian girls whose coarse complexions in -abilis: actionable (16c), bearable (16c),
and lumpy features he could not abide—U. clubbable (Dr Johnson), forgivable (16c),
Jacobson, 1986). In its other senses, it objectionable (18c), even unget-at-able
tends to be used mostly in the present (19c).
tense, most famously as an imperative
Words ending in -ible reflect Fr. -ible, L
in a hymn (Abide with me; fast falls the -ibilis, from -i-, -t-, a connective or stemeventide—H. F. Lyte, ante 1845), or as a vowel of L verbs in -ire, -ere, -ire + -bilis,
participial adjective (I accept this award e.g. Fr. admissible, late L admissibilis (from
with an abiding faith in America—M. L. King,admiss-, ppl stem of admittere)-* admiss1964, accepting the Nobel Peace prize).
ible; medL audrbilis (from L audlre 'to
hear') -*audible.
abjure. This verb, from Fr. abjurer, L
2 Alterations to the stem of the sourceabjûrâre 'to deny on oath', should be
carefully distinguished from adjure, from word. The sujfix -able is a living one, and
Fr. adjurer, L adjûrâre 'to swear to (some- may be appended to any transitive verb
thing)'. Abjure means principally 'to re- to make an adjective with the senses
nounce on oath' (he had abjured, he 'able', or 'liable', or 'allowed', or 'worthought, all superstition—I. Murdoch, 1985) thy', or 'requiring', or 'bound' to be—ed
or 'to swear perpetual absence from or 'capable of being—ed', e.g. conceives
(one's country, etc.)' (to abjure the realm, conceivable that can be (mentally) contown, commonwealth, etc. = to swear to ceived. The suffix, in other words, norabandon it for ever). By contrast, adjure mally has a modal meaning.

-able, -ible | -able, -ible
Other -able words are formed from (offerable), prefer (preferable), proffer (profnouns (e.g. actionable). There are also ferable), refer (referable), suffer (sugFerable),
many common words in which the sense transfer (transferable). But inferrable is
of-able either is or seems to be not passive widely used and could not be said to be
but active, e.g. agreeable (willing to agree), wrong.
comfortable (having the power to obviate
3 A number of words are recorded
hardship), viable (able to live). It is also both with -able and with -ible. In the
worth noting that many common words following list the preferred form is
containing the suffixes -able or -ible have placed first:
no matching verb or noun, e.g. affable,
collapsible
collapsable
amenable, delectable, feasible, and plausible. collectable
collectible (common in
It should also be borne in mind that the
NAmer.)
sequences of letters -able and -tble in some
condensable
condensible
words do not constitute suffixes. The
confusible
words parable, syllable, and vegetable and confusable
connectable
connectable
the words bible, crurible, and thurible are
formations of a different kind, and, of
deductible
deductible
course, have no power to generate rediscussible
discussable
lated forms in -ability, -ibility.
extendible
extendable
Alterations. The stem of the source
extractable
extractible
word undergoes alteration in various cirgullible
gullable (19c. only)
cumstances: (i) With some exceptions,
ignitable
ignitible
words ending in silent -e lose the e when
indetectible
-able is added, e.g. adorable, excusable, re- indétectable
movable, usable. By custom, in the house
preventable
preventible
style of OUP, a few words retain the e
4 Some adjectives differ in meaning
when its loss could lead to ambiguity or in their -able and -ible forms:
excessive disguise of the root form: e.g.
contractable: liable to be contracted or
giveable, hireable, likeable, liveable, name- acquired, as a disease or a habit
able, rateable, saleable (see 6 below). But contractible: capable of contracting or
drawing together, contractile
this custom is widely abandoned now,
conversable: with whom one can converse
esp. in the US and Australia, (ii) Words
conversible: capable or being converted or
ending in a consonant +y change y to i
transposed (? obs.)
before -able, e.g. dutiable, pliable (from ply), forceable: capable of being forced open
rectifiable, triable (from try), (undeniable;
forcible: effected by means offeree (forcible
entry), having logical force
but buyable, employable, payable, in which
importable: capable of being imparted (rare)
y is preceded by a vowel. An exception:
impartible: not subject to partition
flyable. (iii) In words ending in -ce or -ge,
impassable: that cannot be traversed,
the e is retained as an indication of the
closed (of a mountain pass, etc.)
'soft' sound of c or g, e.g. bridgeable,
impassible: incapable of feeling or emotion;
changeable, chargeable, noticeable, peaceable, incapable of suffering injury; (theol.)
serviceable, (iv) Words ending in -ce retain
not subject to suffering
both letters: agreeable, foreseeable, (v) Many passable: that can pass muster; that can be
traversed (of a mountain pass, etc.)
verbs of more than two syllables ending
passible (theol.) capable of feeling or
in -ate lose this ending in the correspondsuffering (from late L passîbilis,fromL
ing adjectives in -able: alienable (not alienpati, pass- to suffer)
atable), appreciable, calculable, demonstrable, estimable, penetrable, tolerable (but, See also INFUSABLE, INFUSIBLE.
5 Some words in -able stand alongside
when the verb is disyllabic, creatable, debatable, dictatable, locatable). (vi) In wordscognate words of similar formation:
of English formation, a final consonant destroyable is occasionally felt to be as
is usually doubled before -able when it idiomatic as destructible in the sense 'capis also doubled in the present participle: able of being destroyed' (This has been a
biddable, forgettable, regrettable. Words month for the world to remind itself that
terrorism in the air is neither omnipotent nor
ending in -fer constitute a problem: confer
wholly destroyable—Economist, 1985; garlic
(conferrable), defer (deferrable), differ (no can make red blood cells more fragile and
form in -able), infer (inferable), offer destructible—Chicago Tribune, 1989); eatable is optionally available instead of the
more frequently used edible; solvable may
be
soluble
preferred
is frequently
in someused
contexts
to mean
because
'that

-able, -ible | -able, -ible
can be dissolved'; submersible is competing with submergible in the language of
the oil industry; a mistake is often called
uncorrectable (this poignant exploration of
life in late middle age is a harrowing examination of uncorrectable mistakes—Boston
Globe, 1989), because incorrigible has become ethical in sense.
6 For convenience of reference a
reasonably full list of words in -able follows.
* signifies 'in OUP house style'; many
printing houses in the UK and abroad
omit the medial -e-.
abominable, acceptable, accountable,
actionable, adaptable, adjustable,
administrable, admittable, adorable,
advisable, agreeable, alienable,
allocable, allowable, amenable, amiable,
amicable, analysable, applicable,
appreciable, approachable, arable,
arguable, arrestable, ascribable,
assessable, attainable, attributable,
available
bankable, bearable, believable, biddable,
•blameable, breakable, bribable,
bridgeable
calculable, capable, certifiable,
changeable, chargeable, clubbable,
collectable (see 3), comfortable,
committable, conceivable, condensable
(see 3), conductable, conferrable,
confinable, comformable, confusable
(see 3), connectable, consolable,
contestable, contractable (see 4),
conversable (see 4), convictable,
correctable, creatable, creditable,
culpable, curable
datable, debatable, declinable, deferrable,
definable, demonstrable, dependable,
deplorable, desirable, despicable,
destroyable (see 5), detachable,
detectable, detestable, developable,
dilatable, dispensable, disposable,
disputable, dissolvable, drivable,
durable, dutiable
eatable (see 5), educable, endorsable,
enforceable, equable, evadable,
excisable, excitable, excludable,
excusable, expandable, expendable,
expiable, extractable (see 3)
fashionable, finable, flammable, forceable
(see 4), foreseeable, forgettable,
forgivable, trainable
gettable, *giveable
•hireable
ignitable (see 3), illimitable, imaginable,
imitable, immovable, immutable,
impalpable, impartable (see 4),
impassable (see 4), impeccable,
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imperturbable, implacable,
impregnable, impressionable,
improvable, incapable, incurable,
indefatigable, indescribable,
indétectable (see 3), indictable,
indispensable, indistinguishable,
indubitable, inferable, inflammable,
inflatable, inimitable, inseparable,
insufferable, intolerable, intractable,
irreconcilable, irrefutable, irreplaceable,
irrevocable
justifiable
knowledgeable
laughable, leviable, *likeable, *liveable,
losable, lovable
machinable, malleable, manageable,
manoeuvrable, marriageable,
measurable, movable, mutable
•nameable, noticeable
objectionable, obtainable, offerable,
operable, opposable
palatable, passable (see 4), payable,
peaceable, penetrable, perishable,
permeable, persuadable, pleasurable,
preferable, prescribable, presentable,
preventable (see 3), processable,
profferable, pronounceable, provable
•rateable, readable, receivable,
recognizable, reconcilable, rectifiable,
refusable, registrable, regrettable,
reliable, removable, reputable,
retractable
•saleable, serviceable, *sizeable, solvable
(see 5), statable, storable, sufferable,
suitable, superannuable
teachable, *timeable, tolerable, traceable,
tradable, transferable, tuneable
unconscionable, uncorrectable (see 5),
undeniable, unexceptionable,
unflappable, unget-at-able, unknowable,
unmistakable, unpronounceable,
unscalable, *unshakeable, unspeakable,
untouchable, usable
viable
washable
7 A list of some of the most frequently
used words in -ible:
accessible, adducible, admissible, audible,
avertible
collapsible (see 3), collectible (see 3),
combustible, compatible,
comprehensible, connectible (see 3),
contemptible, contractible (see 4),
conversible (see 4), convertible,
corrigible, credible
deducible, deductible (see 3), defensible,
destructible (see 5), diffusible, digestible,
dirigible, discernible, discussible (see 3),
dismissible, divisible
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edible, educible, eligible, exhaustible,
expansible, expressible, extendible (see
3), extensible
fallible, feasible,flexible,forcible (see 4)
gullible (see 3)
horrible
impartible (see 4), impassible (see 4),
implausible, inaccessible, incompatible,
inadmissible, incomprehensible,
incorrigible (see 5), incredible, indelible,
indestructible, indigestible, indivisible,
ineligible, infallible, inflexible,
intangible, intelligible, invincible,
invisible, irascible, irreducible,
irrepressible, irresistible, irresponsible,
irreversible

is not always advisable and seems altogether too forced when the following
infinitive is in the passive voice {No evidence that an airriflewas able to be fired—
Times (heading of Law Report), 1988). In
general it is better to use the modal
verb canlcould with passive infinitives, or
express the sentence actively.

ablution. From the 16c. onward ablutions) has been used for the process of
washing the body as a religious rite, and
also, from the 18c, in liturgical ritual,
as a name given to 'the wine and water
used to rinse the chalice, and wash the
fingers of the celebrant after the communion'. The word was drawn into lay use
legible
in the 18c. as a somewhat light-hearted
negligible
term for 'the washing or cleansing of
omissible, ostensible
one's person'. John Buchan in The ThirtyNine Steps (1915) speaks of Mr. Turnbull's
passible (see 4), perceptible, perfectible,
permissible, persuasible, plausible,
Sunday ablutions, and Booth Tarkington
possible
has a character in The Magnificent Ambersons (1918) who stood with a towel in the
reducible, reprehensible, reproducible,
resistible, responsible, reversible, risible doorway, concluding some sketchy ablutions
before going downstairs. The word consensible, submergible (see 5), submersible
tinues to be used from time to time:
(see 5), suggestible, suppressible,
Lewis'stinyroom was put at the services of his
susceptible
ablutions and the writing up of his notes—A.
terrible, transfusible
Brookner, 1989; Morse waited with keen
vendible, visible
anticipation until his morning ablutions were
8 Negative forms of adjectives in '-able' orcomplete—C. Dexter, 1989; I got out of bed
'-ible'. Such adjectives are used with espe- and felt very heavy in the limbs, but I did
cial frequency in negative contexts, and my ablutions and dressed—E. L. Doctorow,
complex rules govern the choice of in- or 1989. For most of the century, however,
un- or some other element. A simple con- its dominant serious use has been in the
trast is shown in the pairs conceivablelin- armed services in the UK, where ablutions
conceivable and bearab\e\unbearable. In is the customary word for the process of
other negative formations the matter washing one's person or for the building
was settled in ancient times by the assim- (also called the ablution{s) block) set aside
ilation of L in- to the initial letter of the for this purpose. Fowler classified the
stem of the word. Thus the negative word as an example of 'pedantic huforms of illimitable, implacable, incredible,mour', and it is still labelled as 'jocular'
incurable, and irrefutable, for example, or 'humorous' in several desk dictionarwere settled in Latin long before these ies. It is especially common in the phrase
words were adopted in English.
to perform one's ablutions.
able to. Used with the verb to be, and
abode. In the sense 'a dwelling-place,
followed by a to-infinitive in the active a place of ordinary habitation', the word
voice, this semi-auxiliary is a natural is tending to fall into disuse except in
part of the language, whether with an the expression (of) nofixedabode, used of
animate or, to some extent, with an a person who has no settled place of
inanimate subject (I have not been able to habitation. But it has not entirely gone.
write for several days—G. Vidal, 1955; a yarnExamples: The house, standing at the edge
about not being able to keep a job—K. Amis,of a fair-sized tract of woodland and once,
1978; By his proceeding to the beach ... perhaps, the abode of gamekeepers—K. Amis,
Hie next phase of the attack was able to 1974; God was a tramp. He had no fixed
proceed—New Yorker, 1986). The attributionabode—B. Rubens, 1987; at the Snowgoose
of ability to inanimate subjects, however, Lodge where Rita had booked them as there
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was no room in her humble abode—B. Ander-abortive. The daring but unsuccessful
son, 1991. It was much used in recent attempt in 1979 to free American hostimes in the phrase right of abode, esp. as tages held in Iran was widely described
applied to the appeal by the citizens of as 'abortive'. The American journalist
Hong Kong for Britain to grant them an William Safire condemned the use as
'absurd' on the grounds that the suffix
automatic right to settle in Britain.
-ive implies continuity, and insisted that
abolishment. This word and abolition the right word was 'aborted'. In fact the
both entered the language in the 16c. notion of past or present continuity is
and for two centuries they coexisted as not a necessary component of the word.
synonyms (used of sins, faith, guilt, and The central meaning of abortive since
other abstract concepts) with approx- the 16c. has been 'coming to nought,
imately equal currency. The choice of fruitless, unsuccessful'. It can be applied
abolition by those working for the aban- to attempts, efforts, missions, coups, prodonment, first of slavery, and then of posals, etc., indeed to any action that
capital punishment, ensured the relative proves to be unsuccessful (e.g. an abortive
supremacy of this member of the pair. attempt to do the Times crossword—A. N.
Contextual needs, however, still leave Wilson, 1982).
room for abolishment to be used with fair
frequency: Whitlam favored abolishment of abound. This verb can be used with
propriety in the senses 'to be plentiful',
Australian appeals to the Privy Council—Facts
on File Inc. (NEXIS), 1975; The deregulation 'to be rich in', and 'to teem with': Mulberry
offinancialmarkets and abolishment of fixed trees abound in Oxford—]. Morris, 1978; a
commission rates had encouraged many firmsfew years since this country abounded in wild
...to prepare for [etc.]—Institutional Investor animals—A, Moorehead, 1963; the book is
Inc. (NEXIS), 1989; It's a negation of him, badly written and abounds with mistakes. As
an abolishment of him, like ripping a medal the OED expresses it: 'A place abounds
off his chest—M. Atwood in New Yorker, with all those things, which abound in
it; it abounds in those things only which
1990.
by their abundance give it a character,
aborigines. This Latinate word (spe- or add to its resources.'
cifically applied since the 16c. to the
inhabitants of a country ab origine, i.e. about. 1 As adverb. With a following
from the beginning) has largely given to-infinitive (transitive, intransitive, or
way to aboriginals in the plural. For the passive), be about has the force of a future
singular, the etymologically indefensible participle (cf. L scripturus about to write,
form Aborigine has become firmly estab- on the point of writing): she was about to
lished in Australia (first recorded there in mash the potatoes; direct negotiations are
1829). In Australian contexts, an initial about to resume; Macbeth's tyranny was
capital should be used for all forms of about to be opposed. By contrast, in negathe word: thus Aboriginals), Aborigine^). tive contexts, and esp. in the US, the
The abbreviated form Abo, used with implication is often one of not intending
varying degrees of affection and hostil- to do something or of determination not
ity, is common in Australia, both as a to do something: Peace is the mission of
the American people and we are not about to
noun and as an adjective.
be deterred—attrib. to L. B. Johnson; I'm
aborticide. In the great modern debates not about to foist something on the general
public just for the sake of releasing someabout abortion and the 'right to life'
thing—Record Mirror, 1982.
(the expression is applied attrib., with
hyphens, to a person or group opposed
2 As preposition. In the senses 'near in
to the premature ending of a normal number, scale, degree, time, etc.; approxpregnancy), aborticide, meaning (1) the imately at, approximately equal to'
destruction of the foetus in the uterus, (about half,fifty,nine o'clock, ten per cent,
and (2) a drug or other agent that causes about 186,000 miles a second), about is the
abortion, is tending to displace foeticide traditional word in the UK, but is now
{[iS feticide). The word is so recent that it in competition with the US around {the
does not appear in OED 2, whereas foeti- convention adjourned around four o'clock;
aroundfiftypeople came to the party, etc.).
cide is recorded from 1844 onward.
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above | absolute comparative

3 In the sense 'concerning', about can
2 Old grumblings about the use of
be used as a simple preposition (quarrels above to mean 'more than' are shown to
about territory) or as a conjunction intro- be out of order by the continuous record
ducing a which-, how-, etc., clause (a great of the use since the 16c: e.g. It was neuer
deal of discussion about which versions should
Acted: or if it was, not aboue once—Shakebe used; your campaign address about how
speare Hamlet; it is above a week since I saw
the Tories had watched New Zealand slideMiss
into Crawford—Austen, 1814; he doesn't
depression). Since the 1930s, the phrase to look a day above forty. Nevertheless either
be (all) about has also been frequently more than or over is the more usual and
used in the sense 'to be primarily con- natural expression in such contexts.
cerned with' (Love and war were about
abridgement. The better form, rather
winning, not fair play—A. Price, 1982). Cf.
also the phrase what it's all about (really):than abridgment. See MUTE E. See also
-MENT.
That's what love is all about—song, 1937;
They like the feeling that they have had toabrogate, arrogate. The first means 'to
fight other men for possession. That is what
repeal, annul, cancel' (to abrogate laws,
it is all about, really—A. Brookner 1984- rules, a treaty, etc.), whereas arrogate

4 Part of speech. In contexts of the type means 'to lay claim to without justificahe studied Russian for about a year, it should
tion'. Examples: (abrogate) the Cabinet
be noted (as CGEL points out) that 'about' clung stubbornly to the belief that the mere
is not a preposition but an intensifying signing of the agreement itself abrogated impredeterminer as part of the noun perial preferential tariffs—D. Acheson,
phrase, as can be seen from the fact that 1969; He abrogated at once the Penal
it is itself preceded by a preposition. In Code—W. H. Auden, 1969; Such behaviour
she is about twenty, 'about' is an adverb abrogated the ceremoniousness of feeding-J.
since it can be replaced by other adverbs Carey, 1977; (arrogate) That sort of writing
(roughly, approximately) in the same con- which has arrogated to itself the epithet 'erestruction.
ative-D. J. Enright, 1966; The illegal but
5 Tending to replace 'of. Dwight Bolin-effective authority which the Assembly of the
ger (World Englishes, 1988, vii. 238 f.) re- United Nations seemed now to have arrogated
cords many instances of a tendency in to itself—H. Macmillan, 1971.
informal English for about to be used to absent. The emergence of this word
replace of. We're more aware about it; the
used as a preposition meaning 'in the
Vietnamese are disdainful about Chinese absence
cookof, without' underlines the
ing; the issue about how such things are
pleasing fecundity of American English:
monitored. These uses, brought about by Absent such an appeal, the constitutional
a process called 'reiconization', are still issues were conclusively determined against
lurking at the edge of acceptability.
Ender—NY Law Jrnl, 1972; Finally, absent an

above. 1 For about a century, caution- agreement, one must ask what the likely terms
ary notes have been written in usage of political debate would be in 1988—
guides about the undesirability of using Dxdalus, 1987; Absent any major change in
above as an adjective and as a noun. In government programs, many companies have
the course of the 18c, by ellipsis of a no clear idea how they will pay for them—
following past participle, as said, written, Chicago Tribune, 1989. It is first recorded
mentioned, 'above' came to be used in 1944 in legal writing, and by the 1970s
attributively ='the above explanation'; had branched out into more general use
when the following noun was also sup- in the US.
pressed, 'the above' came to be used
absolute adjectives. See ADJECTIVE 4.
absolutely (OED). Thus the above list, decision, words, etc.; pictures like the above.
absolute comparative. CGEL 7.85 draws
Both uses have become part of the nat- attention to the existence of comparural machinery of the language: During atives used where no explicit comparthe above speech French is becoming increasison is made though it may be implied.
inglyagitated--T. Stoppard, 1976; Following
Thus senior retains its comparative force
from the above, the Japanese will not bein A is senior to B, but cannot be used in
rushed into making decisions—Randle and
a than- clause. We can say A is older than
Watanabe, 1985.
B, but we cannot say *A is senior than B.
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There is a wide range of adjectives with thought him excellent lies just within the
a comparative form that can be used in borders of acceptability. By contrast, the
contexts where the comparison is not following examples lie outside the acmade explicit: the better- class hotels, the ceptable area: Picking up my Bible, the
greater London area, higher education, hill seemed the only place to go just then—].
the major political parties, an older man, a Winterson, 1985; Packing to leave, her
prior claim, of superior quality, the younger fingertips had felt numb on contact with
generation. Such implied comparisons her belongings-M. Duckworth, 1986. For
are a feature of advertising language: further examples see UNATTACHED PARTIhigher mileage, a smoother finish, etc.
CIPLES.
4 CGEL 15.59 points out that in formal
absolute construction. 1 Such a conscientific writing, unrelated construcstruction stands out of explicit accord
with a following clause. It may be verb- tions have become institutionalized
less, but usu. contains a verb in its pres- 'where the implied subject is to be identient or past participial form. Examples of fied with the I, we, and you of the writers)
the simplest types: Given Didi's con- or reader(s)': When treating patients
dition, he performed an heroic feat in Is- with language retardation . . . the therapy
rael-D. Athill, 1986; that done, they drove consists 0/[etc.]; To check on the reliability
the animal through a side gate—E. O'Brien, of the first experiment, the experiment was
1988; The washing up finished, Jennifer replicated with a second set of subjects.
called through the echoey building--F. Weldon, 1988; That said, Edgar concluded the absolutely. This word has a string of
missive by reminding his employees that important meanings in the broad area
[etc.]-Chicago Tribune, 1989; Our business 'in an absolute position, manner, or
done, we were now kinder to each other—Newdegree' (independently; arbitrarily; in
Yorker, 1991. Stereotyped or formulaic grammar, without the usual construcabsolute phrases include all told, all things tion; unconditionally; etc.). It has also
considered, God willing, other things being come to be used as a mere intensive
equal, present company excepted, putting it (absolutely awful, dreadful, essential, immildly, roughly speaking, to say the least, probable, out of the question, shattered, terweather/time permitting. They do not pose rible). In such contexts, the word if
any threat of disunion to the following anything tends to lessen the power of
the following adjective or adjectival
clause.
phrase. In conversation, absolutely is a
2 Fowler (1926) and Gowers (1965) ob- pleasingly old-world variation of 'yes,
jected strongly to the placing of a comma quite so': I trust that we are still brothersbetween the noun and the participle in in-arms?—Absolutely. Pals—R. Stout, 1937; I
the absolute use: e.g. The King, having read said, Art EloydT He smiled. 'Absolutely,' he
his speech from the throne, their Majesties said-R. B. Parker, 1986. With not, it is
retired; Bath King of Arms, having bowed often used in speech as an emphatic
first to those Knights Grand Cross who haverefusal or denial: Are you going to the office
been installed ... they thereupon sit in the party this year?'—Absolutely not.'; 'Did you
seats assigned to them. Their warnings exceed.the speed limit?'—'Absolutely not.'
seem to have been heeded. I have not
encountered any such aberrant commas absolute possessives. Under this term
myself.
are included the possessive pronouns
3 A formally similar construction oc- hers, his, its, ours, theirs, and yours, and
curs when an absolute phrase containing also (except in the archaic adjectival use,
a participle in -ing or -ed refers directly as mine/thine eyes) mine and thine. None of
to the subject of the attached clause: the -s forms takes an apostrophe. The
Looking at Jim, I remembered thefirsttime I ordinary uses are straightforward (exhad seen him—Encounter, 1988; Located in cept for its, see below): the house is hers,
the Smith homestead, Fairweather prepared his, ours, mine, etc.; I met a friend of yours,
for hisfirstpatrol-M. Shadbolt, 1986 (NZ). hers, etc. Matters become more compli(It was T who was looking at Jim, and cated when two or more possessives refer
'Fairweather' who was located in the to a single noun that follows the last of
Smith homestead.) Occasionally the con- them. In such cases the -s and -ne forms
nection need not be exact: As a speaker, I are incorrect. The correct forms are
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shown in your and our and his efforts (not tendency (which he termed abstractitis)
yours and ours); either my or your informant in modern writing for abstract nouns to
must have lied (not mine); her and his strongbe used in such a way that the meaning
contempt (not hers). Rearrangement of the is obscured. Participation by the men in the
pronouns removes any risk of error: thus control of the industry is non-existent, he
his efforts and yours and ours, either your said, should be rewritten as The men have
informant or mine must have lied, etc. Its no part in the control of the industry. He
is the only pronoun in the series that gave some other (unattributed) examples
normally cannot be used predicatively of official pomposity, e.g. Strangeness of
or in the double possessive construction: samples has been shown to lead to relative
thus its toil is red, but not *this toil is its rejection of products in the comparative abnor *o mate of its. CGEL 6.29 n. points sence of clues to a frame of reference within
out, however, that independent its is which judgement may take place ... The
occasionally found, e.g. History has its complaint was not new. In The King's
lessons andfictionits; She knew the accidentEnglish (1906), the Fowler brothers atwas either her husband's fault or the car's: ittacked 'the far-fetched, the abstract, the
turned out to he not his hut its. In such periphrastic, the long, and the Rocases strong emphasis is placed on the mance'. They cited numerous examples
contrasted pronouns.
of injudiciously chosen diction, including this one from The Times: The signs
absolute superlative. Like absolute of the times point to the necessity of the
comparatives, absolute superlatives, i.e. modification of the system of administration
superlatives used merely to express a (rewrite as It is becoming clear that the
very high degree of the quality or attri- administrative system must be modified).
bute, without definite comparison with
In the bureaucratic offices of our sociother objects, occur occasionally in in- ety inflated sentences are still being writformal language: she is most peculiar, your ten, but the drive towards the use of
letter is most kind ( = extremely kind). everyday English in national and local
Forms in -est can also be used in an government documents, in legal writabsolute manner: she is the strangest ing, and elsewhere is gathering mowoman, it is the sweetest hat, he is the hap-mentum. Gowers's Plain Words (1948),
piest of babies.
and its successive editions, are vigorous
and healthy tracts which have helped to
absolve. Formerly pronounced either eradicate some of the verbosity, super/aeb'z-/ or /aeb's-/, but the pronunciation fluity, and opaqueness lurking in official
with \-z-\ now seems to be dominant, documents and memoranda.
presumably under the influence of resolve. Its normal constructions are of absurd. The standard pronunciation is
three kinds: (not common) followed by /ab's3:d/, but the less frequent pronuncia phrase or clause led by for; (both com- ation with medial \i\ is used by some
mon) followed by a phrase or clause led speakers (e.g. by N. Chomsky in a lecture
by either from or of. Examples: (a) One's in Oxford in Nov. 1992).
conscience may be pretty well absolved for not
admiring this man—Miss Mitford, 1817; Weabusage. An obsolete 16c. and 17c.
may perhaps absolve Ford for the languageword partially revived by Eric Partridge
of the artide-R. Burlingame, 1949 {WDEU); in his Usage and Abusage: A Guide to Good
(b) absolve me from all spot of sin—]. Agee, English (1942).
1950; Having thus absolved himselffrom the
duty of making the essential discrimina- abysmal, abyssal. Of the respective
tions—Ê R. Leavis, 1952; (c) it absolved him base-nouns, abysm 'bottomless gulf, deep
of all responsibility—L. A. G. Strong, 1948;immeasurable space' has retreated into
Dollar was absolved 0/personal liability for obsolescence except in reflections of
Shakespeare's line in The Tempest (1612),
the line's debts-Time, 1950 (WDEU).
What seest thou els in the dark-backward and
Abisme of Time? Abyss, on the other hand,
absorbedly. Four syllables. See -EDLY.
is a customary word, whether literal or
abstract nouns. Gowers (1965), as part figurative, for '[a place, etc., of] immeasof his drive for the use of plain English in
urable depth'. A person facing defeat in
official documents, pointed to a marked an election or humiliation of some other
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kind, for example, is often said to be joined by Academia (or academia) in the
'staring into the abyss'.
same sense (Businessmen liked to adopt the
The derivatives abysmal and abyssal
language of academia—A. Sampson, 1971).
have moved in opposite directions. Residual uses of abysmal applied to gorges, academic. The serious uses of this word
precipices, deep space, etc., can be found (first recorded in the late 16c.) remain
(the abysmal depths of interstellar space— firm, but a little more than a century
P. W. Merrill, 1938; the abysmal depths of ago (first noted 1886) it developed a dethe ocean-T. Barbour, 1944 (WDEU)), but preciatory range of meanings as well,
the word is mostly used in figurative 'unpractical, merely theoretical, having
contexts: (a) = bottomless, fathomless no practical applications', e.g. All the dis{Contemplate with despair the abysmal depthscussion, Sirs, is—academic. The war has begun
of your incapacity—A. Burgess, 1987); {b) = already—H. G. Wells, 1929; The strike vote
extremely bad (Guatemala's abysmal hu' ... was dismissed as largely academic' by
man rights record—NY Times, 1984; the abysMerseyside Health Authority—Times, 1990.
mal quality of what is produced [in
Romania]—NY Rev. Eks, 1989).
Academy. The Academy, the Garden, the
Abyssal, once also used figuratively, is Lyceum, the Porch, and the Tub are names
now only in restricted use as a technical used for the five chief schools of Greek
term in oceanography, 'belonging to one philosophy, their founders, adherents,
of the deepest levels of the ocean* (the and doctrines: the Academy, Plato, the
ocean basin floor ...is called the abyssal Platonists, and Platonism; the Garden,
floor—A. C. and A. Duxbury, 1984).
Epicurus, the Epicureans, and EpicurAcademe. In ancient Greece, 'Aica- eanism; the Lyceum, Aristotle, the Aristoôrj^Eia was the proper name of a garden telians, and Aristotelianism; the Ponrh
near Athens sacred to the hero Acad- (or the Painted Porch, Gk crcoà rcoiK&n),
emus. In the 4c. BC it was the site of a Zeno, the Stoics, and Stoicism; the Tub,
philosophical school established there Diogenes (who lived in extreme poverty,
by Plato. Shakespeare modified the Greek legend has it, in a tub), the Cynics, and
name to the trisyllabic Achademe in Love's Cynicism.
Labour's Lost and used it to mean 'a place
of learning'. Milton's line The olive-grove acatalectic. Having the necessary numof Academe, Plato's retirement {Paradise Reber of feet or syllables: a technical term
gained, w. 244) also used the trisyllabic in prosody. Happy /field or / mossy / cavern
form of the word, but applied it specific- (Keats) and Come, you / pretty /false-eyed /
ally to Plato's philosophical school. Later wanton (Campion) are trochaic —
( ~) tetrawriters followed Shakespeare's lead, and, meters in which the last foot is acatalecparticularly since the publication of tic. Cf. CATALECnC.
Thackeray's Pendennis in 1849 (the least
snugly sheltered arbour among the groves of accent. 1 The noun is pronounced on
Academe), the word Academe (frequently the first syllable and the verb on the
but not invariably with an initial capital) second. See NOUN AND ADJECTIVE ACCENT;
has been modishly used by many writers NOUN AND VERB ACCENT.
to mean 'the academic community, the
world of university scholarship', notably
2 In general use, an accent is 'a parin the phrase the groves of Academe (cf. ticular mode of pronunciation, esp. one
Atque inter silvas Academi quaerere verum—associated with a particular region or
Horace, Ep. 2. 2. 45). Mary McCarthy's group (Liverpool accent, German accent,
novel The Groves of Academe (1952) helped upper<lass accent)' (COD). Examples: She
to establish the currency of the expres- had ...the accent of a goodfinishingschool—
sion. It is a tangled story, but it is clear J. Braine, 1957; RP is, within England, a
that Academe (or academe) has now slipped non-regional accent; other educated accents all
away from its Greek original, and has have local characteristics—D. Abercrombie,
passed into general use as an acceptable 1964; My mother came from Nashville, Tenexpression (One of the most remarkable nessee, and try as she would she couldn't
pieces of hostile reviewing ever seen in acad-obliterate her accent—Lord Hailsham, 1981.
eme—Jonathan Clark, 1989). More re- It is also used to mean the position of
cently (first recorded in 1946), it has been
the stress in a word; You must
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accent, accentuate | access, accession

pronounce this all as one word with the accent accept, except. No educated person
would confuse the two in meaning or
on thefirstsyllable—C. S. Lewis, 1955function, since all they have in common
accent, accentuate. Infigurativesenses is that in fast speech they both approxi( = to emphasize, heighten, make con- mate to /ak'sept/. As a result poor spellers
spicuous, intensify, etc.), accentuate is may occasionally set down the wrong
now much the commoner of the two word. David Crystal reports in his book
verbs, but accent is by no means extinct. Who Cares About English Usage? (1984) that
Examples: (accent) The great piers ...are a number of English undergraduates beaccented at the cardinal points by shafts of fore whom he set the pair of sentences
dark lias—R. J. King, 1877; Blouse woven of Shall we accept/except his invitation to
Dacron® polyester is accented with a big, self-dinner? chose except not accept.
tie bow—Sears Catalog 1985, 1984; (accentuate) I observed a severe grey skirt, the waist accept of. Partly no doubt because of
accentuated by a leather belt—W. Golding,its use in the Bible (they shall accept of the
1967; The vtllagey feeling was accentuated punishment of their iniquitie—Lev. (AV) 26:
by the use oftile-hanging—M.Girouard, 43) in 1611, accept of in the sense 'to
1977; Collingwood also has a rather learned accept (something offered, esp. somelook, accentuated by steel spectacles—R. Cobb,thing unwelcome)' survived from the
16c. until the first half of the 20c, but
1985. In the literal sense 'to place an
accent on a syllable or word', the only it appears to be obsolete now.
word used (of the two) is accent (e.g. 'begin'
access, accession. 1 As nouns. There
is accented on the second syllable).
are very few contexts in which one of
acceptance, acceptation. The first of these can be substituted for the other
these, though coming later into the lan- without the meaning's being modified.
guage, has gradually driven out most of In contexts of arriving, accession means
the everyday uses of the second during arrival, admission, access opportunity of
the last four centuries, except that accep- arriving or of admission. Accordingly,
tation is still the more usual of the two accession to the throne means becoming
words in the sense 'the particular sense, sovereign, access to the throne opportunity
or the generally accepted meaning, of a of petitioning the sovereign. The idea of
word or phrase'. So we find acceptance increase or augmentation, often present
used in contexts of receiving or ac- in accession (recent accessions to the library
cepting gifts, payments, aid, pleasure, are not yet catalogued; an accession of
duty, invitations, persons (into a group), strength), is foreign to access; an access of
hardship, and all manner of other fever, fury, joy, despair, paralysis, pessimism,
things; but No up-to-date language-user etc., is a fit or sudden attack of it, which
could unselfconsciously speak or write the may occur whatever the previous state
words gay or queer in their old acceptations- of mind may have been; accession would
Verbatim, 1986; This endlessly fascinatingnot be used in such a manner; people
anthology of ancient Hebrew literature waswithout readers' tickets have no access to the
... against all plausible acceptations of the library, i.e. are not permitted to enter, is
word, on its way to becoming a book—R. a normal use; accession cannot be so used.
Alter, 1987.
2 As verbs. Since the 1890s, accession
has established itself as a regular verb
accepter, acceptor. In general contexts meaning 'to enter in the accessions registhe word is normally spelt accepter (he is ter of a library' (the new books have been
no accepter of conventions), but in special promptly accessioned—G. M.Jones, 1892). In
senses in law and science acceptor, the more recent times (first recorded 1975),
Bill of Exchange ... is an order written by access (perhaps as a back-formation) has
the drawer and addressed to the acceptor—occasionally been used in the same sense
J. E. T. Rogers, 1868; the ionization energy of (the Lowestoft Hoard had to be accessed—TLS,
donors is less than that of acceptors—Physical1978). Since the early 1960s, access has
Review, 1949; another possible électron ac-been used in computer language in the
ceptor such as sulphate or perhaps even nitratesense 'to gain access to (data, etc., held
may be reduced—Forestry, 1986. See -ER AND in a computer or computer-based system,
or the system itself)' (OED): The library's
-OR; -OR.

accessary, accessory | accidently
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statistical section uses its Polis terminal to distinction between (say) an access of enaccess various statistical databases—Times,ergy (outburst of) and an excess of energy
1983. It is part of the everyday vocabulary (too much), and between an access of rage
(emotional outburst) and an excess of rage
of the subject.
(something judged to be 'over the top')
accessary, accessory. 1 These two seems to be observed in most printed
words were given separate entries in work. The danger area is in the choice
the OED because their derivations differ. of word to indicate a surge, or alternMoreover, in meaning, both as nouns atively a surfeit, of emotions. There is a
and as adjectives, they mostly ran on marked gradation in moving from an
separate tracks until about 1900. The access of loyalty, wickedness, willingness,
•ary form traditionally tended to imply etc., to an excess of the same.
complicity in an offence, acting as (or
one who acts as) a subordinate in a crime, accessorize. A hankie to accessorize a
while the -ory form was mostly reserved costume, reported the linguistic journal
for general contexts where someone or American Speech in 1939, when launching
something contributed in a subordinate what looked like being one of the leastway. In the course of the 20c. accessory lovable words of the 20c. But fashion
has come to prevail in all contexts both writers have adopted the word in Vogue
as a noun and as an adjective. ODWE s.v. and elsewhere, and it has settled into
accessory (n. and adj.) says uncompromis- acceptability esp. in the language of fashion and of interior decoration. Examples:
ingly 'use now in all senses, not -ary'.
In pre-glasnost days she would have accessorExamples: As the one person who knew of
ized her gear with a small party badge in
their illegalities I felt that I was becoming an
the lapel of a sombre suit—Times, 1988; The
accessory after the fact—S. Unwin, i960; if Sultan has accessorized himself with epauhe buried the captain, as he says, he's an lettes, medals and several strings of pearlsaccessory-R. Macdonald, 1971; accessory Times, 1989; The ground floor reception rooms
ideas associated with the principal idea—M.are resplendent with new brushbox flooring
Cohen, 1977; accessory glands in the in- ... accessorized with traditional rugs—Belle
ternal male and female genitalia of insects—(Aust.), 1983; Earth tone nylon covers of
Zool. Jrnl Linnean Soc, 1988. As a noun, seats in a car easily accessorize with any
accessory has also become widely used hue—Toronto Star, 1984.
(usu. in the pi.) in the 20c. for the smaller
articles of dress (gloves, handbag, etc.) accidence. It is perhaps as well to set
or the extras in a motor vehicle (fog- down here (since the terminology of tralights, radio, etc.). Examples: Accessories ditional grammar is less well known
... may be considered essential to an outfit—A.
than it once was) that accidence is 'that
Lurie, 1981; auto accessories.
part of Grammar which treats of the
Accidents or inflections of words' (OED).
2 Both words were frequently proThe word is first recorded in a context
nounced with the main stress on the
of 1509. For example, the endings of the
first syllable until the early part of the parts of regular English verbs fall under
present century, but now /aek'sesan/ is the heading of accidence: talk (base), talkthe standard pronunciation. Some un- ing (-ing participle), talks (3rd person sineducated people pronounce accessory gular present indicative), and talked (past
with initial /aes-/ as if it were spelt 'asses- tense or past participle). Accidence also
sory'.
covers inter alia the inflections of adjectives (tall, taller, tallest) and of nouns (girl,
access, excess. The OED (in a section girls, girl's, girls').
published in 1884) no doubt correctly
said that 'access is frequently found writ- accidently. This non-standard form,
ten for excess sb., chiefly by phonetic used instead of accidentally, is recorded
confusion; but the senses also approach as early as 1611 and is still encountered
in 8 ['addition, increase'] above'. Murray occasionally in print: e.g. When I have
would not have made such a statement accidently collided with it—B. Rubens, 1985;
without substantial evidence. It is just Julie Kohler (Moreau) loses her groom on the
possible still to imagine circumstances steps of the church when he is accidently shot
in which uncertainty might arise. The by a group of men fooling about with a
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acclimate, acclimatize | account

gun—Listener, 1987. But it is very much a Pronouncing Dictionary (1917-67), presumminority form.
ably correctly reflecting the mood of that
time, gave precedence to the second of
acclimate, acclimatize. Both words these two pronunciations.
mean 'to habituate to a new climate (lit.
or fig.)'. The slightly older acclimate (first accord. Of his owne accord he went vnto
recorded 1792) has totally given way to you (2 Cor. (AV) 8:17) and She had no idea
acclimatize (1836) in the UK, whether as ofgiving up Felix of her own accord (Trollope,
transitive or intransitive verbs, and par- 1862) are earlier examples of the still
tially in the US, though American ex- customary idiom 'of one's own accord':
amples of acclimate and derivatives are her face, of its own accord, folded into a false,
not difficult to find: 'III drop in after obedient smile—E. O'Brien, 1989. On mine
dinner,' Dick promised. 'First I must get acowne accord, lie off (Shakespeare, Winter's
climated.'—F. Scott Fitzgerald, 1934; but as Tale, 1611) illustrates the now obsolete
they are acclimated and toughened to the use of on as the head of this phrase.
native condition they suffer far less than we
do—F. Lloyd Wright, 1954; Harry, by now according. 1 according as. Fowler's long
almost acclimated to tela, her Olympic highswarning (1926) against repetition of the
and her subterranean lows—M. Doane, 1988. phrase now seems dated and unnecesAcclimatize (and derivatives) is the normal sary. It is now regarded as a subordinatword, for instance, in the works of Chris ing conjunction meaning 'depending on
Bonington (UK mountaineer), Paul Scott whether, to the extent to which' (everyone
(UK novelist), and Carl Sagan (US scien- contributes according as he or she is able);
and, as the OED says, it is normally contist).
fined to contexts where the accordance
accommodate, accommodation. Two is with one of two or more alternatives
cs, two ms. The verb accommodate is con- (Llanabba Castle presents two quite different
strued with to when it means 'to adapt' aspects, according as you approach it from
the Bangor or the coast road—E. Waugh,
(He would easily have accommodated his body
to the rule of never turning his head on his 1928).
shoulders—R. Graves, 1938; his eyes quickly 2 according to, used as a complex preaccommodated to the gloom—mod.; the position, means (a) in a manner that is
second noun accommodated in form to the consistent with (something) (everything
native cognate—E. S. Olszewska, 1962; Fus- went according to plan); (b) as stated by
sell's own vision of human [well, American)(someone) or in (something): (as a factual
society and how to accommodate to it- statement) according to our records your
Listener, 1984); and with with when it current account is in credit; The Gospel acmeans 'to equip, supply, oblige' (Major cording to St Matthew; according to the new
Kent was accommodated with a hammock regulations; I have acted according to my
chair—G. A. Birmingham, 1908; Can you conscience—A. Blunt, 1979; (with an eleaccommodate me with cash for a cheque?ment of uncertainty or disbelief) ac—OED). Accommodations (in the plural),cording to you, you were at school this
once common in the UK for 'lodgings, morning but according to the teacher you
living premises', is now more or less were not; (c) in a manner or degree that
restricted to AmE (overnight accommoda- is in proportion to (something): salary
according to experience; arrange the blocks
tions).
according to size and colour, My price varied
accompanist. Now the standard form from twenty to fifty pounds according to the
of the word for 'a person who plays a neighbourhood and the customer—G. Greene,
musical accompaniment'. The by-form 1966.
accompanyist (also first recorded in the
19c), used e.g. by Dickens in Oliver Twist, account. The slightly formal preposihas fallen out of favour in BrE but is tional phrase on account of in Virginia
Woolfs Diary (1915) (Rhubarb was foroccasionally encountered in AmE.
bidden him, on account of its acidity), and
accomplice, accomplish. The standard in Anita Brookner's Latecomers (1988) (He
pronunciation of both words is now with
remained miserable and ashamed, largely on
/-kAm-/ not /-kmn-/, though the first thir- account of his appetite which continued to
teen editions of Daniel Jones's English torment him) means 'by reason of, because

accountable | acerb, acerbic
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of. It contrasts sharply with (a) the non- on a woman's bow is about 34 lb, which
standard on accounts of shown in they giv' makes for an accumulative weight of about
it the name, on accounts of Old Harmon living five tons in the course of the competitionsolitary there (Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, Times, 1988.
Victorian working-class context); and (b)
the 20c. slang conjunctional phrases on accuse. A person is accused of (a crime,
account and account of as illustrated in misbehaviour, etc.) in modern English:
the following examples: I was feeling kind e.g. you ... accused me of affectation last
of down, on account that tooth of mine was time—M. Drabble, 1963; he accused the
giving me the devil—P. G. Wodehouse, 1936; sound technicians of sabotaging the reFred'sfivefoot ten ...but I tell him he's still cord—M. Puzo, 1969; People jumped up and
a shrimp, account of I'm so tall—Horizon, accused her of making common cause with
1942; Take your three days off, Mr. Barlow, the Nazis—D. May, 1988. In former times
only don't expect to be paid for them on other constructions were available and
account you're thinking up some fancy acceptable: e.g. he is accused for too much
ideas—E. Waugh, 1948; Account ofyou think conniving at the factious disturbers thereof—
you're tough you're going up to State Prison Thomas Fuller, 1655; The Romanists accuse
where youll have to prove it—E. Leonard, the Protestants for their indifference—
Southey, 1809. But the construction with
1994 (US).
of has prevailed.
accountable. Most frequently used of
persons being accountable to (another per- accused. The accused, 'he or she who
son or persons)/or (something), i.e. liable is accused in a court of justice', is an
to be called to account: labour MPs ... everyday use. The or an accused man, perwould at least have the authority to keep a son, banker, teacher, etc., are also routinely
Labour government accountable to them for acceptable (only the sex or the occupawhat they say they would do and are required tion of the accused person being given).
to do—T. Benn, 1979. It was formerly often It is inadvisable, however, to use expresused in the sense 'explicable', i.e. as an sions like the accused thief or the accused
antonym of unaccountable {By George—itrapist, i.e. to indicate the nature of the
was a very accountable obstinacy—G. Eliot,alleged crime.
1876), but this use is not often encountered nowadays.
acerb, acerbic. Of these two competing
adjectives, acerb (first recorded in 1657)
accoutrement. Thus spelt in BrE, but
appears to be retreating, while acerbic
also as accouterment in AmE.
(1865) is advancing. But the battle is far
accumulative, cumulative. These two from over. Both words are used in the
adjectives of approximately the same literal sense 'sour, bitter' (acerb(ic) apples,
meaning ('arising from accumulation') lemon juice, etc.), but are found much
have been contextually competing for more frequently in figurative contexts.
roles since the 17c. Nowadays one is Examples: (acerb) Many of his acerb remarks
much more likely to encounter cumulat- about wives and marriage may or may not
ive, both in general contexts (cumulative apply to his own—D. M. Frame, 1964; The
arguments, effect, evidence, force, etc.) and acerb after effects of the tragic act of love—].
in more specialized areas of legal sen- Updike, 1978; Ricks's Victorians tend to be
tencing, dividends, reference library in- more like himself than they are like Q: acerb,
dexes, errors, voting, etc. If a sentence amusing, self-aware—TLS, 1987; (acerbic)
is tending in the direction of needing The fury he aroused in the acerbic breast of
an adjective meaning 'increasing in Karl Marx—TLS, 1971 ; Barney Frank... agile,
amount, force, intensity, number, etc., acerbic and ferociously intelligent, the kind
over a period of time', and the context is of Democrat who struck fear in the hearts of
general not technical, cumulative rather Republicans—Newsweek, 1989; 'Mastergate'
than accumulative is the word that is more by Larry Gelbart, which just opened on Broadlikely to be chosen (the cumulative effects way, is full of acerbic political satire—Chicago
of smoking, cumulative proof of a conspiracy). Sun-Times, 1989.
But the choice of word remains fairly
The erroneous spelling ascerbic turns
open, e.g. accumulative scraps of evi- up in print from time to time—perhaps
dence-M. Wheeler, 1972: The draw weight modelled on ascetic—but has no validity.
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Achilles' heel | acronym

acoustic. 1 Pronunciation. In 1917 Daniel
Jones gave priority to /-'kaust-/ in his English Pronouncing Dictionary. By 1963 (12th
Achilles' heel. For many years, in the edn.) this pronunciation was labelled
house style of OUP, an apostrophe was old-fashioned, and preference was given
insisted on for Achilles' heel but not for to /-'ku:st-/, which remains the normal
Achilles tendon. This state of affairs has pronunciation. H. W. Fowler's forecast in
been rectified in the COD (1990), where 1926 ('If the word came into popular use,
both phrases are allotted an apostrophe. it would probably be with -ow-') was
It must be stressed, however, that the based upon traditional assumptions
presence or absence ofan apostrophe in about the English pronunciation of
these two expressions is not a matter of Greek.
rule, but of custom. Consistency in a
2 Acoustics is construed as a singular
given publication is desirable, whichever
noun when used to mean 'the science
form is chosen.
of sound' (e.g. Acoustics is a branch of
acid. Since the 1960s, when acid was physics), and as a plural when used to
first used to mean 'the hallucinogenic mean 'the acoustic properties (of a builddrug LSD', the word has developed all ing)' (e.g. the acoustics of the church hall are
the sinister connotations of a widely not impressive).
despised sub-culture. Persons taking
such drugs came to be called acid heads acqu-. See AQU-, ACQU-.
or acid freaks; their way of life came to
depend upon going on acid trips at acid acquaintanceship. The logical progress
parties or elsewhere, in the presence of of ideas in a sentence occasionally allows
acid rock (loud music). More recently this word to slip into print, sometimes
(1988), the unrelated term Acid House (or when acquaintance would have served inHouse) has been applied to a style of stead. Examples: Aunt Kate of Hungerford
music and dancing imported to Britain or some other member of her wide acquaintfrom Chicago, and characterized by the anceship of old ladies—P. Norman, 1979;
widespread use by participants of a de- visits to and by members of the other group
signer drug called Ecstasy. These uses with acquaintanceship with immigrantsare striking examples of the transforma- European Sociol. Rev., 1986; we'd
tion of the primary sense of a basic term somehow crossed the barrier between acin a technical subject, namely chemistry. quaintanceship and friendship—Truckin' Life
(Aust.), 1986.
acid rain. A stock example of a phrase
that was in use for a long period (first acronym. 1 Since 1943» words formed
recorded 1859) before becoming part of from the initial letters of other words
international English. Environmental- have been known as acronyms (the word
ists brought the matter of the pollution itself formed from aero-, Gk àicpo-, comof forests by acid rain, i.e. rain with bining form of aKpos 'topmost' + -onym
significantly increased acidity as a result after homonym). A word was clearly
of atmospheric pollution, to the UN in needed for this prolific method of mod1972, and the term has now become part ern word-formation. The test of a true
of the 'Green' vocabulary known to us acronym is often assumed to be that
all (along with CFC, greenhouse effect, ozoneit should be pronounceable as a word
within the normal word patterns of Englayer, etc.).
lish. By such a reckoning, BBC is not an
acid test. See POPULARIZED TECHNICALI- acronym but an abbreviation; whereas
Nato ( = North Atlantic Treaty OrganizaTIES.
tion), being pronounceable like Cato, is
acknowledgement, in most printed an acronym. Examples of familiar acwork this is the preferred spelling in ronyms include: Aids (acquired immune
BrE, whereas the form without medial deficiency syndrome), Anzac (Australian
-e- (-ledgment) is more usual in AmE. The and New Zealand Army Corps), ASH
choice is a matter of convention not of (Action on Smoking and Health), SALT
(Strategic Arms Limitation Talks), SAM
correctness or error.
The corresponding adverbial form is
acerbically, not *acerbly.

act, action | activate, actuate
(surface-to-air missile), Unesco (United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization), and WASP (White
Anglo-Saxon Protestant). Many words of
this kind, especially those that are the
names of organizations, begin by being
written with uniform capitals and full
stops, and only gradually attain the
status and shape of ordinary words after
constant use: thus U.N.E.S.C.O. -•
UNESCO -> Unesco. Others remain written with uniform capitals (ASH, SAIT,
SAM, WASP, above) but without full stops.
Still others were written with uniform
lower-case letters virtually from the beginning: laser (light amplification by
stimulated emission of radiation), radar
(radio detection and ranging), and the US
word snafu (situation normal—all /ouled
up).
2 The limitations of the term being
not widely known to the general public,
acronym is also often applied to abbreviations that are familiar but are not pronounceable as words. Thus EC (European
Community), FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation), and VCR (vidéocassette recorder). Such terms are also called
initialisms.
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2 Action is freely used in the attributive position (action committee, painting,
photography, replay, etc.). Art cannot be so
used.
3 Both words form part of fixed
phrases, idioms, or proverbs: (act) my act
and deed, Act I (of a play), a variety act (at
a circus, etc.); to put on an act, caught in
the art, clean up one's act, get one's act
together, (action) killed in action, out of
action, to take action, actions speak louder
than words; (colloq.) where the action is (the
centre of activity), a piece (or shane) of the
action (implying participation in some
activity).
action (as verb). In its modern use in
the sense 'to take action on (a request,
etc.)', the word is best left at present
to the tight-lipped language of business
managers, e.g. Dismissal will be actioned
when the balance of probabilities suggests
that an employee has committed a criminal
act-Daily Tel, 1981.

activate, actuate. These two verbs were
on a collision course in general contexts
in the 19c. and activate became obsolete
(and was so labelled in the OED) for a
while. Its substantial use in chemistry
and physics in the 20c. has brought activact, action. 1 The distinction between ate back into prominence. At the present
the two words is not always absolute: we time, activate is the term used when the
are judged by our acts or by our actions. In context requires 'to render active' (of
some of its senses, act (derived in the carbon, molecules, etc.), 'to make radio14c. from OF arte) refers directly to L active' (Most 0/the elements situated between
actus 'a doing' and in others to L artum boron and calcium have been activated under
'a thing done'. In general, action means the influence ofa-rays—K. W Lawson, 1938),
'the doing of (something)' and has 'to aerate (sewage) as a means of purtended over the centuries to prevent art ification', or some other technical or
from being used in the more abstract scientific sense. It is also widely applied
senses. We can speak only of the action, to much less technical items like burglar
not the art, of a machine, when we mean alarms, traffic lights, flight plans, and,
the way it acts; and action alone has a less commonly, to behaviour that is motikind of collective sense, as in his action vated by some set of circumstances (Are
throughout (i.e. his acts or actions as a they activated by concern for public morality!
whole) was correct, he took decisive action —Essays & Studies, 1961). Actuate, by con(freq. involving a series of separate acts). trast, is much less often encountered in
The actions of a person are usually viewed technical contexts, though in practice
as occupying some time in doing, in devices, diaphragms, forces, pinions, pisother words are the habitual or ordinary tons, and so on, as shown in 18c. and 19c.
deeds of a person, the sum of which examples in the OED, are still actuated by
constitutes his or her conduct. Act, by this or that instrument or agent. Abcontrast, normally means something stract qualities like anger, greed, jealbrought about at a stroke or something ousy, malice, etc. are only grudgingly
of short duration. As such it is frequently activated and more commonly actuated.
followed by o/and a noun (an act of God, There is no guarantee that this state of
an act of cruelty, folly, madness, mercy, etc.).affairs is permanent. Examples of actuate:
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actuality | adagio

His opposition was actuated by a different language, particularly in spoken English.
and more compelling motive than that of her Further examples: (part of an assertion
other relatives—D. Cecil, 1948; Peirce was or counter-assertion) We think it's quite all
actuated by the analogy with science, not by aright, actually—D. Heffron, 1976; (adding
vision—]. Barzun, 1983; the union campaign slight emphasis) I am not actually in a
... was actuated by political rather than position to make a decision—H. Secombe,
industrial considerations—New Statesman,1981; (reinforcing a negative statement)
'I told you, I've got problems at work.' Actu1985.
ally, you didn't.'—S. Mackay, 1981; (when
actuality. A century ago actuality stood giving advice) Actually, it might be a good
beside actualness as virtual synonyms in idea not to travel from Gatwick in the summer
the sense 'the quality or state of being this year—mod. Clearly a useful, but an
actual'. Actuality also meant 'the state of overused word.
being real, reality', and, in the plural,
'actual existing conditions or circum- actuate. See ACTIVATE.
stances' (his words were directed to the actualities of the case). Actualness has dropped acuity, acuteness. Acuity (first recorded
by the wayside, whereas actuality has 1543) has long vied with acuteness (1627)
retained its older senses while acquiring in lit. and fig. contexts. In practice the
a new concrete one, namely 'a film re- former word has retreated somewhat:
cord or radio or television broadcast of nowadays it collocates principally with
an event as it actually occurs' {actuality hearing, understanding, vision, wit, and
film, material, programme).
certain diseases. Examples: People that I
know who like to read poetry with acuity and
actually. One of a number of adverbs intelligence—A. Hecht, 1981; almost drowsy,
(definitely, really, surely, etc.) that at presentbut with no loss of mental acuity—I. Asimov,
tend to be overused as emphasizers. The 1982; being able to see 6/12 on a visual acuity
traditional use of the word to mean 'in chart—Nursing Times, 1986. For nearly all
fact, in reality' is shown in sentences other areas broadly signifying 'sharplike Often it wasn't actually arailwaystationness, perceptiveness', acuteness is the
but a special stopping place in the middle of more usual word. The two words have
nowhere—New Yorker, 1987. Emphasizingnot, however, drifted into separate seuses of the word are not new: the OED mantic bins in the manner of numerous
(sense 5) lists examples from Goldsmith, other -tyl-ness pairs (casualty\casualness, inRuskin, and others in which actually is genuityjingenuousness, etc.).
added 'to vouch for statements which
seem surprising, incredible, or exagger- acumen. The Victorian (and therefore
ated', e.g. I had some dispositions to be a the OED's) pronunciation was /a'kjuiman/,
scholar and had actually learned my letters-stressed on the second syllable. This still
Goldsmith, 1762. In many modern con- seems to be the dominant pronunciation
texts, however, the degree of surprise, in AmE, but it has given way to
incredibility, or exaggeration being /'aekjuman/, stressed on the first syllable,
vouched for is often a little less easy to in BrE.
discern, e.g. (used as a sentence adverb)
But I'd like to see those scrap books again, ad, a frequent colloquial shortened
actually—Lee Smith, 1983; 'It was a fairlyform of advertisement or advertising (so
rough night, actually, sir. One way or an- small ad, adman, etc.), first recorded in
other.'—A. Price, 1987; except that instead 1841 and now in very widespread inof going into the technological future I had formal use.
to go back in time. Actually, I don't really
mean that, back in time—J. Barnes, 1989; AD (anno Domini, in the year of the Lord)
(in a normal adverbial position) 'And we should always be placed (in small capidon't actually have the money, either,' my tals when printed) before the numerals:
mother said—A. Munro, 1987. In each case AD 900. It is customary, however, to write
the writers concerned appropriately 'the third century AD' after the model of
used this low-key device as part of the 'the third century BC'. See BC.
natural language of their characters. The
problem is how to bring about a reduc- adagio. (Mus.) slow; as noun, pi. adagios.
tion in the low-key devices that litter the See -O(E)S 4.

adamant | -ade
adamant. Derived from L adamantem
(nom. adamâns, adamàs (earlier in Gk),
it was brought into English before the
Conquest as a noun meaning a hard
rock or mineral ('as to which vague,
contradictory, and fabulous notions long
prevailed', OED). In modern use it is 'only
a poetical or rhetorical name for the
embodiment of surpassing hardness'
(OED). But since the 1930s it has passed
into use as an adjective (His appointment
had met with the adamant opposition of
almost all the Fellows—T. Sharpe, 1974).
from which the adverb adamantly is derived (When she mentions him at all in her
diary, it is in adamantly negative terms-S.
Quinn, 1988). Cf. ANATHEMA 2.
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captandum presentation of the facts, an ad
captandum sentimentality).
addenda. 1 This is a plural form: it
should be used only when listing a number of items; if there is only one, the
heading should be Addendum.
2 Addenda is occasionally (and regrettably) used with a singular construction when it means 'a list of additional
items' (a new edition with an invaluable
addenda).
addicted to. This should be followed
by an ordinary noun (is addicted to whisky)
or by a verbal noun in -ing (is addicted
to reading sciencefiction).Formerly (until
some point in the 19c.) it could also be
followed by an infinitive: I have been so
little addicted to take my opinions from my
uncle that.. .—J. Austen, 1814.

adapter, adaptor. In an ideal world,
an adapter is a person who adapts (something or to something), whereas an adaptor is a device which adapts (something). addle, addled. The ancient noun addle
The distinction is not an absolute one, (OE adela 'stinking urine, mire') came to
however, and any rule-stating goes be applied as an adj. to eggs in the 13c.
against the evidence. One is likely to (addle egg was equated with medL ovum
encounter technical examples of adapters ûrïnae 'egg of urine' or 'putrid liquid'),
(e.g. the UG-176 adapter, the Ti TMS 380 and by the 16c. to virtually anything
LA.N adapter chipset) in any English-speak- seen as decomposed, muddled, unsound,
ing area; similarly adaptors ( = persons) or idle. Since then it has gradually bemay be found in any form of English. come restricted in use to describe
See -ER AND -OR; -OR.
(rotten) eggs and muddled brains. The

adaption. For Swift and Dickens, adap- forms in current use are addle (verb)
tion was an acceptable formation mean- (both eggs and brains are capable of
ing 'adaptation, the action of adapting*. 'addling'); addle-brain(ed), addle-head(ed),
At no time, however, has it presented a addle-pate(d), and the corresponding parserious challenge to the regular form ticipial adj. addled.
adaptation: in any substantial corpus of addresses. It is now customary to use
evidence adaptation is at least ten times as little punctuation as possible in admore likely to occur than adaption. dresses. Thus (omitting commas at the
Nevertheless it should be noted that the end of lines):
shorter form turns up from time to time
The College Secretary
in good sources: e.g. The Russian adaption St Peter's College
of foreign models—TLS, 1983; The Quadruplex
Oxford 0x1 2DL
system is still used today by broadcasters, but
and
(omitting the comma after the house
was quite unsuitable for adaption to domestic
use—New Scientist, 1983; But I daresay youllnumber):
display your usual power of adaption—P. 44 High Street
Lively, 1987. There is considerable vari- -ade. Nearly all disyllabic or polysyllabic
ation in usage in the derivatives: adap- words ending in -ade are derived from
tionist (adj.) is frequent, but so are French (some being drawn into that lanadaptationism, -ist, adaptational, -alism, guage from other Romance languages).
The majority have passed through a
-alist.
stage of being pronounced with final
ad captandum, a L phrase (in full ad
/-a:d/, but are now normally pronounced
captandum vulgus) meaning '(calculated) with /-eid/, e.g. accolade, arcade, balustrade,
to take the fancy of (the crowd)'. Used brigade, brocade, cascade, cavalcade, crusade,
in English since the 18c. of unsound or lemonade, marmalade, masquerade, palisspecious arguments or opinions (an ad
ade, parade, serenade, and tirade. A small
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group, e.g. esplanade, fanfaronnade, fusillade, glissade, pomade, and rodomontade,
are still commonly pronounced with
either /-eid/ or /-a:d/; and aubade, ballade,
charade, façade, and promenade always
have /-a:d/.

adequate | adjacent

(OED 2). Nevertheless there is an overlapping area in which adherence is used literally (e.g. adherence of petals and sepals)
and adhesionfiguratively(e.g. The present
humble writer, who has declared his adhesion
to Macaulay's dictum that Rymer was the
worst critic who ever lived—G. Saintsbury,
adequate, l In the sense 'proportionate 1916; He is in fact morerigidin his adhesion
(to the requirements), sufficient', ad- to his old doctrines—B. Webb, 1952; Others
equate is most commonly used without ... fell under his control through the adhesion
a complement (the interest on his investment to France of their ruler, the Prince-Bishop of
Liège-W. S. Churchill, 1957).
was small but adequate; there is an adequate
supply of food in the flooded area). When it
has one, the complement is now just as ad hoc, L, lit. 'to this', has been recorded
commonly introduced by for as by to: cf. in English since the 17c. in the sense 'for
very reliable and adequate to our purposes; this specific purpose, to this end' (a sum
she has adequate grounds for divorce; their not far off two millions will have to be proearnings are adequate for/to their needs. Ad-vided ad hoc by the Chancellor of the Exequate is also frequently followed by a to- chequer), but more particularly as a quasiinfinitive: Is language adequate to describe adj. meaning '(arranged) for some particular purpose' (an ad hoc committee is
it?
to be set up) or '(in a manner) not planned
2 It is notionally not subject to com- in advance' (a remark of the ad hoc kind).
parison (adequate, it can be argued, is It should normally be printed in italic,
adequate, neither more nor less), but and in strict use is not capable of being
absoluteness is not one of the more qualified by an intensifying word like
characteristic features of our language. very or a down-toning word like fairly. In
The level of adequacy is variously graded the 20C. it has become very commonly
by the use of more/most, less/least, or just, used and has also generated an array
very, etc.: a more adequate return; the mostof startlingly un-latinate derivatives, e.g.
adequate description yet released of the horrorad-hoc-ery, ad-hoc-ism, ad-hoc-ness (someof the hijacking; you can get along quite times with medial hyphens, sometimes
comfortably if you are just adequate; somewithout).
very adequate salaries; a slapdash but sufad idem, = L, lit. 'to the same (thing)',
ficiently adequate manner.
has continued to appear sporadically in
3 Adequate is also idiomatically used English printed work since the 16c, used
to mean 'barely sufficient': The standard as an adverbial phrase meaning 'on the
rapidly sinks to a level which is, at best, same point, making direct reference to
the matter in hand, à propos' (We think
adequate but at worst incompetent.
you would have a strong case for claiming
adherence, adhesion.
These two that there is no contract on the ground that
nouns, both adopted from French in the there was no consensus ad idem—Financial
17c, go back ultimately to two Latin Times, 1983)- It should normally be
nouns, each of which is derived from printed in italic, and used sparingly bethe L verb adhaerêre, adhaes- 'to adhere'. cause it is likely to be not known except
Adherence is now mostly used in figurative by someone with knowledge of Latin.
senses (adherence to a political party, a
point of view, one's beliefs, usu. implying adieu. In the house style of OUP, the
a continuing allegiance, and often in plural is adieus not adieux, pronounced
\-z\. See -x.
spite of difficulties). Adhesion has tended
more and more to imply physical contact adjacent means 'lying near', but a defibetween surfaces, e.g. the grip of wheels nition of nearness or proximity, as the
on road or rail, the sticking or gluing OED says s.v. adjacent, by no means pretogether of two surfaces. Adhesion also cludes the possibility that two adjacent
has a technical sense in medicine, 'a things can actually touch each other. An
mass offibrousconnective tissue joining adjacent inn is normally one within a
two surfaces that are normally separate' hundred yards or so, but it can be an
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adjoining property; adjacent angles in a
An adjective has three forms, traditriangle are separated by the length of tionally called a positive {hot), a comparone side of the triangle; adjacent tables ative (hotter), and a superlative (hottest).
are next to each other, but with a space In some modern grammars (e.g. CGEL),
between. Recent examples: a little jield the base form is called the absolute, not
adjacent to his avenue: Thaw and his sisterthe positive, form.
slept in adjacent rooms; the shop, adjacent to In this book I retain the terminology
the Palace, but divided from it by the breadthof traditional grammar.
of a steep narrow street. Because of the
2 Attributive and predicative. Most adelasticity of the concept of nearness, it jectives can be used both attributively (a
is permissible (though the need will sel- black cat, a gloomy outlook) and predidom arise) to speak of someone or some- catively (the cat is black, the outlook is
thing being very adjacent.
gloomy, he found the door shut), that is,
can within limits be placed after the
adjectivally. Until the 19c. the normal noun to which it refers. Some adjectives,
adverb corresponding to the word adject- however, are normally restricted to the
ive was adjectively, but it has now been predicative position, e.g. afraid (he is
entirely replaced by adjectivally on the afraid but not *the afraid boy, though
model of adverbially, pronominally, verbally,the somewhat afraid boy is admissible),
etc. (not *adverbly, *pronounly, etc.).
answerable (he is answerable to his
superiors), rife (speculation was rife thot...),
adjective.
tantamount (his action is tantamount to
I 1 As name of a part of speech.
treason), etc. Conversely, numerous ad2 Attributive and predicative.
jectives (if the meaning of the word is
3 Comparison.
to remain unchanged) must be used only
4 'Absolute' adjectives.
in the attributive position: e.g. he is a big
5 Position of adjectives.
eater not *as an eater he is big; the sheer
6 Hyphenation.
richness of his material not *the richness of
7 Compound adjectives.
his material is sheer. So also mere repetition,
8 Adjectives used as adverbs.
my old self, pure fabrication, on the stout
9 Adjectives as nouns.
side, a tall order, the whole occasion, etc.
I 10 Transferred epithets.

3 Comparison. Monosyllabic and disyl1 As name of a part of speech. The italicized words in 'a black cat' and 'a body labic adjectives normally form their
politic', used as an addition to the name comparative and superlative forms by
of a thing to describe the thing more adding -er and -est (soft, softer, softest). Polyfully or definitely (as the OED defines it), syllabic adjectives are more comfortably
were usually called noun adjectives from preceded by more and most (more frightenthe 15c. to the 18c. The term noun adject- ing, a most remarkable woman). For special
ive (as distinguished from noun substan- effect, a polysyllabic adjective is sometive) was not recognized as being one times used in an unexpected -er or -est
of the primary parts of speech. Joseph form: e.g. 'Curiouser and curiouser!' cried
Priestley, in The Rudiments of English Gram-Alice—L. Carroll, 1865; one of the generousest
mar (1761), was perhaps the first English creatures alive—Thackeray, 1847/8; Texas
grammarian to recognize the adjective as A&M's Shelby Metcalf, the winningest coach
an independent part of speech, though in Southwest Conference basketball history,
some earlier writers had used the term was relieved of his duties Monday—Chicago
Tribune, 1990.
in this way.
Since the mid-igc, some writers have
used the word modifier to signify 'a word,
phrase, or clause which modifies another' (OED). Within this terminology,
the italicized words in 'the black cat', 'a
body politic', and 'the city council' are all
modifiers. In traditional grammar, home
in home counties and city in city council are
called attributive uses of the nouns home
and city.

4 'Absolute' adjectives. Certain adjectives are normally incapable of modification by adverbs like largely, more, quite,
too, or very: e.g. absolute, complete, equal,
excellent, impossible, infinite, perfect, possible, supreme, total, unique, utter, (see also
ADEQUATE, ADJACENT). But English is not

a language of unbreakable rules, and
contextual needs often bring theoretically unconventional uses into being, e.g.
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The ... ghosts ... made the place absolutely (b) computer-aided (1962), custom-built
impossible—Harper's Mag., 1884; AH animals
(1925), hand-operated (1936). (c) dataare equal but some animals are more equal handling (1964), pressure-reducing (1934),
than others—G. Orwell, 1945; his profile stress-relieving (1938).
is—oh Aunt Frances—most utterly perfect—]. A new kind of compound adjective
Gardam, 1985.
emerging in technical and scientific
work
is the type landscape ecological prin5 Position of adjectives. In numerous
fixed expressions, an adjective is placed ciples ( = the principles of landscape ecoimmediately after the noun it governs: logy). From the starting-point landscape
e.g. attorney-general, body politic, court mar-ecology (the name of an academic subtial, fee simple, heir apparent, notary public,ject), some writers are unwisely tempted
poet laureate, postmaster-general, president into converting the second noun into an
elect, situations vacant, vice-chancellor de- adjective to produce landscape ecological
signate, the village proper. These are to be principles. Similarly from physical geodistinguished from cases in which an graphy (name of subject) emerge such
adjective just happens to follow the phrases as physical geographical studies. In
noun it governs (e.g. The waiter... picked all such cases it is better to use an of- or
up our dirty glasses in his fingertips, his in- construction: thus studies in physical
eyes impassive—Encounter, 1987; 1992, thatgeography, the rules ofdiachronic linguistics,
hailed watershed for the SM between mattersresearch in environmental psychology, stupast and matters future—Linguist, 1991). or dents of historical geography, etc.
when the natural order is reversed for
8 Adjectives used as adverbs. In formal
rhetorical effect (e.g. And goats don't have written work, adjectives are not often
it [sc. self-consciousness], they live in a used as adverbs, but such uses are comlight perpetual—Maurice Gee, 1990; before mon enough and mostly unobjectionthe loving hands of the Almighty cradled himable in informal speech (e.g. come clean,
in bliss eternal--N. Williams, 1992).
come quick, drive slow, hold tight). To
6 Hyphenation. There is an increasing these may be added real and sure, which
and undesirable tendency at present to in the UK are often taken to be tokens
insert a hyphen in the type a highly com- of informal NAmer. speech (that was real
petitive market, a newly adopted constituencynice, I sure liked seeing you), but are play(thus a highly<ompetitive market, etc.), i.e. fully used in other regions, including
where an adverb in -ly governs an adject- the UK, as well.
It is important to recognize that an
ive which is immediately followed by a
noun. Printers and writers are sharply adjective and an adverb sometimes have
divided in the matter. Examples from the same form: He left in the late afternoon
my files: (a) unwontedly clean clothes, a (adjective); He left late in the afternoon
comparably enormous step, a genuinely win- (adverb). The adverbial form lately has a
try blackness, those handsomely engraved different meaning: Have you been to Oxford
certificates, a statistically significant relation-lately? ( = recently). Other examples in
ship; but also (b) the abundant recently- which the adverb and the adjective have
published material, lawfully-elected prime the same form are (CGEl 7.8): clean, close,
ministers,fiercely-illuminatedbuildings, pro- deep,fine,light, straight, and wide; (with Ay)
fessionally-inclined Eastern European Jews,early, likely, monthly, nightly, etc. Adverbs
their scarcely-filled baskets of food. It is to without -ly and those with -ly often occur
be hoped that the hyphenless type will in close proximity: 'I play straight, I choose
wisely, Harry,' he assured me—J. le Carré,
prevail.
1989.
7 Compound adjectives. Compound ad9 Adjectives as nouns. For many cenjectives of the types noun + adjective,
turies English adjectives have been put
noun + past participle, and noun +
participle in -ing have proliferated in the to service as nouns while remaining in
20C Examples: (a) accident-prone (1926), use as adjectives. Thus (a), all of which
acid-free (1930), child-proof (1956), computer-can be used as count nouns:
literate (1976), host-specific (1969), machinefirst recordedfirstrecorded
readable (1961), sentence-final (1949), senas adj.
as noun
tence-initial (1964), water-insoluble (1946),
ancient
1490
1541
word-final (1918), word-initial (1918).
classic
1613
1711

adjudicator | administer
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first recordedfirstrecorded be removed without the structural identity of the rest of the construction being
as adj.
as noun
affected', (D. Crystal, 1980).
classified
1889
1961
4 'There are four broad categories of
daily
1470
1832
(newspaper) grammatical function [in adverbials]: adjunct, subjunct, disjunct, and conjunct (CGEL
explosive
1667
1874
8.24).
intellectual 1398
1599
These four definitions underline the
(b) adjectives preceded by the and used care with which the terminology of modas non-count nouns to indicate 'that ern English grammar must be apwhich is—' or 'those who are—':
proached. Unless otherwise specified, I
beautiful 1526
the beautiful 1756
use adjunct in this book in the manner
poor 1200
the (deserving, etc.)
defined by the OED (and by Crystal).
poor 1230
sublime 1604
the sublime 1679
adjure. See ABJURE.
unemployed 1600 the unemployed 1782
10 Transferred epithets. A curiosity of adjust. Two intransitive uses of this
our language is the way in which an ad- verb have entered the language in the
jective can be made to operate in such a
20c: 1 To adapt oneself to (something):
way that it has merely an oblique rele- e.g. She seemed to have adjusted to her new
vance to the noun it immediately quali- status with little difficulty—L. Niven, 1983;
fies. Examples: 'It's not your stupid place,' (used absolutely) He may try to adjust by
she says. 'It's anyone's place.'—P. Lively, 1987
staying with people of the same group as
(the person addressed, not the place, is his family—listener, 1962; She needs time to
stupid); the possibility of somebody getting adjust— S. King, 1979.
killed is only balanced by the improbability of
2 (intransitive for passive) To be capeither side adequately policing these melanable of being adjusted: e.g. The barrel
choly waters [sc. the sea area round the
... can adjust right up to the neck of the
Falklands]—Times, 1987 (the waters themlamp—Habitat Catalogue, 1982.
selves are not melancholy); I will be sitting
These are minor examples of the way
quietly at the kitchen table stirring an absentin which English silently colonizes new
minded cup of coffee—Chicago Tribune, 1989
territory all the time.
(the person, not the coffee, is absent3 Among the smoke-signals of our
minded). The traditional name for this
phenomenon is 'transferred epithet' or market-driven economy is a new transitive use. Economic statements, figures,
'hypallage'.
On other aspects of the behaviour of etc., are now often described as being
adjusted for inflation, etc.: e.g. Lenders
adjs, see ABSOLUTE COMPARATIVE; ABvary as to when they adjust your repayments
SOLUTE SUPERLATIVE; ADVERB; DOUBLE
for tax relief—What Mortgage, 1986.
COMPARISON; PARTS OF SPEECH. See also
FUN and MAGIC, used in the 20c. as quasiadminister. Some functions of the verb
adjs.
adjudicator. Regularly spelt with final are now under threat from administrate
(see 1, 3), while administer itself is now
•or.
being increasingly used in medical conadjunct. This grammatical term is used
texts in place of minister (see 4). 1 For
in various ways. 1 'Any word or words
expanding the essential parts of a sen- many centuries, administrators have adtence; an amplification or "enlarge- ministered their establishments, institument" of the subject, predicate, etc' tions, departments, etc.: (a modern
example) The Rezzoris were minor Austrian
(OED).
gentry administering the outposts of empire2 'In Jespersen's terminology, a word London Rev. Bks, 1990. In recent decades,
or group of words of the second rank there is evidence that the longer form
of importance in a phrase or sentence administrate (first recorded in the 17c.) is
(contrasted with a primary and a subjunct)' increasingly being used as a kind of
(OEDS).
newly invented back-formation from ad3 'A term used in grammatical theory ministration and is now awkwardly chalto refer to an optional or secondary ele- lenging administer in its traditional
ment in a construction; an adjunct may sense. Examples: the machinery of such aid
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is still primed by administrators eager to being admitted as well as to the person
go out and administrate—Times, 1981; The(a doorman, porter, etc.) granting admitSports Council has begun a major investiga-tance. In most circumstances admission
tion into discovering new ways to adminis- seems to be dominant now. It is the only
trate a drug-detecting system—Times, 1988.one of the pair to develop attributive
2 An older generation did not believe uses (admission fee, money, ticket) and ellipthat it was right, except in a humorous tical uses thereof (Admission £1). The
context, to administer blows, a rebuke, tutor, secretary, etc., dealing with admisetc., other verbs being deemed to be sions to colleges and universities is
more appropriate. Such uses now seem called the admissions tutor, secretary, officer,
to have moved into the uncontroversial etc. Admission is the customary word for
core vocabulary of the language. Ex- the action of being received into an office
amples: the corporal chastisement ... was or position (he gained admission to the
administered with birch rods—W. S. Church-Society ofAntiquaries). Admission is also the
ill, 1956; two others held her feet while the word used for the admitting of a crime,
headmaster administered the cane—B. Em-guilt, etc., a confession. But admittance
hangs on determinedly, esp. in the
echeta, 1974.
phrase used on doors and gates, No admit3 Administer is still routinely used to tance except on business, and in sentences
mean 'to give (medicine, an injection, like this one from A. L. Barker's The Gooseetc' (I was brimming with alcohol- boy (1987): When admittance [to a fan club]
administered to loosen my tongue—A. Price,was denied them, the maturer members tried
1982; If my profession had a false white coat, to climb over. Also, occasionally, in general
this would be the moment when I administeredcontexts where admission is the more
the wicked injection—], le Carré, 1989); and usual word: That is an admittance that there
'to celebrate (a religious rite)' (a preacher is variation, but an assertion that there is
called in to administer lastrites—J.T. Story, nothing more to be said—Word, 1984; The
1969). Even in the first of these senses, DTI's lack of admittance of negligence in this
administrate is sometimes (unwisely) affair is a travesty of justice—Times, 1988.
being used (In 1947 it had not yet been
realized that vaccination against smallpoxadmit. 1 This verb is most commonly
administrated in the early months of preg- used with a direct object (he admitted it)
nancy is exceedingly dangerous for the foetus- or with a following clause led by that (he
Author, 1994)admitted that he had no money). Both as a
transitive verb and as an intransitive
4 In medical contexts administer to is
one, admit was once freely interchangenow being increasingly (and erroneable in most senses with the phrasal verb
ously?) used instead of minister to (an
admit of. Nowadays admit of is restricted
injured person, etc.). Examples: the fact to the senses 'present an opening' and
that Ranjit is alive today is a tribute to the 'leave room for', e.g. a hypothesis admits by
ambulance attendants who administered toits nature of being opposable; his truthfulness
him at the scene—Oxford Times, 1977; Trevor
admits of no exceptions; it seems to admit of
Proudfoot, the supremo of the statuary work-so many interpretations; the circumstances
shop, administers to a wild boar from Clare-will not admit of delay. Even in these
ment—National Trust Magazine, 1989; senses, the construction seems oldAmerican doctors, being vastly rich, have fashioned.
better things to do with their leisure time than
administer to patients at weekends—Times, 2 The phrase admit to ( — confess to,
acknowledge) is a relatively recent addi1994tion to the language: Senior Ministry of
admission, admittance. Like so many Defence officials yesterday admitted to a cataother doublets, these two words have logue of errors in the development of a new
competed with each other for several light anti-tank weapon—Times, 1989. The
centuries (admission first recorded in OED's earliest example is one of 1936.
1494, admittance in 1589) without ever
establishing totally separate roles. The -ado. The older trisyllabic and polysyllabase meaning of both is 'the action of bic English words ending in -ado are
admitting, letting in, to a place', often, often assumed to be direct adoptions of
but not always, applied to the person Spanish or Portuguese words. Many of
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them are in fact either (a) affected refash- gave priority to /a'dAlt/. See NOUN AND
ionings of French words in -ode (thus ADJECTIVE ACCENT.
ambuscado, found in Shakespeare and in
2 Since the late 1950s, changing social
many other writers, is a refashioning
attitudes have caused the word adult to
of ambuscade, from Fr. embuscade); or (b)
be used euphemistically in the sense
adaptations {-ado being 'felt' to be a Span'sexually explicit', applied to certain catish or Portuguese ending) of -ada in the
egories
of films, magazines, shows, etc.
original language (e.g. tornado from Sp.
tronada thunderstorm). A number of -ado
adumbrate. This Latinateword(L adumwords remain firmly in the language:
brate 'to overshadow'; cf. L umbra
(normally pronounced with /-œdau/:
'shadow') first enriched the language in
aficionado, amontillado, avocado, bravado,
the 16c. It can be most acceptably used
desperado, incommunicado; (with /-eidau/)
bastinado, tornado. Others are archaic or in the sense 'to represent in outline, to
obsolete (if pronounced, they would nor- foreshadow' when the surrounding text
mally have /-a:dau/, e.g. ambuscado, bar- suggests that the writer or speaker has
ricado, grenado, scalado. Mikado, always a good command of such vocabulary. It
with /-didau/, is unconnected, being from is out of place in office memoranda and
Japanese (from mi 'august, honourable' the handouts of bureaucratic officials.
+ kado 'door').
advance. 1 advance, advanced. Advance is
one of a class of nouns that has been
adopted, adoptive. When parents used so frequently as a qualifier before
adopt a child, the child, traditionally, is another noun (advance copy, guard, paysaid to be adopted, and those taking the
ment, etc.) that it has joined the category
child into their family adoptive. Usage
of words which the OED labels as 'attrib.
has partly eroded this useful distinction
passing into adj.'. This quasi-adjectival
and the two words are now occasionally
use is recorded in the OED from C1910
used interchangeably. In wider use,
onward: e.g. advance warning signs should
adopted is the customary word applied
to a new area, country, town, etc., that not be provided unless owing to a turn in the
a person has chosen to live in, but the road . . . A Ministry of Transport Report,
OED and other dictionaries cite examples 1933; often managing to arrive without adwhere adoptive is used instead (adoptive vance notice—E. Roosevelt, 1962; advance
country, home, his adoptive England, etc.). information about the layout of the plant—A
The traditional distinction between Hailey, 1979For the most part it elbows its way
adopted and adoptive appears to be crumclear of advanced, which means 'far on
bling.
in development': e.g. an advanced young
adrift. This 17c. adverb (in origin a woman (progressive in outlook), an adphrase) = 'in a drifting condition' has vanced degree (more senior than an MA),
acquired a new range of senses in the at his advanced age (he is elderly).
2 advance, advancement. Advance is
language of late 20c. sports commentators, namely 'short or wide of (a much the commoner word of the two:
target), behind (a competitor)': their score e.g. a new advance on the capital city (aphad reached a wonderful 276for 4, only 52 proach to), the advance of knowledge (proruns adrift—J. Laker, 1977: West Bromwich gress), an advance of £10 (paid before the
are 2 points adrift of Ctty-BBC Radio 4, due time), the advance of old age (onset),
1978. The use has spread to more general seats booked in advance (before the game
contexts: Reed ... was already £i6m adrift or performance), and so on. Advancement
at the pretax level at the nine-month stage- is far from extinct: e.g. 1985/6was another
year of great advancement for Glaxo Inc.
Times, 1983.
(progress); the structure of the department
adult.
1 Now usually pronounced allows for speedy advancement (promotion),
/'aedAlt/ in RP and /a'dAlt/ in AmE, but the the advancement of the main aims of the EC
distribution is uneven among educated (furtherance). But there are not many
speakers throughout the English-speak- contexts in which advancement can be
ing world. It is worth recalling that the used in the general sense of progress,
OED (in 1884) and Daniel Jones (in 1917) except in qf-phrases of a type that call to
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backward(s)); compound adverbs like
downstairs, herewith, outside, underfoot,
whereupon; adverbial phrases or adveradvantage, vantage. Etymologically bials (e.g. for a time); and conjunctive
both derived from OF avantage, these two adverbs or conjuncts (e.g. so in He has a
words have gradually prised themselves large salary, so he must pay a lot of tax).
apart over the centuries to the point that
Readers are referred to the extensive
vantage effectively survives in general use treatment of the adverb in CGEL (7.46only in the phrase vantage point (occasion- 8.135). but should bear in mind that
ally vantage ground) = (a) a good position CGEi's fourfold classification of adverfrom which to observe troop movements, bials into adjuncts, subjuncts, disjuncts,
etc., (b) a point of view having some and conjuncts has not been adopted
observable advantage. When reading here, as being beyond the needs of anyslightly older books, though, one often one except professional grammarians.
encounters (and is not troubled or
2 Sentence adverbs. See HOPEFULLY; SENpuzzled by) expressions like coign of vantage, vantage of ground, have (someone) at TENCE ADVERB.
vantage; and it is only in the course of
3 Derivational adverbs. Large classes of
the 20C. that the formula advantage Becker adverbs and adverbial phrases are
has taken the place in tennis of the formed by adding certain suffixes to a
former terms vantage-in (when the point preceding noun or adjective. The main
after 'Deuce' has been called has been types include -fashion (a use first recorded
won by the server) and vantage-out (when in 1633 in the compound adverb broadthe server has lost the point).
angle-fashion); -style (e.g. cowboy-style);
-ward(s) (e.g. afterward(s), backward(s),
adventurous, venturesome, adven- downward^)); -way(s) (e.g. anyway, halfway,
turesome, venturous. First recorded in partway, sideways); -wise (e.g. clockwise, likeC1374,1661,1731. and 1565 respectively, wise, lengthwise). Of these, the only group
only adventurous and venturesome have that has run into criticism in the 20c. is
wide currency in modern English. The -wise. Standard examples: Mr Jones walked
other two are occasionally used in a crabwise along the path—M. Wesley, 1983;
somewhat self-conscious manner: Adven- Debbi can't even get a word in edgewise—Lee
turesome readers can extend QWING to simulSmith, 1983; I wasn't good enough, qualityate the effects of an innovation introduced wise—A. L. Barker, 1987. Somewhat more
on banks more than a decade ago—Scientificextreme examples are listed in the OED
American, 1985; The very venturous Huxley(wise sb.1 3b), most of them from earlier
who was said to have become a Muslim in centuries: anthem-wise, hind-foot-wise, lozorder to divorce her husband quickly—]. Hux-enge-wise, Rossetti-wise, Saint Joseph-wise.
ley, 1986.
Unless used semi-j ocularly, such formations often seem obtrusive if they are
adverb.
used in formal contexts.
mind Francis Bacon's title The Advancement of Learning (1605).

I 1
2
3
4
5
6
I 7

Main types.
Sentence adverbs.
Derivational adverbs.
Adverbs of time ending in -s.
Position of adverbs.
Same spelling as adjectives.
The type to + adverb + infinitive.

4 Adverbs of time ending in -s. Adverbs
of time are of various kinds: (simple) ever,
now, often, once, soon, etc.; (in -ly) early,
eventually, occasionally, recently, usually,
etc.; (in -s) always, days, Mondays, nights,
nowadays, etc. Of these only the last
1 Moin types. One of the largest of all group calls for comment. Alway, familiar
word-classes, the adverb is here to be from AV (I would not Hue alway—Job 7:
16), where it alternates with alwayes, has
taken as including the several hundred
of the simplest kind like else, how, just, receded into archaism. Nowadays is used
out, over, quite, soon, and though, most of throughout the English-speaking world,
which also have roles as prepositions, and has generated the potentially jocuadjectives, conjunctions, or other parts lar word nowanights (used, for example,
of speech; adverbs formed from adject- by Thoreau, Beerbohm, and Joyce). Nights
ives by the addition of -ly (sad/sadly); those ( = at night, each night), in origin an
beginning with a- (apart) or ending, adverbial genitive (found already in
sometimes optionally, with -s (always, Beowulf), has had a continuous history

adversary | advertise
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in English since OE, but in some contexts
6 Same spelling as an adjective. See ADis beginning to be disused in the UK JECTIVE 8.
though it is retained elsewhere: I lay
7 For the type to + adverb + infinitive,
awake nights for a week sweating about this See SPLIT INFINITIVE.
four hundred and fifty dollars—New Yorker,
adversary. Stress on the first syllable.
1987.
There is a range of uses in which the
adverse, averse. The two words are
context requires the specification of a
close in meaning but not identical.
day or days of the week or a season: You
Adverse is most commonly used attribuknow I'm completely stuffed Fridays—R. Hall,
tively in three main senses: 'unfavour1978 (NZ); We nip off to her place
able' (an adverse balance of trade, adverse
afternoons-R. Hall, 1978 (NZ); So from
circumstances, adverse weather conditions)
now on gentlemen, Tuesdays and Thurs'hostile' (adverse criticism, an adverse redays ... you're going to learn to think like
action); 'harmful' (the adverse ejffects of
white men-V. O'Sullivan, 1985 (NZ); Tuesdrugs). When the context requires a conday night, the hoard approved the addition
struction of the type 'unfavourable + to
of a new subsection-Chicago Tribune, 1987;
(a person)', the adjective selected is very
Benn, childless, was free on weekends—S.
rarely adverse. The latest example in the
Bellow, 1987; I was to be offered an option
OED (The presidential election of i860 was
of taking her to live with me summers—S.
adverse to the cause of slavery, 1867) and a
Bellow, 1987; Noriega ... said Monday
1942 use by Winston Churchill (the whole
the U.S. Southern Command in Panama ...
Parliamentary tradition as built up in this
threatens the Central American nation—USA
country ...is adverse to it) both have a
Today, 1988. None of these seven extinge of archaism about them. The type
amples, all taken from NZ and US
he is not adverse to an occasional cigar
sources, would pass muster in a UK pubshould be avoided: use averse to (or from)
lication. The same notions would be exor express the idea in another way.
pressed in a different manner, e.g. on
Fridays, in the afternoons, on Tuesdays andadvert. A frequent colloquial abbreviThursdays, On Tuesday night, on Monday, ation
at of advertisement with a continuous
weekends, every summer.
history in the language (though it has
5 Position of adverbs. Leaving aside the never been common in AmE) since the
more obvious constructions, e.g. those second half of the 19c: Reading the adverts
in which an adverb modifies an adjective for deodorants, hair-transplants, and staff
(very angry), a noun (we stayed there agencies—G. Swift, 1981; if you examine the
for quite a while), another adverb (too adverts for personal computers ... youllfind
modestly), or heads a clause (perhaps I that almost nowhere do the ads promise you
may speak now), there are various accep- any kind of concrete benefit—Your Computer
ted placings of adverbs within phrases 1984.
or clauses: e.g. (a) (between auxiliaries) advert (verb). The absence of this word
a car dealer who could certainly have af- from two of the main ELT dictionaries
forded to hire somebody', (between an auxili- (those of OUP and Collins) adds weight
ary and a main verb) Roosevelt's financial to the view that the word may be slipping
policy was roundly criticized in i933\ b,e slowly into obsolescence. When it is
had inadvertently joined a lonely-hearts used—most often in formal contexts—it
club. But there are many reasons for al- normally means 'to mention, to pay heed
tering the position of the adverb (change (to), to call attention (to)': the Duke adof meaning, emphasis, rhythm, etc.): e.g. verted to his own position—L. Strachey, 1921;
there is little chance that the student will J walked down to the centre of the town
function effectively after he returns to China, without adverting to my surroundings—'¥.
(b) (adverb does not separate a verb from O'Brien', 1939; His criticism had worried
its object) Gradually the Chinese Commun- her a good deal and she adverts to itfrequently
ists abandoned the Soviet methods; he duti- in her diary-Q. Bell, 1972. But refer and
fully observes all its quaint rules; They aim allude are now more frequently used in
to set each subject briefly into context; Did such contexts.
he hear her correctly?; This alarmed me
greatly; a dichotomy which simply high- advertise. Spelt thus, not -ize. See -ISE
lighted Owen's own guilt-feelings.
1.
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advertisement. Always pronounced in
RP with the main stress on the second
syllable, but, as Walter Nash reminds us
in English Usage (1986), the stress is placed
on the third syllable in many regional
varieties of English.

advertisement | adviser, advisor

(Mazda) Don't let anything come between you
and seventh heaven.
(h) Expressed as a question: Have You
Heard About Our New Trade Secret? ; (a home
perm) Which twin has the Tony?
(i) Use of slang: (Foster's beer) The amber
nectar.
(j) Leading in with a negative stateadvertising, language of. All linguistic
means of persuasion have been explored ment: (Toyota) Why well never make a
to the limit by advertising copywriters perfect car.
(k) Alteration of spelling: Beam Meanz
in the 20c. The linguistic strategies involved are numerous and are often com- Heinz; (Schweppes) Sch ... you know who;
plex. Some of the main techniques are Drink a pinto, milka day.
(I) Use of foreign expressions not
listed and illustrated here.
(a) Enticement by the use of vague necessarily known to the reader or
promises, claims, and undertakings: Per' viewer: (preceded by a conversation in
formance counts; The experience you seek; German between two executives) Vorsprung durch Technik.
Because quality matters; Happiness is a cigar
called Hamlet; (after showing on the
screen a feat of derring-do) All because the advise, advice. 1 It should not be necessary to say that advise is a verb meaning
lady loves Milk Tray.
'to offer advice (to), to recommend' (he
(b) Exaggeration verging on deception:
advises the Japanese about nutritional mat30% more cleaning power than any other ters; they advised her not to pursue the matter
detergent; Nails need the unique fortification
further), and that advice is a noun meanof Clinique Daily Nail Saver.
ing principally 'an opinion given or
(c) Word-play: (portable air condi- offered as to future action' (to take advice
tioners) The Heat Beaters; The lofa Sofa; (afrom an accountant; an advice note), but
Landrover type of vehicle) The Isuku apparently the two words (or spellings)
Trooper... Guns Across the Moor. Shoots Down
are sometimes confused.
the Motorway ... will allow you nothing to
2 The words have related meanings
grouse about; (advertising a T-shirt with a
bull-terrier design stamped on the front) in certain contexts, esp. in business lanPut on the Dog; (a shampoo) because we're guage: the verb in the sense 'to inform
dedicated to the medicated; (disc-shaped (officially)' (please advise us when the goods
sweet) Who put the art into SmarUesl; If have been dispatched), and the noun in the
you want to get ahead get a hat; My mate. sense 'a formal notice of transaction' (the
Marmite; Slam in the lamb; (water privatiz-firm sent advice that the goods had been
ation) You too could be an H2 Owner (ITV, 9dispatched).
Sept. 1989).
advisedly. 1 Pronounce as four syl(d) Slogans, catchphrases, and semi- lables. See -EDLY.
proverbs: (Inter-Continental Hotels) It's
where you go when you've arrived; A Strong 2 The only surviving sense (from the
Company for a Strong Country; (Bovril) that four listed in the OED) is 'after careful
sinking feeling; (a dishwasher) Life's too thought, as a result of deliberation': most
short for doing dishes; (Doan's Backache of his sayings must have been almost unintelligible to English country folk—I use the word
Kidney Pills) Every picture tells a story.
folk' advisedly as suggesting a certain mental
(e) Appeals to expert opinion: That's solidity-G. A. Birmingham, 1949why more dentists and hygienists recommend
Search 4 than any other toothbrush.
adviser, advisor. The OED makes it
(f) Use of comfortable-sounding ad- plain that both forms occur with equal
jectives: custom-dyed, hand-crafted, fullyfrequency throughout the English-speakcrafted, ozone-friendly, ultra-pure, etc. Withing world. A decade or two ago one's
widely varying punctuation: e.g. hand
impression was that adviserwas the more
crafted, hand-crafted, Hand Crafted, HAND
usual spelling in BrE and advisor in AmE,
CRAFTED, etc.
but impressions are one thing and hard
(g) Expressed as a (usually mild) com- evidence another. My preference is for
mand: (Esso) Put a tiger in your tank; adviser. Examples: (adviser) An adviser to

advocate | aegis, aeon
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Charles V, Fosca seeks to advise the world—L.
be printed as two letters, (a) in the names
Appignanesi, 1988; the Service would never of botanical and bacteriological families
forgive me a mucky divorce, dear—not its and orders ending in -aceae and in the
legal adviser, it couldn't-J. le Carré, 1989; names of zoological families and sub(advisor) The goose ... snuffled off to see if families ending in -idae and -inae respectshe couldfindsome advisors—J. Winterson, ively; (b) in Latin and Greek words, e.g.
1985; He was working as an advisor on Aeneid, Aeschylus, Caesar, Oedipus, Phoen
governmental agricultural schemes—L. In- icia; and also in English words that are
galls, 1986 (US).
derived from Latin and Greek, e.g. formulae, phoenix.
advocate (verb). 1 In a letter written
Ligatures should still be printed in OE
in 1798 Benjamin Franklin asked Noah words (Mfric, Cxdmon), and in French
Webster to use his authority to 'repro- words (manoeuvre, œillade, œuvre, trompebate' this verb, which he imagined had l'œil). Also in Danish, Icelandic, and
been recently formed from the noun. In Norwegian words and in the relevant
fact the verb had been in use for at least vowels of the IPA system.
a century and a half (first recorded in
2 Spelling. Since the late 19c. there has
1641, though in the literal sense 'to act
been a marked drift away from ae and
as advocate').
oe to simple e in words derived from
2 Fowler's view (1926) that 'unlike re- Greek and Latin. The movement has been
commend, propose, urge, and other verbs, relatively slow in BrE: oecology and oeconadvocate is not idiomatically followed by omy have become ecology and economy,
a that-clause, but only by an ordinary and mediaeval is now mostly printed as
noun or a verbal noun' has proved to medieval; but oe is retained in e.g. Oedipus
be unsound. All three constructions are (or Œdipus), oesophagus, and the 20c. word
found: (noun) He had been expelled by the oestrogen. In AmE the substitution has
National Executive for continuing to advocateproceeded apace, resulting in the domina political alliance with Communists- ance of e.g. esophagus and estrogen (but
George Brown, 1971; (verbal noun) I Oedipus). Other common examples (showwould advocate the keeping of animals at ing the unevenness of the process):
school—A. S. Neill, 1915; (that-clause) the
BrE
AmE
UN envoy advocated that sanctions be imposed aegis
aegis (also egis)
on South Africa.
aeon
aeon (also eon)
-ae, - a s , as plurals of noun in -a. Most
aesthetics
aesthetics (also
English nouns in -a are from Latin (or
esthetics)
anaemic
anemic (also
latinized Greek) nominative feminine
anaemic)
singular nouns, which have in Latin the
anaesthetic
anesthetic
plural ending -ae. But some have a differarchaeology
archaeology (also
ent origin: e.g. indaba is from Zulu, sofa
archeology)
from Arabic, and swastika from Sanskrit;
Caesarean, -ian
Cesarean, -ian
subpoena is not nominative; comma and
diarrhea
drama are neuter; addenda, data, and sta- diarrhoea
ecumenical
ecumenical
mina are plural: with all such words a
pi. form in -ae is impossible.
encyclopaedia (also encyclopedia
-pedia)
Of the majority, some retain the -ae
faeces
feces (also
for all uses (algae, larvae); some alternate
faeces)
with -as (usu. antennae in BrE, but
gynaecology
gynecology
antennas = aerials; formulas in general
homoeopathy
homeopathy
work, formulae in scientific; lacunae or
larvae
lacunas; nebulae or nebulas); and some al- larvae (pi.)
ways have -as (areas, ideas, villas). See LATIN oenology
enology
PLURALS.
paediatrics
pediatrics
paean (song of
paean (also
ae, 03. 1 Ligatured vowels, which once
graced the pages of every well-set book,
praise)
pean)
have substantially fallen out of use. The
palaeography
paleography
39th edn of Hart's Rules (1983) ruled that
pedagogy (i.e. not
pedagogy
the combinations ae and ce should each
paed-)
See also CERULEAN; FETID; FOETUS.

aegis, aeon
areinthe
spellings
recom(except
AmE,
in which
egis
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aerate | affinity

and eon are frequently used). See JE, CE.
For more on aeon see TIME.

have an adverse effect on) his health. This
will not affect (i.e. change, have any bearing on) his chances of promotion, (b) A single
aerate. Formerly pronounced /'eiarert/ glass of brandy may effect (i.e. bring about)
with three syllables, but now always his recovery. This will not effect (i.e. secure)
/'earert/ with two. The old spelling with his promotion. The prisoner effected (i.e.
a diaeresis (aerate) has been abandoned. made good) his escape.
Affect in the sense 'assume (a characaerial. Formerly pronounced /ei'iarial/
with four syllables and often printed as ter), pretend to have or feel, etc' (As he
aerial, but now always /'eanal/ with three reached the pick-up point, he should affect to
slow down as if hunting for a car—], le Carré,
syllables, printed without a diaeresis.
1989) is a quite separate verb of different
aerie, aery (nest of bird of prey). Use origin.
eyrie.
2 As nouns. Affect survives only as a
technical term in psychology meaning
aero-, air-, l At some point in the first
half of the 20c. the pronunciation of
'an emotion, a feeling, or a desire, esp.
aero- as /'eiarau/ with three syllables was as leading to action' (COD), whereas effect
abandoned and /'earau/ with two used has a broad range of senses (result, coninstead.
sequence; impression produced on a
2 Most of the words formed with spectator, hearer, etc.) and idiomatic
the prefix aero- have remained stable uses (to good effect, to take effect, personal
(e.g. aerobiology, aerodynamics, aeroelasti-effects, i.e. property, sound effects, etc.).
city, aerofoil, aeronautics, aerosol, and aero- 3 Examples of erroneous uses: A
space). But aerodrome has largely yielded further disadvantage that can effect both
to airport or airfield, while aeroplane re- print quality and runnability is the shive
mains the usual term in BrE as against content—A Designer's Guide to Paper & Board,
airplane in AmE. Combinations begin- 1989 (read affect); the judge postponed senning with air- are customary both in BrE tence because he was angered by the victim's
and in AmE for the language of aviation: injuries and did not want emotion to effect
airborne, aircraft, aircrew, airlift, airmail, his decision—Times, 1989 (read affect); if
airman, air traffic controller, etc.
Hogg and Richardsons [sic] apprehensions
aesthete, aesthetic. Normally pro- about the affect of yesterdays [sic] unemploynounced /'i:s0i:t/ and /i:s'9etik/ in RP, but, ment numbers are on line ... it is definitely
with the spellings esthete, esthetic, with goodbye Paul Keating—Austral. Financial
Rev., 1993 (read effect).
initial /es-/ in AmE.
aet., aetat. (with full points). Abbrevia- affinity. When the word implies a mutions of L aetatis 'of or at the age of, tual relationship or attraction, it is norused occasionally in English (Cor pulmon- mally followed by between or with: the
ale, aet. 60, Audenshaw, to be admitted—affinity between Britain and most of her forDiary of H. Selbourne, 1960-3), esp. in mer colonies; Beckett... stresses that he wrote
captions to photographs.
the little book on order, not out of any deep
affect, effect 1 As verbs. These verbs are affinity with Proust—M. Esslin, 1980. If the
not synonyms requiring differentiation, feeling, etc., is one-sided, other words
but words of totally different meaning (sympathy, affection, feeling, etc.) are
normally called on and are followed by
neither of which can ever be substituted
for the other. Affect, apart from other for. Affinity for (art, Christianity, controsenses in which it is not liable to be versy, politics, etc.), i.e. a liking for such
confused with effect, means 'have an in- things, is a more reluctant choice but is
fluence on, produce an effect on, con- occasionally found (Shevek felt a kind of
cern, effect a change in'. Effect means affinity for the man—U. Le Guin, 1974)'bring about, cause, produce, result in, It is more common in scientific work:
have as result, accomplish'. Examples: Aluminum, fermmanganese or ferrosilicon is
(a) These measures chiefly affect (i.e. are added to the molten metal ...to provide
aimed at) drug-pushers. It does not affect material with a higher affinity for oxygen
(i.e. concern) me. It may seriously affect (i.e. than the carbon—E. P. Degarmo, 1984-

affirmative | afterward(s)
affirmative. From its use in US signalling and radio communication
where, for the sake of clarity, it is used
as a quasi-adv. instead of'yes', affirmative
has made a cautious entrance in ordinary prose. Thus (military) 'Roger, you say
a boat full of bad guys and machine guns. Is
this for real? Over.' 'That's affirmative,
son.'—T Clancy, 1987; and (non-military)
'You awake over there?' 'Affirmative.'-T.
O'Brien, 1976. Cf. NEGATIVE.

affirmative action. An American phrase
brought into being in the 1930s to signify
positive action taken by employers to
ensure that minority ethnic groups are
not discriminated against during recruitment or employment. It is sometimes regarded by the majority groups
as, in some circumstances, giving an
unfair advantage to members of the minority groups.
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though black (or Black) is still widely used.
Also used as a compound adj.
after. Used in Anglo-Irish with the verb
to be + a present participle in a manner
unknown elsewhere: (a) to be in the act
of; to be on the point of (doing something): If it wasn't the turnips it was the
pigs were after breaking loose—P. Kavanagh,
1938; The cork's after breakin' on me, said
Bimbo—R. Doyle, 1991. (b) to have just
(done something): I would have enclosed
the thirty-five dollars I owe you, only I'm
already after sealing the envelope—Lore and
Language, 1979.

aftermath.
This agricultural word
meaning 'a second or later mowing; the
crop of grass which springs up after the
first mowing in early summer' (Winnal
Moors on the Itchen, managed by the
Hampshire and Isle ofWight Trustfor hay and
aftermath grazing—Natural World, 1984-5)
affix. A grammatical term that includes developed a figurative meaning in the
prefixes like post- in postscript, suffixes 17c, 'a state or condition left by a (usulike -ward in windward, and the italicized ally unpleasant) event, or some further
elements in un-touch-able. The term is occurrence arising from it': Depression is
also used for infixes like Eliza Doolittle's sometimes an immediate aftermath of comabso-blooming-lutely.
pleting a piece of work—A. Storr, 1979; The
aftermath of the wedding seemed to mean
afflict. See INFLICT.
different things to different people. Princess
Anne confessed ...to having 'a slight hangà fond means 'to the bottom, i.e. thorover from a very enjoyable wedding'—Times,
oughly', whereas au fond means 'at bot1981.
tom, basically'. Contrast The Comte de la
Roche knows one subject à fond: Women—A.afterward(s) (adv.). The geographical
Christie, 1928; and Au fond every man is distribution is fairly clear-cut. Afterward
a hunter, a cave-man—M. Lutyens, 1933.is restricted to North America, whereas
Use ital. for both expressions.
afterwards is the customary form in the
UK, Australia, NZ, and South Africa, and
afore-. A combining form used to form
an optional by-form in North America.
somewhat ponderous words like afore'
Contrast (a) Afterward, he had a long and
mentioned and aforesaid (both of which
satisfying career with the city Welfare Departare frequently encountered in legal
ment—New Yorker, 1987; Afterward they were
documents). It is also used in the neat
enormously andfinallysick of each other—A,
fixed expression malice aforethought.
Munro, 1987 (Canad.); (b) not long aftera fortiori. Lit. 'from yet firmer (an argu- wards Menelaus inherited the throne of
ment)', a term used first in logic and Sparta—K. Lines, 1973 (UK); 'But afterwards,'
then generally, introducing a fact that, he added, turning solemn again, 'you wash
if another fact already accepted is true, your hands with soap and hot water. —M.
must also and still more obviously be Richler, 1980 (Canad.); It's only afterwards
true, i.e. with yet stronger reason, more ... that meaning frees itself and becomes a
conclusively (It could not have been finishedsymbol-M. du Plessis, 1983 (SAfr.); it seems
in a week; a fortiori not in a day). Pro- to me bad business to pay afterwards for a
favour which has already been freely done—T
nounced /ei fo:ti'o:rai/.
Keneally, 1985 (Aust.); and afterwards he
African-American. The favoured word has to drag us backstage to say hello to one of
in the US at present (1995) for a black the actresses—]. Mclnerny, 1988 (US); Often
person seems to be African-American, afterwards she wondered about the beating of
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age I aggressive

aggravate. A half a century ago, schoolmasters were insisting that aggravate
could be properly used only in the sense
age. 1 I haven't seen her in ages—J. Mc- 'to increase the gravity of, to make more
Inerny, 1988. In ages is the AmE equiva- grievous or burdensome' (applied to
lent of BrE for ages.
crime, grief, illness, misery, terror, etc.),
2 It all started when he got diphtheria, at a use first recorded in the late 16c. The
age eighteen—New Yorker, 1991. The BrEmeaning 'to exasperate, incense, make
equivalent of AmE at age eighteen is at (someone) angry', despite the fact that
it had existed in good sources since the
the age of eighteen.
3 For near synonyms of age, see TIME. early 17c, 'should be left to the uneducated. It is for the most part a feminine
aged. Aged 66, the house had aged well, or childish colloquialism, but intrudes
etc., pronounced /eid3d/; an aged man, occasionally into the newspapers'
etc., pronounced /'eid3id/.
(Fowler, 1926). The two senses now stand
side by side in a relatively unthreatening
ageing. For preference use this spelling, manner. Thus: (older sense) England is
not aging, though both spellings are in very uncomfortable & everything is being done
common use, with aging esp. common by the bureaucrats to aggravate the discomin AmE.
fort—E. Waugh, 1941: But these misfortunes
agenda. 1 The essential plurality of this were greatly aggravated by the policies of the
word ( = things to be done) has become English Government--W. S. Churchill, 1958;
virtually extinct. Its dominant sense now the monetarists were able to claim that inis 'a list of items of business to be con- comes policy only aggravated the maladysidered at a meeting, etc' (Mrs Walton London Rev. Bks, 1981; (later sense) Don't
said she hadn't a spare moment. She had a aggravate yourself. Ill be no trouble—A.
busy agenda—B. Bainbridge, 1975; There isLurie, 1965; Do not aggravate them, be
a feeling that we have got to draw up a new quiet, smile nicely—P. Carey, 1982; It was
agenda now—Marxism Today, 1986) and itaggravating that he had to do so many little
has produced a plural in -s (our students' jobs himself-M. Wesley, 1983; Jane Fairfax
ideals and agendas—Daedalus, 1988). Theaggravates her in all sorts ofways—T. Tanner,
former singular form agendum (i.e. just 1986.
those hands on the door—S. Koea, 1989
(NZ).

one item to be discussed) is used princi- aggravation. The 20c. has witnessed an
pally in the out-of-term meetings of Ox- increase in the harassment of appointed
bridge governing bodies and other such or elected officials and of other people
admirable institutions: The Estates Bursar in positions of authority, e.g. schoolwas called upon to introduce Agenda Item 3.teachers. The word most commonly ap(They mean Agendum 3, thought ]ake.)—K.plied to such aggressive behaviour is
Amis, 1978.
aggravation (first recorded in this sense
2 The phrase hidden agenda (first re- in 1939); its colloquial equivalent is aggro
corded 1971) has somewhat sinister con- (1969). Aggravation, though, still retains
notations. It occurs most frequently in its older sense 'a making graver or more
descriptions of the undisclosed motives heinous'. Representative examples: The
of an opposing group or groups: There's second was the aggravation (i.e making
family politics, sure, but... when we get into worse) of the difficulties of the poor coundisagreements there's no hidden agenda- tries—Encounter, 1981; in retreat from such
Cambridge (Mass.) Chronicle, 1986: Sex wasdangers and aggravations (i.e. acts of agthe hidden agenda at these discussions—M.gression) as seemed bound to interfere with
Atwood, 1987.
normal life in Hove—P. Lively, 1981 ; A certain
amount of agricultural aggro is a regular
aggrandize. At some point between part of the French way of public life—Times,
1917 (when Daniel Jones's English Pro- 1984.
nouncing Dictionary was first published)
and 1963 (12th edn), the main stress aggressive. The commercial world of
moved to the second syllable (doubtless the 20c. has added the senses 'self-assertunder the influence of aggrandizement ive; energetic, enterprising' to the word
/a'graendizmant/)fromits traditional plac- when it is applied to the techniques of
ing on the first.
marketing and salesmanship or to the

aggressor | agreement
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people marketing or selling goods or concord, it signifies 'formal agreement
services: We are seeking an aggressive seniorbetween words as parts of speech, exlevel manager with excellent business acu- pressing the relation of fact between
men— ad. in Times, 1985; Sales People. Forthings and their attributes or predicates'
an aggressive home improvement company. (OED). This formal agreement, as the OED
Experience not necessary as we prefer to says, 'consists in the words concerned
train—ad. in Cambridge (Mass.) Chron., being put in the same case, number,
1986.
gender, and person, as far as the inflexional structure of the language proaggressor, not aggresser.
vides for this, or as other considerations
(in respect to gender and number) do
agitator, not agitater.
not forbid it'.
ago. If ago is used, and the event to
2 Normal concord. In present-day Engbe dated is given by a clause, it must lish, agreement in number between subnormally be one beginning with that or ject and verb is overwhelmingly normal:
when and not since. The right forms are: The climate was not brilliant (in standard
He died 20 years ago (no clause); it is 20 English one just cannot say The climate
years since he died (not ago); it was 20 yearswere not brilliant). This is true even if
ago that he died; That was years ago, when
another phrase containing a noun in the
he was a young man. The tautologous conplural intervenes: The wooden platform
struction it was 20 years ago since he died
between the pillars was green and rotten; a
should not be used.
line of caravans lumbers northward. If the
agree. Alongside the commonest uses subject is plural, the verb must also be
of the verb with a prepositional comple- plural: The supplies were all laid out; the
ment (agree on, about, to, upon, with), the doorknobs gleam.
Similarly, pronouns must agree in
OED records a transitive use ('to arrange,
concert, or settle (a thing in which gender and number with their antecedvarious interests are concerned)') which ents: he had never been close enough to
has played a part in the language since a girl to consider making her his wife;
the 16c. (first recorded in 1523). Older she adored her little Renault ...She drove
it fast; Madeleine took charge of the guests,
examples, which seem to have caused
no concern, can be consulted in the OED. leading them through the hall.
In the 20C. a not dissimilar transitive
3 Nouns joined by 'and'. Two nouns
use has become common but somewhat
controversial in Britain but remains rare joined by and normally form a plural
or non-existent in America. Examples: subject and require a plural verb: Un(an accountant's letter) the tax inspector reason and inevitability go hand in hand;
has agreed your allowances; The Russians Historians and dramatists approach the
have agreed a wide list of categories- truth by different routes. Except that a comBookseller, 1959; the difficulty of agreeing a posite subject may be thought of as a
single theme and then is followed by a
definition of mysticism—Listener, 1963; There
is nothing unusual about agreeing the end singular verb: Tarring and feathering
was too good for Meakin as far as I was
but disputing the means—Times, 1986.
concerned; A certain cynicism and resignation comes along with the poverty of Italian
agreement (in grammar).
comedy; the usefulness and credibility of
I 1 Definition.
such an arms control agreement hinges on
2 Normal concord.
the reliability of seismic technology. (Such
3 Nouns joined by and.
constructions existed in OE and ME: ex4 Nouns joined by quasi-coordinators.
5 Collective nouns.
amples are listed in Mitchell 1985 and
6 Indefinite pronouns.
Visser 1963.) Naturally there are border7 Subject-complement agreement.
line cases in which judgements will dif8 Attraction.
fer: The Service, and the country, owes
9 one of those who.
him much more than may be generally recog
10 Titles.
nized (Tremove the commas, owe); The
11 Subjects.
celebration and mirroring of this union
I 12 Names of illnesses.
...is the marriage of Apollonian lyric and
1 Definition. Also called (grammatical)
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Dionysian music (influenced by the singu- multitude of elements were intertwined (NY.
lar complement); The hurt and disbelief Rev. Bks, 1989).
of patients' friends and families is already
6 Indefinite pronouns. In many conquite real {hurt and disbelief not 'a single structions, these (each, either, every,
theme'); The extent and severity of drug everybody, neither, nobody, none, no one, etc.)
use in the United States has been a shock togovern a singular verb, but sometimes
Dr—, the medical director of Lifeline (extentcontextual considerations lead to the use
and severity not 'a single theme').
of a plural verb: (sing.) Neither of these
4 Nouns joined by quasi<oordinators. figures illuminates the case against Trident
Nouns joined by other linking words or (D. Steel, 1985); none of her features is
quasi-coordinators (e.g. accompanied by, particularly striking (D. Lodge, 1962); (pi.)
as well as, not to mention, together with, Neither the Government nor the tribunal,
etc.) are followed by a singular verb if surely, want to bear responsibility for ...
the first noun or noun phrase is singular: (Daily Tel, 1987); None of our fundamental
A very profitable company such as British problems have been solved (London Rev. Bks,
Telecom, along with many other companies 1987).
in the UK, is not prepared to pay a reasonable Sometimes there is a clash of agreeamount; Daddy had on the hairy tweed jacket
ment within a given sentence: Everyone
with leather elbow patches which, together was in their shirt-sleeves (F. Tuohy, 1984);
with his pipe, was his trade mark. So too No one in their senses wants to create
when the linking words are or or nor. instability (D. Healey, 1985); I really resent
Every run-out or Ibw is similarly analysed;it when I call somebody who's not home
neither our mourning nor our rejoicing is as and they don't have an answering machine
the world's is (T. S. Eliot, 1935).
(Chicago Tribune, 1988).
5 Collective nouns. The idea of notional Constructions in which an indefinite
agreement affects this group and also pronoun is followed by a plural pronoun
those dealt with in 6 and 7. In BrE, often result from a desire to avoid using
collective nouns may be correctly fol- the combination 'his or her' (or equivalowed by either a singular or a plural lent) or from a fear of being thought of
verb: (sing.) Each succeeding generation of as a male chauvinist: Why would anyone
gallery visitors finds it easier to recognize plan their own funeral?; we don't want
Cubist subject-matter, A group of four young anyone to hurt themselves; It must have
men, in denim overalls, was standing close been someone who wanted to clear their
to him; the Oxford University Press pub- conscience; Nobody wants to return to the
lishes many scholarly monographs each year;car park and find that their car has been
(pi.) The jury retired atfiveminutes past jive clamped.
o'clock to consider their verdict; Let us hope 7 Subject-complement agreement. When
that the Ministry of Defence are on our a subject and a complement of different
side this time.
number are separated by the verb to be,
In AmE it is customary for a singular the verb should agree with the number
verb to be used with collective nouns: a of the subject: (sing.) the only traffic is oxfleet of helicopters was flying low {New carts and bicycles; Gustave is other animals
Yorker, 1986); the government routinely im- as well; The problem is the windows; The
poses differential taxes on hotels, bars ... result was these awkward declarations; The
and the like {Bull. Amer. Acad. Arts b Sri.,view it obscured was pipes, fire escapes, a
1987); the KGB uses blackmail and in- sooty-wolled well; Our main problem is the
timidation (Chr. Sri. Monitor, 1987). But older pesticides; (pi.) These socials were a big
some collective nouns in AmE, esp. those deal to her; The house and garden were a
of the type *o + noun + 0/+ plural powerful cauldron of heat and light; the
noun', optionally govern a plural verb: March events in Poland were a natural stage
o couple of them rattle on amusingly (New in the evolution of communism.
Yorker, 1986); a handful of bathers were
In certain limited circumstances the
bobbing about in the waves (P. Roth, 1987); verb correctly agrees with an objectyou think of the States as a country where complement: Forty droschen's [i.e. is] the
the majority of all the shareholdings are in price; More nurses is the next item on the
the hands of women (Dxdalus, 1987); a richagenda (i.e. the subject of more nurses).
and detailed picture of a world in which a But in the following examples from a
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major daily newspaper is would have the physics involved is sophisticated; interbeen better than are: What is remembered national relations has become an arena in
are the warmth of his personality and his which defeat tends to outweigh success; by a
capacity for giving and receiving friendship; process whose mathematics has always eluded
Another legacy are injuries which could keepme; politics is the art of the possible. But a
both [players] out of the big match.
plural verb is required when such words
Cf. BE 1.
are used generally and not as the name
of a subject: the acoustics of the room are
8 Attraction. Absence of agreement
dreadful; your politics (i.e. views on politoften arises from the phenomenon
ical matters or political parties) are differknown as 'attraction' or 'proximity', i.e.
ent from mine. See -ics 2.
the verb is forced out of agreement with
12 Names of illnesses. Those that are
the true subject by the proximity of an
intervening element in a different num- plural in form (as well as those that are
ber from that of the subject. Older litera- singular) govern a singular verb: Aids
ture abounds with examples: The outside has merely hastened the process; measles is
of her garments were of lawn (Marlowe); normally a childhood disease; mumps often
The posture of your blows are yet unknown occurs in adults.
Clearly, strict agreement is one of the
(Shakespeare). Modern examples, all of
them reprehensible: Copyright of Vîvi- most desirable aims in well-constructed
enne's papers are in the keeping of the Haigh- English sentences, but there is a brittleWood family (Literary Review, 1985); (head-ness at the edge of the concept of gramline) Cost of hospital AIDS tests vary widely matical agreement which is an
in state, survey finds (Chicago Tribune, 1988);unmistakable component of the lanthe spread of nuclear weapons and tech- guage, in its guarded as well as in its
nology are likely to make the true picture unguarded moments.
very different (Dzdalus, 1991); At least one See also COLLECTIVE NOUN; EITHER 4;
in two churches are likely to be burgled next MANY A; NEITHER 4; THERE IS; WHEREyear (Times, 1992).
ABOUTS; and the entries for many personal and indefinite pronouns.
9 one of those who. When the emphasis
is placed on the immediate antecedent agricultur(al)ist. See -IST 2.
(as it normally is), the construction requires a plural verb in the following ahold. Apart from an isolated use in
clause: Lily had been ... one of those Shakespeare's The Tempest (1610), not renumerous people who are simply famous for corded as an adverb before 1872; now
being famous (I. Murdoch, 1987); That's one used colloquially (alternating with aholt),
of those propositions that become harder to esp. in AmE, with verbs like catch, get,
sustain the further they're explored (K. Amis, lay, take. (A kid gets ahold of it [se. a firearm],
1988). Exceptions occur when the writer you have an immediate situation—D. Delillo,
or speaker presumably regards one as 1985; 'Come on, grab ahold,' he said, slapgoverning the verb in the subordinate ping hard on the side of the pumpkin—New
clause: Perhaps you were one of those fel- Yorker, 1988). But the more usual idioms
lows who sees tricks everywhere (P. Carey, are to catch, get, etc., hold (of something),
1985); I am one of those people who wants with no a- prefixed.
others to do what I think they should (J.
-aholic. A suffix (also -(o)holic) abstracted
Bakewell, 1988). See also ONE 4.
from alcoholic and used to form nouns
10 Titles. Titles of books, films, etc., and suggesting that a person is addicted to
names of firms that are plural in form the object, activity, etc., given in the
are followed by a singular verb: Great first element. First recorded in 1965, this
Expectations is an account of development suffix has swiftly moved into general
of identity; Star Wars has diverted some use, esp. in the word workaholic, but also
six billion dollars from the federal treasury; in such semi-jocular formations as bookaholic, chocoholic, computerholic, golfaholic,
Television's 'One Man and His Dog' is with us
again; Harrods has become as much a logo newsaholic, spendaholic.
as a shop.
aid. The noun was first recorded in
11 Subjects. The names of subjects that the sense 'material (esp. economic) help
are plural in form govern singular verbs: given by one country to another' in 1940
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(Christian aid, foreign aid, Marshall aid, ain't. *Do you hear? Don't say "ain't" or
etc.), but became even more widely "dang" or "son of a buck" . . . You're not
prevalent in 1984 and later years as the a pair of hicks!' scolds a mother to her
second element in the names of events, children in a New Yorker short story.
etc., organized to raise money for charit- '"Fritz That's It" ain't' was the headline
able causes (Band Aid, Fashion Aid, Live to a news item about the closing of a
Aid, etc.). Such formations were triggered salad bar with the wonderful name of
by Band Aid, the name of a rock music 'Fritz That's It'. 'Some people are poor,
group formed by Bob Geldof in 1984 to some are unhappy, some are rich and
raise money for the relief of famine in selfish,... there is famine and war—ain't
Ethiopia.
it a rotten shame,' said the broadcaster
Brian Walden in the Sunday Times.
aide. A person who helps is occasionally
Ain't is not much of a word to get
called an aid. An aide, by contrast, is (a) excited about, one would have thought.
short for an aide-de<amp, a high-ranking But excitement and it are often directly
officer in the armed services (e.g. Brigad- related. In 1942 Eric Partridge remarked
ier Monson summoned his five closest aides that using ain't for isn't is 'an error so
for a working lunch—N. Barber, 1984); (b) illiterate that I blush to record it'. In 1961
a person employed as an assistant or an Webster's Third New International Dictionary
ancillary worker, esp. in a hospital or as listed the word with only mild admona visitor to the home of an ill or elderly ishment ('though disapproved by many
person (e.g. There is domiciliary care ... and more common in less educated
offered by 200 home helps, 18 aides and their
speech, used orally in most parts of the
organisers—Daily Tel, 1984; Just before he
US by many cultivated speakers esp. in
died a nurse's aide brought his dinner tray
the phrase ain't V), and found itself virtuinto the room—E. L. Doctorow, 1989).
ally placed in the stocks for this entry
alone. Dictionaries of current English
aim. Until about the end of the 19c,
tend to hold the word, as it were, in a
the verb aim in the figurative senses
pair of tweezers. The label 'colloquial' is
'have as an object, endeavour' was normally followed by at + gerund (they aimed applied to it. None admits it to the sacred
at being on the successful side—Froude, 1879)unqualified ranks of standard English.
Ain't is an undisputed element in Cockor, much less commonly, by a to-infinitive
(aiming to arrive about the breakfast hour—ney speech, whether in Dickens (You seem
Hardy, 1891), except that the construc- to have a good sister.' 'She ain't half bad.") or
tion with a to-infinitive was markedly in the deliriously outrageous ran tings of
favoured in AmE. A recent (1986) paper the TV actor Alf Garnett. Trendy articles
by Age Lind demonstrated that the type on popular music tend to associate the
aim + to-infinitive (I don't know if you're word with American blacks: a Rap singer
dumb or just stupid, but by God I aim to findcalled LLCoolJ ( = Ladies Love Cool James)
out—T. O'Brien, 1978; Much imagination in a 1988 issue of the International Musihas gone into the project, which aims to cian is reported as saying My music sounds
attract half a million visitors a year—Times,kinda real to me—it ain't no fantasy. The Australian lawyer Malcolm Turnbull (of Spy1983) has largely replaced aim at +
gerund (His prophecy aimed at harming catcher fame) in an article on the
me-Neh. (NEB) 6:12; The directive aims atAustralian bicentennial, said that The
ensuring open passage through borders- Queen ... is an Englishwoman, the greatest
Financial Times, 1984), except in passive this century. But an Aussie she ain't.
constructions (The Alliance's strategy ...
How did the word come about? And
will clearly be aimed at persuading Labour why do some people use it naturally,
supporters that a party led by Mr Foot has while others regard its use as a sign of
no chance of ousting Mrs Thatcher—Observer,
irretrievable vulgarity or ignorance?
1983). The preference for the aim + toIts spelling is odd. In constructions of
infinitive construction is probably the the type am, is, are, have + not, the word
result of analogy with verbs used syn- not in unabbreviated form is written seponymously, e.g. intend, mean, plan, but arately whether or not the first element
American influence may have contrib- is contracted: am not/ 'm not, is notj 's not,
uted.
are notj 're not, has notj's not, have notj 've

air I aitch
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part of any standard paradigm in the
drawing-room, except of course in
catchphrases and in other contexts of
referential humour.

not. When the negative itself is contracted, it combines with the full form of
the preceding element: isn't, aren't,
wasn't, weren't, hasn't, haven't (not 'sn't,
'ren% etc.). The form ain't is the odd man
out. It is not a reduced form of any logical air (verb). In the sense 'to broadcast',
ancestor. Properly speaking, the last ele- this modern use (first recorded 1943) is
ment in a tag-question of the type 'I am frequent in AmE (it aired a heartwarming
here, am I not?', if reduced, should be TV commercial on the importance of savings
amn't I, as it is in many modes of speech institutions—Wall St. Jrnl, 1989) but is not
often encountered in BrE (The obligation
in Scotland and Ireland. But standard
English has opted instead for the to keep records of all programmes aired—
puzzling aren't I, a stiffnecked Sassenach Economist, 1981).
use if ever there was one from the point
aisle. From L Ola 'wing', aisle first meant
of view of the Scots.
'a wing or lateral division of a church,
So what are we dealing with here? The the part on either side of the nave, usuword ain't has been recorded in the pop- ally divided from the latter by a row of
ular speech of London and elsewhere pillars'. In the 18c, by confusion with
since 1778. It has made its way into a host alley, it developed its dominant sense 'a
of catchphrases and songs: 'ain't it grand passage in a church between the rows
to be blooming well dead?'; 'ain't love of pews or seats'. By a further shift of
grand?'; 'there ain't no such animal'; sense that began in the same century,
'ain't that something?'; 'it ain't neces- originally in English dialects and esp. in
sarily so'; 'if it ain't broke don't fix it'; 'Is AmE, it came to mean, as it still does, 'a
you is or is you ain't my baby?'
passage-way in a building (esp. a theatre,
It flourishes in Black Vernacular Eng- cinema, or other place of public enterlish in the US, where it has also acquired tainment), a railway carriage, etc' From
the meanings 'do not, does not, did not' this third sense came the colloquial
{Ain't you know Felo ben stay'n wid me?). It isphrases to have, send (people) rolling in the
used by many Americans, white as well aisles (first recorded 1940).
as black, in a manner that they might describe as 'cute': Fhylicia Ayers-AHen who ait /ert/. The recommended spelling of
plays Bill Cosby's wife on the Cosby TV show—is
a term (also eyot) for an islet, esp. one
she or ain't she married in real life? Alex- on a river and specifically on the R.
ander Haig once said of George Bush: Thames. It is derived from OE iggap, from
Anybody who has to spend all his time demonleg 'island' + -ap, which may have been
strating his manhood has somehow got to a diminutive suffix.
know he ain't got it.
Yale alumni presumably consider aitch. 1 The letter H was written as ache
themselves to be 'cultivated speakers'. A by Shakespeare and his contemporaries,
1988 issue of the Yale Alumni Magazine re- and answers to ME and OF ache. The
corded one Wilbur Woodland as saying spelling aitch is not recorded before 1887.
Still working the Cape Cod and Florida cycle. 2 English /h/ occurs only as an aspirAnd it ain't too bad.
ated pre-vocalic fricative at the beginAin't is a necessary part of the vocabul- ning of a syllable. The dropping of the
ary of comic strips. 'Hàgar the Horrible', sound (aitch-dropping), and its converse,
for example, shows a Viking-type warrior the false insertion of initial /h/ ('arm' for
in bed and reluctant to get up. The bal- harm; 'hill' for ill), were already noted by
looned words read: It ain't a question of John Walker in his Pronouncing Dictionary
'when', but can I get up?!
(1791) as characterizing many types of
For over 200 years the bar sinister word popular regional speech. As the OED says
ain't has been begging for admission to s. v. H, 'In recent times the correct treatstandard English. In tag-questions it has ment of initial h in speech has come to
been thwarted by the equally bar sinister be regarded as a kind of shibboleth of
form aren't. In other uses it leads a social position.' It is perhaps worth
shadowy existence in the language of pointing out that loss of /h/ is also a
various underclasses. It stands, as it were, feature of RP in unaccented, non-initial
at the door, out on the pavement, not yet contexts in connected speech, e.g. I
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pushed him back /ai 'pujt mi 'baek/, and I new formation in -al (Lear's addressal of
could have hated her /ai kad av 'hertid a/; Cordelia in the first scene—English, 1988)
also at the beginning of a syllable after perhaps indicates that the Victorian
certain consonant groups, as in exhaust, habit of creating such words is not enexhortation, and in such suffixes as -ham tirely extinct.
in Chatham, Ciapham, Durham, and -herd
à la. Adopted from French ( = à la mode),
in shepherd.
it is used in English, frequently printed
-al. l As an adjectival suffix it is nor- in italics, without regard to gender, as a
mally found in words of L or Gk origin: compound preposition before nouns of
oral (L oralis, from Or-, Os 'mouth'); hebdom-French origin (à la carte), English nouns (à
adal (late L hebdomadalis, from Gk ép8o- la country of origin), names (giant landscape
uâs (-aô-), from ènxà 'seven') 'weekly'. photocollages à la David Hockney), and
Words of English origin (house, path, etc.) place-names, street-names, etc. (a regatta
have never developed adjectives in -al. à la Henley; the BBC should give serious
In L itself -âlis was added to existing consideration to an autumn shuffle à la 10
adjectives, e.g. annuàlis (from annuus), Downing Street—C. Freud, 1989). It is esgiving English annual. Fowler (1926) re- pecially common in the language of
garded coastal as a barbarism (properly cookery for the names of particular
costal, he thought, from L costa), but his dishes (à la broche, à la meunière, etc.),
hostility to the word has not been taken mostly adopted as phrases direct from
French. By contrast, the corresponding
up by modern writers. See TIDAL.
On adjectives in -ic\-ical (e.g. comic/com- masculine preposition au is not free
ical, geographic/geographical, historic/histor-forming in English. It exists only in a
ical), see -IC(AL) and the individual words. few fixed phrases (au courant, au naturel,
au pair, au pied de la lettre, etc.) taken over
2 As a suffix to nouns. Fowler had no
intact from French.
objection to older nouns ending in -al
that had passed into common use, and alarm, alarum.
'From the earliest
that, for the most part, were not compet- period [sc. the 14c] there was a variant
ing with virtually synonymous words alarum due to rolling the r in prolonging
ending in -ation, -ion, -ment, etc., e.g. ac- the final syllable of the call' (OED). By the
quittal (first recorded 1430), arrival (1384), end of the 19c, alarum was restricted to
proposal (1683), refusal (1474), retrieval (ante an alarm signal, e.g. the peal or chime
1643). He expressed strong disapproval, of a warning bell or clock, or the mechanhowever, of an upsurge of interest dur- ism producing it. These senses are now
ing the Victorian period (among histor- virtually obsolete, and the word survives
ians and novelists) in -al nouns that did mainly in the old stage direction alarums
compete with synonymous words of dif- and excursions to describe off-stage skirferent formation. Thus, he objected to mishings, sudden divagations, etc. Exaccusal (used instead of accusation), ap- amples: Flemish lantern clock with strikingpraisal (for appraisement), bequeathal (for work and alarum—Antiquarian Horology,
bequest), réfutai (for refutation), retirai (for 1984 (advt); I now respond less briskly than
retirement), etc. 'When there is need', he I should to the alarums and excursions of
said, 'on an isolated occasion for a verbal everyday events—G. Priestland, 1983.
noun that shall have a different shade
of meaning . . . or that shall serve when albeit. One of the most persistent arnone already exists . . . it is better to chaic-sounding words in the language.
make shift with the gerund (the accusing, This worn-down form of the conjunctive
etc.).' His judgement seems to have been phrase all be it (that) ( = let it entirely be
sound. Such words are rarely encoun- that) has been in continuous use as a
tered now, except that appraisal (a mark- conjunction meaning 'even though it be
edly literary word in the 19c.) and retirai that, even though' (Their voices, too, albeit
(in Scotland) are now everyday words in the accent was provincial, were soft and muthe language of personnel departments sical, 1878) since the time of Chaucer,
(e.g. promotion depends in large measure on and in quasi-adverbial use (When a certain
the results of annual appraisals; to fill a (albeit uncertain) morrow is in view—
vacancy due to retirai). See also OVER- Thackeray, 1847) since the late 18c. Some
THROWAL. A recent literary example of a more recent examples: In Iatmul a man
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is a master in his own house, albeit he has Warm shadows darken into protecting shad
That heightens promise, deepens dreaming,
to fight for it against a wife practically as
Glistening like lavender's folded leaf-drops,
strong as he is—M. Mead, 1949; It is an
(R Warner, 1989)
unwelcome, albeit necessary, restraint—A.
Storr, 1972; 'Jesus!' they said in Italian albeit
alexandrine. In prosody, a line (usu.
in a conversational manner—H. Secombe,
iambic) of twelve syllables (the French
1981; A great line of poetry, albeit by a
vers héroïque), used in English, for exmendacious fascist, will outlast ...the most
ample, as the last line of a Spenserian
sanctified of good deeds—TLS, 1988.
stanza (All things decay in time and to their
end do draw) or as a variant in a poem of
albino. PI. albinos. See -O(E)S 6.
heroic couplets, rarely in a whole work.
Albion. Partly because of its late ap- In Fr. the alexandrine is found, for expearance as an entry in the OED, specul- ample, in Alexandre de Bernay's dodecaation about the origin of the word Albion syllabic version (late 12c.) of the great
and of the phrase perfidious Albion was cyclic Roman d'Alexandre (e.g. D'Alixandre
once rife. Albion was known already to vous vœïl l'istorie rafreschir). The most famthe OE translator of Bede's Eccles. Hist., ous English example is Alexander Pope's
and much earlier still to Pliny (in Latin) couplet, A needless Alexandrine ends the
and to Ptolemy (in Greek). Etymologi- song, That, like a wounded snake, drags its
cally, it answers ultimately to a recon- slow length along.
structed IE form *albho- (cf. L albus white),
the allusion being to the white cliffs of alga. PI. algae, pronounced /'aelcrji:/ or
Dover. The French phrase la perfide Albion /-gi:/is believed to have been first used by the
alibi. 1 Properly 'a plea that when an
Marquis de Ximenès (1726-1817).
alleged act took place one was elsewhere'
alcaics. In prosody, a stanza written (from L altbt 'elsewhere, in another
after the manner of Alcaeus, a lyric poet place', old locative case of alius 'anof Mytilene in Lesbos (c6oo BC), consisting other'): (examples from fiction) Just be
of:
cause the suspects had arranged a false alibi
to account for their whereabouts... they were
not necessarily murderers—7. Capote, 1966;
twice repeated, followed by
Since you think I murdered him, I had better
produce my alibi—S. Brett, 1979.

2 Colloquially, and, it would seem,
inevitably, it has come to mean 'an excuse, a pretext; a plea of innocence' (Don't
offer alibis for losing [a game of tennis]—
W. T. Tilden, 1922; Pip's devotion gave her
... a complete alibi in all charges of frustration and virginity--W. Holtby, 1936; The
power-loom provided both the State and the
(Carm. 1 . 1 6 )
The Horatian four-line form was imi- employers with a cast iron alibi—E. P. Thompson, 1980); and also 'a person providing
tated by Tennyson:
an excuse' (Tom and Maureen are my
0 mighty-mouth'd inventor of harmonies, alibis—C. Hare, 1949)- The colloquial use
0 skill'd to sing of Time or Eternity,
is first recorded in American sports and
God-gifted organ-voice of England,
then in detective fiction. The damage
Milton, a name to resound for ages.
done to the original legal sense now
Both the Latin (four-line) and Greek (five- seems to be irreversible.
line) types are illustrated in:
3 By the usual process known as CONUnblemishedfreshlife leafing with opened buds
the now dominant sense has
The future's misty limits of thought, whose VERSION,
lids
Confuse our nights but bring to touching generated a verb meaning 'to clear by
Soft-scented, newlyborn skin of dawn light;an excuse; to provide an alibi': Aunt PrimNow eastern blue streaks stealthily press therose ... hadn't opportunity. She's alibi-ed by
Mrs Fitch—J. Cannan, 1958; There's got to
grass
be somebody to alibi us—L. Duncan, 1978.
Imprinting morning after long months of rain,
Horace used a modified alcaic stanza in
many of his odes:
0 matre pulchrafiliapulchrior,
Quern criminosis cunque voles modum
Pones iambis, sive flamma
Sive mari libet Hadriano.
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alien. From the 14c. to the 19c. inclu- Brookner, 1986; 'It's one of my limitations.'
sive, in the sense 'of a nature or character 'I haven't begun to list all of mine.'—P. Roth,
different from', alien was construed with 1986; all of the new company's profits had
from (e.g. This uncouth style, so alien from been used to salary him—B. Ripley, 1987; At
genuine English—Henry Reed, 1855). As the each stop, all of us visitors were greeted by
OED says, this sense gradually passed a hail of celebratory statistics—New Yorker,
imperceptibly into 'of a nature repug- 1989.
nant, adverse or opposed to'. The cross2 Since the 1960s all's (or alls) has been
over came at some point near the turn noted in informal AmE in the sense 'all
of the century, and the construction with that' (it is probably a shortened form of
to is now routine (Thinking, and certainly all as): e.g. I get calls for people who want
brooding, were quite alientohis character—
eel, snake or alligator [skin] , but all's I've
J. C. Oates, 1980; The implied snobbery of got is pigskin—Chicago Sun-Times, 1987; Acthe remark was quite alien to the whole waytually alls we did was smear some guts and
in which she had been brought up—A, N. shit from a dead rat on his eyes—E. L. DocWilson, 1982). The older construction
torow, 1989; So all's I need, pretty much, is
still occurs occasionally: a reflection upon a tie—New Yorker, 1990.
how far man has come to feel himself alien
from the animal kingdom of which he is a 3 When all is the subject of the verb
to be followed by a plural complement,
member—A. Storr, 1968.
the linking verb is expressed in the sinalignment. Fowler argued for this spell- gular: All I saw was fields-N. Williams,
ing in 1926. OED 2 says that "The Eng. 1985; In some sense, all we have is the scoresform alinement is preferable to alignment, incomplete and corrupted as they often area bad spelling of the Fr.\ but lists the New Yorker, 1989.
entry under alignment. The word is now
4 See also ALL RIGHT; ALL THAT; ALL
universally spelt alignment.
THE; ALL TOGETHER; ALL TOLD; ALREADY;
BUT 9c. For is all, see is 8. For at all, see
-(al)ist. For such alternative forms as
AT 2.
educationist and educationalist see -IST 2.
all-around. An optional AmE variant
alkali. Final syllable now universally (everything on this all-around Italian menu
pronounced j-saj (formerly often j-ij). The is good; the best all-around American city
more usual plural form is alkalis but school; a good all-around player) of all-round
the by-form alkalies is found in many adj., the latter being the only form used
standard textbooks.
in BrE.
all. 1 all of. Except before certain per- allay. For inflexions, see VERBS IN -IE,
sonal pronouns (all of it, all of us, all of etc. 1.
its own) and in certain idiomatic uses
(e.g. we had walked all of ten miles = as alleged. Routinely applied to actions,
many as; oil of a sudden), of can normally events, and things that have been asbe dispensed with in nominal phrases: serted but not proved (the alleged medical
e.g. all those years ago; all the time; my breakthrough, the alleged crime, the alleged
father lights all his lamps; we sold all our illness that prevented him from coming to
stocks and shares; almost all his former col-the wedding) or that need defending (her
leagues. The construction with of is com- alleged innocence). The related adverb allegparatively modern (first recorded c.1800), edly is pronounced with four syllables:
and is probably due to form-association see -EDLY.
with none of, some of, little of, much of, few
of, many of (OED). From the following set allegory. 'A narrative of which the true
of examples it will be seen that all of is meaning is to be got by translating its
often used as a means of separating all persons and events into others that they
from a proximate pronoun. It is also are understood to symbolize' (Fowler,
used in partitive o/-phrases. Examples: 1926). 'A figurative narrative or descripAll of those activities whose very virtue is thattion, conveying a veiled moral meaning,
they enable you to think [etc.]—H. Jacobson, an extended metaphor' (OCELit., 1985).
1983; I'd like all of that piece ofmeat-CGEL, The form flourished in medieval litera1985; He will have to be all of these things—A.
ture to the extent that 'every kind of

allegro | allow
serious realism was in danger of being
choked to death by the vines of allegory'
(E. Auerbach, Mimesis, 1953. ch-10). Later
allegorical works of signal importance
included Spenser's Faerie Queene (1590-6),
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (1678-84), and
Dryden's Absalom and Achitophel (1681).
Allegorical elements are present in much
modern writing, e.g. Virginia Woolfs
Between the Acts (1941), which by means of
a village pageant presents 'a communal
image of rural England, past and present', but the noble tradition of poetic
allegory exemplified by works like the
Faerie Queene seems to be in abeyance.
allegro. PI. allegros. See -O(E)S 6.
alleluia. L form (from Greek), the Septuagint representation of Heb. hallèîù-yâh,
i.e. 'praise ye Jah' (or 'Jehovah'). In English, an exclamation meaning 'Praise the
Lord', which occurs in many psalms and
anthems. In AV spelt Alleluia, by Handel
spelt Hallelujah. Both forms are acceptable in context. Pronounce /.aeh'luija/; but
with initial /,hael-/ for the form Hallelujah.
allergy. An early 20c. formation (first
in German as Allergie) from Gk akX-os
'other, different' + êpy-ov 'work', meaning 'sensitiveness to pollen, certain
foods, antibiotics, etc' (the normal use).
It acquired the figurative sense 'a feeling
of antipathy to a person or thing' by the
1940s; slightly earlier the corresponding
adj. allergic had come into general use,
with varying degrees of informality. It is
a standard example of a popularized
technical term. Allergies to anything disliked range from the understandable to
the far-fetched: to colonels (Punch, 1942),
maidenheads (Auden, 1944), all kinds of
rationing (the European public, according to Koestler, 1951), opera on television (Observer, 1958), negotiating with
terrorists (Times, 1986), etc.

alley. PL alleys.
alliteration. A consonance or agreement of sounds (not necessarily of letters) usually at the beginning of a word
or syllable, as in big, bold, and amber;
knife, gnarled, and note. In the literature
of the Germanic languages, alliteration
could exist between all vowels indiscriminately: in OE, for example, not only
does ellen alliterate with ende and êac
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with ëoge, but ecg alliterates with ïren
and ïsig with fitfus.
Throughout the ages, in the literature
of many countries, alliteration has been
used for various special effects, whether
for humour, as in Voltaire's Non, il n'est
rien que Nanine n'honore; for emphasis,
as in Victor Hugo's La Marseillaise ailée
et volant dans les balles, Les bombes, les
obus, les tambours, les cymbales; or for
delicate effects of sound, as in Shakespeare's Full fathom five thy father lies.
It is not infrequent in Latin verse, as in
Ennius' at tuba terribili sonitu taratantara dixit.
In English literature, the systematic
use of alliterative verse is associated with
the medieval period, most memorably
in poems like Beowulf, Piers Plowman (In a
somere seyson whan softe was \>e sonne),
and Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. The
great cycle of English alliterative verse
ended with the poem Flodden Field (1513).
In modern times the tradition has been
revived in some of Auden's verse (With
labelled luggage we alight at last, Joining
joking at the junction on the moor, 'The
Exiles', 1968).
Alliterative collocations abound in the
language itself, e.g. to aid and abet, as
good as gold, by fair means or foul, might
and main, part and parcel, as right as rain,
wild and woolly.
allot. Use allotted, allotting, but allotment.
allow. 1 This verb matches admit in
having a wide range of common uses,
transitive and intransitive, with subordinate thot-clauses, with an infinitive
complement (Poetry is allowed to border
upon the horizon of mysticism—J. B. Mozley,
1877), and so on, but also for several
centuries alternating in many senses
with the phrasal verb allow of: e.g. His
condition would not allow of( = permit the
occurrence of) his talking earlier, 1732;
Jortin is willing to allow of ( = to accept as
valid) other miracles—J. R. Lowell, 1849.
Constructions with of now seem somewhat old-fashioned but are still part of
the normal grammatical apparatus of
the present day, esp. in the sense 'to
admit the realization or possibility of,
permit'.
2 In the sense 'to acknowledge, concede', allow followed by a subordinate
clause has been in continuous use since
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allowedly | all told

the 17c: I suppose it will be allowed us that all-round. See ALL-AROUND.
marriage is a human society—Milton, 1643;
He allowed that the old Pre-Raphaelites had...all that. As a reinforced demonstrative
exquisite merits—Hawthorne, 1858; Whatadverb qualifying an adj. or adv. it is
now found quite commonly in negative
was their civilisation? Vast, I allow: but vile—].
Joyce, 1922; You know best, Captain,' Hugh constructions: The Spanish gypsies... hired
Macroon allowed with grave courtesy—C. to do the sweeping were not all that handy
with a broom—Harper's Bazaar, 1962; I
Mackenzie, 1947.
looked round the stock. It wasn't all that
3 In the AmE colloquial phrase allow brilliant, I must admit—J. Leasor, 1969. All
as how, the meaning is 'to state as an is simply an intensifier in such construcopinion, have to admit that': She allowed tions. Gowers (1965) cited examples of
as how my old friend J.], wasflyingon Mondayall that qualifying an adv. (e.g. The figures
morning-N. Thornburg, 1976; He allowed show that even hazards do not sell £2m. all
as how she was faithful—T. Morrison, 1981.that frequently), and judged that the use
This is not a standard construction in was 'now well on its way to literary
Britain (see as how s. v. AS 8), but it is status'. It is now a standard construction.
probably to be found in regional use.
For the more debatable type I was that
angry, see THAT demonstrative adv.
allowedly. Pronounce as four syllables.
See -EDLY.
all the. Used with comparatives, all is
an intensifier qualifying the adverb the
all right. The use of all right, or inability
(anciently a locative or instrumental case
to see that there is anything wrong with
of the definite article): she loved him all
alright, reveals one's background, upthe more because he was a true scholar, he
bringing, education, etc., perhaps as
thought all the better of her for not coming
much as any word in the language. Allate. This construction, which does not
right, first recorded in 1893 (I think I
seem to have been used before the 20c,
shall pass alright—Durham Univ. Jrnl) is the
is now standard.
demotic form. It is preferred, to judge
from the evidence I have assembled, by all together, altogether. Confusion
popular sources like the British maga- between the two is not uncommon. The
zines The Face (Kool and The Gang are alright.
distinction is shown in the following
They put on a good show, 1986), the New examples: (a) ( = everyone together) Until
Musical Express, and Sounds, the American at last, gathered all together again, they find
magazine Block World, the Australian their way down to the turf; A long pull, a
journal Southerly, the Socialist Worker, bystrong pull, and a pull all together; Great
popular singers (Elvis singsfivenumbers efforts have been made ...to bring the troops
including the memorable That's Alright out all together in brigades, and even in
Mama'—Oxford Times, 1979), and hardlydivisions. The OED s.v. altogether 1} cites
ever by writers of standing (Youll be al- an array of examples (1765-1930) of
right, love—C. Achebe, 1987; Yes, they visit altogether written 'where all together is
tombs and live in ashrams alright,' Farrokhlogically preferable'. The opposite phesneered—A. Desai, 1988). It is common- nomenon is shown in All together, IIASA
place in private correspondence, esp. in received White House support through four
that of the moderately educated young. administrations—Bull. Amer. Acad. Arts &
Almost all other printed works in Britain Sci., 1987. (b) He didn't altogether ( =
and abroad use the more traditional
entirely) agree with me; you owe me £400
form (first recorded as adj. 1837, as adv. altogether ( = in all, in total amount); The
1844) all right, as adv. ('0, allright,'she weather was bad and the hotel overcrowded.
said, 'go and be damned.'—G. Greene, 1980),Altogether ( = considering everything) it
predicative adj. (Lisbon was all right-K. was a disappointing holiday.
Amis, 1958; You seem to be all right-S. Hill,
1971; I wouldn't want anybody to think that all told. This fixed phrase = 'when all
everything is allright—NewYorker, 1986), are counted; in all' is first recorded in
and attributive adj. (A painting or two 1850 (OED tell v. 21c (d)), e.g. All told, those
hung in an all right place—T. Morrison, Celtic teams won the NBA title 11 times
1981). The sociological divide commands in 13 years—Basketball Scene Annual, 1988.
attention.
Originally a development of tell in the

allusion, allude | alongside
sense 'to count', it has now made its
natural way into contexts where enumeration is not present = 'taking all factors into account' (e.g. All told, I enjoyed
life in the army).
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almoner. The OED (1884) and Daniel
Jones (1917) gave preference to the pronunciation /'aelmana/, but /'arm-/ is now
customary, doubtless after the analogy
of alms /a:mz/. The word itself is passing
out of use: (a) the official distribution
allusion, allude, l For pronunciation of alms has no place in a welfare-state
see LU (pronunciation).
economy; (b) the word has given way to
2 In normal circumstances, an allusion {medical) social worker as a title in British
is 'a covert, implied, or indirect refer- hospitals for an official with certain dutence, a passing or incidental reference' ies concerning the welfare of patients.
{OED). The corresponding verb allude is
normally used in the same way with almost. 1 Its occasional use as a quasia limitation placed on the manner of adj. meaning 'close to being, not quite'
reference. In practice, however, the com- {an almost Quaker, his almost impudence o
plexity of the language has ensured that manner; an almost Prime Minister) seems
indirectness is not always part of the slightly forced, but it is neither new {OED
1552- ) nor unparalleled, since many
sealed meaning of the two words, and
the reference is sometimes ambiguously adverbs and adjectives have the same
direct or indirect or just plainly direct. form (see ADJECTIVE 8).
Examples showing a broad band of direct
2 See MOST, ALMOST.
and indirect reference: (allude) He would
allude to her, and hear her discussed, but alone. As an adv. phr. correlated with
never mentioned her by name—E. M. Forster,but, not alone has been vying with not only
1910; In his surviving works, Aristotle never for some seven centuries, esp. in poetry
mentions Alexander nor alludes directly to(Wisdom... Which not alone had guided me,
his stay in Macedonia-R. L. Fox, 1972; He But served the seasons that may rise—
had star quality, an element often alluded toTennyson, 1850). This use is now archaic
inArlene's circle of show-biz friends—G. Vidal,or obsolete. On the other hand, sentences
1978; Not just the words forming a sentence with not and alone separated are combut also the meanings to which these words monly found {It is not young people alone
allude—B. Bettelheim, 1983; (allusion) She who need to be taught to swim), though the
came across allusions to her family in the alternative construction with not only
papers—V. Sackville-West, 1931; Midway in standing together (It is not only young
the questioning ... he'd begun to notice the people who ...) is more usual.
number of allusions to a particular November
weekend-T. Capote, 1966; There were hints along. 1 Along about is an AmE reand allusions about his troubles to his gionalism meaning 'approximately': In
friends—D. Halberstam, 1979.
the one case you start out with a friend along
about eleven o'clock on a summer's night—M
3 See LITERARY ALLUSIONS.
Twain, 1879; 'Nettie Bill got married along
ally. Originally stressed, both as noun about the same time I got married to Jack,'
and verb, on the second syllable. As a Aunt Lou said—M. Grimm, 1989.
verb it still is, but as a noun is now
2 along of. Used to mean 'owing to, on
normally stressed on the first. The adjectaccount o f (A present from the Gentlemen,
ive allied is stressed on the first syllable
along 0' being good!—Kipling, 1906; The
when it precedes a noun (the Allied forces),
trouble I've had along of that lady's crankiotherwise on the second.
ness,' he confided—N. Marsh, 1963), and
'(together) with' (You come along a me,
Alma Mater. An affectionate title ( =
bounteous mother), once given by the Ginger—]. Cary, 1940), along ofis 'common
Romans to several goddesses, especially in London, and southern dialects generto Ceres and Cybele, now applied to one's ally' (OED), but is not standard.
university or school seen as a 'fostering
alongside. 1 For some two centuries,
mother'.
alongside has vied with alongside of imalmanac. Normally so spelt except in mediately before a noun, verbal noun,
traditional titles like 'The Oxford Alman- or pronoun (e.g. a boat lying alongside the
ack' and Whitaker's Almanack.
rock/alongside of a sheet of water). Both
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constructions remain available: (along- Dolly May ain't no chicken neither—E. Jolley,
side) The transport Stamboul... was along- 1985.
side the harbour wall—D. A. Thomas, 1988;
(alongside of) Many minds have been en- alternate. 1 As adjective. In the regular
gaged alongside of mine in the same pur- senses '(said of things of two kinds) comsuit-R. Fry, 1920; alongside ofpreaching the ing each one after one of the other kind'
Gospel... there are other ways in which we (e.g. walls built of alternate layers of stone
and timber), and '(of things of the same
have to change the lives of these savages—C.
kind) every second one' (e.g. the congregaHampton, 1974.
tion sang alternate verses; sprinklers may be
2 Recently, alongside has been used
used on alternate days only, i.e. on every
conjunctively in the financial pages of
other day), alternate is standard in all
newspapers with a number of meanings,
forms of English.
e.g. together with, as a result of, as well
In the course of the 20c, in AmE,
as: GEC is also fancied to be taking an interest
alternate, pronounced /'oiltarnat/, has
in the shares, alongside buying back some of
usurped some of the territory of alternits own—Times, 1984; Cornells Estate Agents
ative in its ordinary sense '(of one or more
rose 3p to 103P alongside a statement from
things) available in place of another'. The
the chairman—Times, 1985; The group has
Book of the Month Club offers 'alternate
suffered alongside the rest of its sector in
selections'. A route, a material, a lyric,
recent weeks—Times, 1985.
etc., can be described as 'alternate' rather
alot. This illegitimate form of a lot is than (as in the UK) 'alternative': It obscures
beginning to turn up in informal corres- the possibility of another, complementary repondence in AmE: e.g. (from some letters ading of rode as an alternate spelling for
written in 1991) My parents have been out rud—Amer. Notes & Queries, 1985; An alternalot the past 2 weeks; The recession has ate way to make these rellenos is to stuff the
affected the advertising business alot; We stillmeat mixture into whole green chiles—San
had alot of fun, just a different kind of fun. Diego Union, 1987. There are alternate (or
alternative) schools in the US which offer
Cf. AWHILE.
a non-traditional curriculum.
already. The adverb is so spelt (I have
2 As noun. Frequently used in AmE
lost a great deal of time already) and of
in the sense 'an alternative, a reserve
course is not be confused with the two
(player), a variant': I was fourth alternate
separate words all ready (We are all ready
in the Miss Teenage South Carolina pageant—
to start now, i.e. all of us are ready).
William Boyd, 1984; A recent rule change
would allow the two alternates to compete
alright. See ALL RIGHT.
in the two preliminary rounds [of a relay
also. The word is an adverb and is race]—Runner, 1984; Earthworm, the
almost always so used: e.g. Besides being standard expression, is certainly no longer a
an astronomer and mathematician, Grossi rare alternate—Amer. Speech, 1985; the twelve
was also an architect; the gas can also be jurors and six alternates in Room 318 of the
compressed by the blast wave. Occasionally, United States Courthouse—New Yorker, 1986.
in the speech of hesitant people, or as
an afterthought, it strays into conjunc- alternative. 1 As noun. The traditional
tional territory: e.g. He has made a good view that there can only be one of two
(not more) alternatives because L alter
impression. He writes well, he keeps to deadlines, and follows house rules. Also he's an means 'other (of two)' can no longer be
agreeable person. / Remember your watch andmaintained. The word can still be used
in this manner (e.g. = a proposition conmoney; also the tickets.
It is sometimes used as an 'additive taining two statements, the acceptance
of one of which involves the rejection of
conjunct' within a sentence, where and
also, and, or but also would be in place: the other: or = either of the two meme.g. Great attention has been paid to the bers of the alternative proposition (no
history of legislation, also [ = and also] to other alternative); or, especially, the other
or remaining choice (a fate compared to
that of religion.
It should perhaps be noted that con- which death would have been a joyful alternjunctional uses of also are a marked ative). The OED amply illustrates such
feature of uneducated speech: e.g. Also traditional uses. But, beginning with an

although, though | ambience
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example from John Stuart Mill in 1848, aluminium. The BrE spelling harmonit also shows the word in extended use izes best with other names of elements,
meaning 'a choice between more than as magnesium, potassium, sodium, etc.,
two things'. Gladstone is reported as say- whereas the AmE spelling aluminum is
ing in 1857 My decided preference is for the the one given to the word by its disfourth and last of these alternatives. Recent coverer, Sir H. Davy, C1812. Aluminium
examples: No one would suggest that ... is stressed on the third syllable, and
[she] should go through with a pregnancy and aluminum on the second.
delivery... when she could never care for the
resulting baby. But what are the alternatives? alumnus. From L ( = nursling), and
—Sunday Times, 1987; Some alternatives willmeaning former pupil or student, albe screened out immediately because they umnus is more frequently encountered
would violate what can be viewed as boundary in AmE than in BrE. It is pronounced
/a'lAmnas/ and its plural alumni as
conditions on choices—Bull. Amer. Acad. Arts
/a'lAmnai/. A former female student is an
b Sci., 1989.
alumna /a'lAmna/, pi. alumnae /a'lAmni:/.
2 As adjective. Since the late 1960s the The form alumni is normally used for a
adjective has increasingly been used to mixed gathering of former students.
mean 'purporting or claiming to represIn both AmE and BrE, rival views on
ent an acceptable or preferable altern- the pronunciation of Latin sometimes
ative to that in traditional use', e.g. lead to a reversal of the way in which
alternative (i.e. non-nuclear, not using the endings of the two plural forms are
fossil fuels) energy, alternative (i.e. mainly pronounced.
homoeopathic or holistic) medicine,
alternative (i.e. pirate) radio, alternative (i.e. alveolar. See DENTAL.
rejecting the traditional way of life of)
a.m. As an abbreviation of L ante meridsociety.
iem 'before noon', it is always proalthough, though. In most concessive nounced as /.ei'em/, and is normally
clauses, although and though are inter- written in the form 8.15 a.m. (or am; in
changeable with no change of meaning: AmE 8:15 a.m.). Note that 12.30 a.m. =
(AI) though he was only thirty he was bald; half an hour after midnight, and 12.30
There was not a single black in the party, p.m. = half an hour after noon. The ab(although Luanda had directed that this be breviation is sometimes used as a
otherwise. (Of the two, though, which is noun = the period before noon: I arrived
perhaps slightly less formal, is much the here this a.m.
commoner.) Except that although cannot
be used (a) as an adverb in medial or amateur. The pronunciation dictionarfinal position: ( = nevertheless, however) ies present an array of possibilities for
He did his duty, though; (as an intensive this word, but /'aemata/ is now standard
after a question or emphatic statement: and /'aematjua/ and /-tj"-/ have become
indeed, truly) 'What a sad story!' said minority pronunciations.
Maria. 'Isn't it, though?'-G. Vidal, 1948; he amazedly. Pronounce with four sylknew, though, that his team would not win. lables. See -EDLY.
(b) after as or even as part of a conjunctive
phrase: We fell into step and talked as though ambidextrous. Not -emus.
eight months were minutes; free him even
though he will die; even though he was a ambience. Derived from Fr. ambiance (a
Tory, he was opposed to the privatization of form also occasionally used in English)
only a century ago (first recorded 1889) in
the water industry.
the sense 'environment, surroundings,
atmosphere', the word is now firmly
alto. PL altos. See -O(E)S 5.
established in the language. Some people
still affect the French pronunciation,
altogether. See ALL TOGETHER.
but it is most often pronounced as
alto-relievo (sculpture) /.aeltau n'lLvau/. /'aembians/. Its entrance into English was
PL -vos: see -O(E)S 6. The Italian form helped by the fact that the correspondalto-rilievo, pronounced /.altau ri'ljexvau/, ing adj. ambient had been a part of the
language since the late 16c. and had also
is sometimes used. Cf. BAS-RELIEF.
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ambiguity | amend, emend

been used absolutely. Ambiencefilledan
obvious gap.

day?); (8.43) The dog is not allowed to run
outside (directional or positional?).
5 In written work, ambiguity can be
ambiguity, l The many-sidedness of
reduced in several ways: by changing the
language accounts for the kind of poetic
order of clauses, by supplying ellipted
ambiguity described by William Empson
elements, by restructuring the sentence
in his Seven Types ofAmbiguity (1930). With
altogether, or by the use of punctuation
this kind of pleasurable literary amto mark the boundaries of clauses. In
biguity we are not concerned here.
spoken English, potential ambiguity is
2 Deliberate, and often agreeable, am- often cancelled by a shift of intonation
biguity is sometimes a feature of advert- at the boundary of clauses.
ising slogans, the captions of cartoons,
6 Nevertheless, vigilance is required,
and general anecdotes, e.g. (doctor to especially in contexts where backward
overweight woman) What is the largest reference (see ANAPHORA), ellipsis (see
weight you have been?' 'Sixteen stone.' 'AndELLIPSIS), and misrelated clauses (see UNthe smallest?' 'Six pounds.'
ATTACHED PARTICIPLES) are involved. If
3 The early grammarians and writers these matters are not attended to, amon usage placed great emphasis on mis- biguity of various degrees of seriousness
conceptions arising from the wrong can certainly arise.
ordering of words. For example, William
7 See AMPHIBOLY, AMPHIBOLOGY.
Cobbett (1823), Letter XXI: 'Of all the
faults to be found in writing this [sc. the ambivalent. This 20c. (first recorded
wrong placing of words] is one of the 1916) Jungian word meaning 'having
most common, and, perhaps, it leads to either or both of two contrary or parallel
the greatest number of misconceptions.' values' quickly moved into literary and
He claimed to have 'noted down about general use. C. S. Lewis called death
two hundred errors in Doctor Johnson's ambivalent because it is 'Satan's great
Lives of the Poets'. Henry Alford (1864) weapon and also God's great weapon'.
wrote at length on the matter and At the core of its meaning is the idea of
quoted as one of his examples, I with my equivocation. Moods, characters, relafamily reside in the parish of Stockton, whichtionships, attitudes, behaviour—anyconsists of my wife and daughter. Fowler thing judged to contain contradictions(1906) said that 'A captious critic might can be described as ambivalent. It is a
find examples [of false ordering of words] striking addition to the language,
on almost every page of almost any though it is tending to be overused.
writer.' There is an air of unreality and
For the most part it is distinguished
implausibility about these old precepts from ambiguous, which means rather '(of
and about the examples given in sup- speech, words, etc.) having more than
port. Copy editors and proofreaders re- one possible meaning', '(of events, etc.)
move the great majority of such crudely wavering or uncertain in direction or
ambiguous constructions at the pre-pub- tendency'.
lication stage.
amen. I was brought up to pronounce
4 Modern grammarians approach the the word /.ai'men/ and was puzzled to
problem more sympathetically. Easily hear others saying /.ei'men/. Speakers are
targetable misconstructions are still at- probably equally divided in the matter.
tacked: e.g. (a newspaper report of road
works causing a safety hazard to school- amend, emend. The first of these is
children) The council plans to notify parents much the more usual word. It is used of
whose children are affected by post. The mostthe making of (minor) adjustments to a
eminent modern authority, CGEL (1985), document, a motion, a parliamentary
gives prominence to ambiguity which law, etc., in the interests of clarity,
arises through ellipsis: e.g. (§15.67) He equality, etc. It is also commonly used
loves his dog more than his children (who in contexts of personal behaviour. Emend
loves whom most?); (13.68) He specializes is the property mainly of textual scholars
in selling old and valuable books (two kinds who propose improvements to a word
of books?); (1370) the meetings on Monday or phrase by the addition, deletion, or
and Friday (how many meetings on each alteration of some linguistic element.

amenity | amok, amuck
amenity, l The dominant pronunciation in RP seems to be /a'mimrti/, and in
regional and overseas varieties of English
/a'menrti/.
2 In the 20C. the word, while retaining
its older general meaning 'the quality of
being pleasant or agreeable', has been
extended to denote the more agreeable
or pleasurable environmental aspects of
a house, a village, etc. According to taste,
a skating rink, a library, a discothèque,
a meadow, a yachting marina, etc., can
all be described now as amenities.
America.
English speakers outside
North America usually call the United
States 'America' and its inhabitants
'Americans'. (So does everyone in the
United States from the President downwards.) The term 'North America' is
mostly used to mean the United States
and Canada together. Countries to the
south of the United States are described
as being in Central America (Mexico,
Nicaragua, etc.) or South America (Brazil,
Argentina, etc.). The Spanish-speaking inhabitants of Central and South American
countries are often referred to as Latin
Americans. The Black inhabitants of
North America used to be called Negroes,
then Blacks (or blacks), and, more recently and increasingly, African-Americans. The varieties of English spoken in
the United States are normally called
'American English', occas. just 'American'. The original Indian inhabitants of
both North and South America are called
'American Indians', 'Indians', or (recently) 'Native Americans'.
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of others.' Now, a century later, the distributional pattern of the words is not
clearly ascertainable, though, from the
fact that a major database (1989) contained 62,700 examples of amid and
4,900 examples of amidst, it is clear that
amid is much the more common of the
two. Typical examples: (amid) I... have
often stood by the Frome at Woolbridge,
joying the mellow manor house amid its
watermeadows—Times, 1987; Outside Day
is a bedside book which conjures up mem
of happy days amid the high hills—Spectator
1989; 'we shall enjoy strong, sustained
growth and prosperity into the 1980s,' he sa
amid Conservative cheers—Daily Tel., 1989;
(amidst) he returned here for more tests
amidst rumours that he had Parkinson
disease—Washington Post, 1984; when he
give up a day's work to sit amidst these m
and women-T. Keneally, 1985; this woman,
sitting with such modest dignity amidst
students and colleagues-M. Frayn, 1989.
In many contexts both words can be
replaced by among, amongst, or in the
midst of without change of meaning or
of function.

Amish. A sub-dialect of AmE spoken
by the Amish people, a strict sect of
Mennonite followers of Jacob Amman or
Amen {fl. 1693), the Swiss founder of the
sect. Found mostly in Pennsylvania and
Delaware, the Amish people maintain
an older style of life: horse and buggies
for transportation, no electricity in their
homes, plain dress and so on. Old Order
Amish speech is marginally distinctive in
pronunciation (e.g. house is pronounced
/ha:s/ not /haus/), with many syntactic
amid, amidst. 1 Amid, recorded as a features that do not quite match those
preposition and adverb before the Nor- of neighbouring, non-Amish varieties of
man Conquest, developed a by-form am' AmE. For example, reflecting German
ides (with the final -s which survives in usage, they do not use—have not
such words as always, backwards) by theadopted—the English progressive tense:
14c, and, by form-association with su- they say he works very hard rather than
perlatives, a further by-form amidst (cf. he is working very hard.

against, amongst) in the 16c. Amides amn't. A frequent variant in Irish and
dropped out of use and amid and amidst Scottish English of aren't used as part of
survive only as prepositions.
the tag question amn't I? See BE 4.
2 Both words have become somewhat amoeba. The UK spelling, as against
restricted in currency, and they both ameba, the customary US spelling. The
have a slight air of formality, though the plural form is amoebas (US amebas), less
matter is disputed. In a note written in commonly amoebae /-i:/, US amebae.
the 1880s, the OED says that 'There is a
tendency to use amidst more distribu- amok, amuck. The spelling amok (as in
tively than amid, e.g. of things scattered the Malay original) and the pronunciabout, or a thing moving, in the midst ation /a'mDk/ are recommended, though

among, amongst | ampersand
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the variant pronunciation /a'mAk/ is frequently heard.

us who sees the terror of the game more clearly
than the rest-TLS, 1987.

among, amongst, l For uses of among
and between, see BETWEEN 2.

amoral. Used to mean 'not within the
sphere of moral principles', this word,
first recorded in 1882, has largely ousted
the slightly older words non-moral (ai866)
and unmoral (1841). See A-1. Cf. IMMORAL.

2 The OE antecedent on gemang
yielded onmang before 1100, whence by
regular phonetic gradation amang,
among. By the 14c. the variant amonges

amount, number. In most circumstances amount is used with non-count
by the 16c, by form-association with nouns to mean 'quantity' (e.g. a
superlatives, among(e)st. The surviving reasonable amount offorgiveness, glue, resistforms among and amongst have competed ance, straw), i.e. nouns which normally
with each other for several centuries, have no plural; and number is used with
with among now much the commoner plural nouns (e.g. a certain number of boys,
of the two (in my collections in the houses, jobs, etc.). Amount is now fast
proportion 10:1).
breaking into the territory of number,
3 There is no demonstrable difference sometimes, but by no means always,
of sense or function between the two, when the following plural noun is
and the distribution is puzzling except viewed as an aggregate or collection. A
that amongst seems to be somewhat less range of examples: Fame had magnified
the amount of the forces—1849 in OED; I
common in AmE than in BrE.
have any amount of letters for you—G. B.
Typical examples: (among) the giants
Shaw, 1893 ( = a great many); I expect you
war among themselves—]. M. Coetzee, 1977;
get a fair amount of road accidents on these
there were a lot of very young people among
winding roads?-R. Billington, 1988; the
the temporary staff—P. Fitzgerald, 1980;
grunts (sc. GIs in Vietnam] were all carrying
Britain also has ...the lowest level 0/welfare
those little automatic cameras ... getting
expenditure among the countries of the Euro- enough pictures because no amount of words
pean Community—limes, 1985; she wove her was going to tell it—M. Doane, 1988 (US, =
way among the crowd—M. Ramgobin, 1986; not even the greatest amount of); Billy's
a familiar, enchanting presence among thehad a tremendous amount of problems-T.
habitués of the city'sfilmfestivals—New McGuane, 1989 (US); But booksellers have
Yorker, 1987; the arguing out of concepts can less and less space for the amount of books
last for hours among her advisers—Daily Tel.,
that are being published—The Author, 1990;
1987.
fearing ... that the next thing Sinead would
(amongst) they fight amongst them- treat them to was an account of her husband's
selves-W. Wharton, 1978; he was grateful suicide, of the amount of pills he took in that
to the Kabbels ...for talcing account of her hotel—E. O'Brien, 1990; The amount of bulbs
amongst their berserk schemes-T. Keneally, she would find between the stones next
1985; the other guests served themselves spring—A. Huth, 1991- We may rail
discreetly and talked amongst themselves—B. against the loss of a useful distinction—
Rubens, 1987; they stood on the edges of the and I do—but can it be stopped now?
lamplight amongst the wattles by the creek—?.
Carey, 1988.
ampersand. The name of the symbol &
It is clear that among can be used used as a space-saving device. H. W.
with a collective noun (Fitzgerald 1980, Fowler used it throughout MEU and in
Ramgobin 1986) or with the name of early editions of COD and POD as well as
something that is widespread (e.g. hay, in his correspondence with the OUR It
scrub, wreckage), but otherwise only is exceedingly common in handwritten
with plural nouns or pronouns. An older work. In print it survives mainly in the
view, favoured by Fowler, that amongst names of jointly owned firms, e.g. Marks
is commoner than among before a follow- & Spencer, and not always then, e.g.
ing vowel does not seem to be borne out Faber and Faber Ltd. In origin it is a 19c.
by the evidence: the 'insolence of office' corruption of 'and per se and', the name
which (among other things) drove Hamlet toof the character & as it appears at the
contemplate suicide—Times, 1985; the de-end of the alphabet in primers and
pressive begins to appear as the one among hornbooks, i.e. '& (standing) by itself,
had

emerged (cf. AMID, AMIDST 1)

and

amphiboly | anagoge
and'. The sign & itself seems to be a
stylized version of L et 'and'.
amphiboly /aem'ftbaii/, amphibology
/,aemfi'bDlad3i/. In rhetoric, a figure of
speech signifying ambiguity that arises
'from the uncertain construction of a
sentence or clause, of which the individual words are unequivocal' (OED). For
example, the road sign Slow Children,
meaning 'Slow down, Children in the
vicinity', could perversely be taken to
refer to the walking pace or the learning
speed of children in the vicinity. A classic
example occurs in Shakespeare's Othello
in. i: Cassio. Doest thou heare my honest
friend? Clowne. No, I heare not your honest
friend, I heare you.
amphimacer. See CRETIC.
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largest dictionaries and grammars available in so far as they deal with the
language of the period in question. Thus,
a writer setting a novel in Britain in the
1920s would be ill-advised to use the
slang expression he went bananas because
it seems extremely unlikely that the expression was current then. But such a
writer would find it difficult, for example, to establish the degree of obsolescence of the words abolishment and
appraisement (which were in process of
yielding to abolition and appraisal respectively), the currency in the UK of American words like commuter and guy ( = a
person), and the frequency with which
to use, say, the subjunctive mood after
certain verbs. That said, writers of historical fiction and drama should try to
achieve linguistic verisimilitude by a judicious use of the reference works that
are available.

ample. Just over a century ago, when
the relevant section (A-Ant, 1884) of OED
was published, ample was 'legitimate anacoluthon. (Gk àvaicôA,ou8ov 'wantonly with nouns denoting immaterial or ing sequence'.) The name given to a
abstract things' (MEU, 1926): e.g. ample change or break in the grammatical conopportunity, praise, provision, time. Fowler struction of a sentence or phrase, e.g. (a
did not accept that it could properly be recapitulatory pronoun in casual speech)
attached to nouns like butter, coal, oil, put little bits of bacon on which the fatter
water that denote substances of indefin- they are the better—The Victorian Kitchen,
ite quantity. There is ample coal to carry us BBC2, 1989 (cook speaking); (is omitted)
through the winter he regarded as 'wrong'. She's had five husbands and A on the lookTime has moved on and such extended out for the sixth—Oxford University examiuses are now regarded as unexcep- nation script, 1989; (with an intervening
tionable.
pause) he did not see—was prevented by the
brightness of the sun from seeing—the traffic
amuck. See AMOK.
lights. Instances of anacolutha occur at
amusedly. Pronounce as four syllables. all periods from the Anglo-Saxon period
onward.
See -EDLY.
an (indefinite article). See A, AN.
an-. See A-1.
anachronism. Linguistic anachronism
in historical fiction and drama is commonplace. At first sight it would seem
entirely regrettable: no one would question the desirability of aiming at a broad
restriction of language to the words,
phrases, meanings, and constructions
known to be current at the time of the
actions or events being depicted. But
there are boundaries of language which
cannot befixedexactly at any given point
of time. It goes without saying that the
terminology of fashion, science, warfare,
technology, domestic life, and so on,
should be rigorously verified from the

anacrusis. (Gk àvàicpoDais 'prelude, upstriking'.) In prosody, a syllable or syllables preceding the point at which the
reckoning of the normal measure begins.
It is a particular feature of OE verse and
that of the other Germanic peoples. In
modern verse, where analysis is often
disputed, anacrusis may account for the
initial Or in
Or was there a dearer one
Still, and a nearer one.
(Hood)
anaemia, anaesthesia. Usually spelt
anemia and anesthesia in AmE; also their
derivatives anemic, anesthetic, etc.
anagoge /aena'gaud3i:/ and anagogy
/'aenagaud3i/, both meaning 'mystical or

analogous | anaphora
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spiritual interpretation',
are pronounced in English with /-d3-/ in the final
syllable, not, as Fowler wished, with /-g-/.
See GREEK G.

analogous. The g in the final syllable
is to be pronounced /-g-/ and not, as one
hears all too often, /-d3-/.
analogy, l The only kind of analogy
with which we are concerned here is
linguistic analogy, defined by the OED as
'Similarity of formative or constructive
processes; imitation of the inflexions,
derivatives, or constructions of existing
words, in forming inflexions, derivatives,
or constructions of other words, without
the intervention of the formative steps
through which these at first arose'. Thus
(an OED example) 'the new inflexion bake,
baked, baked (instead of the historical
bake, book, baken) is due to analogy with
such words as rake, raked, raked, etc'

any craven image (oral example, 1989,
instead of graven); The Most Eligible Batchelors of i960 (Observer Mag., 1988, after
batch n.); the assumption that it [sc. wire]
is being payed out from the saddle horn
when it isn't (London Rev. Bks, 1988, after
played out); 'a few minutes from the sea' can
be a gruelling treck over stony ground (Times,
1988, after deck, etc.).
6 Word-formation. In the 20c, analogy
has been at work in the identification
and extraction of suitable final elements
and regarding them as new suffixes for
exploitation: e.g. -(a)thon (extracted from
marathon) producing talkathon, telethon,
walkathon, etc.; -burger (extracted from
hamburger) producing beefburger, cheeseburger, steakburger, etc.; -teria (by an analysis of cafeteria as café + -teria) producing
healthateria, valeteria, washeteria, etc.

7 The apparent abrasiveness of some
20c. processes of analogy should be
2 The process of analogy can be judged against the performances of earlfurther illustrated by the way in which ier centuries. It is salutary to bear in
(a) new words are formed from native mind that a great many analogical
bases on the analogy of a pattern taken formations can be said to be badly
over from a foreign language, e.g. starv- formed or at least 'irregularly formed',
ation (first recorded 1778) as the noun and that this has not stopped them from
corresponding to the verb starve (OE steor' becoming part of the unquestioned core
fan) by analogy with, for example, vexa- of the language, e.g. chaotic (from chaos,
tion (C1400 from OF), the noun after the analogy of other Greek-derived
corresponding to the verb vex (also ME words like demotic, erotic, hypnotic); difrom OF from L vexâre, -âtum); and (b) the lation (from dilate; only dilatation is etymanner in which loanwords are made to mologically sound); operatic (from opera,
fit into existing word patterns in English, after dramatic).
e.g. strive (from OF estriver) taken into the analyse. After a period of uncertainty
native conjugation of drive (OE drïfan), (Dr Johnson, for example, used the form
the only verb of French origin to be so analyze), this verb has settled down as
treated.
analyse in BrE and analyze in AmE. Both
3 The same process can be seen at
work in the emergence of new past participles and past tenses of some verbs, e.g.
dug (16c, earlier digged) by analogy with
stuck; and snuck (19c, chiefly US) beside
the traditional sneaked.
4 False analogies frequently produce
irregular analogical formations in the
language of children, e.g. 'I couldn't of
from recognizing that unstressed have
and unstressed of are both pronounced
/av/ in informal English; and 'I am being
have' from a false analysis of the imperative 'Behave yourself!'
5 It is easy to assemble a list of unintended casual errors arising from false
analogies: Thou shalt not make unto thee

forms are etymologically defensible (see
the OED).

analysis. 1 "The resolution or breaking
up of anything complex into its various
simple elements' (OED), in chemistry,
grammar, etc. It is the opposite process
to synthesis. PI. analyses /-kz/.
2 The Fr. phrase en dernière analyse has
been drawn on in English to provide
the common phrases in the last (or final)
analysis (first recorded in 1877).
anaphora. 1 (First recorded in the 16c.)
In rhetoric, the repetition of the same
word or phrase in several successive
clauses: e.g. The voice of the Lord ispowerfull;
the voyce of the Lord is full of Maiestie; The
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anchovy. Now usually stressed on the
voyce of the Lord breakeih the Cedars (Ps. 29:
first syllable, /'aentjavi/. Walker (1791)
4-5).
2 (First recorded in the 20c.) In gram- lists only anchovy, i.e. /aen'tfauvi/; this
mar, the use of a word which refers to, placing of the stress was given preferor is a substitute for, a preceding word ence in the OED (1884) and by Daniel
or group of words. In the sentence 'The Jones (1917), but is now rarely heard.
city was deserted when it was overrun
by the rebels', 'it' refers back to 'the city', anchylosis. See ANKYLOSIS.
i.e. is anaphoric. Cf. CATAPHORIC.

ancien régime. Print in italics and with

anastrophe. A term of rhetoric mean- acute e.
ing 'inversion, or unusual arrangement,
of the words or clauses of a sentence': and. The simplest-looking words are
e.g. Day is done, gone the sun—New Yorker, often among the most complicated, and
1989; Beats there a heart amongst us so and is no exception. 1 The normal funcjaded . . . that it has failed to he touched ... tion of this connective conjunction is,
of course, to join sentence elements of
by the sound of Roy Orbisonl—The Face, 1989.
the same kind: e.g. Dido and Aeneas; first
anathema. 1 Derived from late L ana- and foremost; the rules and regulations; she
thema 'an excommunicated person' and served quickly and efficiently; for ever and
Gk àvâQe\ia orig. 'a thing devoted', but ever, an acute and wary sense of the ordinary
in later usage 'a thing devoted to evil, It can imply progression (faster and fasan accursed thing', it came into English ter), causation (misbehave and you'll not get
in the 16c. initially in the broad sense your pocket money), great duration (she
'the formal act, or formula, of con- ran and ran), a large number or a great
signing to damnation'. With the passage quantity (miles and miles, piles and piles),
of time, this sense weakened until the and addition (four and four are eight).
word became freely used as a general
2 In practice and is often omitted for
weapon of ecclesiastical, and then of lay,
rancour. Its plural is most commonly contextual effects of various kinds, esanathemas (he knew no curses except the daypecially when two or more adjectives
to-day anathemas of the Webfeet—J. Mark,occur in conjunction. Thus, from my
1982), but in the specialized sense 'a files: (without and and using a comma
thing devoted or consecrated to divine or commas instead) Czechs were marginal,
use' the singular form is normally pro- remote, troublesome, peculiar Europeans with
nounced, with shift of stress, /aena'0i:ma/, unpronounceable names; factories outlined
plural anathemata /aena'Giimata/.
against a still, sunless sky; (without and
2 Beginning in the 18c, anathema has and without commas) the teeming jerryalso been used as a quasi-adj. meaning built dun<oloured traffic-ridden deafening
'accursed, consigned to perdition' (Saint city—P. Lively, 1987; he envied Jenkin his
Paul wished to become anathema himself, sosimple uncluttered uncomplicated innocent
he could thereby save his brethren—Abraham life—I. Murdoch, 1987.
Tucker, 1765). In the 20c. the word con3 There is a persistent belief that it is
tinues to hover on the edge of the do- improper to begin a sentence with And,
main of the adjective in such uses as he but this prohibition has been cheerfully
is anathema to me, taxes are anathema [NBignored by standard authorsfromAnglonot anathemas] to most people. Cf. ADAM- Saxon times onwards. An initial And is
ANT.
a useful aid to writers as the narrative
anchorite. This word, derived from Gk continues. The OED provides examples
àvaxoopîiTfjs (cf. Gk àvaxropé-siv 'to re- from the 9c. to the 19c, including one
tire, retreat'), has driven out the by-form from Shakespeare's King John: Arthur.
anchoret. 'Anchorites were persons, most Must you with hot Irons, burne out both mine
often women, who were ritually en- eyes? Hubert. Yong Boy, I must. Arthur. And
closed and permanently set apart both will you? Hubert. And I will. It is also
from lay society and from the regular used for other rhetorical purposes, and
sometimes just to introduce an improreligious life, whereas hermits retained
freedom of movement' (Dictionary of the vised afterthought: Tïbbo still pined and
slavered for the school lunches. And little othe
Middle Ages, 1982).
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care hath she—A. N. Wilson 1982; I'm going Yorker, 1988; There is homelessness and hometo swim. And don't you dare watch—G. lessness. The word has become a shibboleth
Butler, 1983. It is also used in expressing for opposition politicians and the 'caring'
surprise at, or asking the truth of, what media ...The sort of homelessness which
one has already heard: 0 John! and you means despair is quite different from the sort
have seen him! And are you really going? which means adventure—Times, 1991.
-1884 in OED.
6 See also AGREEMENT 3; AND/OR; and
4 and all. Another well-established use which (WHICH 5); COMMA 3,4; GOOD AND;
of and is in the phrase and all. Wright's nice and (NICE 2); TRY AND.
English Dialect Dictionary gives prominence to this use, meaning 'and every- and/or. A formula denoting that the
thing; also, besides, in addition'. In some items joined by it can be taken either
of the examples it seems to lack any together or as alternatives. First recorded
perceptible lexical sense and to be just a in the mid-igc. in legal contexts, and
rhythmical device to eke out a sentence. still employed from time to time in legal
documents, and/or verges on the inelegWright's 19c. evidence is drawn from
almost every county and he also lists ant when used in general writing: The
examples from dialectal contexts in the Press has rather plumped for the scholar as
works of Tennyson, Gissing, Kipling, and writer, and/or as bibliophile—Cambridge Rev.,
others: (Scottish) Woo'd and married an' 1959; political signalling by such means can
a'; (Westmorland) when she saw me she be dangerous and/or ambiguous—Bull. Amer.
wept, I wept ano'; (West Yorkshire) Whoy,Acad. Arts & Sri., 1987. The more comfortwe'n been up an darn anole; (Lincolnshire) able way of expressing the same idea is
He wants sendin' to Ketton [Kirton-in-Lind- to use 'X or Y or both', or, in many contexts, just 'or'.
sey prison], an a<at-o'-nine-tails an'-all. The
use has seeped out into more general anemone. The crass pronunciation of
use in our own century: When I held her this word, not uncommonly heard, as
in my arms she was like a dying bird, so thin*/a'nenami:/, i.e. with transposition of the
and all—M. Doane, 1988; We had a hell of medial m and final n, is to be shunned.
a job pushing it, what with the sarnie-boards
and all-Caris Davis, 1989; isn't it amazing? anent. This ancient preposition (in oriHe has a Fh.D. and all.—]. Shute, 1992. gin a phrase, OE on efn, on emn 'in line
or company with, on a level with') sur5 there are kings and kings. A cricket
vives in Scottish law ('in respect of or
commentator on BBC TV said wearily at
reference to'). In general English it is
the end of a barren over by the West
used to mean 'with respect to', but it
Indian bowler Curtly Ambrose, There are
often carries an air of affectation or of
maidens and there are maidens, but that
faint jocularity. It is also frequently used,
wasn't one of his best. He was using a
with a tinge of pomposity, in letters to
construction first recorded in English
the editor (of a newspaper, dictionary,
in the 16c. 'expressing a difference of
etc.). Examples: Their arguments are anent
quality between things of the same name
What nanny really meant-W. H. Auden,
or class', as the OED expresses it. The use,
1952; Adamantyoullfindme anent 'aficionthe Dictionary says, is 'commonly called
ado'—O. Nash, 1961; the consensus view of
a French idiom' and refers to Molière's
the reading public anent poetry: they, too,
il y a fagots et fagots in Le Médecin malgré
dislike it-TLS, 1984; His Lordship had been
lui (1666), but the English evidence is
much influenced by averments anent section
earlier. The OED cites examples from the
74-Lord Jauncey (a Scottish law lord),
16c. to the 19c, including Alack, there be
1988; a Dr Malcolm Carruthers had delivered
roses and roses, John! (Browning, 1855). To
a lecture to Edinburgh's Lister Institute anent
which may be added the following 19c.
the astonishing cardiac benefits of the kilt—
and 20c. examples: Well, as to that, of
A. Coren, 1989.
course there are kings and kings. When I say
I detest kings, I mean I detest bad kings — aneurysm. Correctly spelt thus (not
W. S. Gilbert, The Gondoliers, 1889; There aneurism), with the y answering to the
are Coloureds and Coloureds, just as there are
second upsilon in Gk eopus 'wide'. Formwhites and whites—D. Matthee, 1986; Thereassociation with other words ending in
are ways to steal and ways to steal— New -ism has led to the adoption of aneurism
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through rod-and-line to trawlers, can
sometimes be too general a term. Angling
refers to rod and line only. No one says
angina. 'Progress in Plautine prosody', 'I'm going angling tomorrow'; in such a
said Fowler (1926), led the OED (in 1884) sentence 'fishing' would always be used.
to give precedence to the pronunciation Fly-fishing is idiomatic;fly-anglingis not.
/'aend3ma/. But a knowledge of Plautine
Coarse fishing means fishing in a river
prosody was not shared by the general or pond for roach, rudd, perch, pike,
educated public, it would appear, as the and other freshwater fish by anglers
word was recorded by Daniel Jones in equipped with tackle, groundbait, mag1917 as /aen'd3ama/, and this pronunci- gots, and floats.
ation, with stress on the second syllable,
An angler is one who fishes with rod
is the only one given in major authorities and line;fishersurvives only in the bibsince then.
lical phrase (Matt. 4:19) 'I will make you
fishers of men'; fisherman is a generic
angle (noun1). In the sense 'the point
term for a person who fishes for sport
or direction from which one views or
or one who goes out to sea in a fishing
approaches a subject of inquiry, an event,
boat to earn a living.
etc.', angle has been in use since the
Some examples: (angler) There are re1870s. An event can be viewed from every
possible angle. It is frequently used with puted to be 3 million anglers in this countrya defining word: the OED (sense IC) pro- Natural World, 1988; big rivers-the Test,
vides examples of statistical angles, selling Itchen, Kennet and Avon—which were the
angles, and propaganda angles. Angle also cradle of dryfly-fishingas a sport 100 years
vies with line in the sense 'approach, line ago, and which many anglers believe are
of argument'. Thus used it is a light- dying— Sunday Times, 1990; Irish angler
weight word best avoided in polished have defeated the Dublin government's plan
prose. The Berlin Wall: the West German to impose a M15 trout and coarsefishlicence
perspective or... the West German standpointthroughout the Republic—Times, 1990; 'Fish
are better than ...the West German angle. ermen' is a sexist word, so we say 'anglers',
becausefishingincludes men and womenangle (noun2), angler, angling. An Chicago Tribune Mag., 1993; (angling)
'angle' was originally (in OE) a fishing- Angling is a sport that knows no social
hook. Somewhat later (during the 15c.) barriers—Clitheroe Advertiser & Times, 199
it came to be used as a verb meaning 'to Mullet angling is all about challenges—Times
fish with a hook and bait'; and, in the 1990; (fly-fishing) (title on cover, 1990)
16c, angler emerged in the sense 'one Fly-fishing &fly-tying.The new magazine fo
who fishes with a hook and line'. These the Stillwater game angler.
derivatives stood alongside fish (verb),
anglice /'aerjghsi/ = in English; in plain
fisher, and fisherman.
The original noun angle fell into disuse English. This adverb, first recorded in
in the 19c, but the verb angle, the noun the 17c, is modelled on latine /'laetmi/ =
angler, and the verbal noun angling re- in Latin. Similar adverbs are celtice in
main, though only in carefully de- Celtic, gallice in French, graece in Greek,
hibernice in Irish, and scot(t)ice in Scots,
signated uses.
The verb angle has survived mainly in all with the final two letters pronounced
transferred senses. Politicians angle for as /-si/. All these words are sometimes
votes; most of us, at one time or another, printed with final -è to show that the -e
angle for a present, an invitation, a com- is sounded.
pliment, etc. Yet, to show that the distinction is far from a fixed one, it is also Anglo (noun). For two centuries this
idiomatic to fish for compliments and to term has been used in Canada to designate English-speaking, as distinct
fish (not angle) in troubled waters.
The distribution
of the
pair from French-speaking, Canadians. Since
anglinglfishing is far from straightfor- the 1930s, and especially in the southward. In certain contexts they can be western States of America, an Anglo is
used interchangeably, whilst in others an American with an English-speaking
they have their own restrictions. Fishing, background, as distinct from a person
which covers everything from jam-jars whose first language is Spanish.
by many writers, but aneurysm is still the
better form.
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Anglo- I antagonize

Anglo*. People in Scotland and Wales announcer. This broadcasting term
understandably view this combining (first recorded in 1922) for a person who
form (as in Anglo-French, Anglo-Irish, etc.) announces the subjects of a programme
with some distaste, but it continues to or reads the news has now largely given
be used in most standard works. The way to a group of somewhat more spelogical and more diplomatic element cific terms: anchorman (first recorded
Brito- has not achieved widespread cur- 1958), anchorperson (1973) (the compère
rency, except in the somewhat special- of a radio or television programme);
ized terms Brito-Arctic (relating to British newscaster (1930), and newsreader (1925).
territory in the Arctic) and Britocentric In practice, however, the more usual
(having Britain as a centre), <entricity, formula adopted is The news is read by
and a few other compounds.
(name of the newsreader).
Anglo-Indian. This term was first used
in the early 19c. to denote a person of
mixed British and Indian descent, i.e. a
half-caste. At a slightly later date it was
introduced as a term for a British civil
servant, businessman, memsahib, etc.,
who had lived for many years in India.
Since India became independent in 1947,
both uses have tended to die out.
ankylosis. This form, answering correctly to Gk àyiaiXcDo-iç 'stiffening of the
joints', has now virtually driven out the
once dominant form anchylosis.
annex(e). The verb is annex and the
noun annexe, except that in AmE the
noun is usually spelt annex.
annihilate, annihilation, in the OED
(1884) the medial h was fully pronounced. At some point since then it
became silent in standard English and
is now never pronounced. See VEHEMENT,
VEHICLE.

annual. See PERENNIAL.

annul. So spelt, but with -II- in annulled
and annulling. The corresponding noun
is annulment. See -LL-, -L-.
Annunciation /a.riAnsi'eiJan/, now restricted in meaning to 'the intimation
of the incarnation, made by the angel
Gabriel to the Virgin Mary' {OED), is to
be distinguished from enunciation 'the
uttering or pronouncing of articulate
sounds; manner of utterance' (OED), pronounced with initial /i-/.
anorexia. This word meaning 'absence
of appetite' and most frequently found
in the expression anorexia nervosa 'a condition marked by emaciation, in which
loss of appetite results from severe emotional disturbance', has yielded two
main adjectives, anorectic and anorexic.
Neither can be said to be the dominant
form at present. Examples: He became
listless, anorexic, and increasingly sleepy, refusing to stand or crawl—Lancet, 1961; This
condition, which almost exclusively affects
females, on average slightly older than the
anorectic patient, comprises chaotic eating
patterns with alternate bouts of carbohydrate
bingeing—Listener, 1985-

anniversaries. The normal practice is
to refer to the tenth, twentieth, thirtieth,
etc., anniversary of an event, but some
particular names have come to be applied to the more significant anniversaranother. For one another see EACH 2.
ies. Among these are: (weddings) silver
(25 years), ruby (40), golden (50), and dia- antagonize. In the course of the 20C.
mond (60, sometimes 75); (public events) this verb has gradually but not entirely
centenary /sen'tiinan/, /-'tenen/ (100) (but in moved away from its traditional sense
North America and some other English- 'to contend with, to oppose' (The Demospeaking countries more usually centen- crats on the committee have given notice of a
nial; so also in the relevant combinations determination to antagonize this and all other
that follow); sesquicentenary (150), bicen- bills for the admission of Territories as Statestenary (200); (not recorded) semiquincen- Boston (Mass.) newspaper, 1882; Our first
tenary (250); tercentenary (or tri-) (300), object must be to antagonize the poison and
quatercentenary (400), quincentenary (500), at the same time uphold his powers—]. G.
sexcentenary (600), septcentenary (700), octo-Farrell, 1973), and established its main
centenary (800); (not recorded) nonacenten- current sense, 'to make (someone) antagary (900); millenary (1,000).
onistic, to incur or provoke the hostility

Antarctic, Antarctica | anticipate
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of (someone)': They conducted their duties anthropoid. After a period of uncerhumbly and reticently ... and went to great tainty (the word is first recorded in 1832),
lengths not to antagonize anyone—]. Heller, it is now always pronounced as /'aenSra1961; so antagonized a group of men at a poid/, not /aen'Graupoid/ or /-pauid/.
Fort Hanna tavern that they turned upon
anthropophagi. This learned word,
htm—J. C. Oates, 1980.
familiar esp. from Shakespeare's Othello
Antarctic, Antarctica. A widespread
(And of the Cannibals, that each other eate
and regrettable tendency to omit the The Anthropophagie), is plural in formamedial c when pronouncing these words tion and means 'man-eaters, cannibals'.
should be resisted.
It answers to Gk àvOptono^dy-oç 'manante-, anti-. The first means 'before, eating', from dvGpcorco? 'man' + ^ayeîv
preceding, in front o f (antenatal 'hap- 'to eat', and is pronounced in English as
pening or existing before birth', ante- /aenBra'pnfagai/ or /-d3ai/.
bellum 'before a (specified) war', antechamber 'chamber or room leading to a anticipate. The OED recorded nine
more important one'). The second, which senses of this verb, the chief two of which
is much more frequent, means 'opposite; are rendered in The Oxford Miniguide to
opposed to; against' (anti-hero 'a person English Usage (1983) as (1) To be aware of
totally unlike a conventional hero'; anti- (something) in advance and take suitable
American, -Semitism; anti-aircraft (gun)). action, to deal with (a thing) or perform
As the OED points out, the analogy for (an action) before someone else has had
the limitless number of anti- formations time to act so as to gain an advantage,
seems to have been given by Antichrist to take action appropriate to (an event)
and its adj. antichristian, which (with the before the due time, e.g. His power to ...
analogous antipope) were almost the only anticipate every change of volume and tempo
examples in use before 1600. Shake- (C. Day Lewis); I shall anticipate any such
speare has no independent anti- com- opposition by tendering my resignation now
pounds (though he did use 'fused' anti- (Angus Wilson); She had anticipated execuwords such as antidote, antipathy, and tion by suicide (R. Graves); Some unknown
writer in the second century ... suddenly
antipodes).
In standard English both prefixes are anticipated the whole technique of modern
pronounced /'aenti/, but in AmE anti- is ... narrative (C. S. Lewis). (2) To take action
before (another person) has had the oppronounced /'aentai/.
portunity to do so, e.g. I'm sorry— do go
antenna. In the sense 'a sensory organ on. I did not mean to anticipate you (J. le
found in pairs on heads of insects, crusta- Carré).
ceans, etc.', the pi. is antennae. In the
Fowler presented and scornfully resense '(radio) aerial', the pi. is antennas. jected a third meaning, 'to expect, to
antepenult. A term of prosody and foresee'. Educated people of his generaphonology, 'preceding the penult; the tion and mine opposed this encroachlast but two', as in 'altitude' and 'heav- ment on the core meaning of these two
verbs, but the tide kept moving in the
iness'.
opposite direction, and this third sense
anterior. It is worth noting that anterior now seems to have become widely
is in English comparative in sense but adopted. Examples: The programmes were
not in construction. We say anterior to, certainly more popular with viewers than
not anterior than: The hysteric's deception ofmany had anticipated—Parliamentary Afhimself is anterior to his deception of fairs, 1986; Another thing he ought to have
others—R. D. Laing, 1961; There is a certain anticipated was the plethora ofRolls-Royces on
paradoxical logic to thinking of writing as the streets-T. Clancy, 1987; It is anticipated
that it will deal with perhaps 50 to 100 of
anterior to speech—Paragraph, 1986.
the most serious ... frauds-Counsel, 1987;
antetype. See-TYPE.
Wing mirrors were selling better than they
Anthony. In standard English pro- had ever anticipated--M. Drabble, 1987;
nounced /'aentani/ with medial /t/ not /0/. Patricia's knife and fork and plate worked out
But the pronunciation with medial /0/ is much as Rose had anticipated—I. Murdoch,
1987; when he noticed his safe had been
common in regional speech in the UK
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antistrophe | any

tampered with in the Soviet Embassy, he Cicero for 'an orator'. The original Gk
defected earlier than anticipated—Peter word meant literally 'name instead'.
Wright, 1987; They have every right to be
there, and we don't anticipate any change inanxious. Anxiety (first recorded in a
C1525 work by Sir Thomas More) lies at
that status—USA Today, 1988; One would not
expect Cleopatra to have suffered such a fate,the basis of the traditional meaning of
nor did she herself anticipate it—A. Fraser, the adj. anxious, namely 'the quality or
state of being anxious, uneasiness of
1988.
This third sense divides people across mind'. In the 20c, psychiatric terms like
the Usage Wall. Insults about it will con- anxiety neurosis have strengthened the
tinue to be hurled. At least it should be belief that a morbid state of mind lies
pointed out that usurpation of part of behind the words anxiety and anxious.
the territory of the verb expect leaves it Meanwhile, in the 18c, the adjective
with considerable independence. Unlike began to turn on its axis and came also
expect, anticipate cannot be followed by to mean 'full of desire and endeavour;
infinitive constructions: I anticipate to earnestly desirous (to bring about some
come to Cambridge next week is an incorrect purpose)'. The phrase anxious to please
use. Nor can anticipate mean 'expect as appeared in Robert Blair's poem The Grave
one's due': I expect (not anticipate) payment (1743), and Lord Nelson declared in 1794
for this. And expect is not replaceable in that The General seems as anxious as any of
the informal statement expect me when us to expedite the fall of the place. Other
writers adopted the new use: Punch was
you see me.
always anxious to oblige everybody—Kipling,
antistrophe. 1 The returning move- 1888; AH seemed pleased with the perform'
ment, from left to right, in Greek ance, and anxious for another of the same
choruses and dances, answering to the sort—K. Amis, 1954; You must be anxious to
previous movement of the strophe from see your folk—S. King, 1979; She's very
anxious that you should like her—A. N. Wilright to left. (OED) Cf. STROPHE 1.
son, 1982.
2 In rhetoric and grammar, the repetition of words in inverse order, e.g. You any. 1 As pronoun (a) 'Any is distinmust say what you mean and mean what guished from either in representing a
choice between three or more, while
you say.
either limits the choice to two' (CGEL 6.61).
antithesis. In rhetoric, 'an opposition This primary distinction should be borne
or contrast of ideas, expressed by using in mind.
Any is correctly used with both singuas the corresponding members of two
contiguous sentences or clauses, words lar and plural nouns, and also with 'nonwhich are the opposites of, or strongly count' nouns like homework and merricontrasted with, each other: as he must ment. Examples: (sing.) the right of any
increase, but I must decrease', in newness journalist to refuse to reveal his sources; any
of spirit, not in oldness of the letter' (OED). promiscuous person is at risk from AIDS; (pi.)
Antithesis is a marked feature of e.g. I haven't been keeping any secrets from you;
Samuel Johnson's style: The colours of life the Whitehall advisers were refusing to answer
in youth and age appear different, as the faceany questions; (non-count) any food found
of nature in spring and winter; The old manin passengers' luggage will be confiscated;
pays regard to riches, and the youth reverences
will there be any music at the party?
virtue; Marriage has many pains, but celibacy These uses show any used as a pronomhas no pleasures (Rasselas, ch. 26).
inal determiner. It is also correctly used
as a simple pronoun in the same kind
of sentences: these values will never solve
antitype. See-TYPE.
any of the world's problems; ifyou keep ferrets
antonomasia. In rhetoric, (a) the substi- don't let any escape; It's as good an excuse
tution of an epithet or descriptive phrase as any to buy a new car.
for a proper name, e.g. the Iron Duke for
(b) Any, anybody, and anyone (as well
'the Duke of Wellington', the Iron Lady as other indefinite pronouns) are now
for 'Mrs Margaret Thatcher'; (b) the use frequently, though somewhat controverof a proper name to express a general sially, followed by the plural pronouns
idea, e.g. a Solomon for 'a wise man', a they or their: e.g. Can any illegal migrants

any | any
entering the country be sure that they will not
he deported?; anybody/anyone who wants to
improve their writing may attend the course.
Popular usage and historical precedent
favour the use of a plural pronoun in
such contexts, but many writers prefer
to use he (him, himself) or he or she. See
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any more of them) and the one-word form
for the sense 'any longer'. But the language does not work as neatly as that.
By and large any more is used in all areas
when the sense required is 'even the
smallest amount'. When the required
sense is 'any longer' there are sharp
AGREEMENT 6.
divisions. AmE and other forms of Eng(c) In comparisons. A fine net of illogicallish outside the UK tend to favour anyity mars constructions of the types this
more, and this form is now being adopted
is the most brutal piece of legislation of any
by some British writers and publishing
passed by this government (read this is a
houses. The majority of authors and
more brutal piece of legislation than any other
printers in the UK, however, still print
passed by this government), and a better book
any more for this second sense. Examples
than any written by this author (read any
(all in negative contexts): (any more)
others).
There's nothing for me in London, John, not
any more—M. Wesley, 1983; no one will
2 As adverb. Any can be correctly used
know any more what history is—T. Keneally
as an adverb to emphasize a comparative
1985 (Aust.); I don't look at myself any
adjective or adverb: they are not treated
more—B. Rubens, 1985; Nobody was going
like schoolgirls any longer; he can't play any
to look for his potential any more—A, L.
better; she refuses to go any further. In AmE,
Barker, 1987; He is not lying there any
and occasionally in BrE, in informal conmore—P. Lively, 1987; Baumgartner could
texts, it can stand alone with the sense
'at all': We're used to responsibility. Doesn't not look into his face any more—A. Desai,
worry us any—A. Christie, 1937; But it's not 1988; he won't say the Pledge of Allegiance
going to help any with my exams—New Yorker, any more until the words 'under God' are
excised—Chicago Tribune, 1989; (anymore)
1988.
he wasn't a schoolkid anymore—M. du
3 Compounds, (a) The pronouns anybody
Plessis, 1983 (SAfr.); God, no jokes even in
and anyone are interchangeable in most
this hut anymore!--V. O'Sullivan, 1985 (NZ);
contexts, e.g. What they keep in their handYou seldom hear about love anymore--S.
bags is anybody's (or anyone's) guess; they
Bellow, 1987; We don't call them wigs or
were giving free beer to anyone (or anybody)
hairpieces anymore—New Yorker, 1987; But
who played; the little boy staring out of these
Britain is not that sort of country anymore—
pictures could be anyone (or anybody).
Sunday Times, 1988.
(b) For occasional occurrences with a
Contexts remain in which the words
following plural pronoun, see l b above.
(c) Anyhow and anyway are interchange- must be kept separate, e.g. Mrs Carbuncle
can't buy coal any more than the Fordyces
able as adverbs, though I have the imcan—New Yorker, 1987. But even in such
pression that anyway is now much the
circumstances some writers crudely obmore frequent of the two. Examples:
Anyhow I'm carving out a career there teach- scure the meaning by allowing the two
words to merge: She was mysterious and
ing the boss's daughter to read novels—T.
wouldn't tell me anymore ( = anything
Keneally, 1985; Home is not the place for
charm anyway—London Rev. Bks, 1987; Any- else)—J. Winterson, 1985; You know, as
parents we don't know anymore than these
way, I want to get on the N train because it
has a more artistic crowd—New Yorker, 1987; kids know—Yale Alumni Mag., 1987.
In American regional use, anymore is
III prepare the list anyway, she decided, and
a tentative date—B. Rubens, 1987.
also used in positive constructions in the
sense 'nowadays, now'. The Dictionary of
These adverbial uses of anyway are to
American Regional English cites examples
be distinguished from the nominal
(beginning with one of 1859) from virtuphrase any way: someone approached me to
ally every State, e.g. We all use night-crawask if there was any way I could help.
(d ) any more, anymore. Logically it would lers anymore; We put up quite a bit of hay
here anymore; He's hard of hearing anymore.
seem sensible to reserve the separated
Harry S. Truman is cited as saying, It
form for contexts in which the sense is
sometimes seems to me that all I do
'even the smallest amount' (the boy had
anymore is to go to funerals.
eaten two of the apples and refused to eat
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aorist | apocope

(e) anyone ( = anybody, any person). Its New Yorker, 1986. The indications are that
normal uses (she wasn't scared of anyone; aside from is now dominant in other Engyou are asked not to discuss the case with lish-speaking countries (Aside from which
anyone) are to be distinguished from any we must have something to show for our
one = 'any single (person or thing)' (mem- pains-M. Shadbolt, 1986 (NZ)), and is
bers may vote for any one of the above candi-beginning to supplant apart from among
dates).
younger people in the UK. Apart from is,
(/) anyplace. A markedly American ad- however, by no means extinct in AmE,
verb ( = UK anywhere) first recorded in e.g. Apart from him, I don't know of anybody
the second decade of the 20c. Examples: who ever made any particular very important
They may havefiguredthat since I could swimmark in the world—L. Kirstein, 1986; you
like a fish I was as safe in the water as need four things in order to have New York
City—I mean, apartfroma piece of real estate
anyplace else—New Yorker, 1986; Why didn't
on which x million people happen to be receivwe ever get to go anyplace—New Yorker, 1988;
Even in AmE, however, it is much less ing goods and services—New Yorker, 1990.
common than anywhere.
(g) anytime. Another characterically apartheid. Correctly pronounced /e'paitAmerican adverb ( = at any time). Ex- hert/ in standard English, not /a'paithaid/.
amples: She said she would vote for him
apex. The preferred pi. form is apexes,
anytime—New Yorker, 1987; I wouldn't have
wanted to know her as a child, but once a though apices, pronounced /'eipisiiz/, is
still sometimes used. The corresponding
man, anytime—M. Doane, 1988.
adj. is apical. See -EX, -IX; LATIN PLURALS.
(h) anyway. See 3c above.
(i) any ways, anyways. As an adverb = aphaeresis /a'fiansis/. 'The taking away
'in any way, in any respect, at all', used
or suppression of a letter or syllable at
in the Book of Common Prayer {All those whothe beginning of a word.' (OED), e.g. coon,
are any ways afflicted... in mind, body, or cute, and round for raccoon, acute, and
estate), in AV (And if the people of the landaround. See next.
doe any wayes hide their eyes from the men),
and in many literary contexts during aphesis. (Gk à<£e<jiç 'a letting go'.) J. A. H.
the last four centuries. It seems to have Murray's term for 'the gradual and unindropped out of standard UK use now, tentional loss of a short unaccented
though it survives in regional use. It is vowel at the beginning of a word; as in
also encountered (always written as one squire for esquire, down for adown, St Loy for
word, anyways) in informal AmE, e.g. So St Eloy, limbeck for alimbeck ... It is a
who promised this guy anything anyways? special form of the phonetic process
called Aphxresis for which, from its fre—Reader (Chicago), 1983.
quency in the history of the English lanaorist. (Gk àôpiaxoç 'indefinite'.) 'One guage, a distinctive name is useful. Now
of the past tenses of the Greek verb, also used in the sense of APH^RESIS' (OED).
which takes its name from its denoting The corresponding adj. is aphetic.
a simple past occurrence, with none of
the limitations as to completion, conti- apiece. This adverb, 'which marks segrenuance, etc., which belong to the other gatory meaning' (CGEL), is normally
past tenses. It corresponds to the simple placed immediately after a direct object:
past tense in England, as "he died" ' (OED). e.g. after buying his brothers a pint apiece
[he] had to be content with half for himself-M.
apart from. Standard in the UK from
Bragg, 1969; the actresses have one beautiful
the early 17c. onward, e.g. Apart from her
costume apiece—New Yorker, 1987.
role in displaying ... the collection in the
new galleries, she has made a number of aplomb. Pronounce /a'plmn/. The prosignificant scholarly contributions—Ash- nunciation /a'plAm/ is not wrong but is
molean, 1987; the raven, who apart from now a minority one.
anything else was much stronger in the air
than the dove—Julian Barnes, 1989. The apocope. /a'pDkapi/ (Gk ajroKOTcrj 'a cutequivalent expression in AmE from the ting off'.) The cutting off or omission of
early 19c. has been aside from, e.g. Aside the last letter or syllable(s) of a word,
from that, the church leadership had troublee.g. curio for curiosity, cinema for cinematofiguring out exactly what to do about him— graph; and, in more ancient times, OE

apodosis | apostrophe
ridan -> early ME riden (two syllables) -+
later ME fide (still two syllables) -» modE
ride (one syllable).
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usual in England till preference was expressed for apophthegm in Johnson's Dictionary.

apodosis /a'pDdasis/. The concluding aposiopesis /,apDsiau'pi:sis/ or /.aepauclause of a sentence, as contrasted with saiau'piisis/. (Gk, noun of action, corresthe introductory clause or protasis ponding to a verb meaning 'to keep
/'protasis/; now usually restricted to the silent'.) A rhetorical artifice, in which the
consequent clause in a conditional sen- speaker (or writer) comes to a sudden
halt, as if unable or unwilling to proceed
tence, as 'If thine enemy hunger, feed
(OED). Such ellipses are often the result
him' (OED). In CGEL, the apodosis is called
a matrix clause and the protasis a subor- of an emotional state of mind, e.g. Well,
I never'—said she—'what an audacious'—
dinate clause.
emotion prevented her from completing either
apo koinou. (Gk, 'in common'.) Applied sentence—Thackeray, 1847/8. But there are
to a construction consisting of two many other kinds, e.g. I haven't the foggiest
[notion]; Of all the ... [implying that 'this
clauses which have a word or phrase in
common. A standard example (cited by is the worst'}; What the ...!; She is in fact
•Visser) is I have an uncle is a myghty erle, a—. But I refrain from saying the word.
in which an uncle is the object of I have
and also introduces the following clause. a posteriori /ei pD.sten'oarai/. (L, = 'from
The construction, which is common in what comes after'.) A phrase used to
Shakespeare's work {You are one of those characterize reasoning or arguing from
known facts to probable causes. 'The
Would haue him used againe—Winter's Tale
v.i), survived into the 19c. and to some prisoners have weals on their backs, so
extent in the 20c. Examples: There was a they must have been whipped' is an
judge's daughter at Demerara went almost example of a posteriori reasoning. Conmad about him—Thackeray, 1847/8; I had trasted with A PRIORI.
it all planned out to go there this summer with apostrophe 1 . (Gk, 'a turning away'.) An
a friend of mine lives in Winnipeg—Sinclair exclamatory passage in which a speaker
Lewis, 1926; You're the guy was in the or writer pointedly addresses some perpapers—7. Clancy, 1987.
son or thing, either present or absent.
The Oxf. Diet. Eng. Gramm. (1994) cor-Examples: 0 proud death What feast is torectly comments 'The term is not in ward in thine eternall cell...? (Hamlet); Busie
general use today; such a construction old foole, unruly Sunne, Why dost thou thus,
would be called a blend or treated as Through windowes, and through curtaines
deviant or as an example of anacoluthon.' call on us? (Donne); Milton/ thou shouldst
be living at this hour: England hath need of
apology. The normal word for a regret- thee (Wordsworth); Red Rose, proud Rose,
ful acknowledgement of fault or failure, sad Rose of all my days! Come near me, while
an assurance that no offence was in- I sing the ancient ways (Yeats).
tended (I owe you an apology; he made his
2
apologies to the chairman and left the meetingapostrophe .
early). An apologia is a written defence or I A History.
B Some golden rules.
justification of the opinions or conduct
C General.
of a writer, speaker, etc., the currency
D Possessives.
of the word being largely due to J. H.
Newman's Apologia pro Vita Sua, 1864. An I E Relinquishment of the apostrophe.
apologue is a moral fable, like Aesop's
A History. The mark ' was introduced
Fables or George Orwell's Animal Farm in English in the 16c. to indicate that a
(1945)letter or letters had been omitted. The
apostrophe before s became regulated as
apophthegm. A terse, pointed saying; an indication of the singular possessive
a maxim. Pronounce /'aepaGem/, despite case towards the end of the 17c, and
the fact that leaving the ph silent con- the apostrophe after s was first recorded
ceals the derivation of the word from as an indication of the plural possessive
Gk ànô(pQey\ia. In AmE frequently spelt case towards the end of the 18c. Since
apothegm, a spelling that was the more then gross disturbances of these basic
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patterns have occurred in written and
printed work, as will be evident from
what follows. Such instability suggests
that further disturbances may be expected in the 21c.

apostrophe | apostrophe
omission might possibly lead to confusion, e.g. dot your i's and cross your t's; there
are three i's in inimical; the class of '61 ( =
1961).
2 Contractions. Apostrophes in contractions of the type III = 'I will' should be
joined close up to the letters on either
side: don't, haven't, isn't, shan't, won't; III,
hell, well; I'd, he'd, she'd; I've, you've; we're,
they're; he's, she's, it's ( = it is).
Apostrophes are no longer needed in
cello, flu, and phone (for violoncello, influenza, and telephone) as these are now
established words in their own right.
3 An apostrophe is correctly used in a
variety of special formations to indicate
that a letter has been omitted: e'en (even),
fo'c's'le (forecastle), ne'er-do-well, o'er (over),
rock 'n' roll.
4 For the use of 'd for -ed, see -ED AND

B Some golden rules.
1 An apostrophe is required before a
possessive s in the singular (the boy's hat,
the water's edge) and after a possessive s
in the plural (the boys' gymnasium, the
ladies' maids, in four days' time). Except
that in the small group of words that do
not end in -s in the plural, the plural
possessive is indicated by 's (children's
shoes, men's boots, women's handbags, the
oxen's hoofs).
2 It's = 'it is' (see C2 below). Its (no
apostrophe) is the possessive form of the
pronoun it (see D5 below).
3 Errant apostrophes. From the 17c. onwards an apostrophe was often used in 'D.
the plural number when the noun ended
5 Miscellaneous. No apostrophe in Guy
in a vowel, e.g. grotto's, opera's, toga's. Fawkes Day. 's in St Elmo'sfire,St George's
Since the mid-i9c grammarians have Cross, St John's wort, (St) Valentine's Day. s'
condemned this use, but it continues to in All Saints' Day, April Fools' Day, Presidents'
appear, to the amusement of educated Day (q.v.).
people, in signs and notices, especially
in shop windows (potato's lOp a lb, video's D Possessives.
for rent). Henry Alford (The Queen's English, 1 For the ordinary uses, see Bi above.
1864) reported, 'One not uncommonly
2 Personal names. Use's for the possesssees outside an inn, that "fly's" and "gig's" ive case in English names and surnames
are to be let.' This use is often called the whenever possible; i.e. in all monosylgreengrocers' (or grocers') apostrophe lables and disyllables, and in longer
because of the frequency with which words accented on the penult, as Burns's,
plural forms such as apple's, cauli's, and Charles's, Cousins's, Dickens's, Hicks's, St
orange's appear in their shops.
James's Square, Thomas's, Zacharias's. It is
4 For proper names ending in -y, use customary, however, to omit the 's when
s (not 's or -ies) in the plurals (the two the last syllable of the name is proGermanys, two bitter Januarys, three Hail nounced /-iz/, as in Bridges', Moses'. Jesus'
Marys).
is an acceptable liturgical archaism.
5 's is legitimately used as an informal
3 Classical names. In classical names
shortened form of is (the joke's on him), use s' (not s's): Mars', Herodotus', Venus'.
has (he's got a knife), as (I'm sore's hell), does
Classical names ending in -es are usually
(What's he do?), and us (let's go); and (very written -es' in the possessive: Ceres' rites,
informally) = it is ('S that bloody comet), Xerxes'fleet;similarly Demosthenes', Euriand that's ('By car?' "Sright.'). Each of these pides', Socrates', Themistocles'.
uses is fully treated in the OED.
4 French names. Those ending in s or x
6 For the aberrant type Who's turn to should always be followed by 's when
deliver? see WHO'S.
used possessively in English. It being
assumed that readers know the pronunC General.
1 Abbreviations. Though once com- ciation of the French names (in Rabelais,
monly used in the plural of abbreviations le Roux, and Dumas, for example, the final
and numerals (QÇ's, the ig6ds), the apos- consonant is left unpronounced), the
trophe is now best omitted in such cir- only correct way of writing these names
cumstances: MAs, MPs, the 1980s, the three in the possessive in English is Rabelais's
Rs, in twos and threes, Except that it is /'raebaleiz/, le Roux's /la 'ru:z/, Dumas's /'dju:normally used in contexts where its maiz/.

appal I appeasement
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12 For the type the Council's abolition
5 Pronouns. An apostrophe must not
be used with the pronouns hers, its, ours, ( = the abolition of the Council), see OBtheirs, yours. But an apostrophe is re- JECTIVE GENITIVE.
quired in possessive indefinite or imperE Relinquishment of the apostrophe. Since
sonal pronouns: anybody's game, each about 1900, many business firms, instituother's books, one's sister, somebody else's tions, and journals have abandoned apofault (see ELSE 1), someone's hat.
strophes in their titles, e.g. Barclays Bank,
6 In place-names. Use an apostrophe Citizens Advice Bureau, Diners Club, Farmer
before the s in Arthur's Pass (NZ), Land's Weekly, Harrods, Mothers Pride Bread,—
Teachers Training College. (It can be argued
End, Lord's Cricket Ground, The Queen's College (Oxford), St John's (Newfoundland), St that in some of these the word ending
John's Wood (London), St Michael's Mount in s is a plural word used attributively.)
(Cornwall). After the s in Queens' College Some other names appear in various
(Cambridge). Do not use an apostrophe forms, with and without apostrophes,
in All Souls (Oxford), Bury St Edmunds, e.g. E W Woolworthj Woolworthsl WoolEarls Court, Golders Green, Johns Hopkinsworth's. This trend towards the dropping
University (Baltimore), St Albans, St An- of the apostrophe in such names and
drews, St Kitts (Caribbean). Recent stand- titles seems certain to continue.
ard editions of local maps are the best appal. The customary BrE spelling,
guide to the correct spelling of the hun- whereas appall is more usual in AmE.
dreds of names of this type.
The derivative forms are appalled and
7 Group possessives. These normally re- appalling in both countries. See -LL-, -L-.
quire an apostrophe only after the last
element, e.g. the Duke of Edinburgh's speech, apparatus. PI. apparatuses. In standard
Faber and Faber's address, Lee and Perrin'sEnglish pronounced /aepa'rertas/, but
sauce, the Queen of Holland's crown, Lewisabroad (esp. in Australia and NZ) /-'ra:tas/
and Short's Latin Dictionary, my aunt and and in AmE /-'raedas/. See -us 2.
uncle's place, a quarter of an hour's chat. apparent. The pronunciation /a'paerant/
8 There is no agreed solution to the is now the dominant one, with /a'pearant/
problem of the types (a) Hannah's {Jamie heard only occasionally. The reverse was
Lee Curtis] love interest, in which the the case when the relevant section of
heroine Hannah in a TV film is played
the OED was issued in 1885.
by an actress called Jamie Lee Curtis.
The alternatives are (b) Hannah {Jamie Lee appeal. In the US commonly used in
legal contexts as a transitive verb = 'to
Curtisfs, or (c) Hannah's {Jamie Lee Curtis's].
My preference is for type (b), but type (a) appeal against', e.g. Curtis has announced
is also legitimate, whereas type (c) seems that it will appeal the verdict—Publisher's
Weekly, 1963. The normal equivalent in
over-fussy.
Britain is to appeal against the verdict of
Some other examples (drawn from a lower court. The transitive use appears
American sources of 1989-90) of mul- occasionally in UK sources, e.g. The mother
tiple apostrophes (or their omission) appealed the court's decision—Internat. Jrnl
which tend to be resolved in an ad hoc of Law & Family, 1988.
manner: Wayne's daughter Kim's latex ear
For its use (and also
(correct); It [Burger King's] decision was notappear(ed).
unexpected (read Its); Michael's mother's new seem(ed)) with a perfect infinitive (e.g.
boyfriend (correct); A former boxer ignores GEC appears to have taken a firm grip on
Gillespie's (Carroll O'Connor) advice (read Gil-the project), see PERFECT INFINITIVE 1.
lespie (Carroll 0'Connor)'s); It's Ronny Finney,appeasement.
For centuries used
Fatty Finney's brother's son's second boy (cor-without discreditable or humiliating
rect but clumsy).
overtones in the broad sense 'the act or
9 For the type the sentence's structure, process of giving satisfaction, pacsee 's AND OF-POSSESSIVE.
ification'. Even in 1920 Winston Church10 For the type a friend of my mother's, ill could say, with reference to Turkey,
see DOUBLE POSSESSIVE.
and merely as an expression of opinion
11 For the type for appearances' sake, for worth examining, Here again I counsel
prudence and appeasement. Try to secure a
Jesus' sake, etc., see SAKE.
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appendix | appreciate

really representative Turkish governing
3 The appositive element is placed
authority, and come to terms with it. Since first in the type 'title or descriptive
1938, in political contexts, the word has label + personal name', e.g. Chancellor
regularly been used disparagingly with Kohl of West Germany; singing sensation
allusion to the attempts at conciliation Bles Bridges; British Rail lobbyist Richard
by concession made by Mr Neville Faulkner, Caledonian Society secretary
Chamberlain, the British Prime Minister, John McGregor. Originally US, this type of
before the outbreak of war with Ger- construction is now rapidly becoming
many in 1939. It cannot be used now adopted in all English-speaking countries, esp. in newspapers.
otherwise than disparagingly.
4 Appositives can be introduced by
appendix. The recommended pi. forms and or or, e.g. he worked in Duke Humfrey, a
are appendices (in books and documents) section of the Bodleian Library, and arguably
and appendixes (in surgery and zoology). one of the most elegant rooms in the
But this distinction, though a useful one, whole library; their political interests lay in
cannot be said to have been universally the Gulf, or the Persian Gulf as it is often
adopted. See -EX, -IX.
called.
5 Most of the above types show the
applicable. Walker (1791). OED (1885),
and Gimson (1977) all recommend plac- appositives divided by a mark of punctuing the stress on the first syllable, but ation, but this sentence from John Fulat every turn one now hears the word ler's Flying to Nowhere (1983) shows a type
stressed on the second syllable. The pas- not requiring punctuation: But I do not
sage of time will settle the matter one find a tipsy man a reliable witness.
For a full-scale treatment of numerous
way or the other.
other classes of full and partial apposiapposition. 1 The placing of a noun or tives, readers are referred to CGEI17-65noun phrase beside, or in (exact) syntac- 93tic parallelism with, another noun or
appraisal. This word has now nearly
noun phrase. This is a major feature of
ousted appraisement in non-technical lanthe language, and there are many types.
guage, though the latter word was domThe parallel elements are known as appoinant in the 19c. See -AI. The derivative
sitives.
reappraisal (used esp. in the phrase agonizIn the sentence Sir James Murray, the ing reappraisal) is a 20c. formation.
lexicographer, was born in Hawick, the
second element, the lexicographer, is appo- appraise, apprise. Confusion of nearsitive to the first, Sir James Murray. Sim- sounding words or 'minimal pairs' is an
ilarly, in the sentence The highest ever-present possibility. Appraise means
mountain in New Zealand, Mount Cook, is'to assess the value of (something or
called Aorangi by the Maoris, the second somebody)': When a man is stripped of all
element, Mount Cook, is appositive to the worldly insignia, one can appraise him for
first, The highest mountain in New Zealand.what he is truly worth—C. Chaplin, 1964;
In both cases the second element syntact- The curtain of motion and colour had been
ically duplicates the first. This is the momentarily lifted, so that the reality behind
most straightforward type of apposition it could be appraised—J. Fuller, 1983; it was
in English.
an interval at least long enough for him
to appraise the situation—Antonia Fraser,
2 Appositives may be either restrictive
1988. Apprise means 'to inform, to give
(i.e. defining) or non-restrictive (i.e. denotice to', and occurs normally in the
scriptive), though there is considerable
construction apprise (someone) 0/(someoverlap between the two types: (restricthing): Attlee asked the Chiefs of Staff to
tive) the grammarian Otto Jespersen; Wilconfirm that they were fully apprised of the
liam the Conqueror; Blenheim Palace, the
shipping situation—D. Fraser, 1982; He was
Duke of Marlborough's house in Oxford... annoyed that I had not bothered to apprise
shire; (non-restrictive) he picked up the
him of the upsetting news sooner—P. Bailey,
goods at the warehouse, a huge complex of
1986.
brightly painted buildings; she loved the
paintings of Claude Monet, one of the lead- appreciate. 1 Pronounce the -ci- as /Ji/
ing exponents of impressionism.
not /si/.

apprehend, comprehend | aqu-, acqu-
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2 Its normal use in business letters to apropos, /'aeprapau/. Brought into Engmean 'esteem at full value, acknowledge lish at the time of Dryden from French
with gratitude' (I appreciate everything that à propos 'with reference to', apropos is
you have done to help us) is unexcep- now always written as one word in Engtionable. So too is its use to express polite lish and without an accent. It can be
requests, e.g. it would be appreciated if you used as an adj.; Instead of answering me
would send your invoice in triplicate. There is directly he said something (I didn't know at
some justification, however, in Sir Ernest the time whether it was apropos or not), the
Gowers' suggestion that writers of such significance of which I realised only later— S.
letters should avoid using constructions Themerson, 1951; but its main uses are
of appreciate followed by a how or a that (1) as a preposition, e.g. Voltaire has someclause, e.g. I appreciate (better understand) thing to say on English irregularity too, this
how hard it is for you to make ends meet time apropos Shakespeare—N. Pevsner,
without a housing allowance; I appreciate 1956; Her voice, as has been mentioned apro(better realize) that you are disappointed by pos that ofBoudica, was not harsh—Antonia
our failure to promote you.
Fraser, 1988; (2) with of, forming a compound preposition, e.g. Apropos of nothing
apprehend, comprehend, in so far as she declared that love must be wonderful—G.
the words are liable to confusion, i.e. as Clare, 1981; (3) occasionally, under the
synonyms of understand, apprehend de- influence of appropriate, followed by to,
notes the grasping or discerning (of some e.g. Is there not a passage in John Stuart
general idea), and comprehend the cap- Mill apropos to this? Type (3) is not recomacity to follow the broad outline (of an mended.
argument, a person's language, beapt, liable. When used with a following
haviour, etc.). Examples: (apprehend)
to-infinitive these adjectives are freNeither could apprehend the nature of their
quently synonymous. In the type be apt
relationship, and each was flattered by it—P.
to, however, apt, meaning 'to have a natWhite, 1957; She drew a breath, long enough
ural tendency', carries no necessary imto apprehend that he was about to step from
plication that the state or action
one world into another—I. Murdoch, 1962;
expressed by the infinitive is undesirable
There are some natures too coarse to apprefrom the point of view of its grammatical
hend the mysteries—G. Vidal, 1962; (comsubject, e.g. Her morning routine was as set
prehend) He wandered off, thinking I was
as a single person's is apt to be—S. King,
round the bend, not comprehending my com1979; she... began tofingeran old Christmas
plete and luminous sanity--W. Golding,
decoration that the cat was apt to play
1959; Speak more slowly so that we can
with—M. Bracewell, 1989. It indicates simcomprehend everything you say—B. Malaply that the subject of the sentence has
mud, 1966; To comprehend language fully,
often behaved in this way before.
to assemble it correctly and to express it
The type be liable to overlaps with it,
properly is a task that has no equal in human
but often carries the implication that
capability—Anthony Smith, 1984.
the action or experience expressed by
the infinitive is not only likely to happen
apprise. In the sense 'to give notice to' but is also undesirable, e.g. The ambitious
always thus spelt, not -ize. See APPRAISE; young male executive appears particularly
-ISE 1.
liable to suffer from neglecting his home lifeIntercity, 1989. See LIABLE 2.
apricot. Pronounced with initial /ei-/ in
But the border between the two uses
BrE but mostly as /'aepnkDt/ in AmE.
is far from absolute, and in many contexts the two adjectives are interchangea priori /ei prai'oarai/. (L, = 'from what able, e.g. The questions that the interviewers
is before'.) A phrase used to characterize are liable/apt to ask include ...
reasoning or arguing from causes to
For the type be liable to = 'be likely to',
effects, deductively. Because they were see LIABLE 3.
wearing handcuffs it was obvious that they
had been taken into custody and Because I've aqu-, acqu-. It is important to distinfailed I live on her money are examples of guish words beginning with aqu- (nearly
a priori reasoning. Contrasted with A all denoting water, from L aqua 'water',
as aqualung, aquarium, aquatic, etc., but
POSTERIORI.
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aquarium | archaism

also aquiline 'like an eagle' from L aquila arbour, arbor. An arbour (US arbor) is
'eagle') from those beginning with acqu- 'a bower, a shady retreat', a word of
(as acquaint, acquiesce, acquit etc., most of complex etymology received into the
which were adopted in ME from OF or L language in the 14c. from OF erbier (mod.
words beginning with acqu-).
herbier) herbarium. It is a separate word
from the first element of the (orig. US)
aquarium. PI. aquaria or aquariums. See term Arbor Day, a day specially set aside
-UM 3 .
for the planting of trees, which has been
adopted (with the American spelling) in
Arab, Arabian, Arabic. 1 The three Canada, Australia, and New Zealand.
adjectives are now broadly differentiated This Arbor is from L arbor 'tree'. See -OUR
along the following lines: Arab means AND -OR.
'of the Arab people', Arabian 'of Arabia
(the peninsula between the Red Sea and arc (verb). The derivative forms are spelt
the Persian Gulf)', and Arabic 'of the arced and arcing, pronounced /a:kt/
language, literature, or script of Arabic- and /'aikirj/ respectively, i.e. with the
speaking people'. So we have Arab busi- medial c pronounced as /k/ despite the
nessman, horse, racehorse-owner, sheikh; Arab
fact that it is followed by e and i.
courage, entente, philosophy; the Arabian desert, fauna (Arabian baboon, camel, hyrex),arch-, arche-, archi-. Though the prefix
flora (Arabian gum, jasmine), gulf, and arch- 'chief (as in archbishop, archdeacon,
nights; Arabic alphabet, literature, numerals,arch-enemy, etc.) is pronounced jaitSl in all
script.
words except archangel and its deriva2 The expression street Arab, first re- tives, the longer forms are always procorded in 1859, and for about a century nounced /'a:ki/, e.g. archiépiscopal,
commonly applied to a homeless vagrant Archimedes, archipelago, architect.
(esp. a child) living in the streets of a city, archaeology. In AmE, often archeology.
is now regarded as ethnically offensive. See JE, Œ.
3 The normal pronunciation of Arab
is /'aerab/, but the jocular and faintly
derogatory pronunciation /'eiraeb/ is occasionally heard, esp. in AmE.

archaism. Archaism seems to be a
necessary component of the language.
At any given time modes of expression
and of word formation are retained long
arbiter. This word meaning 'one whose after they have been discarded as part of
opinions or decision is authoritative in the 'natural' language. Archaic spellings
a matter of debate', and, formerly, 'one that call to mind a sturdy antiquity inchosen by the parties in a dispute to clude (in imitation of Izaak Walton's The
arrange or decide the differences Compleat Angler) The Compleat Bachelor
between them', has almost entirely given (title of book by Oliver Onions, 1900);
way in standard English to arbitrator in She writes and sings and paints and dances
the second sense. Examples: (arbiter) she and plays I don't know how many instruwas not so much an arbiter of fashion as she ments. The compleat girl (M. McCarthy,
was fashion itself-D. Halberstam, 1979; 1963); The Compleat Hiker's Checklist (ModThe great nineteenth<entury critic and arbiterern Maturity, an American magazine,
of taste, John Ruskin—L. Hudson, 1985; (ar- 1988). Other examples: the Canterbury
bitrator) The owners demanded £112 million. Clerkes, Whitaker's Almanack, the Culham
Fayre; and a multitude of uses with aide,
The government offered £75 million. The arbitrators awarded £66.5 million—A. J. P. e.g. A lot ofolde realle beames in Amersham
Taylor, 1965; Either party may apply to have and a lot of olde phonie cookynge too (Good
the dispute referred to arbitration by the judgeFood Guide, 1959); Charming stone built olde
or by an outside arbitrator-R. C. A. White, worlde cottage of immense character (Rhyl
1985. In practice, however, when unre- Journal & Advertiser, 1976).
solved disputes arise between unions
Long-abandoned verbal inflexions are
and management, the phrase usually used to add a contextual element of
employed is 'a call for arbitration, the antiquity: If Mimi's cup runneth over, it
need for arbitration, etc.* rather than 'a runneth over with decency rather than with
call for the matter to be referred to an anything more vital—A. Brookner, 1985 (cf.
arbitrator'.
Ps. 23: 5); The whole creation groaneth and

archetype | aristocrat
travaileth in pain together—I. Murdoch,
1987 (cf. Rom. 8: 22.)
Normal word order is disturbed, often
as a deliberately archaistic device: I would
rinse out somebody's mouth at Qairol loved
I not honour more—W. Safire, 1986.
The prefix a- with a present participle
(a centuries-old type of word formation)
is having a new lease of life: a-basking, achanging, etc. See A-2.
Words that might normally be paintstripped from the fresh timber to which
they cling in modern writing include
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arguably worse off even than Hartmann, for
he knew no one—A. Brookner, 1988.
arguing in a circle, (logic) The basing
of two conclusions each upon the other.
That the world is good follows from the
known goodness of God; that God is good
is known from the excellence of the
world he has made.

argumentum ad —. argumentum ad

hominem, one calculated to appeal to the
individual addressed more than to impartial reasoning; argumentum ad cruALBEIT, ANENT, BETIMES, CERTES, DERRINGmenam (purse), one touching the hearer's
DO, NAY, PERADVENTURE,
PERCHANCE,
pocket; argumentum ad baculum (stick) or
QUOTH, SURCEASE, twain, UNBEKNOWN(ST),
argumentum baculinum, threat of force
yea, yesteryear. For further examples, see instead of argument; argumentum ad igWARDOUR STREET.
norantiam, one depending for its effect
Everything depends on the skill with on the hearer's not knowing something
which such old words, spellings, and
essential; argumentum ad populum, one
pieces of grammar are deposited in par- pandering to popular fashion; arguticular contexts. Like Marcel Proust's mentum ad verecundiam (modesty), one to
famous madeleine cakes, they can con- meet which requires the opponent to
jure up rich memories of an older age. offend against decorum. Also arguBut they can also be as out of place as a mentum e (or ex) silentio, an argument
donkey jacket worn at the Cenotaph on from silence: used of a conclusion based
Remembrance Day.
on lack of contrary evidence.
archetype. See-TYPE.

-arily. Under American influence, in the
second half of the 20c, adverbs ending in
-arily (e.g. momentarily, necessarily, primarily, temporarily, voluntarily) have come
to be commonly pronounced by standard
ardour. AmE ardor. See -OUR AND -OR.
BrE speakers with the main stress on -areven in the formal reading of the news
are, is. When one of these is required
between a subject and a complement on the main broadcasting channels. This
that differ in number (e.g. these things placing of the stress was opposed in my
...a scandal) the verb should normally book The Spoken Word (1981), prepared for
follow the number of the subject (are, not the guidance of BBC newsreaders, but
is, a scandal). Similarly The only difficulty in without avail. All such words were tradiFinnish is (not are) the changes undergone tionally pronounced in RP with the main
by the stem. See AGREEMENT 7, BE 1.
stress on the first syllable.
arctic. To be pronounced as /'aiktik/ with
the first c fully in place.

aren't I? See BE 4argot. See JARGON.

arise, in the literal sense of getting
up from bed, has given place except in
poetic or archaic use to rise. In ordinary
speech and writing it means merely to
come into existence or notice or to originate from, and that usually of such
abstract subjects as question, difficulties,
doubt, occasion, thoughts, result, effects.

arguably. First recorded only in 1890,
this sentence adverb is now in very widespread use in the sense 'as may be shown
by argument or made a matter of argument'. It is frequently followed immediately by a comparative or a superlative aristocrat. The pronunciation /a'nsadjective. Examples: Mozart's sinfonia con- takraet/ seems now to be virtually obsolcertante for violin and viola, arguably the ete in Britain, having been ousted by
greatest of his concertos—Times, 1959; Argu- /'aenstakraet/. The reverse is the case in
ably, Pip's search for Estella's true identity...AmE. The word itself (in the form aristocan be seen as a displaced search for his own crate) was a popular formation of the
identity—Essays & Studies, 1987; Fibich wasFrench Revolution in 1789.
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Aristotelian. The form with final -ian
has almost entirely supplanted the once
common form ending in -ean. The discarded form was pronounced /.aenstotilii-an/ and the current one /,aensta'ti:lian/.

Aristotelian | around, round

others where they are not. Around: 1 Still
the normal form in standard English in
certain collocations, as around and about,
all around {are signs of decay), she's been
around, and esp. in phrasal verbs having
the general sense 'to behave in an aimarithmetical, geometrical progres- less manner', as fool around, mess around,
sion. Arithmetical progression is marked play around, wait around.
by an equal increase between the items
2 Can be used in place of round
in the progression, e.g. the numbers 1,
3.5.7.9. etc., showing an increase of 2 in without loss of idiomatic quality in coneach case. A geometrical increase is larger: a texts referring to surrounding (sometypical example would be the sequence thing or someone), as seated around the
l, 2, 4. 8, 16, 32, etc., in which each table, the cheerfulness around her. But
number is double that of the number
3 There are many circumstances in
before it. In other words, one involves
growth (or decline) at an unchanging which, in BrE, round is more or less obligrate and the other at an increasing rate. atory, as all the year round, winter comes
Both expressions, but especially geometri- round, the wheels go round, he came round
cal progression, in popular use tend to to see me, send the hat round, show one
be employed to suggest a rapid rate of round, the Whitbread Round the World Race.
In AmE, around is much more common
increase. But both terms are relative. If
the rate of increase is very small both in the third group, and also when used
sequences can be used to indicate a rela- in the sense 'approximately', e.g. around
tively slow rate of increase, e.g. (arith- four o'clock, around 70% of the people. See
metical) 10,000, 10,001, 10,002, 10,003, ABOUT 2 .
The distribution of the two words is,
etc; (geometrical) .ooooi, .00002, .00004,
however, subject to considerable vari.00008, etc.
ation, as can be seen from the following
armada. The 19c. pronunciation /a:- examples: {around, prep.) Jesse ... moped
'meide/ has entirely given way to the around the house all summer—Lee Smith,
current one, /ai'maida/.
1983 (US); Coming around the farthest
mark—New Yorker, 1986; around the time of
armadillo. The pi. form is armadillos. his birth—S. Bellow, 1987 (US); the area
See -O(E)S 7.
around Waterloo-R. Elms, 1988 (UK); I
wrapped a blanket around me—L. Maynard,
armour. US armor. See -OUR AND -OR.
1988 (US); You know how to get all the people
aroma. It is a matter of curiosity that around the operating table—K. Russell, 1988
aroma (a) has lost its original primary (UK); around that time—Julian Barnes, 1989
sense ('spice'), a sense recorded from the (UK); they stood grouped around their lug13c. to the 18c; (b) has been most com- gage—M. Bracewell, 1989 (UK), (round,
monly used of an agreeable smell since it prep.) it stood just round the corner from his
became restricted in the early 19c. to the father's house—Van Wyck Brooks, 01961
broad sense 'the distinctive fragrance (US); a map rolled up round a broom
exhaled from a spice, plant, scent, etc., handle—]. Winterson, 1985 (UK); He looked
or from items of food'. Confirmation of round the table as if daring anyone to
the agreeable nature of aromas is shown smile—D. Lodge, 1988 (UK), (around, adv.)
by the emergence in the 20c. of the term Sir William, whom I haven't gotten around
aromatherapy ( = massage with fragrant to discussing—R. Merton, 1985 (US); Stay
oils as a form of therapy). Aroma is Greek around till she gets back—New Yorker, 1987;
in origin, but the Gk pi. form àpœuaxa Hartmann's sunny ... attitude was mar(E aromata) was used only sporadically vellous to have around—A. Brookner, 1988
in former times in English and is now (UK); The devices have been around awhile—
obsolete.
USA Today, 1988; I went around to the front
around, round. As adv. and prep, both door—New Yorker, 1989. (round, adv.) in the
words have a wide variety of uses, in end she talked me round—N. Bawden, 1987
some of which the longer form and the (UK); the news had gotten round pretty fastshorter one are interchangeable, and in New Yorker, 1988.

arouse | as
In the face of such evidence one can
only suppose that contextual euphony
is perhaps the strongest factor in determining the choice, except when the
meaning required is 'approximately'.
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art. When used attributively, art denotes
imaginative skill applied to design, as in
paintings, pottery, architecture, etc. The
plural form arts is used attributively to
mean 'other than scientific', as in The
Arts and Reference Division of the Oxford
University Press; an arts degree, i.e. one in
English, History, Classics, etc.

arouse. The relation of this to rouse is
much like that of arise to rise; that is,
rouse is almost always preferred in the
artefact. This is now the normal spellliteral sense and with a person or animal
as object. Arouse is chiefly used with the ing of the word in BrE. In AmE it varies
senses 'call into existence, occasion', and with artifact, the latter being the more
with such abstract nouns as suspicion, usual spelling (Her recorder, a stylish artifac
fears, cupidity, passions, as object of the of high-density plastic produced in Japanactive or subject of the passive: This at New Yorker, 1988). Etymologically, artefact
once aroused my suspicions; cupidity is easilyis the better form as the word is derived
aroused. Rouse would be more suitable in from arte, ablative of L ars 'art' + factum,
neuter pa.pple of facere 'to make', but
I shook his arm, hut failed to arouse him.
artifact, perhaps formed by analogy with
arpeggio. PL -os. See -O(E)S 4artifice and artificial, has been recorded
in British as well as American sources
arquebus. See HARQUEBUS.
for more than a century.
arrant is historically the 'same word'
artiste, rhyming with/east, is applicable
as errant, i.e. a spelling variant, and OF
to either sex (a trapeze artiste). In the
errant, from which they are both derived,
sense 'professional dancer, entertainer,
is itself a product of two branches, Vulgar
singer, etc' it serves a useful purpose in
L iterâre 'to journey, travel' and L errare
that (as Fowler remarked) 'it conveys no
'to wander'. These broad senses have
judgement that the performance is in
produced in English, for arrant, 'notorifact artistic'. But in most contexts nowaous, manifest, downright' {arrant fool,
days it has been superseded by artist.
knave, liar, nonsense, etc.), and for errant,
'roving in quest of adventure' (knight
as.
errant) and 'astray, straying from proper
I 1 Case after as.
behaviour, erring in opinion' (errant chil2 as = 'in the capacity of.
dren, errant husband, an errant taste in
3 Omission of as.
dress).
4 Causal as.
arride, recorded in the work of major
writers from Ben Jonson (1599) to Rudyard Kipling (1937) meaning 'to please,
gratify, delight', is a standard example
of a word of Latin origin (L arridëre) that
has now dropped entirely out of use.
arrive. The absolute sense 'to achieve
success or recognition', which is first
recorded in 1889, is a Gallicism.
arrogate. See ABROGATE.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

as, relative pronoun.
as and when.
as from, as of.
as how.
as if, as though.
as per.
as such.
as to, as for.

13 as or like.
14
15
16
17
18
I 19

equally as.
as a fact.
as concern(s), etc.
as far as.
as long as.
as well as.

arsis. (Gk dpcns 'lifting, raising'.) In
classical prosody there has been much
1 Case after as. Case is distinguishable
dispute as to the exact meaning of this
after as only in a few pronouns. To escape
word and readers should turn to The
censure, and also sometimes to avoid
Oxford Classical Dictionary for elucidation.
ambiguity, it is better in formal writing
But in modern English prosody, it means
to adopt the style he is as clever as I/he/
'a stressed syllable or part of a metrical
she/they rather than he is as clever as
foot' (and thus = L ictus), as in Tennyson's
me/him/her/them. Examples: It was obvious
'The splendour falls on câstle walls'. Cf.
that he had been consulted as well as I—G.
THESIS 2.
Greene, 1965; he started to encounter kids
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as gifted as he, some even more so—New verbs, including choose, consider, count,
Yorker, 1986; Such as we are bred to face the
deem, elect, proclaim, which can be and
artillery—M. Shadbolt, 1986. Informally, are so used. But they can also be used
in ordinary speech, the second pattern with as (e.g. they chose him as leader). For
is much the more usual. The choice of a similar number of verbs (accept as,
pronoun hinges on whether as is re- acknowledge as, class as, regard as, treat as,
garded as a preposition like after or be- etc.), as is now normally obligatory (e.g.
fore—no one would write or say after I, Neil Kinnock is still to be classed as a socialist,
before she, etc.—or whether it is judged to but a distinctly flexible one). For this group,
be a conjunction with ellipsis of the 19c. examples showing the verbs used
following verb ( = he is as clever as I am, ditransitively lie ready to hand in the
etc.). It is important to keep in mind OED and in 'Visser, e.g. The nation everythat if the word after as is a name or an where acknowledges him master (1855);
ordinary noun, no difficulties of case Whatever constitutes atonement, therefore,
arise, e.g. Oxford is as famous as Heidelberg;must ...be regarded a safe... remedy (1836).
John lives in the same village as James.
But the trend towards the retention or
The potential ambiguity of he loves me restoration of as in this group looks likely
as much as my sister ( = either 'as much to continue.
as my sister does' or 'as much as he loves
Casual omission of as is common
my sister') is best avoided by including enough in informal contexts (she used to
a verb in each part of the sentence (he come regular as clockwork; it was soft as
loves me as much as he loves my sister, he butter) and in proverbs (he was good as
loves me as much as my sister does).
gold; (as) old as the hills).
2 as = 'in the capacity of. Its normal
4 Causal as meaning 'since, because,
use is shown in these examples: it is as seeing that', etc. Fowler (1926) strongly
a historian that he is best known; I hear you objected to constructions of the type I
are employed as a nanny. But danger lies gave it up, as he only laughed at my arguin the placing of the as-clause. Care must ments, i.e. in which the as-clause follows
be taken to avoid the creation of a false the main clause, while accepting conantecedent. Wrongly attached links oc- structions where the causal as-clause is
cur in each of the following sentences: As placed first (As he only laughed at my argua medical student his call-up was deferred—P.
ments, I gave it up). His objection now
Fitzgerald, 1986; As a voluntary, charitable
seems very dated. The OED (s.v. as 18a)
project the Government is about to charge us
lists as unlabelled, i.e. acceptable, modsome £30,000 VAT for extending our premises-letter to The Iïmes, 1988; As a 32- ern examples: (as-clause precedes) As you
year career law enforcement professional, youare not ready, we must go without you; and
know that I do not like being forced to release(as-clause follows) He may have one, as
prisoners from jail—Chicago Tribune, 1988.he is a friend. When its meaning is 'in
consideration of, it being the case that',
3 Omission of as. There are circum- as can nowadays be used at the head
stances in which debatable construc- of a subordinate clause standing either
tions arise from the omission of as: (a) before or after the main clause. The placwhen it collides with another as, e.g. But ing of the clauses is governed by the
it is not so much as a picture of the time as degree of emphasis allotted to each part
as a study of humanity that Starvecross Farmof the sentence
claims attention. In such circumstances,
5 as, relative pronoun. When preit is better to reconstruct: ... more as
a picture of the time than as a study of ceded by same or such, constructions with
as used as a relative pronoun are still
humanity ...
(b) In a group of words forming con- for the most part standard: We can expect
structions of the type Henry Balfour was the same number to turn up as came last
year; such repairs as have been made to the
then appointed (as) Curator of the Collections.
Ditransitive constructions, i.e. those in house are most acceptable. But it is not
which the verb has a direct object and difficult to find contexts, esp. in the
also a second complement (e.g. they 19c, where the same construction has a
reckoned him a good man), are now rela- strong tinge of archaism: there was such
tively uncommon when the omitted ele- a scuffling, and hugging ... as no pen can
ment is as. CGEL provides a long list of depict-Thackeray, 1847/8.
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In all other circumstances, the use of We shall see sometime how heretikes come to
as as a relative pronoun is restricted to turne the groundes of our faith wholy vpside
non-standard or regional speech both in downe. As how?, 1579 in OED), this formuBrE and in AmE: it's only baronets as cares laic construction, in an extended form,
about farthings—Thackeray, 1847/8; I mean seems to be enjoying a new lease of life
the singers, Ma'am—them as sang at the in demotic American use: I took these
concert to-night—Atlantic Monthly, 1865; Thisconcerns for my own, as how could I not?—
is him as had a nasty cut over the eye- E. L. Doctorow, 1989.
Dickens, 1865; I don't know as I expected
It is to be distinguished from the UK
to take part in this debate—Harper's Mag., and US dialectal uses of as how as a
1888; Them as says there's no has me to relative pronoun meaning 'that': Seeing
fecht—]. M. Barrie, 1891; There's them onas how the captain had been hauling him
this island as would laugh at anything-W. over the coals—F. Marryat, 1833; The doctors
Golding, 1954; There's plenty as would like came and said as how it was caused all along
this nice little flat, Mr. E.—A. Burgess, 1963;of his way of life-Bret Harte, 1871 (US);
Not as I know of—DARE questionnaire, Just across the border here into Texas, the folk
1966-9; You're the kind asll never know figured as how it was the thing to do to join
it-R. Elms, 1988.
the Union—1949 in DARE. See also SEEING.
Neither construction forms part of
6 as and when. This common phrase
meaning 'whensoever' (introducing a fu- standard English.
9 as if, as though. In the great majority
ture event or action whose occurrence
or frequency remains in doubt) is of of as if clauses, when the choice of verb
surprisingly recent origin (first recorded is between were or was, the subjunctive
in 1945). It is also used elliptically in form were is preferable. It indicates that
informal language to mean 'when pos- something is hypothetical, uncertain, or
sible, eventually'. Examples: The correct not factually true. But when uncertainty
procedure, as and when we win our case, is or hypothesis is less obviously present
then to apply for a writ of mandamus- or not present at all, the indicative form
Listener, 1979; (elliptical use) They con- was should be used. Examples: (were) It
firmed the existing main roads as future was rather as if the capital city were a vast
main traffic arteries to be widened 'as and pan—A. N. Wilson, 1985; It was as if Sally
were disturbed in some way—A. Brookner,
when'—Listener, 1965. Cf. IF AND WHEN.
1986; One can elect to focus instead on Ereud's
7 as from, as of. In the drawing up of achievement as if it were... itself a domainagreements or contracts, it is customary Daedalus, 1986; It's not as if the park were
to indicate that a particular item or in disarray—New Yorker, 1986; Dolly made
items is to take effect as from a stated sympathetic comments to John Pickering, as
date. This use is reasonable if it is retro- if he were the chief mourner—A. Brookner,
spective: e.g. The rate ofpayment is increased 1993; (was) There was a silence, as if he was
by 5% as from the 1st of September last. searching for something to say—A. Guinness,
For present and future dates the as is 1985; I felt as if I was losing my grip on the
superfluous. Thus your redundancy takes facts-C. K. Stead, 1986.
effect from today (rather than as of today);
As though operates in a similar manner.
your membership of the Club will become
Examples: (were) He was looking at her as
valid on 1 January next (rather than as
though she were for sale—A. Thomas Ellis,
from 1 January next).
1985; His body felt as though he were tremPhrases of the type as of now, as of today, bling, but he was not—B. Moore, 1987; (was)
etc., first recorded in the work of Mark The Faithful had gone back to their chorus
Twain in 1900, are now well established sheets as though nothing was happening at
in standard English in the UK and else- all—J. Winterson, 1985; He devoured all,
where. Examples: I'm resigning from the exhausted, as though his life was in
committee as of now—D. Karp, 1957; As of danger—A. S. Byatt, 1987.
last term, Oxford has a new centre for the
It is as well to keep in mind, though,
performing arts—Oxford Mag., 1986; As of that in a great many contexts the questoday, I do not believe Tebbit has enough votes
tion of a werejwas distinction does not
to win—J. Critchley, 1990.
arise. Examples: We fell into step, and as
8 as how. Used for four centuries as a usual, talked as though eight months were
contracted interrogative sentence (e.g. minutes-V. Woolf, 1920; 'Don't nag me,' he
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said, as though they had been married a
12 as to, as for. Some older uses of as to
long time—A. Carter, 1967; as if he had an meaning 'with respect to, with reference
exceptionally high specific gravity—I. Mur-to' (e.g. As to myself, I am not satisfied—D.
doch, 1974; as though she had remembered Hartley, 1748) have given way to as for
there was something she must do—Maurice(e.g. As for you, son, your mother will hear
Gee, 1983.
of this). As to survives, however, when the
There is a further distinction. As if and noun governed is non-personal (e.g. As
as though are followed by the past tense to the matter raised at the Governing Body,
when the verb refers to an unreal possib- my view is ...), and esp. when the sense
ility, i.e. when the statement introduced required is 'according to, proportionate
by as if or as though is untrue or unlikely to' (e.g. correct as to colour and shape; the
(e.g. Every critic writes as if he were infal- rates of postage vary both as to distance and
lible—C. Connolly, 1938; It's not as though weight).
he lived like a Milord—E. Waugh, 1945)As to is frequently used before suborConversely, the present tense is used dinate questions, as in The Politics Fellow
when the statement is true or likely to left no instructions as to whether you should
be true (e.g. I suppose you get on pretty well write a second examination paper or not.
with your parents. You look as if you do—K.It is also used after certain preceding
Amis, i960; He speaks as though even the passive clauses (e.g. I am not much troubled
rules which we freely invent are somehow as to its outward appearance—G. Gissing,
suggested to us in virtue of their being 1903; I am also simultaneously bemused ...
right—M. Warnock, 1965.
as to why people should sunbathe indoors—The
10 as per. The L preposition per mean- Face, 1986). In most other circumstances,
ing 'through, by, by means o f has long though, as to is best left unused, esbeen established in English in many set pecially when other constructions are
phrases (per annum, per capita, per diem, available or when its presence is simply
etc.). The most notable slang product of unnecessary: He asked his mother (as to)
these uses is the phrase as per usual. when he would be regarded as old enough to
Examples: I shall accompany him, as per go to discos; Ms Jones raised the question as
usual-W. S. Gilbert, 1874; As per usual to whether a similar conflict will arise between
somebody's nose was out of joint-J. Joyce, the urban elites and the peasantry (better
1922; As per usual, Ï had not returned to the question of whether); I brooded all the
England refreshed—L. Ellmann, 1988; Sametime as to whether I had hit the right note
old jolly camp-fire life went on as per usual-(better on whether). He reminded me how to
Julian Barnes, 1989. Humorous variants behave is a better construction than He
are legion, e.g. She knew better, didn't she. reminded me as to how I should behave.
As per always—P. Bailey, 1986.
As for sometimes implies a degree of
The compound preposition as per is scorn, e.g. As for Smith minor, he can't even
more or less restricted to business letters swim across the baths yet, or a threat (see
and to such publications as DIY manuals the second example above). But not
necessarily: As for me, I was more than
(e.g. as per specifications).
content with the description of me as a map
11 as such. In the spoken language any
possible ambiguity in the use of the of low desires-H. Jacobson, 1986.
13 as or like. The two words are often
phrase is normally removed by the placing of the emphasis. In The black people interchanged like hockey sticks, and
of South Africa have no objection to sanctionsmany mistaken transferences of role ocas such provided that only business firms cur. In general, as should be used before
are made to suffer, the intonation of the adverbs (there are times, as now, when I could
sentence would make it clear that as such hate him) and prepositions (he acted well
belonged with sanctions, and not, say, again, as in 'Henry V last year). Like should
with The black people of South Africa. But be used before nouns, noun phrases, and
in most circumstances it is better to pronouns, and occasionally as a conjuncsubstitute a synonymous expression like tion. Sometimes the choice between the
'in principle'. Thus instead of There is no two words affects the meaning: let me
objection to the sale of houses as such writediscuss this with you as your father is obviThere is no objection in principle to the sale ously not the same as let me discuss this
of houses.
with you like your father.

as . . . as, so . . . as | aside, a side
14 For the debatable construction
equally as (good, etc.), see EQUALLY.
15 as a fact. See FACT 1.
16 as regard(s). See REGARD 1.
17 as far as. See FAR 4.
18 as long as. See LONG.

19 as well as. See WELL adv. 1.
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them ascendancy means 'dominant control' and ascendant 'supreme, dominant'.
Occasionally and understandably the
corresponding verb ascend 'to rise' leads
to the derivatives being used in a progressive or upward sense, '(in the process
of) gaining control', but these are not
standard uses of the words.

See also AS FOLLOWS.

ascension. Except in the technical language of astronomy, Ascension (always
as . . . as, SO . . . as. In simple comparwith a capital initial) is now virtually
isons, the normal construction in standrestricted to mean the ascent of Jesus
ard English is clearly as . . . as {as busy as
Christ into heaven on the fortieth day
a bee, as mad as a hatter, as soon as you
after His resurrection.
can). Quite commonly, however, in the
19c. and earlier, the antecedent could
aseptic, asexual. Both words contain
also be so, esp., but not only, in negative
the privative prefix a-. See A-1.
sentences: You have never so much as answered me—Scott, 1818; No country suffered as follows. The phrase as follows is
so much as England—Macaulay, 1849; When naturally always used cataphorically, i.e.
did a morning shine So rich in atonement as with forward reference, and is not rethis?—Tennyson, 1855- Nowadays as ...as placed by as follow even when the subject
is overwhelmingly the more common of of the sentence is plural: His preferences
the two, but so . . . as is far from extinct. are as follows ...; his view is as follows ...
Examples from my database: (a) variations The reason for its fixed form is that it was
...of a star as small as three kilometres across originally an impersonal construction =
could be detected; there is not quite as much'as it follows'.
text as was expected; his porno movies can't
be as much fun as we're led to believe they ashamedly. Pronounce as four sylare; (b) It's here. So long as nobody disturbs lables, /a'Jemudli/. See -EDLY.
it; she had seldom known anything so luxurious as this steam room.
ashen. See -EN ADJECTIVES 3.

as bad or worse than. Difficulties arise

Asian. 1 From about 1930, and esp. in
in this and in the contrasting constructhe second half of the 20c, Asian has
tion as good or better than because both
replaced Asiatic in official use because of
bad and good (as well as other adjectives)
the alleged depreciatory implication of
obviously require as, not than, in comparthe latter (traditional) term.
isons. The juxtaposition of as and than
without intervening punctuation is not
2 In Daniel Jones (1917) the only prologically defensible. Thus the sentence nunciation given for Asia, .Asiatic, Perwe're sure they can judge a novel just as well sia(n), version, etc., was with medial /-J-/.
if not better than us (London Rev. Bks, 1987) During the 20c. /-J"-/ has gradually been
needs correcting to just as well as, if not overtaken by /-3-/ in all such words, and
better than, us. But a wiser course is to the new pronunciation now looks likely
avoid the difficulty by placing the com- to become the dominant one soon in BrE
parative at a later point in the sentence, as it already has in AmE.
e.g. Bowie was as deranged as Osterberg,
probably more so; he started to encounter kids aside, a side. Written as one word,
as good as me, some even more so.
aside is an adverb meaning 'to or on one
side' (to put aside, to take aside, etc.) or a
ascendancy, ascendant. 1 The spell- noun meaning 'words spoken in a play
ings preferred in OUP house style are for the audience to hear, but supposed
-ancy, -ant, though the words are still not to be heard by the other characters'
printed as ascendency and ascendent by (COD). In the sense 'on each side' it must
some publishing houses.
be written as two words, e.g. they were
2 Have ascendancy over and be in the playing seven a side, i.e. with seven players
ascendant are the normal phrases, and in in each team, a seven-a-side game.

aside from | assist
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aside from. See APART FROM.

asocial. See A-1.
as per. See

AS

10.

Anglo-Fr. assets, from L ad satis 'to sufficiency', cf. modF assez 'enough') was in
origin the true form, and that until the
17c. it was regularly construed as a singular. By the 19c. asset had emerged as
an ordinary singular form (e.g. his ability
to speak Chinese is an asset of thefirstorder),
and it is now presented as a headword
in all major dictionaries (except, oddly,
OED 2).

assassinate. The traditional restriction
of this word to mean 'to kill an important person for political reasons' (e.g. the
assassination of Archduke Francis Ferdinand at Sarajevo in 1914) has tended to
be modified in more recent times. The
assignment. An assignment is an alloword is now also often applied to the
cation, and in law a legal transfer of a
killing of any person who is regarded by
right or property, or the document that
the killer(s) as a legitimate political or
sectarian target, for example in North- effects the transfer. It is also, orig. in
ern Ireland, Israel, and Lebanon. In the AmE, a task or piece of work allotted to
course of the 20c, an older figurative a person. The dominant sense of asmeaning of the word, 'to destroy some- signation, which is pronounced /œsigone's reputation', has also been revived. 'neijan/, by contrast, is now 'an agreeExamples: (political) If the NLF [National ment to meet, esp. a secret meeting of
Liberation Front in Vietnam]/elt his death lovers'. Its original meaning of 'apporwould serve a political purpose, he would be tionment' is now seldom encountered.
assassinated—F. Fitzgerald, 1972; Palestinian guerrillas sought for a second time in assimilation. In phonetics, 'the influence exercised by one sound segment
three months to assassinate King Hussein—H.
Kissinger, 1979; (fig.) Helping the Prime upon the articulation of another, so that
Minister in his political battle to assassinatethe sounds become more alike, or identical' (D. Crystal, 1980). Thus in connected
Mr. George Brown-Guardian, 1962.
The same considerations apply to the speech there is a tendency, for example,
corresponding noun assassination. Ex- for lunch score to be articulated as /'lAntJ
amples: (political) the point-blank as- Xkoa/, i.e. with the normal /s/ of scone
sassination of an off-duty detective at the assimilated to the final sound of lunch;
dog track [in Belfast]—New Yorker, 1994; and esp. for a final n to become m in
Assassinations of individual foreigners laterconnected speech under the influence of
a following labial. Examples from ITN
escalated into massive bombings—Bull. Amer.
Acad. Arts & Sci., 1994; (fig-) The effects news bulletins in January 1990 included
of these 'character assassinations' have been'om probation', 'a milliom pounds', and
disastrous ...on the willingness of scientists'have beem put'. In ancient times assimilto work for the government—Listener, 1958. ation accounts for such words as L illuminatio 'illumination' from in-+ lumen,
assay, essay (verbs). These two words luminis, and L irrationalis 'irrational' from
are now for the most part satisfactorily in- + rationalis. Cf. DISSIMILATION.
separated in meaning. Assay is usually
restricted to contexts of testing or evalu- assist. 1 The sense 'to be present (at
ating, e.g. the quality of metals or of ore, a ceremony, entertainment, etc.)', now
the content of chemical substances, or uncommon and sounding affected, is a
a person's character. The slightly archaic Gallicism: And assisted—in the French
word essay, on the other hand, usually sense—at the performance of two waltzes
means 'to attempt (a task, etc.); to at- (Dickens).
tempt (to do something)'. In older litera2 The sentence May I assist you to potature, at least until the end of the 19c,
the two words were often used inter- toes? in Mrs Gaskell's Wives and Daughters
changeably meaning 'to attempt, try to (1864) is a genteel way of saying 'May I
do (anything difficult); to make the at- help you to potatoes?' In many contexts
help and assist are interchangeable, but
tempt (to do something)'.
in general help is the word to prefer. The
asset, said Fowler (1926), is a false form. two verbs share the same constructions.
He meant that assets (derived from late Examples: (followed by in and gerund)

association | assure, ensure, insure
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They assisted him in receiving and entertain-the various constructions): (assume) Wiling his guests (Poutsma); (followed by ob- liam assumes the willingness of the Asject and to-infinitive) Mr A. is assisting his sembly—E. A. Freeman, 1869; He was
wife to show a book of photographic portraits writing 'Gerontion', a dramatic monologue in
to a girl on a visit (Poutsma); (followed which he assumes the persona of the little
by object and complement) a young man old man—P. Ackroyd, 1984; This was aswho assisted him with the management of sumed to be because of their high amplitude
the farm (T. Capote, 1966). The type resonances—Working Papers, School of English
assist + object + plain infinitive is also and Linguistics, Macquarie Univ., 1985;
technically possible, but I have found no When you're young you assume everybody old
knows what they're doing-M. Amis, 1987;
examples.
He had assumed that the economic growth of
the 1950s would continue unabated—Daily
association. See -CIATION 3.
Tel, 1987. (presume) Death is presumed
assonance. As a term of prosody it from the person not being heard of for seven
means partial rhyming, either (a) a cor- years—Law Rep., 1871; Those who ... prerespondence of vowels but not of con- sumed that if he spent his time with me I
sonants, as in the last line of Yeats's must also ...be either rich or disingenuous—
Byzantium, That dolphin-torn, that gong- L. Durrell, 1957; J know that in law every
tormented sea, or (b) a correspondence man is presumed innocent until proved
of consonants but not of vowels, as in otherwise—A. Maclean, 1971; It is a reckless
Wilfred Owen's Arms and the Boy where ambassador who would presume to preempt
bladefblood, flashlflesh, headsflads, teeth/ his chiefs—H. Kissinger, 1979; He looked
death, apple\supple, and heels\curls lie at surprised—almost annoyed—as if a servant
the end of successive lines. Type b is also had presumed too great a familiarity—P. P.
called half-rhyme.
Read, 1981.

assume, presume. In many simple con- assuming (that) is sometimes used as
texts when the meaning is 'to suppose', a 'marginal subordinator' (CGEL) in the
the two words are interchangeable: e.g. sense 'for the sake of argument, on the
I assume/presume you are coming to the party.assumption that', e.g. assuming that the
Otherwise the choice of word depends museum is open on Monday, we shall leave
on the degree of tentativeness behind at 10 a.m. But many people would not
the assumption or presumption. The OED accept the construction assuming that the
definitions are very similar. Assume is 'to museum is open on Monday, the car will pick
take for granted as the basis of argument us up at 10 a.m. (cars cannot assume).
or action'; presume is 'to take for granted,
to presuppose, to count upon'. There is assure, assurance. Assure and assurance
a faint suggestion of presumptuousness have never found general acceptance in
about presume.
the sense of paying premiums to secure
Fowler expressed the semantic differ- contingent payments, though they are
ence thus: 'in the sense suppose, the ob- used by some insurance offices and
ject-clause after presume expresses what agents, and so occasionally by their custhe présumer really believes, till it is tomers, especially when death is the
disproved, to be true; that after assume, event insured against (life assurance; aswhat the assumer postulates, often as a sure one's life). Apart from such technical
confessed hypothesis.' This is reasonable. use, insure and insurance hold the field.
But he then went on to claim, less reasonably, that the that of the object-clause is assure, ensure, insure. These three
usually expressed after assume but omit- words have intersecting paths in conted after presume.
texts involving aspects of certainty, asThe constructions available after the suredness, and security. The following
two verbs are very similar. Assume can be sentences show the main lines of usage.
followed by a to-infinitive, a that-clause, Assure ( = give an assurance in order to
or a direct object; presume occurs in the remove doubt, etc.) I assure you of my love;
same three constructions but also with I assured him that he had not been overlooked;
a direct object and complement. Some ( = be certain) rest assured that I will be at
examples (principally given to illustrate the station when the train arrives; ( = place
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insurance) those who assure with this Com-work, esp. applied to large sums of
pany.
money, prices, wage increases, foreign
Ensure ( = make certain, guarantee) Sec- debts, etc.
urity checks at airports should ensure that no
firearms are carried by passengers; that willasylum. 1 PL -urns. See -UM 1.
ensure your success.
2 First established in the 19c. as the
Insure ( = protect oneselffinanciallyby customary word for a hospital for psychiinsurance) He was insured against theft or atrically disturbed patients (though
loss. Also, in AmE only, = ensure, e.g. He much older in the general sense 'a
kept saying that he would take her out on sanctuary, a secure place of refuge'), asythe day the show was going to be broadcast, lum in this sense has gradually fallen
to insure that she didn't see it—New Yorker, into disuse in the 20c. Such places are
1992; The revolution has done enough to now usually called 'hospitals', 'clinics',
insure that there is no return to the decrepit or 'units', preceded by a proper name
imperial system—Daedalus, 1993.
(in Oxford, for example, Ashurst Clinic,
Highfield Adolescent Unit, Ley Clinic, Littleassuredly. Pronounce as four syllables, more Hospital, Warneford Hospital). The
/a'Juandli/. See -EDLY.
dominant sense of the word now occurs
asterisk (*). Used conventionally: 1 As in political asylum (first recorded 1954),
a guide to a footnote (placed at the end the condition of being, or permission
to remain in a country as, a political
of the context requiring elucidation, and
refugee.
at the head of the footnote itself).
2 Formerly, a group of three asterisks
was placed thus (v) to draw attention to
a particular passage in a book or journal.

asyndeton /a'smdrt(a)n/ n. (Gk, ='unconnected'.) Unlinked coordination,
esp. words not joined by conjunctions,
3 Esp. in books written before the is an ordinary feature of the language,
second half of the 20c, as a device to e.g. his comfort, his happiness, his life deindicate omitted letters, esp. in coarse pended on the goodwill of his friends; carefully, quietly, remorselessly, the cat stalked the
slang words, e.g. c**t, j**k.
bird. Asyndeton is also a rhetorical device
4 In etymologies, placed before a word in literature: Is this the Region, this the Soil,
or form not actually found, but of which the Clime, ... this the seat That we must
the existence is inferred, e.g. wander f. change for Heav'n (Paradise Lost i. 242-4);
OE wandrian = MLG, MDu wanderen, etc.,:- Come back in tears, 0 memory, hope, love of
WGmc. *wandrôjan.
finished years (C. Rossetti).
5 In modern linguistic writing, placed
before unacceptable forms or construc- at.
I 1 at about.
tions that are cited to draw attention to
2 at all.
what are the correct ones, as *childs (for
children), *Leave the room, kindly (for Kindly 3 at or in.
I 4 where ... at.
leave the room).
1 at about. Occasional objections to
asthma. Pronounced /'aesma/ in BrE, but this use must now be set aside. The OED
/'aezma/ in AmE.
(s.v. at prep., sense 40) illustrates the use
(e.g. at about seven o'clock in the evening; at
astronaut. First recorded, in a fore- about that rate) from 1843 onward in the
casting manner, in 1929, it has settled work of George Borrow, Virginia Woolf,
down as the customary word for a person and others.
trained to travel in a spacecraft. Cos2 at all. This prepositional phrase
monaut (1959) is the usual word for a
meaning 'in every way, in any way' has
Russian equivalent.
a variety of uses in standard English,
astronomical. Some restraint is called e.g. (with negative construction) f did not
for in the figurative use of the word to speak at all; (interrogative) did you speak
mean 'immense', esp. of figures, dis- at all? (conditional) if you spoke at all.
tances, etc. First recorded in 1899, this In former standard use, the phrase was
use of the word turns up with great restricted to affirmative constructions
frequency in popular and journalistic with the meanings 'of all, altogether;

-atable | -ative, -ive
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only'. This use survives in Ireland and in State of the Language (1980) about the
some dialects in Britain and in the US: trendy language of modern California.
And what at all have you got there?—]. Barlow, 1895; John Cusack is thefinestdancer -atable. For the types demonstrable
at all—P. W. Joyce, 1910; He is the greatest (rather than the rare form demonstratahle)
man at all—Dialect Notes, 1916; Use oneand debatable (with -atable) see -ABLE, -IBLE
statement at all—1976 in DARE; Was he the 2v. Some of the forms that Fowler recomright man at all?—J. Leland, 1987. Two mended in 1926, incubatable, inculcatable,
oral examples of 1990 from speakers in and inculpatable, seem to have been figDublin (in both examples = altogether): ments of his imagination as there is no
He felt very awkward in this company at all; record of them in the OED or other large
general dictionaries. The shorter form
I had a great time at all.
inculpable, on the other hand, has been
3 at or in. With proper names of places in continuous use since the 15c.
at is 'particularly used of all towns, exate (past t. of eat). The standard pronuncept the capital of our own country, and
that in which the speaker dwells (if of ciation is /et/, but /ert/ is also common
any size), also of small and distant and is equally acceptable. In AmE /ert/ is
islands or parts of the world' (OED). This customary.
rule admits of many exceptions, some of
atelier. This 19c. loanword from French
them arising from the new perspectives
( = workshop, studio) is still usually proafforded by air travel to 'small and disnounced in English in a manner approxtant islands or parts of the world'. In
imating to Fr. /atalje/. Of anglicized
general terms, in has gained ground and
pronunciations perhaps the more usual
at retreated somewhat.
are /a'teliei/ and /'aetaljei/.
The implication of in is that the subject
has been, or is, physically in (the place -athon. This combining form, barbarreferred to): we stayed in Fiesole for two ously extracted from marathon, has genweeks; St Peter's College is in Oxford. But theerated a great number of formations,
choice depends in part on the dimen- most of them temporary but some persions of the place referred to. Reference sistent, denoting something carried on
to a specific place normally requires at for an abnormal length of time, usually
(at the North Pole; the plane landed at Nadi as a fund-raising event, e.g. talkathon,
in Fiji); reference to an area, country, walkathon, and (with reduction to -thon)
etc., requires in (she grew up in Switzerland; radiothon, telethon. Among the other
in Ontario, in Acton). Large cities are formations noted in the 1980s and 1990s
treated as areas (Professor Miyake lives in (most of them AmE) are bake-a-thon, danceTokyo) but can also be regarded as specific athon, envirothon,jobathon, operathon, readstopping-points on journeys (the plane athon, and snoozathon. The earliest words
called at Tokyo on the way to Seoul). A furtherformed in this manner date from the
distinction is provided by the pair of
1930s.
sentences he is at Oxford ( = is a member
of the University of Oxford) and he is in -ative, -ive. There has been a great deal
Oxford ( = living in, visiting, the city of of slipping and sliding in the use of these
rival suffixes in some, but not all, of
Oxford).
the relevant words. The earliest English
4 where ... at. The tautologous re- words in -ative entered the language in
gional use of at in such sentences as the ME period, some directly from Fr.
Where does he live at? This is where I get -atif, -ative and others from the participial
off at does not belong in the standard
stem -at- in Latin verbs in -are. Some
language. On the other hand the colloqu- others were simply formed in English
ial phrase where it's (he's, she's) at, meaning on the model of existing adjs. in -ative.
'the true or essential nature of a situ- A number of them were joined by rival
ation (or person); the true state of affairs; forms in -ive (i.e. with the -at- omitted),
a place of central activity', swept into and in some cases the rivalry between
AmE in the 1960s and thence into other the -ative and the -ive forms continues.
forms of English. For example, David
The more important of these pairs are
Lodge used the title 'Where It's At: Cali- treated at their alphabetical places.
fornia Language' for an article in The There follows a select list (from scores of
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words of this type) with an indication of
the date offirst record ofeach. A dash signifies that the OED has no record of the
word in question.
•ative

affirmative 1509
anticipative 1664
argumentative 1642 argumentive (1668,
once only)
assertative 1846
assertive 1562
authoritative 1605 authoritive (1645,
once only)
contemplative 1340
demonstrative 1530
elucidative 1822
exploitative 1885
exploitive 1921
figurative 1398
interpretative 1569 interpretive 1680
interrogative 1520
investigative 1803
preventative
preventive 1639
1654-66
qualitative 1607
qualitive (1846, once
only)
quantitative 1581
quantitive 1656
representative
1387-8
retardative 1847
retardive (1797. now
rare)
talkative (q.v.)
1432-50
vegetative 1398
vegetive 1526
The dominance of the -ative forms is
self-evident, but each pairing or nonpairing deserves separate investigation.

staff of a country or in attaché case, a
small case for business papers. In AmE
the dominant (but not the only) pronunciation for both senses is /.aeta'Jei/, in
printed work the acute accent is often
omitted (esp. in advertisements for the
case), and attaché is often used by itself
to mean 'attaché case'.
attic, garret. An attic is a room at the
top of a house immediately below the
roof or, (also called a loft), a place inside
the sloping roof of a house, used for
storing suitcases or other not-often-used
items. A garret is a small, usu. spartan,
room at the top of a house, usu. one
rented cheaply to a student, a painter,
etc.
attorney. See BARRISTER, SOLICITOR.

attraction (grammar). See AGREEMENT
8.

attributive, 1 In grammatical work,
'that expresses an attribute': normally
an adjective placed immediately before
a noun (brown shoes, daily paper) or a noun
similarly placed (beauty contest, bedside
lamp, end result). Plural attributive nouns,
once relatively rare, are now commonplace (appointments book, customs
duty, narcotics dealer, procedures manual).
2 The language permits the placing of
more than one noun in a series: (two
-ato. Musical terms ending in -ato retain attrib. nouns) a museum conservation dethe Italianate pronunciation /a:tau/, e.g. partment; an Oxfordshire gentry family; a
obbligato, pizzicato, staccato. Two non-musi-quality control manager; (three or more
cal words (neither of them derived from attrib. nouns) a dilapidated South Side lowItalian) ending in -ato, potato and tomato, income apartment complex; Oxford City Foothave /-ei-/ and /-a:-/ respectively in BrE but
ball Club president JT, the undisputed Secret
j-ei-j for both in AmE.
Service crossword king.
atop. Used since the 17c. as an adverb
3 For attributive adjectives, see AD(also, less frequently, atop of) and preposi- JECTIVE 2.
tion, it is now rare except as a preposi4 An historical note. By 1400 a large class
tion. As such, it is common in all levels of compound nouns of the type cherryof writing. Examples: the half-drunk glass stone and hall-door had come into being,
of the stuff that waited atop a pile of 'Smith's and before long such two-unit expresWeeklies'—T. Keneally, 1980; Now I am sions became attached to other nouns,
seated atop the piano, spinning—Lee Smith, resulting in noun phrases like coffeehouse
1983; (after a hurricane) the deckchair atop conversation (Hume, 1752) and fellow-worka bush in St James's Park—Times, 1987; herman (Coverdale, 1535). It was an easy step
graying hair arranged into a crown atop her to the formation of more complex assemhead—M. Doane, 1988.
blages like whoreson malt-horse drudge
atrium (hall of Roman house, etc.). PI. (Taming of the Shrew, 1596), tortoise-shell
memorandum book (Smollett, 1771), and
atria or atriums. See LATIN PLURALS 1.
many others. What has happened in the
20c. is that this ancient process has gathattaché. In BrE always /a'taejei/, whether
for a technical expert on the diplomatic ered momentum, especially in the hands

au I authentic, genuine
of journalists and civil servants, to produce all too frequently phrases of the
type university block grant arrangements,
rate support grant settlement, and Slav Bosnia Famine Witness DrJohn Smith, as well as
eye-stretching comments of the kind (in
a letter to The Times in July 1991) the dilemma of trading off patient waiting time
against treatment resource idle time.
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to earn credits by writing papers' (OED
2), e.g. She audited his undergraduate lectures; she waylaid him in the department
office—A. Lurie, 1974.
au fait. See AU COURANT.

au fond. See À FOND.

auger, augur. An auger (from OE
nafogàr, with metanalytic loss of initial
au. See À LA.
n) is a tool for boring holes. Augur (from
OU courant, au fait. 1 These loanwords L augur a soothsayer) is used occasionally
from French, both meaning 'acquainted to mean a prophet, but occurs more
or conversant with what is going on', frequently as a verb, esp. in the phrases
joined the language in the mid-i8c. and augur well or augur ill (or badly) 'to have
have been freely used by good writers good or bad expectations of, for\ Exsince then. Au fait was often construed amples: Everything augured badly—they
in the past with of (I will put you au weren't meant to be together—E. J. Howard,
fait of all the circumstances of the case—A. 1965; The novel augured well for a successful
Granville, 1828), but is now almost al- career infiction-writing—].Pope Hennessy,
ways followed by with (he was very keen to 1971keep me au fait with his progress—R. Cobb, aught. By about 1300 OE âwiht 'any1985). Since it entered the language, au thing' had become aught. It remained in
courant has been followed by either of or use for many centuries (e.g. Excuse me,
with (They are quite eager to place me au dear, if aught amiss was said—Pope, 1702)
courant of all their proceedings—]. S. Mill, but now survives mainly in the fixed
1830; It would have been wiser if the United expressions for aught I know, for aught I
States had been kept au courant of the nego- care. From about the same date it was
tiations from the very outset—Daily Tel, 1928; also spelt ought (e.g. Grieve not, my Swift,
keeping its public au courant with recent at ought our realm acquires—Pope, 1728),
work—D. Macdonald, 01961).
and so became a homonym of the modal
2 Both phrases should normally be verb ought (which is from OE ante, pa.t.
of agan 'to own'). The presence of the
printed in italics.
modal verb may have helped to drive
audience, audition. 1 in the sense 'a aught into restricted use.
formal interview', audience has been used
since the 16c. for one given by a mon- augur. See AUGER.
arch, the Pope, or other high personage;
audition was adopted at the end of the aural, oral. In standard English these
19c. for one given by an impresario to are both pronounced /'Dirai/. In some
an aspiring performer. Since the 1930s other varieties of English they are distinaudition, by the normal process of CON- guished, by virtue of the fact that the
VERSION, has also become established as second of the pair is pronounced /'Dral/.
an ordinary verb in the entertainment autarchy, autarky. The first (from Gk
industry.
aikapxia) means 'absolute sovereignty';
2 Despite its etymological meaning, the second (from Gk auidpiceia) means
audience (ultimately from L audlre to 'self-sufficiency'. They share the same
hear), with the advent of motion pictures pronunciation in English, but should be
and of television, has gradually estab- carefully distinguished in spelling.
lished itself as a normal word for those
authentic, genuine. Both words mean
watching a cinema or TV film.
'entitled to acceptance or belief, as being
audit (verb). British readers of American in accordance with fact', but genuine
books or newspapers are still likely to commonly (and authentic less commonly)
be baffled by the 'new' use (first recorded has the additional nuance 'not sham or
in 1933) of the verb to mean 'to attend feigned'. The distinction made by Fowler
(a course or other form of instruction) (1926) was that 'authentic implies that
in order to participate without the need the contents of a book, picture, account,
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or the like, correspond to facts and are comment is just: 'Now used only when
not fictitious, and genuine implies that sex is purposely emphasized: otherwise
its reputed is its real author'. The sen- ... author is now used of both sexes.' See
tence The Holbein Henry VIII is both authen-ESS; FEMININE DESIGNATIONS.
tic and genuine, he said, is valid because
it really is a portrait of him and is by authorial. The reluctance to use author
(verb) and authoress does not extend, at
Holbein, not by another painter.
But such a fine distinction is not uni- any rate among scholars, to the word
authorial. It is used frequently, for exversally applicable: data, documents, a
ample, to distinguish the spelling or voChippendale chair, a signature, and
much else can be described as either cabulary of an author from those
authentic or genuine without a perceptible introduced to the text by a scribe or
shift of meaning. On the other hand, an printer. Examples: A mass of error both
authentic account of a series of events typographical and authorial—J. Ritson,
or of an unusual or complex experience 1796; The two final sonnets ... have often
been felt to be irrelevant, substandard, and
is one that is convincing, one that can
be believed {Harrier was thrilled to detect perhaps not authorial-K. Duncan-Jones,
genuine disappointment in her voice—M. 1983; Through all his faction the intrusive
Bracewell, 1989). In such contexts genuine authorial voice ... directs and commentsmeans 'real, not fake'. Hitler's alleged Music & Letters, 1986; Updike's memoirs bear
diaries, 'discovered* in the 1980s, the title, Self-Consciousness, to indicate the
sounded authentic but were found to be natural authorial awareness ...of hidden
damage—NY Rev. Bks, 1989.
not genuine.
author (verb). By the process of CONVER- authoritarian, authoritative. The two
SION this 16c. verb came into being as a words are readily distinguishable: -arian
companion to the earlier noun (The last means favourable to the principle of aufoul thing Thou ever author'dst-Chapman's thority as opposed to that of individual
Iliad, 1596). It has had a chequered career, freedom; -ative means possessing due or
used both transitively and intransitively, acknowledged authority; entitled to
in literary works since then, but has obedience or acceptance (OED).
come into widespread use in America,
automaton /o:'tDm8t(a)n/. The plural is
especially in newspapers and often in
used collectively,
transferred senses (of 'creative' acts or automata when
events in non-literary spheres, e.g. the otherwise (much less commonly) autocinema, sport), during the 20c. It does matons. See LATIN PLURALS.
not find any kind of acceptance in the
automobile. In Britain this word surquality newspapers, or in literary works,
vives mainly in the title of the motorists'
in Britain. American examples: Housman
rescue and repair service, the Autoappears to have authored it the year before—
mobile Association. The customary
Amer. N. & Q., 1983; Some of them authored
words for the vehicle are car and motor
only one or two books—J. Brodsky, 1984;
car, limousine is also used as a rather
Punctuation and grammatical errors in a will
pretentious word for a showy car. In the
drawn by a distinguished ... attorney could
US the customary words are automobile
be used by a jury in determining whether or
and car, limousine (often abbreviated in
not he had indeed authored it—Verbatim,
speech to limo) is most often a large, usu.
1986.
chauffeur-driven, car, or a small bus used
authoress. A word of long standing in for carrying passengers to and from an
the language (first recorded in 1478), airport.
authoress has never come to the fore
meaning a female author, though it is avail. 1 The noun poses no problems.
still used from time to time. Examples: It is used most frequently in the phrases
Both authoresses, one early and the other lateof no avail (his efforts were of no avail),
Victorian, were of nearly the same age- to no avail/to little avail (he tried the key
but to no avail, etc.,), without avail.
Country Life, 1972; The authoress tells us that
'breakthrough scientists ask silly questions'— 2 Uncontroversial uses of the verb are
Nature, 1974; Charlotte M. Yonge, the authorcommon: (used intransitively) words avail
ess-K. M. E. Murray, 1977. The OED's very little with him; (transitively, with a

avant-garde | aver

so

personal object) his good works availed quasi-French pronunciation /,avà'ga:d/,
him nothing; (with reflexive pronoun + of) not as yet /'aevant.gaid/.
none of the English departments ... avail
themselves of such opportunities—F. Tuohy, avenge, revenge. A note of 1885 in
1964; I availed myself of the invitation to the OED observed that 'the restriction of
avenge and its derivatives to the idea of
move about-D. Lessing, 1979just retribution, as distinguished from
3 In the 19c. when the adjective avail- the malicious retaliation of revenge' is not
able acquired the sense 'that may be 'absolutely observed, although it largely
availed of, the verb came to be used prevails'. Webster's Third (1986 version)
as an indirect passive: Power ... must be says that while both verbs are used in
availed of and not by any means let off the sense 'to punish a person who has
and wasted—Emerson, 1861. This use has wronged one or someone close to one
persisted, with limited currency, in the ... avenge more often suggests punishing
20C, esp. in America: the wonderful system a person when one is vindicating someof drainage is being availed of—Daily Tél.,one else than oneself or is serving the
1927; individual contracts ... may not be ends of justice', whereas 'revenge more
availed of to defeat or delay the procedures- often applies to vindicating oneself, and
Legal Times (US), 1982; a personal service usually suggests an evening up of scores
corporation will not be considered to be or a personal satisfaction more than an
formed or availed of for the purpose of evading achievement of justice'.
... income tax—ibid., 1982.
The distinctions are possibly over4 Some other new (and avoidable) stated and they often go unobserved.
uses are shown in the following ex- Examples: (avenge) Edwy had the power to
amples, all from sources outside the UK: avenge himself upon Dunstan—OED, 1861;
(reflexive pronoun omitted) I am keen ... he avenged himself for Father's obstruction
to go and train under an international coachof all his efforts to nominate an heir—P.
... and also avail of the time to play as Scott, 1962; The ferocity and guile with
many league matches in the international which Absalom had avenged the rape of his
circuit—Society (Bombay), 1987; (passive sister—D. Jacobson, 1970; That brave god
uses) The President explained that private will leap down from his steed when he has
firms and industrial enterprises will be to avenge his father's death—K. Crossleyavailed loans to rehabilitate them (i.e. will Holland, 1980; Through characterization the
have loans made available to them)—a novelist has the means to avenge himself on
1986 report from Uganda; it is only in the his enemies if, of course, he is willing to
conditions of peace that the possibilities of risk an action for libel—P. D. James, 1993.
creating a democratic society and people's (revenge) He was father's partner, and father
prosperity could be availed (i.e. made avail- broke with him, and now he revenges himself—
able)—1986 report from Afghanistan; Dickens, 1865; It is likely that the gunmen
(avail used transitively with a double were from a Protestant paramilitary organizaobject) The association with this country hastion revenging the shooting by the IRA earlier
availed Koreans many advantages—Wash- this week of three Protestants— Times, 1989;
murmurings ... that Ham's wife ... had
ington Post, 1986.
Clearly the verb avail (with or without decided to revenge herself upon the animalsof and with or without a reflexive pro- Julian Barnes, 1989; It wasn't just that I
noun) is on the move, but for the most could never revenge myself on him ... I felt
the first dim recollection that my own life had
part outside the UK.
lost all purpose—Simon Mason, 1990; If I
avant-garde. From the 15c onward the were to revenge myself upon you ... that
word had a single meaning in English, would be an act of despair—1. Murdoch,
namely 'the foremost part of an army', 1993.
but this use was taken over at some
point in the 19c. by vanguard. The 20c. aver. This formal word means 'to assert
has witnessed the revival of avant-garde as a fact; to state positively, to affirm'.
with the transferred meaning 'the Just as assertion means rather more than
pioneers or innovators in any art in a mere statement, so aver means more
particular period'. It continues to be used than the neutral word say. Examples: The
with great frequency, but still retains its shopman averring that it was a most
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uncommonfit—Dickens,1838; It is passion- is 'extremely, and usu. praiseworthily,
ately averred in Tortilla Flat that Danny alone
eager'. It is used attributively, or, if predidrank three gallons of wine-J. Steinbeck, catively, is usu. followed by for or by a
1935; Belloc liked to aver that you belonged to-infinitive. Examples: (attributively) an
to the flower of the bourgeoisie if you knew avid collector of old coins; an avid reader, an
the maiden names of your four great grand- avid interest in politics; (predicatively), The
mothers—A. N. Wilson, 1984; He was, she Africans are avid for advancement (D. Lessavers, 'a real Sweetie'—Godfrey Smith, 1990.ing, 1968); people in Eastern Europe are now
avid to find out how democracy works.
averse, aversion. There is no further
point in affecting woundedness if one avocation. In the 17c. and 18c. (after L
encounters averse to rather than the con- âuocâtio) avocation was used in English to
struction favoured by Dr Johnson, averse mean 'the calling away or withdrawal
from. In a note of almost unprecedented
(of a person) from an employment, a
length, the OED states that averse to and distraction'. Since, however, the business
aversion to are justified by the considera- which called one away could be either
tion that these words express a mental of minor or major importance, a nice
relation analogous to that indicated by balance of meanings developed. Already
hostile, contrary, repugnant, hostility, opposi-in the 17c. it came to mean (still its
tion, dislike, and naturally take the same main sense) 'the minor or less important
construction. Historically, both con- things a person devotes himself to', or
structions, with to and with from, have (with complete loss of the original Latin
been used, often by the same writers, meaning) 'one's usual occupation, vocabut averse to and aversion to are now tion, or calling'.
without question the more usual. Examples: (averse to) Nor was he averse to avoirdupois. If the need should arise,
being reminded of Calcutta—A. Desai, 1988;
pronounce this awkward word /.aevadawhile I am in no way averse to the high life 'PDIZ/.
...of north-eastern London, it does have its
limitations—R. Elms, 1988; Vic wasn't averseavouch, avow, vouch. Avouch was once
to keeping Everthorpe guessing whether he a proud word of multiple meanings
and Robyn Penrose were having an affair-D. (eleven senses spread over a column and
Lodge, 1988; (aversion from) that terrible a half in the OED) and wide currency, e.g.
reality—passing morality, duty, commonThou hast auouched the Lord this day to be thy
sense—her aversion from him who had owned God-(Deut. (AV) 26:17); Then my account I
herbody-J. Galsworthy, 1921; Dr Mainwar- well may giue, And in the Stockes auouch it
ing's prescription had not cured her aversion (Autolycus in The Winter's Tale, w. iii. 22).
from the prospect of becoming hopelessly senile It is now slipping into obsolescence, but
in the company of people who knew her—K. when it is used, usu. in somewhat eleAmis, 1974; (aversion to) The Air Force's vated circumstances, it means guaraversion to operational testing goes back at antee, solemnly assert, maintain the
least to 1968—New Yorker, 1988; he had a truth of, vouch for (a miracle avouched by
lifelong aversion to British officialdom—J. lethe testimony of..:, millions were ready to
avouch the exact opposite). Avow, still in
Carré, 1989. See also ADVERSE.
common use, means declare (something)
avid. Loanwords seldom take over all openly, admit (avow one's belief, faith, etc.;
the meanings and constructions of the avow oneself to be a vegetarian; the avowed
word in the original language. Avid, first aim of the government is to bring inflation
recorded in English only in 1769. is no down). Vouch is restricted to the phrase
exception. The Oxford Latin Dictionary listsvouch for (somebody or something) (I can
six main senses for L auidus: (1) greedy for vouch for him, for his honesty; experts were
gain, covetous; (2) having an immoderate produced to vouch for the authenticity of the
appetite for food, greedy; (3) (of qualities, painting).
actions, etc.) voracious, greedy, insatiable; (4) eager, ardent; (5) ardently avuncular. A minor curiosity of the
desirous (of), eager (for); (6) lustful, pas- language is that this word, meaning 'of
sionate. In English, avid has settled down or resembling an uncle', lacks a feminine
in most contexts as a kind of medley of equivalent. In 1982, readers of William
senses 3,4, and 5 of the Latin word, that Satire's column in the New York Times

await, wait | away
Magazine suggested (several of them facetious) amital (L amita aunt), auntique,
auntsy, materteral (L matertera maternal
aunt), tentative (F tante aunt), tantular,
and tantoid, but none of them has taken
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3 Awake, awaken, and waken often have
a tinge of formality not present in wake.

4 Examples of the more common uses
of this quartet of verbs (set out in the
order wake, awake, awaken, waken, i.e. the
hold.
frequency order of the four verbs):
(a) When do you usually wake (up) in the
await, wait. Await is a transitive verb morning?; I wake (up) at about seven every
meaning 'to wait for' (he awaited his fate, morning; Wake up! It's morning; I woke (up)
I shall await your answer) or '(of something) early this morning; I had woken (up) at dawn;
to be in store for' (a surprise awaits you). I was woken (up) by the wind in the night; I
It cannot be used intransitively. Wait, woke (her) up at nine o'clock.
on the other hand, can be used both
(b) I awoke from a deep sleep; (somewhat
transitively and intransitively in a wide literary) She awoke to the sound of driving
range of senses and idiomatic phrases rain; she awoke her sleeping child; the acci(wait a minute; you must wait your turn; he dent awoke old fears.
waited for an hour; wait till I come; wait (c) We must awaken motorists to the
and see; etc.). See WAIT (verb).
danger of speeding on foggy motorways; the
episode awakened her interest in impressionist
awake, awaken, wake, waken. painting; enough noise to awaken the dead.
1 History. The network of forms in OE
(d) We were wakened by the storm; when
and ME for these four verbs amounts to she fell asleep nothing would waken her.
a philological nightmare. From earliest
times, they have been unstable and un- aware. The OED classes aware as a predipredictable in two main respects: (a) the cative adjective, i.e. one that can norchoice of form for the past tense and mally stand only after a noun or the
past participle, depending on whether verb to be. Its more usual constructions,
the verb was felt to belong to the strong which are still in use, are illustrated
conjugation (with pastness indicated by by the types (a) (followed by of+ noun)
change of stem vowel) or to the weak Arnan loked, and was aware ofDauid (Coverconjugation (with past tense and past dale, 1535); (b) (followed by a that-clause)
participle ending in -ed, -ened); (h) the Are you aware that your friends are here?
likelihood that any of them could at (1885). In both constructions aware could
most times and in the work of any given be pre-modified by very much or by (very)
writer be used either intransitively to well. In the 20c. it has started to be used
mean 'to arise from or come out of sleep' attributively (e.g. an aware person, one
or causally (and transitively) 'to rouse who is alert to the possibilities of a given
(someone) from sleep'. To make things set of circumstances), or absolutely, preworse, the presence or absence of a fol- ceded by an adverb in -ly (e.g. he was
lowing up seems to have been optional, environmentally aware all right, rather too
esp. since the 19c, after wake and waken. much so). Both uses are paralleled by a
The complicated chain of events is set widening of the applications of the cordown under the respective entries in the responding noun awareness. Examples: it
OED, to which readers must be referred. ... succeeded in striking a démodé note
in that aware community-M. Allingham,
2 Principal parts. In modern English 1938: the painfully aware state that seems
the principal parts are still somewhat to have succeeded her earlier calm—A,
fragile or fluid, with much blending of Brookner, 1985; Lord Scarman recognises
forms and function. The customary that the awareness campaign needs forcefully
forms in use are awake, pa.t. awoke (rarely to target the government—City Limits, 1986.
awaked), pa.pple awoken (rarely awaked);
awaken, pa.t. awakened, pa.pple awakened;away. Used with intensive force before
wake, pa.t. woke (rarely waked), pa.pple adverbs (away back, down, up, etc.), originwoken (rarely waked); waken, pa.t. wakened, ally and chiefly in AmE, since the early
pa.pple wakened. Awaked and waked are 19c: Perhaps away up in Canada—]. Palmer,
more likely to occur in English dialects
1818; Manufacturers of all good cars are
(and also in the language of children) away behind in their deliveries—NY Even.
than in standard English.
Post, 1906. It now seems to be yielding
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awesome | aye, ay

in all major forms of English to the
These are all natural semantic develshorter form way: hence such common opments, but they have tended to leave
phrases as way back (in the 1960s), way the primary reverential sense stranded.
down south, way off course, way out here,
awhile, a while. 1 when used as a
way over there. See WAY 1.
noun meaning 'a period of time' while
awesome. British visitors to the US are is written as a separate word, separate,
surprised to find this word used with that is, from the indefinite article that
great frequency as an enthusiastic term often precedes it (and obviously also
of commendation, a far cry from its when an adjective intervenes, as in the
traditional meaning 'full of awe, inspir- type It's a long while since I last saw you):
ing awe (usu. with profoundly re- I moved away and looked at the Tang
verential implications)'. WDEU (1989) Dynasty horses for a while—Encounter, 1990;
says that the word 'has been part of the I'm going away for a while—B. Neil,
standard hyperbole of sports broadcast- 1993. This is by far the normal (and
ing and writing for several years', and recommended) practice.
cites supporting evidence, including the
2 From the 14c. onward, however, the
following: The depth of quality on the Steelerword (originally a phrase) has also been
squad is awesome—there is no apparent weakused as an adverb: e.g. Sailing awhile to the
ness anywhere—A. Mount in Playboy, 1979.
Southward—Defoe, 1725; Awhile she paused,
The word also turns up, for example, in no answer came—Scott, 1810; when he
the language of young 'preppy' people reached the street-sign he stopped awhile and
in the US: it is glossed as 'terrific, great' stood beneath it—C. Dexter, 1983; They dein the Official Preppy Handbook (1980), ed-layed awhile, butfinallythe dance was held—
ited by L. Birnbach and others. The tradi- New Yorker, 1990.
tional reverential use is far from extinct,
3 The OED uses If as a beacon to warn
however, in the US, though it is more at readers of misuse. Under the entry for
risk there than in Britain. It is just that awhile (adverbial phrase), it says 'Impropin certain social groups the word has erly written together, when there is no
made its way into areas where it can be unification of sense, and while is purely a
used of public or domestic experiences [noun]'. Three examples are given, from
that seem as important to them as the Caxton (1489), John Yeats (1872), and
experiences of religion.
Ouida (1882). It is easy to find further examples of this regrettable tendency: For
awful. For nearly two hundred years awhile explication was impossible—G. Merethis adjective has been used as 'a mere dith, 1861; Youll be in Canberra for awhile
intensive deriving its sense from the now—M. Eldridge, 1984 (Aust.); He took
context = Exceedingly bad, great, long, awhile to die-B. Ripley, 1987 (US).
etc' {OED). Thus an awful looking woman; 4 The tendency towards writing the
an awful while since you have heardfrommeexpression as one word in all circum(Keats); an awful scrawl; what an awful
stances is being assisted by the fact that
duffer I am, etc. For a similar period it in many contexts awhile could easily be
has also served as an adverb (it is awful replaced by for a while without loss of
hot, it is awful lonely here—Trollope; Auntsense or rhythm: e.g. Mrs Hardcastle was
Polly's awful particular about this fence—M.silent awhile,frowningto herself--F. Kidman,
Twain), though this has a non-standard 1988 (NZ); J asked her one day, after she'd
ring about it now. Side by side with been home awhile, what she thought [etc.]—M.
these, and over a similar period, the Golden, 1989 (US); She could wait awhile, it
adverb awfully has become established, wouldn't kill her—New Yorker, 1991.
esp. in Britain, as a simple intensive =
very, exceedingly, extremely. Examples: axe. Thus spelt almost everywhere in
Youll be awfully glad to get rid of me— English-speaking countries except the
William Black, 1877: I'm awfully glad you US, where it is often printed as ax.
didn't run away—]. B. Priestley, 1929; You
are awfully good to look after Elizabeth for axis. PL axes, pronounced /'aeksirz/.
us—M. Binchy, 1982; I counted only four aye, ay. 1 The word meaning 'yes' apentries ... (with awfully badly spaced headpeared suddenly about 1575 and is of
linesy-Creative Review, 1988.
disputed origin. It is now always pro-

azure | azure
nounced /ai/ and is normally spelt aye,
esp. in parliamentary language (The ayes
have it), in nautical language in Aye, aye,
sir (the correct reply on board ship on
receipt of an order), and in some northern dialects in Britain, esp. in Scotland
{Are you coming? Aye, I'm on my way).
2 The word meaning 'ever' was first
recorded C1200 in the Ormulum, and is
derived from ON et, ey (cognate with OE
â), used in the same sense. It is normally
pronounced /ei/ and spelt aye.
3 The spelling ay is occasionally used
for both senses.
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azure. This 14c. loanword from French
has fluctuated in pronunciation in the
last two centuries between /'ae3(j)ua/,
I'se&l (OED, 1885, Daniel Jones, 1917, but
both cite other pronunciations as well),
and l'ei-1 (given as a variant in OED and
Jones). The initial sound is now usually
/ae-/ not /ei-/, and the medial consonant
[-Z-] or /-3-/, while the final sound varies
markedly between /aua/ rhyming with
pure /pjua/ (the dominant pronunciation)
and /-a/.

Bb
babe, baby. Both words appeared about honour of Bacchus). The female equivathe same time (late 14c.) and are prob- lent, a priestess or female follower of
ably both derivatives of an infantile re- Bacchus, is bacchante, pronounced
duplicated baba. Though babe and not /ba'kaenti/ (less commonly and more debaby is used in the Bible (AV), baby is now motically /ba'kaent/), pi. bacchantes
the regular form for the primary sense /ba'kaentiz/ (sometimes /ba'kaents/).
"young child' and babe mostly an affectionate or old-fashioned variant (it's such bacillus. PI. bacilli /ba'silai/. See LATIN
a pretty babe!). In the NEB, babe is normallyPLURALS; -US.
replaced by baby (Luke 1: 41) or infant
back.
(Heb. 5: 13); and babes by infants (1 Pet.
1 back of.
2: 2), children (Ps. 17: 14), or some other
2 in back of.
words like the immature (Rom. 2: 20),
3 in back.
though it is occasionally retained (Ps. 8:
4 the back of beyond.
2, Matt. 21: 16). Inexperienced or guile1 back of. As a prepositional phrase
less persons are still often called babes
and sucklings, or babes in the wood. A babemeaning 'behind, in the back of, back
in arms (his father... picked him up in front of has been used for three centuries,
mostly in North America, and still perof visitors to hold him like a babe-in-arms—1.
McEwan, 1987), is also an unknowledge- sists there (In the shade back of the joable person (when it comes to computers, house-E. Pound, 1949; His computer ...
locates a spare space back of the planeyou're a babe in arms). In general English,
Keyboard Flayer, 1986), but also occurs
baby is often used as a term of affection
occasionally in Britain (No one could live
among adults (my poor baby). It is also
there, back of the railways—M. Laski, 1953.)
used to imply unmanliness (at the sight
2 By contrast, in back of (modelled on
of blood he is no end of a baby). Slang uses
have proliferated since Victorian times in front of) is markedly American (Should
(terrible environments inhabited by some I or should I not go out to the swimming
tough babies). In the US, babe is used as a pool in back of my sister's condominium?—A.
term of friendly address by a man to Beattie, 1980; My housefloatedby in back
another man or to a woman, especially of its belt of olive trees—New Yorker, 1987).
among Black speakers (You and me, babe. 3 in back. Used absolutely in AmE in
We're going places, just you watch-M. the phr. to get in back 'to get into (one
Doane, 1988). This use is beginning to of) the back seat(s) of a car' ('What luck,'
appear in UK fiction: Hello, Tina. Sorry, she muses, sliding back in {the car]. 'Get in
babe, I felt a bit rough.-R. Elms, 1988; He back, Herman.'—B. Ripley, 1987).
looked me up and down. 'Who you, babe?' 4 The phrase back 0' behint occurs in
—A. Billson, 1993. The first name of an some English dialects, and the back of
American baseball player (Babe Ruth) has beyond throughout the English-speaking
added a suggestion of sportsmanlike world, both of them in the sense 'a very
skill to the word babe; and baby doll is remote or out-of-the-way place'.
applied to a young woman seen as exhibiting a doll-like type of ingenuous back-formation. A word coined by j . A. H.
Murray—whence Ger. Ruckbildung—for
beauty.
the formation of a word from a longer
word which has the appearance of being
bacchant /'baekant/ is 1 a priest or worderived from it. So burgle (first recorded
shipper of Bacchus, the Greek and Ro1872) is a back-formation from the much
man god of wine,
older word burglar (15c), edit (18c.) from
2 a drunken reveller, a Bacchanalian edition (16c.) or editor (17c), lech 'to behave
(from L Bacchanalia a Roman festival in lecherously' (1911) from lecherous (14c.)

backlog I bad
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and related words, reminisce (verb) (1829) (OED); and yob (first recorded in 1859)
from reminiscence (16c), and televise (1927) is backslang for boy (but now means
from television (1907). In the 20c. the type 'hooligan').
window-shopping (1922), yielding the verb
window-shop (1951), is a potent model. backward(s). 1 In most adverbial uses,
Some back-formations had, and some backward and backwards are interchangeable, but usage varies subtly from person
still have, more than a tinge ofjocularity,
e.g. buttle 'to act as a butler' (1867) from to person and from region to region.
butler (13c). Whereas back-formations It is broadly true to say that in North
such as diagnose (from diagnosis), extradite America backward seems to be somewhat
(from extradition), grovel (16c.) (from grov- more usual than backwards, and in Britelling adv. 'in a prone position', 14c), legis- ain the other way round. Examples: (a)
late (from legislation), resurrect (18c.) (from Talk ran backward from the events of the
resurrection), and sidle (18c.) (from sideling morning—A. Munro, 1987 (Canad.); Rowers
adv. 14c, or sidelong adv. 16c.) sit comfor- not only face backward, they race backwardtably and neutrally in the language, for New Yorker, 1988; I walked backward to look
many people donate (from donation), en- at her in the sun—E. L. Doctorow, 1989
thuse (from enthusiasm), and liaise (from (US); (b) hell ... bend over backwards to
liaison) are as tasteless as withered vio- please a client—M. Bail, 1975 (Aust); he
lets. Most Americans use burglarize and hauled the cart out backwards—]. M. Coetreject burgle; in Britain burglarize is re- zee, 1983 (SAfr.); the door kept swinging
jected as a 'vulgar Americanism', and backwards and forwards—A. Brookner, 1984
burgle is used without constraints. The (UK); not knowing where he was, and trying
process of back-formation has a long his- to work his way backwards—R. Cobb, 1985
tory, and it will doubtless continue to (UK); Damson spurted out of the driveway
generate new words in the years ahead. backwards—New Yorker, 1988.
In the space of a few decades the pair tele2 As an adjective the only form used
vision/televise has established itself on the is backward: he watched her walking away
analogy of such a pair as revision\revise. without a backward glance—R. Sutcliff.
Many others will follow.
1954; Getting involved with the blind in any
backlog. The OED recorded the word way seemed like a backward step—V. Mehta,
(with a hyphen) in the sense 'a large log 1987.
See FORWARD(S).
placed at the back of the fire' (first noted
in the 17c). From the slow-burning nabacterium is the singular form, and
ture of such logs, figurative uses in the bacteria its plural. See -UM 2. Erroneous
general sense 'a reserve supply, an ac- uses of bacteria as a singular are recumulation' established themselves grettably common in newspapers: e.g. A
from the last quarter of the 19c. onward
common gut bacteria may be a major cause
{the contrast between the immediate emotionof rheumatoid arthritis—Independent, 1991;
and the backlog of our considered view—J. the author reports that the bacteria for LegionBailey, 1976). In the 1930s the word also naires' disease has been found—Chicago Tri
acquired the meaning 'arrears of unful- bune, 1995.
filled orders, uncompleted cases, unfinished work, etc' {court cases of which there bad. 1 Infiltrating uses of this ancient
was a considerable back-log—Listener, 1958;
word include a slang, originally US Black
the backlog of visitors granted temporary English, reversal of sense so that in ceradmission is now over 3,500—Daily Tel, tain circumstances it means 'excellent,
1986), and this third sense is now the marvellous': Jazzmen often call a thing ...
dominant one. The word is never hy- 'bad' when they like it very much—NY Time
phened now.
1959; You See Through is an original tune
backslang. A kind of slang in which of iheirs-it's B-A-D!-Cut, 1988.
words are pronounced backwards, e.g.
cool for look, ynnep for penny. Slop in the
sense 'policeman' is a modification of
erilop, backslang for police; skoob is a modern reversal of books and means 'the
ceremonial burning of a book or books'

2 It is also repeatedly used informally
as an adverb (there's one thing I want in
this world, and want bad—M. E. Ryan, 1901;
I only came cause she's so bad ojf—L. Hellman, 1934; and in sentences like he didn't
do too bad (in a game, etc.), he needed

bade | bail out, bale out
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(something) bad, especially in AmE and an equal number of instances of both
in English dialects. As an adj. after the words in each country.
verb feel—I feel bad (about doing someA few collocations seem to be more or
thing) or I feel bad ( = my health is not lessfixed,e.g. excess baggage, baggage area,
good at the moment)—bad is unobjec- baggage claim, baggage handler. A few Brittionable even in quite formal English (To ish railway stations still have left-luggage
be absolutely honest, what I feel really bad offices; and Intercity trains normally have
about is that I don't feel worse-M. Frayn, the label LUGGAGE attached to the relev1965. But after most other verbs (play, ant storage shelves. But (in 1988) the
sing, work, etc.) and when used with the main terminal at Gatwick Airport had a
auxiliary verb to be, badly is required in sign that read Left Baggage. In the US
standard English: e.g. he behaved badly; a person who looks after the checked
they badly wanted to see the game; my brother
baggage of passengers on a train is a
was badly wounded in Tunisia; the Smithsbaggageman. The same word is also used
are not badly off (i.e. are not poor).
there for a baggage porter in a hotel. At
air terminals the terms hand luggage and
bade, pa.t. of BID, is pronounced /baed/. hand baggage seem to be freely used in
both countries.
badinage. Print in romans (though
In figurative uses, baggage is the cuspractice is divided at present), and pro- tomary word everywhere: a pragmatist
nounce /'baedma:3/. Examples: All these who travels light, without cumbersome ideoyears of half-measures, of flattery and bad- logical baggage—Financial Times, 1983; some
inage—A Brookner, 1985; Jean whose com- emotional baggage of my own—New Yorker,
ical taunts and restless badinage had always1984; none of this ancient baggage of criminstirred up what might otherwise have proved ology is current in the thinking now—
too quiet a scene—I. Murdoch, 1987.
Dxdalus, 1988.
bafflegab. A term, first recorded in
1952, applied to abstruse technical terminology used as a means of persuasion
or obfuscation. The word was coined
by Milton A. Smith, assistant general
counsel for the American Chamber of
Commerce, and was 'defined* by him as
'Multiloquence characterized by a consummate interfusion of circumlocution
... and other familiar manifestations of
abstruse expatiation commonly utilized
for promulgations implementing procrustean determinations by governmental bodies'.

bahuvrihi /bahu'vriihi/. A Sanskrit word
(lit. 'having much rice', f. bahu much
+ vriht rice) taken over by grammarians
in other languages and applied to 'a
compound that is a part of speech different from its head member' (OED) : thus
Gk po8o-5dKTuXos 'rose-fingered', L magnanimus 'great-minded' (both the original Gk and L words and also the
translations are bahuvrihi compounds),
five-pence (piece), high-quality (goods).
Some linguistic scholars call them exocentric compounds. Cf. ENDOCENTRIC COMPOUNDS.

baggage. To British ears the word bagbail OUt, bale OUt. The spelling bail
gage, in its primary sense, has a residual (ultimately from OF bailler 'to take charge
American flavour, perhaps as a legacy of of) is always used in contexts of securing
the baggage trains and baggage wagons of the release of a person after an undertakpioneering days in America. With the ing is given to guarantee his or her
arrival of mass air travel, however, bag- reappearance in court on an appointed
gage and luggage have acquired dual, and day. Figuratively, too, a person or a comthen multiple, nationality as words. We pany, etc., may be bailed out, or released,
read of baggage supervisors at luggage car- from a difficulty, for example by the
ousels (Daily Tel, 1987); luggage disappearsrepayment of his or its debts. In the
in the confusion followed immediately by senses 'to scoop water out of a boat',
his policy pays up to £500 per person for loss ofor 'to make an emergency descent by
baggage (Financial Times, 1982); passengers'parachute from an aircraft' the spelling
luggage that came through the baggage bale (out) is now usual, as if the action
claim area had been badly damaged (Washwere that of letting a bundle through a
ington Post, 1987). Computer searches in trapdoor, even though the word is of
large US and UK databases (1987) yielded different origin (from OF bailie bucket).

balance | ballade
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bale out. See BAIL OUT, BALE OUT.
balance.
The numerous figurative
senses of the word are drawn from the
principal function of the apparatus thus balk. See BAULK.
called, namely equipoise or equilibrium
ballad, at first, a song intended as the
(the fragile balance between peace and war) accompaniment to a dance (cf. late L
or harmony (as in a work of art). The ballare, OProvençal balar 'to dance'), then,
word is also frequently used by account- a light, simple song of any kind. Between
ants in relation to their balance sheets. the mid-i6c. and the early 19c. a popular
Two centuries ago the word branched
song printed as a broadsheet, celebrating
out in the US and came to be used to or scurrilously attacking persons or instimean as well 'something left over, re- tutions : Autolycus hawks such ballads
mainder' (the balance of our things, the in The Winter's Tale. Now, either a short
balance of the penalty). This extension of sentimental or romantic composition,
meaning has faced two centuries of dis- often in slow tempo, with each verse
approval but has certainly not ended its sung to the same melody, a pop song;
run yet (after the rain started the balance or, much more encouragingly, a simple,
of the holiday was a disaster; soil types com-spirited poem in short stanzas, such as
prise 15 hectares of combination Warkworth Sir Patrick Spens, Keats's La Belle Dame Sans
clay and Mahurangi soil, with the bulk of theMerci, and Oscar Wilde's The Ballad of
Reading Gaol. Ballads, both ancient and
balance being mainly peaty loam—NZ Herald,
1986). The fate of the extended sense is, modern, frequently made use of a reas it were, permanently weighed in the frain. The Lyrical Ballads of Wordsworth
balance by some, and no longer hangs and Coleridge manifest (as Margaret
in the balance to those who have not Drabble has it) 'their own interpretation
and development of the term'.
heard that there is a problem.
From Sir Patrick Spens (probably 17c):
balding. This word, now universally
Late late yestreen I saw the new moone,
used as an adjective meaning 'going
Wi the aula moone in Mr arme,
And I feir, I feir, my deir master,
bald' (his balding head laureled with a
That we will cum to harme.
wreath of sandy hair—B. Moore, 1987), is
surprisingly modern (first recorded in
From The Ballad of Reading Gaol (1898):
Time magazine in 1938). The finite verb
I never saw a man who looked
bald was used in the 17c. in the sense
With such a wistful eye
'to deprive of hair', and is encountered
Upon that little tent of blue
occasionally in modern English in the
Which prisoners call the sky,
sense 'to go bald' (it was noticeable that he And at every drifting cloud that went
was beginning to bald).
With sails of silver by.

ballade /bae'laid/ In the 14c. and 15c. a
baleful. For centuries (orig. from OE
poem ('fui delectable to heryn and to
b(e)alu 'evil, mischief) baleful has been a
see') of three or more stanzas in RHYME
mostly literary word meaning princi- ROYAL, often contrasted (by Chaucer and
pally 'malignant, pernicious' (applied to his contemporaries) with a rondel and a
the arts of sorcerers, birds of prey, etc.), virelay. A typical example is Chaucer's
or a more general one meaning 'omin- Compleynt of Venus. In general, a poem
ous, foreboding trouble' (the baleful pres- consisting of one or more triplets of
ence of his father in the house was like a seven- or (afterwards) eight-line stanzas
constant reproach—R. Hayman, 1981; each ending with the same line as refoghorns boom in still longer and lower frain, and (usually) an envoi. François
choruses of baleful warning—I. Banks, 1986.Villon (fl. C1460) wrote many French balIt is used esp. of eyes or looks (he fixed lades, including the celebrated Ballade
his baleful eye on us). Cf. the corresponding des dames du temps jadis with its refrain
adverb in: the goat was still staring balefully 'Mais où sont les neiges d'antan?' The
ather—Encounter, 1988. Formerly (14-19C.) form was revived in England in the Vicbaleful also had a secondary sense 'un- torian period, especially in the works
happy, miserable' (baleful spirits barr'd
of Swinburne, W. E. Henley, and Austin
from realms of bliss, 1812 in OED), but this Dobson.
sense is now obsolete. Cf. BANEFUL.
A 20C. example by J. C. Squire:
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ball game | bambino

Ballade of the Poetic Life
(in the spellings ballarag, ballerag, balrag,
The fat men go about the streets,
etc.) in dialectal use (Ireland, Yorkshire,
The politicians play their game,
Devon, etc.), and (spelt bullyrag) in the
The prudent bishops sound retreats
US. An Irish example: Owen had been out
And think the martyrs much to blame; ballyragging the country, talking at fairs
Honour and love are halt and lame
and meetings—]. O'Faolain, 1980. Some
And Greed and Power are deified,
The wild are harnessed by the tame; dictionaries place it under bu- and others
under ba-. Its etymology is unknown. Its
For this the poets lived and died.
regional currency, from the time that it
Shelley's a trademark used on sheets:
was first recorded in the 18c, suggests
Aloft the sky in words of flame
that for the foreseeable future the word
We read "What porridge had John Keats?will lie just below the surface of the
Why, Brown's! A hundred years the same!'
standard language, but will emerge from
Arcadia's an umbrella frame,
time to time in regional fiction, etc.
Milton's a toothpaste; from the tide
Sappho's been dredged to rouge my Dame—
balm /ba:m/, a fragrant resinous exudFor this the poets lived and died.
ation from certain trees, once used as
an unguent, is the same as balsam. It is
And yet, to launch ideal fleets
mentioned in the Bible (Jer. 8: 22, Is there
lost regions in the stars to claim,
To face all ruins and defeats,
no balme at Gilead? is there no Physition
To sing a beaten world to shame,
there?) where other versions have gumme
To hold each bright impossible aim
or resyn. The phrase balm of Gilead, reDeep in the heart; to starve in pride
jected by Fowler (1926) as a 'battered
For fame, and never know their fame—
ornament', is now hardly ever heard.
For this the poets lived and died.
balmy. In Britain the only current
Envoi
senses of the word are 'yielding balm'
Princess, inscribe beneath my name
(cf. BALM) and 'deliciously fragrant,
'He never begged, he never sighed,
soothing' (used esp. of the weather: it
He took his medicine as it came'—
was a warm, balmy afternoon; cf. also those
For this the poets lived—and died.
happy and balmy days for fathers, when they
ball game. From the North American and their wishes were immediately obeyed—G.
use of the term to mean 'baseball' has Clare, 1981). Until recently it was also
come a medley of phrases in which ball used to mean 'weak-minded, insane' (7
game means 'a state of affairs' : a differ- s'pose you're balmy on her,' he said resignentia newI a whole newjanother, etc., ball edly—R. Crompton, 1922; people here must
game. This figurative use, first recorded have gone balmy—]. B. Priestley, 1929). This
in 1968, is now in danger of overuse even use is still current in the US, but in
in countries where baseball is hardly Britain it has given way to BARMY.
played at all.
baluster. Etymologically baluster is an
ballon d'essai /bœ'isdesei/, pi. ballons antecedent of BANISTER, and was once
d'essai. Lit. 'trial balloon'. A French the customary word for the posts and
phrase adopted in English a century ago handrail(s) guarding the side of a stairin the sense 'an experimental project or case. It is now restricted in meaning to
piece of policy put forward to test its 'one of a series of short moulded vaselike
reception' (A good deal of Hume's theory of shafts supporting a coping or rail' (Fr.
belief is rather a ballon d'essai than meant balustre, ult. from L balaustium, Gk fkxaltogether seriously—Mind, 1942; Why Xaucmov 'blossom of the wild pomegranlaunch 7m ballons d'essai concerning ate', one feature of the pillar or column
financial 'savings' which turn out on closerresembling the double-curving calyx
examination to be of so unfeasible a charac-tube of this flower). A balustrade is a row
ter?—Financial Times, 1982.
of balusters topped by a rail and forming
an ornamental parapet to a terrace, balballyrag. This verb, meaning 'to mal- cony, etc.
treat by jeering at or playing practical
jokes on', is now of diminishing currency bambino /baem'biinau/. PI. bambini /-ni/.
in standard English, but Gerard Manley A colloq. word for a young (esp. Italian)
Hopkins knew it (in the form ballyrag- child. In origin it is a diminutive of It.
ging), and it seems to be widespread bambo 'silly'.

ban I bar
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or less clearly realized individuals'. Bandits was much used in the 1939-45 war
for hostile aircraft. Nowadays it never
gives way to banditti when the reference
is to home-grown robbers or gangsters,
but occasionally shares its currency with
banditti when the context is of hostile
acts by bands of guerrillas abroad, e.g.
2 to curse (in older texts : ever she
Sardinia. Areas in Northern Ireland
blessed the old and banned the new—W.
where the IRA were active were known
Morris), to interdict, prohibit. In our preas bandit country.
carious age, many things have been or
are banned or under threat of ban, e.g. baneful, first recorded in the 16c. (ult.
(until 1984) in Poland the independent from OE bona 'slayer'), means 'life-destrade-union movement called Solidarnosc troying, poisonous' (applied to a ser(Solidarity), and in 1987 in Britain P. pent's breath, wolves, noxious herbs,
Wright's book Spycatcher. Also, in 1987, etc.)—a use now rare or obsolete—or,
English football teams were banned from figuratively, 'pernicious, injurious' (of
playing against European ones because superstitions,
over-possessive love,
ofthe riotous behaviour of some of their harmful beliefs, etc.): Defeat the scare of
fans at a stadium in Brussels in 1985. kidnappings, violence and other baneful evils
The slogan Ban the bomb (i.e. nuclear that shake modern society—Pope John Paul
weapons) was common from the begin- II, 1984; the baneful memory of that night
ning of the 1960s onwards.
haunted her, sometimes tormented her—I.
Murdoch, 1987). It corresponds to the
banal. Once pronounced /'bemal/ or noun bane (selfishness is the bane of my life).
/'baenal/, and scorned by both Fowler and
Cf. BALEFUL.
Gowers as an unnecessary word 'imbanister (usu. in pi. banisters). Etymoported from France by a class of writers
whose jaded taste relished novel or im- logically banister (earlier also bannister)
is an alteration of ^barrister (both 17c.)
posing jargon', this word, pronounced
/ba'nail or -nael/, is now part ofthe normal which in turn is an alteration of BALUSvocabulary of English. Conversations, TER, partly by association with bar. In
jokes, postcards, questions, etc., can be the early 19c. banister was regarded by
banal. The development of sense in writers on architecture as improper or
French, 'of or referring to compulsory vulgar long after it had passed into good
feudal service' ->'open to the use of all literary usage (R. B. Sheridan, Wilkie Colthe community' -•'commonplace, fee- lins, and others). It is now, of course,
ble, trite', was mirrored in English from the customary word for the posts and
the mid-i8c. onward, but the only surviv- handrail(s) guarding the side of a stairing sense in English is the last of these case.
three. The derivative banality /-'aelrti/ is
common (particular banalities, like 'Let'sbanjo. Recommended pi. -os; but see
face it', come and go in a few decades—JohnO(E)S 1.
Jones, 1983), the adverb banally /-'a:l,h/ baptist(e)ry. Standard sources in Britless so. In AmE the words are commonly ain use baptistery. In the US baptistry appronounced /'bemal/, /bei'naeliti:/ and /'bei- pears to be the more frequently used of
nali:/, but there is much variation.
the two forms. Cf. L baptistërium.
ban (verb). From a presumed pre-OE
verb *bannan meaning 'to proclaim to be
under a penalty' came two main strands
of meaning: 1 to summon by proclamation (long since in abeyance, though it
produced the pi. noun banns, notice of
an intended marriage).

bandeau. PI. bandeaux, with the final bar, used as a slightly formal preposition meaning 'except', has been in use
letter pronounced /z/. See -x.
since the 18c. : e.g. this sortie, bar miracles,
bandit. The OED (section published in has decided the fate of Paris—1870 in OED;
1885) reported that 'the pi. banditti (for My sister-in-law for whom I probably care
It. banditi) is more used than bandits, esp. more than I care for anyone in the world bar
in reference to an organized band of one other—P. Lively, 1983. It is also used
robbers'. By 1926 Fowler could say that in the phrase bar none to add emphasis
'bandits tends to prevail over banditti, to a statement (the best detection expert I
especially when the reference is to more know, bar none—R. Rendell, 1983); in the
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barbarian, barbaric, barbarous | barbarisms

fixed phrase oil over bar the shouting (orig.
19c), said when the result of a contest,
etc., appears certain except for formalities; and in racing to mean 'except' (the
horses indicated) : used in stating the
odds (33-1 bar the rest). Cf. the similar use
of except and save, and cf. also BARRING.

Syrians are written off as barbaric, what
of the Palestine Liberation Organisation?
—Economist, 1975; until fairly recently Italians were happy to consider kidnapping a
barbaric Sardinian custom—Economist, 1975.
Barbaric is fractionally stronger than barbarous in such contexts.
Barbarous is used of deeply reprehensbarbarian, barbaric, barbarous. Ety- ible behaviour : the barbarous activity of
mologically a barbarian is a foreigner the SS; the coal industry's barbarous effort to
(ult. from Gk pdpBapos 'non-Hellenic'), keep its workers in utter servitude [in the
that is, a person whose language and 19c.]—NY Times, 1987. But it is also pressed
customs differ from the speaker's; thus into service to describe works of art,
at various times and with various speak- badly formed words (see BARBARISMS),
ers and writers, non-Hellenic, non-Ro- and other matters falling in the realm
man, non-Christian, etc., alien. Such of taste rather than of physical violence :
barbarians plundered more civilized na- formulating his phrases carefully in the bartions (into that chaos came real barbarians barous French these people used—D. Bagley,
like the Huns, who were ... destructively 1966.
hostile to what they couldn't understand—
Kenneth Clark, 1969). By a normal pro- barbarism, barbarity, barbarousness.
cess of sense-development the word The apparently primary present-day
came to be applied (16-17c.) to any per- sense of barbarism is described in the
son or group regarded as uncivilized or next article. Historically, and still comuncultivated. The corresponding adj. has monly, it denotes brutality (the law-abidhad a matching history. It has been ing nations of the world will put an end to
applied, principally, to slaves, foreign terrorism and to this barbarism that threatens
languages, foreigners, the Saracens, pre- the very foundations of civilized life—G. P.
historic man, etc., almost always with Shultz, 1984), absence of culture, exreference to past time. The noun bar- treme rudeness. Barbarity and barbarousbarian is sometimes resurrected in anger ness are synonymous words for savage
when some outrage has been committed cruelty or extremely uncivilized bein modern times: Ancient civilisations were haviour. Barbarousness, though not bardestroyed by the imported barbarians; we barity, can be used of a linguistically poor
breed our own—Dean Inge, 1922; Sir Keith construction, formation, etc.
Joseph ... appealed to the National Union of
barbarisms. The word barbarism is comStudents not to disrupt meetings, branding
monly, and with strictly logical approprithe protesting students 'the new barbarians'—
ateness, used to describe words that are
Times, 1986.
badly formed, that is words that are
Since the 15c, barbaric has been ap- formed in a manner that departs from
plied to the customs, language, culture, the traditions of the language conetc., of foreign people, and in particular cerned. In the past, philologists applied
those regarded as backward or savage the term with particular relish to hetero(the noble savage... turns out to be a barbaric geneous combinations of Latin/Greek/
creature with a club and scalping knife—U.English elements exhibited in such
J. Laski, 1920). From the 17c. onward words as breathalyser, coastal (instead of
(Milton speaks of barbaric pearl and gold), *costal), helipad, impedance (instead of *imthe word has also been used of aesthetic- pedience), speedometer (instead of *speedally attractive objects seen, or brought meter), television (Greek and Latin), and
from, abroad: Lawrence of Arabia, for triphibious. The 'barbarisms' of earlier
example, described the colourful gar- centuries for the most part escaped cenments of his Arabic companions as splen- sure: e.g. false word-division (adder vendid ond barbaric. In present-day use, omous snake, from OE nxdre); insertion
however, the word is applied almost in- of redundant letters (bridegroom, from
variably to heinous crimes (e.g. rape, OE brydguma, from which guma man was
child abuse, kidnapping, murder) or un- assimilated to groom; and daffodil, from
acceptable social behaviour (e.g. the hoo- medL affodilus, akin to asphodel). In the
liganism of football supporters : if the present blizzard of word-creation, it is

barbecue | barrage
difficult to see how older standards of
word-formation can be maintained. Only
a fraction of modern coinages are made
after consultation with a philologist. See
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barmy, now usually so spelt in Britain
(formerly also BALMY), is a slang word
applied to someone or something that
is crazy {probably gone barmy with shock,
HYBRID FORMATIONS; METANALYSIS.
done his nut—Maggie Gee, 1981; barmy
pressure groups like the League of Empire
barbecue. This 17c. word (from Haitian Loyalists—A. Ryan, 1984). It can be rebarbacba 'a framework of sticks set upon garded as a derivative of barm, the froth
posts'), once used mainly of large social on fermenting malt liquor (cf. a now lost
entertainments in the open air at which adj. barmy-brained, over-excited, flighty),
animals like pigs or oxen were roasted but the evidence points rather to its
whole, has become suburbanized and being a respelt (and thus differentiated)
domesticated. As likely or not, a modern form of BALMY. The two words are probarbecue is an outdoor feast of steak, nounced identically, i.e. /'ba:mi/ in RP.
fish, or chicken cooked rapidly over hot
charcoal. From joky respellings of the baronage, barony, baronetage, baronword, e.g. Bar-BQ the word now often etcy. The forms in -age are collectives:
appears, esp. in America, written as bar- the body of barons (baronage) or of
beque. The diminutive form barbie is esp. baronets (baronetage) collectively. A
baronage is an annotated list of barons or
common in Aust. and NZ.
peers, and a baronetage is a similar list or
barely. Like HARDLY and SCARCELY, barely, book of baronets. Those in -y are abstract
in the sense 'only just', should normally terms: the domain, rank, or tenure of a
be followed by when in any succeeding baron (barony) or of a baronet (baronetcy).
clause: Chance had barely begun to sip his A baronet is a member of the lowest herdrink when dinner was announced—J. Kosin-editary British titled order, ranking next
ski, 1983. Only in very informal contexts below a baron, but with precedence over
is the use of than permissible: Barely had all orders of knighthood, except that of
her spirits fallen, leaving her to brood over the Garter. The title is abbreviated as Bart.
the sea, than the pinch was repeated—L. orBt.
Bromfield, 1928). The use with following
than is condemned by the OED s.v. than baroque /ba'rok/, US /ba'rauk/, was first
applied to a florid style of architectural
conj. 3d.
decoration, e.g. that of Francesco Borrobaritone. Adopted in its musical sense mini, which arose in Italy in the late
from Italian baritono in the 17c. and
Renaissance and became prevalent in
therefore spelt with medial -i-, though Europe during the 18c. Later the term
many earlier writers (e.g. G. Eliot, Pal- was extended to refer to profusion, oddgrave) preferred barytone. Contrast BARY- ity of combination, or abnormal features
TONE.
generally in other arts, including the
visual arts (e.g. the sculpture of Bernini
bark is sparingly used in literary con- and the painting of Rubens), creative
texts (by poets like William Cowper and writing, and music (e.g. some of the work
Walter Scott and modern writers like of J. S. Bach and Handel): at Blenheim
Joyce Carol Oates) as a synonym for 'boat, the English Baroque [style of architecture]
ship'. The doublet barque (also derived, culminates—]. N. Summerson, 1953; the
but through French, from L barca 'ship's conjunction of Christian and classical imagery
boat') is a sailing vessel of specified rig[in Lycidas] is in accord with a baroque taste
ging.
which did not please the eighteenth century-T. S. Eliot, 1957. This term and RObarman. A man serving alcoholic drinks COCO are frequently used without
behind a counter is normally called a distinction.
barman in Britain. In the US he may
variously be called a barkeeper (or bar- barque. See BARK.
keep), a barman, or, most commonly, a
bartender. If such a person happens to barrage. Pronounced /'ba:nd3/ in the
be a woman, in Britain (less commonly 19c, but now normally /'baera:3/. 1 At
elsewhere) she is called a barmaid, and first just an artificial bar across a river
in America a bartender.
to control the level of the water, later a
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barring | base

massive structure built across a body of
water to allow extensive irrigation or
to permit the creation of hydroelectric
power.

illegitimacy are bend sinister or baton sinister (from L sinister 'left, left-hand').

2 In the 1914-18 war it came to be
applied to a barrier of continuous artillery fire (artillery barrage) concentrated
on a given area, and, in the 1939-45 war,
also (balloon barrage) to a set of inflated
balloons (called barrage balloons) placed
in the air as a defence against low-flying
hostile aircraft. The word is frequently
used in a figurative sense, especially in
phrases of the type a barrage of questions,
cheers, complaints, statements, etc.

barytone. This doublet of BARITONE is
now reserved for the sense in Greek
grammar 'not having the acute accent on
the last syllable'. It faithfully reproduces
the medial u of Gk papuxovo? (from Papu?
'heavy' + xovos 'pitch, tone').

bartender. See BARMAN.

basal /'beisal/ and basic /'beisik/ entered
the language in the 19c. as slightly artificial formations from the noun base (cf.
Fr. basal, basique). They proceeded to
usurp the territory of the adjectives essenbarring. As a marginal preposition (in tial, fundamental, and minimal in varying
origin an absolute use of the present degrees. Basal occurs mostly in technical
participle of the verb bar), barring has and scientific use: basal anaesthesia (a
been in use since the late 15c. and is light unconscious state forming a basis
still frequent: 'we'vefinishedhere—barring for deeper anaesthetization at a later
accidents'—he held up crossed fingers-G. stage), conglomerate, ganglion, metabolism
Charles, 1971; They're all fine, thank God. (of an organism in a fasting and resting
Barring himself, who's got the divil of a state); only occasionally (esp. US) in a
hangover this morning—A. Lejeune, 1986. general sense (basal readers and early readCf. the similar use of excepting and saving, ing textbooks—Publishers' Weekly, 1963).
Basic is overwhelmingly the more comand cf. also BAR.
mon in general contexts (basic allowances,
barrister, solicitor. In BrE a barrister argument, pay, requirements, wage, etc.). It
(in full barrister-at-law) is a person called is also used to describe a minimum core
to the Bar and having the right of practis- of vocabulary and grammar needed for
ing as an advocate in the higher courts; linguistic communication: see BASIC
a solicitor is a member of the legal profes- ENGLISH. A few collocations of basic are
sion qualified to advise clients and in- found in technical and scientific lanstruct barristers but not to appear as guage: basic dye (chemistry), refractory
advocates except in certain lower courts. (steel manufacture), slag (agriculture; in
The processes of law are governed differ- NZ often with pronunc. /'baesik slaeg/).
ently elsewhere: in the US, for example,
Now normally pronounced
an attorney (in full attorney-at-law) advisesbasalt.
clients on business and other matters /'baesoilt/ with stress on the first syllable,
and may also represent them in court; but before about 1920 more regularly
clients are usually represented in court /ba'sorlt/ with stress on the second sylby a counselor (in full counselor-at-law) orlable.
a trial lawyer. An American District Attorneybas bleu. Since the 18c. some writers
(or DA) is the prosecuting officer of a have affectedly used the French bas bleu
district. The AttorneyGeneral is the chief (pi. bas bleus) instead of its English equivalegal officer in England, the US, and lent bluestocking, i.e. a literary woman,
some other countries.
but it has never become fully naturalized
in English.
bar sinister is a layman's term found
e.g. in the works of Sir Walter Scott, and
base overlaps in meaning with basis,
still widely used in contexts suggesting but basis is used only figuratively in the
illegitimacy or, figuratively, a lack of general senses 'that on which something
concern for tradition or good taste (slash- depends; a main constituent; a deing through the area like a bar sinister is termining principle' (the basis of a disRoute 1, which is dotted with beer bars andcussion; a solution with glycerine as its basis;
one-night motels- Washington Post, 1979). In legally mandated on the basis of race; on a
heraldry itself the customary terms for friendly basis). Base, on the other hand,

based on | bas-relief
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has mainly literal senses: the bottom, Turkey in 1934, and basha in Egypt in
lower part (the base of a pillar, column, or 1952, both forms survive in everyday
statue); a foundation (the bases used in Turkish and in Egyptian Arabic as incosmetics; a special concoction of poison, withformal titles of admirals and generals.
an arsenic base; aring-shapednitrogenous
base); a philological root (the word cairn basic. See BASAL.
is derived from a Celtic base); one of the
BASIC. A convenient acronym (from
four baseball stations. Figurative uses
Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instrucexist: that is my feeling, and there must be
tion Code) for a computer language using
some base for it—G. Murray, 1918; expand
familiar English words.
its current 33,ooocustomer base up to a
million—Industry Week, 1986; Maybe I'm off basically. A 20c. adverb, at first used
base but I get the feeling that you're ... sparingly to mean 'essentially, fundaunhappy—T. O'Brien, 1986; the winners' vic- mentally' (the basically democratic quality
tories ... have divided their natural bases ofwhich belongs to a hereditary despotism—
support—Nation, 1987. But they are be- G. K. Chesterton, 1905), but now somecoming increasingly subordinate to simi- what worn down by prodigious overuse,
lar uses of basis. The plural of both words esp. as an adverb beginning and govis bases, that of base with pronunc. /'bei- erning a sentence. Examples: I know I'm
siz/, and that of basis with pronunc. /'bei- attractive in a way, but basically I'm ugly—L.
si:z/.
Michaels, 1969; Basically, I feel great, except
for fatigue—M. Ali, 1987; Mr. Titterington
based on. One of the commonest of all
says: 'Basically, it was going to be a very
phrasal verbs in the passive voice: M's
Conservative show until I stuck my oar in.'—
hypothesis is based on the known habits of
Daily Tel, 1987. Basically I see myself as a
bees; the typeface Baskerville is based on the
frank individuals. Bellow, 1988; Basically,
typefaces of the eighteenth-century printer
decay is just a process-K. Russell, 1988.
John Baskerville. (The verb, of course, can
also be used in the active voice: M bases Basic English is the name given by C. K.
his hypothesis on ...) This construction is Ogden in 1929 to a simplified form of the
to be distinguished from the participial English language that he invented, comuse of based in Cruise missiles are based onprising a select vocabulary of 850 words
Sicilian soil (where based stands by itself and simplified syntax. He intended it to
and is not part of a phrasal verb). It is be used as an international auxiliary lanas well to avoid using Based on as a kind guage. Despite much experimentation it
of sentence-leading preposition: Based on did not succeed, perhaps partly because,
this assumption, the economy is not expectedas H. G. Wells said, 'it was more difficult
to improve before the autumn. The relation- to train English speakers to restrict
ship between Based on and the economy is themselves to the forms and words
not a direct one. In the 20c. the past selected than to teach outsiders the
participle based has become frequently whole of Basic'.
used in combinations with preceding
nouns: e.g. carrier-based, land-based, Miami-basis. See BASE.
based, rule-based, science-based, shore-based.
bas-relief. Evelyn, Dr Johnson, and
basha(w). Occasionally encountered in others went this way and that in their
older literature—the word first appeared treatment of this word and of its Italian
in English in the 16c—this is the earlier equivalent, basso-rilievo. Virtually all posform of the Turkish title Pasha. It is as sible spellings and pronunciations, some
well, though, to keep basha(w) in mind Anglicized, some not, have been rewhen reading, for example, Henry Field- corded. An Englishman leaning towards
ing's Jonathan Wild and George Eliot's French should write bas-relief (pi. bas-reMiddlemarch. There were formerly three liefs) and pronounce it /baraljef/, and one
grades ofpashas in Turkey, distinguished leaning towards Italian should write
by the number of horse-tails carried on basso-rilievo (pi. bassi-rilievi) and protheir personal standards, the highest nounce it /basoriljevo/. In practice, howgrade having three. The Grand Vizier's ever, bas-relief (pi. bas-reliefs) is most
standard had five, the Sultan's seven. commonly printed in romans and proThough the title pasha was abolished in nounced /'baes n'lri-/; and the preferred
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bassinet | bay window, bow window, oriel

form of the other word is basso-relievo (pi. bathroom. It is important to bear in
ws), printed in italic and with a semi- mind that one of the primary senses of
Anglicized pronunciation /.baesaun'ljei- bathroom in the US is 'lavatory'. The word
alternates there in this sense with restV9U/. Cf. ALTO-RELIEVO.
room, washroom, (colloq.) John, and numerbassinet (occas. bassinette) /baesinet/, ous other synonyms. Example: The man
a wicker cradle. The word is used more elected last week as mayor... grew up ... in
frequently in the US (a baby was asleep in Alabama, in a town where he was unable to
a bassinet at the foot of the bed—New Yorker,
... use the same bathrooms as white resi1988) than elsewhere. In folk etymology dents—Chicago Tribune, 1987. For a general
it is falsely connected with the current
description of the various synonyms of
Fr. word bercelonnette (a diminutive of lavatory, see TOILET.
berceau 'cradle'); it is in fact a diminutive
of Fr. bassin 'basin'.
baton sinister. See BAR SINISTER.
bath. 1 In Britain the noun bath (pro- battels (pi. noun). Since the 16c, one's
nounced /ba:0/, pi. /ba:ôz/) means 'immer- college account at Oxford for board and
sion in water for cleansing or provisions supplied: a word often misrefreshment' (to have, to run, a bath), or spelt. In 16c. L written batellae, batilli,
the vessel in which one has a bath. One perhaps derived from a Latinized form
can also have a bubble bath, a Turkish bath, of a northern and Scottish verb battle 'to
etc.; and a massacre can be described as receive nourishment', or the corresponda blood-bath. In phrases like she baths the ing adj. battle 'nutritious', akin to the
baby three times a day/ you can bath after verb batten 'to grow fat'.
me, the verb is pronounced /ba:0(s)/. The
verb bathe /beiô/ means either 'to swim baulk, balk. The pronunc. /bo:lk/ is
in a body of water, esp. the sea' (he dominant, but /bo:k/ is not uncommon,
preferred to bathe rather than just sun himself doubtless because of the analogy of stalk,
on the beach) or 'to apply liquid to (a talk, walk. For the noun in its main
wound, the skin, etc.) as a cleansing general senses 'stumbling-block, hinor soothing agent' (the doctor bathed the drance', balk now seems to be the dominwound with a saline solution). There are ant spelling in the US (the series of small
various figurative extensions: bathed in balks that were to delay the publication of
sunshine, perspiration, acclamation, etc. Dubliners—J. Updike, 1984), and baulk in
the UK (Bill was also in baulk, up<ountry
2 US usage includes most of the above, somewhere—], le Carré, 1974). In its specialbut shows a marked preference for bathe ized senses, e.g. the baulk line in billiards
(not bath) in the sense 'to wash in a bath' and snooker, a length of sawn timber
(he often bathes before he goes to bed); or the (the gravediggers ... pulled the supporting
same idea is expressed in a different baulks from beneath the coffin—]. Wainway (her daughter usually takes a bath afterwright, 1980), etc., baulk is the more
finishing her homework).
usual spelling in Britain. For the verb,
balk alternates with baulk in Britain (the
bathetic. A 19c. word (first recorded in brash generalizations at which scholars balk—
Coleridge) formed from bathos on the TLS, 1986; shareholders could have baulked
assumed analogy of pathos/pathetic. It at having any such restraint attached—Times,
continues to lead a slightly buried life 1987), but American writers prefer balk.
(many of these tales and vignettes are bathetic—London Rev. Bks, 1980; a bathetic con-bay. See GULF.
trast between the lengthy sentence ... and a
mundane... reality—Essays & Studies, 1987),bay window, bow window, oriel. A
as does the adverb bathetically (Bathetically,bay window is one that protrudes outward
I found myself thinking ofGroucho Marx—R. from the line of a room in a rectangular,
Adams, 1980). It is no longer, as OED polygonal, or curved form, thus forming
says, 'a favourite word of reviewers'. The an alcove in a room; a bow window is a
unhappily formed variant bathotic (pre- bay window in the shape of a curve.
sumably modelled on chaos/chaotic) is Sometimes, but improperly, bow window
vanishing from use, though there are is used as co-extensive with bay window.
examples (1863-1952) in OED 2.
An oriel is a large polygonal bay window

-b-, -bb- | be
projecting from the upper face of a wall
and supported by a corbel or bracket.
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be: what I'm really interested in, and what
most concrete about whatever I've done, is th
objects in this house—New Yorker, 1986; wh
-b-, -bb-. Monosyllabic words consisting they needed was houses. In accordance with
of a simple vowel (a, e, i, 0, u) before b the above rules, aren't should have renormally double the consonant before placed isn't in the following example:
suffixes beginning with a vowel {dabbed, whether certain ethnocentric attitudes in ou
webbing, glibbest, bobbing, shrubbery) or be- own working class... isn't also a hampering
fore a final -y (scabby, hobby); but remain factor—Encounter, 1987. Cf. AGREEMENT 7;
undoubted if the stem contains a diph- WHAT 1, 2.
thong (dauber) or a vowel + consonant
2 The irregular and defective verb to
(entombed, numbed, barbed). Words of more
be now has two subjunctive forms, be
than one syllable ending in b (e.g. Beel(present subjunctive) and were (past subzebub, cherub, cobweb, hubbub, rhubarb, syljunctive). They are the survivors of a
labub) rarely have vowel-led suffixes; but
system, too complex to be set down here,
cherubic, cobwebby, and hobnobbed, for exin OE and ME. Their uses now are limited
ample, are so spelt. See SPELLING 6.
by circumstances that are somewhat
BC, before Christ, should always be elusive, but hardly more elusive than
placed after the numerals and printed the use of the subjunctive mood in other
in small capitals (55 BC). The abbreviation verbs (see SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD). The main
is first recorded in English in John Blair's types are illustrated in the following
Chronology and History of the Ancient Worldexamples: (at head of clauses) we would
(1756), but was not widely adopted until much prefer to support specific projects, be
they in management school or in university
the 19c. Cf. AD.
laboratories—jrnl RSA, 1986; were this done
we would retain a separate Bar with skillbe.
Times, 1986; (after if) if the truth be told, J
I 1 be joining sentence elements of different
never wanted to fly away with the sky-gods—
number.
J. M. Coetzee, 1977; if I were obliged to
2 be and were as subjunctives.
rough out a blueprint for the Church of the
3 The case of the complement.
future, I would start with the need for good
4 Paradigmatic forms.
popular theology—G. Priestland, 1982; (in
5 Confusion of auxiliary and copulative
uses.
dependent clauses after certain verbs,
6 Anxiety about placing an adverb or other
e.g. demand, insist, suggest) the evidence
word(s) between to be and a following
supports, indeed demands, that it be ventilparticiple.
ated before an independent tribunal—Times
I 7 Ellipsis of be.
1986; the Admiralty insisted that the case be
1 The verb to be frequently joins sen- clarified—P. Wright, 1987: I suggest it be
tence elements of different number: Gus- carried to the balneary—tr. U. Eco, 1983; (in
tave is other animals as well—Julian Barnes, dependent clauses after certain nouns
1984; the view it obscured was pipes, fire and adjectives, e.g. demand, important) the
escapes, a sooty-walled well—A. S. Byatt, demand that the invention be used to benefi
1985; these huge biographies are usually a both the people and the land—Daedalus, 19
mistake nowadays-N. Stone, 1985; its odour it is important in today's vote that the prinwas potatoes—J. Creece, 1986. In such cir- ciple itself be accepted—Times, 1985: in cercumstances the verb to be should agree tain fixed phrases, e.g. if I were you, as
in number with the subject, not with it were; and in fossilized optative-type
the complement, except that the plural formulas, e.g. be that as it may, evil be to
may be used when the subject is a collect- him who evil thinks, far be it from me, the
ive noun of singular form (his family were powers that be, so be it, God be thanked, be
well-known puritans—Bodl. Libr. Rec, 1987;it on your head.
its prey are other small creatures—D. Atten- In negative constructions of the type
borough, 1987)- The problem of congru- be + passive, it is customary to place not
ence is neatly balanced by Christopher immediately before be: he insisted that he
Fry, 1946: And so what's my trouble! Demons not be followed—Observer, 1987; what is
is so much wind. Are so much wind. A crucial is that such inequalities not be persentence headed by the pronoun what ceived as part of a 'class structure'—Encounter
requires a singular form of the verb to 1987.
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The fading power of the subjunctive is also still found in fairly formal writing:
mood is underlined by the frequency If anyone could write about the narcissistic
with which was is used instead of were personality, it was she—NY Rev. Bks, 1987.
in sentences of the type if I werelwas you: But the objective case of the pronoun,
I'd get out if I was you—Maurice Gee, 1983; which OED reports as 'common in colloif I was your husband I should view me with quial lang. from end of 16th c.', has
suspicion—I. Murdoch, 1974.
triumphed for the most part except
If a reasonably high degree of for- when who or that is adjacent.
mality is intended (see the examples
4 Paradigmatic forms. No special diffiabove) the subjunctive forms of be are culties arise with the normal indicative
available. If formality is not essential, the forms, am, is, are; pa.t. was, were; partiordinary indicative forms are acceptable. ciples being, been. In speech, reduced
In some circumstances (see SUBJUNCTIVE forms of am, is, and are ('m, 's, 're) are
MOOD) the option chosen genuinely re- freely used, and these often make their
flects the presence, or alternatively the way into written English (I'm = I am,
absence, of some degree of uncertainty, she's = she is, they're = they are), though
supposition, intention, etc.
such reduction is impossible after a pre3 The case of the complement. Dean Al- ceding sibilant consonant (the moss is
ford (1864) joyfully rejected the famous green, not *the moss's green) or affricate
old rule that a pronominal complement (the church is cold, not *the church's cold). In
must be in the same case as the subject constructions of the type am, is, are + not,
of the joining verb to be. It's me, like the word not in unabbreviated form is
French c'est moi, had even then come to written separately whether or not the
stay. 'We must show an equal disregard', first element is contracted: am not/'m
he said, 'for the monks of Rheims in not, is notj's not, are notl're not. When the
the Ingoldsby legend who saw the poor negative itself is contracted, it combines
anathematised jackdaw appear: Re- with the full form of the preceding elegardless of grammar, they cried out, ment: thus isn't, aren't, wasn't, and weren't
(not 'sn't, 'ren't, etc.).
"That's him!"'
There are two anomalous forms: ain't
Alford cited if you see on the platform an
old party in a shovel, that will be me as (see the article on it at its alphabetical
the only acceptable form of the final place in this book); and ami't when used
pronoun. In both speech and writing as a tag-question in the form aren't I?.
the type it's me/that's him\it's her is now The expected reduced form of am I not?
virtually universal: Don't be scared, it's only is amn't I?, as it is in many modes of
speech in Scotland and Ireland but not
me—New Yorker, 1986; I suppose you knew
it was me—P. Wright, 1987; Phoneringsat in standard southern BrE. It is possible
8.07, it must be her—The Face, 1987. Except (as a correspondent has pointed out to
that if the pronominal complement is me) that, when followed by n't, am beimmediately (or soon afterwards) fol- haves exactly like can and shall, losing its
lowed by who (or that), the nominative is final consonant and (in standard English)
still frequently used in formal styles: it lengthening its vowel. The expected
was he who would be waiting on the tow- spelling would be an't, but in those forms
path—P. D. James, 1986; it was I who put of English which lose pre-consonantal r
up the hare—B. Levin, 1987; as though it the short form of am not merges with that
was she and not the drug that had done it—P. of are not in both speech and spelling.
Roth, 1987. Contrast it isn't me that Cheryl
Whatever the explanation, aren't I? is
wants to see—H. Kureishi, 1987: here me a regular and natural tag-question in
is effectively the object of wants to see standard BrE. An American scholar, John
not of isn't. Contrast also But why, if it Algeo, said recently (1995) that 'the exwas him who arranged it all for their benefit? pression is now in widespread use in
—I. Murdoch, 1987.
America with no consciousness of a BritSome older writers in the present cen- ish origin', though he acknowledges that
tury continued to use the nominative in it might indeed be of British origin.
In informal contexts, the reduced
a rule-abiding manner whether who was
in the vicinity or not: if I were he, I should forms i'n't and i'nt were once (18c.) comkeep an eye on that young man—C. P. Snow, monly written for isn't, is not: the evi1979. The formally correct nominative dence is to be found in the OED. One
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hears, or one imagines one hears, some hand, especially in informal circumpeople saying /mt/ to this day for isn't in stances: e.g. There wasn't a normal person
such a sentence as It isn't fair /it mt fee/. in thatfilm.Perverts the lot! [sc. They were
But this pronunciation, and also the vul- all perverts!]; What had happened, Lex had
garism innit? /'mit/ for isn't it (see OED 2), got the sack [sc. was that Lex]; While playing
both lie outside the realm of standard upstairs, she heard a knock on the door [sc.
While she was playing]; Sorry I'm sure [sc.
English.
The charming forms wast (2nd pers. I'm sorry I'm sure].
sing, past t.) and wert (2nd pers. sing,
past subjunctive, and also, since the 16c, bean. From its use (early 19c.) as a slang
past indicative) are now used only as term for a sovereign or a guinea has
archaisms. Examples: Art thou the first emerged a range of negative expressions
man that was borne? or wast thou made (they never had a bean, she never saved a bean)
before the hilles?—Job 15: 7; I would thou meaning '(having) no money whatever'.
wert cold or hot—Rev. 3:15; Thou wer't borne Slang or very informal terms for 'money'
a foole— Shakespeare, The Winter's Tale keep slipping into and out of the lan1611; Oh, wert thou in the cauld blast- guage. Those that have gone include
Burns, 01796; Hail to thee, blithe spirit! Bird chink ('exceedingly common in the dramthou never wert—Shelley, 1820.
atists and in songs of the 17th c.'—OED),
5 Confusion of auxiliary and copulativedibs, oof (Yiddish), rhino, and tin. Survivors
uses. In The Bill was overtaken by the 1964 (first used in the 20c. except where indielection the word was, as part of the pass- cated) include bread, dough (1851), lolly
ive construction was overtaken, is an auxi- (UK), mazuma (Yiddish), the needful (1774),
liary. Its postponement was welcome shows readies (bank notes), and spondulicks
a copulative use of was. Ellipsis is a main (1857).
feature of the language, but it would be
less than polished to allow one instance bear (verb). See BORN(E); FORMAL WORDS.
of was to do double duty here: *The Bill
was overtaken by the 1964 election and its beat. The old pa.pple beat is widespread
postponement welcome. It is essential to in non-standard and regional speech but
has almost vanished from standard Engrepeat was after postponement.
lish except as the second element of
6 Anxiety about placing an adverb or dead-beat. It may lie somewhere in the
other word(s) between to be and a follow- background of the 1950s expressions beat
ing participle. Constructions of the type generation and beatnik, under the influshe had to be humoured and they seemed ence of the noun beat, the strongly
to be looking in different directions are, of marked rhythm of jazz and popular
course, common. In such constructions music. Jack Kerouac (1922-69), the coiner
an adverb may be placed with perfect of beat generation, at some point unperpropriety between to be and the following suasively rationalized the first element
(past or present) participle: he turned out of the phrase as a shortening of beatitude.
to be secretly engaged to someone else; mos- Some examples: The [AIDS] virus had the
quitoes seemed to be actively circulating on boffins beat—London Rev. Bks, 1987; (inthe furniture. The placing of such adverbs formal context) you hear on television nowabefore to be, because of a belief that by
days about little children getting beat up or
doing so one is avoiding a SPLIT INFINItreated nasty—New Yorker, 1988; she could
TIVE, is an unhappy example of HYPERhave screamed ...she could have beat the
CORRECTION. On the other hand, it is
frequently necessary, for idiomatic man off—A. Munro, 1988 (Canad.).
reasons, to place the adverb after the
participle in such constructions: the injection always has to be given slowly.
7 In certain contexts, forms of to be
may be idiomatically omitted: e.g. I am
burning this and feeding the ash to the fruit
tree, where there is no need to insert
am before feeding. Further examples of
ellipses of forms of to be lie ready to

beau. The pi. form is beaux, an oldfashioned form for an old-fashioned
word, or, less commonly, beaus. Both are
pronounced /bauz/. See -x.
beau geste /bau '3est/. Especially since
the appearance of P. C. Wren's Beau Geste
(1924), the first of his Foreign Legion
novels, this French expression has been
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pressing at the door of standard English Beautiful (first recorded in Ladies' Home
in the sense 'a display of magnanimity, ]rnl, 1917). Similar, somewhat uncongena fine gesture', but with only partial ial, phrases like the home beautiful, the
success. The Australian novelist Xavier bed beautiful, and the orchard beautiful lie
Herbert, in his Capricornia (1939). used strewn about in modern advertisements.
the expression in the plural: She would
2 the beautiful people. Applied with
have dressed poor Gigney, who did not understunning irrelevance to two separate
stand beaux gestes, as a Eunuch.
groups of people: (a) the 'flower' people
of the 1960s, hippies; (b) wealthy and
beau idéal or beau ideal. Pronounced
fashionable people, the smart set, esp.
as in French or Anglicized as /,bau ai'diial/.
those of the period of John F. Kennedy's
In origin an abstract conception, the
presidency of the US (1961-3) or immediideal Beautiful, beau being the noun and
ately after.
idéal the adj. In English it is mainly used
in the sense 'the highest conceived or because (orig. by cause that after OF par
conceivable type of beauty or excellence, cause de).
the perfect type or model'. Most people
I A Standard usage.
who know the expression in English
B More questionable because-clauses.
probably think of it as = beau (adj.) +
I C because or for.
idéal (noun). Examples: His beau idéal
A Because as a conjunction normally
was the English country gentleman—]. Pope
introduces a dependent clause exHennessy, 1971; Want of elegance'... was
pressing the cause, reason, or motive of
decidedly an obstacle in raising Carlyle to the
the content of the main clause: she wept
level of a beau idéal—P. Rose, 1984; He was
because she loved him (the because-clause,
the very beau idéal that Emily Post commenhere following the main clause, answers
ded to her genteel readers in her perdurable
the question 'why?'); because we were runEtiquette-US, 1984.
ning short of petrol, we began to look for a
beauteous. Since the 15c. a literary garage (here the because-clause precedes
and chiefly poetical word, used most the main clause); I know he committed
memorably in Wordsworth's sonnet (xxx) suicide, because his wife told me (answering
It is a beauteous evening, calm and free. As the question 'how do you know?'); she
a formation it is paralleled by bounteous thinks I'm upset because you shouted at her
and plenteous. Examples: It was a beauteous (answering the question 'why does she
calm evening, warm and balmy after the hotthink that?'); (preceded by just) 'And all
afternoon—]. Rathbone, 1979; Some were they are doing is sitting around on their highpriced butts drinking tea, just because they
Ancient Crones and some were beauteous and
haven't had your scripts.' 'My word,' said
young-E. Jong, 1980.
Henry. All these, including the last from
beautician. Despite the existence of Malcolm Bradbury's Cuts (1987). are wellparallel forms like academ/ician (from regulated uses of the conjunction beacadem/y) and geometr/ician (from geo- cause.
It is also in order to use because after
metry), this 20c. word (first recorded in
the US in 1924) still retains a slight an introductory it is, it's, that's, this is: It
flavour of etymological illegitimacy. is only because he regarded it as absolutely
Most words ending in -ician correspond necessary that he took such harsh measures;
to subject names ending in -ic or -ics: it doesn't hurt, and I can tell you why, it's
arithmeticlarithmetician, music\music\an,because I've changed my work; "That's because
I'm so damned good atjournalism,' she added;
mathematicsjmathematician.
Mars looks especially good on this encounter
beautiful. 1 From'the House Beautiful' ... This is because the atmosphere obscures
in Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (where light rays. All these examples are drawn
'Beautiful' is to be regarded as a proper from reputable sources.
name) has flowed a host of imitative
In some informal contexts, because can
uses, in which the adj. is placed after be safely omitted: Tammy put a hymn book
the noun it qualifies: e.g. God's Acre Beauti- up in front of her face she was so embarrassed.
ful or the Cemeteries of the Future (W. It can also be replaced by, or re-expressed
Robinson, 1880); The House Beautiful (Os- in, another construction: Being poor, he
car Wilde, title of lecture, 1883); The Body could not afford to buy books ( = because
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he was poor); An experienced teacher, Mr was because he had doubts about the new
policy. Other flawed examples: The reason
Walton solved the problem quickly ( =
for the continued success of this physical atombecause he is).
Also acceptable in informal use is the ism was because it was consistent in explain
unadorned retort Because, with the im- ing a wide variety of new experimental
plication that a fuller reply is being results—C. Gilman, 1987; One of the reasons
withheld for some reason: Why didn't you ... that singers like Randy Travis and Dwigh
leave the bottle?' 'Because!' I said shortly. I Yoakam have sold themselves so successfull
wasn't going to explain my feelings on the in this country is because they are selling
matter—M. Carroll, 1968.
authenticity—The Face, 1987. See also

B More questionable because-clauses, REASON.
For acceptable uses of the phrase the
with varying degrees of questionableness, are: 1 I know he committed suicide reason why, see REASON WHY 2.
because the girl did not love him and his wife C because or for. Because is a subordinattold me (with a second because implied ing and for a coordinating conjunction.
between and and his wife: a mixture of The main standard uses of because are
two constructions).
illustrated in section A above. For as a
2 Mr David Alton ... has told colleagues conjunction means 'seeing that, since':
that he is very unlikely to accept a spokes- Those houses... ought not to be called houses,
manship in the Social and Liberal Democratsfor they were unfit to be lived in—Daily
because he profoundly disagrees with Mr Worker, 1963. It always follows, and, as
Paddy Ashdown, the party's new leader, Heit were, acts as a kind of gloss on, or
did not go to South Africa because he loved appendage to, a main clause. See FOR 2,
the game of rugby. Examine both sentences 3for their ambiguity. It is often unsafe to
place because after a clause containing a because of, as a prepositional phrase
negative or negative equivalent.
followed by a noun or noun phrase, is
3 In constructions with why and be- straightforwardly admissible in most of
cause placed in that order: he was implying its uses: Three schools ... have been forced
that why he knew that she had kept the to close because of structural faults in their
promise was because he had been seeing Ar- roofs; Hardy's legacy is somewhat hard to
nold; why I spoke sharply was because she was
define because of its essential ambiguity. It
rude. Such constructions are sometimes normally operates as a paraphrased
called pseudo-cleft sentences.
equivalent of a notionally longer clause:
4 Because (or just because) at the head ... because the roofs were found to have
of a dependent clause governing a main structural faults; ... because it is essentially
clause: fust because a fellow calls on a girl ambiguous. It should not be used, howis no sign that she likes him—G. Ade, 1897; ever, in constructions in which the word
fust because I'm here now doesn't mean I reason (or equivalent) appears in the main
didn't go, does it?—B. Tarkington, 1913; clause: the reason we have no light is because
Because we don't explicitly ask these questions
of a broken fuse (read is that the fuse is
doesn't mean they aren't answered—New broken). Another example of the need to
Yorker, 1986; Just because someone does notavoid redundancy.
agree with or is offended by Knechtle's beliefs
is no reason to keep him off campus—Daily because why? This phrase, used interNorthwestern (Illinois), 1988. Such because- rogatively (and frequently written in the
clauses demand too long an attention form Cause why or Cos why), is chiefly
span before the onset of the main clause. dialectal (the OED cites evidence begin5 Though often defended, the type the ning in 1887) or in informal use. Exreason ...is because (instead of the reason amples: 'Cos why? 'Cos I'm going to German
...is that) aches with redundancy, and is eye.—E. M. Forster, 1910; I know a lot of
still as inadmissible in standard English people that rant on about their religion and
as it was when H. W. Fowler objected to it doesn't do any good. Because why? Becaus
it in 1926. A sub-editor on The Times they're trying to convince themselves, maybe?
should not have allowed because to stand —S. Chaplin, 1961.
on the front page of the issue of 19
January 1988: He [se. Dr David Owen] had beccafico, a small migrant Italian bird;
believed the reason for Mr MacLennan's visit
pi. -os. See -O(E)S 6.
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bed and breakfast. Also B & B, b & b. begin. See COMMENCE.
From their appearance on signs outside
places where such services are available, beg the question. 1 in strict use, the
these terms have come to be used con- English equivalent of Latin petitio princicretely of the accommodation building pii, used in logic to mean the 'fallacy of
founding a conclusion on a basis that as
itself (The Garth Woodside Mansion, where
Mark Twain was a guest, now is a bed and much needs to be proved as the conclubreakfast—Chicago Tribune, 1989), as well assion itself (Fowler, 1926). Gowers (1965)
cited as an example, capital punishment is
of the services offered.
necessary because without it murders would
bedizen. A somewhat archaic verb ('to increase.
deck out gaudily'). Pronounce /bi2 In general use, the meaning is much
'daiz(a)n/. Examples: He likes to think he's
more likely to be 'to evade a difficulty' or
living in a palace full of bedizened captives
'to refrain from giving a straightforward
waitingfor him to arrive—l. Murdoch, 1989;
answer'. Examples: Let's... beg the question
Isn't life bedizened with jaunty contradicof just who was in love with whom—H. Jacobtions?-Julian Barnes, 1991.
son, 1986; He simply begged the question
Bedouin, a desert Arab. This customary by saying that the decisions he disapproved
invented newrights—NYRev. Eks, 1987; John
English spelling of the word is derived
from French. It contains, but ignores, Major's vision of Europe seems to me entirely
the Arabic plural ending -In. Some 19c. correct. But it begs the question: why did
writers used the sing, form bedawy, pi. the prime minister all but sacrifice his office
bedawin (and variants) as approximate ratifying the Maastricht treaty when [etc.]?
equivalents of the Arabic forms of the —Economist, 1993.
word, but these spellings are no longer
extant. The form Bedu has come into behalf. The only use current in standard
widespread use in the same sense in the BrE is on behalf of, with two main senses,
'in the interest of or for the benefit of
20C. (The Bedu had their own food with them
in their saddle bags—T. E. Lawrence, 1917). (another person, cause, etc.)', and 'as the
agent or representative of (another)'. In
beef, the flesh of an ox, a bull, or a AmE in behalf of vies with on behalf of
cow, is normally a non-count noun; but in the same two senses, though Garner
a waiter might say 'two roast beefs', (1987) insists that a distinction exists. In
meaning 'two orders for roast beef. The behalf of, he says, means 'in the interest
word is also used (pi. beeves, US also beefs or in defense o f (he fought in behalf of a
or beef) in the sense 'ox(en), esp. when just man's reputation); and on behalf of
fattened, or their carcasses'. In the slang means 'as the agent of, as representative
sense 'complaint, grievance', the only pi. o f (on behalf of the corporation, I would like
to thank ...).
form is beefs.
A new non-standard use (or rather a
revival of an obsolete one), first noted in
been and gone and —. First observed
by Dickens in popular speech in 1836, the 1980s, is a tendency to substitute on
this 'facetious expletive amplification of behalf of for on the part of, or just to
the pa.pple. of a verb' (OED) is still com- use behalf instead of part: e.g. (a person
monly used in light-hearted contexts in interviewing a golfer) That was an 11thstandard modE: And what's more, he's been hour decision on your behalf; (read part) His
and gone and got it printed—P. Bailey, 1986. death was largely due to panic on his behalf;
( = on the part of) The detail may be trivial
beg. Once commonly used in formal, but it betrays an astounding lack of appreciesp. business, correspondence as a for- ation on behalf of the author—Times, 1994.
mula of goodwill (Begging my best remembrances to Mrs. Thomson—Dickens, behemoth. The usual pronunciation
1836), this verb is now mainly restricted
now is /bi'hi:mD0/.
to its general senses, 'to ask as a favour,
to ask supplicatingly, etc' Phrases of the behest. An ancient, somewhat formal,
type I beg your pardon, I beg (leave) to word, used esp. in the phrase at the behest
differ from you, etc., are still, however, in (of): e.g. Van Dyck painted all five of the
standard use.
surviving royal children at the behest of their
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father—Antonia Fraser, 1979; The time and and 1596 respectively. Examples: (a) I got
place were at her behest—P. Lively, 1991. very mad as expected, and tried to belabour
both of them—A. Burgess, 1971; and how
beholden. Once the normal pa.pple of they [sc. Harpies] belabour us, squawking,
the verb behold {These are stars beholden Bywith their horrible claws and flapping
your eyes in Eden—E. Barrett Browning, wings-F. Weldon, 1988. (b) In the face of
1850), beholden survives only in the sense such overwhelming beauty it is not necessary
'attached, or obliged (to a person); under to belabor the faithful with logic—H. L.
personal obligation for favours or ser- Mencken, 1923; It was in vain that the
vices': In his post as editor ...he had shown fiery little George Augustus, and his wife,
himself beholden to no clique—T. Keneally,belaboured Walpole with their arguments-C.
1980.
Chenevix Trench, 1973. In 20c. AmE these
behoof. An ancient word, now verging two senses have been joined by another:
on obsoleteness, meaning 'advantage': belabor is being used interchangeably
e.g. it was surprising how many people would with labor in the type to belabor (a point,
dredge up from their past some exotic Jewish a question, a theme, etc.).
ancestor for Sefton's behoof—H. Jacobson, believe me, a phrase used to strengthen
1983.
an assertion, is sometimes extended to

behove. Now most often used as a quasi- the somewhat condescending form beimpersonal verb led by it, in the sense lieve you me. Crashaw used Beleeve mee in
'it is incumbent upon or necessary for this manner in 1646: the OED records his
(a person) to do (something)': e.g. What use and numerous others. The extended
books does it behove me to read?; it behovesform believe you me is first recorded in
us to know as much as possible about local 1926. Modern examples: And believe you
government. In the UK it is pronounced me this aspect of the war effort is not being
to rhyme with grove and rove, and in the ignored-N. Williams, 1985; 'Is that so?' 'It
US it is spelt behoove and pronounced to is, believe you me, young man.'—P. Bailey,
rhyme with move and prove. It is also 1986.
used to mean 'befit' (usu. in negative
contexts): e.g. It ill behoves him to protest. belike, as adverb, in use since the 16c.
in the sense 'in all likelihood', has fallen
being as (how), being (that). Used by into occasional use as an archaism or as
many regional speakers, esp. in the US, an element of regional speech: 171 put that
and jocularly by standard speakers, being in your lug will belike warm your pocket—H.
as (how) and being (that) have widespread Allen, 1933.
currency just below acceptance in
straightforward standard speech: being belittle. It will probably come as a
as it's holiday time .. .—Sue Cook, BBC surprise to most readers of this book
Radio 4,1977; naturally they [sc. children] that the currency and acceptability of
get up early on Saturday mornings, being as the verb belittle in the UK was ever in
how that is one of the two days in the week doubt. The word is first recorded in the
they do not have to get up early—G. V. Hig-late 18c. in America, and in its ordinary
gins, 1979; (a daily help speaking) Being sense, 'to make (a person or an action)
as how you can't be married, you'd better seem unimportant or of little value',
became widely accepted in the UK only
have him christened—]. Bowen, 1986.
Being (that), in particular, was not al- at some point in the 20c. Fowler (1926)
ways so restricted: the OED records nu- and Gowers (1965) both rejected belittle
merous examples from literary sources, and expressed a marked preference for
including: I believe your newspapers ...tell decry, depreciate, disparage, poohpooh, etc.
you all, but being there is nothing newer, I
would do it too—Lady Russell, 1692; With belly. The OE word b«elig meant 'a bag,
whom he himself had no delight in associat- skin-bag, purse, pod, husk'. By the 14c.
ing, "being that he was addicted unto profanebelly had come to mean 'that part of
and scurrilous jests —Scott, 1815. Cf. AS 8. the human body which lies between the
breast and the thighs, and contains the
belabour (us belabor), in the senses, intestines', i.e. the ordinary modern
(a) to thrash, (physically) assail, and (b) sense. Over the centuries, in its ordinary
to assail with words, recorded from 1600 anatomical sense, the word has had
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mixed fortunes in the scale of mentionable words, and has still largely
failed to displace abdomen (formal),
stomach (the organ itself but also widely
used of the surface area of that part of
the body), or tummy (children's language,
used by adults as a genteelism) in stand-

beneath the assaults of temptation").'
(OED). Fowler (1926) judged that, apart
from the 'beneath contempt' sense, 'it
is now a poetic, rhetorical, or emotional
substitute for under or below'.
Be that as it may, beneath has a wide
range of idiomatic contextual uses now.
ard contexts. See GUTS.
Examples: 1 (in a lower position than)
Transferred senses of the word Lowe dropped to his knees, as if to drive the
abound: in archery, sailing, printing, knife upwards beneath Leiser's guard—], le
music (front part of instruments of the Carré, 1965; I watched a child drag a butterviolin and lute types), etc. The underside box on wheels beneath the cold streaky sky—T.
of an aeroplane is its belly, and Italy was Keneally, 1980; drinking pre-lunch aperitifs
known as the 'soft underbelly' of Europe beneath crystal chandeliers—P. Lively, 1987;
when the Allied forces drew up plans for his body was positively abloom beneath the
the liberation of Sicily and the rest of riding mac—T. Wolfe, 1987; the pipes and
Italy in 1944.
conduits that jostle each other beneath the
street-New Yorker, 1988; (fig.) The Dog Bebeloved, when used as a pa.pple (beloved neath the Skin—W. H. Auden and C. Isherby all, was much beloved), is disyllabic, wood, 1935.
/-'1Avd/; as an adj. (dearly beloved brethren;
the beloved wife of), or as a n. (my beloved), 2 (not worthy of) he considers such work
it is normally trisyllabic, /-'Lvvid/. Cf. aged, beneath him; she had married beneath her
(i.e. to a man of lower social status).
blessed, cursed.
Cf. UNDERNEATH.

below, under. At first sight these two
Benedick, not Benedict, is Shakespeare's
words appear to be exact synonyms, but spelling (varying with Benedicke) in Much
in a wide range of contexts one or the Ado, and should be used whenever the
other is to be preferred. Below tends to sense is a newly married man, esp. an
be regarded as an antonym of above, and apparently confirmed bachelor who
under as an antonym of over. Below the marries. As a Christian name, Benedict
bridge means with it higher up the (but not Benedick) is now in common use.
stream; under the bridge, with it overhead.
Contexts in which below is customary benefited is the recommended spelling
include below par, to go below (in a ship), of the pa.t. and pa.pple of the verb benefit:
below the belt, the information below, the see DOUBLING OF CONSONANTS 2 and -T-,
temperature is 20° below. By contrast it is -TT-. Nevertheless the norm in some pubnot idiomatic to say man below 45, below lications, e.g. The New Yorker, is benefitted.
one's breath, incomes below £10,000: under
Bengali /ben'goili/. Like many other Inis more natural in each case. Contexts
in which under is customary include un- dian words in the period of the Raj, once
der the sun, the table, the circumstances, commonly spelt with final -ee, but now
examination, the Stuarts, the protection of, always with -i.
one's wing, one's thumb, separate cover, sentence of death, fought under Montgomery. benign, benignant. The shorter form
Under is the invasive and more frequently was adopted from French in the 14c,
and is by far the more usual of the
used word of the two. Cf. BENEATH.
two. It is used principally in the senses
'gracious, kindly' and 'exhibiting kindly
bend sinister. See BAR SINISTER.
feeling in look, gesture, or action'; and
beneath. Over the centuries, beneath, esp. in transferred use of anything conbelow, and under have tended largely to sidered to be propitious (e.g. the aspects
overlap. It would appear that, by the end
of the planets), salubrious (e.g. the
of the 19c, beneath had become some- weather, the air), or not life-threatening
what restricted in use: 'a literary and (e.g. a tumour). Benignant /bi'nignant/,
slightly archaic equivalent of both below formed in the late 18c. after malignant,
and under. The only senses in which be- has remained at the margin of the lanneath is preferred are 7 ("beneath con- guage, unlike the word on which it was
tempt"), and fig. uses of 4 (e.g. "to fall modelled. It means 'gracious, kindly (esp.
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Shakespeare and Iris Murdoch (Why had
he not wept, screamed, fallen to his knees,
beseeched, raged, seized Jean by the throat?
—The Book and the Brotherhood, 1987); or
besought, in the tradition of Milton, PeneMALIGNANT.
lope Lively (The Lord is praised and besought
bereaved, bereft. When the verb bereave and worshipped—Moon Tiger, 1987), and the
is used transitively to mean 'to rob, dis- New Yorker (Trying to keep abreast, we bepossess (someone) of (usu. immaterial sought a chat, 1986). See -T AND -ED.
things, e.g. hope, ideas, senses)', its pa.t.
and pa.pple are normally bereft (I faltered beside, besides. 1 As adverb, in modE,
helplessly, nearly bereft of speech--W. Styron,besides is the only adverbial form of the
1979; Without her, he felt bereft as a child two and as such it means 'in addition,
at a boarding school—A. N. Wilson, 1982). as well' (Besides, he is already married; he
In contexts of death it normally has has a current account and two other accounts
bereaved as its pa.t. and pa.pple. When besides).
an attributive adjective is called for, bere2 As preposition. Beside is the customary
aved is normally used (a bereaved wife). form when the meaning required is
Similarly when the context requires a
'alongside, at the side o f (dangling his
collective noun (the bereaved assembled for arms beside his hips; she knelt down beside
the funeral).
him; she suggested that the other passengers
See -T AND -ÉD.
wait beside the road for the bus; a cat is
Berkeley. There can be few people who seated beside the fire). Beside is also the
do not know that Berkeley Square in normal form when the meaning is 'away
London is pronounced with the sound from, wide of (a mark)' (beside the purpose,
of lark, and Berkeley in California with beside the question, beside the mark). Beside
is also used to mean 'in comparison with'
the sound of lurk.
(beside Locke modern logical positivists are
berserk. At first a noun (written esp. as shown to have made very modest contributions
berserker, -ar, -ir), adopted in the early 19c. to philosophy).
from the language of the Icelandic sagas,
Beside was once commonly, and is now
meaning 'a Norse warrior who fought occasionally, used to mean 'in addition
with frenzied fury' (Out of terrible Druids to' (Beside his master Andrea Sacchi, he
and Berserkers, come at last Alfred and Shak-imitated Rafaelle—Reynolds, 1774; (mod.)
speare—Emerson, 1837; as though they were other men beside him can solve the problem).
expecting another onslaught of rapacious Besides is much the more common form
Danes or shield-biting berserkers—P. Ther-when the meaning is 'in addition to,
oux, 1983). In Icelandic the word was other than' (there has to be one other besides
probably derived from ON bern-, bjçrn myself; besides all those tanks they have 1,000
bear (the animal) + serkr coat, sark, but warplanes). A somewhat more complex
some scholars derive the first element example: 'So what does afolklorist do besides
from ON berr bare (thus 'fighting in his ask nosy questions ... T Kelly asked—New
bare shirt'), whence the 19c. English Yorker, 1987.
spelling (Carlyle, Emerson, and Charles
bespeak. The finite verb survives (This,
Kingsley) baresark. Henry Kingsley and
Kipling popularized its use as a quasi- to say the least, bespeaks a rare relationship
adverb in the phrase to go berserk, to act between a river and adjacent terrain—New
in a frenzied manner, and the word is Yorker, 1987), with past tense bespoke (She
now mainly used thus: a maladjusted had no confidence in the stupid fashion which
Jamaican who goes berserk sometimes and bespoke mincing and vapidity—P. Carey,
screams and spits and bites—E. Huxley, 1988) and past participle bespoken. But
1964; I can better understand people who go the older participial variant bespoke lingberserk... than people who just can't bother ers only as an attributive adjective meaning 'made to order' (bespoke suit, goods,
to keep a kid alive—A, S. Byatt, 1985.
Berserk may be pronounced either as etc.) in contrast with ready-made.
/ba'z3:k/ or /ba's3:k/.
bestir is now always used reflexively (I
beseech. For the pa.t. and pa.pple, use must bestir myself) and never, as it was
either beseeched, thus following e.g. until the 19c, as an ordinary transitive
to inferiors)' (a benignant monarch), or
'salutary, beneficial' (the benignant authority of the new regime). It is not normally
used of medical conditions. Cf. MALIGN,
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verb (No Mauell, you haue so bestir'd your 2 In a wide range of informal circumvalour— Shakespeare, KingLear, 1605; Morestances (but never in formal contexts)
need that heirs, His natural protectors, should
the had or 'd can be dispensed with. Thus
assume The management, bestir their the type You had better come tomorrow can
cousinship—Browning, 1873).
informally be reduced to (You) better come
tomorrow. This reduced construction
bet (verb). When Kingsley Amis chose (without preceding pronoun and
betted rather than bet as pa.pple of the without had) is shown in the following
verb bet in Difficulties with Girls (1988) (I'dexample: When you're feeling censorious,
have betted you wouldn't be much good at better ask yourself which you'd choose—P. D.
taking somebody out), he was perhaps fol- James, 1986. (Further examples, from
lowing a slight 20C. tendency (in the UK) 1831 onward, in the OED.) In practice this
to prefer the longer form of the two. But use of an unsupported better is much
the two forms remain in contention. In more common in North America, Austhe US, for both the pa.t. and the pa.pple, tralia, and NZ than in Britain. Examples:
betted is 'rather unusual' (WDEU, 1989) I think I better get the taxi ...so as to catch the
and 'bet is usual'. When a sum of money last bus back-P. Roth, 1979 (US); Come on!
is stated immediately after the verb (he ...We better go on—E. Jolley, 1980 (Aust.);
bet me £50 that the secret ballot would confirm'Now there's one thing you better get straight
his view), bet is the customary form in before we start'-M. Pople, 1986 (Aust.); You
Britain too. In other circumstances the better be right,' she said—A. Munro, 1987
two forms are nicely balanced, but bet is (Canad.); 'Oh, you better believe I remember
recommended.
thatJudge'-T. Wolfe, 1987 (US); You better
lay low, Glory -Rosie Scott, 1988 (NZ). Cf.
bête noire. Whatever the sex or nature NOT 1 2 .
of the person or concept referred to, bête
3 better than = more than. WDEU (1989)
noire (in italic type) should be so printed,
and not bête noir. The plural is bêtes noires, cites several modern American examples
with both s's silent (TV advertisements were of this use, including We were whistling
along at slightly better than Mach 2 (Saturday
his bêtes noires).
Review, 1979), but adds that 'it is not genbethink. The Longman Dictionary of Con- erally found in the more formal kinds of
temporary English (1987) accurately de- writing'. The OED cites this use from misscribes the verb bethink oneself of as cellaneous writers of the period 1587 to
'(literary or old use) to think about, con- 1823 (Lamb), but it does not turn up very
sider: You should bethink yourself of your often in standard use in Britain now
duty, my lord? Most other dictionaries for (Better than 95 per cent of the nation's alcoforeign learners of English have no entry holics are middle<lass—Listener, 1984).
for the word, but well-read native speak4 better half, better part = larger porers will all be familiar with it from its tion. The OED gives examples from literfrequent use down the ages: e.g. bethink ary sources (Sidney, Wordsworth, etc.)
yourself wherein you may haue offended— from 1580 to 1805, and both expressions
Shakespeare, 1605; If they shall bethinke are still current, e.g. for the better half of the
themselues ... and repent—AV, 1611; Rip be-last decade; for the better part of a year.
thought himself a moment-W. Irving, 1820. (Quite distinct, of course, from my better
half= 'my husband' or esp. 'my wife'.)
better. This word has numerous idiomatic uses (to know better, no better than better, bettor, one who bets, if only to
she should be, go one better, etc.) and a few distinguish it from the preceding word,
somewhat debatable ones. 1 had better bettor seems preferable, but in practice
(often written as 'd better). This modal better is the customary form in Britain
idiom or semi-auxiliary is correctly used and bettor in the US.
to mean 'would find it wiser to' (You had between.
better come and have a talk; 'She'd better go
home,' she heard Miss Braithwaite say—B. I 1 between you and me.
2 between and among.
Rubens, 1987). In negative and interrog3 between each, between every.
ative contexts, the normal types are
shown in You'd better not come any closer 4 between + and.
5 Repeated between.
and Hadn't we better go home now?
I 6 between 1914-18.

between | between
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1 The nation is divided in its use of 1986; About £5,000 had been wagered, he
between you and me and between you and I. said, divided almost equally between the three
Let me begin by declaring that the only main candidates—Daily Tel, 1987; (number
admissible construction of the two in of events, groups, etc., less clearly destandard use in the 20c. is between you fined) Does he sigh between the chimes of the
and me. I know that Bassanio read out a clock?—]. M. Coetzee, 1977; Other courses
letter to Portia containing the sentence may be devoted to forging links between reAll debts are cleerd betweene you and I if I search teams in universities ... and schoolmight but see you at my death, and that teachers—TES, 1987; (borderline cases in
Mistress Page said that there is such a which among should perhaps have been
league betweene my goodman, and he. So used, esp. in the 1987 example) I want to
be it. Goneril, on the other hand, said walk between the trees and smell them too—E.
There is further complement of leaue-taking Jolley, 1980; a company has £25 million of
betweene France and him [not he]. I, he, and profit to distribute between 10,000 workersother pronouns were frequently used in Times, 1987; (among correctly used) there's
earlier centuries in ways now regarded only us ... left among the wreckage-S. Baras ungrammatical. Grammatical as- stow, i960; there were a lot of very young
sumptions were different then, es- people among the temporary staff—P. Fitzpecially when the pronoun in question gerald, 1980; there were differences among
was separated from the governing word Christians dating back to the Church Fathers
by other words.
-Bull. Amer. Acad. Arts & Sri., 1987; the UN
2 between and among. The boundaries ... does have machinery designed to ... keep
are much less clearly drawn in the use the peace among nations-Chr. Sri. Monitor,
of between and among. Many people cling 1987; the day has not yet come when the
to the idea that between is used of two giants war among themselves—J. M. Coetzee,
and among of many, but the OED main- 1977; it seeks the furthest extension of the
tains that 'In all senses, between has been, educationally valuable among the massesfrom its earliest appearance, extended Encounter, 1987; (among now sounding
to more than two ... It is still the only somewhat forced) a conversation among
word available to express the relation Richard Smith, Sir Anthony Grabham, and
of a thing to many surrounding things Professor Cyril Chantler-Brit. Med. Jrnl,
severally and individually, among ex- 1989.
pressing a relation to them collectively
3 between each, between every followed
and vaguely.' The OED further divides the
uses of between into four main branches: by a singular noun. Traditionally, conof simple position; of intervening space; structions of the type twenty-two yards
of relation to things acting conjointly or between each telegraph pole and he had a
participating in action; of separation. cup of coffee between each tutorial have been
These distinctions are needed to account regarded with suspicion or downright
for the wide fluctuations of usage over dislike (and have been replaced by, for
example, between each telegraph pole and
the last eight centuries.
The main present-day patterns can be the next and between tutorials). CGEL 9.21 n.,
fairly clearly discerned, I think, in the for example, remarks: 'It is common,
following examples: (two persons or but not accepted by all speakers, to say
things) things that had happened a long between each house instead of between each
house and the next.' On the other hand,
time since—between Isaac and myself—N. Williams, 1985; museums have become an un- Jespersen (Mod. Eng. Gram, vii) and other
grammarians have had no difficulty in
easy cross between theatre and boutique—New
Yorker, 1987; (more than two persons, finding evidence in support of the conthings, etc.) there was one iron between demned type: Between each kiss her oaths of
fifteen of us—D. Lodge, 1962; dividing his true loue swearing—The Passionate Pilgrime,
time between engineering, mechanical in- 1599; pausing between every sentence—G.
ventions, and writing for periodicals—G. S.Eliot, 1859; a row offlower-potswere ranged,
Haight, 1968; The death of his sister had with wide intervals between each pot—W.
changed things between Marcus, Ruth and Collins, i860; staring at her furtively
Jacqueline—A. S. Byatt, 1985; For Sale and between each mouthful of soup—M. Kennedy,
Rent ... Situated between Florence, Siena, 1924. This evidence must be respected
Perugia. Easy access Rome—London Rev. Bks,
and the constructions tolerated.
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4 between + and. The natural conjunc- usually present, and cannot be resolved
tion linking elements introduced by by the devising of rules, it is always
between is and (see 2 above), but or, as better to use unambiguous equivalents,
opposed to, [as) against, etc., are occasion- e.g. twice a week, twice-weekly; every two
ally encountered and are always re- weeks, fortnightly; twice-yearly; every two
grettable. Fowler (1926) rightly objected years; etc. See BIANNUAL; BICENTENARY.
to against in ft is the old contest between
Justice and Charity, between the right to carrybiannual. First recorded in 1877, it has
a weapon oneself against the power to shelter mostly been used to mean 'half-yearly,
behind someone else's shield (read and); and twice a year'. By contrast, the much older
to or in The choice is between payment in word biennial (first recorded in 1621) has
been traditionally used to mean 'existing
money or in kind (again read and).
or lasting for two years; changed every
5 Repeated between. In long sentences, two years; occurring once in every two
the reader or listener can be kept waiting years'. The distinction is far from
for the second term or element to be watertight, and it is as well to reinforce
mentioned in a between-construction, e.g. the meaning contextually, e.g. This bienYou need to decide between voting for a party nial conference,firstheld in 1989, took place
which, against all advice, introduced the pollin Paris in 1991:.
tax, a form of tax first used in the 14th
century, and one that dislikes the rates systembias. The recommended inflected forms
but has no alternative to offer. The solution of the verb are biased, biasing, and of the
to the problem is not to insert a second
noun, biases. See -s-, -ss-.
between between and and one. Either let
it stand, or recast the sentence entirely. Bible. Use an initial capital when it
refers to the holy scriptures themselves
6 The type between 1914-18 is wrong (but three bibles = three copies of the
in that it treats a dash as if it were the Bible); use a small initial when the word
word 'and'. Read from 1914 to 1918 or is used in a transferred sense (Wisden is
between 1914 and 1918.
the cricketers' bible). The corresponding
betwixt as preposition and adverb is adj. biblical is always written with a small
now archaic or obsolete in all uses in initial letter.
standard English except in the alliterative collocation betwixt and between, first
recorded in 1832, and still common.
Betwixt lives on in some dialects in both
Britain and America.

bicentenary /-sm'timan/, less commonly
/-'tenan/, as adj. and noun, is the more
usual term in Britain, and bicentennial
/-sen'tenial/ abroad. In all areas it bears
the senses '(marking) the two-hundredth
anniversary; (celebration) of the twohundredth anniversary'. See CENTENARY
2.

beware. Derived in ME from the verb
be + the adj. ware cautious, beware now
has no inflected forms. It is used in the
imperative, or, when used with a modal
biceps. PL the same.
auxiliary like must or had better, acquires
quasi-imperative force: Beware of the dog!; bid. 1 In the auction-room and playingbeware lest he overtake you; you must/had card senses the pa.t. and pa.pple are both
better beware or someone will attack you. The bid (In May the Trust bid successfully at
type shown in Longfellow's Beware the auction for Rex Whistler's well-known portrait
pine-tree's withered branch! (1842), i.e. show- of Lady Caroline Paget—Ann. Rep. National
ing beware constructed with a direct ob- Trust, 1989; two no-trumps were bid).
ject, would still be acceptable in poetry
2 In other senses, the past tense is
or in formal prose.
usually spelt bade (we bade him adieu; it
bi-. This prefix, which was first used
in contexts of time (biweekly, bimonthly,
biyearly, etc.) in the 19c, is a cause of
endless confusion. Each compound can
mean 'occurring or continuing for two
— ' , 'appearing every two — ' , or 'occurring twice a — ' . Because ambiguity is

bade fair to be the best holiday ever) and
pronounced /baed/; the past participle is
bidden, except that bid is used in a few
phrases, e.g. Do as you are bid.
3 When it is used—not very often
nowadays—in the sense 'command', it
governs a bare infinitive (Why should he

bide I black
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... keep me from my own And bid me sit in In the US (as reported in DARE), bit is
Canterbury, alone?—T. S. Eliot, 1935). Whenrecorded locally as past participle 'esp.
used in a passive construction, a to-in- among males and lesser educated speakfinitive follows (he was bidden to get on ers' (These apples are wormy, I think you got
with it). This use has largely been replaced bit, i.e. cheated).
by tell (someone) to do (something).
bivouac (verb). The inflected forms are
bide. Apart from archaistic, regional, bivouacked and bivouacking. See -c-, -CK-.
and poetical uses, this long-standing
word (in OE and until the 19c. it meant biweekly. See BI-.
'to remain') is now idiomatic only in to
bide one's time (past t. bided). The Scottish biyearly. See BI-.
expression bide a wee is widely recognized black. 1 Beginning in the mid-i920s,
in other areas.
American people of ultimately African
descent campaigned for the abandonbiennial. See BIANNUAL.
ment of the words Negro, Negress, and
billet-doux. Pronounce /.bilei'du:/. The particularly Nigger, in favour of black (or
pi. is billets-doux, pronounced /,bilei'du:z/. Black). As time went on, major newspapers and publishing houses accepted
billion. 'Since 1951.' the OED says, 'the the argument that the Negro group of
US value, a thousand millions, has been words had indefensible racial overtones,
increasingly used in Britain, especially and used black (or Black) instead. For
in technical writing and, more recently, a long time, black had also often been
in journalism; but the older sense "a
applied 'loosely, to non-European races,
million millions" is still common.' It is
little darker than many Europeans' (OED).
best now to work on the assumption that
the word means 'a thousand millions' in As a result of this tendency, migrant
all English-speaking areas, unless there Asians in Britain and their families are
is direct contextual evidence to the con- now often called blacks. The black section
of a given community in Britain, theretrary. Cf. MILLIARD; TRILLION.
fore, often now means a cross-section
of people of African, Caribbean, Indian,
bimonthly. See BI-.
Malaysian, etc., descent. Meanwhile in
binomial (noun). There are two prin- the US the term AFRICAN-AMERICAN has
cipal uses: 1 The two-part technical Latin come into use beside black for people of
name of a plant or animal species: Pri- Negroid origin.
mula vulgaris primrose, Equus caballus This area of terminology is riddled
horse, Homo sapiens man. Both parts with anomalies. Whatever view one
should be printed in italic, with the takes is likely to be controversial. In
generic name given an initial capital. general the word least likely to give ofAfter the first mention of a species, later fence to American and British black
references may be shortened, if there is people, or to anyone else, is black. Unconno risk of confusion, by the abbreviation troversial ways of describing people of
of the generic name to the initial capital South Asian descent are to use the terms
alone, followed by a full point: P. vulgaris, Indian, Malay, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, etc.,
E. caballus. (Hart's Rules.)
as appropriate, or to use Asian as a blan2 The name given to two-part expres- ket term. The words coloured and darky
sions joined by and (occas. or) which are regarded as offensive by those to
are normally presented in a fixed order: whom they are applied. See COLOURED.
(nouns) bread and butter, cup and saucer, A minor curiosity is that African-Amergin and tonic, by hook or by crook, ladies icans frequently use the word nigger
without giving offence when addressing
and gentlemen, law and order, odds and ends;
other blacks.
Tweedledum and Tweedledee; (adjs.) fast and
furious; spick and span; (verbs) to have and to 2 The 20C. has witnessed the banning
hold, tried and trusted.
of books containing in their titles or
text words that are regarded as racially
bishopric. See SEE.
offensive. At least one major American
bite. In BrE and AmE, bit is the normal dictionary omitted words of this kind. All
pa.t. form, and bitten the normal pa.pple. such vocabulary remains highly sensitive
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and looks like remaining so well into
the 2ic.
3 In the 20c. there has been a sharp
downturn in the use of long-established
phrases like to work like a nigger (first
recorded 1836) and nigger in the woodpile
(first recorded 1852).

black, blacken | blend
and seistful bitterly, He mysdeparteth richesse
temporal—Chaucer), blame came to be
used with for in the 18c. (first recorded
in Defoe, 1727) with the meaning 'to
censure (a person) for (something)'. A
century later a construction with upon
or on came into use, meaning 'to assign
responsibility (for something) to (a person)'. Gowers (1965) described it as 'a
needless variant' of to blame (someone)
for, but it is now in standard use beside
the construction that it competes with.

black, blacken. The shorter form is
used when the intentional laying on of
colouring matter is meant (to black boots
with blacking; to colour one's face black
as camouflage, in order to play a role as
a black person, etc.); and, in the trade- blameable is the preferred spelling in
union movement, to declare (something) OUP house style. See -ABLE, -IBLE 6.
to be black, i.e. to boycott (something).
One can also black someone's eye. The blanch, blench (verbs). 1 Blanch is used
longer form is the only one of the two in two main ways: = to become pale
that can be used intransitively (his moodj (from fear, shock, cold weather, etc.);
the sky blackened). Blacken also has a wide and, transitively, 'to make (vegetables,
range of literal and figurative uses: the almonds, etc.) white by dipping (them)
ceiling blackened with smoke; to blacken one'sin boiling water for a specified time'. It
character, reputation, etc. See -EN VERBS. was first recorded in the 14c. The byform blench has also been used in the
Black English. 1 The form of English sense 'to become pale' since the early
19c.
spoken by many blacks, esp. as an urban
dialect of the United States. A chance
2 A separate verb blench, which started
occurrence of the term in 1734 is reout in OE meaning 'to deceive, cheat',
corded in OED 2, but the recognition
developed the sense 'to quail, flinch' in
of Black English as a describable and
ME, and this sense is still current (many
distinctive form of American English did
people blench when they enter a dentist's
not emerge until the civil-rights movesurgery).
ment in the 1960s.
2 As I have remarked elsewhere (The blank verse, verse without rhyme,'esp.
English Language, 1985, p. 164), Black Ver- the iambic pentameter or unrhymed
nacular English, as it is often called, heroic, the regular measure of English
makes many holes in the standard Amer- dramatic and epic poetry, first used by
ican syntactical cobweb: e.g. all my black the Earl of Surrey (died 1547)' (OED). Parabrother (uninflected plural); a novel base dise Lost and the greater part of Shakeon ... (loss of final consonant in based); speare's plays are written in blank verse.
he a black bitch (absence of the verb 'to
'Apparently invented by
be'); God didn't make no two people alike blatant.
(double negation). These are not casual- Spenser, and used by him as an epithet of
ties of an imperfect learning of standard the thousand-tongued monster begotten
American but features of a creolized of Cerberus and Chimaera, the "blatant"
form of English, shaped orally by some or "blattant beast", by which he symboldeep ancestral memory of patterns of ized calumny' (OED). Except when used
speech brought many generations earl- with allusion to Spenser, the word has
ier by African slaves. William Labov's (since the late 19c.) come to mean 'obtruwell-known work The Social Stratification sive to the eye, glaringly or defiantly
of English in New York City (1965) demon- conspicuous' (the blatant way in which he
strated that Black English is not a frac- intruded, a blatant lie, a blatant piece of late
tured form of standard American tackling). It overlaps in meaning to a
English, but a stridently alternative form considerable extent with FLAGRANT.
of American speech, a variety that is
blend (noun). A blend or portmanteau
richly imagistic and inventive.
word is one derived by combining porblame (verb). First used c.1200 to mean tions of two or more separate words,
'to find fault with' (e.g. Thow blamest crist, e.g. motel ( = motor + hotel), Oxbridge
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( = Oxford + Cambridge), smog ( = smoke + bloc. 1 A 20C loanword from French,
fog). Such formations are now exceed- it is used, esp. in politics and business,
ingly common as the need arises on an of 'a combination of persons, groups,
unprecedented scale for fresh words to parties, or nations formed to foster a
denote new fashions, sports, methods particular interest' (OED 2). The phrase
of entertainment, etc. A few modern bloc vote is now challenging the traditional block vote.
examples: blaxploitation ( = blacks +
exploitation), croissandwiches ( = croissant 2 The Fr. phrase en bloc 'as a whole'
+ sandwiches), ginormous ( = giant + enor- was adopted in English at a somewhat
mous), infomercial ( = information + com- earlier date (first recorded in English in
mercial), liger (offspring of a lion and 1861). It is usu. printed in italic in Enga tiger), raggazine ( = rag + magazine), lish contexts (Nearby ...are villages whose
rockumentary ( = rock + documentary), sex-inhabitants in summer migrate en bloc ...
capade ( = sex + escapade). See -AHOLIC; to the islands off the coast where they spend
-ATHON; BURGER.
their timefishing—Discovery,1934)-

blended, blent. The unvarying pa.t. blond(e). 1 The word retains a vestigial
and pa.pple of the verb blend in ordinary mark of the grammatical gender of the
use is blended (the sky blended in the distancelanguage (French) from which it was
with the sea; blended tea, wines, etc.). In theadopted. A blonde is 'a woman with blonde
20C. blent is encountered only in literary hair'. A blonde person is 'a fair-haired
works: It was the memory of Saturday morn- woman'. By contrast a tall blond person
ing, blent with another emotion too vague tousu. = 'a tall blond (young) man'. But the
name—S. Gibbons, 1937; A serious house on distinction is not always an absolute one
serious earth it is, In whose blent air all ourin all English-speaking countries: e.g.
compulsions meet—P. Larkin, 1955.
(blond, of a woman) "We've taken her chair,'
said blond, garrulous Mrs. Tessler—L. S.
blessed, blest. When used as an attri- Schwartz, 1989 (US); The little girls whisbutive adjective, always spelt blessed and pered to each other, their blond heads shining
pronounced as two syllables, /'blesid/: the in the rather dark room—New Yorker, 1990;
Blessed Virgin Mary, the Blessed Sacrament,(blond of a man) Crews of tall, blond men who
every blessed night. So too when used as a hardly ever spoke-T. Findley, 1984 (Canad.);
plural noun with the (Isles of the blessed), His blond eye-lashes gave him a bemused
and in the biblical expression blessed are look-P. Fitzgerald, 1988 (UK); (blonde, of
the meek. When used as a finite verb, the hair of a woman, a doll) her blonde
the past tense and past participle are plaits reaching half-way down her bony
normally written as blessed and pro- back-C. Dexter, 1989 (UK); lugging that
nounced /blest/: the bishop (had) blessed his doll of hers, a thing with blonde shiny hair—A.
wife and children before he died. So too in Duff, 1990 (NZ). Blond is also occasionally
the colloquial expression blessed if I know. applied to inanimate objects: e.g. It conThe spelling blest, once common in all tains a blond desk, two chairs, and a weightthe above uses, is now mostly restricted lifting bench—New Yorker, 1989.
to poetry and hymns (Blest are the pure
2 The German phrase eine blonde Bestie
in heart—J. Keble, Hymn 370 in English
Hymnal). It is also used in the colloquial (Nietzsche) 'a person of the Nordic type'
was rendered in English as 'blond(e)
expression Well I'm blest.
beast' during the period of the Aryan
blink (verb). 1 In the sense 'to shut the heresy (ending in 1945) in Germany, but
eyes, evade, ignore', originally (in the is now only of historical interest.
18c.) a sporting word (to blink a bird, a
bloody. 1 Lit. 'like blood, smeared with
covey). It is now used in many contexts
blood, attended with much bloodshed,
of evasion (e.g. it is no use blinking the
etc.', in use in the language as an adj.
facts).
from earliest times, but since the 18c.
2 The same meaning is now some- diminishing in currency in these literal
times expressed by the phrasal verb blink senses as the word came to be used
at, though blink at also means 'to view as 'a vague epithet expressing anger,
with surprise' (they blinked at the unemploy- resentment, detestation; but often as a
ment figures).
mere intensive, esp. with a negative as

Ill

bloom, blossom | blurb

"not a bloody one" ' (OED). The OED placedbloom, blossom. Bloom is not extended
it in the realm of 'foul language', but as like 'flower' to a whole 'flowering plant'.
the 2oc. proceeded the degree of foulness It expresses (as the OED puts it) 'a more
attributed to the word receded sharply. delicate notion than "blossom", which
It has come to mean little more than is more commonly florescence bearing
'unpleasant, perverse' in most contexts promise of fruit, while "bloom" is flor(Why go out of your way to be bloody about escence thought of as the culminating
Archie when I'm trying to help him?—A. Heck-beauty of the plant'. Cherry trees are
said to be in blossom, roses in bloom. In
stall-Smith, 1954).
figurative uses of these nouns and their
2 As an adverb it has been in use as corresponding verbs, the same broad disan intensive since the later part of the tinction applies. Someone or something
17c, meaning 'very . . . and no mistake, full of promise is appropriately described
exceedingly; abominably' (OED). The OEDas blossoming. By contrast, the bloom or
rules out any connection with the oath blooming-time of a specified culture, a
's blood!, and there is no foundation to person (the bloom of perfect manhood), etc.,
the belief that it is a shortening of by is 'the most flourishing stage or season,
Our Lady. The OED instead attributes itsthe prime'.
use to 'the prevalent craving for imblow (verb). The regular pa.t. and pa.pple
pressive or graphic intensives seen in
the use of... awfully... devilish... damned are, respectively, of course, blew and
... rattling, etc' Shaw was entitled to blown, but it is worth noting that the
expect a sharp reaction from the audi- once common past form Mowed survives
ence when he caused Eliza Doolittle to in standard English in such expressions
going
exclaim Walk! Not bloody likely. (Sensa- as Well III be blowed, I'm Mowed if I'm
1
tion). I am going in a taxi, in Pygmalion to do that (sense 29 of OED Mow v. ).
(1914). Since then, however, and particu- bluebell. In southern England this is
larly since the end of the 1939-45 war, the wild hyacinth, Scilla nutans; in the
almost all traces of homdness have been north, and esp. in Scotland, it is another
shed from the word. Characters in TV name for the harebell, Campanula rotundiplays, for example, regularly use expres- folia, with fewer, larger, and thinnersions like serve you bloody right, you bloody textured flowers than the other. Abroad,
well will do it or else without attracting the word is applied to a number of blue
large quantities of hostile correspond- flowers shaped somewhat like bells, inence. The word has become a vaguely cluding plants of the genera vlorna, Veronused indicator of theatrical or actual ica, and Wahlenbergia.
anger or frustration. Nevertheless it is
blue book. (Often with initial capitals.)
still not the kind of word to use 'in polite
Spec, (a) a parliamentary or Privy Council
society'.
report, issued in a blue cover; (b) US a
3 A pleasing myth (supported by an printed book giving personal details of
extended entry for the word in The Austra- government officials. (New SOED, 1993).
lian National Dictionary (1988) ) is that Aus-See GREEN PAPER; WHITE PAPER.
tralians use the word bloody, whether as
adj. or adv., more freely and with more bluish is the preferred spelling in OUP
vigour than people in other English- house style (not bluetsh).
speaking communities. Certainly a dog- blurb, a brief descriptive paragraph or
ged Australianness, rooted in the lan- note of the contents or character of a
guage of pioneering adversity, can be book, printed as a commendatory advertseen in many of the contexts in which isement on the jacket or wrapper of a
it is recorded: e.g. (adj.) You must think newly published book. The word is said
yourself a damned clever bushman, talking to have been invented in 1907 by Gelett
about tracking a bloody dingo over bloody Burgess, an American writer, who apground where a bloody regiment of newly- pended the name Miss Blinda Blurb to a
shod horses would scarcely leave a bloody comic book embellished with a drawing
track—M. J. O'Reilly, 1944; (adv.) Here [sc. of a young lady.
in Tobruk] we bloody-well are; and here we The modes of commendation and the
bloody-well stay—C. Wilmot, 1944language used tend to be predictable
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and repetitive. For example, phrases ap- horses are reputed to see, it now has
plied to textbooks, reference works, etc., both intransitive (the mind boggles at the
on my shelves, include an accessible and extent of the damage) and transitive uses
stimulating (textbook), a challenging and (the suddenness of the collapse of Communism
stimulating (book), a critical (account), a boggles the imagination). The transitive
definitive (guide), essential (reading), expert uses still seem somewhat raw. The adj.
(guidance), informative (entries), a lively mind-boggling,firstrecorded in 1964 (A lot
and up-to-date (book), a major new (theory of mind-boggling statistics—Punch), seems to
of grammar), up-to-date (information). have come into existence about a decade
Phrases applied to new novels or their later than transitive uses of the verb.
authors or contents include acerbic wit,
bohea. Pronounce /bau'hi:/.
brimming with vulgar vitality, a compelling
story, no more original comic writer in Brit' bolt (adv.). The noun bolt meaning 'a
ain, an ominously tangible novel, an outra- sudden breaking away' and the verb bolt
geously gifted writer, a richly sensual book, meaning 'to dart off' are used similstrung-out sensitivity, a sustained and sar- atively (cf. sand-blind, snow-white, stonedonic fable, a technical tour de force, an cold) in bolt upright (first recorded in the
unusual compelling debut.
14c), and occasionally in other phrases:
he sat bolt upright against the wall; The
blusher. In the sense 'a cosmetic used Countess went bolt down into a chair—
to give an artificial colour to the face', G. Meredith, 1861.
first recorded in 1965 (OED 2), it has now
bona fide(s). 1 As an adverbial phrase,
effectively replaced rouge (first recorded
bonafide,of Latin origin, means 'in good
in 1753).
faith' and, when used at all, is normally
boat. A boat is 'a small open vessel in pronounced in English contexts as
which to traverse the surface of water' /'bauna 'faidi/. It is first recorded in the
{OED), whatever the means of propulsion. mid-i 6c.
The word is also used of small fishing
2 As an adjectival phrase (normally
vessels, small passenger or cargo vessels, pronounced like the advbl phr.) it means
and the like. A large sea-going vessel, 'acting or done in good faith' (bona fide
and in particular a naval surface vessel, poverty, bona fide traveller) and was first
is called a ship; but a submarine is called recorded in the late 18c.
a boat.
3 The noun phrase bonafidesis proboatswain. The originally nautical pro- nounced in English /'bauna 'faidiiz/ and
nunciation /'bausan/ is now general is properly construed as a singular (L fides
whether the word is written in full or faith): e.g. Bona fides is therefore opposed
to fraud, and is a necessary ingredient in
as bosun.
contracts—1845 in OED. Erroneously treatbodeful. A fashionable literary word in ing it as a plural form of bona ^de (asthe 19c. (OED 'very frequent in modern sumed to be a singular noun although
poets and essayists'), meaning 'forebod- in Latinfidewas the ablative singular of
ing, ominous', but now archaic and out nom.fides),a vernacular tide of opinion
has construed the phrase as if it meant
of favour.
'guarantees of good faith' or 'credenbog(e)y, bogie. The latest editions of tials'. From about the early 1940s onward
the Oxford dictionaries prefer bogey for the new construction has tended to bethe golfing term, bogey for the mischiev- come dominant: e.g. his bonafideswere
ous spirit, and bogie for the railway term. (not was) questioned. WDEU (1989) lists
The golfing term is said to have origin- several examples of this construction,
ated in a name (bogey-man) given in 1890 some of them from 'the intelligence and
on a golf-course at Great Yarmouth by a counterintelligence business'.
Major Wellman to his 'well-nigh invincThe matter is not yet resolved. Until
ible opponent', namely the 'ground it is, readers of this book are advised to
score'.
construe bonafideswith a singular verb.
boggle (verb). In origin a 16c. verb
formed from the noun boggle, a variant
of bogle, a spectre of the kind such as

bon mot. In the sing, pronounced /bo
mau/ and in the pi. written bons mots and
pronounced the same, or as /b5 mauz/.
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bonne bouche. In French 'a pleasing
taste to the mouth' but in English 'a
dainty mouthful or morsel' (which
would be rendered in French as 'morceau
qui fait ou donne bonne bouche'). Fowler
(1926) resignedly remarked that such
Variation of meaning or form is no valid
objection to the use of a phrase now
definitely established'.

bonne bouche | both
would bore of the game quite suddenly-M.
Bracewell, 1989 (UK); Oh, he's around, worst
luck. I'm so bored of him. He's lost his virility—C. Phipps, 1989 (UK); Surely she must
be bored of seeing this same setting all the
time—M. Tlali, 1989 (SAfr.); I was conscious
of all the problems ...of getting bored of
something the minute you get it—N. Fairburn, 1992 (Scottish); They [sc. children]
use the preposition 'of in an unorthodox
way: 'I'm bored of this,' they say (taking the
construction from 'tired of')—I. Opie, 1993.

Book of Common Prayer, The. Until
recently the official service book of the
Church of England, it was originally See OF C. 4 .
compiled by Thomas Cranmer and
others to replace the Latin services of
born(e). The pa.pple of bear in all senses
the medieval Church. It first appeared
except that of birth is borne (I have borne
in 1549, but the most familiar form now with this too long; he was borne along by
is the revised version of 1662. Like the the wind); borne is also used, when the
Bible and the works of Shakespeare, it reference is to birth, (a) in the active (has
has contributed a great many familiar borne no children), and (b) in the passive
phrases to the language at large: e.g. We when by follows (of all the children borne
haue erred and strayed from thy wayes, lykeby her only one survived). The pa.pple in
loste shepe; Not waiyng [weighing] our mer- the sense of birth, when used passively
its, hut pardonyng our offences.
without by, or adjectivally, is born (he was
Between 1965 and 1971, Series 1, 2, born blind; a born fool; of all the children
and 3 of a revised Prayer-Book were is- born to them; melancholy born of solitude;
sued as experimental forms of service, she was born in 1950).
and in 1980 the Alternative Service Book
bosom. Recorded from OE onward in
was published. The aim of the revisers
was to present the service book in up-to- the general sense 'the breast of a human
date language. In the process some of being' and 'the enclosure formed by the
the most memorable words and phrases breast and the arms' (he clasped the fugitive
in the Book of Common Prayer were to his bosom; by extension, in Abraham's
bosom (cf. Luke 16: 22) 'in the abode of
replaced by others, and ancient and
venerated points of accidence and syntax the blessed dead'). It has also come into
were removed. Our Father, which art in use at various dates in technical and
heaven became Our Father in heaven; Heliterary senses (of the sea, a sail, a recess
ascended into heaven, and sitteth became Heround the eye of a millstone, etc.). It was
ascended into heaven, and is seated; Theretonot until the 20c. that the word came to
I plight thee my troth became This is my be used colloquially in the plural to
solemn vow; With all my worldly goods I theemean 'a woman's breasts': e.g. She gave
endow became All that I have I share with him a quick glimpse of fine bosoms as she
bent to the door of the icebox--I. Fleming,
you.
Anglicans are deeply divided about the 1965.
merits of the two versions, but the BCP
seems to be becoming marginalized by
being mostly used only at restricted
times or by special request (at weddings,
funerals, etc.).

botank(al). Both forms are recorded
from the mid-i7c. onward, but botanical
is now much the more common of the
two in Britain except in traditional
names like the Botanic Garden in Oxford.

bored. The normal constructions are both.
with with or with by: they were bored with
being left alone in the country; he became J 1 both ...as well as.
2 Redundant both.
bored with Patrick; they were bored by the
3 Need for symmetry in parts of speech
party political broadcasts before the general
both ... and phrases.
élection. A regrettable tendency has em4 Used with more than two items.
erged in recent years, esp. in non-stand5 on both of our behalfs.
6 the both.
ard English in Britain and abroad, to
construe the verb with of. Examples: She j 7 we bothfooth of us.

in

bother | bottom line
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form part of an array of examples presented in the OED. Cyril Connolly wrote
...is both a musician, an archaeologist, and
an anti-Fascist in Horizon (March 1946).
To judge from the infrequency of the
'illogical' construction in the 20c, however, the advisability of limiting both
to two homogeneous objects is being
recognized by the vast majority of
writers.

1 both ...as well as. The construction is
not often encountered, probably because
the awkwardness of as well as as a correlative is all too obvious. Fowler (1926)
cited 'Which differsfromwho in being used
both as an adjective as well as a noun', and
rightly rejected it in favour of 'both ...
and as a noun'.
2 Redundant both. A detectable element of redundancy is introduced when
5 on both of our behalfs. Peter Carey's
both is used in conjunction with at once,
between, or equally). In such cases either Oscar and Luanda (1988) contains the senboth or the correlate should be omitted. tence I should not address you like this, even
Examples (from Fowler, 1926): If any great if I do hurt on your behalf, on both of our
advance is to be made at once both intelli- behalfs. It just passes muster, but a prudgible and interesting; The International Soci-ent copy editor would have emended it
ety is not afraid to invite comparisons to on behalf of us both. In general an ofbetween masters both old and new; The construction is less awkward and less
currents shifted the mines, to the equal likely to be ambiguous than one using
danger both offriend and foe; Wefindboth a possessive pronoun.
Lord Morley and Lord Lansdowne equally 6 the both. In spoken English, the use
anxious for a workable understanding.
of both preceded by the is not uncommon:
3 Need for symmetry in parts of Good morning from the both of us—BBC
speech in both . . . and phrases. In such Radio 4, 1977. It is more frequently encoordinate constructions it is essential countered in regional speech, as, for exfor the conjoined items to be presented ample, the both ofyou heard on The Archers
in the same manner: both the men's and (BBC Radio 4, 1976). The both should not
women's classes should be replaced by both be used in formal prose.
the men's and the women's classes; a post7 we both/both of us. The various (subjecwar reconstruction of both the political and
tive and objective) types that follow are
economic structure of Germany should be
all equally acceptable: (a) you both look
replaced by ... both the political and the
cross; we both felt happy; it suited them both;
economic ...; Her article is both detrimental
(b) there was not enough for both of them;
to understanding and peace should be reeverybody knows both of us; both of us had
placed by ... is detrimental to both undersmall flakes of snow clinging to us; we've both
standing and peace. Acceptable conof us got standards.
structions: the imaginative and dangerous
energy of the son leaves the cautious father bother. See POTHER.
both puzzled and helpless; Being speechless is
both a symptom and a cause of depression; bottleneck. Since the late 19c, applied
its capacity to address both the internal andto 'a narrow or confined space where
the international demands of the 1980s.
traffic may become congested', and then
4 Used with more than two items. If (first recorded in 1928)figuratively,'anylanguage behaved like a simple math- thing obstructing an even flow of proematical system, the illogicality of using duction, etc., or impeding activity, etc'
both of more than two items would be (OED 2). In the looser kind of journalism,
immediately apparent. In practice, both such bottlenecks are sometimes unsuitis almost always used with two homo- ably said to be cured, ironed out, broken,
geneous words or phrases: both the people etc., showing that the literal sense of the
and the land; both by day and by night; he word is not always remembered.
both loves and hates his brother; both now
and evermore; etc. From the 14c. onward, bottom line. From its use in accounthowever, it has also been used 'illog- ancy as 'the last line of a profit-andically' in conjunction with more than loss account, showing the final profit (or
two objects: both man and bird and beast loss)' (OED 2), the expression came to be
(Coleridge, 1798) and both Chaucer and used, and then to be overworked, to
Shakespeare and Milton (De Quincey, C1839) mean 'the final analysis or determining
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factor; the point, the crux of the argu- (a brace of pheasants) and the pi. (two brace
ment' (OED 2). Figurative uses are first of pistols). PI. uses are now rare.
recorded in the late 1960s.
brachylogy. (Cf. Gk ppaxu? 'short'.) 'A
bounden is still used in bounden duty shortened or condensed and grammatthough not in in duty bound. For centuries ically incomplete expression, used in colit was the regular pa.pple of bind. It was loquial speech or specialised jargons to
also commonly used as an adj. ( = 'made reduce time and effort, e.g. the greeting
fast in bonds; also fig.), but only bounden Morning! or the traffic sign Road Up' (Hartduty survives.
mann and Stork, 1973)- The term is also
sometimes applied to constructions that
bounteous. Like BEAUTEOUS and PLENTEOUS, a literary word. It means 'gen- are overtly ungrammatical, e.g. A is as
erously liberal, munificent' or '(of good or better than B, where formal gramthings), ample in size or amount, abund- mar requires the insertion of a second
ant'. The word is more likely to be en- as after good.
countered in the works of Johnson and
bracket. Since about 1880, one of the
Tennyson, for example, than in the work
primary senses of the word has been a
of any 20c. writer. But it is not extinct:
social one, 'a group bracketed together
Old hounds patrolling the corridors, seeing
as of equal standing in some graded
that none of the condemnedfleeback to the
system' (OED). Thus, frequently, income
air, the light, the bounteous world above—
bracket, social bracket, top bracket, etc.
J. M. Coetzee, 1990.
bourgeois. When I was a boy—a bourgeois brackets. Two marks of the form (),[],
boy—it was applied to my social class by { }, <>, used to enclose an explanation,
the class above it; bourgeois meant 'not an aside, a pronunciation, an etymology,
etc. ( ) are often called 'parentheses' or
aristocratic, therefore vulgar'. When I was in
'round brackets', [ ] 'square brackets',
my twenties this changed. My class was now
vilified by the class below it; bourgeois began{ } 'curly' or 'hooked brackets', and < >
to mean 'not proletarian, therefore parasitic,'angle brackets'.
reactionary'. (C. S. Lewis, Studies in Words,
Brahman. Also formerly Brahmin, a
2nd edn, 1967.)
member of the highest or priestly caste
bourn(e). There are two distinct words, in the Hindu caste system. In American
each of them spelt in the past and still use, and occas. elsewhere, brahmin (thus
sometimes today either with or without spelt) is often applied to 'a highly cula final •€. One, meaning 'a small stream, tured or intellectually aloof person'
a brook' (first recorded in the 14c), sur- (orig. such a person in New England).
vives in the south of England, used esp.
brain(s), in the sense of wits, may often
in the context of winter torrents of the
chalk downs, and in the place-names be either sing, or pi. In pick (a person's)
Bournemouth and Eastbourne; it corres- brain[s), rack (one's) brain(s), the number
ponds to the northern word burn, also = is indifferent; has no brains is commoner
'a small stream'. The other word (first than has no brain, but either is acceptable
recorded in the 16c), which is a English. Some phrases, however, admit
loanword from French, means 'the limit only one number or the other, e.g. have
or terminus of a race, journey, or course; (something) on the brain, blow out (somedestination, goal'. In the well-known pas- one's) brains.
sage in Shakespeare's Hamlet (1602), The
dread of something after death, The vndis-brand-new. Correctly thus spelt, being
(in the 16c.) formed from brand 'burning
couer'd country, from whose borne, No trauiler
retumes, the word probably means 'fron- (wooden) torch' + new (i.e. fresh as from
the furnace). Because the -d- is frequently
tier, boundary'.
not pronounced, the spelling bran-new
bowsprit. Pronounce /'bauspnt/.
was a common variant almost from the
beginning, e.g. Mr. and Mrs. Veneering
bow window. See BAY WINDOW.
were bran-new people in a bran-new
brace (noun). ( = a pair). A collective house (Dickens, 1865), but brand-new is
noun having the same form in the sing. customary now.

bravado | brier, briar
bravado /bra'vaidau/ is an ostentatious
display of courage or boldness, often
concealing a felt timidity. Bravery is daring, valour, fortitude (as a good quality).
Bravura /bra'vjuara/ is now virtually restricted to its musical sense, 'a passage
or piece of music requiring great skill
and spirit in its execution, written to
task the performer's powers' (bravura
songs, a bravura performance).
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created by the flight of comprador capitalPacific Rev., 1988.

breakdown. Beside its primary meaning, 'a collapse, a failure of mechanical
action or of health or of mental power',
breakdown has been used since the 1930s
to mean 'an analysis or classification (of
figures, statistics, etc.). It is obviously
important not to use this transferred
sense in contexts in which it might have
brave. Apart from its ordinary sense a tinge of ambiguity: e.g. 0 breakdown
('courageous, daring'), the word has been (better an analysis) of engine failures in longused for some four centuries as a general haul aircraft has not revealed any one main
epithet of admiration or praise (e.g. 0 cause; a complete breakdown of our exports
that's a braue man, hee writes braue verses,to dollar countries is not available at present.
speakes braue worlds—Shakespeare). Appar- breakthrough.
First used in the
ently this use began to fall out of cur1914-18 war to mean 'an advance of
rency towards the end of the 19c. (to troops penetrating a defensive line',
judge from the OED), but it has swept breakthrough has come to be used (since
back into use in the 20c. (a brave attempt, about the middle of the 20c.) of any
a brave step, etc.), and, most notably, in significant advance in knowledge,
Aldous Huxley's revival of Miranda's 0 achievement, etc. For a time it was an
braue new world (Tempest, v.i.183) in the immensely popular vogue word, but it
title of his satirical novel Brave New World seems now to have joined the ranks of
(1932).
ordinary foot-soldier words, both in its
literal and in its transferred senses.
bravo. It would be a brave person who
would follow Fowler's advice (1926) to breech. See BREACH, BREECH.
use bravo when applauding a male singer
in an operatic performance, brava for a brethren. This ancient pi. of the word
female singer, and bravi for the company. brother (first recorded C1175) survives
Gender and number distinctions have only in restricted use. It means 'fellowbeen abandoned in such circumstances, members of a Christian society' (dearly
and bravo is the only cry of the three beloved brethren); in particular the Plymouth Brethren (who call themselves 'the
heard in English theatres now.
Brethren'), a religious body recognizing
breach, breech. Breach is 'a breaking' no official order of ministers, and having
(in breach of his contract, breach of the peace,no formal creed, which arose at Plybreach of promise 'breaking of promise to mouth C1830. A member of this body is
marry', step into the breach 'give help in a called a Plymouth brother, and occas. also
crisis, etc.). Breech is principally, (a) in pi. a Brethren (Uncle Bill was coming to the
breeches 'short trousers', memorably in meeting as well, even though he wasn't a
Breeches Bible, the Geneva Bible of 1560 Brethren-N. Virtue, 1988).
with breeches for aprons in Gen. 3: 7; and
in breeches-buoy, a lifebuoy on a rope with briar. See BRIER, BRIAR.
canvas breeches for the user's legs; when
bridegroom. The vicissitudes of etyused in the sense 'short trousers', normology are seen in the emergence of
mally pronounced
/'brrtfiz/; (b) =
this word in the 16c. The OE word was
buttocks, now used only with reference
brydguma = bryd 'bride' 4- guma 'man'.
to a baby's position at or before birth
Had ME and early modE grome, 'lad,
(breech birth, with the baby's buttocks
groom' (itself of unknown etym.) not
foremost); (c) the back part of a rifle or
been substituted for the second element,
gun barrel (breech-loading gun, one loaded
the word would have come down to us
at the breech, not through the muzzle).
as bridegoom.
Confusion of the two words occurs
occasionally: e.g. National capital ... has brier, briar. There are two distinct
hardly moved in tofillthe breech [read breach]
words, the first (from OE braer) meaning
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brindle(d) | broadcast

'a prickly bush, esp. of the wild rose',
and the other 'the white heath, Erica
arborea, of southern Europe or a tobacco
pipe made from its root'. The heath word
is a 19c. loanword from Fr. bruyère. There
is widespread inconsistency in the spelling of both words: the OUP house style
for each is brier.

usually employed with more than a suggestion of teasing or, quite commonly,
of hostility. The Brit is at his old game (1901
in OED), and Brits out (slogan on wall in
N. Irish town, shown on ITN news, 6
Mar. 1977), just about sum it all up. In
Australia and New Zealand, Brit is now
challenging Pom as an everyday word
for a British person, and has similar
brindle(d) (adj.). The earlier form (first connotations. Elsewhere usage varies:
recorded in the 14c.) of the word mean- the word often has an edge to it, but it
ing 'marked with bars or streaks of a is also favoured simply as being shorter
different hue' was brinded. By the 19c. it than Briton and Britisher. In Britain itself
was being ousted by the variant brindled, there is less need for the word, but it is
which had probably been formed (in the occasionally used for its informal con17c.) 'by assimilation to such words as venience. Examples: the average Brit has
kindled, mingled, perhaps with some the greatest difficulty locating ... vital orfeeling of a diminutive sense' (OED), and gans—Radio Times, 1985; No sooner had we
brindled is now dominant. The noun arrived in Kenya than the goddam Brits began
brindle ( = 'brindled colour; a brindled to scuttle—D. Caute, 1986; Cale in fact is a
dog') is a back-formation from brindled. Brit who has emigrated to New York—Plays
International, 1988; The bumbling Brits
bring. 1 Partially distinguished from quietly built a better air force—Literary Rev.,
take according to movement towards the 1989.
speaker (bring), or away from or accompanying the speaker (take): take your rain- Britain, British, Briton. For the relation
coat with you and bring me a newspaper of these to England, Englishman), see ENGfrom the corner shop. There are many cir- LAND.
cumstances, however, in which this
simple distinction does not apply: e.g. if Briticism. This word for 'a phrase or
we are going to the zoo shall we bring/take idiom characteristic of Great Britain, but
not used in the English of the United
the camera?
States or other countries' (OED) seems to
2 In regional speech in many areas in have been modelled on Gallicism, ScottiBritain and the US, the verb is conju- cism, etc. Some writers, including H. W.
gated bring\brang\brung (like singlsangf
Fowler, favoured Britishism, but in
sung) or even bringlbrungjbrung, but
scholarly work Briticism (or, more usually,
brought remains rock-solid for the pa.t. BrE, British English) is now the more usual
and pa.pple in standard English.
term of the two.
brinkmanship. Journalists and politicians have found a use for this word
whenever two countries, groups, etc.,
come to the brink of war but do not
engage in it. It is one of the products
of nuclear confrontation between the
Western powers and the USSR bloc in
the 1950s. The word is attributed to the
American politician Adlai Stevenson,
who used it of the foreign policy of John
Foster Dulles in 1956 (Notes & Queries, May
1959)- For the formation, cf. seamanship,
statesmanship, etc., and also Stephen Potter's facetious formations, gamesmanship,
one-upmanship, and related words. See
-MANSHIP.

Brit. A colloquial shortening of Briton
or Britisher, first recorded in 1901, and

Britisher. A regular US word (first recorded in 1829) for a British subject.
People in Britain often register surprise,
or are even slightly affronted, when the
word is used, since the regular word
used in this country for 'a native or
inhabitant of Great Britain* is Briton.
Britishism. See BRITICISM.
BritO-. See ANGLO-.

broadcast (verb). For a short time in
the 1920s it was not clear whether the
past forms of the verb broadcast (in its
airwaves sense) were to be broadcasted or
broadcast. Learned arguments were displayed in a tract of the Society for Pure
English (1924) and elsewhere, bearing on
the apprehension of broadcast as a

broccoli | buffet
compound of cast, and comparing and
contrasting the past forms of e.g. forecast
and roughcast. In the event the shorter
form broadcast has prevailed almost
everywhere, though broadcasted, which is
encountered occasionally, cannot be said
to be wrong.
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within inverted commas or followed immediately by a bracketed explanation,
but no longer.

brunet(te). In Britain, brunette is 'a
(white) girl or woman of a dark complexion or with brown hair'. The same
word is used as an adjective, 'of dark
broccoli, now the only spelling (for- complexion, brown-haired'. In the US,
merly also brocoli), is an Italian pi. n. the Fr. masculine form brunet is occasion(sing, broccolo), but is treated in English ally applied without distinction to both
as a sing., non-count n., like spinach, etc. men and women, but there too the perThis vegetable has now been joined in son to whom the word is applied is most
the US by the broccofloweror broccoflower commonly a girl or a woman. Examples:
(Brocco Flower is part of the mustard family,(brunette) A pregnant brunette walks in off
but it has a milder aroma than broccoli whenthe street wearing black shorts-T. Wolfe,
cooking and a slightly sweeter taste than 1965; (brunet) tucked her blond locks under
cauliflower when eaten raw—Chicago Sun-a series of brunet wigs—G. D. Garcia, 1985.
Times, 1990).
Brythonic. See GAELIC.

brochure, pamphlet. Brochure, which is
first recorded in English in 1765, means buck, doe, hart, hind, roe, stag. The
lit. 'a stitched work' (cf. Fr. brocher 'to OED definitions make the distinctions
stitch'). In the sense 'a short printed sufficiently clear:
work, i.e. a few leaves merely stitched
buck, the he-goat, obs. ... The male of the
together', it was more or less synonymfallow-deer. (In early use perh. the male
of any kind of deer.) ... The male of
ous with the much older word pamphlet.
certain other animals resembling deer
From about the 1920s, however, brochure
or goats, as the reindeer, chamois. In S.
has tended to be restricted to mean 'a
Africa (after Dutch bok) any animal of
small, often glossy, pamphlet or booklet
the antelope kind. Also, the male of the
describing the amenities of a tourist rehare and the rabbit.
sort or setting out the details of a funddoe, the female of the fallow deer; applied
raising appeal, etc.'. Pamphlet, by contrast,
also to the female of allied animals, as
continues to be used to mean 'a
the reindeer ... The female of the hare
small treatise occupying fewer pages
or rabbit.
than would make a book, and normally
hart,
the male of the deer, esp. of the red
left unbound'. Pronounce /'brauja/ or
deer; a stag; spec, a male deer after its
/bro'Jua/, but in AmE only with the
fifth year.
stress on the second syllable.
hind, the female of the deer, esp. of the
red deer; spec, a female deer in and
broke(n). The regular pa.pple and adj.
after its third year.
broken (the window had been broken during
the night; a broken heart) stand cheek-byroe, a small species of deer inhabiting
various parts of Europe and Asia; a deer
jowl with the predicative adj. broke (also
belonging to this species.
stony-broke) 'ruined, without money'. The
(orig. US) phr. to go for broke, meaning 'to
stag, the male of a deer, esp. of the red
deer; spec, a hart or male deer of the
make strenuous efforts, to go "all out" '
fifth year.
(If he were to go for broke on behalf of the
Negroes ... the President would endanger
the moral reform cause—Guardian, 1963), isbuffalo. PI. -oes. See -O(E)S 1 .
now also commonly used in the UK.
buffet. When it refers to refreshments,
the word is pronounced in standard Engbrow. See MISQUOTATIONS.
lish /'bufei/, but railway staff seem mostly
brunch. This portmanteau word formed to say /'bAfei/ in British trains when drawfrom br\eakfast + l)unch has made its way ing attention to the whereabouts of the
from university slang into more general buffet car. When the meaning is 'a cupuse in the last century or so. It was first board in a recess for china and glasses',
recorded in Punch in 1896, and, for half the word is pronounced /'bAfit/. In AmE,
a century or so, was frequently written /ba'fei/, i.e. with the main stress on the
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second syllable, seems to be the standard
pronunciation.

bugger I bur, burr
the hulk of brewers, etc., would momentarily appear to refer to weight or
size, not to numbers, unless the context
proceeded swiftly to clear up the matter.
In such contexts it is better to use most,
the majority of, or some other synonym.

bugger. The word is used as noun and
verb with varying degrees of coarseness
or vulgarity. It can also be used quite
light-heartedly. Senses: (noun) l A sodomite. 2 Something or someone un- bullyrag. See BALLYRAG.
pleasant or undesirable (Heard one old
bumble-bee and humble-bee are indelady say, 'It's a bugger this dark!' [sc. the
pendently formed, alternative names for
blackout]—Harrisson and Madge, 1940;
the familiar large bee, of the genus
cheeky little bugger; (said with a sympaBombus, which makes a loud humming
thetic voice) poor buggers!; Needs 'sussing'
sound. Bumble-bee is much the more comproper, not the way you silly buggers go about
mon of the two words.
it—Match Fishing, 1990; let's not play silly
buggers [sc. act foolishly]). 3 bugger-all bunch. As a collective noun, it has been
'nothing' (I used to go and get her pension used since the 16c to signify a quantity,
and do her shopping for her and I can tell a collection, or a cluster of things (a
you there was bugger-all left by the end of bunch offlowers,grapes, keys, etc.). It is also
the week—P. Barker, 1986. 4 A damn (I commonly used to mean 'a company or
don't give a bugger whether you won't or group of people' (the best of a bad bunch,
will—Dylan Thomas, 1939). (Senses 3 and the pick of the bunch). The sporadic use of
4 uncommon in AmE.)
the type 'a bunch of+ persons' in former
(verb) 1 To commit buggery with. centuries (e.g. a bunch of cherubs) does not
2 Used as a swear-word (Bugger/; Bugger support the view that this construction
has unlimited currency at the present
me!; Buggered if I know!; Well, III be buggered!). 3 (with up) To ruin, spoil (The rain time, at least in Britain. The type a bunch
buggered up the weekend for us); (in passive) of spectators ran on to the pitch verges on
To be tired out (he was completely buggered slang; whereas if the pi. noun is qualified
after two nights without sleep). 4 (with off) by an adjective or other qualifier that
To go away (he buggered off home after the indicates a feature or features held in
lecture; bugger off!). 5 (with about, around)common by them (a bunch of corrupt polTo mess about (it's not wise to bugger about iticians held the reins of power [i.e. they had
with electricity). (Senses 3,4, and 5 uncom- corruption in common]; a bunch of weary
runners crossed the line together an hour after
mon in AmE.)
There are still many circumstances in the other competitors hadfinished[i.e. they
which such uses should be ruled out had weariness in common]), the informaltogether. Nevertheless, attitudes to- ality is much less evident.
wards words once judged to be unaccept- bunkum. This word meaning 'clap-trap,
able have changed considerably during humbug' is one of the best-known Amerthe 20C, and it is no longer unusual to ican words to have spread to all Englishhear any or all of the above expressions speaking countries. Its origin is less well
used on the stage, on the radio, on TV, known. It is a respelling of Buncombe, the
and in private conversations. Apparently name of a county in N. Carolina. The
there is much greater reluctance in phrase arose in America in the 1820s
America to use the word bugger in most when the member of congress for that
of the senses listed here.
county needlessly delayed a vote near
bulk is a noun signifying magnitude or
size. As such it can be used correctly
with singular nouns (the bulk of paper
or of a book or of a tree, etc., is its size),
and, somewhat adventurously, with collections like a people, the state, the
clergy, one's land, etc. Bulk-buying and
-selling are established terms. Bulk should
not be used followed by of+ an ordinary
noun in the plural: the bulk of policemen,

the close of a debate on the 'Missouri
question'. The speaker insisted, however,
that he was bound to make a speech for
Buncombe in order to impress his constituents (OED).
bur, burr. In OUP house style, bur is the
preferred spelling for 'a clinging seedvessel or catkin', and burr for 'a rough
edge; a rough sounding of the letter r;
a kind of limestone'.

burden, burthen | but
burden, burthen. Except as a rank archaism in poetry, rhetorical prose, etc., the
form burthen, which was the original
form of the word (OE byr&en), is now obsolete. In the sense 'the refrain or chorus
of a song', burden represents, slightly indirectly, Fr. bourdon, the continuous bass
or 'drone' of the bagpipe. The two words
merged in the late 16c. (a long explanation can be found in the OED).
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and intransitive uses, but the evidence
for such a distinction is unconvincing.
However spelt, the word is normally pronounced /b3:nt/, but burned as pa.t. and
ppl adj. may also be pronounced /b3:nd/.
See -T AND -ED for other verbs of this
type.

burst, bust (verbs). Burst is the regular
verb with numerous senses (20 are listed
in the OED) derived from the basic one
bureau. The recommended pi. is bur- (already in Beowulf) of'to break suddenly,
eaux, pronounced /'bjuarauz/, (but bur- to snap'. Bust is a dialectal variant of it,
eaus is not uncommon, esp. in AmE). first recorded in 1806. In two centuries, it
See -x.
has extended its territory in the standard
language in such expressions (ranging
burger. A familiar shortening of ham- from the colloquial to the entirely
burger and a fertile formative element neutral) as the following: I shall ... bust
in the 20c. There are burger bars, burger you one on the jaw (P. G. Wodehouse, 1919);
parlours, etc., throughout the English- busted (arrested, jailed); bustahouse(break
speaking world. As a terminal element, in); he busted a gut to get it done in time; he
-burger (first recorded as such in 1939) busted his leg playing football. Derivatives: a
has generated beefburger, cheeseburger, busted flush (Poker); bronco-busting; blocklamburger, nutburger, porkburger, steak- buster; a bust-up (quarrel). See BUST (ppl
burger, and numerous other words.
adj.).
-burg(h), a common element in placebus. The form Tms (with apostrophe)
names. When spelt -burgh, as in Edinis now extinct. Inflected forms (in OUP
burgh, it is pronounced /-bara/, except
house style): pi. buses; as vb, present buses,
that Americans tend to say /-b3:rau/, and
past bused, pres.pple busing. See -s-, -ss-.
Edinburgh in Texas is locally pronounced
/-b3:g/. When spelt -burg, as in Hamburg, business. The regular word business,
it is pronounced /-b3:g/. Burgher, 'a free- pronounced /'biznis/ with just two sylman or citizen of a foreign town, etc.', lables, in its various senses stands apart
is pronounced /'b3:ga/.
from busyness, pronounced /'bizmis/, the
ordinary abstract noun corresponding to
burgle, burglarize. The first of these is
busy (the state, etc., of being busy).
a back-formation (first recorded in 1870)
from burglary. It was at first thought to bust (ppl adj.) is freely used in the
be facetious but is now the regular word phrase to go bust 'to become insolvent',
in Britain (and in other English-speaking a use first recorded in a letter written
areas except N. America). AmE, from by Rupert Brooke in 1913: The Blue Reabout the same date, seems to have view has gone bust, through lack of support.
mostly preferred burglarize (one of us got See BURST, BUST (verbs).
hurt when we were burglarizing a pharmacyNew Yorker, 1988; another apartment build- but.
ing was burglarized last week following a
I 1 Normal uses as an adversative
barrage of house and apartment break-ins
conjunction and preposition.
throughout Evanston in July—Summer North- 2 Used at the beginning of a sentence.
western (Illinois), 1988).
3 Case after but = except.
4 but that, but what.

burnt, burned. Burnt is the usual form
5 Two successive bur-constructions.
6 But... however.
in the pa.pple (a thatched cottage was burnt
down last week) and as adj. (burnt almond, 7 cannot but + bare infinitive.
8 Always-but
always.
a burnt offering). In the pa.t., burned is the
dominant form (she burned her hands while I 9 Miscellaneous uses.
preparing the barbecue), but burnt is also
1 Normal uses as an adversative conpermissible in all English-speaking areas. junction and preposition. But is an adSome writers detect a preference for one versative conjunction, and the words,
form or the other as between transitive phrases, or sentences contrasted by it
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but J but

must always be clearly adversative. NorIt should be said, though, that unless
mal uses: naughty but nice; nature is cruel contextual dislocation is being deliberhut tidy; it was cool outside hut even coolerately sought as a rhetorical device, it is
inside; the answer is not to remove the parishnot desirable to litter the pages with
system hut to put more resources into it; he constructions like He is tired. But he is
had many gifts and interests, hut perhaps happy.
music was the greatest.
3 Case after but = except. Because of
But frequently means 'except (for)' the historical levelling of inflexions of
when used as a preposition and 'except nouns, the problem arises only with pro(that)' when used as a conjunction: (pre- nouns that show case: Everyone but she
position) the aftermath of the last economic can see the answer vs. Everyone but her can
crisis hut one; everyone was pleased hut]ohn;see the answer. The best course would
There was little to he seen hut a forest of brickappear to be to use the subjective case
chimneys, (conjunction) Claudia's eyes arewhen the but-construction lies within
closed hut once or twice her lips twitch; I wasthe subject area of a clause or sentence
willing enough, hut I was ill-equipped; What(No one but she would dream of doing that),
else can we do hut talk as if it were true? and to use the objective case when the
The contrast must never be neutral- but-construction falls within the object
ized by the placing of an additional cir- area of a clause or sentence (No one else
cumstance in one of the contrasted may use my typewriter but her). The formula
elements. Fowler cites numerous ex- is not watertight, however. For example,
amples of such partially cancelled con- when a subject containing but is delayed,
trasts, e.g. In vain the horse kicked and but is merely an emphatic repetition of
reared, hut he could not unseat his rider (if the main subject, the case remains the
the kicking was in vain, the failure to same: But no one understood it, no one but
unseat involves no contrast; either in I—J. M. Coetzee, 1977. When the clause
vain or hut must be dropped).
contains the verb to be, it is nevertheless
2 Used at the beginning of a sentence. usual for a late-placed but to be followed
The widespread public belief that But by the objective case: No one is fool enough
should not be used at the beginning of to work the straights but me—}. Fuller, 1983.
a sentence seems to be unshakeable. Yet After interrogatives the objective case is
it has no foundation. In certain kinds the more usual: Who can have done that
of compound sentences, but is used to but him?
introduce a balancing statement 'of the
Fowler's description of the problem is
nature of an exception, objection, limit- worth repeating: 'The question is
ation, or contrast to what has gone be- whether but in this sense is a preposition,
fore; sometimes, in its weakest form, and should therefore always take an obmerely expressing disconnection, or em- jective case (No-one saw him hut me, as
phasizing the introduction of a distinct well as I saw noone but him), or whether
or independent fact' (OED). In such cir- it is a conjunction, and the case after it
cumstances, but is most commonly is therefore variable (I saw no-one but him,
placed after a semi-colon, but it can legit- i.e. but I did see him; No-one saw him hut
imately be placed at the beginning of a I, i.e. but I did see him).' He concluded
following sentence, and frequently is. that when the but-construction falls
Examples: And went againe into the iudge- within the object area the objective case
ment hall, & saith to Iesus, Whence art thou?
has prevailed (Noone knows it but me).
But Iesus gaue him no answere.—John (AV)
19: 9; All Animals have Sense. But a Dog is 4 but thot has many undisputed foran Animal—Locke, 1690; Fare ye well. Butmal or literary (though somewhat fadlist! sweet youths, where'er you go, beware.—].ing) uses: e.g. (a) introducing a conWilson, 1816; Parkin's emphasis on the ag- sideration or reason to the contrary: exency of classes is unusually strong ... I think cept for the fact that, were it not that
it is too strong. But he could not weaken (OED), which adds that 'formerly that was
it—London Rev. Eks, 1980; Of course theyoccas. omitted': And but she spoke it dying,
I would not Beleeue her lips—Shakespeare,
loved her, the two remaining ones, they hugged
her, they had mingled their tears. But they 1611; I too should be content to dwell in
could not converse with her.—I. Murdoch, peace... But that my country calls—Southey,
1795; He would not have set out for France
1993.

buy I buy
by road hut that he knew all flights had been
cancelled; (formulaic use without that) it
never rains but it pours, (b) after doubt: I do
not doubt but that you are surprised—Ruskin,
1870. (c) after tell: How could he tell but
that Mildred might do the same?—Blackwood's Mag., 1847The danger in negative and interrogative
constructions of this kind is that a redundant not can inadvertently (and erroneously) be placed in the dependent
clause: (sentence b with an incorrectly
added not) I do not doubt but that you are
not surprised; (cited by Fowler) Who knows
but that the whole history of the Conference
might not have been changed?
In the past, but what was sometimes
used in similar constructions, but these
uses are now mainly found in informal
or non-standard types of English: Nor
am I yet so old but what I can rough it
stiH-Trollope, 1862; It's no telling but what
I might have gone on to school like my own
children have—Lee Smith, 1983 (US); I never
bake a pan of brownies ... but what I think
of him—ibid.
5 Two successive but-constructions. It
is more or less self-evident that it is not
desirable to add a but- construction to an
unrelated but-construction in the same
sentence. An example (from Fowler,
1926) of the rejected construction: I gazed
upon him for some time, expecting that he
might awake; but he did not, but kept on
snoring.
6 But... however. It is advisable to avoid
conjoining but with however, and with
other words which themselves express a
limitation or distinction, as nevertheless,
still, and yet: {But) one thing, however, had
not changed, and that was...; (but) nevertheless they went on arguing.
7 cannot but + bare infinitive. This construction, which has been in standard
use since the 1 6 c , is now very common.
Examples: The frailty of man without thee
cannot but fall—Bk of Common Prayer, 1549;
J cannot but be gratified by the assurance—
Jefferson, 1812; she could not help but follow
him into the big department store—B. Rubens, 1987; yet he could not help but admire
Miss Leplastrier for the way she looked after
the details--P. Carey, 1988. It should be
noted, however, that the use with help
inserted between cannot and but has not
been found in print before the late 1 9 c :
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She could not help but plague the lad—H.
Caine, 1894.
8 Always—but always. But is often used
after a pause to introduce a word that is
being repeated for emphasis: e.g. Nothing,
but nothing, is going to be allowed to prevent
Martha from meeting her deadline-V. Glendinning, 1989; she was always—but always—on a diet—New Yorker, 1989.
9 Miscellaneous uses, (a) but at end of
sentence. One of the most surprising and
largely uncharted modern uses of but is
its occurrence as a qualifying adverb at
the end of sentences. Taking a lead from
the Scots and the Irish, not-quite-standard speakers in Australia, in some parts
of South Africa, and perhaps elsewhere
provide evidence of this construction
which has not yet entered the standard
English of England: e.g. 'He should have
left the key with me,' she said. 'I'm his wife.'
'I didn't ask for it, but.'-M. Richler, 1980
(Canad.); 'I been waiting round for years
and years and I still don't know what it is,
but.'-M. Eldridge, 1984 (Aust.); Yes, I told
'im. Not the whole of it, but.'—D. Malouf,
1985 (Aust.); "That was a lovely cat, but' [ =
that was a truly lovely cat]—R. Mesthrie,
1987 (SAfr.); 'She's lovely' 'Isn't she but,' said
Jimmy Sr.—R. Doyle, 1991 (Ir.); 'I like your
café,' I said truthfully for something to say.
'I'm not staying but,' she said.—R. Scott,
1993 (NZ).
(b) not but eight = only, merely eight.
See NOT 10.
(c) all but (adverbially) = everything
short of, almost. Examples: Man . . . All
but resembleth God ...All but the picture of
his maiestie—]. Bastard, 1598; These were
all but unknown to Greeks and Romans—
A. P. Stanley, 1862; Edwin had persuaded
his father to all but cut out his oldest son—S.
Chitty, 1981; by the end of the war this
attitude had all but disappeared—?. Wright,
1987. From this use has emerged the
adjectival use of ail-but: Our ail-but freedom-W. Empson, 1935.
(d) Used after an exclamation (Ah! but,
My! but, etc.) to express some degree
of opposition, surprise, etc. (a use first
recorded in 1846): Ah, but who built it, that
we tiny creatures can walk in its arcades?
—M. Drabble, 1987; My, but he was obliging—New Yorker, 1987.
buy. 1 As noun, in such uses as the best
buy, the word has been current since the
third quarter of the 19c. Its currency has
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been greatly assisted by the coming into
being in the second half of the 20c. of
numerous consumer journals like
Which?
2 As verb, the orig. American sense
'to believe', first noted in 1926, is now
well established in everyday speech (I'm
willing to buy that for what it's worth) but
hardly at all in good quality prose in the
UK The pa.t. and pa.pple forms of buy
are, of course, bought. See VERBS IN -IE,

buzz I Byzantine
It very rapidly—the new use first recorded in 1706—slipped into general use
in its current figurative sense, 'without
entering into details, on the whole'.

by, by-, bye. Nearly all the words in this
group are derived from by preposition or
adverb, the main exception being bylaw (a variant of the obsolete byrlaw,
of Scandinavian origin, = local custom).
Over the centuries, the main body of
by- words has settled down into three
-Y, AND -YE.
groups: 1 by and by 'soon'; by the by 'by
the way, incidentally'.
buzz. See-z-,-zz-.
2 bye (in cricket and other games); byeby (prep.). Owing to the variety of its bye (familiar form of 'goodbye'); bye-byes
senses, by can occasionally acquire an (sleep).
unwanted ambiguity in certain con3 by- (tending to form one word with
structions. The absurdity of he was the following noun, but a hyphen is
knocked down by the town hall, or of In fairly regularly printed in some of the
Poets' Corner where he [sc. Dryden] has beenwords; the lists that follow show OUP
buried by Chaucer and Cowley (G. E. B. house style): (with hyphen) by-blow, bySaintsbury, 1881) can be lessened by a election, by-form, by-lane, by-law, by-product,
contextual change of intonation, but is by-street; (one word) bygone, byline, byname
better avoided altogether by choosing a (a sobriquet), bypass, bypath, biplay, bydifferent preposition, or by some other road, bystander, byway, byword. The spellmeans. Fowler (1926) worried about the ings bye-law and bye-election are preferred
accidental, slovenly recurrence of by in by some other publishing houses.
the same sentence: Palmerston wasted the
strength derived by England by the great Byzantine. 1 Spelt with an initial capiwar by his brag. Fortunately such gross tal when used of the architecture, art,
impropriety is not often encountered in politics, etc., of ancient Byzantium; but
usu. with a small initial when it means
written English now.
'intricate, complicated'.
by and large. This adverbial phr. is first
2 Several different pronunciations are
found in the 17c. in nautical (sailing current: /bi'zaentam/, /bai-/, /-i:n/; /'bizanship) language meaning (to sail) 'to the tam/, /-ti:n/. The one I use myself is
wind (within six points) and off it' (OED). /bai'zaentam/.

Ce
cabbalist(ic), cabbala, etc. in these,
and also in the other derivatives of cabbala ( = Hebrew oral tradition), -bb-,
which reflects a doubled consonant in
Hebrew, is the better spelling in English
(not -b-).

Caddie was originally Scottish (from Fr.
cadet); caddy is from Malay Jcdti.
caddis-fly, any small, hairy-winged insect of the order Trichoptera, is now
always so spelt, not as caddice-fly.

Cacao (pi. -os), pronounced /ka'kaiau/ or cadi /'kaidi/, a judge in a Muslim country.
PI. cadis. The spelling with initial c- (not
/-'keiau/, and in origin a Spanish word
derived from Nahuatl cacauatl, is 'a seed k-) is recommended.
pod from which cocoa and chocolate are Cadre, used in the armed forces to mean
made, or the tree from which such seed
'a nucleus or small group (of servicemen)
pods are obtained'. Cf. COCOA.
formed to be ready for expansion when
necessary', is pronounced as /'ka:da/ or,
Cachet. Marked as an unnaturalized
in imitation of French, /'kaidra/. When
French loanword in the OED, and scorned
used to mean 'a group of activists in a
by Fowler ('should be expelled [from the
communist or revolutionary party, or a
language] as an alien'), cachet, promember of such a group', it seems to be
nounced /'kaejei/, is now an acceptable
most commonly pronounced /'keida/.
member of the family, both in its general
senses ('a distinguishing mark or seal; caecum, Caesar, caesura, etc. Now
prestige') and as used in medicine ('a flat always printed with -ae- as two separate
capsule enclosing a dose of unpleasant- letters, not ligatured. See &, Œ. Some
tasting medicine').
of these words are regularly spelt with
medial -e- in AmE (e.g. cecum, Cesarian,
cachinnation, laughter. See POLYSYLLAcesium).
BIC HUMOUR.
Caesarean, Caesarian. The dominant
cachou, a lozenge to sweeten the spelling is with -eon, esp. in the medical
breath, is to be distinguished from ca- term Caesarean section (US Ces-). The word
shew, a bushy evergreen tree, Anacardium is often written with a small initial c.
occidentale, native to Central and S. America, bearing edible kidney-shaped cashew caesura. 1 In Greek and Latin prosody,
nuts. They are both pronounced /'kaeju:/. the division of a metrical foot between
two words, esp. in certain recognized
Cacoethes /ka3kau'i:0i:z/, a Latin (ulti- places near the middle of the line (OED).
mately Greek) word meaning 'an urge to
2 An obligatory feature of OE verse
do something undesirable', was frequently used in elevated English prose like Beowulf: the caesura is indicated by
until about the end of the 19c, esp. in the a space in printed versions of the poems:
phrases cacoethes scribendi 'an unhealthy e.g. under heofones hwealf healsittendra.
passion for writing* (based on Juvenal's In later English verse, chiefly noticeable
tenet insanabile multos scribendi cacoethes) in long metres such as that of Tennyson's
and cacoethes loquendi 'an itch for speak- Locksley Hall: Till the war-drum throbb'd no
ing'. Both phrases are still used, but longer, // and the battle-flags were furl'd. In
post-medieval English verse, 'the term
much less commonly than hitherto.
does not refer to anything in the structure
cactus. PI. (in general use) cactuses, in of most English verse, ... and there is
botany cacti /'kaektai/, but the distinction no reason to prefer it to "pause" or "synis far from watertight.
tactic break" in describing a line' (D.
Attridge, 1982).
caddie, caddy. The golf-attendant has
-ie; so too the corresponding verb. The café. Usu. printed in English with an
small container for holding tea has -y. acute accent but occas. without. In either

caffeine | camellia
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case it is pronounced /'kaefei/. In nonstandard or jocular English it is now
often pronounced /kerf/ or written as caff
and pronounced /kaef/.

calf. For plural, etc., see -VE(D), -VES.
Calibre (US caliber) is now always pronounced /'kaeliba/; the variant /ka'liiba/
has been discarded.

caffeine. Now always pronounced /'kaefcaliph. The transliteration of words of
m/, but formerly (e.g. in Daniel Jones's
Arabic origin that have entered English
English Pronouncing Diet., 1917) as three
through another language (in this case
syllables, /'kaef-i-i:n/.
medieval French) normally leads to the
cagey, 'cautious and uncommunica- emergence of a number of variant spelltive', was first recorded in America as ings and pronunciations. Caliph is now
recently as 1909, was not common in the dominant spelling in English (not
the UK until the mid-century, and is of ka-, kha-, -if) and /'keihf/ the dominant
unknown etymology. Sometimes spelt pronunciation, not /'kaelrf/.
cagy.
calk (verb). See CAULK.
calcareous, calcarious. The 'erroneous' form with final -eous is now standard. First recorded about 1790, the
spelling with -eous was influenced by
words in -eous from L -eus. The etymological sense of calcareous would be 'of the
nature of a spur', whereas the word actually means 'of the nature or, or composed
of, lime(-stone)', from L calx, calcis lime +
•arius.

callus (pi. calluses) means 'a hard thick
area of skin or tissue'; the corresponding
adj. callous is used to mean '(of skin)
hardened or hard', but is much more
frequently used in the figurative senses
'unfeeling, insensitive'. The spelling callous should not be used for the noun.

standard in AmE, let alone elsewhere:
This use of the word... is not sanctioned
by English usage' (Webster, 1847); 'Formerly chiefly New England, now more
widespread, somewhat old-fashioned'
DARE, 1985). The illustrative examples
cited in the large American dictionaries
are nearly all taken from regional
sources, e.g. Transactions of the Michigan
Agricultural Society, 1857, and Report of the
Maine Board of Agriculture, 1882. A typical
sentence: I calculate it's pretty difficult to
gitedication down at Charleston-^. Gilman,
1836.

caloric. Once used as the name (corresponding to Fr. calorique) given by Lavoisier to 'a supposed elastic fluid, to which
the phenomena of heat were formerly
attributed' (OED); now a regular adj. (pronounced /ka'lDnk/ meaning 'of or pertaining to heat'.

calmative. A word with not much history behind it (first recorded in 1870),
no etymological support from Latin, and
calculate. 1 Calculate makes calculable; lying at the crossroads of two distinct
see -ABLE, IBLE 6.
pronunciations, /'kaelmauv/ and /kaima2 The sense 'to suppose, reckon' is nv/. Sedative, an older word with sound
American in origin (first recorded in etymological credentials, is to be pre1805) but has not at any stage become ferred both as n. and as adj.

Calculus. The medical word ('a stone or
concretion formed within the body') usu.
has pi. 4i /-lai/; the mathematical, usu.
•luses.

calorie. A word (first used in the 1860s)
that stepped right outside physics laboratories (where it means 'a unit of quantity of heat') into widespread general
currency as the 20c. proceeded. The
general public have adopted what physicists call the large calorie, i.e. the amount
needed to raise the temperature of 1
kilogram of water through i°C, and use
it as a measure of the energy value of
foods. The word was formed arbitrarily
in French from L color 'heat'.

caldron. See CAULDRON.

cambric. Pronounce /'keimbnk/.
calendar, an almanac, not k-.
calends, the first of the month in the
ancient Roman calendar, not k-.

camellia. The spelling with -II- is standard, as is the pronunciation with medial

l-H

camelopard | cannot
Camelopard, an archaic name for the
giraffe, does not contain the word leopard
and should not be spelt or pronounced
as if it did. Pronounce /'kaemilaupaid/ or
/ka'melapaid/.
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to /'keman-art/. The problem has vanished: the pronunciation with medial
/-j-/, which reflects the way the placename /kêna'an/ was pronounced in
ancient Hebrew, is no longer extant.

canard. Except in the realm of cookery
(canard sauvage, etc.), where the French
Camomile, the literary and popular pronunciation of canard is retained, the
form of the word, answers to medL camo- word in its main English sense, 'an unmilla. The initial ch of the form chamomile founded rumour or story', is now proanswers to Lat. chamaemelon (Pliny) and nounced either as /ka'na:d/ or /'kaena:d/.
Gk. xan<xinr|Xov 'earth apple' (from xanai candelabrum. Because of its Latin ori'on the ground' + |if|Xov 'apple').
gin, the word should normally have candelabra as its plural. It has not always
campanile. Pronounce /kaempa'nnli/. Its worked out like that, and English patpi. in Italian is in -i, in English -es.
terns have partially established themselves. Candelabrums is sometimes used
can (noun). See TIN.
in AmE; conversely candelabra has often
Can (modal auxiliary) has a wide range been treated as a singular from the early
of uses. It usually expresses (a) possibil- 19c. onward (Walter Scott spoke of four
ity: the data that can he gathered; anyone silver candelabras in Ivanhoe). It does not
can make a mistake; manned spacecraft canseem likely that the original pattern,
now link up with other spacecraft in outer candelabrum sing.lcandelabra pi., will be
space; the virus can lie dormant in apparentlyrestored as the only correct forms.
cameo. PI. -s. See -O(E)S 4.

normal skin; he can he very trying, (b) ability:
canine. The pronunciation /'kemam/ is
his four-year-old son can ride a bicycle; at his
dominant, stressed on the first syllable
peak Murray could read more than forty and with /-ei/ as in cane. The OED (1888)
languages, (c) permission: In informal cir- gave preference to /ka'nam/, stressed on
cumstances, since the second half of the the second syllable, but also listed
19c, can has often been used in contexts /'kaenam/. Daniel Jones (1917) recommenof permission where may had earlier ded /'kaenam/, but also gave /'kern-/ as
been obligatory: Can I speak with the Count?'less frequent'.
—Tennyson, 1879; Father says you can
cannon. 1 From the 16c. onward, but
come—T. B. Reed, 1894; No one can play the
no longer, the regular word for a piece
organ during service time without the consent
of ordnance, to the types of which nuof the Vicar—Church Times, 1905. In everyday life, such informal uses of can now merous exotic-sounding names were apoccur all the time: e.g. can I speak to plied (aspic, basilisk, culverin, serpentine,
your supervisor, please? But in any context etc.). Now, in military language, norwhere politeness or formality are over- mally restricted to a shell-firing gun in
riding considerations, may is the better an aircraft (a use first recorded in 1919).
word: May I come and stay with you?; May 2 Historically the word was used as
an ordinary noun, with pi. cannons; but
I have another whisky, please?
In pa.t. contexts, could (and not might) also collectively (Cannon to right of them,
is more or less obligatory: e.g. At that Cannon to left of them, Cannon in front
time only rectors could ( = were entitled to) of them Volley'd and thunder'd—Tennyson,
1855).
receive tithes.
In the sentence III drop in to see you cannot. 1 This is normally written as
tomorrow, if I can (i.e. if I am able to) the one word (rather than can not) and is
substitution of may would change the often pronounced like the reduced form
can't. One encounters can not occasionally
meaning. Cf. MAY AND MIGHT.
in letters, examination scripts, etc.; the
Canaan(ite). Fowler (1926) regarded the division seems more to do with custom
present-day pronunciation /'keman-art/ as ('I have always written it this way') than
an 'evasion', insisting that the pronunci- with emphasis. The reduced form can't,
ation prevalent in his day was /'kemjan- which now seems so natural, is relatively
art/. Daniel Jones (1917) gave precedence recent in origin. It does not occur in the
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canon, canyon | capital

works of Shakespeare, for example, and canto. PI. -os. See -O(E)S.
the earliest example of it given in the
canton. Used of a subdivision of a counOED is one of 1706.
try, esp. Switzerland, pronounced
2 Cannot (or couldn't, etc.) is correctly
/'kaenton/. As a verb in military use, 'to
used before but (see BUT 7); before the
put (troops) into quarters', pronounced
combination help but + infinitive (see BUT
/kaen'tuin/. Cantonment, 'a lodging as7); and before the verb help + gerund (I
signed to troops; a permanent military
couldn't help thinking that he wasn't listening
station in India', is pronounced /,kaeneither-B. Rubens, 1985). However, stand'tuinmant/.
ard English does not admit constructions
of the type he can't hardly walk, i.e. where canvas, canvass.
1 Canvas 'coarse
can't is qualified by a negative adverb.
cloth' is so spelt, with pi. canvases. When
3 can't seem + infinitive = seem un- used as a verb, 'to cover or line with
able to. This construction is relatively canvas', it is conjugated as canvasses, canrecent (the first example in the OED is vassed, canvassing (but often -s- in AmE).
one of 1898) and still has a tinge of
2 Canvass 'to solicit votes' yields the
informality about it. Examples: He forms canvassed, canvasser, canvasses, and
couldn't seem to get the boy out of his head—I.
canvassing. The corresponding noun is
Baird, 1937; Somehow I can't seem to get also spelt canvass, pi. canvasses. Historicwarm—M. Pugh, 1969. It belongs more in ally both words come from the same
spoken English than in formal writing.
French original, and it is only in the 20c.
See HARDLY 5.
that canvas has become fairly consistcanon, canyon. Both forms are pro- ently restricted to cloth, and canvass to
nounced /'kaenjan/. The form with the voting.
tilde seems to be less common than it
canyon. See CANON, CANYON.
used to be except when used with direct
reference to Spain. The Grand Canyon in Caoutchouc. This strange-looking word,
Arizona is always so spelt.
adopted in the 18c. from a Quechua word
cant. In the 18c. and 19c, one of its via Spanish and French, is pronounced
primary meanings was 'the secret lan- /'kautfuk/.
guage or jargon used by gypsies, thieves,
caper. See SINGULAR -S.
professional beggars, etc' (They talk'd to
one another in Cant—]. Stevens, 1707). Dur-capercaillie, capercailzie. A Scottish
ing the same period, it was also applied word of Gaelic origin meaning 'woodcontemptuously to the special phraseo- grouse'. 'The Iz for I5 [i.e. 1 followed by
logy of particular classes of (non-crim- yogh] is a 16th c. Sc. way of representing
inal, non-vagrant) persons (All love—bah! I mouillé ... and is properly represented
that I should use the cant of boys and girb—isby ly' (OED). In fact, however, the prevailfleeting enough—Dickens, 1839). These ing spelling is capercaillie (not, as forsenses have drifted away except in merly, capercailzie), and the dominant
scholarly work or historical novels. In- pronunciation is /.kaepa'keili/.
stead cant now usu. means 'insincere
pious or moral talk, language implying capita, caput. See PER CAPITA.
the pretended assumption of goodness
or piety' (e.g. the speech by the member for Capital. 1 adj. A headmaster pointed
— was saturated with cant). See JARGON. out to me in 1990 that he had frequently
encountered illiterate confusion of capican't. See CANNOT.
tal and corporal in contexts of the type
cantatrice, 'a female singer', which is 'My son could do with some capital punishan early 19c. loanword from Italian or ment now and then'.
French (spelt the same in both languages), is now pronounced in an Italian
manner as /'kantatrirtTei/ or in a French
manner as /katatriis/ at choice. The
French pronunciation is the more usual
of the two in English.

2 noun. Capital, the most important
town or city of a country or region, is to
be distinguished from capital, which is a
building in which an American legislative body meets, the best-known of which
is the one in Washington, DC.

capitalist | capitals
capitalist. Many old-fashioned socialists,
including my late father, regularly
stressed the word on the second syllable,
i.e. as /ka'prtelist/, but nowadays the stress
is normally placed on the first syllable
of it and of capitalism, capitalization, and
capitalize.
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4 Proper names of institutions, movements,
etc.: Christianity, Marxism, Buddhism, Islam
the Church of England, the (Roman) Catholi
Church; but lower case for the building
or for a church in a general sense. Church
and State—both capitalized when viewed
as comparable institutions, also the State
as a concept of political philosophy; the
Capitals. Apart from certain elementary Crown, Parliament, Congress (US), House of
rules that everyone knows and observes, Commons (of Representatives, US), House of
such as that capitals are used to begin a Lords, Ministry of Finance, etc. Also, HM
new sentence after a full stop, for the Government, or the Government, in official
initial letter of quoted matter (but see parlance and meaning a particular body
PUNCTUATION), and for proper names like of persons, the Ministers of the Crown
John Smith (with rare exceptions like the and their staffs; but the government (lower
idiosyncratic e. e. cummings) and those of case) is correct in general uses.
the days and months, their present-day
5 Parties, denominations, and organizause shows wide variation from one pub- tions, and their members: Air Force, Army,
lishing house to another, and even Navy (as titles of particular organizawithin the pages of the same book, news- tions), Conservative, Labour (in British polpaper, etc.
itics); Socialist, Liberal Democrat, Christian
What follows is an abridged and Democrat (European countries, etc.); Reslightly modified version of the relevant publican, Democratic (USA); and so on. (But
section in Hart's Rules, pp. 8-14.
socialist, republican, conservative, democratic, etc., as normal adjectives when
A Capital initials should be used for:
1 Prefixes and titles forming part of a not party titles.) Also, Baptist, Congregacompound name: Sir Roger Tichborne, the tionalism Methodist, Presbyterian, Unitarian
Bishop of Oxford, the Duke of Wellington. Church of England, Anglican, Roman CathAlso, Her Majesty the Queen, the Prince ofolic, Orthodox (i.e. Eastern Orthodox), Evangelical (continental and US). (But
Wales, His Excellency the British Ambassador,
His Holiness, Your Honour—when the titlecongregational (singing, polity), unitarian
of a particular person; but in a general views of God, orthodox belief, catholic
sense lower case is correct: every king of sympathies in non-denominational
England from William I to Richard II; for sense.) The general rule is that capitalizking is used here in a general sense, ation makes a word more specific and
where monarch or sovereign would be limited in its reference: contrast a Christian scientist (man of science) and a Chrisequally correct.
2 Parts of recognized geographical names: tian Scientist (member of the Church of
(of countries or regions) Northern Ireland Christ Scientist).
6 Titles of office-holders. In certain cases
(as a political entity), but northern England, a plain description in general and certain contexts these are virtually
terms; similarly, Western Australia, West proper names of persons: HM the Queen,
Africa, South Africa, New England, etc.; the Prime Minister, the Archbishop of Canter(names of straits, estuaries, etc.) Firth of bury. The extension of this principle deClyde, Norfolk Broads, Straits of Gibraltar,pends on the context: the President (of the
Plymouth Sound, Thames Estuary; (names USA, of Magdalen College, Oxford, etc.).
of rivers) River Plate (Rio de la Plata), East Similarly, the Bishop of Hereford, the Dean
River (New York), but the Thames, or the of Christ Church; and in a particular dioriver Thames; (topographical and urban cese, the Bishop, or within a particular
names) Trafalgar Square, Addison's Walk (incathedral or college, the Dean (referring
Magdalen College, Oxford), Regent Street, to a particular individual, or at least a
London Road (if official name), but the holder of a particular office: the Bishop is
ex officio chairman of many committees).
London road (that leading to London).
3 Proper names of periods of time: Bronze (But in contexts like when he became
Age, Stone Age, Dark Ages, Middle Ages, bishop, the bishops of the Church of England,
appointment of bishops—such cases are
Renaissance; First World War, Second World
War, or World War I, II, but the 1914-18 better printed in lower case, and so with
other office-holders.)
war, the 1939-45 war.
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capping I caravanserai

7 Names of ships, aircraft types, railwaynewton, volt, watt, (iii) in names of metres:
engines, trade names, etc: The Cutty Sark,alcaics, alexandrines, sapphics.
HMS Dreadnought; the Kônigs, the fastest
See also BINOMIAL 1.
German battleships in 1916 (capitals but
C Medial capitals. Worth noting is the
not italic for types of ships). The Spitfire, newish, mostly commercial, habit of inthe Flying Fortress, the Dakotas of the serting a medial capital letter into the
i939~45 war. These are types, since name of a product, a process, etc.: e.g.
aircraft do not usually have individual CinemaScope, InterLink (a device for a
names; but 'the US bomber Enola Gay medical injection), GeoSphere (made from
which dropped the atom bomb over satellite photographs of the earth).
Hiroshima on 6 August 1945' (not italic
as not official like a ship's name). A Vis- capping. As a second element in ratecount, a Boeing, a Concorde (airliners). A capping, etc., a modern political term of
Ford Orion, a Renault 5 (trade names). great potency. Rate<apping (first recorded
Anadin, Cow b Gate, Kleenex, Persil, etc.with its derivatives in 1983) is 'the impoCapitals must be used for proprietary sition of upper limits on the amount of
names. Pronouns referring to the Deity money which a local authority can spend
should begin with capitals only if spe- and also levy through rates, intended as
cifically requested by an author: He, Him, a disincentive to excessive spending on
His, Me, Mine, My, Thee, Thine, Thou; but
local services' (OED 2). With the replaceeven so it is better to print who, whom, ment of rates by the community charge
and whose. In religious writings, capitals or poll tax in 1989 (Scotland) and 1990
are now either old-fashioned or a per- (England and Wales), rate<apping has
sonal preference of some writers. The been replaced by community<harge capmain trend is to use lower case in such ping, charge<apping, or simply by capping.
circumstances.
caption. Adopted in the 14c. from mediB Words derived from proper names
eval
Lat. caption-em 'taking, seizing', cap1 Adjectives, (i) Use a capital initial
when usage favours it, and when connec- tion has had a continuous history since
tion with the proper name is still felt then in various legal senses. Towards the
to be alive: Christian, Dantesque, Hellenic,end of the 18c. it began to be used, chiefly
Homeric, Machiavellian, Platonic, Romanin the US (corresponding to heading or
(Catholic, Empire), Shakespearian, (ii) Use title in the UK), to mean 'the heading of
a lowercase initial when connection a chapter, section, or newspaper article'.
with the proper name is remote or con- From about the 1920s it has gradually
ventional: arable (letters), french (chalk, come to be used in all English-speaking
cricket, polish), italic (script), roman (nu- areas for the title below an illustration,
merals), and when the sense is an attri- and, more recently, for a subtitle in cinbute or quality suggested by the proper ematography and television. (The word
name: chauvinistic, gargantuan, herculean, is not derived from L caput 'head'.)
lilliputian, machiavellian (intrigue), quix- carafe. Formerly in Scotland used as
otic, titanic.
a normal term for the crystal jug or
2 Verbs, (i) Use a capital initial when decanter from which water at the table
the sense of the verb is historical or was served. In Victorian England the
cultural and has a direct reference to word was commonly applied as a genthe proper name: Americanize, Chris- teelism to a glass water-bottle, over
tianize, Europeanize, Hellenize, Latinize, Rowhich a tumbler was placed, for use in
manize, (ii) Use a lower-case initial when a bedroom. In the course of the 20c,
the sense is an activity associated with carafe has come to be adopted as a normal
but not referring directly to the proper English word for an open-necked conname: bowdlerize, galvanize, macadamize, tainer for serving wine at table.
pasteurize.
3 Nouns. Use a lower-case initial (i) carat. See CARET.
When reference to the proper name is
remote or allusive: boycott, jersey (gar- caravanserai. This word of Persian oriment), mackintosh, morocco (leather), quis- gin, for a kind of inn where companies
ling, sandwich, suede, Wellington (boot), (ii)of merchants or pilgrims travelling toin names of scientific units: ampere, joule, gether in Middle Eastern countries or in
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N. Africa put up, took a considerable caret is a mark (A A) indicating a protime to settle down in its fixed present- posed insertion in printing or writing;
day spelling. It was first noted by Hakluyt carat is a unit of weight for precious
stones; carat (US karat) is a measure of
in 1599; the older spellings included
purity of gold, pure gold being 24 carat.
Carauan-sara, caravansery, and caravansary.
The standard pronunciation is /kaeracargo. PI. cargoes. See -O(E)S 1.
"vaensarai/.
Caribbean. In the US and in the Caribcarburettor. The standard spelling in bean itself, the word is pronounced just
BrE, as against carburetor (with one t) in as often with the stress on the second
AmE.
syllable, /ka'nbian/, as on the third,
/.kaen'biian/. In Britain the standard procarcass, pi. carcasses, are the forms re- nunciation has the main stress on the
commended, not -ase{s).
third syllable.
care (verb). The modern colloquial caries is a Latin sing, noun {caries) meanphrase of resignation, (I, etc.) couldn't care ing decay. In its ordinary dental sense,
less, '(I am, etc.) completely uninterested, it was formerly always trisyllabic,
utterly indifferent' (OED's first example /'keaniiz/, in English, and this was the
is one of 1946), has partially yielded, only pronunciation entered in Daniel
since the 1960s and principally in AmE, Jones/Gimson (up till the 14th edn.,
to the construction (I, etc.) could care less 1977). It is now normally disyllabic, i.e.
with the same meaning even though /'keariiz/.
the negative is omitted. Thus in some
quarters the alternative statements If a carillon. The word has been in a parlous
bill doesn't get paid, he couldn't/could care state as to its pronunciation in the more
less are identical in meaning. No one has than two centuries since it entered the
satisfactorily accounted for the syn- language from French. Who knows but
onymy of what would appear to be what Dickens said /ka'nljan/ in an English
way and Thackeray /karij5/ to imitate
straightforwardly antonymous uses.
the French? Or whether one or both or
neither of them placed the main stress
Careen (verb). In origin a nautical word
(first recorded in Hakluyt, 1600) meaning on the first syllable, i.e. /'kaenljDn/? My
'to turn (a ship) over on one side for strong impression is that /ka'nljan/ is
cleaning, caulking, or repairing', or, in- now dominant, but the latest editions
transitively, '(of a ship) to lean over, to of SOED and COD place the stress on the
tilt when sailing on wind', careen carries first syllable. Who can tell?
a residual notion in non-nautical con- caring. Since the 1960s, and esp. as
texts of leaning or tilting. In a separate the monetarist policies of the Thatcher
modern development in AmE, since the government began to bear on the quality
1920s, careen has rapidly become stand- of social services available to certain secard in the sense 'to rush headlong, to tions of the general public, i.e. the
hurtle, esp. with an unsteady motion', amount of public money made available
i.e. the speed is more central to the for the needs of the sick, the elderly,
meaning than any latent notion of lean- single parents, etc., the word caring in
ing or tilting. This modern sense hardly the sense 'compassionate' has come
occurs in BrE, the broad sense being to have strong political overtones.
satisfactorily covered by the verb career. Socialists interpret caring as a political
Examples: A lot of Russians careening along willingness to set less stringent limits
the road on liberated bicycles—H. Roosen- on the funding of the social services;
burg, 1957; The van careened across the road,Conservatives, on the other hand, while
almost running into the ditch-B. Moore, defending their own record in such mat1987; A giant [of a man] careens down ters, insist that sensible limits must be
the corridor of a crummy hotel in East Los set. Phrases like the caring party, caring
Angeles—The Face, 1988; (figuratively) With policies, the caring professions, with their
a rakishly tilted upstairs screen porch and social and political overtones, will
staircases that careened like carnival rides- doubtless be attended by controversy for
a long time to come.
Lee Smith, 1983.
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carnaptlOUS (quarrelsome). Part of the Carte. In fencing, a variant of quart(e),
charm of the language is our relative the fourth of eight parrying positions.
unawareness of the boundaries within However spelt, it is pronounced /ka:t/.
which particular words lie. A BBC political correspondent, John Cole, used car- Cartel. In its older senses, esp. 'a written
naptious in The Listener in 1988 only to agreement relating to the exchange or
find that his readers did not know what ransom of prisoners' (a use first recorded
was to him an everyday word. It seems in 1692), it was pronounced /'kaital/, with
to be restricted to Scotland and Northern the stress on the first syllable. About the
Ireland (the latter being Mr Cole's place end of the 19c, after Ger. Kartell, the
of upbringing). The earliest example in stress was moved to the second syllable,
the OED is one of 1858 from the Ulster i.e. /kai'tel/, in the new, orig. Ger., sense
Journal of Archaeology. It is probably de- 'an agreement or association between
rived from car- (an intensive prefix cor- two or more business houses for regulatresponding to the American ker-, as in ing output, fixing prices, etc.; also the
ker-plunk) + knap (a verb meaning 'to businesses thus combined'.
break or snap with the teeth') + concarven, the original pa.pple of the verb
nective -t- + -ious.
carve. It dropped out of use in the 16c,
Carousel. 1 Historically, a tournament was revived in poetry and in rhetorical
(first recorded 1650); then, a merry-go- prose in the 19c. (a screen of carven ivory—E.
round (1673, now chiefly US, where it Barrett Browning, 1856), and now seems
is usu. spelt, like the French original, to have fallen into disuse again, except
carrousel); from about i960, a moving occas. in poetry: The carven priest Gilded
conveyor system for delivering passen- and small—C. Aiken, 1929.
gers' luggage at airports. It is pronounced /kaera'sel/, occas. /-zel/.
case (nouns).
2 It is, of course, to be carefully distinA There are two distinct nouns:
guished from carousal (revelry in drink1 First recorded in English in the 13c.
ing), which is pronounced /ka'rauzal/,
1
with the main stress on the second syl- (from OF cas and L. casus), case was at
first
'a
thing
that
befalls
or
happens,
lable.
an occurrence'. From this abstract base
carpet. 1 The phr. on the carpet (i.e. sprang numerous extended meanings,
of the council table) meaning 'under esp. (a) an instance or example of the
consideration or discussion' and corres- occurrence or existence of something
ponding to Fr. sur le tapis, was widely (the most recent case of that kind of behaviour
used from the early 18c. onward, but that he could recall); (b) an infatuation
almost completely fell out of use when (Richard had a case on Joanna); (c) numerous
carpet lost its earliest primary sense technical senses in law (e.g. This concluded
'thick fabric used to cover tables, beds, the case for the prosecution); (d) an instance
etc.; a table-cloth'. The phrase survives of disease (seven cases of cholera); (e) in
principally in its new 20c. sense, 'un- grammar, one of the varied forms of a
dergoing, or summoned to receive, a word expressing its relationship to some
reprimand' where the underlying meta- other word in the vicinity (the case-ending
phor refers to the covering on the floor. of the accusative singular of Latin nouns
ending in -iô is -iônem).
2 See RUG, CARPET.
2 Quite separately, case2 entered Engcarrel. A carrel or carol was the name lish in the 13c. (from Norman Fr. casse
given in medieval English monasteries and L capsa), meaning a receptacle, a
to a small enclosure or 'study' in a cloisbox, a bag, a covering, etc. The two words
ter. The word dropped out of use with
have stood side by side ever since, and
the dissolution of the monasteries in the
perhaps the majority of speakers have
16c; but it was revived in the early 20c.
always been unaware that the two are
to denote a private cubicle provided in
distinct words.
a library for use by a reader (e.g. The study
cubicles in the college library at Ampleforth B In practice it is easy to distinguish
are still called 'carrels'—Medium Aevum, them if one recalls their origins, and,
i960).
particularly, if one keeps in mind that

casein | cases
only case1 has generated a range of idiomatic phrases, some of them prepositions, and others conjunctions, e.g. in
case {of), in the event (that), supposing
(that); in case that, in the event that; just
in case, in the event or contingency that;
in that case, in that event, if that were
true; in any case, at all events, whatever
else is done; to put the case for, to present
the arguments in favour of.
In AmE, in case can also mean ' i f : In
case it rains I can't go ( = If it should rain).
Case2 almost always means a receptacle
(o case of claret, cases of weapons), the covers
in which a book is bound, or, (in traditional printing) a partitioned tray in
which the type of a particular font is
stored.
C Naturally it is important to avoid
using case1 in any context where it might
be taken to be case2. Thus, In the case of
champagne, it is better to opt for the traditional labels should be replaced by For
champagne ...
Fowler (1926) cited a pageful of examples in which removal of the phrase
containing case, or rewording, would improve the run of the sentence: e.g. Though
this sort of thing proceeds from a genuine
sentiment in the case of Burns [omit the case
of\; His historical pictures were in many cases
masterly [Many of his]. Such aberrant uses
perhaps abounded in the essays of boys
at Sedbergh, and also in the various
newspapers that the Fowler brothers
read with such care. They are much
harder to find now: perhaps they are
edited out by vigilant copy editors.
D A range of natural uses of case1 follows: (law) he ... was happy ...to help
investigate a case that has since been triedNew Yorker, 1987; (in transferred use)
Neither of these figures illuminates the case
against Trident—David Steel, 1985; (medicine) As the number of reported cases of AIDS
mounts, the magnitude and severity of the
problem becomes increasingly evident—
Dxdalus, 1989; (phrases) Take your umbrella
in case it rains ( = because of the possibility that it may)-CGEL, 1985; In case
you want me, III be in my office till lunchtime ( = should)—ibid.; Claudia, through
clenched teeth, says in that case she can do
without the Big Dipper—P. Lively, 1987; At
first, I felt used ... But in any case it was
due to my innocence and my ambition—New
Yorker, 1986.
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c a s e i n . In my own experience, normally
pronounced /'keisiin/, but the standard
guides to pronunciation give precedence
to the trisyllabic form /'keisnn/.

cases.
I 1
2
3
4
5
I 6

Remaining cases in English.
Case after the verb to be.
After as and than.
After but.
After not.
Case-switching.

1 Before the Norman Conquest, English was characterized by its system of
case-endings. Nouns, pronouns, and adjectives had a range of forms distinguishing the nominative singular from
the accusative, genitive, and dative (sing,
and pi.). The nouns in particular fell
into distinct groups according to their
grammatical gender. The simplest of
these patterns is shown in the OE word
for 'stone': stân nom. and a c e , stânes gen.,
stone dat., stânas nom. and ace. pi., stana
gen. pi., and stànum dat. pi. The main
modern English prepositions existed,
but for the most part had a reinforcing
rather than a strictly semantic role. From
the Conquest onward, the case-endings
rapidly disappeared except as signs of
the possessive (sing, and pi.) of nouns
and of the plural of nouns. Adjectives
gradually became invariable. Pronouns
alone were left with forms that distinguish case:
subjective
1
he
she
we
they
who
whoever

objective
possessive
me
my
him
his
her
her
us
our
them
their
whom
whose
whomever

The main casualty of this process is
that, because nouns form such a dominant part of the language, and because
they do not change endings in the old
accusative and dative positions, English
speakers have partially lost an instinctive power to recognize case distinctions.
2 The verb to be can usefully be regarded as a part of speech linking elements that are in the same case. In nouns
and some pronouns, the cases before and
aft are normally indistinguishable: Pons
is the capital of France; what's yours is mine.
In constructions introduced by It is or
This (or That) is, however, the objective
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4 After but. The objective form of the
forms of pronouns have infiltrated
standard English, esp. in short declara- pronoun is preferable, though in practive sentences: thus It's me rather than tice both types occur: (subjective) But no
It is I; This (or That) is him rather than This one understands it, no one but I, who have
(or That) is he. The choice of pronoun sat in corners all my life watching him—}. M.
in such circumstances still needs to be Coetzee, 1977; (objective) No one is fool
judged with care: a great many writers enough to work the straights but me—J.
tend to prefer the subjective forms, esp, Fuller, 1983.
For a fuller discussion of the problem,
when the pronoun is qualified by a following who- (or that-) clause. Examples: see BUT 3.
(subjective) If I were he, I should keep an
5 After not. Except in the type Who
eye on that young man—C. P. Snow, 1979;made that mistake?' 'Not me!', i.e. in inThis time it was I who took the initiative-R. formal speech, the subjective forms of
Cobb, 1985; It is we who are inappropriate. pronouns still (just) tend to be preferred:
The painting was herefirst—P.Lively, 1987; it must be he who's made of india-rubber, not
that might very well be he at this moment, I—A. Carter, 1984: Who would be Scrooge
causing the doorbell to chime-K. Amis, 1988. enough to call such ideas humbug? Not I —
(objective) Too much of a bloody infidel, New Yorker, 1986. But see NOT 9.
that's me—T. Keneally, 1980; Hugh stepped 6 Case-switching. Case-switching of
forward. 'It's me, don't be frightened'—M. pronouns in certain circumstances is a
Wesley, 1983; 'So ... ' says jasper. That's marked feature of modern English. The
him, the old fraud.'—P. Lively, 1987; Can thisnation is divided in its attitude to some
be me? Driving a car?—New Yorker, 1988. of the types. Among the unacceptable
3 After as and than. There is consider- patterns are constructions of the type
able variation, but in broad terms when This is strictly between you and I (see
as or than are felt to be prepositions the BETWEEN 1) and They asked jim and I to do
objective case is used, and when they the job (see I). Also unwelcome, except
are felt to be conjunctions the subjective in the representation of the speech of
case is used. The subjective case is more poorly educated people, are the types
Me (or Myself) and Bill (at the head of a
formal than the objective, but is still
sentence or clause).
widely used. Examples: (as subjective) I
sensed that he was as apprehensive as I about A number of other migratory uses of
our meeting—]. Frame, 1985; Numbed as objective forms are standard, though
fairly informal. They possibly go unshe is, she's as alive as Amaral or you or
recognized as visitors in their new role.
I—New Yorker, 1987; (than subjective) I hopeExamples: (sentences led by Me, I) Me, I
you had a more cheerful Christmas than don't trust cats—G. Keillor, 1989; Me, I'm
we—E. Waugh, 1955; On the whole the men thick-skinned, charming, vain and happy—R.
...are more formal and authoritarian in tone Elms, 1989; (me + près, pple) Me thinking
than she—M. Butler, 1987; He was eight I'd probably got somefilthyfever in spite of
years older than I, and planned to be every-the jabs—Julian Barnes, 1989; (straightforthing that I, too, hoped to become in life—Ldwardly illogical, but seeming natural) we
Hailsham, 1990; They were nothing like sat down on either side of the radiogram, she
Violet ...if anything, even less human thanwith her tea, me with a pad and pencil—J.
she—A. Billson, 1993- (as objective) Jim Winterson, 1985; (with an exclamatory
would have run the farm as good as me—M. infinitive) What! me fight a big chap like
Eldridge, 1984 (Aust.); He seems to be as him?; (Me too in response to another perlonely as me, and to mind it more—D. Lodge,son's assertion) 'Let's talk about each other,
1991; (than objective) I wanted you to be that's all I am interested in at the moment.'
wiser than me, better than me—M. Ramgo- 'Me too,'says Tom.—P. Lively, 1987; (in reply
bin, 1986 (SAfr.); The 1,700 paintings in to a question) What do you make of that,
the Uffizi have been described ...by better Tonio?' 'Me?' he said.—B. Moore, 1987; (Me
qualified writers than me—P. Hillmore, neither) Too bad I can't reach the curtain.'
1987; we're sure they can judge a novel just 'Me neither,' he said—New Yorker, 1987; (silly
as well [as] if not better than us—Julian me) 'After Diana had told me what Irena was
asking?' 'Of course. Silly me.'—A. Lejeune,
Barnes, 1987.
1986. See also ME 2.
See AS 1, THAN 6.

cashew | catachresis
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On this evidence, further migrations the several hereditary classes into which
of the objective forms to the subjective society in India has from time immemarea seem likely. See also WHO AND orial been divided' (OED) wavered
WHOM.
between cost and caste. The latter form
has prevailed. It is derived from Sp. and
cashew. See CACHOU.
Pg. casta 'race, lineage, breed'. Caste is to
be carefully distinguished from the noun
Casino. PI. casinos. See -O(E)S 6.
cost in its multifarious meanings: reflecCasket. In America, and in some other tions of a moral cast, the cast ( = the actors)
English-speaking countries outside Brit- of a play, a cast in dice, and numerous
ain, undertakers tend to use casket rather senses in angling, hawking, sculpture,
than coffin. In newspaper accounts of etc. Cast has the same etymology as caste.
funerals in these countries, the words
casket and coffin are often used inter- caster, castor. A caster is 'one who
changeably in the same column. In Brit- casts'; in hot-metal printing, 'a machine
ain the normal word is coffin, and casket for casting type'; and, often, the first
is normally reserved for 'a small, often element in caster sugar (see below). Castor
ornamental, box or chest for jewels, etc.', is (a) a somewhat archaic name for a
and sometimes 'a small wooden box for beaver; (b) the only spelling of the first
element of castor oil; (c) (also spelt caster)
cremated ashes'.
The exchangeability of the two words a small swivelling wheel for furniture;
in US newspapers was shown, for ex- (d) (also spelt caster) a small pot with
ample, in accounts of the funeral of a perforated top (hence castor or caster
Ferdinand Marcos, former President of sugar). The name Castor in Greek myththe Philippines, in October 1989: e.g. ology, one of the twin sons (Castor and
(caption) Imelda Marcos kisses the casket Pollux) of Tyndareus and Leda, now repcontaining the body of her late husband, resented in the name of the constellation
Ferdinand Marcos; (text) Mr. Marcos' cojfjïn, Gemini, is unrelated.
draped with a Philippinesflag,was borne by
10 pallbearers (both from the 15 Oct. issue casualty. In the fifth edition of The
1989 of the Chicago Tribune). Similarly, in Concise Oxford Dictionary (1964), where
an account in an April 1989 issue of the senses are arranged in historical order,
Chicago Sun-Times of the funeral of sailors the sense 'accident, mishap, disaster' is
killed in an explosion on the battleship correctly placed first. In the eighth ediIowa: Flag-draped coffins of the 47 sailors tion (1990), where the current senses
killed in the worst naval disaster in more are arranged in order of comparative
than a decade... arrived in the United States familiarity and importance, the meanon Thursday; Uponfinishinghis remarks toing 'a person killed or injured in a war or
the tearful gathering, he knelt before one accident' is placed first, and the earliest
historical sense 'an accident, mishap, or
casket as if in prayer—ibid.
disaster' is placed last. The change in
cast (verb). This late OE word of Scandi- the ordering of senses is partly a matter
navian origin, which once looked likely of lexical technique, but in this case it
to drive out the native word throw, tends also reflects a change in the currency of
now to be restricted to a range of familiar the respective meanings. Figurative uses
phrases, idioms, and proverbs: cast an eye of the now dominant sense are common:
over, cast a shadow over, cast a spell, cast lower profits will become the first casualty of
lots, cast a vote, cast ashore, cast aside, Castthe new government's policy.
not a clout till May be out, be cast down
(downhearted), cast accounts, etc. It would catachresis. In grammar, 'improper use
be absurd to speak about its demise— of words; application of a term to a thing
eighty-three distinguishable senses are which it does not properly denote'. In
listed in the OED—but it does seem to rhetoric, 'abuse or perversion of a trope
be losing some of its former power. In or metaphor' (OED). The popular uses of
ordinary contexts of propelling with chronic = habitual, inveterate (a chronic
liar), infer = imply, suggest, and refute =
force, throw is the more natural word.
deny, contradict (without argument), are
caste. From the 17c. to the 19c, the examples of lexical catachresis. In the
spelling of the word meaning 'one of OED, catachrestic uses are preceded by
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the sign % In poetry or highly formal
prose, nonce-deviations from ordinary
linguistic uses are examples of rhetorical
catachresis: e.g. Dylan Thomas's phrase
Once below a time, and W. H. Auden's
coinage metalogue (modelled on prologue
and epilogue), 'a speech delivered
between the acts or scenes of a play', an
artificial word not taken up by anyone
else.
catacomb. The dominant pronunciation in standard BrE is now /'kastakuim/.
The older one, /-kaum/, the only pronunciation given by Daniel Jones in 1917.
is now seldom heard in Britain but is
customary in AmE.
catalectic. In prosody, = lacking a syllable (or more than one) in the last foot,
a device frequently found in classical
verse. Thus Browning's dactylic pattern
is broken in
Just for a\ handful ofl silver he/ left us A ,
Just for a\ ribandto/stick in his/ coat A .
Cf. ACATALECTIC.

catacomb | category
direct or indirect allusion to its first
occurrence. The word is first recorded in
the mid-i 9c. The adoption of catchphrases from popular songs, films, slogans, advertisements, etc., has become a
marked feature of the language in the
20C. Hundreds of catchphrases are gathered up in Eric Partridge's Dictionary of
Catch Phrases (1977) and in Nigel Rees's
Dictionary of Popular Phrases (1990). Examples: Have a nice day (origin disputed,
but quickly established in the US in the
early 1970s): to laugh (or cry) all the way
to the bank (attributed to the American
entertainer Liberace); Nice one, Cyril!
(from a 1972 TV advertisement for
Wonderloaf); Not tonight, Josephine ('probably arose through music-hall in Victorian times', N. Rees: not believed to
have been said by Napoleon himself);
over-paid, oversexed—and over here (applied
to American GIs in Britain during World
War 0).
catchup. This word (first recorded in
1690) for a spicy sauce or condiment
is now entirely replaced by ketchup in
Britain. Of the various spellings of the
word in the US, ketchup and catsup are
the most common. The word is believed
to be of Chinese origin via Malay.

cataphoric (adj.). First (19c.) used of the
action of an electric current, it is now
(since the 1970s) used by grammarians
of a reference to a succeeding word or
group of words. In the sentence After his
discovery of New Zealand, Captain Cook went
category. To begin with, restricted to
on to discover several Pacific islands, his re-its original philosophical meaning, 'one
fers forward to Captain Cook, i.e. is cata- of a possibly exhaustive set of classes
phoric. There are numerous more among which all things might be distribcomplicated types of grammatical cata- uted' (COD); later (attributed to Kant) 'one
phora. Cf. ANAPHORA 2.
of the a priori conceptions applied by the
catch. 1 (verb). Catch you (later), as an mind to sense-impressions' (COD). These
illogical but popular colloquial phr. of philosophical senses made their way imfarewell, now stands alongside See you precisely into general use from the 17c.
(later) (which is first recorded in 1891): onward, and settled down with the broad
meaning, 'a class, or division, in any
Yeah, catch you, mate,' said Stephen, and slid
out the door—F. Kidman, 1988; Catch you general scheme of classification'. This
more general sense, though objected to
later. Let's have a drink sometime (The Bill,
by Fowler (1926) and others, is now unnv, 19 Apr. 1990).
cancellably established. Examples: She
2 catch-22. Mainly used in the phrase placed them in two categories: the honest
a catch-22 situation, and meaning 'a di- imbeciles and the intelligent delinquents-O.
lemma or circumstance from which Manning, i960; He had had the whole of
there is no escape because of mutually creation divided into two great categories, the
conflicting or dependent conditions' things he was for and the things he was
(COD), it is tending to be overused. It is
against—M. Frayn, 1965: 'J hope you aren't
the title of a novel by Joseph Heller (1961)
a clergyman.' She said it with real vehemence,
featuring predicaments of this kind.
as if it was the one category of person she
catch phrase. A phrase that catches on was not prepared to have in the house—A. N.
quickly and is repeatedly used with Wilson, 1981.

cater | cavalcade
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cater (verb). The more usual construc- the normal word used in all Englishtion is with for: to provide a supply of speaking countries for the people, lanfood for (some takeaway shops cater for guage, etc., of the Caucasus.
people who order food by telephone); (in
transferred use) to provide (entertain- cauldron. The normal spelling in BrE,
ment, education, etc.) for, to make provi- whereas caldron is the more usual form
sion for the needs of a group, a minority, in AmE.
etc. (cater for all age groups; cater for the
caulk (verb). This word, meaning 'to
needs of people made homeless by the
stop up (the seams of a boat, etc.) with
earthquake; perhaps they only cater for an
oakum, etc.', is normally spelt thus in
elite spiritual clientele).
BrE, and as calk in AmE.
The verb is occasionally construed
with to (perhaps after pander to): catering 'cause. Spelt thus (or as cos, 'cos, etc.),
to the national taste and vanity—Thackeray,it is still sometimes used in informal
1840; Nine years afterwards we find him contexts as a conjunction in place of
... catering to the low tastes of]ames I—C. because: e.g. 'Right now,' she said, 'people are
Kingsley, i860; He feels cheated because stashing their money 'cause they know the
society does not cater to his irrational day is coming'—Chicago Tribune, 1988.
wishes-B. Bettelheim, i960; Unlike other
See 'cos.
corporate hospitals, ours is just a diagnostic
centre which caters to everybody—Business causerie. Adopted in the early 19c. (first
recorded 1827) from French in the sense
India, 1986.
In AmE, cater to is said to be more 'a chat', it later came to be used to mean
'an informal essay, article, or talk, esp.
usual than cater for.
one on a literary subject and forming
eater-cornered. This adj. and adv. one of a series'. This later sense was
meaning 'diagonal, diagonally', spelt in taken from Sainte-Beuve's Les Causeries
various ways (cater<orner, catty<orner(ed),du Lundi (1851-62), which was published
catacorner(ed), kitty-corner(ed), etc.), is inas a series of articles in two French newsdaily use in AmE, but is virtually un- papers. In the 20C, causerie has also been
used in English for 'a discussion, an
known in BrE.
informal seminar'.
Catholic. When used with a small initial, catholic (like its Gk original KaGoA,- Causeway. This ordinary word for 'a
IKOS) means 'universal' (science is truly raised road or track across low or wet
catholic) or 'of universal human interest; ground or a stretch of water' (COD) has
having sympathies with, or embracing, effectively driven the once common variall'. Swift, for example, declared of one of ant form causey into archaic or dialectal
his works, All my Writings ...for universal use. Causeway is in origin a reduced form
Nature, and Mankind in general. And of suchof caucé-way, from Old Norman Fr. coudé,
ult. from L calx, calcis 'lime'. Causey was
Catholick Use I esteem this present Disquisition. In ecclesiastical use, care must be very widely current in standard English
taken to make the specific meaning clear. from the 14c. to the mid-igc; it is still
In everyday language, it is commonplace found in a few place-names, e.g. Causey
to hear Catholics (i.e. Roman Catholics) Park, Northumberland, Causey Pike, Cumdistinguished from Protestants (or Mus- bria. A Scottish example: A skin of frost
lims, etc.). But the history of the term is on the causeys--W. Mcllvanney, 1975.
strewn with difficulties and complications, and these must be left for theo- cavalcade. A standard example of a
word that has partially discarded its orilogians to disentangle.
ginal meaning. Ultimately derived from
late L caballicare 'to ride on horseback',
Catsup. See CATCHUP.
from caballus 'horse', it was brought into
English via French in the senses 'a march
catty-cornered. See CATER-CORNERED.
or raid on horseback' (1591. last recorded
Caucasian. The normal word in AmE 1647) and 'a procession on horseback'
(but rarely elsewhere) for a white person (1644). Almost at once, in the 17c, any
(as distinct from an African-American, a procession came to be called a cavalcade:
Japanese, etc.). It is also, as adj. and noun, the earliest examples are of theatrical
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devils and of cows. Noel Coward used credence, elegance, magnificence, obedience,
the word as the title of a play in 1931: he silence, etc. The majority of these have
might equally well have called it Pageant. competed with matching forms in -ancy
Its final element, -code, has yielded or -ency at some time in the past: e.g.
a new irregular formation, motorcade 'a credency (recorded once in 1648), silency
procession of motor vehicles', first re- (obsolete in 17c). (ii) Those which now
corded in America in 1913, and, since always end in -cy: agency, diplomacy, inthe 1970s, increasingly found in British fancy, militancy, obstinacy, etc. Some of
newspapers and other publications.
these too have had matching forms in
-ce at some point in the (often quite
Cave, caveat. The British public-school recent) past: e.g. obstinance, marked 'rare*
slang word Cave! 'Beware!' is the L imper- in the OED but probably obsolete, (iii)
ative of cavëre 'to take care, beware'. It Those which exist in both forms, usually
is pronounced /'kervi:/, despite the short with clearly distinguishable meanings:
a of the original. By contrast, caveat, both dependence, the state of being dependent;
in legal use and in the general sense 'a
dependency, (esp.) a country or province
warning, an admonition', which until controlled by another; emergence, a comthe mid-20C. was regularly pronounced
ing to light; emergency, a sudden state of
/'keivi:aet/, is now just as regularly pro- danger; excellence, the state of excelling;
nounced with a short a in the first syl- Excellency (in His (etc.) Excellency, used as
lable.
a term of address, principally to ambassadors.
Caviare. This delicacy is usu. so spelt in
The facts for each word are set out in
BrE, with the main stress falling on the
first syllable, but caviar is gaining the OED: it is unwise to theorize about the
ground. The spelling caviar is the more distribution of the rival forms without
reference to the relevant OED entries.
common of the two in AmE.
In the lists that follow, those which
Cayman. The OUP house-style spelling once had a competing form are marked
of this word ( = a S. American alligator- with a dagger; and those which continue
to have a competing form (often with
like reptile), not caiman.
slightly different meanings) are marked
-C-, -ck-. Until the 18c, words like critic, with an asterisk:
epic, and music were often written with
-ence
final -ck, -eke, or -que. The present-day -ic -ance
admittance
tcoincidence
forms became established in the 19c. In
avoidance
•innocence
inflected forms that preserve the pro•brilliance
•(intelligence
nunciation /-k/ before the native suffixes
forbearance
•permanence
-ed, -er, -ing, and -y, a -k- is added: thus •irrelevance •persistence
mimicked, picnicker, frolicking, and panicky.
•prurience
Before the classical suffixes -ian, -ism, -ist, -ancy
-ency
-try, and -ize, the soft c is left by itself:
fbuoyancy
tcogency
thus musician, criticism, publicist, electricity, jconstancy
tdecency
and criticize. See ARC, SOCCER, TALC, ZINC.

tvacancy

-[frequency

cease. This 14c. loanword from French cedarn. See -EN ADJECTIVES.
is slowly yielding to stop except in a few
set phrases, e.g. without cease, unending; ceiling. In the mid-i930S, governments
cease-fire, an order to stop firing; a period and other administrative bodies began
of truce. The natural idiom is to stop to use the word ceiling figuratively to
breathing not to cease breathing, and to stop mean 'an upper limit (to quantity, prices,
work, not to cease work. But the battle expenditure, etc.)' (opposed tofloor).It is
between the two words is far from over self-evident that, if catachresis is to be
and they look like coexisting for a long avoided, the true nature of the metaphor
should be kept in mind. A ceiling figure
time to come.
can, for example, be stated, reached, or
-ce, -cy. The hundreds of (mostly ab- warned about; a level of unemployment
stract) nouns ending in -ce or -cy fall into or inflation can be said to have reached
three main classes: (i) Those which now or fallen below its ceiling. Verbs that are
always end in -ce: annoyance, beneficence, appropriate to levels, but not to ceilings
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(e.g. extend, lower, raise, waive), should
Censer, censor. A censer is a vessel in
not be used in conjunction with the which incense is burnt. A censor is an
figurative sense of ceiling. Examples of official authorized to examine printed
correct use: Floors and ceilings can be ad- matter, films, news, etc., before public
justed to reflect the amount of downside pro- release, and to suppress any parts on the
tection needed—Energy in the News, 1988;grounds of obscenity, a threat to security,
Deposit interest rates were liberalised ... al- etc. (COD).
lowing banks to set their own levels after
years of being locked into afixedspread with centenary /sen'timan/, less commonly
floors and ceilings set by the government- /-'tenan/. 1 As adj. and noun, the more
usual term in Britain, and centennial
Banker, 1989.
/sen'tenial/ abroad. In all areas it means
celebrant. In BrE a celebrant is a person '(marking) the hundredth anniversary',
'(celebration) of the hundredth anniverswho performs a rite, esp. the Eucharist, a
use first recorded in 1839. In the ordinary ary'.
sense 'one who celebrates', i.e. at a party,
2 The recommended forms for longer
an anniversary, etc., the word normally intervals of the centenary (or centennial)
used is celebrator. In AmE in the 1930s, kind are as follows: 150: sesquicentencelebrant also came to be applied to a ary; 200: bicentenary: 300: tercentenary
person celebrating anything (e.g. a (or tri-); 400: quatercentenary; 500: quinbirthday, a new appointment, a wedding centenary; 600: sexcentenary; 700:
anniversary), and the word is used along- septcentenary; 800: octocentenary.
side celebrator in this general sense (also
occas. in BrE). Examples: The party had Centigrade. Formerly the normal term
gone splendidly until just after midnight for a scale of temperature in which the
when the celebrant himself had been involvedfreezing-point of water is o° and the
in a pathetic little bout of fisticuffs-C. boiling-point 1000, it has now been reDexter, 1989; [On 4 July] The heritage and placed in weather forecasts by CELSIUS.
history are honored, claimed, no matter
whether the celebrant is a newly arrived Asiancenti-, hecto-. In the metric system
immigrant, [etc.]—Newsweek, 1991; With centi- denotes division, and hecto- multitemperatures in the upper 30s on Friday, plication, by 100. Cf. DEÇÀ-, DECi-; KILO-,
area celebrants were greeting the new MiLLi-.
year warmly—Chicago Tribune, 1994; (caption) A St. Patrick's Day celebrant enjoys cento, a composition made up of quotaa Hydro-Bike Explorer ...on the Chicagotions from other authors, is derived from
L cento 'patchwork quilt'. It is proRiver—Chicago Sun-Times, 1994.
nounced /'sentau/ and its plural is centos.
cello, an abbreviation of violoncello, is See -O(E)S 6.
now by custom normally written as
shown, without a preceding apostrophe. centre (AmE center). The use of the verb
with (àjround to mean 'to have (someIts plural is cellos.
thing) as one's or its centre or focus; to
Celsius, the name now used in weather move or revolve round (something) as a
forecasts, designates a scale of tempera- centre; to be mainly concerned with'
(OED) was first recorded in the 1860s and
ture on which water freezes at o° and
boils at 1000 under standard conditions. has had a continuous history since then.
Named after a Swedish astronomer, And- It probably developed under the influers Celsius (1701-44), it contrasts with the ence of the prepositional patterns associFahrenheit scale in which the freezing- ated with the verbs gather and move.
point of water is 32 0 and the boiling- These constructions have been attacked
(as being illogical) for much of the 20c.
point 212°.
but to no avail, to judge from the followCelt, Celtic. These two words are no ing examples: The little cluster of huts where
longer spelt with initial K-. Except for the he and his gang lived centred round the
football club Celtic (in Glasgow), which is tattered dwelling of a sea-priest—Kipling,
pronounced /'selnk/, both Celt and Celtic 1893; The foremost problems in European
are pronounced with initial /k/ in stand- politics ... will centre round the revision of
the Treaty of Versailles—A. L. Rowse, 1931;
ard English.
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centrifugal, centripetal | certitude, certainty

That strangefigurearound whom this accountceremonial, ceremonious. Ceremonial
properly centres-W. Sansom, 1950; The means 'with or concerning ritual or cerespeaker's imagery and ideas center around mony' (ceremonial occasions, for ceremonial
the empirical world—G. Smitherman, 1980; reasons, ceremonial robes, a ceremonial bow.
There is the added enticement of a plot centredIslamic ceremonial slaughtering of sheep). It
around a real historical event—Listener, 1983.is much the more common of the two
For those seeking a safety net, other words. Examples: We've recently ... been
constructions are available, esp. to centre carrying out a ceremonial parade on the
day of a royal visit—T. Parker, 1985; Prince
on (or in), to revolve round.
George... had been paying a ceremonial visit
centrifugal, centripetal. The first of to Peru—A. Pryce-Jones, 1987.
these was usu. pronounced with the
Ceremonious means 'having or showing
main stress on the second syllable—thus a fondness for ritualistic observance or
/sen'tnfjugal/—until the first half of the formality, punctilious' (why be so ceremoni20C, but the stress is now frequently ous?; ceremonious politeness,ceremonious dicplaced on the third syllable, i.e. /.sentn- tion; a ceremonious former ambassador).
'fjuigal/. For centripetal, on the other hand, Example (of the corresponding adv.): He
/sen'tnprtal/ is still more usual than rose slowly and motioned Chance to join him
/.sentn'piital/. It seems likely that the at center stage, where he embraced him cerestress pattern will in due course become moniously—]. Kosinki, 1983.
the same for both words.
In these examples the form not used
century. 1 Each century as ordinally could hardly be substituted. But with
named (the 5th, the 16th, etc., century) some words ceremonial and ceremonious
contains only one year (500,1600) begin- are both possible, though not with the
ning with the number that names it, same meaning. A visitor may make o
and ninety-nine (401-499, 1501-1599) ceremonious [i.e. excessively fussy] entry
beginning with a number lower by one. into a room, but an army of occupation
Accordingly 763, 1111, 1300, 1990, be- a ceremonial [i.e. one marked by normal
long to the 8th, 12th, 13th, and 20th ceremony] entry into the main square of
centuries. For dates before the birth of a conquered city.
Christ, 55 BC was in the first century BC,
and 500-401 BC was in the fifth century certes /s3:tiz/, = 'of a truth, certainly'.
BC. For a different method of reckoning This old word (first recorded in the medieval poem The Owl and the Nightingale)
in Italy, see TRECENTO.
is encountered regularly in poetry and
2 Despite the above reckoning, in drama down to the 19c, but no later.
modern usage, 1 January 1800 is often
counted as being the first day of the certitude, certainty. Certitude is a sub19c, 1 January 1900 as the first day of jective feeling of absolute conviction.
the 20C, and so on.
Ideally, certainty should be restricted to
situations, results, information, etc.,
cephalo-. In the range of combining
that can be shown objectively to be true.
forms containing the element cephaloIn that both words imply an absence
(from Gk KecpaX-rj 'head'), there is much
of doubt about the truth of something,
uncertainty about the pronunciation of
however, they are not always distinthe initial letter. When BSE (bovine sponguishable in general use. In practice,
giform encephalopathy) broke out, the
certainty is much the more common of
broadcasting media invariably prothe two. Examples (in non-philosophical
nounced the third word as /en'kef-/. Many
contexts): (certainty) He was filled with
scientists also pronounce words like cecertainty, a deep, sure, clean conviction that
phalosporin with initial /k-/, but just as
engulfed him like a flood-R. P. Warren,
frequently one hears an Anglicized /s-/.
1939; He never had the absolute certainty
The variation is harmless, but my perthat one day he'd get the boat—R. Ingalis,
sonal preference is to settle for the Angli1987; (certitude) He [sc. Hilaire Belloc]
cized sound.
appears in print as a man of many certicerement, a literary word (usu. in pi.) tudes—A. N. Wilson, 1984; What can be
for 'grave-clothes', is pronounced as two asserted with well-nigh certitude is that the
Barbara Bray reached Atherstone Locks—C.
syllables, /'siamant/.

cerulean | chaise longue
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Dexter, 1989; We craved certitude and order,is thus spelt, and pronounced like the
and Oxford gave us both—V. Mehta, 1993. noun with the addition of final /-d/.

chain reaction. A scientific term (first
recorded in 1926) meaning: 1 In physics,
a self-sustaining nuclear reaction, esp.
one in which a neutron from a fission
reaction initiates a series of these recervical. With the advent of nationwide actions {COD).
cervical screening and cervical smears,
2 In chemistry, a self-sustaining mothe word cervical has emerged from lalecular reaction in which intermediate
boratories (where it was normally proproducts initiate further reactions (COD).
nounced with the main stress on the
Sense 1 has been carried over into
second syllable, /s3:'vaikal/), into wide
general use since 1945 to denote 'a series
public use. A counting of heads would
of events, each caused by the previous
probably show that the dominant proone*. Examples: We set in motion a chainnunciation now is /'S3ivikal/.
reaction of events--W. Soyinka, 1972; Chalcesarean, or cesarian, the normal AmE lenged by the guards, they were then provoked
into a chain-reaction of violence and murspellings of CAESAREAN.
der-]. G. Ballard, 1988.
Cesarevitch.
1 In pre-revolutionary
Russia, the eldest son of the Tsar (or chair, chairperson. One of the more
Czar). Sometimes in historical work spelt startling results of feminist endeavour in
with -witch, but now normally tsarevich the 20C. is the emergence of the genderneutral terms chair and chairperson to
or czarevich, pronounced /'zainvry/.
replace the traditional words chairman
2 The name of the annual horse-race (used of either gender) and the almost
(instituted in 1839) at Newmarket is spelt equally old term chairwoman. The chain
Cesarewitch, pronounced /si'zaenwitf/.
of events is evident from the date of first
record of the words concerned: chairman
cess. See TAX.
1654, chairwoman 1699 (but noted by the
ceteris paribus.
This Latin phrase OED as 'hardly a recognized name until
meaning 'other things being equal', is the 19c'), chairperson (mainly applied to
normally printed in italics and pro- women) 1971. chair (ditto) 1976. In Britnounced, according to taste, /.setans ain in particular the resistance to the
'paenbas/ or /.ketans 'paenbas/. For the first use of chairperson and chair is very
word, initial /si:t-/ or /'kert-/ also occur. marked, but many groups and organizaIt is a stock example of the differing tions, not all of them militantly feminist,
traditions of pronouncing Latin words are now using the modern terms. The
in English. My own preference is for terminological skirmishing bids fair to
continue for a long time yet.
/.ketans 'paenbas/.
Something of the nature of the arguch. Words of French origin beginning ment can be perceived in the following
with ch fall into two main groups: (a) examples, two American and one British:
those adopted in the medieval period or (caption) (from left) chairmen Barbara Allen
Renaissance, and (b) later borrowings. of Highland Park, Lois Morrison ofDeerfield
The earlier group are almost all now and Anne Livingston of Highland Park—
pronounced with initial /tj*-/, e.g. chafe Evanston {Illinois) Rev., 1988; Cochairs Carole
(14c), chain (14c), chamber (14c), chapel Stone {from left) and Nancy Hillman with
(13c), charity (12c), cherish (14c), chief
Princess Yasmin Aga Khan-Chicago Tribune,
(14c), choice (13c); and the later loan1988; I was recently challenged for using
words retain the /J*-/ of the French ori'chairman' to describe my position. My accuser
ginal, e.g. champagne (17c), Chardonnay went on to assert that 1 was being insensitive
(20c.), château (18c), chef (19c), chic (19c), to the work of the Equal Opportunities Comchiffon (18c), crêpe de chine (19c).
mission by not using 'chairwoman', 'chairperson' or 'chair'—Ann Scully, Times, 1988.
chagrin. The dominant standard pronunciation of the noun in BrE is /'Jaegrm/
chaise longue /Jeiz iDrjg/, a sofa with
and in AmE /Xa'grm/. The adj. chagrined a backrest at only one end (COD). PI.
Cerulean is one of the few words in BrE
(as distinct from AmE) to have entirely
lost its original -oe- (cf. L caeruleus 'skyblue', from caelum 'sky'). Cf. JE, Œ.
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challenged | charge

of the Channel (the entrance into the English Channel from the Atlantic), the original form chops (itself of unknown
origin) is normally used. (It is to be distinguished from the unrelated word chop,
challenged. Among the more notorious a slice of boned meat, in lamb chop, pork
formations arising out of the political chop, etc.) The variant chap is used to
correctness movement of the 1980s and mean either half of the bill of a bird
1990s are expressions containing chal- such as a pelican or a stork, or the lower
lenged as second element: e.g. cerebrally half of the cheek of the pig or other
challenged ( = stupid), mentally challengedanimal as an article of food. The some( = mentally retarded), orally challenged what fading adj. chap-fallen (also chop( = having a speech impediment), phys- fallen), 'dejected, crest-fallen', widely
ically challenged ( = disabled), and vertic- used from the 16c. onward, is now a relic
ally challenged ( = shorter than average). of the time when chap was commonly
Cham /kaem/, an obsolete form of khan, used in the sense 'the lower jaw or half
a term formerly applied to the rulers of the cheek'.
chaises longues (pronounced the same as
the singular). In AmE the word sometimes turns up, esp. in trade advertisements, as chaise lounge. See COUCH1.

of the Tartars and Mongols, and to the chaperon is recommended, not chapemperor of China, is used in English erone. Pronounce /'Jaeparaun/.
mainly with reference to Smollett's
phrase that great Cham of literature, Samuelchar. 1 Short for charwoman or charlady
]ohnson.
(a woman employed as a cleaner in
nouses or offices), whose occupation is
chamois. The name of the agile goat charring (so spelt). The element char has
antelope is pronounced /'Jaemwa:/. Its nothing to do with charcoal or burning;
plural is spelt the same but pronounced it is a descendant of OE cierr 'a turn', ME
/-wa:z/. In the phrase chamois leather, the char{e) 'an occasional turn of work'. Until
word is normally pronounced /'Xaemi/.
the 19c. it was often spelt chare.
chamomile. See CAMOMILE.
2 Now seldom heard: those who work
in offices are normally called cleaners,
champagne, champaign. These two
and those who work in private houses,
words ( = sparkling wine, open country,
dailies or daily helps.
respectively) are usually differentiated
in pronunciation in BrE, the first being charabanc /'Jaera.baerj/ is now the only
/Jaem'pem/ and the second /'tfaempem/; extant spelling of this 19c. loanword
but in AmE are both pronounced
from French meaning 'an early form of
/Jaem'pem/.
(motor) coach*. The French word char-àbanc literally means 'benched carriage'.
chancellery, chancery, in British dipAs the Economist remarked in 1953, But
lomatic use, the official term for the
now the charabancs have all turned into
offices holding the general political seccoaches.
tion of an embassy or consulate is a
chancery, but journalists frequently refer, character. Fowler (1926) argued the case
for example, to the chancelleries of the for the disuse of character in two sets of
great powers, thereby using the cus- circumstances: (a) as a substitute for an
tomary AmE term.
abstract-noun termination, -ness, -ty, etc.:
e.g. on account of its light character, X's
chant(e)y. See SHANTY 2.
whisky is a whisky that will agree with you
chap ( = man, boy). The word is a (lightness); (b) in the construction of a
shortening,firstrecorded in the late i6c, [adjective] character, e.g. There is no unemof chapman. It was not until the 19c. that ployment of a chronic character in Germany
its primary sense, 'a buyer, purchaser, (no chronic unemployment). The econocustomer', retreated into dialectal use, mies he recommended are desirable in
and the familiar present-day colloquial formal written work.
sense emerged.
charge (noun). "The phr. in charge (of) is
chap, chop ( = lower jaw or half of the used both actively and passively; e.g. to
cheek). In lick one's chops and in the chops leave children in charge of a nurse, or a
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nurse in charge of the children. The latter charlatan. Pronounced with initial /J-/
is the more recent use.' (OED) The first like shark, not /tj-/ like cheap.
now seems to be less commonly used
than it was at the beginning of the 20c. chastise. A Latinate-looking word (first
It has been widely replaced by in the recorded in English in the 14c.) for which
charge of, i.e. with the inserted. A third no demonstrable base has been found in
type, not mentioned by the OED, is shown classical Latin, medieval Latin, or mediin the phr. in a nurse's charge, i.e. employs eval French. It is correctly so spelt, not
a possessive. The various types have been with -ize. And, as the OED remarks, 'The
extensively discussed, notably by E. word is too early to be a simple English
Jorgensen (English Studies, 1986). He con- formation from chaste adj.'
firmed that all the possible constructions château. Properly always written with a
are still in use.
circumflex accent (but many newspapers
Examples: (1) ( = under the super- lack the sign in their fonts). The pi. is
vision of) She didn't think it unreasonable châteaux, with the final letter proto put Sebastian in Rex's charge on the jour- nounced /-z/. See -x.
ney—E. Waugh, 1945; They found Edmund
in charge of Mrs Beaver a little way back chauvinism. The original sense, 'exagfrom the fighting line. He was covered with gerated or aggressive patriotism' (from
blood—C. S. Lewis, 1950; The young princethe surname of Nicolas Chauvin of
was doing lessons at Ludlow in charge of theRochefort, a Napoleonic veteran deQueen's brother, Lord Rivers—J. Tey, 1951;picted in the French vaudeville La Cocarde
The defendant is then put in charge of the tricolore (1831), continues in use. But in
jury, which means that the clerk tells the English (though not in French) it is beginjury that the determination of the guilt or ning to yield to a range of extended uses
innocence of the defendant is a decision for signifying excessive loyalty to or belief
them-R. C. A. White, 1985; (2) ( = having in the superiority of one's own kind
command of) Whenever I went out of town of cause, and prejudice against others,
I always left him in charge of... important including economic chauvinism, white chaubusiness ... knowing that it was in safe vinism, female chauvinism, and esp. male
hands-M. L. King, 1958; Davies: But what chauvinism (first recorded in 1970). The
did he do? He's supposed to be in charge of last of these is frequently used in the
same sense without the modifier male
it here—H. Pinter, i960.
(so also chauvinist).
charisma. From Gk x â p w a 'gift of
grace', the word made its way from theo- Cheap, cheaply (adverbs). The first can
logy to sociology in 1922 when the Ger- only be used to mean 'at a low price' and
man sociologist Max Weber (writing in regularly follows the word it qualifies,
German) used it to mean 'a gift or power whereas cheaply has that sense and can
of leadership or authority'. It was quickly also be used to mean 'in low esteem':
adopted by other sociologists. Nowadays (cheap) you can get them cheap at Woolany person who seems to the speaker to worths; (cheaply) it's advisable to acquire
be 'set apart', i.e. to have some special one's first house as cheaply as possible; a
quality or qualities, is said to have char- tendency to treat religion cheaply. The
isma. Recent political leaders to whom phrases feel cheap and hold cheap lose their
the word has often been applied include idiomatic flavour if cheaply is substituted
for cheap.
J. F. Kennedy, Mikhail Gorbachev, and
Nelson Mandela, but charisma is often check (draft on bank), checkered (e.g.
used locally of much less eminent
a checkered career). The AmE spellings of
people.
CHEQUE, CHEQUERED.
charivari, a serenade of 'rough music',
with kettles, pans, tea-trays, and the like,
used in France, in mockery and derision
of incongruous or unpopular marriages,
and of unpopular persons generally
{OED), is pronounced /'.fcm'vain/. It came
into English in the mid-i8c. but is seldom
encountered now.

checkers. The American name for the
game that is called draughts in Britain.
Checkmate. 1 A word of Persian origin
(lit. 'the king is dead') via OF eschec mat.
2 Mate is the form normally used in
chess, and checkmate in transferred and
figurative contexts.

cheerful, cheery | childish, childlike
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Cheerful, Cheery. For the ordinary no- Chic. See CH.
tions 'full of cheer; cheering, gladdenchicane /Jïkem/. Nowadays one is most
ing', cheerful is the customary word. It
likely to encounter the word in the game
can be applied to a person's appearance,
of bridge ('the condition of holding no
disposition, etc., and also to concepts
trumps'), in motor racing, and on some
or things of pleasant aspect (a cheerful
busy public roads ('an artificial barrier').
conversation, group, time, etc.). It can also
The word is now rarely used as a shorter
mean 'not reluctant, not opposed' (his
form of chicanery.
cheerful acceptance of the inevitable). Cheery,
whichjohnson called 'a ludicrous word', Chicano /tjïkainau/, less commonly
is more colloquial: it suggests that the chicano, a name (first recorded in 1947)
person, mood, voice, etc., to whom or to applied to an American of Mexican deswhich it is applied is in good spirits, cent. Most Chicanos live in the states of
lively.
California, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Texas. PL Chicanos; fern, (sing.)
Cheers. The word has long been used in Chicana.
all English-speaking areas as a salutation
before drinking. In a way that must be Chick(en). Chicken is the original (OE)
baffling to foreigners, it is also now and still the ordinary word for a young
popularly used in BrE by a wide section bird of a domestic fowl or for a domestic
of the population as an equivalent to fowl prepared as food (roost chicken,
'thank you', as an expression of good chicken thighs). Chick serves as a diminuwishes before parting, and even as an tive, being used chiefly of a young bird,
apology (e.g. for accidentally brushing esp. one newly hatched, or, colloquially,
of a young woman or a child.
against someone).
Chide. A verb that is slowly passing out
of use in favour of scold, and, as it recedes,
continues to show much variation in the
pa.t. and pa.pple. It started out in OE as
a weak verb with unchanged stem vowel
in the past tenses. But in the 15c. and 16c.
chequered is the standard spelling in
the paradigm chxàe\chode\chiMe.n became
BrE for (a) the literal sense 'bearing a common, and later chide\chid\chided.
pattern of squares often alternately col- George Meredith, for example, in Evan
oured'; (b) in the phr. a chequered career, Harrington (1861), used chid pa.t.: her aunt
i.e. one with varied fortunes.
... chid Mrs. Fiske, and wished her... at the
bottom of the sea. At present in standard
cherub has pi. cherubim when used to
English the dominant pattern is probmean an angelic being; in transferred
ably chidelchidedjchided, but the paradigm
use, e.g. applied to a well-behaved small
is unstable.
child, the natural pi. is cherubs. The adj.
cherubic is pronounced /tjïruibik/.
chiefest. A minor curiosity is that chief,
used as a quasi-adj. from the 14c. onward
chevy. See CHIVY.
(chief town, chief difficulty, etc.), developed
chiaroscuro. Pronounce /ki.aira'skua- a superlative form chiefest at the beginning of the 15c. as it weakened in force
rau/.
from the absolute meaning of 'head' or
Chiasmus /kcu'œzmaz/, inversion in the 'supreme' to that of 'leading'. Chiefest is
second of two parallel phrases of the found in Shakespeare (Within their chiefest
order followed in the first. If the two Temple He erect A Tombe, 1591), the 1611
phrases are written one below the other, AV (And whosoeuer ofyou will bee the chiefest,
and lines are drawn between the corres- shalbe sentant of all— Mark 10:44), and in
ponding terms, those lines make the many other classic sources until the midGreek letter chi, a diagonal cross:
19c. It now seems to have passed out of
I cannot
dig
use.
cheque is the standard spelling in BrE
for the banking sense of the word. Etymologically it is a variant of check meaning 'a device for checking the amount
of an item'.

X
to beg

I am ashamed

chiffon. See CH.
childish, childlike. The first of these
can be used neutrally to mean simply

children's language | chivalry
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'like, or proper to, a child', but is more from the Nahuatl word for the plant. It
frequently used censoriously of adults has no connection with the name of the
or their behaviour in the sense 'silly, S. American country Chile.
immature'. By contrast, childlike is more
or less restricted to the favourable sense chill(y) (adjs.). The normal word now is
'having the good qualities of a child such chilly, but from the 16c. to the 19c. it
as innocence, frankness, etc' Examples: vied with chill: (chill) Noisom winds, and
(childish) The childish titles of aristocracy—blasting vapours chill—Milton, 1640; They
Coleridge, 1809-10; I feel ...my father's had a fire to warm them when chill—Mrs
hand ... Stroke out my childish curls-E. Shelley, 1818; The chill elevation of political
Barrett Browning, 1856; John observing his philosophy—Gladstone, 1877; (chilly) A
daughter, saw her now as more grown-up, chilly fear congeal'd my vital blood—Pope,
less childish—I. Murdoch, 1976; She said 1725; The chilly mists 0/eventide—Sou they,
suddenly with touching, childish fear, '...I 1793; The chilly cry of the poor sweep as he
don't want to he alone.'—A. Newman, 1978; crept shivering to his early toil—Dickens,
(childlike) Mr. Fox was marked by a childlike1839.
simplicity—R. Chambers, 1866; His childlike
chimera /kai'miara/ is the recommended
curiosity about life was held in check by
spelling, not chimaera. It was adopted in
childish timidity—M. Holroyd, 1974; She
the 14c. from OF chimère (from L chimaera,
habitually wore an expression of childlike
Gk %iuaipa 'she-goat, monster').
wonder—YL West, 1977.
china. See PORCELAIN.

children's language. David Crystal
(1986) estimated that 'by around 18 Chinaman. In 1926 Fowler could say
months, most children come to use a that the normal uses were A Chinaman
spoken vocabulary of about 50 words', (rarely Chinese); three Chinamen (somebut the choice of words differs from times Chinese); 50,000 Chinese (sometimes
child to child. The common core ofwords Chinamen); the Chinese (rarely Chinamen).
usually includes allgone, baby, bee(p)-beep, At some point between then and 1965
bye-bye, daddy, mama, nigh(t}-night. By the
(Gowers), Chinaman acquired a derogthird year a tattered form of grammar atory edge, and had virtually dropped
has been acquired (this is him's car, her out of use in BrE (except as a term in
gave me one, I happy, Me do it, want Teddy cricket for a left-handed bowler's
drink, I ride train? Wayne naughty). Andrewoffbreak to a right-handed batsman).
Radford (1988) called such constructions Chink (first recorded in 1901) is an offen'small clauses' and compared them with sive slang term for a Chinese.
similar constructions in informal adult
speech. Children aged 2 - 3 do not use Chiropodist, as the OED says, is *a factiauxiliaries, inflexions, preposed wh- tious designation, apparently assumed
phrases, infinitival to, or numerous other in 1785', and immediately attacked for
obligatory elements of adult speech. In its 'absurdity and needless affectation'.
this form of reduced grammar I can see It was judged to be a high-flying term
a cow becomes see cow, and a great many for a 'corn-cutter'. It was derived either
from Gk xevp. xeipo- 'hand' + nova, TCOÔclauses are verbless (Paula good girl).
After the age of three a child's acqui' 'foot' (to indicate that both hands and
sition of language proceeds by leaps and feet were the subject of attention), or
bounds. Forms like bringed and taked are from the Gk adj. XEiponôSr\s 'having
gradually discarded. An average child of chapped feet'. Time has healed the etythree probably uses as many as 3,000 mological wounds and the term is now
English words, including 'hard' words in ordinary use for one who treats the
like helicopter, calculator, penguin, and va- feet and their ailments. The related noun
cuum cleaner (not perfectly pronounced chiropody, the art of treating corns, debut clear nevertheless) and 'difficult' fective nails, etc.,firstrecorded a century
later in 1886, is also now in standard
concepts like triangle.
use.
chilli is the right spelling in BrE (more
usu. chili in AmE) for the dried red pod chivalry. Despite the fact that it first
of a capsicum. PL chillies, AmE chilies. entered the language from French in the
It is etymologically derived via Spanish 14c, it and its derivatives are now always
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pronounced with initial /J"-/ not /tj"-/, unlike most early loanwords beginning
with ch- from French: see CH. The corresponding adj. chivalric in my experience is
most often pronounced by medievalists
with the main stress on the second syllable, but /'Xrvalnk/ is also widely used.
chive /tfaiv/. It is worth noting that this
word (from a word of the same spelling
in medieval Northern French) for the
smallest cultivated species ofAllium (type
of onion) vied with rive, pronounced
/saiv/, from the 14c. until the 19c, when
rive dropped out of use. ME rive was
adopted from OF rive, which was descended from L cëpa onion.
chivy. 1 From the name Chevy Chase, the
scene of a famous Border skirmish, chevy
or chivy came to mean 'a hunting cry'
(18c.) and 'a chase, pursuit, hunt' (19c).
By rhyming slang, Chevy chase also became used for 'face'.

chive I chord, cord
is unrelated: it is from OF quaer, quaver
(modF cahier), ult. from L quaterni, a set
of four.
choler. As one of the 'four humours'
(sanguis, cholera, melancolia, phlegma) of
medieval physiology, it was supposed to
cause irascibility of temper. It survives
in poetic or archaistic use in the sense
'irascibility'. The corresponding adj. choleric 'irascible, angry' has fared slightly
better, though it too has somewhat limited currency, being much more formal
than either of its main synonyms. Examples: (choler) His face was improved by
theflushof this momentary choler—J. R. Ackerley, i960; in our bodies they [sc. the four
elements] combine to form the Humours.
Hot and Moist make Blood; Hot and Dry,
Choler, [etc.]—C. S. Lewis, 1964; (choleric)
[in medieval science] the choleric man is
hot and dry, after the nature of fire-W. C.
Curry, i960; Gold's demeanor at the Y was
habitually unsociable, his countenance that
ofsomeone introverted and choleric—]. Heller,
1979; Her red face makes her look choleric, in
a most unattractive way—M. Forster, 1986.

2 Simultaneously, the first element
chivy (or chivvy) also came into use as
rhyming slang for 'face' (I can't keep that
look of modest pride on my chivvy foreverchop, cutlet. A chop (first recorded in
Angus Wilson, 1958).
1640) is a slice of meat (esp. pork or
3 The verb chivvy (normally with lamb) cut from the loin, usu. including
double -w-) entered the language in the a rib. A cutlet (1706, an adaptation of Fr.
early 20c. (first recorded in 1918) mean- côtelette, not connected with the English
ing 'to harry, harass, trouble, worry' (the word cut) is a neck-chop of mutton or
government was chivvied into changing its lamb, or a small piece of boneless veal,
mind over certain details of the poll tax). etc., for frying or microwaving. Vegetarians often prepare nut cutlets instead.
chlorine. Always pronounced /'klorriin/ Cf. CHAP, CHOP.
now (formerly also with final /-m/).
Chorale. 1 Pronounce /ko:'ra:l/. The final
chloroform.
Pronounced either as -e was apparently added in the 19c. soon
/'klDrafoim/ or as /'klo:r-/.
after the adoption of the word from Ger.
chock-full. From the 17c. onward it Choral in order to indicate that the main
alternated with choke-full and chuck-full, stress falls (as in Ger.) on the second
and the choice of headword became a syllable. For this convention cf. locale,
vexatious matter for 19c. lexicographers. morale.
Chock-full has triumphed, possibly by as- 2 Since the 1940s used in America in
sociation with the 19c. formation chock- the names of choirs that sing principally
a-block (used in the same sense).
choral music (e.g. the Collegiate Chorale,
the Paul Hill Chorale).
choir. The dominant spelling from the
time of its adoption from OF in the 14c. chord, cord. The musical chord and
until the close of the 17c. was quire (or the spinal cord are no more than third
queere, etc.), and it is still so spelt in cousins. Their relationship is as follows:
the Book of Common Prayer. But choir 1 There are two distinct words spelt
(respelt on the model of L chorus) gained chord: (a) (in origin a shortening of accord
the ascendancy about 1700 and is now respelt with initial ch) in music, a group
standard in all main senses, and in choir- of (usu. three or more) notes sounded
boy, choir-stall, etc. The paper term quire together, as a basis of harmony, (b) A

Christian name | -dation, -tiation
technical word in mathematics, engineering, etc. (a straight line joining the
ends of an arc, the wings of an aeroplane,
etc.). From (b) came the idiomatic expression to strike a chord 'to recall something
to one's memory'. This second chord is a
16c. refashioning of cord after the initial
ch of its Latin original (chorda).
2 Cord = string, rope, rib of cloth, and
in spinal cord, umbilical cord, vocal cord,
etc., is descended from ME corde, adopted
from OF corde in the 14c, which is derived from L chorda, a string of a musical
instrument. The anatomical expressions
(spinal cord, etc.) are still occasionally
spelt as spinal chord, etc., but this spelling
is not recommended.
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pleased at the time. Chuffed in fact—Paul
Scott, 1977. In some other varieties of
English in the UK the word sometimes
has the opposite sense, 'displeased, disgruntled': Don't let on they're after you, see,
or shell be dead chuffed, see? She don' like
the law—Celia Dale, 1964. The two senses
seem to reflect separate uses of dialectal
chuff (adj.) listed in Joseph Wright's Eng.
Dialect Diet., (a) = proud, conceited;
pleased, elated (various northern and
Midlands counties, but not recorded in
southern ones); (b) = ill-tempered, surly,
cross (Lanes., lines., Berks., Kent, Devon,
Cornwall, etc.).
The channel by which the dominant
('delighted') sense entered standard English cannot be ascertained with any certainty.

Christian name. Now that Britain is
a multicultural society, this traditional
chute. 1 A sloping channel or slide for
term for a person's first name is graduconveying things to a lower level.
ally giving way, esp. on official forms, to
2 A slide into a swimming pool.
first name, forename, or (as in AmE) given
name. A second name is usually called a
3 Short for parachute. As to the etymiddle name.
mology, 'there appears to be a mixture
of the F. chute fall (of water, descent of a
Chronic is used of a disease that is long- canal lock, etc.) and the English word
lasting (as opposed to acute). It has the shoot' (OED). In the 20c, however, the
same sense, implying severity, when spelling chute has been almost always
used of non-medical states or conditions used in BrE, rather than shute or shoot,
(unemployment, shortages, etc.). The for the three senses given here.
word is also used loosely as a vague term
of disapproval. Examples: it's chronic 'ere of -ciation, -tiation. 1 The way in which
a Saturday sometimes—Kipling, 1904; Therenouns ending in -ciation or -tiation are
was a chronic inaccuracy in him which vexedpronounced divides standard speakers
his father's soul—J. Buchan, 1925; Traffic into those who are prepared to tolerate
congestion has become so chronic in Britain'stwo successive /J*/ sounds and those who
cities that vehicles travel at an average speedchoose not to. The matter does not stop
of just 8 mph—Back Street Heroes, 1988. there, however, as the patterns are not
The adjvl or advbl phrase something always the same in the corresponding
chronic is also used in fiction in the speech verbs (where they exist) ending in <iate,
of the 'lower orders': It's made my eyes -tiate.
water something chronic-H. G. Wells, 1910;
2 Everyone comes out in favour of /s/
The men in these parts are something chronicin the -nci- part of denunciation, pronunci... They won't do anything till some time ation, and renunciation. Equally, everyone
after we're due to start—L. A. G. Strong, favours /J"/ in the -iti- part of initiation (and
1942. Cf. also the imitative phr. something initiate) and propitiation (and propitiate).
rotten: John Gielgud camps it up something
3 For other common words in this
rotten as Minnie's arriviste father—Time Out,
group there is considerable fluctuation.
1989.
Perhaps the least debatable distribution
Chrysalis. PI. either chrysalises or (in is as follows: (/J7 dominant) appreciate!
-iation, associate, consubstantiation, differenlearned work) chrysalides /kn'saeli,di:z/.
tiatel-iation, negotiatej-iation, satiatel-iation,
Chuffed. In standard southern BrE it is substantiatel-iation; (/s/ dominant) annuncinow mostly used, somewhat slangily, to ate, annunciation, association, consociation,
mean 'delighted, very pleased': He was emaciatej-iation, enunciatel-iation.
chuffed at this new monumental skive he
Neither form is dominant in dissociatej
had discovered—A. Waugh, i960; You were-iation.
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cicada | circumstance

cicada. Pronounce /si'kaida/, but /si'keida/ is often encountered in various
English-speaking countries including
Britain and America.

has been partially replaced by Sri Lankan
as the general name for a native or inhabitant of the republic of Sri Lanka (until
1972 called Ceylon).

cicatrice (from French) and cicatrix
(from L), pi. cicatrices /sika'traisiiz/, are
both used for 'a mark or scar left by a
healed wound; (in botany) a mark on a
stem, etc., left when a leaf or other part
becomes detached'.

Cinque. 1 Also cinq. The five on dice or
cards is pronounced /sink/. Ace, deuce, trey
/trei/, cater /'kerta/, and sice /sais/, are the
others of the series.

cicerone, a guide who gives information
to tourists about places of interest. This
loanword from Italian can be pronounced, according to taste, either as
/tjitfa'rauni/ or /sisa'rauni/.

2 Cinque Ports /sink/ is the name for a
group of ports (orig.five:Dover, Hastings,
Hythe, Romney, and Sandwich; Rye and
Winchelsea were added later) on the SE
coast of England with ancient trading
privileges.

CinquecentO.
Pronounce /.tjrnkwicigarette. The normal pronunciation
'tfentau/. For its meaning see TRECENTO.
in BrE is with the main stress on the
final syllable, but Walter Nash (1986) cinquefoil. Pronounce /'smkfoil/ both in
observed that younger people are tend- its botanical and its architectural sense.
ing to move the stress forward to suit cion. See SCION.
the rhythm of a clause or sentence. Thus
Cigarettes are dear but I smoked a cigarette.cipher. The preferred spelling (not cy-).
Cinema. 1 Fowler (1926), writing at a Circe. Pronounce /'S3:si/.
time when the film industry was becoming established, needed half a column circuit is pronounced /'S3:krt/ and cirof argument to justify the spelling and cuitry /'S3:krtn/, but circuitous is propronunciation of the word compared nounced /s3:'kju:rtas/ with the -ut- treated
with the rival form kinema /kai'niima/ as a diphthong.
(falsely stressed; cf. Gk Kivnua). Cinema
circumbendibus. See FACETIOUS FORMA/'smima/, of course, has triumphed, and
has generated a formative prefix cine- TIONS.
(cine<amera, -film, etc.). Cinematograph, the
Circumcise. Like exercise, televise, and a
full form in English, has been virtually
few other words, always spelt with -ise.
displaced by its abbreviation cinema.
See -ISE 1.
2 In Britain one goes to the cinema or
Circumlocution
lacks a well-established
the pictures to see a film. In America one
goes to the movies or to a theater to see a adj., though -locutional (first recorded
movie. In Australia and NZ one goes to 1865), -locutionary (1863), and Aocutory
the pictures or a picture theatre to see a film.(1659) are all used from time to time.
These are the dominant forms, but in Synonyms like periphrastic and roundeach English-speaking country other about tend to be preferred.
variants are known and often used, esp.
the word movie(s). The film industry is Circumstance. The debate about the
commercially called the motion picture merits of in the circumstances and under
the circumstances has continued for most
industry.
Examples showing variation of ter- of the 20C. Fowler (1926), though predisminology: One meets that sort of character posed to give preference to arguments
amongst the older generation of the motion based on the etymological meaning of
picture and theatre world—M. Spark, 1984;classical roots, regarded the opposition
Making a movie is not enough these days; to under the circumstances as 'puerile'. He
you also have to make it sell— Times, 1990.did not accept that an English word
containing circum, meaning in Latin
Cingalese is an archaic form of Sin- 'about, around', logically required the
halese, which remains as a language use of 'in' rather than of 'under'. He
name, and also as the name of the major- observed that 'under the same Circumity of the population of Sri Lanka, but stances' was recorded in 1665 in the OED

cirrus | daim
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4 In insurance, = to make a claim (for
and 'in (the) circumstances' not until
much later (in fact 1856). On the other an indemnity) (Before deciding to claim for
hand, some other usage guides (includ- a small amount of damage, etc.).
ing The Economist Pocket Style Book, 1986) 5 To assert and demand recognition
have continued to rule out under the of (an alleged right, attribute, etc.) (the
circumstances altogether.
degree of accuracy that has been claimed for
The OED distinction, 'Mere situation them; both sides claimed victory; the only
is expressed by "in the circumstances", living but distant relative claimed the title
action affected is performed "under the after the childless duke died).
circumstances" ', is a fine one, but useful
There are two areas of potential or
as a general guide. And it is as well to
bear in mind that the phrases are often actual dispute:
varied by the omission, strengthening,
6 H. W. and F. G. Fowler in The King's
or qualifying of the middle element: so English (1906) said that claim should not
in A circumstances that he could not have be followed by an infinitive except when
foreseen, in certain circumstances, in such the subject of claim is also that of the
circumstances, in present circumstances, in infinitive. 'Thus, I claim to be honest, but
straitened circumstances; under these circum-not I claim this to be honest.' They objected
stances, under no circumstances, she won't to sentences of the type Usage, therefore,
agree under any circumstances are all idio- is not, as it is often claimed to be, the absolute
matic constructions.
law of language (R. G. White, 1871); The
constant failure to live up to what we claim
cirrus has pi. cirri /'sirai/. See -us.
to be our most serious convictions proves that
we do not hold them at all (Daily Tél., 01906).
cithern, cittern. See ZITHER.
Fowler (1926) also condemned the use of
claim followed by (or implying) a thatcity. In many English-speaking coun- clause, when claim means not demand
tries the word is applied broadly to any but assert.
large town. The official use of the term
Time has moved on, and the quotaalso varies from country to country. In tional evidence presented in OED 2 (sense
Britain it is properly used of a town that 2c) and in WDEU (1989) partially cancels
is declared to be a city by royal charter that cited by the Fowlers. Examples: Refet
or that contains a cathedral. As a result Bey... was hopping mad at an attempt which
cities vary greatly in size and population: he claimed that the British had made to
the population of Oxford (1981) was kidnap him—World's Work, 1922; siding with
98,521 and that of Wells (1981) was the forces of White repression in southern
8,374. Both are cities. The City of London, Africa in defence of what they claim to be the
a municipality governed by the Lord 'free world'—TLS, 1971 ; bothering him right
Mayor and Corporation, is the part of on mike about a threatening phone call she
central London in which Britain's major had received, claiming him to have been the
financial transactions are conducted. But nasty, horrible caller—Rolling Stone (US),
it is one of the smallest cities, with an 1972; This volume's dust jacket claims that
area of one square mile and a resident the mighty Argentine fantasist "has come into
population (1981) of only 5,893.
English in haphazard fashion'—]. Updike,
1982; some respondents claimed to pay attenclad. See CLOTHE.
tion to cholesterol at every meal—NY Times,
claim. There are five uses of the verb to 1988. This evidence cannot be gainsaid,
claim that are beyond dispute: 1 Used but many a copy editor in Britain would
transitively meaning 'to demand as one's nevertheless make an adjustment in
due or right' (the creditor claimed re- such circumstances, esp. by substituting
allege, contend, declare, maintain, or say,
payment).
whichever seemed the most appropriate
2 +a that-clause (he claimed that his in the context.
offer was a generous one) (but see 6 below). 7 A rebel group or band of terrorists
3 + certain kinds of to-infinitive is often described in newspapers and in
phrases (every townsman could claim to be news bulletins as claiming responsibility
tried by his fellow-townsmen; he claimed tofor (an outrage). There are more neutral
be the next-of-kin) (but see 6 below).
ways of expressing the same idea, e.g.

clamant | clause
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The — say they were responsible; the — Thousand Guineas, the Derby, the Oaks,
say (or admit) that they shot the policeman and the St Léger.
(Burchfield, 1981).
c l a u s e . In a book like this, that by its
nature cannot offer a full-scale presentaclamant, used to mean 'clamorous,
tion of English grammar, the terminonoisy', is either poetical (This clamant word
Broke through the careful silence—Keats, logy must needs be kept to basic
1818) or pompously journalistic (A deliri- essentials. In simple terms a clause is one
level above a phrase which in turn is one
ously clamant crowd rightly thought a try
inevitable—Times, 1963). In some Sc. writ- level above a word. A main or principal
clause is ofthe type He arrived at Heathrow
ing it is used, quite acceptably, in the
airport at 12 noon. The sentence could
figurative sense 'urgent' (My appetite was
a clamant, instant annoyance-R. L. Steven- continue with a subordinate clause, e.g.
because the plane was scheduled to depart at
son, 1878).
2 o'clock. The essential nature of a clause
clandestine. Pronounce /klaen'destm/.
is that it should have a subject (He; the
plane) and a predicate (arrived at Heathrow
clarinet. Derived from the Fr. diminuairport, etc.; was scheduled, etc.). The subtive clarinette, this form of the word for
ject and predicate can be further divided
a woodwind instrument has entirely reinto their constituents. Thus the plane conplaced the former variant clarionet. The
sists ofthe definite article or determiner
main stress falls on the third syllable.
(the) and a noun (plane); at Heathrow airport consists of a preposition (at) and a
Classic, Classical. Classical is the cusnoun phrase (Heathrow airport); was schedtomary word when reference is made to
uled consists of an auxiliary (was) and a
the arts and literature of ancient Greece
main verb (scheduled), and can also be
and Rome (a classical scholar, classical Latin,
called a verb phrase. Modern grammars
classical metres). The works studied, and
are studded with algebraic-looking
also the subject itself and the study ofthe
strings of various types. Thus the suborsubject, are called (the) Classics. Classical is
dinate clause because the plane was schedalso applied to serious or conventional
uled to depart at 2 o'clock can be set out
music (i.e. that of Beethoven, Mozart,
in a serial manner as
etc.) as distinct from light or popular
conj. + NP (det. + n.) + VP (aux. +
music; and in physics to the concepts
main verb) + to-inf. + prep. phr.
which preceded relativity and quantum
theory.
or in diagrammatic form as illustrated.
Analyses of this kind will not be atClassic means 'of acknowledged excellence' (the classic textbook on the subject), tempted in this book, but readers should
be warned that they will find a forest of
or 'remarkably typical' (a classic case of
tree-diagrams and elaborate bracketings
cerebral palsy). Classic races (or the Classics)
and abbreviations in most modern gramin Britain are the five main flat races,
mars.
namely the Two Thousand and the One
Subordinate clause

Conj.

Noun phrase

Verb phrase

Prepositional phrase
\

Determiner

Noun

Auxiliary

Main verb

to-inf

Noun phrase

Preposition

Numeral Adverb

A
M

because

the

plane

/ \
/ \
/ \
/
\
scheduled to depart

at

o'clock

dean, cleanly | clench, clinch
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Those who quail before such analyses with unfixed past tenses. In the pa.t,
should at any rate be prepared to master clave is archaic; clove, cleft, and cleaved are
such abbreviations as S (subject), V (verb), all permissible, but cleaved is the more
O (object), C (complement), and A (adver- usual of the three, esp. in scientific and
bial), e.g. My son [S] considers \V\ the price technical contexts. The pa.pple is cloven
[O] quite reasonable [C] in the circumstancesor cleaved (esp. in many technical uses).
[A].
The adj. is cloven in some fixed expressions (cloven-footed, cloven hoof) and cleft in
Clean, cleanly. Clean, spelt clabne (with
a final -e), was already an adverb (as well some others (cleft palate, in a cleft stick).
as an adj.) in OE, and has never ceased
2 In grammar, a cleft sentence is one in
to be one. Modern examples: the bullet which a particular element is highwent clean through his shoulder-blade; it wentlighted. R. Huddleston (1984) cited three
clean out of my mind; the car plunged clean related sentences and classified them in
over the cliff. (In a sentence like the room the manner indicated: (i) A faulty switch
mustbe swept clean, 'clean' can be analysed caused the trouble (not highlighted); (ii) It
as an adj. standing as complement of was a faulty switch that caused the trouble
the predicate.) It would be absurd to add (cleft construction); (iii) What caused the
-ly to clean in any of these examples.
trouble was a faulty switch (pseudo-cleft
For the 'absent -ly' syndrome, see the construction). Such cleft and pseudonext entry.
cleft constructions abound in written
work
as well as in spoken English: (cleft)
clear, Clearly. 1 Whenever a monosyllabic adverb is used in an obviously adver- It was I who was wrong to raise the issue—P.
bial role some people suffer from what Wright, 1987; (pseudo-cleft) What he [sc.
might be called the 'absent -ly' or some Bernie Grant MP] concedes the House has
thing-is-missing syndrome. Because so done is to increase his status, nationally and
many monosyllabic adjectives (apt, brief, internationally—Listener, 1988.
damp, etc.) are never used as adverbs, it
2
adhere). A separate
is an easy step to believing that none cleave (to stick fast,
1
2
can be used. As so often, the historical word from CLEAVE , cleave is fairly regularly
conjugated
as
cleave/cleaved/cleaved,
explanation in the OED provides the answer: 'Cleor is not originally an adverb, except that the archaic variant clave,
and its adverbial use arose partly out of doubtless as an echo of the Bible, occurs
the predicative use of the adjective, as occasionally. Biblical (AV) examples: The
in "the sun shines clear"; partly out of Nobles held their peace, and their tongue
the analogy of native English adverbs cleaned to the roofe of their mouth (Job 29:
which by loss of final -e had become 10); and Orpah kissed her mother in law, but
formally identical with their adjectives, Ruth claue vnto her (Ruth 1: 14).
esp. of clean (adverb), which it has largely
supplanted.' It would be absurd to substi- cleft. See CLEAVE1.
tute clearly for clear in such phrases as
go clear, keep clear, stand clear, stay clear,clematis. The standard pronunciation
steer clear, or in sentences like the thieves in BrE is /'klematis/, but the variant /kla'meitis/, with the main stress on the
got clear away.
2 Nevertheless, it should be emphas- second syllable, is encountered often
ized that the normal relationship enough, and especially abroad.
between the two words is shown by the
contrastive pair a clear disappointment clench, Clinch. Clinch is a 16c. variant
(adj.)/it is clearly a disappointment (adv.). spelling of clench (from OE (be)clencan) and
since then has been treated as a separate
3 Clearly is overwhelmingly the more word. We clench our teeth, fingers, or
usual adverbial form of the two: (as fist. We clinch an argument, bargain, etc.;
simple adv.) the author writes clearly and lovers clinch (embrace), and so do boxers
concisely; (used as intensifier) he was clearly and wrestlers (become too closely enmad; (as a sentence adv.) Clearly the Ministangled). A remark or statement that
ter of State should resign.
settles an argument is a clincher. Usually
Cleave1 (to split). 1 A separate verb from nails are clinched (not clenched) to make a
CLEAVE2, cleave1 is a mostly literary word clinker-built (also clincher-built) boat.
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clerestory. Pronounce /'klia.stoin/.

clerestory | climacteric

jargon of football), situation (preceded by
a noun or phrase, e.g. a crisis situation),
clerk. Pronounced /klaik/ in BrE and
and a level playing-field. It should be noted
/kl3:rk/ in AmE.
that in the course of the 20c. the word
cliché has come to be applied to comclever. Fowler (1926) wrote a splendidly monplace things of other kinds—visual
prejudiced piece about the misuse of images, stock situations, remarks in
clever, 'especially in feminine conversa- radio or TV plays (And now ifyoull excuse
tion' in the sense of 'learned, well read,
me I've got work to do), ideas, attitudes,
bookish, or studious'. It is sufficient peretc. When reviewing Bagnall's book, I
haps just to recognize that clever is norsaid that 'clichés are a sad subject, really,
mally a term of approbation ( = skilful,
always reminding us of the repetittalented; quick to understand and learn,
iveness of things, the humdrumness that
as COD has it), but that it can be used
contextually with severe limitations lies beyond and within the doorstep if
placed upon it, implying slickness or one's imagination should weaken or
mere ingenuity (clever Dick, too clever by one's sense of humour runs out'. But
perhaps the wisest comments on clichés
half, etc.).
were by Christopher Ricks (1980): 'A
Clew, Clue. They are 'the same word' cliché begins as heartfelt, and then its
(from OE cliwen), but clew has gradually heart sinks.' 'The only way to speak of a
become confined to two main uses, (a) a cliché is with a cliché.'
ball of thread in the legend of Theseus
enabling him to find his way through a client. A person using the services of a
labyrinth; (b) as a nautical term = a lower professional person—a lawyer, an archior after corner of a sail; a set of small tect, an accountant, etc.—is a client. At
cords suspending a hammock. Since the the other end of the social scale, a person
17c, clue has gone its own way and now availing himself of the services of a proshas a wide range of uses in which its titute is also a client. Social workers deliteral sense is obscured. It broadly scribe the people they assist as clients
means 'a piece of evidence' (in a treasure (not cases or patients). A person purchashunt, a detective novel, a crossword
ing items from a shop is a customer; so
puzzle, etc.) putting one on the track of
too, probably, is someone who buys a
a discovery, a solution, etc.
car from a car showroom. Hairdressing
salons call their customers clients rather
Cliché. He was, however, on the whole, taking
all things into consideration, by and large, than customers. A person on a doctor's
not to put toofinea point on it, reasonably list is a patient, an undergraduate is a
well self-sufficient. Thus Anthony Burgess, pupil, literary agents have authors or writin a classic mocking of clichés, in Inside ers, and theatres, restaurants, and hotels
Mr Enderby (1963). In the printing trade, have patrons. A body of clients is a clientele
French cliché was a stereotype block: it /.klinm'tel/, no accent, not italic.
was the past participle of the verb clicher
'to stereotype', said to be imitative of climacteric. 1 The older pronunciation
the sharp contact of matrix and metal. with the main stress on -ter-, which was
Dislike of threadbare, stereotyped ex- favoured by Johnson, Walker, and some
pressions is a relatively recent phenom- 19c. lexicographers, and was given preenon: the word cliché is first recorded in cedence by the OED, has now been mostly
English in 1892.
replaced by /klai'maektank/.
Despite the fact that Nicholas Bagnall
2 It is used as adj. and noun of a
wrote a spirited book called A Defence
of Qichés in 1985. familiar overworked critical stage in human life, variously
expressions are more often than not mer- taken to mean, as the OED expresses it,
cilessly pilloried. Among clichés continu- 'that period of life (usually between the
ally ridiculed in Britain are: at the end of ages of 45 and 60) at which the vital
forces begin to decline (in women cointhe day, at this moment in time, explore every
avenue, in this day and age, leave no stone ciding with the period of "change of
unturned, over the moon, sick as a parrot life")'; or a person whose age is charac(this and the previous phrase from the terized by being a multiple of 7 (7, 14,

climactic | close, closely
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climate: This inclement clime of human lifeEdward Young, 1742; Every man of every
clime-W. Blake, 1783-94; Where a sweet
climactic is an adj. formed in English clime was breathed from a land Offragrance
in the 19c. from climax after the model ... andflowers—Keats,1820. It can never
of syntax\syntactic, but not on Greek ana- be used to replace climate in ordinary
logies. Fowler (1926) disliked it: 'it may discourse.
fairly be demanded of the literary critics
who alone have occasion for the adject- ding. The principal parts were once
ive that they should mend it or end it.' clingjclangjclung, but clang as pa.t.
It closely resembles, but seldom seems withdrew into regional use in the 19c.
to be confused with, climatic, of or relat- The pa.t. now in standard English is
ing to climate, also first recorded in the always clung.
19c. Examples: Through subtle management
of the narrative of this climactic moment, Clique. Pronounce /kli:k/, not /klik/.
Kennedy is able to give equal weight to both
clitic. See ENCLITIC.
mimetic and fabulistic readings—US, 1988;
The audience wants a good climactic high clone, from Gk KX-COV 'twig', 'slip', came
C—Opera Now, 1989into English at the beginning of the 20c.
in the technical language of botany (later
climate. From its normal meteorologi- in biology). Since about 1970 it has swept
cal sense, climate, beginning in the 17c, into popular use of a person or animal
developed a valuable figurative sense, that strongly resembles its parent; and
'the mental, moral, etc., environment or also of a person or thing whose beattitude of a body of people in respect haviour, appearance, or activities are
of some aspect of life, policy, etc., esp. directly modelled on those of another
in climate of opinion, of thought' (OED): To(well-known) person or thing: e.g. —is a
us he [sc. Freud] is no more a person Now typical Sloane Ranger clone; there were several
but a whole climate of opinion--W H. Auden, jaguar clones in the car park.
1940; The whole climate of thought will be
different—G. Orwell, 1949.
close (verb), has a suggestion of formality or politeness when it is used in
climax. From a Greek word meaning contexts in which shut might sound
'ladder' the term was originally (first in rather peremptory: Close the door after you
the 16c.) used in English in rhetoric as and well have a talk. Private talks are
'a figure in which a number of proposi- usually held behind closed doors. But a
tions or ideas are set forth so as to form child who has entered a room and carea series in which each rises above the lessly left the door open will almost
preceding in force or effectiveness of certainly be asked by its parent to shut
expression' (OED). Thus (1) (1 Cor. 2: 9) (not close) the door. Closed has a life of its
Eye hath not seene, (2) nor eare heard, (3) own. Some trade unions are closed shops;
neither haue entred into the heart of man, a gallery is often closed to the public on
/the things which God hath prepared for them Mondays; the stock market closed one
that loue him; three progressive stages of point up on the day's dealing; Albania
strangeness. Wales (1989) cites an ex- is a closed society; Hebrew is a closed book
ample of 1553 from the work of Thomas (i.e. is unknown) to most people. In none
Wilson; 0/sloth cometh pleasure, of pleasure of these examples would shut be possible.
cometh spending, of spending cometh whoring, of whoring cometh lack, of lack cometh dose (adj.) is used in scores of collocatheft, of theft cometh hanging, and here an tions: close contest, formation, friend, proxend for this world.
imity, resemblance, shave, etc. A close season
Popular use of this technical term in (US closed season) is the season when
the 18c. led to the ordinary current something, esp. the killing of game, is
meanings, (a) the event or point of great- illegal.
est intensity or interest; a culmination
or apex (COD); (b) 20c, the sexual sense. close, Closely. 1 No strict dividing line
can be drawn between predicative uses
clime is a literary word for a tract of the adj. close (e.g. the weather remained
or region of the earth (also fig.) or for sultry and close) and adverbial ones, e.g.
21, etc.); or by some other numerical
factor.
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closure | cloud

to stand, sit, lie, etc., close (i.e. in immediate elderly people, but has been almost encontact or proximity); with verbs of mo- tirely replaced in the standard language
tion, as come, bring, etc., close; or with by, by /klD8/. The pi. cloths is normally proto, beside, etc. (close by the wall; he came nounced /klD0s/ but modern dictionaries
close to solving the problem; she sat close of pronunciation also record /ktodz/.
beside him).
clothe has clad beside clothed both as
2 dose is a ME loanword from OF. It
pa.t. and pa.pple. While clothed, however,
was not until the mid-i6c. that it acis suitable in most contexts (except when
quired the native suffix -ly in printed
dressed is more suitable as less formal),
work. Then closely gradually became the
clad is (1) either somewhat more formal
dominant form.
or literary, or (2) never used absolutely,
3 Despite its dominance, closely should but always with some specification of
not be allowed to oust close in such idio- the kind of clothing, or qualified by an
matic uses as the following: for close on adverb (e.g. ill-clad, insufficiently clad), or
200 years; sticking close to his desk; the road(3) in technical use. Accordingly, clad
runs close beside theriver;stay close together.cannot be substituted for clothed in You
were fed and clothed at my expense or When
4 Some grammarians treat close to, as
he was dressed he let us in. But it stands
in he was standing close to the door, as a
unchallenged by clothed (or dressed) in
complex preposition.
literary contexts like Coleridge's I guess,
closure. Several names are used for the 'twas frightful there to see A lady so richly
provision by which a debate in the House clad as she and Milton's Tis Chastity, my
of Commons can be cut short in spite of brother, Chastity: She that has that, is clad in
the wish of a minority to continue it. complete steel; also, qualified by an adverb,
The most important one is the closure They are lightly clad in summer; and in
(introduced in 1882), a decision by vote metallurgy, etc. (steel clad with Ni [se.
or under rules to put a question without nickel] on one side; clad with stainless steel).
As a second element -clad is frequent
further debate. The equivalent French
word clôture (used in English without the in such compound adjs. as ice<lad, ivycircumflex) was occasionally used in the clad, olive<lad (hills), snow<lad.
House of Commons instead of closure, but
has fallen out of use there. It survives, clothes. Until about the end of the 19c.
however, in the procedures of some legis- the more usual standard pronunciation
lative bodies in the United States. A gag seems to have been /klauz/, with ample
rule (or gag law) came into use in America authority from rhymes in 17c. and 18c.
at the end of the 18c. as a means of poets, including Shakespeare {Then vp he
preventing or restricting discussion in a rose, and dond his close—Hamlet). Daniel
legislative body. The word gag was later Jones (1917) described this pronunciadopted in the House of Commons, ap- ation as 'old-fashioned'. The spellingplied opprobriously to the action of a pronunciation /klauôz/ has now almost
parliamentary majority in 'closuring' a entirely replaced it.
debate. The guillotine (first recorded
1893), or closure by instalments, is a cloture. See CLOSURE.
method used in the House of Commons
for preventing obstruction or undue de- cloud. First recorded in the US in the
lays by fixing the dates and times at 1950s, on cloud seven or esp. on cloud nine,
which specified stages of a bill must meaning 'in a euphoric state', have bebe voted on. The kangaroo, or kangaroo come vogue words everywhere. Clouds
closure, is a UK term (first recorded in are divided into classes. In Webster's
1913) for a Parliamentary closure by Third (1961), cloud nine = a cumulowhich some amendments are selected nimbus cloud, i.e. a mountainous cumufor discussion and some excluded. The lus cloud, a thundercloud, the ninth
unselected (normally minor) items are highest in a ten-part classification (stratus
then voted on without debate.
is the tenth). According to William and
Mary Morris (1988), the popularity of the
doth. The Mitfordian pronunciation phrase may be credited to an American
/ktorO/ lingers on, just, in the speech of radio show of the 1950s in which every

cloven I cocky
time the hero was knocked unconscious—which was often—he was transported to cloud nine. There he could speak
again.
cloven. See CLEAVE1.
clue. See CLEW.
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coat-card. Card-players may be surprised to learn that coat<ard was the
original term (first recorded in 1563) for
'a playing card bearing a "coated" or
habited figure (king, queen, or knave)'
(OED). Its replacement, beginning in the
17c, by court-card was, of course, readily
suggested by the personages represented
on these cards. AmE face card.

CO-. Prefix of Latin origin. There are
three ways of writing cooperate {cooperate, cobalt. The pronunciation recommenco-operate, cooperate), but the third, with ded is /'kauboilt/ not /-bDlt/.
the diaeresis ", has been virtually aban- Cobra. The pronunciations /'kaubra/ and
doned. The form recommended is /'kDbra/ seem to be of about equal frecooperate (also cooperation, cooperative, un- quency in BrE.
cooperative).
The spellings recommended for other cocaine. In our drug-ridden world, the
words containing the prefix co- may be substance, pronounced /kau'kem/, is all
classified as follows: (a) Hyphen never too familiar. The relevant entry in the
used: {coagulate, coalition, coefficient, OED (1891) gave a three-syllabled pronuncohabit, cohere, coincide, coition (in most ofciation, equivalent in the IPA to /'kaukeiwhich co- is hardly felt to be a prefix in ,am/, as the regular one, and described
English), (b) Hyphen rarely used: coed, /kau'kem/ as 'vulgar'. Times have
changed.
coeducation, coequal, coeval, coexist, coexistence, coordinate (also uncoordinated) coccyx. Bone at base of spine. Procopartner (common words in which the nounce /'kDksiks/. The pi. is either coccyges
main element is transparent), (c) Scien- /-id3i:z/ or coccyxes.
tific and technical words in scholarly
work: coaxial, cosec, cosecant, coseismal, Cockaigne, Cockayne. A medieval
cosine, cotangent (clear to scientists, etc.). name (first recorded in English in the
Words commonly written with a hy- early 14c), of obscure origin, of an imphen include: (a) co-respondent (in divorce aginary land of abundance and bliss.
case) (hyphen used to avoid clashing with Since the early 19c. it has occasionally
been used as a humorous name for Loncorrespondent), (b) co-latitude, co-pilot, co-signatory, co-star, co-tidal co-worker (hyphen don, as the abode of Cockneys.
used to avoid momentary perplexity on cockle. The common phr. to warm the
the part of the reader), (c) co-actor, co- cockles of one's heart is placed in dictionarauthor (noun and verb), co-editor, co- ies under cockle, the name of a bivalve
abound, conscend, co-enjoy, co-worship, etc. mollusc. Two things need to be said: (1)
(relatively new formations; nonce forma- an alternative source is L corculum, dim.
tions), (d) Others: coop, co-opt (clashing of cor 'heart'; (2) the phr. (first recorded
vowels might invite pronunciation as in 1671) was formerly used with several
/ku:p(t)/).
other verbs, rejoice, please, delight, comfort,
etc.
coastal. Fowler's objection (1926) to this
formation as a 'barbarism' is a classic cockscomb, coxcomb. The first (forexample of a lost cause. The OF original merly also spelt cock's<omb) is 'the crest
was coste (from L costa 'rib'), which yielded or comb of a cock' (COD); formerly also
a French adj. costal in the 16c. English 'a jester's cap (shaped like a cock's
has pressed costal into service in sundry comb)'. The second, a respelt version of
technical uses (costal respiration, vein, etc.), the same word, means 'an ostentatiously
conceited man, a dandy'. Any of the
but developed a new form coastal in the
three spellings is likely to turn up in
late 19c. for the sense 'of or pertaining
earlier literature for any of the senses.
to the coast'. The distinction coastal (as
in Coastal Command, coastal resort) and COCky. The adj. meaning 'conceited,
costal (in medical contexts) is a useful arrogant; saucy, impudent' has now enone, and takes priority over etymological tirely driven out the former variants
considerations.
cocksy and coxy.
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COCOa, originally an alteration, i.e. a
corruption, of CACAO, is now the only
spelling for 'a powder made from
crushed cacao seeds, often with other
ingredients; a drink made from this'
{COD). So cocoa bean, butter. Cf. next.

cocoa I cohort
less noteworthy than it was, for example,
when Auden wrote Enormous novels by
coeds Rain down on our defenceless heads in
Nones (1951). But the word remains in
frequent use as an adj., '(of an educational institution) open to or attended
by both males and females'.

COCOnut. Now the only spelling of 'a
large ovate brown seed of the coco, Cocos coffin. See CASKET.
nucifera, with a hard shell and edible
white fleshy lining enclosing a milky cognate. 1 In philology, used (as adj.
juice' (COD). The first element coco is 'ori- and noun) of a word in a given language
ginally a playful use of Pg. and Sp. coco having the same linguistic family or degrinning face, grin, grimace, with allu- rivation as the corresponding word in
sion to the monkey-like appearance of another language, as Eng. father, Ger.
the base of the shell of the nut* (ODEE). Voter, L pater, all going back to the same
Indo-European base *pdtër. The term is
codeine. Now always pronounced /'kau- also applied to languages derived from
dim/, though formerly (îgc.-early 20c.) it the same original language, e.g. Spanish,
was trisyllabic, /'kaudi,i:n/ or /-am/.
French, Italian, and Portuguese, all deCOdex. PL codices /'kaudi.sizz/. See -EX, -IX scended from Latin, are cognate languages.

2 cognate object (or cognate accusative).
In grammar, an object that is related in
codify. Fowler (1926) believed that the origin and sense to the verb governing
diphthong (or 'long vowel') in the first it (as in live a good life, die a cruel death,
syllable, /'kaudi.fai/, rather than a short he fought the good fight, as distinct from
vowel /-D/, placed this word in a category enjoy a good life, suffer a cruel death, win a
of its own among words ending in -ify. hardfight).As CGEL remarks, 'Most cogHis belief was unsound: cf. gratify, verify, nate objects tend to convey a rather
vilify, modify, mummify, all with short orotund style.'
vowels in the first syllable; but ladify,
deify, nitrify, glorify, notify, purify, stupefy,cognizance, cognizant, cognizable.
all with long vowels or diphthongs. The This group of words was frequently propatterns are the result of various analo- nounced with the g silent (thus /'kDnizgies, and are not governed by the ending ans/, etc.) until well into the 20c, and
•ify. In AmE the form of codify with short COD (1995) continues to list this mode
vowel in the first syllable is given preced- of pronunciation as an acceptable varience.
ant. It is recommended that the g be
codling, COdlin. (a) Codling, a young sounded, if only to allow the words to
or small cod, is formed from cod + the conform with related words in which it
diminutive suffix -ling, and should al- has always been pronounced, as cognate,
ways be spelt thus, (b) A codling is a cognition, and cognitive.
2 ; LATIN PLURALS.

variety of apple (Kentish Codling, Keswick
Codling, etc.), and the word is a 16c. Cohort. In the Roman army a cohors
respelling of quodling, earlier (14C.-15C.) (ace. cohortem) was a body of infantry
querdling, of disputed origin. Codling- consisting of 300-600 men (in some units
moth, a species of moth (Carpocapsa po- 500 to 1,000 men). Ten cohorts made a
monella), the larva of which feeds on the legion. Taken into English in the 15c,
codling and other apples, is frequently the word was quickly used of similar
(by a kind of dissimilation) written codlin- divisions in other armies (e.g. the Cohort
bright Of Watchfull Cherubim-Milton,
moth and pronounced /'kixllm mD0/.
1667; The Assyrian came down like a wolf
coed, CO-ed. Its use as a noun meaning on the fold, And his cohorts were gleaming
(a) a coeducational institution, (b) (esp. in purple and gold—Byron, 1815), and then
US) a female student at a coeducational of any band of persons united in defence
institution, has become much less fre- of a common cause (My friends and my
quent as such institutions have become acquaintances ... I had a numerous cohort
less uncommon. The distinction is much of the latter—Bolingbroke, 1719)-

coiffeur, coiffure | colander
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The word acquired new meanings in from existing prefixes: apolitical (1952),
the mid-20c. First it was applied in demo- decaffeinate (1934). metagalaxy (1930),
graphy to a group of persons having a microwave (1931). mini-series (1972), multicommon statistical characteristic, esp. storey (1918), neoprene (1937), non-event
that of being born in the same year. As (1962), retro-rocket (1948), and ultrasonic
technical demographic jargon, the use (1923).
lies out of reach of the general public
2 New words formed from existing
and is doing no one any harm. But more
suffixes: majorette (1941), sit-in (1937),
or less simultaneously it began to be
voguish (1927), privatization (1959), earless
used in AmE to mean 'an assistant, a
(1927), pianola-like (1945), pushiness (1920),
colleague, an accomplice': The oldpoethad
beatnik (1958), chillsome (1927), and jazzy
left, accompanied by two of his cohorts-M.
(1919).
McCarthy, 1952; Mr. Stratton consented,
since it was four o'clock, to partake together 3 More complicated formations: demywith his cohort, of a sandwich and a glass of thologize (1950), denazify (1944), paramilk—A. Cross, 1967. Before long the use phrasability (1965), post-doctoral (1939),
turned up in the British press and in prepsychotically (1941), renormalization
other contexts in Britain: The impending (1948), and rubbernecker (1934).
trial of Bobby Seale, chairman of the Black 4 New nominal compounds: Cold War
Panther movement, and his eight cohorts in (1945), egghead (1907), lunatic fringe
New Haven—Sunday Times, 1970; in 1988 a(1913), petrol pump (1928), plasma physics
BBC announcer introduced a dramatiz- (1958), Rorschach test (1927).
ation of Dorothy Sayers's Gaudy Night by
5 Newly coined words, i.e. words not
a few remarks about the heroine, Harriet
Vane, and her cohort, Lord Peter Wim- formed on existing elements (the smallsey—P. Christophersen, 1989; Brock and est class): ocker (boorish person, AustraEmma had one wall, Bob, Johnny and theirlian, 1971), oi{c)k (obnoxious person,
cohorts the other wall and centre aisle—J. le 1925), oomph (sex appeal, 1937).
Carré, 1989.
6 See also ACRONYM, BACK-FORMATION,
If, as seems likely, this new meaning BLEND, EPONYM, RHYMING SLANG.
becomes standard in due course, it will
The volume of innovation can be
be a remarkable example of a descending
judged from a single issue of The Barnhart
scale of meaning (from 'a tenth of a
Dictionary Companion (fall-winter 1986),
Roman legion' to 'a single assistant').
which lists more than 1,200 new words
Our language becomes vulnerable when
and meanings that by 1986 had not yet
the majority of its speakers forget major
been included in the latest dictionaries.
sections of Western history, in this case
The words range from adoptive immunothe fighting arrangements of Roman
therapy to zero-zero option. This quarterly
armies.
collection, drawn from a selected range
coiffeur, Coiffure. Coiffeur, meaning a of printed sources in the US and Britain,
hairdresser, is pronounced /kwa:'f3:/ suggests that the annual intake of new
(fern, coiffeuse /-'f3:z/). Coiffure, meaning words at present is of the order of 5,000.
the way hair is arranged, is pronounced The following examples give a broad
/kwar'fjua/. All three are still sometimes indication of the kind of neologisms that
printed in italics in English, even though are pouring into the language: Cabbage
they are relatively long-standing loan- Patch doll, chaos theory, dating parlor, Eurowords from French, coiffeur (1847), coif- tunnel, Irangate, liposuction, megadebt,
superkid, technospeak, and yuppie flu. To
feuse (1870), and coiffure (01631).
which can be added some that I have
Coinages. Each century is characterized collected myself: differently abled, final
by a new burst of word-coinages. The club, francheezie sandwich, houby, lambada,
20C. is no exception: indeed, in terms of mommy track, outplacement, sitnor, techinnovation, probably no century from nonerd, and wordmeister. But their perthe time of the first English records in manence in the language can hardly be
the 8c. has been anything like as prolific. guaranteed.
A brief, far from exhaustive indication
of the main types of modern innovation Colander, a word of long standing in
must suffice here. 1 New words formed the language (first recorded C1450), is
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normally pronounced /'kAlanda/. The Colleague. Primarily 'one chosen along
variant form cullender, once common, is with another, a partner in office' and
less often encountered now.
(OED) 'not applied to partners in trade
or manufacture', illustrated typically by
cold war (or Cold War). This term for a comment by Gladstone in 1851: The
hostilities (threats, violent propaganda, treaty ... upon ... which, as a Colleague of
subversive political activities, building your Lordship, I had the honour to he emup of deadly weapons, etc.) short of
ployed. The word has been sharply demoarmed conflict, spec, those formerly
cratized in the 20c. Representatives of
between the USSR and the Western powtrade unions speak of their colleagues (as
ers after the i939 _ 45 war, has largely
brothers joins the ranks of less favoured
fallen out of use, except with historical
words); fellow-strikers, fellow-prison
reference. It survives in a weakened
sense, a state of rivalry and tension officers, associates of any kind, now qualbetween two rival factions, persons, etc. ify for the term colleagues. The word is
on a downward spiral.
Coleslaw, a dressed salad of sliced raw
cabbage, carrot, onion, etc., is so spelt, collectable, -ible. See -ABLE, -IBLE 3.
the first element being cole 'cabbage'.
Coldslaw is a respectably old (first re- collective noun, a noun that is norcorded in 1794), but erroneous, US vari- mally singular in form and denotes a
ant. Coleslaw is an anglicized version of collection or number of individuals.
Dutch koolsla, from kool 'cabbage' + sla, Apart from the names of individual ana reduced colloquial form of salade.
imals, birds, etc. (deer, grouse, sheep, etc.),
terms for groups of animals, birds, etc.
colic yields the adj. colicky. For the spell(a pride of lions, a gaggle of geese, etc.), and
ing, see -c-, -CK-.
the names of institutions, firms, and
coliseum, colosseum. A colosseum is teams (BBC, Marks & Spencer, Tottenham
a large stadium or amphitheatre (from Hotspur, etc.), there are some 200 collectmedL neut. of L colosseus 'gigantic'), esp. ive nouns in common use in English
the one (with a capital Q in Rome. The (choir,flock,multitude, etc.).
variant coliseum is used, esp. in America,
There are several main considerations.
for a large public building for sporting 1 In BrE it is in order to use either a
events, exhibitions, etc., and, with capi- plural verb or a singular verb after most
tal C, as the name of theatres (including collective nouns, so long as attendant
the well-known one in London), cinemas, pronouns are made to follow suit: when
and dance-halls.
the jury retires to consider its verdict; when
collaborate. This verb, and the corres- the jury retire to consider their verdict. The
ponding noun collaborator, acquired the same principle applies to all the main
sinister connotation of traitorous co- collectives like army, audience, clan, comoperation with the enemy during the pany, court, crew, folk, government, group,
i939~45 war. Fortunately the original herd. By contrast, in AmE the choice is
sense, namely, to work in conjunction much more restricted. For such words
with another or others, esp. in a literary the following verb and any attendant
or artistic production, can still be used pronouns are usually in the singular.
without risk of ambiguity.
2 The principle at work is that if the
collective noun is thought of as a unit,
a singular verb or pronoun follows natCollation.
In the Roman Catholic urally (Mention the family and everyone is
Church a light meal allowed in lieu of for it, however they define it); but if the
supper on fasting days. Originally ap- members of the group are thought of as
plied to the light repast or refection individuals a plural verb or pronoun is
taken by the members of Benedictine appropriate (I looked at my family and I
monasteries at the close of the day, after knew that they did not know what I had
the reading of Cassian's Collationes Paseen).
trium ( = Lives of the Fathers). In lay
3 Collective nouns that stand for a
circles, the word is seldom used except
group of inanimate objects, e.g. baggage,
in cold collation.
collapsible. See -ABLE, -IBLE 3.

college I collocation
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china, cutlery, earthenware, linen, luggage, ancient colleges of Oxford and Camstoneware, are always treated as singular. bridge, consisting normally of a master
4 When a collective noun is followed (warden, provost, rector, president, etc.), felby 0/+ a plural noun or pronoun, the lows, scholars, and commoners. Other unichoice between a singular and a plural versities have followed suit (e.g. King's
verb remains open, but in practice a College, London, a constituent member of
plural verb is somewhat more common: the University of London), but have not
a large number of conductors want to hear adopted the Oxford and Cambridge terthe great artists—Dxdalus, 1986; a handful minology for the titles of teaching memof their members have been agents of Mos- bers of staff and their students. As time
cow—London Rev. Bks, 1987; a handful ofwent on, esp. in the US and Scotland,
bathers were bobbing about in the waves—P. the name sometimes became interRoth, 1987; the current crop of bestsellers changeable with university, but was applied mostly to any institution for higher
include a number of monuments to bad
taste—The Face, 1987. Contrast: one group of education affiliated to a university.
disenchanted Levellers puts pen to paper—M. In wider educational circles, college has
Lasky, 1985; afleetof helicopters was flying been traditionally used in the names
low—New Yorker, 1986; a pool of sheep is of some of the ancient public schools
(notably Eton and Winchester). In much
assembled for each trials session—Daily Tel.,
more recent times it has come to be
1987.
applied to a much broader group of edu5 Particular cases: (a) the United States,
cational and professional institutionsthe United Nations, the Vatican, the Combusiness colleges, training colleges for
mons, the House of Lords, Congress (US) are
teachers, sixth-form colleges, secretarial
always treated as singular (e.g. the United
colleges, military and naval colleges, colStates has demanded a more open Japan—
leges of agriculture, and so on. All this
Dxdalus, 1987. (b) institutional names
is part of the natural process of educanormally require a singular verb: the
tional development in English-speaking
CEGB finds it 25 per cent cheaper to buy in
countries. One consequence is that a
French electricity—Daily Tel, 1987. But not
general phrase like at college needs to be
invariably: MI5 were living in the past—P.
unravelled. It can mean that the speaker
Wright, 1987- (c) animal, bird, etc., names
is at a famous university or at a very
that are singular in form but are being
different kind of institution.
used in the plural naturally require a
plural verb (and plural pronouns): five
bison were grazing in a shaded part of the collide, Collision. It is sometimes asvalley; several silverfish were scuttling across serted that these two words are 'propthefloorto their hiding-place, (d) a number erly' restricted to circumstances involvof abstract nouns, singular in form, are ing a violent impact between two movthe equivalent of concrete plurals: accom- ing objects. There is no basis for such
modation ( = rooms), kindling ( = small a belief. A car can collide with a tree,
pieces of wood), royalty ( = royal persons), a bollard, or any other fixed object, as
well as with another moving vehicle.
pottery ( = earthenware pots).
Nevertheless there is a lot to be said for
See also AGREEMENT 5.
using hit instead in factual reports: [Two
college. The word has many long-estab- young men named] died when their car
lished meanings: Apostolic college, the hit a tree between Penzance and Land's End
body of Christ's Apostles; college of cardin- yesterday—Times, 1990.
als, the cardinals of the Roman Church,
collocation. A term introduced in linwho constitute the Pope's council, and
elect to the papacy from their own num- guistics (though in much earlier use as
ber; the College of Arms, College of Phys- a general word) by J. R. Firth to refer to
icians, and so on. To be a member of such the habitual co-occurrence of individual
bodies is to be a person of considerable words. Thus Tweedledum goes with Tweedkdistinction. College was adopted at an dee, and spick with span. A person killed in
early stage as a name for the independ- a traffic accident in Oxford in September
ent societies within great universities, 1988 was described by a witness not
as the College of the Sorbonne in the merely as a bystander but as an innocent
ancient University of Paris, and the bystander. Bystanders are almost always
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colloquial | colossal

innocent. Consequences are often far-reachindependence'. He then stated five rules
ing; politicians are often cautiously optim-that covered, he believed, all the convenistic; new medical discoveries often have tions. Fowler expressed his own view of
far-reaching implications; liars are frethe function of the colon more amusquently called habitual liars. These are ingly than helpfully: 'the colon . . . has
just elementary examples of an adhesive acquired a special function, that of deprocess which is part of the natural livering the goods that have been invoiced in the preceding words; it is a
machinery of the language.
substitute for such verbal harbingers as
See SIAMESE TWINS.
viz., scil., that is to say, i.e., etc.'
colloquial. As a dictionary label, colloquThe most satisfactory guidance is
ial (usu. written as colloq.) indicates a use given in Hart's Rules:
that is normally restricted to informal
•Whereas the semicolon links equal
(esp. spoken) English. In dictionaries pro- or balanced clauses, the colon generally
duced in the UK, the distinction has been marks a step forward, from introduction
taken as self-evident by users throughout to main theme, from cause to effect,
the 2oc. and it calls for no particular premiss to conclusion., etc. e.g.:
defence. Since the publication of WebIn business there is something more than
ster's Third in 1961, in which the label
barter, exchange, price, payment: there is
informal was used instead (though much
a sacred faith of man in man. Study to
more sparingly), some other dictionary
acquire a habit of thinking: no study is
houses at home and abroad have folmore important.
lowed the lead, maintaining that the
It is regularly used to introduce exlabel colloq. is taken by users to mean
'derogatory'. It is hard to follow the amples, as:
Always remember the ancient maxim:
reasoning, but it is nevertheless clear
Know thyself.
that the synonymous label informal
seems now to be the more widely used
A dash should not be added to a colon
of the two.
which is being used to introduce a list.'

To which it should be added that a
collusion /ka'l(j)u:3(a)n/. The notion of
fraud or underhandedness is essential colon is also used between numbers in
to collusion. It is correctly used, for ex- a statement of proportion (as in 10:1)
ample, of insider dealing by two or more and in biblical references (as in Gen. 4:
people acting in concert on the stock 3). It also appears on most digital clocks
exchange. It would not be right to speak and watches to mark off the hours from
of joint authors of a book as being in the minutes (as in 21:30).
Americans use a colon after the initial
collusion with each other. Such authors
can be said to have joined forces, collabor-greeting in a letter
ated, etc., in the writing of the book, but
Dear Mr Jones:
not to have been in collusion, and not to
Thank, you for ...
have colluded in the writing of the book.
In BrE a comma is customary in such
colon. The name of this punctuation contexts (or no punctuation at all):
mark (:) is derived from L côlon, from
Dear MrJones(,)
Gk KW^OV 'limb', member or clause of
Thank you for ...
sentence, portion of strophe. As a mark
of punctuation (as distinct from a term colossal. In its ordinary sense 'like a
in rhetoric) it was adopted in English in colossus, gigantic', it is a relatively rethe 16c. Since then its employment has cent formation in English (first recorded
been made subject to various (changing) in 1712 and not listed in Johnson's Dictionary, 1755). The use of the word as a
rules. Henry Beadnell's Spelling and
Punctuation (edn. of 1919), a standard mere intensive = 'remarkable, splendid'
work at the time and one of Fowler's (a colossal blunder, the novel is simply superb,
colossal) is a Germanism. Like all intensources in 1926, remarked that 'it is used
to separate those parts of a sentence sives, it can cover a wide spectrum of
which have very little dependence on values, and should be sparingly used.
each other in construction, or which are The OED's earliest example of its use as
only removed one degree from complete an intensive is one of 1892.

colosseum | come-at-able, get-at-able
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combining form. A term, probably first
used in the OED itself, for a linguistic
colour. In BrE the customary spellings form that normally occurs only in comfor words related to colour are colourable, pounds or derivatives as a means of coincolourant, coloured, colourful, colourist, anding new words. Examples: electro-,
colourless, but coloration, colorific, colorim-formally representing Gk ifysKxpo-, cometer, and decolorize. In AmE all have -or-, bining form of rjA,£Kxpov 'amber', as in
not -our-.
electrodynamic, electromagnet, etc.; kilo-, an
coloured. 1 In S. Africa, written with a arbitrary derivative of Gk x&ioi 'a thousand", as in kilogram, kilometre, etc. Two
capital C, it means a S. African of mixed
descent; also, in pi., a racial group as combining forms can combine to form
officially defined under the former apart- a new word: e.g. leuco- (Gk XEVKÔÇ
'white') 4- -cyte (Gk KUTO? 'receptacle')
heid laws.
made leucocyte 'white blood cell'.
2 The word was formerly used euThe connecting vowel in combining
phemistically by white people in Britain forms is normally -o- (Anglophile, baroand elsewhere as a term meaning 'non- meter, philology, etc.) or -i- (altimeter,
white', but is much less commonly heard horticulture, etc.).
now.
come (verb). 1 The slightly archaic use
colour words. 1 See PRIMARY COLOURS.
of come with a future date following as
2 One of the fastest-growing areas in subject, as in four years ago come Christmas
the language is the use of new colour is compared by the OED (sense 36a) to a
names, esp. for commercial purposes. similar construction in French: dix-huit
Such words as beige (first recorded as a ans vienne la Saint-Martin ... viennent les
colour word in 1879), biscuit (1884), bisque Pâques 'eighteen years old come Mar(1922), Marina green (1935), marmalade tinmass . . . come Easter'; i.e. = let Easter
(1926), oatmeal (1927), old gold (1879), oys- come, when Easter shall come. The conter (1922), pillar-box red (1916), taupe struction is first recorded in the early
(1911), and tea-rose (1892) are typical of 15c, and has been in continuous use
the names now applied to garments, since then.
motor vehicles, plants, etc. It is a far cry
2 In standard English come is often
from the limited range of colour words
followed by and as an introduction to a
available in Anglo-Saxon times and in
verb indicating the purpose of coming.
ancient Greece and Rome.
This construction has been in continucolumnist. Though the n in column is ous use since the OE period: e.g. Come,
silent, the same letter is usually fully lovely nymph, and bless the silent hoursPope, 1704; I wonder ... whether anyone
pronounced in columnist.
will come and help me—D. Potter, 1986.
combat (noun). Pronounce /'kmnbaet/,
Formerly in standard BrE and still in
but be prepared to encounter the some- AmE (occas. elsewhere) come is followed
what old-fashioned pronunciation with by a bare infinitive, i.e. divided from the
initial /'kAm-/. Similarly with the deriva- following verb neither by and nor by to:
tives combatant and combative.
e.g. Quicke, quicke, weele come dresse you
straight—Shakespeare, 1598; Come lie up
combat (verb). 1 If pronounced with close beside me—E. Jolley, 1980 (Aust.); We
the stress on the first syllable, the same can sell this house, you can come live with
variation of the stem vowel is found as us—Lee Smith, 1983 (US); Come let us say
in the noun. The extended forms are a prayer together and then well read some
combated and combating.
Tennyson—]. Gardam, 1985 (UK); Richie,
2 If pronounced with the stress on the come help me lift the turkey out—]. Updike,
second syllable (but this is not recom- 1986 (US); 'Do you think Dad knows one of
mended exc. in AmE), the pronunciation his paintings is here?' 'No. If he knew, he'd
is /kam'baet/ and the inflected forms are come steal it off the wall.'—New Yorker, 1992.
combatted and combatting (e.g. It is obvious
that covert action is only one instrument come-at-able, get-at-able. English tolamong many in combatting terrorism— erates the creation of many unwieldy
Dxdalus, 1987).
formations. These two (the first of them
Colosseum. See COLISEUM.
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comedian | comma

first recorded in 1687 and the other in Comity /'kmmti/. The primary sense of
1799) are notable examples. Also come-at- comity is 'courtesy, kindly and considerability (1759). get-at-ability (1863), un<ome-ate behaviour towards others'. This
at-able (1694), un-get-at-able (1862), etc. sense, which was first recorded in the
16c, continues in use: He was exposed and
comedian. 1 Used first to mean a comic condemned, as though he could never re-enlist
actor, a comic stage-player (first recorded in the comity of the ward—F. Tuohy, 1984;
in Shakespeare's Twelfth Night), it came, In the Cuite era, these matters were usually
in the course of the 19c, to mean a worked out in comity with whoever was
professional entertainer first on the mayor—New Yorker, 1986. It is derived from
stage and later on radio and television. L cômitûtem 'courteousness', from cômis
The term can be used both of men (Bob 'courteous, friendly'.
Hope, Danny Kaye) and of women (VicThe phrase comity of nations (or peoples,
toria Wood).
states, etc.) properly means 'the cour2 From about i860 onward a female teous and friendly understanding by
comedian could also be called a comédi- which each nation respects the laws and
enne (Elsie and Doris Waters, Barbra Strei- usages of every other'. It is sometimes
sand are modern examples), pronounced mistakenly taken to mean simply 'a comand written in a French manner. Both pany or group of nations or people who
are friendly to one another' (perhaps
terms remain in common use.
originally by association with L comes
3 The parallel terms tragedian (1592)
'companion'): e.g. To show ... how much
and tragédienne (1851, also without acute
Iran had it at heart to obtain admittance
accent) have had a similar history.
into the comity of states—tr. H. Vâmbéry,
4 Comedian and tragedian have also for 1864; There were voices which spoke for Russia
centuries been used to mean, respect- in the comity of civilised people other than
ively, 'a writer of comedies, a comic poet' those of ministers and Bars—P. Ustinov,
and 'a writer of tragedies, a tragic poet'. 1983In context, over several centuries, senses
1, 3, and 4 seem to have remained com- comma. The word comma is derived
fortably distinguishable, but neither from L comma, Gk 1c6n.ua 'piece cut off,
word (esp. comedian) seems to have much short clause'. It was first used in English
currency in this fourth sense nowadays. in the 16c, in imitation of the terminology of Greek rhetoric and prosody, to
comestibles has been sparingly used mean 'a phrase or group of words less
as a humorous or affected word for 'food' than a colon (q.v.)' (OED). As a mark of
since the early 19c.
punctuation it was also introduced into
English in the 16c. The standard account
comic, Comical. The broad distinction of OUP practice in the use of the comma
is that comic is used of literary composi- is that in Hart's Rules. The following detions, songs, dramatic performances, scription is based on Hart but with fresh
performers, etc., whose main aim is comexamples taken from modern sources.
edy, as comic actor, opera, poet, relief, scene,
1 Generally, commas should be inserted
strip; whereas comical is principally used
between adjectives preceding and qualto mean 'laughable, mirth-provoking' in
ifying a noun, as: in hoarse, melancholy
contexts of unintended humour, as comtones; a strong-willed, intellectual woman;
ical attempt, behaviour, effect, face, sight,
etc. The distinction is far from being a wild, surging, sealike landscapes.
general rule, however. Comic is much
2 But, by convention, in many conthe more frequent of the two words. texts where the last adjective is in closer
Moreover, there are a great many con- relation to the noun than the preceding
texts in which either word is serviceable: ones, or where the adjectives form a kind
his attempt to be musical is comic[al) in the of unit, the comma is often omitted,
extreme; there was something comic\al) in the
Also frequently when the last adjective
sight of the archbishop lyingflaton his back.has no such priority, abundant patriotic
Both examples are listed in the OED, the pageantry; a preternatural clerical clumfirst (1833) s.v. comic 3b and the second siness; a good little boy; a super-efficient
(1887) s.v. comical 4.
liquidrcooled rear engine.

comma | comma
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3 Where and, hut, or or joins two or
7 A restrictive (or defining) relative
more adjectives the comma is usually clause does not require a comma. A nonomitted: a reluctant and limited step; the restrictive (or non-defining) relative
imaginative and dangerous energy of the son;clause, i.e. one which by its nature supsolid but adventurous entrepreneurs; no exten-plies extra information, does. Thus (the
examples are taken from CGEL 17.13):
sive or protracted military intervention.
(restrictive) The woman who is ap4 Where more than two words or proaching us seems to be somebody I know;
phrases or groupings occur together in (non-restrictive) The Bible, which has been
a sequence, a comma should precede the retranslated, remains a bestseller.
and (the omission of the second comma
8 Such adverbs as already and soon
in the fourth example would render the
sentence ambiguous). This is the so- when used as the first word of a sentence
called 'Oxford comma'. Examples: an in- are usually followed by a comma. So
dex of social, economic, and religious diversity;too with however and moreover, and when
excesses of public, political, and intellectual these two words are used in mid-senopinion; areas of natural beauty, architecturaltence they are preceded and followed by
monuments, and sites of historical interest; a comma. Examples: Already, prints and
New premises were opened by Marks & posters have turned anguished, passionate
paintings into mere features of the décor,
Spencer, Jaeger, and Currys.
Muggings, however, are still reported in the
The 'Oxford comma' is frequently, but Vondelpark after dark; Moreover, you were
in my view unwisely, omitted by many late home after school; Soon, some inner comother publishers. Their preference is to pulsion erupts into the pretty pictures.
omit it as a general rule (e.g. tea, scones
9 A comma is sometimes needed in
and cake) but to insert it if there is a
danger of misunderstanding (tea, bread order to avoid ambiguity: In the valley
and butter, and cake—examples from J. below, the villages look very small (so that
McDermott, 1990). A fuller example: The below is not taken to be a preposition);
Mind of South Africa is an extremely ambi- Mr Douglas Hogg said that he had shot,
tious blend of personal memoir, ideological himself, as a small boy (Mr Hogg is still
polemic and orthodox history—R. Malan in alive).
London Rev. Bks, 1990.
10 Omit the comma in such appositive
phrases as my friend Judge Leonard, my son
5 A comma is customary in sentences Jon. But commas are needed in the type
containing two main statements joined His father, Humphrey V. Roe, was not so
by a conjunction, or having some kind fortunate.
of complementary relationship. In such
11 Omit the comma when giving
sentences, a comma is the equivalent of
a slight pause. Examples: Parliament is house numbers in addresses: 44 High
not dissolved, only prorogued; I believed, andStreet. Omit the comma in dates; 27July
1990 (not July 27, 1990).
therefore I spoke; The question is, can this be
done?; My dear chap, please listen to me; One 12 Warning. These rules apply now
of the most densely populated countries in the(i995). but wide variation can be seen in
world, it continually needs to reclaim land the work of many contemporary writers
from the sea; Rents are high, and the shops and, even more so, in that of earlier
centuries. Thus: (a) We are all accusare already going out of business.
tomed to the kind of endless comma6 Plainly parenthetic clauses, phrases, joined sentences that turn up from chilor single words require commas before dren or from our less literate friends,
and after them: Yet there's a chance that, e.g. We had a holiday in Florence, it was very
despite the razzmatazz, van Gogh may actu-hot, we could hardly bear it... This device
ally not be turning in his grave; But the is commonly called the 'comma splice'.
general tenor of life, even in Amsterdam, is Curiously, this habit of writing
peaceful and well organized; There were, tocomma-joined sentences is not uncombe sure, occasional eccentrics in nineteenth-mon in both older and present-day ficcentury novels; Be assured, then, that I willtion. Modern examples: I have the bed still,
not let you down; He saw, a moment later, it is in every way suitable for the old house
that the game was up.
where I live now—E. Jolley, 1980 (Aust); The
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audience tonight have been really sludgy, they
are AmE): She commenced to following me
were against us right from the start—Rosie around—A. Tyler, 1977; Then he commenced
Scott, 1988 (NZ); We saw Bob's cousins Dennyto coming by our place—M. Golden, 1989.
and Donny, they live outside Las Vegas where4 The use of commence with a direct
they race cars on weekends—G. Keillor, 1989;
object (e.g. to commence author), recorded
Marcus ... was of course already quite a from the mid-i 7c. onward, is now arfamous man, Ludens had even heard of himchaic.
from friends at Cambridge—I. Murdoch,
1989. (b) The subject of a sentence should Commentate is a predictable backnot be separated by a comma from the formation from the noun commentator. It
verb it governs: The charm in Nelson's his- wasfreelyused from the late 18c. onward
tory, is the unselfish greatness (read history in the broad sense 'to furnish with comis the); The primary reason that utilities arements', but such uses are now rare. The
expanding their non-regulated activities, isword needed to be revived in the 20c. in
the potential of higher returns (read activities broadcasting contexts in the sense 'to
is the).
deliver an oral commentary, esp. upon
politics or sport, to act as a comcommando. PI. commandos. See -O(E)S 6. mentator'.
commence. Families and neighbours Commercialese. The term refers to a
are divided by the question of when to range of stereotyped devices once comuse commence and when to use begin. monly, and now much less commonly,
The main considerations are as follows: used in business letters. Characteristic
1 Begin is a native word; commence, a expressions (as listed by Gowers, 1965)
French loanword, joined the language included ult. (last month), inst. (this
in the 14c. The two words have slugged month), prox. (next month), even date (toit out for nearly seven centuries, and day), favour or esteemed favour (a cuscommence, in boxing parlance, is still well tomer's letter), to hand or duly to hand
behind on points.
(received), same (it), your good self (you),
2 It is a sound rule to use begin in all beg (an obsequious verb widely used by
ordinary contexts unless start is cus- tradesmen and by people writing letters
tomary (the engine started straight away; he to newspapers), advise (tell, inform), per
starts work at 9 a.m.; the game started on (by), as per (in accordance with), re (about,
time). Commence 'has more formal associ- concerning), be in receipt of (receive), enations with law (to commence an action) closed please find (I enclose), and oblige
and procedures, combat (hostilities com- (please), assuring you of our best attention
menced on 4 August), divine service, and at all times (a signing-off formula). A letter
ceremonial, in which it continues earlier written in this kind of outdated commerAnglo-French use' (OED). As a general rule cialese might have begun: Your esteemed
it should be reserved for such contexts. favour of even date to hand and we beg to
thank your good self for same.
3 Until about the end of the 19c. both
Concerted attacks on such language by
begin and commence were commonly used committees of inquiry at various dates
in constructions with a to-infinitive and since about 1920, and especially by
with a gerund. In present-day English, people like Sir Ernest Gowers, have
begin is by far the more usual (she began largely driven out such language from
to crylshe began crying). WDEU cites threebusiness correspondence, though I have
20c. examples of commence + to-infinitive, noticed the phrases has come to hand,
including a 1945 diary entry of Harry S. interest as per attached statement, and we
Truman: After discussing the day's prospects advise that in recent letters from a bank.
... then commence to see the customers. My
own files contain only one, and also only commercial traveller. This term for
one example of commence + gerund: The 'an agent for a manufacturer, wholesale
boatman commenced smashing at the ice withtrader, etc., who travels over a district,
the blade of his oar and then started tossing showing samples and soliciting orders'
decoys out to the side and behind him—E. (OED), first recorded in 1807, has now
Hemingway, 1950. Worth noting (if only been discarded in favour of the higherto condemn) is the mixed construction sounding term sales representative (often
commence + to + gerund (both examples shortened to representative or rep). The

commiserate | compare
crossover
1950.

point

was

approximately
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this purpose on a train or bus is called
a commutation ticket in the US and a season
ticket in the UK.

commiserate. For about three centuries
only a transitive verb (e.g. She did not compact. As a predicative adj. and as
exult in herrival'sfall, hut, on the contrary, a verb it is normally pronounced
commiserated her—H. Ainsworth, 1871), /kam'paekt/, with the stress on the second
under the influence of condole with and syllable. When used attributively, as in
sympathize with, etc., it is now always compact disc, the stress moves to the first
construed with with (We commiserated with syllable: thus /'kmnpaekt/. As a noun, (a)
one another on our various hurts—K. Hulme,a case for face-powder, (b) an agreement,
it is always stressed on the first syllable.
1984).
See NOUN AND ADJECTIVE ACCENT.

commissionaire is the recommended
spelling for a uniformed door-attendant,
not -ionnaire.

comparable. 1 The main stress falls
on the first syllable, /'kmnparabal/. Nonstandard speakers frequently place it on
the second syllable.

commonality. Since the early 1950s,
this word has been chiefly used in the
2 Its uses with to and with correspond
senses 'community of function, structure, or purpose'. It tends to be restricted to the senses at COMPARE.
to certain kinds of technical writing: e.g. comparatively. 1 This adverb, like relaCommonality can he increased when subjectstively, has been regularly used with an
are asked to predict common normative re- immediately following adj. since at least
sponses—Jrnl General Psychology, 1971; One
the early 19c. (e.g. A comparatively modern
would therefore expect that the commonalitiesphraseology—K. H. Barham, 1840). Direct
of the sciences, in particular their shared comparison need not be in question:
philosophical underpinnings, would now he comparatively simply = 'fairly, somemore evident than ever—Dxdalus, 1977. Butwhat'. Thus: Emma ... was comparatively
it is beginning to enter the common core out-going—Bodleian Library Record, 1987.
of the language: e.g. If he thought her
attractive, and he thought them attractive, 2 Uses with the adj. few have somethere had to he some commonality—M. Gor- times been seen as more debatable. It
has been argued that if a comparison
don, 1985.
is directly made (e.g. There were many
Communal. Pronounce with the main casualties but comparatively few [of them]
were fatal) the use is clearly unobjectionstress on the first syllable. /'kDmjun(a)l/.
able. Gowers (1965) strongly objected to
commune.
The noun, pronounced
the type casualties were comparatively few,
/'kmnjuin/, and the verb, pronounced i.e. there were not many casualties.
/ka'mjuin/, are regularly distinguished by Logically, however, it is difficult to septhe positioning of the main stress.
arate such uses from those in (1), esp. as
other qualifying adverbs are idiomatically
community charge. In the late 1980s used with few [too few, very few). As CGEL
until 1993 the official term in the UK (5.24) expresses it, 'Being gradable, many,
for a tax levied locally on every adult in much, few, and little can be modified by inthe community. It was called the poll
tensifying adverbs: too much, very few,
tax by the majority of the population. etc'
Replaced in 1993 by the council tax, based
on the band in which the estimated
comparatives (i.e. comparative adjectcapital value of a property falls.
ives). See ADJECTIVE 3, 4; -ER AND -EST.
commuter. This long-established American word and the related verb commute
became established in the UK about the
middle of the 20c. with reference to a
person who travels regularly by rail or
road to and from his or her place of
work, esp. a suburbanite travelling to
and from a large city. A ticket used for

compare. There are four main sets of
circumstances. 1 When the meaning is
'to speak of or represent as similar, to
liken', compare is normally construed
with to (or in religious works sometimes
unto): Shall I compare thee to a Summers
day?—Shakespeare; I haue compared thee,
0 my loue, to a company of horses in Pharaohs
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chariots-S. of S. (AV) 1:9; For who in the Chicago--W. Archer, 1904; His achievements
heauen can he compared vnto the Lord?—Ps. do not compare with those of A J. Ayer—
(AV) 89: 6; it is hardly complimentary to Sunday Times, 1988. But WDEU cites AmE
Parrot, an undeniably handsome bird, to com-examples ofto,e.g. ham and bamboo shoots
pare my grandson to him—R. Graves, 1934. do not compare to those made at Ying's—NY
In these examples, stress is placed Times, 1977.
mainly on the likenesses, even though
in Shakespeare's sonnet the loved one comparison, grammatical. See ADJECTis declared to be more louely and more IVE 3 , 4 ; ABSOLUTE COMPARATIVE; ABSOLUTE
temperate. Fowler (1926), to bring out the SUPERLATIVE; DOUBLE COMPARISON.
distinctiveness of this group, gave the
compendious means 'containing the
sentence he compared me to Demosthenes
substance within small compass, conand said that it meant 'he suggested that
cise, succinct*. Like many words indicatI was comparable to Demosthenes or put
ing size, however, it is somewhat
me in the same class'.
extendible in meaning, and is often mis2 When the sense is 'to mark or point leadingly applied to works that are more
out the similarities and differences of marked by their comprehensiveness
two or more things', compare may be than by their conciseness. Jespersen's
construed either with with or with to. Essentials of English Grammar (1933) is
Examples: (to) This cramping tendency of a compendious work; A Comprehensive
town as compared to country—G. C. Harlan,Grammar of the English Language (1985).
1879; to compare NWEs [certain types of edited by Randolph Quirk et al., is not.
non-standard English] to other acquisitional phenomena is not to deny their legiti-compendium. For the pi., both compenmacy—English World-Wide, 1987 ; The giftdiums and compendia are possible. The
of heaven, grace through virtue, is comparedform preferred in OUP house style is
to the gift of nature—English, 1987; (with) compendia. See -UM 3.
To compare Great things with small—Milton,
compensate. 1 It provides a salutary
1667; He did not individually compare other
reminder of one of the ways in which
women with her, hut because she was the first,
the language changes. The OED pointed
she was equal in his memory to the sum of
out (in 1891) that /'kmnpansert/ 'is the
all the others—J. Berger, 1972; Isabella then
pronunciation now usual in England,
compares Angelo's judgement with God's
but appears to be quite recent; projudgement—English, 1987.
nouncing diets, had until ci 850-70 only
3 When a subordinate clause or /kam'pensert/, which is also that of the
phrase is introduced by the past parti- 18th c. poets. Tennyson has both.'
cipial form compared, the preposition is
2 The use of compensate in the broad
either to or with: (to) compared to Ward's sense 'to offset a disability or frustration
witchhunters, Profumo is an almost blamelessby development in another direction'
character in the story—London Rev. Bks, 1987; (COD) is a standard example (also overThis was a modest sum compared to what compensate) of a scientific (Jungian) term
other people spent-T. Wolfe, 1987; Even
making its way into popular use: e.g. A
allowing for that, it's well down, Vic. Comyoung man afraid of marriage may compenpared to last year—D. Lodge, 1988: (with)
sate by specializing in dating and courting,
The church looked dimly mysterious compared
with the glare of the passage—P. D. James, becoming a 'man abouttown—J.E. Gordon,
1986; the same daily burden... of everything 1963.
being just slightly disappointing compared Competence. 1 Neither competence nor
with what one knows one has inside oneself—J.competency has any sense in which the
Updike, 1988.
other cannot be used; the first form is
4 In BrE, the construction with with gaining on the second—so Fowler, 1926.
is obligatory when compare is used in- The statement remains substantially
transitively: As athletes men cannot... com- true except that competence is now markpare with horses or tigers or monkeys-W. S. edly more frequent than competency.
Jevons, 1876; This compares favourably with 2 Competence, as opposed to performthe inertness of England—1891 in OED; New ance, has held linguistic scholars in thrall
York does not for a moment compare with since this pair of terms was introduced

complacent, complaisant | complex
by Noam Chomsky in 1962 to distinguish
what a speaker of a language knows
implicitly (competence) and the parts of
it that the same person actually uses
(performance). As David Crystal (1980) remarked, 'As a general conception, this
distinction has been widely accepted,
but increasing criticism has come from
linguists who feel that the boundary
between the two notions is not as clearcut as their definitions would lead one
to believe. There are problems often in
deciding whether a particular speech
feature is a matter of competence or
performance.'
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in America.) Examples: They told me the
man they meant wasn't dark complected-W.
Faulkner, 1932; George Gobbin was a tall
dark<omplected man in his latefifties—].D.
MacDonald, 1977; She was a good-looking,
dark<omplected lesbian—way out in the open
about that—M. Chabon, 1990.

complement. 1 In grammar, a relatively modern term (first recorded in
1874) for a word or phrase added to
a verb to complete the predicate of a
sentence. It is a term of wide application,
and the way in which complements are
classified varies from grammarian to
grammarian. Some typical types (in each
complacent, complaisant. The first of example the words in roman type form
these now has two main senses: the complement): (adjectival) the going
(1) smugly self-satisfied. (2) calmly con- lookedfirm;the task seemed nice and easy;
tent. Complaisant also has two senses: (adverbial) she smiled at him in a Mona
(1) politely deferential. (2) willing to Lisa way; they remained out of reach; she
please, acquiescent. The two words form spoke clearly; (as subject complement) he
a minimal pair, in that they are distin- died a happy man ( = he was a happy man
guished in pronunciation by only one when he died); he is a solicitor; (as object
sound, medial /s/ in the first and medial complement) he called his brother an idiot.
\z\ in the second. They are etymological It makes for simplicity if a direct object
doublets in that they both ultimately is not regarded as a complement, but
answer to L complacère to please, but they there is no agreement among gramreached English by different medieval marians about this. Readers should be
prepared to meet and accept various inchannels.
Historically, and even down to the terpretations of which part of the predi19c, the two words (and also their deriva- cate of a sentence is to be regarded as a
tives, complacence and complacency beside complement.
complaisance and complaisancy) became 2 As noun and verb, pronounced the
cross-linked and confused in some con- same as compliment. The nouns are protexts. Burke, Scott, and Charlotte Brontë nounced /'kDmplimant/ with a schwa (inare cited in the OED as using complacent to distinct unstressed vowel sound) in the
mean 'obliging in manner, complaisant': final syllable. The verbs are pronounced
e.g. Mr. Moore ... was ... a complacent /'kDmpliment/ with a fully pronounced
listener to her talk—C. Brontë, 1849. But final syllable.
the distinctions indicated above, i.e. the
two senses of each word, are now clear- complementary, complimentary. The
first means 'completing, forming a comcut and should be observed.
plement', and the second means 'excompleat. A standard example of a 20c. pressing a compliment, praising'. They
revival of an older (i6-i8c.) spelling of should not be confused, but sometimes
complete. The title of Izaak Walton's The are: (complimentary wrongly used) There's a
Compleat Angler (1653) was the principal family of coated papers and a complimentary
model for the modern revival; The Com- number of uncoated papers—Paper Focus,
pleat Bachelor—O. Onions (title of book), 1989; (complementary wrongly used) With
1900; She writes and sings and dances and a complementary glass of champagne—advt
plays I don't know how many instruments. in a US newspaper, 1991.
The compleat girl—M. McCarthy, 1963.
Similar confusion is also regrettably
occurring (esp. in advts) between the
Complected.
Used to mean 'com- corresponding verbs, complement and
plexioned, having a (specified) com- compliment.
plexion', the word seems not to occur
outside the US, where it was first re- complex. This Jungian psychological
corded in 1806. (Complexioned is also used term (first recorded in English in 1907)

complexion | comprise
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for 'a group of emotionally charged ideas felony means 'to forbear from prosecutor mental factors, unconsciously associ- ing (a felony) in exchange for some conated by the individual with a particular sideration: an offence at law'. In practice,
subject, arising from repressed instincts, it is often erroneously taken to mean 'to
fears, or desires and often resulting in make worse, to aggravate', and the use
mental abnormality' (OED) is frequently of this extended meaning looks likely to
used in technical literature with prefixed persist.
defining words, as inferiority complex, Oedipus complex, etc. The term rapidly made compound prepositions. (Also called
its way into popular use meaning no prepositional phrases and complex preposimore than a fixed mental tendency of tions.) 1 Simple prepositions. At an elemenobsession: 'Muriel's losing her sex-complex.'tary level, at, by, from, to, etc., are simple
'What on earth do you mean, boy?' 'She's prepositions (he was at home, she sat by
getting herself tangled up with some the fire, etc.). There are approximately
man.—A. Bennett, 1927; A fond aunt with seventy of these, about half of which
a commiseration complex—Punch, 1928; Andhave two syllables (above, below, until, etc.)
both of them had a complex about economy or more (notwithstanding, underneath).
and living within a budget—M. McCarthy,
2 Marginal prepositions. There is also a
1954; Governments should rid their minds of smaller group of marginal prepositions,
this foe complex which leads to so much i.e. words which operate in much the
trouble—R. Macaulay, 1956.
same way as simple prepositions, but
which have affinities with some other
complexion. Thus spelt, not complection. word classes. These include bar, barring,
See -xiON etc.
concerning, considering, given, granted, including, and pending (e.g. considering the
complexioned. See COMPLECTED.
difficulties at that time, you did very well;
compliment. See COMPLEMENT 2.
given the chance, he would like to earn more
money).
complimentary.

See COMPLEMENTARY.

3 Compound prepositions. These fall into
two subsets, the first consisting of two
words (e.g. according to, apart from, because
of, contrary to, next to, out of, previous to,
thanks to), and the second consisting of
three (e.g. in accordance with, in consequence
of, with regard to). Examples: according to
compo, a composition of plaster, etc.,
him, inflation should soon fall to single fighas pi. compos. See -O(E)S 5.
ures; the church stands next to the village
hall; in consequence of the baggage-handlers'
compose. See COMPRISE.
action, no planes will leave Gatwick today.
composite. Pronounced /'kmnpazrt/. The
Fowler (1926) excluded marginal preformer pronunciation (e.g. in Walker, 4th positions from consideration and
edn, 1806) /kam'pDzrt/ has been laid aside. strongly objected to the overuse of comThe spelling-pronunciation /'kDmpa.zart/, pound prepositions: 'taken as a whole,
in which the final syllable rhymes with they are almost the worst element in
light, now frequently heard in the lan- modern English, stuffing up the newsguage of northern trade-union leaders paper columns with a compost of nouny
(composite decisions made by executive abstractions'. His colourful view no
committees), sounds harsh to standard longer seems to be supported by the
speakers.
facts.
compline. The former variant spelling
complin has now been abandoned. The
pronunciation /'krnnplm/ is now dominant, but the spelling-pronunciation
/'krnnplam/ is heard often enough.

compost. Both syllables have a fully
pronounced short 0, thus /'kDmpDst/.

comprehend. See APPREHEND.
comprise. 1 See INCLUDE.

compound. See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT.

compound (verb). In law, the primary
meaning is 'to condone (a liability or
offence) in exchange for money; to settle
by a payment of money'. To compound a

2 Distinguished from compose. 'The
special function of comprise... is to introduce a list of the parts making up the
whole that is its subject; that is, it means
to consist of or be composed of; all the parts

comptroller | computerese
compose the whole, the whole comprises
(all) the parts. This close relation of the
verbs is a convenience whenever euphony or some rhetorical need happens
to be better served by a simple active
verb (e.g. comprise) than by a compound
passive (is composed of).'—Fowler, SPE
Tract XXXVI, 1931 ( = part of an entry
accidentally omitted from MEU, 1926).
'Unluckily,' Fowler added, 'close relation
is mistaken for identity, and comprise
takes the place of compose.' His statement
is a n excellent starting-point, but there
is more to be said.
(a) Examples of correct uses: (comprise,
used actively, 'consist of, be composed
of, make up, contain') A full pack comprises
52 cards—cited in Burchfield, 1981; Love
comprises among other things a desire for the
well-being and spiritual freedom of the one
who is loved—M. Spark, 1984; the heritage of
one nation often comprised works legitimately
and fruitfully brought from another—Antique
Collector, 1990; (compose, used actively =
to constitute, make up, in contexts
where separate parts are stated to form
a whole) The jive or six great tribes or tribeleagues which composed the German nation—]. Bryce, 1875; A good society is a
means to a good life for those who compose
it—B. Russell (SOED1993); (compose of, used
passively, in contexts that have the whole
as subject and the constituents as object)
A government composed of princes and
bishops-H. T. Buckle, 1857; the first British
currency was composed of tin--W. S. Jevons,
1875; his face was.. .composed of little layers
of flesh like pallid fungus—1. Murdoch
(OMEU).
(b) Examples of disputed or erroneous
uses: (comprise used transitively, 'to constitute, make up, form') AH the most important documents, declarations and resolutions, which comprise or influence the American Constitution—cited in Fowler, 1 9 3 1 ;
the Government of the Federation and the
three territories which comprise it—cited in
Gowers, 1965; The four submarines comprising the nuclear deterrent—cited in Gowers,
1965. It cannot be denied, however, that
the sheer frequency of this construction
seems likely to take it out of the disputed
area before long. WDEU cites numerous
examples of comprise used in contexts
where the parts comprise the whole: e.g.
The buildings that comprise the Nunnery quadrangle—Saturday Review, 1969; Seven boys
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comprised the choir—G. Keillor, 1985. (comprise used intransitively followed by of) [a
government] comprising of African nominees—BBC (Rhodesian correspondent),
1976; Up until the end of the August offensive
food rations at Gallipoli were extremely poor.
They comprised mainly of bully beef... and
hard biscuits and jam—Empire & Desire: Gallipoli 1915 (National Library of NZ), 1990;
(comprise of, used passively = be composed of, consist of, a relatively modern
use, first recorded in 1874) The stock is comprised mainly of small quantities of any one
variety—cited by Fowler, 1 9 3 1 ; Many of
these words are comprised of monemes—E.
Palmer, 1964; Internally, the chloroplast is
comprised of a system of flattened membrane
sacs—Nature, 1970; It is incorrect to say 'It
was comprised of 20 students'—Burchfield,
1981: The Saxe-Coburg inheritance is comprised of the ducal palace and three castlesDaily Tel, 1991- (Opposition to this last
construction is also weakening.)
comptroller, an erroneous but rather
grand-looking spelling of controller, introduced about 1500 ('especially affected by
official scribes', OED). The first syllable
was mistakenly supposed to be count,
etymologically compt (L computûre). Comptroller is still retained in certain official
designations, e.g. Comptroller of the (Royal)
Household, Comptroller of the Lord Chamberlain's Office, but controller is now the more
common term of the two, e.g. Controller
of Audit (Audit Commission for Local
Authorities in England and Wales), Controller Radio 3, Financial Controller (of the
Crown Suppliers).
c o m p u t e r e s e . Since the 1960s or so a
significant proportion of people in Britain, America, and elsewhere have become rapidly familiar with the everyday
terminology of computer systems. The
language has been stretched
and
strained to a remarkable degree and has
absorbed an entirely new layer of words
and meanings. Examples of the more
familiar terms follow: (extension of the
meaning of existing words) access, address, hacker, memory, menu, mouse, network, quit, retrieval, virus; (new words,
including blends) database, hardware,
mainframe, modem, software, spreadsheet,
system crash, user-friendly, workstation; (acronyms) CD-ROM (Compact Disk-ReadOnly Memory), MIS (management information system), RAM (random access

comrade | concessive
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memory), Wysiwyg (what you see is what in a weakened sense of a general notion
you get), etc.; (commercial names of or idea, esp. in contexts of marketing
spelling checkers, etc.) Appletalk, Compu- and design. Examples: He was the man
ware, Correctext, Macterminal, Wordperfect,
who invented the concept of a weekly news
Wordstar, etc. As time goes on, such vo- magazine—D. Halberstam, 1979; We aim
cabulary is bound to become part of to sell a total furnishing concept based on the
'one pair ofeyes' principle—SundayTel, 1985.
the day-to-day language of the whole
community, as will the corresponding There is room in the language for both
sets of uses.
terminology in France, Germany, and
everywhere else.
concerned. The idiomatic expression as
comrade, l Pronounced in some con- far as ... concerned, e.g. as (or so) far as I
texts as /'kDmreid/ and in others as /-nd/. am concerned = 'so far as I have any say
2 As a form of address by a socialist in the matter, for all I care' (you may go
or a communist to another, or as a prefix to the devil as far as I am concerned), is
to a surname of such a person (a use common enough. Gowers (1965), howfirst recorded in English in 1884), comrade ever, cited examples where the idiom
suffered a mortal blow during the revo- was inappropriate and should not have
lutions in Eastern bloc countries in been used: The punishment does not seem
1989-90, and, one hopes, the word will to have any effect so far as the prisoners
simply become monosemic again, mean- are concerned (read on the prisoners); The
months of January, February, and part of
ing just 'a close companion*.
March 1963 were disastrous as far as the
Concave means 'having an outline or building industry of this country was consurface curved like the interior of a circle cerned (for the building industry); The girl
or sphere'. Convex means 'having an out- is entirely unknown as far as the larger cinema
line or surface curved like the exterior of audiences are concerned (to the larger audiences). Such economies are worth maka circle or sphere'.
ing. Cf. FAR 4.
conceal. See FORMAL WORDS.

concede. In electoral contests it is appropriate for the defeated candidate to
concede defeat. But, as a graceful gesture
to the winner, some candidates have
been known to concede victory, thus shifting the emphasis to the success of the
other person.
[concensus. It hurts me to set down
this common misspelling of consensus,
but how else can the miscreants who
use the wrong form find it in this
book?]
concentrate. For the verb, Walker (4th
edn, 1806) placed the main stress on
<en-. The OED (1891) presented this as an
acceptable variant pronunciation, and
as the only stressing for the adj. and n.
concentrate. For the v., the adj., and the
n. the stress is now always placed on the
first syllable (but concentration).
Concept. The philosophical sense of
the word ('the product of the faculty of
conception, an idea of a class of objects,
a general notion'), first formulated in
the 17c, remains in use. In non-philosophical circles, the word is widely used

Concernment. First recorded in the 17c,
this word is now rare except in very
formal contexts. It is being replaced in
its several senses by the shorter word
concern. A poetical example: I preached one
Sabbath on a text from Kings; He showed
concernment for his soul—R. Lowell, 01972.
conceit (noun and verb). See NOUN AND
VERB ACCENT.

Concerto. The pronunciation /kan'tj"3:tau/ and pi. concertos are recommended,
but /kan'tfeatau/ and pi. concerti (naturally
in concerti grossi) are equally common in
standard English.
Concessionaire is the recommended
spelling (not -ionnaire) for the holder of
a (trading) concession.
concessive. 1 In grammar, a concessive
phrase or clause indicates 'that the situation in the matrix [sc. main] clause is
contrary to expectation in the light of
what is said in the concessive [phrase or]
clause' (CGEL 15.40). The principal words
introducing concessive constructions
are although and though; others include
if, even if, even though, when, and while.

conch I confer
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Examples; (clauses containing verbs) wife concluded to hire a balcony-N. HawAlthough she was only 14, she was admitted thorne, 1858) is now archaic.
to the University of Oxford; He was awarded
a First even though he failed to complete one concord. For grammatical concord see
of the papers; While I respect your right to AGREEMENT.
absent yourself, I think you should have left concordat. Pronounce in a fully Anglia note saying where you were; He was solemnly
cized way, /kan'koidaet/.
discussing peace terms when he had no intention oflceeping his promises; (introducing concupiscence. The main stress falls
-ing, -ed, and verbless clauses) While not on the second syllable, /kan'kjuipisans/.
seeming to mind, she suffered remorse in
concur. The inflected forms concurred
private; Even though given every chance, the
and concurring retain the stem vowel
filly came last in the Oaks; Though past the
/3:/ of concur, but concurrent has /A/, i.e. is
crawling stage, the baby could not yet stand
pronounced /kan'kArant/.
up unsupported.
2 Prepositions of concession include Condemn. 1 A word that is baffling to
in spite of, despite, and for all. Examples: foreigners in that the final n is silent in
In spite of his sprained ankle he could still the infinitive and in the inflected forms
ride a bicycle; despite this setback he had a condemned and condemning, but is
successful career; for all his talent, he was sounded in its derivatives (condemnable,
condemnation, condemnatory).
unable to settle down.
COnch. Though Sir William Golding consistently pronounced the word as /kraitj"/
in a lecture that he gave on The Lord of
the Flies and other matters at the University of Oxford in February 1990, the
more usual standard pronunciation is
/kurjk/. The word is derived from L concha,
Gk Koyxn 'shell'.

2 See CONTEMN.

condensed sentence. A term sometimes used for SYLLEPSIS or ZEUGMA.

Condign. Originally used to mean 'worthy, deserving' (ult. from L con- 'together,
altogether' + dignus 'worthy'), since the
end of the 17c. it has come to be used
only in the sense 'well-deserved (of punconciseness, concision. To anyone ishment)': He had been brought to condign
familiar with the earliest senses of the punishment as a traitor—Macaulay, 1848;
word concision, namely 'the action of cut- His reason has to do with deterrence and
ting to pieces; mutilation' (first recorded the exaction of condign punishment—Times,
1382) and 'circumcision' (Beware of dogs, 1983.
beware of euill workers: beware of the concision—Phil. (AV) 3: 2), where it is applied condom. J. C. Wells (1990) points out
contemptuously to Judaizing Christians, that the established pronunciation in
the natural word for brevity of speech Britain is /'ktmdam/, but that the spelling
or writing is conciseness. Fowler (1926) pronunciation /'kDndmn/, with the same
regarded concision as a literary critics' vowel sound in each syllable, became
word used by writers under French in- common with the spread of the HIV
fluence, 'and often requiring the reader infection in the 1980s.
to stop and think whether he knows its
meaning'. Conciseness, first recorded in
1659, is now perhaps the more usual of
the two words in the sense 'brevity (of
style)', but both words are freely used.
conclude. Used with a subordinate thatclause in the sense 'come to a conclusion,
deduce' (he concluded that his life was in
danger) and absolutely or transitively in
the sense 'to end' (he concluded by making
a few remarks about the umpiring; it took
nearly an hour to conclude their business).
The once common construction with a
to-infinitive in the sense 'to decide' (My

conduct (noun and verb). See NOUN AND
VERB ACCENT.

conductress. See ESS 5
Conduit. The dominant pronunciation
in the UK is /'kDndit/, but variants with
/-djurt/ or /'kAn-/ are used by some standard speakers.
confederacy, confederation. See FEDERATION.

confer. The inflected forms are conferred,
conferring. See DOUBLING OF CONSONANTS
etC. 2 ; -R-, -RR-.
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conferrable. See -ABLE, -IBLE 6.

conferrable | conjunction
Conjugation. The inflection of verbs, or
any class of verbs inflected in a specified
way (first conjugation, second conjugation,
strong conjugation, etc.). The word (from
L conjugâtiô) means 'yoking together'. Cf.

confidant, confidante.
Confident
(stressed on the first syllable) was in use
as a noun meaning 'a person entrusted
with secrets' from the 17c. to the 19c. DECLENSION.
(As he had neither friend nor confident, hardly
even an acquaintance—Scott, 1815). Confid-conjunction. In grammar, a word used
ant, with its feminine equivalent confid- to connect clauses or sentences or words
ante, made its way into English from in the same clause. Conjunctions usually
French after 1700. The English spelling join like with like, i.e. a noun or its
in -ant(e) is usually taken to be an attempt equivalent with another noun or its
to represent the pronunciation of the equivalent (a rake and a hoe; she and Mr
French -ent, -ente. Walker (4th edn, 1806) Ramsay; Nothing stirred in the drawing-room
commented: 'so universal is its use [sc. or in the dining-room or on the staircase); an
the use of confidant pronounced in a adjective with another adjective (bright
French way] at present, that a greater and breezy; crazy but nice); an adverb with
mark of rusticity cannot be given than another adverb (slowly but surely); and so
to place the accent on the first syllable, on.
and to pronounce the last dent instead
In compound sentences, conjunctions
of dant.' Confidant is now used of both
fall into two main groups, subordinating
men and women, and confidante properly
conjunctions and coordinating conjunctions.
only of women.
Examples: (subordinating) as the dinner
confine (noun and verb). See NOUN AND isn't quite ready, let us have another drink;
he went back to university so that he could
VERB ACCENT.
complete his degree; I shan't go if you won't
confiscate. 'As in other words of the come with me; though she could not hear
same form, compensate, concentrate, con- what was said, she could see that they were
template, etc., the stress is now usually happy; (coordinating, esp. and, but, for,
on the first syllable, but till circa 1864 nor, or) She would go back and look for it;
the dictionaries had only confiscate' (OED). He should have been a great philosopher, but
he had made an unfortunate marriage; it did
conflict (noun and verb). See NOUN AND her husband good to be three thousand, or if
she must be accurate, three hundred miles
VERB ACCENT.
from his library; For in one moment if there
confusable words. For various types were no breeze, his father would slap the
of words that are commonly confused pages of his book together.
(hoardsjhordes, reék\wreak, reignjrein, etc.), John Algeo (Internat. Jrnl Lexicography,
S e e DIFFERENTIATION.
1988) pointed out that whilst, now, and
nor, but nor, and one or two other coordincongeries. PI. unchanged. A collective ating conjunctions are found in BrE, but
name for 'a disorderly collection; a mass not in AmE. Examples (cited by Algeo): I
or heap' (from L congeries, from congerere
would like to thank many friends and col'to carry together'). Pronounce jkonleagues for their encouragement whilst I
'd3iari:z/; the pronunciation with four
was writing this book—Rosemary Jackson,
syllables as /kDn'd3en,i:z/ is old-fashioned.
1981; Now the socialists have adopted the
Example: Whitehall, that congeries of govexpensive red rose as their emblem , may I
ernment offices that takes in, for example, the
Liverpool regional office of the Department ofsuggest to Mrs Thatcher the simple blue forgetme-not—Times, 1986; But doctors prescribing
the Environment—Times, 1985.
the pills were not told of the maker's doubts,
conifer. The pronunciations /'kDnifa/ and nor was the Government's drug watchand /'kaun-/ are both common, but the dog-Guardian, 1986; I am not a trained
first of these seems now to have the edge architect, but nor was Sir Edwin Lutyens—
Sunday Times, 1985.
in BrE.
Many of the more important conjuncConjugal. The pronunciation recom- tions are treated in separate articles: see
AND; BECAUSE; BUT; FOR; etc.
mended is /'kDnd^ugal/, not /kan'd3u:gal/.

conjunctive | consequent, consequential
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sphere from March to May)'. But spring
conjunctive (mood). 'The forms denoted
by conjunctive and subjunctive are the connotes fresh growth, renewal, freshsame, and subjunctive is the much better ness, and so on. The primary meaning
known name . . . Conjunctive should be of dog is 'any four-legged flesh-eating
given up, subjunctive be used as the name animal of the genus Canis, kept as pets
of the forms whatever their use, and the or for work or sport'. But the connotadifferences of function be conveyed by tions of the word can include fidelity,
other words {dependent, conditional, opt- obedience (esp. a sheep-dog), aggressative, etc.)' (H. W. Fowler, 1926). The mat- iveness (esp. a Rottweiler), etc.
ter is mentioned only because anyone
turning to 18c. or 19c. grammars will conscience. Write for conscience' sake.
find the term conjunctive used occasion- But see SAKE.
ally. It is not used in any articles in this
conscientious. Pronounce /kDnJïenJas/,
book.
not /kDnsi-/.
conjure. In the dominant sense 'to perform tricks which are seemingly mag- consensus. 1 It means 'general agreeical', conjure is pronounced /'kAndija/; but ment' and should be carefully distinin the sense 'to beseech, to appeal so- guished from census 'the official count of
a population'. (One of the commonest
lemnly to (a person)' it is pronounced
misspellings at present is the writing
/kan'd3ua/.
of concensus for consensus.) The second
Conjuror is the recommended spelling, element of consensus ultimately answers
not conjurer.
to L sentïre, sens- 'to feel', while census
goes back to L censêre 'to assess'.
connection. 1 At some point between
2 Since the mid-igc, consensus has
1964 (when the 5th edn of COD was published) and 1976 (6th edn), OUP gave up been commonly used with a following
its long-standing preference for connexion 0/and noun (consensus of opinion, evidence,
and adopted connection as its house-style authority, etc.): some scholars have shied
away from these on the ground that they
form. See -XION etc.
are somewhat tautologous. A century
2 Fowler (1926) accepted the phr. in later, beginning in the 1960s, attributive
connection with only when it had 'a real uses (consensus view, consensus politics)
meaning', e.g. Buses ran in connection with came to the fore, and these uses are now,
the trains; The isolated phrase may sound perhaps, dominant.
offensive, but taken in connection with the
context it was not so. He intensely disliked consequent, consequential. 1 Where
its use as a compound preposition: doubt can arise betweeen consequent and
'vagueness and pliability [are] its only consequential, the shorter word should
merits.' He then set up a coconut shy of normally be used when the sense is the
examples (unattributed, but presumably simple and common one of 'resulting,
from newspapers of his time) and dis- following in time': in the consequent confulodged them one by one. As a broad rule, sion he vanished; The very rapid increase o
if a simple preposition like by or about trade, and the consequent influx of wealth.
will do instead, use it.
Consequential is usu. more appropriate
when the context calls for a word meanconnoisseur /kDna's3:/ was adopted in ing 'of the nature of a consequence or
the 18c. from a now obsolete form of sequel', as in two consequential amendments
French connaisseur (cf. connaître).
were passed; the widespread use of fossil fuels
and the consequential pollution of the atmoconnote, denote. Both words mean
sphere; Conservative MPs are hoping that sh
broadly 'to signify' but that is where the
will take the opportunity of the consequentia
correspondence ends. A word denotes its
changes in the junior ranks to bring in some
primary meaning; it connotes attributes
new faces—Times, 1986.
associated with the broad primary meaning. The primary meaning of the sea2 Fowler's view (1926) that consequensonal word spring is 'the season in which tial does not mean 'of consequence'
vegetation begins to appear, the first needs modification. It has meant 'selfseason of the year (in the northern hemi- important (of persons)' since the 18c: He
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conservative | considerable

consider. 1 For most of the 20c, various
here consider'd it essential To shew he could
he consequential—1816 in OED; Pampered writers on usage, including Gowers
and consequential freedmen—E. W. Farrar, (1965). have expressed reservations
1875; It is very odd to look at all these poor about the use of consider as to mean
consequential idiots and remember that war'regard as being' in sentences like They
might at any moment make real mincemeat considered him as a bad influence (read him
a bad influence); I consider it as essential
of them—S. T. Warner, 1942.
The OED also gives five examples (read it essential). On the other hand, CGEL
between 1728 (Fielding) and 1821 (He 1647 sets down all three types We consider
must withhold no consequential fact—T. him a genius\as a geniusjto be a genius as
Campbell) used in the sense 'pregnant mere (presumably acceptable) variants.
Outside the confines of such simple senwith consequence, important', and
tences what is the position? There seems
marks the sense 'Obs.'. But it is alive and
well: He considered his notebooks far more little doubt that all three constructions,
consequential than his published prose—TLS,with and without as or using to be, are
in use. The choice does not seem to be
1989.
based on particular rules, but rather on
3 Consequential has various technical the nature of the surrounding words.
meanings in law and insurance, esp. con- Economy points in one direction and
sequential damages, consequential loss: thethe rhythm of the sentence in another.
precise meaning of these terms may be Constructions with as seem to be the
found in specialized textbooks.
least favoured of the three and the least
common.
conservative. One of the hazards of
Examples: (without as) He is considered
commenting on English usage is that
the passing of time invalidates some a rich man—F. Marryat, 1842; Gall considered it a gratuitous interference--Mrs
of one's judgements. Fowler (1926)
Henry Wood, 1867; [This] was considered
forcefully rejected ('perhaps the most
the most solemn of all oaths—]. Bryce, 1875;
ridiculous of slipshod extensions') 'the
They were quite a trio, they decided, though
rapidly spreading use of this word as an
each of the other two secretly considered herself
epithet, in the sense of moderate, safe, the star—V. Raphael, i960 ; The village boys
or low, with estimates, figure, etc.', e.g. ... considered it a privilege to enjoy a stroll
8,000 killed is considered a conservative es-with him in the evenings-M. Das, 1987;
timate; Based upon the price of 4-2d. per ft.,(with as) This species is not considered with
and with reasonable care this should be a us as migratory-T. Bewick, 1797-1804;
conservativefigure.This use, first recorded Tungay considered the whole establishment,
in America at the beginning of the 20c, master and boys, as his natural enemiesis now widespread and unopposable in Dickens, 1850; I fear that our lover will
all English-speaking areas.
henceforth be considered by such a one as
being but a weak, wishy-washy man—
conservatory. In the sense 'a school or Trollope, 1867; The patient improved conacademy of music' the English word is siderably but could not be considered as
a 19c. Anglicized version of Ital. conserva- cured—M. Balint, 1968; (with to be) he ...
torio. In Italy the word originated in hos- considered himself to be a good sound Royalpitals for the rearing of foundlings and
ist—R. D. Blackmore, 1869; A determination
orphans in which musical education was to show people what she considered to be their
given. It was adopted in French as conser- proper place-N. Mitford, 1949; so progresvatoire (a form also used in English), and sives must consider all women to be clever!—I.
in Germany as Konservatorium. Conserva- Murdoch, 1957.
tory, in the sense 'a school of advanced
2 consider of, 'think attentively or carestanding specializing in one of the fine
arts (as music, drama, or dance)' (Web' fully of, first recorded in the 16c, is
ster's Third), is esp. common in the US, now distinctly archaic. Examples: let us
e.g. the New England Conservatory of consider of the Hesperides themselves—
Music (Boston), the Oberlin Conservatory Ruskin, i860; A General Court will be held
of Music, the American Conservatory at The Bank on Thursday ...to consider of a
Theater (San Francisco), and the Conser- Dividend-Times, 1891.
vatory of American Dance (Evanston, Illiconsiderable. The word continues to
nois).
spread its grammatical wings more fully

considerateness, consideration | consist
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in America than in Britain. 1 As adj. In contrast, consideration has a number of
the UK it is applied only to immaterial current senses, including (a) a circumthings, to abstractions: I have given the stance taken into account, a reason conmatter considerable attention; he was a mansidered; careful thought (To have a doctor
of great energy and considerable ability; a living nearby is a consideration of some
considerable sum of money; he suffered con- weight with me; the topography of the village
sidérable pain; a considerable number ofof Fetherhoughton may repay considerapeople were queuing at the taxi-rank. In tion-H. Mantel, 1989); (b) a reward, reAmerica this is also the natural use of muneration (pigs were sold to me for a
the adj.; but it is also used in AmE (a) = trifling consideration); (c) in several idiogreat in size [qualifying non-count matic phrases, esp. to take into consideranouns] (examples from American dic- tion, under (active) consideration, and in
tionaries): silk fabric containing con- consideration of. Consideration is a blossomsiderable gold or silver thread; certain ing word; considerateness is a wayside
pharmaceutical preparations similar to cer-flower.
ates, but containing considerable tallow; a
house with a considerable barn in back; the considering. 1 In origin an absolute
product contains considerable salt. Also, Oneuse of the present participle or verbal
of them housed a dark, pungent hill of milo substantive, it has been used for cengrain worth considerable money—a hundredturies as (a) (first recorded in the 14c.)
thousand dollars—T. Capote, 1966; and (b)a preposition, with a simple object =
taking into account (Considering the conabsolutely (or as noun) = 'much, a great
deal' (During the last two years considerableditions, the horses galloped well); (b) (15c.)
with an object clause (I should think you
has been written on the subject).
have everyrightto be cross, considering how
2 As noun. Used informally in AmE =
much you have done for her); (c) (18c.)
a good deal; a fair amount or quantity
elliptically = taking everything into acof (something). Examples: Jim did considercount (We came out of it not too badly,
able toward stirring up the farmers—Atlantic
considering). Modern examples: It's odd
Monthly, 1932; It was a kind of mixed hound,
that one boasts considering that no one is
with a little bird dog and some collie and
ever taken in by it—V. Woolf, 1921; Conmaybe a considerable of almost anything
sidering the stories I had heard of a maze of
else—W. Faulkner, 1943; he has done conforgotten galleries, I had thought it advisable
siderable for the community—Random House
to imitate Theseus and Ariadne and take with
Diet., 1987.
me a large ball of string ...to mark my
3 As adverb. At first (17c. onward) in trail—G. Household, 1981; these were years
use in Britain, but now obsolete or dia- of disappointment, even grief, for [Ogden]
lectal in this country. According to Amer- Nash, in what was, considering, a remarkabl
ican dictionaries it is still current in successful career in writing—NY Times Bk Re
some regional varieties of AmE. Ex- 1 9 9 0 .
amples: I presume I do have considerable
more time for writing than you do—O. W. 2 See UNATTACHED PARTICIPLES.
Norton, 1862; By-and-by she let it out that
Moses had been dead a considerable long consist. In most contexts, consist, when
time—M. Twain, 1884; that speeded things followed by of, means 'be composed; have
some specified ingredients or elements'
up considerable—1984 in WDEU.
(an ordinary fence, consisting of a ditch and
considerateness, consideration. The a bank; Newton imagined light to consist of
first of these is not much used and then particles). By contrast, when followed by
only when an abstract noun correspond- in, it most often means 'have its essential
ing to considerate is called for contextu- features as specified' (not everyone can tell
ally and considerateness, as the more in what the beauty of a figure consists; his
'obvious' of the pair, comes to mind. term of office consisted in a series of ill-judged
In practice considerateness has only one decisions). Modern examples: (with of) The
current sense, 'thoughtfulness for stage itself... consisted of a number of timber
others' (your considerateness over the years boards set on concrete blocks--W. Trevor,
has been greatly appreciated), and it snares 1976; The group consisted offivestring playthis sense with consideration (consideration ers and two singers—J. Simms, 1982; (with
for others is one of his good points). By in) the new monastery ... consists in a series
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consistency, consistence | construct, construe

of buildings, arranged hexagonally—L. Mum-COnspeCtUS. PL conspectuses. See -us 2.
ford, 1944; Part of my unease about my
cousin consisted in a fear that he would conspicuity. Marked 'rare' in the OED
succeed in life and I would fail—I. Murdoch,(the usual word, of course, being conspicuousness), it is having a new lease of life in
1978.
road-safety contexts: The word 'conspicuity'
consistency, consistence. Theoretic- ... has become fashionable in road-safety
ally the two words are interchangeable circles ...in connection with the visibility of
in any given context, but in practice pedestrians after dark—Walk, 1984; Among
consistency is now almost always used. the most important are points which deal
Fowler (1926) judged the -cy form to be with... encouraging the wearing of conspicuinvariable when the noun means being ity aids by all two-wheeled road users—Today's
consistent, i.e. not inconsistent (consist' Guide, 1986.
ency is an overrated virtue). In the noun conspicuous, in the sense 'attracting
meaning degree of viscosity in liquids, notice or attention', is commonly used
he said, usage varies (Red-hot streams which (some think overused) in the phr. conspicgenerally present a consistence something likeuous by its absence (first recorded in 1859):
that of treacle, and Eruptions of mud, varyingPinkie Aurangzeb was conspicuous by her
considerably in consistency and temperature—
absence; and Rani was queen for a day—S.
both from T. H. Huxley, 1878). He hoped Rushdie, 1983.
that the two forms would settle down
in separate meanings, but it has not constable. Pronounce /'kAnstabal/, but
worked out like that. Examples: (consist- don't be surprised if you hear some
ence) Judd began to eat his soup, which wasstandard speakers saying /'kDn-/.
of a milky, potatoey consistence, speckled with
constitution(al)ist. See -IST, -ALIST.
sweet herbs—P. White, 1957; (consistency)
The hair lacquered until it had the consistency
construct, construe. 1 In the OED,
of wire-wool-M. Leitch, 1981; For some de- 'const.' is an abbreviation of 'construed
fenders of slavery, logical consistency required
with', usu. in formulas like 'const, of or
a defense of the slave trade as well—]. M. in', meaning that the verb in question
McPherson, 1988.
may be used either with a following of
or with in. The word has been used since
Consistory. In its normal ecclesiastical the 14c, as the OED says, in a range of
senses at first pronounced /kraisi'starn/, broader senses, to mean 'to analyse or
then /'kDnsistan/ until about the end of trace the grammatical construction of a
the 19c, with the main stress on the sentence; to take its words in such an
first syllable, but now always /kan'sistan/. order as to show the meaning of a sentence; spec, to do this in the study of a
consociation. See -CIATION.
foreign and especially a classical language, adding a word for word transconsolatory. Pronounce /kan'sDlatan/.
lation; hence, loosely, to translate orally
a passage in an ancient or foreign auConsole. The verb is pronounced /kan- thor'. It is thus often virtually a synonym
'saul/ and the noun ( = panel, cabinet, of translate or interpret.
etc.) /'kDnsaul/.
2 Construct alternates with construe
COnsols( = government securities). Pro- when used passively. Thus, 'different is
usually construed with/constructed with
nounce /'kDnsalz/.
from'. In such contexts construed is now
Consommé. Pronounce /kan'sDmei/ and the more common of the two.
3 A curiosity worth noting is that at
print in romans.
an early date construe (from L construere
consort. The noun is stressed on the 'to pile together, build up') was stressed
first syllable and the verb on the second. on the first syllable, and thefinalsyllable
was reduced to -stre, -ster. As a result,
See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .
/'knnsta/ continued to be the pronunciconsortium BrE /-tiam/, AmE usu. /-Jam/. ation down to the 19c, even after conster
had disappeared as a written form.
PL consortia or consortiums. See -UM 3.

constructive | contact clauses
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Walker (1791) called this 'a scandal to in the 1920s and was greeted with open
seminaries of learning'. The main stress hostility by purists for several decades.
was moved to the second syllable at some By 1990 it had settled down as a natural
indeterminable point in the first half of and essential part of the language,
the 20C.
though many of those who remember
4 Examples of the commonest uses of the controversy continue to avoid using
construe: He could not construe the simplest it. The word is beginning to fall into
German poem without the help of a trans- the traditional stressing pattern of same
lation-M. Baring, 1924; His life could be spelling nouns and verbs—first syllable
construed ... as a series of delinquent ap- for the noun, second syllable for the
proaches to virtue—V. S. Pritchett, 1980; verb—but initial stressing for both the
She said nothing to me which could not he verb and the noun is still much the more
construed as loyal admiration—P. Ackroyd,common pattern. See NOUN AND VERB
1983; He asked his interrogators to specify ACCENT.
anything he had written or said which could contact clauses. Jespersen's term (Mod.
he construed as anti-Soviet—R. Owen, 1985. Eng. Gram., m, 1927), now widely used,
for dependent clauses that are not forConstructive. 1 In lay language and in mally joined by a relative pronoun or
politics used esp. in the sense 'having conjunction, e.g. the man I saw last week;
the quality of contributing helpfully': a he has found the key you lost yesterday; there
constructive approach; constructive criticism,is a man below wants to speak to you. As
etc. It is opposed to destructive.
Jespersen pointed out, these have always
2 In legal language it is often applied been frequent in colloquial English but
'to what in the eye of the law amounts in the 18c. were opposed by Latinate
to the act or condition specified' {OED). scholars as such constructions do not
Hence constructive contempt, fraud, notice, occur in Latin. These constructions are
trust, etc. (for the precise meaning of often spoken of as clauses 'with omission
which a good legal dictionary should be of the relative pronoun', i.e. in the above
examples, with omission of'that/whom',
consulted).
'that', and 'who'. Contact clauses are
construe. See CONSTRUCT.
near relations of apo koinou (q.v.) constructions.
consubstantiation. See -CIATION.
Jespersen cited a series of examples
consuetude. Pronounce /'krmswrtjuid/. of contact clauses from the OE period
The adj. consuetudinal (commonly used in onward, e.g. Where is the thousand markes
philology in the phr. consuetudinal mood, A I gaue thee villaine—Shakespeare, 1590;
a mood indicative of a customary or Here she set up the same trade A she had
habitual action or actions) is pronounced followed in Ireland--I. Walton, 1653; There
are lots of vulgar people A live in Grosvenor
/kDnswi'tjuidmal/.
Square—Wilde, 1893; It was haste A killed
consummate.
Pronounce the verb the yellow snake—Kipling, 1895; There isn't
/'kDnsamert/ and the adj. /kan'sAmat/.
a boy in your stables A would give me up like
that-G. B. Shaw, 1901.
consummation. For a consummation deFurther examples are listed in the OED
voutly to he wished, see HACKNEYED
s.v. that relative pronoun 10, e.g. What is
PHRASES.
it A makes me beat so low?—Tennyson, 1850;
consumption. This long-standing term and s.v. that conjunction 10, e.g. It may
(first recorded in the 14c.) for 'wasting bee A they will reuerence him—(AV), 1611;
of the body by disease' (from 17c, 'a I fear A They will not-Tennyson, 1847pulmonary disease, phthisis'), has been Grammarians are agreed that contact
replaced in the course of the 20c. by clauses are probably the product of a
tuberculosis, abbrev. TB, as part of the paratactic construction of two independtendency to replace the names of ent clauses, i.e. the loose running todreaded diseases by more clinically gether of two independent clauses,
rather than examples of the simple omissounding names.
sion of a relative pronoun or conjunccontact. The verb, meaning 'to get in tion.
touch with', came into being in the US
See OMISSION OF RELATIVES.
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contagious | content

contagious. A contagious disease is one up-to-date (Contemporary curtains for contransmitted by physical contact. It con- temporary colour schemes-M. Drabble,
trasts with infectious which, when used 1963; Before I always wanted something up to
of an illness, means one that is liable to date, what they call contemporary—]. Fowles,
be transmitted by micro-organisms by 1963; This classic is suddenly contemporary.
air or water. In figurative uses, contagious The boat shoe is done in cotton canvas with
tends to be used of both pleasant and a new shape—Sears Catalog 1985, 1984).
unpleasant things (in the OED and OED Some writers use parentheses to cancel
files of corruption, folly, guilt, panic, and any possible ambiguity, e.g. a contemporsuffering, but also of laughter, shy- ary report {from the 17th century).
ness, and vigour), whereas infectious is
3 Perhaps because of the occasional
mainly restricted to pleasant things (enthusiasm, good humour, laughter, risk of ambiguity (Gowers (1965), for exsense of fun, simple delight, virtue, and ample, spoke of the ambiguity of the
sentence Twelfth Night is to be produced
zeal).
with contemporary incidental music), contemporaneous (first recorded in 1656), which
contango. PI. contangos. See -O(E)S 6.
has been used from the beginning only
contemn. This literary word ( = treat in sense (a), is now more common than
with contempt, scorn) is pronounced it used to be: The high rate of interest, which
with the final n silent: thus /kan'tem/. The is generally contemporaneous with a drain of
inflected forms of the verb are similarly specie—G. J. Goschen, 1861; His hook is
pronounced with silent n (thus contemporaneous with our own ideas rather
/kan'temin/ and /kan'temd/, but contemner than with the thoughts of his generation—
may be pronounced with or without H. J. Laski, 1920; The recommendations of
the Royal Commission that note-taking at
sounding the n. See CONDEMN.
interviews he improved... encourage the takcontemplate. Formerly there was much ing of contemporaneous verbatim notes—
variation in the placing of the stress, but R. C. A. White, 1985.
the orthoepists generally stressed on the
second syllable down to the third quarter contemptible, contemptuous. 1 The
of the 19c; since that time initial stress- first means 'to be despised, deserving
ing has more and more prevailed, and contempt, despicable' (there are few things
contemplate begins to have a flavour of in life more contemptible than child abuse),
age (thus the OED in 1893). Now always the second (often followed by of) 'showing contempt, scornful' (Saddam Hussein
/'kDntemplert/.
showed a contemptuous disregard for the
feelings of hostages held in Baghdad; he is
contemporaneous. See next.
contemptuous of the laws governing human
contemporary. 1 it is worth noting that rights).
though contemporary is the original (first
2 In historical contexts, e.g. in the
recorded in 1655) form of the word, the
works
of Shakespeare, contemptible will
by-form co-temporary (with or without hyphen) was used by many writers, includ- be encountered in the sense 'exhibiting
ing Dr Johnson, from the 17c. to the 19c. or expressing contempt' (e.g. The conthough characterized by Richard Bentley temptible idea I always entertained of Celin 1699 as 'a downright barbarism': e.g. larius—Gibbon, 1762), but this use is no
Prudentius a Christian poet, cotemporary withlonger extant.
Theodosius—Fanny Burney, 01789; Supported by cotemporary scholars—Max content (noun and adj.). See NOUN AND
ADJECTIVE ACCENT.
Millier, 1861.
2 The word inevitably has two main content (verb). Content oneself with (not
senses: (a) living or occurring at the same by) is the right form of the phrase that
time (writers contemporary with the events means not go beyond some course of
they write of); similarly with the corres- action: e.g. You should not content yourself
ponding noun (the comic poet Alexis, a with being a mere collector of insects; He
younger contemporary of Plato), (h) modern, contents himself with reporting the results of
of or characteristic of the present day, other scholars.

content(ment) | continually, continuously
content(ment). The two forms now
mean almost the same, contentment having almost lost its verbal use (The contentment of his wishes left him unhappy) and
meaning, like content, contented state.
Contentment is the usual word, content
surviving chiefly in to one's heart's content
and as a poetic or rhetorical variant.
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was first used in technical contexts in
botany (of plants having their parts in
immediate connection) and optics, and
was not brought into general use until
the 18c. In modern technical combinations, continuous (not continual) is the
preferred term: e.g. continuous assessment
(1959). continuous creation (1941), continuous process (1909, in industry, opp. batch
COntent(s), what is contained. The OED process), continuous stationery (1942), con(1893) said 'The stress content is historical, tinuous tenses (1887, in grammar), and
and still common among the educated, numerous others.
but content is now used by many, esp. by
Fowler's judgement (1926), though
young people'. Fowler (1926) took the
somewhat cryptically expressed, is about
same view. But content (singular, as in the
right: 'That is -al which either is always
cubic content) and contents (plural, as in
going on or occurs at short intervals and
the contents of the house will he sold at
never comes (or is regarded as never
auction) are now invariably pronounced
coming) to an end. That is -ous in which
with initial stressing, doubtless owing
to a wish to differentiate the word from no break occurs between the beginning
and the (not necessarily or even presumcontent = contentment.
ably long-deferred) end.' In non-technical
contest. The noun (a close contest) is contexts, because of the lack of symmestressed on the first syllable, the verb (he try between the two words, it is often
will not contest the seat at the next election) on better to fall back on virtual synonyms:
e.g. recurrent or intermittent instead of
the second. See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1.
continual, and unbroken, uninterrupted, or
Continent. In the UK, despite the exist- incessant instead of continuous. Examples:
ence of the EC, of which Britain is a (continual) there was a grave... that fascinfull member, the Continent still invariably ated her, ornate and Jacobean, with four
means 'the mainland of Europe as dis- angles, an urn ... all worn away by the
tinct from the British Isles'. A continental continual weather that had beaten it for three
breakfast is a light breakfast of coffee, hundred years—P. Larkin, 1947; The house
rolls, etc., seen as typical of frugal break- and garden had seen their best days, and the
fasts served in France, Italy, etc., as dis- decline was now continual, from season to
tinct from a fuller one. The phrase season-R. Frame, 1986; (continuous) WelContinental Sunday is still occasionally don, excellent comedian that he was, kept the
heard, meaning one observed more as a audience in continuous laughter from the
day of public entertainment (as held to moment he came on—C. Chaplin, 1964; The
be customary on the continent of Eur- correspondence between the two men was conope) than as a day of rest and religious tinuous throughout the next few months-V.
observance (as held to be customary in Brome, 1978; The 1840s were years of conBritain) (OED).
tinuous self-education for Philip Henry
Gosse—A. Thwaite, 1984continual, continuous. Only since the
mid-i9c. has it been customary to regard
continual as being applicable to events continually, continuously, in historithat occur frequently but with intervals cal terms, continually (first recorded in
between, and continuous to anything that the 14c.) was the earlier by far: continuhappens or proceeds in an unbroken ously was not recorded until 1678. During
or continuous manner. In practice the these three centuries, continually had
been used to mean both 'incessantly,
distinction is not as neat as that.
In its long history, since it was first constantly, all the time' and less strictly
recorded in the 14c, continual has been (OED) 'with frequent repetition, very freused at all times to mean 'incessant, quently'. The arrival of continuously sigperpetual', and also, less strictly (OED), nalled a fairly general restriction of
to mean 'repeated with brief intermis- continually to the less strict meaning.
sions'. Continuous is a more modern word From the 18c. onward, continuously has
(first recorded in 1673) than continual. It tended to be the more dominant word
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continuance, continuation, continuity | contractions

of the two, esp. when the unbroken na- 1988; (continuation) To impose a continuture of a process (in space or time) or ation of marriage on people who have ceased
set of events (e.g. unbroken terms of to desire to be married—G. B. Shaw (cited
office) is being stressed. But there are in SOED); The page four continuation of a
circumstances in which good writers are front-page story—J. Gardner (cited in SOED).
moved to use the two words more or less
Continuity means 'an unbroken succesinterchangeably. The choice is largely sion (of a set of events)' (The political
governed by the degree with which con- stability of most countries depends on the
tinuity is being emphasized. Many events continuity of subsidies for agriculture). In
or processes, like theatrical perform- broadcasting and film, continuity is the
ances and long-haul flights, can properly process by which the separate shots or
be regarded as continuous if one disre- recordings of a programme are joined
gards minor interruptions like an inter- together in such a manner that they
mission and a refuelling stop. Examples: form a convincing sequence. The person
(continually) Among all our talks, we returned
responsible for this is called a continuity
continually to an argument about science— girl or a continuity man.
C. P. Snow, 1934; You can't do that at ease
with a man continually on the go to the cellarcontinuant. In phonetics, a speech
for another litre—G. Greene, 1967; He said sound which can be continued or prothat the business of the court... was being longed, esp. all the vowels and the concontinually held up by irrelevancies—J. B.sonants /, s, and th /0/ and their voiced
Morton, 1974; The black coat lost its warmth equivalents, v, z, and th /ô/, as distinct
and he shivered continually—]. M. Coetzee, from the stops, b, d, p, t.
1983; (continuously) You're a masochist continue. The comparatively modern
about it... you want to feel that your inability (not in the OED) use of continue with on,
to create is continuously significant—I. Mur-esp. in contexts of travel (After leaving
doch, 1973; This idea, plus a continuously Nice continue on to Cannes), persists despite
variable output voltage position, is featured—its palpable degree of tautology. (The
Giant Bk Electronics Projects, 1982.
1719 example in OED, [It] is likely to continue on to do so, is an isolated and unrecontinuance,
continuation,
con- lated construction, with the meaning 'to
tinuity. Continuance,firstrecorded in go on doing'.) It is easily avoided if the
the 14c, has nine main senses in the tautology offends (e.g. The main road to
OED, four of them now obsolete. It has Turin goes on past the remote village ofViève—
stood across the path of continuation, also Blue Guide to the South of France, 1966).
first recorded in the 14c, in a wide range
of applications, as if to say 'use me, not continuous. See CONTINUAL.
it', and the merging of meanings at all
periods has been more noticeable than continuously. See CONTINUALLY.
their separation.
continuum. PI. continua. See -UM 2.
At the present time, continuance is
more often used when the context re- contract. The noun has initial stressing
quires the sense 'a state of continuing and the verb is stressed on the second
in existence or operation; the duration syllable. See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1.
of an event or action'; and continuation
contractable, contractible. See -ABLE,
when the sense required is 'the act or
-IBLE 4 .
an instance of continuing, esp. the resumption of an interrupted action or Contractions. 1 Fowler (1926) used the
course'; or 'that by which anything is word to mean an abbreviation consisting
continued'. Continuation is by far the of the first and last letters of a word, e.g.
more frequent of the two. Some ex- Mr for Mister, St for Saint, as distinct from
amples of each: (continuance) Continu- abbreviations like fun. forJunior, Capt. for
ance of 1948-73 real income trends would Captain. A full point, he argued, was not
make the average Japanese between three andneeded for contractions but was desirfour times richer than the average Briton- able for abbreviations. This useful conEconomist, 1975; Confusion has arisen aboutvention has been widely adopted, but (a)
their desperate continuance of the struggle is occasionally awkward as when, for
which was manifestly lost—Antonia Fraser,example, Rev. (with full point) and Revd

contractual | contrast
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(without) (both = Reverend) are distinguished in this way, (b) has been widely
undermined by the abandonment of the
full point in many publications for abbreviations as well as contractions.

settled by negotiation). By contrast, the phr.
on the other hand ( = from another point
of view) is usually directly or impliedly
paired with on the one hand { = from one
point of view) to indicate two contrasted
2 Contractions of the type I'm ( = I sides of a subject, circumstances, conam) and don't ( = do not) are exceedingly siderations, points of view, etc. (OED): If
men of eminence are exposed to censure on
common in informal writing and
increasingly found in various kinds of the one hand, they are as much liable to
fairly formal contexts (e.g. in book flattery on the other—Addison, 1711.
reviews). The conventional forms of
3 to the contrary. In BrE the type to the
contractions have been subject to contrary (e.g. there is plenty of evidence to
considerable fluctuation at various support this view and none to the contrary)
periods. Shakespeare, for example, used is normal, as it is in AmE and other
He/He for 'I will', heel, sheel, weeX youl
forms of English. The use of to the contrary
for 'he, etc., will', and lid, heeld, etc., for at the head of a sentence (e.g. To the
'I, etc., would'. But the OED records some contrary, we have granted the press extraordof the most frequent modern colloquial inary protection for extraordinary reasonscontractions only from later periods: Bull. Amer. Acad. Arts & Sri., 1987) is
ain't 1778, can't 1706, couldn't 1882, don't restricted to AmE. In BrE such a sentence
1670, I've 1885, shan't 1850, shouldn't 1848, would begin On the contrary.
won't 1660, and wouldn't 1836. Fluctuation in the use of the reduced forms contrast. 1 The noun is pronounced
is subject to all manner of social and with initial stress, and the verb with the
stylistic assumptions which vary from stress on the second syllable. See NOUN
one century to another.
AND VERB ACCENT 1 .
2 Be prepared to encounter certain
contractual. The erroneous form contractual is surprisingly common. The ex- unfamiliar transitive uses of the verb,
istence of the suffixes -ual (mutual, and also uses of the verb construed with
spiritual, etc.) and -ural {procedural, structu- by, in older literature (e.g. The brown and
ral, etc.) accounts for the seepage of one sun-tinged hermit and the pale decrepit elder
type to another, but does not excuse it.
contrast each other—H. Fuseli, 1801-15; The
smooth slopes ...are contrasted by the aspect
contralto. The pi. is now almost invari- of the country on the opposite bank—A, W.
ably contraltos, and not (as in Italian) Kinglake, 1863). Nowadays the normal
contralti. See -O(E)S.
constructions are with with and with and:
Her sudden energy contrasted with Henry's
Contrary. 1 The placing of the main
sudden exhaustion—}. Frame, 1970; My prestress has fluctuated over the centuries:
occupation with the poverty ... I saw ...
'the poets, from Chaucer to Spenser and
would not have been so deep if I had not been
Shakespeare, use both contrary and contrary.' {OED) In standard English, initial able to contrast it with the relative affluence
stressing is now obligatory for the adj. of the white world—Angela Davis, 1975; He
and the noun, except that /kan'trean/, is contrasting Adam in his state of innocence
rhyming with Mary, is customary for the and us in our state of knowledge—A. N.
adj. in the sense 'perverse, obstinately Wilson, 1983.
self-willed', probably under the influ3 The noun can be followed by to, with,
ence of the nursery rhyme Mary, Mary, or between : Captain Massingham's picture
quite contrary, How does your garden grow?... was in provocative contrast to all the soft
Second-syllable stressing is also usual in and pretty comforts of his wife's bedroom—M.
contrariwise.
Keane, 1981; The light 0/intellectual pro2 The phr. on the contrary is properly cesses in contrast with the darkness of the
used only in a statement intensifying a unconscious—]. Hawkes, 1951; Doing such a
denial of what has just been stated or thing roused Wendy to angry thoughts of the
implied (e.g. You say that war is inevitable; contrast between the life she had once known
on the contrary I think the outstanding dif- and the one she was living now—M. Laski,
ferences between the two countries can be 1952; Colour contrasts between brown stock
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contribute | conversion

bricks, red brick dressings, and white wood-/.kDnvasaetsi'auni/. Its pi. is either conversawork-M. Girouard, 1977.
ziones (the more usual) or conversazioni
(pronounced like the singular).
contribute. The standard pronunciation
is with the main stress on the second
converse.
Pronounce the verb ( =
syllable, /kan'tnbju:t/, but the non-standengage in conversation) with the stress
ard pronunciation with initial stressing on the second syllable, and the noun, in
is beginning to encroach and is included its archaic sense 'conversation', on the
in COD (1990) as a 'disputed use'.
first. The adj. and noun converse =
(something) opposite, which are both
controversy. The mood of the moment
pronounced with initial stressing, are
is to challenge orthodoxy by placing the
unrelated words. See NOUN AND ADJECTmain stress on the second syllable. This
IVE ACCENT.
stressing is often used by newsreaders
and also, in my experience, by many
conversion, in grammar, the deliberate
scholars and lexicographers, not to go
use of one part of speech as another, is
any further. My verdict is that the tradia modern term (first recorded in 1928)
tional pronunciation with initial stressfor an ancient process. It is also called
ing is at risk, but is still, just, dominant
zero-derivation. 1 In historical terms, conamong RP speakers in the UK. In AmE
version, and esp. the employment of
the stress is always placed on the first
nouns as hitherto unrecorded verbs, is
syllable in this word.
exceedingly common. Examples (with
contumely. Stress on the first syllable, the date of first use of the noun given
/'kDntjurmh/, and give the word three first, and that of the verb second): chair
syllables. Some RP speakers prefer to (01300,1552), distance (C1290,1578), elbow
pronounce it as four syllables, /-tjuimih/. (OE, 1605, Shakespeare), inconvenience
(01400, 01656), magic (C1384, 1906), naconundrum. A 16c. word of unknown palm (1942, 1950), service (C1230, 1893),
origin (not L, but possibly originating in silence (01225, 1603, Shakespeare), telesome now-lost university joke). PL conun- phone (1835,1877). hi these examples the
drums. See -UM 1.
maximum interval is one of over 600
years (service) and the minimum 8 years
convenance, convenience. Thefirstis (napalm), but doubtless more extreme
used mainly in the French phr. manage examples exist.
de convenance, but marriage of convenience
is much the more usual term in English.
2 Examples of the conversion of other
parts of speech are less common, but
conversable, -ible. See -ABLE, -IBLE 4.
they do exist: e.g. (adj. -» verb) dirty
(i5--.i59i). empty (OE, 1526), lower (ci 200,
conversance, conversancy. Both terms
1659), ready (C1205, 01340), total (C1386,
may be used for 'the state or quality of
1716); (noun or verb -> adj.) go, no go
being conversant', but neither is com(OE, 1910), touch and go (1655,1812); (verb
mon.
to noun) call (OE, 01300), interrupt (1413,
conversant. The placing of the stress 1957). save (C1250,1906); (miscellaneous)
has changed over the centuries from but me no buts, the hereafter, a fun party, a
the third syllable to the first and, most must.
recently, to the second. Second-syllable
3 In the 20C, public resistance to such
stressing is recommended, /kan'v3:sant/.
processes has hardened, and examples
conversationalist,
conversationist. such as the following are almost invariably regarded with alarm: Another rival
Both terms have been in use since the
... candidate ... audibles his allegationsearly 1 9 c and neither can be faulted as
Chicago Sun-Times, 1988; somebody had
formations. In practice, conversationalist
blowtorched into it the names of all the
is overwhelmingly the more common of
people who spoke for it—New Yorker, 1989;
the two.
it is difficult to example one aircraft accident
conversazione. This word of Italian statistic where the cause has been reliably
origin for 'a social gathering held by a attributed to cigarette smoking—letter to
learned or art society' is pronounced Times, 1989.

convert | corbel
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'The usual modern form'
Among the most fiercely resisted con- coolie.
version-verbs that have come into pro- (Fowler, 1926), not cooly or coolee. Merciminence in new senses in the 20c. are fully, the world has changed to the point
author, contact, critique, host, impact, and that the word is much less frequently
parent ( = to be a parent).
encountered now.
Convert. The noun has initial stress,
and the verb is stressed on the second
syllable. See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1.

convertible. Always thus spelt, not-able.
See -ABLE, -IBLE 7.
convex. See CONCAVE.

convict. The verb is stressed on the
second syllable, and the noun on the

coomb. The customary form (rather
than combe) in Britain for a valley or
hollow on the side of a hill or a short
valley running up from the coast. In
place-names, however, <ombe is the more
usual form (Ufracombe, Winchcombe, etc.).
cooperate, co-opt, coordinate. See co-.

cope. The traditional construction with
with has been in common use since the
16c: e.g. His being too unwell to cope with
convince. This verb, which has been in Dr. Johnson—Mme D'Arblay, 1782; Let the
use in English in various senses and scholar measure his valour by his power to
constructions since the 16c, began to be cope with intellectual giants—Emerson,
controversially used in the 1950s (with
1875; There was pain later on but nothing
to + infinitive) to mean 'persuade'. Ex- his stubborn soul could not cope with—'W.
amples: He worked very hard personally to Golding, 1979; Like many religious profesconvince Ike to run—D. Halberstam, 1979; sionals, I cope with festivals, but I can't really
Barril's overtures failed to convince him to enjoy them—L. Blue, 1985.
come out of hiding—Observer, 1983; The It now stands alongside absolute uses
miners tried to convince their colleagues to ( = to manage) which were first recorded
join them—BBC World Service, 1991. It is
in the 1930s: e.g. Angela rang the bell wildly
a classic example of a new construction
for someone to come and cope—E. Bowen,
that is acceptable or at least unexcep1934; it wasn't as if Mama was an invalid
tionable to some and repugnant to
or unable to cope, even if she was a bit
others.
eccentric—B. Pym, 1977.
convolvulus. PL convolvuluses. See -us 1.
(If you wish to use convolvuli instead, COpular (or copulative). In grammar,
used of a word that connects words or
pronounce the final syllable /-lai/.)
clauses linked in sense or connecting a
Convoy. Until the early part of the 20c. subject and predicate. 'The term copula
the noun (stressed on the first syllable) refers to the verb be, and copular verbs
and the verb (on the second syllable) are those verbs (including be and become)
were regularly distinguished. Now both which are functionally equivalent to the
words are stressed on the first syllable.
copula' (CGEL 2.16). Typical copular constructions are: he felt annoyed, she
cony, coney (a rabbit). OUP house style sounded surprised, he never became Prime
is cony (pi. conies), not coney (pi. coneys). Minister, the outcome remained uncertain,
COOee, a sound used to attract attention, it all came true, the weather turned cold;
is the universal spelling now for the and esp. the type Canberra is the capital
interjection, the noun (within cooee (of), of Australia.
Aust. and NZ, = within hailing distance),
coquette, a woman who flirts. Proand the verb.
nounced /kau'ket/ (preferably), or /kD'ket/.
cookie has settled down in this spelling The related abstract noun coquetry is best
(not cooky) in its various senses, (Se.) a pronounced /'kaukrtn/, and the verb coplain bun, (US) a small sweet biscuit, quet as /kau'ket/.
(slang) a person. Also in the colloq. phr.
that's the way the cookie crumbles, that's corbel (verb), to support or project on
how things turn out, the unalterable corbels, gives corbelled, corbelling (US
corbeled, corbeling). See -LL-, -L-.
state of affairs.
first. See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT I .
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cord I corpus

coronate (verb). In the sense 'to crown',
coronate (formed regularly from the pa.
cordelier, a Franciscan friar of a strict pple of L corônàre) has been current in
order (wearing a knotted cord round the technical and semi-technical language,
waist). Pronounce /koidi'lia/.
esp. in botany and zoology, since the 17c.
Cordon. When it stands by itself, cordon In Britain the word is never used as a
is always pronounced /'kardan/, but when synonym of to crown (a monarch). Sporused with bleu or sanitaire it is commonly adic instances of such a use have been
(?almost always) pronounced in a noted in the US.
manner suggestive of its French origin: coroneted. Spelt with one -t-, in accordthus /ko:(r)do/.
ance with the rule that unstressed sylcore. Rotten at the core (heart) is a MIS- lables in verbs ending in -t are not
doubled in their inflected forms (thus
QUOTATION.
benefited, targeted, etc.). See -T-, -TT-.
co-respondent. Seeco-.
corporal, corporeal. Neither is a comcorn. In BrE wheat or oats, in AmE maize mon word except in particular phrases.
(also called Indian corn or Indian maize). Corporal means 'of or relating to the
human body', and is common in the phr.
cornelian, a variety of chalcedony of a corporal punishment (though this type of
deep dull red, flesh, or reddish white punishment is now effectively banned
colour, is in origin a refashioning of 15c. in EC schools). In other possible contexts
Fr. corneline (modF cornaline). Later in the (used of beauty, deformity, etc.) it is now
same century a by-form carnelian ap- almost entirely replaced by bodily or perpeared in English, influenced by L carno, sonal. Corporeal means principally 'bodily,
carnem flesh, carneusflesh-coloured.On physical, material, as distinct from
etymological grounds, cornelian is mar- spiritual' (that which is created is of necessity
ginally the better form.
corporeal and visible and tangible—Jowett,
cornucopia. From a late L modification 1875; the corporeal presence of Christ in the
of L cornu 'horn' + côpiae 'of plenty'. Its pi. Sacrament).
in English is cornucopias (not cornucopiae). corps. Pronounce in sing, /ko:/, but in
corolla, a whorl or whorls of petals pi. (though the spelling is the same)
forming the inner envelope of a flower, /ko:z/.
has corollas as its pi. in English. In origin corpulence, corpulency. The first of
it is a L diminutive of corona 'crown'.
these is by far the more frequent of the
corona. In its several English meanings two words, though they both acquired
(in astronomy, anatomy, botany, etc.) the sense 'obesity' at a similar date and
based on L corona 'crown', its pi. is coronae seemed to be variants of equal standing
/-ni:/, rarely coronas. The Cuban cigar, the between the 16c. and the late 19c. In
Hilary Mantel's Fludd (1989) the phr. His
Corona, always has its pi. in -as.
Corpulence is used jocularly as a term of
coronal. Pronounce the noun ( = a address to a bishop (cf. His Eminence, His
circlet, a garland) /'kDranal/, and the adj. Excellency). See -CE, -CY.
(of the skull; in astronomy and botany,
of a corona) /ka'raunal/. (Under the influ- corpus. The regular pi. is corpora, but
ence of the next word, the adj. coronal corpuses is gaining ground. One of its
is now sometimes stressed on the first most frequent uses in English language
contexts now is for a representative
syllable.)
group of (English) texts, spoken and (esp.)
coronary. With the increasing fre- written, running to many millions of
quency of the condition called (a) corow words, and used as measurable evidence,
ary thrombosis (often called merely a esp. for the currency and frequency of
coronary) during the 20c, the word has individual words and constructions.
become very familiar to the general pub- Among the best-known pioneering
lic. It is pronounced /'kDranan/ in BrE; corpora of this kind are the Brown Corin AmE the third syllable is fully pro- pus (1963-4), edited by W. Nelson Francis
and H. Kucera, and updated in 1982; the
nounced.
cord. See CHORD, CORD.

corpuscle | correspond
corpus of the Survey of English Usage
(University College London) (originated
in the 1960s); and the COBUILD corpus
(Collins-Birmingham University International Language Database), established by 1987. New computer-tagged
corpora are being created all the time.
corpuscle. Pronounce /'koipAsal/. The
variant /ko:'pAsal/, used, I recall, by my
father, seems to be dying out.
Corpus delicti. In law, the facts and
circumstances constituting a breach of
the law, literally (in L) 'the body of a
crime'. In lay use, the concrete evidence
of a crime, esp. the body of a murdered
person (OED).
corral. Pronounce this word of Sp. (and
Pg.) origin /kD'rail/. It is related to the S.
Afr. word kraal (ult. from the same Pg.
base) = a fenced village of huts.
correctitude, formed after rectitude in
the late 19c, means 'correctness of conduct or behaviour'. It is not widely used.
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These might be said to belong to the
sophisticated school of error. Easily the
most common type is that shown in a
Malapropistic setting down ofwords that
are nearly right but not quite right.
Phrases like baited breath (for bated breath),
wet the appetite (whet), and hare's breath
(hair's breadth) lie scattered about in
newspapers like broken bottles. Keep the
words snook, intransitive, disquieted, and
recoup in mind when reading the sentences that follow: I'm in no position to
cock a snoot at these new acts (The Face,
1986); One, a head of English, could not
explain the function of an intransigent verb
(letter to Sunday Times, 1988); Our man
came away profoundly disappointed. And not
a little disquietened (Auckland (NZ) Star,
1988); No explanation has been given on how
investors in the expedition will recuperate the
$2.5 million cost of the adventure (Associated
Press report on salvaging relics from the
Titanic, 1987)- Such are typical casualties
of the fast-moving newsprint world. It is
much more difficult to find errors of the
same kind, and in such numbers, in
copy-edited books put out by reputable
publishers.

Correctness. Linguistic correctness is
perhaps the dominant theme of this
book. One of my concerns is the infringement of linguistic laws through Corrector. Thus spelt, not -ex. See -OR.
ignorance or inadvertence. Obviously
there are errors and errors, ranging from correlative (adj.). 'Applied to words corthe illiteracy of We can't possibly know responding to each other, and regularly
everybodies position (from an advertise- used together, each in one member of
ment in a computer journal called DEC a compound or complex sentence: e.g.
User, 1988) to the inadvertent hilarity of either—or; so—as.' (OED). A relatively
For sale—four-poster bed, 101 years old. Per-modern term (first recorded in 1871), it
fect for antique lover (from a report in the is applied to clause-connecting words
American magazine People, 1988). School- in English after the manner of similar
teachers derive a great deal of pleasure words in Latin (tantus—quantus, tarn—
from the howlers of their pupils' essays. quam, sic—ut, etc.). Other common corThe type is well known: Socrates died of relatives are both—and, neither—nor, not
only—but, and whether—or. Correct and
an overdose of wedlock; The First World War,
caused by the assignation of the Arch-Duck incorrect uses of correlatives are disby an anarchist, ushered in a new error in cussed under the relevant words.
the anals of human history. It is only when
one moves into the world of fully adult correspond. In the senses (a) 'to be
writing that infringements become re- analogous or similar' and (b) 'to agree
prehensible. Perhaps T. S. Eliot should in amount, position, etc.', correspond is
have been clapped in irons for allowing usually followed by to: (a) Our nature corstaid (for stayed) to appear in the first responds to our external condition—]. Butler,
edition (1939) of The Family Reunion (You1736; We don't stop to consider much how
have staid in England, yet you seem Like far the pictured past corresponds to any realsomeone who comes from a very long distance).ity-R. Fry, 1920. (b) The degrees of condensaThe same cell could be made ready for tion of the air correspond to the degrees of
the person who wrote to the London Re- cold—R. J. Sullivan, 1794; The peaks in such
view of Books in 1988 about barbed wire a curve correspond to the scattering of the
being payed out from the saddle horn.
electron wave—Sci. Amer., 1976. When it
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corrigendum | cote

means (c) 'to be in harmony or agree- 'COS. A frequent reduced form of because,
ment' or (d) 'to communicate by inter- first recorded in 1828, and used only in
change of letters', it is usually followed the representation of informal or reby with: (c) The prudence of the execution gional speech: They'll be good if I tell them,
should correspond with the wisdom ... of the Mister.' Then why aren't they?' "Cos I tell 'em
design—Junius Letters, 1769; There were two
to be bad.'—E. Waugh, 1942; that's why I
bedrooms to correspond with the rooms down-seldom ever talk about paintings, 'cos you
stairs—D. H. Lawrence, 1921. (d) Those whoalways sound like a jerk—Steve Martin (an
have a mind to correspond with me, may American) in The Face, 1988. See 'CAUSE.
direct their Letters to the Spectator—Addison,
1711; Sir Thomas Brews corresponded with cosmonaut. See ASTRONAUT.
John Paston II in 1477. In practice, though, COSSet (verb). The inflected forms are
sense (c) is often followed by to. Had cosseted, cosseting, with a single -t-. See -T-,
the Junius sentence been written now, it -TT-.
would probably appear as correspond to
the wisdom. Note also At least she had work coster(monger). See ABBREVIATIONS 1 .
that corresponded to her intentions when she
costume. The OED (1893) expressed a
left Germany—D. May, 1986.
preference for second-syllable stressing
corrigendum. PL (much commoner for both the noun and the verb (somewhat uncommon, except as ppl adj.),
than the sing.) corrigenda; see -UM 2.
and Fowler (1926) similarly for the verb
alone. Fowler said that first-syllable
corrupter. Thus spelt, not -or. See -OR.
stressing of the noun 'is often heard'.
corsage is still pronounced /ko:'sa:3/ in First-syllable stressing for both noun and
a broadly French manner.
verb is now standard.
Corset. In its ordinary sense 'a closely- cosy as adj. meaning 'comfortable, etc'
fitting undergarment worn by women and as noun meaning 'teapot-warmer' is
to give shape and support to the figure', always spelt thus in Britain and in most
it is properly used in the sing. But Somer- other English-speaking countries except
set Maugham (Cakes and Ale, 1930) is not the US, where the standard (but not
the only person to have spoken of the invariable) spelling is cozy.
garment in the pi. (She did not put on
her corsets again, but rolled them up). The COt. 1 In the senses 'small bed for a
corresponding ppl adj. corseted and vbl baby' and 'hospital, naval, etc., bed', the
sb. corseting have only one -t- in OUP word is Anglo-Indian in origin (Hindi
khât 'bedstead, hammock'). A cot death
house style. See -T-, -TT-.
(US crib death) is a modern term (first
cortege. Printed in roman type with a recorded in 1970) for the unexplained
death of a baby in its sleep.
grave accent. Pronounce /ko:'tei3/.
2 In the sense 'a small house', it is a
Cortes, the national assembly of Spain native word, answering to OE cot in the
or Portugal is usu. pronounced /'koitez/ in same sense. It survived as a poetical and
English. So too is Cortés, the 16c. Spanish literary word until about the end of the
conquistador.
19c. (e.g. A few humble fishermen's cots—
COltex, the outer part of a bodily organ E. E. Napier, 1849). As a second element
(cerebral cortex, renal cortex, etc.) has as its in bell<ot, sheep<ot it means a small strucpi. cortices /'ko:tisi:z/. Cf. L. cortex, corticis ture for shelter or protection.
bark. See -EX, -IX.
3 See COTE.
Corybant /'kDnbaent/, in classical mythology, a wild attendant of the goddess
Cybele, has as pi. either Corybants or
Corybantes /kmïbaentiiz/.
coryphaeus
/kDiïfiias/, (in ancient
Greek drama) the leader of the chorus,
has as pi. coryphaei /kDn'fiiai/. See -us 1.

COte /kaut/. A native word (OE cote) =
COT 2 and for many centuries more
widely used than it, e.g. bell<ote, sheepcote, swine<ote. The forms dovecote and
dovecot have both been used since the
15c; according to COD 1995, the spelling
dovecote, pronounced /'dAvkDt/, is now
dominant.

cotemporary | council, counsel
cotemporary. See CONTEMPORARY 1 .

CO-tidal. See co-.
cotillion (a dance). Thus spelt in English,
not quite reflecting the spelling of its
French original (cotillon). Pronounce /ka'tiljan/.
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couchant. In heraldry pronounced /'kautjant/. It is usu. placed after the noun it
governs (two lions couchant).

could is a modal auxiliary, formally the
past tense indicative of CAN. In contexts
of possibility, ability, and permission, it
operates for the most part in the same
way as can: (possibility, opportunity, risk,
cottar, cotter, cottier. Three forms of
etc.) the tide could swing decisively against
a word used at various times in the past,
him; it is difficult to imagine that a jury
principally in Scotland (usu. spelt cottar,
couldfindin his favour, pains that he thinks
but also cotter) for 'a tenant occupying a
could be cancer, could he be making this up?;
cottage with or (late 18C.-19C.) without
he's pleased, but his mood could change at
land attached to it; a married farmany time; (ability) she could [was able to]
worker who has a cottage as part of his
remember it as if it were yesterday; all I could
contract' (Cone. Scots Diet., 1985); and in
do was offer him a drink; she could not walk
Ireland (usu. cottier) for a peasant renting
and think deeply at the same time; if only he
and cultivating a small holding under
could settle down and live like a normal
specified conditions of tenure. The word
person; (permission, instead of may) Could
is best remembered, perhaps, in the title
I come and see you next week?; Could I have
of Burns's poem 'The Cotter's Saturday
breakfast now, please? Cf. MAY AND MIGHT.
Night'.
Could is occasionally used as a past subjunctive, 'expressing an inclination in a
cotyledon. PI. cotyledons; see -ON 3.
conditional form' (OED): I could wish our
COUCh1. A couch is a near-synonym of Royal Society would compile a Body ofNatural
sofa except that a sofa normally has a History—Addison, 1711; I could not think of
back and two arms, and a couch has leaving you so soon—Mrs Inchbald, 1786; Ï
often just one raised end and is designed could hang up sheets, I guess.' But she's too
in such a way that it is suitable for busy to—New Yorker, 1987. The negative
sleeping or reclining on. Couch is also form is, of course, could not, frequently
the word used for 'a long padded seat written in reduced form (couldn't). For I
with a headrest at one end, esp. one on could(n't) care less, see CARE (verb).
which a psychiatrist's or doctor's patient
reclines during examination' (COD). could of. An illiterate alteration of could
Couch is also a poetic or literary word for Ve = could have, found depressingly
a bed. The distinction between a couch often in children's letters and essays, and
and a bed is brought out in these ex- in the written work of poorly educated
amples: I've made a bed up for you on the adults.
couch—M. Amis, 1973; My brother and I coulomb (unit of electric charge). Now
share the verandah in the summer—what were
pronounced /'kuilran/.
two couches by day became our beds at
night—B. Mason, 1980. A settee is an coulter (a plough blade). Not col-.
upholstered seat with a back and usu.
with arms, designed so that two or more council, counsel. 1 A council is an advispeople can sit on it. An ottoman is 'an ory or administrative body of people forupholstered seat, usu. square and mally constituted and meeting regularly
without a back or arms, sometimes a (parish council, city council, county council,
box with a padded top' (COD). A divan isetc.) or a meeting of such a body. A
'a long, low, padded seat set against member of one is a councillor (in AmE
a room-wall; a backless sofa' or 'a bed sometimes spelt councilor). Council is often
consisting of a base and mattress, usu. used attributively of housing, etc., provided by a local council (councilflat,counwith no board at either end' (COD).
cil housing). Special uses of the word
COUCh2, any of several weed-like grasses. include Privy Council, a body of advisers
Usu. pronounced /kuitj/, but /kautj/ is appointed by the sovereign; and the Queen
also common. In origin it is a southern- (or King) in Council, the Privy Council as
counties variant of quitch (OE cwice), issuing Orders in Council or receiving
petitions, etc.
which has the same meaning.
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council tax | course

2 Counsel is advice (e.g. in set phrases, for foreign learners of English. See MASS
counsel of despair, counsel of perfection, toNOUN.
keep one's own counsel), esp. that given
formally; also, a barrister or other legal countrified, COUntrify are the recomadviser (pi. unchanged: K. began the de- mended spellings (not countryfied, etc.).
fence of his client with public sympathy but See -FY.
under immense difficulties againstfiveprose-COUp is pronounced /ku:/. The pi. is coups
cuting counsel). A person trained to give /ku:z/.
advice on personal, social, or psychology
cal problems is a counsellor (AmE freq. COUple. 1 See AGREEMENT 5.
counselor), e.g. marriage guidance counsellor.
2 The type 'a couple weeks later', i.e.
A Queen's (or King's) Counsel in Britain is a
with no of between a couple and weeks, is
counsel to the Crown, taking precedence
well established in AmE (first recorded
over other barristers. A counselor (or counin 1925): the universe would have collapsed
sellor) in America is a barrister; also called
back onto itself in a couple million years—].
a counselor-at-law.
Updike, 1986; in the next couple months we
3 Counsel is used as a verb ( = to give got to know each other like real buddies—G.
counsel), but council cannot be.
Keillor, 1989. This use sounds alien to
British ears.
council tax. See COMMUNITY CHARGE.

3 The type 'a couple more + pi. n.', i.e.
where couple operates as a quasi-adj., is
common in all English-speaking councountenance, face, physiognomy, vis- tries: We can end this chapter by looking at
age. Face is the ordinary name for the a couple more examples of Middle English
part; countenance is the face with refer- writing—C. L. Barber, 1965; It's going to be
ence to its expression; physiognomy, to a couple more months ... before we decide
the cast or form of a person's features, what to do—Washington Post, 1985; We'd get
expression, etc. Visage is a literary word, a couple more snowstorms in Old Hadham, I
used ornamentally for face without suspected—New Yorker, 1986; while a couple
special significance.
more effeminate types toyed with him—B.
Ripley, 1987; 'How's your work?' 'Nearly
counterpart means 'a person or thing done. A couple more days. —Maurice Gee,
exactly like another' or 'a person or thing 1992 (NZ).
forming a natural complement or
equivalent to another': The German firms 4 A couple of= about two is used inhave improved their performance comparedformally (III just be a couple of minutes =
in approximately two minutes).
to their British counterparts—Oxford Rev. Economic Policy, 1988; The party met the counterparts of their own high-level characters ...onCOUplet (prosody), two successive lines
of verse, usu. rhyming and of the same
this world—Dragon (US), 1989.
metrical type, e.g.
counterpoint. See HARMONY.
But most by Numbers judge a Poet's song,
And smooth or rough, with them, is right or
counter-productive. A modern word
wrong;
(first recorded in 1959) which has swept
—Pope.
into widespread use describing any
action or series of actions having the coupon. Now always pronounced /'ku:opposite of the desired effect: e.g. These pon/, but until about the middle of the
tactics were not only useless but counter-pro-20c. it was also commonly pronounced
ductive—Ann. Register 1963.
/ku:po/ in a quasi-French manner.
countable nouns. See COUNT NOUNS.

count nouns (or countable nouns or course. The adverbial phr. of course is a
COUntables) are those that can form a term of insistence. Contextually it can
plural or be used with an indefinite art- mean 'naturally, as is or was to be exicle (e.g. ship, crisis, fellow-traveller, foot,pected' (And you were present? Of course;
kindness), as distinct from non<ount nouns why not?), or 'admittedly' (as there were
(or uncountable nouns) like adolescence, rich-patches of fog about the driving conditions
ness, scaffolding, warfare which normally were not, of course, ideal, but there was no
cannot. The distinction is esp. useful obligation on the driver to stay at the depot).

court-card | crash
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Fowler (1926) rightly urged caution in Coxcomb. See COCKSCOMB, COXCOMB.
the use of the phr. 'as the herald of
an out-of-the-way fact that one has just COXSWain. Despite its spelling, the word
unearthed from a book or reference, e.g. is normally pronounced /'kDksan/, with
Milton of course had the idea of his line from/'kDkswem/ available as a pedantic alternative. In practice, however, the reduced
Tacitus; The House being in Committee, the
Speaker would not, of course, under ordinaryform cox jkviksj is commoner than coxswain noun and verb.
circumstances, have been present.'
court-card. See COAT-CARD.

Courteous, Courtesy. Pronounce with
initial /'k3:t-/.
courtesan. Pronounce with initial jkoitj
and place the main stress on the final syllable.

COXy. See COCKY.

COyote. Pronounce /'koiaut/ with two
syllables or /koi'auti/ with three.
cozy. See COSY.

crabbed (adj.), irritable, hard to decipher, etc. Pronounce /'kraebid/.

cracker. In Britain, apart from its
Christmas, parties, andfireworkssenses,
Court martial. PI. courts martial. For the cracker is used in cream cracker, a thin
verb, insert a hyphen.
dry biscuit often eaten with cheese. In
America, cracker is used in all these
Covent Garden. The first element is senses but the biscuits are crackers not
pronounced /'kDvant/.
cream crackers. In America an implement
for crushing nuts is called a nutcracker
Coventry. Pronounce /'kDvantn/.
or crackers, in Britain usu. nutcrackers.
COVeit adj. The traditional pronunciation /'kAvat/ is still favoured by most craft (verb). The verb (and its ppl adj.
people in Britain, but the current AmE crafted) had a thin and fugitive life from
pronunciation /'kauv3:t/ is gaining its first recorded use in the 14c. until
ground outside the US all the time. The the second half of the 20c. Since then it
American pronunciation is perhaps de- has come into widespread use, esp. in
rived from the spelling (cf. over) but, the language of advertising (a beautifully
more likely, is influenced by its antonym crafted antique-pine replica) and in literary
and other criticism (performances crafted
overt.
out of a shared language).
Cowardly. Fowler (1926) pointed out
Cranesbill is the recommended spellthat acts of violence and persons who
ing, not crane's-bill.
committed them were often described
as cowardly (reflecting the view of the cranium. The recommended pi. form is
person or persons attacked) even though crania, not craniums, but both forms are
courage and determination might well used. See -UM 3.
have been needed by the assailant(s).
crape, crêpe. The first is used for a
International terrorism in the period
since the late 1960s has tended to draw band of black silk or ornamental silk
the word cowardly into ever more fre- worn as a sign of mourning, and the
quent use in exactly the manner de- second for other gauzelike fabrics having
scribed by Fowler, that is in contexts in a wrinkled surface. There are some other
which innocent and unsuspecting per- special distinctions: (a) crape fern, a New
sons are killed in acts of terrorism. Cf. Zealand fern; crape hair, artificial hair
used in stage makeup; but (b) crêpe de
DASTARD, DASTARDLY.
Chine, crêpe paper (thin crinkled paper),
Cowrie, the shell of a mollusc, is spelt and crêpe Suzette (dessert pancake).
thus, not cowry.
crash. Since the 1950s, crash has been
Cowslip. As the word is derived from increasingly used attributively of somecow + slip ( = viscous substance) and not thing done urgently or in a speededfrom cow's + lip, the correct pronunci- up manner (a crash course in first aid, in
Russian, etc.). In practice it seems to
ation is with medial /s/ not /z/.
Courtier. Pronounce /'koitia/.
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remain free from the ordinary associations of the word—violent collision,
sudden diving (of a submarine), sudden
failure (of a computer system, of the
stock exchange, etc.).

crasis | cremona

credence of his readers ...by his fabulations—
TLS, 1985.
2 The phr. to give credit to was also once
(16-19C.) frequently used to mean 'to
believe, put faith in': e.g. Charges like
crasis. to phonology, the running of these may seem to deserve some degree of
two vowel sounds into one, as when credit—Gibbon, 1781; To give entire credit
cocaine (q.v.) and codeine (q.v.) became re- to whatever he shall state—Ld Brougham,
1862. Nowadays the phr. is more likely
duced, in the course of the 20c, from
three syllables to two. The phenomenon to be used in the form to give a person
is also shown in the medieval and Re- credit for (something) = to attribute merit
naissance practice of reducing to to t or to a person for (something): You chaps do
tend to give the rest of us credit for perceptions
t' before an infinitive beginning with a
vowel (t'adorn, tamend, t'enjoy, etc.) and about your work that we don't ... always
the to th or th' before a word beginning have—]. Wain,i953.
with a vowel (thage, ihemperor, th'infection, 3 Credibility crosses paths with both
thother, etc.). In Greek phonology it is words in that belief lies at the heart of
'the combination of the vowels of two its meaning. But it is used rather to
syllables, esp. at the end of one word and
mean 'the condition of being credible or
beginning of the next, into one long believable' (Christianity rests on the credivowel or diphthong, as in Kdyco for KCU bility of the Gospel story) and 'reputation,
èyé' (OED).
status' (because of his crackdown on crime,
he has gained credibility as a Chief Constable).
crayfish is the customary word in Brit- Further examples: The Scots ... give scant
ain for a small lobster-like freshwater credibility to Walters' promise to move the
crustacean. Americans call them crawfish exploration office to Glasgow—Sunday Times,
as well as crayfish, and have also come 1987: Let's look at... this idea of selecting
to use crawfish as a verb = 'to retreat from artists who have some sort of credibility—Art
a position, to back out' (he crawfished out Line, 1989. A disparity between stateof the issue by claiming that he didn't drink). ments about policy and the outcome
Australians and New Zealanders tend to of that policy has come to be called a
abbreviate the word to cray (so cray-fish- credibility gap (first recorded 1966).
ing, cray-pot, etc.). Crayfish is a 16c. alteration of earlier crevis(se) (cf. modF écrevisse). credible, creditable, credulous. Credible means (a) (of a person or statement)
crease. See KRIS.
believable, worthy of belief (at a certain
Crèche is properly /krej/ in English, but point his assertions ceased to be credible; it
is not credible that he could have saved so
/kreiJV is a common enough variant.
much money on his earnings); (b) (of a threat,
credence, credit, credibility. 1 Apart deterrent, etc.) convincing (nuclear
from the phr. letter of credence (a letter of weapons were judged by the Western powers
introduction, esp. of an ambassador) and to be a credible deterrent). Creditable means
the ecclesiastical sense (in full credence 'bringing credit or honour, deserving
table) 'a small side-table, shelf, or niche praise' (a creditable performance; (const, to)
which holds the elements of the Euchar- The places ... werefilledin a manner creditist before they are consecrated', credence able to the government. Credulous means
has only one meaning, namely 'belief, 'over-ready to believe, gullible' (a credutrustful acceptance'. It occurs chiefly in lous public, a credulous age). Examples: They
the phr. give (or lend) credence to, to believe had laughed at him for a credulous fool—H.
(e.g. the Western powers gave credence to Read, 1935; There is a strong streak of the
Mikhail Gorbachev's views long before thecredulous in most Russians-R. Owen, 1985.
Berlin Wall was demolished; one can give no
credence to his promises; to lend credence tocredo. Pronounce /'krfcdau/ or /'kreidau/.
the conspiracy theory is to show how paranoic PI. credos. See -O(E)S 6.
a person can be). Further examples: The creese. See KRIS.
scale of departures gave superficial credence
to such a view—M. Edwardes, 1983; The Cremona. Used from the 17c. to the 19c.
author of chivalresquefictionsgained the for 'an organ reed-stop of 8-foot tone'

crenel | crevasse, crevice
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(OED), it is a corruption of Ger. Krummnorn crêpe. See CRAPE, CRÊPE.
(q.v.). The only acceptable meaning of
cremona now is 'a violin made at Cremona crescendo. PI. crescendos. See -O(E)S 3. In
in Lombardy (where the art of violin- origin the word is an Italian musical
making reached its highest perfection direction, ultimately from the L gerund
of crescere 'to increase'. Its essential meanin the 17c. and early 18c.)'.
ing is a gradual increase in loudness or
crenel, an indentation in the parapet intensity towards some unreached peak.
As a musical direction the word has
of a tower. If so spelt it is pronounced
/'krenal/. If written as crenelle, it is to be been in use in English since the 18c:
pronounced /kn'nel/. The corresponding from there it became applied to other
verb is written with -11- (crenellated castles); progressive increases in force and effect.
Beginning in the 1920s, it would seem
in AmE often with -I- (crenelated).
first in AmE, crescendo has become widely
Creole. What earlier generations de- used to mean 'the peak of an increase in
scribed as broken English, bastard Portu- volume, force, or intensity; a climax'.
guese, nigger French, and so on, are now Caterwauling car-horns, bar talk, the
seen as new languages (pidgins and cré- noise made by massed RAF bombers,
oles) which came into being because of noisy evangelism, and large wage claims
the need for people with no language are among the noises or topics said to
in common to communicate with each have reached or risen to a crescendo in the
other in these adverse linguistic circum- OED's illustrative examples. The new use
still lies rawly in disputed territory.
stances. A créole is 'a language formed
from the contact of a European language
(esp. English, French, or Portuguese) with cretic /'kriitik/. In prosody, a Greek
another (esp. African) language' (COD, (occas. English) metrical foot containing
1990). Detailed scholarly work on cré- one short or unstressed syllable between
oles, esp. since the mid-20c, has led to two long or stressed ones. The words
the discovery that they are rule-based otiose and multitude would neatly form
and systematic, however opaque or dis- such a foot. Blake's 'Spring' (Songs of
located they may seem to be to the unin- Innocence) makes use of the measure:
itiated. John Holm (1988), for example, Sound the Flute.'/Now it's mute.jBirds delight]
cites a text from an English-based créole Day and Night^NightingalejIn the dale,ILark
called Ndjuka, spoken in the interior of in Sky,jMerrily. It is also called amphimacer
Suriname in northern South America:
/aem'fimasa/.
Mi be go a onti anga wan dagu fu mi. A
Cretin. 1 From its first use in English
be wan bun onti dagu.
T had gone hunting with a dog of in the late 18c. until about 1900 it seems
to have been regularly pronounced /'kri:mine. He was a good hunting dog.'
The term créole is applied to a wide tm/, but /'kretm/ is now the normal prorange of languages, including the ori- nunciation.
ginal languages spoken by black slaves
2 It was originally used to mean 'one
in the US (and partially surviving in the of a class of dwarfed and specially deBEV speech of lower-class blacks in urban formed idiots found in certain valleys of
communities in the US), English-based the Alps and elsewhere' (OED), or, as COD
créoles like Krio (in Sierra Leone), Guy- (1990) expresses it, 'a person who is deanese, and Gullah, French-based créoles formed and mentally retarded as the
in Haiti and the Ivory Coast, and Portu- result of a thyroid deficiency'. Its dominguese-based créoles in Brazil and Cape ant meaning in lay use now (first reVerde. Intensive study of créoles con- corded in the 1930s) is 'a fool, one who
tinues: the bibliography of John Holm's behaves stupidly'.
Pidgins and Creoles, i (1988), for example,
runs to twenty closely printed pages. The Crevasse, crevice. A crevasse is a deep
groundwork for it all was laid by the open crack or fissure in a glacier; in AmE
German scholar Hugo Schuchardt in a it is also used to mean a breach in a
series of studies published in the 1880s river embankment. A crevice is a narrow
and 1890s.
cleft or opening, esp. one in the surface

crick, rick, wrick | crown
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of anything solid, e.g. a rock or a building. Etymologically the words are
doublets from the same Latin base (crepàtia), from L crepâre 'to creak, rattle, crack'.
Crick, rick, wrick. The earliest of these
to appear was crick (as n., 15c); the corresponding verb meaning 'to produce a
crick (in the neck, etc.)' is not recorded
until the 19c. The noun is probably of
onomatopoeic origin. Rick (as noun first
recorded 1854, as verb 1798) and wrick
(noun 1831, verb 1886) are much later
words: they are apparently of dialect
origin and have Low German affinities.
Crick and rick are commonly used of
strains or sprains of the neck, back,
joints, etc., but wrick has dropped out of
use.
cringe makes cringing. See MUTE E.
crisis.

PL crises /'kraisiiz/. See LATIN

PLURALS 1.

make a critical assessment of or comment on (an action, person, etc.), not
necessarily in writing, (OED 2). Examples:
A football coach critiquing a fumble on a film
of the game—New Yorker, 1969; I would not
try to critique what Governor Rockefeller said
to his legislature—NY Times, 1973; Critiquing
the film would be a good way to review the
issues—Amer. Ethnologist, 1987.
Crochet, in its ordinary handicraft
sense, is pronounced /'kraujei/ as noun
and verb. The t remains silent in the
other parts of the verb: crocheted /'krauJeid/, crocheting /'kraujenrj/.
crocus (the flower). As pi., crocuses, croci
/-kai/, and (used collectively) crocus are all
in standard use, the most common being
crocuses.
croquet. The noun and verb operate like
CROCHET, with a silent t in the extended
forms of the verb.

crosier is the recommended spelling,
criterion. PL criteria: see -ON 1. La- not crozier.
mentably, the pi. form criteria is now
frequently but erroneously used as a cross. Daniel Jones (1917) gave priority
sing. My evidence happens to be from to the now mostly discarded pronunciUS newspapers, but the erroneous use is ation /kro:s/. At some point in the first
widespread: However, this criteria is rela- half of the 20c. the tide turned in favour
tive—Chicago Sun-Times (weather fore- of /kros/, and this is now by far the
casting section), 1989; The major criteria dominant pronunciation. Similarly with
for evaluating the wines ... was cleanliness,frost, loss, lost, etc.
freshness and complexity—Chicago Tribune,
croup. Both the throat trouble and the
1990.
rump (of a horse) are now regularly spelt
criticism. In everyday use, criticism croup and pronounced /kru:p/, though
means 'finding fault, censure', but liter- they are distinct words from unrelated
ary criticism and textual criticism are more etymological bases.
in the realm of assessment or evaluation.
The two senses, one adverse and the croupier. The pronunciation /'kruipia/
other evaluative, coexist without risk of is recommended, but /-piei/, in imitation
of the French original, is still widely
ambiguity or cross-infection.
used. Cf. DOSSIER.

critique. The noun, meaning 'a critical crow. The past tense varies between
essay or analysis; an instance or the crowed and (chiefly in the UK) crew, but
process of formal criticism' (COD), is the pa.pple is always crowed: Roosters, still
first recorded in a work of 1702-1 by in the shed, crowed—E. Jolley, 1985; He burst
Addison, and the verb, meaning 'to into her bedroom as the cock crew, or would
write a critique upon', in 1751. Fowler have crowed, had there been any cocks in
(1926) said of the noun, 'there is some Surbiton—B. Rubens, 1987. The pa.t. crew
hope of its dying out', but it continues is normally used only of the noise
in use: e.g. This melange of stroboscopic made by cocks, and not, for example,
graphics, jingles and one-liner critiques—Artwhen the sense is 'expressed gleeful satline, 1989.
isfaction'.
The verb has been controversially extended in meaning in the US to mean crown. The Crown is often used in the
more generally 'to judge critically, to sense 'the office of the monarch as head
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of State'. In such contexts the pronouns ritual'. This use continues, but it is now
appropriate to queen or king should not accompanied by the weakened sense 'a
be used. Thus the Crown can act only on devotion or homage to a person or thing'
the advice of its (not her, not his) Ministers; (the cult of Karl Marx, of post-modernism),
the country is unlikely to return to governmentand by an even more weakened sense,
by the Crown, for which (not whom) 'a popular fashion followed by a specific
such an experiment would he fraught with section of society' (the cult ofpopular music,
peril.
the earring cult). Throughout the 20c. a
succession of combinations of cult came
crucifixion. Thus spelt, not crucifiction. into being, cult drama.figure, image, object,
See -xiON etc.
etc.
cruel makes crueller, cruellest (in AmE cultivable and cultivatable are both
often crueler, cruelest). See -LL-, -L-.
used in the sense 'capable of being
crumby, crummy. When the reference cultivated', with the former perhaps havis to actual crumbs, as in a crumby loaf ing the edge. For the type, see -ABLE, -IBLE
or tablecloth, use crumby. When the mean- 2(V).
ing is 'dirty, squalid, inferior, worthless',
cultivated, cultured. Both words are
use crummy.
used to mean 'having refined taste and
crystalline. The normal modern pro- manners and a good education', but they
nunciation is /'knstalam/, but the OED part company in some other circumreports that some older writers (Milton, stances. Cultivated distinguishes a crop
Gray, Shelley, and Palgrave), after Latin, raised in a garden or gardens (cultivated
blackberries) from one grown in a wild
used the pronunciation /kris'taelm/.
state. Cultured is used of pearls (also
Cubic, cubical. Cubic is the form used called culture pearls) grown under conin all senses, cubical only in that of trolled conditions.
'shaped like a cube'. So cubic content,
equation, measure, metre, etc.; but a cubical culture. The word has had mixed forbox or stone. Cubic, however, is sometimes tunes in the 20c. It has flourished in the
used in the sense 'cube-shaped', for ex- language of sociologists and anthropoloample of minerals crystallizing in cubes, gists in the broad sense 'the civilization,
as cubic alum, saltpetre. See -IC(AL).
customs, artistic achievements, etc., of
a people, esp. at a certain stage of its
Oil bono? This Latin phrase literally development or history' (OED). From 1914
means 'to whom (is it) a benefit?' In onward it came into contact with the
English it can be defined as 'who stands German word Kultur, which had deto gain? (with the implication that this veloped a derogatory sense in the eyes
person is responsible)' (COD). As Fowler of British people (involving notions of
(1926) pointed out, it should not be used
racial and cultural arrogance, militarto mean 'To what end?; What is the ism, and imperialism). In 1939 the Gergood?'
man writer H. Johst (not Goering, as is
commonly supposed) wrote (in German):
cuirass. Pronounce /kwi'raes/.
'When I hear the word "culture" I slip
cul-de-sac. Pronounce /'kAlda.saek/ or back the safety-catch of my revolver.' It
/'kul-/ and print in romans. PL culs-de-sac was mocked by some who tended to
distort the spelling (culchah, etc.) to indi(pronounced the same as the sing.).
cate that the acquisition of cultured
culinary. Pronounced /'kAlman/ in BrE ways implied a risible degree of affectaand /'kjuilm.ean/ or /'kAl-/ in AmE.
tion or vulgarity. Perhaps the most revealing 20C. combinations of the word
cullender. See COLANDER.
were culture shock 'the feeling of disoricult. In the course of the 19c, cult entation experienced by a person sud(sometimes written as culte in the French denly subjected to an unfamiliar culture
manner) began to be used by archae- or way of life' (COD); and culture vulture
ologists and by writers on comparative 'a person eager to acquire culture'. In
religion in the sense 'a system of re- 1956 C. P. Snow brought about a decadesligious worship, esp. as expressed in long discussion by employing the phrase
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the two cultures to mean respectively the
arts and science. Opponents of Snow
regarded the distinction as imprecise
and unproven, but the phrase lingers
on.

cum I cute
curare, a poisonous substance. Spell
thus (not -ara) and pronounce /kju'rœri/.
Curator. In the sense 'keeper or custodian of a museum or other collection'
pronounced /kjua'rerta/, but in Scottish
law (a ward's guardian) pronounced
/'kjuaratar/.

CUm. The Latin preposition meaning
'with, together with' has been used in
English for several centuries in some
fixed phrases (cum grano salis, with a Curb, kerb. In BrE, curb as n. = a check
grain or salt; cumprivilegio, with privilege or restraint, and as v. = to restrain. As
(of sole printing); etc.) and in many Eng- noun, it also means a strap fastened to
lish place-names, e.g. Horton-cum-Studley. a bit (on a horse), and a fender round a
In the 19c. it took on a fresh lease of life hearth. In AmE, it also means a stone
as a combining word used to indicate a edging to a pavement (sidewalk) or raised
dual nature or function: He greatly pre- path (BrE kerb).
ferred coffee cum chicory to coffee pure and curio is a 19c. familiar abbreviation of
simply—J. C. Young, 1871; Three short ... curiosity. PI. curios. See -O(E)S 4.
dinner-cum<ocktail
dresses—Manchester
Guardian, 1959; 'Do you work there?' "Yes,
Curriculum. PI. curricula. See -UM 2.
as a sort of administrator cum priest.'—J.
Higgins, 1985; The essentialist emancipatory cursed, curst. The customary adjectival
aesthetic-cumlinguistic philosophy of Bened-form is cursed, pronounced as two syllables (by contrast with the pa.t. and
etto Croce—Br. Jrnl Aesthetics, 1986.
pa.pple of the verb curse, which are alcum(m)in /'kAmm/. A case can be made ways monosyllabic). Curst is chiefly used
out for the spelling cummin in that the (esp. in verse) to show that the rare
word has two ms in its most familiar monosyllabic pronunciation is meant,
context, Matt. (AV) 23: 23 {foryee pay tithe or, archaically, to denote the old sense
of mint, and annise, and cummine). But 'cantankerous, shrewish'.
etymology (OE cymen, from L cuminum)
tugs the word in another direction, and curtailed words. See ABBREVIATIONS 1 .
cumin seems to be the dominant spelling
Curtsy = a woman's or girl's formal
now.
greeting, should be spelt thus, not curtsey.
PL curtsies. The verb is curtsy, curtsied,
cumulative. See ACCUMULATIVE.
curtsying. Etymologically it is a variant
cumulus. PI. cumuli /-lai/. See -us.
(first recorded in the 16c.) of courtesy.
cuneiform. After more than two cen- curvet = a horse's leap. Pronounce /k3:turies of use as a four-syllabled word
'vet/. The extended forms of the corres(thus /kjui'niirfbim/ or /'kju:ni:i-/), the ponding verb should, according to rule,
word, while retaining its older spelling show doubling of t (curvetted, curvetting).
(cf. L. cuneus wedge, medL cuneiformis), is See -T-, -TT-.
now normally pronounced in BrE as
three syllables, i.e. /'kjuinrfDim/. In AmE customer. See CLIENT.
the customary pronunciation is still with
customs. See TAX.
four syllables, i.e. /kju:'niafo:rm/.
cup. For cups that cheer, see HACKNEYED cute. Starting out in the 18c. as an
abbreviation of acute in the sense 'quickPHRASES.
witted, keen-witted, clever', it was for a
cupful. 'A cupful is a measure, and so while often written with an apostrophe
three cupfuls is a quantity regarded in as 'cute ('He will be a 'cute man yet,' resumed
terms of a cup; three cups full denotes the the locksmith—Dickens, 1840). This sense
actual cups, as in three cups full of water' ran into the sands in BrE but not in
{COD, 1990).
AmE. In AmE, beginning in the 1830s, a
new informal use emerged, 'attractive,
cupola. Pronounce /'kjuipala/.
charming, pretty (often in a mannered
curaçao, a liqueur. Spell thus (not -cod) or amusing way)'. The word lies spreadeagled across AmE and is exceedingly
and pronounce /kjuara'sau/.
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common as a general term of approba- when forms with medial -e- (which are
tion. It has much more restricted cur- customary in AmE) came along to chalrency in BrE, except as applied to babies lenge them, and look likely to supplant
when other adjectives seem inadequate. them.
In other BrE contexts, cute ranges from
tepid approval to latent disapproval. A Cyclopean. COD gives preference to
typical modern AmE example: Yes, Lisa /saikla'piran/ rather than /sai'klaupian/,
runs a little gym in West Palm. We all go but both pronunciations are admissible.
there to work out. Isn't that cute?—P. Booth, Cyclops (in Gk mythology, a member
1986.
of a race of one-eyed giants). The forms
-Cy. See -CE,

-CY.

recommended are: for the sing. Cyclops
/'saiklDps/; for the pi. Cyclopes /sai'klaupi:z/,
or, in non-specialized or jocular contexts,
Cyclops or the Anglicized form Cyclopses.
The use of Cyclop as a sing, is highly
irregular.

Cybernetics. A term introduced in 1948
by Norbert Wiener meaning 'the theory
or study of communication and control
in living organisms or machines' (cf. Gk
KuPepvfJTn? 'steersman'). It quickly
established itself in our biotechnological
age, with reference to organisms treated
as if they were machines, to observed
similarities between neural activity and
the electronic devices of modern communications, and so on. A by-product of
the word is the use of the first element
cyber- in a wide range of computer
terms such as cyberphobia (an excessive
fear of computers), cyberpunk (a style of
science fiction), and cyberspace, or virtual
reality (the hallucinatory illusion of
moving through exotic locations that
are so devised on a computer screen
as to seem as 'real' as those of the real
world).

cynosure. The phrase the Cynosure of
neighbouring eyes from Milton's poem
'L'Allegro' (1632) has ensured that it and
variants of it (the cynosure of all eyes, etc.)
have remained in widespread use ever
since.

cycle.

cypher. See CIPHER.

For cycle as a time-word, see

TIME.

cyclopaedia, -paedic. This shortened
form of encyclopaedia (q.v), meaning
'circle of learning' (from Gk KUKX,O?
'circle' + rcaiôeia 'education, learning'),
has been in use since the 17c, though the
first book so called was that of Ephraim
Chambers (1728). It and the corresponding adjective encyclopaedic were almost
always spelt with -ae- (or the digraph
-X-) in BrE until some point in the 20c,

Cymric, Welsh. Pronounce /'kraink/. Cf.
Welsh Cymru 'Wales'.
Cynic, cynical. Except when there is
direct reference to the sect of philosophers in ancient Greece called Cynics,
and in the medical term cynic spasm,
the adj. form is always cynical. Cynic is
ultimately derived from Gk KUVIKÔÇ 'doglike, currish'.

Cyrenaic. See HEDONIST.
Czar. See TSAR.
Czarewitch, etc. See CESAREVTTCH.

Czech. After muchfluctuation(Tshekh,
Tsekh, etc.) in the period since the
1840s, when the word was first recorded, the word has settled down
in the 20c. in its Polish form Czech,
pronounced /tjek/.

Dd
dactyl, a metrical foot (——-) consisting dangling participles. See UNATTACHED
of one long (or stressed) syllable followed
PARTICIPLES.
by two short (or unstressed) syllables, as
in the words pottery and Julia. Dactylic dare.
metres are common in Greek and Latin
1 With bare infinitive or fo-infinitive.
verse, but comparatively rare in English:
2 Dare is a marginal modal.
Cannon to right of them Cannon to left of 3 The paradigm of dare.
them, Cannon in front of them Volley'd and 4 Constructions with bare infinitive.
5 As a main verb + a to-infinitive.
thunder'd—Tennyson, 1854.
dado /'deidau/ (the lower part of the wall
of a room; the plinth of a column). PI.
dados. See -O(E)S 6.

6 Dare used as verb of past time.
7 Dare ( = challenge, defy) + object + toinfinitive.
8 / dare say.

1 With bare infinitive or to-infinitive.
Shall I part my hair behind? Do I dare to eat
a peach?--T. S. Eliot, 1915; They dare not
break in. They cannot break in—T. S. Eliot,
1935. These two contexts neatly show
two quite different ways of using the
verb dare. In the first it is an ordinary
dahlia. Pronounced /'deiha/ in BrE and verb followed by a to-infinitive, and in
usu. /'daelja/ or /'dailia/ in AmE.
the second it is a marginal modal (see
below) followed by a negative and a bare
Dâil (in full Dâil Éireann), the lower
(or plain) infinitive. They bring us to the
house of parliament in the Republic of
heart of one of the subtlest and most
Ireland, is pronounced /dad/.
variegated verbs in the language.

daemon. This spelling is permissible
only when the sense is '(in ancient
Greece) an inner or attendant spirit; a
supernatural being'. All the main senses
of the word require demon.

dais. Monosyllabic (/deis/) in English
until the beginning of the 20c. but /'dens/,
i.e. two-syllabled, in Daniel Jones's English
Pronouncing Diet. (1917) and in most
authorities since then.

2 Dare is a marginal modal. The term
'modal auxiliary' is used to describe the
verbs canjcould, maylmight, shall\should,
willjwould, their abbreviated forms 'II and
'd, and their contracted negative forms
can't, won't, etc. One of the characteristic
Dame. See SIR.
features of these is that none has a final
s in the third-person present indicative:
damn. In all uses as n., adj., v., and adv. we do not say he cans, he mays, he snails,
the n is silent; also in the oblique forms and so on. Four other verbs, dare, need,
damned (but often disyllabic in verse), ought to, and used to, are called 'marginal
damning. The n is sounded in damnable, modals' because their status is to some
damnation, damnatory, damnification, anddegree intermediate between that of
damnify.
modal auxiliaries and ordinary verbs. In
Lord
Alfred Douglas's famous line I am
dampen. This verb was regarded as
'chiefly US' by the OED (1894) and by CODthe Love that dare not speak its name, dare,
(7th edn, 1982), but it has now settled with no final s, is a marginal modal.

down as a fairly frequent variant of damp
3 The paradigm of dare. In the stand(v.) in the UK: everyone ignored the snow ard language only four elements survive
that had failed to dampen the impact of in strength: dare, dares, dared, and daring.
John E Kennedy's brilliant oratory—J. Archer,Technically a fifth, namely durst, exists,
1979; Rothschild dampens down the star- but it no longer occurs in natural standburst—Times (headline), 1988; Rain fails toard speech. In my recent reading I have
dampen day offun—Oxford Times (headline),encountered a few examples of durst, but
1 9 8 8 . See -EN VERBS FROM ADJECTIVES.
only in historical, uneducated, dialectal,
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comic, or other special circumstances: Soraya—C. Rumens, 1987; she no longer
Hell come all right. He ain't got nowhere to dared to go into these shadowy apartments—
sleep, see. And I durstn't face him.—Miss A. Brookner, 1988.
Read, 1977; Though fain to avoid eavesdrop6 Dare used as a verb of past time.
ping, he yet had durst not betray his presNowadays, because of its double status
ence—P. Jennings, 1983; 'Zounds! sirrah, how
as an ordinary verb and as a marginal
durst the Manhattan Punch Line attempt
modal, dare can be used without inflecSheridan's "Rivals"?'-NY Times, 1984. Each
tion for past as well as present time:
time I felt I had unearthed some old or
(present) a person hardly dare think in this
quaint linguistic bones.
house; (past) She turned round. She dare not
4 Constructions with bare infinitive. look at his face. The OED (1894) condemned
At the present time, there seem to be the past tense as 'careless', while citing
five main constructions in which dare, examples from the work of Frederick
whether as a main verb or as a marginal Marryat and Charles Kingsley among
modal, is used when followed by a bare others. Modern grammarians regard it
infinitive. Most of them are negative or as unobjectionable. Further example:
interrogative: (i) subject + dare + neg- Yes, yes,' she stuttered, then 'thank you', as
ative: He hates only because he dare not an afterthought. She dare not look at his face
love—]. M. Coetzee, 1977:I dare not speak now—M. Duckworth, i960.
these dreams to any person—G. Keillor, 1986.
7 Dare ( = challenge, defy) + object +
(ii) subject + auxiliary + negative + dare:
to-infinitive. In the following examples
Kennedy did not dare ask Congress for such
dare is used as a main verb in the sense
a treaty—Dxdalus, 1986.I once saw a herd
'to challenge, to defy': She dared me to
get through the mud up a slope where I never
believe and take up her cause—D. Malouf,
thought they would dare go—D. Matthee,
1985; Deutsch confidently dared Kreskin to
1986. (iii) subject + dared + negative: she
find the key-Chicago Tribune, 1988; He
dared not stir until eleven was safely past
looked round the table as if daring anyone
—A. Schlee, 1981; No one dared defy the
to smile—D. Lodge, 1988.
group by going out at the last moment—
I. McEwan, 1986; She dared not even ask
8 I dare say. This phrase (occas. with
him how it was he had revised his opinions—ellipsis of the pronoun) means (a) I make
R Carey, 1988. (iv) interrogative (or semi- bold to say, I venture to assert; (b) I grant
imperative) + dare + subject: How dare that much (I dare say, but you are still
you come in without knocking!-R. Dahl, wrong). It is being increasingly written
1984; Who is it?' 'It's me, Mudey. Gabriel. as I daresay, and said with the main stress
Open up.' ... 'How dare you?'—P. Bailey, on dare. Examples: Dare say you'd like a
1986. (v) negative imperative aux- last look at uncle Caleb's old cottage—Ted
iliary + dare: Don't you dare put that light Walker, 1981; 'From time to time I clean.
on.'—S. Delaney, 1959; I'm going to swim. Mrs Pollypot she don't like cleaning.' 'I dare
And don't you dare watch—G. Butler, 1983;say not.'—M. Wesley, 1983; I daresay I was
Now you sit down there and don't you dare shocked again—N. Bawden, 1987; I daresay
even look at anybody till I get back—K. Amis,III come back to it, in the fullness of time—P.
1988.
Lively, 1987; With your head, I daresay you
Such uses together, according to my could have worked out our story from the
evidence, are three times as frequent as name of the shop—P. Gilliatt, 1987.
those in the following group. It should
be stressed that some of the examples darkle (verb), to grow dark, etc. Formed
in the early 19c. as a (false) back-formain this section show dare as first and
third person present indicative and some tion from DARKLING, and used by Byron,
Thackeray, and William Morris, among
as infinitive.
others, darkle seems to have dropped out
5 As a main verb + a to-infinitive. Dare of use.
as a main verb followed by a to-infinitive
is found in various negative, affirmative, darkling. Formed as an adverb in the
and interrogative constructions: I did not 15c. from dark adj. + -ling adverbial formdare to look down—B. Rubens, 1985; How ative, it meant 'in the dark, in darkness',
do they dare to be different?—New Yorker, e.g. 0 wilt thou darkling leaue me?—Shake1987; No one dared to giggle, not even speare, 1590. By confusion with the -ing
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of present participles, it later itself be- friends', It is a kind of irony of history that I
came a present participle (e.g. His honest should write about the French Revolution in
brows darkling as he looked towards me—the very country where it has had the least
Thackeray, 1855), and, more commonly, impact—I mean England, of course. (The five
an adjective, 'being in the dark, showing examples above are taken from Encounter,
itself darkly, etc.': e.g. Here like darkling Sept. 1990.)
nightingales they sit-G. Meredith, 1859;
The dash should not be added to a
And we are here as on a darkling plain ... colon; use a simple colon, not :—, as a
Where ignorant armies clash by night—M.mark introducing a list or the like.
Arnold, 1867; By the light of a darkling Fowler (1926) insisted that after a second
moon, I went in the greatest peace and satis-dash 'any stop that would have been
faction to my nest—P. Matthiessen, 1979; used if the ... dashes and their contents
Jesus makes a primary act of conversion ... had not been there should still be used'.
in seeing this darkling venture as the stum- He was right, but such a circumstance
bling of ignorance away from reprobation seldom arises.
and towards truth-Geoffrey Hill, 1989.
dastard, dastardly. The noun, in its
darky. The word still has some currency traditional sense 'one who does malias a term of racial opprobrium (e.g. Was cious acts in a cowardly, skulking way,
it something about not taking on the darkies so as not to expose himself torisk'(OED)
as conductors?—], le Carré, 1983), but has is now not often used. A typical example:
largely been supplanted by other more Though I hold no brief for Mr Neary ...yet
neutral words.
I am loath to think he is the dastard you
describe—S. Beckett, 1938. By contrast,
dash. Hart's Rules is an excellent guide
dastardly, like COWARDLY, is now freto the use of this mark of punctuation.
quently used in the manner described
What follows is a revised and extended
by Fowler (1926), applied to acts of terversion of Hart.
rorism in which unsuspecting, usually
The en-rule (-) is used (a) to denote a
innocent, people are killed or injured by
span, e.g. 'folios 23-94'; (*>) to specify a
a terrorist group's bomb, or the like.
period of time, e.g. 'the 1939-45 war'; (c)
Cowardice is no longer a necessary combetween separate places or areas linked,
ponent of the meaning of the word, but
for example, in a political context, e.g.
underhandedness and public outrage
'the Rome-Berlin axis'; (d) between the
are.
names of joint authors to avoid confusion with the hyphen of a single double data /'derta/ is in origin a L plural (of
barrelled name, e.g. 'the Temple- datum) and is properly so used in English:
Hardcastle project' (that is, the joint pro- The data are (not is) insufficient. In modern
ject of Mr Temple and Mr Hardcastle).
times usage varies as shown below. 1 In
Em-rules or dashes (which are longer philosophical (sense-data) and general
than en-rules) are often used to show use, data is usually considered as a numthat words enclosed between them are ber of items and construed as a plural:
to be read parenthetically: e.g. What he e.g. It is no wonder if some authors have
has imagined—he contends—is theatrically
gone so far as to think that the sense-data
stronger than what actually happened; Somehave no spatial worth at all—William James,
critics thought—and some still think—that the
1890; Most of the data concerning shock and
Congress failed because [etc.]; His 1776 draw-vibration on airplanes are classified—
ing of Les Combats de Diomède—a most Macduff and Curreri, 1958. The corresimportant document in his stylistic evolutionponding singular is datum: e.g. Can a
and in the realisation of his aims—suggests doubleness, so easily neutralized by our knowthat chariots held a particular appeal for ledge, ever be a datum at all?—William
him.
James, 1890; What ...is immediately given
Just as commonly a dash is used to in perception is an evanescent object called
precede an explanation of or elaboration an idea, or an impression, or a presentation,
on something just said. In such cases the or a sense-datum—A. J. Ayer, 1956.
explanatory statement is usually followed by a full stop: By this time I had
2 In computing and allied disciplines
become personally close to Michael Jossebon—it is treated as a singular noun and used
indeed he was to the end one of my closest with words like it, this, and much, and
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with a singular verb: e.g. Data is stored on vowels if the sound preceding it is that
a disk—whetherfloppyor hard—as minuteof a single short vowel, but not if it is a
patches of magnetism—P. Laurie, 1985; Com-diphthong or double vowel or a
puters create and maintain the data distrib- vowel+ r: caddish, redden, bidding,
uted throughout an organization while trodden, muddy; but deaden, breeder, goodcommunications moves the data to where it ish, braided, harden. Words of more than
can earn the most—Computerworld, 1989; one syllable follow the rule for monosylThe problem ...is that the raw data for the lables if their last syllable is stressed or is
solution ... lies in two vast collections of itself a word in combination {forbidding,
bedridden), but otherwise do not double
information—NY Rev. Bks, 1989.
the d (nomadic, wickedest, rigidity, periodSee -UM 2 .
ical).
datable is spelt thus, not dateable. See
-ABLE, -IBLE 6.
de-. The prefix de- is still often called
on to form new verbs (and derivatives).
date, l For date, epoch, etc., see TIME.
Twentieth-century examples (with date
2 For dates, OUP house style requires of first record indicated) include: de-accesthe type 25 June 1990, with no comma sion (1972), debark (operate on dog to stop
between month and year. Many news- it from barking, 1943). de-beak (1937).
papers, however, and most Americans debrief (1945), decajfeinate (1927), decertify
prefer the style June 25 1990 or June 25, (1918), decriminalization (1945), de-emotion1990. The conventional way of setting alize (1942), de-emphasize (1938), de-escalate
down a date in numerals differs in Brit- (1964), deglamorize (1938), etc. Cf. DIS-.
ain and America: thus 5J7I90 means 5
July 1990 in Britain, but 7 May 1990 in dead letter, apart from its theological
and post-office uses, is a phrase for a
America.
regulation that still has a nominal exist3 See AD; BC.
ence but is no longer observed or endavit. Being in origin an application of forced. Capital punishment can properly
OF daviot (diminutive of Davi 'David') be called a dead letter in any country
it was often in the past pronounced where the penalty remains on the stat/'dervrt/, but the preferred pronunciation utes even though it has not been acted
on for many years. The term cannot
now is /'daevrt/.
properly be applied to aspects of life that
day and age. The phr. in this day and are simply passing out of fashion, e.g.
age slid into the language in the 1940s quill pens, steam locomotives, hot-metal
(a film called This Day and Age was issued printing, since they were not brought
in 1933 but is not certainly the source into being by regulation in thefirstplace.
of the cliché), and is now used remorselessly by people who display little deal (noun). 1 The phr. a deal used
feeling for the language. It means no pregnantly for a good or great deal in the
more than nowadays or at the present time, sense 'an undefined, but considerable or
and the language would not be the large quantity' was much favoured by
such writers as Shakespeare, Richardson,
poorer if it were to drop out of use.
and Johnson, but is now mainly found
days. See ADVERB 4.
in informal or dialectal writing or speech
(the decision saved him a deal of trouble). It
D-Day, D-day. The military code-name
should not be used to mean 'a large
(first recorded in 1918) for a particular
number' (a great deal of people have comday fixed for the beginning of an operaplained).
tion, specifically, and most famously, the
2 For Fowler (1926), deal, used to mean
day (6 June 1944) of the invasion of the
'a piece of bargaining or give-and-take',
Atlantic coast of German-occupied
France by Allied forces. Also in trans- was 'still slang'. In most of its applicaferred use, e.g. the day (15 Feb. 1971) tions (a fair deal, a pay deal, etc.), this use
on which decimal currency came into is now part of the normal fabric of the
language.
official use in Britain.
-d-, -dd-. Monosyllables ending in d
double it before suffixes beginning with

dean, doyen, though originally the
same word (cf. Fr. doyen from L decdnus),
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meaning the senior member of a group,
have become differentiated. Dean is the
title of an ecclesiastical or academic
officer; doyen, pronounced either /'doran/
or /'dwarjae/, is a title of respect for 'the
most senior or most prominent of a particular category or body of people* (COD).

Dear | decided, decisive
because of the shortage of special signs
on modern daisy wheels and computer
keyboards. Pronounce /dei'barkal/.
debar means 'to exclude from admission or from a right; prohibit from an
action (he was debarred from entering)', by
contrast with disbar, which can only
mean 'to deprive (a barrister) of the right
to practise; to expel from the Bar'.

Dear (as part of a formal greeting at the
beginning of a letter). First introduced in
the 15c, the beginning formula varied
in the amount of elaboration: Right dere debatable. Spelt thus. See -ABLE, -IBLE
6.
and welbeloved; My most dere lorde and fader;
Dearest broder, etc. By the end of the 18c. it debauchee. Pronounce /diboi'tji:/, with
had settled down as part of the ordinary the main stress on the final syllable.
polite form of addressing an equal, ranging in increasing levels of informality debouch. Pronounce /di'bautj*/ to rhyme
and affection from Dear Sir and Dear with 'pouch'.
Madam to Dear Smith (old-fashioned), to
Dear MrlMisslMrslMs Jones, to Dear Ken/debris. Spelt thus (no accent). The reMary, etc., to My dear BilllElizabeth, etc., tocommended pronunciation is /'debri:/,
Dearest MargaretjCedric, etc. Increasingly but /'deibri:/ is an acceptable alternative.
now one receives circular letters begin- In AmE it is often pronounced /da'bri:/.
ning Dear Customer, Dear Colleague, etc.,début is usu. spelt thus in BrE and
and formulas containing both the first pronounced /'deibju:/. The accent is often
and last names of the person addressed dispensed with in printed work.
(Dear Robert Burchfield). The essential point
is that the word Dear in itself is simply debutant (or débutant) /debjurtô/ or
part of a letter-beginning formula, and l'dei-l is a male performer making his
no longer implies any particular or clear- first public appearance.
cut level of intimacy or friendship.
debutante (or débutante) /debjutamt/
dear, dearly (advs.). With the verb love or /'dei-/ or /-trait/ is (a) a young woman
and in some other contexts where the making her social début; (b) a female
meaning is 'very much' (he loved her performer making her first public apdearly; I would dearly like to join you on pearance. The shortened form deb is
Friday), dearly is usual and dear merely freely used for sense (a), esp. in spoken
poetic (The dear-loved peaceful seat—Byron,English.
1807); but with buy, cost, pay, sell, etc.,
when the sense is 'at a high price, or decade. Until the 19c. frequently spelt
great cost', dearly (they paid dearly for decad (pronounced /'dekad/), but now always decade. The preferred pronuncitheir crimes) and dear (the recession has cost
Britain dear) are both available, though ation is /'dekeid/, but increasingly, and in
usually one or the other feels context- unexpected quarters, one hears /di'keid/,
rhyming with decayed.
ually more idiomatic than the other.

dearth. From the 13c. onward, widely deca-, deci-. In the metric system, decaused to mean 'a condition in which food means multiplied, and deci- divided, by
is scarce and dear', but as time went on ten; decalitre, 10 litres, decilitre, ^ litre; so
more frequently used to mean a scarcity with gramme, metre, etc.
of anything (a dearth of news, of supporters,
etc.). In general this noun seems to have decided, decisive (adjs.). Decided means
mostly yielded to words of similar mean- (a) (of something) definite, unquesing (shortage, scarcity, etc.), or the idea is tionable (a decided advantage); (b) (of a
expressed in another way (e.g. there isn't person) having clear opinions, not vacilmuch news tonight; not many people turnedlating (he found them vacillating, he left them
decided). Decisive means (a) that decides an
up to give support, etc.).
issue, conclusive (a decisive superiority over
itsrival);(b) (of a person) able to decide
débâcle. Frequently now written and
printed without accents, partly no doubt quickly and effectively (the constable, a

decimate | deduction
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decisive man, arrested the pickpocket immedi- meaning is 'that has fallen in social
ately). However, for some two centuries status'.
the words have tended to be interchangeable in many contexts. Decisive has always declension. In grammar, (a) the varibeen the more common of the two. ation of the form of a noun, pronoun,
Fowler (1926) distinguished the words in or adjective, by which its grammatical
the following manner: 'A decided victory case, number, and gender are identified;
or superiority is one the reality of which (b) the class in which a noun etc. is
is unquestionable; a decisive one is one put according to the exact form of this
that decides or goes far towards deciding variation. {COD) Cf. CONJUGATION.
some issue; a decided person is one who déclinai, declination, declinature.
knows his own mind, and a decided
These 19c. attempts at forming a noun
manner that which comes of such knowcorresponding to the verb decline ( = to
ledge; a decisive person, so far as the
refuse in a courteous manner) have all
phrase is correctly possible at all, is one
failed: e.g. The déclinais were grounded upon
who has a way of getting his policy or
reasons neither unkind nor uncomplipurpose carried through.' His distincmentary—F. Palgrave, 1837; The author must
tions, though clear, do not exactly accord
excuse our declination to accept as possible
with the distributional spread of the two
characters in any possible social system,
words (and of the corresponding adverbs
people so unnatural—Pall Mall Gaz., 1884;
decidedly 'unquestionably' and decisively
The reported declinature of office by the Mar'conclusively') at the present time.
quis of Salisbury—Manchester Examiner,
1885. The only available noun with the
decimate. A key word in the continuing same stem is declining (I took no offence at
battle between prescriptive and descript- your declining the invitation to join us); but
ive linguists. L decimâre meant '(mil.) to the better course is to use the noun
punish every tenth man chosen by lot'. refusal modified by a suitable adj. (cour'Punish' sometimes meant 'put to death'. teous, etc.). See -AL 2.
In strict terms, therefore, decimate should
mean 'to kill, destroy, or remove one in décolletage, décolleté. The first means
every ten of (something)', and it has been 'a low neckline of a woman's dress, etc'
so used in English since the 17c. Rhetor- and the second '(of a dress etc.) having
ically and loosely, as the OED expresses it, a low neckline' and '(of a woman) wearit has also been used from about the ing a dress with a low neckline'. Both
same time to mean 'to destroy or remove should be pronounced in the French
a large proportion of; to subject to severe manner and printed in italics.
loss, slaughter, or mortality'. The dispute
between those who will and those who décor. Spelt thus (with accent) and prowill not use decimate in its 'rhetorical or nounced /'deiko:/. The spelling decor
loose' sense is unresolved. An example (without accent) and pronunciation
of the disputed meaning: But the forest /'deko:/ are, however, equally common.
has largely gone, decimated by a forest indus- decorous. Dictionaries of the 18c. and
try that is just now assaulting thefinalre- 19c. mainly indicated second-syllable
mains—Dxdalus, 1988. The word is even stressing, but the standard pronunciused sometimes just to mean 'kill': Re's ation now is /'dekaras/.
a petty criminal hut his long-lost brother bails
him out of jail and protects him from the decoy. By rule the noun should be
thugs intent on physically decimating him— pronounced /'diikoi/ and the verb /di'koi/,
Sunday Times, 1989. This use is not but opposite stressing also occurs.
recommended.
decrease. The noun is pronounced /'di:declarant, declaredly, declarative, kriis/ and the verb /di'kriis/. See NOUN
declaratory.
Pronounce /-'klearant/,
/-'kleandh/, /-'klaerativ/, and /-'klaeratan/ respectively. For the second, see -EDLY.

AND VERB ACCENT 1 .

deducible, deductible See -ABLE, -IBLE
7-

déclassé. Spelt thus (with accents) and deduction is the inferring of particular
printed in italics (fern, déclassée). The instances from a general law, as opposed
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deem | definite article

to induction, the inference of a general deficient. See DEFECTIVE.
law from particular instances.
deficit. The only current pronunciation
deem is a fairly formal word (frequently is /'defisrt/, though stressing on the
used in legal language) for 'judge, con- second syllable (thus /di'fisrt/) and prosider' (He deemed it his duty to abstain from nunciation with initial /'di:-/ were comvoting; because ofyour failure to reply you aremon enough at the beginning of the 20c.
deemed to have withdrawn from the project).
definite article. The use of the definite
deep, deeply. Deep as adverb is deeply article the causes few difficulties to native speakers but is a major problem for
entrenched in the language. It is used
literally (the boat was stuck deep in the mud),foreign learners of the language. This is
and in many transferred and figurative partly because many foreign languages,
senses (the card-players sat up deep into the e.g. Russian, Chinese, Japanese, lack this
night; still waters run deep; etc.). In such feature, and partly because the distributypes of sentences it would not be idio- tion of the definite article in English is
matic to use deeply. Deeply is used esp. a matter of some complexity. Some of
before past participles (as in the first the main types are outlined below.
sentence of this entry) and also when 1 Names, (a) In general, no definite artthe meaning is 'profoundly, thoroughly' icle: John Smith, High Street, Sutton Cour(I should like to consider the matter a little tenay, Oxfordshire, England (cf. la France);
more deeply) or 'intensely' (he was deeply (religious festivals) Christmas, Easter, Good
conscious of his shortcomings). See UNIDIO- Friday; (months, days of the week) January, Monday; (continents) Africa, Asia;
MATIC -LY.
(lakes, mountains) Lake Windermere, Mt
deer. See COLLECTIVE NOUN.
Everest); (locative names) Buckingham Palace, Magdalen College, Paddington Station,
defect. The pronunciations recommen- Windsor Castle, (b) But there are many
ded are /'dhfekt/ for the noun ( =
exceptions: (unmodified names) the Bible,
imperfection, blemish) and /di'fekt/ for the Pentagon, the Parthenon, The Times;
the verb ( = abandon one's country or (names with premodification) the Bodcause in favour of another). See NOUN leian Library, the British Broadcasting CorAND VERB ACCENT 1 .
poration, the English Channel, the National
Gallery, the North/the South Island (of New
defective, deficient. Some useful dis- Zealand); (with postmodification) the
tinctions can be made. Defective tends House of Commons, the President of the United
mostly to mean 'faulty in quality, show- States.
ing some definite fault, damage, etc.,
2 Words. In its ordinary use, the definthat impairs or cancels the efficiency
of something' (defective eyesight, hearing, ite article the precedes a noun and immeasures, pronunciation, translation, valve,plies a specific instance: e.g. the cushion
vehicle, etc.); while deficient vies with insuf- on the chair; he opened the door; the story is
ficient to mean 'present in less than the apocryphal. It is also used as a guide to a
quantity needed for effectiveness' (de- particular place, person, etc, known by
ficient courage, diet, funds, water supply, the speaker/hearer/reader to exist: e.g.
etc.). But there are many contexts in the earth, the Equator, the Church, the sky;
which the words converge in meaning, the aristocracy, the working class; the French,
or are replaced by insufficient, inadequate, the Chinese. It is frequently used in a nonfaulty, etc. Neither word is used now by specific way to mean 'whichever one of
professional people dealing with cases its kind is or was convenient, open, etc.':
I go to the cinema once a year; he heard it
of mental abnormality.
on the radio; she took the train to London.
defence. The spelling in BrE corres- The is often used of a part of the body
following a preposition (instead of a posponding to AmE defense.
sessive pronoun): he took me by the shouldefer. The extended forms and deriva- der, a pat on the back; they pulled her by the
tives are deferred, deferring; deference (re-hair; he kicked his opponent on the shin. The
spect), deferral (postponement), deferment definite article is not repeated before the
second of a pair of nouns joined by
(postponement).

definite, definitely | degree
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and: the laws and ordinances of the ancientwhich does not have connotations of
Hebrews. Names of illnesses (flu, measles, authority and conclusiveness: a definite
mumps, etc.) are normally used without no is a firm refusal, whereas a definitive
the definite article, but examples with no is an authoritative judgement or dethe also occur in standard sources: Annie cision that something is not the case'.
has got the mumps—B. Trapido, 1982; It Examples of the wrong use of definitive:
was that hot summer you had the measles—N.it is thought that any definitive news will
be announced this afternoon; he promised
Bawden, 1987.
3 Non<ount nouns. Mass or non-count Farmer Boldwood a definitive answer (both
nouns are normally construed without from BBC Radio 4. 1977)-

the definite article: compelled by guilt to deflection, deflexion. From the 17c,
offer atonement; he couldn't stand waste; when the word was first recorded, until
the important distinction between narrative the end of the 19c. the spelling with -xand dialogue; the parents behaved with dig- was the more common of the two in all
nity and grace. But many nouns can be senses. Deflection is now the usual form
used both as non-count nouns and count in both Britain and America. See -XION
nouns: instances of several claims to divineetc.
illumination; the Blackpool illuminations.
4 Omitted. In a number of other cir- defrayal continues to exist (somewhat
cumstances the definite article is regu- uneasily) alongside defrayment. See -AL 2.
larly omitted: (subject names) his main defuse, diffuse. A blatant example of
interest was philology; (meal-names) he confusion is the frequent use of diffuse
had breakfast before catching the train; (sea- (which properly means 'disperse') insons) snow on the ground and it is only stead of defuse (which means 'remove a
autumn; (places habitually visited) he was fuse (from an explosive device); remove
taken to hospital for the operation; he goes tension or potential danger in (a crisis)').
to church every Sunday.
Examples: An early cut in base rates, which
5 Emphasis. The definite article is also would ... diffuse the dispute between the
used for emphasis = the actual (person): Chancellor and the Prime Minister ...is now
seen as a strong possibility in the City—Times
Not the Jeffrey Archer.
1988; He turned up to find a gang of Hell's
See also THE.
Angels terrorising the staff ...He was busy
definite, definitely are sometimes used
diffusing the situation (by suggesting they try
as emphatic qualifiers, and simple dele- a neighbouring café within another police
tion is often the best course: there is a district), when reinforcements arrived—
(definite) need for more accommodation forSunday Times Mag., 1989; The Scott report
single parents; it has (definitely) been shown
is a time-bomb stealthy politicians and offithat there is a link between smoking and lungcials are trying to diffuse—Guardian, 1995.
cancer. Since the 1930s, definitely has come
into widespread use colloquially as an dégagé /dei'ga:3ei/. Print in italics with
emphatic affirmative meaning 'most cer- accents. It means 'without constraints,
tainly, indeed': e.g. 'Did they get more work unconstrained (in manner or address),
done than at home?' 'Definitely.' Would theyunconcerned (about fashion or dress)'.
recommend that the experiment is repeated
degree. The phrase to a degree originally
another year? 'Oh, definitely.'—Sunday Times,
(in the 18c, e.g. in Sheridan's The Rivals:
1959. It can be tiresome if overused.
Assuredly, sir, your father is wrath to a degree
definite, definitive, in most of their meant 'to an undefined, but consideruses the distinction is clear-cut. One able, extent; extremely'. This sense surshould bear in mind that definite means vives (e.g. the plot and situations improbable
(a) having exact and discernible limits; to a degree—G. Saintsbury, 1916; The first
ones ... were primitive to a degree—Times,
(b) clear and distinct, not vague; and
that definitive normally means (a) (of an 1984) alongside the frequent phrase to
answer, treaty, verdict, etc.) decisive, un- the nth degree. It is now also used in a
conditional, final; (b) (of an edition of a very different way to mean 'to some
book, etc.) most authoritative. Unfortu- extent': WDEU cites, for example, To a
nately, as COD (1995) notes, definitive degree this attitude is held by many in the
(sense a) 'is often confused with definite, Peace Now movement (NY Times Mag., 1980)
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deity | demagogic

false belief concerning one's personality
or status, which is thought to be more
important than it is. Such uses have
influenced the way in which the word
is treated in the general language, signifying various kinds of misconception
deity. The traditional pronunciation that arise from the internal workings of
/'diirti/ is now regrettably yielding to the mind. Illusion denotes a false im/'denti/. Similarly with the related words pression derived either from the external
deify, deification, deism, etc. See -EITY.
world (e.g. an optical illusion; a partition
giving at least the illusion of privacy), or
déjà VU. Against the odds, this idiomatic
from faulty thinking (he thinks he will
French phrase (lit. 'already seen') has
finish the book by the end of the year, but it
made remarkable progress in English
may be an illusion). The overlap of meansince it was first recorded in the teching between 'a false belief and 'faulty
nical language of psychology in 1903 in
thinking' is obvious, and it follows that
the sense 'an illusory feeling of having
there are circumstances in which the
already experienced a present situation'.
two words are interchangeable, at least
Outside psychology its normal sense now
technically.
is 'a clear impression that something has
It should be borne in mind, as a
been previously seen or experienced',
esp. in sentences of the type he had a general guide, that delusion has a corresdistinctfeeling of déjà vu. Once established ponding verb (delude) whereas illusion has
in English, it tugged in two similar not. On the other hand, the verb disilluFrench phrases in its wake: déjà entendu sion exists, and also the adj. disillusioned,
(first recorded 1965) and déjà lu (i960), a whereas delusion has no such derivatives
feeling that one may have heard a pas- in dis-. Evidently such relationships (or
sage of music, etc./ read a passage, a the absence of them) partially govern
the choice of noun when, on a strict
poem, etc., elsewhere.
interpretation of their lexical meanings,
delectable. A somewhat literary word
either delusion or illusion would fit. Exmeaning 'delightful, delicious'. Ex- amples: (delusion) He suffered from the
amples: Delectable as life in a Cambridge delusion that everything smelled of cats—A.
college can be, there comes a time when a Koestler, 1947; One ofher recurrent delusions
man can grow weary of the deliberations is that she is a mistress of dialects—K. Tynan,
of the window box committee at King's—N. 1961; That was the way delusions started,
Annan, 1981; Every biting insect saw her as thinking there was anti-Jewish feeling when
a delectable target—William Boyd, 1982. there wasn't—P. H. Newby, 1968; (illusion)
in the world as we know it ... freedom is
deliberate, deliberative (adjs.). These largely an illusion—]. M. Roberts, 1975; The
are readily distinguishable. The second
illusion must be maintained that this was a
now means only 'of, or appointed for purely Polish debate with no intrusion being
the purpose of deliberation or debate' (a made by the Soviet Union—}. A. Michener,
deliberative assembly) or, much less com- 1983; Alfred Crowther loved his first-born
monly, 'characterized by deliberation' (in child, but he had no illusions about him—
his cooler and more deliberative moments). B. T. Bradford, 1986.
Deliberate, on the other hand, has several
senses: intentional (a deliberate foul), slow
de luxe is regularly so written and
in deciding (a ponderous and deliberate
printed in Britain, and pronounced /da
mind); (of movement, etc.) leisurely and
'lAks/, less commonly /da 'luks/; and as
unhurried (he is very deliberate in his moveone word, deluxe, in America, variously
ments).
pronounced.
delimit (verb). See LIMIT (verb) 2.
demagogic. This word and its derivative
delusion, illusion. As is pointed out in demagogy have resisted the general moveOMEU (1983), some general distinctions ment towards Anglicization: the second
can be made, though they are not ab- g remains /g/ not /d3/. Doubtless the main
solute. Delusion is much used in psychiat- word of the group, demagogue, has had
ric contexts: e.g. delusions of grandeur, a a bearing on the matter. See GREEK G.
In practice any possible ambiguity is
avoided by placing a suitable adjective
between a and degree (to a large degree, to
a certain degree, etc.: All art is an abstraction
to some degree—Henry Moore, 1966).

demagogue | demotic English
demagogue. Sometimes spelt demagog
in AmE.
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sense: We were on our way to a funeral when
we heard about Margaret Thatcher's demise
[i.e. her resignation]—V. Grove, 1990.

demand. One demands something of or
(more commonly) from someone {de- demo, abbrev. of demonstration. A 20c.
manded ten pounds from him); one makes word (first recorded 1936). PL demos. See
a demand on someone for something -0(E)S 5{never-ending demands on him for his comdemon. See DAEMON.
ments).

demean. There are two verbs. The first, demonetize. Pronounce /dii'mAnitaiz/,
which was first recorded in the 14c. but not /-'imon-/.
is now somewhat archaic, is normally
demoniac /di'mauniaek/, demoniacal /di:reflexive and means 'to behave, to conma'naiakal/ (adjs.) are not clearly differenduct oneself (in a specified way)' (The
tiated in meaning. The choice between
Prince Borghese certainly demeans himself like
them is largely governed by the rhythm
a kind and liberal gentleman—N. Hawof the sentence. It is probable also that
thorne, 1858). Cf. demeanour. The second,
proximity of the nouns demon or demonfirst recorded in 1601 and probably
iac would help to govern the choice of
formed on the adj. mean after debase,
adjective. A third adj., demonic /di'monik/,
is now dominant. Used transitively it
is also often used = demoniac.
means 'to lower in status, reputation,
etc' (he simplified the argument without in demonstrate and demonstrator have
any way demeaning it); and, reflexively, 'to their main stress on the first syllable,
lower or humble oneself (he would not demonstrable, demonstrably, and dedemean himself to accept such menial work).monstrative on the second, and de'
Fowler's reservations (1926) about the
monstration on the third.
second verb must now be set aside.
demote. First formed in the late 19c.
demesne. 1 The pronunciation recom- from de- + {pro)mote, this verb is now
mended is /di'miin/, but /-'mem/ is also firmly established in the language, tocommon.
gether with the corresponding noun de2 Demesne means 'landed property' motion.
(usu. that occupied by the owner—held in
demesne—not by tenants). It is sometimes demotic English. There has been a
also used (followed by of) to mean 'a marked increase in the 20c. in the writregion or sphere', where its doublet do- ing down of semi-phonetic versions of
(esp. unstressed) elements in the lanmain is more appropriate.
guage. A typical example (from Tom
demi- ( = half-). The prefix is somewhat Wolfe's Bonfire of the Vanities, 1987): 'But
in retreat (as against half- and semi-, and, you gotta.' ... You shoulda thoughta that,
for words of Greek origin, hemi-), but Irene.' Here and elsewhere o represents
survives in a fair number of English 'to', 'have', and 'of, but the representawords (some of them loanwords from tion of informal speech elements goes
French), e.g. demigod, demi-monde, demi- much further than that. This demoticizpension, demirep, demisemiquaver, demi- ation of the written version of the spoken
tasse. Demijohn is probably a corruption language is sometimes, but not always,
of Fr. dame-jeanne Lady Jane; and demiurge, used as an indicator of class, education
'the creator of the universe' in the philo- (or lack of it), or race, but some of it
sophy of Plato, represents Gk ôrinioup- (esp. the use of forms ending in -a) simply
yôs, lit. 'public or skilled worker'. See reflects the phonetic facts of relaxed or
unstressed elements in the language.
SEMI-.
Some examples: (reduction of of) kinda,
demise. Outside legal contexts used, loadsa, lotsa, lotta; (reduction of negatives)
somewhat euphemistically, as a syn- dint (didn't), innit (isn't it?); (reduction of
onym of death (of a person), failure (of a to) gonna (going to), hasta (has to), wanna
political movement, etc.), cessation (the (want to); (reduction of have) coulda,
shutting down of a newspaper, business shoulda, woulda; (miscellaneous) doncha
premises, etc.). Example of an extended
(don't you?), DUNNO, orl (all), termorrer
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demur | dependence, dependency

(tomorrow), veddy (very), velly (very), denture(s) is a genteelism (first rewhassa or what'sa matter, w(h)atcha (whatcorded in 1874) for false teeth.
do, or are, or have you?). Most novelists
and short-story-writers now make use of denunciation. Pronounce /-si'eijan/, and
such devices in their works, but seldom see -ciATiON.
in any systematic way.
deontic modality. See EPISTEMIC MOdemur. The pronunciations recommen- DALITY.
ded are: for demur, demurred, demurring
/-'m3:-/; and for demurrable (Law), demur- depart has been used transitively since
rage (shipping, railways), demurral, the 14c. (e.g. The clergy were ordered to
demurrant /-'mA-/. In law, demurrer has depart the kingdom, 1839 in OED; Mrs. ].
medial /-'mA-/, and in the ordinary lan- Gargery had departed this life on Monday
last-Dickens, 1861). WDEU (1989) cites
guage ( = one who demurs) /-'m3:-/.
numerous recent US examples of transidengue (a tropical disease). Pronounce tive use, e.g. one boiling morning in July, we
/'dengi/.
departed my father's house—Harper's, 1971.
But, except in the formal or literary
denier. Pronounce /'dema/.
phrase departed this life, the construction
Denmark. Marcellus's remark to Hora- no longer forms part of the standard
tio after Hamlet has 'exited' with the language in Britain. One departs from (a
Ghost (Hamlet i.iv.90), Something is rotten place) or departs for (a destination).
in the state of Denmarke, has suffered the
fate of many such lines by being used and departed. For the departed, the dear deover-used in other contexts of rottenness. parted, etc., see STOCK PATHOS.
See IRRELEVANT ALLUSION.

denote. See CONNOTE.

department. See FIELD.

depend. In its main senses, depend is
construed with on or upon: e.g. He is the
kind of man a girl may depend on to be a
gentleman in whatever circumstances—K. A.
Porter, 1962; It was quite wrong to come
dental. In phonetics, a consonant made to depend too much upon one's children—P.
by the tip of the tongue against the Fitzgerald, 1979; III have a damn good try
upper teeth, e.g. /8/, /Ô/, the speech sound ... You can depend on that—A. Price, 1982;
represented by English th. They are As grandfather grew older ...he seemed
closely related to alveolar consonants to depend increasingly on my company—].
made by the tip or blade of the tongue Simms, 1982. The slightly archaic sense
'to hang down' continues to be called
against the teeth-ridge (or alveolar
on
in literary contexts: The leather sheath,
ridge), e.g. the speech sounds represfrom which two metal chains depended—I.
ented by English t,d,n,s,z.
Murdoch, 1962; From a beam crossing the
dent, dint, are variants of the same low ceiling depended a mobile, the property
word (dent first recorded in ME, dint in of Parker—E. Bowen, 1968. When followed
OE). At one time they both meant a blow by an indirect question, on or upon is
or the mark or hollow made by such a usually not considered necessary in
blow. Now dent means 1 a slight mark spoken English: e.g. it depends what you
or hollow in a surface, as one made by mean by a minimum wage; it depends how
a blow, a collision, etc.; 2 a noticeable much it costs. Fowler (1926) judged such
effect (an overlong lunch made a dent in the constructions to be 'slovenly' and 'indeafternoon). Dint is mostly restricted to the fensible', but his view now seems outphrase by dint of, by means of, but is moded.
sometimes used as a variant of dent 1.
dependant, dependent. The noun has
dentifrice is a generic word (first re- -ant in BrE (but sometimes -ent in AmE);
corded in the 16c.) for preparations used the adj. -ent in both varieties.
to clean the teeth, esp. toothpaste.
Fowler (1926) dismissed it as a 'shop dependence, dependency. See -CE, -CY
word'.
(iii).
denouement, the final unravelling of
a plot or complicated situation in a play,
novel, etc. In OUP house style, romans,
no accent. Pronounce /dei'nurmâ/.

deponent | derring-do
deponent. In Latin grammar, applied
to verbs that are passive in form but
active in meaning, as cônor, cônâtus sum,
cônârî ('to try'), morior, mortuus sum, mori
('to die').
depositary, depository. A depositary is
a person or authority to whom something is entrusted, a trustee. A depository
is a storage place (for furniture, books,
etc.); a store (of wisdom, knowledge, etc.);
and (less frequently) a person or authority to whom something is entrusted.
depot. Romans, no accents. Pronounce
/'depeu/.
deprecate, depreciate. 1 It is important to bear in mind that deprecate (from
L dèprecâri 'to try to avert by prayer') is
in origin an antonym of pray (from L
precârî 'to pray'); and that depreciate (from
L dëpretiâre 'to lower in value', f. pretium
price) is in origin an antonym of appreciate, increase in value. Both words entered
the language in the 17c. and were for
long kept apart. More recently a partial
convergence of sense has become a matter of concern to those who are aware
of the initial distinction between the
two words.
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4 Senses (a) and (b) of deprecate and
sense (b) of depreciate substantially overlap in meaning. The overlapping is emphasized when the adj. deprecating is
preceded by self- (He had the nervous, selfdeprecating air of a man with enough money
to have a bad conscience about it—P. Hansford Johnson, 1959; Barton... smiled, and
then his face changed again, the old, selfdeprecating expression over it—Susan Hill,
1971; my relentlessly self-deprecating dinner
conversation when we met at a restaurant on
Broadway-D. Menaker, 1990). Similarly,
when the nouns deprecation and depreciation are preceded by self- (self-aggression...
extends from relatively minor forms such as
self-deprecation to self-destruction—A. Giddens, 1977; self-depreciation is nothumility—
1827 in OED).
5 In general depreciate is tending to
become restricted to financial contexts
(sense 3(a) above), while deprecate is tending to crowd out depreciate in other senses
and uses. But it is still desirable to keep
in mind the distinction set down in the
first paragraph of this article.

deprival. First recorded in 1611, it is
still occasionally used for the act or state
of depriving. See AL-. Example: There are
areas of need and social deprival here—Oxford
Diocesan Mag., 1984.

2 Deprecate has come to mean (a)
(trans.) (with a plan, proceeding, pur- deprivation. Pronounce /.depn'veijan/.
pose, etc., as object) to express a wish
against or disapproval of (He deprecated Derby(shire). Pronounced /'da:bi(Ja)/ in
an interim settlement, claiming that Egypt standard BrE. In AmE, /d3:rbi-/ is cuswould reject it—H. Kissinger, 1979); (b) tomary for the several senses (e.g. horse(with a person or personal attribute as race [Kentucky Derby], a bowler hat) of the
the object) to express disapproval of, to word.
disparage, to deplore (They continued in de rigueur. Print in italics, and prothat vein, the one deprecating Mr K., the othernounce /da n'g3:/.
praising him; When the news of this 'record'
multiple birth emerged last weekend, few derisive, derisory. Both words entered
dared to deprecate it—Sunday Times, 1987).the language in the 17c. in the sense
'characterized by derision, scoffing,
3 Depreciate means (a) (intrans.) to bemocking'. Derisive also came to mean
come lower in value or price {the value of
'that causes derision, ridiculous' in the
the paper money had depreciated almost to
1890s, and derisory followed suit in the
zero—Edmund Wilson, 1940; Experience
1920s. The two words are now for the
has shown me that their cars are more reliable
most part kept separate, derisive being
and depreciate less—Mail on Sunday, 1985); mostly used in the first sense (derisive
(b) (trans.) to undervalue, to disparage laughter, derisive remarks, etc.), and derisory
(When a patient depreciates a dream, I have in the second (a derisory pay offer, a derisory
found that it usually means his dream is fee, etc.).
particularly important—R. Lindner, 1955;
Before this Wilde depreciated pity as a motivederring-do. A literary word meaning
in art; now he embraced it—R. Ellmann, 'heroic courage, feats of daring'. Spen1969).
ser's Glosse to The Shepheardes Calender,
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descant | desideratum

October (published in 1579) has In derring that it must be based on substantial
doe, In manhoode and cheualrie. He had amounts of real (not invented) data. See
taken the word from 16c. prints of PRESCRIPTTVISM.
Lydgate's Chronicle of Troy, where derrynge
do is misprinted for original dorryng do, desert, dessert. Only desert in the sense
which echoes In dorrynge don that longeth 'an arid waste' is stressed on the first
to a knyght ( = in daring to do what apper- syllable: thus /'dezat/. The unrelated noun
tains to a knight) of Chaucer's Troilus desert (usu. in the pi. deserts) Vhat one
and Criseyde v.837. Lydgate also used the deserves', the noun dessert meaning 'the
phrase as a fully developed noun (e.g. sweet course of a meal', and the verb
Chron. Troy v.136) (Notes & Queries, 1962,desert meaning 'to abandon' are all
369 f). Its currency in modern writers is stressed on the second syllable: thus
due to Scott's use of deeds of such derring- /di'z3:t/.
do (Ivanhoe, ch. xxix). Example: like birds deserter. Thus spelt, not -or. See -OR.
that out of some wrongheaded derring-do had
deservedly. Four syllables. See -EDLY.
nested too high—New Yorker, 1989.
déshabillé. This French word, meaning
'a state of being only partly or carelessly
dressed', is variously pronounced in EngNOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .
lish. The most usual pronunciation is
descendant, descendent, in BrE the probably /deza'biijei/, but initial /deiz-/ is
noun is spelt descendant and the adj. also common. It is also commonly writdescendent, In AmE each word may be ten without accents and pronounced
/deza'birl/. The Anglicized variant dishaspelt -ant or -ent.
bille /disa'biil/ is also used. As the word
description. Fowler (1926) deprecated
came into English in the 17c. it has had
the use of the word as a mere substitute plenty of time to settle down, but has
for kind or sort (no food of any description; not.
crimes of this description). As the use is not
dealt with in any detail in the OED it is desiccated. So spelt (not dessicated).
not easy to determine how old or how desiderate. First used in the 17c. in the
widespread it is. The use has been listed
sense 'to feel the need of, to regret the
without comment in most smaller dic- absense of, this verb is now archaic and
tionaries since at least the 1960s. Ex- seems to be falling by the wayside. See
amples: I tried hard to keep talking, but I DESIDERATUM.
could not think of a single word of any
description—K. Waterhouse, 1959; That's desiderative. 1 'From some Greek and
the first flying machine of any description Latin verbs secondary verbs are formed
that has ever landed on Muck—Brian Moore, with special suffixes expressing the wish
to do, or the being on the point of doing,
1972.
the action. Thus the Latin for be hungry,
descriptive grammar. A term properly be in labour is esurio from edo I eat and
used only of scientifically prepared parturio from pario I give birth to; these
grammars that describe the state of the are desiderative verbs.' (Fowler, 1926). In
standard language or regional forms of other words the desiderative verbs were
a given society at a given time, as re- used for the expression of wants, needs,
vealed by a thorough examination and and desires.
analysis of large quantities of relevant
2 In modern linguistics the term desidlinguistic data. In practice, grammars erative utterances (Lyons, 1977) is applied
written before the 20c. were systemati- to statements of the kind I want the book;
cally prescriptive or normative, and Have a good time!; Get well soon!; etc., i.e.
those written in the manner of A Compre- statements of wishing or wanting conhensive Grammar of the English Languagetaining an element of command.
(1985), by Randolph Quirk et al., descriptive. The two methods converge, esp. as desideratum, something lacking but
shown in grammars prepared for school- needed or desired. Pronounced /di,sidachildren and for foreigners. The key to 'rertam/ or /-'raitam/. Also /di,z-/. PL desiderthe success of the descriptive method is ata; see -UM 2.
descant. The noun is pronounced
/'deskaent/ and the verb /dis'kaent/. See

designedly | detract, distract
designedly. Four syllables; see -EDLY.
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dessert. See DESERT, DESSERT.

designer. Since the 1960s a vogue word
destruct. A back-formation from destrucused first in fashion, etc., to denote goods tion, this verb is first recorded in 1958 in
bearing the name or label of a famous its modern sense connected with space
designer, with the implication that they missiles. It means 'to destroy (a missile
are expensive or prestigious (designer that is malfunctioning or is off course)'.
scarves, labels, jeans, etc.). The word soon The normal past tense is destructed. It has
spread into much wider use, of which also been used as a noun, esp. attributhe following examples may be taken to tively (destruct equipment, system, etc.). In
be typical: A still-growing line of what are the 1960s the extended form self-destruct
known as 'designer drugs', new compounds appeared, used intransitively to mean
that are synthetic 'analogues' of existing '(of a thing) to destroy itself autoillegal mind-altering substances—Sundaymatically', both lit. andfig.:Watergate
Times, 1985; a giant slogan [at the 1988 came from within. The system itself has begun
TUC conference in Bournemouth], to self-destruct-Guardian, 1973; The tape
painted in the sort of designer colours {pink, would automatically self-destruct after twenty
grey and orange) which are nowadays associ-minutes—R. Perry, 1979. Like the simplex,
ated ... with New Realism—Spectator, 1988; self-destruct is also used as a noun, esp.
Mr Douglas Hurd, the Home Secretary, ... attributively (self-destruct device, mechanturned on 'designer violence' on the [TV] ism, etc.).
screen—Times, 1988; he remembered thinking
to himself: so it'sfinallyhappened—designerdestructible. See -ABLE, -IBLE 5, 7.
industrial action—D. Lodge, 1988. The
detail. In BrE the stress falls on the first
short bristly growth on a man's unsyllable for both the noun and the verb.
shaven face, something now much in
In AmE, second-syllable stressing is in
favour, is known as designer stubble. Dethe ascendant for both noun and verb.
signer is a key word in the hyped-up
world of the last three decades of the détente. Retention of the French accent
20c.
is desirable. Print in italics.
desist. Pronounce /di'zist/. The corresponding noun is spelt either desistance
or desistence.
desk. We have all received letters from
the desk of—. The aim, one imagines, is
to give an impression of personal attention. The reply to such letters, according
to William Safire (1979), should begin
Dear Desk.

deter. 1 The pres.pple deterring is pronounced /di't3:nrj/, but the related noun
deterrent has medial /-'ter-/.
2 The r is doubled in the inflected
forms (deterred, deterring) and in the derivatives deterrence and deterrent.
deteriorate. Pronounce all five syllables. The pronunciation with omission
of the medial -or- is a vulgarism.

desolated, as a polite exaggeration for
very sorry, etc., is a GALLICISM, rendering determinately, determinedly. Determinately should not be used to mean 'in
Fr. désolé.
a determined or resolute manner': the
word required for that sense is determindespatch. See DISPATCH.
edly (pronounced as five syllables: see
desperado. Pronounce /-'aidau/. PI. des- -EDLY). Determinately, if used at all, should
peradoes (AmE also -dos). See -O(E)S.
have the sense 'conclusively, finally'.
despicable. In The Spoken Word (1981)
I recommended /'despikabal/, with the
stress on the first syllable, i.e. the traditional pronunciation, but the tide seems
now to have turned in favour of/di'spikabal/.

detestation. Pronounce /diite'steijan/,
with the main stress on the third syllable.
detour. Print without accent and in
romans, and pronounce /'diitua/.

despise. One of the group of English detract, distract. Detract is usually folwords (advertise, devise, surprise, etc.) that lowed by from and means 'take away (a
must not be spelt with -ize. See -ISE 1.
part of something), diminish' (this minor
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deuteragonist | diabolic, diabolical

incident did not detract from their general devolute. In the sense 'to pass or transperformance). Distract, also usually fol- fer by devolution' this verb was freely
lowed by an object and from, means 'to used in the 16c. and then seems to have
draw away the attention of (a person, the lapsed until it was revived (probably as
mind, etc.)' (the excitement of the election a back-formation from devolution) in the
distracted attention from the sharp increase late 19c: The House will devise means of
in traffic accidents). It is true that detract devoluting some of its work to more leisured
was (correctly) used between the 16c. bodies—Pall Mall Gaz., 1891. It has now
and the early 19c. in the sense 'to divert' largely given way again to devolve. Ex(e.g. To detract their attention from every amples: (devolute) Mr Tom King ...is being
thing foreign—1802 in OED), but this use urged to bring negotiations towards finding
is now obsolete in Britain. On BBC (TV) a suitable form of devoluted government for
1 (Nation-wide), on 14 September 1978, the province—Times, 1985; It will be interesting to see which country makes most progress
the Rochdale politician Cyril Smith said
that Jeremy Thorpe detracts attention in reducing teacher shortages—centralizing
(from the real issues of the Liberal Party Britain or devoluting Poland-TES, 1990; (deAssembly), but this can be taken to be a volve) Our increasing dependence on tourism
calls for highly devolved decision makinglapsus linguae.
Glasgow Herald, 1986; Public support for the
deuteragonist, the person second in national question is at an historic high, with
importance to the protagonist in a 50% of Scots favouring a devolved assembly
(Greek) play. The pronunciation recom- and 30% of Scots wanting a separate parliamended is /djuita'raeganist/. Fowler (1926), ment—Marxism Today, 1986.
by contrast, recommended /djurtaradexter. See SINISTER.
'gaumst/.
Deuteronomy. Main stress on the third
syllable, not the first: thus /djuita'mnami/.
develop, developable, development.
Not -ope.
devil's advocate. A translation (first
recorded in 1760) of L advocatus diaboli,
it means 'one who urges the devil's plea
against the canonization of a saint, or
in opposition to the honouring of any
one; hence, one who advocates the contrary or wrong side' (OED). In simpler
terms it means 'a person who tests a
proposition by arguing against it'. It does
not mean one who pleads for a wicked
person.

dexterous. The spelling given preference in COD rather than dextrous. However spelt it is pronounced /'dekstras/, i.e.
with the second e silent.
dhow, a lateen-rigged ship used on the
Arabian sea and adjacent waters. Now
the accepted spelling (not dow, daou,
daw). Pronounce /dau/.

diabolic, diabolical. In general, diabolic
is used with direct reference to attributes
of the devil (Satan ... merely bent his diabolic brow An instant—Byron, 1822), while
diabolical is mainly used in the weakened
senses 'disgraceful, disgracefully bad'
(Asked our postman about communications
between Tunisia and England. He said they
were 'diabolical'—S. Townsend, 1982; From
devise. Not -ize. See -ISE.
my point of view that pitch was dangerous.
deviser, devisor. Devisor is a person In fact it was diabolical-Observer, 1986.)
who devises (i.e. assigns or gives by will) But during the last four centuries this
property, and is in legal use only; deviser distinction has been by no means clearis the agent-noun of devise in all other cut, and the rhythm of the sentence
often governs the choice of form. Comsenses. See -OR.
pare these examples: (diabolic) Human
devoid. An adjective that from its first technology, misused to serve the diabolic purrecorded use in the 15c. has been used poses of human egoism and wickedness, is a
more deadly danger than earthquakes—
only predicatively and followed by of
Examples: A very simple style of dress, devoidToynbee and flceda, 1976; (diabolical)
of ornament or pretension--W. G. Palgrave, Mephistopheles, a diabolical figure who
1865; the Council is devoid of any powers- played a great part in my imaginative life—
A. Powell, 1976.
BBC Radio 4, 1976.

diachronic | dialogue
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(subject only to the kind of internal linguistic change to which all forms of
language are prone), and do not enter the
standard language. Twentieth-century
CHRONIC.
exceptions to this rule include elevenses,
diaeresis (AmE dieresis). PI. diaereses to give (someone) an old-fashioned look,
/-si:z/. Two dots placed over the second and gobsmacked, all of which are now
of two vowels (as in naïve, Chloë, Eloïse), part of the standard language.
and occas. in other circumstances (e.g.
Most English people can recognize reBronte), to indicate that it is sounded gional forms of pronunciation without
separately. Since the sign is often not on having any form of professional training,
modern keyboards it is often omitted in though only in broad terms (Scottish,
printed work; and it has also usually West Country, Geordie, Scouse, etc.). The
been dropped from such familiar words ability to pin down the speech of a person
as aerate, cooperate (now aerate, cooperate). to a particular city or locality is the preOccasional examples still occur, e.g. I serve of fully trained dialect scholars and
reentered the chestnut tunnel—New Yorker, phoneticians. Work is proceeding in an
1987.
encouraging manner on the analysis of
particular linguistic features in selected
diagnose. Properly used to mean 'to places (Norwich, Reading, etc.), but fullmake a diagnosis of (a disease, a mechan- scale dictionaries and grammars, both
ical fault, etc.)' (he was able to diagnose the diachronic and synchronic, of the major
fault at once), but now often used with a dialects of all regions of the UK remain
person as object (a baby who was incorrectly primary desiderata. It should constantly
diagnosed as having died before birth, only be borne in mind that non-standard
to be delivered alive, but paralysed, 17 hoursfeatures of grammar are in widespread
later-T. Stuttaford, 1990).
use in the UK, and that they are not considered to be erroneous in these regions.
diagnosis. PI. diagnoses /-si:z/.
They are also socially and ethnically oriented and class-bound: e.g. (workingdiagram. The extended and derivative
class dialect of Reading) I wants it; I don't
forms have -mm- (diagrammed, diagrameat none of that; he done it hisself (J.
ming; diagrammatic), but often -m- in AmE
Cheshire, 1982); my hair needs washed
for the verbal forms. See -M-, -MM-.
(Scotland and some areas immediately to
dial. In BrE usu. dialled, dialling for the the south of the border—P. Trudgill,
1983); I don't want it but (Scotland, Northinflected forms, but -I- in AmE.
ern Ireland, parts of north-east Engdialect. 'Within the British Isles, now land-P. Trudgill, 1983).
as in the past, the English language exists dialectal, dialectic, dialectical (adjs.).
and persists in an uncountable number Throughout the 19c. all three words were
of forms. Only one form—that taught freely used in the sense 'belonging to or
to foreigners—is "standard" ' (Burchfield, of the nature of a dialect', but the only
1985, 124). The words and meanings of one now used in this sense in profesmany of these dialects are recorded in sional work is dialectal. Dialectic and diaJoseph Wright's English Dialect Dictionary lectical are now confined to the language
(1896-1905) and in a Survey of English of logical disputation, and the phrase
Dialects (1962-8), edited by Harold Orton dialectical materialism to a specific, now
and others. There is a Linguistic Atlas of discredited, theory propagated by Karl
England (1978), edited by Harold Orton Marx and Friedrich Engels.
and others, and numerous monographs,
articles, etc., on or about dialects in dialogue is neither necessarily, nor
general or particular dialects. Such at- necessarily not, the talk of two persons.
lases and studies usually contain dotted It is 'conversation as opposed to monoand shaded maps showing where one logue, to preaching, lecturing, speeches,
linguistic feature ends and a competing narrative, or description' (Fowler, 1926),
one begins. For the most part dialectal and is ultimately derived from Gk ôidXowords, meanings, and pronunciations yos 'conversation' (old 'through, across').
remain in their own geographical area It has nothing to do with Gk Si- 'twice'.
diachronic. In linguistics, concerned
with the historical development of a language, dialect, etc., as opposed to SYN-

diamond | didacticism
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Cf. DUOLOGUE. In AmE, dialogue is sometimes spelt dialog. Dialogue is now very
commonly used of discussions taking
place between opposing groups (e.g.
trade unions and management) or nations. In such contexts it is more or less
synonymous with negotiations. Dialogue
has a long history as a verb, beginning
with Shakespeare (e.g. Dost Dialogue with
thy shadow?, 1607), but is at present out
of favour as part of the present-day hostility of many standard speakers to verbs
believed to have been recently 'coined'
from nouns.

(these are called literature') and the relatively
early writings that cannot (and these are
called language')—R. Quirk, 1974. In
general, the traditional words used in
such contexts, e.g. paradox, division, split,
conflict, dilemma, are often contextually
more comfortable.
dictate. The noun, usu. in pi. (dictates of
conscience), is stressed on thefirstsyllable,
and the verb (he dictated a letter to his
secretary) on the second. See NOUN AND
VERB ACCENT 1.

dictionary, encyclopaedia, glossary,
lexicon. A dictionary is a book that lists,
diamond. Normally three syllables in usu. in alphabetical order, and explains
BrE, /'daiamand/, but frequently just two, the words of a language or gives equiva/'daimand/, in AmE.
lent words in another language (a bilingual dictionary). The term is also used for
diaphanous. See TRANSPARENT.
reference books on any subject, the items
diarrhoea. Spelt thus in BrE (with oe of which are arranged in alphabetical
still sometimes printed in the ligatured order: thus Fowler's 1926 book was called
A Dictionary of Modern English Usage; cf.
form œ) but as diarrhea in AmE.
also A Dictionary of Canadianisms, Chamdiastole, in physiology, is pronounced bers's Technical Dictionary, etc. The largest
as four syllables, /dai'aestali/.
English dictionary is the OED (2nd edn,
1989) in twenty volumes. General dicdice (noun). In origin (14c.) the pi. of
tionaries are sharply divided into those
die, (noun) (as in the die is cast, now fig.,
that largely omit names (Napoleon, Berlin,
'the decisive step is taken'). The small
Buckingham Palace, Rembrandt, etc.) and
cubes with faces bearing 1-6 spots used
those that include them in moderate, or
in games of chance are the dice (pi.); and
even substantial, numbers.
one of them is also called a dice.
An encyclopaedia is a book, often in
dichotomy, a division into two (ult. several volumes, giving information on
from Gk Ôixoxouia, from 81x0- many subjects, including personal and
'asunder' + -touia used to form abstract geographical names, or on many aspects
nouns from adjs. in -ronos 'cutting', as of one subject, usually arranged alphaanatomy, lobotomy, etc.). Since the Greek betically. The best-known example is the
iota is short, the usual English pronunci- Encyclopaedia Britannica. A well-known
ation with initial /dai-/ goes against the one-volume encyclopaedia is The Hutchinetymology. The word has long-estab- son Encyclopedia (9th edn, 1990).
A glossary is an alphabetically arranged
lished senses in logic, astronomy, botany,
and zoology (essentially 'division into list of the more difficult terms or words
two, bifurcation'), but the most note- found in the text, story, technical work,
worthy 20C development is its free use etc., to which it is appended. Its explanain general contexts to mean 'something tions are usually much briefer than those
paradoxical or ambivalent*. Examples: By in a dictionary.
a dichotomy familiar to us all, a woman A lexicon is a unidirectional bilingual
dictionary of an ancient language, e.g.
requires her own baby to be perfectly normal,
and at the same time superior to all other ancient Greek, Hebrew, Syriac, and
babies—]. Wyndham, 1957; Their uncriticalArabic.
use of the 'Communist' versus 'free world' dictum. PI. dicta (rarely dictums). See -UM
dichotomy—Listener, 1966; The coffee-table
featured a couple of Shakespeare texts and a3copy of Time Out—an intriguing dichotomy, didacticism. Fowler (1926), in an eleperhaps—M. Amis, 1973; there has been per-gant but now dated essay characteristic
petuated a dichotomy between the relativelyof his generation, objected to 'The Anglomodern writings that can be 'appreciated'Indian who has discovered that the

didn't ought | different
suttee he read of as a boy is called sati
by those who know it best is not content
to keep so important a piece of knowledge to himself; he must have the rest
of us call it sati, like the Hindoos (ah,
no—Hindus) and himself; at any rate, he
will give us the chance of mending our
ignorant ways by printing nothing but
sati and forcing us to guess what word
known to us it may stand for.' Other
examples were cited, including the replacement of Caliph by Khalîf (but see
CALIPH). Such 'didacticism', i.e. a tendency to insist on the alteration or replacement of traditional spellings,
meanings, pronunciations, etc., in the
interests of social, ethnic, or international amity, has continued throughout the 20c. Examples include: Asiatic
-+ Asian; Eskimo -»• Lnuit; Kenya, pronunciation changed from /'kirnja/ to
/'kenja/; Llanelly -> Llanelli; Maori -»•
Maori (or even Maaori); Mahometan -»
Mohammedan -»• Muhammadan (but
nearly always replaced by Muslim); Moslem -» Muslim; saree -»• sari; veldt ->
veld. For details see these words, or most
of them, at their alphabetical places. See
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diesel, named after a German engineer
(d. 1913) called R. Diesel, is so spelt.
dietitian. The OUP house-rule spelling,
not dietician.
differ. In the sense 'to be unlike or
distinguishable', differ is almost always
followed by from {my interpretation of the
passage differs substantiallyfromhis). When
it means 'to disagree, to be at variance
with' the customary preposition, at least
until the end of the 19c, was with {To
unite with those who differ with us—J. H.
Newman, 1833; J differed with him in the
conclusion he drew—J. T. Coleridge, 1869).
The second of these is now in relatively
restricted use (at least in BrE) except
when there is an on- or obout-phrase as
complement {I'm very sorry to differ with
you on/about that).

different. 1 The commonly expressed
view that different should only be followed byfromand never by to or than is
not supportable in the face of past and
present evidence or of logic, though the
distribution of the constructions is not
straightforward.
also ETHNIC TERMS; FEMININE DESIGNATIONS; LINGUISTIC ENGINEERING;
(a) History. The OED lists examples of
POLITICAL CORRECTNESS.
each of the three constructions from
the dates indicated: differentfrom1590,
didn't ought.
A remarkable com- different to 1526, different than 1644. In
bination of the marginal modal ought the 20C. a marked preference for different
and the periphrastic negative auxiliary from has been shown in BrE; in the same
didn't (treated in the OED s.v. ought v. 8). period different than has flourished in
Almost certainly of dialectal origin, it AmE, but so too has differentfrom.In both
has made its way into novels of the 19c. countries, in all kinds of circumstances,
and 20C. and into informal speech as a different to has been widely perceived as
typical construction used by rustic or a credible alternative (cf. indifferent to,
sparsely educated speakers (I... told him but not indifferent from or than). Modern
he didn't ought to go—C. M. Yonge, 1854; examples of each construction: (from) it
And I hope that none here will say I did
presents a rather different view of abstraction
anything I didn't ought. For I only done my from anything which one could find in the
duty—M. Innes, 1942; You didn't ought to histories of modern art written 20 or 30 years
have let that fire out (Piggy speaking)—W. ago—Illustrated London News, 1980; The
Golding, 1954).
Anglo-American approach to copyright was
thought to be different from the approach
die (noun). See DICE.
taken by France and other European coundie (verb). When used with a preposi- tries—New Yorker, 1987; He's no different
tion, the normal constructions are to die from my other brother, in the end—N. Gordof (a malady, hunger, old age, etc.) or imer, 1988; (to) (rarer in AmE) He looked
to die from (a wound, inattention, etc.); no different at first to other boys Margaret
formerly (14-17c.) also to die with (a had known-M. Leland, 1986; I found that
disease, the sword, etc.). Numerous ex- a meadow seen against the light was an
amples of each construction and also entirely different tone of green to the same
of to die for (a cause, object, reason, or meadow facing the light—Scots Magazine,
1986; It is readily possible ...to argue for
purpose), are provided in the OED.
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priorities different to those of the 'new voca-we went to different [i.e. various] places in
tionalism'—Essays & Studies, 1987; Geoffrey
Tasmania).
Palmer is a vastly different prime minister to
his predecessor—B. Jesson in Metro (NZ), differentia. PI. differentiae /-Jn:/.
1990; (than) It was no different than wolves differentiation. 1 See-ciATioN.-TiA-noN.
cross-cutting on a deer—T. Findley, 1984
2 The term was applied by Fowler
(Canad.); he wondered if people now made
love ... in a different way than their grand- (1926) principally to pairs of words that
parents-T. Keneally, 1985 (Aust.); This at one time or another shared a common
discrepancy is intriguing because most scal-meaning in the standard language but
lops have a very different mode of life thanhave now become distinct. For example,
among the OED's 18c. quotations for
other species—Bull. Amer. Acad. Arts & Sri.,
1987. The construction with than is wide- spiritual and spirituous are these two: It
spread in AmE, but does not form part may not here be improper to take notice of a
wise and spiritual saying of this young
of the regular language in Britain.
A contrary view is sometimes ex- prince—Isaac DTsraeli, 1791-1823; The
pressed. I quote from The Oxford Guide toGreeks, who are a spirituous and wise
English Usage (1993): 'Both different to and People—]. Savage, 1703. The linking of
different than are especially valuable as a each with wise indicates that they are
means of avoiding the repetition and interchangeable. In present-day usage
the relative construction required after they have drawn apart. Differentiation
different from in sentences like J was a very has occurred. Similarly, airship when first
different man in 1935 from what I was in used meant any type of aircraft, whether
1916 {Joyce Cary). This could be recast as lighter or heavier than air; later, by difI was a very different man in 1935 than I ferentiation from aeroplane (and airplane),
was in 19160T than in 1916. Compare The airship became confined to the former
American theatre, which is suffering from akind. Differentiations become complete
different malaise than ours, which is greatly not by authoritative pronouncements or
preferable to suffering from a different mal- dictionary fiats (as Fowler correctly obaise from that which ours is suffering from.' served), but by being gradually adopted
A wiser course, perhaps, is simply to in speaking and writing. It is the business
avoid different than if you happen to be of a writer of a usage guide to give a
writing (or speaking) in Britain. There clear indication of the stage reached by
are other ways of recasting sentences such differentiations in so far as the
than by simply substituting equivalent boundaries and limits can be determined from the available evidence.
American constructions.
Scores of pairs of words that have
(b) Logic. The principle upon which become partially or fully differentiated
different to is questioned is based on the are dealt with at their alphabetical
premiss that we do not say differ to. By places in this book. Judgements are also
this argument, all words in the same offered about the rights and wrongs of
morphological family should be con- the attitudes of writers and of members
strued with the same prepositions; e.g. of the general public where controversial
we ought to say according with (instead areas exist. For example: (fully differenof according to) because we say accords tiated in standard English but somewith. Contrast also full of "withfilledwith; times confounded) affect\effect, defusel
proud 0/with pride in.
diffuse, deprecateldepreciate, fortuitousj
2 Different has been informally used fortunate, implyjinfer, masterful\masterly,
throughout the 20c. to mean 'out of the prevaricate\procrasUnate, refutejdeny; (parordinary, special': What a perfectly lovely tially differentiated, with a residual band
couch ... Why, it is so beautifully differ- of overlapping meaning) administerl
ent/—D. F. Canfield, 1912; They are always administrate, admissionjadmittance, continstriving to write a piece of copy that will be ual! continuous, mutuallcommon.
'different'—Publishers' Weekly, 1930.
differently. 1 Normally construed with
3 In a weaker sense, different is some- from {John Dunston had been brought up very
times used inadvisedly as a synonym differently from his father—Bodleian Libr. Rec,
of various, separate, distinct, etc. (Different1986), but historically, like different,
people told me I had done therightthing; sometimes construed with to or than.

diffuse I dilettante
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2 Occas. combined with abled (so differ- termination -ôtum). In surgery the forms
ently abled) in AmE and used as a synonym dilatation and dilator are customary. In
of disabled (the faculty [at Oberlin College, lay use (except when the reference is to
Ohio] voted to establish a committee for the an operation on a woman's cervix) the
differently abled—Observer (Oberlin Col- dominant forms are dilation and dilator.
lege), 1990. See POLITICAL CORRECTNESS.
dilatory. Pronounce /'dilatan/. It should
diffuse. See DEFUSE.
be noted that it is not formed like the
diffusible. So spelt, not -able. See -ABLE, words in the preceding entry, but is from
L dïlâtum, pa.pple of differre 'to defer,
-IBLE 7.
delay'.
dig. Of French origin in the 14c, it was
conjugated as a weak verb (with digged dilemma. 1 The traditional pronuncias pa.t. and pa.pple) for some three cen- ation /di'lema/, with short i answering to
turies (all the wels which his fathers semants the short iota in Gk 5iA,rm|j.a, is now
had digged in the dayes of Abraham—Gen. being threatened by initial /dai-/.
(AV) 26:15; Also he built towers in the desert,
and digged many wélles—i Chr. (AV) 26:10). 2 The word is correctly used to mean
Beginning in the 16c. it acquired a pa.t. 'a choice between two alternatives both
dug and (in the 18c.) the same form began of which are undesirable' {They were in
to be used for the pa.pple. The later the dilemma of either violating the Constitution or losing a golden opportunity). It is
forms are, of course, now invariable.
widely, but loosely, used to mean simply
digest.
The noun is pronounced
'a problem, a difficult choice' (What to
/'daid3est/, with the stress on the first do with one's spare time is a modern disyllable (Reader's Digest), and the verb lemma). See POPULARIZED TECHNICALITIES.
/dai'd3est/, /di-/, with the stress on the Historical note. The term was first used in
second. See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1.
the 16c. in rhetoric (and so in logic) to
mean 'a form of argument involving an
digraph. Any combination of two letters adversary in the choice of two (or, loosely,
used to represent a single speech sound, more) alternatives, either of which is (or
e.g. dg in judge /d3Ad3/, gh in tough /Uf/,
appears) equally unfavourable to him'
ng in long /ton/, ea in head /hed/, ee in Jleet
(OED). The alternatives are commonly
/flirt/, etc. The term is also sometimes
spoken of as the horns of a dilemma, either
applied to ligatures like x as in xsthetics
of which would impale him.
(if so printed) and œ as in œuvre.
There are many contexts in the past
and at the present time when the line
dike. See DYKE.
between the strict use and the 'loose'
dilapidated. Occas. thought to be cor- one is very fine, and even non-existent.
rectly applied only to a stone structure But when words like problem or difficult
that has fallen into disrepair, because choice fit neatly into such contexts they
its stem answers ultimately to L lapis, should be used in preference to 'dilapidem 'stone'. But even in Latin the lemma'. A range of representative exverb dîlapidâre was used in extended fig- amples: She was in the dilemma of those
urative senses apart from the literal who must combine dignity with a bad
sense 'to bring (an edifice) into a state cold—M. Innes, 1942; The dilemma is logicof partial ruin'.
ally insoluble: we cannot sacrifice either freedilatation, etc. This (first recorded dom or the organization needed for its
C1400) and dilatator (1611) are the etymo- defence—I. Berlin, 1949; He was caught in
logically correct forms, since the medial a dilemma, a choice between doing a show
element (as also in the verb dilate) an- or going on a much-needed vacation—D. Halswers to the L adj. lotus 'broad, wide'. berstam, 1979; Three corridors: one to the
But the shorter unetymological forms left, one ahead, one to the right... 'Dilemma.
dilation (1598) and dilator (1605) also came Left, right or centre?'-D. Bogarde, 1980.
into use at an early stage under the
influence of patterns like calculate ~ cal- dilettante. PI. either dilettanti (proculation (in which the stem simply repres- nounced the same as the sing.) or diletents the L first-conjugation pa.pple tantes.

dim I disastrous
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dim.

For dim religious light, see IRRELEV-

shore; directly opposite; ( = immediately)
Directly after this, he was taken away. Only
directly, not direct, can occur immediately
diminuendo. PI. diminuendos (see -O(E)S before an adjective (directly responsible for
6) or diminuendi (as in It.).
the accident). In informal contexts directly
is used as a conjunction = 'as soon as,
dinghy. The pronunciations /'dirji/ and
the moment after' (Iodine and phosphorus
/'dingi/ are both in common use.
combine directly they come in contact). In
dingo (wild Australian dog). PL dingoes. this use directly is elliptical for directly
thatjas/when. In dialectal use and in AmerSee -O(E)S I .
ica directly has also been used since about
dint. See DENT.
the mid-i9c. to mean 'shortly, very soon'
(III come directly). It is important to avoid
diocese. Pronounce /'daiasis/. PL dioceses ambiguity in the use of the two words:
/'daiasirz/ or /'daiasisiz/. The spelling diocess in he went direct to Paris the sense is
was customary from the 16c. to the end
'without deviation'; but in he went directly
of the 18c. and was the only form recog- to Paris the sense is 'immediately'.
nized by Dr Johnson and other 18c. lexicographers. See SEE.
dirigible. As noun and adj. spelt with
-Me.
diphtheria. Normally pronounced /difdis-. As a living prefix, it continues
'Giana/, irregularly /dip-/.
to form nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and
diphthong. Pronounce /'drfBon/. The pro- verbs, expressing negation, indicating
nunciation with initial /'dip-/ is highly the reversal or absence of an action or
irregular. The word is properly applied
state, etc. Twentieth-century accessions
only to a speech sound (very frequent in to the language in dis- include disaffiliEnglish) in one syllable in which the ation (1926), disambiguate (v., 1963), disconarticulation begins as for one vowel and firm (v., 1936), disconfirmation (1937),
moves as for another (as in coin, loud, fire, diseconomy (1937), disincentive (1946), disinsure, etc.). In professional work it should vestment (1938), dispersant (1944), disquietnot be confused with DIGRAPH or LIGAingly (1901), and dissimilatory (adj., 1901).
ANT ALLUSION.

TURE.

Cf. DE-.

diploma. The pi. is now always diplomas.
Until the late 19c. the pi. form diplomata
( = state papers) was also used.

disassemble. The customary modern
sense 'to take to pieces, to take apart' is
first recorded in 1922, and now forms
part of the regular language, applied
esp., but by no means only, to machinery
that is being dismantled (The reconstruction of disassembled paintings—TLS, 1958).
In dictionaries and in actual usage it
stands well apart from dissemble 'to conceal'.

diplomat, diplomatist. Both words
entered the language at the beginning
of the 19c. Diplomat is now the more
usual of the two, but the reverse was the
case throughout the 19c.

direct, directly. Both have been used
as adverbs for several centuries (direct disassociate. A common but now
first recorded C1450, directly C1400), but widely condemned variant (first renow directly is much the more common. corded in 1603) of DISSOCIATE. Examples:
Direct is usual when it means 'straight it [sc. an aeroplane] appears disassociated
in direction or aspect, without deviation' from the weight, noise and violence of a huge
(Air NZflightsgo direct from Heathrow to jet shouldering its unnatural way through
Los Angeles; the property is held direct from the pure air-Janice Elliott, 1985; Any other
the Crown; purchasable onlyfromthe centralwoman would have disassociated herself, gone
office direct); or 'without intermediaries' where she wasn't known, changed her
(he appealed over the head of his line manager name—A, L. Barker, 1987; The Foreign Office
direct to the chief executive). The natural at once issued a statement disassociating the
form in most of the senses of the adverb Governmentfromthe idea—Spectator, 1988.
is directly (the beginning of a development
which was to lead directly to some of his finestdisastrous. Be careful not to introduce
war poems; the wind is blowing directly on a fourth syllable: it is not dis-ast-€r-ous.

disbar | discuss
disbar. See DEBAR.
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discord. The noun is stressed on the
first syllable and the verb on the second.

disc. OED (1896) gave disk as 'the earlier See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1.
and better spelling' but in the second
edition (1989) declared that 'disc is now discothèque. Adopted from French
the more usual form in British English'. (where it was coined on the model of Fr.
In the 20C. there has indeed been a bibliothèque 'library'), it could have come
marked preference for disc in Britain but to mean in English as in French 'a record
library, a library of discs'. Instead (first
for disk in America. The division has been
recorded in 1954) we adopted its second
lessened by the almost universal spelling
French sense, 'a club, party, etc., where
of the computer storage device as disk
(loud) music is played for dancing'.
(magnetic disk, disk drive,floppydisk, etc.).
For the time being, however, disc brake, discount. The noun is stressed on the
the sun's disc, compact disc, disc harrow, discfirst syllable and the verb on the second.
jockey, etc., remain the standard forms See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1.
in BrE. For most of these disk is the more
discourse. The noun is stressed on the
usual form in AmE.
first syllable and the verb on the second.
discernible. Thus spelt in OUP house

See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1.

style, not -able. See -ABLE, -IBLE 7.

discourse analysis. A modern term
(first recorded in 1952) for the linguistic
analysis of stretches of language with
the aim of disentangling the unspoken
rituals, strategies, and implications built
(unconsciously) into them and the inferences to be drawn from them. A standard
textbook on the subject is by Gillian
Brown and George Yule (1983).

disciplinary. Pronounce /'disiplman/ or
/disi'plman/. The pronunciation with the
stressed third syllable rhyming with fine,
once occasionally heard, now seems to
have vanished.

discomfit. Once (from the 13c. onward)
mainly used in the primary sense 'to
undo in battle' and 'to defeat or over- discover, invent. The distinction bethrow the plans or purpose of, discomfit tween the two verbs was neatly made in
1783 by Hugh Blair in his Lectures on
is now mainly used in the weakened
sense 'to disconcert'. It is also often quali- Rhetoric and Belles Lettres: We invent things
fied by rather (Bell, conscious of past backslid-that are new; we discover what was before
ings, seemed rather discomfited—William hidden. Galileo invented the télescope; Harvey
Black, 1872). In this weakened sense it discovered the circulation of the blood. As
comes close to the etymologically unre- COD has it, discover means 'to find out or
lated verb to discomfort 'to make uneasy', become aware of, whether by research
or searching or by chance (discovered a
and is possibly causing discomfort to be
new entrance; discovered that they had been
used less often as a verb. As a noun,
overpaidy; and invent means 'to create
discomfort 'lack of ease, slight pain' (tight
by thought, devise; to originate (a new
shoes, a slightly twisted onkle, etc., can cause
method, instrument, etc.); to concoct (a
discomfort) remains common. Examples:
false story, etc.)'.
He seemedflustered,discomfited, and this
amused me: Why should he feel embarrassed discreet, discrete. The two words are
before a nigger preacher?--W. Styron, 1966; pronounced the same, and are etymoI should have corrected her, but, discomfited,logically 'the same word', i.e. are
missed the right moment—A. Lurie, 1969. doublets (ME from L discritus, pa.pple
of discernere 'sift'), but differ widely in
disconnection. Now thus spelt in OUP meaning. Discreet means 'circumspect in
speech or action; unobtrusive (a discreet
house style, not disconnexion.
touch of rouge)'. Discrete means 'individudiscontent. From Shakespeare's famous ally distinct, separate (a télescope powerful
lines Now is the winter of our discontent, enough to resolve galaxies into discrete stars)'.
Made glorious summer by this sonne ofYorke
discus. PL discuses, not disci. See -us 1.
(Richard III i.i.i) has been drawn one of
the commonest of modern political disCUSS. Anyone reading 19c. fiction
clichés, a winter of discontent.
should be alert to the use of discuss, when
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used in the context of an item of food disinformation, first recorded in 1939
or drink, to mean 'to try the quality of, (applied to a German 'Disinformation
to consume' (A tall, stout, country-looking Service'), is a keyword in the political
man ... busily discussing huge slices of coldvocabulary of the 20c. At the height of
boiled beef-Scott, 1815; Turner was always the Cold War (1945-89) the disseminto be seen between ten and eleven at the ation of concocted false information was
Athenaeum, discussing his half-pint of one of the most potent and dangerous
sherry-G. W. Thornbury, 1861.
weapons of governments, and especially
of the various intelligence groups, the
discussible. Thus spelt. See -ABLE, CIA, the KGB, MI6, etc.
-IBLE 3.

disingenuous means 'having secret
motives, lacking in candour; insincere'
(said of persons or their actions), whereas
ingenuous, its antonym, means 'innocent,
artless, frank*. Examples: (disingenuous)
I should be disingenuous if I pretended not
-ISE 1 .
to be flattered-W. Golding, 1982; Adam
B. Ulam, the director of Harvard's Russian
disgruntled has settled into restricted Research Center, likes to say Triple S' while
use as an adj.—the older use of disgruntle flashing a disingenuous grin that's meant to
as a finite verb belongs to the past—but make you wonder whether his Polish accent is
it has brought into being in the 20c. perhaps thicker than you had supposed—New
the pleasing occasional back-formation Yorker, 1990: (ingenuous) She took off the
gruntled (I could see that, if not actually ingenuous little hat that Anna thought suitdisgruntled, he was far from being able for her years—E. Bowen, 1938; De
gruntled—?. G. Wodehouse, 1938) in the Wilde's ingenuous imagination appeals
sense 'pleasing, satisfied, contented'.
strongly to Miss Lillie, who has a great deal
disguise. Always spelt thus, never -ize. of urchin in her—K. Tynan, 1961.
See -ISE 1.
disinterest. This noun has or has had
disgustful. First recorded in a work three branches of meaning: 1 that which
by Beaumont and Fletcher in 1616 and is contrary to interest or advantage,
commonly used from the 17c. to the 19c. something against the interest of or disto mean (in varying degrees) 'causing advantageous to (a person or thing) (reaversion or distaste', disgustful has gone corded from 1662 onward, but now rare
into partial retreat in the 20c. and is or obsolete): e.g. All gain, increase, interest
now uncommon. Examples: He brought ... to the lender of capital, is loss, decrease,
out an English phrase with an air of handing and dis-interest to the borrower of capital—
Ruskin, 1876.
it over to me between disgustful finger-tips—P.
Lubbock, 1923; and now the time has come 2 Impartiality (recorded from 1658
to enumerate a few of the reasons the whole onward and still current, but not in
event [sc. the Albert Einstein Peace Prize] common use): e.g. We here see Morris workwas so disgustful to the present writer—Time,ing, with entire disinterest, at his work, and
1985.
caring above all things for fine workmanship—Sat. Rev., 1896.
dishabille. See DÉSHABILLÉ.
3 Absence of interest, unconcern (redisillusion, disillusionize. Both verbs corded from 1889 onward): e.g. The days
came into being in the 1860s and both of service disinterest are over. The RA.F. has
seem to have remained in respectable begun to think seriously ... about the future
use at least until the end of the 19c. of space—Guardian, 1962; He misread my
Since then it has been downhill all the quietude ...as either agreement or disagreeway for the longer form, while disillusion, ment. It was neither. Pure, unadulterated disand esp. disillusioned as pa.t., pa.pple, and interest-C. Achebe, 1987; because of his noppl adj., have flourished. Disillusion, nonsense approach to art ... disinterest in
formed from dis- 'deprived of, rid o f + modernistic rhetoric and formalist theorynoun, has numerous parallels {discredit, Christian Sci. Monitor, 1987. This third use
is controversial; cf. DISINTERESTED.
disfigure, dismast, etc.).
disenfranchise, disfranchise.
Both
verbs have been in the language for several centuries. At present disenfranchise
is the more common of the two.
Both verbs end in -ise not -ize. See

disinterest | disinterested
It is worth noting that the notion of
impartiality is more often conveyed by
the word disinterestedness than it is by
disinterest. Sense 3 is sometimes expressed by the word uninterest, but this
word has tell-tale signs of being an example of 'error-avoidance', brought into
being because of the controversial nature of disinterest 3.
The best course is to avoid using the
noun disinterest altogether until it has
reached safe shores. See UNINTEREST.
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abeyance until it was revived in the 20c.
(Oxford, after three successive defeats, are almost entirely disinterested in the Boat RaceDaily Tél., 1970). Meanwhile in its second
sense, 'impartial, free from self-seeking',
disinterested has been in unbroken use
since 1659. The sense 'impartial' can
therefore be said to have had a longer
period of continuous use.

3 Synchronic. Without doubt the sense
'uninterested, not interested' is making
a strong challenge at the present time.
disinterest (verb), to rid of interest or The community is divided into those
concern. Labelled 'Now rare' in the OED, who believe that a genuine and useit seems to be having a new lease of life ful distinction (disinterested = impartial/
to judge from the following: I try to uninterested = not interested) is being
disinterest myself from politics—A. Huxley, eroded, and others who, for whatever
1923; To dilute purposely the Canadian con- reason, have simply not heard the word
tent of CN&Q,is ..., perhaps, to disinterest being used to mean 'impartial', and just
its Canadian subscribers as much as it might regard it as a routine antonym of interpossibly interest and attract foreign sub- ested.
scribers-Canad. N. & Q., 1984.
A listing of examples underlines the
disinterested. Not recognized as a prob- strong presence of both meanings at the
lem by Fowler (1926), the use of disinter- present time: ( = impartial, unbiased) His
ested to mean 'uninterested' had become disinterested, scholarly attitude—K. M. Elisa
a matter of fierce controversy by the beth Murray, 1977; A disinterested approach
1970s and 1980s. In The Spoken Word to the literature of the past can liberate us from
(1981) I reported that the use 'attracts being dominated by the anxieties, problems,
more unfavourable comment from [BBC] and even more by the clichés of today—H.
listeners than any other word . . . with Gardner, 1981; Many competent and disthe possible exception of hopefully'. The interested experts on world poverty often stress
problem was neatly pointed up by the the sterility of the East-West confrontationactor Julian Glover about his mother: Encounter, 1981; a tenacity and sheer steadShe's also a word pedant, and I hate havingfastness which must compel admiration ...
inherited this from her. She corrects me firmly from the disinterested observer. But of course
about 'disinterested' and 'uninterested'— none of the observers of twelfth<entury Engcommon but good examples. It's maddening,land was disinterested—Antonia Fraser,
drives people bananas—Sunday Times Mag.,1988. ( = not interested) 'Peanuts, lollies
and chocolates,' he muttered in a supremely
1990.
The word can be approached in three disinterested voice—M. Pople, 1986 (Aust.); A
ways: 1 Etymology. The prefix dis- has a young girl [se. a nurse, summoned by a
primary function of expressing negation. patient] in a green smock came at a disinterOn these grounds dis-interested would in ested pace—New Yorker, 1987; Maclennan a
a literal sense mean 'not interested, un- peared disinterested in hearing any more
interested'. But interested can mean about our conversations—John Grant (foreither 'having an interest in, being curi- mer SDP MP), 1988; Washington ensured
ous about' (he was interested in philately) that he would appear to be what in fact he was,
or 'not impartial' (an interested party). As a republican gentleman disinterested in
a result, disinterested can therefore mean power-TLS, 1988; she remains stubbornly
'not having an interest in* or 'not not neat and unadorned, disinterested in fashimpartial, i.e. impartial'. The etymologi- ion—Susan Johnson, 1990 (Aust.).
cal approach is too fundamental to be
The varied pattern of meanings shown
helpful.
in other words in the same family is also
2 Diachronic. In the 17c. and 18c, from bound to have had an effect on the distriDonne to the Junius Letters (1767), dis- bution of the conflicting meanings
interested meant 'not interested, uncon- of disinterested: thus disinterestedly (a
cerned'. This sense then went into impartially 1711-, (b) without interest or

disjunctive | dispute
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concern 1941 (e.g. Instead, she gazes dis- dispatch. The preferred form, not desinterestedly and unblinkingly at her fawning patch.
inquisitor and removes aringfrom her finger
which she toys with absently-Q, 1991); dispel means to drive away in different
disinterestedness = impartiality 01682-. In directions, to disperse, and is used literally (dispel clouds, fog, etc.) and with
these the 'impartial' sense has the edge.
My recommendation is to restrict dis- generalized abstract nouns (dispel fear,
interested to its sense o f impartial', at any notions, suspicions, etc.). It is not idiomatically used with an indivisible entity
rate for the present. See UNINTERESTED.
as object (dispel an accusation, a rumour,
disjunctive. In grammar, applied esp. to etc.); other verbs (rebut, refute, etc.) are
a conjunction (as but, nor, or) expressing a available for such contexts.
choice between two or more words, as dispensable. Thus spelt. See -ABLE,
but in he is poor but happy, and or in she -IBLE 6.
asked if he was going or staying, as against
one which has an additive function (e.g. dispenser. Thus spelt, not -or. See -OR.
and). The distinction is of some importdisposable.
Thus spelt. See -ABLE,
ance in determining the number of verbs
-IBLE 6.
after compound subjects: (disjunctive)
Neither the binary nor the synthetic approachdisposal, disposition. In some conis particularly satisfactory; (copular) Pa- texts there is no choice: His disposition
tience and humour were Bacon's best [ = temperament, natural tendency] is
weapons. Cf. COPULAR.
merciful; the disposal [ = the getting rid of]
of the empty bottles is a problem. The phr. at
disk. See DISC.
one's disposal no longer freely alternates
with at one's disposition (as it did from
dislike (verb). Constructions with a
the 17c. to the early 20c). In most other
direct object (he disliked Picasso's works) contexts the choice depends upon the
and with a following gerund (she disliked sense required. When doubt arises, it
being absent at any time) are normal. Occa- is worth remembering that disposition
sional examples of a construction with usually corresponds to dispose, and disa to-infinitive are non-standard: She was posal to dispose of. So the disposition of
hounded by a fear of imminent poverty that the books is excellent (they are excellently
made her dislike to spend any money at all—B.disposed, i.e. arranged), but the disposal
Guest, 1985; she even disliked to be called of the books was soon managed (they were
'Madame'-P. P. Read, 1986.
soon disposed of, i.e. either sold or got
out of the way); the disposition of the shouldislodgement. The preferred spelling, ders reflected his parade-ground training (the
not dislodgment.
shoulders were disposed in a military
manner), but the disposal of the body proved
dismissible. Thus spelt (a dismissible impossible (it could not be disposed of,
offence). See -ABLE, -IBLE 7.
i.e. buried or concealed).
disorient, disorientate. Both verbs
have a long history (disorient first recorded in 1655, disorientate in 1704) and
both are still in use (corresponding to
the noun disorientation). In most contexts
disorient, being shorter, is the better
form.

disproven. It is a mild curiosity that
disproven no longer alternates with disproved as pa.pple as it did until about the
end of the 19c, despite the continuing
currency in certain circumstances of proven beside proved. See PROVED, PROVEN.

disputable. Stressed either on the first
or the second syllable. Second-syllable
stressing now seems to be the more usual
of the two.

disparate is in regular use in two main
senses: 'essentially or markedly different
or diverse in kind' (disparate creeds, races,
modes of thinking), and 'unequal' (people dispute. Both the verb and the noun
of disparate ages, countries of disparate size).are stressed on the second syllable. In
The first sense is the more usual of the the 1970s and 1980s,first-syllablestresstwo.
ing of the noun came into prominence

disremember | distinct, distinctive
in the language of northern trade-union
leaders, but this practice has not established itself in standard English.
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2 Dissoluble is the general word meaning 'capable of being separated into
elements or atoms, decomposable'. Dissolvable is mainly reserved for contexts
in which it means 'make a solution of
in a liquid' (sugar is dissolvable or dissoluble
in water), though it also occurs in other
senses (a Chamber dissolvable or dissoluble
at the Minister's will). See -ABLE, -IBLE 5.

disremember. A chiefly dialectal word
both in Britain and in the US. The OED
lists nine contexts in which it has been
used instead of'forget' in a recognizably
regional manner (in the work of Maria
Edgeworth, Mrs Gaskell, M. K. Rawlings,
and others), and one, notably, in a poem dissolute. See-LU-.
by G. M. Hopkins (Quite Disremembering,
disremembering! all now), from 1815 on- dissolve. Pronounce /di'zDlv/.
ward.
dissyllable.

See DISYLLABLE.

dissect. First syllable /dis-/, not as in
bisect, dice.

distaff. Originally a cleft stick on which
wool or flax was wound in the process
dissemble. See DISASSEMBLE.
of spinning, the word distaff came to be
used (from the 14c. onward) as a type of
dissimilar. Construed with to, less fre- women's work or occupation, and hence,
quently with from: (to) the picture was symbolically, for the female sex and the
dissimilar to all the others hanging in the female branch (or line) of a family. The
gallery; He underwent a revelation not dis-term female line seems to be preferred by
similar to St Paul's on the road to Damascus- scholarly genealogists (e.g. A. R. Wagner,
Godfrey Smith, 1984; (from) an entirely i960), but it is not unusual to hear the
new style of coinage not dissimilar from the term distaff side used by gentlemen in
Roman.
after-dinner speeches or the like. Exdissimilation. In phonetics, 'the influ- ample: I could tell you a thing or three.
ence exercised by one sound segment Always a great one for the distaff side, could
upon the articulation of another, so that never resist a bit—G. W. Target, i960.
the sounds become less alike, or different' (Crystal, 1980). In the nature of distendible, distensible. For the sense
things this phenomenon is usually ob- 'capable of being distended', only distensservable only after it has happened. It ible is now in current use. Distendible
accounts for such words as pilgrim (from became obsolete in the 18c.

L peregrinum 'one who comes from distich. In prosody, a pair of verse lines,
foreign parts', which in the Romance a couplet. Pronounce /'distik/. See -STICH.
languages became, by dissimilation of r
... r, pelegrin(o), whence Fr. pèlerin) (OED);distil. After much fluctuation since the
and Ger. Kartoffel 'potato', earlier tartoffel, word was first recorded in the late 14c,
where the initial k replaced t in the 17c. it has now settled down in BrE as distil,
under the influence of the following t. and in AmE mostly as distill. The oblique
forms in both countries are distilled, distilCf. ASSIMILATION; FEBRUARY.
ling. See -LL-, -L-.
dissociate. First recorded in 1623,
slightly later than its variant disassociate, distinct, distinctive. Distinct normally
it is now the more favoured form. Ex- means 'separate, different, not identical'
amples: The fourth danger that a person (the word has several distinct meanings) and
who dissociates himself from the mass must is often construed with from (absolute as
confront is that he will become suspect to distinct from relative knowledge; holiness is
it—Encounter, 1981; The mother immediatelyquite distinct from goodness). It also has a
dissociated herself from this conversation--V.range of related senses, e.g. 'unmistakGlendinning, 1989; He is at pains to dissoci- able, decided' (she had a distinct impression
ate Reagan's party from the one he helped of being watched). By contrast, distinctive
steer to victory in 1968-NY Rev. Bks, 1990. means 'distinguishing, characteristic'
(wearing a distinctive dress; the distinctive
dissociation. See -CIATION.
role of Anglo-Saxon bards). Fowler (1926)
dissoluble, dissolvable. 1 Pronounce claimed that the two words were 'often
misused', but I have no evidence of such
/di'sDljobal/, /di'zDlvabal/.
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misuse. Examples of both words: (dis- resisted Anglicization, even to the extent
tinct) 'Ideal' Milk comes to you in a modern,that when used of females it sometimes
raised rim tin—this is a distinct advantageretains its French form distraite (with the
which makes for easier opening with any kindsecond t fully pronounced). Examples:
oftin-opener—Woman'sIllustrated, i960; A Mrs Arbuthnot's distrait expression made her
very distinct... small tree known readily bylook, as Miss Fisher said, quite above the
the bark—A. Mitchell, 1974; I can still hearworld, but people did as she liked—E. Bowen,
her distinct, rather emphatic, very self-assured
1935; He was usually distrait, in pursuit of
speech—R. Cobb, 1983; (distinctive) The one of his creative dreams—R. Church, 1955;
gods and goddesses symbolise specific beliefs
Did he feel pointless, feeble and distrait, Unand many of them have highly distinctive wanted by everyone and in the way?—Stevie
personalities—K. Crossley-Holland, 1980; Smith, 1975.
Everyone who knew the Temple School will
remember the distinctive smell of Freddie's distribute. The main stress falls on
office—P. Fitzgerald, 1982; Her main 'dis- the second syllable, though first-syllable
covery' ... was the distinctive way in which stressing is now increasingly heard in
Marx had challenged all previous political the speech of otherwise standard speakers.
traditions—D. May, 1986.
distinctly followed immediately by an distributive. In grammar: 1 Numerous
adj. or adjectival phr. was apparently a words have a distributive function when
vogue word between the 1890s and the used with a following temporal noun:
time of publication of MEU (1926). The once, twice, three times, four times, etc., a
OED cites an American source of 1893: day, a week, a month, etc. In such phrases
Now the favourite slang word of literature is a can usu. be replaced by every or each,
and (not pleasingly) by per.
'distinctly'. Heroines are now 'distinctly regal'
in their bearing, and there is about the heroes 2 (Of adjs. and pronouns) 'having rea manner that is 'distinctlyfine'.Fowler was ference to each individual of a number
scornful: 'Distinctly, in the sense really or class, as distinguished from the whole
quite, is the badge of the superior person number taken together' (OED), as each,
indulgently recognizing unexpected every, either, neither. They normally govern
merit in something that we are to under- a singular verb.
stand is not quite worthy of his notice:
3 What is called the 'distributive
The effect as the procession careers throughplural' is shown in the following exthe streets of Berlin is described as distinctlyamples: we watched the proceedings that led
interesting.' This rough-hewn edge to the to her resignation with sadness uppermost
word seems to have disappeared. Ex- in our minds (each person has only one
amples: That night the singing was distinctly mind); they wear gowns when the Vice-Chanhusky and out of tune-J. B. Morton, 1974; cellor is present (each person wears only
Without an unembarrassable sense of humour one gown). But in such contexts a singushe could not have completed a fifth witty lar noun is often idiomatic: the parents
book on a distinctly unglamorous and painful were charged with causing the death (or
subject—Sunday Times, 1988. Perhaps thedeaths) of the two children; they all have a
older flamboyancy of the word has been good appetite (or good appetites); or even
transferred to other adverbs, e.g. on obligatory in order to avoid ambiguity:
Radio 4 (6 Dec. 1990) the publisher Paul children under seven must be accompanied
Hamlyn described publishing as madly by a parent (only one parent is required).
exciting.
distributor. Thus spelt in all uses, not
distract. See DETRACT.
•ex. See -OR.
distrait. This adj., pronounced in a
quasi-French manner as /di'strei/, is used
of persons of either sex and of things
anywhere along the band of meaning
'not paying attention, absent-minded' to
'distraught'. It entered the language in
the 14c. (when it meant 'excessively perplexed or troubled') but it has always

disyllable. The better spelling, not dissyllable, though the spelling with diss'was universal in the 17-18th c.'. (OED)
in imitation of Fr. dissyllabe. (In French
the s was doubled in accordance with
its pronunciation as /dis-/ not /diz-/.) It
answers ultimately to L disyllabus, where
the prefix di- means twice.

ditransitive | do
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ditransitive. A ditransitive verb is one
that appears to take two direct objects
(without the intervention of a preposition): he gave the baby a bottle ( = a bottle
to the baby); he resented the author his
talent if he had any—H. Jacobson, 1983.

divest. The traditional uses of divest (to
undress, to disrobe; to divest oneself of, to
dispossess oneself of) have been joined
since the 1950s, first in AmE and then
elsewhere, by the financial senses 'to sell
off (a subsidiary company); to cease to
See AS 3(b); FACTITIVE VERB.
hold (an investment)'. The word and also
its corresponding noun divestment seem
ditto. PL dittos. See -O(E)S 3. Verbal forms to fit neatly enough into the fast-moving
dittoed, dittoes, dittoing.
vocabulary of modern finance: A 1966
decree requiring Von's Grocery Stores to dives
diurnal. Its principal meanings are 'by a certain number of required stores... resulted
day', as opposed to nocturnal 'by night'; in divestment of its forty least profitable outor 'occupying a day', as opposed to annual lets—NY LawJrnl, 1973; She advises American
( = during a whole year, e.g. annual rain- people to divest their investments in South
fall), monthly, etc. It is hardly comfortable Africa-Christian Sci. Monitor, 1986.
as a substitute for daily: daily paper, daily
tasks, etc., could only jocularly be called divisible. Thus spelt, not -able. See
diurnal paper, tasks, etc.
-ABLE, -IBLE 7.
divan. See COUCH. The recommended
pronunciation is /di'vaen/.

divorcee. First recorded in the early
19c, it is normally pronounced /QTVDI'SL:/.
This is the regular word in English, but
dive. In Britain and in most other Eng- on occasion the Fr. forms divorcé (divorced
lish-speaking areas the pa.t. is invariably man) and divorcée (divorced woman) also
dived, but dove /dauv/ has been noted in occur in English.
regional use in AmE since the mid-igc.
and this form continues to turn up in dj-. This initial combination of letters
fairly standard AmE sources today. Ex- was sometimes used in the past as a
amples: Straight into the river Kwasind transliteration of foreign letters having
Plunged as if he were an otter, Dove as if he the sound /d3/. Numerous words from
were a beaver—Longfellow, 1855; He dove Arabic, Turkish, and Berber acquired curin and saved her life—F. Scott Fitzgerald, rency in English with initial dj (djebel
01940; Forest Hill struck first when Mike 'mountain, hill'; djinn 'spirit having
Brown dove on a loose boll—Toronto Daily power over people'; etc.), but these have
Star, 1970; She dove in and rolled onto her all been respelt (normally with initial j)
back—New Yorker, 1988; The plane ducked
in modern English.
and dove, the lights went out—New Yorker,
djinn. See JINNEE.
1989.
divers, diverse. The two words were not do.
differentiated in ME (both being from OF,
I 1 As main verb.
2 As auxiliary.
ult. from L diversus 'contrary', different,
3 don't have = haven't got.
orig. 'turned different ways'; cf. vertere
4 Contracted and uncontracted forms.
'to turn'), but they gradually drew apart.
5 / don't think.
Divers, pronounced /'darvez/, means 'sev6 did, does at head of subordinate phrase.
eral, sundry', and is gradually falling
I 7 Non-standard uses.
into disuse (divers colours, i.e. several different colours; divers workmen, i.e. workDo is one of the most complicated
men of various kinds). There is a serial verbs in the language. One must first
publication called Essays by Divers Hands, distinguish its use as a full verb with
being the Transactions of The Royal Society of
multiple meanings from its use as an
Literature of the United Kingdom (1921- ). auxiliary. (Unless otherwise specified, all
Diverse remains in frequent use as an the examples below are drawn from two
everyday word, usu. pronounced /dainovels, namely André Brink's States of
'V3:s/, meaning 'unlike in nature or Emergency (1988) and Anita Brookner's
qualities, varied' (with hobits so diverse; Lewis Percy (1989), but they could as easily
the diverse but not contradictory tenets of have been drawn from almost anyChristianity).
where.) 1 As main verb. In practice do is
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used as a main verb much less fre- used intransitively (esp. after have or a
quently—the proportions vary from book modal verb) to represent an earlier predito book but are of the order 1 :io—than cate: We all get on enormously well and have
it is used as an auxiliary. Examples as a done for the last six weeks—Susannah York,
main verb: we used to do most things to-1986; Adults don't believe children but they
gether ( = carry out, perform); anything should do—TV programme, 1986 (J. Algeo
will do ( = suffice); I just brought you anin Internat. Jrnl Lexicography, 1988). (g)
article I've done ( = written); I wanted Fowler
to
(1926) rightly pointed out that do
bring them up to do you proud (idiom); itmust not be used as a substitute for a
can't do any harm (idiom).
copulative be and its complement: It
2 As auxiliary. Do used as an auxiliary ought to have been satisfying to the young
is a much more complicated matter man, and so, in a manner of speaking, it did
though, paradoxically, it seems always (read was).
to fall into place without any particular
3 don't have = haven't got. 'American
difficulty. Some of the main types: (a) writers seem to use the do construction
In interrogative and negative contexts in many cases in which Britishers would
followed by a plain infinitive: Did I some' use have got' (Jespersen, 1940). After a
how dread the prospect of returning?; Do complex
you
history in the 19c. (Visser, 1978,
realize this is the first time you've ever told
pp. i558ff.), do + negative + have =
me anything about yourself?; I didn't know
haven't got became firmly established as
(still don't) how to cope with the fact; (with
American. It is now very commonly used
uncontracted negative) But does not the in most other English-speaking countries
fate of her small novella demonstrate the
as well, but still retains its American
futility of such an enterprise? (b) In affirmaflavour. Examples: (US) We don't have any
tive, including imperative, statements, beer. Just red wine. Sorry—New Yorker, 1986;
with varying degrees of emphasis: It really But I don't have my pack with me—]. Updike,
did seem as if a better world could still come
1986; Well, I'm very sorry, but we don't have
about; if you do choose me it is a different
time for that now—T. Wolfe, 1987; (outside
me you'll have to contend with in future; America)
But
But you don't have a car—M. Duckdo remember, won't you, that we live rather
worth, 1986 (NZ); Bathrooms in the beda long way away, (c) With inversion of rooms. Cocktail bars. Things we don't have—A
subject in various circumstances: Only Lejeune, 1986; we don't have that kind of
after what seems to be hours ...do theyIking in my house, man—A. Brink, 1988
manage to shake off their pursuers; Such
(SAfr.); 'Don't you have central heating? Clare
arrested innocence affected him painfully,
as
asked—Francis
King, 1988; I don't have any
did her large eyes; So anxious did this make
standards myself—A. Brookner, 1989.
him that he was determined never to courtBritish visitors to America will have
such condemnation again, (d) In tag quesencountered the following illogical use
tions: And when you and I talk about history
of do as a substitutive verb: Q. Have you
we don't mean what actually happened,got
doa spare room? A. Yes, we do. (It arises
we?—?. Lively, 1987; You like Pen, don't you?
because the question expected is 'Do
—A. Brookner, 1989; Yet I knew you at once,
you have a spare room?). Similarly (AmE
didn't I?—ibid, (e) Substitutive do; also, on only), You've got to go.' 'No, I don't.'
occasion, do so, i.e. contexts in which do
A different kind of 'illogicality' is
or do so refers back to the predicate of a
shown in a remark by John Updike on
preceding clause: who had married the
BBC Radio 3 (18 June 1989) explaining
ungenerous Susan because that was what men
that he had always wanted to live in
did; she might have spent pleasant harmless
New York but had only been able to do
days, as women of her generation were accusso in the person of a character in his
tomed to do; So he gave her a coin and
novels: When you can't be everywhere one
playfully instructed her to telephone him the
way is to invent a man who does.
day she turned eighteen. Which, against all
odds, she did; if that meant accepting George
4 Contracted
and
uncontracted
...he was perfectly willing to do so; Yet forms.
this The contracted forms don't, didn't,
marriage was by now so established thatand
he doesn't, none of which was recorded
had no choice but to continue it. There was
in print before the later part of the 17c,
no good reason not to do so. (/) In BrE but
are now customary in the representation
less commonly in AmE, do can also be of speech, but by convention are still

do I do(e)st
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hardly ever used in ordinary descriptive world, but that don't—doesn't—it was time to
prose. Examples: (in conversations) change gears in the third person singular—
'Doesn't she ever go out, then?' asked Lewis;necessarily make any difference in a crimina
trial—T. Wolfe, 1987. Other examples: It
"Why don't you do that?'; 'I didn't know what
could have happened to you.'; (uncon- don't take ten thousand acres here to support
tracted) He did not think he could tell her one family—O. W Norton, 1862; A man
about the stunning monotony of his everydaywhat don't profit from all a woman's telling
and hiding the bottles ain't worth the
life; What she lived on Lewis never knew, but
money did not appear to be a problem; The trouble-K. Tennant, 1946. (c) done in US
story I should like to write does not allow me dialect. First noted in US records in the
early 19c, done as a perfective auxiliary
to focus only on itself.
or with adverbial force in the senses
5 I don't think. Nowadays it passes al'already, completely' is recognized as
most without notice that in the phrase
being a colourful regionalism but has
I don't think the negativity has often been
failed to make its way into general use.
'illogically' transferred from where it
Examples: He had done gone three hours
'properly' applies: I don't think I've ever
ago—US source, 1836; People have done
met anyone like you ( = I think I have never,
forgot they had any Injun blood in 'em—J. H
etc.); The youth honestly didn't think Vuyani
Beadle, 1873; I don't know what you need
would survive his detention; I don't think he
with another boy. You done got four—E. T.
likes to be teased. In each case the subject
Wallace, 1945- (d) See DIDN'T OUGHT.
is thinking, and the negativity belongs
in what follows. The monarchs of usage do (the musical note). Use doh.
used to complain, but the migration of
the negativity in such circumstances is docile. As recently as 1977, Everyman's
English Pronouncing Diet, listed /'dos-/ as an
now irreversible.
alternative pronunciation for the first
6 did, does at head of subordinate syllable, but the only standard pronunciphrase. This emphasizing use, which, ac- ation now in BrE is /'dausail/. Perhaps the
cording to Visser (1984), is not recorded most frequent pronunciation in AmE is
before the 18c, is shown in the following /'daisal/. See -ILE.
examples: He speaks uncommonly well, does
Casaubon—G. Eliot, 1872; Never saved adock. In BrE, an artificially enclosed
cent, did old Don Juan—H. A. Vachell, 1899;body of water for the loading, unloading,
and repair of ships (often called a dry
It's interesting, she likes the old books, Dickens
dock), and also (in pi., also dockyards) the
and Jane Austen, does my old lady—K. Amis,
whole area concerned with the building,
1988; He's not that pathetic, you know, in
fitting, and repair of ships; but in AmE,
that suit, and it only goes so far, does being
a ship's berth, a wharf.
pathetic—ibid.; She always knows better, does
our Grace.-Rosie Scott, 1988 (NZ); He does doctor. See PHYSICIAN.
have a sense of humour does Mr Man—Nigel
doctrinal. The pronunciation /dDk'traiWilliams, 1992.
nal/ is recommended, but in AmE /'daik7 Non-standard uses, (a) done as irregu- tranal/.
lar pa.t. This use is common in regional
dociK Sliced from the word docuand in uneducated speech in Britain and
elsewhere. Examples: I think it done him mentary, the element docu- has produced
good—M. Twain, 1873; After what they've a crop of recently formed words in the
done to me, I never could forgive them. And entertainment business signifying enterI never done anybody any harm—Listener,tainment that is a mixture of fact and
fiction, e.g. docudrama (a dramatized
1969; 'As for who done it,' he added, 'we have
lots of suspens and lots of motives.'—NY Times,documentary film, first recorded in
1987; It can be seen that the past tense form 1961), docu-fantasia (1980), documusical
done is reported by virtually all the schools (1974), docusoap (1990), docutainment
in the south of the country [sc. Britain], (1983). Mainly confined to AmE.
but that it is less widespread elsewhere [in
Britain]'—J. Cheshire, 1989- {b) don't =
doesn't. This illiterate use is illustrated
in the following example: I don't have to
tell you, he's not the greatest orator in the

dodo. PI. dodos. See -O(E)S 1.
doe.

See BUCK.

do(e)st. If for any reason this form of
the verb do should be called on in a
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modern English context, it should be
spelt dost as an auxiliary but doest as a
finite verb.

ease, b soonest recompence Dole with delightMilton, 1667; Earth's warm-beating joy and
dole—E. Barrett Browning, 1850. On the
other hand, the related adj. doleful is still
dogged. As adj. ( = tenacious) always in common use: There are few more doleful
/'dDgid/, but as the pa.t. and pa.pple of sounds than the hearty laughter of a man
the verb dog (he was dogged by misfortune) without humour—M. Holroyd, 1974; The
always /dngd/, i.e. monosyllabic.
doleful figure of the Black Widow, as she
doggie is recommended for the noun haunted the macadam paths of the com(pet form for a dog) and doggy for the mon-R. Cobb, 1983.
adj. (of or like a dog).
doll's house. Thus in BrE, but dollhouse
dogma. The old variant pi. dogmata in AmE.
(answering to the Gk and L pi. dogmata) dolour, a literary word for 'sorrow, diswas frequently used in English from the tress', is thus spelt in BrE, and as dolor
17c. to the 19c. but is obsolete now. The in AmE. See -OUR AND -OR.
ordinary pi. is dogmas.
domain. For synonymy, see FIELD. See
doh. See DO (the musical note).
a l s o DEMESNE.
doily, a napkin, thus spelt, not doiley, Domesday (in full Domesday Book).
doyley, doyly, d'oyley, -ie. In origin it is anAlways pronounced /'duimzdei/ and
eponymous word, named after a 17c. therefore not distinguished in pronunciperson having the surname Doiley or ation from doomsday, the day of the Last
Doyley who, according to Samuel Pegge, Judgement.
kept a linen-draper's shop in the Strand,
London.
domestic. 1 In Fanny Trollope's day in
the first half of the 19c. and until more
dolce far mente. This it. phrase (the recent times domestic servants worked for
individual words mean 'sweet do noth- their masters or their mistresses as part
ing') meaning 'pleasant idleness' was of a process called domestic service. Such
placed among 'Battered ornaments' as a people were also called domestics and
'foreign scrap' by Fowler (1926). It seems servants. Changes of attitude in the 20c.
a slightly harsh judgement on a ser- have largely driven these terms out of
viceable phrase used e.g. by Byron and use, and they have been replaced by a
Longfellow. Modern example: The Aus- range of terms that are intended to retrions are not as efficient as the Germans, duce the social divisions once taken for
and they know it; they have too much charm, agranted: (daily) help, au pair, domestic help,
concern with dolce far niente—A. Burgess, mother's help, resident companion/cook/
1986.
housekeeper, etc.
dolce vita. This It. phrase (lit. = 'sweet
2 Domestic partners. A term sometimes
life') meaning 'a life of pleasure or lux- used (my evidence is American) for a
ury' was first recorded in English in the living-together
unmarried
couple,
1960s and is particularly associated with whether heterosexual or homosexual.
people who, for one reason or another,
reside abroad. Examples: It didn't work, domesticity. The pronunciation /.dmnela dolce vita did not come packed with 'stisrti/ is recommended, not /.daum-/.
the detergent inside the new washing domicile. Another word that is promachine-M. French, 1977; Its expose of the nounced with final /-ail/ in BrE and either
dolce vita lifestyle of 30 years ago when it /-al/ or /-ad/ in AmE. Cf. docile, missile, etc.
was written has lost its impact—Stage, 1988.
domino. PI. dominoes. See -O(E)S 1.
dole (grief). A long-standing word in
the language (adopted from OF in the donate. This back-formation from don13c), it is now seldom encountered ex- ation, which earlier in the 20c. was
cept in poetry, and rarely then, perhaps judged to be 'chiefly US', is now more
forced out by the unrelated native word
or less restricted to contexts of contributdole (payment made to an unemployed ing voluntarily to a fund or an instituperson). Examples: To change Torment with tion: It [se. a sparse scholarly room] was

donation | double negative
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not without some pretty objects, mostly don- in They are also entitled to prevent the
ated by Gerard—I. Murdoch, 1987; In addi-smuggling of alcohol into the States, and to
tion, it [sc. General Electric] donated a reasonable assistance from other countries
million dollars for research on the river—New
to that end, i.e. where 'to' is unjustifiably
Yorker, 1987.
used first to precede an infinitive and
then to precede a noun phrase. Fowler
donation. First recorded in the 15c, it called the process 'swapping horses'.
is now mostly restricted to the sense 'a
voluntary contribution to a fund or an double entendre. This expression,
institution'.
adopted in the 17c. from a French phrase
that is no longer current in France,
done. See DO (verb) 7.
means 'a word or phrase open to two
Don Juan. J. C. Wells (1990) comments: interpretations, one usuallyrisquéor in'In English literature, including Byron, delicate'. The equivalent modF phr.
and usually when used metaphorically, double entente is also frequently used in
BrE prefers l.dxm 'crjuian/; in imitated English (first recorded in 1895) in the
Spanish, and generally in AmE, /'wain/ or same sense.
/'hwain/.'
double genitive. See DOUBLE POSSESS-

Don Quixote. Traditionally pronounced
/,dmi 'kwiksaut/, but now frequently, in
imitation of Spanish, /'dDn ki'hauti/.
don't. See DO (verb) 3, 4, 5, 7(b).

IVE.

double meaning. See OPPOSITE MEANINGS.

double negative. A plain-speaking
shopkeeper explained to an interviewer
from the Sunday Times Magazine (12 July
dossier. Pronounced /'dDsia/ and /'dDsiei/
with about equal frequency. Both pro- 1987): I run a family business and I don't
nunciations are acceptable. Cf. CROUPIER. want no hassle. A black councillor in
Chicago, brought to trial on charges of
double. When telephone (or other) bribery and extortion, emerged from the
numbers or letters of the alphabet are court saying: I don't take no money from
spoken in BrE the convention is to pro- no white folks (Chicago Tribune, 19 Nov.
nounce a sequence of two identical num- 1990). A poorly educated person in a
bers or letters in the form double four, novel called Glory Days (1988) by the NZ
double r: the number 848266 when read writer Rosie Scott declares: I don't have
out would end double six, and the name nothing to do with them if I can help it.
Forrest, when read out, would be pro- It is easy to find other examples from
nounced f-o-double r-e-s-t. In AmE the various English-speaking areas: 'Clouds
equivalents would usu. be six six and
come up,' she continued, ' but no rain never
f-o-r-r-e-s-t.
falls when you want it.'—E. Jolley, 1980
double comparison. From the 14c. on- (Aust.); He never did no harm to no one—BBC
ward double comparatives and superla- Radio 4, The Archers, 1987; I don't give a
tives have been used occasionally for damn about nobody—a black SAfr. speaker
emphasis, but since the 18c. they have in A. Fugard's Botsi, 1980. In all these
been regarded by standard speakers as examples the double (or multiple) negairregular, regional, or illiterate. Shake- tive construction is obviously a comfortspeare used the convention repeatedly: ably natural way of expressing the idea.
a more larger list of sceptres; his more braverThe double negative emphasized the
daughter; this was the most unkindest cut of negativity and did not cancel it. There
all; and Jespersen cites numerous ex- was no ambiguity, and communication
amples from the 14c. (Chaucer) to the was not impeded in any way. But in the
early 20c. (Compton Mackenzie). The con- 20C. the construction is non-standard.
Repetition of uncancelling negatives
vention is still deeply embedded in local
dialects and in the language of children, was the regular idiom in OE and ME in all
dialects. Thus, in Chaucer: He nevere yet
but not in standard adult speech.
no vïleyne ne sayde în al his lyf unto no
double construction. Fowler's term maner wight; and, later, in Shakespeare:
(1926) for a type of anacoluthon shown And that no woman has, nor neuer none
doomsday. See DOMESDAY.
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Shall mistris be of it, saue I alone. At some ... became a favourite pupil of Landseer—
point between the 16c. and the 18c, for Bodleian Libr. Rec, 1987; A shadowy girl, a
reasons no longer discoverable, double niece of her late husband, was invited—A.
negatives became socially unacceptable Brookner, 1988.
in standard English. Playwrights placed
2 History. Several types of double posthem in the conversation of vulgar sessives emerged in the 14c. and 15c.
speakers, and 18c. grammarians like and have been in use ever since: Afrend
Lindley Murray roundly condemned of his pat called was Pandare—Chaucer,
them.
C1374: A yong hors of the Queries—1502 in
In present-day English, closely placed OED; This was ... a false step of the ...
self-cancelling negatives are eminently general's—Defoe, 1724; I make it a rule of
acceptable if they are not overused or too mine—R. L. Stevenson, 1896.
intricate: e.g. it has not gone unnoticed = it
has been noticed; I don't feel inclined to dis- 3 limitations. It will be seen from the
agree; a not unwelcome decision; I am not en-examples in (1) that the appositional oftirely dissatisfied. On the other hand, the phrase must be definite (i.e. not indefinuse of double or cumulative negation for ite) and human: a friend of my mother's
emphasis is taken to be a certain indi- is idiomatic, but a friend of the British
cation of poor education and of lin- Museum's is not; an admirer of hers is idioguistic deficit. But it was not always so in matic, but an admirer of the furniture's is
the past and attitudes can easily change not. It will also be observed that the
phrase preceding of is normally indefinagain in the future.
ite (a great admirer, a child of hers, etc.).
double passive. See PASSIVE TERRITORY The only exceptions are those where the
first noun phrase is preceded by the
3demonstratives this or that (this story of
double possessive. 1 Currency. The cur- Barney's). It is not easy to explain why
rency of the type a friend of my father's is such constructions are idiomatic: one
not in question. It is called the 'post- can only assert that they are.
genitive' in CGEL; Jespersen (Mod. Eng. See also OF A7, B.
Gramm. iii.19) says that qf-phrases thus
used should not be called partitive but doublespeak. (Also called doubletalk.)
'appositional'; the OED describes the con- A dismaying feature of the 20c. is the
struction as 'of followed by a possessive steep increase in the devising of amcase or an absolute possessive pronoun: biguous or imprecise language used deoriginally partitive, but subseq. used in- liberately, esp. but not only in politics,
stead of the simple possessive (of the as euphemisms or as a deliberate means
possessor or author) where this would of deceit or obfuscation. The term
be awkward or ambiguous, or as equiva- doubletalk emerged first (first recorded in
lent to an appositive phrase'. In practice 1938), followed by Orwell's doublethink
one of its most useful functions is that it (1949), and by doublespeak (1957). For
enables English speakers to distinguish similar concepts see BAFFLEGAB; GOBBLEbetween the simple types a picture of the DEGOOK.
king ( = an actual portrait of him) and o
Opposition to the use of doublespeak
picture of the king's ( = one owned by him). has noticeably increased since the 1970s.
Examples : Aunt Mary was a great admirer In America there is a newsletter called
of hers—G. Butler, 1983; His aunt was a Quarterly Review of Doublespeak. Since 1974
fiend of my mother's—M. Wesley, 1983; But a Committee on Public Doublespeak has
I was a child of hers, wasn't I?—J. Frame, made an annual award to a public ut1984; It hardly seemed possible that the Har-terance that is 'grossly unfactual, decepringtons had believed this story of Barney's—?.tive, evasive, euphemistic, confusing, or
Fitzgerald, 1986; I was still undermanned self-contradictory', esp. one that has 'per... but that was no fault of Arthur's—P. nicious social or political consequences'
Wright, 1987; I am named after an old (William Lutz, 1987). The first award
friend of my father's—P. Carey, 1988; Polly went to a press officer in Cambodia, who,
told me Gordon's father was an old friend after a US bombing raid, told reporters:
of Mr. Logan's—New Yorker, 1990. ContrastYou always write it's bombing, bombing,
these examples in which the double pos- bombing! If s not bombing! It's air support!
sessive is not used: Friedrich Wïïhelm Keyl The nuclear power industry won the

double subject | doubling of consonants with suffixes
award in 1979 'for inventing a whole
lexicon of jargon and euphemisms used
before, during, and after the Three Mile
Island accident and serving to downplay
the dangers of nuclear accidents. An explosion is called "energetic disassembly"
and a fire "rapid oxidation". A reactor
accident is an "event", an "incident", an
"abnormal evolution", etc.'
There is also an Orwell Award, given
annually to a writer whose work has
'made an outstanding contribution to
the critical analysis of public discourse'.
Among the winners is Dwight Bolinger
for his Language: The Loaded Weapon
(1980), a work of considerable linguistic
insight. Obfuscation of language continues to be a major feature of modern
life. It is remorsely attacked and ridiculed by linguists and others, but the
battle is far from over and looks like
continuing well into the 21c.
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great many doublets in English, e.g. computelcount, daintyldignity, fragilelfrail, pauper\poor, radius\ray, securelsure, traditionl
treason.

doubling of consonants with suffixes.
The standard treatment of the problem is
that in Hart's Rules, on which the present
article is based. See also -B-, -BB-; -C-, -CK-;
-D-, -DD-; -LL-, -L-; etc. 1 Words of one syllable.
Those ending with one consonant preceded by one vowel (not counting u in
qu) double that consonant on adding -ed
or -ing unless it is h, w, x, or y.
beg begged begging
clap clapped clapping
dab dabbed dabbing
squat squatted squatting
but
ah
ah-ed ah-ing
tow towed towing
vex vexed vexing
double subject. The pleonastic type The
toyed toying
skipper he stood beside the helm (Longfellow) toy
has a long history in English. The OED This rule also applies to the suffixes -er
presents examples from ciooo onward and -est:
fat
fatter fattest
s.v. he 3 ('common in ballad style and
glad gladder gladdest
now in illiterate speech'), from the 15c.
Monosyllabic words not ending with
to 1896 s.v. she 3 ('Now only arch, (poet.)
one consonant preceded by one vowel
and in uneducated use'), from the 15c.
generally do not double the final consonto the mid-igc. s.v. it 5 ('now esp. in
ant (e.g. clamp, clamped, clamping; squeal,
ballad poetry'), and so on. This venerable
squealed, squealing). Exceptions are bused,
construction continues to turn up occabusing (carrying people by bus).
sionally but only in the special circum2 Words of more than one syllable. Those
stances indicated by the OED. Examples:
that end with one consonant preceded
The Liner she's a lady by the paint upon 'er
by one vowel double the consonant on
face—Kipling, 1896; From time to time I
adding -ed, -ing, or -er, -est if the last
clean. Mrs Pollypot she don't like cleaning-M.
syllable is stressed (but not if the consonWesley, 1983; My cousin he didn't go to
ant is w, x, or y):
college—Jessica Williams (citing a secondallot
allotted allotting
language-learner), 1987.
begin beginner beginning
double superlative. See DOUBLE COMoccur occurred occurring
PARISON.
prefer preferred preferring
doublet. A term of etymology meaning but
guffaw guffawed guffawing
either of a pair of words of the same
relax relaxed
relaxing
origin but which, for historical reasons,
array arrayed arraying
end up as two separate words. Examples:
But words of this class not stressed on
popL *cadentia (from codent-, participial the last syllable do not double the last
stem of cadere 'to fall' -*• OF cadence -> consonant on adding -ed, -ing, -er, -est, or y
Eng. cadencel -* OF cheance -> Eng. chance;
unless the consonant is 1 or g (see -G-,
medL clocca -*• OF cloke ->• Eng. cloakj -»• -GG-):
OF cloche -» Eng. clochej -* MLG klocke -•
audited, -ing blanketed, -ing
Eng. clock; L factiônem -*• OF faction -*
balloted, -ing bracketed, -ing
Eng. factionj -> Eng. fashion; L uncia
benefited, -ing budgeted, -ing
('twelfth part') -> OE ynce -> Eng. inch!
-> OF unce -» Eng. ounce. There are a
biased, -ing
buffeted, -ing
bigoted
carpeted, -ing
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chirruped, -ing picketed, -ing
combated, -ing pivoted, -ing
cosseted, -ing plummeted, -ing
crocheted, -ing profited, -ing
ferreted, -ing rickety
fidgeted, -ing ricocheted, -ing
filleted, -ing
riveted, -ing
focused, -ing rocketed, -ing
galloped, -ing targeted, -ing
gossiped, -ing thickened, -ing
hiccuped, -ing thicker, -est
leafleted, -ing trellised, -ing
lettered, -ing trumpeted, -ing
marketed, -ing visited, -ing
offered, -ing vomited, -ing

doubt I doubtlessly
like crystallized, swivelled, and unravelling
spelt thus in standard AmE sources.

doubt (verb). A clause depending on
doubt (which by definition expresses uncertainty) is normally led by whether or
(less commonly) if when it is in the affirmative: I doubt whether these portraits
are genuine; he doubted if he could convince
her. In negative constructions doubt is
normally followed by that: he didn't doubt
that they were coming. These are overwhelmingly the dominant constructions. When the main clause is negative
(denying uncertainty) or interrogative
Note: The words that most frequently
(leaving the question of certainty open),
break loose and appear with a doubled
doubt is sometimes archaistically conconsonant are benefitted, -ing (under the
influence of fitted, -ing), leafletted, -ing, strued with but that (not doubting but that
targetted, -ing, and focussed, -ing; but it is he would find him faithful; do you doubt but
that he will do it?) and occasionally (also
better to keep to the basic rule in these
words too. Inputting, outputting, and wor- somewhat archaic) with but alone (I do
not doubt but England is at present as polite
shipped, -ing, -er, on the other hand, ala Nation as any in the World—Steele, 1711)ways show a doubled consonant in BrE,
as do kidnapped, -ing, -er, but AmE often Cf. BUT 4(b).
Increasingly, since the last quarter of
shows a single p in kidnaped, worshiped,
the 19c. or so, doubt has also come to
and related forms.
be construed in affirmative sentences in
In words ending in -I the last consonabout equal measure either with a thatant is generally doubled whether
clause or with an objective clause not
stressed on the last syllable or not:
led by a conjunction, i.e. a contact clause.
annulled, -ing initialled, -ing
The sense is always 'think it unlikely'.
appalled, -ing instilled, -ing
Examples: (with that) I doubt that the White
bevelled, -ing labelled, -ing
House is responsible for this rash of tittlechannelled, -inglevelled, -ing
chiselled, -ing libelled, -ing
tattle-Alistair Cooke, 1981; I doubted that
compelled, -ing marshalled, -ing
I'd ever come across a Reddle anywhere—P.
counselled, -ingmodelled, -ing
Bailey, 1986; he doubted that so abstruse a
dialled, -ing panelled, -ing
matter could ever be explained to those who
dishevelled, -ingquarrelled, -ing
were not already experts—New Yorker, 1986;
enrolled, -ing revelled, -ing
(with a direct objective clause) in these
extolled, -ing rivalled, -ing
two books ... death is being served up nearly
fulfilled, -ing shovelled, -ing
raw, and who can doubt they will be followed
grovelled, -ing travelled, -ing
by others?—London Rev. Bks, 1981 ; he doubted
impelled, -ing tunnelled, -ing
Ferrari would sue him—New Yorker, 1986;
Exceptions: appealed, -ing; paralleled,
But Mr [Bernie] Grant doubts the government
-ing.
will see it that way—Listener, 1987; I doubt
Note: In AmE the -I is usually not
there was anything really wrong with her—A.
doubled:
Brookner, 1992.
AmE
BrE
Similar considerations govern the way
(always)
(usually)
in which the adj. doubtful is construed
cancel cancelled
canceled
in contexts parallel to those described
cruel
crueller
crueler
above.
dial
dialled
dialed
duel
duelling
dueling
doubtfulness. See DUBIETY.
jewel
jeweller
jeweler
label
labelled
labeled
d o u b t l e s s l y . Despite its antiquity (first
marvel marvellous marvelous
recorded C1440) this word has always
travel
travelling
traveling
led a precarious life alongside the more
See also -LL-, -L-.
usual adverb doubtless. It seems to be
Note: It is not uncommon to find words having a new lease of life in the 2 0 c , at

doubtless, no doubt, undoubtedly | downward(s)
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any rate in the US, to judge from the use, dower being a widow's share for life
following examples: These mineral grains of her husband's estate and dowry the
are doubtlessly heterogeneous—Bull. Geol. Soc.
property or money brought by a bride
Amer., 1955; But with one eye doubtlessly on to her husband. In older, esp. poetic, use
the White House, Bentsen also moved quickly
dower was often used in the sense of
to establish himself more in the mainstream dowry. Both words are used in the general
of his party—Dun's Review, 1975; The currentsense 'a talent, a natural gift*. In practice
argument... doubtlessly offers a cogent and both words are now somewhat archaic,
easily understood explanation for the current except that dowry is still used with direct
deadlock in East-West relations—Washingtonreference to societies (esp. in Africa)
Post, 1984.
where the custom of bringing a dowry
is still part of ordinary life.
doubtless, no doubt, undoubtedly.
Fowler's comment (1926) is still valid: down-. Use of the adverb as a prefix to
'Doubtless and no doubt have been weak- form new verbs has been a feature of the
ened in sense till they no longer convey 20C, e.g. downface (first recorded 1909),
certainty, but either probability {You have downgrade (1930), download (computers,
doubtless or no doubt heard the news) or 1980), DOWNPLAY (1968), downpoint (1946),
concession (No doubt he meant well enough; downscale (1945). downsize (1975), downit is doubtless very unpleasant). When real turn (1909).
conviction or actual knowledge on the
speaker's part is to be expressed, it must down-market, of or relating to the
be by undoubtedly, without (a) doubt, or cheaper part of the market, is now so
beyond a (or any) doubt {he was undoubtedly, established in the language that it is
surprising to see that its first example
etc., guilty).'
in the OED is one of as recently as 1970.
dour. The only standard pronunciation
in Britain is /dua/, rhyming with tour not downplay (verb). Another word of resour, but /daua(r)/ is common in AmE and cent origin (the earliest example noted
is one of 1954) that has moved swiftly
Australia.
into standard use in the sense 'to play
douse, dowse. Three verbs are in ques- down, to minimize the importance of.
tion and all three have been spelt with It is most frequently encountered in
medial -ou- and also with medial -ow- at newspapers.
various times since the 17c. Douse1 (first
Down's syndrome. Named after J. L.H.
recorded 1559, probably from MDu.) is
now pronounced /daus/ and means Down, an English physician (1828-96),
mainly 'to put off, doff (a cap, etc.); Nout. the word has moved swiftly into medical,
to strike (a sail)'. Douse2 (first recorded in and then into lay, use as a replacement
1600, of unknown origin but probably for the traditional term mongolism. The
onomatopoeic) is also pronounced /daus/, earliest example of Down's syndrome in
is commonly spelt dowse, and means 'to the OED is one of 1961.
throw water over; to plunge into water'.
downstairs. Used for both the adj. (the
(The OED recognized that these two may
downstairs loo) and the adv. (meet me downhave been 'the same word', though 'the
stairs when you are ready). As adj. stressed
connection is not obvious'.) Dowse, usu.
on the first syllable, but as adv. on the
so spelt, is the third. First recorded in
second.
1691, it seems to be of dialect origin; it
is pronounced /dauz/ and means 'to use down to. Used in the sense 'attributable
a divining-rod to search for underground to', the phrase belongs to the second half
water or minerals'.
of the 20C. Example: The boom in Gucci
and Pucci and ... Lacoste 'names' on clothes,
dove (noun). See PIGEON.
bags, and other ornamentation is all down
to the Yuppies—Sunday Tel, 1985. Cf. up to
dove (pa.t.). See DIVE.
(s.v. UP 3).
dow.

See DHOW.

dower, dowry. The two words, in origin
the same, are differentiated in ordinary

downward(s). The only form of the adj.
is downward (in a downward direction), but
downward and downwards are used

dowse I drouth
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without formal distinction for the ad- dram. 1 A small drink of spirits. 2 =
verb, downwards being the more common DRACHM.
of the two in Britain. Examples: (downward) And bats ... crawled head downward drank. See DRINK.
down a blackened wall-T. S. Eliot; After
draught. See DRAFT.
that, throwing herself face downward on her
bed ... she would stay there sobbing—E. drawing. The use of an intrusive -rCaldwell, 1973; Every time he looked down- in the pronouncing of this word, thus
ward he grew dizzy—]. M. Coetzee, 1983; /'droinri/, is not defensible.
(downwards) She ferreted in her bag; then
held it up mouth downwards-V. Woolf, drawing-room. See SITTING-ROOM.
1922; His small, thick writing ... running
downwards on the page-R. Lehmann, 1936; dream. For the pa.t. and pa.pple both
Any teletext improvements have to be down-dreamt and dreamed are used; dreamed
wards compatible so that older decoders willis usu. pronounced /drinnd/ and dreamt
receive something recognizable—Television,/dremt/. Dreamed, esp. as the pa.t. form,
1987; The fact that commissioners' careers tends to be used for emphasis and in
only seem to go downwards after they leavepoetry. No decisive evidence has been
Brussels has a negative effect on morale— established about the distribution of the
two forms, but dreamt appears to be
EuroBusiness, 1989.
somewhat more common in BrE than in
dowse. See DOUSE, DOWSE.
AmE. See -T AND -ED.
doyen. See DEAN.

drier ( = more dry; one who or that
which dries), driest, drily are the predozen. A collective noun used in two
ferred forms in OUP house style, but
ways: (a) when preceded by a numeral,
always dozen (two dozen eggs); (b) in other dryish, dryness.
plural uses, normally dozens (there were drink. The only standard pa.t. is drank
dozens of birds on the lawn; he made dozens
and for the pa.pple drunk. (In past cenof mistakes).
turies there has been a great deal of
drachm /draem/ is a British weight or fluctuation in the choice of form, and
measure formerly used by apothecaries, considerable variation is still found in
equivalent to 60 grains or one eighth BrE and AmE dialects.)
of an ounce or (in full fluid drachm) 60 drink-driving. A fairly recent term (first
minims, one eighth of a fluid ounce; recorded in 1964) for the legal offence
abbr. dr. See DRAM.

drachma, the chief monetary unit of
Greece.

of driving a vehicle with an excess of
alcohol in the blood; hence drink-driver.
See DRUNK-DRIVING.

draft, draught. Draft, in origin a dromedary. Now usu. pronounced with
phonetic respelling of draught, is used initial /'dram-/. The variant /'drAm-/ is now
for (a) a preliminary sketch or version seldom encountered.
(to make a rough draft); (b) a written order
for payment by a bank; (c) a military drouth /drauG/, Sc. /dru:8/ is a widespread
detachment. A draftsman is one who (Scotland, Ireland, USA) variant of the
drafts documents. Draught is used in all standard form drought, both in the sense
'dryness of climate' and meaning 'thirst'.
the other common senses (game of
A
miscellaneous collection of examples:
draughts, air-current, ship's displacement, beer on draught, a dose of liquid You might take your death with drouth and
medicine, draught-horse). In AmE, draft none to heed you—]. M. Synge; Scarred hand,
is used for all senses and the game of shut eyes, and silent mouth, Parched with the
long day's bitter drouth--W. de la Mare;
draughts is called checkers.
There arefloodand drouth Over the eyes and
dragoman. For this non-native word ( = mouth--T. S. Eliot; Once in my youth I gave,
an interpreter or guide, esp. in countries poor fool, A soldier apples and water, And
speaking Arabic, Turkish, or Persian) the may I die before you cool Such drouth as his,
normal plural is -mans, but inevitably my daughter-R. Graves; while J sit here with
a pestering Drouth for wonds—S. Heaney; My
-men is sometimes used instead.

drown | due to
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heart leaps up with streams of joy, My lips distinct verbs all written as dub. The
tell of drouth: Why should my heart he full oldest noun is Scottish and northern,
of joy And not my mouth?— Stevie Smith; A was first recorded in the early 16c. (Gavin
friend, a poet, wrote me near the end Of Douglas), and means 'a muddy or stagsummer there had been a drouth In Wales—J. nant pool'. The most recent is Jamaican
Dressel.
in origin, was first recorded in 1974, and
means 'a remixed version of a piece of
drown. 1 The pa.t. is, of course, drowned. recorded popular music'. Perhaps the
The form drownded, first recorded in the most widely known use of the verb is
16c, is now found only in dialectal and
the earliest one (01100), 'to confer the
uneducated speech.
rank of knighthood by striking the shoul2 The now customary intransitive der with a sword'. The most recent verb
sense 'to suffer death by submersion in spelt dub is a phonetic shortening of
water' was considered 'unusual' by the double, is first recorded in 1929, and
OED in 1897. The verb was more com- means 'to provide (a film, etc.) with an
monly used at the time in its transitive alternative sound track, esp. in a differsense 'to suffocate (a person or animal) ent language'.
See -B-, -BB-.
by submersion in water'.

drunk-driving. The AmE term (first re- dubbin. The now customary form of
corded in 1937) for DRINK-DRIVING; hence the word meaning 'a preparation of
drunk-driver. The synonym drunken driving grease for softening leather and renis sometimes used both in AmE and in dering it waterproof. It is also used as
a verb (pa.t. and pa.pple dubbined). The
BrE.
older variant dubbing (the form preferred
drunk, drunken. 1 In general drunk is by Fowler) seems to be dropping out of
used predicatively {judged to be drunk and use.
disorderly; he was drunk when he arrived at
the party; she was as drunk as a lord; Napo- dubiety /djui'banti/ is an 18c. addition to
leon was drunk with success) and drunken the pre-existing words doubtfulness (16c.)
attributively (a drunken brawl; a drunken and dubiousness (17c). The three words
sleep; a drunken landlord). See DRUNK-DRIV- remain in the language, with doubtfulness
being the least used of the trio. ExING.
amples: Jung liked looking at 'the mocking
2 In many contexts there is a semantic visage of the old cynic', who he said reminded
distinction: drunk implies 'the worse for him of the futility of his idealistic aspirations,
drink at present', whereas drunken is cap- the dubiousness of his morals [etc.]—
able of meaning 'often the worse for Economist, 1976; Take, for example, the foldrink, given to drink'.
lowing figures, whose dubiety can scarcely be
doubted, which Carter offered up to the people
dry. For the inflected forms (drier, etc.),
several weeks ago—Fortune, 1980; I had met
see DRIER.
at the opera. It had been 10 months since
dual. The first element in a number of that meeting. I felt somewhat ashamed of
widely used specific collocations of the my initial doubtfulness—Sports Illustrated,
20c: dual carriageway (first recorded in 1985.
1933), dual control (of aeroplanes and mo- duck. When used collectively it is often
tor vehicles, 1913). dual nationality (1961). unchanged in form (a flock, etc., of duck),
dual personality (1905), dual-purpose adj. but in ordinary plural contexts normally
(1914), etc. Fowler (1926) warned against ducks (several ducks came for the bread that
the use of dual in general contexts where we threw into the lake). It is used without
two, twofold, double, etc., are adequate, the indefinite article as an item of food
but this looks to have been a warning (we had duck for dinner).
about the approach of an imaginary
enemy.
dues. See TAX.
dub. Such small words tend to be of
several different origins and are apt to
have many unrelated meanings. The OED
records seven distinct nouns and five

due to. 1 When considering the merits
of this much-discussed phrase it is as well
to bear in mind that there are various
circumstances in which the sequence
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due to the fact that | duress

due + to is uncontroversial: ( = owing or because. But the use persists in writers of
payable to) Then pay Caesar what is due togood quality: Part of this frisson ...is
Caesar, and pay God what is due to God- undoubtedly due to the fact that woman as
Matt. 22: 21 {NEB, 1961); ( + infinitive = a whole has been seen as a pacifying influence
likely to, supposed to, announced as) throughout history—Antonia Fraser, 1988.
Once ...he advised me to buy Caledonian
Deferred, since they were due torise—E.M. duet, quartet, etc. It now seems remarkFord, 1915; It was due to start at four able that this group of musical words
o'clock, hut didn't begin until twenty past-W.were commonly spelt duett, quartette (also
Trevor, 1976; the train is due to arrive at -ett), quintette (also -ett), etc., from the 18c.
12 noon; ( = properly owed to) So much is onward to the point that the OED listed
due to the wishes of your late husband— the main variants as joint headwords.
Lytton, 1838; Herr Wodenfeld hovered on thedullness, fullness. Use -II-, as in all
sidelines exhibiting that cunning deference other words in which -ness follows a word
due to one who had been deposed—B. Rubens,ending in -H (drollness, illness, shrillness,
1987; (following the verb to be = smallness, stillness, tallness, etc.). But be
ascribable to) Death had come, and the prepared to find forms with a single -Idoctor agreed that it was due to heart in 19c. and earlier works: e.g. which duV
disease-E. M. Forster, 1910; Humanity can ness in appréhension occasioned me much
be due to laziness, as well as kindness--V.grief-R. M. Ballantyne, 1858.
Woolf, 1921; This development was due
directly ...to the power of advertisement—E.dumbfound(ed).
Thus spelt, not
Waugh, 1932; Almost everything that dumf-.
distinguishes our age from its predecessors
is due to science—B. Russell, 1949; part of dump (noun). See RUBBISH.
her happiness, her unaltered sense of her
own superiority, was due to a sense of virginitydunno /'dAnau/. First recorded in 1842
preserved—A. Brookner,
1988. In as a phonetic representation of a reduced
all these uses due is construed as form of do not (or don't) know, it is widely
an adj. + complement (or + a to-infinit- used in fiction and plays in the speech of
vulgar or illiterate people: He was fencing
ive).
before we come here. Where? I dunno—M.
2 Used as a prepositional phrase in Eldridge, 1984; 'Now it's back the way it
verbless clauses = owing to, due to was used to be.' "Why? ..." 'Dunno, sweet. Do
described as 'erroneous' by W. A. Craigie not know.'—New Yorker, 1986. See DEMOTIC
(1940) and was said by Fowler (1926) to ENGLISH.
be 'often used by the illiterate as though
it had passed, like owing to, into a mere duodecimo (size of book). PI. duodecimos.
compound preposition'. Hostility to the See -O(E)S 6.
construction is an entirely 20c. phenomduologue, a dramatic piece spoken by
enon. Opinion remains sharply divided
two actors. An irregular formation (first
but it begins to look as if this use of due
recorded in the 19c.) from L duo or Gk
to will form part of the natural language
5uo 'two* after monologue. Cf. DIALOGUE.
of the 2 1 c , as one more example of a
forgotten battle. Examples: Largely due to durance /'djuarans/. A distinctly archaic
the defence efforts of the Western Powers, word (originally meaning 'duration') for
Europe was in a state of stalemate—Times,imprisonment, surviving chiefly in the
1955; Michael ... hated mathematics at half-remembered set phr. durance vile
school, mainly due to the teacher—TES, 1987;
'forced confinement'.
The BBC serialisation of The History Man
... caused something of a stir a few years duress /djua'res/ is the only current
back, partly due to the excellence of the bookform (not duresse). It originally meant
'hardness', but now survives mainly in
itself—London Rev. Bks, 1987.
the phr. under duress 'under compulsion'.
due to the fact that. Complex preposi- Such compulsion to do something
tional phrases ending in the fact that, e.g. against one's will may be by actual imbecause of the fact that, due to the fact that,prisonment, but is commonly used more
on account of the fact that, can usually generally ( = under a threat of physical
be replaced by the simple conjunction violence, etc.).

durst I dysentery
durst. See DARE 3.
dustbin (rubbish tin), dustman (rubbish
collector) are normal terms in BrE, but
are not used in AmE and are not common
in other English-speaking areas. See RUBBISH.

Dutch. The word has a long and complicated history since it was first recorded
in the 15c, but its primary reference now
is to the inhabitants and the language
of the Netherlands. Older attitudes or
practices are reflected in various set
phrases, ranging from the quaint to the
disagreeable, as Dutch cap (a contraceptive pessary, first recorded in
1922), Dutch courage (bravery induced by
drinking, 1826), Dutch treat (one in which
each person present contributes his or
her own share, 1887), to go Dutch (ditto,
1914), double Dutch (gibberish, 1789), etc.
They are taken with good grace by the
Dutch themselves, but the mood of the
late 20c. is to discourage the use of derogatory expressions reflecting ancient national stereotypes.
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outside the UK. I have examples of dwarfs
from BrE (C. S. Lewis, P. Lively, local
and national newspapers) and AmE (R.
Merton, P. Roth) sources; and of dwarves
from BrE (A. Brookner, J. R. R. Tolkien,
local and national newspapers), AmE (J.
Updike, a Chicago newspaper), NZ (M.
Gee, Rosie Scott), and S. African (J. M.
Coetzee, D. Lessing) sources.
See -VE(D), -VES, etc.

dwell in the sense 'live, reside' (a use
first recorded in the 13c. and frequent
until the 19c.) is now more or less restricted to literary contexts. For the pa.t.
and pa.pple dwelt (not dwelled) is recommended. See -T AND -ED.
dye (verb) has the inflected forms dyed,
dyes, dyeing to avoid confusion with the
conjugational forms of die (died, dies, dying).
dyke, dike. In the sense 'embankment',
dyke is the preferred form (COD, 1995).
The different word dyke, a 20c. word for
a lesbian, is also usu. thus spelt.

duteous, dutiful. Both words were dynamic, dynamical. Both words date
formed in the 16c. and of the two Shake- only from the 19c, but since then dyspeare seems markedly to have preferred namic has become the more usual word
duteous, though he used both (As duteous of the two in general contexts. Dynamical
to the vices of thy Mistris, As hadnesse would has tended to become restricted to cerdesire—Lear rv.vi.253; You know me dutifull, tain technical expressions, esp. in the
therefore deere sir, Let me not shame respect— field of dynamics (a branch of physics).
Troilus v.iii.72). As time went on, duteous
dynamo. PL dynamos. See -O(E)S 5. In
(like beauteous, plenteous) fell into reorigin it is an abbreviation of dynamostricted literary use, while dutiful (like
electric machine.
beautiful, plentiful) became an everyday
word.
dynast, dynasty. Usu. for the first and
overwhelmingly for the second the opendutiable. See -ABLE, -IBLE 2.
ing syllable is pronounced with /'dm-/ in
BrE, but with /'dam-/ in AmE.
duty. See TAX.
dwarf. The traditional pi. form in BrE dysentery. So spelt. In BrE it is stressed
is dwarfs, but dwarves is now increasingly on the first syllable: thus /'disantn/. In
being used, as it has been for a long time AmE stretched out as four syllables.

Ee
One Another: There Will Always Prove
to Be a Difference'. But the belief is
each.
untenable, as can be seen from the foli Number of, and with, each.
lowing departures from the 'rule': (each
2 each other.
other used to refer to more than two)
3 between each.
Everybody knew each other or about each
4 each's.
other—A. Brookner, 1983; Let them [sc.
1 Number. Each as a pronominal sub- black people] go ahead and kill each other,
ject is invariably singular, even when that's all they know—N. Gordimer, 1987;
followed by of+ pi. noun: There are only KHAD, the Russians themselves, foreign governments, the competing Afghan political partwo ties left: each has a thistle pattern; each
of the three parties has arightto a confidentialties in exile—all spy on each other—New
briefing (not have). The same is true when Yorker, 1987; The [several] clerks had stayed
each is an adj. qualifying the subject at their desks, not looking at each other—P.
noun: While each man [of three] on the Carey, 1988; (one another used to refer to
two) He and Gussy were evidently very fond
bench has enjoyed his own many or infrequent
passions, each remembers only the one—N. of one another—A. N. Wilson, 1978; There
Shakespeare, 1989. Bach is wrongly used is no such thing as complete harmony between
with a plural verb in the following sen- two people, however much they profess to love
tence: I only found out by sheer accident that one another—A. Brookner, 1984; the two
you, Alan Lloyd and Milly Preston are allchairs ... slightly turned towards one antrustees, and each have a vote—Jeffrey other-N. Gordimer, 1987; as we [sc. Felicia
Archer, 1979 (read eoch has or all of you and I] stood there, speechless for a moment,
facing one another across the threshold—M.
have).
When each immediately follows a du Plessis, 1983; But after a day or two
plural pronominal subject the following the [two] cats became accustomed to one
verb is in the plural: We each have our own another—Julian Barnes, 1989. It is worth
priorities (not has and not our own priority). noting that the possessive of each other
In such contexts the combination his is each other's, not each others' (they shared
or her would produce an unacceptable each other's possessions).
sentence (They each have his or her own
3 between each. See BETWEEN 3.
priorities). In such cases it is necessary to
4 each's. An uncommon but acceptable
recast the sentence: e.g. Each of them has
his or her own priorities. When each is not use: The distressing conflict between Catholics
the subject, but is in apposition with a and Jews ...is driven by each's belief that the
plural noun or pronoun as subject, the other is attempting to [etc.]-Chicago Tribune,
verb (and any complement) is invariably 1989.
plural: the three parties each have a right to
a confidential briefing; lettuces cost 25 penceeach and every. A tempting phrase,
used for emphasis, as Edward VIII (when
each.
he was Prince of Wales) found when
2 each other. A belief that each other writing to Mrs Wallis Simpson in 1935:
properly refers to two people and one I love you more & more each and every minute
another to more than two is reflected in & miss you so terribly here. It is not commany contexts: But Mrs Bentley and Kitty mon, and it is not easily replaced.
were delighted with each other—A, Brookner,
1982; They [sc. two people] never left each earl. See TITLES.
other, or the flat—A. Desai, 1988; I mean,
Stanley and Jessica and I could cry about it. early on. This phrase, a kind of backWe had one another—Susan Hill, 1988. Frits formation from earlier on (itself modelled
Stuurman even wrote an article in Eng- on later on), is first recorded in BrE in
lish Studies (1978) entitled 'Each Other- 1928 and only later in AmE. Examples:
-e-. See MUTE E.

earn | ebullient
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'It might have been given him earlier.' ... earthly paradise, an earthly pilgrimage; not
Well—not too early on, Peter.'—D. L. Sayers,an earthly ( — no chance); crystalline rocks
1928; Early on, he puts a coin in a newspaper-occasionally occur in friable form and are
then said to be earthy; an earthy taste; strong
vending machine—New Yorker, 1987; He was
certain, early on, that Hitler was a world earthy expressions, earthy humour.
menace, not just a European threat—Bull.
Amer. Acad. Arts & Sci., 1989; Earlier on,easterly, northerly, southerly, west
religion had supplied a drug which most of eriy. Chiefly used of wind, and then
the clergy were quite ready to administer—meaning blowing from an eastward, etc.,
V. G. Kiernan, 1990. An American corres- direction; otherwise these four words
pondent (1989) remarked 'I'm constantly are used to modify words implying either
struck with the immense popularity in motion, or position conceived as atthe U.S. of the once-exclusive-to-Britain tained by previous motion: an easterly
expression "early on". Hardly anyone wind; took a southerly course; the most easthere can now use the word "early" by erly part of the constellation. But the East
itself.' Doubtless an exaggeration, but it Indies (not easterly), East Side (of New York
underlines the way in which the use of City); the South (not Southerly) Pole; the west
the phrase is gathering pace. The earliest (not westerly) end of the church; western (not
example of later on in the OED is one of westerly) ways of thought, etc.
1882.
eastward. As an adj. placed before a
earn. The normal inflected form for the noun (in an eastward direction), always
pa.t., pa.pple, and ppl adj. (earned income) eastward. As an adv., either eastward or
is earned. The pa.pple and pa.t. are occas. eastwards in BrE, but only eastward in
spelt earnt, perhaps because in fast AmE: thus toflyeastward(s).
speech this form is often pronounced
/3mt/. Examples: I earned my first wages... easy, easily. I don't scare easy, said a
in the winter of 1894—P. Bailey, 1986; Hugo contributor to the 5 Feb. 1990 issue of
the New Yorker, thus drawing attention
Young's The Thatcher Factor (Channel 4,8pm)
has already earnt itself news space—Times,to the occasional informal use (the OED
1989; a statement... showing all the trans- calls it 'colloq. or vulgar') of easy as an
action details and the interest earned—Lloydsadverb. What it is that makes ShakeBank leaflet, 1989; The price of rubber rose speare's As easie might Ifrom my selfe depart,
again, not to the giddy heights of the boom, As from my soule which in thy brest doth
but to a level which earned a profit-N. Shake- lye (Sonnet 109, 1600) acceptable, even
speare, 1989; Ray and Alan Mitchell once harmonious, and the New Yorker use disworked gruelling hours and earnt good money tinctly informal is hard to say. Some
as contract plumbers in London- set phrases containing easy used as an
adverb, all of them first recorded in the
Independent, 1992. See -T AND -ÉD.
19c, are, however, firmly embedded in
earth. Freq. with initial capital (Earth) standard English: to take it easy (1867), to
when considered as a planet of the solar go easy (on or with, 1850), easy does it
system. In such contexts, like Mars, (Dickens, 1865), stand easy (1859), etc.
Venus, etc., it is normally used without
the definite article (but the planet Earth). eat. The past is spelt ate (rarely eat) and
pronounced /et/ in standard English, but
earthen, earthly, earthy. Earthen is /ert/ is common in regional speech and
used only in the literal sense 'made of customary in AmE.
earth' (either soil, or clay used as pottery,
hence earthenware). Earthly has two sense, eatable, edible. Both words are used
(a) of the earth or human life on earth of food in the general sense 'that is in a
as opposed to heavenly, terrestrial, and condition to be eaten'. But edible is the
(b), usu. in negative contexts, remotely only word of the pair used in contexts
possible or conceivable (is no earthly use; where the contrast is with poisonous or
there wasn't an earthly reason). Earthy harmful (edible mushrooms, edible snails).
means (a) of or like earth or soil, and
(b) somewhat coarse or crude. Typical ebullient. The pronunciation recomcollocations include earthenfloor,earthen mended is /i'bAljant/, not /i'buljant/: i.e.
rampart; earthen jar, earthen vessel; the with the sound of pulse not that of bull.

echelon | -ed and 'd
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echelon /'ejamn/ bears an acute accent
in French (échelon) and means primarily
a rung of a ladder (cf. échelle 'ladder').
The word was adopted in English from
French in the late 18c. to mean a formation (of various kinds) of troops and still
has military applications. It was a natural extension (in the second half of the
20C.) to apply the word to grades or ranks
in the civil service, and to speak of 'the
higher (or upper) echelons' in any organization. Meanwhile the word had made
step-by-step progress in French in the
same way as it did in English. Gowers
(1965) was surely wrong to object to the
civilian meaning as a 'slipshod extension'.
echo. PI. echoes. See -O(E)S 1.
echoic. In etymology, applied to words
brought into being as imitations of the
sounds they represent, as plonk, plop,
twang, tweet. Other terms used for this
class of words are imitative and onomatopoeic.

economic, economical. 1 The adj. normally answering to the subject of economics is economic, and that answering to
economy in the sense 'frugality, sparing
use (of money, language, etc.)' is economical. An economic rent is one in the
fixing of which the laws of supply and
demand have had free play; an economical
rent is one that is not extravagant. In
practice the first generally means a rent
not too low (for the landlord), and the
second one not too high (for the tenant).
What is now being sent to third-world
countries is economic aid, not economical aid.
2 I have been unable to establish a
consensus of any kind about the pronunciation of the first syllable of the two
words. It seems to be a clear case of
pleasing oneself whether to say /i:k-/ (my
own preference) or /ek-/. Cf. UNECONOMIC,
UNECONOMICAL.

ecstasy is thus spelt. It is among the
most frequently misspelt words in the
language.

ecology. A word of comparatively re- ecu, ECU, European currency unit, is
cent origin (the earliest example in the at present being pronounced by some
OED is one of 1873), and at first, reflecting economists and politicians as /'ekju:/ and
its Greek origin (Gk OIKO? 'house, dwell- by others as /'eikju:/.
ing'), normally spelt oecology or oekology,
it has made spectacular progress in the ecumenical. Now always thus spelt, not
language because of the growing con- oec- (as it was from the 16c. to the 19c,
sciousness in the last decades of the 20c. representing L oec- and Gk OIK-). There
that the global environment of plants is great diversity of opinion about the
and animals (including human beings) pronunciation of the first syllable, as
is being placed seriously at risk by in- between /i:k-/ (my personal preference)
and /ek-/.
dustrial pollution, by the destruction of
rain forests, and by other factors. There
-ed and 'd. When occasion arises to
can be few people left who are unfamilappend the ordinary adjectival ending
iar with what a century ago was a tech- -ed (as in a decided difference, wedded bliss,
nical word ( = the branch of biology a walled garden) to words that have a fully
which deals with the relations of living pronounced vowel (esp. a,i,o) as the final
organisms to their surroundings) used letter of their natural form, it is best to
in tracts about the evolution of man and
avoid the somewhat bizarre appearance
in proceedings of biological societies. of -aed, etc., and write 'd instead: oneThe word has inevitably become poli- idea'd, mustachio'd, cupola'd arch, subticized with the emergence of Green poena 'd witness, a shanghai'd sailor. Practice
(political) parties and other environ- varies, however, from publisher to pubmental groups. The element eco- has been lisher, and it is worth noting that all
abstracted from the word and used to three illustrative examples of hennaed
form numerous combinations of greater (dyed or stained with henna) in the OED
or less durability, e.g. econictivist (1969), are so written. I also have examples on
eco<atastrophe (1969), ecofreak (1970), eco-file of antennaed, concertinaed, mascara-ed,
friendly (1989), ecopolitics (1973), eco-sound pyjamaed, shampooed, and shanghaied. See
(1989).
FEE (verb).

•èd, -éd | -edly
-èd, -éd. 1 Some adjectives have a fully
pronounced and uncancellable final -ed:
e.g. fair-minded, ragged, warmhearted,
wicked, wretched.
2 In some other words the pronunciation of the -ed as a separate syllable, or
the merging of it with the preceding
syllable, can affect the sense, e.g. the hoy
was aged /eid3d/12 but an aged /'eid^d/ man
was sitting on the wall. See also BELOVED;
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in the 16c. (amazedly, ashamedly, deservedly
learnedly, etc.), the 17c. (avowedly, designedly, reservedly, resignedly, unexpectedly,
etc.), and the 18c. (animatedly, detachedly,
vexedly, etc.). But the great age of -edly
was the 19c: no fewer than twenty-one
of Fowler's seventy are first recorded
then (absorbedly, allegedly, presumedly, unabashedly, etc.), and under markedly the
OED adds the comment 'a favourite 19th
c. adverb'. Two are not recorded in the
BLESSED; CURSED.
OED before the 20c. (painedly, un3 In poetry, convention allows writers, ashamedly), and reportedly (not mentioned
metri causa, to pronounce as a separate by Fowler) is also first recorded in the
syllable an -ed that would not be so pro- 20C. Some of those listed by Fowler now
nounced in the ordinary language. In seem very abstruse, e.g. admiredly, discomsuch cases the printers usually print the posedly, harassedly, and labouredly. Ten
ending either as -èd or as -éd: In curled words that he lists are not recorded in
knots man's thoughts to hold—Sidney (in D. the OED at all, advancedly, annoyedly, ascer
Attridge, 1982); Till the secret it gives Makes tainedly, incensedly, etc.
faint with too much sweet these heavy-wingéd
Certain patterns emerge. A fully prothieves—Shelley (in Palgrave, 1861).
nounced -ed- is obligatory in the great
edema. The AmE spelling of oedema (see majority, no matter how many syllables
there are in the word. Thus, learnedly
OE, etc.).
and markedly would always have three
edible. See EATABLE.
syllables, and advisedly, assuredly, deserve
ly, reservedly, and resignedly would aleditress. See -ESS 2. The word is still ways have four, while the great majority
current: e.g. ... Alexandra Shulman, my of words beginning with the prefix uneditress at Vogue, for giving me a sahhatical would normally havefive(unashamedly,
...—acknowledgement by C. Lycett unconcernedly, unreservedly, etc.). In other
Green, 1994.
words there is a predisposition, estab-edly. 'We accept that this was not the lished over the centuries, to give syllabic
case and unreservedly apologize to — ' : value to the -ed- in words ending in -edly.
thus the normal formula when a news- Such words are frequently formed on the
paper offers apologies to a person whose past tense or past participle of the corresviews have been misrepresented. Count ponding verb. Thus allege -*• alleged -> althe syllables in unreservedly and everyone, legedly. In some cases such adverbs are
I imagine, would say five. Dickensian insol- extensions of adjectives, e.g. belatedly, conceitedly, shamefacedly. In still others the
vency laws match their unemharrassedly Victorian values (D. Jessel, 1990). Most people, formations are parasynthetic (i.e. conI suppose, would pronounce unembarrass- tain two different parts of speech), e.g.
edly as six syllables to avoid the unseemli- cold-bloodedly, high-handedly, whole-heartness of a final sequence /-sdh/. 'Oh yes,' edly, all three, incidentally, 19c. formasays the hoy, shamefacedly, 'that's all right.'tions, and all regularly pronounced as
(OED, 1881). Bearing in mind that shame- four syllables. The similar formations
faced is pronounced /-feist/, what are we good-naturedly and good-humouredly ento do with the form in -edly? The going tered the language a century earlier, but
begins to look hard. The problem clearly these are normally pronounced with
amused Fowler (1926). He gave nearly four syllables, not five. A smaller group,
three columns to -EDLY and inserted words in which -ed- is preceded by i or u
some seventy cross-references to the art- (as in dissatisfiedly, frenziedly, hurriedly
icle itself, some of them highly studiedly, suhduedly), behaves differently.
idiosyncratic. Of Fowler's seventy, the In these the vowel and -ed seem normally
ones that have stood in the language to merge into one syllable: thus /-faidli/,
longest are advisedly, assuredly, and unad-not /-faiadli/, etc.
visedly, all first recorded in the 14c.
There is a residue of -edly words in
Further waves of such words came along which the problem of pronouncing or
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educate | effective, effectual, efficacious, efficient

not pronouncing the -ed- remains. One while others, remarkably, are added to
wonders, for example, how D. H. Law- intransitive verbs and mean 'one who
rence would have pronounced painedly —s' (attendee, escapee, standee).
in his England, My England (1921); and
3 From the 14c. onwards -ee had also
how Browning would have pronounced become the regular representation of Fr.
starchedly (in Red Cotton Night-Cap Country,
é in adopted words like debauchee and
1873). And how many syllables are to be jubilee, and also in similar words from
pronounced in the following words, all other languages (e.g. grandee, Sp., 16c).
listed from standard sources in the OED: A great deal more about the suffix is set
admiredly, depressedly, harassedly, labourdown by Laurie Bauer in his English Wordedly, scatteredly, and veiledly? I have a hank-Formation (1983, 243 ft.).
ering to give full syllabic value to -edin some, but not all, of them. Some -ee 2 . A suffix (really several distinct
undiscovered deep-rooted
principle suffixes) shown: l in diminutives like
seems to govern the matter in marginal bootee, coatee.
cases. But in general the harmony of the
2 (now mostly abandoned in favour
sentence would probably not be serof-i) in words of Indian origin, Bengalee,
iously at risk in such cases, whatever
saree, etc. (but retained in dungaree,
one decided to do.
puttee).
educate makes educable. See -ABLE, -IBLE
3 irreg. in various unexplained cir2(v), 6.
cumstances, e.g. bargee (17c), goatee
(19c), jamboree (19c), marquee (17c), and
educationalist, educationist. See -IST settee (18c).
2.
-eer. This suffix (the Anglicized form of
educible is the customary adj. corres- Fr. -ver, L -arius, -iàrius) is 1 Appended
ponding to the verb educe (not educable). to nouns meaning 'a person concerned
See -ABLE, -IBLE 7.
with or engaged in', as auctioneer (first
-ee 1 . 1 A suffix drawn from OF words recorded in 1708), mountaineer (1610),
in -ee, -é, denoting the recipient of a musketeer (1590), profiteer (1912), summiteer
grant or the like, e.g. feoffee, grantee, lessee, (1957)» volunteer (1618). A few formations
patentee, on the model of which many denote inanimate objects, as gazetteer
others were made, most of which cannot (1611). In a good many of the words so
be construed as 'direct' passives, but de- formed there is a more or less connote the indirect object of the corres- temptuous implication, e.g. pamphleteer
ponding verbs; in payee (18c) 'one to (1642), profiteer, racketeer (1928), sonneteer
whom something is payable', and trustee (1665).
2 In verbal nouns with the meaning
'the being concerned with', as auctioneering (1733), buccaneering (1758), elec2 The common correspondence of tioneering (1760). Most of these quickly
agent-nouns in -or or -er, e.g. lessor and produced finite verbs as back-formalessee, obligor and obligee, with nouns in tions.
•ee led to the general application of the effect (noun and verb). See AFFECT,
suffix, sometimes risibly, as with lover EFFECT.
and lovee (Richardson), jester and jestee
(Sterne). Many such are nonce-words (I effective, effectual, efficacious, effihave noted awakee, mentionee, (AmE) ru- cient. The words all mean having an
moree, and suggestee in recent times); but effect, but with different applications
others, like abductee, addressee, amputee and certain often disregarded shades of
(20c), employee, (AmE) enrollee, escapee, eva-meaning. Effective means having a defincuee, examinee, (AmE) retiree, (AmE) standee ite or desired effect, existing in fact
(a standing passenger), and trainee, look rather than theoretically, coming into
likely to be permanent. It should be operation: an effective speech, speaker, connoted that some words in -ee have the trast; effective assistance, control; effective
force of'one who is —ed* (employee) with from 1 January. Effectual applies to action
parallel agent-nouns in -er (employer); apart from the agent, and means capable
(17c), there has been a further (uncontroversial) departure from the usual pattern.

effete | egoism, egotism
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of producing the required result or 'the theory which regards self-interest as
effect: effectual measures; his comments put the foundation of morality' (OED), and
an effectual end to the conversation. A personin metaphysics, 'the belief, on the part
cannot be described as effectual, but, para- of an individual, that there is no proof
doxically, a person lacking the ability to that anything exists but his own mind'
achieve results can be said to be in- (OED). But since the mid-igc. egoism (foleffectual. Efficacious applies only to things lowed by its derivatives) has been used
(esp. medicines, treatment, etc.) used or in the broad sense 'excessive exaltation
adopted for a purpose, and means pro- of one's own opinion, self-opinionatedducing or sure to produce a desired ness', thus making contact with egotism
effect: an efficacious remedy; thus a drug of in its two senses, 'the obtrusive or too
known efficacy. Efficient applies to agents frequent use of the first person pronoun
or their action or to instruments, etc., T ; hence the vice of thinking too much
and means productive with minimum of oneself, self-conceit, boastfulness'
waste or effort, (of a person) capable: (OED). To the general educated public, at
an efficient cook, secretary; efficient work, any rate those who are uninformed
organization. Efficient cause in philosophy about the technical language of ethics
is an agent that brings a thing into being and metaphysics, the net result is a residual and persistent belief that the words
or initiates a change.
are more or less interchangeable. The
effete entered the language in the 17c. same applies to the adjectives egoistical)
from L effetus ( = that has brought forth and egotistical). Here is a range of exyoung (cf. foetus), hence worn out by amples (the forms with medial -t- being
bearing offspring), applied to animals the more common): (egoism and derivs.)
that had ceased to bear offspring. It I have never gone out of my way for man,
rapidly developed the transferred sense woman, or child. I am the complete egoist-V.
'(of a material substance) that has lost Sackville-West, 1931 : Rationalism in morals
its special quality or virtue'; and by the may persuade men in one moment that their
late 18c. was being applied to persons selfishness is a peril to society and in the next
or systems that had lost their effective- moment it may condone their egoism as a
ness. In the 20c. it has also come to be necessary and inevitable element in the total
applied to effeminate men, but, oddly, social harmony—R. Niebuhr, 1932; There
in view of its etymology, not to women were in man's nature not merely egoistic
who are or look as if they are past child- instincts concerned with self-preservation or
bearing age.
the good of the Ego-G. Murray, 1939; The
hero isfilledonly with himself; in his extreme
effluvium. The pi. is effluvia. See -UM 2.
egoism [etc.]—E. Fromm, 1976; I am ...
convinced that I can see... the crude wrecking
-efied, -efy. See -FY 2.
of lives ... —which they are egoistically ...
e.g. is short for L exempli gratia and set on causing—H. Brodkey, 1993; (egotism
means 'for example'. Non-Latinists some- and derivatives) Nothing so confirms an
times confuse it with i.e., which stands egotism as thinking well of oneself—A. Huxfor L id est and means 'that is to say'.
ley, 1939; He was continually talking about
himself and hisrelationto the world about,
egis is a spelling of aegis sometimes a quality which created the unfortunate imused in AmE.
pression that he was simply a blatant egoego /'iigau/ or /'egau/. The pi. is egos. See tist—H. Miller, 1957; To justify or to condemn
them in public is a squalid piece of egotism
-O(E)S 6.
when it will hurt the living—C. Day Lewis,
egoism, egotism. 1 The two words i960; Samuel Taylor Coleridge ... sees the
are modern (18c.) formations, the first avoidance of T as an expression of concealed
correctly from L ego T + the suffix -ism, egotism and of the 'watchfulness of guilt'—
and the second from the same elements R. F. Hobson, 1985; Jasper is sublimely egottogether with an intrusive -t- (unex- istical, and the egotist of course sees himself
plained, but perhaps on the false analogy as self-propagated—P. Lively, 1987. The adjectives egoistic and egotistic are now
of such words as idiotism).
under threat from the increasingly popu2 Philosophers keep the words apart.
lar adjective egocentric.
For example, in ethics, egoism is used for
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egregious | either

egregious. The word was for a long (a) = one or the other of two (either book
time (16-19C.) used in two main oppos- will serve the purpose; either of [the two of]
ing senses: (a) remarkably good, out- you can go); (b) = each of the two (In the
standing, distinguished (Marlowe's middest of the street of it, and of either side
egregious viceroys of these eastern parts in of theriuer,was there the tree of life—Rev.
Tamburlaine were held in great esteem, (AV) 22: 2: we sat down on either side of the
and so were many egregious heroes in radiogram, she with her tea, me with a pad
later works); (b) remarkably bad, gross, and pencil—J. Winterson, 1985; These [sc.
flagrant, outrageous. Only sense (b) sur- two I-beams] ran crosswise at either end of
vives (an egregious ass, an egregious waste the trailer—Tom Drury in New Yorker, 1992).
of time, egregious errors, etc.). The L adj. And as adv. and conjunction, (a) = as one
ëgregius, formed from ë 'out' + grex, gregis possibility (she ... had chosen not to call
'flock', meant 'towering above the flock' herself either Madeleine de Roujay or Madeand was almost always used in a favour- leine le Freyne-P. P. Read, 1986); (b) = as
able sense.
one choice or alternative (either come in
or go out but don't just stand there); (c) with
- e k The following words are among a negative, and usually placed at the end
those spelt with -ei- not -ie-: apartheid, of a clause or sentence, = any more than
beige, ceiling, conceit, conceive, counterfeit,the other, for that matter (if she isn't the
cuneiform, deceit, deceive, either, forfeit, gei-right material, she isn't one of that kind,
sha, heifer, heinous, inveigh, inveigle, kaleidoeither—N. Gordimer, 1987; At the time, I
scope, leisure, meiosis, neigh, neighbour, was not quite sure what to make of the
neither, nonpareil, obeisance, perceive, plebeInstitute either—New Yorker, 1987; But then
ian, receipt, receive, seigneur, seise, seize, seizwe realized that if this man could attend a
ure, sleight, surfeit, their, weir, weird. See television taping without his wife's being any
also 1 BEFORE E; -IE-.
the wiser, perhaps the show's broadcast
wouldn't affect her, either—New Yorker, 1992).
eighties. See NINETIES.

3 Essential duality. Either means essentially 'one or other of two', or as CGEL
inelegantly expresses it (13.39) 'According to the didactic tradition, the use
syllables: see CAFFEINE, CASEIN, CODEINE, of correlative coordinators is unacceptPROTEIN. They are all now simply pro- able when there are three or more
nounced as /-i:n/.
conjoins.' A standard unopposable construction is shown in the following: We
either.
can either rely on our children to translate
I 1 Pronunciation.
for us or we can try to catch up—Ulustr.
2 Parts of speech.
London News, 1980. If the number of co3 Essential duality.
ordinators is extended to more than two,
4 Number.
opinions vary widely about the elegance
5 either ...or.
or even the acceptability of the results.
I 6 Discarded uses.
The principle of duality is broken in the
1 Pronunciation. Both /'aiôa/ and following examples: (i) Either France en/'iicto/ are used with approximately equal Germany or Italy will break ranks in the
frequency. In 1984 a correspondent in- matter, (ii) EITHER, (a) 'Dictionary Johnson';
formed the Oxford dictionaries that the did he deserve the title? OR, (b) Examine the
Queen's private secretary had told him achievement of any ONE English dictionary.
(a copy of the letter of 24 Oct. 1984 from OR, (c) What should be the aims and methods
Buckingham Palace to the correspond- of an English lexicographer?-Univ. of Oxent was enclosed) that the Queen pro- ford, Honour School of English, 1983- hi
nounces the word herself as /'aiôa/ (in most contexts in formal English, howthe letter written as 'eye-ther'). Doubtless ever, it is advisable to restrict either to
the Queen, like the rest of us who use contexts in which there are only two
the same pronunciation, regards the possibilities. In conversational English
alternative one with a degree of amiable the type 'a narration of events, either
tolerance.
past, present, or to come' is often un2 Parts of speech. Either is used as four avoidable. Cf. Shakespeare's they say there
distinct parts of speech: as adj. and pron., is Diuinity in odde Numbers, either in natiuity,
-ein(e). Until the early part of the 20c.
this second element of a number of
words was regularly pronounced as two

•eity I eke out
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chance, or death (1598). Examples of the the same fate in due course. The central
negative form neither followed by more notion of duality is the one perhaps most
than two alternatives are very common: at risk.
neither ABC nor CBS nor NBC has a permanent
team in black Africa—New Yorker, 1988. -eity. There has been a marked tendency
in the second half of the 20c. to replace
4 Number. In normal circumstances the traditional /-iirti/ in the pronuncieither governs a singular verb {either candi- ation of words containing this ending
date [of two] is acceptable), but in the type {deity, homogeneity, spontaneity, etc.) by
'either + qf-phr.' (esp. in interrogative /-enti/.
clauses) the number of the verb often
varies 'because of the fundamental plur- ejector. Thus spelt, not -ex. See -OR.
ality of the conception' (Jespersen, 190949, ii. 172): e.g. either of them [sc. the eke (adv.). Adverbs, like other words,
words friend and mistress] are enough to come and go. This natural and ordinary
drive any man to distraction—Fielding, adverb (OE lac) meaning 'also' stood in
1749; Are either of you dining with Stewart the language more or less unthreatened
to-night?—E. F. Benson, 1911; Have either until the 18c: but first, Mr. Ghuest, and
of you two ladies received an anonymous M. Page, & eeke Caualeiro Slender, goe you
letter?—A. E. W. Mason, 1924. The same is through the Towne to Frogmore—Shaketrue of the type 'neither + qf-phr.': (treated speare, 1598; Supposing the wax good, and
as pi.) I daresay I... could have been a moreeke the thimble—Sterne, 1759. But it has
loving mother to you and Jane, but as things now become extinct, or at best is availare, neither of you require me—E. Bowen, able only as an extreme archaism.
1955; Neither Anabel nor Mark are in London—M. Wesley, 1983; I have written about eke out. To begin with (16c.) the expresalmost every subject except astrology and sion meant primarily 'to supplement, to
economics, neither of which are serious sub-supply the deficiencies of anything; esp.
jects—P. Howard, 1985; (treated as sing.) to make (resources, materials, etc.) last
neither our mourning nor our rejoicing is as the required time by additions, by partial
the world's is-T. S. Eliot, 1935; Neither use of a substitute, or by economy' (OED).
of the two answers is satisfactory—Dxdalus,Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, for example,
1987. The informal type Either John or commented (1719). My ink ... had been
Jane avert their eyes when I try to take a gone ...all but a very little, which I eked out
photograph of them brings out the funda- with water. This construction survives: Her
mental clash between notional and ac- mother ... edited Aunt Judy's Magazine' to
tual agreement. Similarly If either James eke out the clerical income-H. Carpenter,
or Charles should turn up, offer them a drink.1985. Fowler (1926) declared this to be
the only legitimate construction. 'The
See also AGREEMENT 6.
proper object is accordingly a word ex5 either . . . or. Fowler (1926) correctly pressing not the result attained, but the
pointed out that in good writing either original supply. You can eke out your
in either ...or sentences should be placed income or a scanty subsistence with odd
with caution, and normally immediately jobs or by fishing, but you cannot eke
before the first of the items being item- out a living or a miserable existence. You
ized: teachers no longer feel that either they can eke out your facts, but not your
or the job they do is valued by society at article with quotations.' From the early
large-TES, 1986.
19c, however, eke out has also been used
6 Discarded uses. In past centuries to mean 'to contrive to make (a livelivarious other uses of either, now dis- hood), or to support (existence) by
carded, were frequent: e.g. either of both various makeshifts', i.e. the sense to
'either of the two' (Wives were taken in which Fowler objected: To eke out the existence of the people, every person... was called
Israel by bils of Dowry, and solemne espousals;
but concubines without either of both—Henry on for a weekly subscription-Jefferson,
Ainsworth, 1621); either other 'one or the 1825; Some runaway slaves ... contrived to
other of two' {Let him take whether he liketh eke out a subsistence—Darwin, 1845; He
best, if either other of these words shall seruelived with his parents until their death, and
his turne—John Jewel, 1567). Doubtless thereafter eked out a marginal living as a
some of the uses now current will suffer messenger—O. Sacks, 1985; The elder Rossetti
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elaborateness, elaboration | elegiacs

eked out a precarious living as a teacher andthe actual amendment itself (omit either
translator—A. C. Amor, 1990. It is clear actually or actual). And for a lapse of
that both constructions are now stand- the opposite kind—a clumsy attempt at
variation—he cited a context from Thackard.
eray (careering during the season from one
elaborateness, elaboration. Elabor- great dinner of twenty covers to another
ateness (first recorded in 1694) means 'the of eighteen guests) (use guests instead of
quality of being elaborate*. Since the covers, and allow the noun following
early 19c, elaboration has borne the same eighteen to be understood). Nowadays, as
meaning, but more commonly retains typescripts make their way through the
its earlier (17c.) meaning: 'the process of hands of copy editors and proofreaders,
developing, perfecting, working out in most clumsiness of the kind that stand
detail, making more complex (a theory, in the original tend to be eradicated
a literary work, etc.)'. See -ION AND -NESS. before the book, etc., appears, but vigilance is still required at every stage.
elder. As an adj., elder is now for the
A commonplace method of avoiding
most part confined to the meaning '(of
repetition is to use a synonym or even
two indicated persons, esp. when rea succession of identificatory phrases to
lated) senior, of a greater age (his elder
refer to the same person or thing. Thus
brother)'. Hence the superlative form eld(from an American periodical) K. has exest. Outside this restricted use of family
traordinary hair; the man is nearly sixty
seniority, elder lingers in a few contexts
years old, and look what a mane he's got!
such as elders meaning persons whose
And of the second type (a series of deage is supposed to command the respect
scriptive phrases) (cited from the NZ Engof the young, as the title of lay officers
lish Newsletter, 1991): A few months ago she
of the Presbyterian Church, the elder
seemed near death. But the world's most
brethren of Trinity House, the elder hand at
famous nun continues her good work. Today
piquet, and elder statesman. In all ordinary
Mother Teresa announced she is so moved
contexts when the comparative and suby the plight of the Romanian children she is
perlative forms of old are called for these
going to do something about it. The Nobel
are, of course, older and oldest.
Peace prize winner will open a mission in
Bucharest to care for the children.
elector. Thus spelt, not -er.
There are many other types of elegant,
electric, electrical, in most contexts and of inelegant, variation.
electric is the automatic choice (electric elegiac quatrain. An alternative name
blanket, chair, current, fan, heater, kettle,given to the heroic quatrain owing to
light, razor, shock, etc.). Electrical is re- Gray's use of this metre in his Elegy. It
served for contexts in which the sense has four iambic pentameters, rhyming
is more general, 'relating to or connected alternately:
with electricity', e.g. electrical enginThe Curfew tolls the knell of parting day,
eering), precipitation, storm. See -IC(AL).
The lowing herd wind slowly o'er the lea,
The plowman homeward plods his weary way,
electrocute is (or once was considered
And leaves the world to darkness and to me.
to be) an irregular formation (first recorded in 1889) from the combining elegiacs. 'A scheme of metre in which
form electro- + -cute after execute (verb). a full hexameter is followed by a
hexameter catalectic, i.e. one having
eleemosynary. Pronounce as seven syl- a monosyllabic foot at the caesura
lables, /.elm'mDsman/ or /-'mDzman/.
and at the end of the line' (Egerton
elegant variation. In a celebrated, Smith, 1923). Thus the pattern is:
leisurely essay, Fowler (1926) used this
I
I - A 11
I
I -A •
expression to describe the way in which
This well-known classical metre is fol'second-rate writers' and 'young writers', lowed, somewhat unconvincingly, in the
in an effort to avoid using the same word following examples:
in a sentence, fall into various stylistic
Grant, 0 \ regal in \ bounty, \\ a \ subtle and
traps. Among his examples of avoidable
I délicate \ largess;
repetition he cited A debate which took
Grant an e | thereal \ alms, \ \ out of the
wider ground than that actually covered by
I wealth of thy | soul:

elegy | ellipsis
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elicit, illicit. Though they are pro(W. Watson (1858-1935). Hymn to the Sea)
nounced identically, confusion seldom
Where, under j mulberry \ branches | | the
arises since they are different parts of
I diligent \ rivulet | sparkles,
Or amid \ cotton and \ maize \ \ peasantsspeech. Elicit (verb) means 'to draw out,
their \ waterworks \ ply.
evoke (an admission, response, etc.)'; and
(A. H. Clough, 'Amours de Voyage', 1858) illicit (adj.) means 'unlawful, forbidden'.
Letters to the editor in 1989 and 1992,
elegy. At first (early 16c.) applied to 'a however, did produce two examples of
song of lamentation, esp. a funeral song illicit used instead of elicit: Your quesor lament for the dead', and this has
tionnaire targeted WASPs and illicited a typremained as the principal use of the ical reaction—Metro (NZ), 1989. The second
word in English: notable examples are example occurred in a letter written to
Milton's Lycidas (1637), Shelley's Adonais the Guardian on 6 Feb. 1992 by the broad(1821), and Arnold's Thyrsis' (1867). But caster Sue Lawley. (In both cases let down
by 1600 the limitation of the word in by a copy-taker or proofreader?)
this manner had partially given way to
the sense 'a poem of melancholy reflec- eligible, illegible. Only a very ill-intion', and in particular to all the species formed person would confuse these two
of poetry for which Greek and Latin poets adjectives. Eligible means 'fit or entitled
(and then English poets: see ELEGIACS) to be chosen (eligible for a pension)' or
adopted the elegiac metre, or, as in
'desirable, suitable' (an eligible bachelor).
Gray's Elegy Written in a Country Church-Illegible means '(of writing) not clear
Yard ( l 7 5 l ) , Wrote ELEGIAC QUATRAINS.
enough to read'.
elemental, elementary. Elemental re- eliminate, elimination. The essential
fers primarily to the medieval belief in meaning (etymologically 'turn out of
the 'four elements' (earth, water, air, fire) doors') is the expulsion, getting rid, or
or to the enormous observable power ignoring of elements that for any reason
of the elements during storms: hence are not wanted. For example, police often
elementalfire,forces, gods, spirits, substances, say that they wish to interview a person
etc. Elementary, by contrast, means 'rudi- in order to eliminate him or her from
mentary, introductory', as in elementary their inquiries. The OED stigmatizes as
book, school, subjects. But in modern phys- catachrestic a 19c. tendency to use eliminics elementary means 'not decomposable', ate to mean 'to extract or isolate for
esp. in elementary particle, any of several special consideration or treatment the
subatomic particles supposedly not de- elements that are wanted'. Examples: He
would ... eliminate the main fact from all
composable into simpler ones.
the confusing circumstantials—A, Bain,
1855; [Hypotheses] of the utmost value in the
elevator. Principally in the US, but
sometimes elsewhere, the normal word elimination of truth—Faraday, 1854- This
for what in Britain is called a lift. On the rejected use appears not to have prosother hand, Americans as well as Britons pered in the 20c.
use the word ski-lift for the device that
ellipsis.
carries skiers up a slope.
elfish, elvish. Both terms are used,
and also elfin, without any discernible
distinction. It is not that one is more
established than the others, though elvish
is first recorded in the 14c. and elfish and
elfin not till the 16c. Spenser and Keats
seem to have favoured elfin, Coleridge
elfish, and Chaucer and the Gawain-poet
elvish. Tolkien revived the obsolete term
elven (elven-kin, -tongue, etc.) in the 20c.
One can only suppose that the choice of
word is largely a matter of taste, based
on delicate associations of contextual
appropriateness.

I 1
2
3
4
5
I 6

Definition.
Axiomatically legitimate types.
Unacceptable types.
For discussion.
Omission of that (relative pronoun).
In non-standard speech.

1 Definition. Ellipsis is 'the omission
of one or more words in a sentence,
which would be needed to complete the
grammatical construction or fully to express the sense' (OED). It is an important
feature of the language, in its written
and especially in its spoken form. It can
be seen in its most elementary form in
utterances like Told you so, Serves you right,
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ellipsis

Want some?, and Soundsfineto me, in each married you?' ... 'No, I didn't A'; (adof which a pronoun has been dispensed justment of felt to feel in the ellipsis) She
with. The primary nature of ellipsis is hadn't felt fraudulent about it. Nor had there
that it is a process by means of which been any reason to A. The adjustment factor
certain notional elements of a sentence is fractionally higher in T. S. Eliot's Several
may be omitted if they are clearly pre- girls have disappeared Unaccountably, and
some not able to, but one is predisposed to
dictable or recoverable in context.
have to wrestle slightly more with a liter2 Axiomatically legitimate types. Or- ary text than with a non-literary one.
dinary English grammar normally re3 Unacceptable types. Unacceptable
quires the omission of certain elements:
(definite article not repeated) He heard difficulties arise in various circumthe whirr and A click of machinery; (infinitive stances, e.g. if two auxiliary verbs that
marker to not repeated before a second operate in different ways are placed toinfinitive) I was forced to leave and A give gether. One should not say or write No
up my work at the hospital; (subject not state has or can adopt such measures. Idiom
repeated) I just pick up wood in a leisurely requires has adopted or can adopt such
measures. Fowler (1926) permitted the
way, A stack it and A slowly rake the hark
construction He is dead, and I not, but I
into heaps; (infinitive implied though
would insist on the insertion of am.
omitted) Knowledge didn't really advance, itWhen a change of grammatical voice is
only seemed to A. In such circumstances involved, ellipsis spells danger. A reader
insertion of the missing elements is not cannot be expected to make the necesentirely ruled out if some degree of em- sary adjustment from the active voice to
phasis is required, but in ordinary de- the passive and supply an omitted part
clarative or narrative prose ellipsis is of the passive form. One of Fowler's exnormal. Any substantial piece of writing, amples (1926) will suffice to support the
when analysed, yields examples of argument: Mr Dennett foresees a bright
slightly more complicated but still legit- future for Benin if our officials will manage
imate types of ellipsis. From Nicholas matters conformably with its 'customs', as they
Shakespeare's novel The Vision of Elena ought to have been (insert managed). ComSilves (1989) I gathered the following parisons can also produce unacceptable
among others: (various elements under- sequences when unwise ellipses are atstood after the opening clause) Henriques tempted: The paintings of Monet are as good
knew they would eat his tongue for wisdom,or better than those of van Gogh (read as good
as or better than). One is again reminded
A his heart for courage and for fertility A
make their women chew his genitals; (nounthat an understood element must be
replaced by pronoun and then left to be identical with the one it matches, or at
understood) He also shared their resigna- any rate be very closely allied to it.
tion. He ascribed theirs [ = their resignation]
4 For discussion. Some of Fowler's exto an ability to count to infinity; his [resigamples (1926) may perhaps be left for
nation] to the knowledge he was never madediscussion. Some sound very antiquated;
for the jungle; (ellipsis of the adverbial others lie in the no man's land between
phrase of our stuff) They file our stuff in acceptability and rejection: e.g. The ringLima?' The most interesting.' Cf. BE 7.
leader was hanged and his followers A imThere are many other types of ellipsis. prisoned (ellipsis of were); Mr Balfour blurted
CGEL (1985) needed more thanfiftypages out that his own view was A the House of Lords
to list, illustrate, and label them all was not strong enough (ellipsis of thot); I as(strict, standard, situational, structural, sert A the feeling in Canada today is such
etc., ellipsis). The nature of what can against annexation that [etc.] (ellipsis of
safely be left to be understood is at the that); The evil consequences of excess of these
heart of the problem. The basic rules beverages is much greater than A alcohol (elallow for a reasonable amount of flex- lipsis of with). Only the first of these
ibility in the imaginary wording of the seems to me to allow the reader to prounderstood parts: e.g. (adjustment of ceed with minimal (or even no) discomthought to think after the auxiliary didn't) fort. For the remainder, and for several
('And you thought I was a virgin when I other examples cited by Fowler, removal

else I emergent
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of the difficulty is best achieved by reconstruction, not merely by supplying the
element that is intended to be 'understood'.

elusive, illusory. It is often convenient
that one of a pair of near-synonyms drops
out of use. This has happened to elusory
(first recorded in 1646 and in common
use until the early 20c.) and is beginning
5 Omission of that (relative pronoun).
to happen to illusive (1679-). The beneSee THAT (relative pronoun) 2.
ficiaries are the words elusive (1725-) and
6 In non-standard speech. Non-stand- illusory (1599~). which are sufficiently disard speech is characterized by the use of tinctive in sound and meaning never
many unfamiliar types of ellipsis. For ex- to be confused. Both words remain in
ample, American writers such as Michael standard use. Elusive is the adj. corresDoane and E. L. Doctorow underline the ponding to the verb elude. That is elusive
nature of a particular way of speaking which we fail, in spite of efforts, to grasp
among the underclasses of America by physically or mentally: elusive ball, person,
employing non-standard ellipses in their weed; elusive image, pleasure, smell, spirit.
speech: (omission of have) Watergate, man, Illusory is the adj. corresponding to the
Where you been?—Doane, 1988; (omission noun illusion. That is illusory which we
of do or can) Well how you expect to get any- believe to be deceptive (esp. as regards
where, how you expect to learn anything? value or content) or having the character
—Doctorow, 1989. Such constructions are of an illusion: illusory comfort, distinction,
usually transparent to standard speakers dream, hopes, promise.
but serve as sharp linguistic barriers
elvish. See ELFISH.
nevertheless.
Elysium. PI. (if needed) Elysiums. See
else. 1 When else is combined with an
-UM
1.
indefinite or an interrogative pronoun
the usual possessive form is anybody else's emaciate, emaciation. For pronunci(not anybody's else, as was the case until ation, see -CIATION, -TIATION 3.
the mid-igc), who else's (not whose else),
nobody else's (not nobody's else), etc.: e.g. em- and im-, en- and in-. The words
They look to me like someone else's, to be in which hesitation between initial efrank—P. Lively, 1987; English feudalism was and initial i- is possible are given in
unlike anyone else's—London Rev. Bks, 1988.the form recommended: embed, empanel,
encage, encase, enclose (and derivatives),
2 When else was used with an interrog- encrust (but incrustation), endorse, enative pronoun it was possible until about dorsement, endue, enfold, engraft, enmesh,
the end of the first quarter of the 20c. ensure (in general senses), entrench, entrust,
to postpone it to the end of the sentence entwine, entwist, enwrap; insure (in finan(What did he say else?). Now the only avail- cial sense), insurance, inure, inweave. See
able order of words is shown in What else also IM-; ENQUIRE.
did he say?
embargo. PI. embargoes. See -O(E)S I .
3 Since the Middle Ages, else has been
used, sometimes as a quasi-conjunction, embarrass. A commonly misspelt word.
to mean 'otherwise, if not': Strangle her,
els she sure will strangle thee—Spenser, 1596; embarrassedly. See -EDLY.
The land certainly had ... vomited them out embed. See EM- AND IM-.
else—Daniel Rogers, 1642; and well was it
for him that the outburst of his blind fury embryo. PL embryos. See -O(E)S 4.
was over, else he had become an easy prey to
his gigantic protagonist—R. M. Ballantyne, emend. See AMEND.
1858. The use seems now to be archaic,
but it does occur occasionally: Fortunately emergence, emergency. See -CE, -CY.
it [se. a staircase] was not spiral, else I would emergent.
In the sense 'urgent,
have succumbed to vertigo—B. Rubens, 1985; pressing* recorded in the OED from Defoe
My father was fortunate that my mother's (1706) until the late 19c. and marked as
nature was reserved, else he would have foundcatachrestic. A professor from Hamhimself out on the road that night—H. Jacob- mersmith Hospital, speaking on Radio 4
son, 1986.
on 5 Oct. 1978, used the word in this
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emigrant, immigrant, migrant | -en adjectives

sense: to say whether one patient is urgent
or emergent. The main American dictionaries list this meaning as standard, but
its absence from some of the equivalent
British dictionaries suggests that the
sense is in restricted use in BrE.

empanel. See EM- AND IM-. The inflected
forms show a doubled consonant in BrE
(empanelled, empanelling), but usu. a single
-I- in AmE. See -LL-, -L-.

empathy, etymologically an adaptation
of Gk eurcdOeia 'passionate affection',
emigrant, immigrant, migrant. An but introduced to English as a transemigrant is one who leaves his or her lation of Ger. Einfuhlung at the beginning
own country to live in another. An immig- of the 20c, is a term used in psychology
rant is one who comes as a permanent and aesthetics meaning 'the power of
resident to a country other than his or projecting one's personality into (and
her own native land. It is all a question so fully comprehending) the object of
ofwhether a given person has just passed
contemplation' (OED). In lay use it tends
outward through the exit gate at a port occas. to replace sympathy or feeling for
or airport in one country, or has just when the traditional words are somebeen accepted as a resident member of times more appropriate. Perhaps in
another country. A migrant is (a) an an- most, though not all, of the following
imal or bird that migrates, (b) (in Aus- examples (all drawn from non-technical
tralia and NZ) an immigrant. Turks who works), empathy is the mot juste: Seeing
work in Germany, Pakistanis who work our sadness, our empathy with the pain she
in Iraq, and similar groups of people was surely suffering, she said, What's wrong
working away from their native lands, with you all?'—Angela Davis, 1975; The
are often called migrant workers.
empathy of a true friend is what I have lived
withoutfor years—G. Paley, 1980; We develop
emolument. See FORMAL WORDS.
empathy as a capacity to share in the experiemote, a back-formation from emotion, ence of others, not just like our own but as
means 'to dramatize emotion; to act our own—P. Casement, 1985; ft was a hard
emotionally'. The word is first recorded life, and Byron recounts it with empathy and
in America in 1917, and it has been gusto—A. Burgess, 1986; Robyn has a tremostly restricted to the language of bal- mendous empathy with the land and its relalet and theatre critics and to photo- tionship to structures—More (NZ), 1988. The
graphy: The female sitter had to emote in corresponding adj. is either empathie
some way, either by dressing up or by gazing(probably the more usual form) or empawith drooping head into a bowl of flowers- thetic.
Amateur Photographer, 1970; Just that until
a few years ago you could barely talk to employee. During the second half of
strangers, so how are you going to get up the 19c. employé (fern, employée) was more
and emote in front of an audience?—L. S. commonly used than employee: the OED
in 1897 labelled employee as 'rare exc.
Schwartz, 1989.
U.S.'. Since then employee has become the
emotional, emotive. Emotional means dominant form in standard English. In
(a) 'connected with, based upon, or ap- AmE it is often spelt employe, but is still
pealing to the emotions', and (b) easily pronounced as three syllables, freq. with
affected by emotion (an emotional person). the main stress on the second syllable
Sense (a) is shared by emotive, but not and with a final /-i:/ of intermediate
(b). Emotive is more commonly used of length. See -EE1 2.
language or behaviour that tends to
arouse emotions, i.e. is not purely de- emporium. A formal word for a large
scriptive. Capital punishment is an emo- retail store or a centre of commerce.
tive issue. The single word home is emotive The dominant pi. form is emporia, but
to a sailor or to someone in prison. In emporiums is also in standard use. See
literary criticism, I. A. Richards, writing -UM 3 .
in the 1920s and 1930s, established a
broad distinction between the emotive -en adjectives. (Reduced to -n after r,
meaning (i.e. one evoking an emotional as in cedarn, leathern, not *cedaren,
response) of a poem or other literary *leatheren.) 1 In earlier times, beginning
work and its factual or referential mean- in OE, a suffix added routinely to nouning.
stems to form adjectives: brazen, golden

enamel | endemic, epidemic
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(OE gylden), leaden, leathern, silken, silvern,lean'.) In grammar, (of a) word prowaxen, wheaten, and woollen, for example, nounced with little emphasis so that it
can all be traced back to OE. Others 'leans on', i.e. merges with, the preceding
are first recorded at a later date: bricken word, e.g. not in cannot, and the final
(19c), cedarn (17c), earthen (13c), flaxen, element in the demotic forms coulda ( =
(16c.) hempen (14c), oaken (14c), oaten
could have), gonna ( = going to), etc. In
(15c), and wooden (16c).
linguistics the reduced form clitic has
2 From the earliest time, however, became established in the second half
and esp. from the 16c. onwards, there of the 20C. to mean either an enclitic or
has been a marked tendency to use the a PROCLITIC.
corresponding noun attributively (thus enclose, inclose. See EM- AND IM-.
aflax(notflaxen)basket, a silver (not silvern)
brooch) and to allow the -en adjectives in encomium. The recommended pi. form
their literal senses to become archaic or is encomiums, but encomia is also in standrestricted to poetry (esp. cedarn, leathern, ard use. See -UM 3.
silvern, and waxen). In the same period
the -en adjectives have moved in strength encrust, incrustation. See EM- AND IM-.
into metaphorical or figurative territory.
We are now more likely to encounter encyclopaedia. The word, which was
e.g. brazen impudence than brazen rods, a first recorded in English in the 16c, was
golden era than a golden crown, leaden skies adopted from late L encyclopxdia, from a
than a leaden roof, and her silken touch pseudo-Greek syKi)KX,07iaiôeia, an erroneous form occurring in manuscripts
than her silken curtains.
of Quintilian, Pliny, and Galen, for
3 Ashen is a special case, as two differ- 8YKI3KA,IOÇftouôeia'encyclical education',
ent words are involved: the ash-tree, and the circle of arts and sciences considered
the ash from a fire. In its most common by the Greeks as essential to a liberal
sense ashen = 'of or resembling (fire) education (OED). It is now frequently
ashes'; but it is also used to mean' of or spelt with final -pedia, but the form rerelating to the ash-tree' and, archaically, commended in this book is encyclopxdia
'made of ash wood'.
(or encyclopaedia), though the form with
-ae may not hold out much longer. Cf.
4 See EARTHEN.
CYCLOPAEDIA.

enamel. The inflected forms show a
doubled consonant in BrE (enamelled, en- endeavour (AmE endeavor). 1 See PASSIVE
amelling), but usu. a single -I- in AmE. See TERRITORY 3 .
-LL-, -L-.

2 See FORMAL WORDS.

enamour (US enamor). It is used chiefly
in the passive, followed by of (occas. by ended, ending, statistics for the six
with): I am not so much enamoured of the months ended (or ending) 31 December. If
first and third subjects—Dickens, 1866; He the terminal date is in the future ending
is, with good reason, not enamoured of the is always used, and ended ordinarily
individual Communist guerrillas and com- when it is past. But it is pedantic to
missars with whom his village had to deal—object to ending for a past date on the
TLS, 1984; Dealers were not enamoured with ground that a present participle cannot
the third quarterlyfiguresfrom Reed Inter- suitably be used of a past event. If the
reference is to the initial date the word is
national—Daily Teh, 1984.
always beginning, never begun, whatever
en- and in-. See EM- AND IM-.
the date.
encage, encase. See EM- AND IM-.
enclave. This 19c. French loanword was
pronounced in a French manner, /ôklav/,
in English until at least the end of the
first quarter of the 20c, but is now routinely /'enklerv/.
enclitic (adj. and noun). (Derived from
Gk éyicXiTiKÔs, from ev 'on' + KXiveiv 'to

endemic, epidemic.
An endemic
disease is one that is regularly or only
found among a particular people or in
a certain region; an epidemic disease is
a temporary but widespread outbreak of
a particular disease. Some scientists, but
few laymen, use the terms enzootic and
epizootic when such diseases occur in
animals.
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endocentric compounds | England, English

endocentric compounds. Compounds enforced to compress your missive within ...
which have the same grammatical func- scanty bounds—Palgrave, 1837; They were
tion as their main constituent element prepared to take action with a view to enforare called endocentric compounds (Gk svôov cing this country into a premature and van'within') : armchair = a kind of chair, door- quished peace—Fowler, 1926. A stray
knob = a kind of knob, footstool = a stool example heard on BBC Radio 4 on 22
for resting the feet on when sitting. Cf. May 1978 suggests perhaps that the use
BAHUVRIHI.
survives in the spoken language: are the
companies legally enforced to complete the
end of the day, at the. One of the forms?—G. Clough. The most usual conignoble clichés introduced into the lan- structions now are to enforce (an action,
guage in the 20c. (first recorded in 1974) conduct, one's will) on a person; and to
and meaning no more than 'eventually; enforce (a regulation). It is worth noting
when all's said and done'.
that the former variant spelling inforce
endorse, endorsement. 1 See EM- AND survives in reinforce.
IM-.

2 Endorse (lit. 'to write on the back of
something') has long been used to mean:
to confirm (a statement or opinion); to
write on the back of a cheque or other
document (for a specified commercial or
banking purpose); and (in the UK) to
enter details of a conviction for a motoring offence on (a driving licence). Since
at least the early 20c. it has also been
used with increasing frequency in the
advertising world to mean 'to declare
one's approval of (a named product, a
policy, etc.)', a use that now seems irreversible.

enforceable. Thus spelt; see MUTE E.
enfranchise. Always so spelt, not -ize.
See -1 SE 1.

England, English. England is of course
the southern part of the island of Great
Britain with the exception of Wales; but
in practice, because the population of
England is much greater than that of
the other parts of the United Kingdom,
because the seat of government is in
London, and for broad historical reasons,
the name is sometimes loosely used for
the whole of Great Britain, a use that
end-product was at first (Rutherford, is understandably resented in Scotland,
1905) used in chemistry to mean 'a Wales, and Northern Ireland. The loose
stable, non-radioactive nuclide that is use is not restricted to English people:
the final product of a radioactive series'. French Angleterre, It. Inghilterra, etc., are
It rapidly made its way into lay use in sometimes used in the same manner,
transferred and figurative senses, esp. in and when a German speaks of ein Engthe concrete sense 'a finished article in a ender he is not necessarily excluding the
manufacturing process'. End-product and possibility that the person referred to is
also the parallel term end-result have been Scottish, Welsh, etc. It is a natural
criticized from time to time since they enough assumption that a person who
contain an element of redundancy, but speaks English as his or her native lanthey occur in good sources, including guage is ein Englânder. For many purposes
the work of J. S. Huxley and of Mary the wider words are the natural ones.
McCarthy, and in well-established We speak of the British Commonwealth,
journals such as Nature, The Lancet, and the British Navy, Army, and Air Force; we
boast that Britons never never never shall
The Spectator.
be slaves; and British English is now the
customary term used by all linguistic
endue, indue. See EM- AND IM-.
scholars to distinguish it from American,
enfold, infold. See EM- AND IM-.
Australian, etc., English.
The loose use arises partly from the
enforce. About the end of the 19c. a
use of enforce to mean 'to compel, oblige', fact that people in the UK speak the
often construed with to + infinitive, be- English language, and are taught English
gan to be regarded as archaic, and it has history as one continuous set of events
now almost entirely dropped out of use. from Alfred to the present day; and there
Examples: the Law will inforce the Borroweris Lord Nelson's famous signal at Trafalgar in 1805 that England expects that every
to pay it—Locke, 1691; You would have been

engraft, ingraft | enormity, enormousness
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man will do his duty. There are innumer- everything that happens ...in terms oftransable other patriotic or nostalgic lines of ference—M. Balint, 1968; displayed the
poetry or remarks of one kind or another charity enjoined on Christians—New Yorker,
in which it is not possible to be sure 1971 (WDEU); The church had enjoined the
that the author had strict geographical faithful to say an Ave Maria—B. Unsworth,
boundaries in mind: e.g. England is a 1985.
nation of shopkeepers—attributed to Napo2 Since the 16c, enjoin has also been
leon; England is the mother of parliamentsused in the more or less opposite sense
John Bright, 1865; The English have no
'to prohibit, forbid (a thing); to prohibit
respect for theirlanguage-G. B. Shaw, 1916;
(a person) from (a person or thing). This
Therell always he an England—popular song
use survives principally in law, 'to proin the 1939-45 war. The loose use is
hibit or restrain by an injunction': The
doubtless regrettable, but it is persistent
Al-Fayed brothers ... sought to enjoin The
and the reasons for its use should be
Observer from publishing the results of its
borne in mind by those who find it
continuing enquiries—Observer, 1986; bepuzzling or objectionable.
cause the Times by now had been enjoined
from publication—Bull. Amer. Acad. Arts &
engraft, ingraft» See EM- AND IM-.
Sri., 1989.
engrain. See INGRAINED.
enjoy. The natural and most common
enhance means 'to heighten or intens- sense of the verb is 'to take delight or
ify (qualities, powers, value, etc.); to im- pleasure in'. From the 15c. onwards,
prove (something already of good however, it has also been used in a
quality)' (COD, 1995). Enhanced, as ppl adj.,weaker sense to mean 'to have the use
and now frequently used of qualities, or benefit of (something which affords
sound, radiation, and in spectroscopy of pleasure or some advantage)': e.g. It [sc.
the lines of a metallic spectrum. In other Allworthy's house] stood ... high enough
words, enhance is correctly applied to to enjoy a most charming prospect—Fielding,
things, values, reputations, etc., but can- 1749; Animals enjoying a much lower degree
not properly used of people. The hook of intelligence--W. B. Carpenter, 1874.
enhanced his reputation is correct; he was From this weaker sense it is an easy step
enhanced by the publication of his book is to what the OED calls the catachrestic
use of enjoy with an object denoting
not. Pronounce /m'hœns/.
something not pleasurable or advantaenjambement /â3àbmà/, if Anglicized geous. This use dates from the 16c. and
as enjambment, is pronounced /m- is shown in expressions like to enjoy poor
'd3aem(b)m8nt/. It is used in prosody to health, to enjoy an indifferent reputation. It
mean the continuation of a sentence is hard to see the logic of this sense but
without a pause beyond the end of a it seems to endure despite its inbuilt
self-contradiction. Late 20c. examples of
line, couplet, or stanza.
the original senses: I enjoy very little leisure
enjoin. 1 Used in the sense'to prescribe in the evenings—P. Fitzgerald, 1978; Select
authoritatively and with emphasis'. a sheltered spot which enjoys the sun for most
Fowler (1926) rejected 'the construction of the day—Practical Householder, 1990.
[of enjoin] with a personal object and
an infinitive (The advocates of compulsory enliven. See LIVEN (verb).
service enjoin us to add a great army for
home defence to...)', and claimed that the enmesh. See EM- AND IM-.
OED examples had an 'archaic sound':
e.g. They injoined me to bring them something enormity, enormousness. 1 Origins.
from London—Steele, 1712; The pope ... First let it be recalled that enormous is in
advised and even enjoined him to return to hisorigin a 16c. adaptation of L ënormis,
duties—Froude, 1883. He recommended from ë 'out' + norma 'mason's square,
instead the type to enjoin caution, etc. on pattern'; and that for some 400 years it
or upon (a person). Time has moved on, stood alongside the shorter form enorm
and both constructions now seem firmly (now obs.) in the same range of senses.
established in standard use. Examples: Both words were applied to anything
Nowadays analysts are enjoined to interpretdeviating from the norm, whether in
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behaviour or nature ( = disorderly, irregular; wicked, monstrous, outrageous,
etc.) or in size ( = abnormally large, vast,
huge). By the end of the 19c. enorm had
virtually gone, and enormous had but one
sense, 'abnormally large'.
2 Meanwhile the corresponding nominal forms enormity (15c, from Fr. énormité, = deviation from a normal standard
of law, morality, etc., and from the late
18c. = hugeness, vastness) and enormousness (first recorded in the early 17c. =
gross wickedness, and not until the early
19c. = vastness) competed with each
other. It seems clear, however, that by the
end of the 19c. a fairly clear distinction of
meaning existed, or was believed to
exist, between the two words. By then
enormousness meant only 'hugeness of
size', and enormity only 'extreme wickedness, etc.'. In other words one could speak
of, say, the enormousness of the pyramids, and also of the enormity of his crime;
but the two words were not interchangeable.

enough, sufficient(ly)

enormity of the sacrifice he was making—
Thackeray, 1847/8; But then habit commits
its enormities quite casually-W. Mcllvanney, 1985; As they lay in one another's arms
...the lovers werefilledwith a sense of the enormity of their love, and this took the form of
deep sentimentality—M. Bracewell, 1989;
I did not know then that one frequently fails
to live up to the enormity of death
—A. Brookner, 1990; (enormousness =
largeness) The orange light of a lamp and the
brown shadows around it have the manifold
enormousness of a stared-at and altered dandelion—New Yorker, 1987; They [sc. the
Great Hall of the People, etc., in Tiananmen Square] had become architectural dinosaurs, numbed in their own enormousness—C.
Thubron, 1987. It is not difficult to find
examples of enormity used simply to denote great size or extent: it was as though
one had flown near enough to the sun to
realize its monstrous enormity—S. Sitwell,
1926 (WDEU); A wide-angle lens captures the
enormity of the Barbican Centre, London's
new arts complex which has cost 1153m and
3 Nowadays, in the majority of con- almost 11 years to build —Times, 1982; Frank
texts, enormousness and enormity continue ... wanting to protest that in spite of the
to be distinguished in most standard enormity of the list [of members of housewritings, or, to put it another way, en- hold staff] he didn't live as grandly as all
ormity is usually restricted to contexts of that—P. Fitzgerald, 1988; The enormity of
crime, depravity, wickedness, etc., while such open spaces momentarily alarms her—
large size is indicated by a range of Susan Johnson, 1990 (Aust.).
synonymous nouns (vast extent, hugeness,
5 It is recommended that for the presimmensity, enormousness, etc.). Because of ent enormity should not be used in plain
its relative clumsiness, enormousness is contexts where the physical size of an
not the most frequently used of these object is the only feature involved: in
synonyms. But enormity seemingly can- other words, one should eschew the type
not be kept within bounds and is en- the enormity of the pyramids. It is more
croaching on the territory set aside for difficult to find fault with enormity used
enormousness and synonyms. There are of the size or immensity or overwhelmalso numerous circumstances in which ingness of abstract concepts, esp. when
the notions of wickedness and of huge- any element of departure from a legal,
ness coincide, and it is in these that the moral or social norm is present or is
difficulty arises.
implied.
4 Examples: (enormity used to mean
'some degree of wickedness') I have got enough, sufficient(ly). 1 The distincto the stage of disliking Randolph which is tion is often one of formality. As a broad
really more convenient than thinking I likedrule the plain and vigorous word enough
him & constantly trying to reconcile myself tois to be preferred. Used as nouns, for
his enormities-E. Waugh, 1944; I did not example, in the sense 'an adequate
know how men so able, so humane, so uncor-amount', in most contexts enough is enrupt as lawyers could stride on, turning a tirely adequate (there was not enough for
blind eye to the enormities of their profes- both of them) and sufficient unnecessarily
sion—]. Grimond, 1979; He did not register formal (there was not sufficient for both of
the enormity of his crime—H. Jacobson, them).
1983; (enormity = largeness (of immater2 Grammatical differences begin to
ial concepts)) Miss Witt... frequently im- emerge when they are used as adjectives
pressed upon George Osborne's mind the (or, in modern parlance, as determiners).

enquire, enquiry, in- | entitled
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In certain circumstances enough can be limitation on our understanding is an in'
placed either before or after the noun it stance of prison theory—Encounter, 1987; ( =
governs: he had enough money to huy a car, request) He parried her inquiry, 'I just
he had money enough to huy a car. The post-thought I would ... have a longer look
positioned use is fairly rare, but sufficient round.'-R. McCrum, 1991. And it is worth
can never be used in this way. There is noting that CGEL (1985) consistently uses
a further distinction. Whenever con- inquiry to mean (in grammatical terms)
siderations of quality or kind are essen- a question: (§11.3) I'd like to know the name
tial, sufficient is the better word. Compare of your last employer [inquiry by statefor want of sufficient investigation with there ment].
has been investigation enough: the first im- In AmE the noun inquiry is often proplies that the investigation has not been nounced with the stress on the first sylthorough or skilful, the second that the lable.
time given to it has been excessive. Furthermore there are several non-count enrol. Thus spelt, with -II- in the innouns with which enough cannot be used flected forms (enroller, enrolled, enrolling,
idiomatically: a sufficient number but not enrolment). In AmE the usual forms are
*an enough number, a sufficient supply but enroll, enroller, enrolled, enrolling, enrollment).
not *an enough supply.
3 As adverbs, enough and sufficiently are
mainly distinguished by the informality
of the first and the relative formality
of the second. The main grammatical
difference between them is that enough
is normally placed after the word it
qualifies and sufficiently before: he wasn't
clever enough to understand the simplest
thing; oddities in the judiciary are rare
enough to be interesting (but sufficiently
clever, sufficiently rare).

ensure, insure. See ASSURE.
entail. Both the noun and the verb are
stressed on the second syllable.
enterprise.

Thus spelt, not -ize. See

-ISE 1 .

enthral.
Thus spelt in BrE, with
enthralled, enthralling, enthralment as the
accompanying forms. In AmE the dominant pattern is enthrall (also inthrall),
enthralled, enthralling, enthrallment.

4 The best policy is always to use
enough, not sufficient or sufficiently, unless enthuse. The credentials of this verb,
it is obviously unidiomatic (see 2 above) which is an early 19c. AmE back-formato do so.
tion from enthusiasm, have been in question for a very long time and continue
enquire, enquiry, in-. From the time to be questioned. It serves the needs
that enquirelinquire came into English of journalists (Edmund Blunden's sudden
from OF enquerre (modF enquérir) in the resignation, in mid-term, has enthused no13c. until the early 20c, forms with ini- body—Guardian, 1968) and of the racier
tial en- or in- (also in the derivatives) were kinds of novelists, but in general is held
used with approximately equal fre- at arm's length by serious writers. It is
quency and with no difference of mean- more Edgar Wallace and Charles Chaplin
ing. At present the in- forms are (both cited by the OED as using it) than,
dominant for all senses in AmE, whereas say, Iris Murdoch (who is not). But
in BrE the en- forms now tend to be Wilfred Owen used it in a letter that he
restricted to the general sense 'ask a wrote in 1912 (I cannot enthuse over the
question' (to enquire after her health) and things as Leslie does), and one day it may
inquire, and esp. the noun inquiry, are be taken out of the drawer marked 'Use
used in contexts of formal investigations with caution' and form part of the unop(an inquiry agent, a police inquiry, the Council
posed vocabulary of the language.
set up a special committee to inquire into the
rumours about child abuse). The distinction entitled means (a) having a right (to
is, however, still far from absolute, as is do something) or a just claim (to some
borne out by the following examples: advantage); (b) (of a book, etc.) given the
(article by a philosopher) since this is a title of. It should not be used to mean
legitimate object of inquiry, it would be foolish bound (to do) or liable (to a penalty).
to think that every assertion of a general Examples of misuse: After the 1914-18
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entourage | -en verbs from adjectives

war Germany suffered bitterly and was en- slacken, smarten, smoothen, soften, stiffen,
titled to suffer for what she had done (read stouten, straighten, sweeten, tauten, thicken,
deserved to); because of the way the environ-tighten, toughen, weaken, whiten, widen, and
ment has been treated since the Industrial worsen.
Revolution we are all entitled to certain
Examine the history of such pairs and
penalties (read subject to).
it emerges that the process was at its
most productive between 1200 and 1700.
entourage. This early 19c. loanword There is only one possible pair before
from French is still pronounced in a the Conquest—the OE antecedents offast
French manner in English: /Dntu'ra:3/ or and fasten—but the relationship of the
/'Dntu-/
two words is not at all straightforward.
Sixteen of the words (blacken, brighten,
entrée. In cookery, an entree is usually
darken, etc.) are first recorded from the
a dish served between the fish and meat
ME period, i.e. effectively between 1200
courses, but also, esp. in America, the
and the late 15c. They turn up in official
main dish of a meal.
papers of the period, in private letters,
in theological tracts, and in poems. Just
entrench, in-. See EM- AND IM-.
over twenty more (cheapen, dampen,
entrust, entwine, entwist. See EM-AND deaden, etc.) entered the language in the
IM-.
16th and 17th centuries. Ratten is first
recorded in a poem by John Donne (1630)
enunciation. See -CIATION, -TIATION.
and shorten in Thomas More's History of
Kyng Richard the Third (1513). By 1700 the
envelop (verb). 1 The inflected forms
formative power of the suffix had largely
are enveloped, enveloping.
disappeared. The 18c. seems to have
2 An older variant spelling with final yielded only broaden, madden, and tighten.
-e (envelope), found as late as the 19c, is Dr Johnson illustrated his entry for the
now obsolete.
verb broaden with an example from
Thomson's Seasons: Low walks the sun, and
envelope (for a letter). The Fr. spelling broadens by degrees, Just o'er the verge of day,
(-ppe) was ignored when the word was with the comment 'I know not whether
adopted in English in the early 18c. (first the word occurs, but in the following
recorded in 1715), but since the adoption passage'. The OED showed that it did
of the word the initial syllable has been occur elsewhere but could not find expronounced either as /'en-/ or as l'nn-j amples before Thomson. Madden is first
with varying but now unestablishable found in a work (1735) by Pope, and
degrees of frequency. The Anglicized tighten in one of Nathan Bailey's dictionform /'en-/ is now dominant and is recom- aries (1727). Interest quickened in such
mended here.
formations in the bookish world of the
19c. (smoothen,firstrecorded in the 17c,
-en verbs from adjectives. Fowler
(1926) ventured to suggest that 'the aver- was 'in frequent use cirrai820-30, esp.
age writer', if asked for an offhand by Landor', according to the OED), but
opinion, would probably say that any the dozen or so words of this type that
adjective of one syllable had the power are entered in the OED are nearly all
to produce a parallel verb ending in -en: marked 'rare' or else plainly were
thus black and blacken, sad and sadden, brought into existence to serve the metand so on. He then went on to show that rical or other special needs of Victorian
the language did not work like that. So, writers: e.g. Eyes, large always, slowly
for example, moist and moisten but no largen—C. Patmore, 1844; When the child
wetten to answer to wet. There are about of God suffers his thoughts to wander, his
fifty verbs ending in -en that have been affections to colden—A. B. Grosart, 1863.
The suffix is no longer a living one. I
formed from adjectives, including:
blacken, brighten, broaden, cheapen, coarsen,have no record of any -en verb formed
dampen, darken, deaden, deafen, deepen, in the 20c. from a one-syllabled adjective.
fasten, fatten, flatten, freshen, gladden, The most recent one noticed is neaten,
harden, lessen, lighten, liken, loosen, madden,
which is first recorded in 1898. Techmoisten, quicken, quieten, redden, ripen, nically, adjectives like/ob (first recorded
roughen, sadden, sharpen, shorten, sicken, in 1961) and naff (1959) could produce

environs | epenthesis
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Neither of them noticed the arrival,
fabhen and naffen respectively as verbs,
first in Britain (1921) and then strongly
but it seems unlikely that they will.
Historically the emergence of-en verbs in America, of the more or less synonymfrom adjectives is not as simple a process ous envision 'to see or foresee as in a
as I have so far presented it. It is not just vision'. From the evidence before me
a case of adjectives like dead yielding envision is now strongly favoured in AmE
verbs like deaden. The word-forming pat- and envisage in BrE but the division is
terns fall into several categories: (pairs not complete. Examples: (envisage) To enin which the same form is used for both visage circumstance, all calm, That is the top
adjective and verb) blind, foul, lame, still, of sovereignty—Keats,1820; Men continually
wet, etc.; (adjectives which have no cor- envisaged the highest benefits which their
responding verb in -en and no longer souls could attain—R. Chenevix Trench,
function as verbs themselves) cold, good, 1845-6; So mother envisaged us all here,
grand, sore, etc.; (a prefix added to form gathered round staring down in this ghastly
a verb rather than the suffix -en) dense/con- way—P. Lively, 1989; she continued to envisdense, large/enlarge, new/renew, strange/ age various methods of killing Jack—I. Murestrange, etc.; (no -en verb though the doch, 1989; Mr King ... spoke more
antonymic adjective has one) cheapen but diplomatically, emphasizing that he did not
not dearen, deafen but not blinden, fatten envisage any 'immediate' change in force
but not thtnnen or Ieanen, sweeten but not levels—Times, 1990; (envision) His blackest
souren, etc. There is another important hypochondria had never envisioned quite so
factor at work. Nearly all the -en verbs miserable a Catastrophe—L. Strachey, 1921;
that first came into existence in the 16c. And the more he envisioned this prospect,
and 17c. were preceded by words that the more he was of two minds about it—M.
were spelt the same as adjectives and as McCarthy, 1952; He sat with his $650 New
verbs. Thus deep already existed as a verb & Lingwood shoes pulled up ... envisioning
Campbell, his eyes brimming with tears, leav
in the Anglo-Saxon period; deepen did
not join it and compete with it until the ing the marbled entry hall ...for the last
17c. Moist as a verb was used by Wyclif time—T. Wolfe, 1987; he did not envision
and Langland in the 14c. before being any basic change in the social structure or
joined by moisten in the 16c. All these the standard 0/living—Bull. Amer. Acad. Arts
battles took place a long time ago. The & Sci., 1989; It may be only the stuff of
victorious forms have emerged. Only the newspaper editorials, of course, to envision a
remnants of the old conflicts between strategy in which the United Nations takes
-en verbs and their unextended forms decisive action—leader in Sunday Times,
remain, and this kind of conflict is not 1990.
bothering anyone now.
envoi. Also envoy. In prosody, a someenvirons. The pronunciation recom- what archaic word for a short, and often
mended is /m'vairanz/. An older pronun- metrically unmatching, stanza concludciation, /'enviranz/, has been driven out ing a BALLADE.
under the influence of the stress-pattern
and long i, i.e. /-ai-/, of environment.
enwrap, inwrap. See EM- AND IM-.
Eocene. See MIOCÈNE.

envisage, envision. Envisage is an early
19c. loanword from French meaning, at
first, 'to look in the face of, to look
straight at', and then (its current meaning) 'to view or regard under a particular
aspect'. Fowler (1926) dismissed it as an
'undesirable Gallicism', and thought
that face, confront, contemplate, recognize,
realize, view, and regard seemed 'equal
between them to all requirements'. Gowers (1965) added imagine, intend, and visualize to the list ofwords for which envisage
was a 'pretentious substitute'.

eon. A frequent AmE spelling of BrE
aeon.
epaulette (AmE epaulet) is most often
pronounced /'epalet/ but variants, e.g.
/'epoilet/ and /epa'let/, are still commonly
heard.
épée (fencing-sword) is so spelt, i.e. with
two accents.
epenthesis. In philology, applied to the
phonetic process by which an unetymological sound is added to a given word
when it is not present in its antecedent.
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epergne | episcopalian

Examples: chimney pronounced as /'tjim- genders of English nouns went on to
bh/, with substitution of /mbl/ for /mn/; describe a fourth type: the Promiscuous,
remembrance pronounced as rememb-er- or Epicene, which understands both kindes:
ance. Historical examples: daffodil from especially, when we cannot make the differearlier affodil (current from the 15c. to ence; as, when we call them Horses, and
the 17c), from medL. affodillus (related Dogges, in the Masculine, though there be
to asphodel); empty from OE aemtig (no -p-).Bitches, and Mares amongst them . . . This
Epenthesis is derived from Gk 67tév0eats, use of the word has long since been
from èni 'in addition' + év 'in' + Qéais abandoned. It reflected the use of the
corresponding adjective in Greek and
'placing'.
Latin to denote nouns which, without
epergne /i'p3:n/, an ornament or dish, changing their grammatical gender, may
esp. in branched form, for the centre of denote either sex. English words like
a dinner-table. It has the appearance of author, doctor, teacher, etc., are usually
being a French word, but is not one. First said to be of common gender.
recorded in the 18c, it is sometimes said
2 The dominant senses of the word in
to be a corruption of Fr. épargne 'saving,
economy', but the sense-connection is the 20c. are (a) having characteristics of
both sexes; (b) having no characteristics
far from obvious.
of either sex; (c) (of a man) effete, effemepexegesis (lit. 'additional explana- inate.
tion'). In grammar, 'the addition of a
word or words to convey more clearly Epicurean. See HEDONIST.
the meaning implied, or the specific
epidemic. See ENDEMIC.
sense intended, in a preceding word
or sentence; a word or words added
for this purpose' (OED). English ex- epidermis. See POLYSYLLABIC HUMOUR.
amples are to find in This is very sad to
find and to do in It is very difficult to do. epigram (lit. 'on-writing') has two main
The word is derived from Gk 87reÇrjyTioïs senses: 1 A short poem with a witty or
(cf. èni 'in addition', e^yeiaGai 'to ingenious ending. Baldick (1990) cites an
epigram by Herrick which is adapted
explain'). Cf. exegesis.
from Martial: Lulls swears he is all heart,
epic. The traditional use of this word
but youll suppose By his proboscis that he is
is of a narrative poem celebrating the all nose.
achievements of some heroic person of
2 A concise pungent saying, e.g. To lose
history or legend, such as the Odyssey,
one parent, Mr Worthing, may be regarded
the Iliad, the Aeneid, or Milton's Paradise
as a misfortune; to lose both looks like care
Lost. The term has also frequently been
lessness-O. Wilde, 1895. It also formerly
applied to the OE elegiac poem Beowulf.
meant an inscription on a building,
Anything less ambitious, it was felt, did
tomb, coin, etc.
not deserve to be called an epic. Our
more permissive age has witnessed the epigraph. 1 An inscription, esp. one
term being applied to any major literary placed upon a building, tomb, statue,
work, theatrical performance, film, coin, etc.
sporting event, etc, that stands out, or is
2 A short quotation or pithy sentence
claimed to stand out, from the ordinary;
hence headlines like Fabulous Hollywood placed at the beginning of a work, a
chapter, etc., as a foretaste of the leading
Epic! and Epic Contest at Twickenham. Examples: [Joyce's] Ulysses, then, is a complete idea or sentiment in what follows.
prose epic—N. Frye, 1957; The budget was
supposed to have guaranteed an action- epigraphy. The professional study of
inscriptions. Cf. prec. (1).
packed epic—Movie, 1965.
epicene. 1 Some of the earliest English
grammarians used the word epicene of
one of several kinds of grammatical
gender allegedly found in English. Ben
Jonson (1640), for example, after describing the masculine, feminine, and neuter

episcopalian, belonging or referring to
an episcopal church (i.e. one constituted
on the principle of government by
bishops), esp. (with initial capital) the
Anglican Church in Scotland and the US,
with elected bishops.

epistemic modality | epoch
epistemic modality. From the branch
of logic that deals with modality, modern grammarians have identified two
kinds of grammatical possibility and necessity. Rodney Huddleston calls them
epistemic modality and deontic modality,
and, in his Introduction to the Grammar of
English (1984), p. 166, he sets the two
types down in this manner:
Epistemic
Deontic
i You may
ii You may
be
take as
many as
under a
misapprehen you like
sion
iii You
iv You mus
must be
work
out of
harder
your
mind
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some of the traditional epithets used to describe Siva—G. Vidal, 1978; How often he
would apply the epithet 'de la Marish' to some
scene—L. Whistler, 1985; (unfavourable)
The day the trial began, a group of young
men in a provincially owned truck roared past
the courthouse shouting epithets at Indian
leaders—NY Times, 1987; The epithets of lia
racist and worse hurled at the vice president
just won't stick—Washington Times, 1988.
2 For the term transferred epithet, see
ADJECTIVE 10.

3 The Homeric epithet is an adjective
(in practice usually a compound one)
added to the same thing or person. In
Homer we find the wine-dark sea, while
Hera is repeatedly described as whitearmed, Athene as bright-eyed, and Zeus as
the cloud-gatherer. From these it is an easy
In other words, epistemic modality sig- step to the kind of combinations so frenifies a qualifying or lessening or modi- quently used by English poets: Rosefication of certainty: cf. (a) "Who is your crown'd Zephyrus ... makes the green trees
favourite children's writer?' 'It has to be Bea-to buss—Sylvester, 1598; And still she slept
trix Potter.' with (b) He had tofinishwritingan azure-lidded sleep—Keats, 1820.
the book by 31 December = he was required
(by some circumstance) to finish the epitome /I'prtami/. 1 Derived from a
book by then. Contrast also the epistemic Greek word of the same spelling meaning 'an incision, an abridgement', it has
modality of There must be some mistake (i.e.
two main meanings in English: (a) a
it is highly likely that there is a mistake)
person or thing embodying a quality,
and You must be home by midnight (deontic
class, etc.; an embodiment; (b) a sumobligation).
mary or abstract, esp. of a written work.
epistle. Its commonest use is of the Examples: Some delight in abstracts and
letters of the New Testament (e.g. The epitomes (Dr Johnson); Adolf Hitler was the
Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Ro- epitome of evil; to win a Wimbledon title is
mans). It is sometimes used playfully as regarded by every player as the epitome of
success. Some 20c. examples: Local governa synonym for a letter of any kind.
ment was an epitome of national governepithet 1 An epithet is an adjective ment—W. Holtby, 1936; The book ...is not
indicating some quality or attribute intended to be popular. No doubt a lively
(good or bad) which the speaker or writer epitome will one day be made for general
reading-E. Waugh, 1956; Theflatcountry
regards as characteristic of the person
of baobab, mopani and malala palm trees...
or thing described, as Alfred the Great,
is the epitome of underdevelopment—Times,
Charles the Bold (Holy Roman Emperor
1990.
from 875). Dr Johnson cited the following
2 Surprisingly, it is occas. spelt epitomy
example from Swift in his Dictionary
(1755): J affirm with phlegm, leaving the even in quality newspapers: Ventry, who
epithets offalse, scandalous and villainous towas unmarried, was the epitomy of an English
the author. It is also a noun used as a gentleman—Times, 1987; Mr Yeltsin was seen
significant appellation, whether favour- as the epitomy of the new breed of Soviet
able or the reverse: He assumed the proud politicians—Times, 1987. This spelling is
Epithet of Sultan or Monarch of Tunis and non-standard.
all Barbary—]. Morgan, 1728. Saddam
Hussein earned the epithet 'Butcher of epoch. 1 See TIME.
Baghdad'. These uses continue, particu2 In 1816 Coleridge wrote of the epochlarly with unfavourable connotations. forming revolutions of the Christian world.
Examples: (favourable) Géraldine recited Later in the 19c. the adj. epoch-making
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epode I equally

appeared, and the new word has been supposedly made after his recantation
regularly and sometimes boastfully ap- (in 1632) of belief in the Copernican
plied since then to any remarkable or system. It means nothing less than 'and
sensational event, publication, etc., to yet it moves', 'but it does move', and the
the point that epochs must now be reference is to the Earth.
deemed to be occurring at very frequent
intervals indeed. Examples: I can hardly equable. The quality indicated is comever bring myself to make a decision at all. plex—not merely freedom from great
changes, but also remoteness from either
When I do manage it, it seems to me so epochmaking that I never choose the right time andextreme, a compound of uniformity and
place for an announcement—P. H. Johnson,moderation. A continuously cold climate
1962; This was an epoch-making moment in or a consistently violent temper is not
the history of Egypt, like the day a dam equable; nor on the other hand is a
moderate but changeable climate or a
bursts—N. Barber, 1984.
pulse that varies frequently though
epode (from a Greek word meaning within narrow limits.
'additional song'). In Greek choruses
(and also in Milton's Samson Agonistes), equal. 1 The inflected forms have -IIthe third part, distinct in metre, follow- (equalled, equalling) in BrE but usu. -I- in
ing the strophe and the antistrophe. The AmE.
term was also used for a Greek metre
2 The navy is not equal in numbers or in
invented by the lyric poet Archilochus strength to perform the task it will be called
(7c. BC) composed in couplets in which upon to undertake: perform should be pera long line was followed by a shorter forming. See GERUND 3.
one. Horace loosely followed this metre
3 This work is the equal, if not better
in his Epodes: the metre used in the book
than anything its author has yet done. Equal
is one in which a full iambic line is
lends itself to this blunder: read equal to,
followed by a shorter one regarded metif not better than, anything ...
rically as a mere appendage or 'added
4 Equality cannot normally be graded.
verse'.
It is idiomatic to say almost equal, not
eponym, a person after whom a dis- equal, less than equal, or exactly equal, but
covery, invention, place, institution, etc., more equal is more questionable. It can
is named: thus Elias Ashmole (1617-92) mean 'more nearly equal': e.g. The more
after whom the Ashmolean Museum in to draw his Love, And render me more equalOxford was named, and Sir Thomas Bod- Milton, 1667; the American woman is not
ley (1545-1613) who gave his name to the same as other women.... she is freer in
the Bodleian Library in Oxford. Beowulf her manners and ...she isfreerbecause she
is the eponymous hero of the poem of is more equal—H. Fairlie, 1976-7 (WDEU).
that name, and Robinson Crusoe the George Orwell was memorably out of
eponymous hero of The Life and Strange line when he wrote All animals are equal
and SurprisingAdventures ofRobinson Crusoebut some animals are more equal than others
by Defoe. Legions of products, processes, in Animal Farm (1945), but the use seems
etc., are named after or are believed to to have come to stay, and allusions to
be named after particular people: in each Orwell's context are very frequent: e.g.
case the person concerned, and also the AH victims are equal. None are more equal
product if it is identical in spelling or than others—J. le Carré, 1989.
pronunciation, is an eponym. Examples:
Braille (Louis Braille, 1809-52, French in- equally. Over the centuries equally
ventor), clerihew (E. Clerihew Bentley, meaning 'to an equal degree or extent',
1875-1956), diesel (Rudolf Diesel, 1858- has normally been construed with with
1913, German engineer), mackintosh but sometimes with as: e.g. Being the
(Charles Macintosh, 1766-1843), Morse inventor of the lyre, he [sc. Hermes] is patron
(S. F. B. Morse, 1791-1872, American in- of poets equally as Apollo—F. W. Newman,
ventor), sandwich (4th Earl of Sandwich, 1853; This work is equally one-sided and
uncompromising with Wyclif's tracts--T. Ar1718-92).
nold, 18.. Fowler (1926) condemned the
e pur si muove (also eppur si muove), a construction with as ("The use of equally
phr. attributed to Galileo (1564-1642) as instead of either equally or as by itself

equerry | -er and -est, more and most
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is an illiterate tautology'), and the echoes in -le {able, humble, noble, simple, etc.), in
of his condemnation rumble on. In prac- -er (bitter, clever, slender, tender, etc.; but
tice, because of the presence of an ele- more eager), and in -ow (mellow, narrow,
ment of redundancy in equally as, it is shallow, etc.); (c) many disyllables with
desirable in good writing to use one or accent on the last (polite, profound, etc.;
other of the alternative constructions but not antique, bizarre, secure, etc., nor
instead: The labour crisis has furnished evi- the predicative adjectives afraid, alive,
dence just as (not equally as) striking; He alone, aware, etc.); (d) trisyllabic negative
was outplayed by a man with a game more forms of (b) and (c) words (unholy, ignoble,
original in tactics and as (not equally as) etc.). Adjectives of three or more syllables
severe as his own; The expansion of the Canad- require the periphrastic forms with more
ian labour force will be as large (or as exten- or most: more beautiful/the most beautiful,
sive not equally large) as in the lastfiveyears. more interesting/most interesting.
2 Other common -er and -est adjectequerry. At court the word is pronounced /i'kwen/, but in most other con- ives. Some other disyllables in everyday
texts the stress is placed on the first use not classifiable under terminations,
syllable, /'ekwan/, probably arising from as common, cruel, pleasant, quiet, etc. (but
the erroneous idea that the word is con- not constant, sudden, etc.), prefer -er and
nected with L equus 'horse'. In fact it is -est. Some others, e.g. awkward, buxom,
derived from Fr. écurie, earlier escurie, crooked, can take -er and -est without disfrom medL scûria 'stable'. Equerry is agreeably challenging attention.
3 -er and -est in adverbs. Adverbs not
short for 'gentleman (or groom) of the
formed with -ly from adjectives, but idenequerry'.
tical in form with them, use -er and -est
equilibrium. PI. either equilibria or equi- naturally (runs faster, hits hardest, sleeps
libriums. See -UM 3.
sounder, hold ittighter);some independent
adverbs, as often, seldom, soon, do the
equivalence, equivalency. Both forms
same; -ly adverbs, though comparatives
are in use, the first of them being much
in -lier are possible in archaic or poetic
the more common. Except in technical
style (softlier nurtured, wiselier said), now
uses (in most of which equivalence is the
normally appear as more softly, etc. The
only form used), the choice of form
phrase easier said than àone is a special
seems to be based more on the rhythm
case, in that there is no equivalent use
of the sentence than on any discernible
of the positive easy.
semantic difference. See -CE, -CY.
4 Adjectives tolerating -est but not -er.
era. See TIME.
Many adjectives besides those described
in (1) and (2) are capable in ordinary use,
-er and -est, more and most. The i.e. without the stylistic taint illustrated
subject is dealt with briefly s.v. ADJECTIVE in (5) and (6), of forming a superlative
3, 4, ABSOLUTE COMPARATIVE, and AB- in -est, used with the and serving as an
SOLUTE SUPERLATIVE. A more detailed emphatic form simply, while no one
treatment follows (owing a good deal to would think of making a comparative in
Fowler 1926).
-er for them: in the cheerfullest, cunningest
I 1 The normal -er and -est adjectives.
drunkenest manner. It is a matter of decid2 Other common -er and -est adjectives.
ing whether the -est form or the most —
3 -er and -est in adverbs.
form feels more natural. Some of
4 Adjectives tolerating -est but not -er.
Fowler's 1926 examples (in the brutalest,
5 Stylistic extension of -er and -est.
rivilest, damnablest manner) now sound
6 Emotional -est without the.
distinctly unidiomatic. Adjectives end7 Superlatives in comparisons of two.
ing in -ic (comic, rustic, etc.), -ive (active,
I 8 Combinations.
1 The normal -er and -est adjectives. restive, etc.), and -ous (famous, odious, virtuThe adjectives regularly taking -er and ous, etc.) do not tolerate -er and -est forms
-est in preference to more and most are: except in special circumstances.
(a) most monosyllables {hard,rich,wise,
5 Stylistic extension of -er and -est. As
etc.; but not like, own, real, right, wrong, a stylistic device, it was once open to
French, etc.); (b) disyllables in -y and -ly writers to extend the use of -er and -est
{angry, early, holy, lazy, likely, lively, etc.),
to many adjectives of more than one
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-er and -or | ergative

syllable that normally take more and existing English verb. In practice, many
most. Historical examples (listed by Jes- such words (and there are about 100
persen): easilkst, jreelier, proudlier, wiselier of them in common use) have -er as a
(all from Shakespeare);finelier,harshlier, termination and others have -or. Still
kindlier, proudlier (all from Lamb); darklier,others have both forms, often with a
gladlier, looselier, plainlier (all from Tenny- different meaning. The OED expresses the
son); proudliest (Carlyle); neatlkst (G. Eliot); matter thus: 'The distinction between -er
and many more. In the 20c, formations and -or as the ending of agent-nouns is
such as admirablest, loathsomer, peaceful-purely historical and orthographical: in
lest, wholesomer, etc., could only be used the present spoken language they are
for comic effect or for some other special both pronounced /a(r)/, except that in
purpose.
law terms and in certain Lat. words not
6 Emotional -est without the. For In fully naturalized, -or is still sounded
Darkest Africa it may perhaps be pleaded /o:(r)/. In received spelling, the choice
that the title was deliberately chosen for between the two forms is often capriits emotional content. But the use turns cious, or determined by other than hisup from time to time in unemotional torical reasons.' Scholarly attempts to
contexts: Mile Nau, an actress ofconsiderabk account for the distribution of the -er
technical skill and a valuable power of ex- and -or forms continue to be made (e.g.
hibiting deepest emotion; An extraordinary by L. Bauer in Trans. Fhilol. Soc, 1990), but
announcement is made tonight, whkh is the problem remains unresolved. In this
bound to stir profoundest interest among book, the most important of the indiall civilized peoples; MrVanderlip is, therefore,vidual words have been dealt with at
in closest touch with the affairs of inter- their alphabetical places. See ACCEPTER;
nationalfinance.Ways out of the difficulty ADAPTER; ADVISER, etc.; -OR.
include the replacement of —est by (a)
2 When -er is added to verbs ending
very — , or the most — , or just the —est. in -y following a consonant, y is normally
7 Superlatives in comparisons of two. changed to i (carrier, occupier, etc.), though
They were forced to give an answer which was flyer is now more usual than Jflier, and
not their real answer but only the nearest to drier alternates with dryer. The y is reit of two alternatives. This use of-est instead tained between a vowel and -er (buyer,
of -er where the persons or things are employer, player, etc.).
no more than two should normally be
avoided; the raison d'être of the compar- -er and -re. See -RE AND -ER.
ative is to compare two things, and it eraser. Thus spelt, not -or. See -OR.
should be allowed to do its job without
encroachment by the superlative. Nearer ere. Both as preposition and conjuncshould have been used in the example tion, ere has been clinging to the langiven. But there are exceptions. Use of guage with diminishing success for more
the superlative is idiomatic in such than a century. It is an outstanding exphrases as Put your best foot foremost; May ample of the near demise of a word that
the best man win; Mother knows best. And for centuries, from the OE period onward
who would wish to introduce a compar- was part of the central equipment of
ative into Milton's Whose God is strongest, the language. It is now only archaic or
thine or mine? See also SUPERLATIVES 2.
poetical. Examples: And time seemed fin8 Combinations. Jespersen pointed ished ere the ship passed by—E. Muir, 1925;
out that an adjective used as the first I would give you a gift ere we go, at your
own choosing—]. R. R. Tolkien, 1954; In that
element of a combination ending in -ed
is very often in the superlative. Ex- cluster of villages, London by name, Ere slabs
amples: the sourest-natured dog (Shake- are too tall and we Cockneys too few, [etc.]—J.
speare), nobkst-minded (Shakespeare), the Betjeman, 1958.
longest lived (I. Walton), the silliest, bestergative. In certain languages, includnatured wretch (Swift), the mildest mannered
ing Eskimo and Basque, a grammatical
man (Byron), the softest-hearted simpleton
case used in 'constructions where there
(R. L. Stevenson).
is a formal parallel between the object
-er and -or. 1 The agent termination of a transitive verb and the subject of
-er can theoretically be joined to any an intransitive one (i.e. they display the

ergo I escalate
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same case)... In this approach, sentences err. Dialect speakers vary considerably
such as the window broke and the man broke in the way in which they pronounce err,
the window would be analysed "erg- erring, and errant, but in standard English
atively": the subject of the intransitive the three words are regularly /3:/, /'3:nrj/,
use of broke is the same as the object of but /'erant/.
its transitive use, and the agent of the
action is thus said to appear as the "erg- errant. See ARRANT.
ative subject"' (D. Crystal, 1980). At- erratum. An erratum slip is one contempts have been made to identify taining a single correction. A list headed
examples of an ergative case in English, Errata contains details of more than one
esp. in such contrasted types as John correction. In other words erratum is the
opened the door versus the door opened. sing, and errata the pi. They are proThose wishing to pursue the matter nounced /e'raitam/ and /e'raita/ respectfurther may do so by consulting John ively. Errata is not comfortably used
Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics except as a heading. Sentences like the
(1969) and, for example, an article in following sound very clumsy: The Errata,
the 1989 issue of the linguistic journal if included, is a list of errors. The pi. form
Dictionaries.
is correctly used in this example: These
errata are of more than usual interestergo. The Latin word for 'therefore'
Library, 1988. See -UM 2.
is occasionally used in English, as an
alphabetical equivalent of .'., to precede ersatz. This German loanword meaning
a logical conclusion. Its most famous 'a substitute or imitation, i.e. something
occurrence at a later date is that of inferior', was first recorded in English in
Descartes in his Discours de la méthode 1875 and became much used in English
(1637), Cogito, ergo sum, T think, therefore during the 1914-18 and 1939-45 wars.
I am': this was facetiously echoed in a It is still liable to be printed in italic,
recent advertising slogan, T think, there- and pronounced in a somewhat foreign
fore IBM'. Examples: The American Colony manner as /'earzats/; but for the most
hotel is in the eastern, ergo Arab, part of the part it is now used attributively or as an
city—C. James, 1983; This wine reminds meadjective (ersatz coffee, an ersatz culture)
of Chateau Latour, ergo it isfinewine—M. and pronounced /'3:zaets/ or /'3:saets/.
Kramer, 1989; He had not been told about
her death; he was not saddened by it; ergo, erst, erstwhile, it is always sad to
he was not part of the Literary World—S. see words of long standing passing into
archaism, but these two words, the first
Mackay, 1992.
of them found already in OE and the
Eros. In all its uses in English, including second a Spenserian coinage in 1569,
(a) the name of the well-known statue both began to drop out of regular use at
in Piccadilly Circus, (b) = earthly or some point in the 19c, though erstwhile
sexual love, contrasted with agape, (c) as is still not all that infrequent when used
the name of an asteroid discovered by a as an adjective. Erst is an adverb meaning
German astronomer in 1898, it is pro- 'formerly, of old', and erstwhile is both
nounced /'iaros/, and thus in this respect an adjective ( = former, previous) and
has parted company with its Greek ori- an adverb ( = erst). Modern examples of
ginal, spœs, i.e. /'eraus/ or /'erauz/.
erstwhile: Jude the Obscure in reverse; erstwhile scholar who transformed himself into
erotica. In practice this word, a neuter a rustic swain—A. Powell, 1976; Many erstpi. noun in Greek meaning 'erotic litera- while Green Line travellers were doubtless
ture or art', occurs mostly in contexts driving their own cars—K. Warren, 1980.
where its number does not arise (e.g. See QUONDAM; WHILOM.
literature classed under erotica; the erotica
industry; the world of erotica). If it governs escalate. This 20c. back-formation from
a verb it should properly be regarded as escalator looked for a time to be one of the
a plural {Erotica are much in evidence in themost overused and therefore unwelcome
world of videos) but is sometimes treated words in the language. So too the corresas a non-count (singular) noun: Is all ponding noun escalation. Escalate was
erotica male fantasy then?—Newsweek, 1973
used briefly to mean 'to travel on an
(WDEU).
escalator' but that use seems to have
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escape | especial(ly), special(ly)

dropped out. The primary sense is a fig- escapee. See -EE1 2. This remarkable
urative one, 'to increase or develop by use (instead of escaper; cf. deserter), which
successive stages', and as such is a useful was first recorded in a work of 1875-6
addition to the language. Escalator con- by Walt Whitman, has come in for much
tinues to have both a literal sense (mov- adverse comment, but is now entered
ing staircase) and figurative ones in all major dictionaries as part of the
(escalator clauses, etc.). Examples: (escal- standard language.
ate) Peace as well as war can escalate—Oxford
Mail, 1963; Only a tiny percentage of can- eschscholtzia. The pronunciation renabis-smokers escalate to heroin—Listener,commended is /i'Jnltsia/, not /is'k-/ or
1967; A dispute arose, initially involving one/-Dlja/; and the spelling recommended
is as shown (named after J. F. von Eschman, then 180 men, and then escalated until
some 14,000 employees at both plants went scholtz, German botanist, d. 1831).
out on indefinite strike—M. Edwardes, 1983; escort (noun and verb). The noun is
The raffle escalated into something much stressed on the first syllable and the
bigger—Business Franchise, 1989; (escal- verb on the second. See NOUN AND VERB
ation) The risk of starting the process of ACCENT 1.
escalation towards total war—New Statesman, 1959; Both leaders ... were anxious to Eskimo. PI. Eskimos (but sometimes just
check the increasingly painful escalation ofEskimo). See -O(E)S. The Fr. pi. Esquimaux
defence costs—Ann. Reg. 1963, 1964; 'Escalwas once also used in English travel
ation' was a fashionable word last time I wasbooks and the like. The Eskimo term
in London—B. W. Aldiss, 1980; (escalator, Inuit ( = pi. of inuk person) is preferred
in fig. uses) Labor leaders have never likedby the people themselves.
cost-of-living 'escalator' contracts, on the
grounds that they tie the worker to a fixed esophagus. The AmE spelling of BrE
oesophagus.
standard of living—Time, 1948; Cattle prices
are subject to escalator adjustment—Farmeresoteric. See EXOTERIC.
& Stockbreeder, i960; It is a ninety-nine-year
lease, with an escalator clause that ties theespetial(ly), special(ly). In the Weekannual payments to the cost of living index—end Telegraph, 11 Aug. 1990,1 wrote There
J. D. MacDonald, 1977.
are also dictionaries especially designed to
help secretaries with spelling and word-diviescape. The verb is used transitively in sion. A reader reproved me and insisted
a range of senses meaning broadly 'to that I should have written specially not
elude; to avoid'. There are examples in especially. He was probably right, but the
the OED (e.g. In a Work of this Nature it ismargin between the two words is a narimpossible to escape Mistakes, 1669; He seemsrow and ragged one.
to have escaped suspicion, 1751) and in
1 History. The contest between the
modern dictionaries (escape poverty, pun- longer and the shorter forms began a
ishment, unhappiness, etc.; it escapes me forlong time ago. Both especial and especially
a moment why [etc.]; escape one's attention). have been in continuous use since about
In the second half of the 20c. an older 1400, while special and specially have had
transitive use of the verb has been re- a slightly longer life, both being recorded
vived. It is used of astronauts escaping first in the 13c. As time went on the
the earth's gravitational pull, and of a shorter forms (particularly the adjective)
person escaping (instead of escaping tended to force out the longer ones.
from) a gaol, a mental home, etc. The
2 Sense distinctions. As the OED
following example happens to refer to a pointed out, the primary meaning of L
flight from a convent: It transpires she may speciâlis is 'belonging to or concerned
have escaped Santa Clara to look for a wellwith a particular species, special as opknown terrorist—N. Shakespeare, 1989. posed to general'. OFr. especial (derived
This modern transitive use still sounds from it) developed the secondary sense
somewhat unidiomatic (at least in the 'pre-eminent, important'. Over the cenUK)—one's ears yearn for the insertion turies, English special tended to be
of from—but there is no mistaking its 'preferred in applications arising proxexistence.
imately from the primary sense, while

espionage | -esque
especial is chiefly confined to the derivative sense. The distinction is still more
marked in the adverbs especially, specially'
(OED). Fowler (1926), more cryptically,
expressed essentially the same view: 'The
characteristic sense of the longer adjective and adverb is pre-eminence or the
particular as opposed to the ordinary,
that of the others being limitation or
the particular as opposed to the general.'
Fowler also noted, however, that 'there
is a marked tendency in the adjectives
for especial to disappear and for special to
take its place'.
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esplanade. The pronunciation with
final /-eid/ is judged by the main authorities to be more common than that with
/-aid/. But promenade continues to tug it
in the opposite direction. See -ADE.
espresso. This form (derived from It.
caffe espresso, lit. 'pressed-out coffee'), first
recorded in English in 1945, has entirely
driven out the variant expresso (which
was presumably invented under the impression that It. espresso meant 'fast, express').

Esq. Beginning in the 15c. an esquire
3 In present-day English. Analysis of was at first 'a young man of gentle birth,
the evidence underlines the fact that (i) who as an aspirant to knighthood, atspecial has almost driven out especial in tended upon a knight, carried his shield,
all senses; when especial is used at all and rendered him other services' (OED).
it tends to mean 'notable, exceptional;
From the same period onward, it was
attributed or belonging chiefly to one
also 'a man belonging to the higher order
person or thing (your especial charm)'; (ii)
of English gentry, ranking immediately
especially is holding its ground, particubelow a knight' (OED). As time went on
larly in sentences such as the following:
loud music is now favoured at commemora- several classes of men became entitled
tion balls, especially by the younger set; (im-to be called esquires—younger sons of
mediately preceding an adjective) Several peers, eldest sons of knights; judges, barpoints in his argument are especially deserv- risters-at-law, and many others. From the
ing of notice. Examples: (especial) He loved mid-i6c. it became customary to refer to
Cathal ... and he had always known and such people in writing in the form Anknew it now with an especial terror, that drew Smith, Esquire. Esquire in such circumCathal was his vulnerable point—I. Murdoch, stances soon became abbreviated to Esq.,
1965; The impartial Law enrolled a name ForEsqu., etc. (Esq. is now usual). By the midmy especial use—R. Graves, 1975); (special)20c, Esq. had lost all sense of rank, and
now used in a large number of fixed was being attached (in correspondence)
collocations: special care, case, delivery, de-to the name of any adult male. That
velopment, edition, education, effects, needs,state of affairs continues, except that
pleading, -purpose (attrib.), stage, tribunal, other forms of address of a more inetc. (for the meaning, see diets.), (es- formal kind are gradually replacing Esq.
pecially) This false proportion sometimes When Esq. is appended to a name, no
made it feel, especially at night, as if it were prefixed title (such as Mr, Dr, Capt., etc.)
part of a ship—I. Murdoch, 1973; The Sumo is used. It should be emphasized that
wrestlers are not especially tall, but they are except in one circumstance Esq. is hardly
especially big—C. James, 1978; We are es-used outside Britain. The main exception
pecially grateful to you forfillingin on such is that in the US the term is often used by
short notice for the Vice-President—J. Kojinski, lawyers when referring to or addressing
1983; I can't say anything especially wise one another in writing. Curiously, in
about these paintings—D. Donoghue, 1991; America, Esq. is often appended to the
(specially) I gathered these specially in bud, names of women lawyers as well as to
because I thought it would be nice to see themmen.
open out in the warmth of the house—D.
Madden, 1988; It's a pretty anonymous -esque. A suffix forming adjs., it represmark. Not one I'm specially proud of either—P. ents Fr. -esque or It. -esco (from medL
-iscus). It occurs in English in the sense
Lively, 1991.
'resembling the style of, (a) in ordinary
espionage. Now always thus spelt (cf. words, such as grotesque ( = resembling a
Fr. espionnage) and pronounced /'espian- grotto), picaresque (from a Sp. or It. word
0:3/. The word was first recorded in Eng- meaning 'rogue'), and picturesque; (b) aplish in 1793 but the ending continues to pended to personal names, as Audenesque
resist Anglicization.
(20c), Browningesque (19c), Disneyesque
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-ess I essay

(20c), Giottesque (19c), Reaganesque (20c), is 'the wife of a mayor'; similarly with
etc. See SUFFIXES ADDED TO PROPER NAMES. ambassadress, (c) Words of small currency,
e.g. confectioness (only 1640), entertainess
-ess, suffix forming nouns denoting (only 1709), farmeress (1672-), preacheress
female persons or animals, adopted in (1649-), professoress (C1740-), saviouress
ME from OFr. -esse (from late L -issa, ult. (i553 - )- Many words of this type never
from Gk -iCTaa as in fiaciXiooa 'queen', got beyond the stage of being merely
cf. PaoïXeû? 'king'). 1 The first wave of fanciful or jocular.
•ess words in English (countess, duchess,
empress, hostess, lioness, mistress, princess, 4 In the 20C. three main groups of -ess
etc.) all came into English from French. words have been threatened with the
These words are all deeply embedded in executioner's block: (a) Jewess and Negress
are deliberately avoided by racially sensithe language.
tive people who are not themselves Jew2 The suffix was rapidly judged to be ish or black, but continue to be used
a useful formative element in English among themselves by the groups conand became attached to many estab- cerned, (b) With varying degrees of stridlished English words from the 14c. on- ency, ill-defined groups of people do not
wards, e.g. Jewess (14c, Wyclif), patroness favour the use of feminine-gender artis(15c), poetess (16c, Tyndale), etc.; and it tic terms like authoress, poetess, paintress,
supplanted the native female suffix -ster and sculptress, on the ground that there
(which, used as a feminine ending, sur- is no need for a separate term, any more
vives only in spinster). These new femi- than there is a continuing need for (say)
nine-gender words were formed either interpretress (18c), philosopheress (17c), tutby substitution of -ess for -ex (adul- oress (17c), all once common and all now
terer\adu\teress, murdererjmurderess, etc.) orobsolete, (c) Occupational terms, such as
by the addition of -ess to the stem of the air hostess, shepherdess, stewardess, waitress.
common-gender word (authorI authoress, Air hostess and to some extent stewardess
giantlgiantess, etc.). There were some are gradually being replaced by Jlight
other refinements, e.g. the substitution attendant; waitron (already probably exof governess (already in Caxton) for the tinct) and waitperson have come along to
earlier governeresse; the emergence of sor- nag at waitress; and shepherdess is more
ceress (14c, Chaucer) from the common- relevant to pastoral poetry than to modgender sorcer (14C.-1549, now obs.) before ern farms.
the masc. form sorcerer (1526, Tyndale);
5 The suffix -ess is probably no longer
and the establishment of the phonetically simplified forms adventuress (1754. a living formative suffix but there is a
Walpole; not *adventureress), conqueress central core of -ess words (apart from
(now obs.), etc. When -ess was added to those in (1) above) remaining in use more
a noun ending in -der or -dor, -ter or -tor, or less unchallenged, among them abthe vowel before the r was usually elided, bess, actress, adulteress, adventuress, ambassadress, ancestress, benefactress, conductress,
e.g. ambassadress, wardress; actress, doctress
(now obs.), editress, protectress (16c, J. goddess, governess, heiress, huntress, instructress, manageress, mayoress, murderess,
Foxe), waitress.
3 From ME until about 1850 the suffix ogress, peeress, postmistress, priestess (but
retained its power as a more or less only in non-Christian religions), prounrestricted means of indicating the curess, prophetess, proprietress, protectress,
femininity of the agent-noun. More than seductress, songstress, temptress, traitress, vo100 words in -ess denoting female per- taress. All these, and doubtless some
sons or animals are listed in the OED. others, are listed in their various senses
They vary greatly in durability, (a) Except and applications in COD 1995for lioness (ME), tigress (1611), and to a
more limited extent leopardess (1567) and
pantheress (1862), the suffix is not used
in any routine way of female animals,
(b) In rectoress (1729) and vicaress (1770),
both now obsolete, the suffix means 'wife
of a — ' . Both words have other meanings as well. One of the senses of mayoress

essay. 1 As verb. See ASSAY.
2 As a noun = 'a short composition'
always stressed on the first syllable; as a
rather dated formal word for 'an attempt' commonly stressed on the second
syllable. As a somewhat dated formal
verb, with the broad sense 'to attempt

-est I Estuary English
or endeavour to', it is always stressed on
the second syllable.
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meaning land belonging to a large landowner', but the meaning land covered with
small houses' is dominant now.

-est in superlatives. See -ER AND -EST.
Establishment. The Establishment, as the
journalist Henry Fairlie expressed it in
a key article in The Spectator, 23 Sept.,
1955» means 'not only the centres of
official power—though they are certainly
part of it—but rather the whole matrix
of official and social relations within
which power is exercised'. Others before
Fairlie had used the expression in a more
or less casual manner: Fairlie brought
the term into widespread and continuing use. It is most often used as a blanket
term of implied disapproval, denoting
people or groups in positions of power
about whom the writer or speaker has
reservations. For something like two decades it was a much overused word, but
it has now settled down as a useful word
for any loosely defined influential or
controlling group, not necessarily political (e.g. the literary Establishment).
estate. 1 The three estates of the realm
are traditionally in the UK the Lords
Spiritual, the Lords Temporal, and the
Commons, but the term, according to
the OED, 'has often been misused to denote the three powers whose concurrence is necessary for legislation, viz.
the Crown, the House of Lords, and the
House of Commons'. The standard use
dates from the early 15c. and the misuse
is first recorded in 1559- The third estate
(Fr. tiers état) was commonly used of the
French bourgeoisie before the Revolution, the other two estates (clergy, nobility) being seldom spoken of numerically.
The fourth estate has been applied to the
newspaper press since the early 19c. Carlyle commented in 1841, Burke said there
were three Estates in Parliament, but in the
Reporters' Gallery... there sat a fourth Estate
more importantfar than they all. This statement has not been confirmed, but evidence of the use of the phrase in 1823
or 1824 is given in the OED.

esteem. The phrase success of esteem is
a late 19c. caique on the Fr. phr. succès
d'estime (itself first recorded in EngUsh
earlier in the 19c). It means 'a critical
rather than a popular or commercial
success'.
esthetic. An AmE variant spelling of
aesthetic.
estimable as adj. corresponds to esteem
and means 'worthy of esteem'. The notional adj. corresponding to estimate is
estimatable, but it seems not to occur.

estimation.
1 Surprisingly, Fowler
(1926) described the phr. in my estimation
used as a 'mere substitute' for in my
opinion as 'illiterate'. In its entry for estimation (sense 4) the OED lists a range
of illustrative examples from Chaucer
onwards in which the word is used to
mean 'opinion, judgement of worth'. Examples: The dearest of men in my estimation—E. W. Lane, 1841 ; It was about this time
that Martin took a great slump in Maria's
estimation—J. London, 1909.
2 Estimation means (a) the process or
result of estimating; (b) opinion, judgement of worth. By contrast, estimate
(noun) means (a) an approximate judgement, esp. of cost, value, size, etc.; (b) a
price specified as that likely to be
charged for work to be undertaken (my
estimate for replacing the hot water cylinder
is £150 plus VAT).
estrogen, estrus. AmE spellings of BrE
oestrogen, oestrus.

Estuary English. A fashionable term,
coined in 1984 by a London scholar
named David Rosewarne, for a kind of
slightly non-standard English adopted
as common currency by many young
people at the present time as part of
a minor reaction against the norms of
standard English. 'The R.P. speaker ac2 As a curiosity, it should be noted commodates "downwards" and the local
that the older sense of estate as 'a landed accent speaker accommodates "upproperty' (a use first recorded in the wards",' declared Rosewarne. Some of
late 18c.) has been joined in the 20c. by the features of this middle-ground form
estate = housing estate. As C. S. Lewis of speech are described (and are drawn
remarked in his Studies in Words (i960), on here) in Paul Coggle's Do You Speak
When I was a boy estate had as its dominantEstuary? (1993). The estuary is the Thames
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estuary, and the term Estuary English refers to a variety of informal, allegedly
classless, English spoken in London and
some of the Home Counties, esp. North
Kent and South Essex, and also, it is
claimed, in some other southern counties. It is characterized in pronunciation
by the use of glottal stops (instead of/t/)
in such a sentence as In Scotland the butter
and the water are absolutely outstanding;
and the replacement of/l/ by /w/ in such
words as tall, ballpoint, and Maldon. In
fault both replacements occur. Mouth
tends to come out as mouf and anything
as anythink. The choice of vocabulary is
important: e.g. Cheers instead of Thank
you, and mate tends to replace friend (Me
and my mate went to the disco last night:
remember to pronounce the letter t as
a glottal stop). These are mere specimens
of a complex form of speech. It is enough,
perhaps, to alert readers to the fact that
some features of a new type of'classless'
English have been identified. Only time
will tell whether Estuary English is just
a passing fashion which will be rapidly
replaced by some other equally graceless
mode of speech. At the moment it is no
more than a ripple in the great ocean of
standard English.
esurient ( = hungry; impecunious and
greedy) is a word of low frequency. See

esurient | ethic, ethical
are shown in BASSINET and in the AmE

variant cigaret (BrE invariably cigarette).
et al. An abbreviation of L et alia (neut.),
et alii (masc), or et aliz (fern.), it means
'and others', and is used esp. to avoid
giving a list of authors, or other people,
in full (Lyly... read... and explicated innumerable passages of Ovid, Cicero, Virgil, et
al.—G. K. Hunter, 1962). Special care
should be taken not to place a full stop
after et in the phr. et al. The phrase may
be printed in romans or in italic type
according to taste.
etc. Sometimes written as be. 1 An abbreviation of et cetera (which in Latin
means 'and other things of the same
kind'), it is now in English deemed to
mean, (a) and the rest; and similar things
and people; (b) or similar things or people;
(c) and so on. Its use as an extension to
a list of people must now be allowed,
though it should be borne in mind that
et al. is also available for this purpose.
Fowler (1926) placed no restriction on
the following types: ( = and other things)
His pockets contained an apple, a piece of
string, etc.; ( = or the like) 'Good', fair',
'excellent', etc., is appended to each name;
( = and other persons) The Duke of A lord
B, Mr C, etc., are patrons. There seems no
reason to modify his view now.

POLYSYLLABIC HUMOUR. Examples: So
2 By the phonetic process of assimilshould all women be accommodated, thoughtation, etc., which is properly pronounced
the esurient ladies in the audience—E. Link-/et 'setare/, is quite frequently, but
later, 1931; As an esurient world power, the wrongly, pronounced as /ek 'set-/. This
USSR maintains unchanged three intercon-comes about because no other common
nected foreign policy priorities: [etc.]— word in English begins with /ets-/,
Christian Sci. Monitor, 1980.
whereas words beginning with /eks-/
abound (ecstasy, excellence, exclamation,
-et (suffix). 1 It occurs naturally as an etc.).
originally diminutive ending in many
3 Since et means 'and', it hardly needs
words adopted from French at an early
to
be said that only an ignoramus would
date, as bullet,fillet,hatchet, pocket, tablet,
etc.; these words are now used without say or write 'and etc.'.
any consciousness of their original di- -eteria. See-TERiA.
minutive sense. Bullet, for example, is a
16c. adaptation of Fr. boulette, diminutive ethic, ethical (adjs.). 1 The longer form
of boule 'ball'; tablet is a 14c. adaptation is now dominant in all senses, and in
of OFr. tablete (mod. tablette), diminutive particular, (a) relating to morals, esp. as
of L tabula 'table'.
concerning human conduct; (b) morally
2 In more recent formations from correct; (c) (of a medicine or drug) availFrench in the 16c. and 17c. -et repres- able only on a doctor's prescription.
ented Fr. -ette as well as -et (e.g. in facet,
2 ethical dative. Originally in Greek and
islet). In even more recent adoptions from Latin, but also a feature found at all
French the spelling -ette is usually re- periods in English since the 14c, this is
tained (see -ETTE); but shortened forms the name given to a use in which a

ethnie | -ette
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person no more than indirectly inter- in my book Unlocking the English Language
ested in the fact or event described in (1989) and in all major dictionaries unthe sentence is introduced into it. In der the relevant words. See DIDACTICISM.
practice it is most clearly shown in the
presence of a pronoun which has no et hoc genus omne. A convenient
logical connection with the subject of occasional substitute for etc., it means
the sentence: The skilfull shepheard pil'd 'and the whole of that class or group':
me certaine wands—Shakespeare, 1596; Pro- The Herbert Warrens and the Sidney Lees, e
metheus once this chain [of gold] purloin'd, hoc genus omne—Essays in Criticism, 1953.
Then whips me on a chain of brass—Swift,
1724; Antisocial force that sweeps you down -ette.
The world in one cascade of molecules—G. I 1 Origin.
2 As diminutive suffix.
Eliot, 1874. I have not found any 20c.
3 Imitation and other fabrics.
examples, but feel sure that the use still
4 Slightly militant and decidedly unmilitant
exists even if only by the skin of its teeth.
women.
ethnic. The original (15c. onward) meaning, 'pertaining to nations not Christian
or Jewish; heathen, pagan', is now only
in historical use. In the mid-igc, and at
an accelerated rate since the mid-20c, it
has come to be applied to any section
of a community having common racial,
cultural, religious, or linguistic characteristics that distinguish its members
from the rest of the community. Ethnic
minorities in Britain include Sikhs, Muslims, West Indian and other blacks, Cypriots, and many others. There are many
ethnic Turks in Germany, and many ethnic Filipinos in the Middle East. Ethnic
clothing means exotic clothing, i.e. conspicuous clothing seen as characteristic
of a particular region abroad.
ethnic terms. The 20c. has been marked
by an increasing awareness of the potential hurtfulness of unfavourable ethnic
terminology and also by the realization
that the problem cannot be legislated
away. Some of the terms are too well
established to cause any more than wry
amusement though they are unmistakably opprobrious in origin, e.g. Dutch
courage (first recorded 1826), French leave
(1771), and the English disease (in economics, 1969). A second group of only
playfully hurtful terms includes Limey
(an Englishman, 1918) and Pom/Pommy
(1912). A third large group of such terms
continues to cause great offence to those
to whom they are applied or in the contexts in which they occur: e.g. dago
(1832), kike (1904), Oreo (an American
black seen as having a 'white' outlook,
1968), to welsh (1857, though its connection with Wales is unfounded), wog
(1929), wop (1914). The whole subject of
such terminology is treated, for example,

I 5 Commercial food-names.

1 Origin. The suffix was first used to
form diminutive nouns, representing
the feminine form corresponding to the
masculine -et (see -ET). The main body of
such words joined the language after the
17c, e.g. chemisette (1807), cigarette (1842),
and pipette (1839)- The basic idea is obviously a small chemise, a small cigar, and
a small 'pipe'.
2 As diminutive suffix. The equation of
-ette with smallness gathered strength in
the 19c. The literature of the period is
studded with words, not all of them of
long duration, like bannerette (1884), essayette (1877), novelette (1820), sermonette
(1814), and statuette (1843). This branch of
words has tended to weaken in the 20c,
but is represented by such words as dinette (1930), a small dining-room, diskette
(1973). a floppy disk, kitchenette (1910), a
small kitchen, and superette (1938, chiefly
US and Antipodean), a small supermarket. Smallness is not quite the meaning
in a number of special cases. Laund(e)rette
(1949), for example, is not a diminutive
as such, but is just formed on launder
(verb) or laundry. Serviette (15c. onwards)
was for centuries exclusively Scottish,
was reintroduced into standard English
from French in the 19c, and is also not
a diminutive. It also lies in the territory
designated by A. S. C. Ross and Nancy Mitford as 'non-U'.
3 Imitation and other fabrics. Beginning
in the 18c, manufacturers began to place
the ending on the names of materials intended as imitations of something else.
Muslinette (1787). was among the first of
such terms, followed by leatherette (1880),
jïannel(l)ette (1882), cashmerette (1886), and
others. Some other names of fabrics, not
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in fact imitations, helped to establish a given word emerged from its earliest
connection between -ette and 'name of a recorded form or forms, together with
(dress) material'. These include georgette details of its analogues in related lan(1915), named after Mme Georgette de la guages; and for loanwords as much inPlante, a French dressmaker; stockingette formation about the spelling, meaning,
(1824), now more commonly written as etc., of the source word as is necessary
stockinet, and more likely to be, as the OED to explain its passage into and its shape
expresses it, 'a perversion of stocking- in English. Thus quick [Comm. Teut.: OE
net'; and winceyette (1922), a suffixed ex- cwicu, c(w)uc, and cwic, c(w)uc-, = OFris.
quik, quek (mod. Fris, quick, queck), etc.,
tension of the older word wincey.
4 Slightly militant and decidedly unmilit- etc.]; and resin [ME recyn(e, reysen, ad. F.
ant women. The most spectacular develop- résine, ad. L. résina (Sp., Pg., and It. résina),
ment of the suffix came at the beginning cogn. with Gk pnxivn. See also ROSIN.].
of the 20c. when (in 1906) female suppor- The great majority of English words can
ters of the cause of women's political en- be straightforwardly traced to their
franchisement in Britain were called roots.
suffragettes. The suffix thus acquired a
2 A second group of words are of obmarkedly feministic edge which has scure origin and are so marked in standbeen partially inherited by later groups ard dictionaries (or are said to be of
of terms applied to women. First came unknown or uncertain origin). These inthe decidedly unmilitant majorettes clude boffin, burlap, coarse, dog (occurs
(1941) and drum majorettes (1938), with once in late OE as docga, but has no
team-names (in N. America and the An- Germanic analogues; the normal OE
tipodes) like Mercurettes, Pantherettes, Rock-word was hund, hound), garbage, kibosh,
ettes, and Trojanettes. In more recent nasty, to peter out, shandy, trash, and scores
times, especially in the 1980s, male chau- of others.
vinistic writers in glossy and satirical
3 A third group of words have subjournals began to make free use of the stantially changed their form in English
suffix in a pejorative manner: the lan- under the influence of another word:
guage became peppered with antagon- e.g. belfry, a 15c. adaptation of earlier
istic terms like awarette, bimbette, berfrey by association with bell; brideeditorette, hackette, hypette, punkette, report-groom, a 16c. alteration of bridegoom
erette, snoopette, whizzette, and womanette. (from OE brydguma, lit. 'bride-man');
This last phase will doubtless pass, but shamefaced, a 16c. alteration of shamefast.
the word suffragette will remain firmly in
4 A fourth group of words have had
place as a term of considerable historical
importance, and the marching girls keep fanciful explanations foisted upon them.
marching on. Two other words designat- Easily the best example of this phenoming classes of women, namely undergrad- enon is posh, popularly, but erroneously,
uette (1919) and usherette (1925), for the said to be derived from the initials of
'port outward starboard home', referring
most part passed out of use, except in histo the more expensive side for accommotorical contexts, somewhere about i960.
dation on ships formerly travelling
5 Commercial food-names. American between England and India.
newspapers are now (1990s) carrying adSee BACK-FORMATION; BLEND; FACETIOUS
vertisements for a host of such names, FORMATIONS; FOLK ETYMOLOGY.
e.g. Qubettes ('bite-size' crackers), Creamettes (a kind of pasta), Croutettes (a stuffing eulogy, a speech or writing in praise
mix), and Toastettes (a kind of tart). The of a person. See A, AN 3model for these trade-names is possibly
the word croquette (first recorded in 1706; euphemism, a mild or vague or periFr. croquette, prob. from croquer 'to crackle phrastic expression substituted for one
under the teeth, to crunch'), 'a fried judged to be too harsh or direct, e.g. to
breaded roll or ball of mashed potato or pass away for to die. The employment of
euphemisms can be viewed positively
minced meat', etc.
as the use of words of good omen, or
etymology. 1 The OED sets out in a negatively as the avoidance of unlucky or
classical manner the stages through inauspicious words. Numerous examples
which the current English form of a of both kinds are listed in my essay
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'An Outline History of Euphemisms in means of alliteration; the frequent introEnglish' in D. J. Enright's Fair of Speech duction of a long string of similes all
relating to the same subject, often drawn
(1985).
Key words or concepts that have led to from the fabulous qualities ascribed to
the proliferation of euphemisms include plants, minerals, and animals; and the
names for a privy (bog(s), little house, con- constant endeavour after subtle refinevenience, comfort station, rest room, toilet, ment of expression' (OED). It has no conloo, etc.), prostitutes (street-walker, fille de nection with EUPHEMISM.
joie, fallen woman, scarlet woman, broad, Eurasian. A term first used in the 19c.
call girl, etc.), and the circumstances or for a person of mixed European and
results of war. In the i939 - 45 war our Asian (esp. Indian) parentage. Cf. ANGLOfighter pilots bought it or went for a Burton INDIAN.
as they crashed and were killed. In the
Euro-. One of the most prolific combinVietnam war the Americans discovered
the calming usefulness of expressions ing forms of the 20c. as various countries
like pacification (destruction of villages on the Continent edged into economic
after evacuation of the inhabitants) and and political arrangements of various
defoliation (destruction of forests used by kinds among themselves and with the
the enemy as cover). In the Gulf war UK Such formations include Eurocentric
some soldiers were killed by what was (first recorded in 1963), Eurocheque (1969),
chillingly described as friendly fire; and Eurocrat (1961), Eurodollar (i960), Euro-MP
destruction brought about by mis- (1975). and Eurovision (1951)directed bombs or missiles was called
evasion, evasiveness. The latter is a
collateral damage. Euphemisms abound, quality only; in places where quality,
and are frequently mocked, at places of and not practice or action, is the clear
employment. They include fair-sounding meaning, evasion should not be used intitles (e.g. flight service director for the stead of it: his evasion of the issue is obvious;
chief steward on an aircraft); synonyms he is guilty of perpetual evasion; but the
for the reduction of staff (outplacement, evasiveness (not evasion) of his answers is
restructuring, slimming down, downsizing). enough to condemn him. See -ION AND -NESS.
Charwomen are now usually called dailies or daily helps; gaolers are called prison eve. On Christmas Eve; on the Eve of St
officers; and commercial travellers are Agnes; on the eve of the battle; on the eve of
called sales representatives.
departure; on the eve of great developments.
The word euphemism, which is derived The strict sense of eve being the evening
from the Greek words sû(prmian6s 'use of or day before, the first two phrases are
an auspicious word for an inauspicious literal, the last is metaphorical, and the
one' and eucpnuo? 'fair of speech', was two others may be either, i.e. they may
first recorded in English in Thomas mean before either with an interval of
Blount's Glossographia (1656-81). The use days or weeks, or with a night intervenof euphemisms can be traced back to ing, or actually on the same day. Neverthe Middle Ages, but the prevalence of theless, in spite even of the chance of
such evasive and concealing (or fair- ambiguity, they are all legitimate.
sounding) terminology has never been even. 1 Placing. As a general rule even
more marked than in the cruel social should be placed next to the word or
and political areas of life in the 20c.
words that it governs or qualifies. These
examples from my database show some
euphuism, an affected or high-flown of the main circumstances of its use:
style of writing or speaking, originally (before an adj.) doctors must pursue costly
applied to work (esp. of the late 16c. and and even dangerous investigations; they were
early 17c.) written in imitation of John disposed to be helpful, even solicitous; (before
Lyly's Euphues (1578-80). The name Eu- a comparative adj. or adv.) she is talking
phues /'jvcfjir.iiz/ is derived from Gk eû- even louder, (before a noun) not o word
<fvr\s 'well-endowed by nature'. The chief addressed to me personally—not even a postfeatures of euphuism include 'the conti- card; (before an adv.) He himself felt
nual recurrence of antithetic clauses in troubled, even slightly humiliated; (before a
which the antithesis is emphasized by finite verb) he even enrolled in a business
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studies course to get more organized; attacked. Examples: (eventuality) In cer(between a modal or an auxiliary and an tain eventualities this state of things might
infinitive) a changingfieldcould even cause give rise to grave difficulties—Lady Herbert,
the magnetic liquid to flow; he had even 1878; Although he had been ordered not
managed to chuckle in a suggestive way; Ito destroy it, Harmel was prepared for the
did not even bother to read it; (before a eventuality—C. Ryan, 1974; Of course, differprepositional phr.) My father was so polite, ent situations demand different reactions and
even in the family; (before an advbl clause) one cannot plan for every eventuality—P.
Annie Asra was the kind of girl to whom Mann, 1982. (eventuate) He heard ...the
people give a job, even when they didn't discussions which eventuated in Acts ofParliament—S. Smiles, 1873; What would eventuoriginally intend to.
2 Meaning. COD (1990) says that it is ate tomorrow or the day after or the year
'used to invite comparison of the stated after-W. Golding, 1979; It had been inassertion, negation, etc., with an implied tended to have educated Saudi women dealing
one that is less strong or remarkable with the public at the exhibition, but... this
(never even opened [let alone read] the letter, had not eventuated—Times, 1986; Many of
does he even suspect [not to say realize] the the things we worry about never eventuate—D.
danger?; ran even faster [not just as fast Rowe, 1987.
as before]; even if my watch is right we shall In most circumstances result or come
about are more suitable words than
be late [later if it is slow].'
eventuate.
3 An occasional use. On occasion even
can justifiably be placed before an adja- ever. 1 In informal conversation ever is
cent verb rather than immediately be- sometimes used as an intensifier imfore the word it logically qualifies: it mediately after the interrogative promight even cost £100 (rather than it might nouns who, what, etc.: What ever did you
cost even £100). In such cases the rhythm do that for?; Why ever should you think that?
of the sentence comfortably brings out In the written form of such sentences
the sense. But care is needed.
ever should be written separately, i.e.
evenness. So spelt.
evensong. See MORNING.

should not be joined to the preceding
pronoun: e.g. Who ever thought I'd be in
Paris?—]. Frame, 1985.

2 Did you ever? A colloquial phr., now
event. In the event of is a somewhat
verbose cautionary phr. used to mean 'if mainly employed at the more demotic
such-and-such should occur': The juridical end of standard English, meaning 'Did
and theological dilemma in the event of one you ever hear or see the like?' Victorian
Siamese twin predeceasing the other—J. Joyce,examples bring out the flavour of the
1922. In AmE the equivalent phr. usu. expression very well: He... found that the
appears as either in the event or in the surgery-boy had ... given calomel instead of
event that: e.g. next in line for the Presidencyipecacuanha! Did you ever?-G. E. Jewsbury,
in the event that there is no Vice-President—1844; And where is she now?' 'In a studio.'
... 'Did you ever!' said Mrs. Fanshaw—Peel
Current Biography 1947 (WDEU); Roll bar,
a metal tubular structure over the cockpit City Guardian, 1892. A modern example:
which protects the driver in the event the carCody! Out here in the middle of nowhere, by
overturns—Publ. Amer. Dial. Soc, 1964. sheer coincidence, Cody Tull!... "Well did you
ever.'—A. Tyler, 1982.
eventuality, eventuate. History. These
3 ever and anon 'ever and again, every
words, both first recorded in the 18c,
have had a chequered history, esp. the now and then'. Rather against the odds,
latter. Derided by De Quincey (1834) as this phr. (first recorded in Shakespeare's
Tankeeish', by Dean Alford (1864) as 'an- Love's Labour's Lost, Ever and anon they made
other horrible word, which is fast getting a doubt) is still widely current in presentinto our language through the provincial day English: At dawn I had walked into the
press', and by Fowler (1926) as 'flabby city, a little gingerly preceded by a sapper
journalese', eventuate has now settled who thrust a bayonet ever and anon into the
into a fairly formal corner in the lan- suspect soil—M. Wheeler, 1955; he ever and
guage. Eventuality is much less commonly anon brought... a cigarette-end to his lips—A.
used and has been much less frequently Burgess, 1963.
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4 ever so. Prefixed in hypothetical sen- writers today would have used his or her
tences to adjs. or advbs., with the sense or just his instead of their.) The matter is
'in any conceivable degree' or used ellip- unresolved. When the subject is of the
tically to mean 'ever so much', the phr. type every — , every — , and every — , a
has been in standard use since the late singular verb is usually defensible and
17c: e.g. Though Sir Peter's ill humour may even desirable. But the presence of and
vex me ever so, it never shall provoke me means that a plural verb could not be
to [etc.]—Sheridan, 1777; If ever so many considered wrong. When a plural verb
queens are introduced into a hive—an ento- is followed by a backward-referring promological work of 1816; I couldn't lead the noun the unenviable choice is between
worship if it was ever so!—C. M. Yonge, their and his or her. Cf. AGREEMENT 6; EACH.
1858. This use is beginning to slip away,
however, and is now overshadowed by everybody. First (16-17c, and intermitthe same phr. used (since the mid-igc.) in tently until the 19c.) written as two
affirmative contexts as a vague intensive, words (every body), this pronoun is now
meaning 'vastly, immensely': It's the great- always written as one word in its ordinest idea, and I'm ever so grateful.—]. Leland,ary meaning 'every person, everyone'.
1987; It's ever so enjoyable,' Dawne remarked,(Of course when body is a full noun the
two words are separated: Every body was
with genuine enthusiasm—New Yorker, 1987;
Ever so faintly the earth seemed to shake recovered from no man's land by the stretcherbeneath our feet—Kathy Page, 1989; He's bearers.) It alternates freely with everyone
done ever so well out there. He's a fashion and both words normally require a sinphotographer, has his own studio—D. Lodge,gular verb. On the type Has everybody got
their .first course?, see AGREEMENT 6. The
1991.
use with a singular (occas. pi.) verb, and
5 See FOR EVER; NEVER 1 , 2 .
in particular with a plural pronoun, has
every. 1 Normal uses of every include been a feature of the language for more
the following: ( 4- noun) they have every than four centuries: Everye bodye was in
right to be there; it would be quite impossibletheyr lodgynges—Lord Berners, C1530; Now
this king did keepe a great house, that euerie
to prosecute every motorist; (adv. +
every 4- noun) virtually every aspect could bebody might come and take their meat freely—
considered; ( + noun of time) every day, Sidney, 1580; Every body else I meet with
every morning, every Friday, every six months,are full ready to go of themselves—Bishop
etc.; ( + number) in every hundred; once Warburton, 1759; Every body does and says
every 1,000 molecules; ( + adj. + noun) she'd what they please—Byron, 1820; Everybody
strained to establish every single word of seems to recover their spirits—Ruskin, 1866;
the conversation; (possessive pronoun + Everybody has a right to describe their own
every + noun) our every deed must help make party machine as they choose--W. Churchill,
us acceptable; shell look after your every need;1954; There's a bus waiting outside the termi( + one) she leaned forward and blew out nal to take everybody to their hotels,' said
every one of her candles; ( + advbl phr.) everyLinda—D. Lodge, 1991. This is the way the
now and then; every so often; every once in alanguage naturally operates, despite the
obvious clash of number between the
while.
pronoun and what follows.
2 Difficulties arise in subject-verb
Cf. EVERYONE.
agreement, esp. when the subject refers
to people of both sexes. In the simplest everyday. When used as an adj. (an
case, every requires a singular verb: not everyday event, everyday clothes, etc.) meanevery book is worth reading. A singular verb ing 'commonplace, usual; suitable for
is also desirable in such a sentence as or used on ordinary days', everyday is
Not every one of these enterprises shows a written as one word. In contexts where
profit. More complex uses of every are it means 'each day' (she went shopping
often felt to require a plural verb and/or almost every day) two words (every day) are
a plural anaphoric pronoun: every phrase, needed.
every line and every stanza are indissolubly
welded-M. Gullan, 1937 (WDEU); Each andeveryone. 1 In its regular use as an
every one of my colleagues at the university indefinite pronoun = everybody, it is
will express their own opinion—Lord Good- now invariably written as one word (livman, 1985. (In the latter sentence some ing through hard times, as everyone was;
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everyone was growing leaner and cleaner; youwords travel every which way—New Yorker,
can't please everyone), but this convention 1987; It was raining and she looked like hell,
did not fall into place until the 20c. The her hair all wet and her makeup every which
OED (in 1894) gave precedence to every way—M. Doane, 1988.
one, while Fowler (1926) presented a spirited argument in favour of the linked evidence (verb). This uncomfortable
verb has been in existence in several
form.
senses since the 17c. One of these is the
2 The pronoun referring to everyone is verbal equivalent of the noun, namely
often pi., the absence of common gender 'to serve as evidence, to be evidence of'
rendering this violation of grammatical (Occurrences evidencing the divinity of
concord sometimes necessary {OED). Ex- Christ-]. O. Halliwell, 1859)- Another is
amples: Every one Sacrifices a Cow or more,'to attest' (This is no reason for doubting
according to their different Degrees of Wealththeir reality, when they are evidenced by Intuior Devotion—Dr Johnson, 1735; Everyone tion—F. Bowen, 1864). A third is 'to indithen looked about them silently, in suspense
cate, manifest' (The courts eagerly seized on
and expectation-W. H. Mallock, 1877; any expressions evidencing this intention—
Everyone was absorbed in their own busi- K. E. Digby, 1876). It is obvious that all
ness—A. Motion, 1989; the classical allegor-three senses occur in contexts well above
ies look like surreal school outings in which the level of ordinary discourse. It is also
everyone got to take their clothes off, and then
apparent that such a verb is at risk of
was sorry—M. Vaizey, 1991. Not everyone disapproval in any case as part of the
favours this practice, however: Well, I'm traditional dislike of nouns (in this case
afraid it's everyone for himself—R. Hall, 1978a noun first recorded in the 14c.) being
(NZ); The idiom would be one of solid under- employed as verbs when other means
statement with everyone turning his hand to are available. At all events, Fowler (1926)
what needed to be done—N. Barley, 1983. accepted the first sense as a 'right use'
3 When one is used as a full pronoun and rejected the third as a 'wrong use'.
followed by of+ noun or pronoun and He left the sense 'to attest' without comhappens to be preceded by every, the two ment. His arguments in the matter no
words need to be written separately: The longer carry any weight. In practice the
drawings are academical in the worst sense verb is not common in any of these
of the word; almost every one of them deservessenses, but it is legitimately available for
to be rejected.
all three. Examples: I continued to reflect
on social change as evidenced in infancy—
4 Cf. AGREEMENT 6; EVERYBODY.
J. I. M. Stewart, 1977; This is not ... an
everyplace, a modern AmE synonym ideal Universe, as was further evidenced by
of everywhere: Although, like everyplace else,the eye-crossing patterns of the inlaid marble
the White Bephant had engaged a corps floor—Douglas Adams, 1980; This type of
of college students—Saturday Rev., 1976 pass [in basketball] can be extremely devastating to the opposition, as evidenced by its
(WDEU). Cf. ANY 3(f); SOMEPLACE.
use in providing the winning scoring opporeveiytime. The phr. every time is com- tunity in the final of the Munich Olympic
monplace. Regrettably it is now some- Games—Hoy and Carter, 1980; the closer
times written as one word: He passes it links with the London company were evidenced
everytime he has to go to Party Headquar- by the acquisition of LGOC-type buses and
ters—R. Lindner, 1955 (US); Everytime in equipment—K. Warren, 1980; Everything he
his life a decision has had to be made, he's was and did evidenced distinction-N. Gordbeen able to follow his own priorities—O. imer, 1990.
Marshall, 1984 (NZ).
evilly (adv.). So spelt.
every which way. This lively American
evince. A learned word, first brought
phr. meaning (a) in all directions, and
(b) in a disorderly manner, was first re- into English in the 17c. in several senses
corded in 1824 and is now fast gaining answering to L êvincere (from ë
ground in BrE. Examples: People running 'out' + vincere 'to conquer'). Most of these
every which way—D. Runyon, 1931; senses (to overcome, prevail over; to conHemmed in every-which-way was Ross—L.vince; to confute; to constrain; to prove
Deighton, 1962; like bouncing footballs ... by argument; etc.) flourished for a time
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in learned work but were obsolete by
2 From its first recorded use in the
the end of the 18c. The word is now used 15c, excessively has always meant 'in an
mainly in formal English (or, as Fowler excessive amount or degree; beyond
put it, by 'those who like a full-dress measure, immoderately': e.g. It makes
word better than a plain one') to mean them smart and burn excessively—John Wes'to show, make evident (a quality, a ley, 1747; The scenery seemed of an excessively
feeling), to show that one has (a quality, a rudimentary description—Lady Brassey,
feeling)'. Examples: How is it our disruptive 1877; She may exercise excessively, spending
Price evinces such temperance and rectitude?hours each day in the gymnasium—Abraham
-G. Swift, 1983; He had never been inside and Llewellyn-Jones, 1984; One of those
a church before, but neither then nor on excessively sane people who react to everything
any subsequent visit did he evince the least in life with exasperating ... good sense-T.
curiosity—P. D. James, 1986; Nobody he Mallon, 1984.
passed evinced the slightest interest in him
3 There is a small area where 'exceednor seemed to constitute any kind of threat-J. ingness' and excessiveness overlap, but
Leland, 1987; They constantly evince a smug in practice no difficulty will arise if the
hermeticism that is graceless and slight- base meanings of the related advbs. are
Times, 1987.
kept in mind.
evolve. See INVOLVE (verb) 1.

excellence, -cy. See -CE, -CY.
ex-, 1 No difficulties arise when exmeaning 'former(ly)' is prefixed to a sin- excellent. Properly used only in the
positive degree (an excellent essay, an excelgle word (ex<onvict, ex-president, ex-wife);
similarly when it is used to mean 'not lent concert, an excellent talker). Something
listed' (ex-directory). Fowler (1926) scorned can be quite excellent but not more excellent
formations in which ex- is prefixed to a or very excellent. The only exception to the
noun phrase, e.g. ex-Lord Mayor, ex-Primerule is that most excellent is permissible
Minister, ex-Chief Whip, on the ground that as an occasional conventional phrase of
such persons are not ex-Lords, ex-Primes, emphatic praise or approval (most exceletc. Who would dream of thinking so? lent brandy, etc.).
The eye easily accommodates such expressions, the ex- being simply assumed except. 1 As a conjunction governing
to apply to the whole of the noun phrase. a conditional clause, except has been conIf, however, longer units are felt to be tinuously in use in the sense 'unless'
difficult (ex-trade union leader, ex-Father of since the 15c, e.g. Except the Lord build
the House, etc.), one can always fall back the house, they labour in vaine that build
it—Ps. (AV) 127: 1. This use has become
on former instead.
archaic in the 20c, as COD (1990) noted.
2 See LATE, ERST, etc.
Fowler (1926) described it as 'either an
exceedingly, excessively. 1 The first archaism resorted to for one or other of
has been used with verbs since the 16c. the usual reasons, or else an illustration
to mean '(of degree) above measure, ex- of the fact that old constructions often
tremely', but by the 19c. was 'chiefly survive in uneducated talk when
limited to verbs that indicate emotion, otherwise obsolete'.

feeling, or the expression of them' (OED) 2 As a conjunction 'introducing a pre(I praised God ... and rejoiced exceedingly—dicative clause expressing a fact that
E. W. Lane, 1841). This use is now rare. forms an exception to the statement
With adjs. and advbs. it came to be re- made' (OED), except is frequently used
stricted in use to the positive degree, elliptically for 'except that', esp. by
whereas formerly it could be used with journalists in the UK and by every kind
more, as in 'exceedingly more rare'. Ex- of writer abroad. Examples: The day he
amples: She seems to me to be exceedingly turned 18, Trojan moved into his own council
pretty-G. P. R. James, 1847; This he found to flat in Caledonian Road. Except he didn't like
answer exceedingly well—Medical Temperanceit—The Face, 1987; Except he died. Except I
Jrnl, 1881; In Persia this form of seesaw is /ailed to carry and keep it—E. Knox, 1987
exceedingly common—]. B. Morton, 1974; (NZ); 'But it wouldn't be right to let the
His room was exceedingly cold—P. Fitzgerald,McCarthys pay for the wedding.' 'Except it
1982.
might be cheaper,' said Vaun—j. Leland, 1987
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(IT.); the festivities passed ojf almost painlessly of exception rarely seen except in take
... Except I forgot the Stilton, the port and exception to and open to exception; it means
the same as the latter phrase, and its
the crackers—Spectator, 1987; They had created the Grand Concourse as the Park Avenuenegative form means offering no handle
of the Bronx, except the new land of Canaan to criticism. The usual mistake is that
was going to do it better-T. Wolfe, 1987 shown in: The picture is in unexceptional
(US); he could hardly bear to be there, except condition, and shows this master's qualities
he must—P. Carey, 1988 (Aust.); There can'tto a marked degree.
be any reason. Except she ruined them all, for
everything, for the revolution, too—N. Gord-excessively. See EXCEEDINGLY.
imer, 1988 (SAfr.). This construction is exchangeable. So spelt. See MUTE E.
not appropriate in formal contexts in
BrE.
excise. 1 Always so spelt, not with -ize,
in all senses of the noun and of both
excepting as a preposition has one verbs. See -ISE 1.
normal use. When a possible exception
2 See TAX.
is to be mentioned as not made, the
form used is, instead of not except, either
3 In the noun and verb in the 'tax'
not excepting before the noun or not ex- sense, the stress falls on the first syllable;
cepted after it: All men are fallible except the and in the verb meaning 'cut, remove',
Pope; All men are fallible, not excepting the on the second.
Pope or [less commonly] the Pope not excepted. Other prepositional uses of except- excitable. So spelt. See MUTE E.
ing are unidiomatic; but the word as a
true participle or a gerund does not fall exclamation mark. Except in poetry,
under this condemnation: He would treble the exclamation mark (!) should be used
the tax on brandy excepting only, or without sparingly. Excessive use of exclamation
even excepting, that destined for medicine.marks in expository prose is a certain
An example of the use deprecated is: The indication of an unpractised writer or
cost of living throughout the world, excepting of one who wants to add a spurious dash
in countries where special causes operate, of sensation to something unsensashows a tendency to keep level. Excepting maytional. There is a range of ordinary ciralso be used after always. Excepted is also cumstances, including the following, in
sometimes used in post-position without which the use of ! is customary: (sennot: e.g. But in Tucson, visits to the stationery tences introduced by how or what) How
store excepted, the most cheering postpone- awful!; What a nuisance!; (wishes) God save
ment I'd come up with was a walk out along the Queen!; (alarm calls) Help!; Every man
the Old Spanish Trail—New Yorker, 1987. for himself!; (commands) Stand still!; (a call
for attention) Outside Edith's house, someone
exception. The proverb the exception knocked. 'Edith!'; (to indicate shouting)
proves the rule is an abbreviated, com- 'You're only shielding her. Shielding her!' His
monly misconstrued version of the medL voice rose to a shriek. Poetical and other
maxim exceptio probat regulam in casibus literary uses are much more numerous.
non exceptis 'the exception confirms the From The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations
rule in cases not excepted'. In the context (1941) I quickly gathered a representative
of the proverb, proves means 'tests the set of 19c. and 20c. examples which bring
genuineness or qualities of, no more no out some of the main tendencies: Nearer,
less. There is an excellent comment on my God, to Thee, Nearer to Thee! (S. F. Adams,
the use and misuse of the maxim in the 1805-48); Mild o'er her grave, ye mountains,
OED (s.v. exception), which is too compli- shine! (M. Arnold, 1822-88); It did not last:
cated to reproduce here, together with the Devil howling 'Ho! Let Einstein be!' restored
illustrative examples from 1640 onward. the status quo. (H. Belloc, 1870-1953);
Awake, my heart, to be loved, awake, awake!
exceptionable, exceptional, unex-. (R. Bridges, 1844-1930); Blow out, you
The -able and -al forms, especially the bugles, over the rich Dead! (R. Brooke, 1887negatives, sometimes cause difficulty. Ex- 1915); Oh, to be in England Now that April's
ceptional has to do with the ordinary there ... While the chaffinch sings in the
sense of exception, and means out of the orchard bough In England—now! (R. Browncommon; exceptionable involves the sense ing, 1812-89); Talk about the pews and

excusable | exoteric and exotic
steeples And the cash that goes therewith!
(G. K. Chesterton, 1874-1936)- They represent a wide range of commands, statements, assertions, and wishes.
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-ex, -ix. 1 Naturalized Latin nouns in
-ex and -ix, gen. -ids, vary in the form of
the plural. The L plural is -ices /-isiiz/, but
there is considerable variation in the
English forms. See LATIN PLURALS.

excusable. So spelt. See MUTE E.

2 The simplest way to present the
executive. Apart from its general use material is to set it out in tabular form
for one of the three branches of govern- (but see the separate entries for most of
ment, of which the others are the legisla- the words concerned).
tive and the judicial, executive is, in Britain, Singular Plural
apex
apexes*
the name given to one of the three
appendix
appendices*
general classes of civil servants of which
axis
axes
the others are the administrative and the
(calyx
calices or calyxes)
clerical. In America it means a high officer
codices
codex
with important duties in a business orcortices
cortex
ganization, and this meaning, outside
duplex
duplexes
the civil service, has now become comhelices
helix
ilex
ilexes
mon in Britain also. The word has also
index
indexes*
spread to other areas. Lucinda Lambton
matrix
matrices
(Listener, 31 Aug. 1989) comments on its
murex
murices
use in hotels: You can quafffrom 'executive
radix
radices
bars' ...in 'executive suites' and top up from silex
no pi.
'executive ice machines' on 'executive floors' simplex
simplexes
...We have ... luxuriated over 'executive
vertex
vertexes*
menus' (smoked salmon is an extra with the vortex
vortices or vortexes
'executive breakfast'), and I once gratefully* But usually apices, appendixes (medipocketed my 'complimentary executive gifts'. cine), indices (economics), vertices in scienexecutor. In its ordinary sense (testator's posthumous agent) pronounced
/ig'zekjuta/, stressed on the second syllable. It is to be distinguished, of course,
from executioner, an official who carries
out a sentence of death. For the feminine
of executor, see -TRIX.
exercise. Always so spelt, not with -ize.
See -iSE 1.
exhaustible. So spelt. See -ABLE, -IBLE 7.

exigence, -cy. Exigency is now the more
usual and the more natural form of the
two. Both forms entered the language in
the late 16c. and seem to have been
equally frequent in their main senses
until about the end of the 1 9 c by which
stage they no longer showed any clear
functional differences. See -CE, -CY.
exit (verb). In stage directions the correct style is Exit Macbeth (when only one
person leaves the stage) and Exeunt Kings
and Banquo (more than one person). The
two forms are respectively the 3rd person
sing. près, indicative and the 3rd person
pi. près, indicative of the L verb exire 'to
go out'.

tific or technical work.
3 See -TRIX.

exocentric compounds. See BAHUVRIHI.
ex officio. A Latin phrase meaning *by
virtue of one's office or status' (the Bursar
was a member of the Governing Body ex
officio). Hyphened when used attrib. (the
ex-officio members of the committee).
exorcize, exorcise. As the OED remarked in 1894, the spelling with final
-ize had by then been almost driven out
by that with -ise, perhaps under the influence of exercise. My impression is that
exotrise is still the more usual of the two
forms. Nevertheless it belongs etymologically with the classic -ize words (baptize, etc.), being from Gk êÇopiaÇeiv (i.e.
with zeta), and should be so spelt in
works that retain the -ize ending in other
words of the same kind.
exordium. The pi. is either exordiums
(this form is recommended) or exordia.
See -UM 3.
exoteric and exotic, of the same ultimate derivation, have entirely diverse
applications. That is exoteric which is
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expandable, expansible | exposition

communicable to the outer circle of dis- settling for mediocrity and second or third
ciples (opp. esoteric); that is exotic which best for the purposes ofpolitical expedience. —
comes from outside the country (opp. Chicago Tribune, 1990; the Swansea college's
indigenous); exoteric doctrines; exotic plants.department of philosophy has beenrivenby
allegations of commercial expedience in the
expandable, expansible. So spelt. See awarding of external MA degrees on the moral
-ABLE, -IBLE 6, 7.
ethics of medical practices—Independent,
ex parte. A legal Latin phrase meaning 1991; (expediency) He did what needed to
'in the interests of one side only or of be done despite the political risk. He stood on
an interested outside party'. Hyphened principle rather than expediency—Christian
when used attrib. (an ex-parte affidavit), Sci. Monitor, 1990: His [se. F. W. De Klerk's]
'conversion' seems one of expediency, of coolas it most commonly is.
headed realism—Independent, 1991.
expect. Throughout the 19c. the use of
expect to mean 'to suppose, surmise' expert (noun and adj.). See NOUN AND
came under attack, though the sense ADJECTIVE ACCENT.
had been in use since the late 16c. The expertise, a loanword (first recorded
OED itself commented (in 1894): 'Now in 1868) from French, meaning 'expert
rare in literary use. The misuse of the skill, knowledge, or judgement', and proword as a synonym of suppose, without nounced with final /'-tirz/. See -ISE 2. It is
any notion of "anticipating" or "looking to be distinguished from the relatively
for", is often cited as an Americanism, uncommon verb expertize (or -ise) 'to give
but is very common in dialectal, vulgar an expert opinion (concerning)', proor carelessly colloquial speech in Eng- nounced with final /'-taiz/.
land.' Fowler (1926) took a different view:
'Exception is often taken to the sense expletive. At the end of the 19c, when
suppose, be inclined to think, consider the relevant section of the OED was pubprobable. This extension of meaning is, lished, expletive was pronounced with the
however, so natural that it seems need- stress on either the first syllable (seemless purism to resist it. Expect by itself is ingly the dominant pattern) or the
used as short for expect tofind,expect that second. Thus /'eksplihv/ or /ek'spliitiv/.
it will turn out that, that is all.' Fowler's Fowler (1926) hoped that the two projudgement has been borne out by the nunciations would settle down in a
passage of time. The use is acceptable in manner that would distinguish the noun
standard speech, though it is far less from the adj. This has not happened, and
suitable for use in expository prose.
the form with second-syllable stressing
(and long /i:/) is now standard for both
expectorate. In the sense 'to eject, dis- parts of speech.
charge (phlegm, etc.) from the chest or
lungs, by coughing, hawking, or spit- e x p l o i t . S e e NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .
ting', expectorate has been used, esp. in
medical books, since the 17c. In modE it explore every avenue, to. See CLICHÉ.
occurs in lay use from time to time as a eXpOrt. S e e NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .
genteelism for spit, but often only as a
jocular substitute for it. Modern ex- exposé /ek'spauzei/. First recorded in
amples (the first of which is in a poem): English in the sense 'a showing up of
Your lips expectorate a stream Of self-ignitingsomething discreditable' in 1809 (it had
gasolene—C. Raine, 1978; Captain Andersonbeen used earlier in English in the sense
walked across the planking and expectorated'a recital of facts or particulars'), exposé
into the sea—W. Golding, 1980; He was plays a useful rôle in the language. It is
coughing less, expectorating less, and breath-always written with an acute accent in
ing more easily-R. Hayman, 1981.
BrE, but sometimes without in AmE. The
OED notes that 'there is some 19th c.
expedience, -cy. Both forms occur, evidence for a disyllabic pronunc. corresexpediency being the commoner of the ponding to the spelling expose'.
two. The form chosen is governed, it
would seem, by the rhythm of the sen- exposition. Sharply distinguished in
tence. See -CE, -CY. Examples: (expedience) meaning from the preceding word. Its
Burroughs said, 'I am against this hoard main senses are (a) an explanation or

ex post facto | exterior, external, extraneous, extrinsic
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interpretation of something difficult; an There is no difficulty about literal uses
expository article or treatise; (b) in imita- where the sense is 'to lengthen or make
tion of Fr. exposition, a public exhibition. larger in space or time' (extend a chapter,
a sermon, a railway line, a boundary, a
ex post facto is a legal adverbial and
term of office, etc.). But objections have
adjectival phr. used to mean 'with retro- been made to metaphorical applications
spective action or force' (e.g. increasing of the word when give, grant, accord, etc.,
its guilt ex post facto; ex post facto lows). would serve as well. Fowler (1926) conAs the OED comments, on etymological demned extend used instead of give or
grounds 'the separation of postfacto in accord as 'a piece of turgid journalese',
current spelling is erroneous'; but the and claimed that 'native English did not
phr. has been regularly written as three go that way'. 'Extend in this sense', he
words since the 17c.
said, 'has done its development in America, and come to us full-grown via the
expressible. So spelt. See -ABLE, -IBLE 7. newspapers—a bad record.' Rightly or
exquisite. The placing of the main wrongly, such comments have cast a
stress in this word has steadily changed shadow over metaphorical uses of the
in standard speech in the last two cen- word. It is perhaps advisable therefore
turies from the first to the second syl- to offer sympathy, hospitality, kindness,
lable. Walker (1791) and Daniel Jones an invitation, etc., rather than to extend
(1917) listed onlyfirst-syllablestressing. any of these.
By 1963 Daniel Jones gave preference to extendible, extensible are the recomfirst-syllable stressing but commented mended spellings. See -ABLE, -IBLE 7.
that the alternative pronunciation was
'becoming very common'. J. C. Wells extenuate (in practice appearing most
(1990) reported that 69% of the members frequently in its ppl adj. form extenuatof his poll panel opted for /ik'skwizrt/, i.e. ing) means 'to lessen the seeming serfor second-syllable stressing. My personal iousness of (guilt or an offence) by
preference is to stay with the other 31%. reference to some mitigating factor'. Etymologically the English word answers to
extant. Once meaning just 'existing' L extenuâre 'to make thin, to whittle
(heresy, fashion, roads, etc. could all be down, to lessen (in quantity, degree,
extant), extant now means 'continuing etc.)'. In the 18c. and 19c. the verb was
to exist, that has withstood the ravages sometimes used of persons or circumof time' (ancient manuscripts, old
stances in the sense 'to plead partial
churches, fossils, etc., are often described excuses for' (e.g. extenuate the conduct of
as 'extant', 'the only extant examples', Madame La Motte; the purser's steward extenetc.).
uated himself calmly enough), but no longer.
extemporaneous(ly) and extemporary, -ily are cumbersome words in contexts where the meaning required is
along the lines of 'spoken or done
without preparation'; extempore (four syllables) is seldom unequal to the need.
extempore, impromptu. Some people
observe a distinction between an extempore speech, one that is made without
notes (though perhaps prepared to some
extent in advance), and an impromptu
one, which is spontaneously given
without preparations of any kind. But
the distinction is a fine one. Many an
'impromptu' speech is only seemingly
given off the cuff.
extend. Dire comments have been applied to some of the uses of this word.

exterior, external, extraneous, extrinsic. Etymologically the four words
are closely related (from four Latin words
meaning respectively 'outside', 'outward', 'external', and 'outward'), but the
distinctions they now have reflect their
history in English rather than their
meanings in Latin. Outside is the fundamental meaning of all four; outward and
outer are near-synonyms. Inevitably the
description that follows is selective; for
a fuller treatment one must turn to the
OED and also to a good dictionary of
synonyms.
1 exterior and external. That is exterior
which encloses or is outermost, the enclosed or that which is inside being interior. These opposites are often applied
to things of which there is a contrasting

exterritorial | eyrie
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pair, and with conscious or unconscious
reference, when one is spoken of, to the
other: an exterior door has another inside
it; the exterior surface of a hollow ball,
but not of a solid one, contrasts with
the interior surface forming the boundary
of hollowness within. Remedies, treatments, ointments, etc., applied to the
outside of the body are external remedies,
etc; such medicaments are usu. described as for external use only. Acts, appearances, qualities, etc., that are
outwardly perceptible are external. External debt and external relations refer to
spheres of operation outside the country
concerned. External evidence is evidence
derived from circumstances or considerations outside or independent of
the thing discussed. An external examiner
is one who tests students of a college,
university, etc., of which he or she is not
a member.

extraterritorial (and derivatives). Now
the dominant forms. They stood side by
side with synonymous exterritorial and
derivatives in the 19c, but the longer
forms (the first element of which is from
L extra 'outside') have now prevailed.
extrinsic. See EXTERIOR.

extrovert. Now, regrettably, the established form in technical and lay use,
supplanting the synonymous and betterformed extrovert (which was used just as
frequently for a time after its introduction by Jung C1915). The first element
extro- is modelled on the termination of
intrv-.

-ey and -y in adjectives. 1 The normal
adjectival suffix is -y, not -ey. Doubt arises
only (a) when the suffix needs to be
appended to nouns ending in mute e;
and (b) in a few special circumstances
(see 3 below).
2 extraneous and extrinsic. That is ex2 Normal adj. formations in -y: bony
traneous which is introduced or added
from without, and is foreign to the object (from bone), breezy, chancy, crazy, easy,fluky,
or entity in which it finds itself, or to gory, greasy, grimy, hasty, icy, mangy, nervy,
which it is attached. A fly in amber, a noisy, nosy, racy, rosy, scaly, shady, shaky,
bullet in one's shoulder, are extraneous slimy, smoky, spicy, spiky, spongy, stony, viny,
objects. Extraneous points are irrelevant wavy, whiny, wiry. Also recommended are
matters brought into a debate or dis- caky (not cakey),fluty,gamy, homy, horsy
cussion to which they do not properly (not horsey), liny ( = marked with lines),
belong. That is extrinsic which is not an mousy, piny ( = like, or full of, pines), pursy
essential and inherent part of some- ( = short-winded; corpulent), stagy, whity
thing. It is applied, for example, to evi- ( = whitish). The only word in this catdence beyond that afforded by a deed or egory that is usu. spelt with final -ey is
document under consideration, or to a matey.
stimulus not provided by a body, a cell, or
3 Special cases, (a) When an adj. is
some other thing itself, but introduced formed from a noun that itself ends in
from without. Extrinsic always contrasts -y, the adjectival ending is -ey: clayey (not
with intrinsic; in various degrees it also clayy), skyey (not skyy). (b) cagey and phoney
overlaps in meaning with inessential, irre- (beside cagy and phony) are both of unlevant, and superfluous.
known etymology, and do not belong to
this group. Fiddly is from fiddle (verb), (c)
holey ( = full of holes) has -ey to distinexterritorial. See EXTRATERRITORIAL.
guish it from holy ( = sacred), (d) Adjectextol (verb). The only spelling in BrE (the ives from nouns ending in -ue retain the
inflected forms being extolled, extolling), -e: bluey, gluey (not bluy, gluy). (e) The rare
and the dominant one (beside extoll) in adj. treey ( = abounding in trees) was
formed in the 19c.
AmE.
extract. See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT I .

eye

(verb) makes eyeing, not eying. See

VERBS IN -IE, etc. 7.

extraneous. See EXTERIOR.
extraordinary. The dominant pronunciation in standard English is with five
syllables, not six, i.e. /ik'stradman/, not
/ekstra'Did-/.

eyeglasses. See GLASSES.
eyot /eit/. A variant spelling of AIT.
eyrie (nest of bird of prey). This is the
preferred spelling (not aerie, aery, or eyry),

eyrie
but aerie is also commonly used. It is
derived from medL airea, eyria, etc., probably from OF aire 'lair of wild animals'.
The spelling eyerie was favoured by Henry
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Spelman in his Glossarium archaiologicum
(1664) by association with ey 'egg*. Milton
has Eyries in Paradise Lost vii. 424. Pronounce /'ian/, /'aian/, or /'ean/.

Ff
-f. For plurals and inflexions of words (judge, dogmatic), queuetopia (queue, Utopia), sacerdotage (sacerdotal, dotage). Engending in -f (dwarf, leaf, etc.) and -fe {knife,
lish words made to resemble Latin ones:
wife, etc.), see -VE(D), -VES.
absquatulate, circumbendibus, contraption,
fabulous originally meant mythical, omnium gatherum. Humorously long:
legendary, but was at an early stage (early antigropelos, cantankerous, collywobbles,
17c.) extended to do duty as an adj. galligaskin, gobbledygook, panjandrum, skequalifying something that is real but so daddle, spifflicate, splendiferous, spondulicks,
astonishing or incredible that it has the supercalifragUisticexpialidocious, transmogappearance of being legendary. Round rify. Irreverent familiarity: crikey (Christ),
about i960 the word, together with the gorblimey (God blind me), gosh (God). Literabbreviated form fab, leapt into collo- ary nonce-words: chortle, galumph, etc. (L.
quial use in the much weaker sense 'mar- Carroll), grudgment (Browning), misogelasvellous, terrific', in other words became a tic (hating laughter, Meredith), nyumterm of general approbation. Examples: nyum, yogibogeybox, etc. (J. Joyce). Mock
errors: Eyetalian, highstrikes (hysterics),
(fab) She stretched her stockinged toes towards
trick-cyclist (psychiatrist), underconstumble.
the blazing logs. 'Daddy, thisfire'ssimply
Pseudo- or mock Latin: bogus, bonus, cockafab.'—Times, 1963; That's a fab idea. I think
I will-B. T. Bradford, 1983; I have to say lorum (also hey cockalorum), hocus-pocus,
holus-bolus.
the mag is just fab—Video for You, 1987;
(fabulous) I think it's [sc. Salford is] o
face up to. This somewhat clumsyfabulous place—Radio limes, 1962; Trueman
looking phrasal verb was first noted in
puffed at a cigarette and said he felt fabulAmerica and also in Britain in the early
ous-A. Ross, 1963; He took a tremendous1920s. Since then it has survived a barrgulp ... It's fabulous! It's beauUfuV.'-K.
age of criticism in Britain (e.g. 'A needless
Dahl, 1970; He thought she looked fabulous,
expression, the result of the tendency to
just like a dream-R. Ingalis, 1987. The two add false props to words that can stand
words are used with abandon by the by themselves'—Eric Partridge, 1942), but
young and the moderately educated, but the fury has subsided and the expression
only with studied glee by those who ( = to accept bravely; to confront; to
know of many other ways of praising a stand up to) is listed in A Supplement to
pleasurable experience.
the OED (1972) and COD (1990) without
any limiting labels. Examples: He faced
façade. The cedilla should always be up to the paradox of man--W. Raleigh, 1920;
retained.
It was our duty as guardians of the children
to face up to the situation—Punch, 1935; He
facetiae, in booksellers' catalogues, is won't face up, can't face up, to them being
a euphemism for pornography. Etymo- gone—K. Hulme, 1984; Why don't you simply
logically it answers to L facêtix, pi. of face up to the past?—K. Ishiguro, 1986; She
facetia 'a jest'.
has to face up to the fact that Harriet—this
incongruously aspiring Harriet—is her own
facetious formations. Over the cen- creation-T. Tanner, 1986.
turies many evanescent and some more
durable words have been brought into facile. 1 For pronunciation, see -ILE.
existence as irregularly formed jocular
2 Its value as a synonym for easy or
formations. A broad selection from fluent or dexterous lies chiefly in its derogamong the hundreds of such words fol- atory implication. A facile speaker or
lows, roughly grouped into categories. writer is one who needs to expend little
Containing a pun: anecdotage (anecdote,pains (and whose product is of corresdotage), correctitude (correct, rectitude),
pondingly little importance); a facile tri^gigmanity (gigman, humanity), judgematic
umph or victory is easily won (and comes

facilitate | factious, factitious, fictitious
to little). Unless the implication in brackets is intended, the use of facile instead
of its commoner synonyms (a more economical and facile mode; with a facile turn
of the wrist) is inadvisable.
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as a fact, it is no more above serious blunders
than are many other German institutions
(read: the fact is). Fowler was probably
right, but the use must always have been
uncommon as it is not recorded in the
OED, and no recent examples have come
facilitate. The officer was facilitated in his to hand.
search by the occupants. We facilitate an
2 the fact that. But the fact that Dallas
operation, not the operator. The OED lists
three 17-19C. examples of the word used schoolchildren applauded the news is recorded
to mean 'to lessen the labour of, assist by Arthur M Schlesinger Jr. the journalist
(a person)', but marks the use as cata- Godfrey Smith wrote this sentence in
chrestic. Examples of correct use: They 1988 and subsequently defended it when
often used hypnosis to facilitate recall—A. a correspondent criticized it and wanted
Storr, 1979; The door kept open between it rewritten. On the other hand, CGEL
them to facilitate communication—R. Cobb, (1985), a work not usually much given to
condemnation, described the sentence
1983.
They convinced him of the fact that they
facility. The entry (sense 2b) in OED 2 needed more troops as 'a rather clumsy
'covers' the use of the word in the sense expression'. Gowers (1965), after criticiz'the physical means for doing some- ing the periphrases owing to the fact that
thing; freq. with qualifying word, e.g. and in spite of the fact that (they 'seldom
educational, postal, retail facilities; also in have any advantage over the simple consing, of a specified amenity, service, etc.', junctions because and although'), seems
but it gives no indication of the extraord- to find no fault with the fact that in other
inary proliferation of the word in the circumstances, since he uses the phrase
second half of the 20c. Typical examples: repeatedly in the 2nd edn of MEU, e.g.
Against this practice is the fact that it cannot
Other features include sound facilities—Which
Micro, 1984; The Colombo Street Sports andbe consistently followed without occasional
Community Centre... had converted a derelictambiguity (p. 73); The fact is surely that
building into a thriving indoor sports and hardly anyone uses the two words for different
occasions (p. 190). What are we to make
recreation facility—Community Development
]rnl, 1988; Major policy differences still exist of this? It must be recognized, I think,
between broadcasters and independentfacilit-that the fact that ( = the circumstance
ies—Broadcast, 1989; Your £4,000 overdraftthat) can legitimately be used as a noun
facility has become afive-and-a-halfthousand phrase in apposition to a following noun
pound monster-W. Mcllvanney, 1989; The clause (The fact—not a new one—that Eliot
four facilities [sc. factories] involved ... doesn't pull his punches-D.J. Enright, 1957;
would still be owned by the Ministry of De- The fact that he wrote a letter to her suggests
fence—Times, 1989: You don't need a gen- that he knew her—CGEL, 1985). In such a
erously proportioned tub to fit a spa or sentence as The fact that he is a millionaire
whirlpool bath facility—Do It Yourself, 1990;has nothing to do with it, it is possible
If you want credit, a bank facility is usually to delete The fact and be left with a
better value than even a good dealer can grammatical sentence, but a degree of
emphasis or focusing is lost. On the other
offer—Opera Now, 1990.
hand the phrases owing to the fact that
fact. 1 The word is included in numer- and despite the fact that can normally,
ous unchallengeable idiomatic phrases, with advantage, be replaced by because
e.g. in fact, in point of fact, as a matter of and although respectively. It's all a quesfact, the fact is, (and) that's a fact, and the tion of holding the reins tight.
fact of the matter is. Fowler (1926) closed
the door to one such, namely as a fact, factious, factitious, fictitious. Though
and condemned it as a 'parvenu'. He the words are not synonyms even of the
cited several unattributed examples as looser kind, there is a certain danger of
evidence: e.g. He says that a 'considerable confusion between them because there
part' of the 25 millions is spent on new are nouns with which two or all of them
officials like locusts devouring the land; as acan be used, with meanings more or less
fact, barely one-thirtieth of thatfigureis due wide apart. Thus factious rancour is the
to new officials (read: as a matter of fact); kind of rancour that can let the politics
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of a faction prevail over some nobler
concept, e.g. patriotism; factitious rancour
is a rancour that is not of natural growth,
but has been specially contrived to serve
someone's ends; and fictitious rancour is
a rancour represented as existing but
which is in fact imaginary.

factitive verb | fain

Oxford, Faculty of Anthropology and Geography, Faculty of Biological Sciences, Faculty
ofLiterae Humaniores).
2 In America it has come to mean 'the
staff of an educational establishment',
and, as such, is often used without the
definite article and also as a pi. or a sing,
noun, e.g. Students and some faculty are
factitive verb. 'A type of transitive verb compelling the American universities to painsuch as make, choose, elect, judge, name, ful self-scrutiny—Listener, 1969; They had all
which may take two complements, e.g. gone to Swarihmore, then they had all marThey elected Mr Miller chairman of the meetried highly placed faculty or executives of
ing where Mr Miller is the direct object Chubb University-C. McCullough, 1985;
or noun complement and chairman of Many young faculty send reprints to more
the meeting is the second complement' established colleagues as a simple but power(Hartmann and Stork, 1973)- Cf. DITRANS- ful way of making professional contactsmvE.
Nature, 1989; A prestigious scholar... would
attract top faculty and really put the school
factor. The word passed through a phase on the map—Boston Globe, 1989; Faculty
in the mid-20c. when it became a fashion- teaching the wind institute and flute master
able substitute for such words as cir- class ... include professor of horn Robert
cumstance, component, consideration, Fries, [etc.]-The Observer (Oberlin College),
constituent, element, event, fact, or feature. 1991; Faculty votes to require all incoming
Its true meaning in lay language, 'a cir- students to own a computer—Daily Northwestcumstance, fact, or influence which ern (111.), 1995.
tends to produce a result', is first recorded in 1816 in a work by the poet faecal, faeces. So spelt in BrE (AmE
Coleridge. Gladstone used it correctly in fecal, feces).
1878 in The first factor in the making of a
nation is its religion. It continues to play faerie, faery. The realm or world of the
its part in the language The two boys had fays or fairies, esp. the imaginary world
little in common and there were many factorsdepicted in Spenser's Faerie Queene (1590that prevented them from becoming friends: 6). As the OED comments, 'In present
caste, upbringing and environment; [etc.]— usage, it is practically a distinct word
M. M. Kaye, 1978; Because newsreels were [from fairy], adopted either to express
becoming a bigger and biggerfactor in Amer- Spenser's peculiar modification of the
ican life, Roosevelt would then repeat vital sense, or to exclude various unpoetical
parts of the speech for a newsreel camera—D.or undignified associations connected
Halberstam, 1979; Associations have been with the current form fairy.'
sought between schizophrenic rates and suchfag, faggot. 1 In BrE a fag is a colloquial
factors as maternal age, sibling size, birth word for a piece of drudgery or a weariorder, and season of birth—A. Clare, 1980),some or unwelcome task; a cigarette; (at
surrounded by hideously complex uses British public schools) a junior pupil who
of the word in mathematics, genetics, runs errands for a senior. In AmE it is a
medicine, etc. A new use of factor ap- slang word for a male homosexual.
peared in the 1980s showing that the
2 In BrE a faggot is a ball or roll of
word is far from spent: '(with defining
word, as Falklands factor) designating an seasoned chopped liver, etc., baked or
event, etc., which is judged to have a fried. In BrE and also in AmE (in which
significant effect on the politics, eco- it is usually spelt fagot) it is also a bundle
nomy, etc., of a given country or group'. of sticks or twigs bound together as fuel.
In AmE faggot is also a slang word for a
male homosexual.
factotum. PI. factotums. See -UM 1.
fain. A long-standing word in the lanfaculty. 1 In some British universities guage (OE fxgen 'glad'), it reached some
the term is used of a group of depart- kind of literary climax in the 19c. (Such
ments, etc., which together make up scuffling ...as no pen can depict, and as the
a major division of knowledge (e.g. in tender heart would fain pass over—
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Thackeray, 1847-8; I felt my heart grow the leaf or simply the fall from the 16c.
until about 1800. As time passed, autumn
sick at the sight of this bloody battle, and
settled down as the regular term in Britwould fain have turned away—R. M. Ballanain, whereas the fall of the leaf (less fretyne, 1858; Mr. Wegg was fain to devote his
quently the fall of the year) and then fall
attention exclusively to holding on—Dickens,
1865) and passed into archaism, both as by itself gradually became standard in
America from the late 17c. onwards. Aupredicative adj. and as adv., in the 20c.
tumn and/all are familiar names to everyfair, fairly (advbs). 1 The shorter form, one in each of the two countries, but
in its ordinary sense 'in a fair way', is in in day-to-day speech autumn is the only
common use in a few fixed collocations, standard form in BrE and fall is equally
e.g. to bid fair, to play fair, fair between the
standard in AmE.
eyes. In dialect use and in some areas
abroad (esp. in N. America and Aus- fallacy. In logic, a fallacy is a flaw
tralasia) it is used to mean 'completely, that vitiates an argument. Some types of
fully' (e.g. It fair gets me down). In both fallacy are of frequent enough octypes fairly would not be idiomatic.
currence to have earned names that have
2 It should be borne in mind that established themselves in the language.
fairly has more than one sense: in a fan- These include arguing in a circle, argumanner (he treated me fairly); moderatelymentum ad hominem, etc., beg the questio
(a fairly good translation); to a noticeable ignoratio elenchi, non sequitur, petitio prin
degree (the path is fairly narrow); utterly, pii, post hoc ergo propter hoc, and undistrib
uted middle, all of which are treated in
completely (he was fairly beside himself).
In certain contexts it is sometimes dif- this book at their alphabetical place. The
ficult to know whether 'moderately' or word is also widely used outside logic in
'utterly' is intended; but in speech this the broad sense 'a mistaken belief, esp.
possible confusion is prevented by the one based on unsound argument'. Exmarked difference in intonation (OED). amples: In pictorial art the fallacy that na
ture is the mistress instead of the servan
fairy. It is hardly necessary to point out seems almost ineradicable—R. Fry, 1920; T
that there are two distinct senses: 1 a fallacy of equating size with quality—R. G
small imaginary being with magical tings, 1968. See PATHETIC FALLACY.
powers.
false analogy. See ANALOGY 4, 5.
2 (derogatory slang) a male homosexual. The context always makes it clear falsehood, falseness, falsity. The
which sense is intended. In literary con- three words substantially overlap in
texts the etymologically related word fay meaning and are often interchangeable.
is occas. used in place of fairy in sense The primary notion is 'departure from
1. Cf. FAERIE.
the truth or from the true state of affait accompli /feit a'kDmpli/, a thing fairs'. A falsehood is an uttered untruth,
that has been done and is past arguing a lie; falsehood, as an abstract noun, is
the intentional making of a lie. Falseness
against or altering.
is essentially 'contrariety to fact, incorfaithfully. 1 For Yours faithfully, see LET- rectness, unreality'; or, more specifically,
'deceitfulness or faithlessness' or an inTER FORMS.
stance of either. Falsity is almost always
2 In promise faithfully, faithfully is a
synonymous with falseness but hardly
somewhat demotic substitute for solever with falsehood. Typical examples:
emnly, truly, expressly, etc. (He promised
(falsehood) But a half-truth was a falsehood,
faithfully to send the book the next day—1894
and it remained a falsehood even when yo
in OED; And I promised him yes faithfully Id
told it in the belief that it was the whole
let him block me—]. Joyce, 1922).
truth—A. Huxley, 1939; As it had always
fakir /'feikia/. Now the dominant form been, truth and falsehood were inextrica
intertwined in that statement—S. Naipaul,
(beside faquir).
1980; (falseness) The falseness of its illufall. The third season of the year was sions—OED; His predecessor ... had rec
called the autumn from the 14c. onwards, their falseness and cruelty-OED; (falsity) T
and also, in the British Isles, the fall of engagement had probably not been a comp
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falsity, a piece of acting-H. Carpenter,
1981.

perilously close to being just an ordinary
pa.pple of the verb fame). Byron's use of
it in Childe Harold (1812), In famed Attica
false quantity. 1 English is a Germanic such lovely dales Are rarely seen, is more or
language and like the other members of less forced on him by the contextual
the group has a primary system of vowels needs of the verse. The other examples
distinguished in length (or quantity). are either literary or are more pa.ppl
Thus catlarmlday show respectively a than adjectival. Famed cannot be reshort vowel, a long vowel, and a diph- garded as a simple substitute for famous.
thong, all historically containing a vari- In practice it appears most commonly in
ety of a-ness. Similarly bed, sit, hot, run, journalistic sources—WDEU cites Ruskin's
and put all have short vowels; see, saw, famed friend, Painter Sir John Millais from
her, and too all have long vowels; and my, Time 29 Dec. 1947—and in the type X,
boy, no, how, near, etc., have diphthongs. famed for his accounts of fell-walking. The
From the time of the first records of best course at present is to avoid using
English (8c), fundamental changes to it except in the manner of this second
the original system have occurred and type.
the details of such changes have been
systematically mapped by scholars. Into fandango. PL fandangos. See -O(E)S 6.
this tripartite fluid system, at intervals
over a period of more than 1,000 years, fan, fanatic. 1 The ad), fanatic is tending
a great many words of classical origin to drop away in favour of fanatical but
have been adopted into English. Classical both forms are still found. (Fanatic is, of
Greek and Latin had their own systems of course, very common as a noun.) Exvocalic quantities, and these quantities amples: (fanatic) What annoyed him was
were not necessarily carried over into theirfanatic sense ofrighteousness—C.Potok,
English. If the vowels and diphthongs of 1966; (fanatical) He was a fanatical worker;
the incoming classical words matched often doing thirteen or fourteen hours a daythose of similar-sounding words in the Ann Thwaite, 1984; The Rule of the Rereceiving language they were usually left formed Carmelites, which St John of the Cross
unaltered, and were then subject only joined, was severe but not fanatical—L. Gorto the linguistic changes befalling native don, 1988.
words themselves. If they did not match
2 The abbreviated form fan, used to
the English patterns the original classical quantities suffered a severe bat- mean 'a keen and regular supporter (of
a team, a person, etc.)' and recorded in
tering.
AmE as early as 1682, became part of
2 The following English words regu- the ritual language of baseball in the
larly have short vowels by contrast with
19c. and then passed into general use in
the long vowels of the corresponding AmE, BrE, and elsewhere in the 20c. in
forms in the donor languages: cinema, the senses 'a supporter', 'an admirer'
clematis, echo, ethics, fastidious, orni- (used of persons or subjects). Hence fan
thology, protagonist, semaphore, semi-, letter (first recorded i932),/an mail (1924),
simian, Sirius, Socrates, vertigo. English film fan (1918), etc.
words have long vowels where the classical originals had short ones: Eros, gladi- fantasia. (It. 'fantasy, fancy'.) Now reguolus, minor, saline, senile, status.
larly pronounced /faen'teizia/, with the
3 The rule is simple: the quantity (and stress on the second syllable, though the
often the placing of the main stress) of Italianate pronunciation /faenta'ziia/ is
vowels in Latin and Greek loanwords is sometimes used when the word forms
an unreliable guide to their pronunci- part of the title of a particular musical
composition.
ation in English.
falsetto. PL falsettos. See -O(E)S 6.
famed. As ppl adj. in the sense 'celebrated, famous' it has had a patchy history since it was first recorded in the
late 16c. (Shakespeare; contextually it is

fantastic is one of the most popular
20c. (first recorded in 1938) colloquial
terms for 'excellent, very enjoyable': e.g.
'Only ... very nice?' he asked woefully. 'Oh,
it's great! I mean, it's fantastic!'—Los Angeles
Times, 1987. Cf. FABULOUS.

fantasy, phantasy | faro
fantasy, phantasy. In its several senses
the customary spelling now is fantasy,
reflecting its proximate French, rather
than its ultimate Greek, etymon. Until
at least the end of the 19c. the two
spellings occurred with approximately
equal frequency. And as late as 1894 the
OED commented 'In mod. use fantasy and
phantasy, in spite of their identity in
sound and in ultimate etymology, tend
to be apprehended as separate words,
the predominant sense of the former
being "caprice, whim, fanciful invention", while that of the latter is "imagination, visionary notion".'
faquir.

See FAKIR.

far.
I 1 farther/further.
2 (so) far from —ing.
3 far-flung.
4 as far as/so far as.
I 5 Some other uses of far.

1 For farther/further, see FARTHER.
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4 as far as/so far as. (a) These phrases
were once freely interchangeable as compound prepositions: III take you as far
as/so far as Banbury, but the second of
these is now obsolete or, at best, archaic.
(b) In adverbial clauses, the natural constructions are virtually limited to as far
as—is concerned, or as far as—goes, and
the verbal extensions may not be omitted. Correct uses: You can sit somewhere
else as far as I'm concerned; as far as th
theory goes, the outlook is promising. Re
placement of as far as by so far as is
possible, but now seems to be less often
encountered than it used to be. Doubtful
or unacceptable examples (the words in
brackets need to be supplied): As far as
getting the money he asked for [is concerne
Mr Churchill had little difficulty; As far a
collecting statistics [goes], only industry
necessary. See CONCERNED. So (or in so) far
as may also be used to mean 'to the
extent that' (The results will be used in so
far as they affect the classification of the
group).

5 Some other uses of far. As adv., far
2 (so) far from —ing (used when someis used before comparatives (It is a far,
thing is denied and something opposite
far, better thing that I do, than I have eve
asserted). This construction headed by so
done); before too + adj. (far too busy); in
and containing a verbal substantive in
the adverbial phr. so far (with whom I had
-ing is first recorded in the 17c. and was
so far had little to do); = to a remote place
still current in 1926, when Fowler cited
(he had wandered far and wide); = at a dis
the example So farfrom 'running' the Concitance from (he felt fed up and far from
liation Bill, the Suffragettes only reluctantly
home); etc. As adj., it means principally
consented to it. The construction was also
'situated at or extending over a great
cited without any qualification by
distance in space or time; more distant'
George O. Curme (1931): So far from doing
(a far cry; a far country; at the far end of
any good, the rain did a good deal of harm,
the hall). For a fuller range of uses of far
a blending of Far from doing any good, the
(far and away, far be it from me, far and
rain did a good deal of harm and The rain
near, go too far, so far so good, etc.), it
was so far from doing any good that it did
is essential to consult a large modern
a good deal of harm. The so has tended
dictionary.
to drop out of use since then, but the
shortened form Far from —ing is still farce. The word in its sense 'a short
widely current.
dramatic work the sole object of which
is to excite laughter' is a 16c. loanword
3 far-flung. This quite modern word
from French (from OF farce 'stuffing').
(first recorded in 1895) immediately calls
"The term, in the latinized forms farsa,
to mind Kipling's Recessional (1897) {God
farcia, was applied in the 13c. to phrases
of our fathers, known of old, Lord of our farinterpolated in the liturgical kyrie eleison
flung battle-line). Fowler (1926) spoke of
... and to passages in French inserted in
'its emotional value . . . as a vogue-word.
the Latin text of the epistle at Mass (cf.
The lands are distant; they are not farmedL epistola farcita); hence to imflung; but what matter? Far-flung is a
promptu amplifications of the text of
signal that our blood is to be stirred.'
religious plays, whence the transition to
The far-flung Empire has been replaced
the present sense was easy' (ODEE).
by less stirring concepts, but the rich
flavour of the adjective remains as a faro. This gambling card-game is proreminder of past grandeur.
nounced /'fearau/.
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farouche | farther, further

farouche. The English word, meaning the two words for different occasions;
'sullen-mannered from shyness' is an most people prefer one or the other for
18c. loanword from French. The French all purposes, and the preference of the
word is an altered form of OF faroche, majority is for further; the most that
beside forache (cf. dial, fourâche, etc.) from should be said is perhaps that farther is
medLforasticus,fromLforas 'out of doors' not common except where distance is in
(ODEE). It has no connection with ferocious question . . . On the whole . . . it is less
(L ferox, -6cis). See TRUE AND FALSE ETY- likely that one [meaning or use] will be
established for farther and further than
MOLOGY.
that the latter will become universal.'
farrago /fa'raigau/. PI. farragos, (AmE) Curme (1935): 'We use farther and further
farragoes. See -O(E)S 6.
with the same local and temporal meanfarrow, Utter. Farrow is used of pigs ing, but further has also the meanings
only, litter of other quadrupeds produc- additional, more extended, more: "The cabin
stands on the farther (or further) side of
ing several young at a birth.
the brook." "I shall be back in three days
farther, further. 1 Etymology. Farther is at the farthest", or at the furthest. But:
in origin a ME variant of the older form further details; without further delay.
further (OE furpor, usu. taken to be the "After a. further search I found her." "Have
comparative form of forp 'forth'). It is to you anything further ( = more) to say?)".
be distinguished from OE feorr 'far', the In adverbial function farther and further
comparative of which was fierr 'further'. are used indiscriminately: " You may go
From ME onward both farther and further farther (or further) and fare worse." There
came to be used as the comparative of is, however, a decided tendency to emfar, beside the newly formed words/orner ploy further to express the idea of addiand ferrer, extant from the 12c. to the tional, more extended action: "I shall be
17c. After that period the comparative glad to discuss the matter further with
forms farter and ferrer remained only in you." '
dialects, being superseded in the standThe most recent standard grammar,
ard language by farther and further. Wyclif CGEL (1985), expresses the view that the
(C1380) wrote Sum ferrer and sum nerrer, ar-forms are chiefly restricted to expresand a Scottish work of 1549 has He vil sions of physical distance: 'The two sets
see one schip faner [ = farther] on the seye. farther/farthest and further\furthest, which
Shakespeare used faire once instead of are both adjectives and adverbs, are used
his customary forms farther and further. interchangeably by many speakers to exNot hold thee of our blood, no not our Kin, press both physical and abstract reFame then Deucalion off {Winter's Tale). But
lations. In fact, however, the use of farther
he used further 199 times and farther 47 and/arthest is chiefly restricted to exprestimes apparently without any functional sions of physical distance, and, in all
distinction (as well as farthest 14 times senses, further and furthest are the usual
and .furthest twice). Curiously, the propor- forms found: "Nothing could be further
tions are not dissimilar in a frequency from the truth"; "My house is furthest
analysis of a corpus of 1 million modern from the station." The most common
AmE words assembled in 1963-4: further, uses of further are not as a comparative
furthest (all uses) 165 examples, farther, form of far but in the sense of "more",
farthest 29 examples.
"additional", "later": "That's a further
2 Distribution of farther and further, reason for deciding now." [but not: *a
(a) Scholarly opinions. The matter is not far reason]; "Anyfurther questions?"; "The
simple and opinions vary somewhat. The school will be closed until further notice";
OED (1895): 'In standard Eng. the form "We intend to stay for a further two
farther is usually preferred where the months".'
(b) A further view. From the above it
word is intended to be the comparative
of far, while further is used where the seems that there is a broad consensus
notion of far is altogether absent; there that farther and farthest, whether as adjs.
is a large intermediate class of instances or advs., are recessive forms except in
in which the choice between the two contexts where distance is in question.
forms is arbitrary.' Fowler (1926): 'The I would add a further consideration: in
fact is surely that hardly anyone uses so far as the a-forms of the adv. or the
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adj. are used at all, they are now more
(c) Special cases. From about the beginlikely to occur in AmE than in BrE, ning of the 20C. formal education in
though the distinction is not clear-cut. Britain for adults, and for young people
In the early part of the 20c. farther was who have left school, has regularly been
also common in the UK but less so now. called further (not farther) education. Used
Examples: (i) Physical distance is in- to introduce a sentence, i.e. to function
volved, {farther) (Showing preference for as a sentence adverb, further is usual, not
farther in the UK in the first quarter of farther: Further, shameful as it might be to
the 20C.) The gulls rose in front of him and admit it, the idea of the play had started to
floated out and settled again a little farther interest him rather—K. Amis, 1958.
on—V. Woolf, 1922; Oh, she would like to go (d)/arthest, jurthest. For the superlative
a little farther. Another penny was it to the forms the semantic and geographical
Strand?-V. Woolf, 1925; (US) And farther patterns of distribution seem to be the
down the road was the state institution— same as for the comparative forms: (farMarilynne Robinson, 1981; I began to go thest) ... and now the prince is scouring the
farther and farther from the house—New farthest reaches of the globe for his bride—
Yorker, 1986; He pointed farther up the dirt J. M. Coetzee, 1977 (SAfr.); Do you know
road to a row of small... buildings—P. Roth, my farthest journey has been away from
1987. An Aust. example: Linda Craig was suicide—Peter Porter, 1981 (Aust./UK);
farther up the row—M. Pople, 1986. (further) Why, Lord, no honey!' I told her. 'It's the
(UK) I suppose youll be catching the first farthest thing from my mind.'—Lee Smith,
boat back—but I shouldn't go further than 1983 (US); Coming round the farthest mark,
France—G. Greene, 1939; Each day the snowthey hauled down her big, billowing fishergrew a little whiter and spread further down man—New Yorker, 1986; (furthest) In our
the mountain-side—O. Manning, i960; My society, those who have the best knowledge of
God, what stairs! How much further? My legs
what is happening are also those who are
ache—M. Wesley, 1983; As they climbed to furthest from seeing the world as it is—G.
the fourth, Veronica knew they could go no Orwell, 1949; he wanted nothing more ...
further—B. Rubens, 1987. But farther is than to send her off with sixpence to spend
sometimes found in BrE: Don't let's go at the furthest lolly shop—M. Eldridge, 1984
any farther. Let's sit down here—C. Rumens,(Aust.); To the furthest place on earth from
1987; the motorway would make it seem our imperial homeland--V. O'Sullivan, 1985
no farther than the outer suburbs—Stephen (NZ); This was the lower fountain, furthest
Wall, 1991.
from the house-A. S. Byatt, 1987 (UK); It
(ii) The notion of actual distance is seeks the furthest extension of the educawholly or partially absent: (farther) (US) tionally valuable among the massesYou get a lot farther using your nose than Encounter, 1987 (UK).
your palate,' Patty says about wine-tasting— (e) further and further is commonly used
for emphasis: He hasn't given up the idea
New Yorker, 1987; However, it was so far and
no farther-S. Bellow, 1987; Kasparov simply of such a return, though he tends to imagine
saw farther, 'much, much farther', than the it as taking place further and further in the
machine—NY Times Mag., 1990; (further)future—A. Lurie, 1974; It always seemed
(UK) He wrote for booklets containing further possible to retreat further and further into
particulars of almost every device he saw the house to escape from intruders—]. Fuller,
advertised—E. Bowen, 1949; He ... found 1983.
( f ) The only current form of the verb
English currency confusing and the [taxi]
driver sought to confuse him further—E. is further, and furthermore (not farmerWaugh, 1961; It doesn't do though to push more) is the only current form of
the analogy much further—P. Lively, 1987; the compound adverb.
Denning's very subjective report ... further
3 Conclusion. The views expressed in
vilified him—London Rev. Bks, 1987. But CGEL (1985) (see (2) above) satisfactorily
farther is sometimes found in BrE: Her account for the main patterns in BrE.
'old days' went back no farther than the They need to be reinforced by the prolate nineteen-twenties—B. Pym, 1980. And minence accorded to the ar-forms (see
further is sometimes found in AmE: The (2b) above) in AmE. But these are shifting
trouble with the character was that he had sands, and further changes may well
to push it further and further—New Yorker, occur in the 2 1 c , with the likelihood
1986.
that further and furthest will continue to
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be. the dominant forms in most varieties
of English.

puncture ... which cost him the race—Bicycle
Action, 1987.

Fascism, Fascist. Understandably at
the time—Benito Mussolini had not long
been established in power—Fowler (1926)
wondered about the degree of permanence of these words, and also about the
degree of Anglicization with which they
were to be pronounced. The pronunciation with medial /-s-/ was occasionally
heard before and during the 1939-45
war, but the customary standard forms
have long since settled down with a
medial /-J-/. The It. originals-fascista, pi.
-ti, fascismo—dropped out of use in English long ago.

father. Used in a number of SOBRIQUETS,
e.g. the Father of Lights (God); the father of
faith, of the faithful (Abraham); the father
of lies (the Devil); the Fathers of the Church
(early Christian writers); the Holy Father
(the Pope). These and numerous others
are listed and illustrated in the OED.
father-in-law.

See -IN-LAW.

fathom. PL often fathom (i.e. unchanged)
when preceded by a number: six fathom
deep.
fatten. See -EN VERBS FROM ADJECTIVES.

faucet. Originally (15c.) 'a tap for drawfatal, fateful. The words are etymologi- ing liquor from a barrel, etc.', faucet surcally closely related in that they both vives in technical use (combined with
contained or contain the element fate. spigot) in BrE, but in domestic use has
In times past they shared a number of been entirely replaced by tap. In AmE
senses, 'prophetic', 'fraught with des- faucet is in widespread use for an ordintiny', etc., and even 'producing or re- ary water tap but its distribution is unsulting in death'. The facts, which are even: faucet is the usual New England
too complicated to summarize here, are name for the kitchen water tap, but
all set down succinctly in the OED. But spigot seems to be coming in from the
the two words have substantially drawn southward, and cock and tap are also
apart. Now fatal alone means 'causing or recorded' (R. I. McDavid, 1977)- Examples:
ending in death' (a fatal accident); it also Another counter ... was cluttered with testmeans 'ruinous, ending in disaster' (a tube racks, glass beakers... and a sink whose
fatal mistake, a fatal weakness). By contrast, faucet was dripping—New Yorker, 1989;
fateful usually means '(of utterances, de- The bathroom faucet dripped—New Yorker,
cisions, encounters, etc.) having far- 1990.
reaching (whether happy or adverse) consequences'. The shared territory of the fault. 1 (noun), at fault, guilty, to blame,
two words is discernible only when the began to oust the earlier in fault in the
consequences are disastrous, and even last quarter of the 19c. and is now standthen one's instinct normally leads us to ard: The natural presumption is that it is not
prefer one of the two words rather than his already proved skill that is at fault but
the other. Examples: (fatal) There is some rather the nature of the theories—Mulgan
flaw in me—some fatal hesitancy--V. Woolf,and Davin, 1947; It will be obvious that the
1931; Some of his suggestions were indeed whole basis of the questionnaire ... is at
harmless; hut there was one which from our fault—H. J. Eysenck, 1957- An older sense
point of view could be fatal--H. Macmillan, of at fault, namely 'puzzled, at a loss',
1971; Application forms and references can has dropped out of use.
only provide a very rough and ready method
2 (verb). Used in the sense 'to find
of assessing an applicant's suitability—and it
fault with; to blame or censure', fault
can prove fatal for employers to simply rely
has been in use since the mid-i6c. In
upon these measures—Business Franchise
1850 Fanny Trollope hinted at the unMag., 1989; (fateful) The confusion of patfamiliarity of the use in Britain: Her
riotism and personalities left behind by the
manner ... could not, to use an American
fateful gathering—]. Galsworthy, 1924; In
phrase, be faulted'. Some 20c. usage guides
summing up 1934 we can see, in the light of
(but not MEU 1926, 1965) have queswhat was to come, that it was a fateful
tioned the validity of the use. In the
year—]. F. Kennedy, 1940; He has had an
event, it is not comfortably used to mean
intermittent run of bad luck, from spider bites
'to blame or censure'; but in the sense
and knee operations through to that fateful
'to find fault with' it is unquestionably
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standard now: e.g. Martita wasn't too keen "dentier étincelant".* Another example:
on Fay Compton I gathered (though she The word fatigue is spelt the same in
couldn't fault her perfect diction)—A. Guin- English and in French, and has the same
ness, 1985.
primary meaning. But la fatigueldes fatigues du voyage is best rendered in Engfauna, flora are singular nouns used as lish by 'the tiring effects of the journey'
collectives. Their plurals, rarely needed, or 'the tiring journey', not 'the fatigue
are faunas and floras (less commonly of the journey'. Cf. also Eng. Fidel Castro
faunae and florae). They are Roman god- was wearing his usual green fatigues and Fr.
dess names pressed into service for the Fidel Castro portait comme d'habitude son
realms of animals and of plants respect- treillis vert. Constant vigilance is needed
ively, especially those to be found in any if one is to avoid errors arising from
given region or period.
the asymmetrical way in which pairs of
faun, satyr. 1 A faun is 'One of a class of words operate in the two languages.
[Roman] rural deities; at first represented
like men with horns and the tail of a faux pas /fau 'pen/. PL the same, but
goat, afterwards with goats' legs like the pronounced /fau 'paiz/.
Satyrs, to whom they were assimilated favour, favourable, favourite. The norin lustful character' {OED).
mal spellings in BrE, as against AmE
2 A satyr in Greek mythology is 'One favor, favorable, favorite.
of a class of woodland gods or demons,
First recorded in 1948 as a
in form partly human and partly bestial, fax.
supposed to be the companions of shortened form of facsimile (process, etc.)
Bacchus. In Greek art of the pre-Roman the word quickly established itself in the
period the satyr was represented with standard language as noun and verb,
the ears and tail of a horse. Roman sculp- esp. during the 1980s when fax machines
tors assimilated it in some degree to the came into widespread use. The readiness
faun of their native mythology, giving to accept the word contrasts sharply with
to it the ears, tail, and legs of a goat, the continuing hostility to pix (pictures),
dix (dictionaries), etc., and with the slow
and budding horns' {OED).
acceptance of sox (socks, pi. of sock) as
3 "The confusion between the words the 20C. progressed.
satiric and satyric gave rise to the notion
that the satyrs who formed the chorus fay. See FAIRY.
of the Greek satyric drama had to deliver 'satiric' speeches. Hence, in the 16- fayre. A curiously popular 'olde' or
17th c, the frequent attribution to the commercial spelling of fair in the sense
satyrs of censoriousness as a charac- of 'a gathering of stalls, amusements,
etc., usu. outdoors' (a medieval fayre), or,
teristic quality' {OED).
worse, for fare 'food provided by a public
faux amis. Because English shares a house, etc' {delicious country fayre). The
great many words with French it is easy spelling seems not to have spread to
to fall into the error of assuming that the names of exhibitions publicizing the
the shared words operate in the same products of a particular industry (FranJcmanner, and with the same meanings, furt Book Fair, Audio Fair, world fair, etc.).
in both languages. A publicity leaflet for
a recent Dictionnaire des faux amis, françaisfaze. A 19c. AmE variant of the ancient
~ anglais gave some excellent examples (but now only dialectal) verb feeze 'to
of the kind of pitfalls that can occur: 'Si drive off, to frighten away'. Faze means
vous demandez à l'un de vos invités 'to disconcert, disturb' and is used
anglais "Could you fetch me some wine mainly in negative contexts (e.g. he was
from the cave?", ne vous étonnez pas de not fazed by the unemployment figures or by
le voir revenir équipé de cordes et pitons other aspects of the recession). It is now
pour cette expédition spéléologique, commonly used in informal contexts in
"cave" en anglais signifiant "grotte". De BrE as well as in AmE. The word has no
même, méfiez-vous de la réaction de la connection, etymological or other, with
personne que vous complimenteriez sur the ordinary word phase (stage in a prosa "sparkling denture" car peu de gens cess, etc.), though it is sometimes so spelt
aiment s'entendre dire qu'ils ont un in the US.
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-fe. For plurals of words ending in -fe
(knife, wife, etc.), see -VE(D), -VES.

-fe I February
whether possible or probable might not be
the more satisfactory word, and to use
feasible only if both the other words seem
unnatural or unidiomatic.
Examples of standard uses: But changes
become feasible over a period of time, and it
was possible to create a better balanceHarold Wilson, 1976; There was a time
when, with his friend Belinsky, he too had
believed that a simple solution was feasible—I.
Berlin, 1978; Christian unity is now a feasible objective for the first time since the Reformation—D. Lodge, 1980.

fearful, fearsome. Fearful in the sense
'frightened, apprehensive' is usually
const, with of, (archaic) to + infin., or
with a clause introduced by lest or that
(fearful of what he wouldfind;made him
fearful to act; fearful lest he should fail;
fearful that a full-scale attack would not
succeed). It is also used to mean 'unpleasant' (a fearful row). Fearsome means
'appalling or frightening, esp. in appearance' (iron fencing with fearsome spikes
at the top). Some modern examples: (fearfeature (verb). Fowler tended to be nerful) As a result of my total misreading of
vous about new uses coming into wideBradshaw arriving a whole day late at
spread use in Britain from the general
Rosslare ... I got into a fearful fiuster-C.
direction of Hollywood. The use of
Day Lewis, i960; Andrew was tolerantly
feature, he said, 'in cinema anaware that his mother was a fearful snob—I.
nouncements instead of represent or exMurdoch, 1965; (fearsome) My father
hibit is perhaps from America
it is to
treated me with a serious concern that was
that
from
the
cinema
bills
it
be
feared
as fearsome as open anger-W. Golding,
1967; Ichiro continued to regard me with will make its way into popular use,
the most fearsome look—K. Ishiguro, 1986; which would be a pity.' He cited an
Rhododendrons ... cast a deep shade over unattributed example of 1924: Boys'
school and college outfits, men's footwear and
large areas and, as I learnt later, have become
a fearsome forest weed, preventing the growth under-garments, as well as ..., are also
featured. His words went unheeded. The
of other plants—Outdoor Action, 1989.
verb is now in standard use in the senses
feasible. 1 Thus spelt, not -able. See 'to give special prominence to; (trans, or
-ABLE, -IBLE 7.
intr.) to have as or be an important actor,
2 There are three senses: (a) (of a de- participant, or topic in a film, broadcast,
sign, project, etc.) capable of being done, book, etc' Examples: (trans.) Balzac's The
practicable, (b) (of things in general, also Eternal Rame', featuring Miss Norma Talof persons) capable of being dealt with madge—Westminster Gaz., 1923; The Louvre,
successfully, (c) (of a proposition, theory, Oxford-circus, are featuring coats and skirts
story, etc.) likely, probable. The first two and top coats for Scotland in new designsare part of the standard language, but Times, 1929; They're featuring me [se, a
the third is more questionable: 'Hardly newspaperman] as a special service—E.
a justifiable sense etymologically, and Waugh (Scoop), 1938; I was to have my
(probably for that reason) recognized by name featured for thefirsttime at the top of
no Diet, though supported by consider- the bill—C. Chaplin, 1964; Student concerts
able literary authority' (OED, 1895). The featuring him as composer and pianist—R.
'literary authority' runs from Hobbes Hayman, 1981; A novel featuring several
(1656) to Livingstone (1865). Fowler generations of a Rouen family—Julian
(1926) fell in with the OED in regarding Barnes, 1984; (intr.) The uncles and aunts
sense (c) as questionable and cited several who feature so largely in the memories of
unattributed examples (from news- many orphan children-R. Gittings, 1968;
papers?) where either probable or possible Libraries and the youth service feature proshould have been used: e.g. Witness said minently in many of the local authority cutsit was quite feasible [better possible] that if Times, 1976.
he had had night binoculars he would have
seen the iceberg earlier; We ourselves believe February. The only standard pronuncithat this is the most feasible [better probable] ation in BrE is /'februan/, with both rs
explanation of the tradition. Each case must fully articulated. But dissenters are at
be treated on its merits, but when the the door: in numerous dells and vales
context requires the sense of likelihood and suburbs some people are content to
or probability it is prudent to test first say /'febjuan/, i. e. to convert the first r
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into the initial sound of words like yell. moving towards the formation of a fedThe process is called DISSIMILATION. In eral Europe.
America, the largest dictionaries report
that, despite criticism, dissimilated pro- fee (noun). For synonymy, see TAX.
nunciations of February (i.e. with /-juari:/
or /-ja.weari:/) are used by educated speak- fee (verb). The pa.t. and pa.pple are best
ers and are considered standard.
written fee'd: see -ED AND 'D.
fecal, feces. See FAECAL, FAECES.

feedback is a 20c. technical term in
electronics, defined by the COD (1995) as
'the return of a fraction of the output
signal from one stage of a circuit, amplifier, etc., to the input of the same or
a preceding stage; a signal so returned'.
It is also a technical term in biology
meaning 'the modification or control of
a process or system by its results or
effects, esp. in a biochemical pathway
federation, confederation, confeder- or behavioural response'. Round about
acy. It is unrealistic to think that these i960 the term was adopted by laymen
terms are mutually exclusive, but some and used very frequently to mean 'inindications of their historical applica- formation about or response to an investtions can be given. The OED says: 'Confed- igation of any kind' (e.g. some useful
eracy now [sc. in 1891] usually implies a feedback from journalists in the area).
looser or more temporary association
than confederation, which is applied to a feel (verb).i Occasional, but misguided,
union of states organized on an inten- opposition has been expressed to the use
tionally permanent basis.' Specifically of feel in the intuitive sense 'to think,
the Southern Confederacy was the term
believe, consider', or, as the OED exused for the Confederate States of Amerpresses it, 'to apprehend or recognize
ica, the government established by the
the truth of (something) on grounds not
Southern US states in 1860-1 when they
seceded from the Union, thus precipitat- distinctly perceived; to have an emoing the American Civil War. Confederation, tional conviction of (a fact)'. The use goes
on the other hand, 'is usually limited to back to Shakespeare (Garlands ... which J
a permanent union of sovereign states feele I am not worthy yet to weare—1613),
for common action in relation to ex- and has been current ever since in standternals' (OED, 1891). For example, the ard use. Modern examples: I feel you don't
Confederation of the Rhine was the union love him, dear. I'm almost sure you don't—
of all the German states except Prussia D. H. Lawrence 1920; But perhaps it was a
and Austria under the protection of little flat somehow, Elizabeth felt. And really
Napoleon Bonaparte from 1806 to 1814; she would like to go—V. Woolf, 1925; Some
and 'the United States of America [is] were disturbed at the relation with the Amercommonly described as a Confederation ican government and felt that they were serv(or confederacy) from 1777 to 1789. but ing, in effect, as propaganda agents for the
from 1789, their closer union has been United States and the Royal Lao Governconsidered a "federation" or federal re- ment—N. Chomsky, 1969; If Pascal had been
public' (OED, 1891). A federation is 'now a novelist, we feel, this is the method and the
chiefly spec, the formation of a political tone he would have used—G. Greene, 1969;
unity out of a number of separate states, After two weeks in the Miller household, both
provinces, or colonies, so that each re- Fenton and Amy felt they had lived therefor
tains the management of its internal ever—C. Rayner, 1978.
affairs' (OED, 1895). At present (1995)
2 (a) Feel is used idiomatically in a
Switzerland, USA, Canada, Australia, and
Malaysia are examples of federal govern- quasi-passive sense with a wide range of
ment, each one differing markedly from adjs.: to feel better, cold, good, happy, etc.
the others in constitutional details. (b) On the phrases to feel badlbadly, see
Some see the countries of Europe as
BAD 2 .

fecund. Two pronunciations are current, /'fekand/ and /'fiikand/. For those
who turn to etymology as a basis for
the pronunciation of Eng. words, the L
original (fecundus) has a long e. My own
impression is that /'fekand/ is nevertheless the more usual pronunciation of the
two among standard speakers.

feet I female
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feet. See FOOT (noun).
feint. Since the mid-igc. the usual spelling of the ordinary adj. faint in descriptions of stationery printed with lightcoloured lines. Faint and feint are variant
spellings of the same word, ultimately
from OF faint, feint feigned, pa.pple of
faindre, feindre 'to feign'.
feldspar /'faldspa:/, rather than felspar.
The first element is from Ger. Feld 'field',
not Ger. Fels 'rock'.
fellahin /-a'him/ is the pi. of fellah, an
Egyptian peasant. In the 19c. it was usually spelt fellaheen.
fellow (in compounds). 1 Accentuation.
The simplex fellow is, of course, stressed
on the first syllable, i.e. /'felau/. In compounds of fellow, when the second element is a noun or verb, the pattern is
normally of the type 'secondary stress
followed by primary stress' (e.g. fellow'travel (verb), fellow-traveller). When the
second element is a mere suffix this final
element is unaccented (e.g. fellowless, fellowship).

dialectal use; and swoop means, of
course, a sudden descent, as of a bird of
prey. The phrase now means simply 'in
a single action', and is by no means
restricted to deadly or dangerous
actions.
felo de se /.felau da 'sei/, /.fidau di: 'si:/.
A 17c. Anglo-Latin formation meaning
(a) suicide; (b) a person who commits
suicide. The word is derived from L
felô 'felon' + dë + së 'oneself. The pi. is
properly felones de se /,felauni:z da "sei/,
/,fi:launi:z di: 'si:/. It is less commonly written with hyphens (felo-de-se) and in the pi.
asfelosdese.
felspar. See FELDSPAR.

female. 1 Origin. Adopted in the 14c.
from OF femelle, it was almost at once
refashioned as female to accord with its
antonym male, an etymologically unrelated word. The OF word answers to L
femella, a diminutive form of fêmina
'woman'. In popL femella seems to have
been used to denote the female of any
of the lower animals, as well as retaining
its classical Latin (only Catullus) mean2 Hyphenation. There is no general ing of 'woman, girl'.
agreement. Some authorities give, for
2 Uses. From the 14c. onward female
example, fellow-feeling, -sufferer, -traveller;was used as both noun and adj., and of
others print all three as separate words human beings and animals: e.g. (adj.)
(fellow feeling, etc.). There is a noticeable twelue female children 1634; white female
tendency for printers in Britain to favour slaves 1841; female dragon 1552, a female
hyphenation and for American printers scorpion 1774, a female salmon 1870; (noun)
to print such words as two separate ele- Saturne did onely eate up his male children,
ments without hyphen. My own prefer- not his females 1652; The Danish and Swedish
ence is to write fellow citizen, fellow laws, harsh ... to all females 1861 / The
countryman, fellow creature, fellow manlmen,females [sc. elephants] are of greater
fellow soldier, fellow student, etc., i.e. the fiercenesse then the males 1553; The stag ...
simplest types, as two words; to insert a was ... acting as a sentinel for the females
hyphen in verbs (fellow-travel), agentive 1847; The abdomen of the females [of ants,
nouns (fellow<ommoner, fellow-sufferer, fel-etc.] sometimes increases in size 1881.
low-traveller), and verbal nouns (fellow3 Controversy. Despite the long history
travelling); and to write solid the type
of female in the sense 'a female person; a
fellow + suffix (fellowless, fellowship). But
woman or girl', several 19c. usage guides
one must be prepared to find the several
advised against the use on the grounds
patterns in printed matter. Such diverthat it was unsuitable to apply the same
gence cannot be legislated out of existterm to animals and to human beings.
ence.
Even the OED (in 1895) said of female used
fell SWOOp. Usually in the phr. at (or as a mere synonym for 'woman' that 'The
in) one fell swoop, it occurs first in Shake- simple use is now commonly avoided by
good writers, except with contemptuous
speare's Macbeth (1605): Oh Hell-Kite! All?
What, All my pretty Chickens, and their implication.'
Damme At one fell swoope? Except in this 4 Present-day currency. In the 20c. the
phrase, fell, an old word meaning phr. the female of the species has come into
'deadly', is now restricted to poetical or widespread use (e.g. The female of the
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species ...by the age offifteenhas a clearer clerk, cook, councillor, counsellor, cyclist, doc
sense of reality in these things—H. G. Wells, tor, lecturer, martyr, motorist, nurse, oculist
1940). In other uses, woman is much the palmist, president, pupil, secretary, singer,
more usual word, except in contexts teacher, typist, etc. For a few of these the
where female persons of varying age, normal expectation at present is that
including children, are being described, the office, etc., will be held by a man
and, for example, on official forms where (e.g. chef, president), and for others by a
one is asked to indicate whether one is woman (e.g. nurse, secretary,typist),but
male or female. The use of female to mean the older patterns are fast breaking up.
'a female animal' continues unabated For example, in 1988, when I delivered
when no separate word (mare, sow, etc.) the T. S. Eliot Memorial Lectures, the
exists.
Master of Eliot College, University of
Kent at Canterbury, was Dr Shirley Barfemale,
feminine;
womanlike, low. Cf. also It was a last resort for her—
womanly, womanish. As adjectives, insisting that I be the servant and she the
female and feminine stand widely apart in master—]. Kincaid, 1990.
meaning and application. Female is used
3 In practice, if the need arises to
(a) of the sex that can bear offspring or
produce eggs, (b) (of plants or their parts) indicate the sex of an occupational or
fruit-bearing, (c) of or consisting of agent noun, woman, lady, or girl are somewomen or female animals or female times used as prefixed modifiers: e.g.
plants, (d) (of a screw, socket, etc.) manu- woman doctor, driver, student; lady barrister
factured hollow to receive a correspond- doctor; girl Friday, (US) girl scout. The whole
ing inserted part. Feminine has more question of gender distinctions in occugeneral applications and is usu. (but see pational and related names is sensitive,
(b) below) applied only to human beings verging on explosive. All possible 'soluand not to animals or plants: (a) of or tions' introduce uglinesses or new inconcharacteristic of women or having sistencies or leave false expectations in
qualities associated with women, (b) in their wake. Ours is an uneasy age lingrammar, of words in certain languages guistically.
(e.g. OE, L, Gk) of a particular class, as
distinct from masculine or neuter ones. feminineness, feminism, etc. A cluster
So much can be gleaned from any stand- of formations have for some time been
ard dictionary. In broad terms female is vying with one another to designate the
principally used to indicate the sex of a primary sense 'womanliness, feminine
person, animal, or plant, its 'non-male- quality'. Some have gone to the wall
ness'; whereas feminine (apart from while others remain. The OED lists the
grammar) is used of qualities or charac- following (with date of first record inditeristics regarded as typical of women- cated): feminacy (1847), feminality (1646),
beauty, gentleness, delicacy, softness, femineity (Coleridge, 1820), feminicity
resilience, etc. Feminine is more frequent (1843). feminility (1838), feminineness
than the synonymous words womanlike (1849), femininism (1846), femininitude
and womanly. 'Womanly is used only to (nonce-word, 1878), femininity (14c. in
describe qualities peculiar to (a) good Chaucer), feminism (1851), and feminity
women as opposed to men (womanly com- (14c. in Chaucer). The abundance of
passion, sympathy, intuition, etc.) or (b) de- short-lived 19c. formations may simply
veloped women as opposed to girls bear witness to the enthusiasm of the
(womanly beauty, figure, expérience)'
editors of the OED and of their contribu(Fowler, 1926). Womanish is chiefly ap- tors for the coinages of their own cenplied in a derogatory manner to effemin- tury. Be that as it may, the existence of
ate or unmanly men or their ways.
such forms throws light on the multiplicity of formative elements (-eity, -icity,
feminine designations. 1 See ARTISTE; -ility, -ism, -ity, etc.) that are available for
CONFIDANTE); -ESS; -ETTE 4 ; -MAN; -MISthe formation of new abstract nouns.
TRESS; -PERSON; -TRIX; -WOMAN.
And the disappearance or archaism of
2 For the great majority of occupa- some of them (e.g. feminacy, femininism,
tional or agent nouns no distinctive femininitude) illustrates the way in which
feminine term exists: e.g. chef, chemist, a language will tolerate only a
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reasonable number of similarly formed
synonyms at a given time.
It is of interest to observe too that the
strongest survivors of this group include
a word of long standing (femininity) and
two that first came into being in the
19c. (feminineness, feminism). It is also of
interest to note that feminism stands
apart from the others in having for its
primary sense 'the advocacy of women's
rights on the ground of the equality of
the sexes'. It reflects Fr. féminisme used
in the same sense, and is first recorded
in the unsettled days of the last decade
of the 19c. All the other words in this
group are purely abstract nouns with
only gentle social overtones. In 1868
Browning wrote Put forth each charm And
proper floweret of feminity. At that time
he and his contemporaries could hardly
have foreseen the emergence, less than
three decades ahead, of the stridency
and hostility implicit in the concept of
feminism.
femur. The pi. is either femurs /'frnnaz/
or femora /'femara/. Cf. L femur, -oris.
feoff (and derivatives). Traditionally this
feudalistic word (derived from medL/eudum, feodum, a piece of land held under
the feudal system) was spelt fief in Eng'
lish and pronounced /frf/; similarly fiefdom /fiifdam/. Some historians still spell
and pronounce the two words in this
manner. For the other derivatives, the
customary spelling now is with -eojf- (so
feoffee, feoffment, and feoffor), pronounced
with initial /'fef-/. Inevitably some scholars have also adopted the spellings feoff
and feoffdom and pronounce them /fef/
and /'fefdam/ respectively.
ferae naturae /'ferai na'tjuarai/. 'The law
applies only to animals ferae naturae; Rabbits are ferae naturae; Rabbits are among
the ferae naturae. The first two sentences
show the correct, and the third the
wrong use of the phrase, and the three
together reveal the genesis of the misuse.
Ferae naturae is not a nominative plural,
but a genitive singular, and means not
'"wild kinds", but "of wild kind", and it
must be used only as equivalent to a
predicative adjective, and not as a plural
noun' (Fowler, 1926). Nevertheless the
OED defines the expression as 'animals
living in a wild state, undomesticated

femur | -fest
animals'. Among the illustrative examples is one where the phr. can be
taken to be a genitive singular (Women
are not compris'd in our Laws of friend-ship;
they are ferae naturae—Dryden, 1668) but
may not be; and one (He evidently viewed
himself as the Underwood who alone could
do his duty by the ferae naturae—C. Yonge,
1873) where it is certainly used as a nom.
pi. It is a standard example of a mistaken
interpretation of a Latin inflexion.
feral /'feral/, ferial /'fianal/. 1 These are
the dominant pronunciations, but the
first elements may be /-e-/ or /-ia-/ for
either word according to taste.
2 Feral means 'wild' (cf. L ferus *wild')
and is commonly applied to animals in
a wild state after escape from captivity,
or (in NZ) to animals (esp. deer and goats)
brought in from a wild state and farmed.
Feriàl (ult. from L feriae 'holiday') is an
ecclesiastical term meaning (a) (of a day)
ordinary; not appointed for a festival or
feast; (b) (of a service) for use on a ferial
day.
ferment. See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT.

ferrule, ferule.
The ring or cup
strengthening the end of a walking-stick
or umbrella is a ferrule (and is in origin
an OF diminutive form, ult. from Lferrum
'iron'); it is also spelt ferrel. The flat ruler
with a widened end formerly used for
beating children is a ferule (and is derived
from L ferula 'giant fennel'); it is also
spelt ferula.
fertile. In 1895 the OED gave precedence
to the pronunciation /'f3:til/ with a short
vowel in the second syllable. The standard pronunciation in BrE now is /'f3:tail/
and in AmE /'f3:tal/. See -ILE.
fervour. Thus spelt in BrE; but fervor in
AmE.
-fest. Beginning in the 19c, but increasingly in the 20c, the German word Fest
'festival' has made its way into English
through the front door, so to speak, as
the first element of the word Festschrift,
beloved of scholars; and through the
back door, principally in America, as the
final element in a multitude of words
denoting a festival of the kind indicated
by the preceding qualifying word. Examples include Beatlefest (a festival celebrating the music of the Beatles), discofest,

festal, festive | few
filmfest, funfest, gabfest, rockfest, and talk/est. Such words have been formed within
English, and are not adopted from German. At present words with final -/est
have hardly penetrated beyond the periphery of standard English in Britain, but
many of them, and the word-formation
process itself, are strongly established in
AmE.
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the features were treated): SPLIT INFINITIVE; FALSE QUANTITY; avoidance of repetition (ELEGANT VARIATION); the rule of

thumb for and WHICH; a craze for native
words (SAXONISM); pedantry on the
foreign spelling of foreign words (MORALE); the notion that AVERSE to and DIF-

FERENT to are marks of the uneducated;
the dread of a PREPOSITION AT END; the

idea that successive metaphors are
festal, festive. Both words mean 'of or mixed METAPHORS; the belief that compertaining to a feast, festival, or other mon words lack dignity (FORMAL WORDS).
joyous occasion'. Collocations of these It would seem that in this respect little
words listed in large modern dictionaries has changed since 1926. At public and
include /estai act, air, celebration, crowd, private functions, and in letters, when
day, garment, mirth, occasion; festive air, devotees of Fowler express their opinions
atmosphere, board, champagne, decorations,to me, these are among the principal
drink, games (in ancient Greece), meal, items mentioned, together with the ermirth, mood, occasion, party, season roneous use of classical plurals as singu(Christmas period), wear. From which it lars (criteria, phenomena, etc.), the use of
can be seen that in many circumstances hopefully as a sentence adverb, and a few
the two words are interchangeable. In other points. As perhaps at all times in
practice festive is much the more com- previous generations, the more complex
mon of the two.
mechanisms of the language are left
largely undiscussed except by scholars
fetal. See FOETUS.
in learned journals and monographs.
fête. If the French abandon the use of
the circumflex accent, as (in 1991) they fetus. See FOETUS.
were for a time threatening to do, it
will be interesting to see how long it is feverish, feverous. Both words entered
preserved in this and other loanwords the language in the 14c. and down the
from French. Already fete (without ac- centuries shared the same senses. They
cent) appears in much computer-set also seem to have had approximately
equal currency. But feverish, used esp. to
printed material.
mean 'suffering from a fever' or 'intense,
fetid /'fetid/, less commonly /'futid/. The excited' (feverish activity, a feverish race
spelling with -e- rather than -oe- seems against time), has now virtually driven
now to be dominant. The L original is feverous out of the standard language.
fetidus, with a long e. The refashioned
form foetidus, which led to the Eng. form few.
foetid, has no etymological justification.
I 1 few and less.
I 2 As noun.

fetish. 1 Until the early 20c. the first
1 few and less, (a) The important startsyllable was often pronounced like feet,
ing-point is that in most circumstances
but no longer.
2 The word is a 17c. adoption of Fr. (a) few and the comparative adj. fewer
fétiche, and was originally an African ob- are used with countable nouns, i.e. with
ject or amulet having magical power. It is nouns that have both a singular and a
not an African word, though; the French plural form (bookfbooks; so fewer books,
word goes back ultimately to L facticius few books, a few books); or with collective
nouns (fewer people, few people, a few
'factitious'.
people). In such constructions less would
fetishes. Fowler (1926) presented a list be incorrect (see (c) below). By contrast
of grammatical and other linguistic less, which is the comparative of little, is
features which, in his opinion, evoked properly used with uncountable or mass
irrational devotion, respect, or hostility, nouns: in other words less refers to quanin other words had become fetishes. tity and is the opposite of more (less afAmong 'the more notable or harmful' fection, less power, less misery, etc.). Neither
were (the capitals indicate where in MEU less nor/ew should be used in conjunction

fey I fidget
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with the word number. The number of thinkers ... who have managed to say anything
fundamental or new about translation is very
few (Roy Harris, 1986) is not correct. A
number is small, smaller, or very small, not
less or few{er) or very few.
(b) Less can be idiomatically used with
plural nouns in certain circumstances,
esp. distances (it is less than seventy miles to
London), periods of time, sums of money
(costs less than £50), or other statistical
enumerations. The notion of quantity is
present in each case. These examples are
acceptable English: unless he read him on
consecutive days and for no less than three
hours at a sitting—P. Roth, 1979; We have
had reliable temperature records for less than
i5oyears—NYRev. Bks, 1988. A borderline
case: unashamedly rejoiced in having had in
his house at one time no less than five Nobel
Prize winners—M. Drabble, 1987. See LESS
3. School examiners often invite candidates to write a précis of a passage of
prose in fifty words or less.
(c) Regrettable, but prevalent among
some standard as well as many nonstandard speakers, is the use of less with
an unprotected plural noun. Examples of
wrong use: J shall care about less things—P.
Fitzgerald, 1980: there will be less ioa%
loans about-Chairman of Halifax Building Society, BBC Radio 4 , 1987; We had
been given less men ...to perform a holding
action-Paintball Games, 1989. The incorrect use is very widespread and seems
likely to be ineradicable, however regrettable that may be. As a character
in Maurice Gee's Prowlers (1987) sadly
remarks: 'Like', it seems, has taken the place
of 'as if. 'Less' tips fewer' out. Less pedestrians, less immigrants. See LESS 3 (historical
note).
(d) See COMPARATIVELY 2 .
(e) See SEVERAL.

2 As noun. Used in a wide range of
idiomatic expressions, e.g. a few of those
present, a good few (colloq., = a fairly large
number), not a few (a considerable number), quite a few, many are called but few
are chosen, he had had a few (slang, = a few
alcoholic drinks), the Few (the RAF pilots
who took part in the Battle of Britain).
None of these is in the least questionable
(at the level of discourse indicated).
fey.
A native word of great antiquity
(OE fxge 'doomed to die') still survives
regionally in its original sense. In the

19c, however, a weakened sense developed, 'disordered in mind like one
about to die' (Surely the man's fey about his
entails and his properties—]. Gait, 1823),
and then it passed into meaning 'possessing or displaying magical, fairylike, or
unearthly qualities' (A gaze that was not
at all fey, but ... remarkably shrewd—E.
Coxhead, 1955; she's got that fey look as
though she's had breakfast with a leprechaun—D. Burnham, 1969). Inevitably, it
has made contact with FAY, and is sometimes thought to be 'the same word'.
fez. The inflected forms are (pi.) fezzes
and (adj.) fezzed. See -z-, -zz-.
fiancé /fi'Dnseï/, fem. fiancée (same pron u n c ) . See INTENDED (noun).
fiasco. PI. fiascos. See -O(E)S 6.
fiat. The legal term is pronounced /'faiat/
and the car (Fiat) /"fnat/.
fibre is the spelling in BrE and fiber in
AmE.
fibroma, a fibrous tumour. The pi. is
fibromas or, pedantically, fibromata.
fibula. Whether in anatomy ( = outer
bone between knee and ankle) or in classical antiquity ( = brooch or clip), both
fibulae /-i:/ and fibulas are acceptable as
pi. forms. See LATIN PLURALS.

fictitious.

See FACTIOUS.

fiddle. 'Of the verb the OED says "now
only in familiar or contemptuous use".
It is more in demand to convey the meaning of potter or cheat than that of play
the violin, and it is a component of
derisive words such asfiddle-de-dee,fiddlefaddle, and fiddlesticks. Perhaps the story
of Nero's fiddling while Rome was burning started the decline. But the noun has
escaped this taint, and is a partner in
some most respectable expressions—
fiddle-back chair, fit as a fiddle. So a violinist
will still speak of his instrument as a
fiddle, but not of his playing as fiddling
or of himself as a fiddler' (Gowers, 1965).
Fiddler survives memorably in the nursery rhyme 'Old King Cole' (He called for
his bowl, And he called for his fiddlers three).
fidget. The inflected forms are fidgeted,
fidgeting. See -T-, -TT-.

fiducial, fiduciary | filigree
fiducial, fiduciary. The second is the
ordinary form, fiducial being used only
in some technical terms in surveying,
astronomy, etc.
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strange that he should use what in those
days was an exotic Americanism.)—A. Cooke,
reporting a remark made by the Prince
of Wales (i.e. the Duke of Windsor) C1932.

fidus Achates /faidas a'kertirz/, a faithful fiery. Two syllables, /'faian/.
friend, a devoted follower. In Virgil's
Aeneid,fidusAchates is a companion of fifth(ly). Both the -/- and the -th should
Aeneas.
be clearly sounded, /fif8,-li/.
-fied. See -FY.
fief. See FEOFF.

fifties. See NINETIES.

figure. 1 Both the noun and the verb
are pronounced /'figa/ in BrE; similarly
field. In the sense'an area of operation with the inflected form figuring /'figanrj/.
or activity; a subject of study' (each The derivatives, however, mostly have
supreme in his own field; distinguished in /-gj-/: thus figurai /'figjural/, figuration
manyfields),the word tends to be over- /figju'reijan/, figurine /figju'riin/. But figurused. This is all the more surprising ative is as often pronounced /'figarativ/
in that numerous synonyms and near- as it is pronounced /'figj-/. In AmE the
synonyms exist. A short selection of standard pronunciation of the noun and
these follows, together with a brief illus- verb is with medial /-gj-/, i.e. /'figja(r)/.
trative example of each.
The British pronunciation is sometimes
Area, bailiwick, compass, department, do-heard in AmE but is usually condemned
main, line, métier, province, realm, region, as substandard.
scope, specialty, sphere, subject, territory,
theme. A debate covering a wide area; not in 2 As verb, figure (often with out) is
my bailiwick; expenses beyond my compass; used, esp. in AmE, to mean 'to conclude,
fire drill is not my department; belongs to think, work out' (Hefiguredhe could write
the domain of philosophy; casuistry is not the book in six months), or with on in the
in my line; Black-and-white was no more hissense 'plan' (hefiguredon being home by
métier than humour, presumably out of our six o'clock). Also predominantly American
province [ = not our concern]; in the whole is its use to mean 'seem likely or underrealm of medicine; the wide region of meta- standable' (thatfigures).Each of these uses
physical enquiry;findscope for one's abil- is informal.
ities; he had selected Roman law as his
specialty; useful in his own sphere; wanders figure of speech, 'a recognized form
from the subject; turn from verified matters of rhetorical expression giving variety,
to some still unexplored territory; has chosen force, etc., esp. metaphor or hyperbole'
an ill-defined theme.
(COD). In this book the figures of speech,
It is important to keep in mind, how- or terms of rhetoric, are treated at their
ever, that there are plenty of contexts in alphabetical place: see APOSIOPESIS; ASYNwhichfieldis the natural and legitimate DETON; METAPHOR, etc.
word. A few examples: As a Professor of
English literature she had no doubt that the filial. The only extant pronunciation in
whole field lay within her control—Angus standard English is /'filial/, with a short
Wilson, 1952; Working on him would give initial vowel. Latdnists, according to
me an opportunity to learn something about Fowler (1926), 'obsessed by the fear of
politics—afield in which, thanks to Commen-false quantity (q.v.)', once often protary, I was growing more and more inter- nounced the word with initial /'fail-/. Cf.
ested-N. Podhoretz, 1967; He has... made Lfîliâlis, from fûius 'son'.
a number of breakthroughs in hisfieldof
labour and social welfare—B. Castle, 1980; filigree. The only current standard
The husband has been ... a figure of some spelling (not fila- orfilla-).The word is
renown in hisfield—G.Swift, 1981. It is an abbreviated form of filigrane, a 17c.
perhaps of interest to note that Alistair loanword from French, ultimately from
Cooke judgedfieldof study to be an Amer- L fdurn 'thread' + grânum 'grain'. In 17icanism in the following context: What 19c. literature the spellingfilla-was esp.
was my 'field' of study? (I noticed then how common for both filigrane and filigree.
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fillers I finical, finicking, finicky, finikin

fillers. Meaningless fillers do not nor- hear of... things being adumbrated, or
mally occur in scripted spoken (BBC) Eng- visualized, or finalized . . . I think of that
lish but are not always avoidable in other aim of this [English] Association,
informal contexts, and constitute useful "to uphold the standards of English writrhythmical aids to speakers who tem- ing or speech"' (N. Birkett, 1953). The
porarily lose their fluency. The main word seems to have entered the language
fillers are: actually, and er, and everything, in the 1920s in Australia and New Zeaand urn, didn't I (I went into this shop, didn'tland (though the Canadian scholar WilI?), er, I mean, I mean to say, really, sort of,liam J. Kirwin found an isolated example
then (Nice to talk to you, then), um, well, wellof 1901 in St John's, Newfoundland), but
now, you know, you see. It is obvious that was for a long time regarded in Britain
too frequent a use of such fillers is unde- as an 'unwanted Americanism'. Time has
sirable, as in the following (invented) moved on, and only elderly eyebrows are
example: 'It's not really expensive. I mean, now raised when the word is used of
rules, deals, etc., to mean 'to put into
it only costs a pound.' 'It seems, sort of, a lot.
I mean, when it used to cost only forty pence. final form'.
I mean, where will it all end?' 'But, you know,
forty pence then is like a pound now, and um,fine (adj.). The phr. not to put too fine a
we must um make allowance for um inflation,point upon it is an apology for expressing
and everything, if you know what I mean' a downright opinion, and means 'to put
(Burchfield, 1981). The social levels that it bluntly'.
determine the use and frequency of such fine (noun). The phr. in fine, from the
fillers are difficult to establish, but are 15c. to the 19c. routinely used to mean
being widely investigated by linguistic 'to sum up; in short', is now seldom
scholars.
heard. Example: We have, infine,attained
the power of going /ost—Ruskin, 1849.
film. See CINEMA 2.
finger. The fingers are now usually
numbered exclusively of the thumb- first
(or fore or index), second (or middle), third
finable. Not Mineable: see MUTE E.
(or ring), and fourth (or little); but in the
marriage service the third is called the
final analysis. See ANALYSIS 2.
fourth. It is also the fourth in the modern
final clause, in grammar, 'a clause that method of indicating the fingering of
states the purpose or direct end of the keyboard music, in which the thumb,
action of the principal proposition' (G. O. formerly marked x, is now 1, and the
Curme, 1931), esp. one introduced by in fingers are numbered correspondingly.
order that, in order not to, in the hope that, to
the end that, so (that); (expressing appre- fingering, as a name for stocking-wool
hension) that... not, for fear (that), lest. Such is not from finger, but is an alteration of
clauses are also called clauses of purpose. Fr. fin grain 'fine grain'. It was often
Examples: He raised his hand in order that written as fingram, fingrim, etc., in the
the bus might stop; They closed the border post17c. and 18c. Cf. grogram from Fr. gros
in order not to exacerbate things further; He grain. See TRUE AND FALSE ETYMOLOGY.
confessed everything in the hope that he
would be forgiven; I have come to you now sofinical, finicking, finicky, finikin, of
that you will know that I have not left the these, finical (first recorded in Nashe in
country; She walked quickly for fear that she1592) is the oldest, and it seems to have
would be late for her appointment; Lord Godbeen a rough and ready formation ('prob.
of Hosts, be with us yet, Lest we forget, lest we academic slang', according to ODEE,
1966) from fine adj. + -teal. The others
forget (Kipling).
followed at intervals: finikin (1661, now
obs.), finicking (1741). and finicky (1825).
finale has three syllables, /fi'naili/.
It is perhaps best to regard them all as
finalize. Hostility to this modern forma- unstable variants of the same word. By
tion in -ize reached its peak in the 1940s far the most commonly used of the group
and 1950s: 'As a synonym for to complete now isfinicky,and it has two main meanor to conclude it [sc.finalize]is superfluous ings: (a) over-particular, fastidious; (b)
and ugly' (E. Partridge, 1942); 'When I needing much attention to detail.
flls. See PÈRE.

finish I fish
finish (adj.). = rather fine. Best spelt
thus (see MUTE E) despite the fact that it
then becomes identical with the verb.
fiord is the recommended spelling, not
Sord.
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count nouns and usually precede any
cardinal numbers in the noun phrase:
the .first two days; another three weeks.' Cf.
LAST 1.

4 first(ly), secondly, lastly. In such sequences where points or topics are enufire (verb). The progress of this word in merated the choice of form as between
the sense 'dismiss, sack' from AmE slang first and .firstly is optional in modern
to everybody's slang is of interest in that English, as indeed it has been since at
it started out in AmE (it would seem least the 17c. (examples of both forms
from the OED in Dakota) as a phrasal are given in the OED). The absence of
verb, to fire out, first recorded in 1885. .firstly from Johnson's Dictionary (1755),
Fowler (1926) described fire out as 'still De Quincey's hostility to it in 1847—'First
an Americanism'. Gowers (1965) gave the (for I detest your ridiculous and most
simplefireas the headword and said that pedantic neologism offirstly)'—,as well as
it was 'still an American colloquialism, the fact that the Prayer Book, in enumerthough making headway among us at ating the purposes for which matrimony
the expense of the verb to sack'. COD was ordained, introduces them with
(1995) calls it 'slang' and defines it as First, Secondly, Thirdly, and other con'dismiss (an employee) from a job'. Its siderations have led to the myth that
AmE origin seems to have been largely firstly is actually wrong in a sequence
forgotten, and it stands alongside sack Firstly, ... secondly, ... thirdly, . . . etc.; or
as a straightforwardly direct term for a as CGEL (8.i38n.) puts it 'for many people
disagreeable action.
firstly is objectionable'. In practice many
different patterns are used: First, . . .
firm (adv.) is used mainly in two fixed second, ... third; Firstly, ... secondly, ...
phrases, stand firm and hold firm to. In thirdly; First, ... next, . . . lost; (AmE) First
all other contexts the natural adverbial of all, ... second of all, ... thirdly; and
form firmly is used {the bracket was firmly numerous others. Rightly or wrongly, my
attached to the wall).
own instinct is to write First,... secondly,
... thirdly, etc. But I am probably followfirst. 1 For first etc. floor, see FLOOR,
ing a precept put before me by one of
STOREY.
my schooldays teachers. Logic did not
2 first thing means 'before anything and does not come into it.
else; very early in the morning' (he went
for a runfirstthing) and is normally used first name. See CHRISTIAN NAME.
without the definite article; thefirstthing
is used mainly in negative contexts to firth (noun). 1 a narrow inlet of the sea.
mean 'even the most elementary fact or
2 an estuary. Originally (15c.fromON)
principle' (he does not know thefirstthing a Scottish word, introduced into English
about croquet).
literary use C1600, it was often in the
3 thefirsttwo, etc. The earliest recorded past (in the work of e.g. Cowper and
examples (14c.) of first with a cardinal Tennyson) converted, by the process of
numeral follow the order the two (three, METATHESIS, into Jrith. But jirth is the only
etc.) first ( = Fr. les deux premiers, Ger. die standard form now.
zwei ersten). By the 16c. 'the growing tendency to regard first as an ordinal led to fisc, fisk. 1 (Usu. spelt fisc) in Roman
the introduction of the form thefirsttwo antiquity 'the public treasury; the em(three, etc.), corresponding to "the second peror's privy purse'.
two (or three, etc.)". This is now the
2 In Sc. law, fisk (thus spelt) is 'the
universal form in the case of high num- public treasury; the revenue falling to
bers [e.g. the first sixty orders]; but for the Crown by escheat'. The word came
numbers up to 3 or 4 many writers use into English via OF from L fiscus 'the
it only when the number specified is imperial exchequer'.
viewed as a collective unity contrasted
with the second or some succeeding 2, fish. The pi. form is usu. fish (he caught
3, or 4 in the series' (OED). Or as CGELsevenfishyesterday; nets full offish; all the
(5.22) expresses it: 'Ordinals cooccur with fish in the sea; a pretty kettle offish); but
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occas.fishes{feed thefishes;foodfisheslike

fisher, fisherman | fix

conveyance ...sol am in a fix. Further BrE
cod andflounder).See COLLECTIVE NOUN.
evidence for this sense is presented in
the OED, and its currency at the present
2
fisher, fisherman. See ANGLE (noun ).
time is not in doubt, though a slight
American flavour remains. Examples:
fisk. See FISC.
Since she had vowed to remain celibate, she
fistic, fistical. These words, both mean- was in rather a fix when her father planned
ing 'pugilistic', are merely jocular forma- to marry her to the King of Sicily—B. Cottle,
tions, dismissed by the OED with the 1983; The patient will indeed be in a fix
comment 'Not in dignified use'. Fistic was from which he may find it hard to extricate
first recorded in 1806 and Mistical in 1767. himself-C. Rycroft, 1985.
They are both listed in COD (1995).
2 Beginning in the US in the 1930s, a
labelled 'jocular'.
dose of a narcotic drug came to be called
afix-upand then a fix. The word (onlyjîx)
fistula. The (rarely used) pi. is Jistulas, reached Britain by the 1950s and with it
but fistulae /-i:/, reflecting the pi. form the taking of hard drugs like heroin. Its
in Latin, is also found in medical and currency has no doubt been assisted by
zoological works.
investigative reports in the media of the
prevalence
of drug-taking, esp. among
fit (adj.). Forait audience though few, see
young people, in the last decades of the
HACKNEYED PHRASES.
20C. Examples: He needed her as a drug
fit (verb). The only pa.t., pa.pple, and addict needs hisfix—I.Murdoch, 1985; What
ppl adj. form in BrE is fitted {they fitted do we care where a junkie gets his fix?—L.
new locks to their doors; hefittedin well atCody, 1986. From drug-taking contexts
his new school; fitted carpets). In certain figurative and transferred uses have emtypes of AmE, fit is used instead as an erged: The addicts need their fix more often
alternative, esp. in the senses 'to be of and less cut with trendiness than prime-time
the right size and shape' {Joan's dresses fit can give—Guardian, 1984; Many people seem
heautifully when she was nine) and 'to be addicted to exercise and get depressed if they
suitable' {the name fit him to perfection). don't get their dailyfix—Company,1985; The
Margaret M. Bryant (1962) commented: presidency alone had escaped then, and, in
'According to the Linguistic Atlas survey, their beds at night, all the family members
in New England fitted, in the context of ... dreamed endlessly of this, the ultimate
"His coatfit/fittedme", is more common fix' of power—P. Booth, 1986; For them
in cultivated speech, whereas in the Up- conventional war has been lived through—and
per Midwest fit is preferred by all classes they think nuclear weapons are a cheap fix
of speakers, and used by 80% of the to deter it—Green Magazine, 1990.
cultivated speakers.' She concluded that
'both fit and .fitted, like knit/knitted, are fix (verb). This ancient verb (first restandard [in the US]'. Examples of fit pa.t.: corded in the 15c.) has a multitude of
the street looked like an improbable setting senses beginning with the primary one
for such a modest vehicle, but when it pulledof 'to fasten'. Out of all these, three
up before my grandfather's house itfitin verychiefly AmE uses call for comment.
well—tr. I. Allende, 1985; His headfitsnugly1 (Also to fix up.) To prepare (food or
into his collar like a shell into a canister—D.drink). You must fix me a drink, Fanny
Manners of
Pinckney, 1992; Many questions were put; Trollope said in her Domestic
an
nonefit—Bull.Amer. Acad. Arts & Sci., 1994-the Americans (1839); d Bret Harte, an
American writer, in a work of 1891,
fix (noun). Two originally American uses wrote Motherllfixyou suthin' hot. The use
call for comment. 1 The noun is first is familiar in BrE, but when used is still
recorded in any sense in an American regarded as a conscious Americanism.
military biography of 1816: They are in a Examples: (US) He went to the store to get
mighty goodfix,i.e. a position from which eggs ...She fixed his breakfast-N. Mailer,
it would be difficult to escape. From that 1979; fix some lemonade—Anne Tyler,
meaning it is an easy step to 'a difficulty, 1983; We'd just bake a little something, fix
dilemma, predicament', and it was so up a bowl of punch—G. Naylor, 1988: (UK)
used by Charlotte Brontë in a letter writ- When I am quite exhausted, go and cook a
ten in 1839: It so happens that I can get no meal,fixa drink—N. Bawden, 1981.

fixation | flair
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2 (Also to fix up.) The sense 'to mend, film that seemed able to contemplate death
repair', first recorded in AmE C1762, be- ends up by denying even thefixednessof
came established in Australia and New character—Independent, 1990; (fixity) Fine
Zealand at some point in the second eyes, but rather disquieting, shefound, in their
third of the 20c. Mend and repair remain intent, bright, watchfulfixity—A,Huxley,
the usual words in Britain, though fix is 1928; Print<apitalism gave a newfixityto
occasionally used, e.g. My mum's 'other language—B. Anderson, 1983; Beaten into
men' make dad's life a misery ... He is told afixityof revolutionary purpose, the peasants
... 'Other men would havefixedthat fuse in will have no more of it—TLS, 1984; Bhagaa few seconds'—News of the World, 1990. whardi's dreams had no suchfixity,but pre3 The informal American expression sented ever<hanging panoramas and
to he fixing to meaning 'to prepare to, dissolving landscapes to her eye—O. Sacks,
intend, be on the point o f which was 1985; I try to paint the objects and the people
first recorded in 1716, is still hardly ever as though they are returning my gaze ...as
encountered outside the US. Examples: though by looking at these things together
Aunt Lizy is just fixing to go to church— they have a kind of hold, afixity,which is like
something that is being looked at—Landscape,
1854-5 in OED; If you're after Lily, she come
in here while ago and tole me she was fixin' 1987; What distinguishes perversion is its
to git married—E. Welty, 01983; I was fixing quality of desperation andfixity—NYTimes,
to turn it down—Atlanta, 1989.

1991.

fixation. Used since the 17c. in the
general sense 'the action of fixing (in
material and figurative senses)', it
quickly made its way into popular use
from the language of Freudian theory in
the course of the 20c. From meaning
'the arresting of the development of a
libidinal component at a pregenital
stage, so that psychosexual emotions are
"fixed" at that point' {OED), it has come
to mean simply 'an obsession, an idée
fixe' (e.g. a young man with a fixation on
hoots).

fizz. See -z-, -zz-.

fixedly. Three syllables: see -EDLY.

flaccid. The pronunciation recommended is /'flaeksid/, not /'flaesid/.
flack, flak. The first is a modern AmE
slang word (first recorded in 1946 and
of unknown origin) for a press agent. It
has no currency in BrE. Flak meaning
anti-aircraft fire (later also in fig. use,
'adverse criticism') is derived from Ger.
FliegerabwehrJcanone lit. 'aircraft-defence-gun'. The two are not confusible in
Britain becauseflackis simply unknown,
but there is a slight danger in AmE of
their being thought to be 'the same
word', with the result that the spellings
are sometimes interchanged.

fixedness, fixity. Both words entered
the language in the 17c, and both notionally qualify as natural forms when
an abstract noun is required for the flageolet. Pronounce /flaecrja'let/.
quality or condition of being fixed (in flagrant is used of an offence or (forvarious senses). There has been a sharp merly) an offender: glaring, notorious,
decline in the frequency of fixedness in scandalous (aflagrantbreach of a contracthe 20C. (possibly because of slight uncer- tual agreement; (archaic) a flagrant mistainty about the number of syllables in anthrope). Its etymological meaning (and
the word (there should always be three), first meaning in English in the 16c.) is
to the point that fixity has become the 'flaming, burning' (cf. Lflagràre 'to burn').
dominant form of the two. Examples It is now more or less synonymous with
showing various shades of meaning ('perBLATANT.
manence, attentiveness, invariability,
steadfast adherence to (a cause), etc.'): flair is a power of 'scent' (being origin(fixedness) Any impact from the hostage or ally from popL fiâgrûre, an altered form
debate episodes must work against a fixednessof frdgrdre (cf. fragrant), 'an instinct for
in public views about Reagan and Carter- selecting or performing what is excelChristian Sri. Monitor, 1980; Psychologists lent, useful, etc.; a talent (aflairfor knoweven have a special term to refer to the interfer-ing what the public wants; a flair for
ence of prior knowledge on problem-solving languages)' (COD, 1995). It was adopted
activity: functionalfixedness—Byte,1983; A from French in the late 19c. It is to be
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distinguished from the unrelated noun
and verb FLARE.
flak. See FLACK.

flambeau. PL -s, or -x (pronounced /-z/);
see -x.
flamboyant. Adopted in the early 19c.
first by architects in the sense 'characterized by waved lines of contrary flexure
in flame-like forms' (cf. Fr.flambe'flame'),
the word soon became used in transferred and somewhat weakened senses,
'flamingly or gorgeously coloured; ostentatious'. The transferred senses are now
dominant.

flak I flaunt, flout
senses. Examples: The compressor will
vibrate the gas past the cork over time. A
week or two is OK. Beyond that,flatnessstarts
to replaceflatulence—WashingtonPost, 1991;
It could also refer to the violentflatulencethat
occurs when an overblown epic is consumed by
clichés—Maclean's Mag., 1991. Flatulency is
rare. Example: He actually swooned at a
ball, so violent was the stink from 'putrid
gums, imposthumated lungs, sour flatulencies, rank armpits, [etc.]'—B. Nightingale,
1985.

flatways, flatwise, with the flat side
(instead of the edge) uppermost or foremost. Both forms have been in use from
the 17c. onward, to judge from the OED,
flamenco. PI.flamencos.See -O(E)S 6.
but flatwise is now the dominant form,
flamingo. PI.flamingosor -oes. See -O(E)S at any rate in AmE:flatwisetensile strength
(400 psi) [of an adhesive] is 13% lower than
1.
standard FM 300—Aerospace America, 1989;
flammable. The adj. and the corres- Just cut in halfflatwise,apply the topping
and slip into a 450 F oven—Washington
ponding nounflammabilitywere revived
in modern use (in BrE esp. by the British Times, 1989.
Standards Institution) and used in place
of inflammable and inflammability to avoid flaunt, flout. The first means 'to display
the possible ambiguity of the in- forms ostentatiously' and the second 'to diswhere the in- might be taken for a nega- play contempt for (the law, rules, etc.)',
tive. The modern form flammable con- but flaunt is often wrongly used for flout.
trasts with the negative form non- The wrong use, which has been particuflammable. As with all such artificial re- larly prevalent since the 1940s, has not
vivals or alterations, the campaign for been traced before the 20c. and was not
flammable/non-flammable has met with mentioned by Fowler (1926). 1 Correct
uses of flaunt: He liked to see a woman
only partial success in lay use.
flaunting her powers of attraction—A.
flan. See TART.
Brookner, 1988; Americans, with theirfrank
enjoyment of power and money,flaunttheir
flannel. The inflected forms in BrE are
luck—J. le Carré, 1989.
flannelled,flannelling(AmEflanneled,flanneling); but flannelette, a napped cotton
2 Correct uses offlout:Countries engage
fabric imitating flannel. See -LL-, -L-.
in covert activities because they do not want
to flout the rules openly—Encounter, 1987;
flare. For all its familiarity, and its Wilde achieved brilliant results at University
spread of senses, both as noun and verb (Dublin, then Oxford) while lazilyfloutingthe
(flared trousers; thefireflaredup; the ship- rules—Listener, 1987.
wrecked crew sent upflares;theflare-pathof
3 Pointing the way to the correct use
an aerodrome; etc.), the word is of unof both words: Your Excellency, let us not
known origin. The verb is first recorded
flaunt the wishes of the people.' 'Rout, you
in the 16c. and the noun in 1814.
mean,' I said. The people?' asked His Excelflat, flatly. The dominant adverbial lency, ignoring my piece of pedantry-C.
form is flatly (flatly contradicting his own Achebe, 1987.
known views; he flatly refused to come down;
renderedflatlyinto English), but it is always 4 Incorrect uses of flaunt: By flaunting
used figuratively. The shorter form flat these rules, Hongkong and Shanghai have
is used in fixed phrases (he turned the offer challenged the Bank's authority—Daily Tel,
1981; Fanny Parkes, an intrepid type who
downflat;flatbroke; etc.).
flaunted convention by wearing trousers and
flatulence, -cy. The prevailing form is sailing up the Jumna ... accompanied only
flatulence for both literal and transferred by a native crew—Listener, 1987; The union
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continued its campaign against Sunday trad-in the 19c, from flirt (verb and noun), a
ing yesterday, targeting shops which flauntedword of uncertain origin.
regulations—Times, 1989.
floatation.

flautist, flutist. In BrE, flautist is customary. In AmE both forms occur, the
more usual one beingflutist.As a matter
of historical record,flutist(the more natural formation) was first recorded in
1603, andflautist(adapted from It. flautista) in i860.
flavour. Thus spelt in BrE (also flavourful,
flavouring, flavourless, flavoursome, but
flavorous). In AmE,flavoris usual for the
simplex and in all the derivatives.
flaxen.

See -EN ADJECTIVES 1.

fledgeling
ling.

is recommended, not fledg-

floor.

See FLOTATION.

See CEILING.

floor, Storey. In Britain a single-storey
house is one with a ground floor only; a
two-storey house has a groundfloorwith a
firstfloorabove it; a three-storey house has
a secondfloorabove the first, and so on.
(There may be an entresol or mezzanine
floor between the ground and the first
floors, but it does not count in the
reckoning.) In America, more logically,
our ground floor is thefirstfloor,and our
first is the second, and so on; thus in (say)
a ten-storey building (US story, pi. stories)
the top floor would be the tenth in America and the ninth in Britain. Cellars and
basements are not counted in the
reckoning of the number of floors or
storeys.

flee. The verb is less frequently used
now than it once was (but e.g. Iraqi troops
flee after the dawn attack by the Alliance
forces; he decided to flee [ = leave] the coun- flora. See FAUNA.
try), except in the pa.t. fled.
florilegium, an anthology. PI. florilegia.
See -UM 3.
fleshly, fleshy. From medieval times
onward the two words have been inter- floruit /'flDrurt/ is a L verb (3rd sing. perf.
changeable in most of their possible indie, of flôitre 'to flourish') meaning 'he
senses, but in the 20c. the distinction is or she flourished', used with a date or
much the same as between earthly and dates when a writer, painter, etc., is beearthy. Fleshy primarily means 'consisting lieved to have been alive and working,
of flesh' (not in tables of stone, but in fleshy i.e. when the exact dates are not accurtables of the heart—2 Cor. (AV) 3:3), 'having ately known. It is occasionally used as a
a large proportion offlesh,plump' (fleshy noun: The date of each Author's floruif is
hands), '(of fruit) pulpy', or 'like flesh' added in the margin—Liddell and Scott,
(fleshy pink, softness, etc.). Fleshly means 1843.
'sensual, carnal, lascivious' (fleshly desire,
lusts, etc.), or 'unspiritual, worldly' (not flotation. In the early 19c. floatation
with fleshly wisedome, but by the grace of (thus spelt) emerged as a hybrid formaGod—2 Cor. (AV) 1: 12; vainely puft vp by tion (from the native word float + -ation,
a suffix of classical origin). It was soon
hisfleshlyminde-Col. (AV) 2:18).
joined by the etymologically unjustififleur-de-lis, heraldic lily. This is the able form flotation, introduced to conrecommended spelling, notfleur-de-lys(a form with flotilla, flotsam, etc., and
common variant) or flower-de-luce (as rotation. The spellingflotationis now alsometimes in AmE). Pronounce /,fl3:da- most invariably used.
li:/. PLfleurs-de-lis(pronounced as the
flotsam and jetsam. The traditional
singular).
distinction is between goods found
flier, flyer. In OUP house style,flyeris afloat in the sea (flotsam) and goods
recommended for all senses. Perhaps flier found on land after being cast ashore
is the more common of the two forms (jetsam). (But there are complications,
which are set down in the OED.) Flotsam
in AmE.
is a rationalized form of Anglo-Fr. floteson
flirtation. Though superficially looking (modFr.flottaison);and jetsam is a conlike a word of classical origin, flirtation tracted form of jettison. Flotsam is first
was formed in the 18c, as was flirtatious recorded in the early 17c, and jetsam in
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1570. The two words are almost always
used in combination as a fixed phrase,
and often figuratively = odds and ends;
rejects of society, vagrants.
flounder, founder. The first verb means
1 to struggle in mud, or as if in mud, or
when wading.
2 (the more usual sense) to perform a
task badly or without knowledge; to be
out of one's depth. The primary meaning
of founder is '(of a ship) to fill with water
and sink*. It is commonly used too in
the transferred sense '(of a plan, scheme,
etc.) to come to nothing, to fail'. The two
verbs are sometimes confused because
founder can also mean '(of a horse or
its rider) fall to the ground, fall from
lameness, stick fast in the mud'. But,
horses and their riders apart, it is really
quite difficult to confuse sense 2 of
flounder and the non-equine senses of
founder.

flounder, founder | fly
was only the flu. They take it so much more
seriously on the Continent—A. Brookner,
1993.
fluid, gas, liquid. Fluid is the wide term
including the two others; it denotes a
substance that under pressure changes
shape by rearrangement of its particles;
water, steam, oil, air, oxygen, electricity,
ether, are all fluids. Liquids and gases
differ in that the first are virtually incompressible, and the second elastic;
water and oil are liquid and fluid, but
not gaseous; steam and air and oxygen
are gases and fluids, but not liquids.
Oxygen in a liquid state is called liquid
oxygen.
fluky (adj.) lucky. Thus spelt. See -EY AND
-Y IN ADJECTIVES 2 .

flunkey, liveried servant (usu. with implied contempt). This is the recommended spelling, not flunky. PI. flunkeys.

flour, meal. Local applications in the fluorine. Pronounce /'fluariin/. See -IN
various English-speaking countries AND -INE.
mean that (temporary) misunderstandings can occur. In BrEflouris bolted flute. The corresponding adj. is fluty
meal, i.e. a cereal, esp. wheat, from (not flutey). See -EY AND -Y IN ADJECTIVES
2.
which the husks have been sifted out
when grinding. Meal is the edible part
of any grain or pulse (usu. other than flutist. See FLAUTIST.
wheat) ground to powder. Hour used by
fly. l The noun is used as a collective
itself means wheat-flour; applied to
of any of various small flies or aphids
other kinds it is preceded by a qualifying
that infest garden or orchard plants, esp.
word (rye-flour, cornflour (in AmE called
fruit fly, greenfly (the roses are infested with
cornstarch), a fine-ground maize flour
greenfly).
used as a thickening agent). In Scotland
2 The verb makes isflownas well as has
meal is used as a contracted form of
oatmeal. In America meal also = cornmeal, flown; see INTRANSITIVE PAST PARTICIPLES.
a meal made from white or yellow corn.
3 The phr. to fly a kite means (a) raise
money by an accommodation bill; (b)
flout. See FLAUNT.
(more commonly) make an announcement
or take a step with a view to testing
flower-de-luce. See FLEUR-DE-LIS.
public opinion. Cf. BALLON D'ESSAI.

flu, a 19c. abbreviation of influenza, now
4 Aflyleafis a blank leaf in a printed
used as frequently as the fuller form document, esp. one between the cover
except in quite formal contexts. The and the title-page of a book or a similar
older variant spellings 'flu and flue can blank leaf at the end of a book. It is not
now be discarded. Both flu (without de- synonymous withflysheet(see 5(0)).
finite article) and the flu would appear
5 Kflysheetis (a) a leaflet, a two- or fourto be standard forms to judge from the
following examples: When the place is page circular; (b) a canvas cover pitched
snowbound and the staff laid low with flu, above a tent to give extra protection
the girls take over-TLS, 1957; While Bush against rain or snow.
was driven home and to bed with an apparent 6 A flywheel is a heavy wheel on a
case of theflu,his wife remained at the dinner revolving shaft used to regulate
with Miyazawa-Oiicago Tribune, 1992; It machinery or accumulate power.

flyer | folk
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flyer. The recommended form, not flier. or superior (inferior articles foisted on the
See FLIER.
general public at exorbitant prices). In this
use it resembles sense (2) of FOB OFF.
fob off is used in two main construc2 (Somewhat archaic) (followed by in,
tions: 1 (followed by with a thing) to
deceive into accepting something in- into) to introduce surreptitiously or unferior {customers have been fobbed off with warrantably (he was eventually foisted into
battery-hen eggs described simply as 'farm the see of Durham). Foist should not be
used in sense (1) of FOB OFF. Fowler (1926)
eggs').
cited an example of this erroneous use:
2 (followed by on or upon a person) to The general public is much too easily foisted
palm or pass off (an inferior thing) (a off with the old cry of the shopman that
well-hyped novel can be fobbed off on readers 'there's no demand for that kind of thing'.
even though it is poorly written). See FOIST.
folio. PI. folios. See -O(E)S 4fo'c'sle is a much reduced form of
forecastle (the forward part of a ship folk as an ordinary word for people in
where the crew has quarters). The full general is tending to fall out of use in
form as well as the reduced one are both BrE (except in northern parts) in the 20c.
pronounced /'fauksal/.
(swept away by the word people itself),
focus. 1 The pi. of the noun in general but it survives strongly in certain specific
senses: 1 as the last element in certain
use is focuses, and in scientific use most
compounds and fixed expressions, or
often foci /'fausai/.
qualified by a preceding adj., e.g. menfolk,
2 The inflected forms of the verb are north<ountry folk, townsfolk, womenfolk.
properly focused, focuses, focusing, but
2 (in pi.) (usu. folks) one's parents or
forms with -ss- are used by many printers
relatives.
and publishers. See DOUBLING OF CONSONANTS WITH SUFFIXES 2.

foetid. See FETID.

3 treated as sing., colloq. = traditional
music.

4 in attrib. combinations, some of
which are loan-translations from German, e.g. folk-dance, -dancing, memory,
-singer, -song, -tale, -ways; and esp. folklore.
Folks is also used as a light-hearted form
of address by entertainers, journalists,
etc. Folks and the singular form folk are
still strongly entrenched in AmE in private and public life.
Some typical examples: (UK) The working folk of Lancashire have much in common,
of course, with their Yorkshire neighbours—
J. B. Priestley, 1934; Even folk who know
little about Scotland have probably heard of
fogey, fogy. The second spelling was the Trossachs-Scottish World, 1989; Yes folks,
formerly the dominant one (Thackeray in 1990, 2,245 people were murdered in
and Charles Kingsley, for example, wrote the city of New York—B. Levin, 1991; What
about old fogies, thereby implying a sin- Ursula brought home every week made all the
gular form fogy), but with the advent of difference to the old folk—D. Lodge, 1991;
the young fogey in the 20c. the spelling (US) that's all folks! (the concluding line,
with -ey (pi. -eys) is now the more common written on the screen, of a Warner Bros,
of the two.
cartoon series called Merry Melodies from
fohn, a hot southerly wind on the north- 1930 onwards, according to Nigel Rees,
1990); You ever defend any coloured folks?
ern slopes of the Alps. Thus spelt (rather
—R. Ingalls, 1970; That really messes us up
than fœhn). The Ger. original is Fbhn.
if my folks try to get hold ofme—L. Duncan,
foist is mainly used in two construc- 1978; If I was married and the head of my
tions: 1 (followed by (off) on, (off) upon) own house, then I could take my wife to church
to present (a thing) falsely as genuine wherever the hell I felt like, I supposed. The
foetus, fetus. Despite its etymology
(from L fetus 'offspring'; cf. effete from L
effetus 'that has brought forth young',
hence worn out by bearing) the form
with -oe- has been consistently used in
BrE for some four centuries, and should
be retained. The AmE spelling is fetus,
and this spelling has gained ground in
medical writing outside the US, but has
not yet established itself in lay use outside N. America. The corresponding adj.
is foetal in BrE and fetal in AmE.
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folks wouldn't like it much—R. J. Conley, Members are invited to take tea in the Convo1986; now thatfolks'd had time to go home cation Coffee House, University Church, Radand have supper, a few more customers had cliffe Square, following the meeting.
started to come in—ibid.; His folks will he
back from work soon so he hared off taking foolscap, a size of folio writing- or
printing-paper of a kind that originally
short-cuts—Young Americans, 1989.
bore a watermark representing a fool's
folk etymology, 'the popular perver- cap. The old spelling fool's-cap has long
sion of the form of words in order to since been discarded.
render it apparently significant' (OED).
Examples include: hiccough (a later spell- foot (noun). The normal pi. form feet
ing of hiccup under the mistaken im- alternates with foot when used as a unit
pression that the second syllable was of length or height: She is six feet/foot tall;
cough); tawdry (from a silk 'lace' or necktie a plank ten feet/foot long. When such a
associated with the East Anglian saint St phr. is used attrib. a hyphen is normally
Audrey, much worn by women in the placed between the numeral and foot; a
îzfoot dinghy. In contexts in which the
16c. and early 17c; the final t of 'Saint'
wrongly carried across to the name); un- number of inches is also given, foot is
der weigh (an alteration of original under more common than feet: CA. [a West
way); Welsh rarebit (first recorded in 1785 Indian fast bowler] is six foot eight.
as 'an etymologizing alteration' of the foot (verb). The traditional use of foot
earlier Welsh rabbit). See ETYMOLOGY; FA- or foot up in contexts of reckoning the
CETIOUS FORMATIONS.
total of an account, a bill, etc., has passed
out of standard use, but has left behind
follow. See AS FOLLOWS.
it the colloquial expression (first refollowing is at present leading a slightly corded in 1819) to foot the bill.
precarious life as a quasi-preposition for. 1 For is sometimes used as a coordinmeaning 'as a sequel to, in succession ating conjunction, i.e. one that connects
to (an event), consequent on': The prologue two independent sentences (see 3 below),
was written by the company following an but it should be said first that its most
incident witnessed by them during anti-Jewish
frequent use (apart from its employment
demonstrations following the hanging of two as a preposition) is to join a sentence
British soldiers in Palestine—Evening News,and a non-finite clause, esp. one of the
1947; Used car prices are going up, following type 'sentence +for + noun (phrase) +
the Budget—Observer, 1968; Following theto-infinitive': he waited for the lock to click;
death of the actor who played Jethro Larkin,it is time for their legalrightsto be clarified.
the character has been posthumously assassinIn such constructions the negative parated-TES, 1987; His wife, he suspected, fol-ticle is normally placed before the to of
lowing the discovery of four prophylactics the infinitive: it would be more sensible for
in the pocket of her smartest jacket, was the code not to be enacted as law.
conducting an affair with the branch manager of the Banco de Crédito—N. Shake- 2 Unlike some other coordinating
speare, 1989. A degree of uneasiness conjunctions its position in the sentence
occurs (a) when after would have served is sequentiallyfixed(though even a cenas well (as perhaps in the first part of tury ago it was not), i.e. it cannot northe 1947 example above), and (b) when mally be placed at the beginning of a
following can possibly be taken to be sentence. Its function is to introduce the
either a present participle or a quasi- ground or reason for something prepreposition (e.g. Police have arrested a man viously stated: he picked his way down
following extensive inquiries). There is little carefully, step by step, for the steps were
danger at present that following will oust narrow—G. Greene, 1988 (for the steps were
after in ordinary prepositional uses (he narrow could not have been placed before
chased after [not following] me; please joinhe picked his way down, etc.). In this respect
us for coffee after [not following] dinner. it differs markedly from other coordinatBut note the following example from ing conjunctions, e.g. because, since,
an announcement about the forty-sixth which suffer from no such restriction.
annual general meeting (1991) of the
3 Used between sentences as a coordiFriends of the Bodleian Library, Oxford: nating conjunction, for should normally

foramen | forbid
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be preceded by a comma or a semi-colon. (in time, position, order, or rank). Some
Examples: You had best spare her, sir, for of the main types show the following
she's your son's wife—Thackeray, 1847/8; Mysenses: in front (foreshorten), beforehand
father was silently upset when I married a (foretell, forewarn), situated in front of
Campbell, for perhaps nowhere else as in (forecourt), the front part of (forearm, foreScotland are memories so deep—H. M. Brown, head), near the bow of a ship (forecastle),
1986; I hated walking through the woods; it preceding (forebear, forefather, forerunner).
was gloomy and damp, for the sun could It should be noted that forbear (stressed
hardly shine through the tops of trees—New on the second syllable) is a verb meaning
Yorker, 1989; I wanted a setting for my own 'abstain or desist from', and that/orebear
little life, for I did not think that I should (stressed on the first syllable) is a noun
know too many people—A. Brookner, 1990; meaning 'ancestor' (except that all
That Yeltsin had called for Gorbachev's resig- major dictionaries list forbear as a pernation only a few days before made the pub-missible spelling in the sense 'ancestor');
lication of the joint declaration all the more and that forgo 'abstain from, go without'
dramatic; for it said, in effect, that whateverhas as pa.t. forwent and pa.pple forgone,
their former differences, the signers [etc.]—NY while forego means 'precede in time or
Rev. Bks, 1991. But this 'rule' is sometimes place' and has pa.t. forewent and pa.pple
not followed when the linked sentences foregone (used esp. as adj. in foregone conare fairly short: The 1941 war had affected clusion 'a predictable result'). The varihim little for he was overforty and his employ-ants forego (for forgo) and forgo (for forego)
ers claimed that he was indispensable-G. are often found but are ill-advised.
Greene, 1985; he did not cry any more for
it did not help-D. Matthee, 1986.
forasmuch as. If the need should arise
4 In AmE a number of verbs can be to write or print this archaic conjuncused with the conjunction for to intro- tion, this is the form it should take.
duce a non-finite clause: No. I didn't intend
forbear. See FOR- AND FORE- B.
for you tofindout—]. Mclnerny, 1985; Let's
face it, I can't afford for that bike to break forbid. 1 The pa.t. is most commonly
down—New Yorker, 1986; I didn't like forforbade, pronounced /fa'baed/, but the
Drew to be back there with him while I was spelling forbad and (for forbade) the prodriven like the baggage—E. L. Doctorow, nunciation /fa'beid/ both occur and can1989. In BrE other constructions would
not be said to be wrong.
be used instead (I didn't intend that you
2 One of the central uses of the verb
shouldfindout, etc.).
is to construe it with to + infinitive (he
foramen /fb'reimen/, (anatomy) an open- was forbidden to watch television aftergp.m:,
ing or hole, esp. in a bone. PI. foramina I forbid you to go). A construction with
/-'raemma/.
from + a verbal form in -ing has also occasionally been used since the 16c: Iforbede
for- and fore-.
all syngular persones from the studyenge of
A Words with the prefix for- fall into this treatyse—1526 in OED; He forbade both
two main groups:
men and women from entering them—E. W.
1 Those already formed by the end of Lane, 1841; the electric utilities are forbidden
the OE period: in these the prefix has from burning the plentiful high sulphur Eastat least four meanings: away, off, apart ern coal—Sunday Times, 1974 (WDEU). Viss
(forget, forgive), prohibition (forbid, for- also cites a use of forbid followed by an
fend), abstention or neglect (forbear, for- unprotected gerund: The petition asked the
bid, forgo, forsake, forswear), excess or king to forbid villeins sending their children
intensity (forlorn).
to school-S. J. Curtis, 1948. Fowler (1926)
2 A smaller group, now almost all judged constructions with/rom + -ing to
obsolete, adopted from OF, where for- be 'unidiomatic' (he believed them to be
ultimately represents L /oris 'outside' based on analogical uses of prevent or
{\forcatch, forfeit). Foreclose belongs in this prohibit), but the tide seems to be turning
group and was at first spelt forclose, but in favour of them. While the matter
at a later date was respelt as fore-.
is unresolved, however, it is probably
B Those with the prefix fore- contain sensible to use alternative constructions
a native prefix with the sense 'before' or the verb prohibit instead.
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forceful, forcible | for ever, forever

forceful, forcible. 1 Fowler (1926) was ing to the verb forego 'to precede' (see
worried about the tendency for the 'or- FOR- AND FORE- B).
dinary' word forcible to be overtaken by
forceful, 'the word reserved for poetical foregone. See FOR- AND FORE- B.
or other abnormal use', with the result
forehead. The recommended pronuncithat 'we shall shortly find ourselves with
a pair of exact synonyms either of which ation is /'fond/ rhyming with horrid. The
could well be spared instead of a pair spelling pronunciation /'foihed/ is comserving different purposes'. His descrip- mon enough, though, among standard
tion does not square with the pattern of speakers.
senses set down in the OED, and his foreign danger. 1 The adoption of
forecast was wide of the mark. What foreign words and phrases can be a somewe have is a pair of related words that
what perilous exercise in that the meanoverlap slightly in meaning, but are
ing or spelling of the original expression
otherwise easily kept apart. Eorceful
means (a) (of a person, business firm, is sometimes imperfectly recollected.
etc.) full of force, vigorous, powerful; (b) People who use such expressions in Eng(of a speech, argument, etc.) compelling, lish in a manner that is impossible in
impressive. Forcible means principally the donor language lay themselves open
to varying degrees of derision. For spe(a) done by or involving force (forcible cific examples of the dangers, readers
entry, forcible expulsion); (b) (now not are referred to, among others, the entries
common) = forceful (sense b). Forcible is (at their alphabetical place) for bête noire,
not normally used of persons, whether
bonafide(s), cui bono, e.g., et al, etc., galley,
as groups or individuals, but mainly of
ibid., i.e., in petto, op. cit., pace, and qua.
actions, etc., brought about or carried
2 There is a growing tendency to set
out by the use of force. Examples: it might
be easier to ... start againfromscratch, fictional plots in far-away countries, and
crystallizing a lifetime's experience into a to make generous use of unglossed local
hundred forceful pages?—I. Murdoch, 1976; expressions. The practice helps to proHe wanted to be forceful—and had an in- duce verisimilitude but also stretches
clination to be yielding—C. Whistler, 1985. the patience of readers not familiar with
2 For the distinction between forceable the languages concerned. Recent examples include the repeated use of unand forcible, see -ABLE, -IBLE 4.
glossed (though, it must be admitted,
forceps. The pi. is the same.
often guessable) Peruvian Spanish in
fore. To the fore was originally a Sc. Nicholas Shakespeare's The Vision ofEena
and Anglo-Irish phrase meaning (a) (of a Silves (1989); and unglossed or partially
person) present, on the spot, within call; glossed Maori expressions in any number
(b) still surviving, alive; (c) (of money) of recent New Zealand novels.
ready, available. The phr. came into English literary use during the 19c, but in forename. See CHRISTIAN NAME.
standard English now is used only in the
sense 'into view, to the front'. A person forenoon, recorded since the early 16c.
is said to have 'come to the fore' when in the sense 'the portion of the day before
he or she has come into prominence or noon', is now falling into disuse. COD
has become conspicuous for any (1995) labels it "archaic exc. Law & Naut.'.
Examples: Whistling away to himself as
reason.
though it were nine o'clock in the forenoon
forebear. See FOR- AND FORE-, B.
and the sun shining bravely-L. G. Gibbon,
forecast (verb). After much rivalry 1932; He employed her on a variety of minor
between forecast and forecasted as pa.t. jobs in the forenoon and at lunch time he
and pa.pple, the first of these has more dismissed her for the day—N. Shute, 1955;
He had been going there every forenoon for
or less ousted the other.
as long as anyone could remember—A. N.
forecastle. See FO'C'SLE.
Wilson, 1985.
foregather. See FORGATHER.
for ever, forever. 1 Written as two
forego. See FOR- AND FORE- B.
separate words when the sense is 'for all
foregoing meaning 'preceding, pre- future time, in perpetuity' whether in
viously mentioned' is an adj. correspond- liturgical phrases (for ever and ever) or in

foreword, preface | formalism, formality
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lay contexts (he said he would love her for and it's for real—New Yorker, 1957. A gramever). Also used (from the dates indicated) matically similar use, namely for fair
in various strengthened forms: for ever 'completely, altogether', is restricted to
and ay (14c), for ever and a day (mid-i6c), AmE slang: Then we danced and started on
for ever and ever (early 17c), for evermore the beer for fair-J. Kerouac, 1957.
(14c).
forgather. The customary spelling with
2 Usually written as one word (forever) initial for- rather than fore- tends to
when used to mean 'continually, persist- suggest that it etymologically belongs
ently, always' (the children are forever asking with other native words in for- (see FORfor more pocket money; they are forever com-AND FORE-). In fact it is a 16c. Scottish
plaining about the rent). In such sentences loanword from Du. vergaderen used in
there is 'a subjective feeling of disap- the same sense, i.e. 'to assemble, meet
proval of the action described' (CGEL). In together, associate', with accommodainformal contexts, where the sense is 'a
tion to for- and gather. The spelling with
long time', either forever or for ever is initial fore- is also found but is not recomappropriate (it will take forever to wash all mended.
these dishes; it seemed as if she might walk
forge makes forgeable. See MUTE E.
for ever).
3 In AmE, sense 1 is often written as
one word: e.g. on the morning they left
Pittsburgh forever—New Yorker, 1990.
foreword, preface. Pre/ace is the traditional word (first recorded in the 14c.)
for an introduction (by the author) to a
literary work. Foreword is a late-coming
word. It was brought into the language
by professional philologists in the 19c.
to mean simply 'a word or words said
before something else' and then 'an introduction (to a literary work)'. Practice
varies from book to book and some other
terms are also used, e.g. Prefatory Note,
Introduction. In the course of the 20c,
however, especially for scholarly and
technical works, publishers have sometimes favoured the inclusion of both a
Foreword (usually written by an authoritative or distinguished person other
than the author) and a Preface written
by the author. In such cases the Foreword
is always placed before the Preface in
the preliminary pages.

forget makes /orgettable. See -T-, -TT-.
forgive makes forgivable. See MUTE E.
forgo. See FOR- AND FORE- B.

forgot, used in BrE as a past participle
instead of forgotten is now, except in
regional or uneducated speech, a deliberate archaism. It is sometimes used,
beside forgotten, in AmE.
forlorn hope. Now surviving in English
only in the sense 'a faint hope, an enterprise which has little hope of success',
it has moved a long way from its original
meaning. It is a 16c. adaptation of Du.
verloren hoop, literally 'lost troop' (Du.
hoop is cognate with English heap), and
was in early use 'a picked body of men,
detached to the front to begin the attack'. Later it meant 'a storming party'.
The current figurative sense, which was
first recorded in 1641, has driven out all
memory of the original concrete sense.

formalism, formality. Formality is the
customary non-technical abstract noun
for free, etc. Originally American, for corresponding to the adj. formal: its orfree is now quite regularly used in BrE dinary senses include: 1 a formal or cerein quotation marks, as it were, as if to monial act, requirement of etiquette,
say 'I know it is pleonastic, but I am regulation, or custom (often with an imgoing to use it all the same'. In both plied lack of real significance);
countries the expression tends to be used
2 the rigid observance of rules or cononly in fairly light-hearted contexts: You
don't expect to be ill forfree-Godfrey Smith, ventions;
1957; l'a love a research assistant, but you 3 ceremony; elaborate procedure. (All
have to pay for them. And most people want three cited from COD 1995.) It has been
me to do things for free!—C. Tickell, 1991. in constant use since the 16c, and someSo too with the originally AmE expres- times has depreciatory overtones, imsion for real: patents have been applied for, plying mere attention to externals.
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Formalism, first recorded in 1840, has
always been at least a semi-technical
term, for example 'strict adherence to
prescribed forms in theology'. In the 20c.
it has spread its wings and has become
widely used as a technical term for theories, movements, etc., in art, theatre,
literature, linguistics, and mathematics,
the complexities of which are described
in the OED and other relevant reference
works.

formal words | formidable
in the end are infinitely complex and
not properly definable, but, as a working
hypothesis, and no more than that, Joos's
classification of degrees of linguistic formality is a good starting-point. The subject is further developed in G. W. Turner's
Stylistics (1973), who comments inter alia
'but five is an arbitrary number of steps
to cut in a gradation from slang to ceremony'.

format. 1 The noun, in the 19c. and
formal words. In Iris Murdoch's novel until about 1930 always /'forma:/, is now
The Messagetothe Planet (1989) one of the always pronounced /'formaet/.
characters is said to be capable ofsolemnity,
2 In computing the inflected forms of
gravity, even gravitas, the three nouns
clearly representing a subtly ascending the verb are formatted, formatting; see -T-,
ladder of solemness. The example may -TT-.
suffice as an introduction to the notion
former. 1 Its natural senses as an adj.
that pairs or groups of nearly synonymare: (a) of or occurring in the past or
ous words, and the choices of them made
during an earlier period {informer times);
by writers and speakers, are at the heart
(b) having been previously {her former
of the language. All modes of writing
husband); (c) (preceded by the; often used
and speaking are marked by ascending,
absolutely) the first or first mentioned
descending, or steady-state levels of vocaof two (persons or things), as opposed to
bulary. At a surface level peruse, one can
the latter. Several examples are cited in
see, is a more formal word than read,
WDEU in which former and latter are used
purchase is more formal than buy, luncheon
in contexts where there are three or
more formal than lunch, purloin more
there are three sorts
formal than steal, and evince more formal more referents, e.g
than show. The suitability of one of these of recruits ...The former of these probably
rather than the other is a matter of joined with a view to an eventual captaincy—
discreet (and often delicate) contextual TLS, 1949; . . . though her bibliography inchoice. Part of the distinction lies in the cludes Hecht, Snyder, and Daiches, she omits
contrast between words of native origin the letter's first name—Modern Language
and synonyms of (ultimately) classical Notes, 1957. Clearly the tendency exists
and comes to the surface in respectable
origin: thus (with the native word placed
first) the pairs askjenquire, bear\carry, be- sources from time to time. But there are
ginfcommence, àrink\imbibe, giftldonation, neater ways (esp. by using first or lost in
hidejconceal, etc. At other times it is just a place of former and latter) of keeping to
matter of the contrast between a shorter the logical path, and these should be
word and a longer one: (none of them sought out and used.
native words) bravejvaliant, pay\emolu- 2 Care should be taken to use the forment, tryjenaeavour, etc. And in practice mer (especially) and the latter only when
the choice is rarely just between two they are close to their antecedents. It is
words.
undesirable to leave the reader with the
In his article "The Five Clocks' {Internat. task of rereading the passage or passages
Jrnl Amer. Linguistics, 1962), Martin Joos referred to in order to recall which is
identified five degrees or keys of style, the former and which the latter of two
which he calledfrozen,formal, consultative, persons, possibilities, etc.
casual, and intimate. His distinctions remain broadly true. The first may be ob- formidable. The standard pronunciserved, for example, in legal documents, ation is with the main stress on the
the formal in (say) a philosophical mono- first syllable. Second-syllable stressing,
graph or in the pages of (say) the London though increasingly heard (a limited
Review of Books, and so on down to the opinion poll by J. C. Wells, 1990, actually
intimate informality of the conversation revealed a slight preference for
of families and friends. The distinctions formidable), is not recommended.

formula | fortuitous
formula. In general contexts the pi. is
normally formulas, and in mathematics
and chemistry formulae /-li:/. In AmE, -as
and -ae are reported to be equally common in all senses.
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about the fortuitous concourse of Atoms, Addison offortuitous Events, and Walter Scott
of a fortuitous rencontre: for them, and for
later writers, fortuitous meant 'by chance,
by fortune'. The root or base of the word
was Lfors 'chance' and forte 'by chance'.
forte. There are two separate (though That is how the matter stood until the
etymologically related) words: 1 (noun) beginning of the 20c. The derivatives
/'fortei/ a person's strong point (from Fr., fortuitously, fortuitousness, and fortuity had
from L/ortis 'strong').
come into being and established them2 /'forti/ (adj., adv., noun) (a passage to selves, always in contexts involving acbe performed) loudly (It., = strong, loud). cident or chance: Wiles, Trech'ry, Lies, Guil
In practice the pronunciation of forte1 Flattery, Deceit, Like Atoms here fortuitousl
has been unstable for most of the 20c: meet, wrote Bishop Thomas Ken in 1711.
some still pronounce it as one syllable, Charles Reade, in The Cloister and the
Hearth (i860), remarked that one of the
/fo:t/.
company, by some immense fortuity, could
forth. The phr. and so forth is used as a read. No one stepped out of line.
convenient indication that an enumerThen something happened. Since
ation of items could be continued but, about 1920, and with increasing fresince the point has been made, need not quency from about the middle of the
be. It alternates with and so on and with century, the word has sometimes been
the less stylish word etc. My impression used as a near-synonym for fortunate, that
is that and so forth is the option usually is, of something that happened by good
chosen by foreigners when they read fortune, not merely by chance or by
their conference papers in English, re- accident. Fowler (1926) cited examples
flecting their own formulas, und so weiter, of the new sense but thought of it as a
et ainsi de suite, etc. For English speakers confusion brought about 'through mere
the choice is open, and a good many sound'. He judged fortuitous used in place
speakers, native or otherwise, use the of fortunate to be a mere malapropism,
extended formula and so on and so forth. and nothing to worry about. But the use
At a conversazione arranged by the English has persisted. The Visigoths are at work
Association in London in June 1991, I among standard speakers: Was it not very
pointed out to Professor John Bayley that fortuitous for the government that this debate
he had used and so forth {Shakespeare was took place? (BBCi Nationwide, 1978); Ben
a playwright, actor, and so forth) and that Elton could not have launched Stark at a
his wife, Iris Murdoch, on the same occa- more fortuitous time. In the midst of the
sion had used and so on. Dame Iris felt present spate of bad news about pollution, he
that there was a slight and probably has brought out his first novel, a black SF
definable distinction, probably arising comedy in which the world is hurtling to the
from the buried assertiveness of forth in brink of ecological disaster (book review by
phrases like go forth, set forth, and so on. Dorothy Wade, 1989) (propitious would
have been a better word).
forties. See NINETIES.
Of course the traditional use has not
fortissimo. When used as a noun ( = a been driven out, as will be seen from
passage of music to be played very the following examples (including two
loudly) the pi. is either fortissimos or (as of -ly): In this choice too I see something
fortuitous, born of impulses which I am forced
in It.) fortissimi.
to regard as outside the range of my own
fortuitous. 'How sad it will be to lose nature—L. Durrell, 1956; His presence is not
"fortuitous" to the Visigoths,' wrote a fortuitous. He has a role to play; and you wil
friend to me in 1987, and I believe this see him again—A. Brink, 1979; A prediction
to be the prevailing view, at least among that London was to be destroyed on a certain
standard speakers, in Britain. The word date coincided fortuitously with a thunderentered the language in the mid-i7c storm of exceptional severity—E. P. Thompwith the meaning 'that happens or is son, 1980; Quite fortuitously, Morse lights
produced by chance, accidental'. The upon a set of college rooms which he had no
Cambridge Platonist Henry More wrote original intention of visiting-C. Dexter,
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fortune | foully

1983. It is true, however, that some even in the less than twenty years since
events that occur by chance may also the publication of that statement [Fowler
seem to be fortunate or to have a favour- must have written this sentence before 1917]
able result. There is a dangerous zone there has been change. The reader will
along the edge of the two words where notice that, while he can heartily accept
their meanings make contact or even the banishment offorwards from the last
merge. Possibly this is why some writers three examples, it is quite doubtful
opt for fortuitous when others would whether forward is not possible in some
choose fortunate, lucky, or propitious. The or all of the first three.'
evidence that a zone of ambiguity is
At present forwards as a directional
being created is fairly substantial. WDEU adv. survives esp. in the phr. backwards
(1989) cites several examples: This circum- and forwards (the door kept swinging backstance was a fortuitous one for Abraham wards and forwards—A. Brookner, 1984; It
Lockwood—]. O'Hara, 1965; But from a cost does not just go backwards and forwards—R,
standpoint, the company's timing is fortuit- McAlpine, 1985), but otherwise is not
ous—Business Week, 1982; The opening of hiscommonly used either in Britain or
firm had come at an extremely fortuitous abroad. Examples: (forward) Georgia Rose
time—Atlantic Monthly, 1984.
... leaned forward and blew out every one of
Plainly the new meaning is knocking the candles-Lee Smith, 1983 (US); Hugh
at the door. But readers of this book are stepped forward. 'It's me, don't be frighturged meanwhile to restrict the word to ened.'—M. Wesley, 1983 (UK); her mind reits traditional ('accidental, by chance') fused to bring any such memory forward--E.
sense. When an intrusive meaning con- Jolley, 1985 (Aust.); her head whips backtains a seed of ambiguity, it is advisable ward over the top of the seat and then forward
again—Chicago Tribune, 1988; Then she leant
to stay with older ones.
forward, trying to find my face—Encounter,
fortune. The dominant standard pro1988; (forwards) This one, a small German
nunciation is with medial /-tj-/; that with monoplane, had smashed nose forwards into
/-tj-/ is a shade too precise.
the field immediately behind the copse—S.
Hill, 1971; Then he leaned forwards and
forum. PL forums. See -UM 1.
touched Colin's forearm—I. McEwan, 1981.
forward(s). 1 As adj. the only possible
spelling is forward (forward movement, for- foul (adv.). From the ME period onward
ward play [in cricket], sufficiently forward foul was used freely as adv. as well as as
in walking; a very forward child for his age, adj.: Ye wil not fro your wyf thus foule [ =
a ratherforward [ = presumptuous] person, foully]fleen?(Chaucer, 1385); Two of three
etc.).
her nephews are so fowle forlorne (Spenser,
2 As adv., according to the OED (in a 1590); Carries his tail foul (London Gaz.,
1715); Our Allies have ... played us foul
fascicle published in 1897), 'The present
distinction in usage between forward and (Lord Nelson, 1799). It is still notionally
forwards is that the latter expresses a available as an adv. but is not often used,
definite direction viewed in contrast exc. in quasi-adverbial circumstances, as
with other directions. In some contexts in the combination foul-mouthed and in
either form may be used without percep- the idiomatic phr. to fall foul of 'to come
tible difference of meaning; the follow- into conflict with'. The normal adverbial
ing are examples in which only one of form is, of course, foully.
them can now be used: "The ratchetwheel can move only/orwanJs"; "the right foulard, a thin soft material of silk or
side of the paper has the maker's name silk and cotton, or an article made of
reading forwards"; "if you move at all it this, is now usually pronounced /fu:'la:d/,
must be forwards"; "my companion has i.e. with the final consonant pronounced.
gone forward"; "to bring a matter for- (The OED gave precedence to a Frenchward"; "from this time forward" . . . In U.S. type pronunciation for this 19c.
forward is now generally used, to the loanword from French, and, indeed, /'furexclusion of forwards.' Fowler (1926) was la:/ is still often used.)
less sure: 'To this it must be added that
there is a tendency, not yet exhausted, foully. 1 Pronounce both Is.
for forward to displace forwards, and that
2 See FOUL (adv.).

founder | framework
founder. See FLOUNDER.
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means 'a small, esp. a very small, part,
piece, or amount' (e.g. the number of ospreys at large is now only a fraction of what
it used to be).

fount, fountain. Fount (apart from the
sense in typography, which is another
word, related to found 'to melt (metal)') is
a poetical and rhetorical back-formation fraenum, in anatomy, a fold of mucous
from fountain (cf. mount/mountain), and membrane or skin, esp. under the
normally means 'a source': if streams did tongue, checking the motion of the part
meander level with their founts (Macaulay, to which it is attached, is normally so
1830); By Kedron's brook, or Siloa's holy fountspelt in BrE, but frenum is also found.
(W. M. Praed, 01839). Apart from such Pronounce /'friinam/. PI fraena /-na/.
literary uses the word is also used in the
fragile. 1 Like many other adjectives
popular phrases the fount of all wisdom,
ending in -He (e.g. docile, facile, fertile, futile,
knowledge, etc.
etc.), fragile is now always pronounced
four. In the 19c. the phr. on or upon in BrE with final /-ail/. It was not always
all fours replaced the traditional (first so. In John Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary
recorded in the 16c.) on or upon all four, (1806) and in the OED (1897) only /-il/ was
sc. the extremities (either the four legs given; but by 1932 A. Lloyd James in
of a quadruped or the legs and arms of Broadcast English admitted only /-ail/. In
a child). A homily of 1563 refers to A AmE the standard pronunciation is with
bruit beast, creeping upon allfoure, and the
Bible (Lev. (AV) 11: 42) has Whatsoeuer
2 fragile/frail. These two words, both
goeth vpon allfoure. The added -s is shown being ultimately from L fragilis, are
in: Edward ... could perceive him crawling doublets, and are frequently interon all-fours (Scott, 1814). The phr. survives changeable (e.g. he felt frail/fragile after the
in its literal use ( = on hands and knees) late-night dinner party). In general, howbut has also passed through various fig- ever, a physical object (e.g. an old vase,
urative stages, e.g. to run on all fours, a drinking glass, the Dead Sea scrolls)
evenly, not to limp like a lame dog; to can be said to be fragile but not frail.
stand on all fours, to present an exact Breakable objects sent through the post,
analogy or comparison (with). Its most
or packed in containers for transport,
common form now is (often in negative are also frequently labelled fragile (not
contexts) to be on all fours with, or (pre- jrail). Larger structures, e.g. a bridge, a
ceded by various verbs) just on fours with, building, are neither frail nor fragile, but,
suggesting an exact analogy or equiva- if in danger of collapse, are unsound,
lence with. Examples: The railways main- unsafe, etc. A physically weak or ill person
tain that conditions in Great Britain and could normally be called frail but not
America are not on all fours—Economist, fragile. One's memory becomes increas1931 ; It was impossible to make an agreementingly frail (not fragile) with age. A truce
exactly on all fours with the Anglo-Americanor peace can be either fragile or frail. The
bomber base agreement—Ann. Reg. i960, area of meaning shared by the two words
1961.
is considerable, but in the unshared
areas, which are not precisely definable,
fowl. The collective use of the sing, (all careful navigation is required. Fowler's
thefishand fowl in the world; see COLLECTIVE view (1926) that 'the root idea of break
NOUN) still exists, but is not common is more consciously present in fragile
except in compounds such as guineafowl, owing to its unobscured connexion with
wildfowl.
fragment and fracture' is unimpressive.
foyer. Pronounce /'foiei/. The word is
occas. pronounced /'fwctijei/ in imitation
ofFr.

fragmentary. Pronounce /'fraegmantan/
with the stress on the first syllable.

fracas. Pronounce /'fraeka:/. The pi. is
the same, but pronounced /-kaiz/.

framboesia, the medical condition of
yaws. Thus spelt, and pronounced /frasm'bi:zia/. In AmE spelt frambesia.

fraction. In arithmetic, 'a numerical
quantity that is not a whole number,
e.g. -, 0.5'. In general use, however, it

framework. Gowers (1965), at his desk
in the Civil Service, must have been afflicted by an overuse of the word in
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Frankenstein | French words

official memoranda submitted to him: longer (1549 compared with 1749) than
'Few modern clichés have become more the former.
pervasive than the phrase within the
framework of... the very sight of it may Frau, Fraulein. Pronounce /frau/, /'froinauseate the sensitive reader.' His mess- lam/.
age was clear: look for a plainer altern- free. 1 freeman/free man. A freeman is (a)
ative, e.g. These scandals can only be dealta person who has the freedom of a city,
with within the framework of the Trade company, etc.; (b) a person who is not a
Union organization (read by the Trade Unions
slave or serf. In the phr. a free man (e.g.
themselves). The advice is sound, but in the at last I am a free man, i.e. have retired
everyday world evidence for an excessive from work, have been released from
use of within the framework of is not easy some binding restriction, etc.) the two
to find. It is hard to fault the following elements, free and man, are naturally
examples: He is contented and relaxed withinwritten separately.
discipline, within a framework of obédience—]. Gaskell, 1969; The exercise ofjustice 2 free will. The expression should not
is only possible within the framework of estab- be hyphened except when used attribulished institutions which command respect—R.tively (his free-will hypothesis; but I did it
Scruton, 1980; The qualities that make a of my own free will). Used attributively the
good diplomat are often those associated withform freewill (one word, no hyphen) is
the élite: discretion, tact, intelligence ... andalso commonly used (freewill offering).
a willingness to work within the framework free gift, an unattractively redundant
of civilised courtesies—M. Binyon in Times,expression first recorded in 1909 (Make
1991.
use of the Free Coupon printed here and you
will receive . . . a free-gift parcel containing a
Frankenstein, the title of a Gothic tale
Bottle of Guy's Tonic—Daily Chron., 1909)
of terror by Mary Shelley (1818). It 'relates
and repeatedly since then esp. of an
the exploits of Frankenstein, an idealisobject given away without charge as part
tic Genevan student of natural philoof a sales promotion exercise: Gimmicks
sophy, who discovers . . . the secret of
and the offering offree gifts to promote sales
imparting life to inanimate matter. Colwas condemned—Guardian, 1965.
lecting bones from charnel-houses, he
constructs the semblance of a human free rein. Occasionally miswritten as
being and gives it life' (OCELit., 1985). The free reign as if the reference was to monmonster thus created inspires loathing archs rather than to horseriders: They say
in whoever sees it, and eventually turns that if they are given free reign to invest and
upon its creator before destroying itself. produce they will grow richer—New Yorker,
Strictly, Frankenstein is the creator of the 1987. Correct use: She gave free rein to her
monster, a person to be pitied. But since feelings.
the late 19c. the word has been used (by
those unfamiliar with the novel) as if it free verse. See VERS LIBRE.
meant Frankenstein's monster. This use
is so widespread and so embedded in the French words.
I 1 Preliminary remarks.
language now that it looks unlikely to
be dislodged. Examples: There are now 2 Phonological assimilation.
growing indications that the Nationalists in 3 The general process of assimilation.
South Africa have created a political Frank- I 4 Degrees of Anglicization.
enstein which is pointing the way to a non- 1 Preliminary remarks. French words
White political revival—Daily Tél., 1971; Inhave flowed into English since the late
doctrinated mass organizations answering toOE period. The process has never ceased,
the commands and agenda of an unselectedbut it is worth noting two periods of
element of the bureaucracy could, critics intense intake: the Norman Conquest
charged, easily prove a Frankenstein—Soldier
(the result of cultural imperialism) and
of Fortune, 1990.
the Age of Classicism, when movements
in science and philosophy led to the
frantically (adv.) is now the usual form, appearance of lexical gaps in English
not franticly, even though the latter has which were filled by French words,
been in the language for two centuries rather in the same way as the computing

French words | French words
industry and the media in France are
absorbing English terms at the moment.
Of more recent imports, the rôle of
French as the language of international
diplomacy is clearly significant; and so,
interestingly, are certain national stereotypes, particularly that of a perceived
sophistication of the French in matters
sensual and artistic (art, literature, food,
wine, and sexuality). Part of the attraction of French seems to have been that
it appears to fill lexical gaps in English,
and also that the 'otherness' of French
makes it possible to refer to facts and
situations which English, reacting no
doubt to the moral codes of the 1 9 c , has
preferred to leave unnamed, e.g. affaire
de cœur (first recorded in English in 1809),
crime passionnel (1910), and ménage à trois
(1891).
2 Phonological assimilation. The great
majority of French loanwords are so
firmly established that they form a natural part of the language and are pronounced as English words with no hint
of foreignness: thus button, glory, ounce,
place, prime, uncle, etc. It is a general
truth, however, that words moving from
one language to another tend for a time,
sometimes a long time, to remain in a
kind of no man's land, esp. when they
contain sounds for which there is no
exact equivalent in the receiving language. Uncertainty prevails until the
foreignness of the adopted word is adjusted in order to fit into the phonetic
arrangements and accentual system of
English. Some words remain partially or
permanently in a zone of incomplete
adaptation.
3 The general process of assimilation. Our
main concern here is with those
adoptions from French which lie within
or near the borders of this unassimilated
zone. Such words are usually pronounced in something like a French
manner, and are normally printed in
italic, or both. A typical example of the
process of adoption is shown in the noun
abandon. First recorded in English in
1822 it was pronounced /abûi'dô/, or
thereabouts, throughout the remainder
of the 19c. and at least as late as 1917 (the
date of publication of the first edition of
Daniel Jones's English Pronouncing Dictionary). It was italicized in Ruskin (1851)
but printed in roman type in Joyce's
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Ulysses (1922). By the 1930s it seems to
have been treated as an ordinary English
word by everyone. Hundreds of French
loanwords had a similar history between
the time of their adoption in English
and their complete assimilation. Others
are in the process of doing so.
4 Degrees ofAnglicization. At the present
time, the degree of Anglicization of
words and phrases adopted from French
varies from person to person or from
group to group, and any classification is
likely to be vulnerable in some respect.
With that proviso, the following
groupings might be found to be of some
value.
(a) Pronounced in a French manner
(with the modifications listed below) and
printed in italic. In such words the routine deviations from French include: introduction of diphthongs where French
has none [déjà, touché); introduction of
the English pronunciation of r—rolled
between vowel sounds (terrible) and vestigial in word endings (faire); marked
stressing of syllables where French has
little or none; total or partial elimination
of nasalization; introduction of the
'schwa' sound /a/ for unaccented vowels
(apéritif -+ /ap-/, etc.). Examples include
affaire de cœur, crime passionnel, déjà vu,
enfant terrible, laissez-faire, ménage à trois,
nom de plume, son et lumière, touché, tour
de force.
(b) Fully Anglicized and printed in roman type (the bracketed dates are those
of the first record of each word in English): baroque (1765). bizarre (1648), brunette (1713), clairvoyant (1671), éclair
(1861), mayonnaise (1841).
(c) Romanized in type but retaining
partial elements of Fr. pronunciation
(final letter not pronounced, etc.): billetdoux, camembert /-bea/, escargot /-gau/, sobriquet /-kei/, tournedos /-dau/.
(d) In literary and scholarly work, Gallicisms are scattered about like grain
(the bracketed dates are those of the
first record of each word in English): à
merveille (1762), arrière-pensée (1824), au
fond (1782), au pied de la lettre (1782), esprit
d'escalier (1906), point d'appui (1819). But
these expressions, and many others like
them, are not in everyday use among
standard speakers.
There is no doubt that unEnglish
sounds will continue to be Anglicized in
expressions like tête-à-tête and tour de force:
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and that French words like blasé, chic,
and naïve, for which there are no English
synonyms with exactly the same shade
of meaning, will continue to be used in
the years ahead. And there is also no
doubt that printers and publishers will
disagree about which of them is to be
printed in italic type and which not. See
GALLICISMS.

frenum. See FRAENUM.
frequency. First recorded in the 16c,
it stood alongside its alternative form
frequence (also first recorded in the 16c.)
for some three centuries; but the latter
became obsolete at some point in the
early 20c.

frenum | frock
fricative. In phonetics, (of) a consonant
made by the friction of breath in a narrow opening (cf. L fricàre 'to rub'). In
English, for example, /f/ and /v/ are labiodental fricatives; /0/ and /Ô/ are dental
fricatives; and /s/ and /z/ are alveolar
fricatives. They contrast with stops (see
STOP (noun)), such as /b/ and /p/.
Friday. The natural use shown in He
normally eatsfishon Fridays varies occas.
with the type He normally eatsfishFridays,
i.e. with omission of on, esp. in AmE.
Only an American, I think, would say I
saw you Friday (cf. Noriega ... said Monday
the U.S. Southern Command in Panama ...
threatens the Central American nation—USA
Today, 1988), but there is a great deal
of variation in such contexts in rapid
speech.

frequentative. Frequentative verbs are
formed with certain suffixes to express
repeated or continuous action of the friendlily, friendly (advs). Used to mean
kind denoted by the simple verb. The 'in a friendly manner, with friendship',
chief frequentative suffixes in English friendly is recorded in the OFD from Beoare -ex (answering to OE -rian), e.g. chatter, wulf onward until the mid-igc. (e.g. Some
clamber,flicker,glitter, slumber, and -le (an- of the men marry three wives, who in general
swering to OE -lian), e.g. crackle, dazzle, live friendly together—James Cook, 1771paddle, sparkle, wriggle. Frequentative 84), but has almost entirely dropped out
verbs are found in many other lan- of use. The alternative uneuphonious
form friendlily,firstrecorded in the work
guages, e.g. Latin, Russian.
of Rochester in the late 17c, is available
fresco. The recommended pi. is frescos but, because of its clumsiness, is not
(but frescoes is also admissible). See -O(E)S often used. Examples: By the same token,
went on Callie, friendlily smiling, Tm afraid
1.
I must ask you, Arthur, to take your boots
friable means 'easily crumbled'. If the ojf'—E. Bowen, 1945; The women ... still
need should arise for a word meaning addressed him friendlily--W. Trevor, 1980;
'able to be fried' it should be spelt/ryable. AH this was friendlily presented—Roy Jenkins, 1991.
friar, monk. A friar is a member of any
of certain religious orders of men, orig. frier. See FRYER.
in the 13c. and esp. the four Roman
Catholic mendicant orders (August- frith. See FIRTH.
inians, Carmelites, Dominicans, and fritillary. Now always pronounced with
Franciscans), in former times living enthe main stress on the second syllable.
tirely on alms. A monk is a member of a
religious community of men living un- frizz. See -z-, -zz-.
der certain vows, esp. of poverty, chastity,
and obedience. Monks normally live in frock was originally a male garment,
especially the mantle of a monk or priest
monasteries or monastic houses, and
seek salvation through their vows and (hence to unfrock), then the smock-frock
their secluded way of life. A friar's sphere that was the overall of an agricultural
of work has traditionally been in the labourer, and finally the frock<oat that
community, and his object is to do good was for many years the uniform of the
man-about-town. Discarded by men, the
work.
word came back into favour as a synfricandeau, a cushion-shaped piece of onym of gown or dress for women or girls
meat, esp. veal. PI. fricandeaux /-.daoz/. See in the 19c. It remains in use, but dress
or gown are the more usual terms for
-x.

frolic I fuchsia
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formal garments, esp. those with designer labels.

(1991) ('a solecism and tautology that jars
in such an elegant writer as Lively'). Who
is right? The best policy, perhaps, is to use
frolic (verb). The inflected forms are the simple words hence, thence, whence for
frolicked, frolicking. See -c-, -CK-.
the present, not preceded by from, just as
a soldier in trench warfare is advised to
from. Avoid the mixture of styles shown keep his head below the parapet. Wait for
in the type he was chairman of the hoard a truce.
from 1979-1985 (read . . . from 1979 to
frontier. In BrE the standard pronunci1985).
ation is /'frAntia/ (formerly freq. /'front-/),
from whence, COD 1990 baldly says, and in AmE the stress is commonly
'Use of from whence (as in the place from placed on the second syllable.
whence they came), though common, is
generally considered incorrect.' The OED fruition. Through false association with
(1899) also disapproved: 'from . . . used fruit, the figurative sense 'the state or
more or less pleonastically before hence, process of bearing fruit' has become imthence, whence, henceforth, etc.' The most posed on fruition as the 20c. proceeded,
stubborn survivor of this set of phrases and is now in standard use. Its original
is from whence, a phrase with a long and meaning (first recorded in the 15c.) was
distinguished history in direct and in- 'enjoyment, pleasurable possession' (ult.
direct questions and as a conjunctive from Lfruitidnem, noun of action formed
phrase introducing a relative clause. from frul 'to enjoy'). As the OED says, 'The
Many historical examples are cited in blunder was not countenanced by 19ththe OED, including the following: cent. Dictionaries in this country, nor
(interrogative = from what place or by Webster or Worcester, though it was
source?) From whence these Murmurs, and somewhat common both in England and
this change of Mind?—Dryden, 1697; My in the U.S.' Examples: A project for revealing the undiscovered burial chambers ...
wife, as I'm a Christian. From whence can she
come?—Goldsmith, 1773; (indirect ques- is shortly to come to fruition—Times, 1968;
tion) Thysfelowe, we knowe not from whence Cromwell's design on Dunkirk came to fruition
he ys—Tyndale, 1526; No man can say from only in 1657—C. Hill, 1970; we are in the
whence the greater danger to order arises-F. grip of some evolutionary force ... which I
Harrison, 1867; (relative or conjunctive fear has already found its fruition in that
uses) I will lift vp mine eyes vnto the Mies: new race of young women I encountered in
from whence commeth my helpe—Ps. (AV) the bus—F. Weldon, 1978; the style of the
121: 1 (cf. NEB: If I lift up my eyes to the Ensemble had perhaps not yet come fully to
hills, where shall I find help?); The quarterfruition in Out of This Dream—Internat.
from whence the following lucubration is Musician, 1988.
addressed—Swinburne, 1887. Similar (though
fewer) examples are cited for the frustum. (In geometry) pi. frusta or, less
commonly, frustums.
other phrases (from thence, etc.).
How do matters stand now? Many au- fryable. See FRIABLE.
thors clearly disown the expression altogether. But the conjunctive use persists fryer. The better spelling (not frier) for
in the work of some standard authors: 'a person who fries; a vessel for frying
Above, from whence Jacob comes to greet me,(fish, etc.)'.
is a long narrow living room—B. Trapido, frying-pan. The usu. term in BrE,
1982; Father ... puts me excitingly on his whereas in AmE it alternates with skillet
shoulder from whence I lord it over the and frypan. The distribution of these
world—P. Lively, 1987; When they show the three words, and the shape, weight, and
captive a picture of the City of London, that other features of this cooking utensil,
he may know from whence they come, he have varied considerably over the cendisplays no interest—P. Lively, 1991; Darkturies.
clouds had gathered over the hills to the north,
from whence came the lucky changeling folk infuchsia. Thus spelt (not fuschia), and
times long past—S. Koea, 1994 (NZ). Philip pronounced /'fju^a/. The plant is named
Howard criticized Penelope Lively for us- after a 16c. German botanist called Leoning the phrase in her City of the Mind hard Fuchs.
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fuCUS (type of seaweed). Pronounce /'fju:kas/; pl.fuci /'fjuisai/.
fuel (verb). The inflected forms are
fuelled, fuelling (AmE fueled, fueling). See

fucus I full stop
ful(l)ness. Spell as fullness, but be prepared to find fulness in 19c. and earlier
works (e.g. in the fulness of his heart—R. M.
Ballantyne, 1858). Cf. DULLNESS.

full Stop. 1 Its ordinary use. Traditionally
defined as 'a punctuation mark used at
the end of a sentence followed by a space
and a capital letter', the full stop (.) or
period or full point is, of course, so used:
(examples from Essays & Studies 1991)
Fiction and history are kindred forms. Indeed,
fugue. As verb the parts are fugues, as late as the eighteenth century, history was
fugued, fuguing. A composer of fugues is regarded as a literary art. For rhetorical or
afuguist. The corresponding adj. and adv. other effects a 'sentence' is frequently
broken up into separately punctuated
are fugal and fugally respectively
parts: Culloden is Scott's watershed. And it
-hll. The right plural for such nouns as is largely absent from hisfiction.Similarly,
cupful, handful, mouthful, spoonful, tea- He himself has no sense of history at all. But
spoonful, etc., is cupfuls, etc., not cupsful, he and his discourse embody Joyce's wicked
etc. See CUPFUL; PLURALS OF NOUNS 9.
challenge to the historical imagination of
others. Also, It was as though Hungary was
fulcrum. Pronounce /'fulkram/ or /TAI-/.
not another place but another time, and therePL either fulcra or fulcrums. See -UM 3.
fore inaccessible. Which of course was not
fulfil. Thus spelt in BrE with the in- so—P. Lively, 1987- Much more adventurflected forms fulfilled, fulfilling. In AmE ous departures from the norm are now
either fulfill or fulfil (inflected forms as in commonplace and have been for some
BrE). The corresponding noun is fulfilment time (examples from John McDermott's
in BrE and either fulfillment or fulfilment Punctuation for Now, 1990): London.
Michaelmas term lately over, and the Lord
in AmE. See -LL-, -L-.
Chancellor sitting in Lincoln's Hall. Implacfuliginous, 'sooty, dusky'. In frequent able November weather—beginning of
use from the 16c. onward and still found
Dickens's Bleak House, 1852-3; Oh, boy.
in the work of good authors, even though
What a week. Fourteen muggings, three rapes,
it is doubtful if one person in a hundred
[etc.]-E. McBain, 1968. In The King's Engis aware of its etymology (L fûlïgO, -ginis lish (1906) the Fowler brothers wrote an
'soot'). Examples: Compared with Constable,impassioned essay (pp. 226ff.) about the
whose colour is of the morning of the world, 'spot-plague', i.e. the tendency to make
Delacroix is fuliginous and sultry—H. Read,full stops do all the work. It is an interest1931; The fuliginous interior of a one-roomed ing piece, built on the work of standard
timber house—R. C. Hutchinson, 1952; Giel-books of the time by Henry Beadnell
gud... surrounded the play's fuliginous cruel- and others, but is now only of historical
ties with settings of total black—K. Tynan, interest.
1961; Two cartloads of books ... Carlyle had
torn out their vitals and fused them into his 2 Abbreviations and contractions. The use
fuliginous masterpiece—E. Johnson, 1977. of a full point in these is described in
Hart's Rules (pp. 1-6), though some modifull (adv.). The commonest use is in the fications are now needed. The distinction
phr.^ill well {you know full well that I told between abbreviations (e.g. I.o.W = Isle
you). Some other uses now sound rather of Wight) and contractions (e.g. Dr =
forced: = quite, fully (full twenty miles; Doctor, where the first and last letters
fullripe);= exactly (hit him full in the face); are retained) is a useful one, but has
= more than sufficiently ( full early). In been eroded in the 20c. by a widespread
the sense Very', as in full fain, full many tendency to abandon the use of full
a, full weary, where fully cannot be substi- points altogether for both types. As long
tuted, it is poetical or literary. In Shake- as consistency is maintained, a.m./p.m.
speare's Full fadomfinethy Father lies, the and am/pm, St. and St, D.Phil. and DPhil,
meaning is 'fully, quite', and full qualifies and so on, i.e. types with or without full
points, are both acceptable, unless
the numeral.
-LL-, -L-.

fugacious, apt to run away (a 17c.
formation from L fugax, fugdcis 'prone
to run away", from fugere 'to flee'), has
survived mainly in humorous literary
use.

fulsome I function
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ambiguity would arise by omission of should brace themselves: the new meanthe full point. Full stops are routinely ing is bound to turn up on public occasions now and then. Fulsome is also
used between units of money (£955°'
$27.50), before decimals (10.5%), and occasionally being used to mean 'fullbetween hours and minutes (10.30 am; figured' (of a woman's figure) by fashion
AmE 10:30 am). They are omitted in writers who analyse the word as consisting of full and -some as in handsome,
familiar abbreviations, e.g. BBC, OUP, TUC,
or in acronyms pronounced as a word, wholesome, etc.: e.g. I am warned that these
particular cassocks will only fit either the
e.g. Anzac, Aslib, NATO. Hart's Rules deals
with numerous subtleties in the printing exceptionally petite or the handsomely fulor omission of full points: e.g. 4to, 8vo, some—Daily Tel, 1985. It is unlikely that
i2mo, etc. (sizes of books), points of the the two opposing senses will remain in
compass, names of well-known reference the language permanently, but the outworks (OED, DNB, etc.), names of books come of the battle between them will
doubtless not emerge until the 21c.
of the Bible, and so on. See CONTRACTIONS
Meanwhile everyone is advised to restrict
1.
the word to its 1663 meaning.
fulsome. (Pronounced /'fAlsam/ by the
OED (1897) but now always /'fol-/.) First fun. This modernish noun (first recorded
in 1700 and stigmatized by Johnson as 'a
formed in the 13c, this word has aclow cant word') has become an informal
quired and then lost many senses,
quasi-adj., esp. in the second half of the
among them 'characterized by abund20C. We had a fun time, exclaims many a
ance' ( =full + -some); '(of food) tending to
young person after a party, an outing, a
cloy or surfeit'; 'foul-smelling' (possibly
holiday, etc., or It was a fun thing to
from foul + -some). Its standard current do, meaning 'an amusing or enjoyable
meaning '(of language, style, behaviour, thing'. But it has not yet gained admisetc.) offensive to good taste by being sion to the standard class of adjectives
excessively flattering, showing excessive in that, in serious writing, it (so far)
flattery', first recorded in 1663, is a lacks a comparative and a superlative.
legacy of the older depreciatory senses In ordinary attributive use fun is quite
of the word. This meaning seemed frequent, esp. in funfair, the American
unthreateningly secure until the second word funfest (a gathering for the purpose
half of the 20c, when some people began of amusement), and fun run (an invention
to use it in a favourable sense. For some, of the 1970s).
fulsome praise means 'high praise'. An ageold semantic process, in which a word function. 1 That such and such a thing
loses its depreciatory element, is gaining 'is a function o f such another or such
a new recruit. The process seems to be others is a POPULARIZED TECHNICALITY: A
proceeding more swiftly in AmE than in man's fortitude under given painful conBrE, and to be more common among ditions is a function of two variables—L. Tollepublic speakers and journalists than in mache, 1876. As not everyone can cope
other quarters, to judge from the evi- unaided with mathematical technicalidence I have seen.
ties, the definition of the mathematical
Examples of the encroaching use sense of function in COD 1995 may be
(those of 1968 and 1987 from WDEU): I'm found useful: 'a variable quantity r e
grateful for this veryfriendlyand very fulsome garded in relation to another or others
introduction—B. Hays (US Congressman), in terms of which it may be expressed
1968; I... have a right to know that when or on which its value depends (x is a
I use fulsome praise' to mean great and function of y and z).'
sincere praise, many will construe it as an
2 The sense 'a social or ceremonial
insult—Language, 1970; that very fulsome occasion' (originally, in the 17c, a retribute to Mrs Shirley Williams by the PM-a ligious ceremony in the Roman Catholic
reporter on BBC Radio 4, 4 May 1979. Church) is suitable only for gatherings
praising a speech by James Callaghan; I of some importance conducted with forgot a very fulsome apologyfromthe President mality; for ordinary social occasions
of Iraq—President Reagan, quoted on NBC party is the right word. Example: It was
News, 19 May 1987. Standard speakers not the kind of function to which Nat was
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funebrial, funeral, funerary, funereal | fused participle

accustomed to go, but his father's employer (a funny joke, puts on a funny voice); (b)
... was a patron of the Appeal and pressed strange, perplexing, hard to account for
(o funny look, it's a funny old world, she's
a ticket on him—F. Raphael, i960.
funny that way). Since the 1930s (first
funebrial, funeral (adj.), funerary, fu- recorded in a late novel by Ian Hay),
nereal. This is a tale of disappearing sense (a) has come to be called funnyliaadjectives. The first of these, used of ha and sense (b) funny-peculiar.
orations, verses, garlands, etc., associated with funerals, was first recorded in furiously. The use of the word in the
1604 but was rare by the end of the following examples reflects an older
19c. and is now obsolete. Funerary (first idiomatic use of French phrases like
recorded in 1693) vied with it as an adj. penser furieusement 'to think hard', donner
(funerary bronze, festival, roll, urn, etc.) but furieusement à penser 'to puzzle': This gives
gradually became restricted to the rites one furiously to think—W. J. Locke, 1910;
of ancient, including classical, burials, This attitude of his gave me furiously to think,
and remains in use in such archaeolog- and I was slowly forced to the conclusion that
ical contexts. Funereal (first recorded in Alfred Inglethorp wanted to be arrested—A.
1725) was and occasionally still is used Christie, 1920; Thatjammy Hopkins should
to mean 'of or appropriate to a funeral', stay without moving for more than three
but it is not an everyday word. Its main consecutive minutes argued that he was being
meaning in day-to-day use is 'gloomy, given furiously to think—J. Tey, 1936. The
dismal, mournftil' (e.g. funereal black, at use lingers on in English but apparently
a funereal pace). The ordinary adj. from the original French expressions are no
the 14c. onward was funeral. Its history longer considered 'natural' and are
as an adj. is one of retreat. The noun therefore not used in day-to-day French.
funeral (not recorded until the 16c.) Phrases like ça demande réflexion or ça
gradually became the dominant and, as donne à penser, for 'think hard', and ça
time went on, the only part of speech. me donne vraiment à penser, for 'puzzle',
It is a moot point at what stage from at are more commonly used.
least the 17c. onward that funeral came
to be regarded, not as an adj., but as a furore. Pronounce as three syllables,
noun used attributively in such expres- /fjua'roiri/. The word is spelt furor in AmE
sions as funeral pyre, funeral oration, funeral and pronounced /'fjuaro:/.
rites, and funeral expenses, but of the
general proposition there can be no furry. Pronounce /'f3:n/.
doubt. Funeral must stand immediately
before the word it governs. Social change further. See FARTHER, FURTHER.
in the last century or so brought the
funeral director (1886), the funeral home furze, gorse, whin. All three words are
(1936), and the funeral parlour (1927), in synonymous (yellow-flowered shrub of
all of which funeral is perceived to be a the genus Ulex), but furze is chiefly renoun used attributively, as also in the stricted to BrE and whin is chiefly a Scotolder expressions funeral arrangements, tish and northern counties word. Gorse
is used throughout the English-speaking
funeral procession, etc.
world.
fungus. The recommended pi. is fungi,
pronounced /'fAngai/ or /'fAnd3ai/, but fuse. There are two distinct words:
1 (first recorded in 1644) a device for
funguses is sometimes used.
igniting a bomb, etc.; derived from It.
funnel (verb). The inflected forms in BrE fuso, from L jusus 'spindle', (hence) a
are funnelled, funnelling, but in AmE usu. spindle-shaped tube orig. used for a
funneled, funneling. See -LL-, -L-.
bomb, etc. Usu. spelt fuze in AmE.
funniment, funniosity. Of these two
19c. words meaning 'drollery, (a) comicality', the first is now obsolete, and the
second is used only jocularly.

2 (first recorded in 1884) a device or
component for protecting an electric circuit; the verb fuse from L fundere, fus- 'to
melt', used as a noun.

funny. The word is mainly used in two
contrasted senses: (a) amusing, comical

fused participle.
GERUND.

See POSSESSIVE WITH

fuselage | -fy
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2 A small group of words have -efy in
the infinitive and therefore -efied, -efying
-fy. 1 English verbs in -fy are derived in the inflected forms, e.g. liquefied, -efying
from liquefy; stupefied, -efyingfromstupefy.
from or as from Fr. verbs in -fier (L -ficdre),
e.g. beautify (16c), classify (i8c), countrify 3 The 'rule' outlined in section 1 has
(17c), dandify (19c), horrify (18c), pacify hardly affected the spelling of similar,
but jocular or trivial, formations that
(15c), speechify (18c). There has been
have decorated the language since the
some fluctuation in the spelling of the late 16c, e.g. bullify (18c, = to make into
infinitival forms {-ifyl-yfy) and also of the a bully), Frenchify (16c), ladifylladyfy (17c),
derivatives (countryfiedjcountrified, dandy-truthify (17c). The -ee- in Yankeefied (19c.)
fiedldandified, etc.). For these well-estab- and the -ey in cockneyfied (19c.) naturally
lished words the recommended spelling remain unchanged, i.e. the ending is not
converted in them to -ified.
is -ify, -ified, -ifying.
fuselage. Pronounce /'fju:za,la:3/.

Gg
slightly forced when used today, except
in negative contexts. Examples: (positive)
One can gainsay de Gaulle's conclusion ...
—Antonia Fraser, 1988; There are poets
whose help we seek in our will-to-wane; we
want them to encourage our gainsaying, to
aggravate our stupor, our vice—R. Howard,
1991; (negative) No one... will be admitted
... 'Doctor's orders, ' they will be told. A phrase
Gaelic usu. /'geilik/ but sometimes very convenient and one not to be gain/'gaelik/. Any of the Celtic languages sayed—A. Christie, 1932; There is no gainspoken in Ireland, Scotland, and the Isle saying that this kind of large orchestral
of Man. The term Brythonic (or Brittonic) statement... has a feeling of déjà entendu
is 'used [by comparative philologists] to about its formal structure—Listener, 1965; No
describe the language brought to Britain reader of Whitman ... can gainsay ... his
by the bearers of that variety of primitive attitudes of unrelieved bluffness, heartiness,
Celtic speech known as P-Celtic' (Kenneth boosterism, boasting, [etc.]—English Studies,
Jackson, 1953), one of the branches of 1966. The third-person present indicative
the primitive Celtic group of languages. form gainsays is usu. pronounced /-seiz/,
The Qfieltic group differed from them in not /-sez/, unlike the simplex says.
that in them the Indo-European /kw-/
sound remained, whereas in the P-Celtic gal ( = girl). First recorded in 1795, it is
group this sound became /p/. Irish Gaelic, said by the OED (1899) to be a 'vulgar or
Scottish Gaelic, and Manx Gaelic belong dialectal pronunciation of girl'. Doubtto the QCeltic or Goidelic group, less this was fair comment in 1899. Both
whereas Welsh (and also the Celtic of the spelling gal and the pronunciation
Cornwall and Brittany) belongs to the P- /gael/ enjoyed quite wide currency in chic
Celtic or Brythonic group. Cf. e.g. Irish circles (as well as among Cockneys) both
Gaelic ceathair and Welsh pedwar 'four'. in Britain and America for much of the
20C—partly brought about by the song
gag (in the parliamentary sense). See For me and my gal—until feminists took
CLOSURE.
against all uses of girl, however pronounced, to denote an adult female. See
gage is the spelling of the word meaning 'a pledge, a challenge, etc' and of GIRL.
the abbreviated form of the greengage
gala (a festive occasion). Pronounce /'ga:plum. In AmE it is also a variant of gauge
(noun and verb), the 'measure' word, but la/, though the traditional pronunciation, as shown in the OED (1899) and as
gauge must be so spelt in BrE.
used in the Durham Miners' Gala, is
gainsay. This ancient verb (first re- /'geila/. The dominant pronunciation in
corded C1300) meaning 'to deny, to speak AmE is /'geila/, but /'gaela/ is also common.
or act against' lay firmly in the standard
language for nearly 600 years but seems gallant. The ordinary pronunciation,
to have fallen into relative disuse at when the word means 'brave', is, of
some point in the 19c. and is now rarely course, /'gaelant/. But when we use it in
encountered. It sounds appropriate in the sense '(of a male) markedly attentive
the text of the AV (For I will giue you a to women' (also the related noun = a
mouth and wisedome, which all your aduer-ladies' man, a paramour) we are mostly
inclined to move the stress and say
saries shall not be able to gainsay, nor resist—
Luke 2 1 : 15; cf. the NEB ... which no /ga'laent/ as a harmless act of linguistic
opponent will be able to resist or refute), but courtesy.
g. See GREEK G.

gabardine (a durable cloth). This is the
recommended spelling, not gaberdine.
The spelling gaberdine is the one customarily used for the historical sense
'a loose long upper garment such as
formerly worn by Jews, almsmen, beggars, and others'.

galley | gallows
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galley. 1 Molière's famous line (in his endings, etc.: actuality (Fr. actualité), redacLes Fourberies de Scapin iuci) Que diable tion (Fr. rédaction), ME striven (OF estriver)
allait-il faire dans cette galère? 'What the -> modE strive.
devil is he doing in this galère (lit. 'gal2 Loan translation or caiques, i.e. exley')?' means "What is he doing in this pressions adopted from French in a more
company?', i.e. mixed up with this (unde- or less literally translated form, e.g.
sirable) set of people. Numerous allu- gilded youth (Fr. jeunesse dorée); give one
sions to the context are found in English furiously to think (see FURIOUSLY); jump or
writers from Chesterfield (1756) onward. leap to the eye(s) (Fr. sauter aux yeux); knigh
In some of them the original French of industry (see KNIGHT); marriage of conword galère has been retained, and in venience (Fr. mariage de convenance); succes
others it has been rendered as galley. of esteem (Fr. succès d'estime); a suspicion
What it does not mean is 'gallery'.
{of) = a hint (of) (Fr. un soupçon); that goes
without saying (Fr. cela va sans dire).
2 The pi. is galleys.
3 Mismatches. These include (a) Frenchgallice, -ce. See ANGLICE.
looking words for which there is no
equivalent in French (e.g. epergne, dinnerGallic, Gallican, Gaulish, French. Gal- table ornament), or have acquired a
lican is an ecclesiastical word, corres- meaning in English not paralleled in
ponding to Anglican. It is also used in French (e.g. papier mâché, lit. 'chewed
palaeography of a certain kind of script. paper'; the Fr. equivalent is carton-pâte),
Gaulish means only 'of the (ancient) (b) 20C mismatches: The now ubiquitous
Gauls', and, even in that sense, is less item of bedding which became available
usual than Gallic. Gallic is also much used in the 1960s in Britain under the name
as a synonym in some contexts for French. of a continental quilt is now generally
It means not simply 'French', but 'char- referred to as a duvet which in French
acteristically', 'delightfully', 'distress- means 'a sleeping-bag', the French term
ingly', or 'amusingly French', 'so French being couette (which has the same Latin
you know', etc.; or again not 'of France', root as quilt). A cagoule in French is either
but 'of a typical French person'. We do a monk's hood or a child's balaclava, and
not normally speak of Gallic wines or never 'a hooded thin windproof garment
trade or law or climate, but we do of worn in mountaineering etc' (COD) (the
Gallic wit, morals, politeness, and
French for this garment being a K-way).
shrugs. So far as Gallic is used for French Fromage frais, now available in British
without any implication of the kinds supermarkets, is in fact fromage blancsuggested, it is merely an attempt at fromage frais being a fresh, unmatured
ELEGANT VARIATION.
cheese. The term mange-tout denotes a
type of green bean to French native
Gallicisms. By Gallicisms are here meant speakers, who know the currently
French words or idioms that have been fashionable pea as pois-gourmand.
adapted to a larger or smaller extent in
See FRENCH WORDS.
the process of adoption into English, or
have been adopted element by element gallop (verb). The inflected forms are
in a literal and often unidiomatic galloped, galloping. See -P-, -PP-,
manner. The asymmetry of such linguistic borrowing is a well-known phe- gallows. Now usu. treated as a singular
nomenon in all languages. It is relatively noun. In OE the singular galga and the
rare for a word or phrase taken into plural galgan were both used for 'a gallanguage A from language B to retain lows', the plural having reference preprecisely the same sense or range of senses sumably to the two posts making up the
as those of the original language and to apparatus. From the 13c. onwards the
maintain the equivalence as time goes pi. galwes and its later phonetic repreon. Some examples of the various types sentatives have been the prevailing
of Gallicisms: 1 French words which forms. Since the 16c. gallows has norhave been adapted to suit the ordinary mally been treated grammatically as sinconventions of English, e.g. by dropping gular, with a new (and rarely used) pi.
accents or by substituting English verbal gallowses {OED).

galop I gap
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this sense it has also come into general
use to mean 'the whole series or range
or scope of anything' (he ran over the
gamut of Latin metre). The word is derived
galore. A refreshingly informal word from medL gamma, taken as the name
(adopted in the 17c. from Irish go leor for a note one tone lower than A of
to sufficiency, enough), which is always the classical scale + ut, the first of six
placed after the word it qualifies (whisky arbitrary names of notes forming the
galore; there is talent galore here).
hexachord, ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, said to
be taken from the initial letters of a
galosh (an overshoe), usu. in pi. galoshes.
sequence of Latin words in the office
Thus spelt, not golosh(es).
hymn for St John Baptist's day.
galumph (verb). One of Lewis Carroll's
delicious inventions, perhaps with some gamy (having the flavour or scent of
reminiscence of gallop and triumphant, game left till high). Thus spelt, not gamey.
now usu. meaning 'to gallop heavily; to See -EY AND -Y IN ADJECTIVES 2 .
bound or move clumsily or noisily' (OED).
gang agley. A traditional Sc. idiomatic
gambade (a horse's leap). If this French phrase meaning '(of a plan, etc.) to go
form of the word is used, the pi. is wrong'. It is used in standard English as a
gambades. If the Spanish form gambado half-remembered remnant from Burns's
poem 'To a Mouse' (1785): The best laid
is used, the pi. is gambados.
schemes 0' mice an' men Gang aft a-gley.
gambit. A gambit is 'a chess opening
in which a player sacrifices a piece or ganglion. The recommended pi. form
pawn to secure an advantage' {COD). In is ganglia, not ganglions.
general contexts the idea of sacrifice has
largely gone, and the word is used simply gantlet isavariantofGAUNTLETinAmE,
to mean 'an opening move in a conversa- esp. in the phr. run the gantlet.
tion, meeting, set of negotiations, etc.'.
It is a routine example of a POPULARIZED gantry /'gaentn/ in the modern engineering senses (structure supporting a
TECHNICALITY.
crane, etc., or one supporting a space
gamboge (a gum resin). The dominant rocket prior to launching) is always so
pronunciation now is /gaem'bau3/, not, as spelt. In the sense 'a wooden stand for
formerly (e.g. in Daniel Jones, 1917). barrels' it is also spelt gauntry and pro/-'bu:3/.
nounced /'gointn/.
galop /'gaelap/, the dance, is so spelt. As
a verb, the inflected forms are galoped,
galoping. See -p-, -PP-.

gambol (verb) (skip or frolic playfully).
The inflected forms are gambolled, gambolling (in AmE frequently with a single
-I-). See -LL-, -L-.
gamesmanship.

See BRINKMANSHIP;

-MANSHIP.

gammon (ham). 1 The bottom piece of
a flitch of bacon including a hind leg.
2 The ham of a pig cured like bacon
(COD, 1995).
gamp. In the UK a colloquial word for
an umbrella, esp. a large unwieldy one.
Named after Mrs Sarah Gamp, who habitually carried a large cotton umbrella, in
Dickens's Martin Chuzzlewit (1844).
gamut. In music, one of its meanings
is 'the whole series of notes used in
medieval or modern music', and from

gaol, gaoler, the traditional spellings
in the UK, are now under severe and
probably unstoppable pressure from jail,
jailer, which are dominant in most other
parts of the English-speaking world. In
practice the agent-noun is hardly used:
it has been almost entirely replaced first
by warder and at a later date by prison
officer. But note: Tiny radiator grille like a
gaoler's spyhole—Julian Barnes, 1991; alone
in a house which was empty except for parents
who were now gaolers—A. Brookner, 1991.
gap. This much-favoured word for 'a
(usu. undesirable) difference in development, condition, understanding, etc.',
now very frequently qualified by a preceding noun, shows no sign of weakening or passing out of fashion. Among
the collocations listed in the OED are
credibility gap (first recorded in 1966),

garage | gay
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dollar gap (1948), export gap (1952), genera- or Cartergate (Billy Carter's alleged Libyan
tion gap (1967), missile gap (1959), and connection, 1980).
technology gap (1967).
gaucho (S. Amer, cowboy). PL gauchos.
garage. The pronunciation favoured by See -O(E)S 6.
standard speakers is /'gaera:3/. A minority
of standard speakers say /'gaend3/ or gauge. Thus spelt, not guage. See GAGE.
transfer the main stress to the second Gaulish. See GALLIC.
syllable: thus /ga'ra:3/ or /ga'ra:d3/. The
dominant pronunciation in AmE is gauntlet. The only spelling in BrE for
/ga'ra:3/, followed by /ga'ra:d3/.
the word meaning (a) 'a stout glove'
and 'a challenge' (esp. in throw down the
garbage. See RUBBISH.
gauntlet); and (b) also for the separate
Garden. For the Garden in Greek philo- word (of Swedish origin) in the phr. run
the gauntlet 'pass between two rows of
sophy, see ACADEMY.
people and receive blows from them, as
gargoyle is the only current spelling. a punishment or ordeal'. Sense (b) is
The 19c. variant gurgoyle (perhaps mod- often spelt gantlet in AmE.
elled on medL gurgulio) is now obsolete.
gauntry. See GANTRY.

garret, attic. See ATTIC.

gay. At some point in the mid-2oc—
though occasional evidence exists from
about 1935—homosexual men made it
abundantly clear that they used the word
gay of themselves, and wanted the public
at large to use it too instead of the
traditional word homosexual, and instead
of all the derogatory terms such as fag,
g a s . 1 See FLUID.
faggot, fairy, homo, pansy, and queer. Their
2 The pi. of the noun is gases, while choice of word arose, it would seem, in
the inflected forms of the verb are gases, part at least, from the constant application of the word since the 17c. to a
gassed, gassing.
person, as the OED expresses it, 'addicted
3 It is the most usual word in AmE to social pleasures and dissipations' (esp.
for petrol, gasoline.
in gay dog, gay Lothario); and also to its
use since the early 19c. to mean '(of a
gaseous. The dominant pronunciation
woman) leading an immoral life, living
now in standard English is /'gaesias/. Danby prostitution'. In other words in some
iel Jones (1917) recommended /'geizias/
circumstances it was a customary word
(which is now defunct), and gave /'geisias/
describing certain kinds of frownedas a variant, but the pronunciation with
upon sexual activity. Victorian society
initial /'geis-/ is now not often heard.
must have known of these uses of the
gasoline, volatile liquid from petro- word gay, but detected in them no threat
leum, esp. (chiefly AmE) petrol; not gas- to the principal sense of the word,
namely 'bright or lively-looking, esp. in
olene.
colour; brilliant, showy' (OED), in regular
-gate. A terminal element taken from use since the 14c.
the name Watergate (q.v.) from 1973 onSince the 1950s, attitudes have
wards and used to denote an actual or changed: widespread resentment has
alleged scandal in some way comparable been expressed about the 'loss' of a
with the Watergate scandal of 1972. treasured word and about the omnipresAmong the more familiar formations ence of the sexual uses of gay to the
of this kind is Irangate (1986), but the point that the central older sense can
element has been a godsend to journal- now only be said with a slight change
ists wishing to bestow a potent name on of intonation (signifying that the speaker
short-lived real or alleged scandals, e.g. is not yielding to the intrusive modern
Daïlasgate (1975). Koreagate (1976), Muld-sense), except in contexts where the
ergate (SAfr., 1978), Oilgate (1978); Billygate word can have no possible reference to
garrotte (verb and noun). The customary spelling for the word to do with
killing by strangulation. In AmE the
dominant spelling is garrote, pronounced
either /ga'rnt/ or /ga'raut/, but forms with
one r or with two ts are also used.
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gazebo | generic names and other allusive commonplaces

a person's sexual preferences. Now, word fair sex ... my only consolation for being of
has it, homosexual men in America are that gender has been the assurance it gave
beginning to opt for the word queer in- me of never being married to any one among
stead of gay. Further developments can them—Lady M. W. Montagu, 1709). The
OED (1899) labelled this sense 'Now only
be expected.
Some examples to illustrate various jocular'. Since the 1960s this secondary
attitudes: my own dear mother, who has greysense has come into much more frequent
hairs, who at one time admitted to so little use, esp. among feminists, with the inknowledge even of marital sex that I supposedtention 'of emphasizing the social and
I had been conceived in her sleep, now referscultural, as opposed to the biological,
with familiarity and deference to gays—H. distinctions between the sexes' {OED 2).
Jacobson, 1983; Gay should now only be As a result the literature of the subject
used in the context of homosexuality, 88 per-bristles with expressions such as gender
cent of the editors agreed—Righting Words gap, gender identity, gender language, gender
(US), 1987; (letters to the editors of News- model, gender role, and gender-specific; and
week, 26 Nov. 1990) Why all the fuss over fashionable courses at our universities
"gay"? Could it be that, despite his protesta-abound in titles such as 'Literature and
tions, Zorn [sc. who wrote about the sub- Gender in the English Restoration'.
ject in a previous issue] is offended by the
homosexuals themselves?—]. M. Morris; Asgenealogy. The existence of scores of
an elementary-school music teacher, I havewords ending in -ology (psychology, socideplored for years the homosexual adoption ofology, etc.) traps some people into prothe word gay ...The beautiful "Have Yourself anouncing and even spelling genealogy as
if it too ended in -ology. It is derived
Merry Little Christmas'' declares, "make the
ultimately from Gk yevsd 'race,
Yuletide gay," which I changed to "it's a special
day" to keep evenfirstgraders from nudging generation' + -Xoyo? 'that treats of. See
one another-B. Sikes; Thank you, Eric Zorn! -LOGY.
I hope you get your word back, and I get my
general. For the plurals of such comname back—Jeffrey H. Gay, In short, there is
pound nouns as Attorney-General, Lieuno historical case for homosexual ownership
tenant-General, see PLURALS OF NOUNS 9.
of'gay'. So can we have our word back, please?
—Paul Johnson, 1995.
generalissimo. PL generalissimos. See
gazebo (structure designed to give a
wide view). PI. gazebos. The word was
formed in the 18c, perhaps as a jocular
derivative of gaze (verb) in imitation of
L futures in -ebo.

-0(E)S 7-

general practitioner. See PHYSICIAN.
generator. Thus spelt, not -ex.

generic names and other allusive
commonplaces. When Shylock hailed
Portia as A Daniell come to iudgement, he
was using a generic name in the sense
here intended; the Historié of Susannah
(from the Apocrypha) was in his mind.
gelatin /'d3elatm/, the customary form We do the same when we talk of a Croesus
in chemical use (including photography) or a Jehu or a Hebe (daughter of Zeus and
and in AmE in all uses, but gelatine /-i:n/ Hera) or a Nimrod or of Bruin (name of
is the more usual form in BrE in contexts the bear in Reynard the Fox), Chaunticker
of the preparation of food.
(in Chaucer's Nun's Priest's Tale), and Reygemma (in certain plants). PL gemmae nard. When we talk of a Barmecide feast,
of Ithuriel's spear, of a Naboth's vineyard,
/-mi;/.
of being between Scylla and Charybdis, of
gender. Since the 14c. the word has Procrustean beds, or Draconian measures, or
been primarily a grammatical term, ap- an Achilles' heel, we are using allusive
plied to groups of nouns designated as commonplaces (to the Arabian Nights,
masculine, feminine, or neuter. During Paradise Lost, the Bible, and classical antiall these centuries, however, as the OED quity). Some writers revel in such expresshows, it has also been used as a term sions, some eschew them, some are ill
meaning 'the sex of a person' (e.g. Of the provided with them from lack of reading
geezer, a slang word for a person,
now usu. an old man. It is a late-igc.
adaptation of guiser (a mummer), showing a dialectal pronunciation.

genesis | gentle
or imagination; some esteem them as
decorations, others as aids to brevity.
They are in fact an immense addition to
the resources of speech, but they ask to
be used with discretion. This article is
not intended either to encourage or to
deprecate their use; they are often in
place, and often out of place; fitness is
all. An allusion that strikes a light i n
one company will only darken counsel in
another: most audiences are acquainted
with the qualities of a Samson, a Sancho
Panza, and a Becky Sharp, fewer with those
of 0 Count de Saldar (Meredith's Evan Harrington) or a Silas Wegg (Dickens's Our
Mutual Friend), and fewer still with those
of the Laputans (in Gulliver's Travels) and
Ithuriel's spear.
For examples of allusions of one kind
or another see BENEDICK; DEVIL'S ADVOC-

ATE; FRANKENSTEIN; ILK; IRRELEVANT ALLUSION; MISAPPREHENSIONS.
g e n e s i s . Thus spelt (cf. genitive).
g e n i e /'d3i:ni/, a spirit of Arabian folklore. PL genii /'d3i:niai/.
genitive.

See APOSTROPHE 2 B, D, E; OB-

JECTIVE GENITIVE; ' S AND OF-POSSESSIVE.

g e n i u s , (person of) consummate intellectual power. PI. geniuses (not genii,
which is the pi. of GENIE).

g e n s /djenz/ (in Roman history and in
anthropology). PL gentes /'d3enti:z/.
g e n t ( = gentleman). Apart from its use
in commercial circles (gents' outfitters,
etc.), and (in the UK) the colloquial euphemism the Gents, this abbreviation is
now mainly used as a term indicating a
man's social level (he's a perfect gent; he
was turned down for the post because he was
not a gent).
g e n t e e l . Its primary meaning is 'affectedly or ostentatiously refined or stylish',
but it is often used ironically to mean
'of or appropriate to the upper classes'
(COD).
g e n t e e l i s m . As Fowler (1926) expressed
it, genteelism is 'the substituting, for the
ordinary natural word that first suggests
itself to the mind, of a synonym that is
thought to be less soiled by the lips
of the common herd, less familiar, less
plebeian, less vulgar, less improper, less
apt to come unhandsomely betwixt the
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wind and our nobility'. The Victorians,
to go back no further, were familiar with
the concept, though they did not use the
word genteelism itself: We have made her
a bow-pot [sc. bough-pot].' 'Say a bouquet,
sister Jemima—'tis more genteel' "Well, a
booky as big as a haystack.'—Thackeray,
1847/8. The practice of employing fairsounding words, or EUPHEMISMS, is probably as old as the language itself. It is
only when it can be seen that a person
is unknowingly placing such words in
the wrong social context that a euphemism becomes a genteelism. Fowler's 1926
list of genteelisms has largely been overtaken by events. Indeed, any such list is
bound to seem banal or uninstructive:
e.g. dentures for false teeth; expectorate for
spit; lounge for sitting room; odour for smell;
perspire for sweat. The comedy of genteelism lies in its social incongruity
rather than in the presence of degrees
of innate genteelism in particular words.
g e n t e e l l y , the correct spelling of the
adverb corresponding to GENTEEL.
g e n t l e . 1 The gentle art. This phrase, long
a favourite with anglers as an affectionate description of their pursuit, was
cleverly used by the American painter
James McNeill Whistler in his title The
Gentle Art of Making Enemies (1890). The
oxymoron was what made it effective.
In the 20C. the phrase has thrived to
the point that it stands on the brink of
becoming a cliché. Examples: (in titles)
The Gentle Art of Bowling—S. Aylwin, 1904;
The Gentle Art ofSinging-H. J. Wood, 1927;
The Gentle Art of Verbal SeI/-De/ense-advt in
Reason (US), 1991 ; (general contexts) Grant
took full advantage of the lunchtime lull
in traffic, and in derestricted areas excelled
himself in the gentle art of speed with
safety—]. Tey, 1936; Hype is an American
word for the gentle art of getting a tune into
the pop charts without actually selling any
records—Sunday Times, 1968.
2 Gentle, as what the OED describes as
'used i n polite or ingratiating address'
(Have patience, gentle friends), lingered in
writers' apostrophes to their gentle
readers after it had disappeared from
general use. Victorian novelists were
much given to it. Authors have now
invented other ways of creating a sense
of intimacy with their readers; if the
gentle reader is now addressed it will
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only be by way of a jocular or ironic
archaism.

gentleman | geometric(al)
distinctions, the word gentlewoman is
now only rarely called on.

gentleman. Our use of gentleman, like genuflexion, a bending of the knee.
that of Esct., is being affected by our Thus spelt, but genuflection is also standprogress towards a less class-based soci- ard, esp. in AmE. See -XION etc.
ety, but in more or less opposite directions. Almost any adult male these days genuine. 1 See AUTHENTIC.
in Britain (but not overseas) occasionally
2 The standard pronunciation in BrE
receives letters addressed to him in the is /'d3enjom/. In America the pronuncistyle ]. Smith, Esq. Meanwhile the word ation with final /-am/ is widespread but
gentleman has largely fallen out of use as non-standard: 'the second [pronuncia recognizable indicator of social class. ation], with the final syllable rhyming
It has remained in use in the vocative with sign, occurs chiefly among less eduplural: Ladies and Gentlemen (at the begincated speakers, esp. older ones. [It is also]
ning of an address); Gentlemen (when only
sometimes used deliberately by educated
males are present). It has also been respeakers, as for emphasis or humorous
tained as a title of an office at court
effect' (Random House Webster's College
(gentleman-at-arms, gentleman usher, etc.)
Diet., 1991).
Agreements which are binding in honour but are not legally enforceable are genus. The standard pronunciation is
still called gentlemen's agreements. Those /'d3i:nas/, though /'d3enas/ is frequently
old-fashioned cricket matches between heard. PL genera /'d3enara/.
Gentlemen and Players have long since
been discontinued. And public lavatories geographic(al). Both forms have a long
no longer display the sign Gentlemen. The history (geographicfirstrecorded in 1630
word is mostly used as a term of last and geographical in 1559). At the present
resort, e.g. in auction rooms (I am bid time the longer form is dominant in all
£60 by a gentleman in the second row), and uses in the UK, but usage is more evenly
of (say) a person who has been asked to divided in AmE. Webster's Third (1986
wait before entering (There's a gentleman printing) lists the compounds geographiat the door who says he is an old friend of cal biology, botany, coordinate, distribution,
yours). Gentleman was once a key word latitude, longitude, mile, point, position, as
in social rankings: it now lies in the headwords; and geographic race, terrapin,
straitened circumstances of formulaic tongue, tortoise, variation. From this eviphrases, modes of address, and courtly dence it would appear that the choice
titles.
is made according to the preferences
expressed in different academic discipgentlewoman, lady. Theoretically the lines. But other indeterminable factors
first has no sense that does not belong may be at work.
to the second also, but lady has some for
which gentlewoman will not serve—the geometric(al). As with the preceding
Virgin (Our Lady), titled women (Lady word, both forms have a long history
Thatcher, a title she is said to dislike), (geometricfirstrecorded in 1630 and geoa woman or girl described politely or metrical in 1552). In this case the shorter
sometimes as a genteelism or jocularly form seems to be dominant in fixed
(a perfect lady), in the vocative plural collocations in BrE (geometric mean,
(Ladies and Gentlemen), and in numerous tracery, etc.), but in general contexts the
compounds, e.g. lady-in-waiting, Lady choice seems to depend on the rhythm
Mayoress. In the lost worlds of Victorian of the sentence. In AmE the shorter form
and Edwardian society, gentlewoman was seems to be the more usual both in fixed
frequently used as a term for a woman collocations and in general contexts.
of good birth or breeding. As late as 1932 Webster's Third (1986 printing) lists geoRosamund Lehmann could still speak metrical clamp, construction, optics, pitch,
of a distressed gentlewoman (meaning 'an radius as headwords; but geometric design,
impoverished woman of good birth'), but isomerism, lathe, mean, plane, progression,
such people are now called distressed series, spider, stairs, tortoise, unit. See also
gentlefolk. In the complex world of social ARITHMETICAL PROGRESSION.

German | gerund
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German, a member of the Germanic and this too is the dominant form in
group of languages (which includes Eng- America at the present time. In both
lish, Dutch, Swedish, and Danish) of the countries it is sometimes spelt jerryIndo-European family, the national lan- mander, thus emphasizing its pronunciguage of Germany and Austria and one ation but cutting it off from its
of the official languages of Switzerland. etymological roots.
Like English, German has many dialectal
gerund.
forms. The standard language is called
High German (Hochdeutsch). Low GermanI 1 Gerund and gerundive.
(Plattdeutsch) is a comprehensive name
2 Gerund and participle.
3 Gerund and infinitive.
used by philologists for Dutch, Frisian,
I 4 Gerund and possessive.
Flemish, and some dialects within Germany itself. The words High and Low
Preliminary note. Readers should be
are merely geographical, referring to the warned at the outset that some modern
southern, or mountainous, and the grammarians have abandoned the term
northern, or low-lying, regions in which gerund altogether and speak instead of
the two varieties developed.
verbal nouns in -ing. In Sidney GreenEnglish has adopted a fair number baum's An Introduction to English Grammar
of words from German, among them (1991), for example, the index lacks an
(showing the first date of record in Eng- entry for gerund, but has a long subset
lish) being angst (1944). blitz (1939). of entries under -ing. The adjective coredelweiss (1862), kindergarten (1852), polter- responding to gerund is gerundial.
geist (1848), quartz (1756), rucksack (1866),
1 Gerund and gerundive. The distinction
schadenfreude (1895), waltz (1781). In German, by custom, all nouns have a capital lies in Latin grammar not in English.
letter (so Angst, etc.), but the capital is The Latin gerund is a distinctive form of
not normally carried over into English a verb functioning as a noun and is
except in proper names {Gestapo, Nazi, declinable: thus amare 'to love' has the
etc.). As is the way with loanwords, the gerunds amandi 'of loving', amando 'by
sounds of the original language, except loving', amandum 'the act of loving'. It
when they exactly accord, are often corresponds to the English verb-noun
modified to a greater or lesser extent by loving. In Latin, difficultas navigando
the receiving language. But just as often means 'the difficulty of sailing', ars lethe sounds of the original language are gends, 'the art of reading', and hie locus
retained in English even though the idoneus est dormiendo 'this is a suitable
spellings are visibly 'foreign'. Thus, be- place for sleeping'. From the same stem
cause Ger. w is pronounced /v/ and Ger. eu as amandi, etc., is formed in Latin an
is pronounced /oi/ we pronounce Wagner adjective amandus 'lovable', and in Latin
/'vaigna/ and Freud /froid/. Further ex- grammar this is called the gerundive (or
amples showing the preservation in Eng- gerund-adjective). It is also often called
lish of the original German sounds: a passive verbal adjective. Thus vir laudBeethoven (first syllable) /'bert-/, not /'bi:t-/, andus is 'a man to be praised, a laudable
Junker /'junka/, Mainz /mamts/, Mozart man'; homo contemnendus 'a person to be
/'mautsait/, poltergeist /'pDltagaist/, Riesling despised, a contemptible person'; pug/'riishn/, sauerkraut /'saua.kraut/, Schiller nandum est nobis (lit.) 'fighting is to be
done by us', i.e. 'we must fight'. The Latin
/•Jila/, Volkslied /•fblksliit/.
gerundive usually contains or implies a
sense of obligation or necessity.
gerrymander (orig. us), to manipulate
election districts unfairly so as to secure
2 Gerund and participle. The English
disproportionate representation; formed gerund is identical in form, but only in
from the name of Elbridge Gerry, gov- form, with the active present participle.
ernor of Massachusetts in 1812 when the Jogging is a present participle in he was
word was coined. As his surname was jogging when we last saw him, and a gerund
pronounced with initial /g/ not /d3/, gerry- in jogging is a popular form of exercise.
mander was pronounced with a 'hard' g Examples: (present participle) girls on bithroughout the 19c. in Britain, and still cycles with gowns billowing behind them—
by some people in America. But the only A. S. Byatt, 1985; So we turned away, left
pronunciation in Britain now is with /d3/, them guarding nothing in particular-W.
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gesticulation, gesture | get

Golding, 1985; (ppl adj.) My mother and I
4 Gerund and possessive, (a) See POSSESSsat and talked, in a musing way—V. Ack-IVE WITH GERUND for the types I don't like
land, 1985; (simple gerund) Mr Justice his coming here and I don't like him coming
Curlewis also ruled out caning as a pen- here, (b) Fowler (1926) had another conalty-B. Levin, 1985; The aborting of healthy junction of the two terms in mind:
and normal foetuses is generally agreed to he whether the presence of a possessive
abhorrent—Daily Tel., 1987. Sometimes anpronoun or possessive case of a noun
-ing form can be interpreted as either a before a gerund is, in various circumgerund or a participial adjective: a flying stances, desirable, necessary, or objecmachine is either 'a machine for flying tionable. Among the examples he cited
in' (gerund) or 'a machine that flies' (ppl are the following: Jones won by Smith's
adj.).
missing a chance (Smith would be possible;
omission of Smith's would change the
3 Gerund and infinitive. The choice meaning); He suffers somewhat, like the probetween
the rival types
'word verbial dog, from his having received a bad
( + preposition) + gerund' and 'word name (his is 'a wasted word'); This danger
+ to-infinitive or plain infinitive' is not [sc. the scorching of plants] may be avoided
always a simple one. For example (see by whitewashing the glass (not desirable
AIM), The directive aims at ensuring open to have a possessive noun or pronoun
passage through borders is idiomatic; but before the gerund, i.e. leaving it vague
so is Much imagination has gone into the who is to do the whitewashing); Sure as
project, which aims to attract half a million she was of her never losing herfilialhold
visitors a year. Also (see RATHER), both of of the beloved (omit her, another wasted
the following examples are idiomatic: word).
She bestowed her activity, rather than letting it be harnessed to anyone else's gesticulation, gesture. Both words
needs—A. Brookner, 1988; Rather than try ultimately answer to L gestus 'action',
to improve our own appeal to those whose related to gerere 'to carry'. Gesture entered
votes we must win, it is suggested we should English in the 15c. and at first meant
do a deal of some sort with the Alliance- 'manner of placing the body, posture,
London Rev. Bks, 1988. So too are both of deportment'. By the 16c. it had come to
the following: Stella began rolling her mean 'movement of the body and limbs
head to and fro upon the pillow—I. Murdoch, as an expression of thought or feeling'
1983; Edith felt the hairs on the back of (its main current sense). The presenther neck begin to crepitate—A. Brookner, day sense 'an action to evoke a friendly
1986. In most circumstances, however, response' first came into use as recently
we have no choice in the matter: one as the early 20c. From the time it entered
or the other construction is obligatory. the language in the 17c, gesticulation has
Examples: (gerund obligatory) She had just one primary sense, 'the making
avoided marrying me because she mis- of lively or energetic motions with the
trusted her own power-T. Keneally, 1980; hands of body esp. as an accompaniment
no man ... has succeeded in persuading to or in lieu of speech'. In so far as the
the courts that his right to [etc.]—Daily Tél., two words share this sense, it is the
1987; MrKinnock is left holding the baby- degree of animation that governs the
choice, gesticulation being the one that
ibid., 1987; (infinitive obligatory) I have
indicates a more theatrical movement
decided to stick to my original intention—
of the arms or the body.
P. P. Read, 1986; he fails to take notice of
those wanting university education—Times,get. 1 When I was at school the teachers
1986: he preferred not to torture himself were hostile to this small and useful
with the specific knowledge [etc.]—A. N. Wil- verb: we were constantly asked to rewrite
son, 1986.
sentences containing get by substituting
In practice, constructions of the another verb in its place (fetch, obtain,
second type (word + infinitive) occur far earn, and a multitude of others). The
more frequently and after a much wider exercises were useful as a means of envariety of words and phrases than the larging our vocabulary. On the other
first type (word + gerund). Guidance in hand they left one wondering if get could
particular cases is given at many places ever be used in an acceptable manner.
It needs no demonstration that get is
in this book.

geyser | gild
indispensable in scores of idiomatic
phrases: get along with, get away with, get
down, get down to, get even with, etc.: COD
1995 devotes a complete column to such
phrases and the OED several pages. Get
also has a range of natural uses in which
it passes virtually unnoticed: get a job,
get my book for me, get rich, get one's feet
wet,flatterywill get you nowhere, get going,
get the upper hand, etc.
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-g-, -gg-. Words ending in g preceded
by a single vowel double the g before a
suffix beginning with a vowel, even in
unstressed syllables: wagging, sandbagged, zigzagged, shaggy, egged (on), boot'
legging, nutmegged; digging, priggish;
froggy, leapfrogged, logging; humbugged,
mugging.

ghastlily. The formal adverb corresponding to the adj. ghastly, but, for
2 The more controversial uses fall into reasons of euphony, best avoided. See
the area that lexicographers mark as -LILY.
colloquial or informal. It is hard to see
anything wrong with he hadn't got any ghat, (in India) a mountain pass, steps
(did not possess any)=AmE (and also to a river. Thus spelt, not ghât, ghât,
commonly in other varieties of English) ghaut. Pronounce /gait/.
he didn'thave any (see DO 3). Gowers (1965)
suggested that the 'intrusion of got into ghetto. PI. ghettos. See -O(E)S 6.
a construction in which have alone is
ghoul. Pronounce /gui/ rhyming with
enough originated in our habit of eliding
fool, not owl.
have. I have it and he has it are clear
statements, but if we elide we must in- giaour, a derogatory word for a nonsert got to avoid the absurdity of I've it Muslim. Pronounce /'d^aua/.
and the even greater absurdity of he's
it.' Nevertheless the following examples gibber (verb), gibberish. 1 Pronounce
give a hint of the kind of uses of get both with initial /d3/ not /g/. (It is worth
which, in Britain at least, have only re- noting that the OED (1899) gave only /g/
stricted currency except in very informal for the initial sound of gibberish.)
writing: He never got to write his volume on
2 See JARGON.
the Revolution—Dxdalus, 1987 ( = never got
round to writing); 'Come on in, son,' he gibbous (convex, protuberant, etc.). Prosays ...'I get you a beer or something?'—New nounce /'gibas/.
Yorker, 1989 ( = Can I get you a beer?); A
new song, a new movie comes out, you do it. gibe, jibe (verb) (jeer, mock). The first
You got to move with the times—ibid., 1989 spelling is recommended. See (the sailing
term) GYBE. The American word jibe in
( = have got to, must). See GOT.
the phr. to jibe with 'to agree, be in accord*
3 See GOTTEN.
is an unrelated word of unknown origin
4 For have to be, have got to be, see HAVE (in the 19c).
4gift (verb). Despite its antiquity (first
5 For the semi-passive type get changed, recorded in the 16c.) and its frequent
see PASSIVE TERRITORY 4.
use, esp. by Scottish writers, since then, it
has fallen out of favour among standard
6 See AHOLD.
speakers in England, and is best avoided.
7 See COME-AT-ABLE.
On the other hand, gifted ppl adj. 'talented' (a gifted violinist) is standard. See
geyser. In the OED (1899) precedence
alSO FREE GIFT.
was given to the pronunciation /'geisa/
for both senses (hot spring; apparatus gigolo. Pronounce this 20c. loanword
for heating water), with /'gaisa, -za/ as from French with initial Izl or /d3/. PI.
variants. Time has moved on. J. C. Wells gigolos. See -O(E)S 6.
(1990) recommends /'gi:za/ for both
senses in standard English, but '/'gaiza/ gild (verb) (cover thinly with gold) has
(if at all) particularly for the meaning pa.pple gilded (the porcelain is gilded by a
"hot spring'". In America and NZ (the magma of gold); but as ppl adj. is somebathroom heater sense is not used in times gilt (gilt-edged securities, gilt tooling)
either country) the pronunciation is uni- and in other collocations is gilded (gilded
formly /'gaiza(r)/.
youth, rendering Fr. jeunesse dorée). The
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word guild (medieval association of
craftsmen or merchants) is always so
spelt in standard English, not gild.

gild the lily | girl
as adjective ( = showing great care or
caution). Examples of the adverb: He descends gingerly from the cab—New Yorker,
1990; and they start gingerly to shift timbers
and bricks—P. Lively, 1991.

gild the lily. It has often been pointed
out that this firmly established idiom
( = to try to improve what is already Giotto, Giovanni. See ITALIAN SOUNDS.
beautiful) is a not quite accurate rendering of Shakespeare's line in his King gipsy. See GYPSY.
John (iv.ii.ii): To glide refined Gold, to paint
the Lilly; To throw a perfume on the Violet,gird (verb). The normal pa.t., pa.pple,
and ppl adj. form is girded. But as recently
[etc.]. See MISQUOTATIONS.
as the 19c, and still as an archaism, the
gill. The separate words meaning 'the variant form girt occurs. Examples: They
respiratory organ in fishes' and 'a ravine' girt her sons with the weapons of war—A.
are both pronounced /gil/. Those mean- Gallenga, 1848: And how herself, with girt
ing 'a unit of liquid measure' and 'a gown, carefully She went betwixt the
female ferret' are pronounced /d3il/. The heaps--W. Morris, 1870; The doctor... girt
female first name, whether spelt Jill or on a cutlass ... and ... crossed the palisade—R. L. Stevenson, 1883; The water-girt
Gill, is pronounced /d3il/.
promontory which is washed on the west by
gillie (Se), a man or boy attending a Lake Kilglass—J. B. Bury, 1905; Have you for
person hunting or fishing, has a hard
the moment forgotten ...in which opera the
initial /g/.
chorus 'Upon our sea-girt land' occurs?—TLS,
gillyflower. Pronounce with a soft ini- 1972.
tial /d3/.
girl /g3:l/. 1 In the standard language
gimbals (noun pi.). Pronounce with soft
initial /d3/.

girl rhymes with curl, pearl, and whirl,
but is sometimes pronounced /gel/ or
/gael/ (see GAL) with varying degrees of
social affectation.

gimmick, a 20c. word (first recorded in
an American Wise-Crack Diet, of 1926) of
2 Maud, the heroine in Anita Brookunknown origin. In our publicity-conIncidents in the Rue Laugier (1995).
ner's
scious and heavily politicized age the
word surged into common use after had learnt all the lessons she was supposed
about 1950, and now is widely applied to to have learnt, knew that girls were no longer
any trifling or ingenious device, gadget, to be addressed as girls but as women. The
idea, etc., that catches the public eye but passage reflected the fact that since the
is regarded as likely to be short-lived, 1960s feminist writers have tried to drive
unsound, etc., as time goes by. Seldom out the word girl as applied to adult
has such an unpromising word made its females, and have had some success. For
way into the central core of the language example, women undergraduates at universities are now called women; and male
so swiftly and so successfully.
managers who refer to the female memgimp (a trimming, a fishing-line). Thus bers of staff as girls risk having the habit
spelt, not guimp ovgymp. Pronounce with entered on the behaviour sheet as an
indication of sexual harassment. But,
hard initial /g/.
in the way that language works, many
gingerly. 1 Its etymology remains ob- established uses survive from an earlier
scure but the OED fairly plausibly period despite the intensity of the camsuggests that it is a 16c. adaptation of an paign. A young man still goes out with
OF word gensor, genzor (variously spelt), his girl or his girlfriend. The phrases glamproperly comparative of gent 'noble', but our girl, cover girl, and page three girl reused also as a positive, 'pretty, delicate', main in common use. There has been
+ -ly. The first uses of gingerly as an no move to censor (or ban from public
adverb had the meaning 'elegantly, dain- libraries) Kingsley Amis's Take a Girl like
tily (chiefly with reference to walking or You (i960) or Helen Gurley Brown's Sex
dancing)'.
and the Single Girl (1962). Throughout the
2 The word is still used both as adverb century popular songs have contained
( = in a careful or cautious manner) and the word in their titles or text, and the

girlie | gladsome
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songs remain unaltered: It's o long way Times, 1992: (given as subordinating conto Hpperary, To the sweetest girl I know (Jackjunction) Given what the boy's father was
Judge, 1912); If you were the only girl in the like, they had all been prepared for something
world (Clifford Grey, 1916); A pretty girl is roughish—l. Murdoch, 1962; This contrast
like a melody (I. Berlin, 1919); Poor little is understandable, given what critics of the
rich girl (Noel Coward, 1925); Diamonds regime have labelled 'triumphalism'—New
are a girl's best friend (Leo Robin, 1949)Yorker, 1975; Given how busy the Spanish
monarchs were in the 1480s, it's a wonder
girlie. Since the 1920s applied colloqui- they gave Columbus any notice at all-Chicago
ally to publications, entertainment, etc., THbune, 1988; {given that as subordinating
featuring young women, esp. scantily conjunction) Given that not every art stuclad or in the nude {girlie magazines, etc.). dent can work as apprentice to a living artist,
Always so spelt, not girly.
this is perhaps the nearest we can hope to get
to the Renaissance system—Modern Painters
gilt. See GIRD (verb).
1989; The biggest savings would come
through rationalisation given that roughly
given name. See CHRISTIAN NAME.
two-thirds of the cost is attributable to
given (that). Sense 32 of the OED entry teachers' salaries—TES, 1990; Given that th
for give reads "The pa.pple. is used, esp. government shies away from a graduate tax,
in an absolute clause, with the sense: student loans are the next best way of making
Assigned or posited as a basis for calcul- sure that students who benefit from higher
ation or reasoning.' Among the illustra- education foot some of the bill—Economist,
tive examples we find: Given a reasonable 1991.
amount of variety and quality in the exhibits,
an exhibition ...is sure to attract large glacial, glacier. The standard pronunnumbers—Manchester Examiner, 1885. Jes-ciations in BrE are /'gleijal/ and /'glaesia/
persen (1940, v.54) provides further ex- respectively; in AmE /'gleijal/ and
amples: Given your Hero, is he to become /'gleijar/.
Conqueror, King, Philosopher, Poet?—Carlyle,
1840; given that he lived through the danger,glacis (bank sloping down from a fort).
it was doubtful if he could ever live an activePronounced in BrE /'glaesis/ or /-si/, in
life again—E. F. Benson, 1894. These pro- AmE /glae'si:/ or /'glaesi:/.
vide the key to the use of given as a
marginal preposition and subordinating glad(den). See -EN VERBS FROM ADJECTconjunction, and of given that as a subor- IVES.
dinating conjunction. They operate in
a similar manner to considering {that), gladiolus. 1 Pronounce /glaedi'aulas/.
granted {that), and a few others. The cru- The pronunciation recommended by the
cial point is that, in such constructions, OED in 1899, namely /glae'daialas/, is now
given and the other words like it are obsolete. In classical Latin (Pliny) the
'distinct from the participles in meaning word, which is a diminutive of gladius
and in not requiring subject identifica- 'sword', had four short syllables, but this
tion, so that they cannot be viewed as pattern has not been carried over into
the verb in a participle clause' {CGEL English. See FALSE QUANTITY 2.
14.14). In other words, they are not unat2 The recommended plural is gladioli
tached participles.
These uses are part of standard English /-lai/. Gladioluses is too clumsy; gladiolus,
everywhere. Modern examples: (mar- i.e. the same form as the singular, is
ginal preposition) Given the more restrictive used in some plant catalogues, but has
definition of being possessed by demons, he nothing to commend it.
regrets its use in a religious context—National
Geographic, 1984; He didn't think that, givengladsome. See -SOME. In continuous
her ambitions and temperament, she would use from the 14c. to the 19c, it is now
enjoy it—A. West, 1984; Angel Clare's terriblerestricted to literary contexts or used as
rejection ofTess after the confession is whollya deliberate archaism. Example: She heads
credible, given his preconceptions—C. straight for him and gives him a gladsome
Whistler, 1985; Given the world around us, embrace and a kiss on the cheek-T. Stoppard,
that would be unhelpful, to say the least- 1993 (stage direction).
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glamour (AmE also glamor). 1 The corresponding adj. is glamorous. See -OUR
AND-OR.

2 The word, which was brought into
general literary use by Walter Scott
C1830, was originally Scottish, and etymologically was an alteration of the
word grammar with the sense ('occult
learning, magic, necromancy') of the old
word gramarye. It then passed into standard English with the meaning 'a delusive
or alluring charm', and, nearly a century
later (in the 1930s), was applied to the
charm or physical allure of a person, esp.
a woman, first in AmE and then in BrE
and elsewhere.

glamour | gloss
it has become widely employed in the
sense 'world-wide, involving the whole
world', esp. in military and environmental jargon: thus global warifare); global
village (coined by Marshall McLuhan in
i960 in recognition of the fact that new
technology and communications have
effectively 'shrunk' world societies to the
level of a single village); and esp. global
warming, a term that became established
in the 1980s to mean 'an increase in
temperature at the surface of the earth
supposedly caused by the greenhouse
effect' (SOED).

gloss. There are two distinct words.
Gloss1 = an explanatory word or phrase
glance, glimpse. A glance (usu. followed clarifying the meaning of a word that
by at, into, over, or through) is a brief lookmight be unfamiliar to a reader, or a
(e.g. the women exchanged glances; have
a
marginal
note of explanation or comquick glance at this). A glimpse is what is
ment. This word was written as gloze or
seen by taking a glance, and not the glose from the 14c. onwards and was
glance itself (he caught a glimpse of herrefashioned as gloss in the 16c. after L
in the crowd). 'A glance at the map' is glossa, Gk yXaxyaa. Gloss2 = surface lustre
idiomatic, but 'a glimpse at the map' is or sheen; it entered English in the i6c,
not.
probably from a Low German language.
Gloss1 (esp. when written as gloze or
glasses is the primary term in both
glose)
had the secondary senses, 'flattery,
Britain and America for 'a pair of lenses
in a frame resting on the nose and ears, deceit; a pretence, specious appearance';
2
used to correct defective eyesight or pro- and gloss developed a secondary sense
tect the eyes', but in Britain it alternates 'a deceptive appearance, a plausible prewith spectacles. It is often qualified by a text'. In other words the secondary
word specifying the particular purpose senses of the two words substantially
for which they are being worn: e.g. read- overlapped, with the result that in works
written
between the 16c. and the 19c.
ing glasses, sunglasses. In AmE eyeglasses
is
commonly used instead of the simplex care must be taken to deduce which of
glasses, but, though the OED gives 19c. the two words is meant. Thus, when Ben
examples of eyeglasses in BrE use, this Jonson wrote He ... Spurns back the gloses
longer term is hardly ever encountered of a fawning spirit in his Poetaster (1601),
now in the UK.
gloses meant 'flattering speeches'. When
Clarendon in his History of the Rebellion
glassful. The pi. is glassfuls. See -FUL.
(1647) wrote Malicious Glosses made upon
all he had said, he meant that the glosses
glimpse. See GLANCE.
were capable of a sophistical or disinglissade. Pronounce /gli'said/.
genuous interpretation. On the other
hand, when Cardinal Newman wrote in
global. From the 17c. to the 19c. it
1834 of the false gloss of a mere worldly
simply meant 'spherical, globular'. Berefinement, he was using gloss2 figuratginning in the late 19c., in imitation
ively.
of Fr. global, it acquired the meaning
It is easy to see that if we lacked the
'pertaining to or embracing the totality
1
2
of a number of items, categories, etc.; OED's historical record, gloss and gloss
all-inclusive' (e.g. The global sum of £300 could be taken to be 'the same word'.
Indeed, in some modern dictionaries,
million looked like the result of bargaining
notably
some of those prepared for chilwith the Treasury—Ann. Reg. 1947, 1948;
A
'global' picture can be obtained from thedren
use and for foreign learners of English,
considerations are cast
of such techniques as Rorschach—Brit. etymological
Jrnl
1
Psychology, 1952). In the course of the 20c. aside, and homonyms like gloss and

glossary, dictionary, vocabulary | go
2

gloss are presented as part of a single
entry.
glossary, dictionary, vocabulary. A
glossary is an alphabetical list of the hard
words used in a specific subject or text,
with explanations. Glossaries are usually
of modest length, e.g. those of the British
Standards Institution (of aeronautical
terms, highway engineering terms, etc.),
and those appended to the texts in series
like those of the Early English Text
Society and the Scottish Text Society. A
DICTIONARY is usually a much more ambitious work, though sometimes, when restricted to the terminology of a specified
subject, dictionary and glossary are virtually interchangeable terms. A vocabulary
supplies the reader of a book in a foreign
language (e.g. a school edition of Latin
texts) with the English equivalents of
the foreign words used in it. A glossary
selects what is judged to be obscure; a
vocabulary assumes that all is obscure.
Vocabulary also means the whole stock of
words used by those speaking a given
language, by any set of persons, or by
an individual.
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Examples: From crock of bone-dry crusts and
mouse-gnawn cheese-W. de la Mare, 1921;
These shoes, particularly those of the children
are somewhat gnawn—Agee and Evans,
1941.
gneiss (metamorphic rock). This 18c.
loanword from German is now always
pronounced /nais/, with the initial g
silent.
gnomic /'naumik/. Used of literary works,
esp. Anglo-Saxon poetry, consisting of or
containing aphoristic verses or maxims
(sometimes called gnomes). The gnomic
aorist in Greek (used 'to express what
once happened, and has therefore established a precedent for all time') is a term
used in the grammar of classical Greek,
but has no precise counterpart in English
grammar. The word itself is derived from
Gk yv(op.iKOs 'sententious'.
go (noun). PI. goes. See -O(E)S 2.

go (verb). Five uses call for comment.
1 Goes without saying (first recorded in
English in 1878) is a naturalized Gallicism (q.v., sense 2). For anyone opposed to
the use of such loan-translations, other
gloze. See GLOSS.
straightforwardly English equivalents
glue. The inflected forms and deriva- are available, needless to say, need hardly
tives are spelt glues, glued, gluing; and be said, of course, etc.
gluey.
2 go + bare infinitive. This was the
dominant construction in English until
glycerine /'glisa.riin/. So spelt in BrE, the 17c: e.g., in Shakespeare's Winter's
but usu. glycerin /-rm/ in AmE. In scientific Tale, lie go see if the Beare bee gone; I must
writing the synonymous term glycerol is go buy Spices for our sheepe-shearing. It
customary.
survives as a normal construction in
gn-. In nearly all current English words AmE (hide and go seek), but in BrE is used
initial gn is pronounced /n/ with the g in only a few fixed expressions (he can
silent, though it is clear that in native go hang for all I care, to go get (chiefly
words like gnat and gnaw the g was US)). In Britain the normal constructions
sounded until the 17c. The main excep- are of the type go and + infinitive or
tions are gnocchi, a 19c. loanword from go + to-infinitive. Examples of go + bare
Italian, which is sometimes pronounced infinitive: III go put your lovely flowers in
with initial /nj/; and gnu (from a Bush- water-]. Updike, 1986 (US); Ï wish I could
man language in S. Africa), which is also see a real Jew.' 'Go look in the mirror.'—New
sometimes pronounced with initial /nj/, Yorker, 1986; I guess III gofinishmy shiftbeside the normal pronunciation /nu:/. Hill Street Blues (US TV series, 15 Nov.
All such words of Greek origin (gnomic, 1986). Occasional examples turn up outgnostic, etc.) are pronounced with the g side N. America as late as the 19c. (natural uses) and in the 20c. (probably as
silent.
conscious Americanisms): Very true,' said
gnaw. The pa.t. and pa.pple are gnawed. I, let us go fetch it. -R. M. Ballantyne,
Some dictionaries continue to list gnawn 1858; 'Sweetheart, I'm ravenous. Go call us
as a variant form of the pa.pple but it a cab. —Maggie Gee, 1985 (UK); Grace'd [ =
has not been commonly used in the Grace had] got the morning off from school
20C. and now sounds distinctly archaic. to go give her brother some support [at a
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gobbledegook | gobbledegook

Recent research (OED Additions Series, ii,
magistrates court]—Alan Duff, 1990 (NZ).
1993)
has taken the use back to Dickens's
3 Related constructions, (a) go and followed by an infinitive: She ... said she Pickwick Papers (1836): He was roused by a
would go and turn the sprinkler off herself— loud shouting of the post-boy on the leader. YoNew Yorker, 1986; He packed the sacks withyo-yo-yo-yoe,' went the first boy. Yo-yo-yo-yoe!'
goods for Kaliel to go and sell—D. Matthee, went the second. Somehow it seems more
1986 (SAfr.). (b) examples in which go acceptable there.
and the accompanying verb are both
5 The (American) cox in the Oxford
imperatives: It's late, child ...Go and get boat in the 1987 Boat Race had the slogan
some sleep—]. M. Coetzee, 1977 (SAfr.); Tell Go for it inscribed on the back of his rowthem, go and beg in the market-place—A. ing shirt. He thus drew attention to the
Desai, 1988 (India), (c) go + to-infinitive: arrival in Britain of this popular AmerRozanov... had gone to live in the Ennistone ican phrase of the 1980s. Examples: When
Rooms—I. Murdoch, 1983. (d) go and used you come up with a zingy locution that will
colloquially to mean 'to be so foolish, astound your friends and confound your
unreasonable, or unlucky as to—': and enemies—go for it!-W. Safire, 1985; I told her
now all at once she remembered. Max Gill about Scott [sc. a boyfriend]. Eileen said, 'Go
had actually gone and died—New Yorker,
for it, Andrea.'-New Yorker, 1986. The OED
1988; You herd cattle all day, you come to has a series of entries for various uses of
despise them, and pretty soon ... you have go + the preposition for, including the
gone and shot one—G. Keillor, 1990. It very informal type I could go for you in a big
should be emphasized that the construc- way, kid ( = be enthusiastic about, be entions in (a) to (d) are standard in all amoured of), but has not yet dragged this
forms of English.
nippy little fish into its net.
4 go = say. This use is seen by Sara
Tulloch (1991) as occurring mainly 'in gobbledegook. Also spelt gobbledy
young people's speech ... (usually in the gook. This is an expressive term, first
present tense, reporting speech in the recorded in America in 1944, for official,
past)'. She sees it as 'an extension of the professional, or pretentious verbiage or
use of go to report a non-verbal sound jargon. The word was almost certainly
of some kind expressed as an onoma- coined as a representation of a turkeytopoeic word or phrase, as in "the bell cock's gobble. For some two decades or
went ding-dong" or "the gun went bang", so the term was mainly restricted to
perhaps with some influence from nur- AmE, the equivalent BrE expression
sery talk (as in "ducks go quack, cows go being OFFICIALESE, but it is now in commoo")'. It is indeed common in children's mon use in BrE. In its most innocent
speech and esp. (but not only) in Amer- form, gobbledegook lies in the proliferaica: In school Friday our teacher held up a tion of upgraded job titles, as, for exnote and goes to Amy, 'Did you pass this note?' ample, when the chief steward on a longAnd Amy goes, 'Who, me?'—dialogue in strip haul passenger flight is called the senior
cartoon in Chicago Sun-Times, 1988. But it in-flight services manager. Nowadays every
is also widespread in the language of the head of a discernible section, however
shell-suit brigade of adults in modern small, within an organization seems to
fictional contexts (my examples happen be called some kind of manager.
to be from AmE and NZ sources but the
Of much greater consequence is the
type occurs in the non-standard lan- use of obfuscatory or opaque statements
guage of all English-speaking countries): by official groups. The following passage
I go, if this is some kind of joke I'm like really from an American policy document
not amused—]. Mclnerny, 1988 (US); He'd about transport plans (as reported in a
wait about three lulls... Then he'd go, 'GuessChicago newspaper of 1995) shows gobIII have to have the circus tonight.'—New bledegook in its most potent form: While
Yorker, 1988; They go, 'Are you laying a com-EPA [the Environmental Protection Agency]
plaint?' I said not yet-Rosie Scott, 1988 will solicit comments on other options, the
(NZ); Butch and I were discussing this prob- supplemental notice of proposed rulemaking
lem, and Butch goes, 'But you promised you'd on transportation conformity will propose to
do it.' Then I go, 'Well, I changed my mind.'—require conformity determinations only in the
Chicago Tribune, 1989.
metropolitan planning areas (the urbanized
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area and the contiguous area(s) likely to be-necessary to know the meaning of the
come urbanized within 20 years) of attain- words lien and demurrage if one is to
ment areas which have exceeded 85 percentunderstand the following passage (from
of the ozone, CO, NO 2, PM-10 annual, or PMa legal newsletter of 1988): The Commercial
10 24-hour NAAQS within the last three, Court has held that where a shipowner exertwo, one, three, and three years respectively. cises a lien on cargo for demurrage due, he
Doubtless the statement made good can claim demurrage for the further period
sense to members of the EPA. Its accuracy of delay caused by his own exercise of the lien
is not in question. The fault lies in its The words themselves are not replaceinability to make any more than labori- able by simpler terms.
ous sense to the general public to whom
Similarly, in the following passage by
it was addressed.
R. Jackendoff in the journal Language
Dr James Le Fanu, the medical corres- (1975) it is impossible to work out what
pondent of The Daily Telegraph, reported is meant unless one is familiar with the
(in 1995) a much more worrying case: A terms lexical insertion rules, paradigm, and
friend in her late thirties [received] a buff deep structure: [It has been suggested that]
envelope from the Family Planning Clinic,paradigmatic information should be represwhere she had had a cervical smear six weeksented in the dictionary. As a consequence, the
earlier. The report read as follows: "The results
lexical insertion rules must enter partial or
of your test showed early cell changes (mildcomplete paradigms into deep structures, and
dyskaryosis suggesting CIN I) and wart virusthe rules of concord must have the function
changes." She was advised to have a repeat of filtering out all but the correctforms, rather
test in six months.' No further explanation than that of inserting inflectional affixes.
was offered. She turned to Dr Le Fanu,
In everyday contexts, especially in weland he 'translated' for her: There are some fare, tax, medical, and social-services
funny-looking cells ("dyskaryosis") which may
documents, and in the drafting of our
or may not indicate the very earliest signs laws and charters, one hopes that the
of pre<ancerous change ("suggesting CIN I")processes of simplification (and, where
which almost always returns to normal withnecessary, of translation) will continue.
no treatment. However, when associated with
Numerous books have been written
evidence of infection with the wart virus, it suggesting ways of reducing gobbleis slightly more likely to progress up through degook to a minimum, among them
grades CIN II and III—at which point some-Gowers, The Complete Plain Words (1954
thing may need to be done, hence the need and later versions), Cutts and Maher,
for a further test in six months' time.' Dr Le Gobbledygook (1984). M. Adler, Qarity for
Fanu concluded that until those respon- Lawyers (1990), and Cutts, The Plain English
sible for sending such reports to women Guide (1995). But problems are bound to
without a translation of what they mean remain despite the best efforts of such
'tens of thousands of women every year, writers.
just like my friend, will continue to be
See also BAFFLEGAB; JARGON; OFFICIALunduly and unforgivably frightened'.
ESE; PLAIN ENGLISH.
This gap between the type of technical
language used in the examples just cited, gobemouche /'gobmuiX/. If this engaging
and also in taxation offices, insurance French word meaning 'a gullible listener,
companies, local government depart- a credulous person' is to be used at all
ments, and the like, and the capacity in English it should be printed in italics,
of members of the general public to and pronounced the same in the singular
understand it lies at the heart of the and the plural (gobemouches). The French,
problem.
bearing in mind that the singular and
Another central problem remains. the plural in French are both spelt gobeSome people (especially the young) can mouches, will continue to wonder at the
understand the language of computer, way in which we adopt individual French
video-recorder, and motor vehicle man- words with only partial accuracy. The
uals. Others, quite simply, cannot. More- French word literally means 'fly-catcher',
over, the essential technical language of from gober 'to swallow' + mouches 'flies'.
most professional subjects will always
lie beyond the reach of someone un- godlily. Technically the adverb anversed in the subject. For example, it is swering to the adj. godly, but normally
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God's acre | got

avoided (in favour of in a godly manner) up in practical life—S. Bellow, 1987. See
HENDIADYS.
because of its clumsiness. See -LILY.
God's acre (a churchyard) is modelled
on Ger. Gottesacker. It is properly 'God's
seed-field*, in which the bodies of the
departed are 'sown' (1 Cor. 15: 36 - 44) in
hope of the resurrection (OED).

goodbye. The pi. of the noun is goodbyes.
The AmE by-form goodrby has pi. good-bys.

good will, good-will, goodwill. Except
in the attributive use (a good-will gesture,
that is, as a gesture of good will), the
Goidelic. See GAELIC.
choice should be between the unhyphened forms, since the accent falls on
gold(en). See-EN ADJECTIVES. For objects the second syllable. Good will is required
made in part or whole of gold, the when the notion is virtuous intent, etc.,
shorter form is now usual {goldring,gold and goodwill is customary when it means
watch). Golden more commonly means 'the established reputation of a business
'coloured or shining like gold* (golden etc. as enhancing its value' (COD).
hair, golden retriever, golden syrup), and is
the form preferred in figurative uses gormandize is the recommended form
(golden age). But the distinction is far for the verb ( = to eat or devour vorafrom complete. If not of gold itself, there ciously) and gourmandise for the noun
are plain indications of wealth in the ( = the habits of a gourmand; indulgence
phrases golden disc, Golden Fleece, golden
in gluttony). But in practice there is
goose, and golden handshake, for example.
much diversity in printed work, and the
spellings are often regarded as intergolf. The standard pronunciation is changeable.
/golf/. 'The Scottish pronunciation is
/gaof/; the pronunciation /gof/, somewhat gorse. See FURZE.
fashionable in England, is an attempt to
imitate this' (OED, 1901). This imitative gossip. The inflected forms are gossiped,
gossiping; gossiper, gossipy.
pronunciation is now seldom heard.
got. It is interesting to see how new
uses can be found for this small word,
the pa.t. and pa.pple of GET. It is perhaps
not surprising that most of them are
informal verging on non-standard, and
that they all seem to have begun their
life in AmE. Some miscellaneous exgolosh. See GALOSH.
amples: (used with a to-infinitive = 'to
good (adv.). In continuous use from secure an opportunity to') This was conthe 14c. to the 18c. it dropped out of sidered a bonus for me, because I got to sit
standard use C1800, and now survives in thefront-E. Kidman, 1988 (NZ); We got
mainly in non-standard use, esp. in AmE. to see exactly what happens to the green when
we were taken out on the floor 0/MRQ-New
Examples: But it didn't work too good, beYorker, 1989; ( = have got to, must) We
cause you still managed to get a coffee break
out of it—New Yorker, 1991; I didn't feel just
too got to live. Isn't that so?—(black speaker
good the next day—Stephen Wall, 1991; in) A. Fugard, 1980 (SAfr.); It's [sc. coffee
is] a drug, and we got to stay pure—New
Like I said, the rent's all paid. I'm looking
after the place good—Maurice Gee, 1994Yorker, 1986: He's one of 300 Americans
(NZ) (a remark by a young, uneducated who have recently arrived to teach English to
Czechoslovaks. We got to help these people,'
single parent).
he says, 'any way we can.'—Newsweek, 1990:
good and. Used colloquially to mean (got tobe = 'came round to being') It got to
'completely', it has been in common use be 11 p.m. We left the way we had come—New
in AmE since about the 1880s and else- Yorker, 1989; (got to be = has to be, ineviwhere at a slightly later date. Examples: tably is) those who've heard the band ...
pressurize their pop, R&B and free improv
When I was good and drunk I tried to start
a conversation with the other people in thesources into what's got to be the most pleasurbar—Nigel Williams, 1985; Only I'm good able prog-rock to come along in a decadeMusician, 1991 (US); (got = possess, have)
and tired of watching high-quality people fuck
golliwog. Bear in mind that this word
(first used as Golliwogg in 1895) for 'a
black-faced brightly dressed soft doll
with fuzzy hair' has been placed on the
unfavoured list by those who disapprove
of ethnic terms like Negro and nigger.

gotten I gourmand, gourmet
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What you got in thatjar, Alvie?—M. Eldridge, uses with following pa.pples) I just came
1984 (Aust.); I con't get my head around out here for a drink of water, but I seem to have
it, Sharon. Suddenly I got three fathers—at gotten turned around in the darkness—New
least—Times, 1987 (preview of the TV pro- Yorker, 1988; they bore the shame of having
gramme EastEnders); Right now, we got ninetempted Adam with the apple and had gotten
cops in the Miami police department being them both evicted from the Garden of Eden—P
tried for murder—The Face (US speaker), Burke, 1989; They may havefinallygotten
rid of Sir Robert [Muldoon] from under their
1987.
feet, but they know there is still plenty of
See also GET 2.
bark and bite to come—NZ Herald, 1991;
gotten. Nothing points more clearly to (unclassified) Sir William, whom I haven't
the North Americanness of a person than gotten around to discussing at all—R. Merthe ability to use the pa.pple forms got ton, 1985; They seem to have gotten together
and gotten in a natural manner. Gotten even without your help—New Yorker, 1986
forms no part of the paradigm of the this last year and a half I've gotten tofillout
verb get in the UK—though it once did—or a lot of forms-]. Updike, 1986.
in any other part of the English-speaking
With all this happening to gotten outworld, though I have observed it being side the UK it is curious that the word
used sporadically in New Zealand and remains outside standard BrE, while beAustralia in recent years, esp. by young gotten, forgotten, and ill-gotten remain such
people, and its use may well be spreading natural members of the everyday vocabuelsewhere too. In AmE it is a fairly safe lary of British people.
rule that gotten is used when the sense
is 'obtained', but got when it means gouge (noun and verb). The OED (1901)
'owned, possessed'. It has also been gave /gu:d3/ as an alternative pronuncisuggested that gotten is preferred to got ation, but /gaud3/ is now the only standwhen a notion of progression is involved. ard one.
The matter cannot be neatly resolved
since get has so many other senses and gourd (fleshy fruit or its shell). The OED
applications, and the prospect of exam- gave /goad/ and /guad/ in that order in
ining the distribution of gotten and got 1901, but the second is the only standard
in all of them would be very daunting pronunciation now.
indeed.
Some
miscellaneous
examples gourmand, gourmet. 1 The history of
the two words is known but has left us
(NAmer. unless otherwise indicated): ( =
obtained, received) An Army friend... had with a curious legacy. Gourmand entered
gotten us tickets for a Tchaikovsky extrava-the language in the 15c. in the sense
ganza—?. Roth, 1979; Have you gotten your 'a glutton'. From the mid-i8c. it also
paper the last couple of Sundays?—New acquired the meaning 'one who is fond
Yorker, 1986; (progression involved) of delicate fare; a judge of good eating',
They've climbed fences in their sleep, gotten and was so used (we learn from the OED)
into gardens-G. Keillor, 1985; Has my repu- by Coleridge, Darwin, Charlotte Brontë,
tation in town gotten that bad?—T. Winton, and some other writers of fame. Gourmet
1985 (Aust.); You have gotten close to the entered the language in the early 19c.
whirlpool,' Fleda said—]. Urquhart, 1986; and has been used only in the sense (as
Prices in the Northeast have gotten so out of the OED defines it) 'a connoisseur in the
hand that buyers go to extraordinary lengths delicacies of the table'. As the 20c. comes
to come up with affordable housing—US Newsto an end, the preference of conservative
& World Rep., 1986; People in the USA havespeakers is to restrict the favourable
gotten much healthier in the past 30 years- sense (a judge of good eating) to gourmet,
USA Today, 1988; It had gotten too quietand to apply gourmand only to those for
in the neighborhood-T. McGuane, 1989; It whom quantity is more important than
couldn't have gotten worse from cold air. Youdelicate judgement. In practice the conjust felt worse—J. Hecht, 1991; (gotten used servative view seems to be the prevailing
to) Been sewn up for a long time and the one, but for how long? It has the advanlocals have gotten used to the idea—T. Win- tage that it is frequently used attributon, 1985 (Aust.); Joe had not gotten used to tively (a gourmet meal), whereas gourmand
Astrid's friends-T. McGuane, 1989; (other cannot be so used.

gourmandise | graffiti
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2 Gourmand is either pronounced in a etc., but the forms with medial -e- rather
Gallic manner as /'guamâ/ or Anglicized than -ae- are customary in AmE. See also
as /'guamand/. Gourmet is always /'guamei/. GRECIAN.
gourmandise. See GORMANDIZE.

graffiti, which are such a prominent
feature of our slogan-ridden age, is a
plural word requiring a plural construction. Its singular is graffito. Before the
1960s it was mainly used by art historians and archaeologists of drawings or
writing scratched on the walls of ancient
classical ruins, such as those at Pompeii
or Rome. In their work the (It.) singular
governor-general. The pi. form recom- form in -0 and the pi. form in -i were
mended is governor-generals, but governors- unfailingly distinguished. The spray-can
general is still current as an acceptable brigades of the period since the 1960s
have brought the word dramatically to
variant. See PLURALS OF NOUNS 9.
the attention of the general public, and
gradable, gradability, gradience. The graffiti is now often erroneously treated
useful concept of gradability in grammar (cf. confetti) as a mass noun requiring
and semantics was first extensively used a singular verb. There are encouraging
by Quirk et al. (1972) and by Lyons (1977), signs that standard speakers are increasand has passed into general currency. A ingly recognizing that one such slogan
particular set of words can be seen as or message is 'a graffito', but it remains
forming a continuum of size, degree, to be seen whether a clear number disvulnerability, etc.,: thus few, little, much, tinction between the two words can be
and many are gradable in that they do established and maintained in English.
not represent a fixed number, quantity,
The following examples from successsize, etc. By contrast, words like single ive issues of the same American newsand married, or male and female, cannot paper, the Daily Northwestern (111.),
be seen in terms of gradience: one is illustrate the competing types: (24 Oct.
either single or married, male or female. 1991) A graffito in the fourth-floor women's
Most adverbs and adjectives are gradable bathroom in University library reads, T have
{pretty, rich; slowly, patiently) in that it isbeen reading the same thing on these walls
a matter of judgement what constitutes for three years and I'm bored!'; (25 Oct. 1991)
prettiness, richness, etc. Others are only The graffiti was left on a notepad hanging
controversially gradable, e.g. perfect, on the door of the unnamed professor's office.
uniquely). Colour words show that there Other examples: {graffiti treated as pi.)
are considerable gradations between the May I add a word in praise of the London
primary colours. This is not the place Library? I doubt whether any other lending
for a full treatment of the concept of library can claim that the graffiti in its books
gradability. Readers who wish to pursue show such a concern for scholarship—TLS,
the matter further should consult Lyons 1972; The inscription on the fire engine in
(1977). CGEL, and other standard works. New College cloisters is written in Latin and
graduate (verb). There is no problem so are some of the graffiti youfindchalked
about its ordinary intransitive sense {he on the walls of Oxford lavatories—}. Morris,
graduated from Yale in 1984; she graduated 1978; {graffiti treated as sing.) That hauntlast year). The newish AmE transitive type ing graffiti inscribed on the approaches to
he graduated Yale in 1984 is much more Paddington station—Times, 1980; T don't
controversial and is best avoided. It need drugs,' the T-shirt graffiti proclaims—
should be noted that in AmE the word Observer, 1981; Graffiti covers nearly every
is not restricted to the completion of a inch of the concrete barrier, its poignant messuniversity degree: it is also used for the ages seeming to fall on deaf ears-Gentleman
(Bombay), 1986; {graffito treated as sing.)
completion of a high-school course.
The sheer act of writing a graffito on a
graece, -ce. See ANGLICE.
women's rest room wall means that the writer
will put up with possible responses—
Graecism, Graecize, Graeco-. Thus Multilingua, 1987; A graffito on the Will
spelt in OUP house style, not Grecism,
government. While preparing my booklet The Spoken Word (1981) for the BBC, I
found that this belonged to a small
group of words that gave maximum offence to listeners if pronounced in a
garbled manner, with the first n silent,
i.e. as /'gAvamant/ or even /'gAvmant/.

-gram | gram(me)
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Rogers esplanade said: "Welcome to the end There is an immense gap between a
simple presentation of grammar in a
of civilization.'—R. Raynor, 1988.
small book for children, in which, in the
-gram. 1 A long-standing suffix (ulti- clearest possible manner, the parts of
mately representing Gk ypdp.ua 'some- speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb,
thing written') in many English words, preposition, etc.) are identified, and
including cablegram, diagram, epigram, words, phrases, and sentences are differideogram, and telegram.
entiated from one another, and, on the
2 Since the late 1970s the suffix has other hand, the largest and most comcombined with various words to produce plex current work, A Comprehensive Grama wide range of (mostly humorous) mar of the English Language (1985), a work
formations based on telegram, 'denoting bristling with difficult conceptual tera message delivered by a representative minology and aimed at professional stuof a commercial greetings company, esp. dents of the language. Ideally every
one outrageously dressed to amuse or English-speaking person should begin to
embarrass the recipient' (OED 2). Ex- distinguish the several parts of speech
amples (some of which are respelt when at an early age, and continue to study
used as proprietary terms) include kisso- the various aspects of the subject in a
gram (Kissagram), the best-known of them graduated manner throughout his or her
all; Gorillagram, Mailgram, Rambogram, time at school. An understanding of the
way the language works is assisted by
and strippergram (Strip-a-Gram).
the learning of one or more foreign langrammar is 'the study or rules of a guages (e.g. Latin and French) and by the
language's inflections or other means acquisition (an impossible dream!) of an
of showing the relation between words, outline knowledge of the history and
including its phonetic system; a body of nature of English from the eighth cenforms and usages in a specified language tury to the present day.
(Latin grammar)1 (COB, 1995). 'Words mustgrammatical agreement. See AGREEbe combined into larger units, and gram- MENT.
mar encompasses the complex set of
rules specifying such combination... We grammatical concord. See AGREEMENT.
shall be using 'grammar' [in this book]
to include both syntax and that aspect grammatical gender, in the earliest
of morphology (the internal structure of form of our language, called Old English
words) that deals with inflections (or acci- or Anglo-Saxon (c 740 to 1066), nouns fell
into three classes, masculine, feminine,
dence)' (CGEL, 1985).
and neuter, i.e. were distinguished by
Grammar, in modern terms, is a branch
their grammatical gender. Thus stan
of philology (the older term) or linguistics
'stone* was masculine, giefu 'gift' was
(the usual current term). Other componfeminine, and scip 'ship' was neuter. The
ents or branches of linguistics include:
definite article and most adjectives varetymology: the origin, formation, and deied to accord with the gender of the
velopment of a word: OE xcer is the
accompanying noun. This system was
etymon of modE acre; morphology: deals
lost by the end of the 11c. by which time,
with the internal structure of wordamong other factors, the distinctive unforms; the word enrichment consists of
stressed vowel-endings, which were one
three morphemes, namely en- + rich +
of the mainstays of the system, had weak•ment; orthography: correct or convenened to the neutral sound schwa, /a/.
tional spelling; the study or science of
Grammatical gender is an essential elespelling; phonology: the study of sounds
ment of ancient languages like Latin and
in a language; semantics: the branch of
Greek, and also of numerous modern
linguistics concerned with meaning and
languages. The absence of grammatical
change of meaning; syntax: the grammatgender in English is one of the reasons
ical arrangement of words, phrases, and
why English-speakers have considerable
clauses, showing their connection and
difficulty in mastering the major lanrelation; word-formation: the way in which
guages of Western Europe.
compound words are formed from
simpler elements, e.g. musicology from gram(me). The shorter form is now
music (noun) + the combining form -ology. customary (abbreviated g, not g., gm, or
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gr) for the sense 'fundamental unit of in AmE /'greet-/. A third possibility, /'gra:mass in the system of cgs (centimetre, tis/, is also used, esp. in the colloquial phr.
gram, and second) units'. So kilogram ( = free, gratis, and for nothing.
1,000 grams), milligram (one-thousandth
of a gram), microgram (one-millionth of gratuity. When not used of a bounty
given in certain circumstances to sera gram), etc.
vicemen and servicewomen on their disgramophone (irregularly formed by in- charge from the armed forces, gratuity is
version of phonogram), a late 19c. word, is a rather grand word for a 'tip'.
now old-fashioned. The favoured current
word is record-player (except that phono- gravamen /gra'veimen/, a chief ground
graph is still used in AmE for the same of complaint. PL gravamina /gra'vaemma/.
object).
grave (verb), (engrave, carve). Of the
two pa.ppl forms graved and graven the
grand compounds. It is recommended
that the following current English com- second is much the commoner; but the
pounds of family, etc., names be written verb itself is archaic except in so far as
thus (most of them in accord with COD, it has been kept alive in set phrases, esp.
1995): (ranks) grand duchy, grand duchess, the biblical phrase graven images.
grand duke; (family relationships) grand gravel (verb). The inflected forms are
aunt, grandchild, grandad, grand daughter,gravelled, gravelling; gravelly (in AmE the
grandfather, grandma, grandmam(m)a, first two but not the third often written
grandmother, grand nephew, grand niece, with a single -1-).
grandpa, grandpapa, grandparent, grandsire (an archaic word for grandfather), gray. A very common AmE variant of
grandson, grand uncle; (miscellaneous) grey.
grand jury, grand master (chess), Grand
National, grand opera, grand piano, Grand greasy. In its literal sense 'smeared
with grease' always /'grirsi/; when applied
Prix, grand slam (sport, bridge), grand
stand, grand total, grand tour (sightseeing to an objectionable person often /'griizi/.
tour). For some of the family terms a great. For the great Cham, the Great Uncertain amount of latitude is permiss- washed, see SOBRIQUETS.
ible, e.g. grand-aunt, grand dad, granduncle. In all such terms an initial capital greaten. A stock example of a word
should be used at the beginning of letters that was part of the everyday language
(Dear Grandpa, etc.) and also in mid-letter from the 17c. to the 19c. (see the substan(Will you tell Grandma, please, that I loved tial entry in the OED), but which has
her presents). In chess circles grandmaster virtually passed out of use in the 20c. For
the type, see -EN VERBS FROM ADJECTIVES.
is very frequently written as one word.
Grecian. This adj. has steadily retreated
before Greek, and is now idiomatically
restricted to architecture, facial outline
granted. Like GIVEN, CONSIDERING, and
(esp. Grecian nose), and a soft low-cut
one or two other words, granted can be slipper. Otherwise Greek is the natural
used as a marginal preposition (And, word (Greek alphabet, calends, chorus, fire,
granted the initial assumptions ... I think it etc.).
stands the test—A. White, 1965); absolutely
(Granted, it was not hard to interest a securityGrecism, etc. See GRAECISM.
man, who apart from a regular soldier had Greek g. Words containing g derived
the most boring job on earth-T. Keneally, from Greek gamma are of three kinds:
1985); and, usu. in the form granted that, 1 The small class in which g is silent in
as a subordinating conjunction (Granted English (gnome aphorism, gnomic, gnomon
that he was somewhat motivated by a nonlit- (on sundial), gnosis, gnostic; diaphragm,
erary consideration—the book is lengthily antiparadigm, phlegm).
Catholic-still I thought his deflation skillful
2 A larger class (before a consonant
and just—Commentary (US), 1958).
or the vowels a, 0) in which it is always
gratis. The dominant standard pronun- 'hard', i.e. /g/ (glaucoma, Greek; galaxy, deciation in BrE seems to be /'grertis/ and magogue, gonorrhoea).
granny. The more usual spelling (rather
than grannie). See -IE, -Y.

greenhouse effect | grill, grille
3 A large class of words in which the
g happens to fall before e, i, or y. The
English natural tendency to pronounce
g 'soft', i.e. as /d3/, in such cases has been
partially prevented by standard speakers
who are familiar with the derivation of
the words in question. In the following
list the dominant current pronunciation
is given when possible.
anthropophagi
antiphlogistic
autogyro
demagogic
demagogy
geriatric(s)
gerontology
gymnastic(s)
gynaecology
gypsophila
hegemony
hemiplegia
isagogic
laryngitis
meningitis
misogynist
misogyny
paraplegia
paraplegic
pedagogical
pedagogy
pharyngitis
phlogiston
syzygy

lël o r /d3/
/da/
/d3/
/-'gDgik/
/-'gogi/
/da/
i n i t i a l /d3/, final /-CI3-/

/«fe/

i n i t i a l /g/, final /(I3/
/da/
/g/ o r /d3/
/da/
first g h a r d , s e c o n d g /d3/
/d3/
/d3/
/da/
/da/
/da/
/d3/
/-'gDd3-/ o r /-'gog-/
/-'goda-/ o r l-'gog-l
/da/
/da/
/da/

Note: gynaecology and its derivatives
were very commonly pronounced with
initial /d3/ in the first third of the 20c,
but from about 1930 only with /g/. See
alSO ANAGOGE.

greenhouse effect. This important but
much misunderstood term is defined by
the New SOED as follows: the heating of
the surface and lower atmosphere of a
planet due to the greater transparency
of the atmosphere to visible radiation
from the sun than to infrared radiation
from the planet.
Cf. global warming (s.v. GLOBAL).
greenness. So spelt.
Green Paper. A publication issued by a
British government department setting
out various aspects of a matter on which
legislation is contemplated, and inviting
public discussion and suggestions. In
due course it may be followed by a WHITE
PAPER, giving details of proposed legislation. The first Green Paper was issued in
1967. (Hutchinson Encycl, 1990).
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greenth. Coined by Horace Walpole in
1753. it has never established itself in
the language except in literary contexts
or jocularly. See -TH NOUNS.

grey. In an unusually long note the OED
(1901) says 'an enquiry by Dr. Murray in
Nov. 1893 elicited a large number of
replies, from which it appeared that in
Great Britain the form grey is the more
frequent in use, notwithstanding the
authority of Johnson and later Eng. lexicographers who have all given the preference to gray'. In Britain a century
later, grey is the only current form. See
GRAY.

greyhound. The word goes back to
Anglo-Saxon times, and it is known that
the first element is unconnected with
grey. Its ultimate etymology is uncertain,
though it seems to answer to an ON groy
meaning 'bitch'. The word is often spelt
grayhound in AmE.
gridiron, griddle, grid, it would be
natural to assume, perhaps, that grid was
the original word, griddle its diminutive,
and gridiron a compound of it with iron.
But the historical record in the OED reveals that griddle (13c, from OF, first in
form gredil{e)) and gridiron (13c, first in
form gredire) were the original terms;
that gridiron was at an early date (14c.)
formed by analogy withfire-ironand the
simplex iron; and that grid (19c.) is a
quite recent back-formation from gridiron.
grievous /'grirvas/. One occasionally
hears the word lamentably pronounced
as /'grirvias/, rhyming with devious, previous, etc. Those who say the word thus
are also inclined to write it down as
grievious.
griffin, griffon, gryphon. Griffin (also
spelt griffon, and, e.g. by Lewis Carroll,
gryphon) is 'a fabulous creature with an
eagle's head and wings and a lion's body'.
Griffon is (a) a dog of a small terrier-like
breed, and (b) (in full griffon vulture) a
large vulture. All three are variants of
the same OF (ultimately Gk) word.
grill, grille. In BrE a grill is a device on
a cooker for radiating heat downwards
(those on the top of a cooker being called
rings). The word also means a meal (e.g.
a mixed grill) cooked over or under direct
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heat. A grille (less commonly spelt grill)
is a metal grid protecting the radiator
of a motor vehicle, or a latticed screen
separating customers from staff (e.g. in
a bank).
grimace. Most commonly stressed on
the second syllable, esp. as verb, but with
sections of the general public stressing
both the noun and the verb on the first
syllable. AmE seems to favour first-syllable stressing, but both stressings occur.
grimy. So spelt, not -ey. See -EY AND -Y
IN ADJECTIVES 2 .

groin is a physiological term, and groyne
(AmE groin) is a low wall or timber framework built out from a sea-shore to prevent beach erosion.
grosbeak /'grausbiik/. Note that the s is
fully pronounced.

grimace | guest
guarantee, a formal promise or assurance,
esp. that an obligation will be fulfilled
or that something is of a specified quality
and durability; a document giving such
an undertaking; guaranty, a written or
other undertaking to answer for the payment of a debt or for the performance
of an obligation by another person liable
in the first instance; a thing serving as
security for a guaranty. Guarantee is by
far the more common of the two terms,
guaranty being mostly restricted to legal
and commercial contexts. See WARRANTY.
guarantor, a person, bank, etc., that
gives a guarantee or guaranty.
guerrilla is the recommended spelling
in English (thus, as it happens, according
with that in Spanish), not guerilla. Pronounce /ga'nla/, the same as gorilla.

guess. In the late 18c. in America, the
informal use of I guess meaning 'I think
it likely, I suppose' became marginally
group names of animals (a pride of detached from standard English uses of
lions, etc.). See PROPER TERMS.
the phrase (which in the UK meant essentially 'it is my opinion or hypothesis
group possessives. See APOSTROPHE2
(that)'. Throughout the 19c. and for
D7.
much of the 20c. its Americanness was
grovel. The inflected forms are grovelled, quite marked and was frequently comgrovelling', in AmE often written with a mented on. But at some point in the 20c.
the association of the colloquial use of
single 4-. See -ix-, -L-.
the phrase with AmE alone ceased to be
grown. For a grown man, see INTRANSI- sustainable. Colloquial uses of I guess
TIVE PAST PARTICIPLES.
may now occur anywhere in the Englishspeaking world. Examples: No, I guess it
groyne. See GROIN.
was Candy I told—J. Steinbeck, 1937; You're
gruelling is the spelling in BrE, but too romantic,' he said ... 'I guess I am.'—D.
Eden, 1955; No, I guess I don't look at him
usu. grueling in AmE.
very much—G. Vidal, 1955; Martha. You
remember them now? George. Yes, I guess so,
gruntled. See DISGRUNTLED.
Martha-E. Albee, 1962; I guess it takes a
Gruyère (name of district in Switzer- long time to grow up—M. Sarton, 1978; I
land). The cheese-name is thus spelt.
guess you're supposed to think to yourself that
you're in a garden—R. Ingalls, 1985.
gryphon. See GRIFFIN.
grotto. PL grottoes. See -O(E)S I .

guano (fertilizer). Pronounce /'gwamao/.
PI. guanos. See -O(E)S 3.
guarantee, guaranty. 'Fears of choosing the wrong one of these two forms
are natural, but needless. As things now
are, -ee is never wrong where either is
possible' (Fowler, 1926). The advice is still
sound. For the verb the only form used
is guarantee. For the noun the narrowness
of the distinction between them may be
judged from the definitions in COD 1995:

guest. The expanding circle of meaning
round the word can be seen from the
following uses: (no payment involved) a
person invited to one's home to stay or
for a meal, etc.; (payment involved) a
paying guest at a hotel, motel, etc.;
(wages paid) guest worker (e.g. Filipinos
in Iraq, Turks in Germany); (payment
occas. involved) acting as a guest (guest
speaker); (payment due) a person who
takes part by invitation in a radio or
television programme {guest artist); and

guild I guy
various other uses (for which see any
standard dictionary of reasonable size).
guild. See GILD (verb).
guillemot. Pronounce /'gilmiDt/.
guilloche (architectural, etc., ornament). Pronounce /gi'lDj"/.
guillotine (in parliament). See CLOSURE.
guimp. See GIMP.
guipure (linen lace). Pronounce /gi'pjua/.
gulden ( = Dutch guilder). Pronounce
/'guldan/.
gulf, bay. Apart from the fact that each
has some senses entirely foreign to the
other, there are the differences (1) that
gul/implies a deeper recess and narrower
width of entrance, while bay may be used
of the shallowest inward curve of the sealine and excludes a landlocked expanse
approached by a strait; and (2) that bay
is the ordinary word, while gulf is chiefly
reserved as a name for large or notable
instances {the Gulf, the Persian Gulf).
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country and betraying my friend, I hope
should have the guts to betray my countr
E. M. Forster, 1951gutta-percha /,gAta'p3:tja/. Note 1-tS-l not

l-H
guttural (from L guttur 'throat'). 1 Thus
spelt.
2 In lay language, '(of a consonant)
produced in the throat or by the back of
the tongue and the soft palate', and
applied particularly to certain throaty
sounds in the German language. Phoneticians do not use the term, but divide
these sounds into pharyngeals (e.g. the h
in Arabic Ahmed) and velars. Thus Eng. Je
is a voiceless velar plosive and g is its
voiced equivalent. The voiced velar fricative /x/ is found in N. Ger. sagen /'zavan/
'to say'; and the voiceless velar fricative
/x/ is found in Ger. ach 'oh' and Sc. loch
'lake'. (Ger. ich T has the voiceless palatal
fricative /ç/.) The general public will
doubtless continue to call the unfamiliar
German and Scottish sounds 'gutturals',
spelt, one hopes, correctly (not gutterals).

guy (noun). The long-standing use of
the word to mean an effigy of Guy Fawkes
in ragged clothing burnt on a bonfire on
5 November remains in force in Britain,
gumma /'gAma/ (soft swelling, usu. of and, for example, in Australia and New
syphilitic origin, in connective tissue). Zealand, though the custom itself is bePI. either gummas or gummata.
ginning to fade. As this use recedes, guy
gunwale (upper edge of ship's side). meaning 'a man, a schoolboy, a fellow'
Pronounce /'gAnal/. Sometimes spelt gun- is now spreading rapidly from America
to other English-speaking areas. In young
nel.
people's parlance it has virtually become
gurgoyle. See GARGOYLE.
the customary term (replacing chap and
other synonyms) for 'any male person',
Gurkha. Thus spelt.
and it is sometimes also applied to fegusseted (adj.). Thus spelt. See -T-, -TT-. males.
The use established itself in NAmer.
guts. Not yet as neutral a word as towards the end of the 19c, and has
'courage' or 'determination', but fre- made steady progress in Britain, and e.g.
quently used, with an edge to the voice, in Australia and New Zealand, in the
in contexts where these synonyms, in course of the 20c. Some examples: (of
the opinion of the speaker, would not males) Take a look at them. All nice guys.
quite have sufficed. The idiomatic They'llfinishlast-l. Durocher, 1946 (US);
phrases to hate a person's guts (dislike a Half jokingly, he [sc. Bing Crosby] asked
person intensely) and to sweat (or work) that his epitaph read, 'He was an average
one's guts out (work extremely hard) also who could carry a tune'—Newsweek, 1977
attempt to double-underline the level of just as romantic as the next guy, and alw
disliking and the intensity, length, etc., was—J. Lennon 1980; [He] transferred his
of the work (being) done. A well-known hands to his mouth before departing ...to
example of the word used in its main wards the door marked 'Guys'-D. Franci
figurative sense: I hate the idea of causes,1984; You see guys from ... Westlake Boys
[School] hassled by other guys—North & So
and if I had to choose between betraying my

gullible (easily cheated). Thus spelt, not
-able.
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gybe I gyves

(NZ), 1989; I could see John by the bar talking Oxford (where the regular term is scout).
to some guys—New Yorker, 1989, (of females,
esp. in pi. phr. you guys; chiefly NAmer.) gypsy, gipsy. The recommended spellShe was a regular guy, a good sport and a ing now is gypsy, or, if one sees any
fine actress—1982 in American Speech, 1983',magic in initial capitals in the names
The new meaning ... which still may evoke of formerly uncapitalled ethnic groups,
Gypsy. The spelling gradually being
masculine images in some women, is nonetheless positive, especially since guys permits ousted is gipsy (which was given priority
one to refer to numbers of a group without in the OED, 1901). The derivatives are
reference to their sex—Word, 1985; [a mangypsydom, gypsyfied, gypsyish, etc. (or G-).
addressing his two daughters] You guys A gypsy is 'a member of a wandering
are dwelling and brooding. A great thing race (by themselves called Romany) of
right now would be exercise—New Yorker,Hindu origin, which first appeared in
England about the beginning of the 16th
1993.
c. and was then believed to have come
gybe (noun and verb). The sailing term from Egypt' (OED). They are now dispersed throughout Europe, N. America, and
is spelt thus in BrE, but jibe in AmE.
elsewhere.
gymnasium. 1 PI. (for preference) gymnasiums; but gymnasia is also widely used. gyre (noun and verb). The standard
See -UM 3.
pronunciation of the word is /d3aia/, with
2 In Germany (pronounced /grni'na:- an initial 'soft' g, but apparently gramoziam/) and Scandinavia the word has an phone records survive in which the poet
additional sense, *a school that prepares W. B. Yeats recites his well-known lines
with a 'hard' g in the word: To watch a
pupils for university entrance'.
white gull take A bit of bread thrown up into
gymp. See GIMP.
the air, Now gyring down and perning there
(1920); 0 sages standing in God's holy fire
gyn(a)ecology. 1 See GREEK G (esp. the ... Come from the holyfire,perne in a gyre
note).
(1928).
2 Spelt with -ae- in BrE and -e- in AmE.
gyves (fetters, shackles). This archaic
gyp, as the name of a college servant, word is pronounced /d3arvz/ with a 'soft'
belongs to Cambridge and Durham, not initial g.

Hh
h. 1 The presence or absence of a fully habiliments. See POLYSYLLABIC HUMOUR.
pronounced voiceless glottal fricative /h/
(as it is technically called) in ordinary habitude. In continuous regular use
words like have, house, ahead, and behave since the 15c. in a variety of senses in
'has come to be regarded [in Britain] as which it competed with habit (manner
a kind of shibboleth of social position' of being or existing, a customary or usual
(OED). The Archbishop of Canterbury, mode of action, etc.), it has fallen on
George Carey, (Time, 2 Sept. 1991) de- lean times and is now rarely used. Exscribed how he had been brought up in amples: the slimfigureof the orphan out of
a working-class family in the East End habitude from old times came close to the
of London. 'At the age of 175,' he said, 'I Virgin to whisper to her [etc.]—H. Allen,
discovered the letter h in the English 1933; Shows them the main-spring of the play,
The moral tragedy revealing, And country
language, which, you know, isn't much
habitudes, country ways—A. Cronin, 1979.
known among the English working
class.' In practice large numbers of habitué (an habitual visitor or resident).
people in Britain go through life making Print in italics; but pronounce /ha'birjuei/
no phonetic distinction between such in an Anglicized manner.
pairs of words as hedge/edge, hill/ill, and
high/eye, and are seemingly untroubled hâcek /'haetjek/. The regular (but in
by those speakers who carefully distin- Britain little-known) term for the diacritical mark " placed over letters to
guish them.
modify the 'natural' sound in some Sla2 Some phonetic curiosities. While it vonic and Baltic languages. It is a Czech
is true that /h/-lessness is characteristic diminutive of hâk 'hook'.
of uneducated speech, standard speakers
do not always notice that certain func- hackneyed. So spelt.
tion words (e.g. has, have, had), pronouns,
and pronominal adjectives lose /h/ in hackneyed phrases. It is impossible
unstressed non-initial contexts in rapid to draw a firm line between hackneyed
speech: she shoved him into her car /Jl: J*Avd phrases and clichés: they are genera of
mi mtu 3: ka:/, you should have heard him the same species. They are at the same
/ju: Jud av h3:d mi/. Until about the begin- time endearing and irreplaceable, and
ning of the 20C, words containing wh maddening and replaceable. Used spar(where, whistle; nowhere, etc.) were regu- ingly they pass unnoticed, or even add a
touch of quality, in novels, short stories,
larly pronounced with the /hw/ intact by
journalism, and some other kinds of
a majority of RP speakers in England,
writing. In passages that already lack
and regularly too in Scotland, Ireland,
any element of excitement or real interand America. But COD 1995, by entering est they are unendurable. In obituaries
only /w/ for all such words, draws atten- they flourish like moss: he did not suffer
tion to the fact that the aspiration of h fools gladly; he had the defects of his qualities
in such circumstances has largely disap- (see below).
peared from standard English in EngMany hackneyed phrases are mere alland. As a result, whales and Wales are lusions to famous passages in literature
both pronounced /weilz/, whit and wit or politics: to be or not to be (Shakespeare);
/wit/, and so on. The h is silent in heir not with a bang but a whimper (T. S. Eliot);
/ea/, heiress, honest, honour, and hour, and the wind of change (H. Macmillan). Many
in AmE herb /3:rb/ (but in BrE /h3:b/). On others, equally current, are drawn from
the use or non-use of aspiration in such possibly less well-known or half-rememcases as a(n) habitual, a(n) historic, see A, ANbered sources: the cups that cheer but not
3. See also AITCH; ANNIHILATE; HUMOUR;
inebriate (Cowper); a consummation devoutly to be wished (Shakespeare's Hamlet);
VEHEMENT, VEHICLE.
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had I half

a fit audience though few (cf. Milton's still plupluperfect, another the pluplupast.
Another pointed out the type 'had +
govern thou my song, Urania, andfitaudience
schwa + past participle' as shown in the
find, though few); the feast of reason and the
first part of a sentence in Galsworthy's
flow of soul (Pope); conspicuous by his absence
(from a speech of 1859 by Lord John Strife (1909), If we'd a-known that before,
wed not a-started out with you so early.
Russell, Among the defects of the Bill, which
There is a danger that this a- might
were numerous, one provision was conspicuous
be regarded as a shortening of of. Indeed,
by its presence and another by its absence);
WDEU cites an example of just that from
he had the defects of his qualities (cf. VauvenF. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby
argues has the defects of his qualities, J.
Morley, 1878). Some are of Biblical origin: (1925): It was four o'clock in the morning
Is there no balme in Gilead? (Jer. 8: 22); Forthen, and if we'd of raised the blinds we'd of
the king of Babylon stood at the parting ofseen daylight. For those with access to
the way (Ezek. 21: 21); For ye suffer fooles DARE, numerous regional American examples of the various types are given s.v.
gladly, seeing ye your selues are wise (2 Cor.
11:19). A diminishing number are drawn have v1 and v2. In view of all the warning
from classical sources: 0 tempora, 0 mores! signs, it must be sensible to avoid using
(O what times, O what habits!—Cicero); constructions of the type 'had have + past
Hoc genus omne (All their kith and kin- participle' except in informal speech.
Horace); in vino Veritas (Truth comes out
3 had rather. The type I had rather (or
in wine—Pliny).
in its reduced form I'd rather) is as idioThese are but a small selection from matic as I would rather/I'd rather. In historia virtually limitless list. Cf. CLICHÉ; LITER- cal terms it was formed on the analogy
ARY ALLUSIONS.

had.
I 1 had better.
2 had have.
I 3 had rather.

of the now archaic type I had liefer 'I
should hold it dearer': I had rather err
with Plato than be right with HoraceShelley, 1819; I had rather gaze on a new
ice age than these familiar things—]. Winterson, 1985-

1 had better. See BETTER 1, 2.
2 had have. 'In the 15th and 16th c. haemo-, haemo-, hemo-, a combining
(and later U.S. dialect) occur many in- form from Gk atua 'blood'. In BrE usu.
stances of redundant have, had, in the written as haemo- (the digraph * has now
compound tenses' (OED have 26; the use been virtually abandoned), and in AmE
is labelled catachrestic): e.g. Had not he as hemo-. Hence haemoglobinlUS hemoglohave be [ = been], we shold never have rebin. See JE, CE.
torned—Malory, 1470-85; The sayd kyng
haemorrhage. Thus spelt in BrE (note
had not so sone have returnyd—J. Style, 1509;
the two rs), but as hemorrhage in AmE.
'If the fire hadn't have gone out,' he mused—
See M, Œ.
J. F. Wilson, 1911 (US). The matter has
been thrashed out in the journal English
hagiography, hagiolatry, hagiology.
Today (1986), and the main conclusions All are pronounced with initial /haeg-/,
are that the construction represents the i.e. with a 'hard' g. See GREEK G.
type 'unreal conditions in the past', and
that it is often written with either had
hail-fellow-well-met (adj. phr.). Thus
or have in contracted form (thus If I'd written (with three hyphens).
have gone or If I had've gone). "There is a
hair-brained is an erroneous variant
problem with past unreal,' commented
Professor Frank Palmer, 'because it needs (first recorded in 1581 and still occas.
to mark past tense twice, once for time found) of hare-brained.
and once for unreality. English does not
hairdo. PI. hairdos.
have past-past forms, so instead introduces the verb "have".' The several con- hale, used esp. in the phr. hale and
tributors agreed in thinking that the hearty, is not to be confused with hail in
construction was now common. One hail-fellow-well-met.
thought that it was moving from nonstandard speech into middle-class use in
half. 1 It needs to be borne in mind,
Britain. One contributor called it the first, that half is used as several parts

half-past I hand
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of speech: as an adj. or predeterminer poor weather). But it is more usual to say
(immediately preceding another deter- e.g. she cut the apple in half (rather than
miner), e.g. half the audience, half that year, in halves). The same 'rule' does not apply
at least half his correspondence; (also in to thirds, quarters, etc.
partitive constructions in which of div6 A tendency in some quarters to
ides half and the determiner) half of the place a redundant a in contexts of the
Sikhs, half of the country; as a noun, the type a private meeting which lasted a half
second half of the game, a year and a half, an hour should be resisted; half an hour
the first half of the year, one half of me, is all that is required.
(colloq.) you don't know the half of it; as a
7 better half=wife. See WORN-OUT HUpronoun, he'd eaten half of the cake; and
as an adverb (often in combinations), he MOUR.
closes the curtains halfway across, managed 8 half-weekly, -yearly, etc. These are to
to half stammer the purpose of our visit, they be preferred to the notionally equivalent
were half asleep.
biweekly, biyearly, etc. (which are am2 When half {of) is used with a singular biguous: see Bi-).
9 halfpennyworth. Survives, since the
or non-count noun it is followed by a
singular verb or pronoun: half of the coun- disappearance of the coin, as a colloquial
try is employed in agriculture; she took half term for 'a negligible amount' (esp. after
a hag of mushroom compost and spread it a negative: doesn't make a halfpennyworth
under the roses. When half (of) is followed of difference). Pronounced /'heipa8/, and
by a plural noun a plural verb (or plural sometimes written as ha'p'orth.
pronoun) is required: half (of) the members
10 For half-breed, halfcaste, see MULATTO
ofNato have been deploying military aircraft;2.
half the folks round here have never taken
their children south of Nottingham. Occa- 11 half-brother, -sister. See -IN-LAW 3.
sionally, by the principle of 'notional half-past. It passes almost unnoticed
agreement', the type 'half (of) + non- that in ordinary conversation standard
count noun' can properly be used with speakers frequently say /'hApa:st/ when a
a plural verb: Nearly half (of) the population numeral of time follows immediately,
lose at least half their teeth before they reachi.e. with reduction of /'naif-/ to /'hA-/. See
the age of 40.
also HALF 4.
3 The positioning of half in phrases
half-rhyme. See RHYME 2.
concerned with quantities, measures of
time, etc., is for the moment more or hallelujah. See ALLELUIA.
less fixed, though there has been considerable variation in such phrases in halliard. See HALYARD.
former centuries: e.g. half an hour from
now (not a half-hour); the next half an hour hallo. See HELLO.
(not the next half-hour); a year and a half Hallowe'en /haelau'iin/. Best spelt (with ')
(not one and a half years); almost half a and pronounced (w omitted) thus.
million dollars (not a half-million dollars);
one and a half million pounds (not one halm. See HAULM.
million and a half pounds); about half a ton
(not about a half-ton). Exceptions occur: halo. PI. haloes. See -O(E)S 1.
e.g. A half-dozen seagulls cover the crown ofhalyard (nautical). Thus spelt, not hallia leafless Weeping Ash—Maggie Gee, 1985.ard, haulyard.
4 half seven. Many young people in
England and Wales are now freely using
the type half seven ( = 7.30 a.m. or 7.30
p.m.) in imitation of Scottish and Irish
usage. The standard type is still half-past
seven. (The 17-19c. Sc. use of half seven =
6.30 is now almost obsolete, according
to the latest Scottish dictionaries.)
5 The pi. of half is, of course, halves
(e.g. both halves of the game were played in

hamstrung, hamstringed. The two
forms competed with each other as the
pa.t. and pa.pple of the verb hamstring
between the 17c. and the 19c, but the
only form now used is hamstrung.
hand. 1 hand in glove. To be hand in glove
with someone means to be in collusion
or association with someone. The phr. is
mostly in predicative use (The two of them

handful | hardly
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•were hand in glove from the beginning). EarlThis use is not erroneous but just less
ier (17-19C.) hand and glove was perhaps customary in standard English.
the more common expression with the
hangar. First recorded in Thackeray's
same meaning.
Henry Esmond (1852) meaning 'a shed or
2 at close hand. The idiomatic phr. at shelter for carriages', and in 1902 in the
hand 'close by; about to happen' is some- sense 'building for housing aircraft', it
times expanded by the insertion of close, was for long pronounced /hâgar/, then
perhaps under the influence of at close /'haerjga/, i.e. with the medial g proquarters: thus at close hand. But close nounced
at
as in finger and linger, but at
hand is more idiomatic.
some point in the 20c. (presumably after
1926 because Fowler favoured the older
handful. PL handfuls. See -FUL.
pronunciation) only /'haerja/, i.e. as a
handicap. The inflected forms are handi- homonym of (coat-)hanger.
capped, handicapping. See -P-, -PP-.
hanger-on. The pi. is hangers-on.
handkerchief. The recommended pi. is
hanging participles. See UNATTACHED
handkerchiefs, not <hieves.
PARTICIPLES.

handsel, hansel (New Year gift). The
h a p l y . See WARDOUR STREET.
first form is recommended. The inflected
forms of the verb are handselled, handselhara-kiri /.haera'kin/. Thus spelt.
ling: see -LL-, -L-.
harass. 1 Nothing is more likely to
handsome. Applied equally to men and displease traditional RP speakers in Britwomen of striking appearance ('beauti- ain than to hear harass pronounced with
ful with dignity', Dr Johnson, 1755) since the main stress on the second syllable,
the 16c., but now, when applied to i.e. as /he'raes/. John Walker (1806), the
women, tending to be used only of such OED (1899), Daniel Jones (1917), COD (7th
as are middle-aged or elderly. Examples: edn, 1982) gave only first-syllable stressToday good-looking ... Tomorrow they'll ing,
be and that is the pronunciation I retalking about what a handsome woman she
commend. But second-syllable stressing
is—T. Wolfe, 1987; Mrs Gorbachev is a stylish,
(also in harassment) is dominant in AmE
handsome woman with an intense and intelliand, since about the 1970s, seems to be
gent manner—Time, 1988; Barbara Bushbecoming
is
the pattern favoured by the
what she is: 63. Sturdy. White-haired ...younger generation in Britain. It is hard
Handsome. (That's the word that reporters,
to tell how long the traditional line can
struggling for an adjective to describe withstand
a
the assault being made on it.
woman who dares not to be glamorous, have
2
Note
that
the word is spelt with
unanimously settled on.)-Chicago Tribune,
one r.
1988.
harassedly. 'A bad form,' said Fowler
hang (verb). Use hanged as pa.t. and
pa.pple of capital punishment and in in 1926. That is as may be. But it is hard
imprecations; otherwise hung. The dis- to see whether it should be pronounced
tinction goes back ultimately to the ex- as four syllables or as three. See -EDLY. In
istence of two OE verbs (hôn, pa.t. heng, the circumstances it is probably best to
pa.pple hangen; and hangian, pa.t hang-avoid using the word altogether.
ode, pa.pple hangod) and an ON one harbinger. Pronounce /'ha:bmd3a/.
(hengjan, a causal transitive verb). A full
account of the subsequent history and
harbour. 1 See PORT.
entanglements of these three verbs in
2 Thus spelt in BrE, but as harbor in
ME and in later centuries is set down in AmE. See -OUR AND -OR.
the OED: in brief, hung became established in literary English in the late 16c, hardly.
with hanged largely restricted to the
I 1 hard and hardly.
sense 'kill by hanging' and in impreca2 hardly... than.
tions of the kind III be hanged if III do
3 without hardly.
4 no — hardly.
that. In practice, a wide range of writers
I 5 can't hardly.
use hung in descriptions of executions.

hard words
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1 hard and hardly. Except in the senses than it was time for another jetaway get-awa
'scarcely' (we hardly knew them) and 'only to points west—American Square Dance
with difficulty' (he could hardly speak), the 1991; (hardly . . . when) We had hardly sat
idiomatic adverb corresponding to the down in the lokanta when a gendarme cap
adj. hard is hard, not hardly. Examples: tain swooped on me—D. C. Hills, 1964:
(hard) How hard these actors worked—Hardly had the two children been freed wh
Robertson Davies, 1986; far from feeling they [se. a rescue team] were on the spot, havrelief at her death, my father took it hard—A.
ing covered the ground in a snow-tractor—
Munro, 1987; (hardly = scarcely) References Country Life, 1971; There was hardly a year
to the pastoral convention can hardly excuse
when the winter ploughs did not turn up an
the general listlessness—English, 1987; capold hunter... crouched still in his cold stone
tions are brief and hardly ever interpretative—
kist—D. K. Cameron, 1980: but hardly a day
TLS, 1987; (used punningly) Ï hardly think,' goes by when you don't think about... bon
was Digby's absolute favourite phrase and
fires, walks on the beach, and teaching the k
probably the most accurate thing he would say
to swim—New York Mag., 1990. From the
in his entire political life. Digby did hardly
evidence before me the standard conthink, but this wasn't how he meant it—B. Elstruction of the two is hardly... when; but
ton, 1991- Fowler (1926) cited some unat- it can only be a matter of time before the
tributed (Tnewspaper) examples in which OED needs to append a usage note to its
hardly (used instead of hard) would re- catachrestic sign s.v. than conj. 3d. Meanverse the sense: For attendance on the workwhile hardly than can easily be avoided.
house he receives £105 a year, which, under the
3 without hardly. See WITHOUT 4.
circumstances, is hardly earned; It must be remembered that Switzerland is not a rich coun4 no — hardly. An unacceptable contry, and that she is hardly hit by the war, struction:
The
There is no industry hardly which
history, methods, and hardly won success
of be regarded as a key industry. It
cannot
the anti-submarine campaign. Such trapsshould read There is hardly any industry
should be sidestepped at all costs.
which [etc.].
2 hardly... than. This, and the parallel
5 can't hardly. Described by the OED as
constructions barely ... than and scarcely
'Formerly sometimes (as still in vulgar
... than, which have arisen by analogy
with no sooner than, are labelled by the use) with superfluous negatives', and ilOED (s.v. than conj. 3d) with the condem- lustrated by a 'modern' (i.e. 1890s) exnatory sign % The examples cited are: He ample: I couldn't hardly tell what he meant
The
had scarcely won for himself the place which
hevulgar use persists: But now we really
got a beast, though I can't hardly believe it—W
deserved, than his health was found shatGolding, 1954 (Piggy speaking); Mom just
tered-Froude, 1864; Hardly had the Council
loaded us up with fried chicken and I can
been re-opened at Trent... than Elizabeth was
hardly walk—New Yorker, 1988; I'm so m
allying herself with the Huguenots—F. W.
Maitland, 1903. Jespersen (1909-49, vol. with him I can't hardly talk to him—M.
vii) added three more examples ('in vul- Golden (US); No, Sweedon can't write anygar or half-vulgar speech') from the thing. He can't hardly write his own paw
works of minor 20c. writers. Fowler him- tickets—P. Fitzgerald, 1990.
self judged the construction to be
hard words. 'Why does Anita Brookner
'surprisingly common' and cited several
use hard words like "rébarbative" and
examples: The crocuses had hardly come into
"nugatory"?', I heard someone ask rebloom in the London parks than they were
cently
swooped upon by London children; Hardly
has at a cocktail party. One possible
is that the famous novelist does
Midsummer passed than municipal rulersanswer
all
not regard them as 'hard'. Candia McWilover the country have to face the task of choosing new mayors. In post-Fowlerian times liam (author of A little Stranger, etc.) exboth hardly ... than and (esp.) hardly ... plained to Sunday Times readers in 1989,
when constructions have continued in answering the charge that her vocabuuse. Examples: (hardly . . . than) Hardly lary was elitist, 'Well, yes, in the sense
that they [sc. words] can be demanding,
were they past the carrier than two Corsairs
exigent and revealing.' In Peter De Vries's
'scrambled' off the deck to 'intercept an enemy
novel Consenting Adults (1981) a character
plane'—Daily Tel, 1944; Hardly had the
declares T took piccolo lessons, and
chalky jet stream dissipated above the horizon

harebrained | have
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learned the meaning of words like put- usual but the pronunciation varies
ative and adumbrate and simulacrum.' between /'hearam/ and /'haeram/.
Clearly there is an awareness that there
are bands of vocabulary that lie outside haricot. Pronounce /'haenkau/.
a particular person's cognizance at a harmonium. PI. harmoniums. See -UM 1.
given moment.
harmony, melody, counterpoint. In
For my own amusement I set down
a few 'hard' words encountered in my music, harmony means 'a combination of
recent reading and checked them in two simultaneously sounded musical notes
desk dictionaries ofcurrent English, one to produce chords and chord proBritish (COD) and the other American gressions, esp. as having a pleasing
(Random House Webster's College Dictionary).
effect' (COD); melody is, principally, 'an
The dictionaries had made very similar arrangement of single notes in a musicchoices about inclusion:
ally expressive succession' (COD); and
counterpoint is, primarily, 'a melody
played with another, according to fixed
1990
1991
rules'.
X
X
claustration
edulcoration
eidolic
idoneous
infraction
straticulate
tergiversation
velleity

X

X

X

X

X

X

y
y
y
y

yX
y
y

harness. Let not him that putteth on his
harness is a MISQUOTATION for Let not him
that girdeth on his harnesse, boast himselfe,
as he that putteth it off (1 Kings (AV) 20:
11).

harquebus /'ha:kwibas/ (early type of
I have little doubt that Anita Brookner,
portable gun). Thus spelt now, but often
Candia McWilliam, and Iris Murdoch
as arquebus, and in other spellings, in
would not hesitate to use them. Other
earlier literature.
writers would hold back. The great
majority of us would be left stranded
hart. See BUCK.
somewhere in the middle.
hashish. Pronounce /'haejlij"/.
It is worth reflecting that the first
English dictionary, Robert Cawdrey's A haulm (a stalk or stem). Thus spelt, not
Table Mphabeticall of Hard Usual English
halm.
Words (1604), contained a mixture of
'hard' and of 'usual' words. A typical haulm, haunch, haunt. All three words
sequence of twelve words chosen at ran- are now pronounced in RP with /-o:/,
dom contains only 'usual' words: holalu- though at the time when the relevant
iah, hallucinate, harmonie, hautie ( = section of the OED was issued (1899) /-a:/
haughty), hazard, herault ( = herald), was equally acceptable. In AmE both proheathen, hebrew, hecticke, hemisphere, helmet,
nunciations are standard for haunch and
hereditorie (Cawdrey was not concerned haunt.
with strict alphabetical order). But there
are some 'hard' words among the 2,500 haulyard. See HALYARD.
words listed and glossed, e.g. agnition hautboy. Standard authorities recom(acknowledgement), carminate (to card
mend /'auboi/ for this archaic variant of
wool), combure (to burn up), deambulation oboe.
(a walking abroad), enarration (exposition), illiquinated (unmelted), etc., all of hauteur (haughtiness). Pronounce /au'to:/
them now lost from the language. Noth- and print in romans.
ing changes, does it?
Havana /ha'vaena/. As city and cigar thus
harebrained. Thus spelt (or with hy- spelt. Cf. Sp. La Habana (the city), habano
(the cigar).
phen, hare-brained), not hair-.
harem. The established spelling in English of this Arabic word. In BrE the pronunciation varies between /'ha:ri:m/ and
/hcc'riim/, i.e. with variable placing of the
stress; in AmE first-syllable stressing is

have. 1 No legislation ever has or ever
will affect their conduct. For this common
mistake, see ELLIPSIS 3.

2 Some Labour MPs would have preferred to have wound up the Session before

haven | he
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rising. In such constructions the present been—A. Munro, 1993), but the matter
infinitive is preferable to the perfect in- requires further investigation. Meanfinitive. Fowler (1926), s.v. perfect infinitive while it seems best to regard the con2, gave numerous examples of the un- struction as non-standard, or at any rate
necessary use of the perfect infinitive, as not fully established in any form of
e.g. If my point had not been this, I should standard English.
not have endeavoured to have shown [read
to show] the connection; Jim Scudamore wouldhaven. See PORT.
have been the first man to have acknowhaver. One of the pleasurable aspects
ledged [read to acknowledge] the anomaly;
of the language is the way in which some
it is doubtful whether they would have dared
regional uses seep into standard English.
to have gone [read to go] further. See also
This verb is a case in point. In Scotland
LIKE (verb) 1.
it means (a) to talk garrulously and fool3 For don't have = 'haven't got' see DO ishly (first recorded in 1721), and (b) to
hesitate, to be slow in deciding (1866).
34 (a) have (got) to. When the sense is At some point in the mid-2oc. sense (b)
'must' a fairly clear distinction is made emerged in standard English use and is
between habitual necessity (I have to wear now well established. Sense (a) is still
contact lenses) and immediate necessity anchored in the north.
{I've got to catch a plane at 3 p.m.). In havoc. 1 The old phr. cry havoc, which
interrogative constructions the type Do originally meant to give to an army the
you have this book in stock? is somewhat order havoc! as the signal for the seizure
more common in AmE than in BrE; while of spoil, and so of general spoliation or
the type Have you got this book in stock? is pillage, is found in Shakespeare's Julius
customary in BrE but unusual in AmE. Caesar and in other historical works. As
UK examples: (have to) He knew ... that the centuries passed, the cry itself
in order not to lose control irretrievably of his dropped out of use but the word havoc
life he had to hold on to his job—W. Boyd, became more widely applied to other
1981; (have got to) Ï have got to go & see kinds of devastation and of disarray. It
de Valera about it next month.' 'Got' is the also passed into familiar use in comoperative word—E. Waugh, 1952; Don't you bination with the verbs make (first relisten to anything I say? It's got to be away corded in Caxton and still is use), work
by tomorrow-W. Boyd, 1981. (b) have to be. (first recorded in 1900), play (1910), create
First recorded in 1967 in the sense 'must (1961), and wreak (1926). And so we often
inevitably be', this colloquial phrase al- (too often perhaps) read of storms playternates with have got to be (which is ing havoc with crops, children creating
also first recorded in the late 1960s). havoc at school or at home, diseases
Examples: The Rainbow Warrior tragedy wreaking havoc in Third World counnotwithstanding, the success story of the dec- tries, and many another havoc. See WORK
ade would have to be Greenpeace—Metro (NZ), (verb).
1989; Bearing this in mind, the top trainers
at the moment would have to be Hi-Tech 2 If the verb is ever called on its inflected forms are havocked and havocking.
Squash and Dunlop Green Flash—The Face,
See -c-, -CK-.
1991.
5 For the use of a redundant or intrusive have in certain types of past clauses,
see had have s.v. HAD 2. Laurie Bauer
tested one of these types (counterfactual
have) in a questionnaire put to some
of his students in Wellington, NZ, and
found fairly widespread acceptance of
sentences such as If I'd have been there, I
could have shown them what to do, and
Instead of opening your big mouth, I wish
you'd have kept quiet. Similar evidence
has been found in Australia and N. America (e.g. And now I bet she wishes it had've

he. 1 The long-drawn-out battle between he and him after the verb to be has
been partly resolved in favour of him,
esp. that's him (not that's he). But in
slightly more extended constructions,
esp, when the pronoun is qualified by a
following who- (or that-) clause, he is still
favoured by good writers (see CASES 2).
The full vulgarity of using him instead
of he as the leading item of the subject
of the sentence is shown in: Htm and
Ruihi were clearing out up north to live on a
Maori marae—N. Virtue, 1990.
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head | healthful, healthy

2 The use of he instead of him in an jailed; Cyclist killed; Holiday offer, Raid vicobjective position, an indication of gen- tim; (attempted puns) New law aims to
uine illiteracy, is now depressingly com- dumpfly-tippers;Off the rails (a strike of
mon. Examples (in some of which vulgar rail workers forced a government minisspeech is being shown): Once Mrs Delaney ter to travel to Euro-Disneyland by car);
Fitting return (otters have been seen on
stood over him and asked plaintively was there
any chance of he and Gina reconciling-T. the banks of the river Otter in Devon for
Keneally, 1985; Any contact with Flora the first time in 20 years); Crying for Tory
would have to include he who was keeping (Michael Heseltine acts as a town crier).
an eye on her—B. Rubens, 1987; David HirstVerbal uses are normal: (present tense)
wants he and other tenants to take over the UN imposes sanctions on Gadaffi; (past
management of their council block in south tense) UK agreed to sell Vulcans to Argentina;
London—Sunday Times, 1989 (caption to(gerund) Cresson on brink of resigning; (passphotograph); The orderly precision of the ive voice) Rodent is called to serve; Sinn Fein
custody arrangements between he and Syl-canvasser is murdered by Loyalists; (future,
via—M. Golden, 1989 (US); To he who mayoften expressed by a to-infinitive) Repairs
conserve—Sunday Tel, 1991 (headline); Towill have to wait; Pesticide battle will hit
he that hath shall it be given—letter to tulips; Robbery case to be retried; Sanctions
Independent, 1991 (ludicrously misquot- to fall on Libya this month.
ing Matt. 13: 12).
headmaster, etc. It is to be noted that
3 See HE OR SHE.
nearly all compound words beginning
with head- are stressed on the first sylhead (verb). The passive use shown in lable: headache, headband, headland, headthe following examples seems to be con- lights, headline, headphone, headroom,
fined to AmE ( = BrE is heading for): Where headset, headstone, headstrong. But three
is he headed for, anyway?-H. Crane, 1922; stand apart in having the stress on the
They were all headed for Ralph's house, where
second syllable: headmaster, headmistress,
they were going to store the scaffolding for and headquarters.
the time being—New Yorker, 1991; It was
pleasing to be a part of the herd, not to have headquarters can legitimately be used
the feeling that the rest of the world was either as a singular (a large headquarters)
headed in the opposite direction—D. Pinck- or as a plural (thefirm'sheadquarters are
in London).
ney, 1922.
headline language. Everyone knows head up. Someone can either head an
that the need for brevity in headlines inquiry, a committee, an investigating
leads to uses that are not characteristic team, etc., or, esp. in N. America and
of the language at large. Prepositions, in the enhanced language of personnel
articles, auxiliary verbs, and some other departments anywhere, head up a comparts of speech are often omitted alto- mittee, a department, etc. In N. America,
the haven of energetic phrasal verbs,
gether or used in modified ways. Nouns
head up first emerged in the 1940s, but
are run together attributively like verbal
its use in Britain is fairly limited.
dominoes. Paradoxically, the damage to
the language is probably non-existent. healthful, healthy. 'TV anchormen,
Readers simply regard headlines as newspaper reporters, and even reblackboard pointers: the real message nowned authors use "healthy" when
lies below. The more arresting types of they should use "healthful" '—thus in the
headline are to be found in the tabloid letters column of an American newsnewspapers. The examples quoted here paper in 1990. The currency of the disare taken from the more sedate pages liked use in America is not clear to me,
of The Times: (standard favourites) Indian but the problem hardly arises in Britain.
minister quits over Bofors; Baker pledges Healthful, meaning 'conducive to good
tougher action; Why God is more than merehealth', is rarely used. In the three main
talk; How hacks suffer on the stump; (stand-dictionaries prepared for foreign learnard favourites in other sources) ban, blast, ers of English, it is labelled 'old-fashbid, flay, oust, probe, quiz, rap, slash, swoop;ioned or literary' in one, 'formal' in
(two-word headlines) Air deal; Airman another, and is omitted altogether in the

heaps I hedonist, Cyrenaic, Epicurean, utilitarian
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third. Healthy is by far the commoner hecatomb. Pronounce /'hekatuan/, but
word of the two and is used to mean in AmE /-taum/. The word has no connection with tomb: it is derived from
either 'possessing or enjoying good
health' or, 'conducive to good health'. Gk EKOITÔUPTI, properly 'an offering
Normal idiom permits a healthy child, of a hundred oxen', from éicatov
animal, plant; a healthy hank balance; a 'hundred' + (tous 'ox' (but even in Homer
healthy climate; a healthy appetite; a healthymeaning simply 'a great public sacrifice'
curiosity; a healthy respect. In none of these not necessarily confined to oxen).
would healthful feel comfortable.
hectare. This metric unit of land
heaps. There was heaps of time (Mary measurement is usu. pronounced
Wesley, 1983) represents the normal col- /'hektea/ when it is used at all in Britain
loquial idiom when the word following (acre being still the standard unit for
heaps of is a singular or a non-count most people), but both it and /-a:/ are
noun. But when there is a plural noun commonly heard in English-speaking
in that position a plural verb is required: countries that have officially adopted
there are heaps of papers to be marked.
the term, with /-a:/ perhaps dominant.
heave. There are two forms, heaved and
hectic. The word entered the language
hove, for the pa.t. and pa.pple, but in
in the 14c. (ult. from Gk ÉKTIKÔÇ 'habitpractice they are kept fairly strictly
uai, consumptive') in the sense 'characapart. In most ordinary senses of the
teristic of the condition resulting from
verb ('lift, haul, utter (a sigh), throw,
the kind of fever which accompanies
etc.') the normal form is heaved (heaved a
consumption'. It was often by extension
bag of coal on to the lorry; heaved a sigh; he
applied to people with flushed cheeks
heaved and was sick). When the sense is
and hot dry skin. It was not until the
'come into view' the normal form is hove:
beginning of the 20c. (as medical treatshe hove around the Minister's flank with the
ment began to conquer consumption)
effect of an apparition-T. Keneally, 1980;
that the adj. began to flourish, at first
Other families' nurses ... quailed when we
colloquially and more recently in standhove in sight—P. Lively, 1987. In nautical
ard contexts, in the senses 'stirring,
language the dominant pa.t. form is hove
exciting, disturbing' and esp. 'charac(the cable can be hove in; the ship hove to;
terized by a state of feverish excitement
the boat remained hove-to; the anchor was
or activity'. Examples of the modern
hove up). In a moment of aberration the
sense: concluding a hectic period of meetIndependent (22 Aug. 1991) treated hove as
ings—news bulletin on BBC Radio 4,1977;
an infinitive: You never feel that Dr Mengéle
In the meantime, during all this hectic and
might suddenly hove into view.
furious activity, Ham and Lucy were marHebraism, Hebraist, Hebraize are the ried-!. Findley, 1984 (Canad.); Both of us
drank first shot at the same hectic pace—T.
usual forms, not Hebrewism, etc.
Keneally, 1985 (Aust); the sole purpose of
Hebrew, Israeli, Israelite, Jew, Sem- her slightly hectic rambling—N. Bawden,
ite. In current English, to judge from
1987 (UK); As targets ofVendler's most hectic
standard dictionaries like the COD, the attack ...we were at first horrified by the
distribution of these words is along the piece—New York Rev. Bks, 1990. But the old
following lines: Hebrew, a member of a sense of'feverish-looking, flushed' is still
Semitic people orig. centred in ancient extant: While this was bound to be said and
Palestine; the language of this people; must have been expected, Uncle looked hectic,
(usu. preceded by Modern) the language jerky—S. Bellow, 1987; the hectic face on the
of the (20c.) Israelis. Israeli, a native or thin neck rose too sharply out of the collar of
national of modern Israel. Israelite, a nat- a silk blouse—A. Brookner, 1990.
ive of ancient Israel, few, a person of
Hebrew descent or whose religion is hecto-. See CENTI-.
Judaism. Semite, a member of any of the
peoples supposed to be descended from
hedonist, Cyrenaic, Epicurean, utiliShem, son of Noah, including esp. the tarian. The first is a general name in
Jews, Arabs, Assyrians, Babylonians, and philosophy since the 19c. for a person
Phoenicians. For a fuller treatment of who adopts as a theory of ethics that the
some of the items, see JEW.
end or the summum bonum or proper aim
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of mankind is stated to be pleasure (in heifer. Thus spelt.
whatever sense). Hedonism is not a classheight. The only form in standard Engical concept as such, but is derived from
the Gk f|ôovf| 'pleasure*. It is pronounced lish. The form highth (formed on the
analogy of breadth, length, width, and pro/'hiidanizm/.
A Cyrenaic is a follower of a Greek nounced /hai8/), which was common in
philosopher called Aristippus of Cyrene, the 17c. and was the spelling used by
believed to have been the first to teach Milton, is now used only by the poorly
educated. The form heighth, pronounced
that immediate pleasure is the only end
of action and that the present moment /hart8/, is also a vulgarism.
is the only reality (Oxford Classical Diet.).
This 'minor Socratic' school of Aris- heinous. The recommended pronuncitippus, which became the forerunner of ation is /'hemas/.
Epicureanism, seems to have come to an
heir. 1 The first half of Tennyson's line
end C275 BO Cyrenaic, which is pro- from his Locksley Hall (1842), I the heir of
nounced /sain'nenk/, has been used in
all the ages, in the foremostfilesof time, was
English since the 16c. but only with referclassified by Fowler (1926) as a hackneyed
ence to classical antiquity.
phrase, but the reference, if ever made
An Epicurean is a follower of the doc- now outside Eng. lit. circles, would probtrines of the Greek philosopher Epicurus ably pass unnoticed.
(d. 270 BC). These doctrines are stated by
2 An heir apparent is an heir whose
the OED to be: (1) That the highest good
is pleasure, which Epicurus identified claim cannot be set aside by the birth of
with the practice of virtue. (2) That the another heir. An heir presumptive is an
gods do not concern themselves at all heir whose claim may be set aside if an
with men's affairs. (3) That the external heir apparent is born. Heir apparent is
world resulted from a fortuitous con- often used now of a person seen likely
course of atoms. As a philosophical term to succeed the present incumbent as
the adj. Epicurean was first used in Eng- head of a political party, a business firm,
lish in the 16c. From the 16c. to the 18c. etc.
the corresponding noun epicure had the
hel-. This sequence of letters in words
secondary sense 'one who gives himself
that have an immediately following
up to sensual pleasure, esp. to eating; a
glutton'. But alongside this unfavour- vowel is pronounced /'hel-/ in helical, heliable sense, and now the only current chrysum, helicon, helicopter, heliport, etc.;
one, emerged the meaning 'one who but /hi:l-/ in helianthus, heliograph, heliocultivates a refined taste for the pleas- lithic, heliotrope, helium, and helix. Those
in the first group all answer to Gk sÀiÇ
ures of the table'.
A utilitarian is an adherent of the 19c. 'something in spiral form'; while all in
doctrines of Bentham and J. S. Mill the second group except helix answer to
known as utilitarianism. A utilitarian is Gk rjXios 'sun'.
defined by the OED as 'one who considers
helix /'hrhks/. See prec. PI. helices /'heliutility the standard of whatever is good
for man'. As an adj. utilitarian means si:z/, occas. helixes.
'that regards the greatest good or happi- hellebore. Pronounce /'helibo:/, with
ness of the greatest number as the chief three syllables.
consideration or rule of morality'. As
often happens to such concepts, some
Hellene is pronounced /'heli:n/, but Hellwriters have used the adj. in a quasi- enic most commonly /he'lemk/ rather
depreciative way, 'having regard to mere than /'-lirnik/.
utility rather than beauty, amenity, etc.'.
hello, etc. The multiplicity of forms and
hegemony. Pronounce /hi'gemani/ or applications is somewhat bewildering
/'-d3emani/. See GREEK G.
and the distribution of the various prohegira (Muhammad's departure from nunciations cannot be ascertained with
Mecca in AD 622; the Muslim era). Pro- any certainty. In my own speech, as far
nounce /'hedsira/; but in AmE more com- as I can tell, I tend to say /h/v'lau/ as a
monly /na'd3an*a/. The spelling hejira is greeting, which I would illogically write
also used, but less commonly.
down as hello/ rather than hullo!; or /,wel

helmet | help
he'teu/, which I would write down as Well,
hello! (used when I cannot immediately
recall the name of the person being
greeted). I tend to answer the telephone
with /he'lau/, but the first syllable tends
to degenerate into /ha-/ or almost to
disappear altogether. Every standard
speaker (to go no further) will have his
or her own distributional pattern, and
the pattern may vary from day to day
and, esp. in intonation, from context to
context. It is one of the clearest indicators of warmth of greeting, or of ascending or descending degrees of
formality. Historically, many spellings
preceded hello, which itself is first recorded in 1883, and, used as an answer
to a telephone call, in 1892 (Kipling), e.g.
hollo, holloa, hollow; holler; hillo(a).
Hallo is first recorded (as a shout to
call attention) in 1864. Hullo is first recorded in Thomas Hughes's Tom Brown's
School Days (1857), and, used as an answer
to a telephone call, in a book by one
C. H. Chambers published in 1900. Halloo
as noun and verb has mostly been restricted to hunting circles, = (to shout)
a cry to urge on the dogs. No one seems
to mind that there are so many possible
variants. Meanwhile it should be noted
that COD 1995 gives pride of place to
hello as a term of greeting, with crossreferences at hallo and hullo. And
novelists go on alleging that policemen
say 'Alio, 'alio as they come across something or someone suspicious. That will
do for the present.
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otherwise'. The OED explains how this
came about. As a result it had come to be
used in such sentences as these (drawn
from the OED) in which it is used with
can or cannot + gerund: He could not help
thinking in verse; No man can help being
coward or a fool; Not one of us could help
laughing. Such sentences, being still idiomatic, can pass without further comment.

2 In times past (and the debate is
not quite over yet) concern has been
expressed about sentences containing
cannot help but, a construction first recorded in the work of the 19c. Manx
writer Hall Caine. For the evidence, see
BUT 7. Its critics say that it should give
way to the type with a gerund and with
but omitted: e.g. Bertrand could not help
venting his frustration upon Madeleine—P
Read, 1986. The matter remains unresolved and both types are still in common use. Further examples of cannot help
but: She could not help but notice that all t
passengers on the bus were pensioners—S
Mackay, 1984; He could not help but feel
going home would put an end to this adventure—Susan Johnson, 1993 (Aust.); I
couldn't help but wonder what a man had
do to get sawed longways fairly much in
half-T. R. Pearson, 1993 (US).

3 Also much debated have been sentences in which, as the OED expresses it,
'cannot is replaced idiomatically by can
after a negative expressed or implied'.
The OED lists four 19c. examples of this
construction, including these: Your name
helmet. The corresponding adj. is hel- shall occur again as little as I can help, i
meted. See -T-, -TT-.
the course of these pages—]. H. Newman,
1864; I did not trouble myself more than I
help (noun). A genteelism (often in the could help—C. H. Spurgeon, 1879. Fowler
form daily help) for a female domestic (1926) wrongly says that the OED stigmatservant. The older terms lady help (assist- izes the idiom as 'erroneous', but it does
ant and companion to the mistress of a nothing of the kind. On this false prehouse) and mother's help (a woman em- miss, Fowler then went on to 'correct'
ployed to help in the nursery) have the types Don't sneeze more than you can
mostly fallen out of use, replaced in help and Sneeze as little as you can help t
various specified ways by au pair, baby- Don't sneeze more than you must and Sneez
sitter, child-minder, nanny, and numerous
as little as you can. Such rewriting is unobother terms.
jectionable as far as it goes, but does
not demonstrate that the sentences of
help (verb). Several main uses call for
Cardinal Newman and the other 19c.
comment. 1 It should be borne in mind
writers are faulty.
that the primary sense 'to assist' is far
4 help and the use of the to-infinitive.
from being the only meaning of the verb.
By the 16c, for example, help had come I have set down elsewhere (Points of View,
to be used in the sense (11 in the OED) 1992) a description of the way in which
'to remedy, obviate, prevent; cause to be the competing types 'he helped me dig
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helpmate, helpmeet | hendiadys

out my driveway'/'he helped me to dig out the Scholarship to Oxford—the athlete Jack
my driveway' developed from the ME Lovelock, as reported in a recent bioperiod onwards. Many writers, including graphy. But this is not certain.
Shakespeare and Marlowe, allowed the
verb help to be followed by either a plain helpmate, helpmeet (a helpful cominfinitive (one without the particle to) or panion or partner, usu. a husband or
by ato-infinitive.At the present time the wife). The first is now the usual form,
distribution of the two types cannot be though helpmeet (first recorded in 1673)
determined with any certainty but the is the slightly older of the two words
general pattern seems to be something (helpmate 1715)- Helpmeet is 'a compound
like this: (a) The construction with the absurdly formed by taking the two words
to-infinitive appears to be the more usual help meet in Gen. 2:18, 20 ("an help meet
for him", i.e. a help suitable for him) as
one in Britain: where he helped to look after
one word' (OED).
German prisoners of war—Brit. Med. Jrnl,
1986; a well-designed phonics system helps
hemi-. See DEMI-.
most children to read well—Daily Tel., 1987.
But the construction with a plain infinihemiplegia. For pronunciation, see
tive also occurs: Our every deed must help
GREEK G.
make us acceptable—Times, 1986; It helped
hemistich (half a line of verse). Prosilence critics on the party left—K. O. Morgan,
1987. It is not altogether clear what gov- nounce j-stikj.
erns the choice, (b) By contrast, in AmE
and also in other forms of overseas Eng- hemo-. See HAEMO-; HAEMORRHAGE; M,
lish, the form with the plain infinitive Œ.
predominates. Examples: I had helped her hempen. See -EN ADJECTIVES.
carry it to her bedroom—G. Keillor, 1986
(US); in the hope that this may help provoke
hence. Numerous historical examples
a transformation—New Yorker, 1986 Mandy
of the pleonastic phr. from hence are listed
helped him choose something for Claire—
in the OED, stretching from the 14c. to
C. K. Stead, 1986 (NZ); the labourers' train-the 19c: e.g. (of place) Richard, not fane
ing school he helped create—Highveld Style,
from hence, hath hid his head—Shakespeare,
1986 (SAfr.); When he is done he instructs1593; From hence I was conducted up a
Ria to help him pull the wire tight— Susan
staircase to a suite of apartments-W. Irving,
Johnson, 1990 (Aust). But the construc- 1820; (of time) From hence Ile loue no
tion with a to-infinitive is also found in Friend—Shakespeare, 1604; ( = as a result)
these areas often enough: It may help us From hence he has been accused, by historians
to conceive of their predicament if we imagine
of avarice—Goldsmith, 1771. But in the
... —Daedalus, 1986 (US); The levees were 20c. such uses have virtually dropped
helping to aggravate the problem they were
out of the language and are best avoided.
meant to solve—New Yorker, 1987. (c) One See FROM WHENCE.
governing factor, past and present, and
in all present-day varieties of English, is hendecasyllable (a line of eleven syla natural reluctance to adopt the se- lables; from Gk evSeica 'eleven'). A
quence to help + ato-infinitive,that is, to measure widely used in Gk and L verse,
repeat to. The construction does occur esp. by Catullus, and later in Italy and
(she allowed Pearl to help her to stack up Spain. It has never been common in
her hair—I. Murdoch, 1983), but it is English poetry, but note, for example: If
not common. In this respect it is note- mine eyes can speake to doe heartie errand
worthy that Shakespeare's examples of (Philip Sidney's Arcadia, 1580s); I beholding
help + plain infinitive occur only when the summer dead before me (Swinburne's
the verb help is itself preceded by the Hendecasyllabics, 1866).
particle to. This reluctance to repeat to
hendiadys /hen'daiadis/, a figure of
may partially account for some of the
speech in which a single complex idea
American and Antipodean occurrences
is expressed by two words connected by
of the construction with the plain ina conjunction (in English always and)
finitive: One of my housemates ... offered to
instead of subordinating one to the
help me move in—New Yorker, 1986; she had
other. The word was formed in late L
moved heaven and earth to help me win
from the Gk phr. év 5ià ôuoîv 'one by

henna | hereby, herein, hereof, hereto, heretofore, hereunder
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means of two'. English examples include Britain stood alone in 1940 after she had
nice and cool (instead of nicely cool), and lost her European allies during the blitzkrieg),
good and ready (instead of completely ready; see PERSONIFICATION. It is important not
see GOOD AND). The term should not be to use both it/its and she/her in the same
applied to expressions like might and
passage, as in The United States has given
main, spick and span, whisky and soda, etc., another proof of its determination to preserve
in which the parts are of equal standing, her neutrality.
and neither is subordinate in sense to
4 Her used as the subject of a clause
the other.
is a certain indication that the speaker
is illiterate: e.g. He's slashing bracken along
henna (verb). The inflected forms are
the boundary fence and me and her go there
hennas, hennaed, and hennaing. See -ED
to get kindling—M. Eldridge, 1984 (Aust.);
AND 'D.
Her and Kitty didn't have much to do with
he or she. From earliest times until each other anymore—N. Virtue, 1990.

about the 1960s it was unquestionably herb. For the AmE pronunciation, see
acceptable to use the pronoun he (and H 2.
him, himself, his) with indefinite reference
Herculean. 1 The dominant pronuncito mean 'anyone, a person (of either sex),
especially after indefinite pronouns such ation now is /h3:kju'li:an/, with the main
as anybody, anyone, someone, etc., gender- stress on the third syllable, though as
free words like doctor, person, etc., or in recently as 1899 the OED recognized only
fixed phrases such as 'Every man for /h3:'kju:lian/, stressed on the second sylhimself or 'One man one vote'. One lable, a pronunciation confirmed by the
of the minor successes of the feminist metre in examples of the word cited
campaign to dislodge sexist vocabulary from Marston, Milton, and Byron.
from the language has been the virtual
2 Such proper name adjs. in -ean are
replacement of he after indefinite pro- evenly divided as to where the main
nouns or with other backward reference stress falls. Thus Ashmôlean, Caesârean,
by he or she; similarly with the objective Procrustean, Promethean are stressed on the
and possessive forms him, himself, and antepenult; but Cyclopean (beside Cyclohis. Some solve the problem by using the pean), Cytheréan, European, Pericléan, propi. pronoun they (and themselves, etc.): tean, Sisyphean, Sophocléan, Tacitéan on the
see AGREEMENT 6. But the most favoured penult. Such adjs. ending in -ian always
method is to 'double' the pronoun: The have the stress on the antepenult: Aristotpotential user, if he or she already possesses elian, Ciceronian, Darwinian, Shakespearian
hardware, may also be able to take the systemsetc. The Bodleian Library is /.bDd'lkan/.
with him or her; If someone is ungainly, fat,
ugly, unsure of his or her stage presence ... here. 1 The normal agreement rules
it can be difficult to be engaged in this country; apply in most cases when here's/here are
The tragedy of a depressive's position is that are used (here's my ticket/here are my chilhe or she remains frozen in front of the mirror. dren). But in rapid speech such a sentence
The problem is an old one, and various as Here's some flowers for you is idiomethods of avoiding the use of a back- matically acceptable.
ward-referring he have been in use over
2 The types this here friend of mine and
the centuries. The only change is that these here bicycles, with here in mid-posithe process has been greatly accelerated tion, are found only in vulgar or regional
in recent times.
speech; but here in post-position is standard (your friend here, these bicycles here).
her. i Case. For questions of her or she,
hereby, herein, hereof, hereto, heresee SHE 2, 3. Cf. HE I , 2.
tofore, hereunder, herewith. The first
2 For questions of her and hers (e.g. her and last are the strongest survivors in
and his tastes differ), see ABSOLUTE POSSES- this group of threatened words (I hereby
SIVES.
promise never to smoke again; Herewith I
3 For her and she used in personifica- enclose a cheque for my subscription). The
tions (the Queen Elizabeth II made her stately others, esp. as used in legal language,
way past the Needles; Switzerland has zeal-are in retreat before those who are seekously guarded her neutrality in the 20c; ing to replace 'archaic' jargon by plain
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hereditary | hexameter

German, the way in which the word Henoperates in German is not well known
in Britain (e.g. Herr Doktor Schmidt is cushereditary. The type an hereditary peer tomary in German, but Mr Dr Smith imis recommended, not a. Cf. A, AN 3.
possible in English).

English expressions (substituting by this
means, in this matter, of this, etc.).

hero. PI. heroes. See -O(E)S 1.

herring pond. From the 16c. to the 19c,
and still occasionally, the herring pond has
heroic. 1 The type an heroic act is recom- been used as a humorous term for an
mended, not a. See A, AN 3.
ocean, the sea, esp. the North Atlantic
2 Some uses in literature and prosody ocean. The illustrative examples in the
call for comment: (a) heroic poetry, epic OED are of the type the other Side of the
poetry. Such poetry normally uses a Herring-pond (1689), I'd send them over the
specified type of line: the hexameter in herring-pond if I could (1861). Examples
classical Greek and Latin, the alexand- from 20c. sources: Even if the 'Herring Pond'
rine in French, the hendecasyllabic line is crossed previously by a single or dual control
in Italian, and the iambic pentameter in machine—Aeroplane, 1914; J hope you will
English, (b) The heroic couplet is a rhymed pay us another visit when you next 'cross the
pair of iambic pentameters, a scheme herring pond'—E. Waugh, 1945.
favoured by Chaucer in the 14c. and
See WORN-OUT HUMOUR.
characteristic of much late 17c. and 18c.
hers. See ABSOLUTE POSSESSIVES.
poetry.
And bathed every veyne in swich licour hesitance, hesitancy, hesitation. All
Of which vertu engendrai is the flour
three words are first recorded in English
Chaucer, General Prologue in the early 17c, and the story since
How happy is the blameless vestal's lot!
The world forgetting, by the world forgot. then has been one of advancement for
hesitation and of sharp retreat for the
Pope, Boisa to Abelard
other two, esp. for hesitance. A not-always
(c) The heroic (or elegiac) quatrain or heroicobserved residual distinction is that hesitstanza is not used in epic poetry, but is ancy is used to mean 'a tendency to
so called because it uses the English indecision, an unwillingness to do someheroic line: four pentameters rhyming thing, doubt about doing something'
abah, as in Gray's Elegy written in a Country(that perpetual hesitancy of people whose
Church-Yarà (1751). or aabb.
intelligence and temperament are at variance), whereas hesitation is more often
Can storied urn or animated bust
used to mean 'the fact or action of hesitBack to its mansion call the fleeting breath?
Can honour's voice provoke the silent dust,ating' (we have no hesitation in determining
what is right and wrong; she rejected it
OrflaWry soothe the dull, cold ear of death?
without hesitation).
See ELEGIAC QUATRAIN.

heroin, heroine (both pronounced
/'heraum/. One of the surprising things
about our language is the way in which
it tolerates the existence of homonyms
like heroin (first recorded in 1898 and at
first pronounced /hi'raum/, stressed on
the second syllable), and heroine (first
recorded c 1659), with no suggestion that
one word is threatening the other.

heteronym, a word having the same
spelling as another, but a different sound
and meaning, e.g. agape /a'geip/ adv. and
agape /'aegapei/ noun; moped /maupt/ verb
pa.t. and moped /'mauped/; refuse /'refjuis/
noun and refuse /n'fjuiz/ verb; used /juist/
accustomed and used /juizd/ made use of.
hew. The pa.pple is either hewn or hewed.

hexameter, a metrical verse line of six
Herr. This German equivalent of Mr has feet, used esp. in Gk and L epic poetry
been recorded in English works since the (dactylic hexameters), and imitated in mod17c. The OED provides examples of the ern languages, esp. in German, Russian,
types Herr Hitler (a quotation from Win- and Swedish verse (Baldick, 1990), and
ston Churchill), Herr Ulbricht, and Herr occas. in English, e.g. in A. H. Clough's
Alfred Krupp, and also of the plural Herren. The Bothie of Tober-na-Vuolkh (1848): This
But, except for the relatively small num- was the/final re/tort from the/ eager, im/petuber of English people who have learnt ous/ Philip.

hiatus I himself
hiatus. A term used in linguistics and
prosody to mean a break between two
adjacent fully pronounced vowels forming two successive syllables, e.g. the eye,
Noël, Eloïse, i.e. expressions in which elision or diphthongization does not occur.
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high and low for the lost ring). Highly is the
normal choice preceding adjs. or ppl
adjs.; and, meaning *with praise', with
the verbs, speak, think, etc.

night. The pa.pple (from the 14c.) of the
OE verb hatan 'to call' survives as an
Hibernian is an archaic or poetic adj. archaism (often used jocularly) to mean
and noun meaning 'of or concerning 'called, named', but it is more likely to
Ireland; a native of Ireland'. The related be encountered in older works than in
words Hibernicism (an Irish idiom or ex- modern ones: Childe Harold was he hight—
pression) and Hiberno- (a combining Byron, 1812.
form, as in Hiberno-English), however, are
in common use, esp. by linguistic schol- hijacking. See ABDUCTION.
ars.
hike (noun). Used to mean 'an increase
(in prices, wages, etc.)' it is of fairly recent
hibernice, Hibernice. See ANGLICE.
origin (first recorded in 1931) and is
hiccup. 1 The inflected forms are hie- mainly restricted to N. America. It turns
up occasionally in BrE use: e.g. on the
cuped, hiccuping. See -P-, -PP-.
BBC World at One programme (Radio 4)
2 The variant hiccough, also proon 16 Feb. 1979 Brian Widlake spoke of
nounced /'hikAp/, was formed in the 17c.
another hike in mortgage rates.
'under the erroneous impression that
the second syllable was cough' (OED). It hillo(a). See HELLO.
has nothing to recommend it.
him. Further to the note s.v. HE 1, it
hide (verb). The principal parts are now is worth scrutinizing two examples, a
hid pa.t. and hidden pa.pple (hid being century and a half apart, in which him
archaic or poetical only when used as is used (and, in the first, a grammatical
pa.pple).
statement made) in preference to he:
heedless of grammar, they all cried, THATS
hie meaning 'go quickly, hasten' (hie to HIM/'-R. H. Barham, 1840; Yet too, it was
your chamber; hied him to the chase) is nownot the old him that she had chosen to love—I
archaic or poetical only. The inflected Murdoch, 1989.
forms are hies, hied, and hieing (occas.
hying). See VERBS IN -IE, etc. 3.
Himalayas. There seems no good reason
to abandon the traditional English prohierarchic(al) (adjs.). The choice of form nunciation /hime'leiaz/, stressed on the
seems to depend on the rhythm of the third syllable, or the traditional form
sentence rather than on any other factor. (pi. in -s), in favour of the cultish form
In practice the longer form is the more Himalaya, pronounced /hi'madia/, though
common.
it is true that the Nepalese word Himalaya
high, highly. It should be borne in is derived from Sanskrit hima 'snow*
+ dlaya 'abode', and has /<r/ not /a/ in
mind that high is both an adj. and an
adv., and that in its role as an adv. it the second syllable.
competes with highly. Examples: [highly him or her. See HE OR SHE.
not idiomatic) a cart loaded high with the
undergrowth he had cut out; most surfaces himself. Normal uses of the pronoun
were piled high with magazines; party spirit (e.g. he was talking about himself; Marcus
ran high; the junior executive is aiming high; hoped simply to avoid being touched himself,
[high not idiomatic) it was highly amusing; he made them himself) are accompanied
she spoke highly of her tutor; a highly-strungby various marginal uses where numberperson; a new wave of highly talented intel- or gender-agreement or word-order gives
lectuals; such interesting and highly placed slight pause for thought: None of us was
people took him seriously. In practice, high willing to commit himself to a clear-cut
(adv.) is used when the sense required is opinion—TL. Lindner, 1955; Himself, he had
(lit.) 'far up, aloft', and, fig., esp. with worked with them often enough—C. P. Snow,
the verb run {feelings were running high) 1979; Denis Healey has always been an aloo
and in the phr. high and low (he searched figure in the Labour movement, a cat that
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hind I historic

walks by himself-K. 0. Morgan, 1987; It tax he owes (USA Today, 1988); and to
had often seemed as though the people in the favour the type Each player, alone on his
poems were more real to the old man than or her part, was embarrassed whenever he
himself and his brother Michael—Encounter,or she became lost (J. Updike, 1988).
1989; Himself and Bimbo were at the fryer—R.
his or her. See prec. 3; HE OR SHE.
Doyle, 1991 (Ir.). Cf. MYSELF.
hisself. Since the 14c. there has been a
hind (noun). See BUCK.
tendency to treat self as a noun ( =
hindmost. See -MOST.
person) and to place possessive pronouns
and adjectives in front: thus in the OED,
hindsight. At first used to mean 'the his owne self (1406), his very self (1826),
backsight of a rifle', since the last quarter etc. A by-product of this process is the
of the 19c. it has become a pleasing emergence of the dialectal (esp. northern
abstract word meaning 'wisdom after and Sc.) form hisself (usu. written as one
the event' (they realized with hindsight that word). It is totally rejected by standard
their electioneering tactics had been wrong). speakers as an element belonging only
Hindu. Now always thus spelt, replacing to uneducated speech or to the engaging
the dominant 19c. and Kiplingesque vocabulary of northern counties and
Scotland.
form Hindoo.
hinge (verb). The pres.pple is surely historic. 1 Its primary sense is 'famous
to be spelt hingeing (to bring out the or important in history or potentially
pronunciation), even though The Oxford so' (a Norman castle on that historic spot;
Writers' Diet. (1990) recommends hinging. the historic figure of the Warrior Queen [sc.
Boadicea]; we travelled to the historic
breakthrough point [of the Channel
hippo. PI. hippos. See -O(E)S 5.
tunnel] ). As William Safire noted in 1992,
hippocampus (zoology and anatomy). 'Any past event is historical, but only the
PI. hippocampi /-pai/.
most memorable ones are historic' The
hippogriff (fabulous monster). The re- traditional difference between the two
commended spelling (but hippogryph is words is ignored in the following examples: (historic used where historical
also found).
would be more appropriate) I wouldn't
hippopotamus. The recommended pi. seek these churches out, even if they were in
a guide-book and of historic significance—M.
is hippopotamuses, not -potami /-mai/.
Atwood, 1989; Recent developments in Iran
his. 1 From OE times onward, but esp. simply conform to the numerous historic exbetween about 1400 and 1750, and still amples of the compromises that successful
occasionally (plainly as an archaism), his revolutionaries always have to make—Bull.
has sometimes been placed after a noun Amer. Acad. Arts & Sci., 1993.
(esp. a proper noun) instead of the pos2 In grammar the term historic present
sessive 's; similarly her and their, where
is applied to 'the present tense when
appropriate. Examples: to such as will
vouchsafe to reade the saide Sir Thomas Moreit is used instead of the past in vivid
his aunswere—Harpsfield's Life of More, 1558;narration' (OED). Examples: She had no
And this we beg for Jesus Christ his sake—Book notion of how welcome she would be. But
of Common Prayer, 1662; In examining Raymond opens the door before she can touch
JEneus his Voyage by the Map—Addison, the bell, and he hugs her around the shoulders
1712. Despite the distinguished history and kisses her twice —A, Munro, 1989; Then
of such uses it was and is a mistake to she slams into me,' he continued, gesturing,
'and suddenly I'm in the world of things
interpret possessive 's as a reduced form
beyond myself—New Yorker, 1991.
of his.
A short story called 'Green Winter' by
2 A graceful raising of one's hand to his Matthew Francis in Encounter (Nov. 1987)
hat. For the use of his to refer back to uses the historic present throughout,
one's, see ONE.
beginning It is dark when the guards come
3 Modern practice tends to frown on to wake me and ending As we leave the hut
male-oriented sentences like Where your ... the icy green of the surrounding fields
child gets his income determines how much looks suddenly foreign. But the device is

historical | hoi polloi
more often used as an occasional stylistic
emphasizer. "The speaker, as it were, forgets all about time and imagines, or
recalls, what he is recounting, as vividly
as if it were now present before his eyes'
(Jespersen, 1909-49, part iv). The historic
present has been used in English since
at least the 13c. and, debatably, even in
OE.
3 When preceded by the indefinite
article, the following pattern is recommended: an historic, an historian; but a
history. See next 3, and A, AN 3.
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HIV. Since the abbreviation stands for
'human immunodeficiency virus1, it is
tautologous to speak of the HW virus.
But, tautologous or not, the phr. is now
well established.

hoard (stock or store) and horde (large
group) are homophones, and are sometimes mistakenly interchanged: e.g. It
does not involve hoards [read hordes] of customers parking in the streets—G. Jones, The
Business of Freelancing, 1987.
hoarhound. See HOREHOUND.

hobbledehoy. This colloquial word ( =
historical. 1 A word of quite general
a clumsy or awkward youth) of uncertain
meaning: of or concerning history; belonging to the past, not the present; origin was first recorded in the 16c. and
from the historian's view; etc. The OED since then has been spelt in various ways
is a dictionary 'on historical principles'. (hohhadehoy, hohhedehoy, etc.). It has now
Historical events are portrayed in several settled down in the form shown in the
of Shakespeare's plays. Roland's famous headword.
legendary death is a very easy perversion of
his historical death (E. A. Freeman, 1871). hobnob (verb). The inflected forms are
hobnobbed, hobnobbing. See -B-, -BB-.
Historical linguistics is the study of the developments in languages in the course of time hobo. PI. hoboes. See -O(E)S.
(R. H. Robins, 1964). The movie ... is ...
a great deal more than a decently-handled hock. There are three separate words all
historical pageant (Guardian, 1972).
spelt thus: 1 joint of a quadruped's hind
leg; a cut of meat from this (also spelt
2 Historical is occasionally used (but
hough).
mostly during the 19c.) in the same way
2 a German wine from the Rhineland.
as historic (sense 1) but this use is to be
discouraged. Also a few linguistic schol3 (verb) to pawn; (noun) a pawnars use historical present instead of historic broker's pledge.
present, but more perhaps by inadverhodgepodge, a variant (esp. in AmE)
tence than by conviction.
of HOTCHPOTCH ( = a confused mixture,
3 The type an historical (not a historical)
a jumble).
is recommended. See prec. 3; A, AN 3.
hoe (verb). The inflected forms are hoes,
hither. This ancient word (used already hoed, hoeing.
in OE) and its correlative thither have
been reserved for formal use or as hoi polloi. 1 Those who know that hoi
archaisms during most of the 20c. It is is the (nominative masculine plural) decurious, though, that the fixed phrases finite article in Greek and that the phr.
hither and thither (in this direction and hoi polloi means 'the many; hence ordinthat) and hither and yon (meaning the ary people, the man in the street' somesame) are still part of the ordinary lan- times avoid saying or writing 'the hoi
guage. Examples: the European children polloi'. Thus: Alcibiades might have thought
who rush hither and thither, shrieking in himself above hoi polloi, but none of the
French or English—P. Lively, 1987; No othercompetitors [in the Olympic Games] in his
great composer has so many unmusical admi-day sought artificial aids to bolster their
rers, whoflockto Bayreuth on annual pilgrim-prowess—B. Levin, 1992. Fowler (1926)
ages, and fly hither and yon if there is the thought that 'the best solution [was] to
prospect of a new and promising Tristan or eschew the phrase altogether'. But the
Walkure production—Daedalus, 1986. Hitheruse with the is widespread and persistent.
is also present in the (mainly attrib.) It is a standard example of an attempt to
expression come-hither 'enticing, flirta- force Greek grammar on to the receiving
tious' (first recorded in 1900).
language, or to let the loan-phrase

hoist I homo-
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home, house. The complexities of the
operate in an English way. Dryden and
Byron wrote 'the 01 noXXoi', and who distribution of these two words when
is to quarrel with them? And who is used in the literal sense 'one's dwellingprepared to 'correct' W. S. Gilbert's lines place' cannot be set down here except
from Iolanthe: Twould fill with joy, And by repeating what OED 2 states: 'In N.
madness stark the 01 noXXoi (a Greek re-America and Australasia (and increasingly elsewhere) \home is] freq. used to
mark.)?
2 By an overturning of the true sense, designate a private house or residence
hoi polloi has, since the 1950s, come to merely as a building.' Examples (from
be used in parts of America to mean OED 2): More houses (or Iwmes' as a house
'high society, the upper crust'. Substan- is kindly called here) are needed—A, Ross,
1955 (Aust.); Her three ... sons were shot to
tial evidence of this unwelcome use is
presented in vol. ii (1991) of DARE: e.g. death in their home-Globe b Moil (Toronto),
1968; In Beverly Hills and Bel Air, we saw
How can a night<lub comedian go on Broadway? ... I'm a street-corner character, and the homes (never called houses) of Jane
Broadway audiences have a hoi-polloi atti-Withers, Greer Garson, and Barbra Streisandtude—New Yorker, 1988. And not only inGuardian, 1973. Estate agents and others
America it would seem: e.g. I know our tend to work on the assumption that
Terry's much too grand for the likes of us home is a more personal and warmer
nowadays—too busy consorting with the hoiterm than house.
polloi at all those literary soirées—S. Mackay,
homely. The expectation in Britain if
1992.
the word is applied to a woman is that
hoist was originally a variant pa.pple she will turn out to be unpretentious,
of the now obsolete verb hoise. Both it adept at housekeeping, warm and weland hoised were current at the turn of coming. In America, on the other hand,
the 16c: For tis the sport to haue the enginer when used of a woman or her features,
Hoist with his owne petar [i.e. blown up by the word is much more likely to mean
his own bomb]—Shakespeare, 1604; they 'not attractive in appearance, plain'.
... hoised vp the maine sail to the winde—Acts
(AV) 27: 40. At the same time hoist was Homeric. See LAUGHTER.
already in use as a verb in its own right:
homey. See HOMY.
Let him take thee, And hoist thee vp to the
shouting Plebeians—Shakespeare, 1606.
homo (noun) /'haumau/. An informal
holey (full of holes). The e is retained
to distinguish it to the eye from holy
(adj.).

abbreviation of homosexual. PI. homos. See
-O(E)S 5. See also GAY.

homo-, etc. The prefixes homoeo- (as in
homoeopath), homoio- (as in homoiousian),
and, much more common, homo- (as in
Holland. See NETHERLANDS.
homosexual) are all from the Greek word
meaning 'same'; it is a vulgar error to
hollo, holloa, holler, hollow. See suppose that in the last it comes from L
HELLO.
homo 'man'. In these compounds the
home (verb), (of a trained pigeon, return short 0 of the Gk originals is by no means
home; also for the phrasal verb home uniformly retained in English. COD
in on). The inflected forms are homed, (1990) gives preference to initial /haum-/
in homocentric, homoeopath, homoeopathy,
homing.
homoeostasis, homoerotic, homogeneous,
home (adv.). Idiomatic uses are very homomorphic, homophobia, homosexual,
numerous, esp. when home is accompan- etc.; and to initial /hmn-/ in homoeotherm,
ied by a verb of movement (come, go home; homograft, homograph, homoiousian, homoIII see you home; my son will be home soon; logue, homonym, homophone, etc. A pretty
drive the nail home; pressed his advantage kettle of fish! My personal preference is
home; etc.). When the sense is 'in his or to opt for /hran-/ in all of them, but it
her own home' the British preference is must be admitted that in practice there
to use at home (he stayed at home; is Jane is a great deal of variation and uncerat home?) and the American home by itself. tainty in public use of the various terms.
holily (adv.). See -LILY 3.

homoeo- | Hon.
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homoeo-. Words with this prefix, e.g. homophone, a word having the same
homoeopathy, are spelt with homeo- in sound as another but of different meaning, origin, or spelling. Homophones are
AmE.
a major feature of the language. A short
homogeneity. Pronounce the stem of list (in which the examples are sound so
the word as /-d3i'ni:rti/, not /-d3i'nei-rti/, long as each word is pronounced in RP):
i.e. with the stressed syllable having the air/heir, aloud/allowed, cue/queue, currant/current, heal/heel, hear/here, hoard/
sound of bee not of bay. But see -EITY.
horde, literal/littoral, pair/pare/pear, peak/
homogeneous is a general word mean- peek/pique, pore/pour, rains/reins/reigns, site/
ing 'of the same kind' (a homogeneous sight/cite, skewer/skua, son/sun, vain/vein.
community without foreign intermixture). It Near-homonyms like affect/ejfect, desis pronounced /hmnau'd3i:nias/ or /hau- cent/dissent, eminent/imminent also abound
in the language. Robert Bridges wrote a
mau-/, with the main stress on the third
syllable. It is to be distinguished from the classic paper on homophones (SPE Tract
scientific word homogenous /ha'niDd3anas/ ii, 1919) and included lists of them di'(in Biology) having a common descent'; vided into classes: the total number of
and should also not be confused in any words listed was 1,775. His main concluway with homogenized (adj.) /ha'mD- sion was that English was exceptionally
d3anaizd/, '(of milk) treated so that the burdened by them.
fat droplets are emulsified and the cream
homosexual. Still the term used in
does not separate'. An example showing
homogenous misused for homogeneous: In most formal contexts (news bulletins,
doing so, they produced a much more homo- law courts, etc.) rather than GAY. There
genous and orthodox form of narrative than is no agreement about the pronunciation of the first 0. Many people (includthat of the legendary tales themselves—Essays
ing the present writer) use the same
& Studies, 1991.
vowel in homage and homosexual just as
homograph, a word spelt like another many people, I suspect, use the sound
but of different meaning or origin, e.g. of home. See HOMO-.
pole (piece of wood or metal), derived
from OE pal, and pole (as in North Pole,
South Pole), derived from Gk nôXos. Homographs need not have the same pronunciation, e.g. lead (to guide) and lead (a heavy
metal), respectively /li:d/ and /led/.
homonym, a word of the same spelling
or sound as another but of different
meaning. Homonyms identical in spelling include calf (young bovine animal),
derived from OE caelf, and calf (fleshy hind
part of the human leg), derived from ON
kolfi. And those identical in sound but
not in spelling include tail (of an animal),
derived from OE tsegl; and tale (narrative),
derived from OE talu. Examples of the
first type are called homographs, and
those of the second homophones. Cf. HETERONYM. Synonyms, by contrast, are separate words that are equivalent in
meaning, e.g. furze and gorse. Such exact
equivalence is, however, rare, and the
word synonym is applied much more frequently to pairs or sets in which the
equivalence is partial only. See SYNONYMS.

homy (adj.) (suggesting home; cosy).
The dictionaries give conflicting advice
about the spelling. Some give preference
to homey, and others to homy. It is not a
matter of great moment either way. My
own preference is for homey.
Hon. Also hon. That this prefix may be
an abbreviation of either honourable or
honorary is a source of some confusion
to people outside Britain. It stands for
honourable in reports of debates in the
House of Commons, where members
may not be referred to by name, except
by the Speaker, but must be called the
honourable member for ... (honourable and
gallant if a member of the Armed Forces,
honourable and learned if a lawyer). It
stands for honorary when prefixed to the
holder of an office (Hon. Secretary, Hon.
Treasurer, etc.) and indicates that he is
unpaid. As an abbreviation of honourable
it is also a courtesy title of the sons and
daughters of viscounts and barons and
of the younger sons of earls, as well
as the holders of certain high offices,
especially Puisne Judges in England and

honeyed, honied | hope
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Lords of Session in Scotland. (Privy Councillors and peers below the rank of
marquess are right honourable; so are
Lords Justices of Appeal, the Lord Mayor
of London, the Lord provost of Edinburgh, and a few other civic dignitaries;
marquesses are most honourable and a
duke his grace.) The Hon., when used as
a courtesy title, requires the person's
Christian name or initial, not his surname alone (the Hon. James or ]. Brown,
not the Hon. Brown); a common mistake
is to suppose that the Christian name
is unnecessary before a double-barrelled
surname. The same rule applies to the
prefixes REVEREND and SIR.

honourable. 1 Thus spelt in BrE, but
honorable in AmE.
2 See HON.
hoof. For the pi. form, both hoofs and
hooves are permissible, but hooves seems
now to be the dominant form throughout the English-speaking world: The sound
of galloping hooves (a stage direction)—B.
Mason, 1963 (NZ); the brave... little donkey
as she, on dainty hooves, picked her way down
the uneven path—E.Jottey, 1985 (Aust.); even
one [se. a tool] for taking stones out of horses'
hooves-R. Rive, 1986 (SAfr.); the felt-shod
tittuping sound of a donkey's hooves—P.
Lively, 1987 (UK); Act II began with the
clopping of horses' hooves—New Yorker, 1987;
This tragically malformed little beast [se. a
toy] also boasts detachable hooves—The Face,

There is a great deal of variation in
English-speaking countries outside Britain. For details readers will need to consult e.g. Debrett's Correct Form (1970 or 1987 (UK). Cf. ROOF.
later printing). The American practice is
described by Bryan A. Garner (1987) as
hope (noun). The OED (sense ic) gives
follows: 'Honorable is a title of respect examples of hopes used in a singular
given to judges, members of the U.S. sense, esp. in the phr. in hopes (e.g. I was
Congress, ambassadors, and the like. It in hopes you would have shown us our own
should be used not with surnames only, nation—Addison, 1702). This particular
but with complete names (e.g. The Honor- idiom, i.e. phrases containing hopes of
able Antonin Scalia) or with a title of cour- the types in the hopes of, in hopes of, in the
tesy (e.g. The Honorable Mr. Scalia). The hopes that, in hopes that, seems now more
abbreviation Hon. should be used only characteristic of AmE (e.g. He never said
in mailing addresses.'
a kind word to them, and they worked like
dogs in hopes of hearing one—G. Keillor,
honeyed, honied. The first of the two
1989) than of BrE, though the Oxford
is recommended.
Advanced Learner's Diet. (1989) cites a use
with the verb live (live in hopes of better
honorarium (voluntary payment made things to come). The customary equivalent
for professional services rendered
in BrE is in the hope of (or in the hope + thatwithout the normal fee). 1 As pi. either clause). Apart from the idiom just dehonorariums or honoraria is acceptable. scribed, BrE freely admits the pi. form:
See -UM 3.
e.g. have high hopes of something or someone;
2 The word seems to have been pro- raised one's hopes; our hopes for a peaceful
nounced with a fully aspirated initial /h/ outcome were not disappointed.
until at least 1900, but now is regularly
hope (verb). 1 Fowler (1926) objected to
/Dna'reanam/.
double passives containing hope (e.g. No
greater thrill can be hoped to be enjoyed)
honorary. See HON.
but such constructions seem now hardly
honour. 1 Thus spelt in BrE, but honor ever to occur: see PASSIVE TERRITORY 3.
(Jespersen, 1909-49, part iv, cites several
in AmE.
2 it is a custome More honourd in the 19c. examples of had hoped followed by
breach, then the obseruance. In context the perfect infinitive: e.g. I had hoped to
(Hamlet i.iv.16) it means a custom that have seen you and Clara pull together—
one deserves more honour for breaking Swinburne. But this type, not being a
than for keeping; but it is sometimes double passive, is not parallel.)
quoted in the mistaken and very different sense of dead letter or rule more
often broken than kept. See MISAPPREHENSIONS.

2 By analogy with legitimate constructions containing expect, the illegitimate type I hope them to succeed (in
imitation of I expect them to succeed) could

hopefully | housewife
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theoretically occur. This danger is more hospitable. Pronounce with the stress
real in passive constructions of the type on the first syllable (but second-syllable
A luncheon at which the Queen is hoped tostressing is very common and may prehe present. One hopes never to encounter vail as time goes on).
it; but, in commenting on the sinking
of an oil-tanker, a speaker on the BBC hospitalize (send or admit a patient to
TV programme Nationwide (13 Oct. 1978) hospital). A relatively recent word (first
did say Work is hoped to begin on pumping recorded in 1901), it is regarded with
out... The construction is clearly biding some suspicion in Britain, but is standits time at the margins of standard Eng- ard in AmE.
lish.
hospitaller. Thus spelt in BrE, but
hopefully. 1 First, hopefully has been chiefly as hospitaler in AmE.
used since the 17c. as a routine adverb host (verb). Partly because it is assumed
meaning 'in a hopeful manner'. Any to be a modern use of the related noun
number of examples can be found in as a verb (wrongly, as it happens: the
support of the standard use: We ... are verb is first recorded in the 15c), and
that posterity to which you hopefully ad- partly because of its omnipresence on
dressed yourself—A. Burgess, 1963; As loversTV shows and at Oscar awards (hosted by
do, as lovers will, they travelled hopefully to— ) and in other areas of entertainment,
Paris—Maggie Gee, 1985; Tarn [se. a dog] it is reviled by many standard speakers.
followed her, gazing hopefully upwards—?. If you are determined to use it (instead
Lively, 1989; Now she's looking hopefully of 'act as host') go ahead, but do not be
around, as if she's eager to get burned again- surprised if the use is greeted with a
New Yorker, 1993certain froideur.
2 For the disputed modern use, see
hostler. The usual AmE spelling of
SENTENCE ADVERB.
OSTLER. In AmE, apart from its normal
horde. See HOARD.
use ('a person who takes care of horses,
horehound (herbaceous plant). Thus esp. at an inn'), it also means 'a person
who services trains, buses, etc., or mainspelt, not hoarhound.
tains large machines'.
horrid, etc. 1 The older (16-19C.) sense,
'bristling, shaggy, rough' (reflecting the hotchpot, hotchpotch. The first is the
primary sense of L horridus) is now ex- usual spelling in law for 'the reunion and
tinct, but watch out for horrid spears, blending of properties for the purpose
mountain peaks, thickets, etc., in earlier of securing equal division (esp. of the
property of an intestate parent' (COD)
literature.
Otherwise, in its main general senses,
2 An ascending order or un- (a) a confused mixture, and (b) a dish of
pleasantness might perhaps begin with
mixed ingredients, esp. a thick broth or
horrid (the least emphatic of the 'disstew made from meat and vegetables,
agreeable' group of words: horrid little
the longer form hotchpotch is used. Hotchboy), and go on with increasing degrees of
potch (sense b), as a cookery dish, has
severity to horrible (of accidents, weather,
etc.) and horrifying (arousing horror). been largely replaced in BrE by hotpot, a
Some writers imagine that horrendous casserole of meat and vegetables, usu.
and horrific add a degree of disagreeable- with a layer of potatoes on top.
ness to what is being described, but the
power of these two words to capture the
essence of horror has diminished in the
20c. through overuse in the more popular kinds of writing.
horsy (devoted to horses). Thus spelt
rather than horsey. See -EY AND -Y etc. 2.
hose (collective pi. = stockings, socks,
and tights). Now almost entirely restricted to trade use; but hosiery is perhaps the more usual term.

hotel. See A, AN 3.
hough. See HOCK 1.

houri. Pronounce /'huan/.
house. See HOME, HOUSE.

houseful. PI. housefuls. See -FUL.
housewife. The shortened pronunciation /'hAzrf/, which is customary for the
sense 'a case for needles, thread, etc.', is
now obsolete for the human housewife.
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hove. See HEAVE.

hove I human
how': However carefully they seem to be
pruned back ...

hovel. Pronounce /'hDval/, not /'hAv-/.

4 The placement of however meaning
'nevertheless' is governed by the nature
of the sentence in which it appears. It
will be seen from the following examples
how. l For as how, see AS 8.
(drawn from standard sources) that it is
2 How come? (in interrogative con- a matter of judgement, not of excepstructions = How did or does it come tionless rules, where the word is to be
about (that)?). This colloquial American placed. The positioning of the word adds
phr. was first noted in the mid-igc, and
a degree of emphasis to what immediit still has strong NAmer. associations. ately precedes it. Note, too, that however
Some examples: How come you weren't in mid-sentence or at the end of a senthere? Were you taking some kind of examina-tence is preceded and followed by a mark
tion or something?—New Yorker, 1988; 'Howof punctuation, normally two commas.
come you're still thin?' she asked with amuse-Examples: (early in sentence, after a
ment—A. Munro, 1989; The night he got phrase) Susie is only one offiveadmitted last
back I'd said, 'So what's the deal? How come
night. Two of these, however, are on medical
you're home so soon? I thought this was the wards; The man himself, however, was not
big breakout.'—E. Barthelme, 1991.
greatly put out by the experience, (mid-sentence, after a clause) As time passed, howhowbeit. A falling-star word with a ever, I slowly began to see the originality of
distinguished history spread over many the resistance you offered; How complete a
centuries (as conj. from the 14c, as adv. rescue operation can be mounted, however, is
from the 15c). It is still listed in diction- quite another matter, (at end of sentence)
aries of current English (marked archaic) Lanzmann's tone over-generalizes, however;
but perhaps more as an old friend than The luridity of her confessions isn't confined
as a reflection of actual usage. As an to self-revelation, however.
adv. ( = nevertheless, though) it is called
5 Avoid at all costs the illiteracy of
upon from time to time for some contextual archaistic effect. Examples: There is using however as a simple substitute for
no authority in the phone book for us to call,but, or of allowing a sentence to run on
And ask the why, the wherefore, and the when However should have had a capital
howbeit—C. Sandburg, 01967; Howbeit, H at the start of a new sentence. Exfrom the first I disliked the man—J. Wain- amples of wrong use: Resources for doing
so are not available, however, the matter will
wright, 1980.
be reviewed at a later date; It was hoped that
however. 1 When ever is used as an New HAG rents could be pooled to equalize
intensifier immediately after an inter- rents, however a recent review has concluded
rogative pronoun such as what, who, how, that this will not be possible.
hover. Pronounce /'hnva/, not /'hAv-/.

as it often is in informal conversation
Huguenot. Pronounce /'hjuiganau/, not
(Why ever did you do that?), it should never /-not/.
be joined up to the pronoun in written
English. So How ever are you going to man- hullo. See HELLO.
age? is right, and However are you going to
manage? is wrong. See EVER 1.
human (noun). When I was at school in
1930s a rule was produced asserting
the
2 But... however. See BUT 6.
that human was properly used only as an
3 If the sense calls for However mean- adjective, and that one must speak of
ing 'nevertheless' to be placed at the human beings, not of humans. Presumably
beginning of a sentence, it should be the rule had made its way into contemfollowed immediately by a comma: I
porary usage guides (though not into
should be angry if the situation were not so Fowler, 1926) from the OED. James Murfarcical. However, I had a certain delight inray added a bracketed comment to the
some of the talk-W. Golding, 1980. This relevant OED entry in 1899: 'Formerly
use is to be distinguished from However much used; now chiefly humorous and
used at the beginning of a sentence as affected.' I tried to exorcise the ghost by
an ordinary adverb meaning 'no matter causing a heap of 'Further examples' of
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human (noun) to be added to vol. ii of general, as opposed to science and techOEDS (1976). Some additional examples nology.
are offered below. But the rule embedded
humankind. First used in the 17c. as
in my mind all those years ago still
prevents me from using the word as a an occasional variant of the human race
noun myself. Examples: there rose before or of mankind, the term has gathered
his inward sight the picture of a human at strength in the 20c, sometimes written
once heroic and sick—W. Golding, 1954; as two words (Human kind Cannot bear
Behind the mental subterfuges ...by which very much reality—T. S. Eliot, 1935-42). The
humans escape from reality lies a deep senseword is also favoured by those who judge
of inadequacy—English, 1989; In mammals,mankind to be unacceptable in our politincludinghumans... life is initiated.. —Bull. ically correct times. Examples: A venerable
statement such as 'Let us make Man in our
Amer. Acad. Arts & Sci., 1990.
image' becomes 'Let us make Humankind in
humanist. The word is used in a number our image'—Listener, 1985; As the Ice Age
of senses. The earliest humanists were waned in Europe 11,000 years ago, the
the 14-16C. scholars of the Renaissance lot of humankind remained harsh—Set.
period who rediscovered the literature, Amer., 1988; Humankind was always interphilosophy, history, and oratory of the ested in where we come from and where we
ancient classical world, and were called go, the 'whence' and the 'whither'—Bull. Amer
humanists as distinct from divines. The Acad. Arts & Sci., 1989; One single speciesterm was also applied to later disciples of humankind—is putting the Earth at risk—BB
the same culture, i.e. to classical scholars Wildlife, 1990.
and teachers. Devotion to such pre-Christian culture led to the emergence of humble-bee. See BUMBLE-BEE.
various systems of thought or action humbug (verb). The inflected forms are
which are concerned with merely hu- humbugged, humbugging. Also humbuggery
man interests (as distinguished from di- (noun). See -G-, -GO.
vine), or with those of the human race
in general (as distinguished from the humerus. PI. humeri /-rai/.
individual). For such humanists, humanism became the 'Religion of Humanity'. hummus /'humas/, humus /hjuimas/.
In the 20C. a new pragmatic system of The first is a thick sauce made from
thought introduced by F. C. S. Schiller ground chick-peas and sesame seeds; the
and William James placed emphasis on second is the organic constituent of soil.
the fact 'that man can only comprehend
and investigate what is with the re- humour. 1 'The pronunciation of the h
sources of the human mind, and dis- is only of recent date, and is sometimes
counts abstract theorizing; so, more omitted' (OED 1899)- This is still largely
generally, implying that technological true, though the pronunciation with
advance must be guided by awareness silent h, i.e. /'ju:ma(r)/, is more likely to
of widely understood human needs' (OED be encountered in AmE than in BrE.
2). One is likely to encounter any of
2 The US spelling is humor. The derivathe three types of humanism in life or tives are spelt humoresque, humorist, and
literature. And religious agnosticism, or humorous both in BrE and AmE; but conas COD has it 'an outlook or system of trast humourless (BrE) and humorless
thought concerned with human rather (AmE).
than divine or supernatural matters', is
quite likely to form part of the way of hung. See HANG (verb).
life of the second and third type.
huntress. See -ESS 5.
humanities. Study of the humanities,
in Oxford called Literae Humaniores, i.e.
classical language and literature, is a
regular feature of the courses offered at
many universities in Britain and elsewhere. The term the humanities is also
used more broadly of arts subjects in

husband. See WIDOW, WIDOWER.

hussy, a derogatory term for an impudent or immoral girl or woman, is now
always thus spelt (not huzzy), and usu.
pronounced /'hAsi/. The OED (1899) gave
only I'hAzij, but by 1926 Fowler was able
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hyaena | hypallage

gullible: coined in the 19c. from Eng.
gull 'to deceive' and the Latin-derived
suffix -ible.
speedometer: formed in the 20c. from
Eng. speed and the combining form
-ometer, ultimately from Gk \iexpov
hyaena. See HYENA.
'measure'.
hybrid formations are words made
television: formed in the 20c. from Gk
up of elements belonging to different xr\Xe- 'far', and vision, a word of L origin.
languages. In the last quarter of the 19c, If such words had been submitted for
as the study of etymology quickened, approval to an absolute monarch of etyand as fascicles of the OED began to mology, some perhaps would not have
appear, it became widely known that the been admitted to the language. But our
language contained a large number of language is governed not by an absolute
words that had been 'irregularly' monarch, nor by an academy, far less by
formed, i.e. not in accordance with the a European Court of Human Rights, but
rules that were being established by the by a stern reception committee, the users
great linguistic scholars of the day. of the language themselves. HomogenAmong the irregulars were hybrid eity of language origin comes low in
formations. As with any system of classi- their ranking of priorities; euphony, anafication, borderline cases were found to logy, a sense of appropriateness, an inexist and exemptions were made. Whole stinctive belief that a word will settle in
classes of words were held to lie outside if there is a need for it and will disappear
the argument. For example, the medieval if there is not—these are the factors that
practice of clapping native prefixes like operate when hybrids (like any other
be- and native suffixes like -ness on to new words) are brought into the lanforeign loanwords was accepted as a 'nat- guage. If the coupling of mixed-language
ural' process: thus bemuse, besiege, genu- elements seems too gross, some standard
ineness, nobleness, and so on, all speakers write (now fax) severe letters
containing a native affix joined to a to the newspapers. Attitudes are struck.
French stem, were not condemned as This is all as it should be in a democratic
hybrids. Such words 'are hybrids tech- country. But amoral, bureaucracy, and the
nically, but not for practical purposes' other mixed-blood formations persist,
(Fowler, 1926). Similarly exempt from and the language has suffered only invisible dents.
criticism were words such as readable,
breakage,fishery,and disbelieve, in which See BARBARISMS; METANALYSIS.
an English word has been joined by one hyena. Thus spelt, not hyaena, i.e. the
of the foreign elements that have be- L. spelling with -ae- has been abandoned.
come living affixes in English: clearly
•able, -age, -ery, and dis-, though of Latin- hygiene /'hai^im/, hygienic /haid3i:French origin, are all part of the family nik/. Both words are pronounced with a
now, and their etymology is irrelevant long t in the second syllable. The (first) i
was fully pronounced and they was often
in any discussion of hybrids.
When one moves into the main arena pronounced as /i/ when the relevant secof hybrids it is noticeable at once that tion of the OED appeared in 1899: thus
the arguments apply only to words /'hid3ii:n/ with three syllables and /hid3i'i:nik/ with four. As the form of hygiene does
formed in the 19c. and 20c. Typical exnot strictly accord with its Greek oriamples include the following:
ginal, it should perhaps be pointed out
amoral: coined in the 19c. from Gk d- that the English word is an adaptation of
(privative prefix) and moral, a word of Fr. hygiène, which in turn came from
Latin origin.
modL hygieina, from Gk oyieivfj (xexvri)
bureaucracy: coined as Fr. bureaucratie '(art) of health'.
in the 18c. by a French economist from
bureau and Gk -Kpaxia 'rule', and adopted hypallage /hai'paelad3i/. A figure of
in English in the 19c.
speech for the transferring of an epithet
coastal: coined in the 19c. from Eng. from the more to the less natural noun.
For examples, see ADJECTIVE 10.
coast and the Latin-derived suffix -al.
to say that 'the traditional pronunciation (hùzï) is giving way before hùsï,
which, with the assistance of the spelling, will no doubt prevail'.

hyperbaton | hyphens
hyperbaton /hai'p3:batDn/. A figure of
speech in which the logical order of
words or phrases is inverted, esp. for the
sake of emphasis, e.g. this I must see;
(Shakespeare's Othello) Nor scarre that
whiter skin of hers, then snow.
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installations, full income tax relief, a four
year covenant, a tax efficient investment
medium, a lump sum investment, a broadly
based indirect tax. The newsletter was
clearly written by a person who was
unaware of the need for basic consistency in the use of hyphens. Another
hyperbole
/hai'p3:bali/. A figure of
speech for an exaggerated statement not difficulty is that practice varies from
meant to be taken literally, e.g. a thousand country to country and from publishing
apologies. It is to be sharply distinguished house to publishing house. Many Amerfrom the geometrical term hyperbola ican newspapers, for example, print horse
/hai'p3:b9l9/, a particular kind of plane race and horse racing as separate words,
whereas the New SOED (1993) gives only
curve.
horse-race and horse-racing. The New Yorke
hypercorrection. A modern (20c.) term regularly places hyphens in teen-age and
for a spelling, pronunciation, or con- teen-ager; it is a long time since I last saw
struction falsely modelled on an appar- a hyphen in these words in works printed
ently analogous standard form. Thus in Britain. Specialized journals often
geneology (for genealogy, after numerous print seaurchin as one word; in more
words in -ology); miniscule (for minuscule,general work it is printed as sea urchin
after numerous words with the prefix or sea-urchin. The familiarity of a term
mini-); 've in he would've interpreted as is important: I can still remember the
'of instead of 'have'. See BE 6.
occasion in the early 1970s when it was
hyper-, hypo-. Hyper- means 'above; decided to adopt the spelling radioisotope
beyond normal' (thus hyperactive, hyper- (unhyphened) in the Oxford dictionaries.
sensitive); whereas hypo- means 'under;
Authorities. For those who have the
below normal' (thus hypotension, abnor- time and patience to study the full implimally low blood pressure; hypothermia, cations of the stretchingly difficult subthe condition of having an abnormally ject of hyphenation, the following works
low body-temperature). In most com- (listed in chronological order), among
pounds the prefixes are pronounced in others, offer valuable guidelines: K.
a similar manner, and the context needs Sisam, 'Word-Division' in SPE Tract xxxiii
to be carefully examined to make the (1929); Hart's Rules; The Oxford Writers' Dicmeaning clear. Note that in hypocrisy and tionary (1990); Ronald Mcintosh, Hyderivatives hypo- has merged with the
phenation (1990). What follows is heavily
following element and is pronounced
dependent on the latest two of these.
with initial /hip-/: thus hypocritical is disMain uses of the hyphen. 1 To join two
tinguished in pronunciation from hyperor more words so as to form a single
critical.
expression, e.g. ear-ring, get-at-able, and
hyphen (verb). In the late 1950s I was words having a syntactical relationship
persuaded by Dr C. T. Onions to use which form a compound, as weight<arrythis form (and hyphened, hyphening) rather ing (objective), punch-drunk (instrumenthan hyphenate, etc., and I have done so tal); and in a compound used
throughout this book and in my other attributively, to clarify the unification of
publications. I have little doubt, how- the sense, e.g. an up-to-date record, the wellever, that hyphenate is the more common known man, but prettily furnished rooms, a
of the two forms.
stretchingly difficult subject, and (predihyphens. The problem posed. Some of the cative) the records are not up to date, the
practical difficulties of hyphenation can man is well known.
be seen in the practice of the writers of
2 To join a prefix to a proper name,
solicitors' and accountants' newsletters e.g. anti-Darwinian.
sent out to their clients. In a newsletter
3 To prevent misconceptions: thirtyof this type issued in 1988 I found the
following examples: (hyphened) oil-pro- odd people, extra-territorialrights,and moreduction platforms, on-the-spot assistance, ourimportant people differ sharply in meannewly-issued Budget Tax Facts Cards, tax-ing from thirty odd people, extra territorial
free withdrawals; (unhyphened) dry dock rights, and more important people.
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hypocoristic | hysteric(al)

4 To avoid ambiguity by separating a
Envoi. Whenever I am tempted to use
prefix from the main word, e.g. recover the type early-nineteenih<entury poets I find
(get better)/re-cover (an umbrella); (a foot- myself actually writing poets of the early
baller) resigns\re-signs.
nineteenth century instead. Similarly with
5 To separate two similar consonant many another multi-hyphened type. In
or vowel sounds in a word, as a help to 1989 Philip Howard said that he followed
understanding and pronunciation, e.g. a similar course; instead of a nuclearweapon-free world he would opt for a world
sword-dance, Ross-shire, co-opt.
free of nuclear weapons. Hyphening should
6 To represent a common second ele- not become burdensome. But that newsment in all but the last word of a list, letter, with which I began this article,
e.g. two-, three-, or fourfold.
should have been tidied up, nevertheDivision of words at the end of a line of
less.
print. The problems of hyphenation at
the line-end are compounded in newspapers by the narrowness of the columns hypocoristic. Hypocoristic forms or hypoand by the customary assumption in coristics are pet names, nursery words, or
most printing that the right-hand mar- diminutives. The majority of them have
gin, like the left-hand one, should be distinctive endings. Examples: -er: rugger,
straight (or 'justified'). Who has not en- fresher ('freshman'); -0: ammo ('ammunicountered bad end-of-line breaks like c- tion'), arvo ('afternoon', AustE); -s: Babs
('Barbara'), preggers ('pregnant'), Twickers
Ihanging, berib-fboned, mans-flaughter, painstaking, rear-/ranged? Ronald Mcintosh in- ('Twickenham'); -y, -ie: Aussie, baddy, bicky
cludes ch-/anges, ever-fyone, fru-/ity, occ- ('biscuit'), Katie, Susie, sweetie. See also -IE,
urred, and unwat-fchable among his own -Y.
list of bizarre divisions. It is usually best
to divide a word after a vowel, taking hyponym. In linguistics, a specific term
over the following consonant to the next in relation to a more inclusive term: e.g.
line. In près, pples take over -ing, e.g. daffodil, rose, and crocus are hyponyms of
divid-/ing, sound-ling; but chuck-fling, trickflower; robin, thrush, and finch are hyfling, and similar words. Generally, when ponyms of bird.
two consonants or vowels come together
divide between them, e.g. splen-fdour, ap- hypothecate, hypothesize,
if the
preciate. Terminations such as -dan, -sion,
meaning required is 'to frame a hypo-tton should not be divided when forming
thesis' the right word to use is hypothesize,
one sound: divide as Gre-fcian, ascen-fsion,
subtrac-ftion. Hyphened words should be a word that has been in standard and
divided at the hyphen, and in dictionar- widespread use since the 18c. In the 20c.
ies a second hyphen may be used to the verb hypothecate, which means 'to
clarify their spelling, e.g. second-/-hand. give or pledge as security, to pawn', has
This is not the end of the story: Ronald been pressed into service as an occaMcintosh lists thirty-three rules alto- sional synonym of hypothesize, but has
gether for dividing words at the line- not attained the wide currency enjoyed
by hypothesize.
end.
American printers. 'Very broadly, [for hyphenation at line-ends] British practice hypothesis. PI. hypotheses /-si:z/.
has tended to emphasize morphological
structure and word origin (as in triumph- hypothetic(al). The shorter form hypofant), and American practice has tended thetic,firstrecorded in the 17c, has now
to give greater weight to pronunciation given way to the longer form hypothetical
(compare trium-fphant) ... Mcintosh to the point that it is not listed in the
warns us that American practice is likely COD (1995)- It remains in some other
to become more influential in British dictionaries of current English, howEnglish as more and more software for ever.
word-processing programs is imported
across the Atlantic' (R. E. Allen, Editor hysteric(al). Both adjs. have been in
of the COD, 1990, writing in 1991). We use since the 17c, but the dominant
have been warned.
form now by far is hysterical.

hysteron proteron
hysteron proteron (from Gk tforepov
Ttpoxspov 'the latter (put as) the former').
A figure of speech in which what should
logically come earlier is placed later; an
inversion of the natural order, often with
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comic effect. Examples: maisters, it is prooued alreadie that you are little better than false
knaues, and it will go neere to be thought so
shortly (Dogberry in Much Ado); Oh lift me
from the grass! I die! I faint! I fail! (Shelley).

M
I. l The regrettable type between you and
2 Words of Italian origin ending in -e
I (see BETWEEN 1) must be condemned at or -0 have plurals in -i. The -i is for
once. Anyone who uses it now lives in a the most part retained in English words
grammarless cavern in which no distinc- adopted from Italian (e.g. confetti, cognostion is recognized between a grammat- centi, dilettanti); but not always (see GRAFical object and a subject. The same FITI).
applies to the use of I as the second
member of an objective phrase, e.g. He -P. A termination used in the names of
drove Kirsten and I home; They asked Jim andcertain Near Eastern and South Asian
Iraqi,
I to do the job; I think she disapproved of peoples, e.g. Bangladeshi, Bengali,
2
Beth and I; our teacher wants you and I Israeli, Pakistani. See also -EE 2.
to work together on a science project; They iambic, the adj. corresponding to iambus
disguise themselves like you and I. The faulty (pi. iambuses), in prosody, a foot conI (instead of me) would not be used in sisting of one short (or unstressed) folany of these examples (one hopes) if it lowed by one long (or stressed) syllable,
was not preceded by a first object and the best-known measure in ancient
the conjunction and: *They asked I to do Greek and modern English poetry. Exthe job is an impossible construction. amples: They also serve who only stand and
The rejected type is a hypercorrection wait (Milton); The woods are lovely, dark,
resulting from the slow migration of and deep, But I have promises to keep, And
me (q.v.) to some constructions formerly miles to go before I sleep (R. Frost).
requiring I, and from the widespread use
of I after as (see AS I ) and than (q.v., 6). I - J a i l . See SUFFIXES ADDED TO PROPER
is simply being swept this way and that NAMES.
by the tide. Some examples of I misused
for me (drawn from otherwise standard i before e. One of the traditional spellsources): Honestly if one day I should marry, ing rules in its simplest form is 'i before
III insist that my in-laws live in their own e except after c' (so believe, brief, fiend,
house far away from my husband and I—M.hygiene, niece, priest, shield, siege, etc.; but
Tlali, 1989 (SAfr.); I think she disapproved ceiling, conceit, receipt, receive, etc.). The
of Beth and I, just quietly—Susan Johnson, rule can helpfully be extended by adding
1990 (Aust); "What is it?' asked Lempriere. 'except when the word is pronounced
'Part ofyou and I, ' said Septimus-L. Norfolk, with /ei/ (so beige, freight, heinous, neigh1991; after seeing Mary and I lingering over bour, sleigh, veil, vein, weigh, etc.; and aparta late breakfast-Chicago Tribune Mag., 1991. heid, if it is correctly pronounced)'. A
further exception: a few words that are
2 It is a minor curiosity that J, of all pronounced with /ai/ are regularly spelt
the pronouns, is the only one that must with ei: eiderdown, Eisteddfod, height,
always be written with a capital. As the kaleidoscope, sleight. So too are either and
older forms ic, ich, ik, etc., gave way to neither (however pronounced). But note
the reduced form i during the Middle die, lie, piety, all spelt with ie. Outside
Ages, the new form was generally writ- these familiar rules there lie groups of
ten as i or y, and was often merged by unresponding words. Among them are
the scribes with the verb or auxiliary it inflected forms, e.g. holier; occupier; cargoverned. With the advent of printing ried, defied; and proper names, e.g. Leicesin the late 15c. the new form I soon ter, Leigh, Reith; but Piedmont. There are
established itself as the only standard also numerous familiar words that do
form, though instances of small i can be not respond to the simple rules stated
in the first paragraph. The spelling of
found as late as the 17c.
these must simply be learnt by heart:
-i1. 1 For plurals with this ending, see e.g. (all with d) caffeine, codeine, counterfeit,
foreign, forfeit, heifer, heir, leisure, protein,
LATIN PLURALS 3, 4 and -us.

ibidem | -ics
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seize, their. For longer, unanalysed lists, practice of particular publishing houses.
Thus in American academic works the
see -Ei- and -IE-.
shorter forms geographic, geologic, immunibidem (in the same book or passage, ologic, lexicographic, and pedagogic are
etc.). Now more often pronounced /'ib- more likely to occur than the longer
idem/ than /i'baidem/; but it is usually forms geographical, etc., whereas in Britabbreviated as ibid, or ib. It is to be ish publications the reverse is the case.
carefully distinguished in meaning from On the other hand for many ordinary
idem.
pairs, e.g. comic/comical, ironic/ironical,
problematic/problematical, symmetric/sym- i b l e . See -ABLE, -IBLE.
metrical, the distribution is not governed
by geography but by idiomatic or
-ÎC. For -ic and -ics, see -ics 1. See also rhythmical considerations in a given
SUFFIXES ADDED TO PROPER NAMES.
context. Sixthly, it is a curiosity that all
the above pairs of words have -ically as
-k(al) (adjvl suffix). This article at- their adverbial equivalents, not Ay. The
tempts to assess in practical terms how main exceptions are that public (which
complex the distribution is of adjectival has no corresponding adj. form in -ical)
forms ending in -ic and those ending in has only publicly as the corresponding
-ical. Since the mathematical unattract- adverb; and there is no form politicly.
iveness of analysing the relevant evidence in large computerized corpora is -ÎCS. 1 Among the names of arts or
self-evident—the number of adjs. ending branches of study are a few words in -ic
in -ic and -ical is very large—I have that are invariable: the main ones are
searched my personal database instead logic, magic, music, physic (the art of healand correlated the evidence with that ing), and rhetoric. But the overwhelmingly normal form ends in -ics: acoustics,
presented in the COD (1990).
First, it should be borne in mind that classics, economics, ethics, mathematics,
we daily encounter many nouns (includ- metaphysics, obstetrics, paediatrics, phoning proper names) and adjs. that happen etics, physics, politics, statistics, and scores of
to end in -ic but are not relevant to this others. Of words in this group, dialectic
article, e.g. chic, Eric, logic, music, republic, and dialectics are used without change of
topic, traffic. Secondly, it would appear sense when they mean 'the art of logical
that a little more than half of the adject- disputation'; ethic 'a set of moral precepts
ives that fall within the sphere of this (the work ethic)' differs from ethics, which
article always and only end in -ic. Thus has a wider meaning; similarly metaphysic 'a system of metaphysics' has a
COD lists alcoholic but not alcoholical, basic
but not basical, dramatic but not dra- much narrower application than metamatical, patriotic but not patriotical, plastic physics; a statistic is 'a statistical fact or
but not plasticol, and so on. Thirdly, it item', not the name of the subject.
would seem that about a quarter of all
2 Grammatical number of -ics. See
the relevant formations always and only AGREEMENT i l . The primary rule is that
end in -ical. Thus chemical but not chemic, -ics words used strictly for the name of
farcical but not farcie, practical but not a subject (Economics, Ethics, etc.) govern
practic, radical but not radie, and so on. a singular verb. But when used more
Fourthly, just on a fifth of all such words generally, and esp. when preceded by
may end either with -ic or with -ical, determiners such as his, the, such, etc., a
sometimes with a difference of meaning plural verb is called for: the economics of
and sometimes with no discernible dif- lending vast sums of money to Third World
ference. The more important of such countries are difficult to understand; such
words are dealt with at their alphabetical ethics are abominable; the classics of the
place, e.g. classic/classical, economic/econom-period include Pride and Prejudice. Words
ical, historic/historical.
in -ics that are not names of subjects
Fifthly, for those pairs where there always govern a plural verb: heroics are
appears to be no difference of sense, I out of place; hysterics leave me cold; optics
have formed a broad impression that the were provided for measuring out spirits; anti-ic forms are favoured in AmE and -ical biotics were not widely used until the mid1940s; his tactics in the game were not easy
ones in BrE; but the distribution is erratic, and is much influenced by the to follow.
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ictus (in prosody). Rhythmical or metrical stress. PL same or ictuses.

ictus I idle

(ungrammatical at first sight) it's me,
how's tricks?, who did you see?; (obsolete or
archaic words preserved in familiar
idea, l It can be used both before of+ a phrases) hue and cry, chop and change, in
gerund (it's not my idea of having a good a trice, at one fell swoop; (familiar phrases
time) or before a to-infinitive (the idea is from numerous subjects, e.g. from winds
to hit them where it hurts most). The second and the sky) to blow hot and cold, a break
type needs to be watched: Fowler (1926) in the clouds, once in a blue moon; (from
cited an example (Humperdinck had the nautical language) cut the painter, on the
happy idea one day to write a little fairy rocks. The listing continues for 63 pages,
opera) where of writing would certainly but the nature of idioms has been sufhave been more idiomatic.
ficiently demonstrated from the ex2 Idea'd is preferable to ideaed; see -ED amples just given. The language abounds
AND 'D.
with idioms that are grammatically or
logically unpredictable or not always so,
ideologue, ideology, ideological. So but are nevertheless a major factor in
spelt, not ideal-. The words are formed establishing its identity and its immense
on Gk l5io-, the combining form of Gk diversity. See also PHRASAL VERBS.
IS sa 'idea'. All three words are pronounced with initial /ai/ not /i/, unlike idiosyncrasy. Thus spelt, not -cy. The
ideogram and ideograph, which both have
erroneous spelling, which arises from
initial /i/.
the existence of such pairs as aristocracy/
ideology. The first recorded use of the aristocratic and democracy/ democratic,
word was in 1798, when it meant 'the therefore idiosyncracy/idiosyncratic, fails
science of ideas'. Its main current mean- on etymological grounds. The false
ings, 'the system of ideas at the basis of models have as their etymon of the final
an economic or political theory (Marxist element Gk Kpdxos 'power, rule',
ideology)', and 'the manner of thinking whereas the separate elements of
characteristic of a class or individual idiosyncrasy come from Gk lôio(bourgeois ideology)' came into being at 'own' + avv 'together' + Kpdcis 'mixthe beginning of the 20c. as a natural ture, combination'. It is not suggested
result of the decline of religious faith. that everyone should be a walking etymWe have had to find a word, free from ologist, but simply that people should
learn to spell correctly. Lower the flag
the religious associations of faith and
creed, for belief in those politico-social in sorrow whenever you see the word
systems vaguely indicated by such words idiosyncrasy misspelt.
as democracy, socialism, communism, and
fascism, which excite in their adherents idle (verb). In various intransitive senses
a quasi-religious enthusiasm.
the verb has been an ordinary part of
the standard language since the 16c. It
id est See I.E.
was also first recorded in the late 18c.
in the transitive sense 'to cause to be
idiom. A classic paper on English idioms
is that written in 1923 by Logan Pearsall idle'. The OED provides examples of both
Smith as SPE Tract xii. We use idiom, he types from good sources. In the 20c. the
said, for 'those forms of expression, of engine of a motor vehicle is said to idle
grammatical construction, or of phras- (i.e. an intransitive use) when it is just
ing, which are peculiar to a language, 'ticking over' and the vehicle is not in
and approved by its usage, although the motion. Since about the 1960s the transimeanings they convey are often different tive branch has been strengthened by
from their grammatical or logical sig- being commonly used (a) of sportsplayers
nification'. He neatly divides idioms into made idle by injury, etc. (Gilchrist was
categories: (prepositions) we tamper with, ... idled with a leg injury—Globe & Mail
but we tinker at; we act on the spur of the (Toronto), 1968), and (b) in contexts demoment but at a moment's notice; (phrasal scribing the effects of industrial strikes
collocations) odds and ends, part and parcel, (Underground trains lined up at Neasden,
neither here nor there; (habitual phrases) north-west London, yesterday, idled by the onewhen all is said and done, how do you do?; day Tube stoppage—Times, 1989).

idolatry | if
idolatry. See-iATRY.
idyll. Probably in order to differentiate
it from idle and idol, the word is now
usually pronounced /'idil/ with a short
initial i. But there are some who say
/'aid(a)l/, and some (esp. in America) who
spell the word idyl. The word answers to
L ïdyllium, Gk elôuAAiov, but it has gone
its own way in English as far as the
length of the first syllable is concerned.
See FALSE QUANTITY.
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-ies. A number of common nouns ending in -ies were regularly pronounced
with /-ii:z/ as the terminal element, i.e.
two syllables, until some point in the
20C. See CARIES; RABIES; SCABIES; SERIES;

SPECIES. NOW all of them end in /-i:z/.

-ie, -y (in pet names and diminutives).
See HYPOCORiSTic. It is often a matter of
free choice between -ie and -y, except that
-y is always used in baby, daddy, granny,
and mummy; and in a number of words
associated with Scotland (beastie, kiltie,
i.e., abbrev. of id est. 1 The full form id laddie, lassie, etc.) -ie is the preferred form.
est is not usually either written or said, In OUP house style (1990) preference is
given to the following; aunty, bobby
except as an affectation or facetiously.
(policeman), bookie (bookmaker), buddy
2 i.e. means 'that is to say', and intro- (friend), bunny (rabbit), clippie (bus conduces another way (more comprehen- ductress), cookie (AmE, biscuit), darky
sible to the reader, driving home the (dark person), dearie, doggy, ducky (darreader's point better, or otherwise pre- ling), fatty, frilly, Froggy (Frenchman),
ferable) of putting what has already been girlie (as in girlie magazine), goalie, goody,
said. It does not introduce an illustrative hanky (handkerchief), hottie, hubby,
example, for which E.G. is the proper johnny, kewpie, kiddie, kitty (kitten), missy,
formula.
Mountie (in Canada), nanny, nappy, nightie,
3 It is invariable in form, and should piggy, pinny (pinafore), postie, puppy,
not be changed to ea sunt, etc., to 'agree' rookie, sonny, sweetie, teddy, telly (telewith the number of the explanatory vision), Tommy (British soldier), tummy,
word or phrase. In such a sentence as walkie-talkie. The pi. forms of all of these
which deals with persons (ea sunt, all presentend in -ies. The familiar forms of personal
and future members), ea sunt should be names follow similar patterns, but there
can be no question of insisting that one
replaced by i.e. Cf. AS FOLLOWS; INTER ALIA.
or another form is the 'preferred' one:
4 By its nature it is preceded by a the choice is simply a matter of agreemark of punctuation, usu. a comma. It ment between the persons concerned.
is not normally followed by a comma As a rough guide the following (of -ie
unless the sense requires one, as when and -y names) seem to be the more usual:
a parenthesis immediately follows: (no Amy, Annie, Betty, Billy (but Billie if female),
comma) He attacked reactionaries, i.e. thoseBobby (but Bobbie if female), Charlie (or
whose opinions differed markedly from his Charley), Dicky, Dolly, Eddie, Elsie, Fann
own; (comma needed) He attacked reaction- Florrie, Freddy, Géorgie (Georgina), Ginny
aries, i.e., it would seem, those whose opinions
(Virginia), Jamie, Jeanie, Jenny, Jerry, Jessie,
[etc.].
Johnny, Katie, Kitty, Milly, Molly, Nelly, Pad
5 It is normally written as lower case Patsy, Peggy, Polly, Reggie, Sally, Sandy,
and in romans.
Sophie, Susie, Teddy, Tommy, Willie, Winn
-ie-. The following words are among if. 1 The competing claims of if and
those spelt with -ie not -ei-: achieve, adieu, whether at the beginning of a noun
aggrieve, Aries, befriend, belief, believe, be-clause, and of if and though in the types
a cheap, if/thoughrisky,procedure, are matsiege, bier, bombardier, brief, brigadier, cashters for full discussion in large gramier, cavalier, chandelier, chief,fief,field,fiend,
fierce, friend, frieze, grenadier, grief, griev- mars. It must suffice here to say that in
ance, grieve, grievous, handkerchief, hygiene,general whether is the better of the two
in the first type of construction; and that
lief, liege, mien, mischief, mischievous, niece,
piece, piecemeal, pier, pierce, priest, relief, if is as acceptable as though in the second,
relieve, reprieve, retrieve, review, shield, provided that no ambiguity results from
shriek, siege, sieve, species, thief, thieve, tier,its use.
tierce, tiercel, wield, yield. See also 1 BEFORE 2 It is of interest to note that 'an ifE; and -EH
clause without a continuation may ...
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if and when | ilk

be simply a round-about way of saying -ified, -ify. See -FY.
something' (Jespersen, 1909-49, vii). Examples: Well, if that isn't the best thing ignoramus. Formerly a law term from
I've heard since I was home—C. Mackenzie,the L word meaning 'we do not know',
1919; (containing a mild request or com- and used in law to mean 'we take no
mand) 'I've got to leave this morning; so if notice of (it)'; but from the 17c. onwards
youll make out my bill, please?'—C. Dexter, used simply as a noun to mean 'an ignor1983; There's your tea. Drink it' ... 'If I ant person'. In view of the derivation
could have another lump of sugar.'—G. of the word its pi. form can only be
Greene, 1988; (if dispensed with but im- ignoramuses (not ignorami). See -us 5.
plied; cf. OED sense 7|) In jail they keep
ignorât 10 elenchi /igna'rei.fiau I'lenkai/,
accounts their own way, he was saying: you
'a logical fallacy which consists in appardon't pay up, your throat gets slit—New
ently refuting an opponent while actuYorker, 1989.
ally disproving some statement different
if and when. The Fowler brothers first from that advanced by him' (OED), a
attacked this phr. in The King's English scholastic Latin phr. first recorded in
(1906): 'This formula has enjoyed more English in the 16c.
popularity than it deserves: either
I guess. See GUESS.
"when" or "if" by itself would almost
always give the meaning.' They sup-île. Words ending in -ile (docile, domicile,
ported their argument with six examples
facile, fertile, fragile, missile, mobile, prehensdrawn from undated issues of The Times
ile, servile, sterile, tactile, virile, etc.) are
and one (which they find defensible)
from Gladstone. 'Many writers', they usually pronounced with /-ail/ in BrE and
said, 'seem to have persuaded them- with /-il/ or /-al/ in AmE. The division
selves that neither " i f nor "when" is seems not to have become clear-cut until
any longer capable of facing its responsi- about 1900. Before that date the dominbilities without the other word to keep ant pronunciation of these words in BrE
it in countenance.' In MEU (1926) eleven as well as in AmE, was with a short i,
more examples—they are unattributed that is /-il/ or /-el/. The main exceptions
but seem to be from newspapers—are are automobile and imbecile, which are
cited. So there can be little doubt that both usually pronounced with final /-i:l/
the construction was in common use in in BrE, and PROFILE. The statistics terms
the first quarter of the 20c. It was listed decile, percentile, and quartile show much
in vol. ii of OEDS (1976) and defined 'in variation, but the dominant pronunciation of these three words seems to be
reference to a future time but with a
strong element of doubt', i.e. with noth- with /-ail/ in both BrE and AmE.
ing adverse said about the qualified nature of the when-ness. CGEL (1985) ilex. PI. ilexes. See -EX, -IX 2. It means
treated it as 'a stereotyped expression both the common holly and the holmweakening the expectation (conveyed by oak.
when alone) that the condition in the ilk. A word that arouses passions. In
clause will be realized', and mentioned origin it is an adj. meaning 'same' (OE
as and when and unless and until as 'other ilea), but in that sense in ordinary coninstitutionalized conjoinings of con- texts it gradually retreated before same
junctions'. One of our best modern (of ON origin) during the ME period and
novelists uses the expression: Well, there vanished from standard English. In Scothasn't been a fatality on a Docklands site yet,land, beginning in the 15c, the phr. of
and if and when there is, it won't be the first
that ilk emerged with the meaning 'of
sacrificial blood shed in this city—P. lively,
the same place, territorial designation,
1991. Those who wish to uncouple the
or name', chiefly in the names of landed
pair and use only if or only when are free
families, e.g. Guthrie of that ilk, Wemyss of
to do so. But there are circumstances, it
seems to me, when the conjoined pair that ilk = Guthrie of Guthrie, Wemyss of
has an independent value, and that is Wemyss. In the late 18c, by analogy
when its presence is required to rein- with the (misunderstood) Scottish use,
force the element of doubt. Cf. as and ilk began to be used to mean 'family,
class, set, or "lot" ', and, by further extenwhen s.v. AS 6.
sion 'kind, sort'. The OED has a string of

ill I illiteracies
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examples of the new uses from 1790 and lawful, and their meanings and applito 1973, but described as 'erroneous'. cations can be deduced from them: see
Certainly many people are still irritated LEGAL. The main difference is that illicit
by the relatively new (and often derog- is much more commonly used than licit.
atory) uses. But evidence is accumulating In phrases like illicit love affair it 'carries
that many writers in Britain and abroad moral overtones in addition to the basic
are prepared to press the word into ser- sense "not in accordance with or sancvice. Examples: Her husband's employment tioned by law" ' (Garner, 1987).
was not of the ilk of the typical man on the
job on the coast—A. Kennedy, 1986 (NZ); illegible, unreadable, in current use
No,fifteenyears a faithful husband, that was the illegible is not clear enough to be
his ilk—S. Bellow, 1987; Rambo and Rocky decipherable (illegible handwriting); and
and their ilk are the mere tip of a vast the unreadable is too dull or too difficult
iceberg—Encounter, 1987; I'm being flippant.to be worth reading (an unreadable book).
Irresponsible in the well-known propensity of
my ilk—K. Amis, 1988; The image of the illicit. See ELICIT; ILLEGAL.
United States consorting with ... dope illiteracies. 1 'There is a kind of offence
peddlers of General Noriega's ilk is not whatagainst the literary idiom that is not
Americans think is meant when our govern- easily named' (Fowler, 1926). He rejected
ment says it is promoting freedom abroad- vulgar as a word 'now so imbued on the
New Yorker, 1991.
one hand with social prejudices and on
ill. There are one or two anomalies in the other with moral condemnation as
the use of the word. As an adj. it is most to be unsuitable'. Instead of vulgarisms
commonly used predicatively and is fol- he therefore described them as illiteracies
lowed by with (he was ill with pneumonia). ('their chief habitat is in the correspondBut in the broad sense 'out of health' it ence columns of the press'). Time has
can also be used attributively (he was an moved on and moods have changed.
ill man when I last saw him; mentally ill Some of the items marked by Fowler as
people). It can also be used to mean illiterate are now simply labelled 'dis'faulty, unskilful' (ill taste; ill manage- puted' or 'colloquial' in the COD (1990):
ment); and it is found in many idioms these are marked with an asterisk below.
(do an ill turn to; ill at ease), proverbs (it's Others are analysed in a less peremptory
an ill wind that blows nobody any good), manner in modern standard grammars
and, as an adverb, is used to form many of the language. Readers of the present
adjectival compounds (ill-behaved, ill-con- book will find appropriate comments
sidered, ill-mannered). In many attributive and advice on all the words, construccontexts, ill is unidiomatic and is re- tions, etc., that Fowler judged to be illitplaced by sick: a sick child is more usual erate. His list (rearranged in broad
than an ill child; and sick leave and sick alphabetical order) follows for its historipay cannot be replaced by ill leave and cal interest:
absolute adjectives qualified (almost
ill pay. By contrast with ill, sick is used
primarily to mean 'vomiting or tending quite, *rather unique, more preferable; *agto vomit', in BrE that is. To underline gravating for annoying; present tense,
the anomalies of the two words a person etc., after as if and as though (It looks as if
can look ill and then go sick (i.e. to report we are winning or shall win); between ...or
sick). The above comments apply mainly used for between and (The choice is between
to BrE. There is considerable overlapping glorious death or shameful life); the hon.
of meaning and idiom in the other Eng- Smith; however, whatever, whoever, etc.,
lish-speaking countries. In some of them used interrogatively (However did you find
ill and sick have no difference of primary out? for How ever did you find out?; etc.);
meaning: ill is just the more formal word bad hyphening (the ruling<lass, my woodenof the two. In N. America, if the meaning leg); individual for person; *Iike as a conrequired is 'vomiting', the usual phrase junction; me etc. for my etc. in gerund
construction (instead of me being disis sick to (or at) one's stomach.
missed); negative after should not wonder
illegal, illegitimate, illicit, unlawful. (I shouldn't wonder if it didn't come true yet);
The four words have similar workloads *re in unsuitable contexts (the author's
to their antonyms legal, legitimate, licit, arguments re predestination); Rev. Jones;
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same, such, and various used as pronouns illogicalities. For examples of unin(have no dealings with such; etc.); split in- tended or idiomatic illogicalities, see the
finitives used too frequently; think to =
entries for BECAUSE B2; BUT 4; DO 5;
remember to (I did not think to tell them MUCH 3(b); TOO 2. A stray example of an
when I was there); *write with direct per- unintended illogicality on a notice in a
sonal object (though she had promised to public park: Any person not putting litter
write him soon).
in this basket will be liable to a fine of £5.
Gowers (1965) added three more ex- Those who have no litter must, it seems,
amples of illiteracies: I for me when in go and find some or face a fine.
company (Between you and I); likewise as
a conjunction (Its tendency to wobble ... illume, illuminate, illumine. The first,
likewise its limited powers of execution); a poetical shortening of illumine, which
*neither with a plural verb (For two reasons was used by Shakespeare and many later
writers, is now entirely restricted to literneither of which are noticed by Plato).
2 Illiteracy (or functional illiteracy, as ary use (e.g. The lamp illumed only the
it is generally called) in the so-called surface of the desk and one ofLucas's hands—I.
underclasses is notoriously prevalent Murdoch, 1993). The third is also for the
and deeply regrettable: its reduction can most part a literary word, and is used
only be achieved by massive investment mainly in the senses 'to light up; to make
in education at a level which no country bright' and 'to enlighten spiritually'. The
seems able to afford. What this book is normal word in these and other literal
concerned with, however, is to identify and figurative senses is illuminate.
and demarcate the danger areas in standillusion. See DELUSION.
ard English, that is in the language of
the chattering classes, to explain how illusive, illusory. See ELUSIVE.
these danger areas came about, and to
suggest ways of reducing them to a mini- illustrate (verb). The only current promum. A general problem remains. In nunciation in standard English is /'ilasrecent issues (1991) of The Spectator a trert/, though the pronunciation with the
column called 'Unlettered' presented main stress on the second syllable was
each week 'a crass, illiterate, ignorant, given as a variant (in 1900) by the OED.
irrelevant or embarrassing letter or notice from a company or public body'. illustrative. The customary pronunciMost of them contain, not so much ex- ation in Britain is /'ilastratrv/, but the
amples of the items listed by Fowler form with second-syllable stressing,
and Gowers, but startling evidence of an which is the only pronunciation given
inability to write clear and competent in the OED (1900), is still used often
English sentences. Most of them are enough and is also the preferred form
somewhat too long to reproduce here. in the standard American dictionaries.
Instead, as an example of povertystricken English, I have chosen an extract im-. See EM- AND IM-. The words, not
from a speech by a gubernatorial candi- there mentioned, that regularly have im-,
date in a primary election in Kentucky not em-, are imbrue (a literary word =
(as reported in The Daily Telegraph, 9 May stain (one's sword, etc.)), imbue (saturate,
1991). The candidate stated that her first etc.), impale, impawn (obs.?), and imperil.
priority was stamping out illiteracy: I
would, the concept, yes, maybe if and when image. The word is old (13c.) and over
we can figure out, you know, the ability to the centuries has developed a wide range
handle it... but I think that what we're doing of senses. In the late 1950s it began
now, you know, we need to let that see what's to be used in an entirely new way by
going to happen. The correspondent who advertising companies to mean 'a consent it to me remarked: 'If you have cept or impression, created in the minds
of the public, of a particular person,
tears, prepare to shed them now.'
institution, product, etc.; spec, a favourilliterate means 'unable to read' or able impression' (OED 2). Image merchants
'poorly educated', by contrast with innu- (the title of a book on the subject by I.
merate, which means 'having no know- Ross published in 1959) created a public
ledge of or aptitude for mathematical image of BBC programmes; Mr Gaitskell
operations'.
improved his image in a famous speech

imaginary, imaginative | immovable
in which he said he and some of his
colleagues would 'fight, fight, fight, and
fight again to save the party we love';
popular singers, film stars, manufacturers of certain foods (hence brand image), indeed the great majority of people
in public life, searched for and sometimes acquired an enhanced image. It is
a word that sprang easily to the lips of
the image-makers, and it has subsequently
seeped into the vocabulary of every articulate person in the land.
imaginary, imaginative. The meanings
of the two words are quite distinct and
are not interchangeable. Imaginary
means 'existing only in the imagination,
not real' (to have imaginary fears); whereas
imaginative means 'having or showing in
a high degree the faculty of imagination,
inventive, original'. An imaginary book
is one that does not exist; an imaginative
book is an exciting book that deserves
high praise.
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I mean. See MEAN (verb) 1; MEANINGLESS
FILLERS.

imitate

makes imitable, imitator. See

-ABLE, -IBLE 6; -OR.

immanent means 'indwelling, inherent;
(of the supreme being) permanently pervading the universe (opp. transcendent)'
{COD), and is derived from L in + manêre
'to remain'. It is naturally not to be
confused with imminent 'about to happen', though the two words are pronounced in a very similar manner:
immanent /'mianant/; imminent /'mimant/.

immediately has been occasionally
used informally as a conjunction ( =
immediately after), esp. in BrE, since the
early 19c. Examples: I started writing Jill
immediately I left Oxford—P. Larkin, 1983;
He vowed to call her immediately he had
a story that would interest her—L. GrantAdamson, 1990; Immediately I heard the
front door I switched off his computer—Nigel
imagine makes imaginable. See MUTE E. Williams, 1992imago /i'meigau/. PI. (in lay use) imagos,
immense. The very wide semantic area
or (chiefly in scientific work) imagines
occupied by words meaning 'superla/i'maed3mi:z/ or /i'meid3-/.
tively good, splendid' has always been
imam (leader of prayers in a mosque). shared by many, often short-lived, words
So spelt. The older variant imaum is no (the current favourite in BrE seems to
longer in use.
be brilliant or brill). Used in this manner,
immenseflourishedfrom the 1760s until
imbalance. It is a minor curiosity that
the end of the 19c. (e.g. You look like a
a noun meaning 'absence of balance'
seems not to have been called for until crown prince ... Perfectly immense—¥. M.
the 19c. and that the corresponding Crawford, 1883), but Fowler declared in
verbs disbalance and unbalance are also 1926 that it had 'lost its freshness and
19c. words (except for an isolated 16c. grown stale', and the meaning has since
example of unbalance v.). Ophthalmolo- passed out of use.
gists were the first to use the noun imbal- immigrant. See EMIGRANT.
ance (in 1898) but from this technical use
the word has branched out in the 20c. imminent. See IMMANENT.
and is now used generally in many subjects and contexts. A typical example: immoral means 'not conforming to acThe imbalance in the world'sfinancialsystemcepted standards of morality; morally
has become grotesque—Times, 1969.
wrong (esp. in sexual matters)' by contrast with amoral, which means 'not conimbecile. See -ILE. BrE /'imbisiil/, AmE cerned with or outside the scope of
/'imbasal/.
morality; having no moral principles'.
Cf. AMORAL.
imbed. See EM- AND IM-.
imbibe.

See FORMAL WORDS.

imbroglio

/im'brauhau/. PI. imbroglios.

See -O(E)S 4-

imbrue. See IM-.
imbue.
INFUSE.

See IM-. For construction, see

immovable. 1 Thus spelt, not immoveable. See MUTE E.
2 It has a wide range of applications in
the broad sense 'that cannot be moved'.
When the sense required is 'that cannot
be removed, esp. from office' the word
to use is irremovable.
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verb, and have continued to be raised.
The Usage Panel of the Harper Diet, of
Contemporary Usage (1985), for example,
contemptuously rejected the use shown
in the sentence High school publishing is
a tough market and is being impacted by
declining enrollments. Their verdicts were
uncompromising: 'an ugly verb from a
noun'; 'another barbarism'; 'this is burimmunity
in non-medical contexts eaucratese and ought to be rejected'.
means 'freedom or exemption from an They were wrong to describe it as a noun
obligation, penalty, or unfavourable cir- forcibly turned into a verb in the 20c.
cumstance' (COD). By contrast, impunity (see above). But there is no mistaking
has the much more limited sense 'ex- the hostility they and others have shown
emption from punishment or from the towards the verb. It therefore seems adinjurious consequences of an action' visable to refrain from using the verb in
(esp. in the phr. with impunity, without ordinary non-scientific and non-medical
having to suffer the normal injurious contexts—at least for the present. It is
consequences of an action).
very likely that it will pass into uncontested standard use as time goes on. At
impact (noun and verb), l (noun) This present it has something of the air of a
noun, which was first recorded in the guest who has turned up at a party
late i8c, means lit. 'the action of one uninvited.
body coming forcibly into contact with
another', and fig., from the early 19c. impale. See IM-.
onward, 'the effective action of one thing
impanel. 1 See EM- AND IM-. Empanel is
or person upon another; an impression
the usual form in BrE but impanel in
(esp. in the phr. to make an impact (on)'.
AmE.
The figurative sense seems to have been
2 However spelt at the beginning of
sparingly used until the mid-2oc; and
at that point it passed into widespread the word, the pa.t. is usually -panelled in
use and ran into opposition ('why not BrE and -paneled in AmE.
use effect, impression, ability to impress, etc.,impartable, impartible. See -ABLE, -IBLE
instead?'). The wave of hostility has now
receded, and all the more so as no per- 4manent damage can be shown to have impassable, impassible. See -ABLE,
been done to the words that, for a time, -IBLE 4. The first means 'that cannot be
it seemed to threaten.
traversed', is pronounced with /'pais/ as
its second syllable, and is derived from
2 (verb) Used transitively ('to press
an unrecorded (late) L verb passdre
closely into or in something'), the verb
(formed from the ppl stem of pondère
has had a distinguished history from
'to spread out'). The second means 'not
about 1600 onward, i.e. it is older than
subject to suffering', is pronounced with
the noun: e.g. A stone-like mass ... had
/'paes/ in the second syllable, and is debecome impacted in the lower ilium (from a
rived from pass-, the pa.ppl stem of LpaU
standard medical work of 1897). Intransi'suffer'.
tive uses first appeared in the 20c: e.g.
Something impacted with a soft thud against impasse. A word much used, but with
Lingard's temple—Seamark (pseudonym), no settled pronunciation in English. COD
1929. In 1962 it was reported in a work gives both /œm'pais/ and /'sempais/, J. C.
called Basic Astronautics that a Soviet Wells (1990) gives pride of place to
space rocket had impacted onto the Moon's /aem'pais/, Collins Eng. Diet, places four
surface. A few years earlier figurative uses different pronunciations in line, a standof the verb had begun to proliferate: ard American dictionary gives /'rnipaes/
e.g. The Magazine ...is not the place for or /mi'paes/... Some English speakers try
consideration of national or international to retain the French nasalized /aë/ of the
events except in so far as they impact on first syllable. Oh dear! The word just
Oxford—Oxford Mag., 1956. Voices were must continue to endure the mangling
raised against the use of the word as a it is receiving.

immune. A person is said to be (a)
immune to an infection (i.e. resistant to,
protected from or against); or (b) immune from some undesirable factor or
circumstance (i.e. exempt from, not subject to). But the division is not clear-cut;
in some contexts from is idiomatically
used in type (a), and to in type (b).

impawn | important
impawn. See IM-.
impeach. In BrE it means 'to charge
with a crime against the State, esp. treason'. In AmE it means 'to charge (the
holder of a public office) with misconduct'. What it does not mean is 'to dismiss from office'.
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impinge. The pres.pple must be impingeing, with the -e- preserved, to stop it being
thought of as related to the pinging of a
bell.

implement (verb). The corresponding
noun has been extant in its ordinary
sense since the 15c. As a verb it came into
use first in Scotland at the beginning of
impel. The inflected forms are impelled, the 19c. in the now widespread sense 'to
impelling. See -LL-, -L-.
complete, carry into effect (a contract,
agreement, etc.); to fulfil (an undertakimpenitence, impenitency. Both words ing)'. The limitation to Scotland fell away
have been used for about four centuries in the mid-20c, and the verb came to be
with no perceptible difference of mean- used, it would seem, by every committee,
ing; impenitence is recommended. See -CE, board, and governing body in the land.
-CY.
It has now passed through the customary
imperialism. In the 19c. (when it came stages that await any new verbs: a nerinto being) the word simply reflected the vous welcome ('pedantry', said Fowler in
1926), widespread use ('why can't they
British politics of the time. It meant
essentially 'the principle or spirit of em- use the traditional words carry out, effect,
pire', seen for the most part as a benevol- fulfil, etc.?'), followed by acceptance (the
ent process. In the 20c. it came to be present attitude). Note that the noun has
used disparagingly, first by the Commun- only one main stress, /'implimant/, while
ist bloc of the outside forces which they the verb has a secondary stress on the
believed to be ranged against them, i.e. final syllable, /'implement/.
the Western powers; and then, con- implicit comparative. The term used
versely, to refer to the imperial system in CGEL (1985) for what here is called the
or policies of the USSR in the countries ABSOLUTE COMPARATIVE.
over which it held sway. Imperialism
impliedly. Pronounce as four syllables,
now seems to be largely an historical
concept, though the word is still used /im'plaiidli/. See -EDLY.
in political writing of the continuing
imply. See INFER.
or potential imperial policies of certain
countries.
impolitic. The corresponding adverb is
impolitically rather than impoliticly.
imperil. 1 See IM-.
2 The inflected forms are imperilled, import (noun and verb). The noun is
imperilling (AmE imperiled, imperiling). See stressed on the first syllable, /'impo:t/,
and the verb on the second, /im'pait/. See
-LL-, -L-.
NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .

impersonal verb. Now, a verb used only
important. This adj. operates normally
in the third person singular without a
in most contexts (an important test; the
particular subject, e.g. it is snowing. Once
test was important; it is more important to
a rich class of verbs originally (in OE)
cut the lawn than to spend too long in the
governing either an accusative or a
garden, etc.). But it also acts as a kind of
dative case. Examples of past uses: What
sentence adjective when used parenthetboots it with incessant care To tend the homely
ically with more or most, a use first noted
slighted shepherd's trade...? (Milton) 'What
in the 1930s. In such contexts it can, but
good does it do ...?'; him listeth 'he is
need not, be taken to be an elliptical
pleased' (see LIST); methinks 'it seems to
way of saying 'what is more important'.
me'.
Examples: But, most important of all, it is
impetigo. Pronounce /impi'taigau/. The now clear that reproducing a document which
corresponding adj. impetiginous is pro- has been leaked in an unauthorised manner
means [etc.]—Sunday Times, 1972; It can be
nounced /impi'tidsmas/.
readily synthesized from coal, oil or natura
impetus. The pi. (rarely needed) is im- gas. More important, it can be produced simply by splitting molecules of water—Sci. Amer
petuses.
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1973; But, more important, a linked policy and a changed ending. The OED lists
can be encashed—surrendered—before maturmore than a dozen distinct spellings for
ity date and the saver gets a high proportion the word found in 15-19C texts.
of his savings returned to him—Daily Tel.,
impracticable, impractical, impractic1973. See next.
able means 'that cannot be carried out,
importantly. In its ordinary sense 'in that is not feasible' (it would be impractican important manner' it has stood in able to place a ban on smoking in pubs; a
the language since the early 17c. (e.g. manned mission to Mars is impracticable at
To render this act importantly and lastinglypresent). In general impractical (which is
useful—A. Hamilton, 1796). Beginning in a relatively recent word, first recorded
the 1930s it has also become commonly in the mid-igc.) means 'not practical,
used as a kind of sentence adverb pre- unpractical', i.e. (of an idea or course of
ceded by more or most. In some contexts action) not sensible or realistic; (of a
it is interchangeable with important (see person) lacking the ability to do practical
prec.) and so has the function of a quasi- things. Unfortunately impractical is tendadj. Examples: Perhaps more importantly, ing to encroach on the territory of imincome not applied to exclusively charitablepracticable, and it is not easy to see how
purposes is not exempt from taxation—Times,they can be permanently kept apart.
1972; It will of course be recognized as a Some examples: (impracticable) In the end
great modern dictionary ...but more import- the scheme was abandoned as impracticable—
antly ...for all the indications it gives of J. F. Lehmann, i960; As his arms were full
having registered the full impact of our so- of books it would have been impracticable
called permissive age, is the way it preserves for him to wave—]. I. M. Stewart, 1974; It
certain antique myths—THES, 1972; and, was a memorable statement of the ascetic
most importantly, soon after the birth of viewpoint at its most unpleasant and imprachis daughter he is referred to as Honorary ticable—Peter Brown, 1988; (impractical)
Secretary of the Donhead branch of the BritishI have always been ridiculously impractical
Legion—Bodleian Libr. Rec, 1986. This, and... I cannot repair a fuse—P. Howerd, 1976;
the corresponding use of important (see I ask my client to have a mirror to hand, as
prec), must now be considered standard
carrying one around with me has proved
and useful acquisitions to the language, impractical—Practical Hairstyling & Beauty,
though it should be noted that strong 1987; Her plans were so impractical that
objections were raised to both uses (esp. someone like me was necessary to point this
more importantly) in the 1970s and 1980s. out—A. Brookner, 1987.
importune. Pronounce /mipoi'tjum/.
impossible. This is sometimes thought
to be an absolute adj., but see ADJECTIVE

4impost. See TAX.
impostor. The recommended spelling,
not imposter.
impostume, imposthume /impnstjuim/.
A now rarely used word meaning 'an
abscess'; also fig. 'corruption', a 'festering sore'. It is worth mentioning as a
word that 'has undergone unusual corruption both in prefix and radical part'
(OED). The corruption happened partly
in OF and partly in English. The startingpoint was Gk drcoorriua 'abscess', and
after various substitutions it ended up
with a new Latinate prefix, an intrusive
(though unpronounced) h by false analogy with posthumous (itself a false form),

impregnable is an alteration of ME
imprenable (from OF) 'not able to be taken'
(cf. Fr. imprenable). 'The g was evidently
in imitation of the g mute in reign, deign,
and the like' {OED).
impregnate. Both impregnatable and impregnable are notionally in use in the
sense 'that can be impregnated'; but the
awkwardness of impregnable in this sense
is self-evident, and impregnatable is now
extremely rare or obsolete.
impresario /impri'sairrau/. PL impresarios.
See -O(E)S 4.

imprescriptible. A legal term meaning
'(of a right) that cannot be taken away
by (negative) prescription, i.e. one that
is not invalidated by lapse of time'.
impressionable. This 19c. loanword
from French has now largely taken the
place of the earlier (first recorded in

imprint | in- and un
1626) and once dominant synonym impressible.
imprint (noun and verb). The noun is
stressed on the first syllable, /'imprint/,
and the verb on the second, /im'prmt/.
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severe one—Times, 1992; (inadvertency) This
is the moment of truth ... our truth can no
longer be hidden away in the dark recesses
of inadvertency or neglect—Times, 1991.

-in and -ine. The distinction in chemistry between the two terminations is outside the scope of this book. The general
improbable. See PROBABLE.
public have selected one or the other
(normally -ine) for a wide range of subimpromptu. 1 PI. impromptus.
stances, and have taken little note of
2 See EXTEMPORE.
whether they are neutral compounds,
improve makes improvable. See MUTE E. nitrogen compounds, or whatever. There
has also been much variation during the
improvise must always be so spelt, not last century or so in the pronunciation
-ize. See -ISE I .
of the termination, as between /m/,
/i:n/, and /am/ and a certain amount of
impuissant. Normally pronounced /im
variation still occurs.
'pjuns(a)nt/ in English, not /mïpwiisant/.
The following spellings are now standard in lay language. Recommended proimpunity. See IMMUNITY.
nunciations are also given: casein, cocaine,
in. 1 The combinations inasmuch as, in codeine, and protein (see as separate enorder that or to, in so far, and in that are tries) all had three syllables until some
dealt with separately at their alphabeti- point in the 20c. albumin /m/; Benzedrene
cal places.
/i:n/; casein /i:n/; chlorine /i:n/; cocaine /em/;
2 A temporal use of in (e.g. Although codeine /i:n/; dioxin /m/;fluorine/i:n/; gelatwe have not spoken in more than a year ine /i:n/; glycerine /i:n/; AmE glycerin /m/;
.. .—New Yorker, 1989) has been partially histamine /i:n/ or /m/; iodine /i:n/ or /m/,
taken into BrE alongside the traditional formerly /am/; margarine /i:n/; nicotine
preposition for. It is worth noting that /i:n/; penicillin /m/; protein /i:n/; quinine
temporal in = 'for' was used from the /i:n/, AmE /'kwamam/; strychnine /i:n/; vita15c. to the 19c. only in negative contexts min /m/.
(e.g. To Westminster Hall, where I have not
been ...in some months—Pepys, 1669). BrE in- and un-. "There is often a teasing
20C. examples in both negative and posi- uncertainty—or incertitude—whether the
tive contexts: Mark had never been near his negative form of a word should be made
house in a year—C. Mackenzie, 1924; The with in- (including il-, im-, ir-), or with
first bridge across the Bosphorus in 2,300 un-. The general principle that un- is Engyears ...is now being built—Daily Tel., 1971- lish and belongs to English words, and
3 There is a sharp division of usage in- is Latin and belongs to Latin words,
between BrE a bank in Threadneedle Street does not take us far' (Fowler, 1926). Hunand AmE a store on Fifth Avenue. Also dreds of words fall into each group and
distinct are BrE she is at school (i.e. not at the historical pattern is untidy. A century
home) and AmE she is in school. Cf. also ago, for example, inarguable and unarguable were fighting it out (they were both
AT 3.
first recorded in the late 19c.) and both
inacceptable seems to be sharply re- are still listed as current in the COD. By
treating before its synonym unacceptable contrast, inability (first recorded in the
but, to judge from the evidence pres- 15c.) and unabtlity (also 15c.) both reented in OED 2, is not defunct yet.
mained in common use from the 15c. to
Both the 18c, at which point unabtlity inexinadvertence, inadvertency.
forms are in use with no apparent differ- plicably dropped out. But unable (C1380)
ence of sense, but inadvertence is by far was never challenged by an unrecorded
the more common. Typical examples: (in- inable, thus leaving us with the pair inadvertence) But whether the failure was due ability/unable. Close study of relevant
to inadvertence or to incompetence there couldpairs of words reveals that it is never
be no doubt that the penalty for it was a most safe to assume that there is a working
See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .
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model that will apply in all cases. Fortun- in: forms like ininformed, inintelligible, and
ately, for the most part, standard speak- inintentional are unacceptable, (d) A numers instinctively acquire a working ber of un- and in- forms are now being
knowledge of the dominant patterns in challenged by forms with the privative
current English, though they would be prefix a- (amoral, apolitical, etc.); and, in
a continuing way, by NON-.
hard put to it to explain why they use a
particular form and not another. Thus
A jinding list. The following list coneveryone knows that instability corres- tains a representative selection of words
ponds to unstable, and that imbalance cor- that have occurred in the past, and are
responds to unbalanced. No banners are listed in the OED, in both un- and inunfurled proclaiming the merits of un- forms. An indication is given of which
stabilitylinstable or of unbalance (noun)/im- of the two forms now prevails or is likely
balanced. The number of words about to prevail at some time in the future;
which doubt exists (as with inarguable also an indication of the date of first
and unarguable) is not large. The passage record of the prevailing forms, acceptable,
of time will probably see the number un- (15c); advisable, in- (19c); alterable,
further reduced, as e.g. between inadvis- un- (17c); appeasable, un- (16c); communable and unadvisable and between incom- icative, un- (17c); completed, un- (16c); conmunicative and uncommunicative. In other solable, in- (16c); controllable, un- (16c);
cases differences of meaning determine decipherable, in-(19c); describable, in- (18c);
the choice of form: e.g., inhuman and
digested, un- (16c); discriminating, ununhuman do not mean exactly the same (18c); distinguishable, in- (17c); edited,
thing; there are contexts in which unar- un- (19c); escapable, in- (18c); essential, intistic is more appropriate than inartistic; (17c); frequent, in- (16c); navigable, unimmoral and unmoral are not synonym- (16c); sanitary, in- (19c); substantial,
ous.
in- (17c); supportable, in- (16c); surmountA working list of asymmetrical pairs: able, in- (17c); susceptible, in- (17c). The
(i) adj./noun pairs: unable, inability; uncivil,puzzling distribution of the forms is confirmed by this list, in which thirteen
incivility; unequal, inequality; unjust, injustice; unquiet, inquietude, (ii) un- words end-words begin with in- and ten with un-.
ing in -ed: uncompleted, incomplete; None of the words is of native origin;
unconquered, inconquerable; undigested, in-and it is to be noted that all centuries
digestible; undisciplined, indiscipline; un- between the 15c. and the 19c. are represreconciled, irreconcilable; unredeemed, ented as the time of first record of the
irredeemable; unseparated, inseparable. recommended forms. Ours is indeed an
(Note: The only indisputable in- -ed word unregulated and richly endowed lanis inexperienced.) (iii) un- words ending in guage.
•ing: unceasing, incessant; uncomprehending,
inappeasable. See IN- AND UN-.
incomprehensible; undiscriminating, indiscriminate, (iv) noun/noun pairs: uncer- inapt (and related words). The forms in
tainty, incertitude.
standard use are inapt, inaptitude, inaptly
Some general observations, (a) Negative (adv.), inaptness; unapt, unaptly (adv.), and
in- seems to be no longer a living prefix unaptness. In each of them the primary
in English though it was until the 19c: sense reflects that of the adj., namely
thus inacceptable, inadvisable, inappeasable,'not apt or suitable, unlikely (to do someindecipherable, and insanitary were all first thing)'. Inapt contrasts with inept (and
recorded in the 19c. (b) The hard core of its derivatives ineptitude, ineptness, ineptly
OE adjectives beginning with negative adv.) in which the primary sense is 'abun- is represented by unalike, unbound, surd, silly'. It needs to be noted, however,
unclean, uneven, unripe, and unwise. This that there is an area of overlap: an unnative prefix was later freely added to skilled or impractical person can be deadjs. of foreign origin (e.g. those in the scribed as inept (an impolite use), inapt
unable to unquiet group listed above); but (reasonably polite), or even unapt (usu.
it is worth noting that no adj. of native followed by for, reasonably polite).
origin has ever acquired the negative
prefix in- (thus no forms such as inclean inarguable. See IN- AND UN-.
or inwise). (c) Negative in- has never been inasmuch as. This rather formal conprefixed to words that already begin with junction is conventionally printed as two
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words in OUP house style. It means 'to as yvyvwCTKO) 'learn' (i.e. 'come to know'),
the extent that, in so far as'. Examples: calescô 'grow warm'. The many English
Inasmuch as she could be pleased, the idea of words in -esce, -escent, as recrudesce, iridesthis marriage pleased her—C. Blackwood, cent, are from Latin verbs of this kind.
1977; Inasmuch as The Fugitive had any one
coordinating editor it was he—M. Seymour- inchoate /m'kauert/ means 'just begun,
Smith, 1982. It can also mean 'in view at an early stage' and, by a natural extenof the fact that, since': e.g. I am unable sion, 'not yet organized, rudimentary'.
to reply that I am much the better for seeing Under the influence of incoherent there
you, Pussy, inasmuch as I see nothing of is a slight danger that some people will
you—Dickens, 1870; They are aware of their be tempted to spell the word incohate. The
separateness, and of their difference, inas- English word is derived from L inchoâtus
much as they belong to different sexes—E. pa.pple of inchoare 'to begin'; the prefix inFromm, 1957; Inasmuch as Gray was Per- is not a negative implying an antonym
dita's father, he was to be treated with a choate. Examples: It was obviously necessary
reasonable degree of respect—B. Guest, 1985. that we should continue our still inchoate discussion over a drink-D. M. Davin, 1975; The
in back of. See BACK 2.
child ...too small and too weak, it cannot
translate inchoate emotions into overt
in behalf of. See BEHALF.
action—P. Gay, 1985; She is not allowed to exincage, encage. The second is the press her real, if inchoate, feelings for Robert
Marlin-T. Tanner, 1986; The first edition...
better form. See EM- AND IM-.
contained two sections that were in finished
incarnate. 1 As adj. it is pronounced form, but much of the rest was tangled and in/m'kainat/ and means (a) embodied in choate—R. Ellmann, 1986; (erroneously
flesh, esp. in human form (he is the devil used to mean 'incoherent') Syria and Iraq
incarnate), and (b) represented in a reco- have proved almost inchoate with rage at the
gnizable or typical form, extreme (stupid- fearful imagery of their biggest single source
ity incarnate, formality incarnate).
of water being stemmed for a solid month2 As verb it is pronounced /'mkainert/ Observer, 1990.
or /m'kainert/ and means (a) to embody
in flesh, and (b) to put (an idea, etc.) into incidentally. 1 First, let it be emphasized that this is the only acceptable spellconcrete form.
ing of the word in current standard
incase, encase (verb). The second is the English. The obsolete form incidently (16standard form now. See EM- AND IM-.
19c.) answered to the now obsolete use
of incident as an adj. (see next). The occas.
in case, in case of. See CASE B.
spelling of the word now as incidently
incentivize (verb). As part of the seem- probably reflects the virtual reduction
ingly endless coinage of new verbs end- of the word in rapid speech to four syling in -ize in the 20c, this word meaning lables, i.e. /msi'dent(8)h/. Cf. ACCIDENTIA
'to give an incentive to' seems to have Example: Viruses, incidently, remained hors
entered the fringe of the language, concours throughout, it being doubtful
mostly in business contexts, somewhere whether they are living—New Scientist, 1989
about 1970. Examples: We incentivized ex2 Particularly, but not only, in the
ecutives and gave them what the Americans
spoken language incidentally is used as a
call 'apiece of the action'—]. Slater, speaking
on BBC Radio 4, 1977; Betamax owners 'discoursal' sentence adverb meaning 'by
had been 'incentivized to zip right past the the way; as an unconnected remark'. It
is often used as a deft way of changing
commercial,' Sheinberg testified—New Yorker,
1987. It seems likely to remain at the the subject. Examples: Incidentally, in
outer rim of the standard language for theory he must still owe me fifty pounds or
so—C. P. Snow, 1934; Langmuir, incidentally,
some time to come.
was the first scientist in private industry
inceptive, inchoative.
Alternative to win a Nobel Prize-K. \bnnegut, 1981;
names given to verbs meaning 'to begin Incidentally, thanks to Tommy Hands, I nearly
to do something'; in Gk -cnc© and in L -sco became a landlord myself—A. J. P. Taylor,
are inceptive or inchoative terminations, 1983;... and incidentally to supply the name
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by which the house was to be known thence-Comprise is simultaneously competing
forth—Bodleian Libr. Rec, 1986.
with include. When two words such as
include and comprise have roughly the
incident, incidental (adjs.). The 20c. has same meaning, examination will generwitnessed the virtual demise of incident ally reveal a distinction; and the distincused as an ordinary adjective and its tion between the present two seems to
replacement by incidental. It is no longer be that comprise is appropriate when the
idiomatic to write incident in such con- content of the whole is in question, and
texts as (shortened from examples in the include only when the admission or presOED): Those in the highest station have their
ence of an item is in question: good
incident cares and troubles; The expedition
writers say comprise when looking at the
and the incident aggressive steps taken in the
matter from the point of view of the
campaign; The incident mistakes which he
whole, includefromthat of the part. With
has run into; A bank note, more than sufficient
include, there is no presumption (though
to defray any incident charges. In all these
it is often the fact) that all or even most
incidental (or some other word) would
now be essential. Incident used with a of the components are mentioned; with
following to and meaning 'apt or liable comprise, the whole of them are underto happen; naturally attaching or de- stood to be in the list. Thus the University
pendent' remains in use, just, but carries of Oxford includes All Souls, Christ
more than a tinge of archaism: e.g. the Church, Magdalen College, and Somerprivileges incident to his promotion to Major-ville College; but it comprises All Souls,
General; A State government is a natural Balliol College, Brasenose College, and
growth, which prima facie possesses all the more than 30 other colleges, as well as
powers incident to any government whatever.several permanent halls. This leads to the
The freeing of incident from its tradi- distinction that one cannot legitimately
tional role as an adj. coincided with the say that the University of Oxford comgreatly increased use of the noun incident prises All Souls, Christ Church, Magdalen
in the 20c. to mean 'a particular episode College, and Somerville College; in such
(air-raid, skirmish, etc.) in war; an un- a context only includes is correct. Simpleasant or violent argument, a fracas'. ilarly, include, not comprise, must be used
The term is widely used now of terrorist in the following example: The Serbian
bombings, border raids, leakages of radi- forces attacking Sarajevo are units of the
ation from nuclear power stations—any former Federal army: they do not include
serious events—right down to minor regiments still stationed in Zagreb.
muggings, domestic arguments, affrays
at public houses, etc. A somewhat de- including. A recent use of the type
layed result of this use of the noun incid- including ( = as well as) + a prepositional
ent is the widespread use since the 1960s phrase, e.g. including by reputable authors,
of incident book, room, etc., by the police. has been pointed out to me by a corresIn such combinations incident is, of pondent. Examples: (from a mid-1980s
course, the noun used attributively.
report of the Bodleian Library, Oxford)
copies of this notice are being distributed on
incise (cut into, engrave). Always so a wide scale including to overseas establishspelt, not -ize. See -ISE 1.
ments; (from BBC Radio 4, Dec. 1990) she
is not so unpopular abroad, including in
incisor. Thus spelt, not -er.
Europe; (an American speaking) Mrs
incline. The verb is stressed on the Thatcher succeeded in imposing on the politsecond syllable, /m'klam/, and the noun ical class, including on the Labour Party, her
on the first, /'inklam/. See NOUN AND VERB ...; (from American sources) wefindfree
ACCENT 1.
speech under assault throughout the United
States, including on some college campuses—
inclose. Enclose is the usual form. See Internat. Herald Tribune, 1991; In the past
EM- AND IM-.
20 years, groups like Médecins sans Frontières
include, comprise. It should be recalled ... have helped all over the world, including
that the second of these seems to be in Afghanistan, Ethiopia [etc.]—ibid., 1991.
prevailing in its battle with compose (see Will the type become established? Time
COMPRISE), regrettable though that is. will tell.
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incognito /mkDg'niitau/. The pi. form count or another. I was myself attacked
of the noun (though rarely needed) is for using a French catchphrase in the
incognitos. The inflexions of the donor Introduction to the first volume (1972)
language, in this case Italian, have long of OEDS: Whereas in 1957, -when we beg
since been abandoned in English: thus our work, no general English-language dica young incognito, this actress from London. tionary contained the more notorious of the
When the word is used adverbially (they sexual words, 'nous avons changé tout
travelled incognito) no change of form is cela' ... I remain unrepentant, and so,
called for. Contrast the fixed phr. (from presumably, does my critic. Strunk and
Latin) terra incognita in which the L femi- White in their celebrated American book
nine ending is retained.
The Elements of Style (3rd edn, 1979) offer
advice on specific matters of incongruity:
incognizable, etc. For pronunciation, e.g. 'Do not overwrite. Rich, ornate prose
see COGNIZANCE.
is hard to digest, generally unwholesome, and sometimes nauseating';
incoherent. See INCHOATE.
'Avoid the use of qualifiers. Rather, very,
incommunicado
/,mka,mju:ni'ka:dau/. little, pretty—these are leeches that infest
Always spelt with two ms in English, the pond of prose, sucking the blood of
despite the spelling of the Sp. original words.' Sometimes the advice itself is
presented in an over-ornate manner—it
(incomunicado).
is the linguistic equivalent of shock therincommunicative. The usual form now apy. Fowler (1926) attacked the sentence
is un-. See IN- AND UN-.
Austria-Hungary was no longer in a positio
incomparable /m'kDmparabal/. On the an' she would, to shake off the German yo
He said that be in a position to is 'a phrase
pronunciation, cf. COMPARABLE 1.
of the most pedestrian modernity; shake
incompetence, incompetency, in lay off the yoke, though a metaphor, is one
language the two are not distinguished, so well worn that the incongruity is felt
except that incompetence is much the between it and the pedestrianism.' But
more frequently used of the two. Cf. his main scorn was reserved for an': 'The
COMPETENCE i. In legal language, ac- gold-fish an' cannot live in this sentencecording to Garner (1987), 'The best advice bowl unless we put some water in with
is to reserve the -cy form to contexts it, and gasps pathetically at us from the
involving sanity or ability to stand trial mere dry air of be in a position.' The
or to testify, and to use the -ce form when passage continues colourfully for several
referring to less than acceptable levels more lines, and it reminds us that 'minor
of ability'. How closely such a distinction lapses from congruity are common
is observed in legal writing in Britain is enough, and a tendency to them mars
a matter for others to determine. Once the effect of what a man writes more
the choice of form is made, however, it fatally than occasional faults of a more
is important to use it consistently, and palpable kind, such as grammatical
not to change from one to another in a blunders.'
given passage.
Two passages will illustrate the runincompleted. The usual form now is ning wars concerning matters of linuncompleted (but incomplete). See IN- AND guistic congruity. First, Renford
Bambrough on George Steiner in the
UN-.
9 Sept. 1989 issue of The Spectator: 'Some
incongruous vocabulary. To start with of the English words and phrases used
the ridiculous, I have before me a car- in the book are near the same precipice
toon showing two zoologists having an [as that approached by some Greek and
alfresco meal in a tropical forest. One Latin words and phrases just quoted]:
is saying to the other, Hey! What's this phenomenality, paradoxality, counDrosophila melanogaster doing in my soup? cillary, monumentally atrophied, proofThe humour to the layman, of course, values. There are such terms as 'truthlies in the specification. Incongruity in values' and 'truth-functions', but Profesthe use of words stretches in a contin- sor Steiner would have done well to leave
uum from mirth to the deeply offensive, them in the logic books where they are
and few writers escape censure on one doing no harm, and not bespatter the
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text with them in a way that leaves the inconsolable, un-. The first is now the
reader unclear whether he knows what favoured form. See IN- AND UN-.
they mean or not.
As adv. meaning
'Then there are the words that cer- incontinently.
tainly exist in the language, but whose 'straightway, immediately', incontinently
use should be heavily taxed: seminal, and the corresponding adj. incontinent
cardinal, lineaments, talismanic. Nor is were commonly used from the 15c. to
any value added by "very precisely", "of the 19c, but both are now obsolete. They
the essence", "of the utmost relevance", ultimately answer to late L in continente
"in the full sense", "in the deepest sense", (se. tempore) 'in continuous time, without
"quintessentially", "of the utmost per- any interval'. They have been replaced
tinence". If we have heard but not under- by the etymologically unrelated adv. instood the whisper, why should we be continently 'in a manner showing lack of
expected to understand the shout? In- restraint (esp. in regard to sexual desire)',
stead of "outside", Professor Steiner and by the adj. incontinent, (a) unable
to control movements of the bowels or
writes "extraterrestrial to" ...'
And D.J. Taylor on the Gentlewomanly bladder or both, and (b) lack of restraint
High Style in The Sunday Times, 9 Dec. (esp. in regard to sexual desire). The 'lack
1990: 'It will be familiar to anyone who of restraint' words answer to L continenthas ever read a book by Lady Antonia em, près, pple of continêre 'hold together'.
Fraser or one of her daughters, a genteel
incontrollable, un-. The second is now
style in which weather is never bad but
the favoured form. See IN- AND UN-; UNalways "inclement", in which a horse
CONTROLLABLE.
tends to be a "steed" or even, in very
exalted moments, a "palfrey", a style increase. The noun, pronounced /'mpitched just this side of Wardour Street. kri:s/, and the verb, pronounced /m'krirs/,
[Katherine] Frank is a creditable expon- fall into the normal pattern for such
ent of this genre. Maria Brontë, Patrick's pairs. See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT.
wife, doesn't write her tracts in support
of the working classes. She can be found incrust, encrust. Encrust is the usual
"plying her pen to solace the poor". Jack form of the pair, and encrustment. But
Sharp, Branwell's chum, is an "unsa- incrustation. See EM- AND IM-.
voury rogue". And so on.'
All the sources quoted above illustrate incubator. Thus spelt, not -er.
levels of linguistic incongruity. The problem is to judge where the lines are to be incubus. PL incubuses (preferred) or incubi /-bai/. Cf. SUCCUBUS.
drawn and the right levels established.
in connection with. See CONNECTION 2. inculcate. Derived from L inculcdre 'to
stamp in with the heel' (cf. L cale-, calx
inconsequent, inconsequential. The 'heel'), 'tread in', 'cram in', this verb
two words overlap considerably. Both are has traditionally been used to mean 'to
used to mean 'not following naturally; endeavour to force (a view, a subject, a
lacking logical sequence', but when, for habit, etc.) into or impress (it) on the
example, an argument is a disconnected mind of another by emphatic admonione it would normally be described as tion'. The usual prepositions governing
inconsequent; and when the emphasis is the object are upon, on, and in. Examples:
on its unimportance the word to use is These words deserve to be inculcated in our
minds; An opinion difficult to inculcate upon
inconsequential.
the minds of others; All these teachers inculinconsiderateness, inconsideration. cate the duties of order, obedience and fidelity
Both words came into the language in on the slaves. A less standard construction,
the 16c. and have remained synonymous to inculcate (a person) with (an idea, habit,
since then, chiefly in the senses 'thought- etc.), takes the verb further from its roots
lessness (resulting from lack of con- and its traditional meaning. It was
sideration)' and 'lack of consideration roundly condemned by Fowler (1926)
for others'. In practice lack of consideration and, with varying degrees of hostility, by
is probably used more commonly than some later usage writers. Examples: A
passer-by saved him, formed a close friendship
either of them.
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with him, and inculcated him with his own the most part called American Indians or
horrible ideas about murdering women; An (less commonly) Red Indians in BrE, exadmirable training-place wherein to incul- cept in the traditional phr. cowboys and
cate the young mind with the whys and Indians.
wherefores of everything which concerns personal safety. The use probably arises by indicative. In all uses second-syllable
analogy with to indoctrinate (a person) stressing, i.e. /m'dikatrv/, is now cuswith, which is the better construction of tomary.
the two.
indict, -able, -ment.
Pronounce
incur. The inflected forms are incurred,
incurring. See -R-, -RR-.
indecipherable.

See IN- AND UN-.

indecorous. Stress on the second syllable. It is worth noting that the OED
(1900) gave priority to third-syllable
stressing, as did Fowler (1926).

/-'dart(-)/. Indict means 'accuse', and the
formal or jocular homophone indite
'compose, write'.
indifference, -cy. For all practical purposes the former has driven out the latter, though they were equally common,
with more or less matching senses, from
the 16c. to the 19c.

indefeasible, indefectible. The dis- indigestible is the usual form for 'not
tinction between these two relatively un- digestible', while undigested is the cuscommon words may perhaps best be kept tomary form for 'not digested'. See INin mind by associating them respectively AND UN-.
with defeat and deficit. That is indefeasible
indirect object. In grammar, the person
which is not liable to defeat, i.e. (of
claims, rights, etc.) that cannot be lost or thing secondarily affected by the
or annulled. That is indefectible which is action stated in the verb, if expressed by
not liable to deficit, defect, or decay, i.e. a noun alone (i.e. without to, for, etc.), is
to failing for want of internal soundness: called the indirect object. In Latin and
the word is therefore applied to qualities Greek it is recognizable, as it once was
such as holiness, grace, vigour, resolu- in English, by being in the dative, while
the direct object is in the accusative. The
tion, affection, or abundance.
English dative now having no separate
indefinite article. See A, AN.
form, the indirect object must be
otherwise identified, usu. by the fact that
indent. The verb, pronounced /m'dent/, it stands between the verb and the direct
and the noun, pronounced /'mdent/, object (e.g. Hand me that book), and, if it
show the usual contrasting pattern for is to follow the direct object, must be
such pairs. See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT.
replaced by a prepositional phrase (e.g.
independence, -cy. The -cy form is now Hand that book to me). Variations are (1)
restricted, mostly in historical contexts, when no direct object is expressed, as in
to the senses, (a) Congregationalism You told me yourself; (2) when the direct
(used since the 17c. of 'that system of object is a mere pronoun and is allowed
ecclesiastical polity in which each local to precede, as I told it you before (but not
congregation of believers is held to be I told the story you before); (3) when the
a church independent of any external indirect object comes after a passive
authority', OED); (b) an independent or verb, as It was told me in confidence. Note:
autonomous state. In all other contexts Variations (2) and (3) are now distinctly
archaic. A speaker would now be more
independence is the customary word.
likely to say I told you that (or about it)
index. In general use the normal pi. is before; it was told to me in confidence.
indexes; but in scientific language and in
mathematics indices. See LATIN PLURALS. indirect question. 1 A passage from
Iris Murdoch's The Book and the Brotherhood
Indian. In BrE an Indian is first and
(1987) shows the type, or rather two
foremost a native or national of India, forms of it: Jean and Duncan then had a
or such a person born in and resident conversation. Jean said where was his coat,
in the UK or elsewhere. What the Amer- and he said he thought he had left it in
icans now call native Americans are for the car (my emphasis). In direct speech
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Jean would have said Where is your coat?, 'not discreet, lacking discretion'; and the
and Duncan would have replied I think second is the much less common word
I have left it in the car. In such straightfor- meaning 'not divided into distinct parts'.
ward cases we make the necessary
etc. The customary
adjustments of pronouns and tenses indiscriminate,
forms are indiscriminate (adj.), indiscrimiwithout apparent difficulty.
nately (adv.), and indiscrimination; but
2 CGEL (1985) distinguishes two main undiscriminatory (adj.) (in AmE also intypes of indirect questions: (a) wh-ques- discriminatory), undiscriminating (adj.). See
tions, e.g. I asked him when he would IN- AND UN-.
he 65 (equivalent to the direct question
When will you he 65?); such clauses are indispensable. Thus spelt, not -ible. See
introduced by interrogative words begin- -ABLE, -IBLE 6.
ning with wh (where, whether, what, who,
indisputable, l Stressed on the third
why, etc.; also how), (h) yes-no questions,syllable; also frequently on the second
e.g. She asked me whether I was coming now
syllable.
(equivalent to the direct question Are you
coming now? she asked me). In both of these 2 This is the standard form for the
types the order of words in the indirect adj. indisputable; but undisputed (adj.). See
questions fractionally differs from that IN- AND UN-.
of the equivalent direct questions (he indissoluble (adj.). The pronunciation
would be <-• will you be; I was <-• Are you;
favoured by the OED (1900), namely with
i.e. the order of the auxiliary verb and
second-syllable stressing, has now given
pronoun is reversed).
way to /mdi'sDljubal/, i.e. with the stress
3 Fowler (1926) noted that in some on the third syllable.
circumstances adjusting the order of
indistinguishable.
Thus spelt (see
such elements in indirect questions pro- -ABLE, -IBLE 6); but undistinguished (adj.).
duces unidiomatic ('abnormal') con- See IN- AND UN-.
structions. Consider the following:
indite. See INDICT.
A. How old are you?
B. Tell me how old you are
individual. There is no particular probor Tell me how old are you?
lem with the adjective, but there is, or
has been, a major one with the noun in
C. He wondered how old she was
or He wondered how old was she? some of its uses. When used in contrast
with society at large (the place of the indiD. He doesn't know how old I am
or He doesn't know how old am I? vidual in society), the family, the people,
etc., i.e. with a larger grouping, individual
E. How old I amis my affair
has no critics. Individuality as a special
or How old ami is my affair
A is the direct question; in B, C, D, and quality setting a person apart from other
E the first form contains the normal, members of a group carries through to
and the second the abnormal, form of acceptable uses of the word individual.
the indirect question. Fowler correctly For other uses, a historical note is necesdiscouraged the use of the 'abnormal' sary. The objections to individual used
'without any notion of contrast or reforms, and then went on to cite some
examples (presumably from newspapers) lation to a class or group: A human
of the undesirable types: e.g. (type D) It being, a person' (OED) apparently began
shows in/emttially how powerless is that C1870 and have continued. The OED itself
body to carry out any scheme of its own(in a section issued in 1900) dismissed
it: 'Now chiefly as a colloquial vulgarism,
(normal order how powerless that body is);
(type E) How bold is this attack may be or as a term of disparagement', and projudged from the fact that... (normal order vided supporting evidence beginning in
How bold this attack is). Clearly it is import- 1742 (Johnson). Fowler (1926), in a mood
ant to have a 'feel' for the correct of elegant contempt, said that '[we must
ordering of the elements in passages of like] this ghost of 19th-century jocularity
as little as we enjoy the fragrance of a
indirect speech.
indiscreet, indiscrete. Thefirstof these blown-out candle that just now gave us
homophones (both pronounced /mdi- light, or of the smoking-room visited
'skri:t/) is the common word meaning early next morning'. Thus the descriptive
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editors of the OED, and the great school- indoors at sunset), representing earlier
master himself, legislating for polite within doors.
society of the 1920s, joined forces in
categorizing certain uses of individual as indorse, indorsement. Variants of the
more usual ENDORSE and endorsement. See
'not to be imitated'.
The passion has not entirely disap- EM- AND IM-.
peared, though the arguments support- induction. See DEDUCTION.
ing the labelling may be only halfremembered if at all. The present mood
-ine. For glycerin(e) etc., see -IN AND -INE.
is perhaps best reflected in the way in
which the noun is presented to foreign inedible means 'not edible, esp. not
learners of the language. The Oxford Ad- suitable for eating'. It contrasts slightly
vanced Learner's Dictionary of Current Eng-in some contexts with uneatable 'not able
lish (4th edn, 1989) defines the noun as to be eaten, esp. because of its condition'.
follows: 1 a single human being: the Inedible is the more common of the two
rights of an/the individual compared with words. For the forms, see IN- AND UN-.
those of society as a whole.
inedited, un-. The former is still used
2 (informal) a person of a specified sort: by some textual editors, but unedited is
a pleasant, unpleasant etc. individual. Whatthe more usual term in general literary
use. See IN- AND UN-.
a strange individual!

3 (approving or derogatory) an unusual ineffective, ineffectual, inefficacious,
or eccentric person: He's quite an indi- inefficient. For distinctions, see EFFECvidual! Foreigners are not in danger of TIVE.
being misled, except that they might
have been alerted to the fact that stand- inept. See INAPT.
ard speakers are much more likely to inescapable, inessential. These are
use person for sense 2, and chap (BrE) or the customary forms now, not un-.
character for sense 3.
Examples: (contrasted directly or in- inexactitude. Now usu., and famously,
directly with members of a larger group) in terminological inexactitude: It [sc. the
Individuals composing the crowd may he un-employment of indentured Chinese
animous in hating the rules—A. S. Neill, labour on the Rand] cannot in the opinion
1962; She simply continues to treat them of His Majesty's Government be classified as
as individuals whom she knew—]. Brodsky,slavery in the extreme acceptance of the word
1982; As individuals they resented her without some risk of terminological inopinion of them hut as members of the tribe exactitude. Thus young Mr Winston
they understood how shefelt-C. Hope, 1986; Churchill, Parliamentary Under-Secret(examples showing varying degrees of
ary of State for the Colonies, addressing
informality) There is confusion, too, over the the House of Commons on 22 February
criteria whereby an individual is deemed to1906 as spokesman of a government that
be in need of psychiatric treatment—A. Clare,had just won an overwhelming victory
1980; Individuals arrived there in their pri- in an election in which denunciation of
vate cars with loads of medicines—C. Hope,their predecessors for having sanctioned
1984; You must find a diet which suits you. 'Chinese slavery' had played no small
What works for one individual may not neces-part. This piece of POLYSYLLABIC HUMOUR
sarily work for another—Dumfries & Galloway
has worn better than most, thanks to
Standard, 1986. In the 'informal' ex- the appeal of its sly whimsicality and
amples some writers would have used a the subsequent fame of its author.
particular person, Some [of them], and person
inexpressive is now the more usual
respectively.
term rather than unexpressive. But unexindivisible. Thus spelt, not -able. See pressed (adj.) is the established form. See
-ABLE, -IBLE 7.

IN- AND UN-.

infectious. See CONTAGIOUS.

indoor, indoors. The adj. is indoor (e.g.
indoor games), a shortening of earlier
infer. 1 The inflected forms are inferred,
within-door. The adv. is indoors (e.g. he went inferring; but contrast inferable, inference.
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2 The only unopposed standard mean- said of a fact or statement; sometimes,
ing of infer is 'deduce or conclude from of the person who makes the statement',
facts and reasoning', by contrast with with excellent supporting evidence from
imply, which means 'strongly suggest the the 16c. to the 19c. (and some less imtruth or existence of (something not ex- pressive 20c. examples). There is also
pressly asserted)'. A. P. Herbert in What abundant evidence that lawyers and
a Word! (1935) brought out the distinc- judges sometimes use imply in contexts
tion in an anecdote: If you see a man which seem plainly to call for infer. Garstaggering along the road you may infer that ner (1987) cites three examples of imply
he is drunk, without saying a word; hut if in contexts where a layman would have
you say 'Had one too many?'you do not infer expected infer. When a possessory interest
but imply that he is drunk. It is all a in property is conveyed, a court may imply
question of viewpoint and of logic. For from the circumstances that the parties also
the most part this distinction is carefully intended to grant or reserve an easement as
observed, but every now and then some well despite their failure to say so in the
writers (and speakers) make the wrong deed; In this case the defendant made an
choice, almost always by using infer application for shares in the plaintiff's company under circumstances from which we
where imply is logically required.
Examples: (imply correctly used) Vast must imply that he authorized the company,
stretches of abandoned concrete underfoot im- in the event of their allotting to him the shares
ply that someone once had plans for the applied for, to send the notice of allotment by
post; The requirements of the rule are met if
land—New Yorker, 1986; I wouldn't want to
imply that lead is the most important factor such an intention may be clearly implied
in children's intelligence—a doctor in- from the language. Linguistic attitudes
terviewed on BBC Radio 4.19 May 1987; tend to change as time goes on. OED's
She's doing the bartending for money, her sense 4 may well become one of the
nonchalance implies—M. Atwood, 1989; (in- natural uses of infer at some point in the
fer correctly used) You would have been able 21c. The aberrant legal use of imply may
to infer from the room alone the nature of also come to be regarded by all parties
those who lived in it—D. M. Davin, 1979; concerned as legitimate. Meanwhile they
We can infer, as Professor Ellmann suggests,remain suspect and should be eschewed,
that Ulysses is full of autobiographical in that they seem to be perverse overmaterial—]. P. Donleavy, 1983; No reference turnings of the primary senses of the
to any living person is intended or should be two verbs.
inferred—S. Bellow, 1987; Rose inferred from inferable /m'f3:rab(a)l/. See INFER 1.
the letters that Sinclair was in love with
Gerard—I. Murdoch, 1987; (infer illogically inferior. Because it is not a true comparused for imply) I can't stand fellers who infer ative it, like superior, cannot be used
things about good clean-living Australian in comparative constructions with than:
sheilas—Private Eye, 1970; I have seen refer-thus X is inferior to Y (not than Y). In a
ences ... to the watering of Ascot racecourse, phrase like inferior wine the meaning is
inferring that the water had been taken from 'inadequate' rather than 'less good'.
public mains at a time when economy is beinginferiority complex. See COMPLEX.
urged on all consumers—Daily Tel, 1973;
These were the ones who had made a slightlyinferno. PI. infernos. See -O(E)S 3.
sulky entrance (inferring rebellion), and hadinferrable. This spelling is not recomthen proceeded to sit on the floor—M. Brace- mended. See INFER 1.
well, 1989; I'm one of those ex-Carrington
patients. And I don't consider myself in that infinitely. Used hyperbolically, infinitely
category inferred by that sentence—Metro means 'to an indefinitely great extent'
(he is infinitely cleverer than I am). When
(NZ), 1989.
The clarity of the distinction between smallness rather than largeness is in
question, infinitesimally is the better word
imply and infer is often questioned, and
(the chances that a nuclear weapon will
with a certain justification. It should be
spontaneously explode are infinitesimally
kept in mind that the OED (sense 4) gives
small).
unquestionable examples of infer used
to mean 'to lead to (something) as a
infinitive. 1 It is not practicable to set
conclusion; to involve as a consequence: down here a full account of all the ways

infinitude | inflammable
in which the infinitive form of verbs
functions in English. First, though, some
obvious points. The infinitive is the
simple uninflected form of a verb, and
is the form under which verbs are listed
in dictionaries. An infinitive is frequently preceded by the particle to (I am
going to cut the hedge tomorrow), but there
are circumstances in which the form
without to (called the bare or simple
or plain infinitive) is either optional or
obligatory. The split (or cleft) infinitive,
i.e. an infinitive with an adverb or adverbial phrase inserted between to and the
verbal part, as in you have to really watch
yourself, has been a matter of intense
public debate since at least the 1860s.
See SPLIT INFINITIVE.

2 The to-infinitive is related in a complex way to the verbal/nominal form in
-ing, i.e. the gerund. For a basic account of
some of the similarities and differences
between the two constructions, see
GERUND 3.
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on; Bertrand preferred to go to a restaurant
rather than eat alone. A select list of some
other common uses of the bare infinitive:
(at the head of a clause) Try though J did,
I couldn't open the bottle; (after let + object)
Let him enjoy his ignorance; (after is and
was) All they want to do is hide in the
kitchen; All he had to do was take his seat;
(after why and why not) Why suppress it?;
Why not drop in at the surgery and let me
write out a prescription for you?. For the
mainly AmE use of come and go + a bare
infinitive, see these verbs.

infinitude was gently dismissed by
Fowler (1926) as a 'needless variant' of
infinity, but he judged that 'Milton [the
first recorded user of the word] and
Sterne, however, will keep it in being for
poets to fly to and stylists to play with
when infinity palls on them'. In lay language (as distinct from that of
mathematics and photography) the two
words seem to have been more or less
interchangeable till the late 19c. Standard modern dictionaries continue to list
infinitude in its primary senses, and
without any qualifying labels. English
dictionaries for foreign learners, on the
other hand, go their own way by labelling the word formal; and they bear out
the formality in their illustrative examples: the infinitude of space; the infinitude
of God's mercy. Stray 20c. examples: As one
did one's wonderful duty one could forget that
one's legs were aching from the infinitude of
the passages at Windsor—L. Strachey, 1921;
Well ...'he said, looking with an infinitude
of regret and reluctance at his newspapers-J.
Krantz, 1982; There is an infinitude of incidental printed references to their work—Rev
Eng. Studies, 1983.

3 The to-infinitive. Some of its
features: (a) When a second infinitive is
used after a to-infinitive, the second (and
third, etc.) example is not necessarily
preceded by to. Contrast can be induced
to move or to change its orientation and
I prefer not to live and work in the same
room, (b) A number of formulaic phrases,
the descendants of older and longer constructions, are in frequent use: e.g. so to
speak, to tell the truth, to put it mildly, to he
honest, to say the least, come to think of it,
to hazard a guess, (c) Miscellaneous uses:
(in which to = in order to) She sat down
to wait for him; (at the head of a clause)
To he frank with you,' she said, Ï don't
believe it'; (to at end of sentence with an
infinitive implied but omitted) Knowledge
didn't really advance, it only seemed to; he infirmity. The last infirmity of noble minds
has to make a decision but doesn't know how is a MISQUOTATION. The passage in Milto; (accusative + a to-infinitive) he often ton's Lycidas reads Fame is the spur that
took groups of students to see the work. See the clear spirit doth raise (That last infirmit
of noble mind) To scorn delights, and live
also FOR 1.
laborious days.
4 The bare infinitive. It is often optionally used after the verbs dare, help, inflame. lnfiam(e)able, formed from the
and need, but often with a slight change English verb, and used in the 17c. and
18c, has been displaced by inflammable
of emphasis (see the entries for these
verbs). But its use after modal verbs (can, (first recorded in 1605), adapted from
may, must, shall, etc.) and after compar- French or Latin.
atives and superlatives (better, had better,
best, had best, rather than, etc.: see these inflammable. 1 See FLAMMABLE.
words) is much more significant; e.g.
2 It means (a) easily set on fire; (b)
Peter said he thought he had better push easily excited. It is to be distinguished

inflatable | infuse
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from inflammatory, which means (a) (esp.
of speeches, leaflets, etc.) tending to
cause anger, bitterness, etc.; (b) of or
tending to inflammation of the body.
inflatable.

a linguist, anthropologist, etc., elicits
information about language, culture,
etc. An informer, by contrast, is a person
who informs against another person or
other persons, e.g. to the police, i.e. is a
Thus spelt, not -eable. See term with sinister overtones.

MUTE E.

infringe. 1 The inflected forms are ininflection. (Also spelt inflexion.) The fringed, infringing; also infringeable.
general name for a suffix, etc., used to
2 'Latin scholars, aware that both
change the form of a word in order to
frango and infringo are transitive only,
express tense, number, comparison, etc.,
will probably start with a prejudice
as -ed, -ing, -s, -er in jumped, hunting, hooks,
against [infringe] upon; but Latin is not
bigger. Either spelling may also be used
English, as some of them know' (Fowler,
for the sense 'a modulation of the voice'.
1926). The earliest uses of infringe in
See -xiON etc.
English (i6c.-early 18c.) showed the verb
inflexible. Thus spelt, not -able. See used only transitively. But from about
the 1760s constructions of infringe with
-ABLE, -IBLE 7.
on or upon gradually became established
inflict is mostly construed with on or (alongside transitive ones) and are now
upon and means 'administer, deal (a commonplace: the sense is 'encroach;
trespass' (e.g. the measure threatens to instroke, wound, defeat, etc.)': the Allied
forces inflicted a humiliating defeat on Iraq fringe upon and restrict our right to travel
in 1991. At the beginning of the 20c, in certain countries). The older use surreflected in comments by Fowler in 1926, vives, of course: it is still possible to
there was a tendency to use inflict when use infringe with constitution, law, patent,
afflict was the word required: e.g. At least privilege, promise, regulation, right, rule,
the worst evils of the wage system would neveretc., as direct object, as it has been since
have inflicted this or any other present-daythe 16c.
community; The misconception and discussion
in respect of the portraits of Shakespeare with infusable, infusible. The first is formed
which the world is in such generous measurefrom infuse 'to pervade (e.g. anger infused
inflicted are largely due to... Afflict means with resentment); to steep (herbs, tea, etc.)
'to inflict bodily or mental suffering on'. in liquid to extract the content' + the
In the passive, a person is afflicted with suffix -able; it means 'able to be steeped,
etc.'. The second is formed from the
or by (an illness, crippling debts, etc.).
negative prefix in-+ fusible 'that can be
infold. Enfold is the recommended form. easily fused or melted'; infusible therefore
means 'not able to be fused or melted'.
See EM- AND IM-.
It is a pity that the two words, which
inform is a formal equivalent of tell and are far apart in meaning, are so narrowly
is in fairly restricted use: e.g. the detective distinguished in spelling.
informed him of his rights; a station announcement informed us that the next train infuse. The verb's oldest meaning (15c.
would arrive in ten minutes. A customer, onward) was 'to pour in'. Very soon aftertaxi, visitor, etc., might be asked or told wards it acquired the transferred and
to wait; it would not be idiomatic to say, figurative senses 'to instil, insinuate (e.g.
for example, Please inform Mr Jones to wait to infuse new life into a community); and
outside forfiveminutes. The formulaic uses also the sense 'to steep or drench (a
of inform in commercial, official, etc., plant, etc.) in a liquid, so as to extract
letters (I beg to inform you; I have the its soluble properties'. Also, as the OED
honour to inform you, etc.) 'are generally has it, 'with inverted construction', and
unnecessary preludes to giving the in- by what Fowler (1926) called 'objectformation provided' (Gowers, 1965). but shuffling', from the 16c. onward it has
been used to mean 'to affect or act upon
such phrases nevertheless persist.
(a liquid) by steeping some soluble subinformant is a neutral term, (a) one stance in it; hence, to imbue or inspire
who gives information; (b) specifically, (a person or thing) with some quality.
the regular term for a person from whom In wider use, to impregnate, pervade,
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imbue (with some quality, opinion, etc.)'. 'clever, skilful (at doing something)' and
'(of a machine, theory, etc.) cleverly conThese senses are all provided with good
supporting evidence in the OED. It fol- trived'. As the OED expresses it, 'Now
lows that infuse with and imbue with are usually somewhat light or sometimes
alternative standard constructions in the even depreciative, expressing aptitude
types the self-respect with which the troops for curious device rather than solid inhad been infused (or imbued; he infused (or ventiveness or skill'. Ingenuous, by contrast, means 'innocent, artless; open,
imbued) his troops with self-confidence.
frank'. It is sometimes difficult to distin-ing. 1 Picking up my Bible, the hill seemed guish it from DISINGENUOUS. It entered
the only place to go just then—]. Winterson, the language at the end of the 16c.
1985; Packing to leave, herfingertipshad felt directly from L ingenuus '(of occupations,
numb on contact with her belongings—M. studies, etc.) befitting a free man; hence
Duckworth, 1986. For liberties of this (of character) honourable, frank, modkind, see UNATTACHED PARTICIPLES.
est'. Later in the same century, as a by2 For the difference between parti- product, it began to be used to mean
ciples in -ing and the gerund, see GERUND 'innocently frank, guileless, artless'. For
some two centuries, from ci6oo to C1800,
2.
the two words intersected by sharing
3 Then we had our old conversation about
the broad senses 'befitting a well-born
the house being haunted—C. Rumens, 1987.
person' and 'open, frank, candid'. That
For such mixtures of participle and
is when 'the confusion' arose, and folk
gerund, see POSSESSIVE WITH GERUND.
memories of this state of affairs remain.
4 In all probability he suffers somewhat, It has not helped that ingenious and inlike the proverbial dog, from his having re- genuous are virtually what linguists call
ceived a bad name—cited in Fowler, 1926. a minimal pair, being divided only by
For the need or no need of his and other the length of the vowel of the second
possessives in such contexts, see GERUND syllable, and by the vowel in the penult.
42 It is a minor curiosity that the noun
5 She bestowed her activity, rather than corresponding to ingenious is ingenuity
letting it be harnessed to anyone else's (with a u in the antepenult), while that
needs—A. Brookner, 1988; It seemed better corresponding to ingenuous is ingenuto come and talk to someone here, rather than ousness.
to continue to write letters—Francis King,
1988. For the competing types rather ingénue. First recorded in English in
than + -ing and rather than + infinitive, Thackeray's Vanity Fair (1848), it is still
often printed in italics as being not a
see RATHER 3.
fully naturalized word. It is also pro6 As well as closing the railway, it should nounced in Britain in a manner roughly
make the Danube impracticable for traffic—resembling the French original, i.e. as
cited in Fowler, 1926; fust like Dolly to /,âë3ei'nju:/. The accent is sometimes omitusurp the mourning function as well as pre- ted. In other words it is a standard exsuming to treat the evening as a normal ample of a loanword that is needed for
evening party—A. Brookner, 1985. On the its sense but has not yet acquired full
use of -ing forms after as well as, see WELL British citizenship.
1.
ingraft. Engraft is the recommended
ingenious, ingenuous. 1 There is sub- form. See EM- AND IM-.
stantial evidence in the OED that in the
ingrained is the normal spelling for the
17c. and 18c. some writers (including
adj. meaning (a) deeply rooted, inveterShakespeare) 'by confusion' used ingenuate, (b) (of dirt, etc.) deeply embedded.
ous for ingenious and vice versa. This is
And the finite verb ingrain, meaning (a) to
not the place for a full treatment of the
implant (a habit, belief, etc.) ineradicably
history of the two words and of their
in a person, (b) to cause (a dye, etc.) to
intersections, but some details are essensink deeply into something, is usually
tial. Ingenious came into English via
so spelt (not engrain).
French (from L ingeniôsus 'intellectual,
talented') in the 15c. The meaning gradu- ingratiate. This verb, yet another Latinally weakened, and its current senses are ate loanword of the 17c, is now normally
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used reflexively in the sense 'to render e.g. son-in-law [formerly] = step-son, fatheroneself agreeable to, to bring oneself in-law [formerly] = step-father; this,
into favour with'. It is sometimes improp- though still [sc. in 1900] locally or vulerly used transitively in the same sense: garly current, is now generally conEven if he does ingratiate the men, it will sidered a misuse' (OED).
only be by alienating the women (cited by 3 A half-brother is a brother with only
Fowler, 1926, with disapproval); He [sc. one parent in common; similarly halfNeil Kinnock] refused to serve under Mr sister.
James Callaghan, is not tarred by loyalty to
that Government, and thus ingratiates the inlay. 1 The noun is stressed on the
Left-Daily Tel, 1983. But the following first syllable and the verb on the second.
absolute use is beyond reproach: 'Good' S e e NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .
behaviour designed to placate and to in2 The pa.t. and pa.pple of the verb is
gratiate—A. Storr, 1972.
inlaid.
inherent. In standard English either
/m'herant/ or /m'hiarant/ is acceptable.
J. C. Wells (1990) reports that his poll
panel of RP speakers showed a 66% preference for the first of these.
inherit. A person who inherits is an
inheritor (thus spelt, not -er). The feminine
forms inheritress and (esp. in legal documents) inheritrix are also available if desired.

inmesh. Enmesh is the customary form.
See EM- AND IM-.
innavigable has given way to unnavigable. See IN- AND UN-.
innings. In cricket, innings is both sing.
(the first innings) and pi. (the best of his
many innings). In baseball, the sing, form
is inning and the pi. innings.

innocence, innocency. Both words
were more or less equally current from
the 14c. to the 19c, but innocency is now
rare except in readings of Ps. (AV) 26: 6:
initial (verb). The inflected forms are I will wash mine hands in innocencie: so will
initialled, initialling (AmE initialed, initial-I compassé thine Altar, 0 Lord.
ing). See -LL-, -L-.
innocent Of. This standard expression
initialisms. See ACRONYM 2.
(entirely innocent of the crime with which he
was charged) has also been informally
initiate. Regular uses are (a) (usu. fol- used since the early 18c. in a semi-humlowed by into) to admit (a person) into a orous way to mean 'free from, devoid
society, an office, etc.; (b) (usu. followed of: e.g. The Sermon ... was quite innocent
by in or into) to instruct (a person) in of meaning—J. Wesley, 1743; The windows
science, art, etc. It is not idiomatic (by are small apertures ... innocent of glass—J.
what Fowler called 'object-shuffling') to Colborne, 1884; His skull<ap was innocent
initiate knowledge, a subject, a hobby, of decoration—G. Durrell, 1954; The eyes
etc., into a person. In such a construction, elaborately made up and the lips in contrast,
instil is the better word.
innocent of any cosmetic at all—TLS, 1977;
One editor's discussion of the Bowery BTioy
-in-law, step-, half-. 1 The plural of is innocent of reference to David Rinear's
in-law formations, e.g. brother-in-law, is article—Theatre Research International, 1986.
typically brothers-in-law, i.e. -s is added to
innuendo. 1 The recommended pi. is
the first word in the formation.
2 -in-law 'is a phrase appended to innuendoes, not -os. See -O(E)S 1.
names of relationship, as father, mother,
2 The word was first (i6-i8c.) used as
brother, sister, son, to indicate that the a formula to introduce a parenthetical
relationship is not by nature, but in the remark commenting on or elucidating
eye of the canon law, with reference what had just been said or written, =
to the degrees of affinity within which
'meaning, to wit, that is to say'. This use
marriage is prohibited. Formerly -in-law was derived from L innuendo 'by nodding
was also used to designate those relation- at, pointing to, meaning', ablative
ships which are now expressed by step-, gerund of innuere 'to nod to, mean'; in
in hopes of, in hopes that. See HOPE
(noun).

innumerate | in order that
medL used to introduce a parenthetic
clause. Skeat's Etymological Diet, quotes
an example from Thomas Blount's Glossographia (1674): he (innuendo, the plaintiff)
is a thief. From this use, by extension, it
came to signify the injurious meaning
or signification alleged to be conveyed
by words not per se injurious; and, by
further extension, any disparaging allusive remark or hint.
innumerate. See ILLITERATE.
inobservance is the regular form now,
not unobservance, but both are being overtaken by non-observance. The usual corresponding adj. is unobserved. See IN- AND
UN-.

inoculate. 1 Thus spelt, not inn-.
2 See VACCINATE.

in order that. The OED (in a section
published in 1904) gives only brief attention to this complex subordinator s.v.
order sb. 29. The three illustrative examples show in order that followed in the
dependent clause by the subjunctive be
(1711), and by may + plain infinitive
(1832, 1875). As it happens (see below),
the apparent restriction of the following
verb to the subjunctive or to the modal
may (or might) seems to have been mainly
justifiable at the time. Those grammarians who have treated the matter at
all seem to agree that the verb in the
dependent clause should not normally
be any of the other modals (thus excluding can and could, shall and should, will
and would, etc.). An examination of two
new resources suggests that substantial
changes have occurred in the course of
the 20C. and are continuing. The changes
are all in the direction of the removal
of earlier constraints in what might appear in the dependent clause after in
order that. The newly available resources
are the electronic database of OED 2 and
the electronic file of incoming quotations in the OED Department. They reveal
that in the period 1901-26 (in which
year MEU was published), which I shall
call Phase 1, may and might were almost
invariably used. In Phase 2,1927-C1960,
nearly one third of the examples of in
order that in the OED 2 database showed
verbs other than may, might, or a subjunctive standing in the dependent clause.
In Phase 3, the period since about i960,
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the formerly excluded group (can, could,
etc.) actually exceeded may, might, and
the subjunctive in the proportion 10:7.
This is not to say that may, might, and
the subjunctive are being abandoned in
these circumstances, but simply that
older constraints upon other types of
verb appearing in the dependent clause
are gradually being withdrawn.
Some illustrative examples follow.
Phase 1 (may) In order that the oiling
may be confined to the road-bed only, the rails
are kept free from spraying by guards on
the sprinkling<ar—Chambers's Jrnl, 1902;
(might) Gater... had decided to sell his highgeared bicycle in order that he might become
the possessor of a Brownie camera—A.
Bennett, 1906; Stabilisation of wages is an
urgent necessity in order that the industry
might enjoy continued peace—World's Paper
Trade Rev., 1922; (can) The motor should be
wound up fully for each record played, in
order that the turntable can rotate at its
normal and even speed—P. A. Scholes, 1921.
Phase 2 (may) A suitable block-and-tackle
is essential in order that the boat may be
hauled far enough up the shore to be safe
from 'rafting' ice—Discovery, 1935; (should)
What factor... must be present in order that
the implicate should be dependent in being
on the implicans—D. J. B. Hawkins, 1937;
(shall) In order that he shall be said to make
a moral judgement, his attitude must be
'universalisable '—A. E. Duncan-Jones, 1952;
(verb in subjunctive) Since oxyanions have
a large amount of resonance stabilization, it
is necessary to overcome this stability in order
that a chemical reaction take place—Chemica
Reviews, 1952.
Phase 3 (might) he always insisted upon
a certain reserve in order that the artist might
give 'full measure' on the stage—Dancing
Times, 1990; (may) the cutting of benefits to
mothers who do not give the names of their
children's father ...in order that they may be
madefinanciallyaccountable—Rouge, 1990;
(can) The Telematics Programme ... looks at
users' needs and requirements in order that
entire networks can talk to each other ready
for
1992-Practical Computing, 1990;
Westlake alumnae cannot help but speculate
that our beloved campus will become a teardown in order that a new coed school can be
built-Vanity Fair (US), 1990; (could) In
order that the oligomer could be deprotected
easily, 'PAC amidites' were used in the synthesis—Nucleic Acids Research, 1990; (verb
in subjunctive) in order that he be regularly
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in order to | insalubrious, unsalubrious

scared by Authority, he should present himselfsometimes be a factor, as will consideraevery six months to the Service's Legal Ad- tions of rhythm and emphasis.
viser—], le Carré, 1989; Paulin vacillates inin petto is an Italian phr. (petto, from
his claims in order that he not have to meet L pectus 'breast') meaning 'in one's own
the responsibilities of arguing any of them heart, in contemplation, undisclosed'. It
out—London Rev. Bks, 1990; (does) I can only
was adopted in this sense in English in
hope that such methodology will be adopted the 17c. and still is so used by those
by teachers new to media work in order thatfamiliar with Italian. But, by confusion
learning about the media does not become awith petty, it has been repeatedly and
bookcover here and a story-board there withwrongly used in English since the early
little attempt at a coherent conceptual con- 19c. to mean 'in miniature, on a small
text-TES, 1990.
scale'. When one sees the names of some
This new evidence does seem to of the malefactors (e.g. Kipling in his
suggest that the old constraints are no Kim (1901), He represents in petto India in
longer valid. The models bringing it all transition—the monstrous hybridism of East
about are clauses headed by so that, so, or and West; also Disraeli, T. E. Lawrence,
that, where no such constraints applied. and others), one must wonder if restricting the phrase to its Italian meaning is
in order to. From the 16c. to the 19c. now a lost cause.
used as a complex preposition meaning
'with a view to the bringing about of input (noun and verb). 1 Both the noun
(something), for the purpose of (some and the verb are now stressed on the
prospective end)': e.g. A meeting ought... first syllable. When the relevant section
to be called ...in order to a regular oppositionof the OED was issued in 1901, the noun,
which was restricted to Scotland and
in parliament—Burke, 1773; In order to the
meant 'a sum put in, a contribution',
existence of love between two parties, therehad initial stressing; but the verb (first
must be a secret affinity between them—E. M.
recorded in the 14c. but by then obsolete)
Goulburn, 1869. The only standard use was stressed variably (infin. second sylnow is a construction (first recorded in lable; inputted, inputter, inputting primary
1711) with a following to-infinitive, with stress on first syllable, secondary stress
essentially the same meaning, i.e. 'with on second). The secondary stress is still
the purpose of doing, with a view to': customary in the inflected forms.
e.g. Rozanov ... had taken a sharp righthand turn in order to avoid going along the 2 To the editors of the OED the word
road—I. Murdoch, 1983; in order to make looked doomed except in Scotland. The
the material manageable, he divides it into advent of computers breathed new life
into both the noun and the verb; and
three parts-Jrnl RSA, 1986; The SDP... wants
from the language of computers input
to reform the unions in order to bring them made its spectacular entry into the everyback in—Times, 1986. It is occasionally day vocabulary of psychology, linclaimed that to, rather than in order to, guistics, and related subjects, and then
is all that is needed, and it is true that into the language at large, used of data,
to is much the more commonly used of information, effort, etc., 'put in or taken
the two in this kind of context: e.g. the in or operated on by any process or
voice used by the daughter to bully her system', as the COD has it.
mother—P. P. Read, 1986; the path takes an
unscheduled turn to miss a big tree—C. K. 3 The pa.t. and pa.pple are either input
Stead, 1986; over half the members ofNato or inputted; the pres.pple is inputting. See
-T-, -TT-.
have been deploying military aircraft to relieve
the African drought—Times, 1986; We both
inquire, enquire. See ENQUIRE.
came here to get other people out of trouble—A.
Brookner, 1986. There is clearly room for in regard to. See REGARD 1.
both constructions. It is hard to pin down in respect of, to. See RESPECT.
reasons for the choice of the longer form.
insalubrious, unsalubrious. Both are
Some have claimed that it is slightly well-established words meaning '(of climore formal. The presence of a different mate or place) unhealthy', but the forkind of to-infinitive in the vicinity (see mer is at present easily the dominant
the first Times 1986 example above) may member of the two. See IN- AND UN-.

insanitary, unsanitary | insist
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insanitary, unsanitary. Sanitation is a insignia. In origin it is the L pi. form
19c. concept: the word itself was first of insigne 'mark, sign, badge of office',
recorded in 1848, and other words in which is itself a substantival use of the
the family also made their first ap- neuter singular of the adj. insignis 'distinpearance in that century (insanitary 1874, guished'. In two of its uses it has had an
unsanitary 1871, sanitary 1842, sanitate uncomfortable history since it entered
1882, sanitize 1836). Of the negative ad- the language in the mid-i7C. (a) Insignia
jectival forms, insanitary is the more as pi. ( = badges or distinguishing marks
usual of the two. But there is something of office) (oil the insignia of the Vice-Chancelto be said for Fowler's view (1926) that lor and proctors), (b) Used erroneously (acunsanitary might be used 'of a place, etc., cording to the OED) as sing, with insignias
that neither had nor needed provisions as its pi.: Bells, ladle, and the fool's cap
for sanitation (e.g. a primitive and unsanit- ... Insignias of their liking-W. H. Ireland,
1807; I saw not a single racer at Sestrière
ary but entirely healthy life or village; insanitary implies danger [to health]'. See IN- bearing an insignia that seemed out of placeTimes, 1971- (c) insigne (singular) 'badge,
AND UN-.
ensign, emblem', pronounced /m'signi/:
inside of. Used of a period of time The men of Lord Louis Mountbatten's South(inside of a week = less than a week), this eastern Asia command wore it [sc. the figure
colloquial expression is first recorded in of a phoenix] as an insigne in World War
an American work of 1839. From AmE it II—W. R. Benêt, 1948; pieces here and there
has gradually made its way into other of old Wehrmacht and SS uniform, tattered
forms of English, but not into standard civilian clothes, only one insigne in common,
BrE. The OED also records the closely ... 0 painted steel device in red, white and
related phr. the inside of 'the middle or blue—T. Pynchon, 1973. Type (a) is the
main portion of a period of time'; the only one of the three in standard use in
phr. is labelled 'colloq.' and is first re- BrE. Type (b) is marked as 'fully standard'
corded in 1890. Examples: (inside of) in American dictionaries. Insigne is rare
Renny won a fiver off me because he made and its use likely to cause bewilderfriends inside of the month—M. de la Roche, ment.
1940 (Canad.); Ill be between the sheets
inside of half an hour, old man—A. Fullerton,insist has three main uses: (a) insist on,
1954; There too, faces were sometimes painteddemand, maintain (he insisted on making
with 'any kind of paint that you could rub an appointment; she insists on her suitoff inside of a few days'-Christmas Mumming ability); (b) followed by a that-clause, often
in Newfoundland, 1969; (the inside of) Why, one containing a verb visibly or noI can't even keep a man faithful to me for the tionally in the subjunctive (see below);
inside of a month—C. Isherwood, 1939; At (c) used absolutely (since you insist, I will
first Isabel had only meant to stay away for come to the party). Examples of type (b) ( =
the inside of a week—L. P. Hartley, 1955- to maintain persistently; always, when
introducing an indirect statement, with
insightful. First recorded in a work by indicative in the that-clause) Protarchus
John Galsworthy in 1907, meaning, of ... insists that... all pleasures are good—B.
course, 'characterized by insight', it has Jowett, 1875; She insists that he is older
become an omnipresent word of praise than he says he is—mod.; ( = to make a
in psychological, linguistic, literary, and demand with persistent urgency; with
other kinds of writing. Examples: She actual or notional subjunctive in the
created afilmwhich was memorable, intrigu-that-clause, and sometimes with omising and moving, a warm and insightful recon-sion of that): (with that) Tony insisted that
struction of a vanished age—Listener, 1982;she accompany him to a meeting of the LiterThe text typology is followed by an insightfulary Society—A. S. Byatt, 1985; Her father
outline of how the general knowledge... was insisted that she stay at the comprehensive
passed on—Internat. Jrnl Lexicography, 1988;school until she had done A-levels—P. Gilliatt,
It was a wonderful insightful exhibition- 1988; He wants Western tourism to be Cuba's
Modern Painters, 1988. The frequency with principal source of foreign exchange yet insists
which it has been used throughout the that Cubans not be attracted to the values of
century has taken away much of its im- their guests—NY Rev. Bks, 1989; (that omitted) And I, maliciously, insisted he take the
pact.
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in so far as | instil

most comfortable chair—P. Lively, 1987; He instability. See IN- AND UN-.
insisted she handle the cullet—P. Carey, 1988;
That evening he insisted I share his opium install is now the recommended form,
pipe with him—C. Phipps, 1989; There wererather than instal. The inflected forms are
nights when she seemed so forlorn that he installed, installing, but instalment (AmE
insisted she sleep over in the spare room normally installment). See -LL-, -L-.
at the hack—K. McCrum, 1991. In such
instance. 'The abuse of this word in lazy
contexts a putative should + infin. is
periphrasis has gone far,' says Fowler
often used instead of the subjunctive:
(1926), 'though not as far as that of case.'
e.g. the Carey 1988 sentence could be reTwo examples are cited of which this is
expressed as he insisted that she should
one: The taxation of the unimproved values
handle the cullet.
in any area, omitting altogether a tax on
in SO far as. This complex subordinator improvements, necessarily lightens the burden
(as it is now called) has been in use since in the instance of improved properties.
the 16c. (it has the rare distinction of Whether the battering by Fowler and
being treated twice in the OED, s.v. in others has brought it about or not, it is
prep. 39 and so adv. & conj. 35c), and is now quite hard to find examples of in
still common. It is conventionally writ- the instance of. The best policy is to refrain
ten as four words in OUP house style, from using this particular phrase, but
but other standard authorities (includ- to continue to use the word instance in
ing CGEL, 1985) use insofar as and others its other dictionary-listed senses, e.g. 'an
in-so-far as. It normally means 'to the example or illustration o f (just another
extent that'. Examples: Enforcement, inso- instance of his lack of consideration), 'a parfar as salaries are concerned, is costing noth-ticular case' (that's not true in this instance);
also the phrases for instance, and at the
ing—Times, 1969; The results of it will be used
of 'at the request or suggestion
here in-so-far as they affect the classificationinstance
of
the group—Watsonia, 1971; The exercise ofof (a person)': I was there at the instance of
reviewing his life was proving monstrous in Mrs. Shuttlethwaite-T. S. Eliot, 1950.
so far as it revealed the places in which it
had gone irredeemably wrong—A. Brookner,
1988. It is a somewhat formal phrase,
and can sometimes be replaced without
loss of meaning or dislocation of syntax
by so far as, though, since, or some other
simpler conjunction.
insouciance, insouciant. Opinion is
tending towards a fully Anglicized pronunciation for these words: /m'suisians/,
/m'su:siant/. But some people still retain
the French pronunciation in part or full,
i.e. /sèsusjâis/, /aèsusjâ/.

instigate properly means 'to spur, urge
on (esp. to an antisocial or discreditable
act)', but, as a correspondent has pointed
out to me, it is occasionally wrongly
used to mean 'institute, start, set up':
e.g. (from a 1991 letter written by a
prison governor) Re improvement objectives—I have made a start on the above... The
first change is to instigate a full induction
programme; (from a Treasury circular
dated 16 May 1991) Departments... should
ensure that all staff are made aware of their
obligations under the legislation, and instigate appropriate actions to ensure compliance.

inspan /m'spaen/ (verb). A SAfr. word
meaning 'to harness an animal or an- instil. 1 Thus spelt in BrE, but predomiimals to (a wagon.etc); to harness nantly as instill in AmE. The inflected
(people or resources) into service*. The forms are instilled, instilling. See -LL-, -L-.
inflected forms are inspanned, inspanning.
2 Fowler (1926) worried about what he
See -N-, -NN-.
called 'object-shuffling confusion', citing
inspect makes inspector and the now- in support the sentence The Tsar's words
will undoubtedly instil the Christians of Macefading feminine equivalent inspectress.
donia with hope. Tou can inspire men
inst. In business letters this abbrevi- with hope,' he said, 'or hope in men; but
ation of instant (your letter ofthe 6th inst.) you can only instil it into them, not
means 'ofthe current month'. Nowadays them with it.' He was right. In such
the name of the month is commonly circumstances the word to use is imbue
or infuse. There is a 1644 example (from
used instead (your letter of 6June).

instinct | insular
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Milton) of instil with in the OED but it is (first in Canada 1897, then in various
sternly labelled Obs. rarer1. Occasional other countries in the early 20c); British
passive uses of instil with in mod E merely Standards Institution (UK national standshow that the virus is not extinct : I have ards body, 20c); Institute for Advanced Studprepared myself, my muscles are instilled withies (at Princeton Univ., NJ, founded 1933).
everything that must he done—]. Updike, Since the early 19c. institution has also
1981 ; During the war my mother and brotherbeen widely used for well-established
and I went to Norfolk, and there I was instilledand much loved national customs,
with a love of the countryside—Sunday Express
(sporting) events, constitutional conMag., 1986.
cepts, etc. Thus cricket, the Grand National, the monarchy, the Boat Race,
instinct (noun and adj.). see NOUN AND Wimbledon, the Trooping of the Colour,
ADJECTIVE ACCENT.
the (London) Lord Mayor's Show, the
Chelsea Flower Show, the last night of
instinct, intuition. See INTUITION.
the Proms, and a host of other aspects
of life in Britain are said to be national
instinctual. This adj., brought into institutions. The impermanence of such
being, it would seem, by psychologists public recognition, however, is shown
in the 1920s, being not easily distin- by the fact that in 1926 Fowler included
guishable from instinctive, is not often the Workhouse and capital punishment
found outside learned monographs. It in his list of such institutions.
joins other sociolinguistic and archaeological formations (or revivals) of the 20c. instruct (verb). The derivatives are inlike aspectual and processual. Such forms structor (not -er) and (now rare) instructress.
have the advantage that they are eminently translatable into the main conti- insubstantial (first recorded in 1607)
nental languages of Europe; and, of seems to have edged out unsubstantial
course, have formal validity in that they (mid-i 5c.) from the language. There is
join other well-established words ending no lexically definable difference between
in -ual like conceptual, eventual, habitual,the two (they both mean 'lacking solidarand textual.
ity or substance; not real'); the occasional
choice of unsubstantial seems to depend
institute, institution. For concrete uses more than anything else upon the presof the words, namely (a) a society or ence of the regular form unsubstantiated
organization instituted to promote some in the immediate vicinity. The main dicliterary, scientific, artistic, professional, tionaries for foreign learners of English
or educational object, or (b) a building give no houseroom to unsubstantial. See
in which the work of such a society is IN- AND UN-.
carried on, there is no formal distinction
between the two words. At the time of
insufficient (adj.). Care should be taken
the formation of such a society one of in the choice of this word instead of not
the two terms was chosen and for the enough, too little, or some other synonym.
most part has remained in use. The earl- A banker might stamp insufficient funds
iest institute mentioned in the OED is on an overdrawn account, and a tutor
the Mechanics' Institute (estab. 1823), and might write insufficient evidence on an
others listed include the Royal Institute of unconvincing essay. But inadequate is
British Architects (founded 1834) and the often a better choice: a person, for inRoyal Archaeological Institute (1843)- Of in- stance, can be said to be inadequate but
stitutions the earliest mentioned in the hardly insujfjfirient (though Chaucer, LydOED is the Royal Masonic Benevolent Institu-gate, Spenser, and others used it in this
tion (founded 1798), but it is clear that sense). And one can no longer say He
various benevolent and charitable insti- is insufficient in lands, i.e. does not own
tutions existed from the beginning of enough land, as was possible from the
the 18c. Other early institutions in- 15c. to the 17c.
cluded the Institution of Civil Engineers
(1818) and the Smithsonian Institution insular is a mild pejorative, bestowed
(Washington, DC, 1830). Typical ex- normally with condescension. It is
amples of the two forms : Taylor Institution characteristic of the British that, al(Oxford, opened 1848); Women's Institute though quick to discern intellectual and
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insupportable | intend

moral virtues in small self-sufficient
indigenous communities, such as the
Tibetans and the Eskimos, they affect
to despise the mentality of sub-units of
their own population. Insular, used of an
attitude towards some aspects of international affairs, is merely provincial or
parochial writ large.

intelligent, intellectual. While an intelligent person is one who is 'quick
of mind; clever, brainy', an intellectual
lives on a higher plane of abstract
thought. The range of ability covered by
the word intelligent is considerable, from
that of a child seeming to have acquired
skills ahead of the normal time to the
kind of person, Fowler said in 1926, 'we
insupportable (first recorded in 1530) most of us flatter ourselves that we can
is fighting it out with unsupportable find in the looking-glass'. Wayward
(1586). In so far as a clearly definable people in the dock are often described
difference exists between them, the first by prosecuting counsels as intelligent but
is usually chosen when the required
. . . . A dog that performs a particular
meaning is 'unjustifiable', and the act, e.g. fetches a thrown stick, may be
second when the required meaning is described as intelligent. An intellectual is a
'indefensible'. But the line is a thin one. being apart, someone with rare special
The main dictionaries for foreign lear- insights, such as, say, Isaiah Berlin, or,
ners of English give space to insupportable come to that, Karl Marx, the supreme
but none to unsupportable. See IN- AND example of an intellectual unmasked.
UN-.
Intelligent people are dispersed through
the nation. They are hardly ever haminsure. See ASSURE. See also EM- AND fisted or impractical; they are simply too
IM-.
busy protecting society from anarchy to
claim immunity from the acquisition of
insusceptible (first recorded in 1603) ordinary skills. Intellectuals are a distinis now usually preferred to the synonym- guished but impermanent minority;
ous unsusceptible (1692), though neither they normally speak like archangels, or
is in common use.
philosophers, or political scientists, usually in several languages, and have oriintaglio /m'tailiau/ or /m'tarljau/. PL inginal views about the arts and about the
taglios. See -O(E)S 4. Intaglio is opposed to
diverse ways of mankind, but usually
relief as a name for the kind of carving in
cannot cut a slice of bread straight or
which the design, instead of projecting
drive a car. Their reputations, like their
from the surface, is sunk below it. Cf. It.
opinions, come and go.
intagliare 'to cut into'.
intelligentsia. A key word in 20C. political vocabulary, it was first formed in
pre-revolutionary Russia to mean 'the
part of a nation that aspires to intellectual activity; the class of society regarded as possessing culture and
political initiative' (OED 2). The word survives (except with backward reference)
integrate (verb). Since the late 1940s mainly as a convenient appellation for
this 17c. word has been drawn into wide- any group of people judged to be more
spread use (similarly the associated than ordinarily thoughtful or clever in
words integrated and integration) to mean a designated area of activity.
'to bring (racially or culturally differentiated peoples) into equal membership intend (verb). Normal constructions of
of a society or system'. This welcome this verb need not be dwelt on. They
development is surprising only in the include the types ( + to-infinitive) we insense that it arrived so late in the day. tend to go, ( + gerund) we intend going,
The process of integration continues, and (in passive +for) these are intended
more rapidly in some countries than for children. Non-standard constructions
in others: in other words integrate, in include the type he didn't intend for Wales
modern terminology, is, in this sense at to lose (read that Wales should lose); and
the informal AmE type Don't pick up a
least, a dynamic and not a stative verb.

integral. As a noun it has little if any
currency outside mathematics. As an adj.
( = necessary to the completeness of a
whole; forming a whole) it, like the
noun, should be pronounced with the
stress on the first syllable, i.e. /'mtigral/,
not /m'tegral/.

intended | intermagazine unless you intend on buying it
(read intend buying).
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introduced the distinction that an industrial process is either capital-intensive
(intensively using capital) or labour-intensive (needing a large workforce). What
we are looking at is a standstill adj.
(intense) and a mobile one (intensive). But
the limitations placed at the end of the
17c. upon certain uses of intensive (see
above) remain as valid as ever.

intended (noun). In this age of broken
marriages and of unblessed extramarital
unions it is hardly surprising (though to
Fowler in 1926 it was 'curious') that
'betrothed people should find it so difficult to hit upon a comfortable word to
describe each other by'. My intended (a
type first recorded in 1767), my engaged intensifier, a class of adverbs that amp(unrecorded), and my betrothed (1588) are lify or add emphasis to a gradable adjectall notional possibilities but seem impos- ive, e.g. greatly obliged, highly intelligent,
sibly stilted or artificial. My lover is too perfectly reasonable; or that have 'a general
explicit by far. Idiomatic substitutes are lowering effect' from an assumed norm,
my boyfriend/girlfriend—though imminent e.g. barely intelligible, relatively small. Also
marriage is not implied—my future wife a class of adjectives that have emphasiz{husband), and my wife (husband) to be. ing, amplifying, or downtoning force,
What it comes down to is that myfiancé(e)' e.g. a sure sign, a true scholar, utter nonsense
is really the only appropriate expression, a close friend, a complete fool; a feeble joke.
though various periphrases are avail- Some scholars use the term more widely,
able, e.g. This is my friend X. We are to be e.g. of himself in he himself couldn't come.
married in November. The fact that they The older term (still sometimes used)
are already living together is often left was intensive (noun and adj.).
unsaid.
intensive. See INTENSE and prec.
intense, intensive. They are both longserving words (intense first recorded
intention is construed with of+ noun
C1400, intensive in 1526) with many (the noblest intentions of mankind),
branches and sub-branches of meaning of+ gerund (he acted with the intention of
and frequent intersections. The broad pleasing her), or with a to-infinitive (its
strategy of the OED entry for intense was main intention is to inform the public that
to place emphasis on its etymological any promiscuous person ... is at risk from
sense, ('stretched, strained, high-strung') AIDS-BMJ, 1986). Some authorities (e.g.
and therefore to highlight the following CGEL, 1985) assert that the dominant
three senses: (a) (of a quality or condition) construction is with of+-ing, while
extreme, excessive, ardent; (b) (of a thing) others suggest that the construction
having a characteristic quality in a very with a to-infinitive occurs with approxhigh degree; (c) (of a person or personal imately equal frequency. Examples: (folaction) intent, eager, manifesting ex- lowed by 0/+gerund) I have no
treme emotion. Intensive to begin with intention—no present intention—of standing
(16-17C.) was used in senses (a) and (c), for Parliament—H. Macmillan, 1979; He
but settled down in the 17c. as the rou- went to Cambridge to read Natural Science
tine adj. corresponding to the noun with the intention of becoming a geologist-H.
intensity (of intrinsic strength, depth, or Carpenter, 1981; (followed by a to-infinifullness). This broad semantic path often tive) When the sun's warmth began to fade
coincided with that of sense (b) of intense. away, we had to reconsider our original inIn the 19c. and 20c. intense has retained tention to sleep out on the beach—Angela
its traditional senses, none of which has Davis, 1975; He had given notice of his
lost ground. Intensive, on the other hand, intention to turn up this evening—K. Amis,
has moved into new territory. Since the
1980; I had no intention to upset Gillianearly 19c. it has been applied to methods Julian Barnes, 1991 (the speaker is halfof cultivation, animal husbandry, fish- French).
ing, etc., which increase productivity by
the use of new techniques. Towards the
inter (verb). The inflected forms are
end of the 19c. the notion of intensive interred, interring. See -R-, -RR-.
medical treatment emerged, out of
which came the term intensive care in the inter- is a prefix meaning 'between,
1960s. And in the mid-2oc. economists among' (intercity, interlinear) or 'mutually,
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reciprocally' (interbreed); as opposed to
intra-, which is a prefix forming adjectives, and has the meaning 'on the inside,
within* (intramural, intravenous).

inter alia | interment
by enough. Example: Interestingly, what exercises Lord Chalfont is not the existence of
nuclear weapons, an existence which, he says,
cannot he repealed—M. Amis, 1987.

interface. In 1901, when the relevant
section of the OED was issued, interface
was virtually a new word. The earliest
example was one of 1882, and the word
had only the concrete sense 'a surface
lying between two portions of matter
or space, and forming their common
boundary'. There were no figurative or
transferred uses and there was no corresponding verb. In 1976, when volume ii
intercalary. The main authorities re- of OEDS was published, a transformation
commend second-syllable stressing, i.e. had occurred. Computers had arrived,
/m't3:kalan/, but /mta'kaelan/ is also per- and so too had Marshall McLuhan. As
mitted. Only second-syllable stressing is noun and verb interface had become an
permissible for the verb intercalate.
instant vogue word in the 1960s, and the
space devoted to it in the Supplement
intercept. The agent-noun is interceptor
reflected that fact. The half-inch of the
(not -er).
OED entry was supplemented by eleven
interchange. The verb is stressed on inches of additional evidence. There
the third syllable and the noun on the were interfaces between governments and
marketing systems, between lecturers
first.
and students, between unions and
interchangeable. Thus spelt, with the management, between medicine and
ethics; concepts interfaced other confinal -e of interchange retained.
cepts. All potentially adversarial systems
intercourse. The sexual sense of the were found to have interfaces. One of the
word (first recorded in 1798 but uncom- keywords of the 20c. had made its grand
mon before the 20c.) is now threatening and noisy entrance, and was heckled and
to drive out the traditional sense 'social censured by those who had no taste for
communication or dealings between in- it. Interface continues to be used by physdividuals, nations, etc' (first recorded in icists, computer specialists, and other
1494). The following passage in a letter technical writers, but in lay use has
written by Charles Dickens on 5 Aug. fallen into a recessive phase, as vogue
1852 would now be subject to misinter- words tend to when they have trampled
pretation: We looked forward to years of over the language for something like a
unchanged intercourse.
generation.

inter alia is Latin for 'among others'
when 'others' are things. If the rules of
Latin are to be carried over to English,
when persons are referred to the correct
form is inter alios. In practice, however,
it is best to restrict inter alia to things
(e.g. he said, inter alia, that ... ), and
to use among others when referring to
people.

interdependence, -cy. There is no dif- interior. See EXTERIOR 1.
ference of sense, but interdependence is
the more usual of the two. See -CE, -CY.
interlocutor /mta'mkjuta/, a person who
takes part in a dialogue or conversation.
interdict. The noun bears the main Thus spelt, not -er.
stress on the first syllable, and the verb
on the third.
interlope /mta'laup/, interloper /'mtalaupa/. Thus pronounced, i.e. with coninterest. It is worth noting that the trasting stressing.
dominant pronunciation in present-day
standard BrE is /'mtnst/, i.e. with the first interlude. The dominant pronunciation
e left unpronounced. The same is true is with /-lu:d/ rather than /-lju:d/. See LU.
of the derivatives interested, interestingly).
interment, the burial of a corpse, is, of
interestingly. It is of interest to observe course, to be distinguished from internthat its use as a SENTENCE ADVERB, first
ment, confinement (of aliens, etc.) within
recorded in the 1960s, has escaped cen- the limits of a camp during a war or
sure, unlike hopefully. It is often qualified threat of war.

intermezzo | internecine
intermezzo /mta'metsau/. PL intermezzi
/-tsi/ (preferred), or intermezzos.
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and contemporary realities—]. Mulgan and
D. M. Davin, 1947- And it is a simple
matter to collect examples of in terms
intermission, an interval between parts of which have been written, like this
of a play, film, concert, etc. Originally example, by people who are not
(19c.) an Americanism, but now probably 'broadcasters or military or governas widely used in Britain as the tradi- mental spokesmen': e.g. Dataquest pegs
tional word interval.
ESRI as the leading GIS company—in terms
of both revenue and reputation-Computer
intermit. The inflected forms are in- Graphics World, 1988; He deals with the
termitted, intermitting. Also intermittent converso judaizing world in terms of its
(adj.). See -T-, -TT-.
social and religiousrituals,births, marriages,
in terms Of. This much-debated three- deaths, leading to the establishment of the
word sequence is now widely called a Inquisition—Bull. Hispanic Studies, 1990; Racomplex preposition, joining such long- meau ... conceived his music precisely in
established sequences as in aid of, in front terms of timbres, types of attack, degree of
sostenuto—Country Life, 1990; Justifying
of, in place of, in common "with, in compliance
with; in exchange for; in relation to. It has space in terms of material wealth is as ridicualso been called 'a vague all-purpose con- lous as saying that man went to the Moon
nective' by one usage writer (H. P. Guth) merely to be able to return with velcro zips
in 1985, and 'it encounters a good deal and non-stick frying pans—New Scientist,
of criticism when used to speak of one ill- 1991; The dating of his novels in terms of
defined thing in terms 0/another equally when they were written rather than when
vague and ill-defined' (Columbia Guide to they were published is often uncertain, since in
Standard American English, 1993). It was the upheavals of exile some were not published
rather extravagantly described in 1993 chronologically—NY Rev. Bks, 1991. One can
by the Oxford philosopher Michael Dum- only conclude that there is a world outmett as representing 'the lowest point side the language of broadcasters and
so far in the present degradation of the military and governmental spokesmen
English language'. Examples (from where the complex preposition in terms
'broadcasters and military and govern- of is a useful particularizing device. But
mental spokesmen') cited by Dummett it should not be used merely as 'a vague
include: We have made great progress in all-purpose connective', as it seems to
terms of the balance of payments (rewrite, be in the following example: When John
says Dummett, as The balance of payments Major emerged as a possible candidate to
has improved); Our troops have been highlylead the Conservative party, one was struck
successful in terms of advancing into enemy by his engaging artlessness in terms of classterritory (read Our troops have advanced deepDaily Tel, 1991.
into enemy territory).
intern. In the US and Canada (on occaHow did this complex preposition sion elsewhere) the term (sometimes
come into being? The OED reveals that it spelt interne) for a recent medical graduhas been in use since the mid-i8c. as a
ate, resident and working under supermathematical expression 'said of a series vision in a hospital as part of his or her
... stated in terms involving some par- training. The equivalent terms in Britain
ticular (my emphasis) quantity', and illus- are houseman, house physician, and house
trates this technical use by citing surgeon.
examples from the work of Herbert
Spencer (1862), J. F. W. Herschel (1866), internecine. Pronounced /mta'niisam/
and other writers. From this technical and used in English to mean 'mutually
use came at first a trickle and, after the destructive'. Classicists will know that
1940s, a flood of imitative uses by non- its 'true' meaning is 'characterized by
mathematicians. The OED lists the phr. great slaughter', a meaning found in
to think in terms of (and labels it colloq.) some 17-19C contexts, including Sam'to make (a particular consideration) the uel Butler's Hudibras (1663). The word
basis of one's attention, enquiries, plans, is an adaptation of L internecînus, from
etc.': e.g. The impact of Ibsen ... did much interneciô 'general slaughter, massacre',
to revitalize the degenerate English theatre from internecâre 'to slaughter': the eleand force it to think in terms of living ideas ment inter- in Latin words meaning 'to
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internist | in that

Computer World, 1985; Some of deconstruction's avowed interpretative misreadings of
literature—Brit. Jrnl Aesthetics, 1986; Palaeohotany is a splendid interpretative scienceBlitz (Bombay), 1987; Not all art, and not,
perhaps, the greatest, need yield to such interpretative paraphrase—New Yorker, 1987; As
Dr John Coiley, keeper of the museum... says:
'Ifyou're not interpretative, the general visitor
won't learn anything.'—TES, 1990; You may
be wondering why I am rabbiting on about
interpretative processes when the theme of this
internist. See PHYSICIAN.
article is how to build a bracket clockPractical Woodworking, 1990; (interpretive)
internment. See INTERMENT.
A converted wartime building, it will provide
an interpretive base from which visitors can
interpellate /m't3:pileit/ (verb), '(in Euro- enjoy extensive views of the saltmarshes—Bird
pean parliaments) to interrupt the order Watching, 1986; It is, however, confined to
of the day by demanding an explanation presenting a critique of... the Interpretive
from (the Minister concerned)', is a virt- approach—Brit. Jrnl Sociol, 1987; He ... is
ual homonym of interpolate /m't3:paleit/ working at present on a project to develop a
'to interject (a remark) in a conversation; network of marine wardens and interpretive
to estimate (values) from known ones in centres—E. Wood et al., 1988; Chinese culture
the same range'. Contextually, however, ... has undergone major interpretive phases
the danger of confusion is minimal, and, in recent decades—Dxdalus, 1991. For what
in any case, the first of the two is now it is worth, a search in a large computer
little used. The same considerations ap- database in November 1988 showed that
ply to the corresponding nouns interpel- the shorter form was the more common
lation and interpolation.
of the two in the proportion 5:1.

kill' did not carry its usual sense of
'mutual, reciprocal'. Johnson's Dictionary
(1755) interpreted the adj. to mean 'endeavouring mutual destruction', and
thus set the word on its way to its only
current meaning. It is used in this sense
not only of battles between warring factions such as those in Bosnia in the
1990s, but also, more trivially, of boardroom or other internal battles in business circles or other walks of life.

interpersonal (adj.). Recorded once in
1842, and reintroduced in 1938 by the
psychologist H. S. Sullivan (1892-1949),
interpersonal is mainly restricted to the
language of psychology to describe behaviour between people in any encounter. From there it has seeped into the
bureaucratic vocabulary of social workers, personnel departments, counsellors,
head teachers, and so on—in other words
people concerned with person-to-person
relationships.
interpretative, interpretive, in standard BrE the traditional (and recommended) form is interpretative (formed on the
ppl stem of L interpretatum), thus aligning
itself e.g. with authoritative, qualitative,
and quantitative. But it is coming under
severe pressure from the shortened form
interpretive (as, in some circles, quantitative is being threatened by quantitive).
For further discussion of the matter, see

interregnum. The recommended pi. is
interregnums, not interregna. See -UM 3.
interstice /m't3:stis/, an intervening
space. A word that is most commonly
found in the pi. form interstices /m't3:stisi:z/ or /-siz/.
interval. See INTERMISSION.

intestinal. Most authorities recommend placing the stress on the second
syllable, thus /m'testmal/. But third-syllable stressing, with lengthening of the
stressed vowel, i.e. /mte'stamal/, is gaining
ground, at least in BrE.

in that. In the nature of things, because
of the multiplicity of ways in which in
and that are separately used, it is not
easy to find the conjunction in that in
the OED, but it is there, listed as sense
40 of in prep., defined as 'in the fact that;
in its being the case that; in presence,
view, or consequence of the fact that;
-ATIVE, -IVE, PREVENTIVE.
Some examples will bring out the ubi- seeing that; as, because', and illustrated
quity of both forms in various kinds of by six quotations from the 15c. to the
writing: (interpretative) An interpretative 19c, including this one from Shakecode is almost certainly going to result in speare's 2 Henry VI (1593): Let him dye, in
a more compact compiled product—Personalthat he is a Fox. It would seem to be a very

in the circumstances | intransitive
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flexible conjunction. Jespersen (1909-49, intimidate. Fowler (1926) cited an incoriii) provided further examples (16-19C.) rect use of intimidate followed by a direct
and described in that as 'literary rather object +jrom: Similar threats were uttered
than colloquial'. He also reminded us in the endeavour to intimidate Parliament
that some scholars think 'that that in from disestablishing the Irish Episcopal
this group is the demonstrative pronoun Church. As he pointed out, from is idiothat with omission of the conjunction'. matic after deter and discourage, but not
Curme (1931) repeated the point by as- after intimidate or terrify.
serting that the type He differed from his
colleagues in that he devoted his spare time into, in to. 1 The two words should
to reading was the equivalent of He differed be written separately when the sense is
in that: he devoted his spare time to reading. separate, most commonly when in is a
He also believed that Arts (AV) 10: 33 and full adverb and to is an infinitive marker
thou hast well done, that thou art come and means 'in order to'. Examples: {in
would perhaps be now rendered as 'in to) People dropped in to see him; The maid
that you have come or more simply in looked in to ask if they wanted coffee; the
coming'. (In fact the corresponding pas- Secretary of State, George Shultz, slipped i
sage in the NEB is crassly banal: it wos to replace Reagan; ( + noun) he accompanie
kind ofyou to come.) CGEL (1985) paid little her into dinner, (into, esp. expressing moattention to in that: it simply called it a tion or direction) I was reduced to staring
'complex subordinator' and left it un- into the water; The desire to know can degen
ate into mere trickery; The Highway Code c
illustrated.
In view of all this listing of uses of in be taken into account; He wants to put his
that—its true force seems to baffle or not hand into hers. In the first group it would
baffle the experts in turn—it is not easy be wrong to conjoin in and to (e.g. People
to decide whether much value should dropped into see him); and in the third
be placed upon Fowler's insistence in group to let them stand apart (e.g. I was
1926 that in that is wrongly used for reduced to staring in to the water).
simple that in several sentences that he
2 The modern use (1960s onwards) of
cites, including The legislative jury sat to into to mean 'involved in, knowledgeable
try the indictment against Mr Justice Gran- about' (he is into Zen) is still suitable only
tham in that during the Great Yarmouth for distinctly informal contexts.
election petition he displayed political bias.
Perhaps one should say that the jury is intra-. See INTER-.
still out on that one. What one can say
is that in that clauses are not uncommon, intransigent. The recommended proand that the meaning of in that is amply nunciation is /m'traensid3ant/, but
covered by sense 40 of in prep, in the /-'traenz-/, /-'trains-/, and /-'trainz-/ are all
OED. Witness, for example, this sentence permissible. The word came into English
by Henry Cecil Wyld in his History of from French in the 1880s and was for
Modern Colloquial English (3rd edn, 1936): some time pronounced in a French
M.E. spelling ...is to a certain extent phonetic,manner and often spelt (as in French)
in that there is often a genuine attempt to intransigeant.
express the sound as accurately as possible. intransitive (adj.). In sentences of the
And also the following: They work like type they lit afire, the verb lit is transitive
disks in that they can he partially erased—in that it has an object (a^ire). By contrast,
Management Computing, 1990; it is an ines' in the sentence they arrived at noon, the
capable truth that the petroleum industry is verb arrived has no direct object and is
subject to a rigid technical constraint, in that called intransitive. Numerous verbs, e.g.
a large proportion of inventories are tied in to lie, to seem, are always used intransthe supply system—Oxford Institute for Energyitively. Other verbs have both transitive
Studies, 1990; The vessels ...are unusual in and intransitive uses: e.g. (transitive) he
that they have no engine room, being powered played the piano; (intransitive) she plays
by ten diesel-driven alternator packs connected
well. Thus the presence or absence of a
to the main switchboard—Ships Monthly, direct object determines whether a verb
1991.
(or sense of a verb) is transitive or
in the circumstances.
STANCE.

See CIRCUM-

intransitive. Many verbs can appear to
govern two objects, a direct one and an
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intransitive past participles | intrigue

indirect one (they gave her an apple). These players are downhearted and the downhearted players, but there is no verb to
are called DITRANSITIVE verbs.
downheart. Finally, it is worthy of note
intransitive past participles. To begin that some intransitive pa.pples have
with, it might be as well to remind rather less than a straightforward relareaders that a past participle is the tionship with the corresponding verbs:
single-word participle that does not end an ill-advised action is either one done
in -ing, but most commonly in -ed (pol- without due consideration or one reished), -d (heard), -t (lost), or -en (spoken):sulting from bad advice; a well-read person
thus she had polished the silver; he had heard is one who has read widely, and by implithe news; she had lost the will to live; they cation is continuing to read widely; a
had spoken to no one. And that a transitive well-behaved child is one with a reputation
verb is one that takes a direct object (he for good behaviour or one who happens
hits the ball) and an intransitive verb one to be behaving itself well at the time of
that does not take a direct object (the speaking. All of which reminds us that
lions roared). It is well to remember, too, it is as well not to forget that the use of
that many verbs are capable of being intransitive pa.pples and of the corresused either transitively or intransitively ponding ppl adjs. calls for vigilance at
(cf. he left the house an hour ago and I am all times.
going to leave now). It should also be said
at the outset that most of the pa.pples intrench. See EM- AND IM-.
of transitive verbs may be freely used
intrigue (verb). There are lessons to be
as participial adjectives: e.g. the polished
learnt here. Intrigue is a standard exsilver, heard melodies; lost property; the
ample of a word of long standing in the
spoken word.
language (first recorded in 1612) that was
There are various uncertainties about adopted in English first in the primary
the use of the pa.pples of intransitive sense of its language of origin (French),
verbs as participial adjectives. First, a namely 'to trick, deceive, cheat; to emselect list of phrases containing ppl adjs. barrass, puzzle, perplex', then branched
where the corresponding verbs are in out in various ways, esp. in the direction
most circumstances used only intransi- of amorous intimacy ('to carry on a secret
tively: absconded debtors ( = debtors who amour') and of underhand plotting ('to
have absconded), a newly arrived guest ( = employ secret means to bring about
a guest who has recently or has just some desired end'), and finally in the
arrived), a collapsed lung, the departed 1890s drew further away towards the
guests, the deceased husband, the eloped pair,notion of fascinating curiosity ('to excite
escaped prisoners, an expired licence, fallen the curiosity or interest or fascination
angels, a grown man, the risen sun, a of). The new sense flourished to the
vanished tribe. Secondly, when a verb is point that Fowler (1926) declared it to
used both transitively and intransitively be a literary critics' word 'of no merit
it is sometimes difficult to say whether whatever except that of unfamiliarity to
the pa.pple is active or passive, and the the English reader'. Fowler could not see
answer may affect the sense. For ex- why fascinate, mystify, interest, and pique
ample, a capsized boat may have capsized were not adequate for the task: he might
of its own accord (the boat capsized) or also have mentioned absorb, captivate,
have been overturned by some agent, charm, enchant, enthral, transfix ... But the
e.g. a high wave. A deserted house is one language shows an irrepressible liking
that is empty or has been abandoned; a for near-synonyms, and intrigue and intrideserted wife is one whose husband has guing in the new sense have found their
left her. Afloodedmeadow reflects a pass- way into acceptance, esp. in journalism
ive pa.pple (the meadow became flooded and in domestic conversation. Examples:
when the river overflowed), but a flooded She was a mine of intriguingly useless inriver is a stative one, i.e. one that is in formation—Daily Teh, 1970; Even more intriflood. Thirdly, it is worth recalling that guing than the sociology of fashion is its
some 'participial' adjectives in -ed have psychology—Observer, 1974; She created a
no corresponding verbs: e.g. the visit was film which was memorable, intriguing and
unexpected and an unexpected visit, but moving—Listener, 1982; We are in turn
there is no verb to unexpect. Similarly, the sympathetic, intrigued, shocked, entertained—

intrinsic | inure, enure
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but oh the yearning for the world she ma- of an object by the mind without the
intervention of any reasoning process':
gically conjured—A. Huth, 1992.
What we feel and what we do, we may be
intrinsic. See EXTERIOR 2. Intrinsic means said to know by intuition—]. Priestley, 1782;
'inherent, essential, belonging naturally or again (with exclusion of one or other
(intrinsic merits, value, etc.)' and is the part of the mind) it is 'Immediate appreopposite of extrinsic.
hension by the intellect alone', as in The
intuition by which we know what is right
introit. The only pronunciation given and what is wrong, is clearer than any chain
in the OED (1901) (and the one I use of historic reasoning (W E. H. Lecky, 1865),
myself) is /m'traurt/. But /'mtrort/ (two syl- or 'Immediate apprehension by sense',
lables) has forced its way into standard
as in AH our intuition takes place by means
use as the 20c. progressed and is now of the senses only (tr. of Kant, 1819). Finally,
dominant.
in general use, it means 'Direct or immediate insight', as in Rashness if it fails
introvert. See EXTROVERT.
is madness, and if it succeeds is the intuition
intrusive r. The insertion of an unhis- of genius (J. A Froude, 1879). How
closely this last sense borders on instinct
torical r between one vowel sound and
another as in the pronunciation of draw- is plain if we compare A miraculous intuing and India office as draw-r-ing and India-ition of what ought to be done just at the time
for anion (N. Hawthorne, 1851) with It was
r-office. The error is ridiculed by standard
by a sort of instinct that he guided this open
speakers. See LAW AND ORDER; LINKING R.
boat through the channels (William Black,
1873). One of the OED's definitions of inintrust. See EM- AND IM-.
stinct, indeed, is: 'intuition; unconscious
intuit (verb). An 18c. back-formation dexterity or skill'; and whether one word
from intuition, it seems to have been or the other will be used is often no more
mostly reserved for literary use or the than a matter of chance.
use of literary critics since then. Intuit
How do matters stand now? At the phiturns up frequently, for example, in the losophical level, I imagine, the differenworks of Iris Murdoch and of A. S. Byatt. ces between the two words remain subtle
Examples: Jerikin did not say any of this, and continue to be topics for perpetual
but Gerard intuited it behind some clumsy discussion. In general use it is hardly a
expressions of sympathy and was irritated—I.matter of concern whether intuition is reMurdoch, 1987; As Browning was six years stricted to 'angelic and spiritual beings'.
younger than his wife Elizabeth Barrett, he Rather, it is perceived as a valuable facmay well have feared that he would one ulty possessed by human beings alone,
day act as the wife intuits her husband will and meaning 'immediate apprehension
by the mind without reasoning'. Instinct, by
act—N&Qj 1989; Maud decided she intuited
something terrible about Cropper's imagina- contrast, is the pattern of behaviour in
most animals in response to certain stition from all this—A. S. Byatt, 1990.
muli; and a similar property in human
intuition and instinct. The word intu- beings to act without conscious intention.
ition being both in popular use and philo- Animals cannot reason, it is argued, but
sophically important, a statement of its have only instincts; human beings have
meaning, adapted from the OED, may both instincts and intuitions.
be welcome. The etymological but now
obsolete sense is simply inspection (L intwine, intwist. See EM- AND IM-.
tuëri 'to look'): A looking-glass becomes spot- inure, enure. The second form of the
ted and stained from their only intuition [i.e., word has some currency in law in the
if they so much as look in it]—O. Feltham, sense 'to take effect, to come into opera1627-77. With the schoolmen it was 'The tion', but even in law the form inure is
spiritual perception or immediate know- the more usual of the two (the damages
ledge, ascribed to angelic and spiritual must inure to the exclusive benefit of the
beings, with whom vision and know- widow and children—Garner, 1987). In its
ledge are identical': St Pauls faith did not other senses, esp. in the passive followed
come by hearing, but by intuition and revel-by the preposition to, 'to accustom (a
ation—]. Taylor, 1660. In modern philo- person) to something unpleasant', inure
sophy it is 'The immediate apprehension is the normal spelling.
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invalid | inversion

shouted Mrs. House, who sat inside with
her jumpsuit around her knees—New Yorker,
1992. But this is optional: Ï was out in
the orchards a while hack,' Milton said—W.
Trevor, 1992. (b) To give prominence to
a particular word or words: Trusting she
had been, she who had been reared in the
bosom of suspicion-M. Drabble, 1987; Deprived all the rest of us are—D. Lessing,
1988; Dreams we did not discuss—G.
inveigle. The recommended pronunci- Keillor, 1989; Most notable among the
ation is /m'veigal/ rather than /m'viigal/, Bodleian's Gibson manuscripts are two volbut both pronunciations are in standard umes of collections for the edition of Camden's
use.
Britannia—Bodl. lihr. Rec, 1992. (c) To obtain contrast or parallelism: To Laura,
invent. See DISCOVER.
Mrs. Laughlin said, 'Mr. House loves birds.
He builds them houses in his spare time.' To
inventor. Thus spelt, not -ex.
him, she said, 'Youll have to cultivate a
inventory. Pronounced /'mvantan/ in taste for squirrels.'—New Yorker, 1992. (d)
After negatives: Yet never before had I seen
BrE, and /,-toiri:/ in AmE.
anything so scarlet and so black—]. M. Coinversion. (Fowler's long entry, 1926, is etzee, 1990; she said she wouldn't come to
a reprinted version of a paper he wrote the party, nor did she. (e) Routinely in
as SPE Tract x in 1922. Readers may wish questions: Where have you been?; Who
to consult this elaborate essay in the SPE did you see? (/) In sentences led by an
Tracts themselves in one of our great adverb or an adverbial phrase: Up stood
institutional libraries.) 1 No one would Joe—M. Bail, 1975; Up and down the stoep
doubt that the normal order of English struts Klein-Anna mastering the shoes—
sentences is subject/verb/object (SVO): I J. M. Coetzee, 1977; As Ernst Mayr has
found a black plastic hag; or subject/ pointed out, seldom can biology boast the
verb/complement (SVC): The caterers circul- certainty of absolute laws—Dxdalus, 1986.
ated with champagne and miniature quiches.(g) After so: So didst thou travel on life's
In practice, such sentences are usually common way—Wordsworth; He had hardly
somewhat more complex than the ex- been aware, so nervous was he, of what he
amples just given, with adverbial or had been saying—P. Carey, 1988. (h) In a
other phrases inserted (e.g. In the Lincoln delayed anaphoric do/did or is/was/were
College manuscript our poet has arranged clause: One of life's battlers, was Raewords and ideas in chiastic and parallel pat-lene—M. Eldridge, 1984; She enjoyed a
terns in thefirsthalf of his work—Bodl. Lihr.laugh, did Lilian—M. Drabble, 1987; She
Rec, 1992); as well as subordinate clauses created it, and ruined it for me, did Irene(e.g. At the centre of his work the poet states Maurice Gee, 1987. Used mostly in inhis theme, that the traditional legend of St formal contexts, (i) In conditional
Brendan is heretical, writing in the twenty-clauses without a conjunction: Were this
done, we would retain a separate Bar with
sixth offifty-twolines [etc.]—ibid., 1992).
skill-Times, 1986; Statistically, after2 In numerous circumstances, howworlds—be they Christian, Greek, Pharaonic—
ever, some of them grammatical and
must be populated almost etirely by
some stylistic, this normal order is dischildren—P. Lively, 1987. (j) In certain
turbed and inversion occurs. By inverkinds of comparative (followed by than)
sion is meant simply 'the abandonment
clauses: Poland's power structure included
of the usual English sentence order' or
neither more nor fewer Jews than did the
'the deferring of the subject' (Fowler). It
power structure in Rumania or in Hunshould be noted, however, that to native
gary—Dxdalus, 1987. (This type was censpeakers such inversions are for the most
sured by Fowler. Visser (p. 170) traces the
part routine and pass virtually without
construction back through the centuries
notice. Some of the conditions in which
to Chaucer but admits that it has always
inversion is usual, desirable, or permissbeen 'rare'.) (k) Poetical inversion: His
ible are as follows: (a) In the formulaic
soul proud science never taught to stray—
setting down of direct speech: 'Hey!'
invalid. The adj. in the sense 'not valid'
is always pronounced /m'vaelid/. As noun,
verb, and adj. in the 'ill' sense, the word
has vacillated throughout the 20c. (indeed since the early 18c.) between
/'mvaliid/ and /-id/, with perhaps a slight
preference for the former in BrE. The pronunciation with /-i:d/ reflects the influence of Fr. invalide (adj.).

inverted commas | involve
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Pope; But uglier yet is the Hump we get the house—G. F. Newman, 1970; He scoffs,
From having too little to do—Kipling.
indicating the dodgier invites entreating his
3 Fowler (1926) provided a list of ex- attendance at this or that launch—Sunday
amples to show that inversion is often Express Mag., 1987; He knows a particularly
'ugly, and that resort to it is the work good printer who did the invites for his
of the unskilful writer'. Among these cousin's wedding—Precision Marketing, 1989
were the following: Sufficient is it to terminate the brief introduction to this notice by invoke (verb). The corresponding adj. is
stating ... (It is sufficient); Somewhat in invocable (not invokable).
the nature of a Mow is it, therefore, tofindthat
... (It is therefore somewhat); Carrying far involve (verb). 1 Use a short 0, i.e. /D/,
more than can the steam-driven vessel in words ending in -olve (absolve, dissolve,
(read vessel can). To which may be added evolve, resolve, revolve, revolver, etc.).
some fashionable, exclamatory, rhetor2 Before condemning journalistic
ical, or 'cleft' types of modern inversion: uses of the verb, frequent though they
Great literature it's not, but... it's short, are, readers are advised to bear in mind
pithy ...—The Face, 1987 (It's not great that in the 600 years since it entered the
literature); from Lord Rosebery to Ken Living- language, involve has enjoyed considerstone—ah, what a fall was there!— able currency in numerous reflections
Encounter, 1987 (what a fall this was!); and extensions, including figurative
(elderly woman:) Spring it isn't—it's too ones, of the original meanings of L involbloody cold!—oral example, 1987 (it isn't vere 'to wrap up, envelop, entangle'. It is
like spring); He it was that scored more all a matter of the degree of envelopment
goals than anyone else in the World Cup—S.or entanglement. Examples: ( = envelop)
Barnes, Times, 1987 (It was he who). I saw Fog only, the great tawny weltering fog,
Whether such inversions as these last Involve the passive city—E. Barrett Brownones serve any useful purpose is, of ing, 1856; ( = intertwine) Our misfortunes
course, debatable.
were involved together—L. Sterne, 1768; ( =
beset) The numerous difficulties in which this
inverted commas.
See QUOTATION question is involved—B. Jowett, 1875; ( =
MARKS.
entangle in a difficulty of some kind)
Mr. Mutter had been involved in financial
investigator. Thus spelt, not -ex.
difficulties-A. W. W. Dale, 1898; ( = to contain explicitly) Every argument involves
investor. Thus spelt, not -er.
some assumptions-B. F. Westcott, 1892; ( =
invincible, invisible. See -ABLE, -IBLE 7. to include or affect in its operation) It
will be held a worthy subject of consideration
invite (noun). A classic example of a what are the political interests involved in
word that seems to have been in continu- such accumulation—Ruskin, 1857. Bearing
ous use beside invitation since the mid- in mind that few people carry round
17c. but has never quite made its way
etymological baggage from day to day,
into uncriticized neutral use. It must
and also keeping in mind the complex
have been known to Dr Johnson but he
array of historical evidence set down in
excluded it from his Dictionary (1755).
It is also not listed in 'a new edition' the OED, it is little wonder that 'preci(1863) of Charles Richardson's Diction- sion' is hardly the right term to bring
ary. It was admitted to the OED (1901), forward to describe the uses of such
labelled colloq. Fowler (1926) said that a many-branched word as involve. The
'it has never, even as a colloquialism, idiomatic nature of No other vehicle was
attained to respectability; after 250 years involved, as the police (and journalists)
of life, it is less recognized as an English describe a one-vehicle accident, can
word than bike'. Seven decades later the hardly be questioned. Nor can that of He
general verdict is still that it properly was involved with [i.e. was having an affair
belongs to the informal (even on occa- with] the hotelier's wife, or of He became
sion comic) corners of the language. Ex- deeply involved in the conspiracy at an early
amples: Is it just an invite from the colonel stage. Something of the primary sense of
for a working week-end?—Listener, 1968; Thethe word has survived in each of these
four detectives didn't await an invite into examples.
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English. The lack of parallelism is
Nevertheless a word of caution should
be added. It is a notionally asterisked brought out also by the non-existence of
and tainted word in the sense that it is indictment and pollutement on the one
widely believed that other words are hand, and the non-existence now of puniavailable to replace it. Some typical ex- tion on the other (though it was in use
amples of uses rejected in other usage from the 15c. to the 19c).
Two main waves. Nouns of action in
guides: A collision took place involving a
private motor vehicle and a lorry (between): -ment entered the language in two main
There was no reduction last year in the number
periods: (i) (from Anglo-Fr.) abridgement,
of cases involving cruelty to horses (of); Every-accomplishment, commencement, etc.; (ii) in
one involved in the demonstration (taking the 16c, (from Fr. verbs) banishment, enpart in): The cost involved would be excessivehancement, etc.; (from native verbs) ac(omit involved). It is easy to become in- knowledgement, amazement, atonement, etc.
volved in an argument about such substi- New formations in -ment after the 16c.
tutions and rewritings. The best advice, are relatively rare except for words beperhaps, is to use the verb sparingly and ginning with en- (e.g. enlightenment, 17c.)
with reasonable caution.
or be- (e.g. bedevilment, 19c). The affix has
scarcely been drawn on in the 20c.
invulnerable. The word cannot norDifferences of meaning. A small number
mally be qualified by an adverb such as of verbs have corresponding nouns of
fairly or very, i.e. is an absolute adj., but action in both -ion and -ment. Thus commit
there are some circumstances (illus- corresponds both to commission (first 15c.)
trated in the OED) in which, for example, and commitment (17c); and excite corresrarely and increasingly, and other adverbs ponds both to excitation (15c.) and exciteof time, may properly be used with it.
ment (17c, but its main current sense
inweave. The more usual spelling, not not until the 19c). Both pairs of nouns
have followed their own complicated
en-. See EM- AND IM-.
tracks as the centuries passed, as a glance
inwrap. The more usual form is enwrap. at the OED will show. All that one can
say is that these paths have been asymSee EM- AND IM-.
metrical.
iodine. Pronounced either as /'aiadiin/
-ion and -ness. Not surprisingly, the
or /-dm/; AmE /'aiadam/ or /-dm/. See -IN
relationship of pairs of words in -ton and
AND -INE.
-ness differs from that discussed in the
-ion and -ment. As formative elements previous article in several respects. First,
in English, the relationship is complex. -ness is the suffix commonly attached to
At a surface level it is clear that some adjectives to form nouns expressing a
verbs form nouns of action in -ion: thus state or condition: e.g. bitter -> bitterness,
abolish -»• abolition, admonish -* admoni-dark ->• darkness, dry -> dryness, persuasive
tion, inflict -> infliction, and pollute -* pollu- -* persuasiveness. In this function it vies
tion; while others form nouns of action with formations in -ity: e.g. certain --*•
in -ment: e.g. achieve -> achievement, assigncertainty (occas. certainness), serviceable ->
-> assignment, manage -*• management, serviceability (occas. serviceableness).
and punish -> punishment. This is a useful Secondly, -ness, unlike -ment, is still a
distinction as far as it goes. The neatness living suffix, with at any rate the capabilof such a relationship, however, is mis- ity of being added to any new adjective.
leading and will not stand up to histori- Thirdly, a reasonable number of the poscal examination. Some of the formations sible pairs have come to be used with
are not governed by arrangements in different meanings, the forms in -ion
English but by the forms that already likely to denote 'the act or process of—',
existed in OF. There are various chrono- and those in -ness more likely to denote
'the quality of being —'. Compare, for
logical considerations (see below). And a
small number of the contrasting forms example, the following pairs: abstraction
~ abstractness, consideration ~ considerstand side by side in the language but
with differences of meaning. Note, first, ateness, correction ~ correctness, indirection
that whereas abolishment and abolition ~ indirectness. The subtlety of the relaand admonishment and admonition exist, tionship between seemingly similar afthey have unequal currency in current fixes is nowhere more clearly seen than

Iran | ironically
in the groups briefly discussed in this
and the preceding article. The wonder is
that, by and large, the correct choice of
the possible forms is made by standard
speakers, for the most part naturally
with unawareness of the lexical complexities involved. See CONCISENESS.
Iran. Pronounced /i'ra:n/ in BrE; but in
AmE /i'raen/ and sometimes /ai'raen/.
Irangate. See -GATE. The term was applied in the 1980s to a political scandal
in America when it was alleged that
funds obtained from the sale of American arms to Iran had been secretly transferred to the insurgent forces called the
Contras who were opposing the Sandanista government in Nicaragua.
Iranian. The recommended pronunciation is /i'remian/, except in AmE in
which /i'rainian/ seems to be more usual.
A pronunciation with initial /ai-/ is also
found in AmE.
Iraq. The standard pronunciation in BrE
is /i'ra:k/; hence (a native or inhabitant)
Iraqi /i'ra:ki/. In AmE /i'rœk/ and /i'raeki/
seem to be more usual; also, less commonly, with initial /ai-/.
irascible. Thus spelt, not-able. See-ABLE,
-IBLE 7.

Irene. The name of the Greek goddess
of peace is always pronounced as three
syllables, /ai'ri:ni/: it is derived from Gk
eipTivn 'peace'. Traditionally, when used
as a Christian name in English, it has
been pronounced in the same manner,
that is with three syllables. But nowadays
most of the Irenes one meets call themselves /'airiin/, and this two-syllabled pronunciation seems likely to remain
dominant in the foreseeable future.
iridescent. Thus spelt (being from L iris,
irid- 'rainbow'), not irri-.
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sphere of influence of the Soviet Union'.
The phrase was first used in this sense
in 1920 by Mrs Philip Snowden (We were
behind the 'iron curtain' at last!), but the
locus classicus was a speech by Winston
Churchill at Westminster College, Fulton, USA in 1946 (From Stettin, in the Baltic,
to Trieste, in the Adriatic, an iron curtain has
descended across the Continent). With the
dismantling of the Berlin Wall in 1989,
and the breaking up of the Soviet Union,
the phrase has lost its usefulness except
as a potent reminder of a major confrontation between the great powers for
nearly half a century.

ironical (adj.) alternates with ironic,
the choice of form, it would seem, being
governed by the rhythm of the sentence.
Both mean (a) of the nature of irony, i.e.
meaning the opposite of what is expressed: e.g. Boyle ... paid, in his preface,
a bitterly ironical compliment to Bentley's
courtesy—Macaulay, 1853; She gave an ironical laugh as she looked at Guy—O. Manning
1977. (b) that uses or is addicted to irony:
Ostrowski was dignified, Lelewel ironical and
infiexible-W. H. Kelly, 1848.
Both words are now increasingly being
used to mean simply 'odd, strange, paradoxical': It is paradoxical, 'ironical' as people
say today, that the constitution should bestow
this power on someone who laments constitutionitis in others—Observer, 1987; Eurotunnel
said yesterday that it was ironic that Flexilink
should issue its document on the day that the
European Investment Bank had demonstrated
its confidence in the project—Times, 1987; It
is savagely ironic that this [child] benefit
should now be undermined by a Conservative
government that has already pushed below the
poverty line two million children in families in
work—Times, 1987; It is ironic that such a
beautiful orderly house should be the setting of
our messy little farce—Simon Mason, 1990.
This weakened use looks as if it has come
to stay.

iron. For the Iron Duke, Lady, Maiden, seeironically. This adverb, frequently followed by enough, is now being used daily
SOBRIQUETS.
as a sentence adverb (or disjunct, in
iron Curtain. First recorded in 1794 of the jargon), meaning not much more
a curtain ofiron which could be lowered than 'strangely (enough), paradoxically
as a safety device between the stage and (enough)'. Examples have been found
the auditorium in a theatre, it soon from the 1940s onward, and it seems
(1819- ) began to be used of any im- to be settling down into standard use,
penetrable barrier. Its classic use in the dragging ironical and ironic (see prec.)
20C. was of 'a barrier to the passage of behind it. Examples: (ironically) Ironically
information, etc., at the limit of the the bombing of London was a blessing to the
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youthful generations that followed—I. and P. or contempt; (b) (in its etymological, ult.
Opie, 1969; Ironically, these may include Gk, sense) dissimulation, pretence, esp.
assets within Texaco—if paying Pennzoil putswith reference to the dissimulation of
Texaco on the auction block—Observer, 1987;
ignorance practised by the Greek philoLess than 0.002 per cent of... muscle proteinssopher Socrates as a means of confuting
comprise dystrophin, which it was why it wasan adversary. Type (b) is also called Socoverlooked. Ironically, its discoverers believe ratic
it irony. A third type, (c), is called drais the largest protein molecule in the body- matic irony in which the audience or
Times, 1987; We [sc. two British tourists] reader knows more about the outcome
had heard he [sc. an escaped prisoner] was of a play or an epic poem than the
on the loose and ironically the night before character or characters do because the
we had camped outside the Grand Canyon to
author has, as it were, taken the audiavoid any possible encounter with him—Times,
ence or reader into his confidence at an
1992; (ironically enough) That caged re- early stage. Dramatic irony is first rebuked question Occasionally let out at clam-corded in 1907 (in a work by Walter
bakes or College reunions, and which the Raleigh, first holder of the chair of Engsmoke-room story Alone, ironically enough, lish literature at the University of Oxstands up for-W. H. Auden, 1945; Ironically ford). It was used as a literary device in
enough, the Israeli role in both remains cru-Greek drama: as Fowler (1926) expressed
cial—thus underlining how relevant the ideait, 'all the spectators... were in the secret
of linkage' is, whatever cynical use Saddambeforehand of what would happen. But
Hussein has tried to make of it—Sanity, 1991.
the characters, Pentheus and Oedipus
ironist (one whose works or conversa- and the rest, were in the dark; one of
tion is characterized by an ironic tone) is them might utter words that to him and
the kind of casual formation that could his companions on the stage were of
have come into existence at any time trifling import, but to those who hearing
since the 16c. (from Gk eipcov 'dis- could understand were pregnant with
sembler, user of irony' + -ist) when irony the coming doom'. Dramatic irony is much
itself came into the language. In fact used of certain episodes in Beowulf: The
it is first found in a work of 1727 by well-known hymn on the loyalty and harmony
reigning among the Danes which, in view of
Alexander Pope and others.
the poet's intimations ofHrothulf's treachery
iron out. The 17c. sense of iron (verb) ... may be considered as a fine piece of
'to smooth or press with an iron' was dramatic irony—A. Bonjour, 1950.
occasionally represented as a phrasal
These three types of irony are often
verb (iron out) in the 19c, but iron out further subdivided. Baldick (1990), for
has been used much more frequently in example, adduces verbal irony (a trivial
figurative contexts in the 19c. and 20c, example is the type What a lovely day said
esp. of the smoothing out of differences when it is actually raining), structural
of viewpoint. There are limits to its sen- irony, tragic irony, and cosmic irony in
sible use. It is not very stylish to speak addition to the three types mentioned
of ironing out bugs in a new computer above. Katie Wales (1989) cites various
(The new computer was delivered... last weekkinds of literary irony from the works
... Ironing out the bugs will probably take of Shakespeare, Fielding, Hardy, Henry
until the new year—Guardian, 1971), and James, and Ford Madox Ford. These types
incongruous to speak of ironing out and distinctions are matters for profesbottlenecks (as Gowers pointed out in sional students of English literature. A
1965).
typical example: Irony is often said to be a
irony. It should be borne in mind that figure in which the true sense contradicts the
there are several kinds and degrees of literal meaning. But in Swift's subtler irony
irony. The word was taken into English the meaning need not be opposite exactly, and
from L ïrônïa at the beginning of the 16c. can be very elusive—A. Fowler, 1987. The
in two main senses: (a) A figure of speech subtle weaving and unravelling of irony
in which the intended meaning is the in literature and in life are matters of
opposite of that expressed by the words infinite gradations, and no amount of
used; usually in the form of laudatory terminology will encompass them all or
expressions used to imply condemnation receive universal acceptance.

irrecognizable, un- | irrespective
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allusion is, of course, to Polonius' Though
this be madness, yet there is method in't. A
trade-union strike in early winter automatically produces the headline A winter
irreducible. Thus spelt, not -able. See of discontent? in the tabloids, half-echoing
-ABLE, -IBLE 7.
Richard Ill's Now is the winter of our discontent, Made glorious by this sonne of Yorke.
irrefragable. Stress the second syllable, How many times has light been described
/i'refragabal/.
as religious as well as dim, echoing the
irrefutable. The recommended pronun- passage in Milton's U Penseroso, And storied
ciation is /I'refjutabal/, i.e. stressed on the windowsrichlydight, Casting a dim religious
second syllable, but the form with third- light? How often has Marcellus' line in
syllable stressing, /in'fju:-/, is gaining Hamlet, Something is rotten in the state of
Denmark, been echoed down the cenground.
turies, when the context is merely something local (far from Denmark) that has
irregardless. In origin probably a blend
of irrespective and regardless, it has been a suggestion of moral or social decay?
used for most of the 20c, chiefly in N. And how often have you said, when leavAmerica, in non-standard or humorous ing a disappointing party or theatrical
performance, Home James, and don't spare
contexts, to mean 'regardless'.
the horses when the vehicle is in fact
irrelevance, -cy. Both are used without a car? Our minds are half-filled with
distinction of meaning, but irrelevance is irrelevant allusions and with HACKNEYED
much the more usual of the two. See -CE, PHRASES and LITERARY ALLUSIONS. We live
-CY.
in a world of reduced quotations with
the quotation marks removed.
irrelevant. The OED (1901) commented,
'A frequent blunder is irrevalent.' Fowler,
in his jesting mode, commented that the irremovable. See IMMOVABLE 2.
form with consonants transposed 'does
irreparable /i'reparabal/. A loss, harm,
not get into print once for a hundred
times that it is said; but it is not difficult, or a relationship that cannot be rectified
with a little fishing, to extract it from or made good is irreparable: e.g. The bridgeladies'! Cf. ANEMONE. Obviously such building spirit in which this series [of cricket
tests between Pakistan and England] bemetatheses are to be avoided.
gan has now collapsed, possibly irreparably—
irrelevant allusion. One of the frailties Times, 1992. By contrast a material object
to which we are all prone from time to that is badly damaged or badly worn is
time is to make an unnecessary allusion irrepairable (stressed on the third sylto a familiar, often literary, phrase or lable), not repairable, or (most commonly)
line. Thus, a writer in the 29 July 1991 beyond repair.
issue of the New Yorker. When Switzerland
talks about 'being Europe' instead of about irreplaceable. Thus spelt, not -placable.
'servicing Europe', you know that there has
been a sea change in the way Europeans think irrepressible, irresistible. Thus spelt,
about who they are, and what they are, and not -able. See -ABLE, -IBLE 7.
where they are. This is, of course, a halfremembered, gauche allusion to Shake- irrespective. Here is a problem. The
speare's The Tempest, Nothing of him that COD (1995) calls it an adjective followed
doth fade, But doth suffer a Sea<hange Intoby of, meaning 'not taking into account;
something rich, and strange: Sea-nimphs regardless of, and lists irrespectively
hourly ring his knell. Sea changes happen without definition as its corresponding
in the context of sea nymphs, not in adverb. The OED says that irrespective 'is
landlocked Switzerland. Instances of now chiefly in adverbial construction,
such irrelevance or semi-relevance are qualifying a verb expressed or understood; = irrespectively. Const, of By connot difficult to find. Who has not heard
someone say There is method in my madness trast, Jespersen, CGEL, and other
when the madness is not such but merely grammars treat irrespective of as a group
a surface appearance of irregularity? The preposition or a complex preposition, or
irrecognizable, un-. Both were first
used in the early 19c. but unrecognizable
is now the regular form.
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as a 'stylistically clumsy' element intro2 Stressed on the second syllable, /i'reducing a concessive clause (e.g. irrespect- vakabal/.
ive of cost, irrespective of the fact that). The
difference of terminology reflects the irridescent. For this erroneous spelling,
different perspectives of lexicographers see IRIDESCENT.
and grammarians. There is no quarrel is.
about usage, just a difference of opinion
I i is and are between sentence elements of
about terminology. These examples may
variant number.
suffice as guides to how the word is used:
2 is and are in multiplication tables.
People sometimes judge actions to he right 3 is auxiliary and copulative.
irrespective of their consequences—A. J. Ayer, 4 is after a compound subject.
1972; He is fed only to suit his mother's
5 is or has nothing to do with.
convenience, irrespective of whether he is hun-1 6 - is - .
gry or not—A. Storr, 1972; The Tudors set out 7 Postponed and repeated is.
to employ talent at the centre of government, 8 is all.
irrespective of the social origins of their chosen | 9 The remarkable double is.
servants—A. Briggs, 1983; The beginner in 1 is and are between sentence elechess, who tries to follow his plans irrespectivements of variant number. See AGREEMENT
of his partner's countermoves, will soon go 7; ARE, is; BE 1.
down in defeat-B. Bettelheim, 1987; The
2 is and are in multiplication tables.
security service must play a role of service toIn the type jive times jive is/are twenty-jive,
the state and society, irrespectively of the either is or are is correct. There is just
political alignment in Poland—BBC Sum- about enough historical support in the
mary of World Broadcasts 13 Sept., 1989; OED (s.v. time 19a) for both constructions
In this case, they are unlikely to judge that in such circumstances.
the competitor has this atypical attribute,
irrespectively of whether they rely on the ex- 3 is made to do double duty as an
plicit ad information [etc.]-Jrnl Consumer auxiliary and as a copulative. See BE 5
(where the example given happens to be
Research, 1991.
of was, but the same principle applies).
irresponsible. Thus spelt, not -able. See
4 is after a compound subject. See
-ABLE, -IBLE 7.
AGREEMENT 3 for examples of a composite
subject seen as a single concept (e.g.
irresponsive, un-. Both words are cur- tarring and feathering) followed by a singurent, but unresponsive is the more usual lar verb. Within certain limits, and usuof the two.
ally in informal contexts, is how, is what
may also acceptably follow a preceding
irretentive, un-. Both words came into statement: (is how) He is one of God's special
being in the mid-i8c. Fowler (1926) re- children, is how I look at it—Lee Smith,
commended irretentive. I would use unre- 1983; (is what) He's a fucking operator, is
tentive myself (of memory, etc.). But what I think-T. Wolfe, 1987; One never
neither word is widely current. See IN- knows with these lefties, is what I always
AND UN-. Examples: (irretentive) A manli- say—A. Brink, 1988; You're wicked, is what
ness of tone, the direct opposite of the irreten-you are—M. Doane, 1988; You step up to
tive querulousness found in so great a numberhim and you cart him all over the park, is
of poets—A. W. Ward, 1879; (unretentive) what you do—S. Fry, 1990.
He says that he is seeded second even though
he claims that he has an 'unretentive mem- 5 is or has nothing to do with. The OED
ory'-Sports Illustrated (US), 1985; I [sc. Mor- partially deals with the problem s.v. nothdecai Richler] suffer from an unretentive ing 13 and do v. 33d. Between them these
memory. A sieve. So, though I can recall de-entries make it clear that to have to do
vouring Stendhal, Dostoyevsky, [etc.]—NY with means 'to have dealings with, to
have relation to' and is an idiom of some
Times, 1988.
antiquity: e.g. He wolde not haue to doo
irreversible. Thus spelt, not -able. See with svche myscheuous men—R. Eden, 1555;
Away, I haue nothing to do with thee—Shake-ABLE, -IBLE J.
speare, 1605; I neuer had any thing to doe
irrevocable. 1 Thus spelt, not -ible. See with the said Duke—J. Wadsworth, 1630; It
has nothing to do with the purpose-Eraser's
-ABLE, -IBLE 6.

isagogic I -ise
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Mag., 1830; All law has to do with pleasure Animal phobias have nothing to do with
and pain—B. Jowett, 1875. The phrase to physical danger—Daily Tel, 1991; I'm often
be nothing to is registered in the sense 'to told that anti-Semitism has nothing to do
be insignificant compared to some other with racism—TES, 1991.
person or thing' (But all this is nothing
6 — is — . This is apparently a modto that which they both suffered for their ern type used for emphasis with the
conscience), but there is no sign of is noth- force of 'really, after all*. Examples: A
ing to do with. It is perplexing to find that job's a job, that was the thing—Maggie Gee,
this use of is for has is neglected in some 1985; It wasn't exactly The Old Man and
major works of reference, but help is at the Sea, but reading was reading and he
hand in Jespersen (1909-49, vii, § 15.83). was probably too old, atfifteen,to accept her
First, he gives examples of has, including censorship—M. Leland, 1987; She worried
one from Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis about Colin's wrist in the cast but a trip
(Beautie hath naught to do with such foule out was a trip out, and the day mustn't be
fiends) and another from Dickens's Nich- spoiled—N. Virtue, 1990. A different kind
olas Nickleby (that has nothing to do with his
of emphasis or insistence is the double
blustering just now). And then he goes on repetition of a noun in a formulaic type
to say that 'in recent use we find also is, established by Gertrude Stein's Rose is a
was, instead of has, had. Perhaps this may rose is a rose is a rose: There is only one art
have started with the rapid pronunci- form common to all sorts and conditions of
ation of has (what's that to do with me?) people: the poster... a hoarding is a hoarding
which was interpreted as 's = is; at any is a hoarding—Guardian, 1970.
rate it is now extremely frequent in col7 Postponed and repeated is, (OED be
loquial English.' Examples: Besides, what
I have had is nothing to do with it—D. Jerrold,9d) This somewhat informal type has
1846; This is nothing to do with your life— been in use since the early 19c. Examples:
H. S. Merriman, 1896. Fowler (1926) made He's a sad pickle is Sam!—M. Mitford, 1828;
out a stirring case for the recognition of And Miss Rose got awfully angry, and she's
the type with is: 'Most of us, when we clever, is my Miss Rose—G. Meredith, 1861;
have occasion to repel an impertinent Yes, he is true to type, is Mr Heard—R. Kno
1932.
question, and are not in the mood for
weighing words in the scales of gram8 is all. Used at the end of a sentence,
mar, feel that That is nothing to do with often reinforcing the regret or sadness of
you expresses our feelings better than
the statement just made, this idiomatic
That has etc.; that is to say, the instinctive expression sounds dialectal in origin,
word is is, not has.'
but is now found in standard (esp. AmerWhatever the strength of Fowler's ican) fictional sources: 'Looks like you're
feeling about the matter, it would appear into purple,' he says toher... 'It's my favorite
that the type X has nothing to do with Y is color, is all,' she says—New Yorker, 1987; N
the only established use at the present one's interested, is all—M. Doane, 1988;
time. In July 1992 the electronic database Sometimes,' says Tillie, 'God just wants to
of the OED, including a large corpus of make sure He's got your attention, is all. '—Ne
examples from modern UK and NAmer. Yorker, 1989; 'I don't know why you always
sources, yielded only this type and no spite me by loving that house so.' 'I don't say
examples of the type X is/was nothing to I love it. I was born there, is all.—J. Updike,
do with Y. A few examples: Find out what 1993.
Virginian Loyalist came here in 1785—which
9 The remarkable double is. See REPEhas nothing to do with me or you being Irish
TITION 1.
and Scots-D. A. Richards, 1988 (Canad.);
Warhol's 'affectless' way of looking at objectsisagogic. For pronunciation, see GREEK
in the world has nothing to do with any G.
heightening of the powers of the sensesModern Painters, 1989 (UK); The stark fact -ise. 1 This spelling is compulsory in
is that the Constitution has nothing whateverthe following words, most of which, let
to do with issues of sexual morality- R. Bork, it be noted, are derived from French (esp.
1990 (US); The intellectual dishonesty that from the French pa.ppl ending -is). All
saturates the Whitney has nothing to do withare pronounced with final /-aiz/. advertise,
lack of scholarship—Connoisseur, 1990 (US);advise, apprise, arise, chastise, circumcise,
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island, isle | issue

curious ~ curiosity,
comprise, compromise, demise, despise, de- absurd ~ absurdity,
vise, dis(en)franchise, disguise, enfranchise,modern ~ modernity; (b) specif, forming
enterprise, excise, exercise, franchise, impro-abstract nouns from comparatives, e.g.
vise, incise, merchandise, prise (open), revise,inferiority, majority, minority. It does not
follow that all adjs. have a corresponding
supervise, surmise, surprise, televise.
abstract noun in -ity: thus furious but no
2 -ise is also compulsory in a few *furiosity (the asterisk is conventionally
French loanwords that are pronounced used here to indicate non-existent
with final /-i:z/: chemise, expertise, reprise. formations), jlat but flatness, not *jlattty.
It is also compulsory in the noun premise, Also the relationship between pairs that
and in promise (noun and verb).
do exist is not, in word-formation terms,
3 On the general question of the spell- always exactly the same: thus voracious
ing of verbs ending in the sound /-aiz/, if it followed the model of curious would
produce not voracity but *voraciosity; grave
see -IZE, -ISE.
loses its -e and becomes gravity; divine
4 For the coining of verbs in -ize, see with a long second syllable produces
-IZE, -ISE.
divinity with a short one, but both obese
island, isle. The two are etymologically and obesity have /i:/ in their second sylunconnected, the first being from OE lable.
i(e)gland, later ïgland, from OE \(e)g 'is- 3 The absence of firm rules has meant
land'; and the second a reduced form of that over the centuries pairs of -ism and
L insula. The present spelling island was -ity words have come into the language,
adopted in the i6c. on the model of isle. usually with different meanings. Thus
community and Communism share the
-ism and -ity. l -ism is a prolific, still basic notion of L communis 'common',
potent, suffix (representing Fr. -isme, L but are widely different in meaning.
-ismus, Gk -loaôs) in English, forming (a) There are many such pairs in the lannouns of action from verbs; a typical guage, some of which are treated at their
example is Gk BowrriCeiv 'to baptize', Parc- alphabetical place in this book, e.g. barxia^ôs 'baptism': similarly English criti- barism, barbarity; fatalism, fatality; humancize ~ criticism, plagiarize ~ plagiarism, etc.; ism, humanity; Latinism, Latinity; legalism,
(b) similarly formed, expressing the legality; liberalism, liberality; modernism,
action or conduct of a class of persons, modernity; realism, reality; spiritualism,
but with no accompanying verb, e.g. hero- spirituality. The differences of meaning
ism, patriotism; (c) forming the name of are more or less self-evident.
a system of theory or practice, religious,
4 The only new formation in -try in
political, etc., e.g. Buddhism, Judaism; (d) the 20C. appears to be the controversial
a subclass of (c) forming class-names for word subsidiarity: it was formed as a rendoctrines or principles, e.g. agnosticism, dering of Ger. Subsidiaritat in 1936, not
atheism, Communism, realism; (e) formingas a direct formation on the adj. subterms denoting a characteristic feature, sidiary. See also -TY AND -NESS.
esp. of language, e.g. Gallicism, Scotticism;
(/) in the second half of the 20c. forming Israeli, Israelite. See HEBREW.
'politically correct' terms such as ableism
(prejudice against disabled people by issue (verb). Construed with with, and
able-bodied people), speciesism (prejudice having the meaning 'to supply, esp. offior discrimination of one species over cially' (issued them with passports), this use
another, esp. of the human species in the of issue has passed from strong condemexploitation of animals): see POLITICAL nation to acceptance (at least in BrE) in
CORRECTNESS. The suffix is so prevalent the course of the 20c. It is interesting to
in English words that, since the 17c, it look back to the comment in Fowler
(1926): "The military construction, to
has often been used as a noun in its own
issue a person with a thing (The Company
right: e.g. The proletarian Isms are very much
was issued with two gas-masks per man), on
alike-G. B. Shaw, 1928.
the analogy of supply and provide, though
2 -ity is a rich formative element in much popularized by the war, is not to
nouns expressing a state or condition, be recommended.' This use is said to be
(a) from adjectives of various kinds, e.g. not current in AmE, but it turns up

issue I it
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occasionally: e.g. People in Russia's second to native speakers but not in any critcity—hit by severe food shortages—are issuedically analysed manner. For further uses
with coupons which entitle them to basic of it, which are very numerous, readers
foodstuffs at subsidized state prices-Chicago will need to consult the OED and CGEL.
Tribune, 1991. In such circumstances the
1 Customary uses. To state the obvious
normal construction in AmE is issue + a first, the pronoun it occurs most comdirect object.
monly as subject (It was an unremarkable
incident), as object (he took her hand and
issue (noun and verb). The pronunci- kissed it), and as object after a preposition
ation /'iju:/ is recommended, rather than (she seemed to have forgotten about it). Its
/'isju:/.
functional forms are the possessive its
(the main thrust of any story is to be found
-ist, -alist, etc. 1 -ist forming agentin its incidentals); the abbreviated form
nouns from verbs in -ize, e.g. baptist ~
it's = 'it is' (It's just for half an hour); the
baptize, dogmatist ~ dogmatize, answers to
interrogative is it? ("Where the hell is it?'
Fr. -iste, L -ista, and Gk -laxfjs, and is
she said, all patience gone); the negative
richly productive in the language. There
interrogative isn't it?' (Sickening, isn't it,
are several types: (a) Forming a simple
how we stick together?); and it isn't as an
agent-noun and usu. having an accomordinary negative (It isn't here).
panying verb in -ize (see above, also antag2 It is used to introduce an element
onist, apologist, evangelist, etc.) and an
accompanying abstract noun in -ism (ant- that is being emphasized or highlighted
agonism, etc.); (b) designating a person (the so-called 'cleft' sentence). Various
devoted to some art, science, etc., e.g. types are shown in the following exarchaeologist, economist, dramatist, philolo-amples: Our lives are not worth living -> It
gist; (c) designating an adherent of some is we whose lives are not worth living; We
creed, doctrine, etc., e.g. atheist, Buddhist, laughed at you -*• It was we who laughed at
Calvinist, hedonist; (d) modern formationsyou; I met him on Monday -> It was on
of various kinds, e.g. balloonist, cyclist, Monday that I met him; I've not come to
discuss Henry but Poppet, your wife -> It isn't
fetishist, finalist.
Henry I've come to discuss. It's Poppet, your
2 Most of the -ist words have one un- wife.
disputed form. The main exceptions
3 Anticipatory it. 'When the logical
(with the preferred form placedfirst)are:
accompanist, accompanyist (?obs.); agricul- subject of a verb is an infinitive phrase, a
turalist, agriculturist; constitutionalist,clause, or sentence, this is usually placed
constitutionist (obs.); conversationalist, con- after the verb, and its place before the
versationist (?obs.); diplomat, diplomatist verb is taken by it as "provisional" or
(?obsolesc); educationalist, educationist;"anticipatory" subject* (OED). (a) An inegoist, egotist; horticulturist, horticul- finitive phrase: It was difficult to know to
turalist (not in OED but current since at what level Moyra would be able to rise; (b)
least 1863); pacifist, pacificist (obs.); separ- With a clause introduced by that exatist, separationist (obs.); voluntarist, volun- pressed or understood (esp. frequent
taryist (obs.). Note. Tobacconist is an irregularwith the passive voice in it is said, believed,
late-i6c. formation from tobacco + -ist etc., that): It was said that it was a matter
of attitude; Wasn't it true that we didn't hit
with insertion of an unetymological -n-.
it off at first? When such a that-clause is
introduced by it is appropriate, crucial,
isthmus /'ismas/. The pi. is isthmuses.
essential, etc., the that-clause has a should
construction or a verb in the subjunctive:
it.
it is crucial that you (should) be home by four.
I 1 Customary uses.
2 it used to highlight a sentence element.
4 Pleonastic it. In ballads and in rhet3 Anticipatory it.
orical passages of prose it has tradi4 Pleonastic it.
tionally been used pleonastically after a
5 it as a 'prop' in statements of time, etc.
noun subject: The raine it raineth euery
I 6 if s l/lt's me.
day—Shakespeare, 1601; This piteous news
This article aims to record some of the so much it shocked her—Wordsworth, 1798.
central uses of the pronoun it on the Outside the higher forms of literature
assumption that they are mostly 'known' this type (e.g. The bird itflappedits wings
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andflewoff) is now non-standard or dialectal.

Italian sounds | itch
sc before e and i = /J"/: Fascisti 'Fascists'
sch = /sk/: scherzo
sci before a, 0, u, normally = /J/: sciolto
'loose'
z = /ts/: scherzo
zz normally = /ts/: pizzicato
zz occas. = /dz/: mezzo

5 It as a 'prop' in statements of time.
It is especially common in statements as
to the time of day, season of the year,
distance to or from a place, the state of
the weather, and so on: It was morning.
italics. These are a style of sloping type,
Outside, it was cold and sunny; it's three miles
from Abingdon. This impersonal use of it like this, indicated in handwritten or
typewritten matter by a single underlinis sometimes called a 'prop it'.
ing. Italic type is conventionally used in
6 It's 1/ It's me. For the competing types English in a wide range of circumIt's I and It's me, see CASES 2.
stances, a reasonably full account of
It should perhaps be noted that the which is set down in Hart's Rules, pp,
majority of the examples in this article
23-8. The more important types are as
have been taken for convenience from follows:
Simon Mason's novel The Great English
Book titles: David Copperfield, To the
Nude (1990) and from 1992 issues of The
Lighthouse.
New Yorker, but they could have been
Play and film titles: Hamlet, Gone with the
drawn from almost any other standard
Wind.
source.
Works of art: Leonardo da Vinci's last
Supper, Picasso's Guernica.
Italian sounds. Loanwords from Italian
Long poems which are virtually books in
fall into the usual three broad categories:
themselves: The Faerie Queene, Paradise
those still pronounced to resemble the
Lost, and any other poems divided into
original Italian (pizzicato, scherzo), those
books or cantos.
sometimes pronounced in a largely
Names of periodicals, newspapers, etc.:
Anglicized manner (intaglio, intermezzo),
London Review of Books, Dsedalus.
and those that are fully acclimatized
Names
of ships (preceded by 'the' in
(umbrella, volcano). English speakers norroman type): the King George V, the Ark
mally recognize that the vowels of words
Royal, HMS Dreadnought.
in the first and second categories are to
Stage directions in plays: Exeunt Don Pedro,
be pronounced in a 'continental' (i.e.
Don Iohn, and Claudio.
tense, not lax or diphthongal) manner.
Foreign words and phrases which are not
There is rather less public knowledge of
fully naturalized in English: amour
the consonantal sounds of Italian where
propre, jeu d'esprit, ne plus ultra,
these differ from English consonantal
Weltanschauung.
sounds. Phoneticians can detect subtle
Words, phrases, or letters mentioned by
differences of aspiration, voicedness,
name: "The word loyally has three Is; the
and so on, between the way in which
sentence adverb frankly is the
Italian and English speakers pronounce
equivalent of the phrase to be frank.'
b, d,f, g, etc., but these need not concern
As a method of emphasizing (a device to
us here. The consonants that cause diffibe used sparingly): 'Oh come now, it
culty are as follows (the IPA symbols
can't be that bad.'
represent the standard Italian pronunciAs a method of distinguishing: 'The
ations):
question is not whether indexing can
c and cc before e and i = /tj"/: cicerone,
be automated but whether and why it
Cinzano, arancia 'orange', capriccio
should be.'
cch = /k/: Ponte Vecchio
Note: Fowler's elegant essay on the subch = /k/: Chianti
ject in MELT (1926) may also be found in
ci before a, 0, « normally = /tj"/: ciao!,
SPE Tract xxii (1925).
cioccolata
g and gg before e and i = /d3/: generalissimo, itch (verb). 1 Used transitively in the
sense 'to cause to itch', itch is recorded
viaggio 'journey'
gh = /g/: ghetto
from the 16c. onward in all manner of
gi before a, 0, u normally = /d3/: Giotto,
writing, but in BrE it is showing signs
Giovanni
of becoming restricted to informal congl = /lj/: seraglio
texts. It seems to be still standard in
gn = /nj/: bagno 'bath', signor, gnocchi
AmE. Examples all, as it happens, from
gu = /gw/: Guelph
standard sources: The thick super-salty
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water of the Mediterranean, which tires andopted for baptiser, and a large proportion
itches the naked eye—Roy Campbell, 1951; of English writers and publishers have
The dice already itch me in my pocket—L. followed suit by writing the word as
MacNeice, 1951; I heard those [fruit] flies baptise; similarly with hundreds of other
are coming to hide under your bed tonight—toformations of this type. In Britain the
Oxford University Press (and, until reitch you!—New Yorker, 1990; the stone seat,
whose grittiness pressed through his trousers, cently, The Times) presents all such words
with the termination spelt -ize. So do
itching his thighs—A. Huth, 1991.
2 A more down-market use (restricted all American writers and publishers. It
to AmE?) is the sense 'to scratch (an itchy should be noted, however, that many
part of the body)', as in: Don't itch your leg. publishing houses in Britain, including
Cambridge University Press, now use -ise
You can't do that on stage—Chicago Tribune,
in the relevant words. The matter re1991.
mains delicately balanced but unre-ite. As an ending of adjs it is derived solved. The primary rule is that all words
esp. from L pa.pples in -ïtus, -itus, e.g. of the type authorize/authorise, civilize/civilërudïtus 'erudite', compositus 'composite'. ise, legalize/legalise may legitimately be
The length of the i in Latin has long spelt with either -ize or -ise throughout
ceased to have any bearing on the way the English-speaking world except in
in which the English derivatives are pro- America, where -ize is compulsory.
nounced. The short i in apposite and op3 Status of such verbs. Quite apart from
posite follows the Latin; that in definite the problem of the spelling of the
does not. The long i in bipartite and erudite termination is the widespread current
follows the Latin; that in recondite does belief that new formations of this kind
not. Composite (short i in Latin) has /i/ in are crude, overused, or unnecessary.
RP but /ai/ in some regional forms of ('Within reason it [sc. the formation of
English. The separate suffix -ite (origin- new verbs in -ize] is a useful and unexcepally from Gk -txn?) seen in anthracite, tionable device, but it is now being emdynamite, Jacobite, etc., always has /art/ in ployed with a freedom beyond reason',
English.
Gowers 1965.) Objections to the word
its, it's. Just a reminder that its is the FINALIZE, and to such words as permanentpossessive form of it (the cat licked its paws) ize (first recorded in 1961 and judged by
and that it's is a shortened form of it is myself in OEDS, 1982, to be 'a word of
(It's raining again) or it has (It's come). Seelittle value and rarely found in serious
writing') and prioritize (first recorded in
rr 1.
1973 and described by me in 1982 as 'a
word that at present sits uneasily in the
-ity. See -ION AND -NESS; -ISM AND -ITY.
language') are to be set against the long
-ize, -ise in verbs. 1 it is important history and distinctive usefulness of
first to put aside the verbs which must such formations in English. The earliest
always be spelt with -ise: advertise, advise, verb in -ize is baptize: it was first recorded
etc. A list of these is provided s.v. -ISE 1. in English in the late 13c. Since then a
The AmE spelling of analyse, catalyse, etc., very large number of uncontested -ize
as analyze, catalyze, etc., is also a separate and -ization words have entered the lanmatter: see -YSE, -YZE.
guage and are indispensable: e.g. author2 Spelling. In the vast majority of the ize (first recorded in the 14c), characterize
verbs that may in English be written (16c), civilize (17c), fossilize (18c), immoreither with -ize or -ise and are pronounced talize (16c), memorize (16c), patronize
with /-aiz/ the ultimate source is the (16c), sterilize (17c), terrorize (19c).
There is always the danger of forming
Greek infinitival ending -iÇeiv (L -izâre),
whether the particular verb was an ac- misleading impressions about such
tual Greek one or was a Latin or French verbs. For several years I have taken to
or English imitation, and whether such making a note of what I felt were probimitation was made by adding the term- ably new or unrecorded formations in
ination to a Greek or another stem. A -ization and -ize. They have been drawn
key word showing the line of descent is from a wide range of written and spoken
baptize, which answers to Gk ParcxCCeiv BrE and AmE sources. For example, at a
and L baptïzâre. But the French have conversazione of the English Association
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in June 1991 Iris Murdoch spoke of writers
As a further experiment I examined
who invisibleized a [specified] problem. In The Oxford Dictionary of New Words: A Pop1987 a columnist in Newsweek carried a ular Guide to Words in the News (1991). It
story of an unmarried pregnant woman who lists only nine words in -ization or -ize:
said that she should have had her lover debrezhnevization, decommunize, democrat'condomized'. The exercise has been in- ization, dynamize/ -ization, in vitro fertilizstructive. It turned out that about a ation, marginalize/-ization, visualization. In
quarter of the words I noted already had other words only a minute proportion
entries in the OED: e.g. civilianization (first of the 2,000 words presented ended in
recorded in 1946), funeralize (marked -ization or -ize, and of these six {democratObsr1, 1654), strategize (1943)» weaponiza- ization, dynamizef-ization, fertilization, martion (1969). In other words a proportion ginalize, visualization) are 19c. words
of the words that I felt to be possible being used in new senses. Any feeling
intruders already had a respectable that the language is being swamped by
amount of currency (except for funeralize)
new formations in -ization and -ize does
and have entries in our largest dictionary. Other words in my files perhaps not appear to be supported by the
will have less permanent value: e.g. (in facts.
-ization) marketization, peripheralization, se- Verdict. The language has a large numcuritization; (in -ize) couponize, disasterize,ber of established words ending in
incentivize, keyboardize, marketize, minorit--ization and -ize, but the arrival of new
ize, nuggetize. But who is to tell? Incentivize words of this type continues at a rate
and marketization are listed in the Long- that, rightly or wrongly, makes many
man Register of New Words (1990) and the fastidious users of the language uneasy.
others may follow. One must be careful Some of the 20c. newcomers will drop
not to give the thumbs down to words by the wayside. Others will survive into
simply because one has not encountered the 21c. and beyond. The creasing of
brows about them will continue.
them before.

li

jabot. Pronounce /'3aebau/.

English as being unintelligible, restricted in currency, inarticulate, or unjackal. Pronounce either /'d3aeko:l/ or familiar. It is perhaps the most suitable
/'d3aekal/.
heading for an article describing the
main distinctions between them. The
jacket. Retain single t in the extended
words are argot, cant, dialect, gibberish,
forms jacketed, jacketing. See -T-, -TT-.
idiom, jargon, lingo, lingua franca, parlance,
Jacobean, Jacobin, Jacobite. These ad- patois, shop, slang, and vernacular.
jectival and nominal forms, ult. from L
2 It may be best, first, to consider the
Jacobus 'James', have been used as so- etymology of each of these terms before
briquets of several different groups of assigning meanings to them. The brackpeople or things. Jacobean is used as adj. eted dates indicate the centuries in
and noun with reference to the reign which the various words were first re(1603-25) or times of James I of England, corded. Argot (19c), jargon (14c; as a peand, in particular, to an architectural jorative term 17c), parlance (16c), and
style which prevailed in England in the patois (17c.) are French; dialect (16c.) and
early part of the 17c. The commonest idiom (16c.) are immediately from
use of Jacobins (the name earlier given in French, but ultimately from Greek (8idFrance to Dominican friars) is for the XSKTO? 'discourse, way of speaking'; 'langroup of revolutionaries formed in Paris guage of a district'; i8icop.a 'peculiar
in 1789 (who used to meet in what was phraseology'); cant (16c.) and vernacular
once a Dominican convent). The com- (17c.) are from Latin (cf. L cantâre 'to
monest use of Jacobites is for adherents sing'; vernâculus 'domestic, indigenous',
of James II of England after his abdica- from verna 'home-born slave'); lingo (17c.)
tion in 1688, or of his son the Pretender. is probably from Portuguese lingoa but
Jacobites is also sometimes used by writ- may be a corrupt form of lingua {franca);
ers for devotees of the works of Henry lingua franca (17c.) is Italian and means
James (1843-1916).
'Frankish tongue'; gibberish (16c), shop
(this sense 19c), and slang (18c.) are Engjaggedly. Three syllables. See -EDLY.
lish, the first from the verb meaning 'to
jail, jailer, etc. OUP house style requires chatter incoherently' + the ending -ish
gaol, gaoler, etc., but the jail-forms are of English, Scottish, Danish, etc., the second
extremely common in BrE and obligat- a particular application of the ordinary
word shop, and the third of unknown
ory in AmE.
origin.
jamb (side-post of doorway, etc.). Pro3 The thirteen words and their presnounce /d3aem/ to rhyme with lamb.
ent-day meanings: argot, the peculiar
phraseology of a group or class, originjanizary, rather than janissary, is the
ally that of thieves and rogues. It is
form given precedence in COD 1995.
properly applied only to such groups in
Jap, a colloquial shortening of Japanese. France.
CANT: see as a main entry.
As noun and adj. the word has had strong
DIALECT: see as a main entry.
derogatory connotations since the begingibberish: variously, unintelligible
ning of the 20C, and is now falling into
relative disuse in favour of the full form speech belonging to no known language;
inarticulate chatter; blundering or unJapanese.
grammatical language.
jargon. 1 Over the centuries this word
IDIOM: a fixed phrase established by
has been used in a number of ways, usage and having a meaning not deducall connected with types of speech or ible from those of the individual words
writing rejected from normal standard
in the expression, e.g. to keep a straight
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face; to sow one's wild oats. See also as a
main entry.
jargon has several meanings: the inarticulate utterance of birds; a term of
contempt for something (including a
foreign language) that the listener does
not understand; and esp. any mode of
speech abounding in unfamiliar terms,
or peculiar to a particular set of persons,
e.g. the specialized vocabulary of bureaucrats, scientists, or sociologists. See
4 below.
lingo: a contemptuous designation for
foreign speech or language (I can't speak
their beastly lingo); also, for language
peculiar to some special subject and not
intelligible to the listener or reader.
lingua franca: (a) a language adopted
as a common language between speakers
whose native languages are different,
e.g. Latin in medieval Europe, Arabic in
the Near East, Malay in South-East Asia,
English in many parts of the world, (b)
earlier, and now only in historical contexts, a mixture of Italian with French,
Greek, Arabic, and Spanish, used in the
Levant. See CRÉOLE; PIDGIN.

parlance: a particular way of speaking,
esp. as regards choice of words, idiom,
etc. Though originally from French, the
word is no longer current in modern
French. In practice, parlance must always
be accompanied by a defining word or
phrase, e.g. in racing parlance, in the parlance of post-modernists, in common parlance.
patois: the dialect of the ordinary
people in a region, differing fundamentally from the literary language. It is not
used of any form of speech in Britain,
and is more or less restricted to designate
popular modes of speech in France.
shop: occurs chiefly in the phr. to talk
shop, to talk about one's work or business
out of working hours.
SLANG: see as a main entry. See also
BACKSLANG; RHYMING SLANG.

vernacular: the indigenous language of
a particular country {Latin gave way to the
local vernaculars in France, Italy, Spain, etc.).
It is also sometimes applied to ordinary,
as distinct from formal or literary, English. In America, Black English, a mode
of speech widespread among black
speakers, is now often called Black English Vernacular (BEV).
4 The use and misuse of jargon, (a) No
one has any quarrel with the use of jargon
to mean 'the inarticulate utterance of

jargon
birds', esp. since it occurs mainly in literary sources from Chaucer to Longfellow.
(b) Nor do arguments break out when
the term is applied, as, since the 1 7 c , it
often has been, to hybrid speech arising
from a mixture of languages (e.g. A
mingled dialect, like the jargon which serves
the traffickers on the Mediterranean and Indian coasts—Dr Johnson, 1755)(c) Academic jargon. It is generally accepted that writers of technical and
scientific works and authors of other
kinds of scholarly monographs are entitled to expect their readers to master
the specialized terminology of their subjects. Scholarship has its own intricate
rules and conventions, and user manuals
theirs. In the passages that follow each
of the writers doubtless hopes that what
he has written will be understood, even
though none of the passages is written
in 'plain English'.
(The kind of'Eurospeak' used at international linguistic conferences) As an example of a common development in both
genetically and areally closely related languages one could take the grammaticalisation
of embraciation in declarative sentences in
German, Dutch and Frisian... (A. Danchev,
1991). (The language of computer user
manuals) When the SET FORMAT TO SCREEN
has been issued, an ERASE will clear the screen
of all information that was previously on it,
will release all the GETS... and will reset the
coordinates to 0,0. When the SET FORMAT TO
PRINT has been issued, an EJECT will do a
page feed and reset the coordinates to 0,0
(DBASE II User Manual, 1985). (Semiotics)
Moreover, nearly all the non-verbal signs usually rely on more than one parameter, a
pointing finger has to be described by means
of three-dimensional spatial parameters, vectorial or directional elements, and so on (U.
Eco, 1976).
(Literary criticism) This view of the text
... has been seriously challenged in recent
years, mainly by structuralist and semiological schools of criticism. According to these,
the text has no within, beneath or behind
where hidden meanings might be secreted.
Attention is instead focused exclusively on the
processes and structures of the text and on
the ways in which these produce meanings,
positions of intelligibility for the reader or
the specific effects of realism, defamiliarisation
or whatever (T. Bennett, 1982). (Philosophy) he suggests that someone with my
realist views about the qualitative properties

jargon
of experience ought to allow for the possibility
of inverted spectra, thus pulling apart content
and qualia. I think myself, in opposition to
this, that inverted spectrum cases are precisely
cases in which representational content is
changed, so that it fits qualitative character
. . . (C. McGinn, 1991).
But many scholars are dismayed by
the employment of obscure terminology
in academic writing. Thus, for example,
the distinguished American philosopher
John R. Searle (in Bull. Amer. Acad. Arts &
Sci., 1993): 'There is supposed to be a
major debate . . . going on at present
concerning a crisis in the universities—
specifically, a crisis in the teaching of
the humanities . . . Though the arguments are ostensibly about Western civilization itself, they are couched in a
strange jargon that includes not only
multiculturalism but also such terms as
the canon, political correctness, ethnicity, af'
firmative action, and even more rébarbative expressions such as hegemony,
empowerment, poststructuralism, deconstruc'
tion, and patriarchalism.' We have been
(justifiably) warned.
(d) Repetitive jargon is a feature of live
commentaries on sports and games: e.g.
(Rugby football) players left on the deck;
hoisting one deep into Scotland's territory; the
little chip and chase; (Association football)
sick as a parrot; over the moon; take each
match as it comes; that's what football is all
about; (Snooker) the jaws of the pocket; get
his cue arm going; the rub of the green; he
failed to develop the black. For some people,
the sheer familiarity and predictability
of such language add to the pleasure
of the occasion. Others crave for more
flexibility. At worst the linguistic sin of
the playing field and the games room
provides amusement for sophisticated
couch potatoes.
(e) A steep downward path leads to the
often mystifying jargon of various kinds
of sociological writing. It is bearable
(just) when Colin Renfrew, a distinguished archaeologist, calls the driving
out of a people from their normal territory a constrained population displacement.
A people fleeing in terror from an enemy
(like the Kurds in Iraq in 1991) suffer
this fate, and a card-index entry for the
event can be made under a 'neutral'
three-element heading. The Holroyds in
Cyra McFadden's The Serial (1977) present
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us with what has been called psychobabble—rosy enriched spontaneous pseudocomfortable language reflecting the
intricacies of their lives in an idyllic
landscape known as Marin County in
California (Marin's this high-energy trip with
all those happening people; Harvey and I are
going through this dynamic right now, and it's
kinda where I'm at. I haven't got a lot of
psychic energy left over for social interaction.).
(/) Worst of all is the kind of jargon
employed as an obfuscating technique
in bureaucratic and political contexts.
One of its most distinguished critics, Sir
Ernest Gowers, attacked it relentlessly
in his book Plain Words (1948) and in the
expanded version called The Complete
Plain Words (1954). Everyone must be
aware of the danger by now. The latest
version of the book (ed. S. Greenbaum
and J. Whitcut, 1986) sets down and
analyses numerous passages of 'flat,
tired, perfunctory, inconsiderate writing', of work that is 'verbose and stilted'
or 'ambiguous', and so on. Every kind of
pomposity and inelegance is surveyed,
analysed, and 'translated'. Civil servants,
politicians, lawyers, diplomats—indeed,
anyone who has to address the general
public in some official or business capacity—should have the latest version of
the book at hand. Genuine communication in such areas of life has never been
more important than in our inflammatory and dangerous times.
A typical example of immoderately
obscure bureaucratic language is cited
by the pseudonymous writer Theodore
Dalrymple in a 1991 issue of The Spectator.
'Last week I received a circular entitled
Joint Care Planning to J.C.C.G.P.T. by Task
Group for C.M.H.T.'s... For a reason which
I now cannot recall, I opened this 20page circular, of which someone was
evidently very proud because it came in
its own black folder. My eye fell on a
section entitled Service Sensitivity to Particular Groups. Paraphrase will not do it
justice, so I must quote in extenso. "Equal
opportunities are not easily achieved. To
have a policy and a strategy are insufficient. There has to be an internalisation
of its fundamental philosophy which
does not mean 'everyone is equal. I treat
people the same whatever'. It is, however, to do with the differences between
people, the uniqueness of each person.
In terms of service delivery it is within
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jarl I jeu d'esprit

CMHTs that greater expression should
be able to be given to the philosophy of
equal opportunities in that by focusing
on a given area with the benefit of a
multi skill group together with users of
the service a very clear strategy can be
drawn up within the operation policy of
each team that will lead not to a bland
overall response to need but one that is
tailored to and by the individual and
community. In recruitment, selection
and retention of staff, statutory and voluntary organisations need to continue
to address the issue of achieving a shared
understanding of what equal opportunities actually means and how it is to
be put into practice." Insofar as this
passage means anything—beyond its
menacingly imperative tone—it means
that you can't expect blacks to be the
equal of whites, so they must be given
jobs which, strictly speaking, they don't
really deserve.' One's heart goes out to
Theodore Dalrymple and other hapless
recipients of such bureaucratic opacity.

concrete things, land, water, food, etc.)
thin, meagre, unsatisfying'; and, more
or less simultaneously, 'unsatisfying to
the mind, dull, insipid, etc.: said of
thought, feeling, action, etc., and esp. of
speech or writing' (OED). Towards the end
of the 19c, by a somewhat surprising
association of ideas, jejune acquired the
sense 'puerile, childish, naïve' as if it
were connected with L juvenis 'a young
person' or Fr. jeune 'young', or so some
authorities say.
The OED lists examples of the new
use from 1898 onward, including the
following: Is anybody ... now so jejune as
not to realise that the state ownership of the
deadweight of present nationalised industries
must prevent Labour governments from being
able to follow... their social policies?—Economist, 1975; Mother seemed jejune, at times,
with her enthusiasms and her sense of mission-M. Howard, 1982. WDEU cites
further examples of the new use from
H. L. Mencken (1920) and from various
journalistic sources. On the other hand,
in a well-known essay in The State of the
jarl. Pronounce /ja:l/, with the initial Language (1980), Kingsley Amis, railed
sound of yew.
against the use ('my favourite solecism
jasmine. The three-syllabled by-form of all time'). It seems unlikely that Fr.
jessamine /'dsesamm/ was common in lit- jeune or L juvenis had anything to do
erary use in the 19c. (and earlier): Ana with the matter. A semantic shift from
the jessamine faint, and the sweet tuberose— 'unsatisfying, insipid' to 'puerile' is not
Shelley, 1820; All night has the casement intrinsically improbable in a word that
jessamine stirr'd—Tennyson, 1855. But jas- is in any case rather rare. Nevertheless,
mine (first recorded in Lyte, 1578) con- I do not feel comfortable with the new
tinues to be the normal term in botanical sense myself, and there are numerous
synonyms of puerile (childish, infantile, juvparlance.
enile, etc.) that can be used instead. In
jaundice, jaunt, jaunty. The îgc.-early the circumstances, those who wish to
20c. variant pronunciation of the stem use the word at all are advised to use it
vowel as /a:/ seems to have been given in its traditional senses, at least for the
up by standard speakers at some point present.
in the first half of the 20c. The only
current pronunciations are /'d3o:ndis/, jerrymander. See GERRYMANDER.
/d3o:nt/, and /'d3o:nti/. Cf. LAUNCH.
jessamine. See JASMINE.
jazz. See-z-, -zz-.
jehad. See JIHAD.

jejune. 1 Now usu. pronounced /d3i'd5u:n/, with short first vowel, and
stressed on the second syllable. Fowler
(1926) commented 'now je jOon [i.e. /'d3i:d3u:n/] by recessive accent', but his view
has been overtaken by events.
2 Derived from L jëjûnus 'fasting', the
word first (17-18c.) meant 'without food'
in English; then, in transferred use, '(of

jetsam. See FLOTSAM AND JETSAM.

jettison. In maritime law (since the
15c.) it means 'the action of throwing
goods overboard, esp. in order to lighten
a ship in distress'. Since the 19c. it (and
also the corresponding verb) has been
used of the action of throwing out or
discarding any unwanted object (or idea,
etc.).
jeu d'esprit. PI. jeux d'esprit, with the x
left silent. See -x.

Jew I jollity, jolly
Jew (and related words). 1 A Jew is a
person of Hebrew descent or one whose
religion is Judaism. Jewish people live in
many countries in the world. Citizens of
modern Israel, many of whom are not
Jewish, are called Israelis. The biblical
Israelites were descendants of the Hebrew
patriarch Jacob, whose alternative name
was 'Israel'. The ancient language of the
Israelites was Hebrew, which was spoken
and written in ancient Palestine for
more than 1,000 years. By C500 BC it
had come greatly under the influence of
Aramaic, which largely replaced it as a
spoken language of the Jewish people. It
was revived as a spoken language in the
19c, with the modern form having its
roots in the ancient language but drawing words from the vocabularies of European languages, and is now the official
language of the State of Israel (Oxford
Reference Diet., 1986).
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Jewess. The late Marghanita Laski,
novelist and broadcaster, told me round
about 1970 that it was not acceptable
for me to call her a Jewess, but that
Jewish people were entitled to use the
term among themselves. This habit of
claiming exclusive rights to the use of
particular words and denying them to
outsiders is one of the paradoxes of the
20c. The word Jewess has in fact been in
continuous use since the 14c, and, until
the 2oc, seems to have had no adverse
connotations. The new state of the word
is implied in the following example: The
antiquated language is even sharpened by a
reference to an Ashley daughter-in-law as a
Jewess'—A. Hollander, 1990. See NEGRESS.
jibe. See GIBE; GYBE.

jihad /d3i'ha:d/. Now the normal spelling
in English, rather than jehad, for this
Arabic word meaning 'a holy war undertaken by Muslims against unbelievers
in Islam'.

2 Since the 17c. the word Jew has
sometimes been offensively applied to
persons considered to be parsimonious
or to drive hard bargains in trading. jingles. Fowler's term for 'the uninten'The stereotype, which is now deeply tional repetition of the same word or
offensive, arose from historical associ- similar sounds'. His examples include:
ations of Jews as moneylenders in medi- The sport of the air is still far from free from
eval England' (COD, 1990). The verb jew danger; Mr Leon Dominian has amassed for
(or jew down) has also been recorded in us a valuable mass of statistics; Most of
use since the early 19c. to mean 'to cheat them get rid of them more or less completely;
or overreach, in the way attributed to I awaited a belated train; Hard-working folk
Jewish traders or usurers; to drive a hard should participate in the pleasures of leisure
bargain'. The need for the abandonment in goodly measure. Such jingles in the
of such unenlightened language is obvi- spoken language are likely to be lightous to all well-meaning people, and it is heartedly commented on (e.g. You're a
to be hoped that the 21c. will see these poet but don't know it). In the written
uses drop out altogether. An account of word, a second reading of the text at
the controversial history of the word, as drafting stage, or a reading by an indenoun and as verb, may be found in my pendent person, normally ensures that
book Unlocking the English Language (1989)- such stylistic blemishes are noticed and
removed before it is too late.
3 The normal adj. is Jewish. The simplex Jew used attributively or as an adj. jingo (a supporter of any policy involv(e.g. Jew boy, girl, pedlar, etc.) is now only ing war). PI. jingoes. See -O(E)S 1.
used offensively, though it was not orijinnee /'d3mi:/, 'a spirit in Muslim mythginally opprobrious (see the OED).
ology, not djinn, ginn; pi. jinn, often used
jewel. The inflected forms are jewelled, as singular' (Oxford Writers' Diet., 1990).
jewelling, and jeweller (in AmE usu. with
-I-). See -LL-, -L-.

jewellery. Pronounce /'d3u:aln/. The pronunciation /'dsuiten/, with the last two
syllables pronounced as in foolery, is vulgar. The spelling jewelry is sometimes
used in BrE, and is the usual form in
AmE.

jiu-jitSU. See JU-JITSU.

jockey. PI. jockeys.
jockey
(verb). Inflected forms are
jockeyed, jockeying, jockeys.
jollity, jolly (advs.). As a colloquial
substitute for very (a jolly good hiding; you
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jonquil | judicial, judicious

know jolly well) the adverb is jolly; in other pronunciation has now entirely supuses (he smiled jollily enough) it is jollily, planted the older /d3u:st/ in BrE.
or, if this is felt to be too clumsy, in a
jubilate (or J-) (noun), the hundredth
jolly (enough) way. See -LILY.
psalm; a call to rejoice. Pronounced (in
jonquil /'d3Brjkwil/. The older pronunci- an Anglicized manner) /d3u:bi'lerti/ or (in
ation /'d3Arjkwil/, favoured by the OED (in a Latinate manner) /ju:bi'la:tei/.
1901), is now obsolete.
judgematic. See FACETIOUS FORMATIONS.

journalese. It is sad... tofind[him] guilty
ofsuch journalese as 'transpired'—Athenseum,judgement. In BrE the more or less
1893. For more than a century the word prevailing spelling is judgement (but judgjournalese has been used to describe the ment in legal works), whereas in AmE
more hackneyed or 'racy' language asso- judgment is the dominant form in all
ciated with newspaper writing, and esp. contexts. The presence or absence of -ewith the kind of colourful language used is not a matter of correctness or the
in the tabloids. The following examples reverse, but just one of convention in
of standard and virtually unnoticed various publishing houses.
journalistic words and formulas are
taken from a single 1991 issue of The judging by, judging from, used in the
Times: a sharp rise in retail prices; Major'ssense 'if we are to judge by', are now
initiative heralds drive for quality and widerused at the head of a subordinate clause
choice; the cabinet big spenders [ = the cab- loosely connected to a preceding or folinet ministers responsible for the largest lowing main clause. The examples that
sectors of public expenditure]; a North follow happen to be from American
Korean woman terrorist... stands to earn newspapers of 1988, but could as easily
$1.37 million in royalties [from the sale of have turned up in British ones: (judging
a book], (headlines presented in the style by) Judging by what happened Monday, only
of speech in a novel) Problems self-inflicted, the courts can now block the dodge engineered
says Kinnock; Cut arms research, say Lib Dems.
by politicians; the use of facsimile machines
(frequent use of the present tense in ...is the fastest-growing transmission system,
headlines) Britain protests at American judging by the number offax messages comveto; Shamir takes a tentative step towardsing across this desk; (judging from) Judging
peace talks, (frequent use of the infinitive from the review of the first performance ...
with future time reference in headlines) Wednesday, Solti's account of the Mozart Fifth
PLO to stay out of talks; Press to publish Violin Concerto with Michael Ludwig had
school leagues; (but not always) Late trains considerably more pizzazz than what was
will entitle passengers to refund.
heard the evening before; Judging from the
two hours available for previewing, one kind
journey. PI. journeys.
of propaganda is substituted for another. The
danger is that these will be perceived by
jOUSt. 1 Spelling. The historical spelling some as UNATTACHED PARTICIPLES. If the
for this word from the 13c. to about
threat seems real, fall back on if we are
1800 was predominantlyjust: it is derived to judge by.
from OF juster from late L iuxtâre 'to
approach, come together' (cf. L iuxtâ judicial, judicious. The first has to
'near together'). Cf. the cognate word do with judges, law courts, and legal
adjust. Nevertheless most early English judgements, whereas judicious, in most
dictionaries (including Johnson's, 1755) of its uses, means simply 'sound in dislisted both forms, while Walter Scott and
cernment and judgement, sensible,
some other 19c. authors preferred joust. prudent'. A judicial inquiry is one that is
The only current spelling is joust.
conducted by properly qualified legal
2 Pronunciation. When written as just
the word seems to have been pronounced /d3Ast/ in the 19c. For the form
joust the standard pronunciation (as
given by Daniel Jones) in 1917 was
/d3u:st/. By 1932 A. Lloyd James (Broadcast
English) recommended /d3aust/, and this

officers; a judicial separation is a separation of a man and his wife by the decision
of a court. In Scotland a judicial factor is
an official receiver. By contrast, judicious
is usu. found in such sentences as these:
They made judicious use of the time available;
a judicious plan of action; a tale should be

ju-jitsu I just
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judicious, clear, succinct. Examples: (judi- sudden junctures, the present critical juncture
cial) Administrative and judicial authority of things; and especially, since the later
still rested with the gentlemen justices of the part of the 19c, at this juncture). Examples:
Peace, chosen from among the landowners—How idiotic to start an illness at this juncture
G. M. Trevelyan, 1946; The creation ofjudi- when she would get small help—H. Green,
cial tribunals ...has probably been acceler- 1948; The United States came to Vietnam a
ated since the war—Conveyancer, 1962; Thea critical juncture of Vietnamese history-F.
principle of hierarchy of law generally (but Fitzgerald, 1972; At this juncture, the opposnot always) leads to the possibility ofjudicialing demands of two distinct worlds were
review of ordinary legislation, (judicious) visited upon her—C. G. Wolff, 1977; Liz
Popularity had been cheaply purchased by thehoped that at this juncture Shirley would go
judicious distribution of dried apricots and to bed—M. Drabble, 1987; The last thing she
jelly cubes-M. Drabble, 1967; The Lalpûkur wanted at this juncture was to be under an
school had always believed in a judicious obligation to Wilcox—D. Lodge, 1988.
mixture of practical and theoretical knowledge—A. Ghosh, 1986; (judicial incor- junta. This Spanish loanword is best
rectly for judicious) Many a country now anglicized as /'d3Anta/, though the
gentleman restored his depleted fortunes by pronunciation with initial /'hu-/ is often
a judicial alliance, marrying no doubt for heard in BrE and is more or less standard
love but prudently falling in love where moneyin AmE. The erroneous form junto, once
was—C. Chenevix Trench, 1973. Overlap common, is now obsolete.
of meaning can legitimately occur in jurist. 'In England, this word is reserved
contexts where a judge is deemed to for those having made outstanding conhave made not merely a judicial decision tributions to legal thought and legal
(i.e. one in accordance with the law) but literature. In the U.S., it is rather loosely
a judicious one, i.e. one that is wise and applied to every judge of whatever level,
discerning when all factors, including and sometimes even to nonscholarly
legal, social, and political ones, have practitioners who are well respected ...
been taken into account. But the 1973 The most common error in the U.S. is to
example (above) is beyond the pale.
suppose that jurist is merely an equivajll-jitSU. Now the regular spelling in
English (formerly also jiu-jitsu and jujutsu). The word is a 19c. loanword from
Jap. jujutsu (pronounced /d3ud3itsu/, from
jû (Chinese jeu 'soft, yielding') +jutsu
(Chinese shu, shut 'science').

lent of judge: "We find no constitutional
question concerning the validity of
Charles Milton's conviction and sentence
of death about which reasonable jurists
[read judges] could differ,"' (Garner,
1987).

juror. A member of a jury is a juror. A
male and a female juror are sometimes
respectively called a juryman and a juryjump (verb). The phr. jump to the eye(s)
woman.
'to be obvious or prominent' is a Gallicism (cf. Fr. sauter aux yeux), and, ac- just (verb and noun). See JOUST.
cording to the OED, Fowler (1926) was
the first to notice this. Examples: the just (adv.). 1 Normal uses of this comBanquo scene in 'Macbeth'—a scene whichmon adv. include the following: =
jumps to the eye—was overlooked—G. Good-exactly (just what I need, that's just right);
win, 1929; Things jump to the eyes of the = a little time ago (I have just seen him
reader of this passage which have yet been getting into a car); colloq. = simply,
merely (we are just good friends not lovers; it
ignored—M. D. George, 1931.
just doesn't make sense); = barely, no more
junction, juncture. A junction is a point than (he just managed to reach the airport
at which two or more things are joined, in time; just a minute); colloq. = positively
esp. a place where two or more railway (it is just splendid); = quite (not just yet);
lines or roads meet, unite, or cross (COD, colloq. = really, indeed (won't J just tell
1990). A juncture is a critical point of him!); (in questions, seeking precise intime, a convergence of events: since the formation) (just how did you manage?). All
17c. it has always been a popular word this (slightly adapted) from COD (1990).
(at this juncture of time, different junctures, All these uses are current in the main
jumbo. PL jumbos.
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juvenile | juvenile

it's just that) Not that it mattered, just a
English-speaking countries. The last of
them (just in questions) was originally fellow liked to know—K. Amis, 1988; I don't
American (where it was first recorded in know why I'm telling you all this really. Just
1884) but has now come into general use I wouldn't want to see you do something you
(One wonders just how biased a view we might regret—P. Lively, 1991; (just now = a
develop of the human ecology of tropical short time ago) What was it you were saying
just now, child?—E. Jolley, 1985; (just now =
Africa-TLS, 1974).
at present; the positive use is charac
2 It is important to distinguish not
just from just not: (not just = not only) it teristically Scottish.) let's talk about them
was not just her that I disliked but all the sometime. Not just now—P. Lively, 1987; But
people at the party; (just not = simply not) it's not just me; it's the whole of Scotland just
They are childish, they have just not grownnow—M. Gray, 1989; (just now = very soon,
in a little while, a SAfr. use) Would you
up.
mind switching off the light after you lock
3 Examples of some other common up?' The men on cell duty will do that just
uses, with comments on distribution, now.'—A. Sachs, 1966.
linguistic level, etc.: (used as emphasizer)
Not very polite just to run into a lady's place juvenile. The word, normally meaning
and run out again—Roger Hall, 1978 (NZ); a young person under an age (often 17)
( = only) he said there was blood everywhere,specified by law, is used neutrally in such
and not just blood—A. Munro, 1987; ( = phrases as juvenile court, juvenile delinsimply) this will just work the stain deeper quency, a juvenile part (in a play); but
into the skin and allow it to 'set'—New Yorker,
derogatorily in such contexts as he's be1987; (a semi-conjunctional colloq. use = having in a very juvenile way. Cf. TEENAGER.

Kk
kadi. See CADI.

Kaffir. Historically (and with no derogatory connotations), a member of the
Xhosa-speaking peoples of S. Africa; also,
the language of these peoples. Since
about the middle of the 20c. it has come
to be accepted that it is grossly offensive
to use the word as a descriptive term for
any black person. It is now an actionable
offence in S. Africa to do so.
Kaiser. A term in almost daily use while
H. W. Fowler was preparing MEU: HWF
therefore commented on its pronunciation. It is now a fast-fading term, except
in historical contexts concerning the
Holy Roman Empire, etc. Whether the
term is used of the head of ancient empires or in the name Kaiser Bill (Kaiser
Wilhelm II, Emperor of Germany 18881918), the word is pronounced /'kaiza/.

kaolin, a fine soft white clay. Pronounce
/'keialm/.

karat, AmE variant of carat (a measure
of the purity of gold).
kartell. See CARTEL.

kedgeree /'kedsan, -i:/, now the usual
spelling of a word spelt in many different
ways (kidgeree, khichri, etc.) since it was
first recorded in English in the 17c. It is
a loanword from Hindi.
keelson /'kklsan/, a line of timber fastening a ship's floor-timbers to its keel. Now
the preferred spelling and pronunciation {COD, 1995), not kelson /'kelsan/.

keep (verb). Used as a transitive verb,
keep + object + from + -ing is normal English and means 'prevent from something': Jimmie ... was glad that distance
and duty kept Mr Neville from visiting him
kale, kail. Etymologically, these are more than twice-T. Keneally, 1972; His
Scottish and northern-counties variants hands held flat over his ears as if to keep
of the southern word cole, a general name his whole head from flying apart—M. Amis,
for various species of brassica, esp. of 1978; I'd been wearing the old sunglasses all
the curly variety, including colewort, this time, to keep the dental headlights from
borecole, and cabbage. Kale is grown as blinding me—New Yorker, 1989. The OED
a crop (esp. for animal feed) throughout records the use of keep from in the intranBritain. In the spelling kail (less com- sitive sense 'to restrain or contain onemonly kale) the word is used in Scotland self from' + an -ing clause: e.g. Nor was
as a name for (a) certain kinds of curly Louis able to keep from turning pale—C.
brassica, (b) a broth or soup in which Yonge, 1877. This use now sounds discabbage is a principal ingredient. Nu- tinctly archaic. On the other hand, the
merous combinations of the word are construction is flourishing in N. Amercurrent in various parts of Scotland, e.g. ica: Maria cut the wheel to the left, to keep
kail-bell, the dinner bell or a call to from hitting the cans-T. Wolfe, 1987; Nadinner; kail wife, a woman who sells ve- than pulled upward on the frazzled leg of his
getables and herbs; and esp. kail yaird, a shorts and tried to keep from crying—New
cabbage garden, a kitchen-garden. The Yorker, 1988; He thinks we should all come
Kaleyard (or Kailyard) School is a name ...to listen to some ...old university professor
applied to a group of 19c. fiction writers rabbit on about how to keep from going
including J. M. Barrie (1860-1937) and
stale-M. Atwood, 1990.
S. R. Crockett (1860-1914), who described
Kelt(ic). The standard forms now are
local town life in Scotland in a romantic
vein and with much use of the vernacu- CELT a n d CELTIC.
lar.
kennel (verb). The inflected forms are
kalendar, kalends. See CALENDAR; CAL- kennelled, kennelling (AmE kenneled, ken
neling). See -LL-, -L-.
ENDS.
kangaroo. For the parliamentary sense,
see CLOSURE.

kerb. The standard spelling in BrE of
the word meaning a stone edging to a
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kerosene, paraffin, petrol, petroleum | kind

pavement or raised path. In AmE spelt
curb.

seems to be dominant, possibly under
the influence of barometer, speedometer,
etc. Other metrical units (e.g. centimetre,
kerosene, paraffin, petrol, petroleum. millimetre, kilogram, kilolitre) are always
Kerosene in the US (where it is sometimes stressed on the first syllable.
spelt -ine), Australia, and NZ is a fuel oil
suitable for use in domestic lamps and kilo-, milli-. In the metric system, kiloheating appliances. The corresponding means multiplied, and mtlli- divided, by
term in Britain is paraffin. Petroleum 1,000; kilometre 1,000 metres, millimetre
(popularly shortened to petrol) is a hydro- 1/1,000 of a metre. Cf. CENTI-; DECA-.
carbon oil found in the upper strata of
the earth, refined for use in internal- kilt, as worn by Highland men. So spelt,
combustion engines, etc.; in the US not kilts.
called gas or gasoline.
kiltie, a wearer of the kilt; a soldier in
ketchup is the established spelling in

a Highland regiment. So spelt, not -y.

Britain. See CATCHUP.

kimono. PL kimonos (occas. without a
pi. termination, as in Japanese itself),

Khedive. Pronounce /ki'dirv/.

see -O(E)S 6.

Khrushchev, Nikita Sergeyevich, Soviet
statesman (1894-1971). Thus spelt, not
Kr-.
kibbutz /ki'buts/, a communal farming
settlement in Israel. PL kibbutzim
/.kibut'snm/.

kin. As noun = one's relatives or family
(he seems to have neither kin nor country;
he's no kin of mine), now a rather oldfashioned word except in the phrs. next
of kin, kith and kin. It is also found in
predicative use 'passing into adj.' (as the
OED expresses it): We are kin; we have the
same blood in our veins. See KITH AND KIN.

kid (noun). Used to mean 'child', despite
its long history (first clearly recorded in
the 17c), it is now markedly informal
kind (noun).
and should be restricted to such contexts
I 1 Ordinary uses.
(he's only a kid; his wife and kids; spend the 2 these kind of.
day with the kids; school kids; kids' stuff; 3 Adverbial kind of.
etc.).
I 4 kind of a.

1 In the ordinary sense 'type, sort,
kidnap. The inflected forms are kidnapped, kidnapper, kidnapping, except that variety', the normal use is shown in
in AmE forms with a single -p- are some- phrases such as a new kind of soap powder;
a nashi is a kind of pear; the rock formed a
times used. See -p-, -PP-.
kind of arch; nothing of the kind; people of
kidnapping. See ABDUCTION.
every kind.
2 these kind of. Beginning in the 14c,
kidney. PL kidneys.
the type these kinds of trees, though itself
kiln. Now normally pronounced /kiln/, continuing in standard use, produced a
but the OED (1901) gave precedence to strangely ungrammatical variant. As the
/kil/, with the final n silent, and Daniel OED expresses it, 'The feeling that kind
Jones (1917) noted that "The pronunci- 0/was equivalent to an adj. qualifying
ation /kil/ appears to be used only by the following noun, led to the use of all,
those connected with the working of many, other, these, those, and the like, with
kilns'. The New SOED (1993) assigns /kil/ a plural verb and pronoun, when the
to Scotland.
noun was plural, as in these kind of men
kilometre (AmE kilometer). There is con- have their use.' This illogical type is now
siderable variation in the placing of the exceedingly common in colloquial constress. In BrE the stress is traditionally texts: e.g. She was used to these kind of smells
placed on the first syllable, /'kilamiita/, in the night-time bedclothes—M. Duckworth,
and this pronunciation is recommended. i960; I memorized it for these kind of occaBut /kil'Dmrta/ is also common. In over- sions-J. Mclnerny, 1988.
seas English-speaking countries, including the US, second-syllable stressing

3 Adverbial kind of turns up in informal contexts (now esp. in AmE) in the

kinda | knee
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types I kind of thought you weren't coming; commonly Thank you for not smoking
She kind of wasn't listening (in which kind rather than You are kindly requested not to
of is called a 'downtoner' in CGEL), mean- smoke, Will passengers kindly refrain from
ing 'I rather thought ...', 'She wasn't smoking, or the very direct No smoking. In
listening carefully'. Examples: I kind of CGEL commands of either kind are called
want to choose my war since it's my life- 'courtesy subjuncts': the term is applied
Boston Sunday Herald Mag., 1967; All theseto a small group (among them cordially,
rich bastards driving up the property values graciously, kindly, and please) of adverbs
have kind of made it impossible for everyone used in rather formulaic expressions of
politeness and propriety. Kindly is undeelse—New Yorker, 1987.
batably used as an indication of po4 kind of a. This slightly more complex
liteness (she kindly offered to baby-sit for
type is shown in: We're kind of a middleus), and in an admonitory fashion (kindly
aged Sonny and Cher—Washington Post,
behave yourself). It is starting to drop out
1973; he took me to a place where there were
of use as a formula of polite request.
pictures of naked women on the walls. It was
And it is important to note that in adkind of a club—New Yorker, 1988. The BrE
monitory uses it cannot be moved about
equivalent would read . . . a kind of...
in a sentence. Kindly leave me alone and
Historically the AmE construction is a
Kindly don't make a fuss are idiomatic;
reduction of a long-established type, . . .
Leave me alone, kindly and Don't kindly make
a kind of a ... Examples: I haue the wit to
a fuss are not.
thinke my Master is a kinde of a
2 (adj.). Of course kindly is also often
knaue—Shakespeare, 1591; I ••• thought
myself a kind of a monarch—Defoe, 1719; used as an adj. (a kindly word, a kindly
(a tautologous use) Dash is a sort of a kind policeman).
of a spaniel—Miss Mitford, 1824.
3 kindlily. This adverb (first recorded
The types described in 2 and 3 should
in the 19c.) is recorded in dictionaries,
not be used in standard language of but its clumsiness ensures that it is not
reasonable formality, but both form a often used: in practice it gives way to in
natural part of informal speech. Type 4 a kindly manner/way, etc.
is restricted to AmE. See SORT.
kinema. See CINEMA.

kinda. As part of a widespread tendency
king. The types King of Arms and King at
in the 20c. to link reduced forms of of
Arms have both been used in heraldry
(and have, etc.) to the preceding word in
since the 16c. as a title of a chief herald
the written form of the language, kinda,
of the College of Arms, but the former
shoulda, etc., are often printed in place
has now established itself in the deof kind of, should have, etc. Examples: This
signation of those who still hold such
some kinda gimmick?—Punch, 1972; That
offices: Gaiter, Clarenceux, and Norroy
little chap must have been really desperate to
and Ulster; in Scotland, Lyon.
take that kinda crap—Caris Davis, 1989.
The reduced forms are strictly excluded
kinsfolk (in AmE more commonly kinfrom formal writing.
folk) is pi. without the addition of -s.
kindly. 1 (adv.). There is a difficulty kith and kin. This ancient phrase (first
here. Fowler (1926) objected to the 'mis- recorded in the 14c), which originally
placement' of kindly in such a sentence meant 'country and kinsfolk' and then
as Authors are kindly requested to note that 'acquaintances and kinsfolk, friends and
Messrs—only acceptMSS. on the understand- relations', has come to be used emotively
ing that.... when the writer should have of people of the same ethnic origin who
said Will authors please note ..., since it is are under a threat of some kind (driven
not Messrs—who are being kind. COD out of power, invaded, forced to emig1995 says that kindly is 'often ironically rate, etc.). It cropped up quite a lot, for1
example, at the time of the Falkland^
used in a polite request or command
conflict.
(kindly^ acknowledge this letter, kindly leave
me alone)'. There is some evidence that
kitty-corner(ed). See CATER-CORNERED.
the use to which Fowler objected is on
the wane. In taxis now, for example,
knee. The adj. from knock knees, broken
the printed message about smoking is knees, etc., can now be safely spelt kneed
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knee-jerk | knout

(rather than knee'd); so knock-kneed (adj.). swindler ('personne qui se livre à des
activités peu scrupuleuses, aventurier,
escroc'—Trésor de la langue française).
knee-jerk. This popularized technical
2 For knight of the road, see SOBRIQUETS.
term ( = a sudden involuntary kick
3 The plurals of knight bachelor and
caused by a blow on the tendon just
below the knee when the leg is hanging knight errant usually have -s after the first
loose) has endeared itself to politicians, element (knights bachelor, etc.), but Knight
debaters, etc., used attributively in the Hospitaller, when used (they are also
figurative sense 'predictable, automatic, called Knights of St John,—of Rhodes,—of
stereotyped', as in knee-jerk reaction. Ex- Malta), normally has -s after both eleample: The [motor] industry's ... knee-jerk ments. The pi. of Knight Templar is either
support for road construction and its opposi- JCnights Templars or Knights Templar.
tion to tighter air pollution standards have
not endeared it to the public—Times, 1991. knit. The pa.t. and pa.pple form for the
dominant sense of the verb, namely 'to
kneel (verb). From the evidence before make a garment, etc., with knittingme, the pa.t. and pa.pple seem to be needles', is knitted. In other uses, knitted
either kneeled or knelt in all English-speak- and knit occur with about equal freing countries, but with knelt markedly quency: she knitted), or had knitted), her
in the ascendant: (kneeled) And he kneeled brows; a close-knit group; knitted pullovers.
down and cried with a loud voice—T. S. Eliot,knock-kneed. See KNEE.
1935; His mother kneeled in the corner—M.
Leland, 1985; (knelt US) George knelt beside knock up. First-time visitors from Britthe pool and drank from his hands with ain to the US need to be reminded that
quick scoops—]. Steinbeck, 1937; He knelt the BrE sense 'to arouse (a person) by
comfortably, his heels tucked neatly under a knock at the door' is not known in
him—J. Clavell, 1975; Fauve knelt by the America, where the same phrasal verb is
sofa on which Maggy sat—]. Krantz, 1982; a slang way of saying 'to make pregnant'.
They stood, and knelt, and sat splayed before
us in splendid formation—Atlantic, 1991; knoll. The standard pronunciation is
(knelt UK) When he knelt by his bed to /naul/. Words with the diphthong /-au-/
pray before sleeping, his angel returned-W. include droll, poll (voting),roll,stroll, toll;
Golding, 1964; he was once remarked on as while those with the monophthong /-D-/
the only officer who knelt in church-D. Cecil, include doll, loll, moll, Poll (parrot).
1978; Some of the recruits knelt to pray knot. This is a unit of a ship's or aircraft's
before retiring, presumably for strength—A.speed equivalent to one nautical mile
Burgess, 1987. The OED (1901) noted that (approx. 2,025 yards or 1,852 metres) per
'the pa.t. and pple. knelt appear to be late hour. It is not a measure of distance,
(19th c.) and of southern origin'. See 'T even though it is often loosely so called
AND -ED.
(e.g. the ship went ten knots an hour). Originknickers. In BrE, a woman's or girl's ally a knot was 'a piece of knotted string
undergarment covering the body from fastened to the log-line, one of a series
the waist or hips to the top of the thighs fixed at such intervals that the number
and having leg-holes or separate legs. of them that run out while the sand-glass
In AmE, short for knickerbockers, loose- is running indicates the ship's speed in
fitting breeches gathered at the knee or nautical miles per hour; hence, each of
calf; also, a boy's short trousers. (Defini- the divisions so marked on the log-line,
as a measure of the rate of motion of
tions from COD 1995)
the ship (or of a current, etc.)' (OED). As
knick-knack. Thus spelt, not nick-nack. a matter of curiosity, the OED lists three
examples of the loose use from unirnknife. The pi. of the noun is knives, but peachably (if somewhat old-fashioned)
the inflected forms of the verb knife are nautical sources, Anson's Voyages (1748),
knifes, knifed, and knifing.
Cook's Voyages 1772-84), and Marryat's
Peter Simple (1833).
knight. 1 The obsolete phr. knight of
industry is a rendering of the Fr. phr. knout (scourge used in imperial Russia).
chevalier d'industrie, an adventurer, a Pronounce /naut/, not /nu:t/ or /kn-/.
See -ED AND 'D.

know I kudos
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know. Now strikingly overused, esp. by today?' 'lunching with Lalige. Some shopping.
non-standard speakers: 1 In the form of We won't lunch till late, knowing her—M.
a rhetorical question, (Do you) know what Wesley, 1983; Knowing Jeremy, it would be
I mean?. Examples: Actually, I don't sing more a modus-operandi clash-Gentlemen's Q
well. You know what I mean? I'm not sure 1990. It is one of a number of admissible
what to do—New Yorker, 1986; it's not gonna'unattached participles'. Cf. JUDGING BY.
get any better if you switch guys, you know
Pronounce /'nDl-/, not
what I mean?—Musician (US), 1991- In rapid knowledge.
speech the question is often reduced to /'naul-/. As the OED remarked (in 1901):
'The shortening of . . . the first syllable
something like know't I mean?
is phonetically normal; cf. the 1 5 2 In you know, as a conversational 17th c. spelling knoledge; /'nauhd3/, used
filler. Examples: A. They're supposed to be, by some, is merely a recent analytical
you know, sexy. B. That's all right, but allpronunciation after know.' Gowers (1965)
men are the same, after one thing, but some-noted that the pronunciation with nol
times, you know, it can be wonderful—Listener,
'has disappeared even from those pulpits
1965; People get the wrong idea, thinking we that were its last refuge'.
might be, you know, glamorous or brilliant
or something—Sunday Times, 1974- It is a knowledgeable. So spelt.
marked feature of informal conversation
and unscripted speech. A Swedish scho- kopje. This older spelling (from Du.
lar, Britt Erman, in her Pragmatic Expres- kopje) has been entirely replaced in S.
sions in English (1987), analysed the Africa by koppie /'kDpi/. But kopje is still
commonest of such expressions—you the customary spelling outside S. Africa.
know, you see, and I mean—used in conver- Koran. Pronounce /ko:'ra:n/. Sometimes
sations between educated speakers. She written Qur'an or Quran, as a closer transconcluded that you know has a number literation of the Arabic original.
of functions. It is often used to introduce
background information (such as a par- kosher. Pronounce /'kauja/, not /'kD-/.
enthesis), or extra clarification or exemkowtow, pronounced /kau'tau/, entirely
plification. It is also often used to finish
off an argument, or to mark the bound- replaced ko-tow, pronounced /kau'tau/, at
ary between one topic or manner of some point in the 20c.
speaking and another. All this may well
kraal. The pronunciation is given as
be so, and may cause difficulty in Stock- either /kra:l/ or /kro:l/ in SAfr. dictionarholm, but the fact remains that conver- ies., but in BrE it is pronounced /krcri/.
sation that is studded with you knows,
however closely the function of the ex- kris (Malay or Indonesian dagger). Now
pression is analysed, is also likely to be the preferred spelling. Formerly also
crease, creese, kreese.
judged to be inept.
know-how. After a period in the mid- krona, krone. 1 krona (pi. kronor) is the
20c. when its usefulness was called into chief monetary unit of Sweden; and
question in Britain, that intangible but krona (pi. kronur) that of Iceland.
wonderful thing called American %now-how' 2 krone (pi. kroner) is the chief mon(Encounter, 1953) has come to be accepted etary unit of Denmark and of Norway.
in all English-speaking areas as an indiskrummhorn (also crumhorn) is a medipensable term for technical expertness
or practical knowledge. The word was eval wind instrument with a double reed
first recorded in print in AmE in 1838, and a curved end. It is a German word,
but did not come into widespread use derived from krumm 'crooked' + Horn
until about a century later.
knowing. Used in the sense 'from what
I know about (a person)' or short for
'knowing (a person) as I do', it is now
frequently used in a formulaic way to
emphasize the truth of an accompanying
statement. Examples: "What are you doing

'horn'. Cf. CREMONA.

Krushchev. See KHRUSHCHEV.

kudos /'kjurdDs/, AmE /'kuzdDs/, glory,
renown, is a 19c. adoption (orig. university slang) of Gk KÛÔOÇ in the same
sense. A degenerate back-formation,
kudo, has emerged from about 1940, used
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kukri I kyrie eleison

to mean 'an honourable mention, praise word of Gk origin (bathos, chaos, pathos,
for an achievement*. Examples: This did etc.) has suffered such an undignified
not win Mr. Eisenhower many kudos in the fate.
press—Wall St.Jrnl, 1961; A kudo to Life for
kukri (curved knife). Pronounce /'kukri/.
afinestory on baseball's spring training—Life,
PI. kukris.
1963. It is true that back-formations resulting from a misinterpretation of the kyrie eleison. Of the numerous variant
function of a final -s can be found: e.g. pronunciations, COD 1995 gives precedASSET, cherry (from OF cherise, taken as ence to /'kianei ilenzDn/. It is derived from
pi.), pea (from pease, taken as pi.). But Gk Kupie eXenaov and means 'Lord, have
this is an old discarded process. No other mercy'.

LI
laager. Pronounce /'la:ga/.
(mod. lâchesse 'cowardice, laxness'), ult.
from L laxus 'lax'): e.g. Laches is [not are]
lab, a late-igc. informal shortening of pleaded as a defence.
laboratory, now well established in everyday use.
lachrymose (and related words). Irretrievably now always spelt with lachry
label. The inflected forms are labelled, though this group of words all answer
labelling (AmE labeled, labeling). See -LL-, to L lacrima 'tear' (and derivatives, e.g.
-L-.
lacrimâre 'to weep'). 'The ch of the prevaillabial. Lit. 'of the lip', in phonetics it ing spelling of this and the related words
means '(of a consonant) requiring partial is due to the med. L. practice of writing ch
or complete closure of the lips (e.g. p, b, for c before Latin r; cf. anchor, pulchritude,
f, v, m, w; (of a vowel) requiring rounded sepulchre. They, in med. L. a mere graphic
lips (e.g. oo in moon)' (COD, 1995). Of thesevariant of t, has been retained in mod.
consonants, /, v are labio-dental (only Eng. orthography from the erroneous
notion that lacrima is an adoption of Gr.
one lip is used to form the sound), and
m, p, b are bilabial; w is a labio-velar semi- SdKpuua' (OED).
vowel, involving lip-rounding, while the
lack (verb). The use with for meaning
sound (i.e. /w/) is made at the velum.
'to be short of something' (used only in
negative constructions) seems to have
labium. PI. labia. See -UM 2.
originated in AmE and spread to BrE
laboratory. The standard pronunci- during the 20c Examples: Here's hoping
ation in BrE now is /la'bDratan/, stressed
hell never lack for friends—M. Twain, 1892;
on the second syllable. In 1902 the OED The outward signs that she had marked upon
gave only first-syllable stressing for the him did not lack for inner causes-E.
word, with the last four syllables all Phillpotts, 1906; He never lacked for
unstressed. In AmE the word is stressed friends-R. Ellmann, 1987; You get a lower
on the first syllable and the last two standard of trim, but you don't lack for much
syllables are pronounced like Tory.
in the way of essential equipment—Which?
Car Buying Guide, 1987.
labour. The standard spelling in BrE
(AmE labor). Hence Labourite, a member lackey. Thus spelt, not lacquey.
or follower of the Labour Party. In Australia, labour is the customary spelling ex- lacquer. Thus spelt, not lacker.
cept, curiously, in the official name of
the Australian Labor Party (and Laborite). lacrim-. See LACHRYMOSE.
See BELABOUR.

labouredly. Probably best as three syllables. See -EDLY.
lac. See LAKH.

lace. The related forms are lacier, laciest,
lacily, laciness.

lacuna. PI. either lacunae /-ni:/ or lacunas.
lad. A mostly affectionate word used in
several senses: 1 a boy or youth (he's only
a lad); a young son (my lad is rather a shy
boy).

2 (usu. in pi.) a man, esp. a workmate,
drinking companion, etc. (he's one of the
lacerate (verb). The related adj. is lacer- lads; the lads will vote on the issue tomorrow)
able. See -ABLE, -IBLE 2.
3 a high-spirited fellow, a rogue (he's
a
bit
of a lad).
laches /'laetfiz/. In law, it means 'a delay

4 (in Britain) a stable-groom (regardin performing a legal duty, asserting a
right, claiming a privilege, etc' (COD). It less of age; sometimes applied to a
is a sing, noun (derived from OF laschesse female groom).
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laddie | lamentable

begins by saying Ladies and Gentlemen. All
these uses, and a good many more, are
lade (verb). Apart from the passive use listed in the COD (1995). hi practice none
of the pa. pple laden, this verb is now of them is challenged by woman or
almost restricted to the bill of lading that women.
the master of a ship gives to the con2 Lady is also used as of right in certain
signor as a receipt for his cargo. In all
of its remaining applications, laden has titles. The style Lady Jones is proper only
to vie with the much more natural word for a peeress below the rank of duchess
loaded. Laden, usu. followed by with, can or a baronet's or knight's wife or widow.
be used of a vehicle, donkey, person, The style Lady Mary Jones is appropriate
tree, table, etc., weighed down by goods, for a daughter of a duke, marquess, or
parcels, fruit, etc.: e.g. the boughs of the earl. The style Lady Henry Jones is used
tree were laden with apples; the cart was for the wife or widow of the younger son
of a duke or marquess. A Lady Mayoress is
laden with sacks of corn; heavily laden buses.
It is also used in the sense '(of the con- the wife or other chosen female consort,
science, spirit, etc.) painfully burdened e.g. a daughter, of a Lord Mayor. Much
with sin, sorrow, etc. (a soul laden with fuller information about the correct use
the sin which he had committed)'. But the of such titles is available in the latest
word has all the hallmarks of impending version of Debrett's Correct Form.
archaism, and seems likely to fall into
3 lady by itself in the vocative is often
disuse in the 21c.
loosely used for madam as a term of
address (esp. in shops and businesses),
ladleful. PI. ladlefuls. See -FUL.
as governor (or guv) or squire are for sir;
but madam and sir are much the more
lady. 1 In George Meredith's Evan Har- usual terms.
rington (1861), a novel much concerned
4 Prefixed to vocational words (lady
with the problems of social class, the
heroine, Rose Jocelyn, niece of the British doctor, lady barrister, etc.), lady is fast givenvoy in Lisbon, is rhetorically asked, ing way to woman (woman doctor, etc.).
Would you rather be called a true English See also FEMININE DESIGNATIONS; GENTLElady than a true English woman, Rose?. TheWOMAN.
distinction mattered then, and, to judge
from the first listed sense of lady in the ladyfy, ladyfied. Thus spelt (but not
COD (1995), 'a woman regarded as being often used).
of superior social status or as having the lady-in-waiting. PL ladfes-tn-waitmg.
refined manners associated with this',
still does. Lady stands alongside woman, laid, lain. See LAY AND LIE.
sometimes more or less synonymously,
more often not at all. It is used as a title laissez-aller, -faire, -passer. The pre(see 2 below), whereas woman is not. A ferred spellings (all three in italics), not
natural use is seen in the lady (never laisser-.
woman) of the house. Other fixed collocations include the Ladies (or Ladies'), a lakh. In India, = 100,000 (not lack, lac);
women's public lavatory; the Ladies' Gal- in sums of rupees, place a comma after
lery (at the House of Commons); a ladies' the number of lakhs: thus 25,87,000 is
(or lady's) man, one fond of female com- 25 lakhs 87 thousand rupees.
pany; ladies' night, a function at a men's
lam, thrash, etc. So spelt (not, as someclub, etc., to which women are invited;
times until the 18c, lamb).
ladies' room, one of the terms for a
women's lavatory in a hotel, office, etc.; lama, llama. A Tibetan or Mongolian
lady-in-waiting, a lady attending a queen Buddhist monk is a lama. A llama is a
or princess; lady-killer, a practised SAmer. ruminant, used as a beast of
seducer; and numerous others. My lady burden.
wife is sometimes jocularly used to mean
*my wife'; old lady is used rather than lamentable. Pronounce /'laemantabal/,
old woman, being thought to be more with stress on the first syllable; in AmE
respectful. A speaker about to address also with the main stress on the second
a mixed adult audience conventionally syllable (as in the noun and verb lament).
laddie. Thus spelt. See -IE, -Y.

lamina | large, largely
lamina. PI. laminae /-ni:/.
lammergeyer, a large vulture. Pronounce /'laemagaia/.
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road signs about them usually just say
DANGER. SUP, or the like.
landward. The adjectival form everywhere is landward (a landward breeze); in
Scotland it is also used specifically to
mean 'rural, in or of the country as
opposed to (a particular) town'. As an
adv., landwards is the dominant form in
BrE (soil landwards), and either landward
or landwards is permissible in AmE. In
Scotland, landward as an adv. is used to
mean 'in, toward, or in the direction of
the country as opposed to the town'.

lampoon, libel, etc. There is often occasion to select a term for an intended-tobe hurtful or embarrassing attack (even
if light-hearted) on a person, a group,
etc. A lampoon is a satirical attack on a
person, institution, etc. A libel (nowadays
liable to be expensive if judged in a court
of law to be one) is a published statement
damaging to a person's reputation; contrasted with a slander, which is a false
oral defamatory statement damaging to languor, languorous, languid, lana person's reputation (but see the separ- guish. It is troublesome to foreigners
ate entry LIBEL (noun), SLANDER). Other that the first two are pronounced with
terms for satirical or 'witty' statements, medial /-ng-/ and the last two with medial
parodies, etc., that are potentially hurt- /-rjgw-/. This clear-cut distinction is in
ful to those to whom they are addressed, fact quite recent: the OED (1902) listed
but are mostly judged to be part of life's both pronunciations for languor, i.e.
rich tapestry, include pasquinade (now those with /-rjg-/ and with /-r)gw-/, and
rare), a lampoon or satire, orig. one dis- only /'laengwaras/ for languorous. A similar
played in a public place (It. pasquinata, contrast is shown in liquor /-k-/ compared
from Pasquino, a statue in Rome on which with liquid /-kw-/, and conquer /-k-/ as
abusive Latin verses were annually against conquest /-kw-/.
posted); skit, a light, usu. short, piece of
satire or burlesque; and squib (now rare), lansquenet /'laenskanet/, a card-game
a short satirical composition, a lampoon. of German origin. Derived from French
(Definitions mainly from COD.) See SAT- (17c). The French word is an adaptation
of Ger. Landsknecht, lit. 'servant of the
IRE.
country'.
lamprey. PI. lampreys.
lantern, lanthorn. The second of these,
land (noun). The land of the leal is a commonly found in 16-19C. literature
Scottish expression for 'the land of the (e.g. this lanthorn doth the horned moon
faithful, heaven' (chiefly with allusion present—Shakespeare, 1590; Fishing up a
to Lady Nairne's song, 1798). The Land of lanthorn he turned the light on her face—G. C.
Cakes (also with small initial letters) was Davies, 1873) is probably due to popular
a 17-19C. bantering sobriquet for Scot- etymology, lanterns having formerly
land, from the importance of oatcakes been almost always made of horn (OED).
in the Scottish diet.
lapel. Pronounce /la'pel/. The adj. is
landgrave, an historical name for a lapelled (also in AmE beside lapeled).
German count having jurisdiction over
a territory; fern, landgravine /-graviin/. Cf. lapis lazuli. Pronounce /'laepis laezjulai/,
though many people pronounce the
modGer. Graf count.
second word /'laezjuli/.
landslide, landslip. The original term
(17c.) for 'the sliding down of a mass of lapsus calami, lapsus linguae, a slip
land on a mountain or cliff side' was of the pen, of the tongue, respectively.
landslip. From the mid-i9c. the preferred If a pi. of lapsus is called for, it is lapsus,
term in America was landslide; and before pronounced /'laepsu:s/, not lapsi. See -us
the end of the 19c. it was also being 2.
used, in the US and elsewhere, to mean
larboard. See PORT.
a sweeping electoral victory. Landslide is
probably the dominant term now in the large, largely (advs.). In a restricted
literal sense in BrE as well as AmE. In number of circumstances, large is the
NZ both terms are familiar, but warning only idiomatic adverbial form of the two:
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largesse | late, erst, erstwhile, ex-, former(ly), quondam

after the verbs bulk and loom; also writ
large, and in the phr. by and large. In
all other contexts largely ( = to a large
extent) is the normal word (e.g.. his failure
was largely due to laziness).

2 lastflastly. In enumerations there is
considerable variation between the two.
My preference is to use the sequence
First, ... secondly, ... thirdly, ... lastly (or
finally). See FIRST 4.
3 at long last (formerly also at the long
largesse. It goes against the grain to
last).
Described in the OED (1902) as 'Now
overturn one of Fowler's verdicts, but it
is clear that largesse is now the natural rare', the phr. has come back into comform (not largess, as Fowler recommen- mon use: At long last I am able to say a
few words of my own—King Edward VIII,
ded in 1926).
1936 (abdication speech); Someone answers
largo, a musical instruction. Used as a the phone at long last—J. Aiken, 1971.
noun ( = a largo passage or movement)
4 lastflatest. In such a context as In his
the pi. is largos. See -O(E)S 6.
latest book, Dr A ..., it is clear that Dr A
has written earlier books and that he is
larva /'laiva/. PL larvae /-vi:/.
still alive and may well write others. If
laryngeal. In this and other words in the statement runs In his last book, Dr A
which -ng- is followed by e or i the g is .... the meaning could be the same, or
'soft': thus /la'nnd3ial/, laryngitis /laerm- it could also imply that this was the final
'd3artis/. Otherwise it is 'hard': e.g. laryn- book written by Dr A before he died. It
is obvious, therefore, that if there is any
goscope /la'rmgaskaup/.
danger of contextual ambiguity some
larynx, organ forming air passage to word other than last should be used. In
lungs. PL laryngés /la'rmd3i:z/.
many idiomatic phrases last is still the
only possible adj. of the two: = most
laser. We are all so familiar with the recent; next before a specified time (last
word now—laser beam, laser printer, laser- Christmas; last week); = preceding; preguided bomb, etc.—that it is easy to forget vious in a series (got on at the last station);
that it is a recent coinage (i960) and that
= only remaining (the last biscuit; our
it is an acronym (formed from the initial last chance); (preceded by the) = the least
letters of 'light amplification by the likely or suitable (the last person I'd want
stimulated emission of radiation'). It was to see; the last thing I'd have expected); =
modelled on the slightly earlier word
the lowest in order (the last name on the
maser (1955), which itself is a com- list).
bination of the initial letters of several
5 the last analysis. See ANALYSIS 2.
words ('microwave amplification by
stimulated emission of radiation'. Lasers late makes latish. See MUTE E.
are optical masers.
late, erst, erstwhile, ex-, former(ly),
lassie. The diminutive form, commonly quondam, sometime, whilom. The
used in Scotland, of lass is so spelt (not choice of word among these is somewhat
-y). See -IE, -Y.
complicated. 1 See ERST, ERSTWHILE; WHILOM. None of the three is common in
lasso. A word of Spanish origin (Sp.
ordinary use: in most contexts they
lazo, cognate with lace), it is pronounced
smack of WARDOUR STREET.
/lse'su:/. As noun its pi. is lassos. The verbal
forms are lassoed, lassoes, lassoing. The 2 ex-: commonly prefixed to nouns,
noun and verb are often pronounced giving the meaning 'formerly)'. See EX-.
/'laesau/ in AmE.
3 former: for its three natural uses as
adj., see FORMER.

last. 1 With a cardinal numeral. The
4 quondam: in somewhat formal use
more frequent order of words between
the 14c. and the 17c. was the two (three, as an adj. used attrib. (his quondam
etc.) last ( = Fr. les deux derniers, Ger. die friend = his former friend), and occas. as
zwei letzten). But the form the last two an adv., it suffers from belonging to
(three, etc.) is now the more frequent of a vanishing tribe of Latin words in a
the two (the last two volumes ofMacaulay's Latinless age.
History), except where last is equivalent
5 sometime: principally used in the
to 'last-mentioned' (OED). Cf. FIRST 3.
sense 'formerly)' of a person who once

later on | Latin plurals
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held office (sometime Lord Mayor of Oxford)regularly retain the Latin pl., e.g. bases,
or a building which has changed its crises, oases, theses (not basises, crisises,
function (the old Ashmolean Building, some-oasises, thesises). Some others exhibit both
the original Latin form and the Anglitime the headquarters of the OED).
6 late: preceded by the or by a possess- cized one in a fairly random way, e.g.
ive pronoun (my, his, etc.) means (a) no atriaj atriums, cacti\cactuses, lacunaeflalonger alive, recently dead (the late Nicolae cunas. The context or individual taste
Ceausescu; her late father bequeathed the governs the choice on most occasions.
house to her); (h) no longer having the In an age when formal knowledge of
specified status (the late chairman of the Latin rules is fading fast, it is not surprisParish Council). In ordinary, non-literary, ing that there should be a general moveEnglish, formerly) is the most serviceable ment towards the use of English plurals
word in this group, followed by late (but like crematoriums (rather than -oria), cruxes
only in contexts requiring sense 6a), and (rather than cruces), encomiums (rather
ex- (but bear in mind that Fowler de- than -mia), gymnasiums (rather than -sia),
plored its use with titles consisting of référendums (rather than -da), but in such
more than one word, e.g. ex-Lord Mayor). words a degree of self-satisfaction is certainly in order if a knowledgeable person
later on. See EARLY ON. A recent ex- chooses to retain the Latin plural form.
There is a further group for which the
ample: Later on I had worked in the Post's
editorial and circulation departments—Bull.Latin plurals are more or less obligatory:
not to use them represents a serious
Amer. Acad. Arts & Sri., 1989.
stepping out of line. The plurals of alga,
lath /la:0/, a flat strip of wood, has pl. corrigendum, desideratum, nucleus, stratum,
laths /laiGs/, less commonly /laiôz/.
are regularly algae, corrigenda, desiderata,
nuclei, strata. A vulnerable group is that
lathe /leiô/, a machine for shaping wood, where the classical plural ended in -ata:
has pl. lathes /leiôz/.
thus automaton/pl. automata, lemma/pl.
lemmata, miasma\p\. miasmata, stigma/pl.
lather, as noun and verb, is most comstigmata. It would not be surprising if
monly pronounced /'laiôa/ by standard
the forms in -ata fell into disuse in the
speakers, but /'laeoa/ by a not insignifi21c. except in special circumstances.
cant minority. In AmE /'laeô-/ is the more
Some other 'irregular' Latin plurals are
common.
'hanging on' in English, but standard
speakers are finding it increasingly diflathi /'la:ti:/, in India, a long stick used
ficult to remember the morphological
as a weapon, has pl. lathis.
relationship between the singular and
latine. See ANGLICE.
the plural forms: e.g. apexlapices, codexlcodices, corpus\corpora, cortex\cortices, genus\Latinism, Latinity. The first is princip- genera,
helix/helices, matrix\matrices,
ally (a) an idiom or form characteristic radixjradices, vortex\vortices. The classical
of the Latin language, esp. one used by plural forms remain at risk. The choice
a writer in another language; (b) con- of plural form sometimes depends on
formity in style or manner to Latin the subject area: e.g. appendixes in surmodels. The second is the quality or gery and zoology but appendices in books.
the extent of Latin words in a person's In scientific work foci, formulae, indices,
writing (e.g. the Latinity of Johnson's style and vortices are regularly used, but in
is obvious) or the extent of Latin, influence general writing the ordinary plural
on a period's style. See -ISM AND -ITY.
forms in -s, -es are more usual.
Latin plurals (or Latinized Greek). Separate entries have been made for Latin
words that are in regular use in English,
and these are to be found at their alphabetical place together with their (often
competing) plural forms. A few general
features are worth noting. 1 No simple
rule can be given for the distribution of
the rival forms. Some common words

2 A good many originally plural
nouns of classical origin have tended
over the years to be wrongly treated as
sing, nouns in English. See e.g. AGENDA;
BONA FIDE(S); CRITERION; DATA; MEDIA;
PHENOMENON.

3 With a few exceptions too firmly
rooted to be dislodged (e.g. Adelphi), Latin
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plurals in -f should be pronounced /ai/, that no Latin sentence or phrase can
not /i:/: e.g. bacilli, fungi, gladioli, narcissi, be used unexplained in a newspaper?
Certainly not "lîmeo Danaos et dona
radii, stimuli.
4 Most Latin words in -us form their ferentes", neither "Dulce et decorum est
plural in -i, but some do not. See -us. pro patria mori"; perhaps "sic" and "RIP"
It is a grievous mistake to write, for may still survive. "O tempora, O mores",
example, hiati, ignorami, octopi. See also one might exclaim, if one thought that
anyone was likely to know what one
-EX, -ix; -TRIX; -UM.
meant. In fact, however, the Independent's
Latin pronunciation. Those who are caution was mistaken. If the Latin had
interested in the details of standard Eng- appeared those who understood it would
lish usage are very often curious to know at once have felt flattered; those who
how the Romans pronounced the Latin did not know what it meant would either
language in the classical period. The have kept their heads down and not
standard work on all these troublesome owned up, or they would have engaged
matters (how ae, au, c, eu, g, œ, s, th, u in the enjoyable pursuit of discovering
consonant, y, etc., were pronounced) is its meaning. Broad-sheet newspapers are
W. Sidney Allen's Vox Latina (2nd edn, supposed to be for educated people: one
1978). His book is partly dependent on of the features of being educated is that
John Sargeaunt's paper 'The Pronunci- one is not totally flummoxed when one
ation of English Words Derived from the comes across something which one does
Latin', SPE Tract iv (1920). The various not understand.'
types of pronunciation of Latin wordsClassical (Ciceronian), Italian (Dantean), -latry, representing Gk -Xaxpsia 'worContinental (Chaucerian), and English ship', is shown in idolatry, a 13c.
(Shakespearean)—together with advice loanword from OF (ult. a reduced form
on the pronunciation of numerous legal of Gk (NT) e\5(ûXoXaxpeia). In English the
phrases (de jure, amicus curiae, ultra vires, formative element meaning 'worship o f
etc.), may be found in H. A. Kelly's paper is -olatry. It has been widely put to service
'Lawyer's Latin: Loquenda ut Vulgus?, in in (a) angelolatry (first recorded 1847),
Journal of Legal Education 38 (1988), pp. astrolatry (1678), bardolatry (worship of
195-207. In the present book the recom- the 'Bard of Avon', 1901), bibliolatry
mended pronunciations of English (1763), demonolatry (1668), Mariolatry
words and phrases adopted from Latin (1612); (b) evanescent, low-currency, or
are given under the individual words. facetious formations like babyolatry
The great majority of them differ mark- (1846), crochetolatry (1859), lordolatry
edly from the way in which the same (1846). The corresponding agent-nouns
words were pronounced in classical end in -ater: bardolater, bibliolater, idolater,
etc.
Latin.
Latin quotations. The spirit of our age
is brought out in this extract from The
Spectator of 26 September 1987: 'Last Friday, the Independent gave Nicholas Garland's cartoon the place of honour on
its front page. His picture derived from
the photograph of Mrs Thatcher standing among industrial desolation in Teesside. The caption was "If you seek for a
monument, gaze around". This was not
what Garland had written. His caption
was "Si monumentum requiris, circumspice". It had been changed after 40 per
cent of the Independent's news conference
had confessed that they did not know
what the Latin meant (and so, presumably, did not know that it was Christopher Wren's epitaph). Does this mean

latter survives almost solely in the latter,
which provides with the former a pair of
pronouns obviating undesirable repetition of one or both of previously men1 like the
tioned names or nouns.
former, it should only be used of the last
of a pair (of persons, ideas, etc.), as in:
We can either rely on our children to translate
for us or we can try to catch up. The National
Air and Space Museum makes the latter choice
easier—Illustrated London News, 1980. The
illogical use of latter to refer to the last
of more than two antecedents is shown
in: His [sc. Jonathan Kellerman's] three
previous novels are 'Blood Test', 'Over the Edge'
and 'When the Bough Breaks', the latter of
which won ...the Edgar Allan Poe AwardChicago Tribune, 1988.

laudable, laudatory | lawman
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2 Like the former, it should be placed laurustinus,
an evergreen winterclose to the word or idea to which it flowering shrub, Viburnum tinus, is usu.
refers so as not to mystify the reader. pronounced /toira'stamas/, with the iniFowler (1926) cites just such a mystifying tial sound of laureate rather than that of
passage: The only people to gain will be the laurel, i.e. /'ID-/. It is a 17c. modL formation
Tories and the principal losers will be the from L laurus 'laurel' -I- ttnus, name of a
working<lass voters whose interests the plant (perh. the laurustinus). The spellLabour Party is supposed to have at heart. It ing laurestinus, occas. found, is erroneous.
is a very poor compliment to the intelligence
of the latter [which, in heaven's name?] to lav, a colloq. shortening (in BrE) of
LAVATORY, is so written (no point).
believe, as many Labour members seem to do,
that their support of the Labour cause will be lavabo /la'vaibau/ or /-'veibau/ has a range
all the more ardent if their interests are thus of senses from 'the ritual washing of the
disregarded.
celebrant's hands at the offertory of the

(Roman Catholic) Mass', to (sometimes
laudable, laudatory. The first means pronounced /'laevabau/) 'a washing'commendable, praiseworthy' (he carried trough used in some medieval monasterout his plan with laudablefirmness).Lauda- ies'. The Roman Catholic rite (in its Latin
tory means 'expressing praise' (a politician form) is accompanied by the saying of
from one party is not likely to speak in a Ps. 26:6, beginning Lavabo inter innocentes
laudatory manner about a politician from manus meas (in which Lavabo = I will
another party). The two words are never wash). The pi. is lavabos.
interchangeable. Examples: (laudable)
What was laudable about her politics was lavatory. In the early 20c. perhaps the
her passion to become involved-M. Forster, dominant plain-speaking word for a WC
1988; (laudatory) One wounding review is (both the fixture itself and the room)
liable to be more memorable than ten lauda-was lavatory, but it has mostly given way
tory notices—R. Berthoud, 1987.
now to other words, in BrE esp. loo (the
usual middle-class word) and toilet (unilaudanum. Pronounce /'loidnam/, i.e. versal in working-class speech and upwith two syllables.
wards into the language of many whitecollar speakers). For a description of the
laughable means 'ludicrous; highly general distribution of the various
amusing; that may be laughed at' (he had terms, see TOILET.
acted in a way that was half pathetic, half
laughable).
laver 1 , edible seaweed. Pronounce /'larva/; but /'leiva/ is also in standard use.
laughter. In Homeric laughter the refer2
ence is to the Iliad i. 599 and the Odyssey laver , washing basin. Pronounce /'leiva/.
xx.346. 'It is especially the laugh that
law and order, it is important not to
runs round a circle of spectators when a
insert an intrusive /r/ between law and
ludicrous or otherwise pleasing incident
and. Avoid the same fault in other cases:
surprises them' (Fowler, 1926). Even then
Say drawing, not draw-ring, idea of, not
Fowler doubted 'whether the frequent
idea-r-of, law-abiding, not law-r-abiding. Bu
use of the phrase is justified by presentbe careful to make correct liaisons, as in
day familiarity with Homer'. Immediate
a pair_of, forjill I know'.
familiarity with the detail of these two
great works has further diminished in lawful. See LEGAL.
the interim, and the phrase Homeric
lawman. Apart from various historical
laughter is now seldom heard.
senses (a member of any of various
launch. The OED (1902) gave preference groups of legal officials, e.g. in the five
to the pronunciation /loinj/ but it also Danish boroughs), the word is now
gave /la:nj/ as an alternative, and it is mainly used as an informal lay term for
clear that the latter pronunciation was a law enforcement officer, whether in
common then among standard speakers. Wild West films or in crime novels. ExNow the standard pronunciation in BrE amples: Some lawmen took a delight in
is /lointJV, with /-a:/ and also with palatal- seeing the criminals squirm—R. Barker,
1962; A retired lawman, still sporting a tin
ization of the final ch.
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2 Nouns. The various strands of meanstar, demonstrated how he could kill with
ing of the two nouns are clearly separeither hand—Radio Times, 1972; Lawman
resigns. Kennebunkport—Richard Thorn-ated except in one case: BrE favours the
burgh, the US attorney general, has resigned,lie 0/the land and AmE normally favours
a White House official said—Times, 1991. the lay of the land. The division is not
absolute, however, as is shown in Muriel
lawyer. A generic term for a person Spark's Symposium (1990): [a butler speakwhose profession is the law, or (inform- ing] 'I am explaining to our young man,'
ally) a person studying law at a university said Charterhouse, 'the lay of the land for the
forthcoming dinner.'
or law school. See BARRISTER, SOLICITOR.
The two forms of English share various
lay and lie. 1 Verbs. In intransitive uses, other senses of the noun: e.g. both use
coinciding with or resembling those of lay for the sexual sense 'a partner (esp.
lie, except in certain nautical expres- female) who is readily available for
sions, lay 'is only dialectal or an illiterate sexual intercourse'; and both choose lie
substitute for lie' {OED). Its identity of for 'the position of a golf ball when it is
form with the past tense of lie no doubt about to be struck'.
largely accounts for the confusion. In
lay-by, an area at the side of an open
the 17c. and 18c. the alternation of lay
road where vehicles may stop; a similar
and lie seems not to have been regarded
arrangement on a canal or railway. PI.
as a solecism. Nowadays confusion of the
lay-bys.
two is taken to be certain evidence of
imperfect education or is accepted in
lay figure, a dummy or jointed figure
regional speech as being a deep-rooted
of a human body, has no connection
survival from an earlier period. The prin- with any of the English words lay, but is
cipal parts of the two verbs are as follows: derived (18c.) from Dutch led (now lid)
lay (transitive only, = put to rest), pa.t. 'joint, limb'.
laid, pa.pple laid; lie (intransitive only, =
be at or come to rest), pa.t. lay, pa.pple lb., pound, pounds (weight), is an abbreIain. Correct uses: (lay) please lay it on the viated form of L libra 'pound'.
floor (present tense); the teacher laid the
leaden. See -EN ADJECTIVES.
book on the desk (past tense); they had laid
it on thefloor(past participle); (lie) go and leadership came into being in the 19c.
lie down (present tense); she went and lay in two main senses: (a) the dignity, office,
down (past tense); the dog is lying on the or position of a leader (Tartars under the
floor (present participle); the body had lain leadership of their khan), (b) ability to lead
in thefieldfor several days (past participle). (the person appointed will be expected to
The paradigm is merciless, admitting have outstanding leadership qualities). These
no exceptions in standard English. Incor- have been joined by a third sense, =
rect uses: She layed hands on people and leaders, in the 20c. (a dinner for the heads
everybody layed hands on each other and of the Senate Committees and the Leadership
everybody spoke in tongues-T. Parks, 1985 on both sides and their wives—Mrs L. B.
(read laid); Laying back some distance from Johnson, 1964; They have refrained from
the road ...it was built in 1770 in the Italian making declarations that the union's policy
style—Fulham Times, 1987 (read lying); is not in the best interest of the membership
Where's the glory in ... leaving people out or that the leadership has failed to implement
with their medals all brushed up laying underthe policy—cited in Gowers, 1965- Cf. MEMthe rubble, dying for the glory of the revolu- BERSHIP; READERSHIP.
tion?—New Musical Express, 1988 (read
lying); We are going to lay under the stars leading question. In law, a leading
by the sea—Sun, 1990 (read lie); They may question is a question which suggests to
have lost the last fight [sc. the final of a a witness the answer which he or she is
rugby tournament], but how narrow it was, to make. 'In Anglo-American law such
and they can still be proud of all the battle questions are generally permissible only
honours that will lay for ever in their cathed-on cross-examination' (Garner, 1987).
ral in Twickenham—(sports column in) Ob-Laymen sometimes extend the term to
mean a 'loaded' or 'searching' question,
server, 1991 (read lie).
one requiring a guarded answer. The

lead, led | leap
expression has become a POPULARIZED
TECHNICALITY. In April 1978, on Desert
Island Discs (BBC Radio 4), the actress
Felicity Kendall, when asked by Roy
Plomley, Are you musical?, replied That's a
leading question. Her use of the expression
departed from Judges' Rules, but was
typical of the way in which laymen now
use it.
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intransitively (it had been deliberately
leaked to the press; almost all of them leak
to the press) seems to have been used of
this practice only in the 20c. The phrasal
verb leak out (the carefully guarded secret had
leaked out), used intransitively, is found a
little earlier (first recorded in 1832), and
leakage (improper disclosure of information) is first recorded in 1863.

lead, led. The verb meaning 'to go in
lean (verb). The pa.t. and pa.pple are
front' is, of course, pronounced /li:d/ and
either leaned (normally pronounced
its pa.t. is led, pronounced /led/. Incorrect /li:nd/ but sometimes /lent/) or leant /lent/
use: His idea was the one that lead to the in BrE, but usu. leaned in AmE. Examples:
solution of the mascara mystery—Chicago(leaned) Georgia Rose... leaned forward and
Sun-Times, 1990. The chemical element blew out every one of her candles—Lee Smith,
lead, pronounced /led/, is of quite separ- 1983 (US); Emira ... leaned against the
ate origin; the associated verb and its marble top of the work bench—C. Else, 1985
parts (leaded, leaden, etc.) all have /led/ as (NZ); I leaned sideways just a little, but
their first syllable.
enough—M. Pople, 1986 (Aust.); Syl smiled
back at me and leaned across and took my
leaf. As noun, the pi. is leaves. As verb, hand-A. T. Ellis, 1987 (UK); Costa Rica ...
the inflected forms are leafs, leafed, leafing had leaned heavily in favor of aid to the
(she was leafing through the book), all pro- rebels—NY Rev. Bks, 1987; the gentleman
nounced with /f/ not /v/.
leaned forward and asked .. .—A. S. Byatt,
1990 (UK); Forbes ostentatiously leaned back
-leafed, -leaved. 1 Dictionaries recomin the far corner—E. Templeton, 1991 (US),
mend /liift/ for the first and /liivd/ for the
(leant) Colin leant back in his chair, balancing
second, but in practice the distinction is
on the two rear legs—A. Judd, 1981 (UK);
perhaps less neatly observed.
Gareth slid the top of the scraper between
2 As the second element of com- the box and lid and leant on it gently—P.
binations, -leaved is the customary word Ferguson, 1985 (UK); Then she leant forfor plants and trees: broad-leaved (trees), ward, trying tofindmy face—Encounter, 1988
four-leaved (clover) (but also four-leaf clover). (UK); so she leant back on the pillow—Susan
But not always: e.g. a vigorous sword-leafed Johnson, 1990 (Aust.); His tone was weary,
fern—A, S. Byatt, 1990. In some uses (a and he leant his head down on one hand—I.
thick-leaved plant, a two-leaved door), -leaved
Murdoch, 1993 (UK). See -T AND -ED.
is the more usual of the two forms. But
in older literature (down to that of the leap (verb). 1 The pa.t. and pa.pple are
19c.) there is much fluctuation between either leaped (pronounced either /li:pt/ or,
leafed and leaved in contexts where the in BrE, /lept/) or leapt /lept/ in BrE and also
meaning is simply 'having leaves or foli- in AmE. Examples: Medicinal discovery, It
age' and esp. when there is no qualifying moves in mighty leaps, It leapt straight past
prefixed word (Bamboos ... sending from the common cold And gave it us for keeps—?.
every Joint sprouts of the same form, leafed Ayres, 1976; I can't say that wretch I leaped
like Five-fingered Grass—]. Fryer, 1698; Threein after was much of a loss to the human
lilies, slipped and leaved—C. Boutell, 1864).race—P. Bailey, 1986; he leapt awkwardly
from the car—New Yorker, 1988; whole groups
See -VE(D), -VES.
of newly-shining young frogs which leaped up
leaflet (verb). The inflected forms are in little showers of water under theirfeet—A. S.
leafleted, leafleting; also leafleteer. See -T-,Byatt, 1990; the canal had leaped a thousand
-TT-.
feet from one hillside to the next—Atlantic,
1991 (US); She had leapt on board the boat
leak (verb). For the unauthorized disclosure of secret or confidential informa- like a boy—New Yorker, 1994. See -T AND
tion there are doubtless many historical
precedents. But it is of interest to note
that, apart from an isolated example of
1859, the verb leak, used transitively or

-ED.

2 The phr. to leap to the eye may, like
jump to the eye(s) (see JUMP), be a Gallicism.
Cf. Fr. sauter aux yeux.
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learn | leather

learn (verb), l The pa.t. and pa.pple are learnedly. Three syllables. See -EDLY.
either learned (pronounced /l3:nt/ or
/l3:nd/) or learnt /l3:nt/. In AmE learned is lease (noun). In BrE one speaks of taking
the more usual of the two forms but a new lease of life, in AmE a new lease on
life.
learnt is also found occasionally. Examples: (learned) J learned ... that had I least. 1 For confusion between much
beenfree to dive and swim... I should not have less and much more, see MUCH 3. Least of
known the love of my mother and father—P. all and most of all are sometimes confused
Bailey, 1986 (UK); The good chess player in the same way. Least of all means 'es... has learned to reconsider ... the overall pecially not' and should be used only in
situation after each step—B. Bettelheim, negative constructions: No cabinet minis1987 (US); So, what was learned from this ter, least of all the Right Honorable member
experience?—Essays b Studies, 1987 (UK); for Loamshire, is beyond criticism. Most of all
Charlie learned ... that if he called for a votemeans 'especially' and should be used
he was bound to win—New Yorker, 1987; it only in positive constructions and in
was he who enquired, who invited confidencesquestions: If that is the case, what justificaand information, who learned them, [etc.]— tion exists for the sentences, and most of all
A. S. Byatt, 1990 (UK), (learnt) Trained as for the way in which they were carried out?;
a sculptor, Perry learnt pottery at evening Active politicians, most of all those burdened
classes—The Face, 1987 (UK); a point that with heavy domestic responsibilities, are often
few of my bright young officers seem to have little known abroad.
2 Use less, not least, when contrasting
learnt atschool-B. L. Barder, 1987 (UK); The
two things: I'm not sure which of
wearers of contact lenses have, with difficultyonly
I
admit, learnt to master the blink—Br. Jrnl the two of you is the less (not the least)
Philos. Sci., 1988; The notion... that because irresponsible.
toddlers learn their own language in a 'natleastways, leastwise.
Both words
ural' [way] ... therefore a foreign language
mean 'at least, or rather' and both have
should be learnt in the same way, [etc.]— a long literary history, the first from
P. W. E. Bridle, 1991 (UK).
Chaucer onward, and the second from
See -T AND -ÉD.
the 16c. (Thomas More) onward. Typical
2 In the sense 'to impart knowledge, examples: He was own brother to a brimto teach', learn has been in use since stone magpie—leastways Mrs. Smallweed—
about 1200 and only gradually descen- Dickens, 1852; It was a sign that his money
ded from acceptability. In 1902 the OED would come to light again, or leastwise that
described this use as 'Now vulgar'. It the robber would be made to answer for it—G.
is a classic example of a meaning that Eliot, 1861. But clear signs of archaism or
seemed ordinary and unexceptionable regionalism are noticeable in all the 19c.
to writers like Caxton, Spenser, Bunyan, examples cited in the OED, and both
and Samuel Johnson (1755). but that fell words are now only in regional or colloquial use. Examples: "Would you like ...to
into disfavour ci8oo and is used now
blong to a secret serciety?' 'Dunno ... Never
only by non-standard speakers and in
tried. Leastways, not as I can call to mind.'—
representations of the speech of such R. Crompton, 1923; They don't have rows—
people. Typical examples: if she knows her leastways, not ones you can hear in the
letters it's the most she does—and them I street—J. Howker, 1985; What happened to
learned her—Dickens, 1865; We asked them?' said Prang. 'Shot in the back,' said Foswhether he had learned the instrument at ter. 'Leastwise, Johnson was ...He was the
school... 'No. He learned it himself and now lucky one. -R. J. Conley, 1986 (US).
he's learning me.'—Times, 1974; Children use
learnt' for 'taught' {'I learnt the game in leather. 1 For leather and leathern, see
Germany, and when I came here I learnt it to-EN ADJECTIVES.
Susan and Carol.')—I- Opie, 1993.
2 In leather or prunella the meaning is
not two equally worthless things, but
learned. As pa.t. and pa.pple of LEARN
the contrast between the rough leather
(verb) it is always monosyllabic. Used as apron of a cobbler and the fine gown of
an adj. (a learned journal; my learned friend) a parson. Pope's couplet (Essay on Man,
1734) is Worth makes the man, and want of
it is always disyllabic, /'l3:nid/.

leave, let | legalese
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it, the fellow; The rest is all but leather or leftward(s). The only form of the adj.
prunella: what makes a man is his worth, is leftward (a leftward glance; in a leftward
not his clothes. The OED gives some 19c. direction). For the adverb, both leftward
examples of leather and prunella used in- and leftwards are used both in BrE and
accurately as an expression for some- in AmE. What contextually governs the
thing to which one is utterly indifferent: choice of term is not clear.
e.g. Then who shall say so good a fellow Was
legalese, a comparatively recent term
only leather and prunella?'—Byron, 1811.
(first recorded in 1914) for the complileave, let. It is of interest that the cated technical language of legal docutwo verbs are interchangeable in a few ments. Inevitably opinions differ about
idiomatic phrases, but usually at a its usefulness. A correspondent to The
slightly different sociological level, leave Times in February 1990 claimed that 'in
sometimes being fractionally lower in almost every walk of life language is
the social register than let. 1 leave alone, used as much as a form of magic as a way
let alone. The primary meanings of leave of conveying meaning... The evocatively
alone are (a) to refrain from disturbing, archaic cadences of the liturgy are ...
not interfere with (Leave me alone, please. intended to endow syntax with arcane
You can see that I'm working); (b) not to significance, nouns, verbs and adjectives
have dealings with (we cannot hut wish with the binding power of a spell ...
that Gladstone had left the matter alone). A Most people terminate their letters with
line in the 19c. nursery rhyme 'Little Bo- adverbs which have little or no relation
Peep' (Leave them alone, and they'll come to those virtues of truthfulness and sinhome) helped to establish the currency cerity which they claim to possess, and
of sense (a) of leave alone. Let alone cannot the use of language in a basically irrabe used in sense (b). Let alone usu. means tional way to create feelings of awe and
'not to mention, far less or more' (the respect is as justifiable as the wig of a
Ministry, whose experts seem never to havejudge or the mitre of a bishop.'
entered a chemistry laboratory, let alone
Be that as it may, the 20c. has witworked in one—ODCIE, 1983). But it can benessed a broad movement towards the
used like sense (a) of leave alone: I can simplification of the language of legal
neither eat nor sleep. If he doesn't soon let medocuments. A useful short description
alone hell be the death of me—ibid.
of legalese is provided by Bryan A. Gar2 The two verbs are also interchange- ner, an American scholar, in his Diet.
able in leave/let somebody or something be: Modern Legal Usage (1987): 'Legalese has,
e.g. Jerry: Good morning. (Cairy ignores throughout the history of Anglo-Amerhim.) Jean: Say—. Cairy: No! Jean: Leave ican law, been a scourge of the legal
her be then—let her be—ibid. And also in profession. Thomas Jefferson railed
leave or let well alone. Otherwise the two against statutes "which from verbosity,
verbs go their own way.
their endless tautologies, their involutions of case within case, and parenthesis
lectern, see PODIUM.
within parenthesis, and their multiplied
lecturership, lectureship. The older efforts at certainty, by saids and aforesaids,
form (17c.) of the two and the most by ors and ands, to make them more
common is lectureship, but the University plain, are really rendered more perof Oxford still retains the longer form plexed and incomprehensible, not only
(first recorded in the late 19c): Grinfield to common readers, but to the lawyers
Lecturership on the Septuagint; Jerikinson themselves." (quoted in D. Mellinkoff,
The Language of the Law (1963) 253).
Memorial Lecturership in Embryology—Oxford
University Calendar 1990-1.
'... For a humorous epitome of legalese, the following nineteenth-century exl e d . See LEAD, LED.
ample is nonpareil: "The declaration
leeward. Pronounced /'lizwad/ by lay stated, that the plaintiff theretofore, and
speakers, but /'head/ in nautical circles. at the time of the committing of the
It means on or towards the side sheltered grievance thereinafter mentioned, to
from the wind (as opposed to windward). wit, on, etc., was lawfully possessed of a
It is invariable in form (not -wards) as certain donkey, which said donkey of the
plaintiff was then lawfully in a certain
adj., adv., and noun.
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highway, and the defendant was then
possessed of a certain wagon and of certain horses drawing the same, which
said wagon and horses of the defendant
were then under the care, government,
and direction of a certain then servant
of the defendant, in and along the said
highway; nevertheless the defendant...
then ran and struck with great violence
against the said donkey of the plaintiff,
and thereby then wounded, crushed, and
killed the same,' [etc.]." Davis v. Mann,
[Exch. 1842] 10 M. & W. 546, 152 Eng.
Rep. 588.
'Other manifestations of legalese commonly appear. One aspect of it is its
compressedness: "The question here is
whether service of citation was proper
in the face of a writ of error attack on a
default judgment." Another is ceremoniousness, which arguably has a place in
some legal instruments: "In testimony
whereof, I have hereunto subscribed my
name and affixed my seal, this 24th day
of June, in the year of our Lord, one
thousand nine hundred and eighty
five." '
Garner's verdict is that simplification
is desirable: 'The... effect of the passage
just quoted [the one about the donkey],
and other passages throughout this work
[sc. Garner's own book] should purge
readers of any affection for or attraction
to legalese.'

that generally lawyers . . . are best advised to avoid them. It must be granted,
however, that there may be those rare
contexts in which the legalistic is preferable to the ordinary term.' Selected items
from Garner's list (the legalistic term
first the ordinary term following in
brackets):
abutting (next to); anterior to (before); at the
time when (when); be binding upon (bind); be
empowered to (may); during suchtimeas
(during); for the reason that (because); in the
event that (if); in the interest of (for); per
annum (a year); per diem (a day); prior to
(be/one); pursuant to (under, in accordance
with); subsequent to (after); the reason being
that (because).
David Lodge catches the nature of certain kinds of legal language in the following passage from his Paradise News
(1991): The text was written in typical
legal jargon designed to cover every possible eventuality—to purchase, sell, bargain,
or contract for, encumber, hypothecate, or
alienate any property, real, personal or mixed,
tangible or intangible . . .

legal, lawful, legitimate, licit. 'Legal
is the broadest of these terms [sc. legal,
lawful, licit], meaning either (1) "of or
pertaining to law, falling within the
province of law", or (2) "permitted, or
not forbidden, by law". These two senses
are used with about the same frequency.
Lawful and licit share with legal sense
legalism, legality. The first means 'ex- (2), "according or not contrary to law,
cessive adherence to law or formula', permitted by law". The least frequently
and the second, principally, 'lawfulness, used of these terms is licit. Lawful is quite
conformity with the law'. Examples: (leg- common: "In March 1977, the company
alism) Unbending legalism was the rock upon posted a notice on the bulletin board
which both the ethics and politics of the
that contained a lawful statement on the
colonist were built—Daily Chron., 1901; We solicitation and distribution of matercannot advance United States interests if pub'
ials." Lawful should not be used in sense
lie officials ... resort to legalisms, word
(1) of legal, however, as here: "The judggames—NY Times, 1987; (legality) Possibly ment must be affirmed if there is sufthe memory of some absurd legality or loop- ficient evidence to support it on any
hole tickled them—R. Narayan, 1958; She lawful [read legal] theory, and every fact
had never doubted the legality of the union
issue sufficiently raised by the evidence
between the lady and the gentleman—A. must be resolved in support of the
Brien, 1987; It does not follow that private judgment" ' (Garner, 1987). Legitimate belegalities override public accountability- longs in the same group in that it freGuardian, 1987.
quently means 'lawful', but its meanings
See -ISM AND -ITY.
branch out in other directions as well,
among them: (of a child) born of parents
legalisms. Garner (1987) assembled a
list of the circumlocutions, formal lawfully married to each other; (of an
words, and archaisms that are charac- argument, viewpoint, etc.) logically susteristic of lawyers' speech and writing. tainable; (of a sovereign) having a gen'Little can be said by way of advice except uine claim to the throne; constituting

legend | lengthways, lengthwise
or relating to serious drama as distinct
from musical comedy, revue, etc.
legend. Until I investigated the matter
I was surprised by Fowler's bald statement in 1926, 'Pronounce le-', since I had
never heard any other pronunciation of
the word. Historically, it emerged, legend
had two pronunciations, depending on
whether it was placed with words
adopted from Latin (in which case /'li:d3and/) or with those adopted from
French (in which case /'led3and/). John
Walker (1791) strongly favoured /'li:d3and/, and Jespersen (1909) recognized
the existence of both pronunciations in
standard English. The arguments have
been forgotten, and now the form with
a short vowel in the first syllable is used
without exception.
legible, readable. The first primarily
means '(of handwriting, print, etc.) plain
enough to be deciphered'. The second
can be used in the same sense, but is
much more frequently used to mean
'interesting or pleasant to read'. Cf.
ILLEGIBLE, UNREADABLE.

legislation, legislature. The first is the
process of making laws, or laws collectively. The second is the body that
makes them. Both words entered the
language in the 17c. and the distinction
of sense has been consistently maintained since then.
legitimate (adj.). See LEGAL, LAWFUL, etc.
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Statesman, 1988; They support doctors' professional status by legitimating them as medical experts—Language in Society, 1990;
(legitimize) Had the baby been a boy, he
would have seriously considered legitimizing
the union—E. Pizzey, 1983; You... forget the
very people who legitimize your authority—C.
Achebe, 1987; Eliot... goes out of his way
to legitimize the 'objective', hence universal
nature of Baudelaire's vision—J. Berman,
1987 (US).
leisure. Pronounced /'leja/ in BrE. An
older variant with a long first syllable,
namely /'li:3-/, is the one most frequently
heard in AmE.
leitmotif, pronounced /'laitmautkf/, is
now the more usual spelling in English,
not -motiv (cf. Ger. Leitmotiv).
lend. 1 See LOAN (verb).
2 Used as a noun meaning 'a loan' in
Scotland, in northern dialects of England, and, colloquially, in NZ. Examples:
(16c. onwards examples from Sc. and
northern sources cited in the OED); Do ye
think Mr. Awmrose could gie me the lend of
a nichtcap?—]. Wilson, 1826 (Sc); Could you
give me the lend of a bob?—F. Sargeson,
1946 (NZ); Just ringing this feller to ask if I
could have a lend of his gun—J. Howker,
1985 (UK).
length. There is a widespread and regrettable tendency to pronounce length
and strength to rhyme with tenth. The ng
should be pronounced as in sing.

lengthways, lengthwise. From its first
recorded use in the late 16c. until the
legitimate (verb). First recorded in 1533 present time the first of these has been
and long without a rival in the sense 'to used only as an adverb (a hollow tube split
render lawful, legal, or legitimate', it lengthways), never as an adjective. During
gradually retreated before legitimatize the same period, lengthwise has been used
(first recorded 1791), and, especially, legi- as an adverb {in a straight line lengthwise
timize (first recorded 1848). The oldest on the front of each seat) interchangeably
word of the three is now much less with lengthways; and also, more recently
often encountered than it once was, and (first recorded 1871) as an adjective (the
legitimatize has not greatly prospered. For driver was sleeping in a doubled-up lengthbetter or worse, legitimize, despite the wise position). Modern
examples:
public antipathy to words ending in -ize, (lengthways) Fold in half lengthways—
seems to be the more usual word in BrE, Woman & Home, 1987; Ropes were strung
and, it would seem, is at least as frequent across the deck and lengthways, too—Sea
as legitimate in AmE. Examples: (legitim- Breezes, 1989; (lengthwise) They would eat
ate) My companion had up his sleeve some* these in the garden in the intervals between
thing that would legitimate his employing films, having left Danielle's boa draped length
my Christian name—]. I. M. Stewart, 1974; wise across their seats—G. Adair, 1988; He
The museum... tends to legitimate and hencetook another blank sheet of paper and laid it
fossilise the most challenging work—New out lengthwise-M. M. R. Khan, 1988.
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Cf. LONGWAYS, LONGWISE.
violated majesty', i.e. of the sovereign
people.
lengthy. Before the 19c. used only by
American writers and therefore, it was less.
asserted, to be held at arm's length. In
I x nothing less than.
1812 Southey remarked, That, to borrow
2 much less, still less.
a trans-atlantic term, may truly he called a 3 less, fewer; no less, no fewer.
lengthy work. And in 1827 Walter Scott
I 4 less, lesser, smaller, lower, fewer.
wrote, The style of my grandsire ... was
rather lengthy, as our American friends say. 1 For the two meanings of nothing less
It is now in everyday use throughout than, a possible source of ambiguity, see
the English-speaking world, meaning 'at NOTHING LESS THAN.
unusual length, often with reproachful
2 For the illogical use of much less
implication, prolix, tedious'. Not a per- instead of much more, see MUCH 2. Similar
son in a thousand would regard it as difficulties occur when still less is used
anything other than an ordinary English instead of still more. Incorrect use: Of
word.
course social considerations, still less considerations of mere wealth, must not in any
lenience, leniency. Both words came way be allowed to outweigh purely military
into the language in the late 18c. The efficiency. Here, if still... wealth had been
OED defines lenience as 'lenient action or placed later than must not, it would have
behaviour; indulgence', and leniency as passed, since still less is appropriate in
'the quality of being lenient', but in negative constructions; placed before it,
practice there is little to divide them it is inappropriate. It is reasonable to
except that leniency is much the more understand must from a previous must
commonly used. Modern examples: (leni- not, but not from a must not that is yet
ence) Sources close to the military say that to come. For a similar difficulty with
while Menem is urging maximum lenience,leost of alllmost of all see LEAST 1.
Army Chief Gen. Isidro Caceres is anxious to
purge his force—Christian Sci. Monitor, 1989; 3 less, fewer; no less, no fewer. Modern
Crossing the line, Duxbury will head a newuncertainty about the use of less and
department for the accountants, a revenuefewer has been dealt with briefly under
investigations network, which advises peopleFEW I(C). Here are some additional examples of incorrect uses found in standwho have already attracted the taxman's unwelcome attention. He will then negotiate forard sources: (heading) A Million Less School
Leavers Won't Mean A Million Less Jobs (but
lenience from his former colleagues—Daily Tel.,
1989; (leniency) They also accepted a fewer in the text) School leavers. Over the
measure ... that gives years of regulatory next few years you're going to see a lot fewer
leniency to weakened savings and loans in of them—Independent Mag, 1988 (you're
economically depressed areas—NY Times, going to see a lot less of them would have
1987; The Chinese Republic released 144 changed the meaning); a traffic expert who
prisoners ...as an expression of leniency'—K.believes that the answer, paradoxically, lies in
building less roads, not more—Listener, 1988;
Deacon, 1988. See -CE, -CY.
There were less people about, as the weather
lens. PL lenses. See SINGULAR -s.
was chilly—N. Virtue, 1988. In all of these
examples fewer should have been used.
lese-majesty. 1 Now normally so writA further example of an idiomatically
ten (without accents) and pronounced acceptable use (cf. FEW 1(b)): She liked to
/li:z 'maed3isti/. If written in the French pray for not less than fifteen minutes—S.
form lèse-majesté it should logically be Faulks, 1989 (i.e. for a period of time
pronounced in a French way, but usually seen as a unit). Another borderline case:
comes out in a modified manner, approx- The police surgeon, and no less than three
imately /leiz 'mae3estei/.
outside doctors who were called in, confirmed
2 The term no longer has any legal the opinion ofMarzillian—l. Murdoch, 1989force in English (having been replaced This is the most vulnerable areaby treason). It is most commonly applied contexts forcing writers or speakers to
to presumptuous or offensive behaviour choose between no less than and no fewer
(esp. towards the sovereign). The Fr. word than—and the choice often depends on
is derived from L laesa màjestâs 'hurt or whether the notion of plurality or that

-less I lest
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of quantity is dominant. Clearly Iris Mur- to it; I want to pay less rent but 0 lower rent
doch here (and Margaret Drabble in the is what I want; a smaller size, not a less size.
example given under FEW 1(b)) felt no On the other hand, lesser can be preceded
less than to be preferable, and who is to by a: a lesser man than Churchill (but not
contradict them? A routine correct use a less man than Churchill). For further ramito end with, showing a clear distinction fications of this cluster of comparatives
between the two words: Indira Gandhi it is essential to turn to the OED itself.
supported sterilisation in the belief that fewer
children meant less poverty—Times, 1991. -less. 1 This suffix forming adjectives
Historical note. The account given above was already strongly established in OE
(and under FEW 1 (a, b, c)) is an attempt (spelt -lêas); it stood beside the separate
to describe current attitudes towards the adj. lëas governing a genitive, as firena
use of less and fewer. It should be borne lëas 'free from crimes'. The first element
in mind, however, that there is ample of such compounds was always a noun
historical warrant for the type less roads, (e.g. wïflëas 'without a wife'). The separate
less people, etc. Such uses originate 'from adj. lêas did not survive in ME, but the
the OE construction of Ixs adv. (quasi-sb.) suffix -lëas (which became our -less) atwith a partitive genitive' (OED). In OE, tached to nouns created a virtually limitl&s worda meant literally 'less of words'. less class of words. Examples (with date
of first record); aimless 1627, endless OE,
When the genitive plural case vanished
at the end of the OE period the type less homeless 1615, landless OE, lawless ME, penwords took its place, and this type has niless ME, pitiless ME, restless OE, timeless
been employed ever since: e.g. there are 1560. In many instances the nouns to
few Vniuersities that haue lesse faultes than which the suffix was attached was a
Oxford—Lyly, 1579. Hostility to the use noun of action, coincident in form with
emerged in the 18c, but 'folk memory' the stem of the corresponding verb, and
of the medieval type has ensured that some of the adjs. so formed had the sense
there has been no break in the use of 'not to be —ed', 'un—able' (rather than
the type which I have branded as 'incor- devoid of), e.g. countless (1588), numberless
rect'. It is of interest to set down the (1573)- On the supposed analogy of these
way in which the problem of less and words, the suffix became appended to
fewer is presented in CGEL, the standard many verbs, e.g. abashless (1868), dauntless
descriptive grammar of current English: (1593). resistless (1586), tireless (1591).
(§5.24) 'There is a tendency to use less weariless (1430). But of all such forma(instead of fewer) and least (instead of tions only countless, dauntless, numberless,
fewest) also with count nouns: You've made and tireless survive. As a living suffix -less
less mistakes than last time. This usage is can be appended now only to nouns, and
however often condemned. No less than not, except fancifully, to verbs. Fowler's
is more generally accepted: No less than spirited crusade (1926) against the
formation of new words in -less formed
fifty People were killed in the accident.'
on verb stems is now only of historical
4 less, lesser, smaller, lower, fewer. The interest.
entanglements become the more diffi2 A hyphen is necessary when the sufcult to dismantle the more they are examined. As parts of speech, less and lesser fix is added to a noun ending in -11, e.g.
were originally ordinary comparatives wall-less, will-less, but not when appended
(lesser a double comparative) of little. But to one ending in a single -I, e.g. soulless,
they are no longer clearly perceived sim- tailless.
ply as such, among an array of other
lessee, lessor. The lessee is the person
uses, less is now taken to mean 'a smaller
amount o f (opposed to more), and to be who holds a property by lease, the lessor
the comparative of a little, not just of the person who lets a property by lease.
little. It cannot be preceded by the in- lesser. See LESS 4.
definite article: the type a little butter is
acceptable, but a less butter is not. If lest. 1 Traditionally lest has been used
the indefinite article is employed, some in two ways, both paralleling uses of L
word other than less should follow it: ne: (a) As a negative particle of intention
thus less noise but a lower level of noise; an or purpose, introducing a clause expressitem of less value but a lower value attachesive of something to be prevented or
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guarded against, = in order that not. Ex- you and me). A more serious error is to
amples: Forge your work as true as you can, allow the subjective form of a pronoun to
least it cost you great pains at the Vice—J. stand immediately after the exhortatory
Moxon, 1677; Look to the Purser well, lest let: e.g. let he who did this be severely punhe look to himself too well—J. R. Leifchild, ished (read him).
1855; Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet, Lest Historical note. The OED marks this use
we forget, lest we forget—Kipling, 1897; Her as catachrestic and cites examples from
head swings back and forth, lest she leave athe 17c. to the 19c. in minor literary
listener untouched—New Yorker, 1987; I shallworks: e.g. Let we [1485 lete vs] hold us
say nothing about alcohol lest I be pilloried together till it be day—Malory's Arthur, 1634;
by publicans-J. Critchley, 1987; it is a place Awhile Let thou and I withdraw—Southey,
where I don't go often, lest I be jostled--M. 1795. These cannot be used as evidence
Spark, 1988. (b) Used after verbs of fear- to support erroneous constructions of
ing, or phrases indicating apprehension this type in present-day English.
or danger, to introduce a clause ex2 The type 'let us (or let's) + infinitive',
pressing the event that is feared (often
in which let us/let's is an imperative
replaceable by that). Examples: Lady
marker, is well established in the standCatherine grew frightened, lest her infanta
ard language (let's hold more chat—Shakeshould vex herself sick—H. Walpole, 1750;
speare, 1588; Let us begone from this
Fearing lest they should succumb—Punch,
place—Dickens, 1840). Innovatory collo1881; Knos and I became agonised with anxiquial variants, irregular in form, have
ety lest next time he would leave it too late-C.
been brought into the language in AmerDay Lewis, i960; Nervous lest an insanely
ica (and thence elsewhere) in the 20c:
jealous Bernard Levin should appear suddenly
e.g. Let's you and I take 'em on for a set—W.
out of the clock, I tried to crash her on the
Faulkner, 1929; Let's you and me duck out
subject of von Karajan—Clive James, 1979.
of here—]. D. Macdonald, 1950. These, and
2 It will be observed that the subjunc- also the absurd let's us (e.g. Let's us go too),
tive is (correctly) used in the examples in are many distant suburbs away from
i(a) (in the 1897 example the subjunctive formal standard English. In grammatical
form forget happens to be indistinguish- terms, let's, in these constructions, is
able from the indicative one). In i(b), lest simply being treated as a quasi-modal
is normally followed by should. Fowler pronounced /lets/, with 's no longer per(1926) pointed out that 'will and would ceived as a reduced form of us. When let
after lest are merely a special form of the us is used to introduce a firm request it
inability to distinguish between shall and
must always be written as two words:
will'. He cited these examples as mis- Please let us wash the dishes before we go.
takes: We do not think Mr Lloyd George need
3 The negative of let's is let's not (the
be apprehensive lest the newspaper reader
most formal), don't let's (BrE), and, an
will interpret his little homily in Wales yesterunexpected type, let's don't (AmE).
day as...; The German force now lost no time
4 See LEAVE.
in retreat, lest they would be cut off and
surrounded.
let's. See LET 2, 3.
3 Lest is occasionally used with the
indicative but this construction is not
letter forms. 1 For elevated modes of
recommended. Examples: He was anxious address at the beginning and end of
lest Nunn was absent, or dead—M. Frayn,letters—to dukes and duchesses, peers,
1965; lest someone reminds me there are otherambassadors, etc.—readers should condenominations besides Methodists in this city
sult the latest printing of such a work
.. -Bradford Tel. & Argus, 1985.
as Debrett's Correct Form.
let. 1 Mistakes in the choice of case can
2 Letters to newspapers. There is considerable variation. In The Times of 22
occur in English only in the personal
pronouns, since only these have distinct- August 1991, for example, there were
ive subjective and objective forms. Such sixteen letters in the main section. All
mistakes occur fairly often in unsophisti- began with Sir,; the writers signed off in
cated speech in exhortations led by let: various ways (the order of frequency is
e.g. And now, my dear, let you and I say a shown): Yours faithfully (9), Yours sincerely
few words about this unfortunate affair (read (2), I am etc. (1), Yours etc. (1), Yours truly
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(1), Yours (1), I am, Sir, your obedient servant1820) My dearest Fanny ... Ever yours affec(1). Letters to businessfirms.Normally Dear tionately my dearest—J.K.
Sirlor Dear Sir/Madam, and Yours faithfully. (c) Evelyn Waugh (1903-66): (to Tom
But if the name of an individual is known Driberg, 1937) My Dear Tom... Yours Evelyn
to the writer the formulas are likely to {Waugh); (to his daughters Teresa and
be Dear Mr Johnson\Dear Mrs Murray and Margaret, 1953) My Darling Daughters ...
Yours sincerely. Letters to private persons. Your loving papa E.W.; (to Sir Maurice
There is considerable variation and the Bowra, 1959) Dear Maurice ... Yours ever
borders are by no means clear. The fol- Evelyn; (to Constantine Fitzgibbon, 1964)
lowing is no more than a general guide: Dear Mr FitzGibbon ... Yours sincerely E.
(to a named person who is not a close Waugh.
friend) Dear Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms Fowler. ..Yours
6 Envoi. When Ifirstbecame a member
sincerely (or since about i960, optionally,
Dear Mary Fowler); (to a person known of the Senior Common Room in Magslightly) as above . . . Yours truly (or, more dalen College, Oxford, and then in Christ
cordially) Yours very truly; (to a close friend Church, Oxford, in the early 1950s, notes
or colleague) Dear ]ohnj]oan ... Yours ever. addressed to colleagues began with the
Frequently, however, no Yours formula is style Dear Lewis, Dear Dundas, Dear Stuart
used at the end of letters. Some people etc., i.e. with the surname only, occasionprefer to put Best regards, All good wishes, ally (as a mark of close friendship) preetc., followed immediately by their ceded by My. This simple mode of address
has now vanished in favour of either
name.
Dear + Christian name or DearMrjDr [etc.]
3 In private correspondence, Amer- Williams. A similar movement away from
icans tend to reverse the order of words the use of surnames has occurred in
used at the end of letters (Sincerely yours, many other spheres of professional and
Cordially yours, Very truly yours) or to writebusiness life.
simply Sincerely, Cordially, etc.
See RESPECTFULLY.

4 Between intimates there are limitleukaemia. So spelt in BrE, but leukemia
less variations reflecting the degree of
friendship or amorousness that is in- in AmE.
tended: My dear{est) — , My darling — ,
Dearest — , etc./ Best love, All love, Ever levee. There are two separate words:
yours, etc.
1 an assembly of various kinds; pro5 Historical note. Epistolary style has nounced /'levi/ or /'levi:/, occas. /'level/;
varied considerably over the centuries. derived from Fr. levé, var. of lever 'a rising',
The broad pattern has been of movement a substantival use of lever 'to rise'.
away from extreme formality to relative
2 (AmE) an embankment; pronounced
informality. The following examples /'levi/ or /li'vi:/; from Fr. Ieve'e fem. pa.pple
show typical opening and closing greet- of lever 'to raise'.
ings from the 15c. to the 20c. Inevitably
they give only a surface impression of
level. 1 (noun). In the 20c. the noun
the main styles used at various periods. has tended to be overused in the sense
(a) From the Paston Letters, a collec'a plane or status in respect of rank or
tion of over 1,000 family letters written authority', usu. with a qualifying adj. or
by members of a Norfolk family from attributive noun: e.g. discussions at Cabinet
about 1420 until soon after 1500: (1441) level; at the regional level; full consultation
Ryih worchipful hosbonfYourrys, M. Paston;
with users at the national level; the stories
(1445) To myn welbelovid son\Byyowre modre,
can be read and enjoyed on at least two levels
Angneis Paston; (1449) Trusty and weel beThe evidence in the OED suggests that
loved cosynjBe youre cosyn, Elisabeth Clere;
this use became established in the 1930s.
(1454) To hys wurchypfull brodyr Jon Pas~
ton/Be yowre pore brodyr, Wyllyam Paston. 2 (verb). The inflected forms are
(b) John Keats (1795-1821): (to Leigh levelled, levelling in BrE, and leveled, leveling
Hunt, 1817) My dear Hunt... Your sincere in AmE.
friend John Keats; (to his brother George,
1819) My dear George... Your most affection- leverage. The first syllable is proate Brother John Keats; (to Fanny Brawne, nounced /'li:v-/ in BrE but /'lev-/ in AmE.
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levy (noun). See TAX.

levy I liberal

pronounced in a manner resembling Fr.
/fi/. The word is variously pronounced in
lexicon. See DICTIONARY. The pi. is lexi- America: (in probable order of frequency)
cons.
/'li:9znn/, /lfeizDn/. William Safire (1981)
made fun of the pronunciation of the
Leyden jar. The first word is proword by President Reagan and others as
nounced /'laidan/.
/'leiazDn/. It is somewhat curious that the
liable, likely, l See APT. Further to noun has been used since the early 19c.
the comments made there, it should be in the sense 'an illicit sexual relationborne in mind that liable is often used ship', but that the corresponding verb
(not only in constructions with a to-in- liaise is restricted to military and busifinitive) in contexts of taxation and of ness contexts and cannot properly be
compensation: I find that if I spend more used of an amorous relationship.
than six months in this country I'm liable to
pay income tax on everything I make in liana (a climbing plant) is pronounced
America as well as in England—F. Donald-/li'aina/, but if the variant liane is used
son, 1982; Anybody who operates a business pronounce it /h'azn/.
as a sole trader ...is liable for all of the
libel (verb). The inflected forms are
debts of the business-M. Brett, 1987; They
libelled, libelling, libellous, etc., in BrE, but
were liable for the distress and disappointusu. with a single medial -I- in AmE. See
ment resulting from the breach of contract-LL-, -L-.
Holiday Which?, 1987.
2 Though the action or experience ex- libel (noun), slander. The first is a
pressed by the to-infinitive after liable is published false statement damaging to
often undesirable, it need not be so. It a person's reputation, whereas slander is
can indicate either the mere possibility, a malicious, false, and injurious statement spoken about a person (COD, 1995).
or the habituality, of what is expressed
by the verb, e.g. The cruellest question whichIn popular usage the terms are often
a novelist is liable... to be asked--F. Raphael;used interchangeably. In law, what
The kind of point that one is always liable to started out in the 17c. as a clear distinction has now become more complicated,
miss-G. Orwell. (OMEU).
3 In some dialects in BrE and fre- depending on how the word published
quently in AmE, liable is used in place is interpreted. Anyone who is in doubt
of standard English likely. Examples of about the likelihood of infringing the
the type "fis very liable he's [se. a wounded law should not merely rely on dictionary
definitions of the two words, but should
pheasant] a-croped into one 0' these here hovers
[sc. shelters] are listed in the Eng. Dialect take legal advice before proceeding to
Diet. US examples: Norman Hunter's new set down in writing, to broadcast, or
record ...is liable to stand unmolested for simply to utter potentially hurtful statemany years—NY Evening Post, 1903; Bostonments about an identifiable person. In
is liable to be the ultimate place for holding recent years courts have awarded very
the convention—H. W. Horwill, 1935; large sums of money to persons, esp.
those in public life, who have successWithout his glasses, he's liable to smash into
fully
brought actions alleging defama tree—W. Wharton, 1982.
ation, libel, etc.
liaise /li'eiz/ (verb). Originally Services
slang (first recorded in 1928), this back- liberal. As an adj. it was originally (from
formation ( = to establish cooperation, the 14c. onwards) 'the distinctive epithet
of those "arts" or "sciences" that were
form a link) from the long-established
noun liaison attracted much criticism considered "worthy of a free man"; opposed to servile or mechanicaV (OED). Cf. L
from purists at first, but has survived
and is now part of everyday (esp. spoken) liber 'free*. In medieval times such educaBrE. It is reported to be much less com- tion was divided into two main groups—
the quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry,
mon in AmE.
astronomy, and music) and the trivium
liaison /li'eizan/ or /-on/ became fully (grammar, rhetoric, and logic). The idea
Anglicized at some point in the early that a university course should be re20c; before that the final syllable was stricted to students of gentle birth, and

libertine | life
that it should have a set range of subjects
offered to all students, has long since
been abandoned. Now entrance to universities and other places of higher education is open to all, admission being
governed by academic merit, not by
social level. But the word liberal, as applied to studies, still retains the residual
sense 'directed to general intellectual
enlargement and refinement; not narrowly restricted to the requirements of
technical or professional training' (OED),
despite the occasional illiberal acts of
strongly politicized groups. In AmE the
liberal arts are 'academic college courses
providing general knowledge and comprising the arts, humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences' (Random House
Webster's College Diet., 1991)-
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premises, licensed restaurants (implying
that they have a licence to serve alcoholic
liquor), and (now a rather old-fashioned
word) licensed victuallers (see VICTUAL). Occasionally one encounters licenced instead of licensed in such circumstances
(rationalized, it is alleged, as being
formed from the noun rather than from
the verb), but this is a case of special
pleading.
lichee. A variant spelling of the more
USUal LYCHEE.

lichen. The dominant pronunciation is
/'laikan/ as in liken, but /'litjan/ is also
common in BrE (though not in AmE). The
word ultimately comes from Gk XeixTJv.

lich-gate /'lrtfgert/ (from OE lie 'body,
corpse' + gate). So spelt, not lych-. It
libertine. To judge from Fowler (1926), means 'a roofed gateway to a
the phr. chartered libertine ('one who fol- churchyard, formerly used at burials for
lows his own inclinations') was at that sheltering a coffin until the clergyman's
time a hackneyed expression (? in news- arrival' (COD).
papers). Now seldom encountered, it
reads more like a scholarly allusion: it licit. See LEGAL, LAWFUL, etc.
was first used of Henry V in the opening
scene of Shakespeare's play: When he lickerish is the better form (rather than
liquorish) of the adj. that means
speakes, The Ayre [air] a Charter'd libertine,
is still. Dickens picked up Shakespeare's 1 lecherous.
phr. in ch. 4 of his Edwin Drood: He [sc.
2 fond of fine food. It is a 16c. variant
Durdles, a stonemason] is the chartered of the ME word lickerous, which is itself
libertine of the place.
in origin an Anglo-Fr. variant of lecherous.
The word is not etymologically conlibrary. Pronounced /'laibran/ (three syl- nected with liquor.
lables, two rs) by standard speakers, but
often reduced to /'laiban/ (one r) in rapid
licorice is a variant of LIQUORICE, a black
or careless speech. The awkwardness of root extract used as a sweet.
pronouncing two rs in rapid succession
lies behind the reduced form. In AmE, lie (verb), be prostrate. See LAY AND LIE.
as J. C. Wells (1990) expresses it, 'where
lie (verb), speak falsely. The inflected
... the second syllable has a strong vowel,
forms are lies, lying, lied.
the reduction is more noticeable, hence
less frequently heard and more strongly lie (noun), position. See LAY AND LIE.
disapproved of. Cf. FEBRUARY.

libretto. The pi. is either libretti or librettos.

lien, a right over another's property to
protect a debt charged on that property
(COD), is pronounced /'li:an/ or /li:n/.

Libyan. By some (including myself) pronounced as two syllables, /'hbjan/, but
by the majority of standard speakers, it
would appear, as three, /'libian/.

-ER AND -EST

-lier. For comparative-adverb forms, see
3.

lieutenant.
Normally pronounced
/lef'tenant/ in BrE, and /lui'tenant/ in AmE.
The British navy, on the other hand, omit
the /f/ in the first syllable: thus /le'tenant/,
flat-/.

licence, license. In BrE the first is the
only spelling for the noun (AmE license),
while the second is the normal form for
the verb in both countries. Thus, in BrE,
motor vehicle licence, poetic licence; to license
life. The pi. is always lives (e.g. Johnson's
one's car, licensing hours. Hence also licensedlives of the English Poets, 1779-81), except
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life cycle | lightning

that the pi. of the artistic term still life
is still lifes.

ligature. See DIGRAPH; DIPHTHONG.

life cycle. First recorded in 1873 in the
biological sense 'the series of developments which an organism undergoes in
the course of its progress from the egg
to the adult state' (OED), it came to be
applied in the 1930s to the course of
human, cultural, etc., existence from
birth or beginning through various
stages to decay and death and ending;
and from the 1970s to the pattern of
economic or business development
shown in a country, a business firm,
etc., spec, when the pattern is one of a
distinguishable cycle of events from a
beginning point to some later specified
point. It is as well to check whether
the simplex life is not adequate before
drawing on either of these transferred
uses of life cycle. But the extensions of
meaning in themselves are natural ones,
and life cycle in not in danger of becoming
a tainted word except when it is used in
non<yclic contexts.

IRRELEVANT ALLUSION.

light (noun). 1 For dim religious light, see
2 in (the) light of. There are two strands
of meaning, complicated by different
distributions of the forms with or
without the definite article in BrE and
AmE. From my own investigations and
those of the American scholar John Algeo, the following patterns emerged. The
form with the definite article is the older
one (1749 onwards in the OED) and is the
normal form in BrE (We shall have to
consider that in the light of the time limitations imposed on us; We have to read Chaucer's poetry in the light of the social changes
going on in the fourteenth century). It means
'from the point of view of; from the
standpoint of. In AmE this full form of
the complex preposition is sometimes
used in such contexts, but the shorter
form in light of is just as frequent. In light
of is an Americanism, with very limited
currency in BrE. It is the dominant form
in America, and is used almost exclusively when the meaning is 'in view of;
because o f (In light of what you've told us,
we have decided to leave earlier; Their caution
seems appropriate in light of the current stockmarket fluctuations). The question arose
when on 6 Aug. 19891 heard an American
priest say on BBC Radio 4, In light of the
fact that...: it sounded American to me.

lifelong, livelong.
The first, pronounced /'larflDrj/, is a combination of life
and long, and means 'lasting or continuing for a lifetime'. It was first recorded
in this sense in the 19c. The second,
pronounced /'hvlDrj/, is a combination of
lief adj., 'dear, beloved', and long, and is
an emotional intensive of long, used of
periods of time (the livelong day, night, light (verb). In BrE the pa.t. is usually
etc.). It was first recorded in the 15c, lit (he lit the fire at 7 pm last night), as also
the pa.pple (he had lit his pipe before he
and is now in restricted (poetical and
noticed the no-smoking sign; frontiers and
rhetorical) use.
border checkpoints are always well lit). When
life-Style. Introduced in 1929 by the used attributively or as adj. the cusneurologist Alfred Adler (1870-1937) to tomary form is lighted (a lighted cigarette),
denote 'a person's basic character as except when it is qualified by an adv. (a
established early in childhood which well-lit room, a badly lit cellar). In AmE the
governs his or her reactions and be- same pattern exists, but one is more
haviour', the term quickly became ex- likely to encounter lighted in contexts
tended to mean generally 'a way or style where in BrE lit is more or less obligatory:
of living' (e.g. Council of churches want She lighted a candle and turned off the lampfreedom for students to create their own life-New Yorker, 1987; At night the parking lot
styles—Times, 1973)- The extended sense is badly lighted—New Yorker, 1987; the explohas often been assailed ('obnoxious', 'an sion occurred immediately after he had lighted
unnecessary and clumsy excrescence on a cigarette—Daily Northwestern (Evanston,
the language', etc.) but looks like surviv- Illinois), 1991.
ing. Of course, if the simplex life, or the
traditional phrase way of life, would in
context adequately convey the required
meaning, one of these should be used
instead.

lightning (electrical discharge in the
sky) must always be spelt thus. Lightening,
by contrast, is the ordinary pres.pple of
the two verbs lighten (to reduce the
weight of; to brighten up) or the gerund

like I like
meaning 'the process of making or becoming light (the task of lightening the
burdens of taxpayers).
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I think, of interest. After I had set aside
some really lazy sentences, four main
conjunctional uses of like emerged. First,
quite frequently, with repetition of the
like.
verb used in the main clause, and bearI 1 As a conjunction.
ing the sense 'in the way that': They didn't
2 As a preposition.
talk like other people talked—M. Amis, 1981;
3 A hated parenthetic use.
Gordon needs Sylvia like some people need to
I 4 Idiomatic phrases.
spend an hour or two every day simply staring
1 As a conjunction. Fowler (1926) cites out of the window—P. Lively, 1987; I'm afraid
this sentence from Charles Darwin it might happen to my baby like it happened
(1866): Unfortunately few have observed like to Jefferson—New Yorker, 1987. This use,
you have done. The Great Schoolmaster's which owes something to the song 'If
view of the construction was expressed you knew Susie like I know Susie', is
with characteristic verve: 'Every illiterate common in all English-speaking counperson uses this construction daily; it is tries, and must surely escape further
the established way of putting the thing censure or reproach. Naturally, though,
among all who have not been taught to we may continue to use other construcavoid it; the substitution of as for like in tions if we wish to, and in good company:
their sentences would sound artificial. She changed wallpapers and lampshades the
But in good writing this particular like way some women changed their underis very rare.' The OED (in a fascicle pub- wear—A. N. Wilson, 1986.
lished in 1903) cited examples of like
Secondly, it is frequently used in good
used as a conjunction from the works of AmE and Aust. sources (though much
Shakespeare, Southey, William Morris, less commonly in BrE) to mean 'as if, as
Jerome K. Jerome, and others, and added though': It looks like it's still a fox—New
the comment: 'Now generally con- Yorker, 1986; She acts like she can't help
demned as vulgar or slovenly, though it—Lee Smith, 1987 (US); I wanted him born
examples may be found in many recent and now it feels like I don't want him—E.
writers of standing.'
Jolley, 1985 (Aust.). One of the few British
The status of conjunctional like has examples in my files is one from BBC
been debated many times since then. Radio 4 early in 1987: It looks like Terry
The most recent authority, CGEL (1985), Waite will leave for London in two or three
slightly disguises the problem by speak- hours.
ing of 'clausal adjuncts' and 'semanThirdly, it is interchangeable with as
tically equivalent phrasal adjuncts', but in all English-speaking countries in a
the verdict is nevertheless much as be- range of fixed, somewhat jocular,
fore. Constructions such as Please try to
phrases of saying and telling: Send for
write as I do and Please try to write like me
your copy now. Like we said it'sfree-Globe&
are standard; but Please try to write like I
Mail (Toronto), 1968; Like you say, you're a
do is described as being only in informal
use, and especially in AmE. Thus, dead woman-M. Wesley, 1983; Well, like I
throughout the 20c, the mood has been told you, I work with him upstairs—P. Ackcondemnatory. The use of like as a con- royd, 1985; Like I said, I haven't seen Rudi
junction has been dismissed as 'illiter- for weeks—T. Keneally, 1985; My whereate', 'vulgar', 'sloppy', or, in the coded abouts are in Merthyr Tydfil, like you said—B
language of modern grammarians, 'in- Rubens, 1985.
Fourthly, it is increasingly used, performal'. Evelyn Waugh spoke for his generation of writers, and for many people haps especially abroad, in contexts
still, when he said of Henry Green's Pack where a comparison is being made. In
My Bag (1940): 'Only one thing discon- these it has the force of 'in the manner
certed me ... The proletarian grammar— (that), in the way (that)': You call us Mum
the "likes" for "ases", the "bikes" for and Dad like you always have—M. Wesley,
1983; How was I to know she'd turn out like
"bicycles", etc'
I have reconsidered the matter by ex- she did?-C. Burns, 1985 (NZ); Like Jack and
amining the works of 'many recent writ- Jill came down the hill, Dilip also rolled down
ers of standing', British, American, and the box-office in 'Karma'—Star & Style (Bomfrom further afield, and the results are, bay), 1986; The retsinaflowedlike the Arno
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like I like

did when it overflowed in 1966-Spectator, but like I don't really think it's so relevant
now—M. du Plessis, 1983; III say goodbye,
1987.
It would appear that in many kinds like, and send you a message, like, somehow
of written and spoken English like as a or other, when she turns up, like—P. Bailey,
conjunction is struggling towards ac- 1986; The Blitz? Like right in London?-M.
ceptable standard or neutral ground. It Pople, 1986; (waitress speaking) The crowd
is not there yet. But the distributional here is hard to define. Like, they're pretty
patterns suggest that the long-standing rich—New Yorker, 1987; Like, I just got this
resistance to this omnipresent little journal in the mail from this microtonal music
society—Melody Maker, 1988; Hayley was
word is beginning to crumble.
pleased. That's him. He's, like, got her hypnot2 As a preposition, (a) Unquestioned
ized.'-Maurice Gee, 1990; He was so young
uses: drink like afish;sell like hot cakes; it
he was from the generation of human beings
fits like a glove; (in written sources) one of
who use the word like' to mean 'said'. 'I'm,
those frilly little wooden stations like gingerlike, "You've got to be kidding"' was one of
bread houses—A. Carter, 1984; He saw the
his expressions—New Yorker, 1991.
sunlight leave the grass like an eye suddenly
closed—P. Ackroyd, 1985; The Pope was con- 4 Idiomatic phrases. Used adverbially in
fined like a prisoner in the Vatican—R. a number of colloquial phrases, e.g. like
Strange, 1986. (b) Sometimes questioned always (20c), like anything, like blazes, like
is its use in place of such as meaning 'of crazy (20c, = like one who is crazy), like
the class of, for example', as in a subject fun, like mad. These belong only in inlike philosophy; good writers like Dickens; formal writing or speech. Examples: Carsons' mill is blazing away like fun—Mrs
When Scottish families came to York, like Mrs
Eliza Fletcher's, Sydney [Smith] ... -A. Bell,Gaskell, 1848; The horse ... went like
1980. The difficulty is that in such cir- blazes—De Quincey, 1853; They wept like
cumstances like can sometimes be am- anything to see Such quantities of sand—L.
biguous: for example, the title of Carroll, 1872; We... heard ourfellows cheerKingsley Amis's novel Take a Girl like You ing like mad—W. Forbes-Mitchell, 1893;
(i960) could be taken to mean 'a girl, There she was, beating them with her umbrella
for example, you' or 'a girl resembling like crazy—]. Osborne, 1957; Skate was with
you'. Had the title been 'Take a Girl Such him like always—M. Doane, 1988.
as You', there would have been no such
ambiguity. For as used confusingly in- like (noun). In 1988 I was upbraided by
stead of like, see AS 13. Modern example: a Scotswoman for writing Who has not
New York, as most major cities, has found seen the likes of the following?. I turned to
that the general public is very apathetic—NYthe OED, and noted with satisfaction that
the use of likes as a (pi.) noun was listed
Times, 1970 (WDEU).
there with illustrative examples from
3 A hated parenthetic use. Used par- 1787 onward (alternative with the like of),
enthetically to qualify a preceding or including 2,500 [copies sold] infivemonths
following statement, and often no more is a good sale for the likes of me from
than a dialectal or popular filler. This Browning (1872). And I felt even more
use was first noted in Fanny Burney's assured when I came across thot's a luxury
Evelina (1778): Father grew quite uneasy, for the likes of me in Penelope Livery's Moon
like, for fear of his Lordship's taking offence.Tiger (1987).
Further examples are cited in the OED
from works by Scott, Lytton, De Quincey, like (verb). 1 In English-speaking counArnold Bennett, and some other well- tries where will regularly replaces shall,
known writers. As an occasional device i.e. virtually everywhere except in Engit was unexceptionable. By the mid-20c, land itself, I would like is used instead of
however, its use as an incoherent and I should like; in practice, the abbreviated
prevalent filler had reached the propor- form I'd like is widely used instead, esp.
tions of an epidemic, and it is now in the spoken language. The extended
scorned by standard speakers as a vul- type I would have liked is now freely used
garism of the first order. A range of everywhere (including England) in two
typical examples (in most of which it is distinct constructions: (a) I/he, etc., would
being used as a token of unsophisticated have liked + to-infinitive: I would have liked
speech): Naa, I was all into that last year, to pause there--T. Keneally, 1980; He would

-like I -lily
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have liked to run—I. McEwan, 1987; J would strange-like. But established -like comhave liked to keep itfor myself—Maurice Gee,pounds are normally written as one
1987; I'd have liked to know the outcome—P.word, e.g. childlike, lifelike, statesmanlike.
Lively, 1987. (b) I/he. etc., would have
liked + to + aux. + pa.pple.: I would have likeable. Thus spelt in OUP house style,
liked to have met James's mother—A. not likable.
Brookner, 1983; I would have liked the
children to have been interested in us—M. likely. 1 Freely used as an adj. : it is not
Wesley, 1983; She would have liked to have likely that they will come; a likely story;
asked them—B. Rubens, 1987- (c) In both (followed by a to-infinitive) he is not likely
such types should is sometimes used in to come now.
England with a first-person pronoun. Ex2 As an adv. in standard English it is
amples: I should have liked to spare you almost always qualified by another adv.,
this-T. S. Eliot, 1939; I should have liked to esp. more, most, quite, or very but just as
talk to Maurice—A. Brookner, 1982; I should often stands without an adverbial prop
have liked to have enjoyed this more—ibid. in AmE: It is possible to predict that within
Type (a) is routinely acceptable. The ex- a few years the microfiche likely will move
amples in (b) and the last one in (c) could into the study and home—Publishers' Weekly,
equally well or even with advantage have 1971; It was early morning, likely too early
used the present infinitive in the subor- for anyone to have seen this happen—New
dinate clause without loss of meaning Yorker, 1989; J ... caught myself trying to
or time-reference.
calculate how maybe he'd brought it on, why
2 like for + complement. This use (not likely he'd had it coming-T. R. Pearson,
in the OED) seems not to have spread its 1993wings outside America. Examples: He told
Highridge he would like for the writer ...to likewise. Like also, it is not comfortably
be his guest for dinner--T. Wolfe, 1987: I'd used as conjunction in standard English.
like very much for you to meet him—New Fowler (1926) cited Its tendency to wobble
Yorker, 1988. The Amer. Dialect Diet. (1944)and its uniformity of tone colour, likewise its
lists examples from 1888 to 1943, mostly restricted powers of execution as an example
from southern States, but it is not so of what to avoid (he actually called it
an 'illiteracy'). On the other hand, it is
regionally restricted now.
3 like to, liked to. A home-kept Amer- correctly used when placed as an 'addiican import from Britain. Formed on like tive conjunct' (CGELs term) at the head
(adj.), it was first recorded in the 15c. in of a sentence: e.g. St Paul's Cathedral is
the Paston Letters in the sense 'seem'. It one of the most easily recognizable sights of
survived in regional use in BrE until London. Likewise the Eiffel Tower is one of th
about 1800 before becoming archaic or most easily recognizable sights of Paris.
obsolete, but survives in AmE, chiefly in
compound tenses, with the meaning 'to -lily. 1 For reasons of euphony, adverbs
look like or be near to doing (something), in -lily formed from adjs. in -ly now selalmost'. Examples from US sources: The dom occur. For some examples, see
evening liked to have been a tedious even' FRiENDLiLY. As Fowler (1926) remarked,
ing—J. A. Benton, 1853; She liked to fainted 'It is always possible to say in a masterly
just now—J. E. Cooke, 1854; Then when we manner, at a timely moment, and the like,
got him abroad he liked to kick our brains instead of masterlily, timelily.'
out—1938 in Amer. Dialect Diet.; I like to had 2 Presumably for the same reason, a
afit—M. K. Rawlings, 1939; Well, the iring number of adjs. ending in -ly often or
was rancid. I took a big bite and like to usu. remain unchanged when used as
died—M. Grimm, 1989.
adverbs: GINGERLY, jolly soon, a kindly
thought and kindly said.
-like. 'In formations intended as nonce3 A few -lily adverbs are listed as curwords, or not generally current, the hyphen is ordinarily used' (OED). Examples rent English in COD (1995), e.g. holily,
(most of them listed in the OED): (main jollily, sillily, wilily, but all of these are
element ends in -I) cowl-like, eel-like, owl- formed from words in which -ly is part
like; (main element ends in -II) cell-like, of the word-stem and not the usual adjecmill-like); (others) fir-like, friendly-like, tival ending.

limb | linguistics
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limb. There are two distinct words:
l The ordinary word = a projecting part
of a person's or animal's body (derived
from OE Urn).
2 a specified edge of the sun, moon,
etc. (from L limbus 'hem, border').
limbo. PI. limbos, whether of the word
meaning 'the supposed abode of the
souls of unbaptized infants, etc.* or of
the quite separate word meaning 'a West
Indian dance in which a dancer bends
low in order to pass under a bar'. See

lingerie. In BrE pronounced in an approximately French manner as /'levari/
or /-ri:/; in AmE most commonly as
/,la:n3a'rei/ or /-'ri:/. But the pronunciation
of the word is still very unstable in all
English-speaking countries.
lingo. The pi. is lingos. For some related
words, see JARGON.

lingua franca. For some related words,
see JARGON.

linguistic engineering is a term sometimes used for the process by which a
lime. The adj. corresponding to the group, an institution, etc., tries to imwhite caustic alkaline substance lime is pose an artificial set of new terms, on a
limy; that corresponding to the fruit largely reluctant public. It is what Fowler
called lime is limey. Limey as an AmE slang (1926) called DIDACTICISM. If you feel surterm for a person from Britain arose prised or aggrieved when someone asfrom the enforced consumption of lime- sails you for using chairman or
chairwoman (rather than chair or chairjuice in the British navy.
person), history (and never herstory, when,
limit (verb), l The inflected forms are say, the subject-matter gives prominence
limited, limiting. See -T-, -TT-.
to the role of women), inflammable (rather
2 Its natural meaning is 'to restrict, thanflammable),Peking (rather than Beijto confine within bounds', e.g. to limit ing), in other words if you are being
one's research to the street-names of London;preached at by anyone insisting on the
whereas delimit means 'to settle or deter- use of'politically correct' terms, you are
mine the limits or boundaries of (a fron- the victim of a process called linguistic
engineering. This phenomenon is more
tier, etc.)'.
marked and more strident in the 20c.
limited (adj.). A limited (or limited liability) than at any time in the past. Its more
company is one whose owners are legally agreeable side is shown in the introducresponsible only to a limited amount for tion of a medical term like Down's synits debts. It does not imply that the drome instead of Mongolism. But for the
number of members is limited.
most part its effects are very divisive.
limn (verb). Encountered in works about
miniature portraits and in palaeography, linguistics. First used in the early 19c.
the base-form is, like solemn, pronounced to mean 'the science of languages, linwith the n silent. The inflected forms are guistic science', it gradually overtook
limns /hmz/, limned /hmd/, limner /'limna/, and then almost totally replaced the
term philology in our universities in the
and limning /'limirj/ or /'hmnirj/.
second half of the 20c. The Karl Marx
linage /'lamid3/ is the correct spelling of linguistics is Ferdinand de Saussure
for the word meaning 'the number of (1857-1913), the French-speaking Swiss
lines in printed or written matter'; con- linguistic scholar, and the key work is
trasted with lineage /'lmiid3/ 'lineal des- his Cours de linguistique générale (first published in 1916, compiled from the lecture
cent, ancestry'.
notes of his students). He established the
line (noun). For some synonyms in the primary distinction between a synchronic
sense 'occupation, etc' (What's My Line?), approach (seeing a language as a state
see FIELD.
at a particular point in time) and a diachronic (historical) one. He also perceived
lineage. See LINAGE.
language as having two dimensions,
lineament /'lmiamant/, usu. in the pi., which he called langue (the systems and
is 'a distinctive feature or characteristic totality of a given language) and parole
of the face'; liniment /'lmimant/ is 'an (the act of speaking, individual speech).
Linguistics has inevitably broken up into
embrocation'.
-O(E)S 6.

Uniment | litany, liturgy
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subdivisions, such as sociolinguistics,
computational linguistics, psycholinguistics, and applied linguistics. The
main outcome of the rise of linguistics
as an academic subject has been the
multiplication of opposing schools of
thought, each with its own battery of
complex terminology. The subject has
propelled itself beyond the reach of
ordinarily educated people (including
graduates) who are not familiar with the
works of de Saussure and those of his
successors and adherents. The schisms
and divisions are multiplying year by
year, and the long-term outlook is very
uncertain.

In the 1950s it acquired its now dominant sense 'to purée, emulsify, or blend
in a liquidizer'. The second is a much
older word (first recorded in the 16c),
used in various obsolete and current
senses: to render unambiguous, make
plain (17-18c.) (obs.); to determine or
apportion by agreement or by litigation
(16-18C.) (obs.); to wind up (a business
firm, etc.) (first recorded in 1870); and
esp., as a calque on a Russian word, to
put an end to, wipe out, kill, esp. one's
political opponents (first recorded in
1924). The last sense is particularly associated with the brutality of totalitarian
regimes.

liniment. See LINEAMENT.

liquorice /'likans, -nJ7. In BrE the normal
spelling of the word meaning a black
root extract used as a sweet; AmE licorice.

linking r. The term is used to describe
the fully pronounced /r/ when a word
like pour, which has a silent final r when
pronounced in isolation (thus /po:/) or
when followed by a word beginning with
a consonant (pour cups of coffee /'po: 'kAps
... /), is followed by a word beginning
with a vowel (pour out /'po:r "aut/). The
linking r is always used by non-rhotic
standard speakers in such expressions as
a pairjaf gloves, wouldn't hearjof it,
featherjdge. Cf. INTRUSIVE R.

Cf. LICORICE.

liquorish. See LICKERISH.

lira /'liara/, the chief monetary unit of
Italy, has pi. lire (in English pronounced
the same as the sing.).
lissom. The standard spelling, not lissome.

list. The impersonal verb me (etc.) list
(also me (etc.) listeth) meaning 'I, etc.,
links (golf-course). The word has the
please, like, or desire' has only a shadowy
same form as a singular noun and as
existence in modE. So too the personal
a plural one: a suburban links; there are
construction, used either with a follownumerous links within easy reach of the city.
ing infinitive (if you list to taste our cheer)
Linnaean, of the Swedish naturalist or without one (the invaders harried where
Carolus Linnaeus (1707-78). But spelt Lin- they listed), in which it means 'to wish,
desire (to do something)'. The verb is not
nean in the Linnean Society (London).
listed in COD 1995 in any of its uses.
liny (marked with lines, wrinkled). Thus
lit. See LIGHT (verb).
spelt, not liney.
liquefy. Thus spelt, not liquify. See -FY

2.
liqueur. Pronounced in BrE /li'kjua/ and
in AmE usu. /Ii'k3:r/.
liquid. 1 See FLUID.

2 A term used by some phoneticians
in the classification of speech sounds for
the apico-alveolar sounds /r/ and /l/. Also
applied by some writers to the sounds
denoted by the letters m and n.
liquidize, liquidate. The first is a relatively recent word (first recorded in 1827)
meaning 'to make, or to become, liquid'.

litany, liturgy. The first is 'a series of
petitions for use in church services and
processions, usu. recited by the clergy
and responded to in a recurring formula
by the people; specifically, that contained in the Book of Common Prayer'
(COD). The second is 'public worship in
accordance with a prescribed form'. It is
tempting to suppose that the initial litin each word has the same derivation,
but not so. Litany is ultimately from Gk
A-ixaveiia 'prayer', from Xi'xn 'supplication'; whereas liturgy answers to Gk
Xeixoupyia 'public service, public worship', from (recorded only in compounds) XeÎTOs 'public'. At the present
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litchi I literary critics' words

In a footnote he explained that the text
is taken from the 20-volume edition of
Milton's works published in New York in
1931. All this is as it should be.
There is a less precise, and therefore
more demanding, level of reference, that
litchi. See LYCHEE.
of literary allusions. When using these,
literally. From the 16c. onward it has the writer simply assumes that the
been used to indicate that the accom- reader will recognize, or half-recognize,
panying word or phrase must be taken the phrase or passage alluded to. Public
in the literal sense: e.g. It is found that the addresses and book reviews are garnished with such allusions, often accomAct does not mean literally what it says—Law
Times Rep., 1895. A word of this type, panied by no more than a as Virgil says,
however, is liable to become weakened as the Bible tells us, or by nothing at all.
in sense, i.e. to be used in contexts where Thus, a minor example of the type, in
it does not exactly fit. Uses of this kind, the 22 September 1991 issue of the NY
displaying varying degrees of in- Times Book Rev.: But, as Dr. Johnson's friend
exactness, have been recorded since at said, cheerfulness keeps breaking in [a not
least the early 19c. The OED (1903) ex- quite accurate reference to Oliver Edpressed it thus: 'Now often improperly wards speaking to Dr Johnson on 17
used to indicate that some conventional April 1778: cheerfulness was always breaking
or hypothetical phrase is to be taken in in]. One constantly encounters allusions,
the strongest admissible sense.' Ex- not always accurately set down, to wellamples of the weakened sense and some known passages in English literature:
showing a slight movement in that direc- e.g. (for the authors' names see at end)
tion: For the last four years ... I literally To-momvw to fresh woods, and pastures new;
coined money— F. A. Kemble, 1863: And Alas, regardless of their doom, The little vicwith his eyes he literally scoured the cornerstims play!; Oh, to be in England Now that
of the cell—V. Nabokov, i960; You'd start in April's there; And we are here as on a darkling
the morning and it would literally go on plain; This is the way the world ends Not
till late at night—]. Gathorne-Hardy, 1984; with a bang but a whimper; Sexual interMany in this group think they can ignore course began In nineteen sixty-three {Which
depreciation as they are buying the car new was rather late for me). Sources: Milton,
and literally running it into the ground- Gray, Browning, Matthew Arnold, T. S.
Money Paper, 1987: Most of the buildings onEliot, Philip Larkin.
the corniche have literally been face-lifted—
Blitz, 1989; Zagreb believes that Europe literary critics' words. The work of
isfiddlingwith face-saving diplomatic meas- literary critics in learned papers and
ures while Croatia—quite literally—burns- monographs on aspects of deconstrucSpectator, 1991; They [sc. supermarkets] tion, post-modernism, and other recent
can literally play God, even to the point oftheories has reached a point of comsending food back to the genetic drawing plexity that is best marked by warning
board for a redesign—Guardian, 1995.
signals like 'Achtung' or 'Keep Out'. The
It's a case of 'stop, look, and think' arguments are studded with words like
before using the word in any manner intersubjectivity, alterity, and reifying, and
short of its exact sense.
the inevitable pair signifier and signified.
literary allusions. In learned work At lower, but more widespread, areas of
cited passages are usually precisely iden- activity, especially in the columns detified, with author, title of work, date, voted to book reviews in newspapers, the
page number, etc., as part of the normal word-choked terminology of the major
scholarly apparatus. Thus in an essay on priests of theory is mostly absent, but
William Blake in Essays & Studies 1986, prevalencies of different kinds occur.
the writer cites from Milton's Paradise From some recent issues of the top end
of the newspaper world I have drawn
Lost in the following manner:
some typical examples of recurring or
Hetookthe golden Compasses, prepar'd
formulaic words and phrases. Some
In Gods Eternal store, to circumscribe
words of praise are used with a view to
This Universe, and all created things:
their quotable value in blurbs: e.g. (of
vii.225-7
time, in transferred use, litany is frequently used for a simple enumeration
seen as resembling a form of religious
supplication (e.g. a litany of curses, of woes,
of lies).

literary words | litotes
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reference books), definitive; epoch-making; have occurred as the century progressed.
meticulous; monumental; (of novels) an In the early part of the century Thomas
incredibly romantic story; a poetic and exhila- Hardy typically wrote Did her gifts and
rating novel; superb craftsmanship; an en- compassions enray and enarch her sweet
grossing read; good, gripping reading. Other ways With an aureate nimb?' (my empopular words used by literary critics phases). Many poets of the 1930s, includinclude actuality, ambience, ambivalent, ing Auden and MacNeice, ventured into
committed, compelling, dedicated, dichotomy,the plainer mysteries of the ordinary
evocative, seminal, and sympathetic. But un- world. Kingsley Amis wrote lines such as
blurblike comments turn up as well: these: The journal of some bunch of architects
disappointingly stodgy; a rambling account; Named this the worst town centre they could
raises more questions than it answers; a pro-find. Now there are no areas left desfoundly depressing book; dull stuff". Dismis-ignated 'for literary use only'. Witness
sive sweeps are common: of no more value (to go no further) lines like the following:
to scholarship than Beefeaters are to the de- The butcher carves veal for two (Hugo Wilfence of the realm; Under the often glitteringly liams); The stars, the buggers, remained silent
clever surface, there's little sense of the emo-(Brian Patten) The frontiers are down,
tional depth the author wants to fathom. and, as a result, the classification of literBoldness of style or subject-matter is not ary words has largely passed out of the
seen as a fault: a moving and anarchic novel; sphere of lexical enquiry into that of
unflinching but unsensational; this dark and literary theory.
intelligent book; splendidly caustic; a volume
literature. Though the word itself is
as sound as it is daring; tough delicacy.
old—it was first recorded in the 14c. in
literary words. The notion that certain the now-obsolete sense 'acquaintance
words are more suitable for verse and with "letters" or books'—the usual modliterary prose than for the ordinary lan- ern sense, 'literary productions as a
guage held sway from the earliest times whole', is of quite recent emergence (first
until the first part of the 20c. Fowler recorded in 1812). Before the 19c. was
(1926) touched on the matter when he over it had already been pressed into
service to mean printed matter of any
remarked '[A literary word] is one that
cannot be called archaic, inasmuch as it kind, e.g. travel leaflets, political
is perfectly comprehensible still to all pamphlets, and, in the course of the 20c,
who hear it, but that has dropped out the material in print on a given subject
of [everyday] use and had its place taken (there is a considerable literature on anabolic
by some other word except in writing of steroids). The extended senses have in
a poetical or a definitely literary cast.' no way diminished the primacy of the
He had in mind such words as eve (for central sense, i.e. that shown in English
evening), gainsay (for deny), and visage (for literature, French literature, etc.
face). He might easily have added words
lithesome, pliant, supple. This 18-19C.
like ere, erstwhile, perchance, and other
WARDOUR STREET words. Such a view is word has largely dropped out of use in
no longer valid. Poetry and writing 'of favour of its contracted variant LISSOM.
a definitely literary cast' have become litotes. 1 Pronunciation. Some standard
democratized and no longer necessarily dictionaries, including the OED, give
contain an element of sectionally /'lartatiiz/ or the same form with a diphguarded vocabulary. As Katie Wales thongized second syllable /-au-/ (cf. Gk
points out in her Dictionary of Stylistics À-ïTÔrns with long iota); others, including
(1989), 'literary language can be different COD 1995, give /lai'tautiiz/, i.e. with the
and yet not different from "ordinary" or main stress on the second syllable. When
non-literary language; there is, as it teaching OE (in which this figure of
were, a "prototype" of literary language, speech frequently occurs), I always proand also numerous variants. But it is the nounced the word (and heard my colimpossibility of defining it in any simple leagues pronounce it) /li'tautiiz/, i.e. with
way that is its most defining feature.' a short initial /-i-/ and with the main
Philip Larkin's chronologically arranged
stress on the second syllable. Clearly sevOxford Book of Twentieth-Century Verse (1973)
eral pronunciations are current in standunderlines the changes of attitude that ard English.

litre I -U-, -l-
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2 Meaning. A rhetorical figure or trope
meaning 'assertion by means of understatement or negation'. It has been a
marked feature of English from earliest
times. Beowulf, for example, has many
instances: e.g. gû&wêrig, lit. 'war-weary'
but by litotes 'dead'; nô pxt yâe byÔ tô
beflêonne, lit. 'that is not easy to escape
from', by litotes 'that is impossible to
escape from'. In 1 Cor. 11:17, 22 I praise
you not contextually means 'I blame you'.
Typical modern examples include: not a
few, a great number; it was nothing (used
by a successful performer, examinee,
etc., to downplay the achievement); not
unwelcome (a polite way of saying 'very
welcome'); not uncommon, quite common;
not bad, eh?, (after an anecdote or mild
boast), 'excellent'. Litotes is the opposite
of HYPERBOLE or overstatement. Cf. also

livelong. See LIFELONG.

liven (verb), to brighten, cheer, a late
19c. word (first recorded in 1884), and
also the extended form enliven (17c), are
both formed on liferioun+ -en suffix, and
therefore do not belong with the main
g r o u p Of -EN VERBS FROM ADJECTIVES.

livid. Dictionaries list the senses (first
recorded in the 17c.) (a) of a bluish leaden
colour, and (b) discoloured as by a bruise.
But in practice the meaning most likely
to be encountered now in everyday life
(still marked colloq. or informal in some
dictionaries) is 'furiously angry' (first recorded in 1912). livid is derived from
L lïvidus 'slate-coloured; discoloured by
bruises or chafing'. The corresponding L.
verb lîvëre was used in the literal sense
'to be discoloured', but also in the transMEIOSIS.
ferred sense 'to be envious or jealous'.
Examples showing various 20c. senses:
litre is the BrE spelling, liter the AmE ( = furiously angry) Father was livid then
one.
and shouted that he, Adrian, should think
twice before being cheeky to his father-T.
litter. See FARROW.
Parks, 1985; She was furious with me for
littoral. The adj. means 'of or on the ruining her tax-free investment. Livid—Wall
St. Jrnl, 1987; Further communications ...
shore of the sea, a lake, etc' The corresculminated in Shelley's most livid screech of
ponding noun means 'a region lying
rage against his father-R. Christiansen,
along a shore'. They (esp. the adj.) are
1988; (discoloured, of a scar) A huge, livid,
mostly used in oceanography, contrasted
recently healed scar ran along the right side
with ABYSSAL, benthic, and pelagic: The litof his face—P. Abrahams, 1985; (applied to
toral zone lies between the mean and low tide the colours violet and red) I got some livid
lines, also called the 'intertidal' zone. The violet fruit juice—D. Johnson, 1986; two
sublittoral zone extends from below the mean features of the book rather jar: a livid red is
low tide line to the edge of the continental shelf used for headings and underlinings, and the
... —Cambridge Encycl, 1990. The word is photographs are very dull—New Scientist,
sometimes used in ordinary non-tech1989.
nical contexts as a formal substitute for
coastal: The Innuit of littoral Alaska-W. J. living-room. See SITTING-ROOM.
Hoffman, 1895; Ln a shallow, dry ford not
far from this littoral road there were bouldersllama. See LAMA.
in the sugar-cane—V. S. Naipaul, 1987.
-II-, -1-. 1 Words in final -I are usu.
liturgy. See LITANY.
treated differently from those ending in
most other final consonants in that, in
liveable. Spelt thus (in OUP house style). BrE, in inflected forms, the -I is doubled
Cf. -ABLE, -IBLE 2 .
irrespective of the position of the accent.
By contrast, in AmE, final -I is usually
-lived. In long-lived, short-lived the second left undoubled in such circumstances.
element is pronounced /-hvd/, with a For details, see DOUBLING OF CONSONANTS
short stem vowel, in BrE, but usually WITH SUFFIXES 2. Exceptions: before -ish,
with a long vowel in AmE. The pronunci- -ism, and -ist, final I is not doubled (e.g.
ation with a short stem vowel is presum- devilish, liberalism, naturalist); and before
ably a product of the 20c. as the OED -able, the -I is usually doubled both in
(entries of 1903 and 1914 respectively) BrE and AmE (e.g. annullable, controllable,
recommends /-larvd/ for both words.
distillable).

Lloyd's I loath
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2 The 20C. has witnessed much other hand, declared that the verb loan
shuffling and reshuffling of -I and -II in 'has been expelled from idiomatic souththe simple form of a good many verbs. ern English by lend, but was formerly
A fairly safe guide is to use annul, appal, current, and survives in U.S. and locally
befall, distil, enrol, enthral, extol, fulfil, in' in U.K.' OMEU (1983) gave the verb limited
stall, and instil in BrE, and annul, appall, acceptance: 'has some justification
befall, distill, enroll, enthrall, extol, fulfill, where a businesslike loan is in question,
install, and instill in AmE. But, truth to e.g. The gas industry is using a major part
tell, no firm rule can be applied. All of of its profits to benefit the PSBR by loaning
these words exc. annul and befall may money to Government. Otherwise it is a
turn up with either -I or -11 in good
needless variant for lend.' WDEU (1989),
sources in either country.
after citing a miscellaneous set of eight
3 Before -ment, the usual spellings are examples mainly from American
annulment, enrolment, enthralment, extol- sources, asserts that 'loan as a verb is
ment, fulfilment, instalment, and instilment entirely standard . . . Its use is predominin BrE; and annulment, enrollment, enthrall- antly American and includes literature
ment, extolment, fulfillment, installment, and but not the more elevated kinds of disinstalment in AmE. But forms with single course.'
From the evidence available to me, it
-I- are often found in good AmE sources
would appear that Fowler's verdict is the
for the words listed here with -II-.
right one. The verb is principally used
4 The doubling rule does not apply abroad. Examples: Delaney told him he
when the I is preceded by a double vowel could loan him $50 a week—T. Keneally,
or a vowel + consonant, e.g. ai, ea, ee, oi, 1985 (Aust.); I loaned her a copy of my
ow, ur, as in /ailed, squealed, peeled, boiled,Depression: The Way out of Your
howled, curled. Another exception is paral- Prison—D.Rowe, 1987(Aust.); the...probleled, -ing.
lem was how to stretch the small amount of
5 Derivatives and compounds of money he had been loaned by Herr Pfuehl—A
words ending in -H sometimes drop one Desai, 1988 (India); friends to whom I had
I: so almighty, almost, already, ALRIGHT, loaned Doctor Zhivago-Bull. Amer. Acad.
altogether, always; chilblain, skilful, thralArts b Sci., 1990; The Development Bank of
dom, wilful. The AmE equivalents of the Southern Africa ... loaned Rôso-million for
last four are chilblain, skillful, thralldom, the purpose—Panorama, 1991 (SAfr.). But it
willful (the last three alternating with is occasionally used in BrE, sometimes
forms in -I-).
in rather surprising sources (see 1988
example): The coach was restored ... and
6 See DULLNESS, FULLNESS.
is loaned now to charity organisations to
Lloyd's, society of underwriters in Lon- help with fund-raising—Lancaster Guardian
don (hence Lloyd's list, Lloyd's Register), 1987; I wasn't sure that Peewee would be
not Lloyds or Lloyds'. But Lloyds Bank (no amenable to loaning me his violin again—A
Lively, 1988; It is part of the Christ Church
apostrophe).
plate in the treasury showcase, which also
loadstar. See LODESTAR.
displays many items loaned by parishes
within the diocese—Christ Church Oxford:
loadstone. See LODESTONE.
Pitkin Guide, 1991. The 1991 example illustrates a particularly common use of
loaf. The pi. of the noun is loaves. The
the verb, that involving temporary lendthird person sing. près, indie, of the verb
ing of a work of art, etc.,, by one instituis loafs.
tion to another.
loan (verb). The types we once loaned a
Protestant lady a pamphlet by an eminent loanword. Now usu. written as one
Catholic divine, i.e. loan used as a ditransi- word (no hyphen, not two words).
tive verb, and the stalls are barrack chairs
loaned for the occasion, i.e. loaned used as loath /lau9/, averse. Thus spelt in OUP
pa.pple in a passive construction, were house style, not loth. It is to be carefully
well established in standard English in distinguished from the verb loathe /lauô/,
the 19c. The OED placed no restriction to hate, which, apart from its different
on their currency. Fowler (1926), on the spelling, has a fully voiced th. The -oa-
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spelling is obligatory in loathly and loath- loch, lough (both pronounced with a
some. An erroneous example of loathe guttural final sound as /IDX/ or in Angliused for loath: The young seventies family cized form as /mk/), respectively the Scotman ... was loathe to purchase the same cartish and Irish words for 'lake'.
that hisfifty-five-year-oldfather might own—B.
locomote. In origin (early 19c.) a backElton, 1991.
formation from locomotion, meaning 'to
locale. This noun meaning 'a scene or move about from place to place', it has
locality, esp. with reference to an event little currency in general use, but has
or occurrence taking place there' (COD been adopted or re-invented in biological
1995) was adopted in the 18c. from use. Leucocytes, fibrolasts, and the like,
French in the form local, and respelt in in technical contexts, are often described
the early 19c. (Walter Scott and others) as locomoting.
as locale to indicate that the stress lay on
the second syllable, /lau'kcri/. Cf. MORALE. loculus, in zoology and botany 'a small
separate cavity'. PL loculi /-lai/.
locate. Recorded first in the American
locum tenens. An example of the usual
colonies in the early 17c, locate has remorass where the pronunciation of Latin
tained a slight American flavour until
words and phrases is concerned. All the
the present day. The intransitive use to
locums I have ever met have pronounced
mean 'to establish oneself or itself in a
the phr. /.laukam 'tenenz/, with a short /e/
place, to settle' (e.g. numerous industries
in the first syllable of tenens. But standard
have located in the area), for example, is
dictionaries tend to give precedence to
more or less confined to N. America. In
/'tirnenz/. In practice, though, such a perthis and other uses in AmE the stress
son is usu. just called a locum. The pi., if
normally falls on the first syllable, /'lauit should be needed, is locum tenentes;
kert/, as against second-syllable stressing
and the position of such a deputy is a
in BrE.
locum tenency (not -ancy).
The same geographical restriction applies to the intransitive use of relocate locus.
Usu. pronounced (e.g. in
( = to resettle), but there are signs that mathematics and biology, and in many
it is being used in BrE: 'We have received legal phrases) as /'laukas/, with pi. loci
a threat, Dr Mallory, and I am advising /'lausai/. In the phr. locus classicus it is as
your colleague,' he nodded contemptuously atfrequently pronounced /'mk-/, i.e. with
Smith, 'to relocate'—JL McCrum, 1991.
the short 0 of the Latin original. The pi.
Various uses of the verb have become is loci classici, with both words ending in
fairly well established in other English- /-sai/.
speaking areas though usually in competition with more familiar synonyms. The lodestar. The recommended spelling,
central senses in Britain are (a) to dis- not load-.
cover the exact place or position of (to
locate the enemy's gun emplacements; She lodestone. The recommended spelling,
had located and could usefully excavate hernot load-.
Saharan highland emporium-M. Drabble lodgement. Thus spelt, not lodgment,
(OMEU)); and (b) in the passive, to be except that the latter spelling is more
situated (a supermarket located in the out- usual in AmE. Cf. JUDGEMENT.
skirts of the city). Sense (b) is the less
favoured of the two.
logan. Pronounced with a long 0 in
loganberry /'lauganban/, AmE /-.beri/, but
locative. In languages expressing rela- with a short 0 in logan-stone, loggan-stone
tionships by means of inflections, the /'lDganstaun/, a rocking-stone.
case of nouns and pronouns expressing
location; cf. L locus 'place'. Many IE lan- logaoedic /lDga'iidik/. 'A term applied
guages have or had such a case, typified by classical grammarians to lyric metres
by L domï 'at home', run 'in the country', which apparently had a trochaic base,
Romae 'in Rome', Corinthi 'at Corinth'. but contained also feet of dactylic and
Modern English does not have a locative spondaic form, as in Alcaics and Sapphics' (Egerton Smith). The word is derived
case, the locative idea being introduced
from Gk Xôyos 'speech, prose' + doiSfj
by a preposition {at, in, on).

loggia I long variants
'song' (as standing between the rhythm
of prose and of poetry).
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out and spend as long as you like there, any
time—N. Gordimer, 1987); or

2 'provided that, only i f (she liked new
loggia
(gallery, arcade). Pronounce
/'lDd3(i)a/. PL loggias or (like the It. original) clothes as long as they were well designed and
functional). So long as is also used in sense
loggie /'lDd3ei/.
2 (What cared she so long as her husband
logion /'lDgron/, a saying attributed to was near her?—Thackeray, 1847/8; It will
stay here. So long as nobody disturbs it—N.
Christ. PL logia /lDgra/.
Gordimer, 1987). In sense 2 the reduced
-logue. Principally 1 forming nouns form long as is starting to make inroads
denoting talk (dialogue, prologue) or com- into the longer form, but only in very
pilation (catalogue).
informal contexts: 'It's all right,' he said,
long as you are here.'—G. Greene, 1938; I
2 Words ending in -logue. The equivalent AmE words are often, but not reckon they [sc. black people] figure long as
always, spelt with final -og (analog, cata- they can't be buried here, why should they
[water the place]—New Yorker, 1990.
log, dialog, etc.).
-logy, a combining form which normally has 0 as the combining element:
thus archaeology, tautology, zoology, etc.
The principal exceptions are genealogy
(answering ult. to Gk yeveâX-oyia 'tracing
of descent') and mineralogy (from
minerai)) + -logy). The erroneous forms
genealogy and minerology are all too prevalent in the speech of otherwise standard
speakers. Cf. -OLOGY.

lollop. The inflected forms are lolloped,
lolloping. See -p-, -PP-.
Lombard(y). The standard pronunciation of the first element is now /'lrnn-/.
The former common variant /'Urn-/ seems
to have become much less favoured.
lone, an adj. that can only be used
attributively (a lone man, a lone wolf, etc.,
never the man was lone, etc.). It is often
used poetically and rhetorically, sometimes, as in Browning's line We stepped
O'er the lone stone fence (1864), with the
sense 'lonely, unfrequented'. See ADJECTIVE 2.

longest word. The innocent question
'What is the longest word in the English
language?' can only be sensibly answered
by saying that the longest words in the
largest dictionary of English, namely the
OED, are pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovol'
canoconiosis (a factitious word, first recorded in 1936, of 45 letters alleged to
mean 'a lung disease caused by the inhalation of very fine silica dust'); supercalifragilisticexpialidocious (34 letters, 'fantastic,
fabulous', 1949); floccinaucinihilipilifica'
tion (a humorous word of 29 letters invented by William Shenstone in 1741
meaning 'the action or habit of estimating as worthless'); and antidisestablishmentarianism ('opposition
to
the
disestablishment of the Church or England', 28 letters, early 20c).
longevity. Pronounce /lDn'^avrti/, not
Aun'g-/.
longitude. The pronunciation recommended is /'lDnd3itju:d/ rather than
/'lDngi-/. The form longtitude (after latitude), with the first t fully pronounced,
is illiterate.

lonelily. An awkward-sounding adv.
formed on the adj. lonely. It was good
enough for Matthew Arnold (The weird long-lived. See-LIVED.
chipping of the woodpecker Rang lonelily and
sharp, 1852), but in ordinary prose con- long variants. Fowler (1926) argued at
texts and in speech it is best replaced by length that 'The better the writer, the
shorter his words', though he admitted
the type 'in a lonely fashion'. See -LILY.
that the 'statement needs many exceplong. The adv. long, preceded and fol- tions for individual persons and particulowed by as, i.e. as long as, can mean lar subjects'. He set down three main
1 'during the whole time that, for an types of words in contrastive pairs:
extensive period of time' CWere they happy 1 where two forms or close relations of
the same word are equally available and
together?' I asked. Very,' he said. 'As long as
it lasted.'—B. Rubens, 1985; You can comethe longer form is chosen.
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2 where a short form exists and a
longer form is made by the addition of
a suffix such as -atable, -en, or -ize.

longways, longwise | look
which have also been in use since the
16c.
loo. See TOILET.

3 where a longer form exists but bears
look (verb).
a different meaning.
I 1 Non-standard uses.
Examples of types l and i include
2 look + to-infinitive.
(with the date of first record indicated):
administer \^c.\administrate 01639; assert- 3 look + adverb.
4 look + adjective.
ive 1562/assertative 1846; contumacy
I 5 look like.
i4C.lcontumacity 15c; cultivable 1682/culSeveral uses call for comment.
tivatable 1847; damp (verb) 1564/dampen
C1630; doubt i3C./dubiety C1750; educa1 Non-standard uses. First, we should
tionist 1829/educationalist 1857; epistolary notice some regional and colloquial
1656/epistoIatoty 1715 ('erroneous forma- (chiefly AmE) uses. For example, look you
tion', OED); experiment (verb) 1481/experi- (also variants), found in Fluellen's
mentalize 1800; perfect (verb) C1449/ vocabulary in Shakespeare's Henry V and
perfectionize 1839 ('rare', OED); preventivestill a favourite way of bespeaking atteni639lpreventative 1654-66; quiet (verb) tion in Wales: Look you! Plaid Cymru protested to the BBC yesterday over the timing
1526/quieten 1828.
Most of these words are discussed at of its only party political broadcast—Daily
their alphabetical place. It is more or Mail, 1974; Well look now. It's all very well
less self-evident that the first words of for you to say that I am not the Marion you
the pairs are usually to be preferred, are looking for [the speaker is Welsh]—B.
though dampen, dubiety, preventative, and Rubens, 1985. Secondly, the predominquieten have wide currency at the present antly AmE looky here and variants (the
time. What stands out is that the first spelling reflects the level of speech being
words of the pairs are all recorded earlier represented), a folksy extension of the
than their contrasted forms, a fact that imperative phr. look here! Examples: Looky
here! Ye'd oughtn't t' said that, Eben—E.
draws attention to the fluctuating forO'Neill, 1925; Looka-here, Dr. Hare, I don't
tunes of various suffixes over the cenhave a picture at this time—Black Scholar,
turies. What feels comfortable in one 1971; 'Hey, Lewis!' Bobby sits straight up.
century does not necessarily feel as com- 'Looky there! Get it/'-Lee Smith, 1983;
fortable in another.
'Looky here, looky here,' he chanted. The tall
Examples of type 3 include: advance SP man stared up at the photograph—Brian
(noun)j'advancement; alternate\alternative; Moore, 1987. Thirdly, the colloquial AmE
comectnesslcorrectitude; definiteI definitive; form Iookit (first recorded in 1917), used
distinct/distinctive; estimate (noun)/estt- only in the imperative, with the meaning
mation; intense/intensive; prudent\pruden- 'Listen!' or 'Look at (something)': Oh, isn't
tial; reverent\reverential; simple\simplistic.that the classiest, darlingest little coat you ever
These are discussed under the words in saw!... Lookit the collar. And the lining!-T.
their dictionary place unless they are too Dreiser, 1925; It's not even killing the lousy
familiar to need discussion.
jungle, lookit. It's bringing it alive!—D.
Fowler listed a fourth type in which Bloodworth, 1972; And lo, look-it there ...
he preferred the longer form: pacifist a woman playing two machines at once—E.
igo6jpacificist 1907; quantitive 1656/quan- Leonard, 1985.
titative 1581; authoritive (not listed in any
None of these uses belongs in standard
dictionary)/authoritative 1605; interpretive English; they are further evidence of the
i68olinterpretative 1569. Of these the drip-by-drip way in which a common
longer forms are still recommended, ex- verb partly changes its nature in regions
cept for pacifist (which is now the only outside England.
customary form of the word).
2 look + to-infinitive. This type, meaning 'to expect', has been in continuous
longways, longwise. Both words have use since the 16c. but is beginning to
been in the language since the 16c, but fall into disuse. Examples: In these last
both are now in retreat before the now wordes that euer I looke to speake with you—
commoner lengthways, lengthwise, both of Thomas More, C1513; By whom we look

loom I Lord
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to he protected—Hobbes, 1651; Two lovers type: e.g. to look black, blue, cold, elderly,
looking to be wed—A. E. Housman, 1896; foolish, small, vain, etc.
I shall hereafter look to be treated as a person
5 look like. Time need not be spent on
of respectability-T. Huxley, 1900. It
everyday constructions such as he looks
is to be distinguished from the increaslike a proud man, where look means 'to
ingly common type (though resisted by
have the appearance of being'. But look
many standard speakers) looking + tolike used to introduce a clause (a coninfinitive + a direct object. It is a logical
struction first used in AmE) lies at the
extension of the earlier type, but it inrim of standard English, whatever its
jects the notions of hope and intention.
credentials abroad. Examples: Don't it look
Examples: I'm looking to the government to
to you like she would of asked us to stay for
help to solve the problem—oral source, 1987;
supper?-M. Mitchell, 1936; Looks like your
most people are looking to improve their living
child's birthday is news again this yearstandards—New Statesman, 1988; The home
Guardian, 1973; On top of the wooden beams
team will be looking to get a result against
were loops of thick metal cable that looked
the visitors next Saturday—Times, 1988; [I]
like what you would use if you were going to
am looking tofinishthis today—COD, 1990. A
hang the Statue of Liberty—New Yorker, 1989;
third use of look + to-infinitive lies within
It makes you look like you're late—H. Hamilthe branch of meaning that the OED
ton, 1900. Further examples, as well as
defines as 'to have a certain appearance'.
of act like and feel like used in a similar
The OED (sense 9c) illustrates it from
manner, are given s.v. LIKE 1.
works by Edmund Burke (1775) and other
later writers. It means 'to seem to the
loom (verb). For loom large, see LARGE,
view, to appear, to look as if. Examples:
LARGELY.
A little hat that looked to be made of beaverClark Russell, 1890; The Queen looked to be loose, loosen (verbs). The main distincin good health—Graphic, 1893; The owltions between the two verbs, both of
looked to be encircled by six cloaked hit- which came into the language in the ME
men—]. E. Maslow, 1983. This type seems period, are that loose means principally
to be gaining ground, esp. in America.
(a) to release, set free, (b) to untie or
3 look + adverb. One must carefully undo (something that constrains), and
distinguish what was formerly accept- (c) (usu. with off) to let off (a gun, etc.);
able, indeed commonplace, from what whereas loosen is mainly used to mean
is idiomatic now. The OED (senses IC and 'to make or become looser, less tight'.
9a, b) lists numerous examples of the Standard speakers instinctively choose
the right word: e.g. an arrow is always
type (in which look is intransitive) used
in the senses (a) 'to direct one's eyes in loosed (not loosened) by an archer; and
a manner indicative of a certain feeling', knots, discipline, etc., are loosened (not
and (b) 'to have the appearance of being; loosed).
to seem to the sight'. Examples: (a) Where/'tokwite/. This Latin word
fore looke ye so sadly to day?—Gen. (AV) 11: loquitur
7, 1611; The man look'd bloodily when he means 'he or she speaks*. With the speakspoke—R. Carpenter, 1642. (b) The skies looke er's name following, it is used as a stage
direction or as a guide to the reader:
grimly—Shakespeare, 1611; The world
looked awkwardly round me—Defoe, 1719; e.g. I drive out to my vineyard on weekends
On the whole ... things as yet looked not (loquitur a San Francisco lawyer). If the pi.
unfavourably for James—Macaulay, 1849. should be needed it is loquuntur. Cf. EXIT.
The only adverbs that can still idioLord. The younger sons of a duke or a
matically be used in sense (b) are ill and
well (e.g. you look well = you appear to be marquess are known by the courtesy title
in good health). In the ordinary sense of Lord, followed by their Christian name
'to use one's sight', look is, of course, and surname, e.g. Lord Edward Fitzgerald.
idiomatically used with adverbs: he looked A letter addressed to such a person
closely at the evidence; she looked longingly should begin Dear Lord Edward, but the
surname should be added if the acin his direction.
quaintanceship is slight (Debrett's Correct
4 look + adjective. In the sense 'to Form). For lord used as an undress substiseem to the sight', this is the normal tute for marquess, earl, viscount, see TITLES.

Lord Bacon | love
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Lord Bacon. An incorrect mixture of database (all from standard sources): (lot)
styles bestowed on Francis Bacon (1561- You'd start to see a lot of sense; a lot of people
1626) by Macaulay in an essay that ap- are concerned about land use; something
peared in the Edinburgh Review in July worth a lot of money, that's for sure; After1837. The permissible styles are Bacon, wards, there'll be a lot of clearing up to do;
Francis Bacon, Lord Verulam, and Viscount
(lots) it was quite nice being telephoned by
St Albans. In literary criticism the only lots of young ladies; I would have lots of
styles used are the first two.
flowers and plants in pots. The informal
nature of both a lot of and lots of is
lordlily. The technically available ad- underlined by the presence in many 20c.
verb corresponding to lordly (adj.), but, works of the contracted forms lotta and
because of its clumsiness, it is hardly lotsa: (lotta) No, I'm a lotta things, but I
ever used. See -LILY.
ain't crazy—Coast to Coast (Aust.), 1969; He
did ... a lotta community theatre work in
lordolatry. See-iATRY.
Houston-Ritz, 1989; (lotsa) The Notting Hill
Carnival was lotsa fun for seven days and
Lord's is the name of a cricket ground
in London. Lords (preceded by the) is a nights—It, 1971.
conventional shortening of House ofLords,
3 See ALOT.
the Upper House of Parliament in BritlotUS. PL lotuses.
ain.
loud, loudly. In certain restricted cirlose out. From the mid-igc. used in
cumstances loud may be used as an adAmE to mean 'to be unsuccessful, not
to get a fair chance', this phrasal verb verb: e.g. he laughed loud and long; he
continues to be viewed with suspicion screamed all the louder; she spoke loud enough
by standard speakers in Britain. It turns for the whole class to hear; (in radio, etc.,
up typically in quickly written journal- communication) I hear you loud and clear.
istic sources: e.g. We are going to lose out But the customary adv. is loudly: e.g. comunless the Government are prepared to do aplaining loudly about his treatment; loudly
tremendous public relations job for the touristdressed.
industry—Guardian, 1971. But it is robustly lough. See LOCH.
rejected by many people. 'Why, in England, is lose now losing to lose out?' asked lounge. See SITTING-ROOM.
a correspondent in 1988.1 could not find
lour (of the sky, etc.), to look dark and
a convincing reason except to see it as
threatening; (of a person) to frown, look
part of a 19-20C. process of stretching
sullen. This verb, which is sometimes
the language by increasing the number
spelt lower, is pronounced /'laua/, like
of slightly risky phrasal verbs.
tower. It is first recorded in the 13c. and
loss, lost. The pronunciation with /o:/, is probably of native origin but happens
i.e. the sound used in low, which was not to be found in OE. The verb lower (to
standard in 1917 according to Daniel cause to descend) is pronounced /'laua/,
rhyming with mower, and is etymologiJones, is now seldom heard. The standard
cally unrelated to lour; it is a derivative
pronunciation now is with /D/, as in lot.
of the adj. low (ME lâh, from ON lâgr).
loth. See LOATH.

Lothario
-O(E)S 8.

/la'0a:nau/. PL Lotharios. See

louvre. Thus spelt in BrE (AmE louver).
lovable. Thus spelt, not loveable, in
OUP's house style.

lot, lots. 1 A lot of people say solLots of love. From its earliest use in the 16c.
paper is wanted. See NUMBER 6(b).
the phr. to make love (often followed by to)
2 While it is perfectly true that a lot meant simply 'to pay amorous attention
of and lots 0/occur in the works of well- (to)'. At some point in the mid-20c. it
came to have only the restricted and
known writers such as Galsworthy and
Winston Churchill, the main contexts in very precise meaning 'to have sexual
which one finds them (esp. lots of) are in intercourse (with)', and the older meanplain workaday sentences or conversa- ing was forced out. When reading 16tions. A selection of examples from my 19c. literature one must simply bear in

lovelily | lunging
mind that making love means no more
than 'paying amorous attention': e.g.
Demetrius ... Made loue to Nedars
daughter—Shakespeare, 1590; 'who's had
the —impudence to make love to my sister!
cried Harry—G. Meredith, 1861.
lovelily. Despite its antiquity (first recorded C1300) and its use by many excellent writers (e.g. So lovelily the morning
shone—Byron, 1813), lovelily, the adverb
corresponding to the adjective lovely, is
now usually replaced by the type 'in a
lovely manner', or by some other means.
See -LILY.

lovey. A colloquial form of address to
a loved one. So spelt (not lovy), thus
conforming with the reduplicated form
lovey-dovey.
Low Countries. See NETHERLANDS.

lower, lour. See LOUR.
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moved'. Such uses are to be carefully
distinguished from other unrecommended types, e.g. Scélérat, 'A villain; a wicked
wretch. A word introduced unnecessarily from the French by a Scottish author.'; Sciomachy... 'Battle with a shadow.
This should be written skiamachy.'; Scorn
... 'A buffoon. A word out of use, and
unworthy of revival.'

lu (pronunciation). A long-drawn-out
battle between /lu:/ and /lju:/ (or with /ua/
instead of /u:/ when followed by r) in
the relevant words continues, and the
present stage is a very untidy one. The
untidiness is reflected in the judgements
made in COD 1990 (some of which have
been changed in the 1995 edn): 1 (only
/lu:/) alluvial, blue, clue, conclude, exclude,
fluent, fluke, flute, glue, lubricate, lucerne,
lucid, Lucifer, lucrative, lucre, ludicrous, lugu
brious, lukewarm, lunatic, lupin, recluse,
sluice.

2 (only /lju:/) aluminium, celluloid, dilute,
lowlily. In use as an adverb (correspond- prelude, salutary /-ju-/, salutation, volume.
ing to the adj. lowly) since the 14c. (e.g.
Live and love—Doing both nobly, because low-3 (/lju:/ or /lu:/; before r, /ljua/) illuminlily—E. B. Browning, 1844), but now com- ate, lure, lurid, voluminous.
paratively rare. In ordinary prose it is
4 (/lu:/ or /lju:/) absolute, allude, collusion,
better to express the same notion in delude, delusion, dissolute, evolution, illusion
another way, such as 'in a lowly manner', interlude, luminous, lunar, lute, Lutheran,
or the like. See -LILY.
salubrious, salute. In general terms, it
would seem from the words listed in 1
low, lowly. The first can function either
and 4 that /lu:/ is dominant but is far
as an adj. (a low neckline, a low moon, etc.)
from universal. Standard practice in BrE
or an adv. (to aim low, to lie low, etc.). The
is fairly represented in the above lists;
second is most commonly used as an
but in AmE forms without /j/ are cusadj. (of lowly station, a lowly position in the
tomary in all the above words except
firm); as an adv. ( = humbly, modestly; in
celluloid, prelude, salutary, and volume.
a low voice; etc.) it has gradually retreated over the centuries into the safe
lucre (derogatory word for 'financial
havens of poetry and archaism.
profit or gain'). Spelt thus both in BrE
and in AmE (not lucer).
'low' words. Dr Johnson occasionally
used the word low in his Dictionary as
l U g g a g e . See BAGGAGE.
an indication of the linguistic status of
a word or meaning. For example, in a luncheon is a formal variant of lunch.
small section of the letter S we find the It is of interest to note that the OED
following entries: To Sconce . . . 'To mulct; remarked in 1903: "lunch ... Now the
to fine. A low word which ought not to usual word exc. in specially formal use,
be retained.'; Scrape ... 'Difficulty; per- though formerly objected to as vulgar.'
plexity; distress. This is a low word.'; To As a minor curiosity, however, luncheon is
scuddle... 'To run with a kind of affected
obligatory in the phrase luncheon voucher.
haste or precipitation. A low word.' Sensibly [four 'normal' senses, including 'per- lunging, pres.pple of the ordinary verb
ceptibly to the senses'] 5. 'In low lunge. Thus spelt, not lungeing. But for the
language, judiciously; reasonably.' In separate verb lunge 'to train or exercise a
broad terms, 'low' seems to have meant horse with a lunge (a long rope)', use
'not used in the circles in which Johnson lungeing as the -ing form.
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lustre I lyric, lyrical

lustre. Thus spelt in BrE (AmE luster).

their function in the sentence is different. Thus We are utterly, hopelessly, irretrievlustrum (period of five years). PI. lustra ably, ruined is acceptable because each of
(less commonly lustrums). See -UM 3.
the Ay adverbs has the same relation to
ruined. But the following show slightly
luSUS naturae, a freak of nature. Pro- uneuphonious contiguities: Many of the
nounce /'luisas na'tjuari:/ or /-'tjuarai/.
manuscripts were until comparatively recently
in the keeping of Owen's family—English,
luxuriant, luxurious. Because of their
1987; he reverts to it (apparently disbelievconnection with luxury and with the verb ingly) on several occasions—Encounter, 1987;
luxuriate, these two adjectives have in- Appearing relatively recently, Kyra represvaded each other's semantic space many ented change—New Yorker, 1987. The cruder
times during and since the 17c. In strict type Soviet industry is at present practically
terms luxuriant is primarily used of ve- completely crippled is avoidable by substigetation and means 'profuse in growth', tuting almost for practically.
as R. M. Ballantyne showed in his Coral
Island (1858): the trees and bushes were very 5 See also CLEAN, CLEANLY; CLEAR,
luxuriant. Luxurious, on the other hand, CLEARLY; CLOSE, CLOSELY; QUICK.
means 'supplied with luxuries, making
Lyceum. For the meaning in Greek
a display of luxury', something that is philosophy, see ACADEMY. PI. -eums. See
brought out in the same book of Ballan- -UM 1.
tyne 's: Altogether this was the most luxurious
lychee (a sweet fleshy fruit) /'lartfi:/. The
supper we had enjoyed for many a day. Keepdominant spelling in BrE at present for
ing the two words apart has proved to this word of Chinese origin is lychee
be difficult. The OED lists (a) 17-19c. ex- rather than lichee or litchi. In AmE the
amples of luxuriant 'misused' for luxuri- forms litchi and lichee, both pronounced
ous, e.g. It was a splendid apartment ... /'liitji:/, seem to be dominant.
luxuriant to a degree—C. Gibbons, 1885;
and (b) 17-19C. examples of luxurious used lychgate. See LICHGATE.
for luxuriant, e.g. Their villages are situated lyric, 'in the modern sense, any fairly
in the midst of the most luxurious groves—R.short poem expressing the personal
Southey, 1826. The best policy is to en- mood, feeling, or meditation of a single
deavour to keep the two words apart speaker (who may sometimes be an inas Ballantyne did, but not to be too vented character, not the poet). In
surprised if a particular context draws ancient Greece, a lyric was a song for
a writer away from strict conformity accompaniment on the lyre and could
with this rule. It should be noted that be a choral lyric sung by a group . . .
in the attributive position, luxury is now Among the common lyric forms are the
tending to oust luxurious (e.g. luxury sonnet, ode, elegy,... and the more perapartment, coach, cruise, flat, etc.).
sonal kinds of hymns' (C. Baldick, 1990).
From about the third quarter of the 19c,
-ly. 1 For a tendency among some writ- but more particularly since the 1920s,
ers and speakers to suppose that all ad- lyric has also been the customary term
verbs must end in Ay, and therefore to for the words of a popular song or a
use hardly, largely, strongly, tightly, etc., seemusical.
UNIDIOMATIC -LY.

2 For participial adverbs like determinedly, see -EDLY.
3 For jirst(ly), see FIRST 4.
4 Considerations of euphony and
meaning make it desirable to avoid placing two Ay adverbs in succession when

lyric, lyrical (adjs.). The longer form is
often interchangeable with the shorter
one (e.g. lyric/lyrical poet, poetry, verse), and
is used in Wordsworth's title Lyrical Ballads (1798). But perhaps its most common
use is in the colloquial sense 'highly
enthusiastic' (he waxed lyrical about the
performance).

Mm
ma'am. See MADAM.
macabre. Pronounce /ma'kaibra/, but
the final element is often realized as /-ba/
in rapid speech. Cf. CALIBRE.
macaroni. In current English it has only
one sense (a tubular variety of pasta) and
no plural form. In the historical (18c.)
sense 'a British dandy affecting Conti'
nental fashions', its plural is macaronies.

standard American dictionary published
in 1991, the entry for James Ramsay
MacDonald is 26 pages away from that
for McCarthyism.
macula /'maekjula/, a dark spot in the
skin. PI. maculae /-li:/.

mad (adj.). The primary sense 'suffering
from mental illness' has been in continuous use since OE (though it is now a lay
term, not used by medical practitioners),
Machiavelli. This is now the standard
spelling in English of the name of the but has shared its semantic space with
16c. Florentine statesman and political other meanings from the dates indiwriter (formerly also Machiavel, esp. in cated: in the phr. like mad 'with excessive
transferred use meaning a plotter or enthusiasm, etc' (17c); 'foolish' (a mad
scheming person). The only form of the undertaking) (OE); (const, about, on, AmE
corresponding adj. is Machiavellian, and also for) 'carried away with enthusiasm'
of the abstract principle, Machiavellianism (mad about opera; AmE mad for Egyptian
artifacts) (17c); 'angry' (in standard, now
(formerly also Machiavellism).
colloquial, use since about 1300).
machicolated (of a parapet in a castle,
mad (verb). The verb came into general
etc.) furnished with openings between
supporting corbels. Pronounce /ma'tji- use in the 14c. in both transitive ('to
make mad') and intransitive ('to be, bekalertid/, not /ma'ki-/.
come, or act mad') senses, and survived
machination. Pronounce /'maekmeijan/, unchallenged until the 18c. when
not /'maej -/madden came into the language to join
machismo, a show of masculinity, is other verbs in -en formed from adjectives
pronounced /ma'tjizmau/ or /ma'k-/. The (see -EN VERBS FROM ADJECTIVES). S i n c e
word is still at an early stage of natural- then mad has been in full retreat in
BrE except in the phr. the madding crowd
ization.
(which echoes the line in Gray's Elegy,
macho /'maetjau/, AmE /'maitf-/ may be 1749, Far from the madding crowd's ignoble
used as a synonym of MACHISMO, but is
strife). It remains in use in AmE, however,
more commonly used as an adj. meaning
esp. in the transitive sense 'to make mad,
'showily manly or virile'.
exasperate'.
mackerel. Pronounce /'maekral/.

madam, madame.

mackintosh, a waterproof coat. Now so
spelt (patented by Charles Macintosh,
Scottish chemist, 1766-1843). The
shortened form mac (no point) is often
used instead.

1 In the English

word used as a polite or respectful form
of address or mode of reference to a
woman (Dear Madam; Can I help you,
Madam?; Madam Chairman)) the form
without -e is appropriate; also (in BrE) as
Mac-, Mc-. The major English dictionar- a colloquial term for a precocious or
ies (and other works of reference) place conceited girl or young woman (a right
all such names, whether they are spelt little madam); or as a term for a woman
with Mac- or Mc-, at the notional alpha- brothel-keeper. When addressing royalty
betical place of Mac: thus Maccabees, the shorter form ma'am /maem/ should
be used.
McCarthyism, mace and macle, McNaughten
rules, macramé. By contrast, some Amer2 Madame, pronounced /ma'daim/, pi.
ican dictionaries list Mac- names s.v. Mac, Mesdames, is the right form of address to a
but Mc. names between Mb and Md. In a woman belonging to any foreign nation
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(substituted e.g. for Ger. Frau or Du. Mevrouw), if the correct local term is unknown to the speaker or writer, e.g.
Madame Mao. Madame is also used as a
term for a woman brothel-keeper.
3 The pronunciation /'nrodam/ used by
assistants in fashion shops at the beginning of the 20c. now seems to be obsolete
(except in jocular or period use). Fowler
(1926) called it 'odd', and suggested that
it was 'perhaps due to a notion that
French Madame is more in keeping with
haunts of fashion than English Madam.'
madding, see MAD (verb).
Madeira. So spelt.
madness. See IRRELEVANT ALLUSION.

maelstrom. Pronounce /'meilstram/.
maenad, a female follower of Bacchus,
not me-. Pronounce /'miinaed/.
maestoso, (in music) majestic, stately.
Pronounce /mai'stauzau/.
maestro /'maistrau/. PL maestri /'maistn/
or maestros /-trauz/.

madding | magus
attributive position (magic carpet, magic
circle, magic spell) when the sense was the
normal one of'of or pertaining to magic'.
In this position, except in fixed phrases
like magic lantern or magic square, it vied
with magical (the magical word 'democracy';
a magical effect on the economy). The words
were not freely interchangeable in this
position but no clear-cut rule can be
stated. Perhaps magical tended to be used
mainly in contexts of high approbation,
and magic in contexts of enchantment,
but the line between them has always
been untidily drawn. In the second half
of the 20C. magic has come to be used
colloquially in the attributive position or
by itself (Magic!) as a term of enthusiastic
commendation, simply meaning 'wonderful, exciting', e.g. It's magic!; The food
(or concert, exhibition, etc.) was magic.
Doubtless, except in fixed phrases, the
two words will continue to vie with each
other in the years ahead, esp. in figurative, extended, and weakened senses,
both in the attributive and the predicative positions.

magma. The pi. is magmas, no longer
Mafia /'maefia/, /'ma:-/. Its central mean- magmata. The corresponding adj. is maging is 'an organized international body matic.
of criminals, orig. in Sicily, now also in
Magna Carta, Magna Charta. The
mainland Italy and in the US'. But it is
also widely used of any group regarded name of the famous charter of 1215 is
as having hidden powerful (not neces- pronounced /.maegna 'ka:ta/ however it is
sarily sinister) influence (the literary spelt. The recommended spelling of the
mafia, the academic mafia, etc.). In this second word is Carta, except in AmE,
transferred sense a small initial (thus where Charta is possibly the dominant
mafia) is used. A member of the Mafia is form. It is worth noting, as reported by
a Mafioso /maefi'ausau, ma:-/, pi. Mafiosi /-si/. Gowers (1965). that 'In a Bill introduced
in 1946 authorizing the Trustees of the
Magdalen(e). 1 In the name of the British Museum to lend a copy to the
Oxford (-en) and Cambridge (-ene) col- Library of Congress, Charta was the spellleges, pronounced /'mo:dlm/.
ing used. But when the Bill reached com2 In the use as a noun meaning 'a mittee stage in the House of Lords, the
reformed prostitute' or 'a home for re- Lord Chancellor (Lord Jowitt) moved to
formed prostitutes', use magdalen, pro- substitute Carta and produced conclusive evidence that that was traditionally
nounced /'maegdalm/.
3 In the full biblical name Maty Mag- the correct spelling. The amendment
dalene, of Magdala in Galilee (Luke 8: 2), was carried without a division; so Carta
Magdalene is pronounced /.maegda'limi/ has now unimpeachable authority.'
or /'maegdali:n/, /-lm/. Here I am quoting
the preferences of the main authorities.
My personal preference is /'maegdalm/.

magneto /maeg'nhtau/ is a shortened
form of magneto-electric machine. Its pi. is
magnetos. See -O(E)S 5.

maggoty. So spelt. See -T-, -TT-.
Magi. See MAGUS.

magnifico, a Venetian grandee. PL magnificos. See -O(E)S 6.

magic, magical (adjs.). Until recently
magic was normally used only in the

magUS /'meigas/. PL (as in the three Magi)
magi /'meid3ai/.

Magyar | majority
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Magyar. It is instructive to recall that
the only pronunciation given in the OED
(1906) was /'madJar/ and that Fowler 1926
gave only /'mDdjar/ (in his system md'dyar), both approximately reproducing
the Hungarian pronunciation of the
word. The word has been Anglicized in
the course of the 20c. and the only current pronunciation is /'maegja:/.

substituted for major in most contexts
where major is used in a natural way (as
in the first sentence in this article). Major
may not be a true comparative in English, but it is implicitly one in a way that
main, principal, etc. are not.

maharaja (hist.), an Indian prince, not
-jah. With capital initial when used as
a title. The wife of a maharaja was a
maharanee.

major-general, an officer in the British
army next below a lieutenant-general.
PL major-generals.

mahlstick. See MAULSTICK.
Mahomet. See MUHAMMAD.

mahout, an elephant-driver or keeper
in India. Pronounce /ma'haut/.
maieutk /mei'juitik/ (adj.) (ofthe Socratic
mode of enquiry), serving to bring a
person's latent ideas into clear consciousness. The word is a 17c. adaptation
of the Gk adj. ^aiEUTiKÔs, from the verb
uaieuecrGai 'to act as a midwife', from
uaîa 'midwife'.
maiolica
/majniika/, majolica (also
pronounced /ma'dsolika/). Renaissance
Italian enamelled earthenware. Art historians generally use the anglicized
spelling, majolica, only for Victorian or
later pieces. Example: In Italy interest in
porcelain often takes second place to that
of maiolica and Renaissance and Baroque
ceramics—Antique Collector, 1990.

major-domo, chief steward of a great
household. PI. major-domos. See -O(E)S 6.

majority. 1 Three allied uses need to
be distinguished: (a) A superiority in
numbers (The amendment was passed by a
hare, small, great majority; the majority was
small but sufficient to enable the Conservative
to form a government), (h) The one of two or
more sets that form the more numerous
group (Any future Prime Minister to whom
the donnish majority was prepared to give
an honorary doctorate would be one whose
policies found favour with them—Times, 1985;
the vast majority have now come to terms with
their destiny—Encounter, 1987). (c) majority
0/+plural noun (The great majority of
people are now apparently conditioned to
accepting the trades unions as a virtual fifth
estate ofthe realm—Times, 1985; The majority
of school buildings are dilapidated and decaying—Encounter, 1987; The vast majority
of microbes ... play a role that is not only
valuable but essential—Bull. Amer. Acad. Ar
& Sri., 1991)-

2 Number. After majority in sense i(o)
the verb will always be singular. After
major. In origin the comparative of L majority in sense i(b), as after other nouns
magnus 'great', major is sometimes used of multitude, either a singular or a plural
in contrast with minor (e.g. a major road verb is possible, according as the body
in contrast with a minor road; the two is, or its members are, chiefly in the
major political parties and several minor speaker's thoughts. After majority of in
ones), and as a synonym of greater (the sense i(c) the verb is invariably plural.
major portion of his speech = the greater
3 Uncountable nouns. A or the majority
portion), but it is not a true comparative
of cannot properly be followed by an
in English in that it cannot be construed
uncountable noun: thus o (or the) majority
with than. Its occasional comparative
of experience, forgiveness, interest, tolerance,
role is brought out, however, in the Britwork, etc., are all unidiomatic.
ish public-school custom of appending
4 With majority in sense i(a), great,
major (or minor) to the surname of the
elder (younger) of two brothers at a greater, greatest are freely used, and cause
school (Smith major, Smith minor). Voices no difficulty. With majority in sense i(b)
have been raised in the past against they are not often used, but vast is comusing major as an absolute adj. equiva- mon enough (see quot. 1987 above). With
lent to main, principal, important, etc., but majority of in sense i(c), great or vast are
it is difficult to see how any of these possible and common, but greater and
near-synonyms could be idiomatically greatest are unidiomatic.
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5 It should be noted finally that in
British elections majority means the
number by which the votes cast for one
party, candidate, etc., exceed those of
the next in rank (he won by a majority of
2,400 votes). In AmE such an excess of
votes is called a plurality, as distinguished
from a majority, which in such circumstances is applied only to an absolute
majority of all the votes cast.
make. Contrast the normal active construction of make with an object and
plain infinitive (she made him feel unwanted) and the equally normal passive
construction with a to-infinitive (he was
made to feel unwanted).

make | malignancy, malignity
One, a head of English, could not explain the
function of an intransigent [intransitive]
verb and advised me to forget it'—letter
in the Sunday Times, 1988; She's a child
progeny [prodigy], a vivacious [voracious]
reader—gets through 15 books a week-oral
source, 1989; When she [sc. our daily] heard
our Gloucester house was haunted, she uttered
the immortal line, "You'll have to get the vicar
in to circumcise [exorcize] it.'—J. Cooper,
1991.

male. 1 Both male and masculine entered
the language from OF (ult. from L masculus) in the 14c. and gradually adopted
different roles more or less parallel to
those of FEMALE and FEMININE. Male (adj.)
is used (a) of the sex that can beget
make-belief, make-believe. The verbal offspring by fertilization or inseminaphr. to make believe 'to pretend to do tion; (b) (of plants or their parts) consomething' (formed in the 14c. on the taining only fertilizing organs; (c) of or
model of OF faire croire) yielded the nouns consisting of men or male animals,
make-believe and make-belief in the early plants, etc. (the male sex; a male-voice choir;
19c. Make-believe happens to precede male kennels); (d) (of parts of machinery,
make-belief by some 20 years and remains etc.) designed to enter or fill the corresthe more usual of the two nouns.
ponding female part (a male screw). As
noun, 'a male person or animal'. MascuMalapropisms. Lying at the heart of line is (a) applied to qualities associated
the language is a tendency to confuse with men, manly, vigorous (not merely
like-sounding words. Mrs Malaprop, in describing the fact of being male); (b) in
Sheridan's The Rivals (1775), when chal- grammar, of words in certain languages
lenged about her use of hard words which (e.g. OE, L, Gk) of a particular class, as
she don't understand, protested Sure, if I distinct from feminine or neuter ones.
reprehend anything in this world, it is the In the 20c, the terms male chauvinist
use ofmy oracular tongue, and a nice derange-(first recorded in 1970) 'a man who is
ment of epitaphs. She was producing mis- prejudiced against women', and male
shapen recollections of the words menopause (1949) 'a crisis of potency, conapprehend, vernacular, arrangement, and fidence, etc., said to afflict men in middle
epithets. Fowler (1926) believed that such life' have emerged as part of the vocabuMalapropisms 'pass the bounds of ordin- lary of women's movements aiming to
ary experience and of the credible'. In identify attitudes that have produced
his view, Malapropisms normally come notions of male supremacy in the past.
as 'single spies, not in battalions, one in
an article, perhaps, instead of four in a malignancy, malignity. The first forsentence, and not marked by her bold mally corresponds to the adj. malignant
originality, but monotonously following and the second to the adj. malign, but
well beaten tracks'. By contrast, Kingsley there the parallelism ends. They are far
Amis, in an interview in The Times in from coeval words and have been
1992, declared that 'Half the wives he dragged this way and that by the forknows are Mrs Malaprops, saying "cour- tunes of war and of medicine. Malignancy
gettes" for "couchettes", and getting is a Latinate word brought into the lanclichés wrong. Hilly [his first wife] does guage in the 17c. It was used at first
it all the time ... "If you can manage principally to mean 'envenomed hostilthat, Adrian, the world's your lobster." ity, the desire to inflict injury and suffer"When you went down to Wales for your ing'. During the Civil War it came to
ignaurial." ' Whether it is a case of 'single mean 'disaffection to rightful authority',
spies' or 'all the time', it is not difficult to and was used as a hostile designation
make a small collection of Malapropisms for sympathy with the royalist cause. As
without going to very much trouble: e.g. time went on, under the influence of

malign, malignant | mandarin
malignant, it gradually became applied
particularly to medical conditions (fevers, cancerous growths, etc.) judged to
be life-threatening, though it is still used
in the general sense 'the state or quality
of being malignant'. Malignity is much
the older word of the two: it was first
used in the 14c. to denote the condition
or quality of being malign, malevolent,
or deadly. It has continued down the
centuries to mean 'wicked and deeprooted ill will or hatred'; and from the
17c. to the 19c, like malignancy, it was
applied to malignant or life-threatening
medical conditions, but has now given
way in this sense to malignancy.
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mamilla /mae'mila/ (AmE mammilla), the
nipple of a woman's breast. PI. mamillae
/-li:/.

mamma 1 /'maema/. = MAMA. Also momma.
mamma2 /'maema/, a milk-secreting organ of female mammals. PI. mammae
/-mi:/.

man. From the time of our earliest
records until the second half of the 20c.
man could be used without comment to
mean 'a human being (irrespective of
sex or age)'. (In OE the main words distinctive of sex were wer 'a man' and
wïf 'a woman'.) The use is embedded in
malign, malignant. The shorter form hundreds of traditional expressions (e.g.
was adopted from French in the 14c. and Man cannot live by bread alone; Man prohas gradually retreated before the later poses, God disposes; Every man for himself;
word (first in 16c.) malignant. Malign is Time and tide wait for no man), and in the
used mostly of things that are evil in works of our greatest poets and philosotheir nature or effects, and occasionally phers. We must all tread cautiously now
of diseases (fevers, syphilis, etc.). Malig- under the scrutiny of the more militant
nant is the normal word applied to feminists, who judge this use of man to
diseases or conditions (esp. cancerous be an unacceptable outward sign of male
tumours) that are life-threatening. It is dominance. For an outline account of
also used to designate any aspect of life the nature of the problem, see SEXIST
that is characterized by intense ill will, LANGUAGE.
or to a person or persons keenly desirous
-man. Some of the traditional occupaof the suffering or misfortune of another
person, or of others generally. Cf BENIGN, tional terms ending in -man (e.g. anchorman, chairman, craftsman, houseman =
BENIGNANT.
male or female hospital doctor, ombudsmalinger. Pronounce /ma'lirjga/.
man, spokesman) are now usu. restricted
to mean 'a male anchorman, etc.'. When
mall. In the senses 'a sheltered walk or
the holder of the office, etc., happens to
promenade' and 'an enclosed shopping
be a woman, forms in -woman, or -person,
precinct' the pronunciation /mo:l/ is
or some other gender-free term are now
increasingly being used in Britain now
commonly used instead. See FEMININE
rather than /mael/, as it has been for some
DESIGNATIONS; SEXIST LANGUAGE.
time in America, Australia, etc. But /mael/
is still obligatory in the London place- manage. The inflected forms are mannames The Mall, Chiswick Mall, and Pall aged, managing, manageable.
Mall.
manageress. See -ESS 5malnutrition. A word to be avoided,'
said Fowler in 1926, 'as often as underfeed- mandamus /maen'deimas/. This term for
ing will do the work.' But where is un- a particular kind of judicial writ, which
derfeeding now? Underfed, on the other is a nominalization of L mandamus 'we
hand, is still the customary word for command', has pi. mandamuses. See -us
'insufficiently fed', alongside malnour- 5ished.
mandarin. The word meaning (a) (with
mama /'maema/, /ma'ma:/, a colloquial
term (used esp. by children) for mother.
Mameluke, a member of the military
class that ruled Egypt 1254-1811. Pronounce /'maemaluik/.

capital initial) the official language of
China, and (b) a high-ranking Chinese
official (also in transferred use), is regarded by some authorities as a separate
word from mandarin, a kind of orange,
and they are therefore given separate
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entries in some dictionaries. But it is
possible that both are derived from the
same Sanskrit original, the fruit being
so named in the 18c. from the yellow of
the mandarins' costumes.
mandatary, mandatory. The first is a
17-19C. legal term meaning 'one to
whom a mandate is given'. The second
is an adj. meaning (a) 'conveying a command; compulsory'; (b) spec, designating
a state in receipt of a mandate from the
League of Nations (1919-39) to govern
a specified territory. It is also a noun
meaning (a) one to whom a mandate is
given; (b) spec, a power or state in receipt
of a mandate from the League of Nations
(1919-39) to administer and develop a
specified territory.
manes /'maineiz/ or /'memiiz/ (pi. noun).
1 The spirits of the dead, revered as
minor deities.
2 (construed as sing.) the revered
ghost of a dead person.
maneuver. AmE variant of MANOEUVRE.
mangel, mangold. The alternative
forms result from changes within the
German language. The original form in
German, Mangold-wurzel, is a combination of Mangold beet and Wurzel root.
The altered form Ger. Mangelwurzel, due
to association with Mangel 'want', was
sometimes taken to mean 'root of scarcity' (hence Fr. racine de disette; but note
that the current French words for this
cattle food, Beta vulgaris, are betterave
champêtre and betterave fourragère).
mango. The pi. is either mangoes or
mangos. See -O(E)S 1.

mandatary, mandatory | -manship
for a time a US presidential candidate in
1992), turtlemania (the craze for Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles, fantasy characters,
beginning in the late 1980s).
Manichee. Pronounce /maem'ki:/.
manifesto. PL manifestos. See -O(E)S 7.
manifold. Now always so spelt (formerly
also manyfold) whether as adj. or noun.
It is no longer felt to belong to the series
twofold, threefold, etc.: it means 'diverse,
various' rather than 'many times'.
manikin, a dwarf, an anatomical model.
So spelt, not mannikin or manakin.
Manila, in the Philippine islands. So
spelt. The recommended spelling for the
hemp and the paper is manila, not manilla
or Manil(l)a, but all of these forms are
still found in standard sources.
manipulate (verb). The corresponding
adj. is manipulable (rather than manipulâtable). Cf. -ABLE, -IBLE 2(V).

mankind. 1 Stressed on the second syllable when it means 'the human species',
and on the first when it means 'male
people, as distinct from female'.
2 In its generic sense 'the human species', it is now often replaced by HUMANKIND. See SEXIST LANGUAGE.

manner. The phr. to the manner born has
two meanings: (a) destined by birth to
follow a custom or way of life (Shakespeare, 1602); (b) colloq., naturally at ease
in a specified job, situation, etc. It is
sometimes erroneously or punningly
written to the manor born.
mannikin. See MANIKIN.

mangrove /'maengrauv/. A 17c. word in
English, obscurely related to Pg. mangue,
Sp. mangle (which are said to be derived
from an Arawak word in Haiti), and assimilated to the English word grove.

manoeuvre /ma'nuiva/. So spelt in BrE
as noun and verb. The inflected forms
are manoeuvred, manoeuvring. But AmE
maneuver (inflected maneuvered, maneuvering).

mangy. So spelt. See -EY AND -Y.

man-of-war. PL men-of-war.

-mania. The OED reports that 'in the
19th c. it became somewhat common to
invent nonce-words with this ending'.
The process has continued in the 20c:
e.g. Beatlemania (The Beatles, Liverpool
pop singers), Olliemania (Oliver North,
central figure in the Iran-Contra scandal
of the late 1980s), Perotmania (Ross Perot,

manpower. See SEXIST LANGUAGE.

manqué. In the sense 'that might have
been but is not', manqué is printed in
italics and is placed immediately after
the noun it qualifies, e.g. a poet manqué.
-manship. This traditional terminal element (craftsmanship, statesmanship, etc.)

mantelpiece, mantelshelf | marginal
was drawn on to form the political term
BRINKMANSHIP (coined in 1956 by Adlai
Stevenson), and Stephen Potter's facetious formations gamesmanship (1947).
lifemanship (1950), and one-upmanship
(1952), as well as many other fanciful
imitations of Potter's words.
mantelpiece, mantelshelf, it cannot
be said too often that these words are
so spelt, not mantle-.
manumit (verb). The inflected forms are
manumitted, manumitting. See -T-, -TT-.
manuscript. Abbreviated MS in singular
{MS Bodley 34), and MSS in plural.
many a. The type many a prophecy,
though notionally plural ( = many
prophecies) always requires a singular
verb (Many a prophecy has turned out to be
unfounded). Similarly many another.
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maraschino /maera'skiinau/. PI. maraschinos. See -O(E)S 6.
marathon, a This now familiar word
for a long-distance race and, by extension, for any other long-drawn-out test
of endurance, was introduced in the first
revived Olympic Games at Athens in
1896. The modern race is one of 26 miles
385 yards (42 km 352 m), usu. through
the streets of a large modern city. The
circumstances of the run on which the
modern event is based are disputed. The
OED's description is as follows: 'Herodotus records that Pheidippides ran from
Athens to Sparta to secure aid before
the battle [between the Greeks and the
Persians], but the race instituted in 1896
was based on a later less sound tradition
that Pheidippides ran from Marathon to
Athens with news of the Persian defeat.'
2 For modern formations in -athon
based on marathon, see -ATHON.

Maori. A number of things have hapmarchioness, (a) The wife or widow of
pened within New Zealand to the word
a MARQUESS; (b) a woman holding the
Maori since about 1980. As part of an
rank of marquess in her own right (cf.
ambitious race-relations policy, attempts MARQUISE).
have been made to persuade non-Maoris
to adopt the pronunciation and mor- margarine. A battle royal has been
phology of the word in the Maori lan- fought throughout the 20c. between
guage itself, and to respell the word those who pronounce the word /ma:either as Maori (with macron) or as d3a'ri:n/, with a 'soft' g, and those who
Maaori. In the Maori language the word say /'ma:ge-/ with a 'hard' g. The OED
is pronounced /'maiori/, i.e. as three syl- (1906) listed only the form with /g/, Danlables with the first vowel long. A small iel Jones (1917) gave precedence to /d3/,
number of non-Maoris have adopted this and Fowler (1926) said that the pronuncipronunciation, but the majority of non- ation with /d3/ 'is clearly wrong'. But in
Maori speakers continue to say /'maun/, the last decade of the 20c. the form
as does everyone outside New Zealand. with /d3/ is overwhelmingly dominant,
The spelling Maori and the use of the alongside the abbreviated form marge
word as an uninflected plural in order /ma:d3/. It should be noted that perhaps
to accord with the conventions of the the only other words in which g is 'soft'
Maori language are shown in The Oxford before o or 0 or u are gaol (and its derivaHistory of New Zealand Literature (1991). It tives) and mortgagor.
is too early yet to see whether these new
conventions will prevail. Examples from marginal is applied to what is so close to
this book: The 1980s... ended in a sesquicen- the dividing line between two opposing
tennial year full of reminders, for most Maori conditions or states that there is no sayand many Pâkehâ, of longstanding injustices ing which way it will go. Marginal land
still to be remedied--T. Sturm; There has is land that is difficult to cultivate
been a written form of Maori since 1815—]. profitably; in Britain a marginal parliaMcRae. From an earlier book (with an mentary seat is one held by a small
unmarked pi. but without the macron): majority and is therefore at risk in an
For years Maori have struggled to secure election; a book, painting, etc., of marpublic recognition of rights based on their ginal interest is one that has only marunderstanding of the treaty—C. Orange, ginal significance for the reader. From
the late 1970s onwards, people who were
1987.

marginalia | massacre
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judged by some to suffer from insuf- earl. 'The official spelling of this title is
ficient attention (e.g. ethnic minorities, "Marquess", and this is adopted in the
gay rights groups) welcomed the use of Roll of the House of Lords. Some newsthe terms marginalize and marginalization papers . . . spell the word "Marquis", as
to describe their condition. Marginaliz- for the title in France. In the past, when
ation . . . turn [ed] into one of the main social spelling was not standardized, both
buzzwords of the eighties (Tulloch, 1991). forms were adopted in Britain. Some
Figurative uses of marginal and its deriva- Scottish Marquesses, in memory of the
"Auld Alliance" with France, prefer to
tives are clearly going through a period
of greatly increased frequency resulting use the French spelling' (Debrett's Correct
from the new social attitudes of our age. Form, 1976).
Some modern figurative examples of
marginalize: until recently, children's hooksmarquetry /'ma:kitn/. Spelt thus, not
were regarded as marginal, less than seriousmarqueterie.
as literature, and while feminist criticism was marquis /'mcnkwis/, a foreign nobleman
concerned to shift women and their writings ranking between a duke and a count.
away from the periphery, this scarcely lookedBut see MARQUESS.
a promising topic for exploration—indeed
women writing for children seemed doubly marquise /ma:'ki:z/. (a) The wife or
marginalized—J. Briggs, 1989; This compro- widow of a MARQUIS; (b) a woman holding
mise ... managed to marginalize the tradi- the rank of marquis in her own right.
tional approach to the state—Dxdalus, 1989;
marriage. For marriage of convenience,
Gill does not disdain or marginalise Wordssee GALLICISMS.
worth's material concerns but rather shows
how they relate ...to his sense of the Muse's marriageable. So spelt; see MUTE E.
just rewards—English, 1989.
marshal (verb). The inflected forms are
marginalia (pi. noun) meaning 'mar- marshalled, marshalling, but in AmE usu.
ginal notes' must obviously govern a marshaled, marshaling. See -LL-, -L-.
plural verb (the marginalia in this manuMaitello. PI. Martellos. See -O(E)S 8.
script are of considerable interest).
marginal prepositions. See COMPOUND marten, martin. The first, a weasel-like
carnivore, is to be distinguished from
PREPOSITIONS 2 .
the second, any of several swallows of
mariage de convenance. See GALLI- the family Hirundinidae.
CISMS 2.

marijuana. Spell thus, not marihuana.
marital. The only current pronunciation is /'maental/, but it is worth recalling that some authorities, including
Daniel Jones (1917 and later edns), listed
/ma'rartal/ as a legitimate variant, probably because it accorded with the long i
in L maritus, marïtàlis.
markedly. See-EDLY.

marvel (verb). The inflected forms are
marvelled, marvelling, but in AmE usu.
marveled, marveling. See -LL-, -L-.
marvellous. Thus spelt in BrE, but usu.
marvelous in AmE.
Mary. The plural is Marys. Ordinary
nouns ending in consonant + y (analogy,
company, etc.) have pi. in -ies, but this
rule does not apply to names. See PLURALS
OF NOUNS 6.

Mark (or mark) in the sense 'a particu- masculine. See MALE.
lar design, model, etc., of a car, aircraft, mashie, a golf-club. Thus spelt, not -y.
etc., (this is the Mark 2 model)' earlier in
the 20C. sometimes alternated with the Masorah, a body of traditional informaFrench word Marque (or marque), but the tion and comment on the text of the
latter properly means a make of motor Hebrew Bible (COD). Thus spelt, not the
car, as distinct from a specific model (the many variants.
Jaguar marque; the marque ofMercedes-Benz).
massacre. Thus spelt (noun and verb)
marquess /'mazkwis/, a British noble- in both BrE and AmE. The inflected forms
man ranking between a duke and an are massacres; massacred, massacring.

massage | materialize
massage.
Pronounced /'maesa:3/ or
/-a:d3/. The corresponding agent-nouns
masseur and masseuse, by contrast, are
stressed on the second syllable: thus
/ma's3:/, /ma's3:z/. In AmE, massage is given
second-syllable stressing; and the second
syllable of masseur and of masseuse also
bears the main stress.
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and it is still listed in standard dictionaries, but its awkwardness (or rather the
potential awkwardness of the unused
masterlily) is all too apparent. The asymmetry of the adverbs may have had some
bearing on the asymmetry of the adjectives.

2 In BrE more than in AmE, and in
massive. In its various extended senses serious writing rather than in the sports
pages of newspapers, masterly is the
(massive achievement, assault, blow, overdose,
standard word for the 'skilful' sense, and
retaliation, etc.) the word has enjoyed
considerable currency in the 20c, but masterful for the 'domineering' sense. It
this is not surprising in an age of scien- cannot be denied, however, that, much
tific and technological discovery, and of as one would wish it otherwise, the unfundamental changes in social attitudes. conventional sense of masterful to mean
'skilful' turns up frequently and seems
It hardly needs to be said that the word
should not be overused in any given for the present ineradicable. Examples:
In the masterful rhetoric in thefirstpart of
piece of writing.
his dissent, Justice Holmes seemed to be mak
mass noun, a noun which in common ing thefirstattack—Bull. Amer. Acad. Arts
usage never takes the indefinite article Sci.., 1988; Whatever disagreement one may
a and normally has no plural, e.g. bread, have with Battle Cry of Freedom, it is a
capitalism, leisure. It is also called a non- masterful work that cannot be ignored by
count noun or an uncountable noun. See anyone who wants to consider how the young
country managed to ... wage suicidal war
COUNT NOUNS.
with itself-NY Rev. Bks, 1988; There are just
enough such slippages in this generally masmaster. See FEMININE DESIGNATIONS.
terful book to suggest that Fish still has room
masterful, masterly. There is a prob- for further self-revision—TLS, 1990; Tech
lem here which remains unresolved. nically, Sher is in masterful control of his
1 History. From the 14c. to the present port—theatre critic in Sunday Times, 1991;
day masterful (a) has been used of persons Brave England denied by masterful Richards—
(occas. of animals) who are imperious, sports-page headline in Times, 1991;
self-willed, or domineering; or of actions Mackay's evocation of small community life
that are high-handed, despotic, or arbi- in New Zealand almost a century ago is
trary; (b) from the 17c. to the present masterful—fiction reviewer in Spectator,
day, but sternly attacked by Fowler in
1992.
1926 and by others since then, has also
But in good writing, masterful still embeen used to mean 'characterized by the erges as the word to be used of a dominskill that constitutes a master'. From the eering person. Examples: 'Oh, I do like the
16c. to the 18c. masterly was used in sense way you talk to the waiters, so masterful,'
a of masterful, i.e. 'imperious, domineer- sighed Esther—S. Mackay, 1984; Masterful
ing', but became obsolete in this sense was certainly what Pinky was:rightfrom the
at some point in the second half of the moment when she had given him a smart tap
18c. From Dryden (1666) (When actions or on the nose, and shouted in his ear, 'Shall w
persons are to be described ... how masterly get engaged?'—]. Bayley, 1994.
are the strokes of Virgil!) onward its only
sense has been that of sense (b) of master- mat, an AmE variant of MATT.
ful, namely '(of persons, their qualities,
actions, etc.) resembling or characterismaterialize. This verb, first recorded in
tic of a master or skilled workman (a 1710 (Addison), is still at a sense-forming
masterly piece of work)'. A further historical stage. Its primary sense of 'to make
consideration needs to be taken into material, to give a material existence to'
account. The adverb corresponding to was adopted in the 19c. by spiritualists
masterful is the natural formation master- in the sense 'to cause (a spirit, etc.) to
fully, and it has been in regular use since appear in bodily form'. From there it is
the 14c. The OED cites instances of mas- a small step to the transferred sense 'to
terly used as the adverb since the 14c. come into perceptible existence'. First in
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matériel | may and might

America in the 1880s and soon after- being recited in the afternoon or evening
wards in Britain too (Year after year passed before, or recited instead at daybreak.
and these promises failed to materialise— 2 The order for public morning prayer
Blackwood's Mag., 1891) this new sense in the Church of England since the Retook hold. Opinions are divided about formation. See MORNING. In both senses
the level of writing in which this sense the word is sometimes spelt mattins (and
most comfortably sits, but there is no
16-17C. mattens), and this spelling is
doubt of its existence in one of the bands given precedence in the Oxford Diet, of the
of standard English. Modern examples: Christian Church, éd. F. L. Cross (1957).
When the partnership ... which had long
been promised him did not materialise, he matrix /'mertnks/. PI. matrices /'mertnsiiz/.
promptly resigned—V. Brome, 1982; PlansSee -EX, -ix 2.
do not always materialise in the anticipated
way—B. Pym, 1982; The alimony her ex-matt, dull, without lustre. Thus spelt,
husband was supposed to pay her never not mat, in BrE. The more usual spellings
materialized-R. Deacon, 1988; It's hard to in AmE are either mot or matte.
predict how many alternative TV channels
and services will materialise in the next few matter. The phr. no matter (followed by
when, how, etc.) means 'regardless o f (I
years-Which?, 1988.
will do it no matter what the consequences;
matériel. Used in English since the early he decided to go ahead no matter who had
19c. but still not fully naturalized (hence told him not to).
the italics and the accent). It means 'the maty. See MATEY.
material and equipment used in warfare
(as opposed to the personnel)'. In practice matzo /'maetsau/, unleavened bread. PI.
the accent is often dropped in Services' matzos or matzoth /-aut/.
documents.
maulstick /'moilstik/ is the standard
matey (adj.), sociable. So spelt (in BrE), form, not mahlstick, for the word meannot maty.
ing 'a long stick used by artists to steady
the hand holding the brush'.
math.
The AmE abbreviation of
maunder (verb), 'to talk in a dreamy
MATHEMATICS; in BrE always moths.
or rambling manner; to move or act
mathematics. As the name of a subject listlessly or idly' is a word of obscure
always construed with a singular verb origin (perhaps imitative?) first recorded
(Mathematics is a difficult subject). But whenin the 17c. It is not related to the verb
used to mean 'the use of mathematics meander, though the superficial resembin calculations, etc.', a plural verb is lance of the two words has not escaped
often used (The mathematics of the launch- the notice of amateur etymologists.
ing of the spacecraft are extremely complimausoleum. PI. mausoleums or mausolea.
cated). See -ics 2.
See -UM 3.
maths. See MATH.

matinée. 1 Though this French word
literally means 'morning', it now invariably means 'in the afternoon' (both in
French and English) when used of a
theatrical, etc., performance. The contrast is, of course, with an evening performance.
2 The accent is often dropped, esp. in
AmE.
matins. Usu. const, with a singular verb.
1 The first of the seven canonical hours
of the breviary, properly a midnight
office, but sometimes 'anticipated' by

maxilla. PI. maxillae /-i:/.
maximum. PI. maxima. See -UM 2.
may and might, since at least the
1960s, writers in Britain, America, and
elsewhere, despite distress signals put
up by linguistic scholars, have used may
have for might have in contexts, each of
them expressing a hypothetical possibility, like the following: It was useless to try
nailing reinforcing timbers at sea, since this
may have upset whatever fragile forces were
holding the planking together—Sunday Times,
1977; Had it not been for the media's willingness to report news of the charge in the

maybe | maybe
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sceptical terms they did, I may not have degree of uncertainty. May and might, as
been acquitted—P. Hain, 1981; If some of themodal auxiliaries, have another function
resources squandered this morning had been altogether, when they are used in conused more wisely, we may have been able totexts of permission. Examples: You may
take steps to save his life—Scotsman, 1989; have another piece of cake if you wish; (a
A mentally ill man may not have committed somewhat old-fashioned use) Might I ask
suicide had he been kept in hospital, rather when the library opens?. Used thus, may
than been discharged to be cared for in the is more formal and less common than
community—Guardian, 1990. How has this another modal, namely can, and is also
use arisen when the sequence of tenses distinctly more common than might. Cf.
seems to be clearly wrong? Is there no CAN. CGEL (1985) recognizes the problem
clear-cut rule?
described in my first paragraph, but reIt is not difficult to find contexts in legates it to a footnote: 'There is a tenwhich may have and might have are treated dency for the difference between may
as virtual equivalents. A news item in a and might (in a sense of tentative or
1990 issue of the Oxford Times began: Six hypothetical possibility) to become neutprize-winning Shetland ponies stolen from a ralized. Thus some speakers perceive
field near Chalgrove may have been sold at little or no difference of meaning
Reading market. The headline immedi- between You may be wrong and You might be
ately above it read Stolen ponies might have wrong. This neutralization occasionally
been sold. Perhaps the headline suggested extends, analogically, to contexts in
a degree of tentativeness fractionally dif- which only might would normally be
ferent from that in the text. But the considered appropriate: e.g. "An earlier
context was not governed by presentness launch of the lifeboat may [ = might]
or pastness of tense. There are headlines have averted the tragedy." The fact that
and headlines. Had the Guardian placed sentences such as this occasionally occur
the headline Mentally ill man may not is a symptom of a continuing tendency
have committed suicide above the sentence to erode the distinctions between real
given above, the reader would not have and unreal senses of the modals.'
been certain whether the person conReturning to the sentences cited in
cerned had, or had not, committed sui- my first paragraph, it is my view that
cide (he might, for argument's sake, have may have is wrong in all of them. Taking
been murdered) until the text of the all considerations into account, reality
news item made it clear just what had
and unreality, the degree of the hypohappened. There are other considera- thetical possibilities, and the sequence
tions. As modal auxiliaries, may and of tenses, might have is required in each
might have more than one function. Ex- case, though I can see how easy it is to
amine this pair of sentences: you may be confuse the roles of may and might when
wrong ( = it is possible/possibly/perhaps in some other circumstances they are
you are wrong); there might be a thunder- more or less interchangeable.
storm tonight ( = it is possible that...). In
such contexts both may and might can be maybe. Used as an adverb (in origin a
idiomatically used: might usually carries shortening of it may be since the 15c. =
with it a slightly more marked degree
'possibly, perhaps', it had so dropped out
of tentativeness. What is beginning to of favour in Britain by the end of the
emerge is that in certain circumstances 19c. that the OED (1906) labelled it 'arch.'
may and might are interchangeable with and 'dial.' It has become fully restored
only slight change of focus or emphasis. to standard, though rather informal, use
It is not always a rigorous matter of in BrE during the 20c, though, as a
contrasting tenses, more a question of matter of curiosity, the great majority
judging the degree of hypothetical pos- of the examples in my files happen to
sibility.
be from NAmer. sources. Examples: He
Consider further the interchangeabil- sat at the table munching, still thinking of
ity of could and might in the following Matilda. Despair? Self-hate? Maybe-M. Wespair of sentences: There could be a storm ley, 1983; Maybe my chances had improved
when the council's decision becomes known;with separation—S. Bellow, 1987; If you
and Of course, I might be wrong. Once more, quote the Liberal opposition saying that they
might seems to provide a slightly greater did, aren't you implying that they didn't?
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Mc- I mean

Maybe?—London Rev. Eks, 1987; Maybe That's
a
him all right. He's got me coat and
shotgun was all he had—A. Munro, 1987; hat. That's him-]. P. Donleavy, 1955; III
Maybe if one of them had been sick that just go and clean me teeth—Encounter, 1981;
morning their father might not have gone These might do for me dad—G. McGee, 1984.
to work. Maybe they should have ... said
Disturbance of some of the traditional
something at breakfast to delay him—Newpronominal roles is now a feature of
Yorker, 1992.
modern English, but of the above only
2(b), (c), (e), and ( f) are recommended,
Mc-. See MAC-, MC-.
while 2(d) remains optional.
me. 1 See 1 1.

meagre. Thus spelt, but in AmE usu.
2 It may be sufficient if I list here, meager.
with indications of the degree of for- meal. See FLOUR.
mality, the main circumstances in which
me is now tending to usurp the territory mealie, or (from Afrikaans) mielie. Used
that logically belongs to the subject-pro- chiefly in the pi. form mealies (or mielies)
noun I. (a) Used informally at the head as a SAfr. name for maize, Indian corn.
of clauses: Me and the teacher are going to The singular form occurs chiefly in comrace tonight from the school to the store—J. pounds, e.g. mealie<ob, -field, meal.
Crace, 1986; Me and the lads have been
mean (verb). 1 I mean. This is often
wintering down here in Morocco—London Rev.
Bks, 1988; Mrs Smeath and Aunt Mildred in legitimately used to introduce an exthe front [of the car], me and Grace and her planation of what has just been stated:
two little sisters in the back—M. Atwood, e.g. But he was a marvellous butler. I mean,
1989; Me and my deputies sometimes would if you went there he'd welcome you in the
be out riding, and we'd see a barn and think,most graceful and polite and proper wayThat looks like a good place to hide—Alec New Yorker, 1986; He had got me a bit
worried, though, I must admit. I mean, I'd
Wilkinson, 1992 (US). Cf. MYSELF, (b) It's
me, in answer to the question Who is it?, only intended to put Danny Ram on his guard,
is now standard, (c) In answer to the not to provoke a major industrial dispute—D.
question Who's there?, the natural answer Lodge, 1988; Courage to buy and courage
is Me, not I. (d) After as and thon there is to sell—I mean, maybe the real courage is in
much diversity of usage. In such circum- the keeping, before you sell—R. Rofihe, 1990.
stance I is more formal than me. Ex- But it is often used as a MEANINGLESS
amples: (as) Jim would have run the farm FILLER in unscripted speech, as I said in
as good as me—M. Eldridge, 1984; I sensed my BBC booklet The Spoken Word (1981):
that he was as apprehensive as I about our e.g. 'It's not really expensive. I mean, it only
meeting after seven years—]. Frame, 1985: costs a pound.' 'It seems, sort of, a lot. I mean,
(than) He wasfiveyears older than me—E. when it used to cost only forty pence. I mean,
Waugh, BBC TV, i960:1 hit her as hard as where will it all end?'
I could. She was taller than me—M. Wesley, 2 For (Do you) know what I mean?, see
1983; He was taller than I, so that I had to KNOW 1.
stand a little to the rear—B. Rubens, 1985;
3 A new passive use. In the passive, the
He's some years older than me—Chr. Sci. Moniverb mean has been used since the 1890s
tor, 1987. (e) As a reply to another person's to mean 'to be destined (by providence);
assertion, me too or me neither are nor- to have special significance': e.g. It
mally used, not J too and I neither. Ex- couldn't have been meant. It was only the
amples: 'Let's talk about each other, that'stide—Kipling, 1897; When I need you, you
all I'm interested in at the moment' 'Me too, are here. You must see how meant it all
' says Tom—P. Lively, 1987: 'Oh no, I couldn'tis—I. Murdoch, 1974. This use remains
stand it!' 'Me neither!'—R. McAlpine, 1985.in force. It has been joined by another
(/) The types Silly me! and Me, I go on passive type in which meant followed by a
about this all the time are now commonly to-infinitive draws part of its significance
encountered in spoken English and in from the original sense of the verb,
the dialogue of good novels.
namely 'to purpose, to design', and now
3 In representations of popular
speech, me frequently takes the place of
the possessive pronoun my. Examples:

has come to mean little more than
'supposed, thought, intended': e.g. For
today he was meant to be having dinner with

meander | means
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Stephanie at the Dear Friends—A. N. Wilson,as urn, er, and like are universal, and that
1986; He was meant to give very good par- 'such utterances signal an individual's
ties—K. Amis, 1988; I can't remember. Somedesire to speak, though the actual words
woman who's meant to he absolutely mar- may elude the tongue'. President Bush,
vellous—who is it, Scrope?—C. Phipps, 1989;he averred, averaged 1.7 urns a minute,
'just look at it [se. a poor-quality pink and the TV personality Johnny Carson
eiderdown], just look at the colour ofit.'... 1.5. A host of a talk show called Pat Sajak
'Go and clean your teeth and drink plenty of averaged 9.8 ('It's amazing he lasted as
water,' she said. 'But he's meant to he rich.'—S.
long as he did,' Christenfeld said.)
Mason, 1990.
In The Spoken Word (1981) I said that
such meaningless fillers 'do not normeander. See MAUNDER.
mally occur in scripted [broadcast]
meaningful. First recorded in 1852, it material but are not always avoidable in
has enjoyed such widespread currency informal contexts and constitute useful
rhythmical aids to speakers who temin the 20c. that voices have been heard
to say *No more!'. In the OED the words porarily lose theirfluency.'I certainly did
that meaningful qualify are conclusions, not have in mind the mindless gibberish
expression, formula, gifts, part, result, smile, illustrated in the first paragraph above!
talks, tests, unit of sound, way, word, and aA short list of meaninglessfillersfollows.
particular work. They all seem appropriate It is obvious that too frequent a use of
in context, but I recall that the 20c. such fillers is undesirable, actually, and
examples (which I selected myself) were er, and everything, and um, didn't I (I went
drawn from 'respectable' sources into this shop, didn't I?), er, I mean, I mean
(learned journals and scholarly books to say, really, sort of, then (Nice to talk to
for the most part), and that the more you, then), um, well now, you know, you see.
ephemeral examples were left among
the 'superfluous quotations'. Some more
means is a plural noun in form, but in
recent examples: Ongoing situations and
some circumstances may be construed
meaningful dialogues are two popular pieces
of jargon ...at present—P. Howard, 1978; either with a plural or a singular verb,
What would give you satisfaction, Emily? thus joining a small group of nouns
What would make your life seem more mean-that may operate in this manner, e.g.
ingful?-R. Jaffe, 1979; The profession must crossroads, gallows, headquarters, (golf)
enjoy (or develop) a meaningful dialogue withlinks, oats. This state of affairs has come
the government—Jrnl RSA, 1979; Chris andabout because over the centuries the
Jayne turned to each other with raised eye- singular for mean was just as likely to
brows and meaningful looks—J. Hennessy, be used as means when the sense was
1983; The fact that predictions last night 'agency, method, way to an end': e.g.
suggested lengthy talks lasting a number of Baptisme is necessarie as a meane to saluation
days... gaveriseto hopes of some meaningful (C. Sclater, 1611); Let us consider it as a
mean, not as an end (T. Balguy, 1785). The
negotiations—Daily Tél., 1984; To ensure a
meaningful context for the matinées, they aresingular form has dropped out of use,
placed at the centre of a programme—TES, but the folk memory of the construction
1990.
with a singular verb has not. The matter
is complicated, but Fowler's views (1926)
meaningless fillers.
An American are worth repeating: 'In the sense "innewspaper of June 1992 reported the come, etc.", means always takes a plural
following conversation between two verb: My means were (never was) much
teenagers: 'Like wow, didja, y'know, see thatreduced. In the sense "way to an end, etc.":
new video?' Yeah, like, well, I did, yeah, but
a means takes a singular verb; means,
you know.' 'Didn't you think it was, well, like,
and the means, can be treated as either
you know, like wow, y'know?' Well, y'know I
singular or plural: all means (pi.) and
thought, like, well, y'know. Cool. Not!' In
every
means (sing.) are equally correct; the
another American newspaper of April
1992 a psychologist called Nicholas means do not, or does not, justify the end;
Christenfeld, who has studied speech the end is good, but the means are, or is,
patterns 'around the world', was re- bad; such means are (not is) repugnant to
ported as saying that 'filled pauses', such me, because such without a is necessarily
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mean time, meantime | mean while, meanwhile

plural: cf. such a means is not to he dis- written as one word since then in all
covered; and similarly with other adject- uses. The phrases in the meantime and in
ives, as secret means were found, but a secret the meanwhile are still to some extent
means was found.'
interchangeable, though the former is
Some 2oc. examples of various kinds: the more usual: e.g. (in the meantime)
( = the wherewithal) Underprivileged kids They say nothing to each other, waiting for
may never have the means to drive—P. Good-someone to take their orders, in the meantime
man, i960; ( = method, mode) Throughout watching the women walk by—P. Auster,
my boyhood the normal means of passenger 1986 (US); The telephone will ... redial the
transport, if something more than a bicycle number you last called, even if you've hung
was required, was the cab—J. Grimond, up in the meantime—Which?, 1987; We
*979: ( = w a y to an end) Renunciation may thought ...we would soon have tofindanbe to them a means to attain peace—R. Na-other job. In the meantime we got on with
rayan, 1937; They remained for her a means, the jobs we had—M. Spark, 1988. (in the
and not an end, a bargaining power rather meanwhile) In the meanwhile, the Governthan a blessing—M. Drabble, 1967; One gen-ment is effectively admitting that state spenderation must not be condemned to the role of ing is out of control—Daily Tel, 1986; In the
being a mere means to the welfare of its remotemeanwhile, III just lie here,flaton my back,
descendants— I. Berlin, 1978; Moreover, thefingering my perfect bones—J. Shute, 1992.
means by which this end is achieved are
2 As adv., meanwhile is now the more
themselves remarkable—M. Foot, 1986.
usual of the two words. See MEAN TIME

mean time, meantime. 1 From the 14c.
to the 19c, whether in the temporal
sense 'at the same time, all the while'
or in the adversative or concessive sense
"while this is true, nevertheless', the phr.
in the mean time was normally written
thus, with mean time as two separate
words. In all such uses now the phr. is
written as in the meantime.

2.

3 A loose resumptive use of meanwhile
as an adverb is common in journalistic
use, in TV commentaries, etc. It is the
equivalent of phrases like while we are on
the subject or and another thing. Examples:
When we [sc. journalists] begin our final
paragraphs with 'meanwhile', we are usually
(and a bit shamefacedly) trying to get away
2 From the 16c. to the 19c. meantime with a disgraceful non sequitur—New Statwas as common as meanwhile as an ad- esman, 1964; Meanwhile, as we say in the
verb, e.g. The ladies, meantime, were on thetrade, Motherwell [se. a Scottish football
qui vive (1842); Meantime where was Lord team] go bottom [of the league table]—D.
Palmerston? (1879). As adv., meanwhile is Lynam, BBC TV, 14 March 1987; (After a
now the more usual of the two: e.g. review of one TV programme) Meanwhile,
Holidays for the girls, meanwhile, were spentAsk Dr Ruth (Channel 4) reminds one that
either at home or with relations—Bodl. Libr.the English and the Americans are divided by
Rec, 1986; The animals Mrs Murray cares more than a common language—Observer,
for are always returned to the wild if possible.1987. Meanwhile, thus used, has been
Meanwhile, they stay at her study centre- straining at the leash for some time. It
Times, 1986; Meanwhile, we had them callwas probably Hollywood's fault to begin
on the radio to the agents that had checked with. The phrase Meanwhile, back at the
that house earlier in the day—Alec Wilkin- ranch is one of the most memorable of
son, 1992 (US). But meantime is also captions used in silent Westerns of the
widely used: Meantime, with the industrial 1930s, used to introduce a subsidiary
and educational revolutions, the numbers ofplot. It made its way into later Westerns
people with the capacity and need to think forlike Champion the Wonder Horse (1956).
promoted from caption to voice-over. It
themselves increased immensely—TLS, 1975;
Meantime, melt the remaining butter in a has now spread in an astonishing
manner to other walks of life. Examples
saucepan—Delia Smith, 1978.
(including some variant types): (Meanmean while, meanwhile. 1 Like the while, back) Meanwhile, back on the Amerpreceding, the words mean and while ican presidential campaign trail, Candidate
were normally written separately (in the Jimmy Carter repeatedly criticized Helsinki as
mean while) from the 14c. to the early a sellout—Time, 1977; Meanwhile, back at
19c, but meanwhile has normally been the ranch, I have been browsing through the
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press coverage of Death is Part of the Process debating table, however, on the question
and fancy I have discovered a phenomenon—of the media are/is having a field day in
the PMC, or Politically Motivated Critique-their/its reporting of the scandal. When in
Guardian, 1986; Meanwhile hack in the doubt use the plural. Above all, never
Commons, Mrs Thatcher tried to resist ques-write a media or the médias.
tions by saying the isues were sub judice
mediaeval. Now fast passing out of use
because of the Australian case—Today, 1986;
in favour of MEDIEVAL.
Meanwhile, back at the simulator, the question
persists: "What else could have gone wrong?medicine. The recommended pronunci—Financial Times, 1987; (Meanwhile, ation is with two syllables, i.e. /'medsm/.
down) Meanwhile, down the road in Janet But many RP speakers say /'medism/; and
Reger's Beauchamp Place shop, it's been a in Scotland, the USA, and elsewhere the
poison green Christmas for the men- word is most commonly pronounced as
Guardian, 1987; Meanwhile, down in pros-three syllables.
perous Hampshire, Southampton City
Council's own development company SEDCO
medieval. The recommended spelling,
has just launched a £500,000 fund for start- not mediaeval.
up and expansionfinance—Today,1987.
mediocre. Pronounce /miidi'auka/.
measles. Most commonly construed as
a singular (Measles is decidedly infectious)mediocrity. Pronounce /miidi'Dknti/.
but occas. as a plural, and also, esp. in
Mediterranean. Thus spelt.
some regional forms of English, with the
(e.g. he fell ill with the measles).
medium. When the meaning is 'one
who claims to be in contact with the
measurements. A blank white eight-byspirits of the dead', the pi. is always
eleven sheet can look as big as Montana if
mediums. In all other senses, mediums and
the pen's not so hot—G. Keillor, 1989. It is
media are both in use, except that MEDIA
worth noting that in such double
(newspaper/broadcasting sense) is invarimeasurements the smaller number is
able in form and has its own pattern of
usually placed first in AmE and the larger
behaviour. See -UM 3.
in BrE. Oxford lexicographers of my generation copied illustrative examples on
medlar, a rosaceous tree. So spelt.
to 6"x4" slips, but our colleagues in
America called them 4" x 6" slips. Cf. also meerschaum /'miajam/. So spelt.
four-by-two '(in Brit.) Mil. colloq., the cloth
attached to a pull-through (for cleaning meet (verb). For meet (up) with, see
a rifle)'; and two-by-four '(orig. and chiefly PHRASAL VERBS.
US) a post or batten measuring 2 inches mega-. This prefix, representing Gk
by 4 in cross-section'.
ueya-, combining form of ^leya? 'great',
was
drawn on repeatedly in the 19c. to
meatus /mi'ertas/, (anat.) a channel or
passage in the body or its opening. form new words, both scientific (megaPL same (pronounced /mi'ert(j)u:s/) or pode, megaspore, etc.) and general (megaphone). It has lost none of its potency in
meatuses. See -us 2.
the 20c: (scientific and technical, usu.
medal. The derivatives are medalled, denoting 'a million (times)') megabyte,
medallist (AmE usu. meddled, medalist). Seemegaparsec; (in the language of possible
nuclear warfare) megacorpse, megadeath;
-LL-, -L-.
(casual formations) mégabit (a major sucmedia (pi. noun). In its sense '(usu. cess), megamerger (in commerce), megastar
preceded by the) the main means of mass (films, etc.), mega-tyrant (Stalin), etc.
communication (esp. newspapers and
broadcasting) regarded collectively', meiosis /mai'ausis/, pi. méioses /-i:z/, demedia (in origin the pi. of medium) is rived from Gk ^sicoais 'lessening', is a
properly construed with a plural verb rhetorical device in classical and later
literatures, and in ordinary speech and
or pronoun. But it has swiftly followed
agenda and data, and, like them, is often language, in which circumstances, a pretreated as a mass noun with a singular dicament, or any event is intentionally
verb or pronoun. We are still at the understated. An example is found in
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Romeo and Juliet where Mercutio describes language of the block votes of trade
his mortall hurt as a scratch, a scratch. For unions: I hope our membership will listen to
examples of meiotic negative under- the advice of their elected representatives;
statement, see LITOTES.
There is growing restlessness among a section
of its membership—both examples cited in
-meister. As a formative element, meis- Gowers, 1965. Cf. LEADERSHIP; READERter became familiar to English speakers
SHIP.
in the 19c. in the word Meistersinger (from
German), German lyric poets and musi- membraneous /mem'bremias/, memcians in the 14th to the 16th centuries. branous /'membranas/. Either form may
legitimately be used as adjectives corresIt has recently been repeatedly pressed
into service, esp. in AmE, as a second ponding to the noun membrane.
element in various, mostly transparent,
memento, a souvenir, should not be
compounds, e.g. dietmeister (diet guru),
converted into the dubious formation
mediameister, spinmeister (political spin
momento. The recommended pi. is memendoctor). Numerous other examples in
toes. See -O(E)S 1.
my files include (all AmE) angstmeister,
chatmeister, dramameister, grungemeister,memo /'memau/, a colloquial shortening
schlockmeister, talkmeister, and wordmeister.
of MEMORANDUM. PL memos. See -O(E)S 5.
melodeon.
melodium.

Thus spelt, not melodion,

melodrama, 'in early 19th c. use, a
stage-play (usually romantic and sensational in plot and incident) in which
songs were interspersed, and in which
the action was accompanied by orchestral music appropriate to the situations.
In later use the musical element gradually ceased to be an essential feature of
the "melodrama", and the name now
denotes a dramatic piece characterized
by sensational incident and violent appeals to the emotions, but with a happy
ending' (OED, 1907). The term is also now
applied to cinema and TV productions
of a similar type; and to a series of
incidents, or a story, true or fictitious,
resembling what is represented in a
melodrama.
melody. See HARMONY.

melted, molten. As adjs., melted is the
normal word (melted butter, ice, snow, etc.)
of the two. Molten is used only of materials melted at extreme heat (molten lava,
lead, rocks, etc.).
membership had two established uses
before the 20c: (a) (first recorded in 17c.)
The condition or status of a member
of a society or organization (the oath of
membership requiredfidelity);(b) (19c.) The
number of members in a particular organization (a large membership is necessary). A third, not widely favoured, sense,
simply = 'members', has been added in
the second half of the 20c, esp. in the

memorabilia (pi. noun), souvenirs of
memorable events, people, etc. It should
always be treated as a plural. Incorrect
examples (from Amer, newspapers 19945): The memorabilia on the walls includes a
magazine cover of an outlaw he killed in
Miami; Older memorabilia, however, is more
difficult to come by.
memorandum. The recommended pi.
is memoranda, but memorandums is also
in standard use. See -UM 3. It is important
never to use memorandum as a plural
(these memorandum), and never to fall into
the trap of regarding memoranda as a
singular and consequently speaking of
these memorandas.
memsahib. See SAHIB.
ménage, the members of a household,
is written in romans, but normally retains its French accent and its not fully
Anglicized pronunciation, i.e. /mei'na:3/.
Contrast the next word.
menagerie, a collection of wild animals
in a zoo. Though a comparatively recent
(18c.) loanword from French it has fully
settled into English: always written in
romans, no acute accent, and pronounced /ma'naed3an/.
mendacity is habitual lying or deceiving, and mendicity is the practice or
habit of begging.
meningitis /menm'd3artis/. See GREEK G.
meninx /'miimrjks/, any of three membranes that line the skull. PL meninges
/mi'nmd3i:z/.

menstruum | Messrs
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menstruum /'menstruam/, a solvent. PI. kind of connection cannot be ruled out:
menstrua /-strua/ or menstruums. See -UM 3. e.g. Gaunt suddenly fell away from him ...
and left him naked to the tender mercies of
-ment. For differences between this suf- his priestly enemies—C. Clarke, 1863; Too
fix and -ion, see -ION AND -MENT. Nouns
precious to trust to the tender mercies of a
in -ment are almost all formed on verbs: baggage pony—Earl Dunmore, 1893; To say
merriment is only an apparent exception nothing of your being at the tender mercy of
(it was formed on an obsolete verb merry others practically—J. Joyce, 1922; Smaller...
'to make merry'); oddment is a genuine traders and manufacturers ... left to the
exception. In words like garment, raiment, tender mercies of the open property marketand testament, the -ment is not a suffix Listener, 1965; The baby left to the clumsy
but is part of the stem of the word.
but tender mercies of a trio of bachelors
mentality. First recorded in the late was really only a designer toy—Highlife (B
17c. in the neutral sense 'that which is Airways), 1991.
of the nature of mind or of mental merino. PI. merinos. See -O(E)S 6.
action' (e.g. There is a vast store of mentality
even in the higher animals which has not yetmerit (verb). The inflected forms are
been brought to perfection, 1899), it was also merited, meriting. See -T-, -TT-.
used in the 19c. to mean 'intellectuality'
merriment. See-MENT.
(e.g. Hudibras has the same hard mentality—
Emerson, 1856; Pope ... is too intellectual
and has an excess of mentality—G. Santay- mesalliance normally means 'a marana, 1900). Praiseworthy applications of riage with a person of a lower social
the word largely went out of the window position', by contrast with misalliance,
as the 20c. proceeded, and now mentality which is used of any unsuitable alliance,
is almost always used in disparaging including an unsuitable marriage. Both
contexts. Examples: These Port managers, words entered the language in the 18c.
with their special knowledge and important mesembryanthemum. Despite the best
position, tended to acquire the bureaucratic efforts of Fowler (1926), this spelling
mentality: they said No automatically—U. Le
with medial -y- has prevailed over mesemGuin, 1974; I hate the triviality of journal- brianthemum in botanical works. It is a
ism, you know, the sort of fluttering mentalitymodL formation based on Gk necniuPpia
thatfillsup the page—U. Carpenter, 1978; 'noon' and dvOs^ov 'flower', i.e. middayA kind of unacknowledged underground men- flower. Linnaeus used the irregular form
tality had permeated all kinds of places—A, and it has been slavishly followed by
Miller, 1987; 'Roberto being a Cuban under-botanists since the 18c.
stood my slight Third World mentality,' says
Puttnam—Sunday Express Mag., 1987.
Messrs. It is worth setting down here
the description of the term in Debrett's
Mephistopheles /mefïstDfiliiz/. The ad- Correct Form (1976); 'The use of the prefix
jective is either Mephistophelean or Mephis- "Messrs." (a contraction of the French
tophelian /.meftsta'fiilian/.
Messieurs), as the plural of "Mr.", is bemerchandise, in BrE spelt thus as noun coming archaic for commercial firms in
and verb, and usu. pronounced with final Britain, Australia and New Zealand, but
/-aiz/ for both (sometimes with /-aïs/ for is still generally used by the professions,
the noun). In AmE the verb is often spelt especially the law. It is not generally
used in Canada or in the United States.
withfinal-ize.
For those who prefer to use the term
mercy. In at least three places in the "Messrs.", this is restricted to firms with
Authorized Version, mercy (or mercies) is personal names, e.g. Messrs. Berkeley,
preceded by the word tender (e.g. Through Stratton & Co.... It is never used in the
the tender mercy of our God—Luke 1: 78;following instances: (a) Limited Comturne vnto mee according to the multitude ofpanies, (b) Firms which do not trade
thy tender mercies—Ps. 69: 16). It seems under a surname, or the surname does
harsh to see these as the source of the not form the complete name. e.g. The
modern cliché leave (or trust, etc.) some- Devon Mechanical Toy Co.,... John Bakthing or someone to the tender mercies (or er's School of Motoring, (c) Firms whose
mercy) of (a named person, etc.), but some name includes a title, e.g. Sir John Jones
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& Partners, (d) Firms which bear a lady's mor'faosis/ as a permissible variant. In
name, e.g. Josephine Taylor & Associates.' either case the pi. form metamorphoses
In most modern work Messrs is printed ends with /-i:z/.
without a full point.
Some examples: Send in bill to Messrs. metanalysis. (philology) ReinterpreGrist-G. Meredith, 1861; Messrs Hodder b tation of the division between words or
Stoughton should let me have all the Strandsyntactic units: e.g. adderfromOE nxdre
articles ...in slip proof-W. S. Churchill, by analysis in ME of a naddre as an adder.
1908; Armour Glass... similar to that made
metaphor. 1 Fowler's essay on the subby Messrs. Pilkington Bros, in this country—
ject
Jrnl Society of Glass Technology, 1932:I am in the first edition of this book (1926)
not surprised that Messrs. Auden and Isher-was first published as SPE Tract xi (1923):
wood came away with a sense of deep and readers are referred to either of these.
humble respect for the people and the countryReaders may also wish to consult K.
Wales, A Dictionary ofStylistics (1989) with
who had hosted them—John 0'London's, 1939;
Messrs Wedgwood introduced a decorative the works cited in it s.v. metaphor, or
type of marbled pink or purple 'gold' lustre the opening pages of W. Empson's The
called 'Moonlight Lustre'-G. A. Godden, Structure of Complex Words (1951).
1966; Thanks to Messrs McCaskill and Fish 2 Perhaps the two best-known figures
with their TV weather forecasts most of us of speech are the metaphor and the simnow have a good idea of how to recognise ile. They differ only in form: similes are
fronts and depressions on the satellite pic- normally introduced by like or as while
tures—Motor Boat & Yachting, 1991.
metaphors tend to be imaginative substitutions. Straightforward examples:
messuage, house with outbuildings (a (metaphor) True to the signal, by love's
legal term). Pronounce /'meswid3/.
meteor led, Leander hasten'd to his Hero's
metal (noun) and mettle are in origin bed-G. White, 1769; (simile) Th' Imperial
the same word. From the late 16c. on- Ensign ... Shon like a Meteor streaming to
ward mettle began to move apart as a the Wind-Milton, 1667.
separate word used only in figurative
3 The ordinary language abounds in
senses, esp. '(of persons) ardent or spir- simple, often dead or invisible, metaited temperament; spirit, courage'. phors: e.g. in this neck of the woods, the
Meanwhile metal, while still current in mouth of the river, no smoke without fire,
figurative uses in the 16c. and 17c, esp. throw out the baby with the bathwater.
in the sense 'the "stuff" of which a person
4 A type of metaphor that always
is made, with reference to character', arouses derision is the mixed metaphor,
gradually became more or less restricted
the application of two or more inconsistto metallic substances (e.g. industrial ent metaphors to a given situation. A
metals; also, road metal).
small collection drawn from The Times
(mostly from the letter columns) in recent years: Certain elements of the BMA
leadership have gone over the top and taken
fully entrenched positions; He has been made
metallurgy. The only pronunciation a sacrificial lamb for taking the lid ojfa can
given in the OED (1907) showed the stress of worms; In coal mines, mice are used as
on the first syllable. COD (1990) gives human guinea pigs; Why do the dear old
precedence to second-syllable stressing. Labour party persist in burying their heads
This tendency to adopt an antepenultim- in the sand, parroting tired old formulae?;
ate stress pattern in four-syllable words In a debate on shipping and the merchant
is a marked feature of 20c. English. Cf. fleet... \he] called for a level playing field.
despicable, disputable, pejorative, etc. In
AmEfirst-syllablestressing is still normal metaphysical (adj.). See next.
for metallurgy. The same patterns apply
metaphysics. 1 As the name of a
to metallurgist.
branch of philosophy, metaphysics has
metamorphosis. The OED (1907) gave had an adventurous history and importonly /meta'mDifasis/, i.e. stressed on the ant consequences. Since at least the IC.
third syllable. COD (1990) added /,meta- AD it was applied (as Gk xa nexcupuaiKà)
metal (verb). The inflected forms are
metalled, metalling (but usu. metaled,
metaling in AmE). See -LL-, -L-.
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to the thirteen books of Aristotle dealing
with questions of 'first philosophy' or
ontology. They were in fact xà uexà xà
(puaticà 'the things (works) after the Physics', in other words the works that in
the received arrangement followed the
treatise on natural science known as xà
(pocHKd 'the Physics'. In the 18c. the Greek
word was falsely interpreted as 'beyond
what is physical', and metaphysics came
to be widely used to mean 'the science
of things transcending what is physical
or natural'. The adj. metaphysical followed
suit. In more recent times the prefix
meta- has come to be applied to subjects
dealing with ulterior and more fundamental problems than the subject itself:
e.g. meta-ethics, the study of the foundations of ethics; meta-history, inquiry into
the principles governing historical
events; metamathematics, the field of
study concerned with the structure and
formal properties of mathematics. There
is no turning the clock back now.
2 As a further example of the use of
the prefix meta- in an extended sense,
metaphysical was adopted by Dr Johnson
as the designation of certain 17c. poets
(Donne, Cowley, and others) addicted to
poetical conceits and far-fetched imagery.
3 Metaphysics, like other subjectnames ending in -ics, is plural in form
but is construed as a singular (see the
first sentence above).

2 (prosody) Forming nouns denoting
lines of poetry with a specified number
of measures (pentameter, hexameter). Cf.

meter3. AmE spelling of METRE2.

Cf. SYNECDOCHE.

-meter, combining form. 1 Forming
nouns denoting measuring instruments
(barometer, speedometer).

metope (architecture, part of a Doric
frieze). Pronounce as three syllables,
/'metapi/, as in the etymon, Gk uex67rn.

METRE2.

method. For method in (his, etc.) madness,
See IRRELEVANT ALLUSION.

meticulous entered the language in the
16c. in the sense of L meticulôsus 'fearful,
timid' (cf. L metus 'fear', metuO 'regard
with awe'). But this use was short-lived
and thinly evidenced, and has not been
found since the 17c. For whatever reason,
the word reappeared in the early 19c,
but used to mean 'over-careful about
minute details, over-scrupulous' (e.g. The
decadence of Italian prose composition into
laboured mannerism and meticulous propriety—]. A. Symonds, 1877), a use scorned by
the Fowler brothers in The King's English
(1906). They included it in a list of 'stiff,
full-dress, literary, or out-of-the-way
words'. At some point in the 20c. the
over-carefulness element of the meaning
dropped out, and the word is now routinely used simply to mean 'careful,
punctilious, scrupulous, precise'. It is a
useful word, together with its derivatives
meticulously and meticulousness. Examples
He also set down with meticulous care an
exact itinerary of Stillman's divagations—P
Auster, 1985; He'd read it all up beforehand,
in the most meticulous manner—]. Gloag,
1986; Utz had planned his own funeral with
meticulous care—B. Chatwin, 1988; Meticumetathesis, (phonetics) The transposi- lous, obsessional scholars whose lives are
tion of sounds or letters in a word. Ex- dedicated to their work—A. Storr, 1988.
amples include the transposition of the Meticulosity has occasionally been used,
p and s in hasp (cf. OE haepse); the s and first (17c.) in the sense 'timorousness', and
k in non-standard ax(e) 'ask' (OE âscian); then (20c.) meaning 'the quality of being
the r and i in third (OE pridda) and thrill meticulous', but it has lost ground to
(OE pyrlian); the r and u in curled (ME meticulousness and is best left on one side.
crolled, crulled). For a modern example,
metonymy, a figure of speech which
See IRRELEVANT.
consists in substituting for the name of
metempsychosis
/.metempsai'kausis/.
a thing the name of an attribute of it or
PI. metempsychoses /-i:z/.
of something closely related. When we
meter1. The normal spelling in both BrE call Queen Elizabeth the Crown, we use
and AmE for an instrument for recording metonymy. Similarly, the White House for
the amount of gas, electricity, etc., used. the American presidency; the stage for
the theatre; and the pen is mightier than
Also parking-meter.
the sword as a way of saying that the
2
1
meter . AmE spelling of METRE .
written word has more power than war.
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metre . The spelling in BrE of the metric
unit of length equal to about 39.4 inches.
AmE meter.

of cool air); microdiskectomy (a back surgery technique); microjolt (minute electrical impulse used in cloning cattle);
microlaser
(in computer technology);
metre2. Any form of poetic rhythm, microsurfacing (protective layer used on
determined by the number and length paved surfaces). But these are mere drops
of feet in a line. AmE meter. Cf. -METER 2. in the ocean. Hundreds of micro- compounds are already entered in the OED,
mettle. See METAL (noun).
including a great many first recorded in
the 20c: e.g. microclimate, microdot, micromews. In origin the pi. of mew 'a cage
film, miocroform, miocro-oven, microsurgery,
for hawks', it is now usu. construed as
microwave. Many others will join them in
a singular (a mews) but may also (less
the years ahead.
commonly) be used as a plural (The mews
of London ... constitute a world of their mid has superlative midmost.
own—H. Mayhew, 1851). The royal stables
at Charing Cross were called the mews
mid-air. Fowler (1926) said flatly that
from the 14c. onwards because built on
"mid air should not be hyphened'. But
the site where the royal hawks were times have changed and it always is
formerly 'mewed' or moulted.
hyphened now both in attributive and
predicative uses.
mezzanine /'metsaniin/ or /'meza-/, a low
storey between two others (usu. between
middle voice, (grammar) Greek verbs
the ground and first floors). See FLOOR.
may have, besides or without the active
and passive voices, another called the
mezzo-relievo. Italianate and semi- middle voice, in most tenses identical in
Anglicized pronunciations exist side by form with the passive, but expressing
side at present just as they do for basso- 'reflexive or reciprocal action, action
relievo (see BAS-RELIEF). Perhaps the best viewed as affecting the subject, or intrancompromise is to print it in italic and
sitive conditions' (OED). The middle voice
pronounce it in a semi-Anglicized
is not restricted to Greek. It is a feature,
manner as /.metsaun'ljeivau/.
for example, of Old Norse. Here the
mezzotint. Pronounce /'metsau-/, though middle voice consisted originally of the
the Italian original mezzotinto is pro- active forms with a reflexive pronoun
suffixed: e.g. verja 'to defend'; (middle
nounced /madz-/.
voice) verjask 'to defend oneself; (as the
miasma /mi'aezma/, /mai-/, an archaic equivalent of an intransitive verb) syna
word for an infectious or noxious vapour. 'to show'; (middle voice) synask 'to seem'.
PI. miasmata /-mata/ or miasmas.
middling, middlingly (advs.). There is a
mickle and muckle are merely variants certain amount of historical and current
of the same word, and the not uncom- evidence that middling does duty both as
mon proverb Many a mickle makes a muckle an adjective, where it is the natural form,
is a blunder. The right form is Many a and as an adverb, where it is not (She
little makes a mickle (first recorded in the was thin, and light, and middling tall—H.
17c), in which mickle means 'a large sum James, 1880). But middlingly, current
or amount'. In the 20c, pickle has been since Dr Johnson listed it in his Dictionused occas. in place of little. The aberrant ary (1755). remains available. Examples:
form Many a mickle makes a muckle is first (middling) He was middling tall and
found (in 1793) in the work of George thin—D. Francis, 1981; It looks like a
middling-good fastball that suddenly changes
Washington.
its mind and ducks under the batter's
micro- continues to be a combining swing-R. Angell, 1987 (US); She lived on
form of limitless power. Among the micro- the edge of an upper-middle<lass neighbourcompounds that I have noted in the last hood of ranch homes ... and middling-tall
few years, none of them so far registered maple trees along the boulevards—]. Welch,
in the OED, are: microballoon (silicone bal- 1990 (US); (middlingly) Middle-aged,
loon used to fight aneurysms in the middle-class, middlingly bright men—Daily
brain); microburst (intense local downfall Tel., 1976; Psyche ... fared middlingly at
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suggesting an efficient and considerate imageWriters and Editors, 1991). It is printed
for psychologists—New Scientist, 1987; Ivanwithout a full point.
Ilyich, who has a middlingly successful legal
career and has become a judge, is confronted milage. See next.
with the fact of his own mortality—A, N.
mileage. Now the recommended form
Wilson, 1988.
in OUP house style, not milage.
midst is most commonly used as a
noun in fixed phrases, e.g. in the midst of milieu /mi:'lj3:/. For the plural, milieux
'among, in the middle of, in our (or their, (pronounced the same as the sing.) is
etc.) midst 'among us (or them etc.)'. As recommended, not milieus /-lj3:z/. See -x.
a preposition = amidst, it is now rare. militate. See MITIGATE.
Example: 'Midst brightly perfumed waterflowing Eighteenth<entury silks—E. Sitwell, millenarian /.mili'neanan/, of or relating
1924.
to, believing in, the millennium. The
apparent inconsistency in spelling (-n-,
midwifery. In standard use now mostly
-nn-) results from the fact that millenarian,
pronounced as four syllables, /'midlike millenary, is derived from L miïlenï,
.wrfari/, but it is only relatively recently
the distributive form of mille 'thousand'.
that the second syllable has settled down
See MILLENNIUM.
as /-wif-/. The OED (1907) gave priority to
/'midwarfn/, and also listed /'midifri/ (with
millenary. Now for the most part prothe w silent). In AmE, usage is divided nounced /mi'lenan/ in BrE, though the
but /-waif-/ is commonly used for the OED (1907) gave only /'milman/, and the
second syllable.
COD did not admit the second-syllable
stressing until 1982. AmE favours the
mielie. See MEALIE.
form with first-syllable stressing. See
might.

See MAY AND MIGHT.

CENTENARY 2 .

millennial. See CENTENARY 2.
mighty (adv.) has been in use in English
since about 1300 {pair blisced lauerd . . . .
pat... was ...Sa mighti meke 'Their blessed millennium. Note that it must be spelt
Lord who was so exceedingly meek'), and with -nn-, not -n-. It is an 18c. formation
has continued to flourish in AmE at all from L mille 'thousand' + annus 'year', on
levels except the most formal. In BrE it the analogy of biennium, triennium, etc.
has receded somewhat in the course of PL millennia (or -iums). See -UM 3.
the 20C, and examples are much harder
m i l l k See KILO-.
to find: As I say, I had mighty little to
complain of—J. Buchan, 1926; Trolls are slow milliard.
In BrE = one thousand
in the uptake, and mighty suspicious about million. Now almost entirely superseded
anything new to them—J. R. R. Tolkien, by BILLION.
1937; Well, boys, before you move on out, I've
got a mighty important announcement to million. 1 The spoken equivalent of
make—P. Mann, 1982; Heating the green- £i|m is one and a half million pounds (not
house ...can be a mighty expensive proposi- one million and a half pounds). See HALF 3.
tion—Practical Gardening, 1986.
2 When modified by a preceding
migraine. In BrE the standard pronunci- quantitative word (a numeral, many, sevation is /'miigrem/, but /'mai-/ is also very eral, etc.) and followed immediately by
commonly heard. In AmE, /'maigrem/ is a noun, million is unchanged in form
(two million people, several million pounds)
standard.
When an qf-phrase follows, the plural
migrant. See EMIGRANT.
form is normally used (many millions of
votes were lost); but sometimes idiom almikado. PL mikados. See -O(E)S 6.
lows the flexionless form to be used (a
mil = one-thousandth of an inch, i.e. few million of them).

0.0254 millimetre, as a unit of measure3 Million (not millions) is used in the
ment for the diameter of wire, etc. 'The type Among the eight million are a few
use is discouraged' (Oxford Diet, for Science hundred to whom this does not apply.
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4 In BrE a million is sometimes used
elliptically for a million pounds, and in
N. America (and other dollar-currency
countries) for a million dollars.
5 In printed work million is frequently
abbreviated to 'm' (as in l above).

mimic | minister

From the 13c. onward, and still archaistically, mine has been placed immediately
after the noun it modifies (e.g. 0 lady
Venus myne/—Lydgate, C1402; For doting,
not for louing pupill mine—Shakespeare,
1592). Its natural modern use, however,
is as a pronoun: e.g. She held out her
mimic (verb). The inflected forms are hand, which I clasped in both of mine; Irvan
mimics, mimicked, mimicking. See -c-, -CK-. suddenly tilted his head toward mine; these
qualities, even to myself, are indisputably
minacious (first recorded in 1660) and
mine.
minatory (1532) vied with each other in
mineralogy is formed, probably after
the sense 'menacing, threatening' until
the end of the 19c. At some point in the Fr. minéralogie, from minera(l) + -LOGY.
20c. minacious dropped out of use, but
minatory /'mmatan/ remains, though used mini-. This combining form of miniature
only in fairly solemn contexts. Examples: (reinforced by the first letters of maxHe talks in minatory terms to the ghost of imum) has been greatly in demand in the
20C, esp. since the 1960s, to designate
the seventeen-year-old boy he had once been—P.
Ackroyd, 1984; The minatory language from things, tendencies, etc., that are very
the Soviet Union—New Yorker, 1988; The as-small of their kind. A virtually unlimited
sessment in London ... was that Iraq was number of mini- combinations has been
engaged in minatory diplomacy designed tobrought into use in the 20c, e.g. minibike,
squeeze more cash out of its Kuwaiti neigh- mini-budget, minicab, mini-crisis, mini-recession, miniskirt. An unfortunate by-product
bours—Independent, 1990.
of its popularity is the erroneous form
mind (verb). An absolute or intransitive miniscule, a misspelling of MINUSCULE:
use of mind or mind you in the imperative, e.g. with more than thirteen thousand entries
calling attention to or emphasizing what spread across more than twenty-five hundred
the speaker is saying, is noted by the double<olumn pages of miniscule type—New
OED (sense 5c) from the early 19c. on- Yorker, 1986; He ... peered at the miniscule
ward, with examples from Coleridge, handwriting-F. King, 1988; I was taken
Browning, and some other sources. The through events in miniscule detail—C. Burns,
device is much used at the present time: 1989.
e.g. (at beginning of statement) Mind,
he wasn't here these last years, scarcely—]. minimum. PI. minima. See -UM 2.
Gardam, 1985; Mind, you may feel that sort miniscule. See MINI-; MINUSCULE.
of thing is passing you by—P. Lively, 1987;
(at end of statement) It's his Navy too, minister. The COD (1990) definition 'a
mind-V. O'Sullivan, 1985; Well, all right, member of the clergy, esp. in the Presbybut you aren't to do anything, mind—D. Less-terian and Nonconformist Churches' is
ing, 1988; (in form mind you) Mind you, if correct as far as it goes, but the matter
you think she behaved strangely, you should is complex and requires fuller treatment.
have seen me—M. Amis, 1984; Mind you, I 'A person officially charged to perform
don't know who the mother was—A. L. Barker, spiritual functions in the Christian
1987.
Church. As a general designation for
any clergyman, it is used esp. in nonmine. 1 For either my or your informant episcopal bodies. In the Book of Common
must have lied or either your informant or Prayer it usually means the conductor
mine must have lied, see ABSOLUTE POSSES- of a service who may or may not be a
SIVES.
priest. A Minister is also one who assists
2 In present-day English, mine cannot the higher orders in discharging their
be used immediately before the noun it functions, and in this sense the Deacon
qualifies except jocularly (mine host) or and Subdeacon at High Mass are known
with a historical purpose. Historically it as the "Sacred Ministers". In yet another
could be so used if the following noun sense, the word is used semi-technically
began with a vowel or h (mine ease, mine of one who "administers" the outward
heart). Before a noun the normal form of and visible signs of a Sacrament. Thus
the possessive pronoun is, of course, my. should a layman baptize in a case of
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necessity, he would in that case be the continue to form subjects of endless de"minister" of the Sacrament' (Oxford Diet, bate, but the existence of such a phenomof the Christian Church, 1957). Cf. PARSON; enon is not disputed.
PASTOR; PRIEST.

Minotaur.
Now usu. pronounced
minority. For the most part the word /'mamato:/, though the OED (1907) gave
stands at the opposite end of the field only /'mm-/.
to MAJORITY or in relative contrast to it.
Of a political party or other group, often
minus. The informal use of minus as a
followed by of, it means 'a smaller num- marginal preposition = 'short of, having
ber or part (a minority of MPs voted for the lost; without' (they arrived hack minus their
restoration of capital punishment)'. Minority tracksuits) has been in existence since the
government is that in which the ruling mid-i 9c: e.g. We reached our munzil [sc.
party has received fewer votes than those halting-place] ... about six in the evening,
given to the other parties together, a
minus one horse—]. B. Fraser, 1840; The
common state of affairs in 20c. Britain.
Englishman got back to civilization minus his
A member of a committee or other body
left arm—Review of Reviews, 1903; I hope he
who has found little support for his or
comes minus his wife—CGEL, 1985.
her views is said to be in the minority. But
the most noticeable use of the word in
minuscule /'mmaskjuil/ (but until about
the 20C. has been its application to any
the mid-20c. almost always /mi'nAskjuil/).
relatively small group of people differing
1 Spelt thus, not miniscule.
from others in the society of which they
are a part in race, religion, language,
2 In palaeography, 'a small letter, as
political persuasion, etc. Such minorities opposed to a capital or uncial; the small
have always existed, and have often been
cursive script which was developed from
commented on in earlier times, but they
the uncial during the 7th~9th centuries;
have not always been thought to need
also, a manuscript in this writing' (OED).
constitutional or social, etc., 'rights'. Ethnic minorities, be they blacks in a pre- minute (noun and adj.). See NOUN AND
dominantly white community, disabled
ADJECTIVE ACCENT.
people requiring easier access to buildings, single parents needing financial
minutiae /mai'nju:.fii:/ (pi. noun), precise,
assistance, homosexuals seeking legisla- trivial, or minor details. The singular
tion against discrimination, or any other form, rarely called for, is minutia.
group of disadvantaged people, have
brought the word minority into unparal- Miocene. One of a family of geological
leled prominence. The seemingly para- epoch names ending in <ene (Holocene,
doxical phr. a growing minority has come Pleistocene, etc.), all irregularly formed
into being, meaning, of course, an in- from classical elements, but long since
crease, not a decrease, in the number of established and uncancellable. The
members of a given minority group. But periods covered by the terms are: Holothis is not a startlingly new developcene, 0.01 (million years ago); Pleistocene,
ment: cf. We are a minority; hut then we
2; Pliocene, 5; Miocene, 24; Oligocène, 38
are a very large minority—Burke, 1789- RunEocene, 55; Palaeocene, 65. The word Mioning parallel to this has been the 20c.
cene was coined in 1831 by the distinuse of minority as a quasi-adj. meaning
guished
scientist William Whewell
'of, for, or appealing to a minority of
people, frequently with the association (1794-1866) from Gk \isi(ov 'less' +
of "serious, intellectual" (as opposed to KCUVOS 'new, recent'. So too was Eocene
"lowbrow, mass")'. An early exponent of from Gk f\<bs 'dawn' + KCUVÔÇ; and, at
the idea, the Cambridge don F. R. Leavis, various dates, several other scientific
put out an influential book entitled Mass words. Fowler (1926) described these geoCivilization and Minority Culture in 1930.logical words as 'monstrosities' ("The eleThe BBC introduced special pro- ments of the word [sc. Miocene] are Greek,
grammes, and later separate radio and but not the way they are put together,
television channels, for minority audi- nor the meaning demanded of the comences seeking minority culture. The na- pound'), but the time has come for the
ture and boundaries of this culture hatchet to be buried. A simple irreg.
suffices.

mis- I misprints to be guarded against
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mis-. Words formed with this prefix do misdemeanour. AmE misdemeanor.
not require a hyphen, even when the
stem of the word begins with s: thus miserere, misericord (hinged seat in
misbehave, miscarriage, miscount, misman-choir-stall). The first is labelled 'An incorage, misshapen, misspelling, misspent, etc. rect use' in the OED: it was first recorded
at the end of the 18c. and is still used
misalliance. See MÉSALLIANCE.
occasionally beside the regular form. The
regular word in this use is misericord.
misandry means 'hatred of men'. A
misanthrope is a person who hates fellow mislead. The pa.t. and pa.pple are both
human beings. A misogynist is a person misled.
who hates women, and misogyny means
'hatred of women'. A misogamist is a per- misogamist, misogamy, misogynist,
son who hates marriage, and misogamy misogyny. See MISANDRY.
means 'hatred of marriage'.
misogynist, misogyny. See GREEK G.
misanthrope. Seeprec.

misprints to be guarded against.
These are of two main types: (a) choice
ofthe wrong word of two similar-looking
words, e.g. adverse and averse, casual and
causal, deprecate and depreciate, principal
and principle, reality and realty; (b) printing
of forms that 'look' plausible but are
in fact erroneous: e.g. concensus (for the
correct form consensus), indentijy for
identify, millenium for millennium, miniscule
for minuscule, supercede for supersede. Vigilance in proofreading is required to prevent such mistakes.
In his Esprit de Corps: Sketches from Diplomatic Life (1957), Lawrence Durrell describes the perils of printing the Central
Balkan Herald in wartime Serbia. 'The
reason for a marked disposition towards
misprints was not far to seek; the composition room, where the paper was
hand-set daily, was staffed by half a
dozen hirsute Serbian peasants with
greasy elf-locks and hands like shovels.'
Among the headlines Durrell cites were:
Ministerfinedfor kissing in pubic; Wedding
bulls ring out for princess; Britain drops
biggest ever boob on Berlin. And various
gems from the text of news reports: e.g.
In a last desperate spurt the Cambridge crew,
urged on by their pox, overtook Oxford.
OCELang. (p. 121) lists some traditional
miscellany. In BrE now always pro- examples of misprints: 'On many occanounced /mi'selani/, though earlier in the sions, editions of the AV have contained
20C. (e.g. in the OED, 1907; Daniel Jones, misprints which have led to their receiv1917) first-syllable stressing was pre- ing special names, such as the Wicked
Bible (1632), so called because the word
ferred. In AmE /'misa.lemi/.
"not" was omitted in the Seventh Commischievous. The spelling of the word mandment, making it read Thou shalt
as mischievious and the pronunciation commit adultery; the Vinegar Bible (1717),
/mis'tXiivias/ are both erroneous: the four- so called because the Parable ofthe Vinesyllabled form is sometimes used by yard became The Parable of the Vinegar;
standard speakers in mocking imitation and the Printer's Bible, where a misprint
of uneducated speech.
makes the Psalmist complain that

misapprehensions. It may be convenient for readers to have a list of some
of the misconceptions which are often
accepted as being unquestionably true.
Discussion of each will be found under
the word printed in small capitals.
That the COMITY of nations means the
members of a sort of league.
That cui BONO? means What is the good
or use?
That a DEVIL'S advocate, or advocatus
diaboli, is one who pleads for a wicked
person.
That an EXCEPTION strengthens a rule.
That FRANKENSTEIN was a monster.
That more HONOURed in the breach than the
observance means more often broken
than kept.
That ILK means clan or the like.
That many a MICKLE makes a muckle.
That a PERCENTAGE is a small part.
That good writers do not end a sentence
with a preposition (see PREPOSITIONS 2).
That any order of words that avoids a
SPLIT INFINITIVE is better than any that
involves it.
miscegenation, mixture of races, is an
irregular formation (in the 19c.) from
L miscëre 'to mix' + genus 'race' + -ation.
There is no classical precedent for a combining form misce- from miscëre.
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printers have persecuted me without cause, of the English-speaking world too. A
selection: The Pope wore a full-length white
as opposed to princes.'
coat Saturday to protect against the biting
misquotations. In a perfect world, wind in his speech in Punta Arenas (? a windy
familiar lines or passages from the great speech); Fluent in German, his position at
classical works of English literature, or the university was professor in ... Germanic
from famous speeches, would never be languages and literatures (a position can
misquoted. But the evidence points else- hardly be fluent); Dean lived in Fairmount
where. Readers will judge for themselves with an aunt and uncle through his teens
with what degree of success they nor- after the death of his mother at age 9 (? the
mally cite the passages set out below.
youngest mother in history); A Yugoslav
woman married to a Kuwaiti and about 20
In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat
Asians were among those fleeing (a notable
bread (not brow)—Gen. 3:19.
example of polygamy). Despite the vigilI am escaped with the skin of my teeth
(not by)-Job 19: 20.
ance of sub-editors, correspondents, and
To gild refined gold, to paint the lily (not
others involved, a small number of such
gild the Iily)-Shakespeare, King John.
awkwardnesses are bound to occur from
A goodly apple rotten at the heart (not
time to time in the torrid world of newscore)-Shakespeare, Merchant of Venice. papers. Cf. the more serious syntactic
An ill-favoured thing, sir, but mine own
blunders dealt with in the article UNAT(not poor)—Shakespeare, As You Like It.TACHED PARTICIPLES.
I will a round unvarnished tale deliver (not
plain ...relatey-Shakespeare,Othello.
Miss. 1 The title of an unmarried
But yet I'll make assurance double sure
woman or girl, or of a married woman
(not doubly)—Shakespeare, Macbeth.
retaining her maiden name for profestomorrow tofreshwoods and pastures
sional purposes. Since the early 1950s,
new (notfields)—Milton,Lycidas.
That last infirmity of noble mind (not The challenged to some extent by MS, prefixed to the name of a woman, regardless
... minds)-ibid.
of her marital status.
Fine by degrees, and beautifully less (not
small)—Prior, 'Henry and Emma'.
2 The Misses Jones is the old-fashioned
They kept the noiseless tenor of their way plural, still used when formality is re(not even)—Gray, Elegy Written in a
quired, e.g. in printed lists of guests
Country Church-Yard.
present, etc.; otherwise the type the Miss
A little learning is a dangerous thing (not Joneses is now usual.
knowledge)—Pope, Essay on Criticism.
The best laid schemes o' mice an' men (not misshapen, misspelling, misspent.
plans)—Burns.
See MIS-.
Water, water, every where, Nor any drop to
missile. In BrE /'misail/, in AmE /'misai/.
drink (not and not a)-Coleridge, The
See -ÎLE.
Rime of the Ancient Mariner.
Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power
-mistress. As a second element it occurs
corrupts absolutely (not Power
in only a few words, all of them contrastcorrupts)—Lord Acton, letter of 1857.
ing with words in -master, e.g. headmistress
My dear, I don't give a damn—M. Mitchell, (first recorded in 1872), housemistress
Gone with the Wind, 1936. Compare Clark (1875), paymistress (1583). postmistress
Gable's words in the 1939filmversion:
(1697), quartermistress (1917), schoolmistress
Frankly, my dear, I don't give a damn!
(01500), stationmistress (1897), taskmistress
I have nothing to offer but blood, toil, tears (1603). The OED lists no feminine equivaand sweat (not blood, sweat, and tears)— lents of bandmaster, choirmaster, grand
W. S. Churchill, Hansard, 1940.
master, harbour-master.
If she can stand it, I can. Play it! (not Play
it again, Sam)—H. Bogart, Casablanca mitigate is a usu. transitive verb meaning 'to make milder or less intense or
(1942 film).
misrelated clauses, constructions, severe; to moderate': e.g. The King's
etc. In the last few years an American eventual course of action did nothing to miti
correspondent has submitted numerous gate the conspirators' difficulties—Antonia
examples of such infelicities, but it must Fraser, 1979; The man was a kind of monster
be emphasized that similar examples of self, and nothing in his subsequent career
occur in newspapers in all other parts
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had served to mitigate this harsh but con- m normally double the consonant before
sidered judgment-L. Auchincloss, 1980; suffixes beginning with a vowel (rammed,
The clear selection of a subordinate role stillhemmed, dimmest, drummer) or before a
did not mitigate male fears of competition— final -y (Pommy, tummy); but remain unDxdalus, 1987; Insurance companies ...are doubted if the stem contains a diphthong
exercising their right of subrogation to miti- (claimed), doubled vowel (gloomy), or a
gate their losses—Times, 1991. For the last vowel + consonant (alarming, balmy,
several decades mitigate has sometimes squirmed, wormy). Words of more than
been confused with the intransitive verb one syllable ending in m (e.g. emblem,
militate (against) '(of facts or evidence) maximum, pilgrim, venom, victim) rarely
to have force or effect'. Correct uses of have vowel-led suffixes; but when they
militate against: all those evils which militate
do the final m is normally left undoubted
against nobility in life—NY Rev. Bks, 1980;
(emblematic, maximal, pilgrimage, venomHis emphasis on tone militated against ac-ous, victimization). Exceptions are words
ceptance of French Impressionism—F. Spald-that end in what is perceived as a word
ing, 1988. Examples of mitigate against (bedimmed, hornrimmed, overcramming) or
erroneously used for militate against: that end in -gram (diagram: diagrammatic,
These factors mitigate against an adequate monogram: monogrammed).
description of the material culture—B. Cunliffe, 1974; But the time factor may have mnemonic /m'mmuk/. A device, such as
mitigated against that course—Times, 1977;a verse, to assist the memory, e.g. Richard
All of these factors might mitigate against Of York Gave Battle In Vain as a mnemonic
cytologic detection and make diagnosis by of the order of the colours of the spectrum: red orange yellow green blue
punch biopsy less likely—Cancer, 1979. The
idea of countering (some condition or indigo violet; All Cows Eat Grass as a recircumstance) is all that the two verbs minder of the bass clef ACEG: No Plan
have in common, apart from the fact Like Yours To Study History Wisely as a rethat they are both three-syllabled words minder of the royal families of England:
Norman, Plantagenet, Lancaster, Yorkdivided by only two consonants.
ists, Tudors, Stuarts, Hanover, Windsor;
mitre. So spelt in BrE; in AmE usu. miter. and In fourteen hundred and ninety two
Columbus sailed the ocean blue as a remixed metaphor. See METAPHOR 4. minder of a famous date.
Further examples: The chief economist of
The word was first recorded in English
the Commonwealth Bank ... said it was an (from Gk UVT|UOVUC6? 'mindful') in the
impressive and comprehensive package, 18c. (adj.) and the 19c. (noun).
although judgment would have to be withheld
until the nuts and bolts of the reforms were mobile. Both the adj. ( = movable) and
the noun ( = decorative structure) are
digested—Australian, 1991; One day, when
he's in charge offinanceor foreign affairs, pronounced /'maubail/ in BrE. In AmE the
those lions and tigers will come home to roost.adj. is usu. pronounced to rhyme with
Stephen smiled. His boss was renowned for noble, and the noun is given the final
the mixture of his metaphors-R. McCrum, sound of automobile.
1991; I became aware that very frequently monocracy (colloq.). (a) rule by a mob;
important objects were not brought forward (b) a ruling mob. An excellent example
because the committee was seen to have no of an irregular formation (first recorded
teeth—letter in Independent, 1992; David in 1754) that has been admitted to the
Blunkett, local government spokesman, de- language without serious disapproval. It
plored any attempt to 'steamroller and triggeris formed from mob, itself a shortened
people into making rapid decisions'— form of L mobile vulgus 'the movable or
Independent, 1992.
excitable crowd', after democracy. A
rough-hewn word for a disorderly conmizen (naut.). This spelling is used in
cept.
OUP house style, but mizzen is also commonly used in all English-speaking coun- moccasin. So spelt, not the many varitries.
ants.
-m-, -mm-. Monosyllabic words con- mocha (variety of chalcedony; coffee).
taining a simple vowel (a, e, i, 0, u) before Now usu. pronounced I'mokdj in BrE,
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though earlier in the century (OED, 1907; mold. See MOULD.
Daniel Jones, 1917) the pronunciation
mollusc. Thus spelt in BrE, but also
/'mauka/ was customary, as it still is in
mollusk in AmE.
AmE.

modal verb, one of a group of auxiliary molt. See MOULT.
verbs, e.g. shall, will, can, may, must, used molten. See MELTED.
to express the mood of another verb. So
modality, the expression of obligation, moment. For at this moment in time, see
necessity, permission, etc., by means of CLICHÉ. A modern example: Well, love, you
modal verbs. See EPISTEMIC MODALITY.
can wear it [sc. your hair] white but at this
moment in time one can't, you know—M
model (verb). The inflected forms are Wesley, 1983.
modelled, modelling (AmE usu. modeled,
modeling). See -LL-, -L-.
momentarily. In BrE it means only 'for
a moment, briefly' (He wondered momodest. Comparative and superlative mentarily if he had crossed into the wrong
forms are seldom called for: historically lane). In AmE it may also mean 'at any
modester and modestest were used, esp. in moment, soon' (This is your Captain speak
the 17c. and 18c, but more modest and ing. Please fasten your seat belts as we shal
most modest are more idiomatic forms be taking off momentarily). The American
now.
sense is first recorded in the late 1920s.
The AmE pronunciation, with the main
modulus, (math.) PI. moduli j-laij. See
stress falling on -ârily, has made some
-us 1.
inroads in BrE, where the word's main
modus operandi. (L) a plan of working. stress is traditionally placed on the first
PI. modi operandi /'maudai .Dpa'raendai/. syllable. See next.
Print in italics.
momently (adv.) has had a precarious
modus Vivendi. (L) a way of living; (but
usu.) an arrangement whereby parties in
dispute can carry on pending a settlement. PL modi vivendi /'maudai vi'vendai/.
Print in italics.
mogul. In its extended sense 'an important or influential person', always so
spelt. In its historical sense 'any of the
Muslim rulers of N. India in the 16c19c.', now usu. spelt Mughal after Arabic,
Persian mugul, mugal 'Mongol*.
Mohammed(an). in the course of the
20c, MUHAMMAD(AN) became the customary spellings in English.
moiety. A legal and literary word for 'a
half. PL moieties.

hold on the language since, in its primary sense 'from moment to moment', it
was first recorded in use in a work of
1676. It has also been used to mean 'at
any moment, on the instant', and 'for
the moment; for a single moment'. To
judge from the available evidence this
last sense seems to be the prevailing one
now, and the word is largely restricted
to literary sources. Examples: Thoughts
... look at me With awful faces, from the
vanishing haze That momently had hidde
them-George Eliot, 1868; She believes that
Alix will be there, and indeed momently sh
is—M. Drabble, 1987; You acknowledged
however momently (that infinite moment) th
at least what I claim is true—A. S. Byatt
1990.

momento. An occasional, not recommoire, moiré. The first (in full moire mended, variant of MEMENTO: e.g. And
antique) is the name of a watered silk the London frowsty Casino, a momento o
material, and is pronounced /mwa:(r)/. which I enclose—Dylan Thomas, 1951; a
The second is (a) (adj.) (of silk) watered; satisfyingly real momento of my enjoy(of metal) having a patterned appearance ment-M. Forster, 1968 (WDEU).
like watered silk; and (b) (noun) this
patterned appearance; also, = moire. momentum. PL momenta. See -UM 2.
Moiré is pronounced /'mwairei/.
monachal, monastic, monkish. Each
molasses, though plural in form, is has a corresponding abstract noun: monachism, monasticism, and monkery. Of th
construed as a singular.
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monarchal, monarchial, monarchic, monarchical | monocle

three sets monastic(ism) is the one that
is most often called on. Monkish and
especially monkery sometimes have
scarcely concealable derogatory connotations. And monachal and monachism
have become progressively less well
known since they entered the language
in the 16c. to the point that they can
safely be used now only in scholarly
work.

moneyed (adj.). So spelt, not monied.
-monger. Used as a second element in
compounds, -monger has produced a few
common words meaning simply 'one
who trades in (the item specified in the
first element)': thus costermonger (first
recorded in 1514, from costard apple),
fishmonger (1464), ironmonger (1343). Somehow these have remained untainted
by the limitless class of -monger words
which, from the mid-i6c. onward, have
come into being implying one who carries on a contemptible or discreditable
'trade' or 'traffic' in what is denoted by
the first element (as the OED expresses it).
Thus, for example, gossip-monger (1836),
scandal-monger (1721), scaremonger (1888),
warmonger (1590), whoremonger (1526).

monarchal, monarchial, monarchic,
monarchical. All four adjectives entered the language within a generation
of one another ci6oo, and all have been
used in the broad senses 'of, belonging
to, or characteristic of a monarch', 'ruled
by a monarch', 'that advocates monarchy
as a form of government'. All four are
still listed in the major dictionaries of
mongol. In the first half of the 20c.
current English, except that neither mon- regularly applied to a person suffering
archal nor monarchial is listed in the prin- from mongolism or (what later came to be
cipal dictionaries for foreign learners of called) DOWN'S SYNDROME, a congenital
English. From the available evidence it disorder due to a chromosome defect.
looks as if monarchial and monarchical
are now the preferred forms, and that
mongoose, a small flesh-eating civetmonarchal and monarchic are drawn on like mammal: a word derived from Mararather less. Examples: (monarchial) Mon- thi mangus. Its plural is mongooses.
archial displeasure is not lightly to he incurred—Observer, 1981; he [se. a resort monies. The natural plural of money
developer in the Bahamas] was sometimes when the sense is 'sums of money' is
criticized for operating in a monarchial moneys. But in legal and accountancy
from at least the mid-igc. the
style—NY Times, 1988; They are shown parlance
to
have been... a major piece of political propa- irregular form monies has taken hold
ganda to celebrate monarchial rule—ITS, and now seems uncancellable. Examples
1991; (monarchical) He maintained a mon- (from three different countries): Certain
archical sensitivity in matters of protocol—M.monies had been put aside for them—A.
Meyer, 1967; The United States came into Brookner, 1988; The government has done
being, having thrown off the monarchical andjust the opposite by giving Maori Affairs
colonial principles of the British Crown—monies to the other departments-S. Jackson
A. N. Wilson, 1988; the House of Commons, in Metro (NZ), 1988; Some of the bond monies
many of whose members have been agitatingare exempt because of their funding sourcesfor months for a reduction in monarchicalArizona Republic, 1988.
privilege—Times, 1992.
monk. See FRIAR.

monastic(ism). See MONACHAL.

monkery. See MONACHAL.

Monday. See FRIDAY.

monkey (noun). PL monkeys.

monetarism, monetarist, monetary.
In these days when there are daily references to the market economy and to the
concept of monetarism, all three words
seem to have settled down in BrE with
the first syllable pronounced /'mAn-/ after
a period when l'mon-1 and /'mAn-/ stood
side by side. In AmE the choice has gone
the other way.

monkey (verb). The inflected forms are
monkeys, monkeyed, monkeying.
monkish. See MONACHAL.

monocle. Adopted from French in the

mid-i9c. it means, as one modern dictionary defines it, 'a lens for correcting
defective vision of one eye, held in position by the facial muscles', and another
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simply as 'an eyeglass for one eye'. It is complexities cannot be set out here in
derived ultimately from late L monoculus the space available. It must suffice to say
'one-eyed'.
that Fowler (1926) treated the problem at
length mainly because morale was being
monologue. This and soliloquy are pre- used in contexts of the type the morale of
cisely parallel terms of Greek and Latin the troops is excellent, whereas the corresorigin respectively; but usage tends to ponding French word for this sense was
restrict soliloquy to talking to oneself or moral. There is no longer a problem.
thinking aloud without consciousness Moral /'moral/ means 'a moral lesson of
of an audience whether one is in fact a fable, story, etc.; a moral maxim', and
overheard or not, while monologue, in the plural, 'moral behaviour, esp. in
though not conversely restricted to a sexual conduct'; whereas morale /ma'red/
single person's discourse that is meant means only 'the mental attitude or bearto be heard, has that sense much more ing of a person or group, esp. as regards
often than not and is especially used of confidence, discipline, etc.'.
a talker who monopolizes conversation,
or of a dramatic performance or recita- moratorium. The recommended pi. is
tion in which there is one actor only.
moratoriums; but some use moratoria. See
monotonie, monotonous. The secondary sense of monotonous (same or tedious)
has so nearly swallowed up its primary
sense (of one pitch or tone) that it is
worth remembering the existence of
monotonie, which has the primary sense
only. In monotonie the stress is on the
third syllable, in monotonous on the
second.
Monseigneur /niDnse'nj3:/, title given to
an eminent French person, esp. a prince,
cardinal, archbishop, or bishop. PI. Messeigneurs /mese'nj3:/.
Monsieur /ma'sj3:/, title or form of address used of or to a French-speaking
man, corresponding to Mr or Sir. PI. Messieurs /me'sj3:/.
Monsignor /mDn'siinja/ or /-'njo:/, title
of various RC prelates. PI. Monsignori
/-'njo:n/ or Monsignors.
mood. It may save misconceptions to
mention that the grammar word has
nothing to do with the native word
meaning frame of mind, etc.; it is merely
a variant of mode, i.e. any one of the
groups of forms in the conjugation of a
verb that serve to show the mode or
manner by which the action denoted by
the verb is represented—indicative, imperative, and subjunctive.
moot. A moot point or moot question is a
debatable or undecided one. The word,
which is of native origin, should not be
confused with mute 'silent'.
moral, morale (nouns). The history of
these two words is complex and the

-UM 3 .

more. 1 In origin from OE mora (adj.),
comparative of micel 'big', its subsequent
history is too complicated to be dealt
with here. Suffice it to say that until
about 1600 it was often contrasted with
mo (from OE mô, comparative of micle
'much'): mo was used with pi. nouns
and more with non-count nouns. Thus, in
Shakespeare, and let'sfirstsee moe ballads
(Winter's Tale), but is there more toil? (Tem
pest). The mo/more distinction dropped
out during the 17c. and survives only in
some regional forms of English.
2 Readers will hardly need to be reminded that more is now used before
comparatives (more hotter) only by the
illiterate, but that it was a standard use
in earlier centuries (and his more braver
daughter could control thee—Tempest). In
comparative constructions that are legitimate, more is used with adjectives of
three syllables or more (e.g. difficult, memorable), with many adjectives of two syllables (e.g. afraid, awful, harmless), and
with adverbs ending in -ly (e.g. highly,
slowly). In certain circumstances even
monosyllabic adjectives can take more:
(a) when two adjectives are compared
with each other, e.g. More dead than alive;
(b) for stylistic reasons, e.g. This was never
more true than at present.
3 It is broadly true that more should
not be used with absolute adjectives like
complete, equal, unique, but that in practice they often are: see ADJECTIVE 4.
4 Number of noun and verb after more
than one. Despite its plural appearance,
the phrase is normally followed by a

mores | mortuary
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singular noun and verb: e.g. more than
2 (In a newspaper office) a room or
one journalist was killed (not journalists, not file of miscellaneous information, esp.
were). But if one is replaced by a larger for future obituaries.
number, naturally a plural verb is required: more than ten journalists were killed.Mormon, a member of a religious body
Any other slight disturbance of the calling itself The Church of Jesus Christ
phrase more than one (e.g. if it should be of Latter-Day Saints, a millenary religion
immediately followed by an o/-phrase) founded in 1830 at Manchester, New
leads to the use of a plural verb: e.g. In York, by Joseph Smith (1805-44) on the
the positions defined above in which more basis of revelations in the 'Book of Morthan one of these morphs occur—Language, mon'.
1950.
morning. Morning Service, Morning Prayer,
5 'When one of the quantitative words Matins are alternative terms (the first of
which otherwise require of is accompan- them unofficial) for the order of public
ied by more, the latter word influences morning prayer in the Church of Engthe construction so that no preposition land. The corresponding service in the
is required' (Jespersen, 1909-49, vii). evening is officially called Evensong, less
Compare I had a great deal of money then commonly Evening Service.
with I had a great deal more money then;
and a lot of power with a lot more power. morocco, a fine, flexible material used
in bookbinding and shoemaking. PI. mor6 More of is sometimes used before a
occos. See -O(E)S 6.
noun or noun phrase as an intensifier
meaning merely 'greater in degree' (e.g. morphia, morphine are synonymous
he is more of an ass than I thought); similarly, terms for a narcotic drug used medicinmore than before an adj. (e.g. You are more ally to relieve pain, the former being a
than welcome).
layman's term and the second the scien7 As adjective more was once (14-19C.) tific term.
commonly used to qualify the designation of a person with the sense morphology. The (study of the) struc'entitled to the designation in a greater ture and form of words; e.g. the observadegree': e.g. A more heretike than either tion that post-modernism contains three
Faustus or Donatus—Reginald Scot, 1584.elements (called morphemes), post-, a preThis use survives only in the phr. (the) fix meaning 'after', modern, adj., and -ism,
a suffix used to form abstract nouns.
more fool {you, etc.).
8 Historically (OE to the early 19c.)
(the) more was used to mean 'greater in
degree or extent': e.g. for our more safety—
Thomas Heywood, 1632; to make the miracle the more—Southey, 1829. This use
survives only in the phr. (the) more's the
pity.

mortal.

morgue. 1 A place, usu. in a hospital,
in which dead bodies are kept until burial or cremation, esp. bodies awaiting
identification by relatives. Cf. MORTUARY.

mortuary, a room or building in which
dead bodies may be kept until burial or
cremation; a funeral parlour. Cf. MORGUE

For the mortal remains of, see

STOCK PATHOS.

mortgagee, the creditor in a mortgage,
usu. a bank or building society. A mortgager (in law work mortgagor) is the
debtor in a mortgage. Note that mortgagor is a rare case, paralleled only by
9 For difficulties arising from some gaol (and derivatives) and margarine, in
uses of much more and much less, see MUCH which a g is 'soft' before a, 0, or u.
3(b)mortician is an American genteelism
mores /'mo:ri:z/ or /-eiz/. In origin the (first recorded in 1895) for an undertaker
plural of L mOs 'manner, custom', mores is (1698) or funeral director (1886).
normally construed as a plural in English
(e.g. within limits the mores of a morpholo- mortise, hole for receiving the tenon
gical species remain the same throughout in a lock. Thus spelt in OUP house style,
the geographic range).
not mortice.

1.

Moslem | mostly
Moslem /'mDzlam/. Now mostly abandoned in favour of MUSLIM.
mosquito. PI. mosquitoes. See -O(E)S 1.
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8 A rogue elephant, first recorded in
America in the mid-i88os, is the double
or strengthened superlative (the) mostest.
It is used only in jocular contexts. Examples: Here's the hostess with the mostest—
Daily Herald, 1958; A great ambition to be
therefirstestwith the mostest—Times, 1959;
reckon you admire the mostest in anything—A
Hunter, 1973-

most, as noun, adj., and adv., has innumerable uses and many historical oddities: a few stray observations must
suffice. It is important to bear in mind
that it is 'the superlative of the three
adjectival notions now denoted by great,
9 For most importantly), see IMPORTmuch, and many' (OED). 1 As noun the ANT; IMPORTANTLY.
type most of this governs a singular verb
(most of this is true), whereas when the -most. Used to form adjs. in the supernoun following of is plural, a plural verb lative degree (e.g. endmost, farthermost,
is required (most of those at the meeting furthermost, headmost, hindmost, inmost, inwere silent throughout).
nermost, outermost, topmost, uppermost, ut2 Avoid using most when a contrast most, uttermost), -most is an altered form
is being made between two people or of OE -mest. In late OE, adjs. in -mest came
things: e.g. of the two dictionaries this is the to be regarded as compounds of most
and were repronounced to accord with
more (not most) useful.
it, except that the absence of stress led to
3 It is not necessary to repeat most the occasional retention of the spelling
when two adjectives joined by and follow -mest down to the 16c. and doubtless also
(e.g. one of the most brilliant and successful a relaxed pronunciation. The OED (1907)
people in America).
remarked that in colloquial contexts the
4 Instances of most + the superlative pronunciation /-mast/ was 'usual', and
form of adjectives (most cleverest) are now Fowler (1926) positively recommended
a sign of illiteracy, but from the 15c. to this pronunciation in all circumstances.
the 19c. went unopposed: e.g. With the But no one has listened, and the standard
most boldest, and best hearts ofRome—Shake- pronunciation now of all the relevant
speare, 1601; One of the most wretchedst words is with final /-maust/, i.e. exactly
Spectacles in the World—W. Perm, 1683; as
I that for the separate word most.
was alwaysfirstin the most gallantest scrapes
in my younger days!—T. Hardy, 1878. In most, almost. Treated in most major
superlative constructions that are legit- dictionaries under most (adv.) but almost
imate, most is used with adjectives of certainly an aphetic form of almost: it is
three or more syllables (e.g. notable, con- often written 'most. It has been in use
venient), with many adjectives of two syl- since the 16c. (first in Scotland) but now
lables (e.g. evil, dreadful, stylish), and with is effectively limited to some UK dialects
adverbs ending in Ay (e.g. blatantly, nearly). and to AmE: e.g. I 'most met my death
It may also for stylistic reasons be used climbing up just now—S. Merwin and W. K.
with monosyllabic adjectives: e.g. That Webster, 1901; He moved by jerks, and he
was the most cruel thing you could have said. had most no tail—Z. N. Hurston, 1935; Most
5 The two types of superlatives can co- anybody can play—S. Greenbaum and J.
occur without awkwardness: e.g. Beyond Whitcut, 1988; Dewey knew no fear, would
these tropes may lie the profoundest fears and just roar on into most any species of diffimost appalling lusts; one of the deepest and culty—!. R. Pearson, 1993.
most sensitive studies I've yet read.
mostest. See MOST 8.
6 Most governing an adj. frequently
has an intensive rather than a superla- mostly. The ordinary sense 'for the most
tive function: e.g. a most remarkable part, in the main' causes no problems.
woman; this most fashionable garment.
Examples: The remaining letters are mostly
7 Like more, most is not normally used concerned with the octavo edition of Lorenzo;
with absolute adjectives, but for stylistic An hour's drive along the arid, mostly barren
reasons it sometimes is: That's the most shore; O'Connor's days are spent mostly a
perfect thing I've ever seen—V. O'Sullivan, the Catholic Center on First Avenue and Fifty
fifth Street. Readers of texts from the 17c.
1985 (NZ). See ADJECTIVE 4.

mother | mouse
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to the early 19c. will now and then en- motive. See MOTIF.
counter mostly used to mean 'in the
greatest degree, to the greatest extent': mot juste. Time has moved on since
e.g. It [sc. the epithet] was applied to those Fowler (1926) described mot juste as 'a
Things which were mostly esteemed, 1754;pet literary critics' word, which readers
the person whose society she mostly prized—J.would like to buy of them as one buys
Austen, 1818 (WDEU). But this second one's neighbour's bantam cock for the
sake of hearing its voice no more'. He
sense is no longer current: most is used
complained that it was to be found
instead.
neither in French dictionaries nor in
mother. For the Mother of Parliaments, English ones. The lexicographers in Oxford and elsewhere have done their
see SOBRIQUETS.
work, and have established that it
mother-in-law. See -IN-LAW.
entered English from French near the
beginning of the 20c: Here and throughout
Mother's Day. In Britain, another name we have conspicuously the mot juste, not
for Mothering Sunday, the fourth Sunday one too many and each where it will tell—
in Lent, traditionally a day for honouring Nation (NY), 1912.
mothers with gifts. In America, Mother's
There does, however, appear to be a
Day is an equivalent day on the second
problem of usage between the two lanSunday in May.
guages. French dictionaries mention the
moths (pi. noun). In BrE the pi. is pro- expression only in so far as it illustrates
nounced /nroGs/; in AmE normally a precise sense of juste. Mot juste is thus
not considered to be a compound in
/moiOz/, sing. /mo:0/.
French and means nothing more than
motif /mau'tkf/. This mid-igc. loanword its literal translation—i.e. the right word,
from French has drawn apart from the where right = correct. I am assured by
much older (14c.) French loanword the compilers of the Oxford-Hachette
motive. A motif is now chiefly a dominant dictionaries that 'the French native
theme or distinctive feature in a literary speakers on the dictionary team are unwork; and in music a brief melodic or animous in opting for a purely literal
rhythmic formula out of which larger use of mot juste. It would never be used
passages are developed. A motive, on the in French in the same way or in the
other hand, is a factor or circumstance same context as in English.'
that 'moves' or induces a person to act
motorcade. See CAVALCADE.
in a certain way.
motto. Plural mottoes. See -O(E)S 1.
motivate, motivation. These English
formations of the 19c. (after Fr. motiver,
motivation, Ger. motivieren, Motivierung),
and their 20c. derivatives motivational,
motivator, etc., have turned out to be
perfectly suited to the needs and mood
of those who are concerned with the
psychological and social motives that
influence people in their daily behaviour.
The degree of motivation of people at
work, at school, at war, etc., or its total
absence, have been the subject of theses,
monographs, memoranda, speeches,
etc., throughout the century, and esp. in
its second half. In 1967 George Steiner
teasingly called motivation researchers
'gravediggers of literate speech'. Certainly the language used by such people
and their analogues in commercial departments everywhere seems often to be
characterized by verbosity, triteness, and
banality.

moujik, Russian peasant. A variant of
MUZHIK.

mould (AmE mold). The three common
words so spelt (shape, fungous growth,
loose friable earth, and three corresponding verbs) are etymologically unconnected: 14c. from OF, 15c. of
uncertain origin, OE, respectively. They
should at all times be treated as separate
words, in the way that, for example, calf
(bovine animal) and cal/(hind part of the
human leg) are.
moult. AmE molt.
mouse /maus/ (noun). The corresponding
verb mouse is pronounced /mauz/ and the
agent-noun mouser /'mauza/. The ordinary
word mousehole is /'maushaul/, but Mousehole (in Cornwall) is /'mauzal/. The adj.
mousy ( = shy, timid, etc.) is /'mausi/.

moustache | much
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moustache /ma'staij"/. Always so spelt in
BrE, but mustache (stressed on the first
syllable) in AmE.

much. 1 Before setting down some debatable uses of much (adverb) it may be
helpful if I list a few examples from
standard sources of the 20c. in which
mouth (noun). Pronounced /mauG/ in much is used in an uncontestably idiosingular, but /mauôz/ in plural. The verb matic manner: Prosperity was admittedly
is /maud/; and -mouthed in compounds much easier to achieve on a small scale like
(e.g. foul-mouthed) is /mauôd/. See -TH(0) that; That's something that happens much
etc.
later; The nights were so much longer than
mouthful. The pi. is mouthfuls. See -FUL. the days; Her younger, much more aristocratic-looking brother; It doesn't do, though
movable. Thus spelt; except that move- to push the analogy much further, We would
much prefer to support specific projects; The
able is preferred for legal work.
prospect of a stable, biracial, liberal—much
movies. See CINEMA.
less radical—coalition in the South; Frankl
I never cared much where I sat on a train. A
mow (noun). The dialectal and AmE larger sample of evidence would confirm
word for a stack of hay, corn, etc., is now what is discernible here, namely that
usu. pronounced /mau/, though earlier much frequently sets up an expectation
in the century (e.g. in the OED, 1907) it that it will be followed by a comparative
was usu. said to be pronounced to rhyme element or elements.
with cow. The archaic noun and verb mow
•grimace' has long alternated between
2 For the use of much rather than very
/mau/ and /mau/, but now, esp. in the phr. with passive participles (much obliged,
mop and mow, is pronounced /mau/.
much aggrieved, etc.), see VERY 2.

3 much more and much less, (a) There is
no problem with most uses of these:
University students may communicate much
more freely with counterparts at research
institutions; the ethos has much more to do
with making a career, Frederica's recall of
things seen was very much less lucid ...
MP, M.P., Member of Parliament. Nor- than those of Stephanie. In each of these
mally now printed without full points. examples the statement preceding much
So MPs (plural), MP's (possessive singular), more or much less is straightforwardly and
MPs' (possessive plural).
unambiguously positive. Much less is also
correctly used after some negative stateMr, Mrs Now usually printed without ments: e.g. I did not even see him, much
points: Mr and Mrs J. Smith.
less shake hands with him. (b) Unintended
Ms, Ms. /miz/. This title (now used with difficulties arise, however, when much
or without full point) was artificially less is used (as it sometimes is) when
much more is needed: e.g. It is a full day's
formed in the early 1950s from Mrs and
Miss and used before a woman's name work even to open, much less to acknowin business correspondence in America ledge, all the presents, the letters, and the
when the marital status of the addressee telegrams, which arrive on these occasions.
was unknown or irrelevant to the matter (The underlying meaning is Tou could
in hand. It was enthusiastically taken up not even open them in under a day let
by feminists in the 1970s and was at first alone acknowledge them.') I confess myself
greeted with derision and hostility by altogether unable to formulate such a printhe rest of the community. The heat has ciple, much less to prove it. (The underlygone out of the controversy and Ms is ing meaning is T confess that I am unable
now widely used, esp. in N. America, to formulate such a principle let alone
the rest of the English-speaking world prove it.') Each context must be contending to remain somewhat conserva- sidered on its merits, but if you are
tive. When Ms is used the style to be tempted to use a much less construction
followed is: (on the envelope) Ms Fiona after a preceding statement that is
Jones; (at the beginning of a formal letter) plainly or by implication negative, consider whether much more is not more
Dear Ms Jones.
mow (verb), to cut down grass, hay, etc.
The pa.pple, when used as an adj., is
mown {the mown, not mowed, grass; newmown, etc.); as a true pa.pple both forms
are permissible (he had mowed, or mown,
the lawn yesterday).

muchly | Muslim
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appropriate or a fresh construction of
the let alone type.

multitude. For number with nouns of
multitude or collective nouns, see AGREEMENT 5.

muchly, used to mean 'much, exceedingly', is surprisingly durable (it was first
mumbo-jumbo. PI. mumbo-jumbos. See
recorded in the 17c, though it is not -O(E)S 6.
listed in Johnson's Diet., 1755). but it is
now only a jocular variant of much (e.g. mumps. Usually treated as a singular
thank you muchly for the chocolates). The (mumps is common in young children). In
OED entry tracks its descent from serious- some regions in Britain and abroad it is
ness to jocularity. Modern examples: She sometimes used with the definite article
stepped away from him as though evading the (e.g. When I was sick with the mumps
her share in the pleasure. Thank you muchly' ...my mother found one [se. a balloon] at
he said—M. Keane, 1988; By this time I was the bottom of the steamer trunk—M. Atwood,
muchly aware that most of the instructors just 1989).
wanted to get me airborne so they could add a
Munchausen. Thus usu. spelt in English
little more to their logs—Pilot, 1988.
(cf. Ger. Munchhausen). The pronunciation
mucous, mucus. The first is the adject- recommended is /'mAntfauzan/.
ive (mucous membrane), the second the
municipal. Pronounce /mjui'nisipal/, i.e.
noun ( = a slimy substance).
stressed on the second syllable.
muezzin, Muslim summoner to prayer.
Pronounce /mui'ezm/.
murderess. See-ESS.
Mughal. See MOGUL.

murex. PI. murices /'mjuansiiz/ or murexes.
Muhammad, Muhammadan.
The See -EX, -ix 2.
name of the founder of Islam is now spelt
Muhammad in English, not, as formerly, Muses. 'Greek deities of poetry, literaMahomet, Mohammed. For the name of a ture, music, and dance; later also of
member of the faith of Islam, see astronomy, philosophy, and all intellectual pursuits. Throughout antiquity
MUSLIM.
the prevailing conception of Muses folmulatto. 1 PI. mulattos. See -O(E)S 6.
lows Hesiod's Theogony. Muses approach
2 With the abandonment of colonial- the poet on Helicon and give him sceptre,
ist attitudes in the 20c, mulatto, once voice, and knowledge. Hesiod is also recommonly used by the great seafarers sponsible for the canonical number of
and writers of the past (Drake, Dampier, nine . . . In late Roman times the Muses
etc.; Defoe, Thackeray, Stevenson, etc.) were differentiated according to their
for a person of mixed white and black function . . . Calliope is Muse of the
parentage, has virtually dropped out of heroic epic, Clio of history, Euterpe of
use. The mood of the century has been flutes, Terpsichore of lyric poetry (dance),
to move towards the acceptance of what- Erato of lyric poetry or hymns, Melpoever neutral terms are available. Thus mene of tragedy, Thalia of comedy, Polyhalf-breed is seldom heard or seen in print, hymnia of the mimic art, and Urania of
whereas the more neutral term halfcaste astronomy. These functions and names
vary considerably and names of other
survives. See also ANGLO-INDIAN; EURASIAN. More specific terms, such as quad- Muses are known. Daughters of Zeus and
roon (a person of one quarter Negro Mnemosyne, the Muses sing and dance at
blood) and octoroon (one-eighth) seldom the festivities of Olympians and heroes,
occur outside serious sociological often led by Apollo' (Oxford Classical Diet.,
2nd edn, 1970).
works.
muleteer. Pronounce as three syllables,
/mjuili'tia/.

museum. PI. museums. See -UM 1.

mulish. So spelt, not muleish.

Muslim. 1 The recommended pronunciation is /'muzlrni/ or /'mus-/, not /'HIA-/.

mullah, a Muslim learned in Islamic
theology and sacred law. So spelt, not
moll-, modi-, -a.

2 This is now the customary spelling
of the name for a member of the faith
of Islam, not Moslem, not Muhammadan.

muslin | mute e
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language. In its simplest form, the proposition can be stated as follows: if we
wish to derive an adjective in -ish from
mussel, bivalve. So spelt.
the noun mule, do we write muleish or
mulish! The answer is 'obviously' mulish.
Mussulman. 1 In its primary sense 'a But if we wish to form a verbal noun
Muslim', now encountered only in older from the verb singe the answer is 'obviliterature and in historical works. PL ously' singeing, not singing, because the
Mussulmans, the word being derived from latter is the verbal noun formed from
Persian musulman, and not a compound the verb sing. Before setting down a
of English man.
general rule and its main exceptions it
2 A plural form Mussulmen was some- might be useful to have a list of the
times used earlier in the 20c. of inhabit- main types of words that are affected.
ants of Nazi concentration camps 'who Readers should bear in mind that some
had reached a state of physical and emo- of the items stand for thousands, some
tional exhaustion in which [they] dis- for hundreds, and some for dozens, of
played fatalism and loss of initiative' similar cases. The base word is printed
{OED). But the normal form Mussulmans first, followed by notional forms of dewas also used in this sense.
rivatives in brackets.
muslin

makes muslined (adj.). See -N-,

-NN-.

excite (exciteable or excitable); gauge
must (noun). 1 A quirkish use of the
(gaugeable or gaugable); move (moveab
verb as a noun in obvious applications
movable); notice (noticeable or noticabl
goes back to Dekker (1603): Must is for
(rateable or ratable); sale (saleable or s
kings. And low obedience for low underlings.
rare (rareer or rarer); blue (bluey or blu
Another example: In uttering these three (gluey or gluy); mouse (mousey or mou
terrible musts, Klesmer lifted up three long (ageing or aging); change (changeing or
fingers in succession-G. Eliot, 1876. It may changing); dye (dyeing or dying); hie (hie
or hiing); hinge (hingeing or hinging); lo
still turn up at any time.
(loveing or loving); route (routeing or rou
2 Beginning in America in the 1890s,
late (lateish or latish); pale (paleish or
change (changeling or changling); due (
but not becoming widely used until the
or duly); like (likely or Iikly); whole (whole
1940s, is its use to mean 'something that
wholly); judge (judgement or judgment).
must be done, possessed, considered,
etc.; a necessity'. It passed through a
From a simple inspection of the list a
period of about four decades when it basic rule begins to emerge: when a sufwas usu. printed within quotation marks fix is added to a word ending in a mute
(e.g. Afilmand a song made the Trevi Foune, the mute e should be dropped before
tain a 'must' for tourists—Guardian, 1973).
a vowel, but not before a consonant. The
and it is still regarded as being to some application of this rule narrows down
extent a not quite welcome guest in the the possibilities considerably. In accordlanguage. But after a century of use, and ance with it the normal forms are excithalf a century of concentrated use, it able, movable, rarer, changing, loving, lat
looks like becoming an indispensable palish, changeling, likely, and judgeme
and uncontested member of the family. The main exception is that the e should
It has also been used attributively (e.g. be retained even before a vowel if it is
this is a 'must' book; 'must' legislation)needed
for
to indicate the 'soft' sound of a
most of the 20c, but this is less common preceding c or g, or to distinguish a word
than its use as a noun.
from another with the same spelling:
so (soft c) noticeable; (soft g) gaugeable
mustache. See MOUSTACHE.
hingeing; (distinguishing two words)
mustachio, an archaic word for mous- singeinglsinging. Of the remainder, bluey
tache. PL mustachios. See -O(E)S 4. The cor- and gluey are necessary because bluy and
responding adj. is probably best written gluy would too closely resemble the
monosyllabic words buy and guy; hieing
as mustachio'd, not mustachioed. See -ED
is needed to avoid the awkwardness of
AND *D.
the two is in hiing. Individual exceptions
mute e. The problem of mute or silent are duly, truly, and wholly; so is acreage.
e, and whether to retain it or not before For further information about particular
suffixes, lies at the heart of the written cases, e.g. the use of both ageing and
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presents two broad strands of meaning,
aging, judgement and judgment, mileage
and milage, readers should consult them both of them in use for a very long time.
at their alphabetical places. For similar This great dictionary shows that the
problems with adjectives ending in -y meaning 'reciprocal', i.e. the favoured
and verbs ending in -ye, see -EY AND -Y IN sense of mutual, has been in continuous
use since 1477- But it also shows that
ADJECTIVES; VERBS IN -IE, -Y, AND -YE 7.
the other sense of mutual, namely 'permutual. Evelyn Waugh classically drew taining to both parties, common', has
attention to a two-centuries-old problem also been in unbroken use since the late
in a letter of 13 November 1950 to Louis 16c. (Shakespeare). In 1907, when the
Auchinloss, an American lawyer and relevant fascicle of the OED was issued,
writer: 'Apart from that, your misuse of the editors added the comment 'Now
'mutual' (tricky word best left alone if regarded as incorrect', almost as if the
you aren't happy about its precise mean- Fowler brothers had dropped in on them
ing . . . ) I have no criticisms.' What is when the entry was being prepared.
the nature of the 'misuse7 And is it Abundant evidence was presented in the
really one? The strength of feeling is OED for the phrases our mutual friend (first
unmistakable in the following examples in 1658, i.e. long before Dickens), our
from well-known usage manuals:
mutual acquaintance (1723). our mutual
"What is "mutual"! Much the same as opinion of Pope (1820), and numerous
"reciprocal". It describes that which passes others.
from each to each of two persons... And
Recommendations. The contest between
mutual ought never to be used, unless the two main meanings of the word
the reciprocity exists. "The mutual love of remains unresolved, but one can say
husband and wife" is correct enough: with reasonable certainty: (a) Mutual
but "a mutual friend of both husband and used to mean 'reciprocal' is, of course,
wife" is sheer nonsense' (Henry Alford, acceptable: e.g. Wilde and Yeats reviewed
The Queen's English, 1864).
each other's work with mutual regard—R.
'... mutual for common, an error not Ellmann, 1986; That was my genuine feeling
infrequent now even among educated and until Lord Tonypandy's memoirs appeople ...' (Richard Grant White, Words peared last week I had every reason to believe
and Their Uses, 1871).
that the feeling was mutual—M. Foot, 1986;
'Every one knows by now that our mu' In places we found mutual wariness between
tual friend is a solecism. Mutual implies Grenadians and white tourists—Holiday
an action or relation between two or Which?, 1987- {b) So too are phrases of
more persons or things, A doing or stand- the type a mutual friend, a mutual acquainting to B as B does or stands to A . . . Our ance, in which common might be ammutual friend is nonsense; mutual friends, biguous, implying vulgarity: e.g. We met
though not nonsense, is bad English, ... at a dinner party at a mutual friend's
because it is tautological. It takes two to apartment—P. Monette, 1988. (c) Mutual is
make a friendship, as to make a quarrel, also acceptable in many other sentences
and therefore all friends are mutual with the meaning 'pertaining to both
friends, and friends alone means as much parties': e.g. of mutual benefit to both the
as mutual friends ...' (H. W. and F. G. Scots and the English-D. Stewart MP, BBC
Fowler, The King's English, 1906).
Radio 4, 1977; No camaraderie exists
between mother and daughter, no sympathy
'... it follows that our mutual friend
Jones (meaning Jones who is your friend born out of mutual suffering—]. Berman,
as well as mine), & all similar phrases, 1987; They could discuss mutual problemsare misuses of mutual . . . In such places Information World, 1987. (d) But if it is
common is the right word, & the use of possible idiomatically to use common or
mutual betrays ignorance of its meaning' in common (in constructions of type (c))
(MEU, 1926). From these statements it this should be done: e.g. They could discuss
will be abundantly clear that in the us- problems they had in common.
age manual tradition (reflected by Evelyn
See RECIPROCAL.
Waugh in 1950) mutual is correctly used
only when it means 'reciprocal'.
muzhik. Russian peasant. Now the pre
There is another tradition, not to be ferred spelling in English, not moujik,
ignored, and it is set down in the OED. It etc.
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my. 1 For my or your informant, etc. (not subject; now obs.) Myself when young did
eagerly frequent Doctor and Saint—E. Fitzmine), see ABSOLUTE POSSESSIVES.
2 For the distribution of my and mine, Gerald, 1859; (substituted for I as part
of a subject) It wasn't that Peter and myself
see MINE.
were being singled out—P. Weldon, 1988;
3 The chiefly American (but, it would Neither Geo nor myself are naturally pushy
appear, originally Scottish) use of my as types—]. Dankworth, 1988; My friends and
an exclamation, esp. at the beginning of myself do not find it a great problem—
a statement, is beginning to seep into Paintball Games, 1989; (substituted for me
other English-speaking regions, includ- as the object of a verb or governed by
ing Britain. The OED cites illustrative a preposition) Several of the ultra-popish
examples of the use from 1707 onwards. bishops... had denounced the Bible, the Bible
Modern examples: Have you met him? Oh Society, and myself-G. Borrow, 1842; Palme
my!—M. Wesley, 1983 (UK); My, don't we Dutt's nervousness communicated itself to
look pretty-H. Beaton, 1984 (NZ); Oh my! Isaac and myself—Nigel Williams, 1985;
My memory is shocking these days—E. Jolley,They've made myself and my wife very
1985 (Aust.); My, you're a deep one, thought welcome—professional footballer, BBC
Angela, not sufficiently taken in—D. Potter, Radio 4, 1987; 'the rift between myself and
1986 (UK); My, but I was scared—M. Grimm, Lord Haïlsham is unseemly and ought
1989 (US); I pointed to a pile ofbird drawings. to be ended,' Judge Pickles said—Times
He went through them. 'My, you do this well.'
1987.
I shook my head—P. Saenger, 1991 (US).
Even so, the last group is stylistically
myriad is almost always used of a great questionable only when myself is placed
but indefinite number. It is worth re- before other elements in the object, i.e.
membering, however, that it goes back as in the two 1987 examples. The other
ultimately to a Greek word meaning 'ten two examples are beyond reproach, as is
thousand' (Gk \ivpiâs, ^Opiaô-, from jn> the use shown in my booklet The Spoken
pio? 'countless', nOpioi 'ten thousand'), Word in 1981: This booklet results from a
and that the sense 'ten thousand' was monitoring exercise of BBC radio in mid-1979
to some extent current in English from undertaken by Professor Denis Donoghue, M
the 16c. to the 19c. ('Chiefly in transla- Andrew Timothy and myself at the invitatio
tions from Greek or Latin, or in reference of [etc.].
to the Greek numerical system', OED.)
myth. It is perhaps rather surprising to
myself. The normal uses of myself as a discover from the OED that (a) the word
pronoun call for no particular comment: came into English (from modL mythus)
as an emphatic form of I or me (I began as recently as 1830; (b) that many 19c.
to feel guilty myself, I myself couldn't see himauthorities, including George Grote and
as a worker); and as a reflexive form of Max Muller, spelt it mythe; and (c) that
me (in a room by myself, I managed to restrain'the pronunciation /maiG/, formerly
myself). For broad stylistic reasons the prevalent, is still [sc. in 1907. when the
following types are in varying degrees relevant section of the OED was issued]
not recommended, though there is his- sometimes heard'. It is, of course, now
torical warrant for each of them. (Placed always /miG/ in each of its senses, and
initially, chiefly in poetry, as a simple always spelt myth.

Nn
'n (or 'n'), colloq. shortening of and conj. respect it is not at all a repeat of the U
Recorded occas. in the 19c. and early and non-U nonsense, although an ele20c. (the Radio Times mentions a one-step ment of snobbery is not altogether abdance called By 'n' Bye in 1923), 'n or 'n' sent. For example, the girls definitely
became common in the second half of think that fish knives are naff, at any
the 20C. esp. under the influence of the rate when used for fish cakes.'
phr. rock 'n'roll:e.g. fish 'n' chips, good 'n'
ready, sex 'n' violence. They are sometimes naiad /'naiaed/. The pi. is either naiads
written with hyphens (sex-'n-violence, etc.). or naiades /'naiadiiz/.
nacreous /'neiknas/ is now the usual
adj. corresponding to nacre 'mother-ofpearl', not nacrous. Both words entered
the language in the early 19c.
naff1 (verb). This euphemistic substitution for fuck is most frequently used with
off in the imperative phrase naff off! 'go
away!' It seems to have first appeared in
print in Keith Waterhouse's novel Billy
Liar (1959), and Waterhouse himself insists that it was originally conscript talk
as an acronym of 'nasty, awful, juck it'.
Other suggestions have been made, and
the matter remains unresolved. What is
not disputed, however, is that naff off!
was brought into common currency by
Princess Anne in 1982 when she told
some persistent photographers to naff
off.
nafP (adj.). Entirely unrelated to the
previous word, it seems to have slipped
into general use at the end of the 1960s,
almost certainly as an adaptation of several regional words of similar sound
meaning 'inconsequential, stupid; unpleasant, objectionable'. Since then it
has been a vogue word, esp. among the
young. In a column in the Spectator in
1989, Peregrine Worsthorne, after consulting two young girls about the meaning of the word, expressed it like this:
'As far as I can gather, anything pretentious or flashy is naff. Thus a pink Deux
Chevaux is naff. Or a plastic Swatch
watch. So, is the word a fashionable
synonym for vulgar? Not quite, since
London taxi drivers, it seems, can often
be heard describing a piece of bad driving as naff. All classes use the word,
shop girls as much as debutantes. In that

naïf /nai'idf/ or /nai'nf/. Though recorded
in English as an adj. from the 16c. onward and as a noun ('artless person')
from the late 19c, it has gradually
yielded to NAÏVE in all main uses.
nail. The phr. to hit the nail on the head
'to do or say exactly the right thing' is
now the customary form. From the OED
it seems that to hit the right nail on the
head was the usual idiom in the 18c. and
19c, even though the form without right
prevailed in the 16c. and 17c.
naïve (or naive) /naz'iiv/ or /nai'iiv/. This
most useful French word (in which language it is the feminine form of the adj.
naïf) is still at an imperfectly naturalized
stage in English, though it has been in
use since the mid-i7c. The grammatical
gender of the word in French is ignored
in English. See NAÏF. The corresponding
English noun, in about equal measure,
is naivety /nai'irvti, nai-/, naivety, or naïveté
/nai'iivtei, nai-/. There seems to be no
immediate sign that one or other of
these forms is about to prevail.
name (noun). Of interest is the construction name ofX, an informal shortening
of by the name ofX, now emerging in the
best circles: e.g. There was a sergeant in
German Military Intelligence name of Jasper
shot down in the Staroviche railway yards by
partisans-T. Keneally, 1985; Out of here a
Hack cat emerged, name ofFrankie after some
bygone entertainer—K. Amis, 1988; Keep
your eyes peéled for a customer on his own,
name of Sheldrake—D. Lodge, 1991.
name (verb). 1 you name it. A persistent
formula used after a short list of circumstances, etc., as an indication that
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further listing is unnecessary. It is first English River names (Ekwall), English Place
found in print in the 1960s. Later ex- Name Elements (A H. Smith), British Suramples: Whatever they choose to say, Direc'names (P. H. Reaney), English Christian
tors, DG, Higher Command, War Cabinet,
Names (E. G. Withycombe). There are also
Prime Minister; you name it, I'm not sending innumerable monographs on such matmy units back into Europe—P. Fitzgerald, ters and learned journals devoted to the
1980; Brunch minus the first hour, the one collection and description of particular
with just drinks in it, and minus too no doubt types of names.
wine, beer, brandy, you name it and we're not
3 For a brief historical account of the
going to get it—K. Amis, 1988.
use of personal names and designations,
2 name(d) after, for, from (someone). esp. from the 18c. to the early 20c, one
There is good evidence for each of these may turn to R. W. Chapman's essay
constructions in standard sources at in- 'Names, Designations and Appellations'
tervals from the 15c. onwards; but at (SPE Tract xlvii, 1936). Brief descriptions
some point in the 20c. name(d)for settled of some modern conventions in the use
down as the usual form in AmE, whereas of titles and forms of address may be
name{d) after has long since been the found in the present book, for example
standard form in BrE (only occas. name(d) s.v. ESQ.; MADAM; MR, MRS; MS. The general
for). Some examples: At one time he [sc. tendency in the 20c. is to settle for inPeter VanRensselaer] owned thousands of formality except in formal correspondacres in this region and the city of Rensselaerence and on grand occasions (e.g. garden
is named for him—G. Ade, 1930 (US); each parties at Buckingham Palace, the openchapter is named for the element it recalls- ing of parliament). John Grigg neatly
New Yorker, 1987; In a city [sc. Melbourne] described the trend in The Times (2 Nov.
named for a British prime minister; in a state 1991): 'In the last century and well into
christened for a British queen—Sunday Timesthe present one, grown-up British people
Mag., 1988; William Jack Mackenzie, named[he meant 'men'], with rare exceptions,
for his father and grandfather—S. Mackay, addressed each other by their surnames.
1992.
What we now call first names (then
Christian names) were very little used
names and appellations. 1 Names are outside the family. Men who became
the largest component in the language friends would drop the Mr and use their
but paradoxically are the least well rep- bare surnames as a mark of intimacy:
resented in dictionaries except special- e.g. Holmes and Watson. First names
ized ones. In context we instinctively were only generally used for, and among,
recognize the suitability or otherwise children. Today we have gone to the
of the names of aeroplanes, racehorses, other extreme. People tend to be on
hurricanes, fashion colours, comets, first-name terms from the moment of
dogs, cats, houses, pop groups (Metal, The introduction, and surnames are often
Beasties, The Hooters, Lindisfarne, etc.), and
hardly mentioned. Moreover, first names
so on, and accept their absence from
are relentlessly abbreviated, particularly
general dictionaries because we 'know'
in the media: Susan becomes Sue, Terthat they belong to open-ended, virtually
limitless classes. Names are not like ence Terry and Robert Bob not only to
'words', esp. in the fixed manner in friends and relations, but to millions
which they operate, usu. without articles who know these people only as faces
(Paris is just Paris, not a Paris or the Paris), and/or voices ... Most married women
and in the fact that they normally have are still addressed, and wish to be adno plural. If a name does have a definite dressed, as Mrs, while most unmarried
article, e.g. the Kremlin, it cannot idio- women are still addressed as Miss. Ms is
matically be used without it: we cannot used by feminists to make their point,
or by male chauvinists trying to make
say *Boris Yeltsin is in Kremlin.
the opposite point, though of course it
2 Certain types of proper names, how- is also used by unprejudiced correspondever, receive detailed treatment in ents in a state of honest doubt.'
specialized dictionaries: e.g. English PlaceNames (Eilert Ekwall), the BBC Pronouncing 4 For adjectival formations of the type
Dictionary of British Names (G. E. Pointon), Aesopian, Audenesque, Borrovian, Platonic
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etc., see
NAMES.

SUFFIXES ADDED

TO PROPER

5 For names of groups of animals, etc.
(a pride of lions, a charm offinches,etc.),
see PROPER TERMS.

6 For names of people after whom a
discovery, invention, product, process,
etc., is called, see EPONYM.

almost always used in the form nary
a + noun: e.g. The computer that did all
the dogwork gets nary a mention—Verbatim,
1974. In origin it seems to be an extended
respelling of ne'er a 'never a'.
nasal. In phonetics, (of) a letter or
a sound pronounced with the breath
passing through the nose, e.g. m, n, ng,
or French en, un.

7 Non-Americans continue to be
mildly amused by the American habit
nasturtium. PL nasturtiums. See -UM 1.
of adding II, III, etc., to the names of
descendants of persons of the same
natheless, nathless /neieiis, nœe-/. A
name. From a March 1992 American
striking example of a word that was
newspaper: Other than her husband, she
in regular use ( = nevertheless) from OE
leaves three sons, the Rev. Raymond II, Silas
until the 19c. but which has now effecand Mark; a daughter, Ann Semotan III, and
tively dropped out of the language ex10 grandchildren.
cept in historical contexts.
8 Every now and then correspondence
breaks out in newspapers about curiosi- native. It requires a certain amount of
ties of nomenclature: e.g. the frequent skill to avoid the seen and unseen tripuse of certain types of first names wires stretched across uses of this word.
(women's names from flowers: Fleur, He is a native ofLeeds, ofYorkshire, ofEngland
Flora, Lily, Marigold, May, Rose, Rosemary,
are all acceptable as factual statements
Veronica, etc.); the aptness of some sur- about where a person was born. He speaks
names to the occupation of the owner Italian like a native and the phrase native
of the name (e.g. Mr Veale, a butcher: Mr speaker also bear no derogatory connotaCoffin, an undertaker; Mr Churchyard, a tions—quite the reverse. There are scores
vicar). Such correspondence is a paradi- of plants and animals in the former
sal garden for the amateur collector of British colonies whose names are qualiunexpected connections.
fied by native on the grounds that they
are similar to analogues in the British
naphtha. So spelt. Pronounce /'naefBa/, Isles but do not belong to the same
not /'naep-/.
species or genus, e.g. in Australia, native
napkin, according to Fowler (1926), bear (koala), native cat (marsupial cat),
Nancy Mitford, and others, 'should be native oak (casuarina). In New Zealand,
native bush is the ordinary term for woods
preferred to serviette' (the latter word
being judged to be a genteelism). As a or forests made up of indigenous trees
totally separate matter, in Britain a baby and shrubs. When, however, native is
wears a nappy (hypocoristic form of nap- applied to the original or usual inhabitants of a (formerly) colonized country
kin) and in America a diaper.
difficulties begin to arise. Throughout
narcissus. On grounds of euphony, the the 19c. and in the first decades of the
pi. form narcissi /-sai/ is recommended 20C. it was acceptable, indeed customary,
for British writers such as Mary Kingsley,
rather than narcissuses.
R. M. Ballantyne, and E. M. Forster to
narghile, oriental tobacco-pipe. Pro- speak of West Africans, Pacific Islanders,
nounce /'naigilei/, i.e. as three syllables.
and Indians as natives, usu. implying
narratress, narratrix, female narrator. social or cultural inferiority. In 1950 (I
Both words have fallen out of use in the quote from the OED) a writer called
20C, though some other words in -tress J. C. Furnan spelt out what native, in its
and -trix have survived. See FEMININE derogatory uses, means: The meaning of
'Native' can be approximated ... Greedy for
DESIGNATIONS; -TRIX.
beads ... and alcoholic drinks. Suspect of
nary. Markedly American from the mid- cannibalism. Addicted to drumbeating and
18c. onward until some point in the 20c, lewd dancing. More or less naked. Sporadwhen it began to appear in British works. ically treacherous. Probably polygamous and
Except in regional AmE sources, it is simultaneously promiscuous. Picturesque.
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Comic when trying to speak English or meaning 'nothing'. It survives chiefly in
otherwise ape white ways. Such attitudesthe phrases come to naught 'to end in
have now been abandoned by all intelli- failure', set at naught 'place no value on',
gent people in the former colonizing and all for naught 'all for nothing'. In
countries, but they tend to resurface AmE it is also used to mean the digit o.
whenever a particular country is faced
2 nought (in BrE) means principally
with mass immigration from Third
'the digit o' (as in the game called noughts
World countries.
and crosses; '0.5' pronounced as 'nought
In view of these opprobrious uses it is point five'). The variation in spelling is
all the more remarkable that NAmer. not a modern accident, but descends
Indians, from about the 1950s, have from OE. See NOUGHT.
themselves adopted the appellation Native American (sometimes with a small
nausea. The pronunciation recommeninitial n), and this term is now routinely ded is /'noizia/, not /-s-/ or /-J-/.
used in much of the American press, and
widely in day-to-day contexts by white, nauseated, nauseating, nauseous.
black, and Hispanic Americans.
1 In Britain nauseated occas. means 'affected with nausea', but much more frenatter. This everyday colloquial word quently, in transferred use, means
in Britain, usu. meaning (as verb) 'to 'disgusted' (he was nauseated by their bechatter idly' and (as noun) 'aimless chat- haviour or, even more idiomatically, he
ter', is not widely used in AmE. It seems found their behaviour nauseating). Nause
to be an alteration of the earlier dialectal is used of unpleasant smells, distressing
verb gnatter (of uncertain origin) which, circumstances (e.g. finding a dead body),
besides the sense 'to chatter', like natter anything offensive to taste or rational
also bore the sense 'to grumble'. The behaviour: (a) causing nausea; (b) loathemergence of the word from restricted some, disgusting.
dialectal use to general UK use seems to
2 In AmE, nauseated until recently
have occurred during the 1939-45 war.
only meant 'suffering from nausea,
nature. In general, in most formal kinds feeling sick to one's stomach'; and nausof writing, it is better to use the type an eous strictly meant 'causing nausea'. The
distinction is no longer clearly observed,
enigmatic theologian rather than a theohowever, nauseous now being frequently
logian of an enigmatic nature. Similarly it
is better to write the dangerousness of the used in the primary sense of nauseated.
level crossing (i.e. use an abstract noun) WDEU (1989). in a long article containing
rather than the periphrasis the dangerous much printed evidence, concluded that
nauseous 'is most often used as a predicnature of the level crossing. But it does not
follow that all periphrastic uses of nature ate adjective meaning "nauseated" literare to be avoided: the OED disproves such ally; it has some figurative use as well
blanket assumptions in its presentation . . . The older sense of nauseous meaning
"nauseating", both literal and figurative,
of the phrases of (a certain) nature, and
of or in the nature of Examples: With other seems to be in decline, being replaced
Particulars of the like Nature—Addison, by nauseating. Nauseated is usually literal,
1711; Your desires are to me in the naturebut
of is less common than nauseous. Any
commands—Fielding, 1749; A plan of this handbook that tells you that nauseous
nature—Blackstone, 1765; ft was not in the cannot mean "nauseated" is out of touch
with the contemporary language.'
nature of things that popularity such as he
... enjoyed should be permanent—Macaulay,Some examples, nearly all of them
meaning 'affected with nausea': (naus1854; Most of his public acts are of a ceremoneated) The mere smell of the food, with it
ial nature—London Calling (cited in Webster's Third, 1961). In one's own writing, combination of onion and spices, made h
the best policy is to consider each poten- slightly nauseated-L. Duncan, 1978 (US);
tially periphrastic use of nature on its Marian, a 4oyear-old artist, woke up onl
merits and to use such constructions feel herself falling violently backwards ... '
got out of bed, but felt dreadfully giddy
sparingly. Cf. CHARACTER; DESCRIPTION.
nauseated and then panic stricken'—Da
naught, nought. 1 naught: now (in both Tél., 1990; (nauseous) The drug made him
BrE and AmE) an archaic or literary word nauseous—P. Monette, 1988 (US); The
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nautilus | necessities, necessaries

shepherds, angels, wise men, pop-up camels,
when used to mean 'almost, nearly': not
donkeys, fat-tailed sheep, etc. made her anear
little as often; near dead with fright; near a
nauseous—A. T. Ellis, 1990; Guests felt
century ago. In such circumstances nearly
unwell... nauseous tribute to recollectionsis of
the natural form. An exception is nearsea-leggedfishermen—Independent,1991; I perfect as used in the following example:
started my new job, but I soon became nausThe capsule's attitude would have to be neareous and exhausted—Times, 1991; When
a
perfect
when the rocketsfired,or the angle of
toadlicker licks the toad his mouth and re-entry
lips
would be affected—J. Glenn, 1962.
will become numb and he will feel intensely
near by, nearby. As an adj. it should
nauseous—Times, 1991.
be written as one word (a nearby hotel),
nautilus, a shell. PI. nautiluses or nautili but as an adv. normally as two (at a
hospital near by).
/-lai/.
naval, pertaining to the navy, and
navel, small depression in the centre of
the belly, are both pronounced /'nerval/.
The first is derived from L nùvalis (from
nâvis 'ship') and the second from OE
nafela (cf. Ger. Nabel).

neath, beneath. Used only in dialects
or in poetry since it first appeared in
print in the 18c.
nebula. The recommended pi. form is
nebulae /'nebjuli:/, not nebulas.

necessaries. See NECESSITIES.
nay. 1 As adv. it is curiously persistent
(first recorded in this use in the mid- necessarily. In The Spoken Word (1981),
16c.) in the sense 'and even, and more I urged BBC broadcasters to avoid the
than that': What precisely is his [se. a book- American -ar-, and advised them to say
seller's] role when on the shopfloorsur- necessarily not necessarily; and I comrounded, nay probably inundated, by the
mented '[The American pronunciation
goods which are his livelihood?—Logos, is]
1990;
widely used in Britain, particularly by
one could not but notice how theatrical, young
nay people, but [is] best avoided for
operatic, the whole adornment of the church
the present in formal contexts.' The adwas-Oxford Mag., 1991.
vice still stands. But in informal con2 As noun, nay means principally 'a texts, additional weight given to the
negative vote': they counted 20 ayes and third syllable now passes almost unnoticed.
16 nays.

necessities, necessaries. At one stage
né (or ne). Now beginning to be used
in obituaries in American newspapers to earlier in the 20c. it seemed to some
indicate the original name of a man who authorities that necessaries, not necessities,
changed his name at some point in his was the word to use when the sense
life: Jethro Burns, ne Kenneth Burns (1989); required was 'any of the basic requirements of life, such as food, warmth,
Norman Charles (né Charles Norman Diggs)
(1990). Also occas. in UK sources in the shelter, etc.'. This use of necessaries (sense
sense 'formerly known as': The Morning Bi in the OED) had been current since
Star (né Daily Worker, as it was in May the 14c. (5e shal haue bred and clothes, And
1945) proved that some things have notother necessaries i-nowe—Langland, 1377)
and was still favoured in the 19c. (an
changed—Pick of Punch, 1985: ( = named at
island which was so prolific and so well stored
birth) NWA's main man is Easy-E (né Eric
Wright), considered the Pavarotti of the with
rap all the necessaries of life—R. M. Ballanworld—Daily Tél., 1990. The word is clearly tyne, 1858). But necessities has a similar
embarking on a new career. I daily expect history from the 15c. onward. A typical
example: Sufficient for many things more
tofind,for example Michael Caine né Maurthan the necessities of life—E. Du Bois, 1799ice Joseph Micklewhite and Cary Grant né
After much locking of horns between
Archibald Alexander Leach. See NÉE.
the two words, necessities seems to have
near (adv.). In most of its adverbial uses emerged as the stronger of the two in
near is completely natural (the time drew this concrete sense, though both words
are still used: (necessaries) I gathered up
near, near at hand; the bomb dropped near
what
to their home; as near as one can say). But
it few necessaries I could quickly lay my
is becoming progressively more archaic hands on—tobacco and papers, coffee, a can
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to cook in, and a couple of tin cups— operates in two ways: (a) as an invariable
R.J. Conley, 1986; (necessities) The possibil- auxiliary verb or modal auxiliary folities of bulk ordering of whole ranges of
lowed by a bare infinitive: (b) as a finite
hospital equipment and necessities, such as verb. Used as a modal auxiliary, it can
blankets and linen, were realized early in the
only be used in negative or interrogative
development of the scheme—A. Bevan, 1952. constructions, or in phrases with a negative implication, e.g. he needn't leave; need
nectar. The OED lists seven correspond- we leave?; needn't we leave now?; I need
ing adjs. bearing the broad sense 'of the hardly say. As a finite verb it takes the
nature of, sweet as, nectar': nectareal (first normal inflections and is followed by a
recorded in 1652), nectarean (1624), nectar- to-infinitive, e.g. he needs to leave; he didn
eous (1708), nectarian (1658), nectarine need to leave; did/didn't we need to leave?
(1611), nectarious (1771), and nectarous
Some contextual examples: (a) One need
(1667). Famous writers—among them interrupt the narrative no further than to say
Crashaw, Milton, Gay, Pope, Smollett, this—A. N. Wilson, 1984; The Landlady nee
and Tennyson—made their choices, but never know—J. Frame, 1985: But need she
no one form emerged as the dominant lie? Was he just a boy?—M. Leland, 1985:
one. It is instructive in a way to see how Nothing that need embarrass you. Not at this
the editors of standard dictionaries of stage—A. Lejeune, 1986; You needn't bothe
current English react to such a situation. to let me know-C. Rumens, 1987; It need
I consulted ten desk dictionaries, British, not only be children who can enjoy guessin
American, and Australian, six of them games—Spectator, 1988. (b) Needing to be
prepared for the general market and four with everybody else, I suppose—M. du Plessi
for foreign learners of English. Three 1983; which was what he needed to do if his
general dictionaries listed nectarean, nec- feelings were to be relieved—C. K. Stead,
tareous, and nectarous; one listed only nec- 1984: the K2 tragedy shows that much more
tareous and nectarous; two listed only needs to be done to bring home the lessonnectarous. None of the four dictionaries Times, 1986; the Bar and the judiciary need
for foreigners listed any. By this crude to know what is being proposed—Counsel,
test I suppose one could conclude that 1987; she acted as if Strawberry needed to
the most usual adj. directly correspond- be cuddled—New Yorker, 1988.
ing to nectar is nectarous. But who can say
with any certainty?
2 need + gerund. The type this needs
washing alternates with the type this needs
née (or, in modern printing, often nee). to be woshed. Examples of the construcFrom the French word meaning 'born', tion with a gerund: The Commonwealth
the traditional use is to add it to a mar- Institute in London, whose copperdad roof
ried woman's name after her surname alone needs £800,000 spending on itto indicate what her maiden name was, Observer, 1988: There's a lot of work needs
e.g. Mrs John Jones, née Smith, or Mrs Ann doing in there. You've got dead and disease
Jones, née Smith. This remains the stand- trees need felling, you've got bramble and
ard use. The type Mrs John Jones, née Ann stuff needs clearing out—P. Lively, 1989; It's
Smith (i.e. with the Christian name added a place full of devils, it needs a mission
after née) is not always acceptable. The sending to it—H. Mantel, 1989.
use of née as an explanation of a pseudo3 need + pa.pple. The type these clippers
nym or stage name (the type Diana Dors
née Diana Mary Ruck), and other irregular need mended is a worrying newcomer in
semi-educated speech in BrE and AmE.
types, suggest that née is a restless word
striving to find more room. Examples: Examples: I walked round the cottage to see
On her marriage, then, Mrs. Maccomb née what needed done—C. Burns, 1989 (UK);
Miss Yardes had gone to live at Seale... about When you see one [se. a dog] drag its butt
seventy miles from London—E. Bowen, 1938; on the ground like that, it needs wormed,
Otis—T. McGuane, 1989 (US). The standard
Mrs Agnes Childe was née O'Byrne, ofRatsey
and O'Byrne, ship's chandlers—A. Price,alternatives are shown in 2.
See NEEDS; WANT (verb).
1982.
See NÉ.
needle. The commonplace phr. like lookneed (verb).i The most important thing ing for a needle in a haystack is a 19c.
to remember about the verb is that it variant of the much older phrases like
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needleful | negligible

looking for a needle in a meadow, in a bottle 3 It is important to avoid ambiguity
(i.e. a bundle or truss) of hay.
when the subject of a negative sentence
contains the word all. For example, an
needleful. PL needlefuls. See -FUL.
American agony aunt tried to reassure a
married woman, who was upset because
needs. In sentences containing needs her husband wanted to sleep in a separmust or must needs (e.g. Needs must when ate bed, by saying AH married couples do
the devil drives [and variants]—old proverb; not sleep together. The advice should have
The Squire must needs have something of the been Not all married couples sleep together.
old ceremonies observed on the occasion-W. It should be noted, however, that this
Irving, 1822; Now even my army, I fear, must unrecommended construction has many
needs Obey the conquering, never-conquered
historical precedents. Jespersen (1909woman—L. MacNeice, 1951; The language 49, v. 472) cites numerous examples, inof the bureaucrats and administrators must cluding the following: I maintained that
needs be recognized as an outgrowth of legal certainly all patriots are not scoundrels
parlance—NY Law Jrnl, 1973; If needs must,(Boswell); But all men are not born to reign
III spin them a yarn about you being one of (Byron); All Valentines are notfoolish (Lamb);
my long-tost sons—P. Bailey, 1986), needs All our men aren't angels (H. G. Wells). As
is in origin an adverb (OE nydes, nêdes) Jespersen says, 'very often all is placed
meaning 'of necessity, necessarily'.
first for the sake of emphasis, and the
negative is attracted to the verb'.
ne'er.
A literary (chiefly poetical)
4 It is desirable not to multiply negashortening of never, in regular use since
the 13c, but now rarely used except in tives to the extent that clarity is endangthe compound ne'er-do-well, a good-for- ered. For two examples of over-negatived
sentences see NOT 3.
nothing person.
negation. 1 For problems arising from
double or multiple negation, see DOUBLE

5 For the ambiguity that can arise
when a negative clause precedes one
beginning with because, see BECAUSE B2.

NEGATIVE.

6 For other problems concerning neg2 Fowler (1926) classified various
ation, See BUT 7; CANNOT 2 , 3 ; HARDLY 4,
types of construction in which negative
5and affirmative statements occur in parallel clauses, and emphasized how im- negative. Orig. and chiefly in radio
portant it was not to let the negativity communication, for reasons of clarity,
of the first clause carry over into the negative was widely adopted from about
second. Examples, followed by suggested the 1950s to replace or reinforce no. Eximprovements: No lots will therefore be amples: Any result of my application for
put on one side for another attempt to reach the return of my typist?' 'Negative,' said Mr
a better price, but must be sold on the day Oates—E. Waugh, 1961; I shook my head.
appointed (read but all must be sold); (with 'Negative,'I said—P. Cleife, 1972; 'Doyou see
negative inversion in first clause) Nor anyfriendlies around?' 'Negative.'-T. Clancy,
does he refer to Hubrecht's or Gaskell's 1987. Cf. AFFIRMATIVE.
theories, and dismisses the palaeontological
evidence in rather a cavalier fashion (read négligé, négligée. The spelling in Engand he dismisses); It is not expected that lish is fluid, and the accents are often
tomorrow's speech will deal with peace, but dropped in printed work. In the sense
will be confined to a general survey of... 'a woman's informal or unceremonial
(read It is expected ... will not deal). To attire' (e.g. beautiful ladies in rather négligé
which may be added the following ex- raiment) the 20c. seems to favour négligé.
ample in the proofs of a 1992 institu- In the sense 'a woman's light dressingtional report: We greatly regret that — gown', the preferred form is negligee,
decided that for personal reasons he would but the form without accent is equally
have to give up the chairmanship, but that common. However spelt, the word is usuhe intended to remain an active member of ally pronounced /'negli3ei/.
the committee (the final that-clause is in
danger of being qualified by We greatly negligible. So spelt, not négligeable (cf.
regret). The advice remains sound.
Fr. négligeable).

negotiate | neither
negotiate. One of Fowler's lost causes.
In 1926 he strongly attacked its use in
'its improper sense of tackle successfully', but this extended sense (orig. used
in Hunting in the mid-igc.) is now routine in contexts of a person who succeeds
'in crossing, getting over, round, or
through (an obstacle, etc.) by skill or
dexterity' (OED). The word is pronounced
/ni'gaujiert/, not /-'gausi-/.
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... can be said to be the essential cause of the
others-W. R Grove, 1846. But none or no
should be preferred; cf. EITHER 3. This
restriction to two does not hold for the
adverb: buildings made of some translucent
and subtly incandescent material, neither
glass nor stone nor steel—P. Lively, 1991.
3 Number of the pronoun and adj.
The number of the pronoun and adj. is
properly singular, and disregard of this
fact is often taken to be a grammatical
mistake, though, with the pronoun at
least, very common. Examples: see

Negress. Even if written with a capital
initial, the word is no longer in favour.
The standard terms now are black (or
EITHER 4.
Block) and (in America) African-American.
4 Number and person of verb after
Negress apparently continues to be used
in America among African-Americans neither... nor. If both subjects are singuthemselves, but otherwise is judged to lar and in the third person, the verb
be derogatory (Blacks all over the world find should normally be singular and not
the term 'Negress' offensive--TLS, 1974). See plural: e.g. Neither its chairman, Sir Freder'
ick Dainton, nor its chief executive, Kenneth
-ESS 4; JEWESS.
Cooper, is planning any dramatic gesturesNegro. PL Negroes, see -O(E)S 1. In our Times, 1985. There are historical precedracially sensitive age, a term to be used ents for the use of a plural verb in such
with great caution. See prec. The most circumstances, but what was acceptable
favoured terms at present are African- in the 18c. and 19c. may still become
American (in AmE) and Black (or black). questionable in the 20c: e.g. Neither search
nor labour are necessary—Johnson, 1759;
See BLACK; NIGGER.
Neither painting nor fighting feed menneighbourhood. It is inadvisable to use Raskin, 1874; But neither Baker nor Bush are
the cumbrous periphrasis in the neigh' needed for that—Newsweek, 1991. A plural
hourhood of (a sum or figure) when roughly verb is required if either of the subjects
(esp. the second one) is plural: e.g. Neither
or about would serve as well.
the Conservativefiguresnor the evidence of
Labour's recovery since 1983 produce any
neither.
sense of inexorable movement in political for'
I 1 Pronunciation.
tunes—Times, 1985.
2 Meaning.
3 Number of the pronoun and adj.
4 Number and person of verb after neither
... nor.
5 Position of neither... nor.
6 Neither... or.
7 Neither as quasi-conjunction.
8 Neither pleonastic (?) or strengthening a
I
preceding negative.

Fowler (1926), in an unusually
stretched-out passage, comments helpfully on the choice of verb form when
the subject is complicated in various
ways: 'Complications occur when, owing
to a difference in number or person
between the subject of the neither member and that of the nor member, the
1 Pronunciation, /'naiôa/ and /'niiôa/ same verb-form or pronoun or possessive
are used with approximately equal fre- adjective does not fit both: Neither you
quency. See EITHER 1.
nor I (was?, were?) chosen; Neither you
2 Meaning. The proper sense of the nor I (is?, am?, are?) the right person;
pronoun (or adjective) is 'not the one Neither eyes nor nose (does its?, do their?)
nor the other (of two things); not either'. work; Neither employer nor hands will
Examples: Neither was exactly English— say what (they want?, he wants?). The
D. J. Enright, 1955; Neither of these figures wise man, in writing, evades these probilluminates the case against Trident—Davidlems by rejecting all the alternatives—
Steel, 1985; Neither of the two answers is any of which may set up friction between
satisfactory—Dxdalus, 1987- Like either it him and his reader—and putting the
sometimes refers loosely to numbers thing in some other shape; and in speakgreater than two: Heat, light, electricity, ing, which does not allow time for paramagnetism ...are all correlatives ... neither phrase, he takes risks with equanimity
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nem. con. | neologism

and says what instinct dictates. But, as in- Wasn't it true that he neither knew anything
stinct is directed largely by habit, it is or could do anything?-G. W. Dasent, 1874.
well to eschew habitually the clearly The matter must be left to the discretion
wrong forms (such as Neither chapter nor of the reader, but I shall continue to use
verse are given) and the clearly provocative only neither... nor in my own writing.
ones (such as Neither husband nor wife is
7 Neither as quasi-conjunction. This
competent to act without his consort). About use, in which neither is preceded by anthe following, which are actual news- other negative and means 'nor yet' or
paper extracts, neither grammarians nor 'and moreover . . . not', is labelled 'Now
laymen will be unanimous in approving rare' in the OED. Examples: There was now
or disapproving the preference of is to are no respite neither by day nor night for this
or of has to have; but there will be a good devoted city—Southey, 1827; Christianity
majority for the opinion that both writ- abrogated no duty... neither forJew nor Geners are grammatically more valorous tile—H. Coleridge, 1849. Fowler sagely
than discreet:- Neither apprenticeship sys- commented 'This use is best reserved for
tems nor technical education is likely to in-contexts of formal tone.'
fluence these occupations (why not have
omitted systemsl).\ Neither Captain C. nor I 8 Neither pleonastic (?) or strengthenhas ever thought it necessary to... (Neither ing a preceding negative. Fowler (1926):
to Captain C. nor to me has it ever 'Neither with the negative force pleonastic, as in I don't know that neither (instead
seemed . . . ) . '
It is important to bear in mind Jesper- of either), was formerly idiomatic though
sen's principle concerning 'the funda- colloquial, but is now archaic and affecmental plurality of the conception [of ted.' By contrast, the OED records the
either and neither]' (see EITHER 4) in certain same phenomenon with an impressive
circumstances; and also the principle of array of illustrative examples from the
attraction exemplified in Do you mean to 16c. to the 19c, and simply comments
say neither of you know your own numbers? 'Used to strengthen a preceding nega(H. G. Wells, 1905). CGEL also asserts tive: = either'. Examples: There were no
(1041) that the type Neither he nor his wife books neither—Disraeli, 1844; Lady Edbury
have arrived is more natural in speech would never see Roy-Richmond after that, nor
than the type Neither he nor his wife has the old lord neither—Meredith, 1871. Fowler's advice seems about right, but it was
arrived.
a pity that his example was so basic.
5 Position of neither ... nor. In good
writing neither in neither... nor sentences nem. con. In my book Unlocking the
should be placed with caution, and nor- English Language (1989) I described how
mally immediately before the first of the Dr C. T. Onions (of the OED) and Fowler
items being listed. The type Which neither quarrelled about the definition of nem.
suits one purpose nor the other should be re- con. Dr Onions said it meant 'with no
written as Which suits neither one purpose one dissenting' ( = L nemine contradicente),
nor the other. Cf. EITHER 5. In the following and Fowler insisted that it meant 'unanexample neither should have followed in- imously'. Onions was right.
terview not preceded it: Students who
neither interview on campus nor through SLACneologism. A neologism is a new word
still have a chance to attract the attention of or new sense of a word. In broad terms
businesses—Oberiin College Observer, 1990.the language tolerates the introduction
of something of the order of 450 neolog6 neither ...or. When a negative has isms a year of a kind admissible to our
preceded, a question often arises largest dictionary, the OED, but many fall
between nor and or as the right continu- by the wayside as time goes on. The main
ation, and the answer to the question nine types of neologism, together with
sometimes requires care. However, there examples, are listed in OCELang. (1992)
is a problem in that the OED cites abund- together with typical examples of new
ant literary evidence from the 16c. to the words first recorded in the 1940s (acro19c. for neither ...or: e.g. Neither on the one nym, airlift, etc.), the 1950s (A-OK, beatnik,
side or on the other—Burke, 1757; Neither etc.), down to the 1980s (cash point, couch
rabbits at Coniston, road-surveyors at Croypotato, etc.). Nearly all neologisms are
don, or mud in St. Giles's—Ruskin, 1864; formed from elements already in the

nepenthes | never
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language. OCELang. mentions googol and spoken in The Netherlands is Dutch; and
Kodak as rare examples of words formed Dutch is the adjective used of the people
there, and also in certain familiar
ex nihilo.
phrases, e.g. Dutch courage, false courage
nepenthes /nfpen6i:z/, a drink or drug gained from alcohol; Dutch treat, a party,
'capable of banishing grief or trouble outing, etc., to which each person presfrom the mind* (OED), is mentioned in ent makes a contribution; Dutch uncle, a
the Odyssey (Gk adj. vnrcevGes). The word person giving advice with benevolent
was taken into English in the 16c. (Lyly) firmness. (The word for a costermonger's
and was immediately joined by an unety- wife, immortalized in Albert Chevalier's
mological s-less form nepenthe (Spenser), My Old Dutch, is different: it is an abbrevialso trisyllabic, /ni'pen0i:/. Both forms are ation of duchess.)
still in use, with nepenthe the more usual
ofthe two in literary work and nepenthes neuroma. PI. either neuromas, or (somethe more usual in botanical circles.
what pedantic) neuromata.
nephew. The OED (1908) gave priority
to the pronunciation with medial /-v-/,
but then as now the word was often
pronounced with medial /-f-/. In AmE, /-f-/
is standard.
nereid (mythology). Pronounce /'niariid/.
nerve-racking. The preferred spelling
in BrE. In AmE, nerve-wracking is a permissible variant.
-ness. For the distinction between the
words abstraction and ahstractness, and
between sensibility and sensibleness, and
similar pairs, see -ION AND -NESS and -TY
AND -NESS.

It is worth noting that -ness is a strong
living suffix (used esp. to form noncewords). In recent years I have noted numerous examples of such formations
that are either not in the OED or are
marked as rare: e.g. accidentalness (I. Murdoch, 1989), energizedness {New Yorker,
1986), familyness (Newsweek, 1992), untmpressedness (New Yorker, 1990).
nestle, nestling. The -t- is always silent
in verbal senses. As a noun, nestling ('a
bird that is too young to leave its nest')
may also be pronounced with the -t- intact.
net. In the commercial sense ('not subject to deduction') the spelling is net, not
nett.

neurosis. PI. neuroses /-si:z/.

never. 1 The adverbial phrase never so
prefixed to adjs. or advbs. in conditional
clauses to denote an unlimited degree
or amount is recorded from the 12c.
onward, and is common in the Bible (o
showre of heauenly bread sufficient for a
whole host, be it neuer so great—Translators'
Preface, para 4) and Shakespeare (if thou
dost intend Neuer so little shewe of loue to
her—1590) and until the late 19c. (Were
the critic never so much in the wrong, the
author will have contrived to put him ...in
the right—Swinburne). It was joined in
the late 17c. by ever so (substituted for
never so, according to the OED, 'from a
notion of logical propriety'), used in the
same manner (see EVER 4), and for a time
ever so seemed likely to replace never so
in standard use. Never so is now deeply
archaic. For the status of ever so, see EVER
4-

2 never ever (sometimes divided by a
comma). This emphatic adverbial phr. is
restricted to informal contexts, but is
not uncommon. Examples: She continued,
a little too vehement. 'I've never, ever bee
bored. —Maggie Gee, 1985; ft seems odd but
I never ever saw the meat truck on its way
back to Huntington-L. Maynard, 1988 (US);
How much that he never would have known
he was capable of experiencing, never ever—
N. Gordimer, 1990 (SAfr.).

3 CGEL1985 (8.112) lists a use of never
Netherlands, Low Countries, Holland,
Dutch. The Netherlands is now the official as 'a negative minimizer': You will never
name for the Kingdom of Holland (Queen catch the train tonight Tou will not under
ofthe Netherlands, The Netherlands Ambassa-any circumstances catch the train todor, etc.), though formerly Holland was night'. And it also points out that 'in
only part of The Netherlands, or The Low nonassertive clauses ever (with some reCountries (which included what is now tention of temporal meaning) can reBelgium and Luxembourg). The language place never as minimizer, [especially] in
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nevertheless, nonetheless | nice

rhetorical questions: "Will they (n)ever the following week: thus next Friday, the
stop talking? Won't they ever learn?" 'In Friday of next week, is contrasted with
some circumstances never may be used this Friday, that of the present week' (OED).
as a simple substitute for not: e.g. I never When making an arrangement, organizknew you felt like that ( = 'I didn't know'); ing a meeting, etc., for 'next Friday' it is
he never used to ( = 'he didn't used to'). advisable to add the date of the Friday
Uses of never = 'not (at all)', with little that is meant, or clarify matters in some
or no temporal sense, are particularly other way. For example, if the Friday of
common in Irish English: e.g. That's never the week following is meant, you may
true,' exclaimed Mrs Riordan. 'How can you say Friday week, a week Friday, a week come
say such things on the anniversary of his Friday, a week on Friday, or a week next
going?'—]. Leland, 1987: You're never going Friday. As a separate matter, next June,
to cut hay in this weather?' asked Conor—ibid.next Monday, etc., can be used without a
4 Never! (as an expression of denial preposition (let's make a start next June);
and surprise). This use, which was first but if next is put after the noun, idiom
recorded in the 1830s in Dickens (e.g. requires a preposition (the meeting will
Could such things he tolerated in a Christiantake place on Monday next).
land? Never!), is still commonly encoun- nexus. The English plural nexuses is
tered (e.g. There's a fellow ... a gun—a intolerably sibilant, and the Latin nexus
pistol' 'Never!'—N. Bentley, 1974).
/-u:s/, not nexi (see -us 2), sounds pedantic.
The
plural consequently is very rare. If
nevertheless, nonetheless. These are
mere stylistic variants as adverbs mean- one must be used, -uses is recommended.
ing 'in spite of that, notwithstanding, nice. 1 Nice makes niceish: see MUTE E.
all the same'. The COD and New SOED (But nicish is also permissible.)
favour the form nonetheless (one word),
2 nice and as a sort of adverb =
rather than none the less, for the second.
'satisfactorily' (I hope it will be nice and
news. From the 16c. to the 18c. news fine; nice and early = nicely early) is a kind
'tidings' was construed either as a plural of HENDIADYS that is an established color a singular noun, but since the early loquialism, but should be confined, in
19c. it has normally been treated as a print, to dialogue.
singular (e.g. News is what a chap who
3 Meaning. Readers of medieval and
doesn't care much about anything wants toRenaissance literature soon become
read—E. Waugh, 1938).
familiar with the earlier central senses of
the word (descended at various removes
next. 1 the next three, etc. In most con- from L nescius 'ignorant'): (a) foolish,
texts next precedes the noun it governs stupid, senseless; (b) wanton, loosewhen it means 'the one (of two or more) mannered; (c) numerous other applicaimmediately following thing, occasion, tions. The editors of the OED were also
etc. (the next three, the next time, the next moved to add: 'The precise development
chapter, etc.). But there are circumstances of the very divergent senses which this
in which it may legitimately follow the word has acquired in English is not altonoun or stand in predicative use, e.g. on gether clear. In many examples from the
Friday next, follow next in order, it would be16th and 17th centuries it is difficult to
next to impossible.
say in what particular sense the writer
2 next Friday, June, etc. In normal use, intended it to be taken.' In the 20c. the
if said or written early in a given week, various uses of the word have been easier
next Friday means the immediately fol- to map but are still quite numerous.
lowing Friday in the same week. Sim- The primary and unavoidable sense now,
ilarly next June, when referred to in any 'pleasant, agreeable, satisfactory; (of a
month during the preceding twelve person) kind, good-natured', is so commonths (at any rate in the preceding mon that it has often been condemned:
months June to December), means the e.g. 'it has been too great a favourite
first June following the date on which it with the ladies, who have charmed out
is mentioned. In Scotland, and also in of it all its individuality and converted
some northern dialects of England, next it into a mere diffuser of vague and mild
is employed to designate the days of agreeableness' (Fowler, 1926). There is no

Nicene | nineties
sign, however, that the general public,
or writers, are willing to give it up, and
uses like your nice long letter, it is nice to
see you, and she has been so nice to me,
abound. Of course there are plenty of
near-synonyms available, and it is often
advisable to close the door on nice and
admit one of these instead. Other senses
of nice include 'bad, awkward' (a nice
mess you've made); 'fine, subtle' (a nice
distinction); 'efficiently done' {nice work).
Nicene. The Nicene Creed, a formal
statement of Christian belief, is based
on that adopted at the first Council of
Nicaea held in Nicaea (now Iznik in Turkey) in AD 325.
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niece. One of the most commonly misspelt words in the language.
niello, Italian metal work. PI. nielli /-li:/,
less commonly niellos.
nigger. The whole world knows now
that the word is offensive when applied
by a white person to a black, but that it
may be used without offence by one
black person of another. The traditional
phrases nigger in the woodpile 'a hidden
cause of trouble or inconvenience' (first
recorded in 1852), work like a nigger 'to
work exceptionally hard' (1836), and
nigger minstrels 'entertainers, usu. white
men with blackened faces' (i860) have
all been laid aside except in historical
contexts or when used with an obvious
implication of ethnic abuse. Cf. NEGRO.

nicety, unlike niceness, is trisyllabic,
/'naisrti/. Its primary sense is 'subtlety,
intricate quality' (a point of great nicety), nigh, see WELL-NIGH.
a meaning not shared by niceness.
nightie, nighty, a nightdress. Either
nickel, (a) a malleable metallic element, spelling may be used.
and (b) a US five-cent coin, is so spelt,
not nickle. The inflected forms of the nihilism. The word is usually procorresponding verb are nickelled, nickel' nounced with the h silent, i.e. as /'nanlling in BrE, and usu. nickeled and nickeling izam/. Similarly nihilist.
in AmE.
-nik, as a Yiddish (and Russian) suffix
meaning 'a person or thing involved in
nick-nack. Use knick-knack.
or associated with the thing or quality
nickname. 1 In origin an eke-name 'an specified', has made some headway, esp.
additional name', with the initial n in AmE, since the mid-2oc, e.g. beatnik,
falsely carried over from the preceding no-goodnik, peacenik. Examples of these
indefinite article an (as also, for example, words and of some others are available
in newt).
in the OED. Further examples: This is not
2 A nickname is a familiar or hum- the image of the Soviet Union entrancing
orous name given to a person, place, detenteniks-Chicago Tribune, 1989; Being a
thing, etc., instead of or as well as the 'compulsive neatnik' as my workmates dereal name. Examples are legion. A scribe me, I read with interest Mike Royko's
selected few: Beantown (Boston, Mass.); column of April 7 in which he details the
chalky White (generic); Dicky Bird (famous horrendous litter scene of Chicago Parks—
cricket umpire); Dog Star (the star Sirius); ibid., 1992.
Jolly Roger (pirates' flag); La Stupenda (Joan
nimbus (halo of a saint, etc.; a rainSutherland, soprano); Pompey (Portscloud). PL nimbuses or nimbi /-bai/. See
mouth); Sally Army (Salvation Army);
-us 1.
Silicon Valley (an area south of San
Francisco); spud Murphy (generic); tin nimby. One of the best-known acronyms
Lizzie (model T Ford); Tiny' Freyberg (Gen- ('not in my back yard') in the later part
eral Freyberg); Tommy (Atkins) (British of the 20C. (first used in the 1980s), 'exsoldier(s)); Windy City (Chicago). Some pressing objection to the siting of some
nicknames are regularly preceded by the thing unpleasant, such as a nuclear
definite article (e.g. The Sally Army but waste dump, in one's own locality
Silicon Valley). No simple rule governs the (although, by implication, not minding
matter.
this elsewhere)' (S. Tulloch, 1991)See SOBRIQUETS.

nidus. The pi. recommended is nidi /-ai/,
rather than niduses.

nineties (and twenties, thirties, etc.).
These words do not require an apostrophe (the 'nineties, etc.) when used for
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the years 91-9 etc. of a century, and still
less for those of a person's life. Nor is an
apostrophe needed in decades expressed
in arabic numerals, the 1920s, the 1930s,
the 1990s, etc.

ninish, ninth | no

implying that an adj. of an opposite
meaning would be more correct or appropriate' (OED): e.g. It makes no inconsiderable addition to the revenue of the
crown—Ann. Reg., 1772; Anabel, so self-assured, no great animal lover she—M. Wesley,
ninish, ninth. The final -e of nine is not 1983; she was also an organizer of no mean
carried over into these two forms.
talent—mod. (c) We normally have the
nite. As a humorous or vulgar spelling choice of placing the negative not with
of night, it turns up, for example, in a verb or of using no with another elethe work of the 19c. American humorist ment in the sentence without change of
Artemus Ward (C. F. Browne), but was meaning: e.g. I can't see any footprints\l can
not commonly used in advertisements see no footprints. But, as CGEL 10.58 points
and neon signs (nite club, nite life, etc.) out, such pairs of sentences can often
show a difference of meaning: e.g. He is
until the 1930s (later in BrE). It should
not a teacher denotes that his occupation
not be used in general writing.
is not teaching (i.e. he is a banker, acnitre. Thus spelt in BrE, but as niter in countant, etc.); but He is no teacher indicates that he lacks the skills needed to be
AmE.
a good teacher, (d ) As a minor curiosity, it
-n-, -nn-. The same rules apply as for is worth noting that no may be used as
other final consonants that are doubled
an adj. before a singular noun (no cup), a
or are left undoubled in the inflected plural noun (no cups), or an uncountable
forms of words. Monosyllabic words con- noun (no homework, no salvation), unlike
taining a simple vowel (a, e, i, 0, u) before the other determiners, such as a, an, this,
n normally double the consonant before and that, which cannot function in all
suffixes beginning with a vowel (tanned, three ways, (e) From the 16c. until quite
penned, sinning, donnish, dunned) or beforerecently no as adj. could be freely prea final -y (sonny, funny); but remain un- ceded by the or a personal pronoun (e.g.
doubled if the stem contains a diph- his no niggardishe nature, 1581; the no-great
thong (raining), doubled vowel (soonest), privilege ofCaptivitie, 1647). The construcor a vowel + consonant (scorned, dam- tion survives—just—in no small, no little
nable, burning). Words of more than one (e.g. her no small achievement, the no little
syllable follow the rule for monosyllables sum involved), but seems to be moribund.
if their last syllable is accented, but (/) See NEGATION 2.
otherwise do not double the n: thus
japanned and beginner; but womanish, tur- (g) Negative parentheses. The rule here
boned, awakening, spavined, tobogganist, to be insisted on concerns negative expressions in general, and is stated under
cottony.
no only because that word happens to
no. A great many English-speakers are be present in violations of it oftener
unaware of the complications lying be- perhaps than any other. The rule is that
hind the idiomatic use of this word, adverbial qualifications containing a
yet somehow manage to keep it under negative must not be comma'd off from
control. The 'secret' is to keep its use as the words they belong to as though they
an adjective (or, in modern terminology, were mere parentheses. The rule only
as a 'negative determiner') apart from needs stating to be accepted; but the
its uses as an adverb (see 2 below), and habit of providing adverbial phrases
as a noun (see 3 below). 1 As adj. = 'not with commas often gets the better of
a, not any', (a) Though hallowed by some common sense. It is clear, however, that
eight centuries of usage, no accompanied there is the same essential absurdity in
by other negatives is now only dialectal writing He will, under no circumstances,
or illiterate: e.g. Don't try to con me with consent as in writing He will, never, consent,
no such talk—G. Ade, 1896; He's not goingor He will, not, consent. It is worth while
to be put in no poorhouse—Listener, 1968; to add, for the reader's consideration
while he or she glances at the examples,
'Clouds come up,' she continued, "but no rain
never/alls whenyou want it.'—E. Jolley, 1980 that it would often be better in these
(Aust.). (b) No is correctly used to qualify negative adverbial phrases to resolve no
'a noun and adj. in close connection, into not ... any etc.: We are assured that

noblesse | nom de guerre
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the Prime Minister will, in no circumstances
matter of no great importance—J. Bowen,
and on no consideration whatever, consent
1986. (d) In the representation of the
(will not in a n y . . . or on any . . . Or omit speech of foreigners, no? is often used as
the commas, at the least). / And Paley a tag question: We oil have families, no?
and Butler, no more than Voltaire, couldWe
giveall need the family, also.—Maggie Gee,
Bagehot one thousandth part of the confidence
1985 (Frenchman speaking); 'Funny' she
that he drew from ... (could not, any more added in an afterthought, that they sent
than . . . Or could no more than \foltaire to me, no?—A. Desai, 1988 (context in
give). jProposals which, under no possible
India); Can you not see, no?—M. du Plessis,
circumstances, would lead to any substantial,
1989 (Afrikaner speaking), (e) For no less,
or indeed perceptible, protection for a home
see LESS 3.
industry (which would not lead under
3 As noun, (a) The recommended pi.
any... Or which would under no possible is noes (The noes have it, the negative voters
circumstances lead), (h) Qualifying a are in the majority). See -O(E)S 2. (b) When
gerund in the predicate, denoting the used to mean 'an utterance of the word
impossibility of the action specified. His- no, a denial', the word no, by convention,
torical examples: There is no healing of thyis nowadays usu. printed in romans and
wounde—Bible (Geneva), Nahum, 1560; Do without surrounding quotation marks:
what they might, there was no keeping down
e.g. he would not take no for an answer, in
the butcher-W. Irving, 1820; There's no acanswer to his question she gave a solemn
counting for tastes, sir—Thackeray, 1850.
Modern examples: There was no denyingnoblesse /nau'bles/. Use italics, esp. in
that without Arabic I should not have been
the phr. noblesse oblige /D'blis/ 'privilege
able to take charge of the boat—W. Golding,
entails responsibility'.
1985; there was no knowing what a badly
nobody, no one. (a) Like anybody and
brought-up creature like that might not chop
to pieces—K. Amis, 1988. (i) Writing of anyone (see ANY 3), nobody and no one are
compounds. The forms recommended interchangeable in most contexts: e.g.
are: no-ball (cricket, noun and verb), no- whether this was true or not nobody (or
one)
body, no<laims bonus, no-go area, nohow,
nocan say for certain; No one (or Nob
took a photograph, (b) Nobody and no on
man's land, no one.
like other indefinite pronouns (see ANY),
2 As adv. To judge from the material are frequently, though not without a
in my database, no as an adv. is much tinge of guilt, followed by the plural
less common than no as an adj. (the pronouns they, them, or their: e.g. Nobody
proportions are 1:4), but the distribution wants to hear that their hero isn't a hero;
doubtless varies according to the type No one likes to be turned out of quarters
of writing. Uses of the adv. requiring where they have lived comfortably for ma
comment include: (a) = 'not'. Now only years. This kind of construction, which
a Scottish use (where it may be a reduced is recorded in the OED from the 16c.
form of nocht 'nought' in origin): e.g. Oh, onward, seems likely to pass into unmy dear, that'll no dae!—R. L. Stevenson,
questioned use in the 21c.
01894; Who says the Scots are a dour lot?
No' us anyway!—Inverness newspaper, nodus /'naudas/, a knotty point. PI. nodi
1973- {b) The commonest use by far is /-dai/.
with comparatives. = 'not at all, not any':
e.g. the facts are no longer in dispute; thenomad. 1 The corresponding adj. is nomadic. See -D-, -DD-.
Ivanovs were certainly no poorer than Tanya
and I; Henry would no more accept imperfec2 It is worth noting that the OED (1908)
tion in himself than in his work, (c) Ex-gave precedence to the pronunciation
pressing the negative in an alternative /'nDmaed/, i.e. with a short vowel in the
choice, possibility, etc., esp. in the phr. first syllable, and that Daniel Jones (1917)
whether or no: e.g. A frog he would a-wooing
gave this as the only pronunciation. The
go, Heigh ho! says Rowley, Whether his mother
pronunciation with /'naum-/ did not bewould let him or no—traditional nursery come firmly established until some point
rhyme, C1809; It was a half-baked eloquence
in the second half of the 20c.
... But half-baked or no, David rose to it
greedily—Mrs H. Ward, 1892; In January, nom de guerre, nom de plume, penwhether the shop were open or no was aname, pseudonym. Here is a pretty
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kettle offish. Nom de guerre (first recorded
in English in 1679) is current French
for an assumed name, but is far from
universally intelligible to English-speakers, most of whom assume that, whatever else it may mean, it surely cannot
mean 'pseudonym' or 'nom de plume',
i.e. an assumed name such as 'George
Orwell' for Eric Arthur Blair. Nom de
plume was formed in English (first recorded in 1823) from three separate
French words but as a compound has no
currency in the French language itself.
Pen-name is a 19c. English translation of
the pseudo-French nom de plume. This
leaves pseudonym, which is a 19c. adaptation of French pseudonyme (from a respectable Greek base); cf. homonym,
synonym, etc. Of the four, pseudonym is
the recommended word, though penname and nom de plume, despite the difficulties surrounding their origins, are
also widely used.
nomenclature. Pronounced with the
stress on the second syllable in BrE, but
usu. on the first in AmE, with a secondary
stress on the second syllable.
nominal. For this as the adjective of
noun, see NOUN.
nominative. The grammatical word is
always pronounced /'nranmativ/, with /a/
in the third syllable. The adjective connected in sense with nominate and nomination (e.g. partly elective and partly
nominative) normally has /-ert-/ for its
third syllable.

nominativus pendens

/.nranmataivas

non-. Ours is in many respects a dissenting and disallowing age (consider how
frequently one encounters a red circle
with a stroke through it and an image
of what is not allowed). It is therefore
not surprising to see that all the main
negative prefixes have flourished: see e.g.
the entries for A-1; DE-; DIS-; IN- AND UN-;
and UN-. None has thrived as abundantly
as non-. In vol. 2 of OEDS (1976) words
with this prefix occupied something like
sixteen pages of text, even though a
headnote explained that 'The sections
that follow contain [only] a selection of
the more frequently occurring formations during the last hundred years or
so'.
Some of the more notable non-formations of the 20C (with an indication of
the date of their first recorded use)
are: non-aggression (1903); non-belligerent
(1909); non-destructive adj. (1929); non-event
(1962); non-fiction (1909); nonflammable
(1961); non-fraternization (1945); non-hero
(1940; cf. anti-hero); non-iron adj. (1957);
nonleaded (petrol) (1955; cf. unleaded); nonnuclear adj. (1920); non-person (1959; cf.
unperson); non-proliferation (of nuclear
weapons, 1965); non-returnable (containers) (1903); non-skid adj. (1908); nonstandard adj. (1924); non-stick (pan, etc.,
1958); non-stop (1903); non-U (1954); nonviolence (1920); non-white (1921). NB. In
AmE such compounds are likely to be
written solid, i.e. without a hyphen.
It should be borne in mind that many
non-compounds contrast in meaning
with other words having the same main
element but a different negative prefix.
Thus non-moral is not the same as amoral
or immoral; non-human is close in meaning to unhuman but differs sharply from
inhuman; non-effective is less condemnatory than ineffective; and so on. One of
the most important 20c. groups of noncompounds is that in which non-means
'that does not' or 'that is not meant to
(or to be)': e.g. non-crease, non-iron, nonshrink, non-skid, non-stick, all normally
used adjectivally. The OED (non- 5a) lists
some 17-19C. examples of non- used with
infinitives (to non-act, to non-answer, etc.).
This type has not flourished in the 20c,
though some 20c. AmE examples of the
finite verb to non<oncur 'to refuse to concur, to disagree' are listed in the OED.

'pendenz/. An erudite term, now not often
used by grammarians, for a 'dangling
subject' or an 'anacoluthic subject' of
the type He, the chieftain of them all, his
sword hangs rusting on the wall (Scott,
1805). Fowler (1926) defined it as 'A form
of anacoluthon in which a sentence is
begun with what appears to be the subject, but before the verb is reached something else is substituted in word or in
thought, and the supposed subject is left
in the air.' Numerous examples from the
OE period to the 19c. are given by Visser
(1963, i.i. 61), but the construction is not
often found in present-day English. An
example from Shakespeare (1594): That
they which brought me in my Masters hate,nonce. In origin from ME for than anes
I Hue to looke vpon their tragedy.
(unrecorded) = for the one, altered by

nonchalant, nonchalance | nonpareil
wrong division (cf. a newt for an ewt), it
survives only in the old-fashioned phr.
for the nonce 'for the time being, for the
present occasion'; and in the compound
nonce-word, a word coined for one occasion, e.g.finneganswaked in Anthony Burgess's Inside Mr Enderby (1963), 'the
intermittent drone was finneganswaked
by lightly sleeping Enderby into a parachronic lullaby chronicle'.
nonchalant, nonchalance. Pronounce
/'nDnJalant/, /'nnnjalans/, i.e. as English
words, but with /J7 not /tf/.
non-count nouns. See COUNT NOUNS;
MASS NOUN.
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Verdict: use a singular verb where possible but if the notion of plurality is
present a plural verb has been optional
since the OE period and in some circumstances is desirable. The type None of them
havefinishedtheir essays is better than the
clumsy ... hasfinishedhis or her essay.
2 As adv. First recorded as an adv. in
the 12c. but the earliest types of use have
not survived in modE. In the sense 'by
no means, not at all', none (adv.) was
common from the 17c. to the 19c. (e.g.
After some questioning, by which he saw tha
I was none informed regarding the page—].
Gait, 1824); and remains in use in none
so (though somewhat archaic), none too
followed by an adjective (esp. forming
compounds). Examples: (none so) Your
Italy, containes none so accomplish'd a
Courtier—Shakespeare, 1611; The Horse
Guards are none so fond of him—Spectato
1879; (none too) I was none too sure of
it—A. Hope, 1896; This none-too-accura
article on the DAE—Amer. Speech, 1941;
class of none-too-hardy evergreens—Coun
Life, 1974.

none, 1 It is a mistake to suppose that
the pronoun is singular only and must
at all costs be followed by singular verbs
or pronouns. It should be borne in mind
that none is not a shortening of no one
but is the regular descendant of OE nan
(pronoun) 'none, not one'. At all times
since the reign of King Alfred the choice
of plural or singular in the accompanying verbs, etc., has been governed
non-entity, nonentity. The invaluable
by the surrounding words or by the no- hyphen should be used to distinguish
tional sense. Some examples will clarify the abstract sense 'something which
matters: (sing.) a fear which we cannot does not exist, a non-existent thing' from
know, which we cannot face, which none the everyday sense 'a person or thing
understands—T. S. Eliot, 1935; She is rather of no importance'. I imagine that most
difficult to describe physically, for none of herpeople would place level stress on nonfeatures is particularly striking—D. Lodge, and ent- in the first case; but would stress
1962; Except in the eye of God, none of these only -ent- in the second.
people was very interesting—F. Tuohy, 1984;
nonesuch, nonsuch. The first is the
A brokenringmay be discovered where none original form, but the second is now
was guessed at—P. Carey, 1985; None of perhaps the more usual form both in
the money has been spent on repairs-CGEL, the sense 'a person or thing that is un1985; So far none of Gorbachev's many pro- rivalled' and 'a leguminous plant with
nouncements has changed things on the black pods'. However spelt it is usu. progmund—Daily Tél., 1987; I waited on, in thenounced /'nAnsAtJV in BrE, but when spelt
hope of further customers, but none was in nonsuch is sometimes 'thought o f as
the offing—C. Rumens, 1987; None of this j'non-l.
was a matter of treachery—P. Wright, 1987.
(pi.) we were forced to develop arts organiza- nonet /nau'net/, a composition for nine
tions in places where there were none— voices or instruments. Thus spelt, not
Dxdalus, 1986; if you're talking about the nonette. Cf. DUET.
aged and the unemployed and the sick, none nonetheless, none the less. See NEVERof these are going to be affected—Pi. Muldoon, THELESS.
1986; None of our fundamental problems
have been solved—London Rev. Bks, 1987; Shenon-flammable. See FLAMMABLE.
also says that though she had many affairs, nongenary. See CENTENARY 2.
none were lighthearted romances—New
Yorker, 1987; I have seen and delighted in non-moral. See AMORAL.
many marvellous gardens, but none have nonpareil. Pronounced in various ways,
given me so much pleasure as hers—A. N. but the dominant standard pronunciWilson, 1990.
ation in BrE seems to be /nDnpa'reil/.
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nonplus /nrai'plAS/ has nonplussed and
nonplussing as its inflected forms in BrE,
but the second s is often absent in AmE.
See -s-, -ss-.

nonplus I nor
problem.' How can they possibly know until
I've had it? But I do hope they're right.

nor. 1 The primary use of nor is as a
coordinator after neither e.g. neither my
non-rhotic. See RHOTIC.
grandmother nor my grandfather had much
nonsense. Uses of nonsense as a count- formal education; his reassurance had in a
able word (i.e. used with the indefinite way been neither here nor there at the time;
article and also in the plural) have be- unable to understand anything, neither what
come frequent, at least in BrE, in the she had just seen nor the support of his
or other negative or implied
2oc. Examples: Everyone said, 'Lyne madeexpression),
a
negative (e.g. that is not why I want to
nonsense of the embarkation.'—E. Waugh,
Bertrand nor why he wants to marry
1942; I knew you'd make a nonsense of it marry
so
me). As the examples show, the words
I told Wallis to be ready to take over—L.
following neither ...nor can be nouns,
Cooper, i960; Ambitious nonsenses like The
Entertainer and Flame in the Streets— noun phrases, adverbial phrases, or
clauses of various types.
Movie, 1962; To say that Mr Smith should
attend the Geneva conference on Rhodesia2 On the type Neither Anabel nor Mark
as a member of the British delegation isare
a in London (M. Wesley, 1983), see
nonsense—A. Crosland, on Radio 4, 1976. NEITHER 4.
Its traditional role as an uncountable
3 The type neither... nor... nor clearly
noun meaning 'absurd or meaningless
falls within the bounds of legitimacy:
words or ideas' remains intact.
e.g. Neither rain, nor cold, nor obscure polling
non sequitur /non 'sekwita/, a conclusion places could keep voters from their civic duty
that does not logically follow from the yesterday (referring to the US presidential
premiss or premisses (from L, lit. 'it does election of Nov. 1992); But the comment
not follow'). Thus: It will be a hard winter,that receives the heartiest agreement concerns
for holly-berries [which are meant as provi- neither the war, nor the earthquake, nor the
sion for birds in hard weather] are abund- crime rate-Observer Mag., 1992.
ant. The reasoning called post hoc, ergo
4 CGEI (13.36) points out that in nonpropter hoc is a form of non sequitur.
correlative sentences containing a negative in the first element neither and nor
nonsuch. See NONESUCH.
are sometimes interchangeable: e.g. They
non-U. See u AND NON-U.
never forgave him for the insult, neither (or
no one, no person, nobody. Thus spelt nor) could he rid himself of the feelings of
(no hyphen). Contrast the sense in No one guilt for having spoken in that way.
person was guilty. See NOBODY.
5 Nor is occasionally used when there
is no negative present or implied in the
no place, noplace. As adverb (also
first clause. Such constructions were forsometimes written with a hyphen) meanmerly more common (16-19C. in the OED:
ing 'nowhere', fairly firmly restricted to
e.g. His Age and Courage weigh: Nor those
informal use in AmE: e.g. You're going no
alone—Dryden, 1697) than they are now.
place until Herb gets here—M. Pugh, 1969.
But the construction is still standard
See -PLACE.
though rather formal: e.g. This unique
no problem. There is always room in product carries a brand name that represents
the language for short idiomatic phrases an entire country; nor is this an accident
expressing solace, condolence, comfort, {CGEL).
and the like, e.g. never mind, there there, 6 The correlative construction nor ...
no matter, etc. One of the latest recruits,
nor, once common (e.g. Nor Bits nor Bridles
first recorded in the 1960s, is no problem
can his Rage restrain—Dryden, 1697), is
meaning 'the question (of difficulty) does
now only archaic or poetical.
not arise'. John Osborne, in the 20 June
7 Correlative constructions of the type
1992 issue of The Spectator, called it
'peoplespeak' and gave an example: Last either ...nor and neither ...or, being on
week, on doctor's orders, I telephoned a pathothe face of it illogical, should be avoided.
logy factory to organise a blood test. 'No
But see NEITHER 6.

normalcy | not
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normalcy. 'Normalcy became a notorious northward(s). As adj. before a noun {in
word during the 1920 Presidential elec- a northward direction) always northward.
tion, when Warren G. Harding pro- As adv. either northward (he travelled northclaimed that what the country needed ward) or northwards (the latter form esp.
was a return to the "normalcy" of the in BrE).
days before World War I' (WDEU, 1989).
nosey, a variant of NOSY.
Since then its notoriety has come and
gone in AmE, but lingers on in BrE,
where normality is the customary word. nostrilled. So spelt in BrE (wide-nosIt may come as a surprise to many people trilled). In AmE often nostriled. See -LL, -L-.
that the competing abstract nouns nor- nostrum. Plural nostrums, not nostra. See
malcy, normality, and normalness all
-UM 1 .
entered the language at approximately
the same time, in the middle of the 19c. nosy, inquisitive, etc. Usu. so spelt.
The surprise is perhaps reduced when it
is noticed that the adj. normal itself, not.
though recorded in the 17c. in the sense
I 1 Normal uses.
'rectangular', did not acquire its modern
2 not all/all... not.
everyday meaning until about 1840. So
3 not in meiosis and periphrasis.
what we are dealing with here is a group
4 not in exclamations.
of modern words that has hardly had
5 not pleonastic.
6 not... but.
time for the customary processes of assi7 not only (correlative).
milation or rejection to have taken their
8 not splitting an infinitive.
course. It would appear that normalness
9 Case of following pronoun.
has hardly taken on at all. Normalcy and
10 not but.
normality stand side by side in AmE as
11 Placing of not in subjunctive clauses.
legitimate alternatives. In BrE normality
12 better not, best not.
is the customary term, and normalcy is I 13 whether or not.
widely scorned. The distribution of these
1 Normal uses. Before I set down some
two abstract nouns in the rest of the of the actual or potential fault lines in
English-speaking world needs to be in- the use of the word, it seems desirable
vestigated further before any claims are to list some of the normal uses of not.
made about their currency.
These include the type 'auxiliary
Examples of normalcy: partly in orderverb + not 4- bare infinitive' (I do not beto tidy up, tidy the room and restore it tolieve that Shelley could have written thes
normalcy—A. Desai, 1988 (Indian); such a lines; one should not rule out the possib
surfeit of civility and normalcy from people
he could not diminish it); negation of an
who will pay with cash instead of cheques
oror noun (appearances that are and a
adj.
credit cards in the morning—E Kidman, 1988
not identical; I'm not atyrant);not followe
(NZ); Every effort is made to suggest thatby an adverb (not entirely, not merely, not
a certain 'normalcy' prevails, that relations
really, not simply, not sufficiently, not su
remain roughly as they were—Dxdalus, 1992.
ingly). It can negate a clause (Satan, not
And an example of the standard BrE greatly concerned which way this particul
form normality: The morning passed slowly,
battle goes) or one constituent of a clause
uneventfully, and with a beguiling normal(as if it were cast back, not unpmblematic
ity—A. Brookner, 1989.
upon the existing poem). It is frequently
north-. Compounds of north- (north-east, used in association with but (Shelley's sonNorth Pole, north-west, etc.) are pronounced net is not a specific critique but at most a
with /9/. Of the derivatives, norther (strong 'indirect response') and with even (No,
north wind in Texas, etc.), northerly, north- is arrogant and not even true); see also n
ern, and northerner have /ô/, but north- only . . . but also, 7 below.
In formal prose not is hardly ever reward^) has /6/; and northing (distance
travelled or measured) may be pro- duced to n't (conjoined to a preceding
auxiliary verb (thus we cannot hear in them
nounced either with /8/ or with /Ô/.
the voice of mocking laughter). In conversanortherly. For the special uses and tions and other informal contexts in
meanings of this set of words, see EAST- fiction the reduced forms are almost
always printed: e.g. It wasn't true; I don't
ERLY.
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suppose it was difficult; he couldn't keep(English
his
Grammar, 1795, cited from an
eyes off if, so that she shouldn't see his small
edn of 1824, p. 172). Fowler (1926) was
pity; you can't mourn for unborn grandworried, not to say dismayed, by such
children; They wouldn't want anyone to know.
uses ('It is by this time a faded or jaded
(In case the reader is wondering, the inelegance, this replacing of a term by
examples given in this paragraph are the negation of its opposite; jaded by
drawn from Essays & Studies 1992 andgeneral over-use'). But he went on to say
P. D. James's The Children of Men (1992), in its defence that 'the very popularity
but they are of general application.)
of the idiom in English is proof enough
2 not all/all... not. Fowler admitted in that there is something in it congenial
1926 that the proverb AH is not gold that to the English temperament, and it is
glisters (or, as Shakespeare had it in The pleasant to believe that it owes its success with us to a stubborn national disMerchant of Venice 11.vii.66, All that glisters
is not gold) is not strictly logical, since like of putting things too strongly'. Is it
the negative properly belongs with all not also likely that standard users of the
not with gold, i.e. 'Not all that glisters is language have instinctively found a way
gold' (some things that glister are indeed of drawing attention to the non-standgold). It would be futile to try to change ardness of double negatives by setting
the proverb now, but caution is desirable up a sequence of self-cancelling negative
when in other contexts not and all are unions of their own devising?
used in close proximity. Thus Not all
In some closely related types, not is
children offivecan recite the alphabet means
slightly (or startlingly) confusing, requirthat only some of them can. All children ing one to do, as it were, some mental
offivecannot recite the alphabet can (just)arithmetic to work out the intended
mean the same, but is in danger of being sense: e.g. (slightly) Not that watching the
treated as meaning 'No children of five 'park' at work has not been every bit as
can recite the alphabet'. An American interesting as watching the subjects which we
columnist, James J. Kilpatrick, in the have set off to investigate—Spectator, 1988;
Chicago Sun-Times (10 Mar. 1991) cited (startlingly) This is not to say that I do
several crassly ambiguous uses of all, not think that some of the dissents are not
everybody, etc.... not from AmE sources, prefenable [sic] and not to publish them would
including the following: AH television hurt every one—Bull. Amer. Acad. Arts & Sri
Westerns haven't ridden off into the sunset;
1988.
Everybody in America is not a good person
4 not in exclamations. Fowler (1926)
and everybody in politics is not a good person;
pointed out 'the jumble of question and
Every woman does not aspire to be a mother;
in the sentence But if you
All the people living around local coursesexclamation'
are
look at the story of that quadrilateral of land,
not golfers.
what a complex of change and diversity do
3 not in meiosis and periphrasis. It you not discover! The type what a complex
has long been the practice in standard you discover! is a true exclamation; what
English to use not with negative adject- complexity do you not discover? is a possible
ives, adverbs, and past participles, im- question. But what a complex do you not
plying the affirmative term: at length Not discover! illogically combines an exclamaunamaz'd, she thus in answer spake—Milton,
tory construction with an interrogative
1667; We say well and elegantly, not ungrateone.
ful, for very grateful—tr. Erasmus, 1671; Not
unclever but importunate—Earl Malmes- 5 not pleonastic. Not is sometimes unnecessarily placed in a subordinate
bury, 1794; Itis ... certainly true—and has
clause as a mere unmeaning echo of an
not gone unnoticed—that the language
[etc.]—T. Tanner, 1986. The 18c. gram- actual or virtual negative in the main
marian Lindley Murray was perhaps the clause. Examples: I shouldn't wonder if it
first to distinguish such repeated negat- didn't turn to snow now (read if it turned);
ives from DOUBLE NEGATIVES (which he Nobody can predict with confidence how much
roundly condemned): 'Two negatives, in time may not be employed on the concluding
English, destroy one another, or are stages of the Bill (omit not); He is unable to
equivalent to an affirmative . . . "His lan- say how much of the portraiture of Christ
guage, though inelegant, is not ungram- may not be due to the idealization of His life
matxcaT; that is, "it is grammatical"' and character (omit not); Who knows but
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what agreeing to differ may not be a form enrolled in the Church of England in order
of agreement rather than a form of difference? not to give offence—?. Lively, 1987; But she
(omit not); I shouldn't be surprised if the tried not to think about that—B. Rubens,
Secretary of State didn't agree with the trade 1987; She tried not to watch Oscar count out
union about this (read agreed).
his farthings—P. Carey, 1988.
6 not... but. Mrs Fraser's book, however; But, not uncommonly, not is placed
is not confined to filling up the gaps in between ('splits') the to and its infinitive:
Livingstone's life ... but it deals most inter- It was wrong to not love them—P. Carey,
estingly with her father's own early adven- 1985; a perfect morning to not read 'Moby
tures. In such sentences the subject must Dick'—New Yorker, 1986; I thought about how
not be repeated (or, as here, be taken up good it would be to not have Christmas but
by a pronoun). The above sentence is to be off in a room by myself—D. Vaughan,
1986; My advice to any woman who earns
easily made right by omitting it.
the reputation of being capable, is to not
7 not only (correlative). Not only out of demonstrate her ability too much—M. Spark
place, said Fowler (1926), is 'like a tintack
1988. This 'unprincipled' placing of not is
loose on the floor; it might have been presumably intended to give additional
most serviceable somewhere else, and is emphasis to the negativity.
capable of giving acute pain where it is'.
9 Case of following pronoun. AcOr, as it is less colourfully expressed in
OMEU (1983): 'Not only should always be cording to the OED (sense 6d), when emplaced next to the item which it quali- phasizing a pronoun after a negative
fies, and not in the position before the statement, or in a reply, not is tradiverb. This is a fairly common slip, e.g. tionally followed by the subjective case
Katherine's marriage not only kept her away,of a pronoun: He is no Witch, not he—
but at least two of Mr. March's cousins (C. P.Dekker et al., C1625; He didn't care for
Snow); kept not only her would be better. himself—not he-Thackeray, 1847-8; They
If placing it before the verb is inevitable, are not to be 'had' by a bit of worm on the
the verb should be repeated after but end of a hook ... not theyf-J. K. Jerome,
(also), e.g. It not only brings the coal out 1889. In most contexts the subjective
but brings the roof down as well (George case is still desirable: e.g. Not I, not I,
Orwell).' Examples of correct placings but the wind that blows through me.MD. H.
(including cases where the second correl- Lawrence, 1917; And so it is my mother
ative but (also) is idiomatically omitted): who's told the lie, not he—N. Gordimer,
To deliberately change anything requires not1990; But I don't like it either; I just put up
only courage but the greatest motivation — with it. Not he—A. Brookner, 1991; This
C. Burns, 1985; He was proof that a woman is a skeleton, not I—J. Shu te, 1992.
But it cannot be denied that the objectbreakthrough into the new world was not
only possible, it was a fact—D. Malouf, ive case is increasingly being used and
1985; men who not only rhymed Moon with not just 'in special circumstances': She
June but also thought they were spelt the should be here, not me, it's a good setting for
same way—Sunday Times, 1987. Rowers nother—M. Wesley, 1983; It wasn't that she
hated living in Johannesburg. Many did of
onlyface backward, they race backward—New
Yorker, 1988; Examples of incorrect plac- course. Not her—M. du Plessis, 1989; the
ings cited by Fowler (1926): Not only had underwear she takes off those places where he
she now a right to speak, but to speak with can touch her—he, not me. (Not I—he woul
authority (she had now a right not only correct me.)—N. Gordimer, 1990; He shook
to speak); Not only does the proportion of his head, 'you're wrong. Not her.'—A. Billson
suicides vary with the season of the year, 1993.
but with different races (the proportion of
See CASES 5.
suicides varies not only with).
10 not but, 'only, merely, just'. From
8 not splitting an infinitive. Not is rou- the 14c. to the 16c. not but stood side
tinely used before a to-infinitive, negat- by side with nobbut (from no adv. + but
ing all that follows it: Was I not brought conj.). At that point nobbut gradually reup not to scream?-M. Wesley, 1983; But he treated into dialect use and is now so
preferred not to torture himself with the spe- restricted: I nobbut wanted to know if they'd
cific knowledge—A. N. Wilson, 1986; I used gotten him cleared?—Mrs Gaskell, 1855; It's
not to dream-N. Bawden, 1987; Lisa was nobbut Thursday, isn't it? Well it seems like
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notary public | not to worry

months—]. B. Priestley, 1929. Not but as an two words, and whether she knew that
adverbial phrase became obsolete in the notepaper is first recorded in the work
16c, but has re-emerged (? only in the of Jane Carlyle ('one of the best letterUS) in the 20c: When I was not but eight, writers in the English language', OCELit.),
I wrote a poem named 'God's Garden'—Lee she did not say.
Smith, 1983 (US); 'She's not but twentythree, Cobb said to his stepfather. You thinknothing. For is or has nothing to do with,
she's into capital gains and tax shelters?—Newsee is 5.
Yorker, 1988.
nothing less than. As the OED notes
11 Placing of not in subjunctive (s.v. less), the combination nothing less than
clauses. From about 1400 until the 19c. has or had two quite contrary senses
not was frequently placed immediately until the early 20c: (a) (in which less is
before a finite verb in the indicative an adj.) 'quite equal to, the same thing
mood: e.g. I not doubt He came aliue to as' (But yet methinkes, my Fathers execution
lesse then bloody
Land—Shakespeare, 1610. This use has Was nothing
now lapsed but it survives in certain Tyranny—Shakespeare, 1593; His policy bekinds of subjunctive clauses (esp. in came nothing less than a series of gigantic
AmE): e.g. Aunt Clara preferred that I not blunders—Bookman, 1895). This is the only
ransack the memories of her mother and current sense, (b) (in which less is an adv.)
Uncle Eugene—D. Pinckney, 1992 (US). See 'far from being, anything rather than'
( = Fr. rien moins que). Example: Who, trustSUBJUNCTIVE 3(b).
12 better not, best not. The negative ing to the laws... expected nothing less than
an attack—Scott, 1827. The dictionary (in
equivalent of the use of an 'unsupported
1903) labelled sense (b) 'Now rare', but
better' (see BETTER 2), is sometimes found
in standard colloquial use in Britain, 'Obs.' would be more appropriate now.
but is much more common in North noticeable. Thus spelt, not noticable. See
America, Australia, and New Zealand. MUTE E.
Examples: better not to ask her at all—E.
Jolley, 1980 (Aust.); J don't know what you're notional agreement. (Also called nosaying, but it better not be about me—B. tional concord.) Strict grammatical agreeOakley, 1985 (Aust.); 'Better not tell Willy ment (or concord) is essential in most
what?' says Willy-]. Elliott, 1985; Well, I circumstances in standard English, but
better not hear any complaints about how there are some contexts in which this
American tourists are staying away—T. strictness is overridden and 'notional
Clancy, 1987 (US); Besides, I better not fight agreement' occurs: see AGREEMENT 5, 6,
him, or he me—New Yorker, 1988; I was about 7. Test sentences: The jury reached its/their
to double up for a good laugh. 'Better not,' decision; mathematics [i.e. a noun pi. in
Arnez said. 'Better not.'—D. Pinckney, 1992form] is a difficult subject; the news [noun
(US); 'I better not right now, Louise,' said pi. in form] is bad; but no one hates it, do
Dan—New Yorker, 1992. In the UK, best notthey?
(a reduced form of the much older idiom
I/you etc. had best not) is the more usual not to worry. Used as a quasi-imperative
colloquial construction. Examples: Char- (reduced from the type Laura told her not
lotte said, 'Best not fall in the marsh in to worry—E. Jolley, 1980; cf. please not to
them.'—]. Gardam, 1985; 'Ah,' says Claudia.mention that again—G. Eliot, 1872), this
Then best not to interfere.'—P. Lively, 1987;idiom seems to have first emerged in BrE
Best... not to mention matters Japanese at (and was later taken up in AmE and
elsewhere) in the 1950s. Examples: Not
all—Listener, 1987.
to worry. By the time he... hadfinishedwith
13 whether or not. See WHETHER 2.
me ...I'd be doing long division—Daily Mail,
See also BECAUSE B2. For cannot (help) 1958; Ah well, not to worry. Since Tom's
but, see BUT 7, HELP (verb) 2.
untimely heart attack all that's over—M. Wesley, 1983; She obviously liked the looks on
notary public. PI. notaries public.
their faces. 'Not to worry. I'm not halakahnotepaper. Nancy Mitford and her set ically Jewish.'—D. Pinckney, 1992 (US). Cf.
preferred writing-paper, a much older the similar construction in: Well send it
word (1548- in OED; notepaper 1849-). to you.' 'Not to bother. I'm going down to the
Whether she knew the history of the country this evening.'—L. Meynell, 1965.

nought I noun and adjective accent
nought. See NAUGHT 2. Since there are
alternative ways of pronouncing the digit 'o' according to the context in which
it is used, an American lexicographical
friend, at my request, sought the personal opinion of a few fellow-Americans
(family, and people he dealt with in
shops and banks). I also sought the views
of an eminent American lexicographer
who happened to be in London (he is
Person 1). My preconception was that
most would say zero, and that none
would say nought. I was only half right,
to judge from this small sample. Here
are the results:
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repulsive. Proper nouns are names of particular people (Darwin), places (Paris)
months (January), days (Friday), etc., an
are always written with a capital initial
letter. The remainder (bottle, diary, hand,
etc.) are common nouns. See also COUNT
NOUNS, NON-COUNT NOUNS.

noun and adjective accent. When a
word of two syllables is in use both as a
noun and as an adj., it might be expected
that they would be distinguished in
some manner in pronunciation, and in
particular by the position in which the
accent is placed. Such a view was encouraged by Fowler (1926): he firmly gave
1 ZIP code 60201: (Person 1) oh ... oh;
second-syllable stressing to expert in He
(Person 2) oh ... oh; (Person 3) oh ... oh;
is an expert golfer, andfirst-syllablestress(Person 4) oh ... oh; (Person 5) oh ... oh;
ing to the same word used as a noun in
(Person 6) oh ... oh; (Person 7, a black
bank teller) oh ... oh*; (Person 8, a barber) He is an expert in handwriting. The evidenc
in Daniel Jones's English Pronouncing Die
oh ... oh*; (Person 9, a white bank teller)
(1917) points in a similar direction: firstoh ... oh.
syllable stressing is given for the noun
2 in decimals, e.g. 0.5: (1) oh; (2) zero; (3)
expert, and second-syllable stressing for
zero; (4) zero; (5) zero; (6) zero; (7) zero; (8)
the adj.; but, he added, the adj. with
zero; (9) oh.
first-syllable stressing 'is particularly
3 telephone 08804: (1) oh ... oh; (2) oh ...
common when the word is attributive'.
oh; (3) oh ... oh; (4) zero ... zero; (5) zeroThis
... tendency towards stress differentioh; (6) zero ...oh; (7) zero ... zero; (8) zeroation
... seems to have lost ground in the
oh; (9) oh ... oh.
20C, but a few examples remain, es(* On reflection changed to zero ... zero.) pecially when there is a difference of
Some of the informants suspected that meaning. A table of some of the relevant
the questions were designed to make a forms shows no particular movement in
the direction favoured by Fowler. The
distinction between number and letter.
movement, though slight, is towards
4 The normal sequence in Britain is: same-stressing. In the following table,
1 oh... oh. 2 nought pointfive.3 oh... oh. 1 = stressed on the first syllable; 2 =
But in football 5-0 becomes five nil or
stressed on the second syllable.
five (to) nothing; and in tennis the spoken
C1920 1990s
equivalent of 40-0 is forty love. For tempadult (adj.)
2
1 or 2
erature, the normal spoken form is zero:
adult (n.)
2 or 1 1a or 2
— 5° = five degrees below zero.
compact (adj.) 2
2
compact (n.) 1
1
noun has two adjs.—nominal (first recontent (adj.) 2
2 (only predic.)
b
corded in this sense C1430) and nounal
content (n.)
i or 2 1
converse (adj.) 1
1
(1871)—and is not entirely comfortable
converse (n.) 1C
1
with either. The objection to the tradiexpert (adj.)
2
1
tional form nominal is that it is a word
expert (n.)
1
1
much used in other senses. This has
instinct (adj.) 2
2 (only predic.)
induced some modern grammarians to
instinct (a.) 1
1
favour the ill-formed word nounal. In
minute (adj.) 2
2 (small)
practice, however, noun by itself is suf1 (division
minute (n.)
1
of time;
ficient in attributive use (noun classes,
memorandum)
noun clause, noun phrase, etc.), and this
supine (adj.) 2
1
form should be used whenever possible.
supine (n.)
1
1
If a 'real' adjectival form is called for
(e.g. to contrast with adjectival, adverbial, suspect (adj.) 1 or 2 1
suspect (n.)
1 or 2 1
etc.), then nominal is recommended. To
upright (adj.) i d or 2 1
the more traditional of us nounal sounds
upright (n.)
1 or 2 1
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noun and verb accent, pronunciation, and spelling | nowt

a

But compact disc. b Jones (1917): 'The
stress - ' - [i.e. on the second syllable]
is very frequent in the case of the plural
contents, but is less common in the case
of the singular.'c But see comment above.
d
Jones (1917): 'also [on second syllable
in the sense 'erect'], under influence of
sentence-stress.'
noun and verb accent, pronunciation,
and spelling. When, for historical
reasons, a word is made to do double
duty as a noun and a verb, the language
from almost the earliest times has shown
a strong tendency to differentiate the
two by pronunciation, as in use (noun
with final /s/, verb with final /z/). Such a
distinction is sometimes effected, as in
the example just given, without change
of spelling, but in other cases the two
words are distinguished in spelling, as
bath (noun) jbathe (verb), calf (noun) /calve
(verb). A large number of disyllabic
nouns and verbs are also distinguished
by the placing of the stress, the normal
pattern being shown in e.g. accent (noun),
accent (verb); compound (noun), compound
(verb). The following examples are given
as illustrations of the main types and
are not intended to be exhaustive.

direct, dislike, display), thus making it impossible to assume that the matter is
governed by simple rules. There are other
pairs in which the pattern is still changing: see e.g. PRESAGE.

3 Pairs of nouns and verbs distinguished by the nature of the final consonant, (a) Spelt the same: abuse, close
(noun, cathedral close), excuse, grease
(verb sometimes /griiz/j, house, misuse,
mouth, use. (b) With change of spelling:
advice/advise, bath/bathe, belief/believe,
breath/breathe, calf/calve, cloth/clothe,
glass/glaze, grass/graze, grief/grieve, half/
halve, life/live, loss/lose, proof/prove, relief/relieve, safe/save, sheath/sheathe, shelf/shelve,
strife/strive, thief/thieve, teeth/ teethe, wreath/
wreathe.
nouns as verbs. See CONVERSION 1, 3.
nouveau riche. PL nouveaux riches (pronounced the same as the singular).
novecento. See TRECENTO.

novelty-hunting is especially characteristic of our age, e.g. in the invention
of children's dolls and fantasy characters
{My little Pony, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle),
video games (Nintendo, etc.), competitive
1 Disyllabic noun and verb distin- games and activities (boardsailing, rollerguished by the placing of the stress (nor- blading, T-ball (kind of Softball for
mally on the first syllable for the noun, children)), hair styles (shelf, sorority bob),
and the second syllable for the verb): and so on, or just in the invention of new
accent, commune, compound, concert, con-words as such, esp. (usu. immediately
duct, confine(s), conflict, conscript, consort,transparent) BLENDS (e.g. edutainment, incontest, contract, contrast, convert, convict,fomercial, raggazine, sexcapade), and VOGUE
WORDS (e.g. charismatic, couch potato, level
decrease, defect, dictate, digest, discord, discount, discourse, escort, export, extract, fer-playingfield,photo opportunity, prestigious).

ment, import, imprint, incline, increase, now (adj.). Adjectival or attributive uses
indent, inlay, insult, produce, record, reject,are recorded in standard sources from
suspect, transfer.
the 15c. onward (e.g. The dreadful treatment
2 Such pairs are sufficiently numer- of the now king—Burke, 1793), but were
ous to make it seem that the distinction falling into disuse by the end of the 19c.
might be a regular one, and intrusive The adjectival use was revived in the
newcomers to the group are regarded by 1960s in the sense 'modern, fashionable,
RP speakers with suspicion or downright up-to-date' with reference to the alleghostility. For example, when North edly exciting innovations of that time
Country people speak of industrial (e.g. Even a poet as now as Dylan has two
disputes (while keeping the stress on the kinds of female character in his imagery—
second syllable in the verb) they are fol- G. Greer, 1970). This modern use now
lowing the pattern shown in (1) above sounds rather dated except with particubut are not following the ('irregular') RP lar reference to that notorious decade
type dispute (noun and verb). It should and the immediately following years.
be noted that RP has any number of
no way. See WAY 1.
pairs in which the stress falls in the same
place in both noun and verb (e.g. compost nowt. This northern dialectal variant
(noun and verb), concern, concrete, consent, of nought 'nothing' has made inroads

nth I numeracy
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Nuclear English. 'The term... has been
into colloquial standard English during
the 20c, esp. in the phr. There's nowt so used in recent years for a proposed "core"
(or as) queer as folk (e.g. Patrick went back language consisting of elements from
to reflecting how there was nowt as queer as natural English; in it, for example, such
folk—K. Amis, 1988). Genuinely dialectal potentially ambiguous modal verbs as
uses of the word also turn up in speech can and may would be replaced as approand writing in national sources: Getting priate by such paraphrases as be able to
owtfor nowt, it's useless—a Tynesider speak- and be allowed to. Nuclear English would
ing on BBC Radio 2, 1977; Well I tell you, serve as the basis for purpose-built "rethere's nowt that's cheap if you want fruit-J. stricted" international varieties comparWinterson, 1985 (Lancashire speaker in able to Seaspeak, the medium of
worldwide maritime communication'
context).
(OCELang). The concept is discussed at
nth. In mathematics, n is used to indi- greater length, and rejected, in my book
cate an indefinite number, that is a num- The English Language (1985): 'It is most
ber that is contextually determined (e.g. unlikely that any such form of prescripEven an rx-dimensional series of such termstively reduced English will be regarded
...is still denumerahle—R. Russell, 1903; as acceptable either by the foreigners
Relations ...are accordingly named dyadic,themselves (except the merest beginners)
triadic, (or, for n terms, n-adic)—E. Bach, or by ELT teachers.'
1964). From the mid-igc, by a natural
extension of meaning, to the nth power or nucleus /'njuiklias/. PI. nuclei /-liai/.
degree came to mean 'to any required
nugae (pi. noun), trifles. Pronounce this
power; hence fig. to any extent, to the orig. L word as /'nju:d3i:/ or /'niugai/.
utmost'. Fowler (1926), in his spirited
number (as a grammatical concept). See
way, rejected the extended use as a
'popularized technicality' and 'wrong', AGREEMENT.
but his view has not prevailed, and the
lay application of nth is now standard: number, as a noun of multitude in the
e.g. The Neapolitan ... is an Italian to thetype 'o number of + pi. noun', normally
governs a plural verb both in BrE and
nth degree.
AmE. Examples: A number of American
banks have been victims of a computer fraud
nubile. Used in English in its classical
known as 'the Salami'—Times, 1985; we mus
Latin {nubilis) sense '(of females) of an
remember that a large number of conductors
age suitable for marriage' since the 17c,
want to hear the great artists-Dxdalus,
the word has generated the sense '(of
1986; a number of books in and on the Uzbek
women) sexually attractive' in the
language were purchased for the Bodleian—
second half of the 20c, and this later
Bodl. libr. Rec, 1987; A number of books by
sense is now the dominant one.
ballerinas have been published lately—New
Yorker, 1987. By contrast the type 'the
nuclear. The only acceptable pronuncinumber ojf+pl. noun' normally governs
ation in BrE is /'njuiklia/. The spectacular
a singular verb. Examples: The number of
blunder of pronouncing it as if it were
MPs has increased—Daily Telegraph, 198
spelt nuc-u-lar (cf. circular, particular, secuWith increasing experience, the number of
lar, etc.) is well documented in America
features and aspects to be taken account of
and is particularly associated with
becomes overwhelming—Bull. Amer. Acad.
President Eisenhower. WDEU (1989) says
Arts & Sri., 1987.
that speakers who pronounce the word
as nuc-u-lar 'have succumbed to the grav- numeracy is a word coined by the Comitational tug of a far more prevalent mittee on Education presided over by Sir
pattern', since there is only one other Geoffrey Crowther in 1959 as a term for
reasonably common word that ends in that complement which is desirable in
unstressed /-klia(r)/, namely cochlear, and the sixth-form education of arts specialseveral that end in -ular (see above); but ists in the same way as literacy is in that
it admits that those who adopt President of science specialists. The committee deEisenhower's form 'are likely to draw fined it as 'not only the ability to reason
some unfriendly attention from those quantitatively but also some underwho consider it an error'.
standing of scientific method and some
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acquaintance with the achievements of
science'. Clearly there was a need for
such a word, and it has settled into the
standard language (also the corresponding adj. numerate) with particular reference to acquaintance with the basic
principles of mathematics.

numerals | nurturance
not 16-8; 116-18, not 116-8; 210-11, not
210-1; 314-15, not 314-5 (i.e. for the
group 10-19 in each hundred). The numbers from one to ten should always be
written in full. Do not contract dates
involving different centuries, e.g. 17981810 not 1798-810.
In collective numbers: either from 280
to 300; or 280-300; not from 280-300
(which shows a mixture of styles). Do not
begin a sentence with an arabic numeral.
Thus write Eighty-seven Coalition aircraft
attacked targets near Baghdad on Monday,
not 87 Coalition aircraft... It is also desirable to avoid placing arabic figures next
to each other in this manner: The theatre
can accommodate 700, 450 of whom are in
the stalls. Reword as . . . , of whom 450 are
in the stalls.

numerals. The writing and printing of
figures and numerals is a highly specialized matter: for detailed guidance
readers are referred to Hart's Rules. Some
selected examples (drawn mostly from
Hart) must suffice here, l Words or figures.
Figures should be used when the matter
consists of a sequence of stated quantities: Figures for September show the supply
to have been 85,690 tons, a decrease in the
month of 57 tons. The past 12 months show
a net increase of 5 tons; The smallest tenor See also AD; BC; BILLION; DATE 2.
suitable for ten bells is D flat, of
5 feet diameter and 42 cwt. This applies numerous is solely an adjective. Thus
generally to all units of measurement- {COD): 1 (with pi.) great in number (retons, cwt., feet, as above, also of area, ceived numerous gifts).
2 consisting of many (a numerous famvolume, time, force, electrical units, etc.
Separate objects, animals, ships, per- ily). Fowler (1926) cited an extract in
sons, etc., are not units of measurement which it is erroneously used as a prounless they are treated statistically: A noun: These men have introduced no fewer
four-cylinder engine of 48 b.h.p. compared than 107 amendments, which they know perwith a six-cylinder engine of 65 b.h.p.; Thefectly well cannot pass, and numerous of
peasant had only four cows; A farm with which are not meant to pass (read many of
which). See VARIOUS, which is used as a
40 head of cattle.
In descriptive matter, numbers under pronoun in AmE.
100 to be in words; but write 90 to 100, nuncio. PI. nuncios. See -O(E)S 4.
not ninety to 100. Write as words in such
instances as: With God a thousand years nuptial /'iiApJal/. The word is sometimes
are but as one day; I have said so a hundred pronounced in non-standard AmE as
/'nApJoal/ or /-ptjual/, i.e. with the sound
times.
of -ual as in actual, conceptual, gradual, etc.
2 Numerals generally. Insert commas Cf. the similar adoption of an erroneous
with four or more figures, as 7,642 and final syllable in the 'nuc-u-lar' version of
525.500; write dates without commas, as NUCLEAR.
1993'* omit commas in figures denoting
pagination, column numbers, and line nursling. Now the form favoured in the
numbers in poetry; also in library shelf- house style of OUP, rather than nurseling.
marks, as Harleian MS 24456. In decimals nurturance, emotional and physical
use the full point, as 7.06; and write nourishment and care. Introduced in
0.76, not .76. Similarly in writing the 1838 in the technical language of psychotime of day: 4.30 p.m. and, with the 24- logists, the word is still largely confined
hour clock, 0.31, 22.15. In references to to technical and scientific books and
pagination, dates, etc., use the least journals. A recent example: Typically, they
number of figures possible; for example, [sc. Japanese women] saw devotion to the
30-1,42-3,132-6,1841-5,1990-1; home as the creative nurturance of children—
write
but write e.g. 10-11, not 10-1; 16-18, Dxdalus, 1992.

Oo
-O is a suffix of combining forms of oarlock. See ROWLOCK.
words. On the analogy of Greek combinations in -o (e.g. X,eoKÔ-xX,œpos 'paie oasis /au'eisis/. PL oases /-si:z/.
green'; cf. A,8UK6? 'white'), and their ad- oaten. See -EN ADJECTIVES 1.
aptations and imitations in Latin, late or
medieval, like Gallograeci, Anglosaxonicus, oath /au9/. PL oaths /auôz/.
etc., -o- has come to be the usual connectobbligato. Note that this musical term
ing vowel in English combinations of
of Italian origin has -bb-. PL obbligatos.
various kinds: in ethnic names, as AngloSee -O(E)S 3.
Saxon, Indo-European, etc.; in scientific
terms generally, as electromagnetic, psycho- obdurate. The standard pronunciation
therapy. Typical examples of-o appended is /'Dbdjurat/ with the obscure vowel /a/
to the stems of English words of classical in the final syllable, not /-ert/. The stress
origin include chloro-, cirrho-, pneumo-; dra- falls on the first syllable.
matico-, economico-, historico-, politico-. Two
main developments have occurred in obedient. For its (now old-fashioned)
English: l The creation of imitative (i.e. use as part of a signing-off formula at
non-classical) formations within English, the end of letters, see LETTER FORMS.
e.g. cottonocracy, meritocracy; gasometer, obeisance. Pronounce /au'beisans/. The
speedometer (a notorious example, speed stressed syllable -beis- rhymes with base,
being a word of native origin).
i.e. it is not (as in my own use) a disyllabic /-'bens-/.
2 The emergence of curtailed words
in -o such as chromo (short for chromolitho- obelus, a dagger-shaped reference mark
graph), dynamo (short for dynamo-electric in printed work. PL obeli /-lai/.
machine), electro (short for electro-plate,
obiter dictum, an incidental remark.
-plating), photo (short for photograph).
PL obiter dicta.
-0. For the plural forms of nouns ending

object (verb). In its prevailing current
sense 'to have an objection to, disapprove
of, object is frequently followed by
oaf. PL oafs. The pi. form oaves occurred to + noun (phrase) (he objected to capital
sporadically in the 19c.
punishment) and to + gerund (see below).
In the 19c. and early 20c. it was also
commonly construed with to + infinoaken. See -EN ADJECTIVES 1.
itive. Examples: (with a to-infinitive)
0 and Oh. There is no exceptionless whether I would object to give the ladies the
rule in the matter, but the usual practice benefit of my assistance-W. Collins, i860;
is to use 0 to form a vocative (esp. in They objected to be actors in a farcepoetry), and when it is not separated by Manchester Examiner, 1885; we objecttopass
punctuation from what follows, and to Sundays in a state of coma—Gissing, 1892;
use Oh as an independent exclamation, She objected to marry a Jew—G. B. Shaw,
1903; (with to + gerund) Would the lady
followed by a comma or exclamation
object to my lighting the pair of candles?
mark. Examples: (O) 0 mighty Caesar!; 0
—Dickens, 1865; Battle was being given to
Death, where is thy sting?; 0 little town of
the front door, which objected to opening on
Bethlehem; 0 that I had wings like a dove. principle—E. Bowen, 1969.
(Oh) Oh, snatch'd away in beauty's bosom;
Oh! the professions; oh! the gold; and oh! the objection. The pattern is the same as
French (Darwin); Oh, how do you know that for OBJECT (verb). Examples: (with a
to-infinitive) he had no great objection, but
that?.
in -o, see -O(E)S.
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objective genitive | obliqueness, obliquity

also no great wish, tofight—C.Kingsley, obligate. The verb obligate in non-legal
1853; I have no objection to join with you in use is almost always used in the passive
the enquiry—Jowett, 1875; Cecil's objection{be obligated, feel obligated, etc.) followed
to go through with it—G. B. Shaw, 1911; by to + a noun (phrase) or by a to-infini(with to + gerund) I have no objection to tive, and it is not now found in standard
doing it myself—G. B. Shaw, 1911.
use in BrE, having been replaced in all
Objective genitive. The ordinary pos- main uses by obliged. It is a routine exsessive genitive is shown in John's dog ample of a word that was once (17-19C.)
(i.e. John has a dog), the world's oceans (the standard in BrE but has retreated into
world has oceans). A subjective genitive dialectal use, while remaining common
is shown in Thackeray's novels (i.e. those (beside obliged) in AmE and to some exhe wrote), the girl's decision (the girl has tent elsewhere. Its use in law lies outside
decided). An objective genitive is shown the scope of this book. Examples: (active)
in the boy's murder ( = the murder of the The Truman Administration devised a policy
boy). Further examples of the objective that obligated the United States to come to
genitive: a London cultural policy just before the aid of all 'free peoples who are resisting
the [Greater London] Council's abolition- attempted subjugation by armed minoriEssays & Studies, 1987; Kennedy's in ties.'—New Yorker, 1990; (passive) President
Kennedy's assassination is an objective Ford is obligated early next month to report
to Congress on the 'progress' of negotiations
genitive - S. Greenbaum, 1996.
looking toward a Cyprus settlement—NY
objective, object (nouns). In the broad Times, 1975; After the divorce she felt obligsense 'something sought or aimed at' it ated and guilty to both her parents and her
is not always possible to decide with child-B. Ripley, 1987 (US); it was the last
assurance which one is to be used. Pos- thing I wanted, but I felt obligated—Rosie
sibly this is the case because objective so Scott, 1988 (NZ); we will be obligated also to
used is a comparatively recent (late 19c.) recommend educational and communications
shortening of the military expression strategies that can overcome [etc.]—Bull.
objective point '(lit.) the point towards Amer Acad. Arts & Sci., 1992.
which the advance of troops is directed',
while object in this sense is much older Obligatory. The OED (1904) gave only
(16c), and the semantic 'space' occupied
the pronunciation /'Dbligatan/, i.e. with
by each is as yet unresolved. Some ex- the first syllable bearing the stress, and
amples may be useful as guides: (a) (ob- Daniel Jones (1917) gave preference to
ject) (showing a modern, somewhat this pronunciation while also listing
overused, phrase) The main object of the /'Dbligertari/ and, the only current form
exercise is to merge Theatre Tickets and Mesin standard BrE, /a'bligatan/ (stressed on
sengers' turnover with ours—Times, 1959; the second syllable). In AmE the fourth
(other examples) Mrs Newman said placidly syllable is usu. pronounced /-to:r-/.
that her main object in visiting Cologne was
to purchase a crate of toilet water-A. Schlee, oblige (verb). See OBLIGATE.
1981 ; Kierkegaard left Copenhagen for Berlin.
His professed object in doing so was to attendobligee /Dbli'd^i:/. In law, 'a person to
a course of lectures—P. Gardiner, 1988; Howwhom another is bound by contract or
easily I become blind like this to everything other legal procedure' {COD).
except the immediate object of my attention—?. Toynbee, 1988. (b) (objective) obligor /Dbh'ga:/. In law, 'a person who
Khrushchev and I declared that our commonis bound to another by contract or other
objective remained the ultimate prohibition legal procedure' (COD).
of nuclear weapons—H. Macmillan, 1971;
His main objective was to pile up a huge obliqueness, obliquity. The first is the
personal fortune—S. Bellow, 1987; There is more usual of the two esp. in the literal
no question about our objective that all pupilssense 'the quality of being oblique or
should study literature written in English slanting'; obliquity is used particularly
from other countries and cultures—TES, 1990.
in figurative contexts, 'divergence from
moral rectitude', 'indirectness'. But in
objector. Thus spelt, not -ex.
the sense 'indirectness', the choice of
objet d*art. PI. objets d'art (like the word is often just a matter of personal
preference. Examples: (obliqueness) He
singular pronounced /r>b3ei 'da:/).

oblique stroke | observance, observation
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had mentioned it—with a mischievous ob' have been alone—P. Farmer, 1987. In pracliqueness—to Gott—M. Innes, 1937. (obliqu-tice it is often difficult to judge which
ity) A mild and subtle influence compoundedsense was dominant in the writer's
of glancing opinions, smiling obliquities, ten- mind.
der and persuasive flatteries—A. Brookner,
obnoxious. Derived from L obnoxiOsus
1985; most critics were models of discretion
(from obnoxius 'exposed to harm, subject,
and obliquity—New Yorker, 1992.
liable'), obnoxious came into English in
Oblique Stroke. An extract from a letter the late 16c. in its Latinate sense, and
(11 Oct. 1992) from a friend in the dip- this sense was current in standard use
until the end of the 19c. (e.g. A similar case,
lomatic service: *FCO-speak, or rather
and is obnoxious to similar criticism—Law
FCOwrite, is currently . . . littered with
Times, 1891). By 1926 Fowler could rethe oblique stroke or slash, entailing
mark that this de jure sense was 'now
constant ambiguity—is it an indolent so restricted that it is puzzling to the
substitute for "or", or "and", or "I don't uninitiated'. The prevailing current
know which and can't be bothered to sense (or de facto sense, as Fowler d e
decide between them"?' Well, which is scribed it), 'offensive, objectionable, odiit?
ous', first recorded in 1675 (A very
obnoxious person; an ill neighbour, and give
oblivious. 1 Derived from L oblïviôsus much to law sûtes with any—A. Wood),
'forgetful, unmindful', oblivious was used apparently arose by association with
from the 15c. onward for just on four noxious.
centuries only in its Latin sense (e.g. Gods
memory is not so oblivious, that it can so oboe. See HAUTBOY. A player of the
soone forgett this covenaunt—]. Bell, 1581; instrument is an oboist.
The slow formality of an oblivious and drowsy
exchequer—Burke, 1780). This sense sur- obscene. In a century that has tried
vives (often followed by of), but is less repeatedly to define the nature and d e
sirable limits of obscenity, that is of lewdprominent now than it was a century or
ness, in books, films, etc. (always by
so ago. Examples: Never before ... has a
extending the limits), the word has gathgreat painter been completely oblivious of the
ered strength in its other main meaning,
style, or styles, of his time—K. Clark, 1949: 'highly offensive or repugnant' (of violOblivious of any previous decisions not to ence, famine, accumulation of wealth,
stand together ... the three stood in a tight etc.). Both strands of meaning go back
group—D. Lessing, 1985.
to the late 16c. Examples: ( = lewd) Our

2 In the mid-i9c, by a normal process later writers are saucy rather than obscene—
of semantic change, it came to be used Athenaeum, 1899: Appeal Court judges ruled
in the sense 'unaware of, unconscious ... that not only sex, but drug addiction,
o f (construed either with of or to). The made a book obscene and depraved—Daily
OED (1904)firmlylabelled this new sense Tél., 1964; The obscene is whatever touche
erroneous. Fowler (1926) dutifully accep- nerves, whether of desire or loathing, which
ted the Dictionary's verdict, and cited society, usually in the person of one of its
numerous examples of the 'erroneous' most susceptible members, such as Mrs Mary
sense. Time has moved on, and the new Whitehouse, deems better left untouched—A
sense now forms part of the orthodox Burgess, 1988. ( = highly offensive) Somevocabulary of every educated person. Ex- thing in the very robustness of Germany's
amples: I stayed indoors all day for several economy seemed to the terrorists and their
days, oblivious to the damp heat of Fal- sympathizers profoundly obscene—Time
mouth—C. Day Lewis, i960; For a man who 1977; The obscene proposals of the Monday
has lived here all his life Makinen is oddly Club to initiate repatriation and reverse rac
oblivious to the city's history—Daily Tel, relations legislation—Times, 1981; The ide
1970; He would ... look up at the startled of these old women being walled up and told
faces of his company entirely oblivious of anywhat to do by a superstitious parson was
offence that might have derived from his (Tïbba allowed herself the modernism) obchoice of expressions—A. N. Wilson, 1984; scene—A. N. Wilson, 1982.
Up till this point she had been as oblivious observance, observation. Both words
to her surroundings, she might as well are of long standing in the language
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obsolete | octopus

(observance first recorded in the 13c, form would be the uneuphonious obstetand observation in the 14c.) and both ricic. But only pedantry would take excephave impeccable etymological origins in tion to obstetric at this stage.
Latin, the first being originally a noun
denoting a state or condition ('regard, obtain (verb). There is a slight gain in
reverence, etc.*) and the second a noun formality by using obtain instead of get,
of action from L observare 'to observe'. as shown in Fowler's anecdotal example:
The centuries have worked their magic, 'Customer—Can you get me some? Shop
and the OED divides observance into five assistant—We can obtain some for you,
branches of meaning and observation into madam.'
ten. In practice the words are seldom occasion. Thus spelt. For some reason
interchangeable. Full details of the dif- it is one of the most frequently misspelt
ferences of application cannot be set words in the language.
down here. It must suffice to say that
observance is the word normally used for occiput, the back of the head. Prothe attending to and carrying out of a nounce /'DkSipAt/.
duty, custom, ritual, etc. (observance of the
speed limit; observance of the local custom ofoccur. The inflected forms are occurred,
removing one's shoes at the entrance to a occurring. See -R-, -RR-.
holy place). It has none of the customary occurrence /a'kArans/, the stressed sylsenses of observation (seeing, noticing, lable having the stem vowel of current.
speaking, etc.: some observations on the use In AmE the stressed syllable is the same
of the subjunctive; under observation in theas that for occur.
casualty ward), and observation in turn
does not mean attending to or com- ocellus /D'selas/, simple (as opposed to
plying with. It is worth noting that observ- compound) eye (of an insect). PI. ocelli
ance has developed only one common /-lai/.
compound, the Sunday Observance Society;
whereas observation has a string of com- ochlocracy /Dk'mkresi/, mob rule. Cf. Gk
pounds in regular use, observation balloon, ôxkos 'crowd'.
car, platform, post, ward, etc.
ochre, name of a yellow pigment. Spelt
Some examples of faulty uses: (observ- ocher in AmE. See -ER AND -RE. Hence
ance for observation) From him Mr Ton in- ochrous (adj.) (sometimes ochreous), AmE
herits both his gift for exact observance and ocherous.
lively humour—1926 in Fowler; His early
poetry, the product of exalted sensation ratherOCtaroon. See OCTOROON.
than of careful observance—1926 in Fowler;
octavo /Dk'tervau/. PI. octavos: see -O(E)S
(observation for observance) The observation
of the Sobbath-Macaulay, 1825*; The Brit- 3. Abbrev. 8vo.
ish Government has failed to secure the obseroctet. For the form, see DUET; NONET;
vation of law and has lost the confidence of QUARTET.
all classes—1926 in Fowler.
octingentenary, octocentenary, octo
(* The use was not faulty in 1825.)
centennial. Of these three forms for
obsolete (verb). In the 17-19c. in stand- the eight-hundredth anniversary of an
ard use in the sense 'to render obsolete; event, the first is now obsolete, the
to discard', this verb has dropped out of second is the preferred form in Britain,
use in BrE, but remains in use (or was and the third the more usual form in
revived) in N. America. Examples: Our English-speaking countries abroad. See
precoated steel failed to obsolete the glass CENTENARY 2.
TLC plate-Sri. Amer., 1975; Wire is being
obsoleted in communication today—Islander
octodecimo, a book based on 18 leaves,
(^ncouver, BC), 197736 pages, to the sheet. Also called eighteenmo. Abbrev. i8mo. PI. octodecimos: see
obstetric, obstetrical
(adjs.). The -O(E)S 3.
shorter form is much the more usual
of the two, and is recommended. Its octopus. The only acceptable pi. in
formation is in fact irregular: a midwife English is octopuses. The Greek original
is obstetrix, -ïcem, so that the 'regular' is ÔKTCtmous, -rcoô- (which would lead to

octoroon | -o(e)s
a pedantic English pi. form octopodes).
The pi. form octopi, which is occasionally
heard (mostly in jocular use), though
based on modL octopus, is misconceived.
See LATIN PLURALS; -US 4.
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BrE, to simplify oe to e. The following
lists show the dominant spelling in each
country of some common words i n this
group:
BrE

AmE

oedema
edema1
Oedipus
Oedipus
oenohgy
etiology1
oesophagus esophagus
oestrogen
estrogen
octosyllabics. The usual name of the
oestrus
estrus1
eight-syllable rhyming iambic metre Also in medial position:
used i n Hudibras, The Lay of the Last Minamoeba
ameba1
strel, etc.: What ever sceptre could inquire
fetid
fetid
for, For every why he had a wherefore.fThe
way was long, the wind was cold, The Minstrel
foetus2
fetus3
was infirm and old;...
homoeopathy2 homeopathy3
1 Also oe2 Also -e3 Also -oeOCIlliSt. S e e OPHTHALMOLOGIST.
The earlier forms (esp. in the 19c.) oeco-odd. Appended to a number, sum, logy, oeconomy, and oecumenical have now
weight, etc., to m e a n 'somewhat more been entirely replaced by ecology, economy,
than' (e.g. forty-odd members) it should be and ecumenical in both forms of English.
written with a hyphen i n order to avoid
-o(e)s. At one time or another we are
any possibility of ambiguity.
all in difficulties with the plural of words
which in the singular end in -0. There is
o d d m e n t . See -MENT.
n o simple rule declaring that all such
o d e . 'In reference to ancient literature plurals end i n -oes: i f there were, heroes
(and in some early uses of the word in would 'look' fine, and so would potatoes;
English): A poem intended or adapted but egoes a n d Eskimoes, for example,
to be sung; e.g. the Odes o f Pindar, o f would not. Conversely, if the rule stated
Anacreon, of Horace. Choral Odes, the that all such words ended in -os, curios
songs of the Chorus in a Greek play, etc.; would 'look' fine, a n d so would cantos,
spec, a short Old English poem, esp. The memos, ratios, and zeros; but hews and
Battle of Brunanburh. In modern use: A potatos would not. When i n doubt about
rhymed (rarely unrhymed) lyric, often i n particular words, all that one can do is
the form of a n address, generally digni- to follow the practice of one's favourite
fied or exalted i n subject, feeling, a n d
dictionary. The broad categories prostyle, but sometimes (in earlier use) vided by Fowler (1926) and confirmed by
simple and familiar (though less so than Gowers (1965), despite the fact that they
a song' (OED). The Battle of Brunanburh is overlap somewhat, are a s useful as any.
no longer called an ode, but a 'panegyric 1 Words used a s freely i n the plural a s
poem'. Among the most famous odes in in the singular, and are completely natEnglish literature are 'Ode on a Grecian uralized as English words, usually have
Urn' (Keats, 1819), 'Ode to a Nightingale' -oes, though there are very few invariable
(Keats, 1819), and 'Ode to the West Wind' examples: the names of some animals
(Shelley, 1819).
and plants, for example, fall naturally
into this class. So buffaloes, calicoes, carodour, o d o r o u s . The slightly genteel goes, dominoes, echoes, embargoes, haloes,
word odour (instead of smell) is so spelt heroes, mosquitoes, mottoes, Negroes, potain BrE but a s odor in AmE. (In the phr. toes, tomatoes, torpedoes, vetoes, volcanoes.
in bad odour 'out of favour', odour is But banjo, dodo, flamingo, fresco, grotto,
idiomatically used.) In both countries innuendo, mango, memento, peccadillo, salvo
the corresponding adj. is spelt odorous.
(discharge), and a large number of others
have either -os or -oes a s their plural
Odyssey. PI. odysseys.
forms. Recommendations for the majoro e , œ , e . See /E, Œ. There is a broad ity of these are given at their alphabetical
tendency in AmE, a n d much less so in place in the present book.
octoroon, occas. octoroon, is a person of
one-eighth Negro blood; the offspring of
a quadroon and a white person. The
unetymological -r- in octoroon is modelled
on quadroon. See MULATTO 2.
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5 Needless repetition of of.
2 Some monosyllables take -oes: so
goes, noes; but mos (wait for two mos), pos 6 Misleading omission of of.
7 Some freaks of idiom.
(chamber pots).
B Jespersen's riposte to Fowler.
3 Words of the kind whose plural is
C i o/for have, 've.
seldom wanted or is restricted to special
2 Splitting of the o/-genitive.
uses have -os: so bravados, crescendos, dittos,
3 Type of an evening.
dos (the musical note), guanos, infernos, I 4 A final word.
lumbagos, obbligatos, octavos, rectos, toA Fowler's observations and pronounbaccos, versos, vertigos.
cements. 'Straying' in the use of of, said
4 When a vowel (whether letter or Fowler in 1926, 'is perpetual, and the
sound) precedes the -o in the singular, impression of amateurishness produced
•os is the usual plural, probably because on an educated reader of the newspapers
of the bizarre look of-toes, etc.: so adagios, is discreditable to the English Press.'
arpeggios, bagnios, bamboos, cameos, curios,From newspapers of the time, but not
embryos, folios, imbroglios, impresarios, in- identified and therefore no longer retaglios, kangaroos, mustachios, nuncios, ora-coverable, Fowler classified seven uses of
torios, portfolios, radios, scenarios, seraglios,of which he called 'crimes of grammar'.
They are repeated here for their historistudios, trios, videos.
5 Curtailed words, usu. made by drop- cal interest.
1 Wrong patching. In the ten exping the second element of a compound
or the later syllables, always have -os: so amples to be given, the same thing has
altos, demos, dynamos, hippos, homos, kilos,happened every time. The writer commagnetos, memos, photos, pianos, pros (pro- poses a sentence in which some other
preposition than 0/occurs once but govfessionals), rhinos, stylos, typos.
erns two nouns, one close after it and
6 Alien-looking words and compar- the other at some distance. Looking over
atively recent loanwords have -os: so al- his sentence, he feels that the second
binos, allegros, boleros, caballeros, calypsos,noun is out in the cold, and that he
casinos, commandos, contangos, credos, dimiwould make things clearer by expressing
nuendos, egos, fandangos, farragos, fiascos, the preposition for the second time inflamencos, gauchos, gigolos, kimonos, limbos,stead of leaving it to be understood. So
magnificos, merinos, mikados, moroccos, mu-far, so good; care even when uncalled
lattos, piccolos, placebos, provisos, quartos,for is meritorious; but his stock of it
silos, solos, stilettos, tiros, torsos, weirdos. Itruns short, and instead of ascertaining
should be borne in mind, however, that what the preposition really was he hur-os, rather than -oes, is the routine plural riedly assumes that it was the last in
spelling for the majority of nouns ending sight, which happens to be an 0/that he
in -o whether they are 'alien-looking' or has had occasion to insert for some other
recent loanwords or not.
purpose; that of he now substitutes for
7 Polysyllabic words tend to have -os: the other preposition whose insertion or
so armadillos, clavicembalos, generalissimos,omission was a matter of indifference,
manifestos, Punchinellos.
and so ruins the whole structure. In the
8 Proper names have -os: so Gallios, examples, the three prepositions conLotharios, Martellos, News, Romeos; sim-cerned are in roman type; the reader
ilarly with ethnic names, as Eskimos, Fili- will notice that the later of the two ofs
can be either omitted or altered to the
pinos. Also Tornados (fighter aircraft).
Some other words ending in -o (e.g. earlier preposition, and that one of these
concerto, contralto, graffito, hairdo, in- courses is necessary:
termezzo, libretto, soprano) are treated at
An eloquent testimony to the limits of this
their alphabetical place.
kind of war, and of the efficiency of right
defensive measures; Which clearly points the
of.
need for some measure of honesty and of at
I A Fowler's observations and
least an attempt at understanding of racial
pronouncements:
ambitions; He will be in the best possible
1 Wrong patching.
position for getting the most out of the land
2 Patching the unpatchable.
and of using it to the best possible advantage;
3 Side-slip.
He would have recovered the power to
I 4 Irresolution.
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manœuvre his armies in mass, a power abso-from its track into an of construction
lutely necessary either to achieving a militaryby the presence somewhere of an of...
decision, or in case of necessity of retiring Examples: Sub-section 3 prohibits the Irish
in good order; The definite repudiation of Parliament from making any law so as to
militarism as the governing factor in the directly or indirectly establish or endow any
relation of States and ofthe future moulding religion or prohibit the free exercise thereof or
of the European world; The varying provisionsof giving a preference or imposing a disability
in the different States respecting the length on account of religious belief or ecclesiastical
and nature of the voter's qualification, as status; The primary object was not the destrucwell as of the kind of persons excluded from tion of the mole forts, or of the aeroplane
the suffrage; A candidate who ventured to shed, or of whatever military equipment was
hint at the possible persistence of the laws of there, or even of killing or capturing its
economics, and even of the revival of the garrison; Lord Parmoor referred to the pronormal common-sense instincts of trade; Thegress which had been made in the acceptance
Ministry aims not merely at an equitable of the principle of a League of Nations, mendivision of existing stocks, but of building tioning especially its inclusion in the Coalitio
up reserves against the lean months; It beginsprogramme, and of the appointment of Lord
with the early enthusiasm of St Petersburg Robert Cecil to take charge of this question
for the war, and of the anti-German feeling at the Peace Conference; Its whole policy was
which transformed the city into Petrograd; and is, simply to obstruct the improvement
The magistrate commented on the nuisance of the workingman's tavern, and of turning
of street<ollections by means of boxes, andevery house of refreshment and entertainment
of the scandal of a system under which a in the land into that sort of coffee tavern
large proportion of the money given goes for which ...
the expenses of collection.
4 Irresolution. Here again we have illus2 Patching the unpatchable. These re- trated Germany's utter contempt for her
semble the previous set so far as the pledged word and of her respect for nothing
writers are concerned; they have done but brute force; His view would be more
the same thing as before; but for the appropriate in reference to Hume's standpoint
reader who wishes to correct them there than of the best thought of our own day. The
is the difference that only one course is results of having in mind two ways of
open; of must be simply omitted, and putting a thing and decidingfirstfor one
between or without cannot be substituted. and then for the other: we have illustrated,
We can say for you and for me instead of and we have an illustration of; to Hume's
for you and me if we choose, but not standpoint (than to the thought), and to the
between you and between me for between youstandpoint of Hume (than of the thought).
and me; with cries and with tears means
5 Needless repetition of of. There is a
the same as with cries and tears, but without classical tag about the pleasure of being on
cries or without tears does not mean the shore and of watching other folk in a big sea.
same as without cries or tears. Examples: A matter not of grammar, but of style
It could be done without unduly raising the and lucidity; in style the second of is
price of coal, or of jeopardizing new trade; heavy, and in sense it obscures the fact
He will distinguish between the American that the pleasure lies not in two separate
habit of concentrating upon the absolute es- things but in their combination.
sentials, of'getting there' by the shortest path, 6 Misleading omission of of. The proand of the élaboration in detail and the love hibition of meetings and the printing and
of refinements in workmanship which mark distribution offlysheets stopped the Radicals'
the Latin mind; Without going into the vexedagitation. Unless an of is inserted before
question of the precise geographical limita- the printing, the instinct of symmetry
tions, or of pronouncing any opinion upon compels us to start by assuming that the
the conflicting claims of Italy and of the Yugo-printing etc. offlysheets is parallel to the
slavs, what may be said is that...
prohibition of meetings instead of, as it
3 Side-slip. Besides the types given in must be, to meetings alone.
7 Some freaks of idiom. You are the man
the previous sections, so beautifully systematic in irregularity as almost to ap- of all others that I did not suspect; He is
pear regular, there are more casual the worst liar of any man I know; A child
aberrations of which no more need be of ten years old; That long nose of his. The
said than that the sentence is diverted modern tendency is to rid speech of
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of the ways of saying of. The erroneous
use (first recorded in 1837) is found in
all English-speaking countries. Typical
examples (in each of which the speech
represented is that of a child or of a
poorly educated adult): Well, you should
of buyed some cigarettes for yourself so it's
your own fault—S. Mackay, 1984 (UK); My
friend Gladys wouldn't of wanted you to
come here nosing-N. Virtue, 1988 (NZ); An'
Edward might of been dying—?. Lively, 1989
(UK); Firecracker must of lifted a rock or
something. Didn't see it hit—C. Tilghman,
1991 (US).
2 Splitting oftheqf-genitive. Elisabeth
B Jespersen's reply to Fowler (A(7) Wieser (in English Studies 1986) described
above). In SPE Tract XXIV (1926), Jes- a little-noticed phenomenon which she
persen showed that the use of of in such called 'the splitting of the o^genitive'. In
constructions as A child of ten years old such constructions the governing noun
and That long nose of his is as old as is divided from its o/-genitive by any of
Caxton, and argued that of is here not various elements. The use appears to be
partitive but appositional. "The historical widespread in all varieties of English.
treatment of the construction', he said, Examples: The remnant that exists in my
'cannot be separated from that of "a memory of a book read and admired years
friend of mine".' Like the OED (sense ago—P. Lubbock, 1921; The dubbing into
44 of of and sense 4b of old), he cites British English of Fellini's 'La Dolce Vita'
numerous examples of this type which was a tour deforce—A. Burgess, 1980; With
has 'for centuries been used by high the rise to power of the National
and low'. Thus: Any neighebore of myne Socialists—D. M. Thomas, 1981; There was
(Chaucer); Ayong hors of the Queries (1502); a glint in his eye of the charming Continental
Lodke, here comes a Louer of mine, and a rascal—G. Mikes, 1983.
louer of hers (Shakespeare); Nay, but this 3 Type of an evening. The chiefly AmE
dotage of our Generals [sc. of Antony's] Ore-type he works nights; she plays cards
flowes the measure (Shakespeare); A Steer of Thursdays (see ADVERB 4) is a concise way
two Years old (Dryden); This child of twelve of expressing the general English type of
years old (Shelley); It is a positive rest to an evening, of a Sunday afternoon, though
look into that garden of his (J. R. Lowell). this latter type, which is still current,
In CGEL (1985) the construction is is now beginning to sound literary or
called the 'post-genitive', and is pres- archaic. A typical example: All the intellect
ented as a normal unopposable part of of the place assembled of an evening—Carlyle,
the language: that irritating habit of her 1831. Until the 19c. the type of nights, of
father's; an invention of Gutenberg's; sev- mornings was also possible: e.g. Dice can
eral pupils of his. It is pointed out, how- be played of mornings as well as after dinner—
ever, that the genitival phrase 'must be Thackeray, 1849.
definite and human': e.g. an opera of
4 Afinalword. Dwight Bolinger (World
Verdi's, but not *an opera of a composer's; Englishes vii, 1988) reminded us that as
an opera of my friend's, but not *a funnel a function word like 0/'occurs in increasof the ship's. For further discussion of ingly cohesive and stereotyped larger asthis type, see DOUBLE POSSESSIVE.
semblies [i.e. multiplies the ways in
C 1 of for have, 've. In the spoken lan- which it is idiomatically used], its nuguage the auxiliary verb have when un- clear sense begins to fade, and eventually
stressed (in such phrases as could have, it turns into a kind of grammatical parmight have, would have) is normally pro- ticle'. It then begins to be replaced by
nounced /av/ and so, often, is of. It needed other prepositions, e.g. about. Bolinger
only the keen ears of children and of cited numerous examples from radio
other partially educated people, to mis- broadcasts of the period 1982-8 in which
interpret /av/ = have as being 'really' one about is used where 0/would have been
patent illogicalities; and all of the above
either are, or seem to persons ignorant
of any justification that might be found
in the history of the constructions,
plainly illogical: the man of all men; the
worst liar of all liars; a child of ten years,
or a child ten years old; a friend of mine,
i.e. among my friends, but surely not
that nose of his, i.e. among his noses: so
the logic-chopper is fain to correct or
damn; but even he is likely in unguarded
moments to let the forbidden phrases
slip out. They will perhaps be disused in
time; meanwhile they are recognized
idioms . . .
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expected, e.g. There was none of the aware- offence (noun). Thus spelt in BrE, but
ness about drugs that we have now; I'm as offense in AmE.
perhaps a little more conscious about that; The
Vietnamese are downright disdainful about offer makes offered, offering. See -R-, -RR-.
Chinese cookery; Pierre Salinger thinks thatoffice (noun). In AmE the ordinary word
[President] Kennedy was wary about tele- for a doctor's surgery (see PHYSICIAN): e.g.
vision. The broad sense of the preposition The doctor's office, which occupied the two
in such contexts is 'on the subject of, front rooms of his house, was cool and highand, at least in AmE, in uses like these ceilinged—New Yorker, 1990.
about is beginning to sound the more
natural of the two. Bolinger also cited office (verb). The noun office has been
examples of other replacements: enam- used intermittently as a verb, in various
oured of^enamoured with (cf. in love with), senses, now mostly obsolete, since the
free of->freefrom (e.g. It's free of/from contam- 15c. Shakespeare, for example, used it
inants).
to mean 'to appoint to an office' in The
It begins to look as if preposition re- Winter's Tale (So stands this Squire Offic'd
placement is becoming an occasional with me). The verb is no longer extant in
but significant feature of the language. BrE but is reasonably common in NAmer.
Powerful analogies are strewn about use, in the sense 'to have an office' or,
everywhere waiting to be seized upon. followed by with, 'to share an office'.
It is perhaps not surprising, therefore, Examples: (advt) Chance for high grade
though at present still regrettable, that realtor to office with lawyer—Atlantic
some people (esp. children) are now us- Monthly, 1936; Mr. Mardian spoke of a man
ing bored of instead of bored with (see who 'officed in that same agency'—NY Times
BORED).
1973-

of a. Observed so far only in AmE official (adj.) means 'of or relating to
an office or its tenure (official duties)' or
sources is the colloquial type adj. + of
a + noun, e.g. wouldn't be that difficult of 'properly authorized (an official fellowship
a shot—L. Trevino, 1985 (during a TV in- at Magdalen College; the official attendance
terview). WDEU 1989 cites numerous ex- was 47,000)'. Officious, by contrast, means
amples (including the one by Trevino) 'unduly forward in offering services,
from informal oral sources, e.g. How big meddlesome' (an officious fussy little clerk;
of a carrierforce?—]. Lehrer, 1986 (TV news- an officious waiter). See OFFICIOUS.
cast). The type may possibly be a slowly
evolving extension of a much older Officialese. 1 The term, first recorded
quasi-nominal use of the adj. considerable: in 1884, is used, mostly pejoratively, to
e.g. (from DARE, 1985) This morning about mean 'the language characteristic of
6 o'clock considerable of a shock of an officials or of official documents'. Adjectearthquake was felt in Boston—1766 source. ives applied to it in the illustrative examples in the OED entry for the word
No BrE examples have been noted yet.
include crabbed, jolting, and dry. Wry comments about the unsuitability, unattractof course. See COURSE.
iveness, or impenetrability of official
off. Used in the sense 'from the hands, memoranda and the terminology of
groups of officials turn up all the time.
charge, or possession of, qjff is (according
to the OED, as preposition, sense 2) con- The attitude is one of bemusement or of
strued esp. with take, buy, borrow, hire, horror. A passage from a 1990 column
and the like. But there is no doubt that, by Theodore Dalrymple, a regular contridespite the antiquity (mid-i6c. onward) butor to The Spectator, may be taken as
of the construction, it is now regarded representative of many such comments:
'I'm beginning to wonder whether I
as not quite standard. One no longer
buys a car off a stated garage or person still speak modern English, or whether,
but from a garage or person. Typical ex- approaching middle age, the language
amples of the older use: A villager had of my youth and education has become
come ...to know whether Blincoe 'would an archaic and somewhat quaint dialect.
take a goose off him'—C. James, 1891; She Last week, I read a review in the British
admitted borrowing the i\. off the plaintiff- Medical Journal of a book about Aids from
which it became clear that a prostitute
Daily News, 1897. Cf. OFF OF.
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is no longer a prostitute: she is a 'sex
worker'. From which it follows, I suppose, that gonorrhoea is no longer a
venereal but an occupational disease.
The pages of the BMJ are as Edward Gibbon, however, compared to the language
used during meetings by the new managers of the NHS. To attend one of these
meetings is to enter a world in which
people are not busy: they are 'fully occupied operationally*. When these meetings have lasted more than three hours,
the chairman does not say, 'It's late and
I am bored', he says, 'I'm conscious of
the time.' Up and down the country, in
all our hospitals, members of committees are fully occupied operationally,
identifying and then defining live issues,
which of course can only be approached
multidisciplinarily, utilising a pool of
resources (that is to say, employees). It
has to be taken on board that blocks of
time can only be devoted to this if a
ring-fenced tranche of money is made
available to the accountable manager
who, as we all know, is a very pivot
person in a liaison situation. The key to
the operation is resourcing the clinical
input adequately. It goes without saying
that the output must be rigorously audited. Only in this manner can a potential
runner, out of all the options that are
generated, be posited at headquarters.'
2 A somewhat more ambivalent argument is that put forward by Gowers
(1965): 'Officialese is a pejorative term for
a style of writing marked by peculiarities
supposed to be characteristic of officials.
If a single word were needed to describe
those peculiarities, that chosen by
Dickens, circumlocution, is still the most
suitable. They may be ascribed to a combination of causes: a feeling that plain
words sort ill with the dignity of office,
a politeness that shrinks from blunt
statement, and, above all, the knowledge
that for those engaged in the perilous
game of politics, and their servants,
vagueness is safer than precision. The
natural result is a stilted and verbose
style, not readily intelligible—a habit of
mind for instance that automatically rejects the adjective unsightly in favour of
the periphrasis detrimental to the visual
amenities of the locality. This reputation,
though not altogether undeserved, is unfairly exaggerated by a confusion in the
public mind between officialese and what

officialese
may be termed legalese. For instance a
correspondent writes to The Times to show
up what he calls this "flower of circumlocution" from the National Insurance Act
1959; it ought not, he says, to be allowed
to waste its sweetness on the desert air.
For the purpose of this Part of this Schedule
a person over pensionable age, not being an
insured person, shall be treated as an insured
person if he would be an insured person were
he under pensionable age and would be an
employed person were he an insured person.
'This is certainly not pretty or luminous writing. But it is not officialese, nor
is it circumlocution. It is legalese, and
the reason why it is difficult to grasp is
not that it wanders verbosely round the
point but that it goes straight there with
a baffling economy of words. It has the
compactness of a mathematical formula.
Legalese cannot be judged by literary
standards. In it everything must be subordinated to one paramount purpose:
that of ensuring that if words have to
be interpreted by a Court they will be
given the meaning the draftsman intended. Elegance cannot be expected
from anyone so circumscribed. Indeed it
is hardly an exaggeration to say that the
more readily a legal document appears
to yield its meaning the less likely it is
to prove unambiguous. It is fair to assume that if the paragraph quoted were
to be worked out, as one would work
out an equation, it would be found to
express the draftsman's meaning with
perfect precision.
'If an official were to use those words
in explaining the law to a "person over
pensionable age not being an insured
person" he would indeed deserve to be
pilloried. The popular belief that officials
use an esoteric language no doubt derives partly from the reluctance they
used to feel to explain the law in their
own words lest they should be accused
of putting a gloss on it. But, now that
the daily lives of all of us are affected
by innumerable laws, officials have had
to overcome this inhibition and act as
interpreters; they could not get through
their work if they had not learned to
express themselves to ordinary people
in a way that ordinary people can understand. Circumlocution is rife in presentday writing and speaking, but officials
are not markedly worse than other
people; they are probably better than
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most. But the following examples show official, and the notion of meddlesomethat they still sometimes fall into the ness attached to it in ordinary use was
old bad habit of giving explanations in entirely absent. But the risk of misunderterms only fit for an Act of Parliament, standing was obvious, and the use now
if that: "Appropriate weekly rate" means, inseems to be obsolete. A distinguished
relation to any benefit, the weekly rate of British diplomat wrote to me as follows:
personal benefit by way of benefit of that 'I have to confess that I cannot recall
description which is appropriate in the case ever having seen the use of "officious",
of the person in relation to whom the provisionin the sense that you describe, in nearly
containing that expression is to be applied; 30 years of exposure to diplomatic EngUnemployment benefit is not payable in re- lish. I have occasionally come across this
spect of 132.56 to 17.2.56 which cannot usage in the French officieux ("unofficial,
be treated as days of unemployment on the semi-official"—Harrap), and have thought
ground that the claimant notwithstanding it odd and unexpected enough probably
that this employment has terminated received,to have noticed an equivalent English usby way of compensation for the loss of the age had it come my way. I see that the
remuneration which he would have received OED notes the French term as the basis
for that day each of those days if the unem- for "officious" in this sense, and that
ployment had not been terminated, payment seems obviously right . . . The Foreign
of an amount which exceeds the amount Office... used to employ the term 'semiarrived at by deducting the standard daily official', sometimes 'demi-official' to derate of employment benefit from two thirds scribe diplomatic correspondence which
of the remuneration lost in respect of that daywas not as formal as a despatch or Third
Person Note' (private letter, 17 Apr. 1993).
each of those days.
'That circumlocution may occasionally be found even in the utterances of offing, offish, etc. The vowel sound /a:/
those official "spokesmen" who ought to in ojf and its derivatives, which was
know better, may be illustrated by this standard at the beginning of the 20c, has
extract from a London evening news- now given way, except in the speech of
paper: Discussing Anglo-American talks onelderly people, to /D/.
the Barnes Wallis folding-wing plane, a Minisoff of is still strongly present in the
try spokesman said: "The object of this visit
language of the less well educated but
is a pooling of knowledge to explore further
is indisputably non-standard in Britain.
the possibility of a joint research effort to
The OED gives numerous examples of the
discover the practicability of making use of
use, beginning with one in Shakespeare's
this principle to meet a possible future NATO
2 Henry V7 (A [ = I] fall off of a tree), and
requirement, and should be viewed in the also: About a furlong off of the Porters Lodge—
general context of interdependence." Or, {ourBunyan, 1678; I'd borrow two or three dollars
version): "This visit is tofindout whether we off of the judge for him-M. Twain, 1884.
can, together, develop the folding wing for But the 20c. evidence (as indeed in the
NATO.'"
1884 example just cited from Huckleberry

Finn) is all from sources representing
non-standard speech. In AmE, off of 'is
widespread in speech, including that of
officinal (adj.) (in medical contexts). The the educated . . . but is rare in edited
pronunciation /a'fismal/ is recommen- writing' {Random House Webster's College
Diet., 1991). US examples: the night Wayne
ded. Cf. medicinal /mi'dismal/.
came at Randolph with a hammer to pull
officious formerly had a meaning in him off of Mary—M. Golden, 1989; the collecdiplomacy oddly different from its ordin- tion of virtually all older artifacts and most
ary one. A diplomatist until relatively modern ones—pulled out of chapels, peeled o
recent times meant by an officious com- of church walls, removed from decayed house
munication much what a lawyer still [etc.]—S. Greenblatt in Bull. Amer. Acad.
means by one without prejudice; it was Arts b Sci., 1990; She had a way of moving
to bind no one, and, unless acted upon her head to pitch it [sc. her hair] about, a
by common consent, was to be as if it way of sweeping it off of her face with her
had not been. It was the antithesis of fingers-T. R. Pearson, 19933 See BAFFLEGAB; GOBBLEDEGOOK; PLAIN
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offspring | Olympiad, Olympian, Olympic

offspring. From the 16c. to the early
19c. a plural form offsprings was current
(e.g. the widows and the offsprings of the
poorer, the indigent clergy, 1756), but since
then this ancient word (found already
in OE) has been invariable in form (These
are the offspring of Muslim parents; the son
tried to become the worthy offspring of his
famous father).

currency in the spoken language but is
rarely found in formal written work.
okapi (Zairean animal). PL unchanged
or okapis.
old. 1 For the distinction between older,
oldest, and elder, eldest, see ELDER.
2 For the type a hoy, etc. of ten etc.
years old, see OF A 7.

oft, recorded in standard use from the
3 For the Old Lady ofThreadneedle Street,
OE period onward, survives only in see SOBRIQUETS.
special contexts or in literature: e.g. Do
this, as oft as ye shall drink it, in remembranceolde. 'An affected form of old adj.
of me—BJc of Common Prayer; What oft wassupposed to be archaic and usually emthought, hut ne'er so well expressed—Pope, ployed to suggest (spurious) antiquity,
esp. in collocations often also archaist1711.
ically spelt, as olde English(e), Englyshe,
Often. The OED (1904) gave only the worlde, worldy' (OEDS, 1982). Examples: A
pronunciation /orfan/, but since then the lot of olde realle beames in Amersham and a
vowel has almost universally been re- lot of olde phonie cookynge too—Good Food
placed by /D/ as in not and a spelling Guide, 1959; The interior is old but not olde
pronunciation with medial /t/ has also worlde—Guardian, 1972; Charming stone
emerged in standard speech. The OED built olde worlde Cottage of immense characcommented that the pronunciation with ter—advt in a Rhyl (N. Wales) newspaper,
medial /t/, "which is not recognized in
1976.
the dictionaries, is now frequent in the
south of England, and is often used in olden. First recorded in the 15c, this
singing'. Nowadays many standard word has gradually fallen into disuse
speakers use both /'Dfan/ and /'Dftan/, but except in the expression in olden times
the former pronunciation is the more (or days). Its origin is uncertain, but 'it
has been suggested that the suffix may
common of the two.
represent an early inflexion of old. Cf.
oftener, -est. Logically the comparative Ger. in der alien Zeit' (OED). It is not to
and superlative forms of often but in be reckoned among the numerous -EN
practice much less common than more ADJECTIVES.
often and most often.
olfactory. For olfactory organ, see POLYSYLLABIC HUMOUR.
oh. See o AND OH.
OK. Possibly the only English word
universally recognized by foreigners
throughout the world. Its origin has been
established by the American scholar
Allen Walker Read: it seems to have been
an abbreviation in the late 1830s of orl (or
oil) korrect, a jocular form of'all correct'.
Other suggestions, as I expressed it myself in OEDS (1982), 'e.g. that O.K. represents the Choctaw oke 'it is', or French au
quai, or that it derives from a word in the
West African language Wolofvia slaves in
the southern States of America, all lack
any form of acceptable documentation'.
The word is also written with full points
as O.K. and in spelt-out form as okay. As
a verb, OJCs, OK!d, and OJCing are
commonest written forms, but okays,
etc., are not far behind. OK has very wide

olio. PL olios. See -O(E)S 4.
-ology. See -LOGY. New, usu. temporary,
formations in -ology ('sportive noncewords', as the OED calls them) are still
being coined all the time. Recent examples that have come to my notice
include coupology (study of the plotting
of coups), crazeology (title of a 1989 biography of a jazzman), enterology (procedure whereby a contortionist squeezes
into a bottle of limited size), Hamburgerology, spudology (on headline of an article
about a work called The Amazing Potato
Book). The language seems to welcome
such words as temporary passengers, so
long as they get off at the next station.
the
Olympiad,
Olympian,
Olympic.
1 Olympiad. 'In its earliest use (Pindar,
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Herodotus) it refers to the [Olympic] his Neck—Shakespeare, 1591; ft may be A
games themselves or to a victory in the they will reuerence him—Luke 20: 13 (AV),
games; only later does it come also to 1611; We were sorry A you couldn't come—
signify the period between celebrations; 01912; I felt A I should have gone to the
and only much later still, in Latin, does tradesmen's entrance—G. Greene, 1980.
the second sense become the principal
The two 20C. examples just cited have
one' (W. Sidney Allen, 1992). In English a natural feel about them,i.e. the omisthe earliest recorded use (Trevisa, 1398) sion of the conjunction that passes unnois the period between the ancient games, ticed. But things do not always go so
used by the Greeks for the computation smoothly. Examples showing that omisof time. The sense 'a quadrennial celeb- sion can produce forced constructions:
ration of the ancient Olympic Games' is Keating made it plain yesterday A he did not
first recorded in the late 15c. (Skelton). accept the thesis A swinging voters can he
The Olympic Games were revived in spooked into voting for Labor by [etc.]—Aust.
Athens in 1896, and the term Olympiad Financial Review, 1993; A practical argumen
was first recorded of these in 1907.
for Australian action is A the British them2 Olympian. Shakespeare, Milton, and selves may yet seek a future in Europe. Britain
others used the adj. to apply to the is not demanding A Australia remain a consti
ancient Greek games (the Olympian tutional monarchy—it accepts A the choice
games), but now it is principally used of rests with Australia—Weekend Aust., 1993.
or referring to Mount Olympus in NE
omit. The inflected forms are omitted,
Greece, traditionally the home of the
omitting. Cf. -T-, -TT-.
Greek gods, 'heavenly, celestial'. The
noun Olympian is now sometimes used omnibus (vehicle). Now almost entirely
to mean 'a competitor in the modern supplanted by the shortened form bus,
Olympic Games'.
but if it is used the pi. is omnibuses. Since
3 Olympic. In modern use it is princi- the late 1920s the terms omnibus book,
pally used of the games of ancient Greece volume, etc., have been commonly used
or those of modern times. The games for a volume containing several novels,
themselves are frequently called the etc., previously published separately.
Olympics (as well as the Olympic Games).
omniscience, -scient. The recommenomelette. The customary spelling in ded pronunciation of -sc- in these words
BrE (rather than omelet), whereas omelet is /s/ rather than /J/.
is the more usual form in AmE.
omnium gatherum. A mock Latin
ominous. Now always pronounced /'om- formation, first recorded in 1530, for 'a
mas/, with a short initial 0, though Daniel miscellany or strange mixture (of perJones (1917) gave initial /'aum-/, as in sons or things)'.
omen, as an alternative.
omission of relatives, etc. A charac- on. 1 For on all fours, see FOUR. For on
teristic feature of English speech and to, onto, and on, see ON TO. For on and
writing, current since at least the 13c, upon, see UPON. For on and in a street,
is the construction of relative clauses see IN 3 (and below, 2).
without the 'normal' introductory that
(or whom, etc.). Some grammarians treat
the matter as the omission of a relative
pronoun or of the conjunction that; but

2 NAmer. (occas. elsewhere, but not
in BrE) use of on where in is standard in
Britain: (place) My father, may he rest in
peace, had a dry-goods store on Gesia Street—
see CONTACT CLAUSES. Examples: (omisI. B. Singer, 1983; 'I've lived on Eagle Street
sion of a relative pronoun) I do hue a fifty-five years,' Mike said—New Yorker, 19
woman ... and shee's faire A I Ioue—Shake- I head north on University Avenue—M. Atspeare, 1592; In the day A ye eate thereof, wood, 1989; The street Logan lived on was
then your eyes shalbee opened—Gen. 3: 5 tranquil, shaded by an impressive congrega(AV), 1611; This is a spray A the Bird clung tion of sturdy trees—M. Golden, 1989; (time;
to—Browning, 1855; She is engagingly BrE requires at) On weekends she would play
grateful for the good luck A she has had—D.disk jockey like that for hours—New Yorker,
Davie, 1982; (omission of the conjunc- 1987; At university we'd sometimes get totion that) Direct mine Armes, A I may embracegetherfor a 'spree'. Especially on weekends—A
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Brink, 1988 (SAfr.); and on weekends having have passed into meaning 'occasionally'
champagne and strawberries with the sons ofin the 19c. and is now rare or obsolete.
the nobility-]. Updike, 1988. But cf. BrE Meanwhile once in a way meaning 'occaon Monday, Tuesday, Boxing Day, etc. sionally' (1891- in the OED) has idio3 Evidence is accumulating that on is matically acquired a preceding for when
beginning to invade some of the tradi- used to mean 'as a solitary or exceptional
tional territory of some other preposi- instance' (I really think, father, you might
tions in BrE, esp. in newspaper headlines. for once in a way take some slight interest in
A Norwegian scholar, Age Lind, pres- the family—G. B. Shaw, 1934). It in turn
ented numerous examples in Moderna seems now to be threatened by the
Sprâk No. 1,1987: e.g. Gilt-edged and equit- phrase (every once in a while 'every now
ies drift lower on [ = as a result of] lack of and then, at long intervals' (1781 and
buyers—Financial Times, 1978; Row on [ =later examples in the OED), which is now
about] massive cuts in defence—Observer,widely current.
1981; Pilot gets life on [ = for] wife killingTimes, 1986 (the story that followed had one.
I 1 Writing of anyone, no one, etc.
for. A pilot who stabbed his wife ... was
2 The type one and a half years, etc./a year
jailed for life for murder).
etc. and a half.
3 The type one of, if not the best book(s).
-on. Plural of words derived directly or
4 The type one of those who need(s).
indirectly from Greek or modelled on
5 Kinds of pronoun: numeral, impersonal, or
Greek words and having in English the
generic, replacing /.
termination -on: 1 Some may, and often
6 Possessive of the numeral and the
or always do, form the plural in -a: so
impersonal.
asyndeton, automaton, criterion (but see as
7 Mixtures of one with he, you, they, my,
main entry), hyperbaton, noumenon, or- I etc.
ganon, oxymoron, parhelion, phenomenon
1 Writing of anyone, no one, etc. The
(but see as main entry).
written forms recommended are anyone,
2 Others seldom or never use that
everyone, no one, someone: see these as
form, but fall in with the normal English
main entries (anyone treated s.v. ANY).
plurals in -s: so cyclotron, electron, lexicon,
neutron, proton, skeleton.
2 The type one and a half years etc/a
3 In others again, the substitution of year etc. and a half. See HALF 3.
-a for -on to form the plural would be a
3 The type one of, if not the best book(s).
blunder, their Greek plurals being, if The difficulty here is that one can so
they are actual Greek words, of some easily be trapped into writing a mixture
quite different form, and -s is the only of two constructions: one of the best books
plural used in English: such are anion is normal and so is the best book, but
(19 c), archon, canon, cation (19c), cotyle- they should not be used together in the
don, demon, mastodon (19c), nylon (20c. manner indicated. Fowler (1926) cited a
invented word), pylon, siphon.
number of aberrant examples: e.g. the
Costume Hall—one of, if not the most, spacious
on account of. See ACCOUNT.
of salons for dresses and costumes (read one
of the most spacious, if not the most spacious,
on behalf of. See BEHALF.
of salons); One of thefinest,if not the finest,
once. 1 Normally an adverb (he goes to poem of an equal length produced of recent
the theatre once a week; once bitten, twice years (read One of the finest poems of an
shy; if we once lose sight of him we shall equal length produced [in] recent years, if not
never set eyes on him again), but also a thefinest);I think the stage is one of, if not
conjunction (once he's back, I'm sure things the best of all, professions open to women
will settle down again), and occasionally, (read I think the stage is one of the best
in informal use, a noun (No one but the professions open to women, if not the best of
broad-shouldered woman had spoken, and all); Fur was one of the greatest—perhaps the
that only the once).
greatest—export articles of Norway (read Fur
2 The old phr. once and away meaning was one of the greatest export articles of
'once and for all* (It is not enough to harrow Norway, perhaps the greatest). It will be
once and away—1759 in OED) seems to observed that acceptable sentences are

one
produced in each case by a simple rearrangement of the elements of the aberrant ones.
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I: in such contexts it is fully pronounced
(/wAn/ not /wan/), and is often used ironically or with a sense of social superiority
4 The type one of those who need{s). See (see below). The distinction between the
AGREEMENT 9. Further examples of each second and third types is often a fine
type: (pi. verb in the subordinate clause) one—indeed there is much overlapping.
A range of examples illustrating types
She was one of those women who make an
enchanted garden of their childhood memor-two or three, or in some cases both: The
ies—A. Brookner, 1990; Not only was FenellaCaterpillar murmured—'One doesn't preten
one of those people who imagine ... that to be a Christian, but as a gentlemen one
Roman Catholicism had more chic than otheraccepts a bit of bad luck without gnashing
forms of Christianity, [etc.]—A. N. Wilson, one's teeth—H. A. Vachell, 1905; Lady Seal...
1990; Oh, he's one of those people who need had told Anderson it [sc. the bombardment]
a nurturing older woman to listen to their was probably only a practice. That was wha
woes—Antonya Nelson, 1992 (US), (sing, one told servants—E. Waugh, 1942; How to
verb in the subordinate clause) He's one persuade the Telegraph that ...one was a
man of immense culture? {saying 'one' when
of those Yanks who wants to be really English,
you know—A. Motion, 1989; he is one of you mean T would do for a start, I decided)—
those people who hasfiveminutes of fame and F. Johnson, 1982; you must realize that there
a place in history because he just happened toarerisksthat one doesn't take—N. Gordimer,
be in the right place at the right time—]. G. 1987; at least one listener found it [se. a
Dunne, 1991 (US); 'Don't you think,' said performance of a piano concerto] more
Bernard, 'that Hawaii is one of those placesintriguing than a thousand more routine
that was always better in the past?'—D. interpretations. This performance comLodge, 1991. A plural verb in the subor- manded attention; at times ...it brought
dinate clause is recommended unless one's blood to a boil-Chicago Tribune, 1988;
particular attention is being drawn to One knew immediately that he was a bad
the uniqueness, individuality, etc., of the lot—C. Phipps, 1989; a highly readable
one in the opening clause.
classic that nevertheless got into the Guinnes
Book of Records for having been rejected 69
5 Kinds of pronoun; numeral, imper- times before publication. One wonders why
sonal, or generic, replacing I. It is desir- does not one?—Fortune, 1990 (US).
able at this point to distinguish the
6 Possessive of the numeral and the
names given to certain uses of one. It is a
pronoun of some sort whenever it stands impersonal. The question arises of what
not in agreement with a noun, but as a is the proper pronoun to be used when
substitute for a noun preceded by a or the pronoun one needs contextually to
one: in I took one apple, one is not a pro- be followed by a reflexive or by a possessnoun but an adjective; in I want an apple; ive. For example, when Caesar has been
may I take one?, one stands for an apple named, he can be afterwards called
or one apple, and is a pronoun. In the either Caesar or he, but when one has
following examples three different kinds been used, does it matter whether it is
of pronoun are exemplified: One of them repeated itself or is represented by he,
escaped; One is often forced to confess failure;
etc.? There is no particular problem
One knew better than to swallow that. In theabout the numeral pronoun one: its posfirst, one may be called a numeral pronoun, sessive, reflexive, and deputy pronoun is
which description will cover also I will never one's, oneself, and one, but always
take one, They saw one another, One is enough,
the corresponding parts of he, she, or it.
and so on. In the second, one stands for Thus We all saw one [sc. one athlete] drop
a person, i.e., the average person, or the his baton; Certainly, if one [of the seven
sort of person we happened to be con- women] offers herself as a candidate; One
cerned with, or anyone of the class that [se. a detonator] would not go off even when
includes the speaker. It does not mean I hammered it. Secondly, the impersonal
a particular person; it might be called one always can, and now usually does,
an indefinite, an impersonal, or a generic provide its own possessive etc.—one's, onepronoun; in this book it will be called self, and one. Thus One does not like to hav
an impersonal pronoun. In the third, one one's word doubted; If one fell, one would
is neither more or less than a substitute hurt oneself badly.
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one another | only

The going is not always so smooth, that are written together (or with a hyhowever. At various times in the past, phen) by some writers, and as separate
and still often in AmE, the above sen- elements by others. The editorial comtences would run One does not like to have mittees of publishing houses come and
his (or even 'their' word doubted; If one go and make their decisions in these
fell, he would hurt himself badly. This ten- matters as is their right. But, thank God,
dency is now fast disappearing in AmE there is no superfamily of scholars and
because of concern over sexual bias, and writers—such as an academy or linguistic
the BrE pattern is tending to be used in politburo—with the power to impose uniAmE too.
formity on us all. As a result, the custom
7 Mixtures of one with he, you, they, my, of this publishing house or that is to
etc. These are all ill-advised, esp. when encourage their house-style: to get under
they occur in the same sentence. Ex- way or to get underway; straight away or
amples (with remedies): As one goes straightaway; any more or anymore; common
through the lists he is struck by the number sense or common-sense or commonsense;
of female candidates; his old lists were very loanword or loan-word or loan word; teenager
different (Replace he by one and replace or teen-ager. In some cases a difference of
his by one's); As one who vainly warned my meaning governs the way in which the
countrymen that Germany was preparing to parts are written (see e.g. EVERYONE and
attack her neighbours, I say that... (Replace every one). More often the choice is just a
my by his, let I stand); (Description of a matter of custom or fashion. An attempt
married couple) One has the power because has been made in the present book to
they're the one who's healthy, whatever the make recommendations in all such matdisability of the other one is, and the other ters, esp., but not only, for writers,
one has power because they write the check printers, and the general public in the
[from a 1992 American newspaper] (Re- UK Further joinings or severances of
construct the whole sentence); To listen such word-elements are bound to occur
to his strong likes and dislikes one sometimes in the future. Our language is a restless
thought that you were in the presence of a one: none of its components is static or
Quaker of the eighteenth century (Replace wholly governable.
you were by one was); To be a good Imperialist
you must assent to the impotence and dec- ongoing (adj.). First recorded in 1877,
adence and backwardness of one's own
this adjective gained such widespread
Motherland (Replace you by one, or one's
currency in the 1950s and beyond that
by your).
it quickly attracted criticism as a vogue
Examples of pronoun mixture from word and, in the phr. an ongoing situation,
modern sources: As one walks... down any as a cliché on a par with at the end of the
street in Nashville one can feel now and again day, in this day and age, and scenario. 'The
that he has just glimpsed [etc.]—New Yorker, phrase ongoing situation should be
1986; so that if one wants the house and
avoided at all times [on the BBC],' I deland he must compensate his brothers and
clared in The Spoken Word (1981), and
sisters with money—P. P. Read, 1986; When
looking back at Passau, one seems to see restate now. It signals a person's linalmost as many church spires as he does in guistic impoverishment. The word is
Prague—Chicago Tribune, 1988; Yet one canfound in many acceptable collocations
now see that it was the usages of the newly (examples of ongoing movement, operation,
literate which have prevailed, so that you process, relationship, etc., are listed in
cannot help but feel [etc.]—English Today, OEDS, 1982, but ongoing situation is not
1988; I like to believe one can be honest and one of the acceptable ones.
sincere and committed in what he's doingonly (adv.): its placing and misplacing.
Chicago Sun-Times, 1988.
An example of an 'unmixed' (i.e. stand- 1 A brief history of attitudes. Thefirstgramard) type: If one has no base on which to marian known to have commented on
formulate probing questions, can one actually the placing of only is Robert Lowth (1762):
"The Adverb, as its name imports, is gengive informed consent?—Dxdalus, 1986.
erally placed close or near to the word,
one another. See each other s.v. EACH 2. which it modifies or affects; and its proone word or two or more. At any given priety and force depend on its position.
time, the language contains elements [footnote] Thus it is commonly said, "I

only
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only spake three words": when the in- wiser physicians would refuse to certify
tention of the speaker manifestly re- the patient.'
quires, "I spake only three words." Her
He further argued that there were
body shaded with a slight cymarr, Her bosommany longer sentences in which it is
to the view was only bare. Dryden, Cytnon important to 'get [an] announcement of
and Iphig. The sense, necessarily requires purport made by an advanced only. A
this order, Her bosom only to the view precisian, he argued, is bound to insist
was bare.' Numerous other grammarians on an orthodox placing of only in the
followed suit and begged their readers following sentence: It would be safe to
to pay regard to the placing of only.
prophesy success to this heroic enterprise onl
The OED (1904) took a middle view. It if reward and merit always corresponded.
Fowler claimed that the sentence 'posigave numerous examples of each of three
different placings: (a) Preceding the word tively cries out to have its only put early
or phrase which it limits (illustrative after would.' He concluded: 'there is an
examples from 1297 to 1899, e.g. To distin- orthodox position for the adverb, easily
guish ... that which is established because it determined in case of need; to choose
is right, from that which is right only becauseanother position that may spoil or obit is established-Johnson, 1751; It is true, scure the meaning is bad; but a change
I have been only twice—T. Harral, 1805); (b)of position that has no such effect except
Following the word or phrase which it technically is both justified by historical
limits (examples from 1340 to 1876, e.g. and colloquial usage and often demanded by rhetorical needs.'
What belongs to Nature only, Nature only can
complete—]. Brown, 1763; In one only of Jespersen (1909-49, vii) is quite exthe casements—Lytton, 1838); (c) Only was plicit: 'Purists insist on placing only close
formerly often placed away from the to the word it qualifies, but as a matter of
word or words which it limited; this is fact it is by most people placed between
still frequent in speech where the stress subject and verb, and stress and tone
and pauses prevent ambiguity, but is decide where it belongs.' One of his sevnow avoided by perspicuous writers (ex- eral examples neatly brings out the probamples from 1483 to 1875, e.g. Tïs only lem: [a journalist speaking] I have only
noble to be good—Tennyson, 1833; I only been married once. I mean I have been marrie
asked the question from habit—Jowett, 1875).only once—G. B. Shaw, 1934Fowler (1926), in a lengthy article,
Marghanita Laski (Observer 21 Apr.
presented the case for the acceptance of 1963) reported that her preparatory
the 'illogical' placing of only in such a school, by means of a single sentence
sentence as He only died a week ago: since and in a single lesson, fixed for ever the
'the risk of misunderstanding [is] chim- ability of that class to use only correctly.
erical, it is not worth while to depart The single sentence was The peacocks are
from the natural'. He thought it seen on the western hills. The exercise was
reasonable that 'a reader should be to place only in every possible place in
supposed capable of supplying the decis- the sentence (The only peacocks; The peaive intonation' to bring out the meaning, cocks are only seen, etc.). Clearly the meanand argued strongly that only 'one of ing changes with each new placing. CGEL
the modern precisians who have more (1985, 8.117) states that the natural inzeal than discretion' would wish to write tonation of a sentence containing an
He died only a week ago. His insistence was early-placed only will normally ensure
expressed in colourful language: 'the that there is no ambiguity. In written
pedants who try to forward it [se. a ten- English, however, it is quite another matdency shown by a language to eliminate ter. In its written form the following
illogicalities as time passes] when the sentence could be interpreted in three
illogicality is only apparent or the inac- different ways: John could only see his wife
curacy of no importance are turning from the doorway could imply (a) he could
English into an exact science or an auto- not talk to her; (b) he could not see her
matic machine; if they are not quite brother; or (c) he could not see her from
botanizing upon their mother's grave, further inside the room, depending on
they are at least clapping a strait waist- where the main sentence stress is placed
coat upon their mother tongue, when ((a) on see, (b) on wife, (c) on doorway).
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onomatopoeia | on to, onto

2 The view that a reader can be ex- on to, onto. 1 An historical note. Written
pected to supply the necessary intona- as two words, on to is first recorded as a
tion or make immediate contextual (compound) preposition in 1581 (I haue
adjustments when only is allowed to drift stept on to the stage ... contented to plaie a
to a front position in a sentence is sup- part) and has been in continuous use
ported by the following examples, in all since then (e.g. He subsided on to the muskof which only is placed at a distance from bench obediently—Mrs H. Ward, 1888;
the elements) which it limits: I was ... French windows opened from the breakfastmade to attend a Catholic businessmans lun-room on to the terrace and large walled
cheon (where I only got wine by roaring for garden—P. Lively, 1981; A tear trickled on
it)-E. Waugh, 1958; Boris doesn't eat shanks to the pillow—A. Brookner, 1991; An important determining factor here was the need to
so, of course, I only cook them when he is away
on circuit—E. Jolley, 1985 (Aust); Those days,ensure that the paint had dried completely
you only applied to one college—New Yorker,on one side of the sheet before moving on to
1986; garments which Hartmann thought the other-Bodl. Libr. Record, 1992; my knees
should only be worn by students or those of gave way and I collapsed on to the seat
indeterminate age—A. Brookner, 1988; I was opposite—A. Billson, 1993). Written as one
glad I only did an occasional gig for the word, onto is first recorded as a preposiband—Rosie Scott, 1988 (NZ); the Soviet tion in 1715 ([A] place gutted away by the
flag onlyflewon official buildings—Londonrain down onto Mr. Wtswells land) and has
Rev. Bks, 1989; I don't like that food. I onlybeen in continuous use since then (e.g.
like candy—B. Nugent, 1990 (US); Until I He jumped down onto the rubbish—C. S.
Lewis, 1954; There is nothing in the room to
grew up, and she came to live with Uncle Roy
and Aunt Deirdre, I only saw Granny at hold onto-D. Hirson, 1986 (SAfr.); He sank
carefully spaced intervals—A. N. Wilson, down once again onto his footstool—A.
1990; He says he only took the job becauseBrookner, 1989; He advanced onto the verthe neon sign always cheers him up—Julian andah—I. Murdoch, 1989: The blue sky
threw its light down onto the fields below—L.
Barnes, 1991; I'm afraid I only seem to have
Norfolk, 1991; Once again paper will disapfive pounds—P. Lively, 1991 •
pear, this time onto optical discs like CD-ROM
3 The placing of only takes one to a and CD-I—Logos, 1992). In my own writing
front-line battle which has been taking I have always written the preposition as
two words, but the form onto is now, it
place for more than 200 years. It would
be perverse to ignore the evidence pro- would seem, in the ascendancy.
vided by so many of our best writers
2 When the on, however, is an indewhen they are prepared to allow only to
make an early entrance in a sentence pendent adverb, not forming a comand leave common sense to work out the pound preposition with a following
meaning. And yet the sentences analysed preposition to, the sequence on to is obligby Marghanita Laski and by CGEL are also atory: e.g. Everybody has been on to [ =
'wise to'] that for some time—]. C. Lincoln,
persuasive. Fowler's view (1926), set out
1911:I can't help feeling that he's on to us
above, is the most flexible and the most
moderate, and is therefore recommen- ... That he knows about us—]. Osborne,
1959. Also, in cases 'in which on, as the
ded here.
extension of a verb, is followed by to as
onomatopoeia (adj. -poeic): 'name- a separate word, e.g. to walk on to the
making'. The formation of names or next station, to flow on to the sea, . . .
to lead on to another point; a ship lies
words from sounds that resemble those
broadside on to the waves' (OED).
associated with the object or action to
be named, or that seem suggestive of
3 Fowler (1926) added further exits qualities: atishoo, babble, cuckoo, croak, amples of on used as a full adverb before
ping-pong, puff-puff, and sizzle are probable to and therefore written separately: We
examples. The word is also used of se- must walk on to Keswick; Each passed it on
quences of words whose sound suggests to his neighbour, Struggling on to victory. In
what they describe, as in Tennyson's Myr- He played the ball on to his wicket, he judged
iads ofrivuletshurrying thro' the lawn, The that 'as He played on could stand by itself,
moan of doves in immemorial elms, And it is hard to deny on its independent
status'. It should also be noted that They
murmuring of innumerable bees.

onward, onwards | opposite meanings, words of
drove on to the beach would normally mean
'They continued the journey until they
reached the beach' but could also mean
"They drove their vehicle to a position
on the beach'; whereas They drove onto the
beach could only mean "They drove their
vehicle to a position on the beach'.
See UPON.

onward, onwards. As an adj. the
shorter form is obligatory (resuming his
onward journey). As adv. both onward and
onwards are used (from the tenth century
onward(s)); the shorter form is perhaps
the more common of the two in AmE.
oolite (a sedimentary rock). Pronounce
as three syllables, /'aoalart/.
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opine
(verb) (often followed by
thot + clause) means 'to hold or express
as an opinion'. It is a somewhat stilted
word, often used to introduce a view
scorned, or at any rate not favoured, by
the speaker.
opinion. For climate of opinion, see CLIMATE.

opportunity. One takes the opportunity,
or an opportunity, or every opportunity, to do
something, or, less commonly, of doing
something (the opportunity of going over
the papers). Constructions of opportunity
followed by for + gerund are more difficult to find (opportunities for procuring
advantages to ourselves), but examples
of opportunity followed by for + noun
(phrase) are reasonably frequent (provided an opportunity for greater leisure).

opacity, opaqueness. Both mean 'the
quality or state or an instance of being
opaque' and both are used in concrete oppose makes opposable. See -ABLE, -IBLE
as well as in abstract senses. Opacity is 6.
the preferred form in various technical
opposite. 1 He can thwart him by applying
senses in physics, philosophy, etc.
it to the opposite purpose for which it was
op. cit. (L opere citato), an abbreviation intended (he is a pupil, him is the teacher,
meaning 'in the work already cited'. It it the teaching): insert from (or to) that
is normally preceded by the name of the after purpose. Too much elision is undeauthor and set out thus: Bloomfield, op. sirable.
cit., pp. 54-5.
2 As adj., opposite 'having a position
on the other or further side', is construed
operate makes operable, operator: see either with to (two persons directly opposite
-ABLE, -IBLE 2(v); -OR.
to each other) or with from (on the opposite
side of the river from that on which his house
operculum (flaplike structure covering stood). When used as a noun, opposite
gills of fish). PI. opercula. See -UM 2.
is construed with of (Ariel is the extreme
opposite of Caliban). Opposite may also be
ophthalmologist, optician, optometused as a preposition (they sat down opposrist, oculist. An ophthalmologist is a
ite each other), in which case it is a shortenperson who makes a scientific study of
ing of opposite to.
the eye, its structure, functions, and
diseases; esp. a medical practitioner opposite meanings, words of. A minor
specializing in the diagnosis and treat- feature of the language is the coexistment of the eye. An optician (also called ence at a given time of apparently opposan ophthalmic optician and nowadays ite meanings of the same word. The
often an optometrist) is a person qualified phenomenon is shown, for example, in
to test the eyes and prescribe and supply the verb to head, which means (a) to take
spectacles and contact lenses. A dispen- off the head (historically a human head,
sing optician is a person who supplies and now mainly applied to the lopping off
fits spectacle frames but is not qualified
of branches at the head of a tree or
to prescribe lenses. An oculist is a some- shrub), and (b) to put a head on, to form
what old-fashioned term for an ophthal- a head (the fence is then headed with two
mologist. In America, one is more likely feet of grass sods). The verb ravel can mean
to go to an optometrist for the testing of 'entangle' (when used transitively), 'beeyesight and prescribing of 'eyeglasses', come entangled' (when used intransibut the synonym optician is also used. tively), and (often construed with out)
The term ophthalmologist is used in the 'disentangle' (examples in the OED), alsame way as in Britain.
though nowadays entangle and unravel
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are the usual pair of words employed
for the opposing meanings. A seeded field
(one sown with seed) is to be distinguished from a seeded raisin (one from
which the seeds have been removed).
For further examples, see CARE (verb) (I
couldn't/could care less); CHUFFED ( =
pleased/displeased). Words of different

optative | or
opuscule (minor musical or literary
work) /a'pAskjuil/. PI. opuscules. Opusculum,
pl. opuscula, is also used in the same
sense: see -UM 2.

or. 1 Number after or. When the subject
is a set of alternatives each in the singular, however many the alternatives, and
1
2
however long the sentence, the verb
origin account for CLEAVE and CLEAVE
must be in the singular. Examples: Costs
and for let 'allow' and let 'prevent'.
... will only be awarded when the behaviour
optative, l Formerly often pronounced
or stance of one or other party is in some way
/Dp'teitrv/, i.e. stressed on the second syl- unreasonable-Counsel, 1987; Constancy or
lable, but now almost always on the first. predictability is their virtue—Encounter,
1987; One had to ... admit that a paint or
2 Greek verbs have certain forms
called the optative mood, used to express steel company or a salt or coal mine was
no place for the late Herr Baumgartner's
a wish or desire for the future, e.g. ufi
yevoixo 'may it not happen!'. In modern widow—A. Desai, 1988. An aberrant plural
English grammar the word is sometimes verb: The effect of anti-racist casting may not
applied to the verbal form used in for- be that which the playwright intended but
mulaic phrases expressing a wish, e.g. So ...it may not be that which the actor or
help me God!, Oh that I were young again!, director intend either—Listener, 1988. If
alternative members differ in number,
God save the Queen!.
the nearest prevails: e.g. Were you or he
optic. As a noun meaning 'the organ of there?; Was he or you there? (A remedy,
sight, the eye' it was in good use ('the though, would be to give the verb twice:
learned and elegant term', OED) from the Was I, or were you, there?).
17c. to the 19c, but at some point it
2 Wrong repetition after or. 'With and,
became pedantic, and by 1904 (when the
relevant section of the OED was issued) it does not matter whether we say without
falsehood and deceit or without falsehood
humorous.
and without deceit, except that the latter
conveys a certain sledgehammer emoptician. See OPHTHALMOLOGIST.
phasis; but with or there is much differoptimal, optimum. For a little over a
ence between without falsehood or deceit
century (both words entered the lan- (which implies that neither is present)
guage in the late 19c.) these words have and without falsehood or without deceit
been vying with each other as adjectives (which implies only that one of the two
in the sense 'best or most favourable is not present)' (Fowler, 1926). Fowler
(under given conditions), most satisfact- then cited several examples in which
ory'. In the OED the following colloca- either or must be changed to and, or the
tions occur in the illustrative examples word or words repeated after or must be
for the two words: optimal decision, distri- cut out: e.g. No great economy or no high
bution, feedback, intensity, performance, efficiency can be secured; We need something
sense-data, temperature; optimum behaviour,more before we can conclude that Germany is
concentration, density, distribution, point, going to be democratized in any effective way,
power output, production rate, size, tempera- or before we can be sure that this move
ture. The overlap is obvious. Neither word also is not a weapon in the war. In practice
is appropriately used as a simple substi- this 'rule' is not to be literally applied.
tute for best (this is the best summer we have It would be hard to find fault with the
ever had, not the optimal summer and not words (my, in, for, in) immediately followthe optimum summer).
ing or in the following examples: Did my
father or my grandfather perhaps simply
optometrist. See OPHTHALMOLOGIST.
gallop up ... to the farmhouse one day?—
opus. For a musical composition and J. M. Coetzee, 1977; The 'insolence of office'
in the phrase magnum opus the recom- which... drove Hamlet to contemplate suicide
is certainly not unknown in Whitehall or in
mended pronunciation is /'aupas/ with a
long 0. The pi. is either opera /'Dpara/ or British Embassies abroad—Times, 1985; He
won't want to make trouble for her or for
opuses /'aupasiz/.

-or I order
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me—P. P. Read, 1986; We Europeans rode theorator. Thus spelt, not -er. See -OR.
streets in cars or in horse-drawn gharries—
oratorio. PL oratorios. See -O(E)S 4.
P. Lively, 1987.
oratress (female public speaker). First
3 See also AGREEMENT 4; EITHER 5;
recorded in the late 16c. and in continuNEITHER 6; NOR 7.
ous use since then until the 20c. Now
-or is the Latin agent-noun ending cor- moribund. See -ESS. The synonymous oraresponding to English -er: compare doer trix has also been used since the late 15c.
and perpetrator. English verbs derived and is also now obsolescent. See -TRIX.
from the supine stem of Latin ones—i.e.
especially most verbs in -ate, but also orbit makes orbital; orbited, orbiting. See
many others such as act, credit, invent, -T-, -TT-.
oppress, possess, prosecute, protect—usually orchid, orchis. Thefirstis the familiar
prefer this Latin ending to the English (greenhouse) 'epiphytic plant of the famone in -er. Some other verbs, e.g. conquer, ily Orchidaceae, bearing flowers in fangovern, and purvey, not corresponding to tastic shapes and brilliant colours, [etc.]
the above description have agent-nouns (COD), grown outdoors in temperate and
in -or owing to their passage through tropical regions. The orchis is 'any orchid
French or through some other circum- of the genus Orchis, with a tuberous root
stance. A select list of differences may be and an erect fleshy stem having a spike
of interest: corrupter and corrector, deserter of usu. purple or red flowers; any of
and abductor; dispenser and distributor, various wild orchids* (COD). PL orchids (for
eraser and ejector. Some verbs generate both words), but usu. orchises for orchis.
alternative forms, generally preferring Both words are originally from Gk ôpxu
-er for the personal and -or for the mech- 'testicle' (with reference to the shape of
anical agent (e.g. adapt, convey, distribute, its tuber).
resist), or -or for the lawyers and -er for
ordinary use (abet, devise, pay, settle, vend). ordeal. Pronunciation: now always
/o:'di:l/ or /o:'di:al/, stressed on the second
See also ACCEPTER; ADAPTER; ADVISER; CASsyllable. Johnson (1755) and Walker
TER; also -ER AND -OR.
(1791) placed the stress on the first syllable, as did the OED (1904); and the
oral. See AURAL; VERBAL.
last two indicated that the word was
orate (verb). The OED (1904) remarked: predominantly trisyllabic. The shift of
'This word is occasionally instanced stress to the second syllable must theresince circa 1600, but has only recently fore have occurred in the 20c: it is worth
come into more common use, as a back- noting that Daniel Jones (1917) gave only
second-syllable stressing.
formation from oration, apparently first
in U.S. circa i860.' It means *to hold order (noun). 1 See IN ORDER THAT; IN
forth, to "speechify", to make a speech ORDER TO.
pompously or at length.'
2 of the order of is a COMPOUND PREPOSI-

oratio obliqua, recta ('bent speech,

TION meaning 'in the region of, somewhere about' (the averageflowthrough the
gorge is of the order of 2,000-3,000 cubic
metres per second). It is a popularized technicality from a more complex use of the
term in mathematics.

straight speech'). Latin names, the
second for the actual words used by a
speaker, without modification, and the
first for the form taken by his or her
words when they are reported and fitted
into the reporter's framework. Thus How order (verb). The construction ordered +
are you? I am delighted to see you (recta) object + pa.pple (often expressed in the
becomes in obliqua He asked how I was and passive) is first recorded in 1781 in AmE
said he was delighted to see me; or, if the (These things were ordered delivered to the
framework is invisible, How was I? He army—]. Witherspoon) and has been prewas delighted to see me. Most newspaper dominantly American ever since: BrE
reports of speeches, and all third-person normally requires the insertion of to be
letters, are in oratio obliqua or reported before the pa.pple. Further examples: My
speech.
bill was introduced by Senator Williams of
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Oregon, read by title, and ordered printed—
The shorter form emerged in the 18c.
J. H. Beadle, 1873; the local military com-and the longer one, in the same sense
(as in the French original), in the 19c.
mander was ordered removed—Time, 1977;
Both words then went in identical directwo gunmen burst into the cockpit and ordered
tions and developed the same extended
the planeflownto Algeria-Chr. Sci. Monitor,
senses: 'to place in any particular way
1987; twelve other neighborhood people testwith respect to the cardinal points of the
ified in court that they... would feel horrible
if the jury ordered them [sc. church bells] compass'; and, figuratively, 'to ascertain
one's "bearings'". In particular both
unplugged—New Yorker, 1990; An 11-year-old
words have become frequently used as
English girl allegedly left alone when her
mother went on a holiday in Spain wasparticipial adjectives (oriented, orientated).
The symmetry of the two forms is
ordered kept in the care of local authorities
brought out clearly by the combinations
yesterday—Dominion (Wellington, NZ),
that happen to occur in the illustrative
1993.
examples given in the OED: (a) Preceded
orderly. See -LILY. The word is used only by an adverb: environmentally, psychologically, vertically oriented; politically orientas an adj. {behaved in an orderly manner),
never as an adv. The notional adverbial ated, (b) Preceded by a noun (to which
it is hyphened): adult-, art-, performance-,
form orderlily does not exist.
user-oriented; degree-, performance-, use
ordinance, ordnance, ordonnance. An orientated.
Readers may like to be reminded of
ordinance is 'an authoritative order'; ordnance is 'a branch of government service the nature of the contest by inspecting
the following examples: (orient(ed)) Man
dealing esp. with military stores and
materials; specif, artillery'; and ordon- needs relations with other people in order to
nance is 'a plan or method of literary or orient himself—R. May, 1953; He can begin
artistic composition; an order of archi- the next big step ... of becoming emotionally
more independent of his parents and oriented
tecture' (The most conspicuous qualities of
instead towards the outside community and
the style are these: ordonnance, or arrangement and structure, precision in the use its
of ways of doing things—B. Spock, 1955; In
a youth-oriented society for a woman to grow
words, and relevant intensity—T. S. Eliot,
1936; the deadfigure... is not exaggeratedold means to run theriskof being ignored—
A. Hutschnecker, 1981; (orientate(d)) In
and achieves a monumental 'ordonnance'
a language like Malagasy it is also possible
which is nearly classical—Burlington Mag.,
1938). Ordnance Survey is an official UK to orientate the predicate with respect to wha
survey organization, orig. under the Mas- in French would be a circumstantial comple
ter of the Ordnance, preparing large- ment-E. Palmer, 1964; We in Europe, says
scale detailed maps of the whole country. Levy Bruhl, have behind us many centuries
rigorous intellectual speculation and analys
oread (mountain nymph in Greek and Consequently, we are logically orientated—
E. E. Evans-Pritchard, 1965; Kant's own
Roman mythology). Pronounce /'Dinaed/.
philosophy was undeniably orientated toorganon (Greek) or organum (Latin) wards problems that lay at the heart of the
(system of logic, etc.). The pi. of organon is philosophical enterprise—P. Gardiner, 1988;
organa /'organs/, less commonly organons. It was very much a London orientated maga
The pi. of organum is organa /'organa/, zine—N. Sherry, 1987.
less commonly organums. Organon was In the face of the evidence, what is
the title of Aristotle's logical writings, one to do? In practice I have decided
and Novum (new) Organum that of Bacon's. to use the shorter form myself in all
contexts, but the saving is not great. And
one can have no fundamental quarrel
oriel. See BAY WINDOW.
with anyone who decides to use the
orient, orientate (verbs). In the perverse longer of the two words.
way in which such things often happen, originator. Thus spelt, not -ex. See -OR.
these two verbs, one shorter than the
other but drawn from the same base orison (prayer). Pronounce /'Dnzan/.
(French orienter 'to place facing the east') Orleans (in New 0.). Pronounce /o:'li:anz/.
have fallen into competition with one But some prefer to stress on the first
another in the second half of the 20c. syllable: /'oilianz/.)

ornament | other
ornament. The noun is pronounced
/'ornament/ with an obscure vowel in the
final syllable. The verb, by contrast, normally has a clear /e/ in the final syllable.
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at an inn. The word is a phonetic respelling of hosteler, hostler (and thus etymologically related to hostel and hotel),
representing the historical pronunciation with h mute. See HOSTLER.

ornithology, etc. In Greek the i is long,
but in English words derived from Gk other.
ôpvïBo- {ornithophile, ornithorhyncus, etc.)I 1 each other and one another.
a short i is now usual. See FALSE QUANTITY.

orography, oro-pharyngeal etc. Two
different formative elements yield words
in oro-: (0) Gk opo? 'mountain' (e.g. orogeny
or orogenesis, the formation of mountains; orography, the branch of physical
geography dealing with the formation
of mountains); (b) L ôs, Or- 'mouth' (e.g.
oro-pharyngeal). At least one word has
strayed from the fold, namely orinasal,
the usual spelling of the phonetic term
meaning '(of French nasal vowels) pronounced with simultaneous oral and
nasal articulation'.
orotund. An 18c. English, highly irregular, reduction of the L phr. ore rotundd
'with round, well-turned speech' (lit.
'with round mouth').
Orthopaedic. Thus spelt in BrE, but usu.
as -pedic in AmE.

2
3
4
5
6
I 7

on the other hand.
of all others.
other or others.
other as adverb.
Two curiosities.
Archaic disturbance of word order.

1 each other and one another. See EACH
2.
2 on the other hand. For the difference
between this and on the contrary see CONTRARY 2.

3 of all others. A fading use cited in the
OEDfromSteele (1711) (This Woman, says
he, is of all others the most unintelligible)
and several other sources (e.g. In
Birmingham, the very place, of all other
where it is most likely to he of real service—J
Morley, 1877). The phr. was called an
'illogicality' and a 'sturdy indefensible'
by Fowler (1926), who cited as an example You are the man of all others I wanted
to see (a mixture, according to Fowler, of
You are the man of all men etc. and You are
the man I wanted to see beyond all others)
If you use the phr. you will be regarded
as swimming against the tide. Further
examples: To the mind of the Jew, the man
who of all others emphasized the holiness
God, the distinctive feature of this holines
was its separativeness—G. Matheson, 1901
But how could Israel, the nation which of a
others understood the horror of mass murd
have allowed the Palestinians of Sabra and
Chatila camps ...to have been murdered—
Fisk, 1990.

osculate, osculatory. (Cf. L osculan 'to
kiss'.) Since the 17c. (the verb) and the
18c. (the adj.) these words have been used
in several technical senses (in geometry,
anatomy, biology, etc.) with the central
meaning of 'being, or coming into contact with, some specified thing'. As a
noun an osculatory is 'a painted, stamped,
or carved representation of Christ or the
Virgin, formerly (18-190) kissed by the
priest and people during Mass' {OED).
During this period, and still (just), the
verb and adj. have occasionally been
called on in jocular contexts in place of
4 other or others. Used absolutely or as
the natural words kiss and kissing (e.g. a noun, other was formerly often (and
The two ladies went through the osculatorystill occas.) an uninflected plural: A body
ceremony—Thackeray, 1849).
of men whom of all other a good man would b
ostensibly, ostentatiously. Both mean most careful not to violate—Berkeley, 1713
essentially 'by way of making a show', These writings, and all other of the same
but the purpose in the first case is 'to class—R. H. Froude, 1826; I know two other
profess in order to conceal a truth'; in of his works—J. H. Newman, 1844; We find
the second it is merely display—'showing here, as in other of his novels, that he has
off, displaying something in a preten- genius for.. .—1926 in Fowler; Petite teenage
girls ... often perform and record Paganin
tious or vulgar manner'.
caprices, concertos and other of his works w
OStler. Pronounce /'Dsla/. A term used exceptional virtuosity—Strad, 1990.
The now normal form others is re14-19c. (and still with historical reference) for a man who attended the horses corded from the 16c. onward: e.g. Loans
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other I otherwise

from the citizens of London and others of her Random House Diet., 1987). WDEU (1989)
subjects—H. Hallam, 1827; In others of his illustrates the use of other than followed
sermons-H. H. Milman, 1868; As if the by various parts of speech and in various
blame were with Madge and others of her constructions, and concludes that in
generation for losing the words creek, pad- some of them it is being treated as a
dock, footpath and others like them—}. compound preposition. 'All of these uses
Frame, 1988; They're being marketed as are standard English,' it declares.
pheromones—smell substances secreted by an- The matter cannot be resolved. It
imals that cause a response in others of the would appear to be more or less true
same species—Which?, 1989; I want to com-that adverbial uses of other are not widely
pare the will with others of the same accepted in BrE but pass without notice
period—NY Rev. Bks, 1991; Some typefacesin AmE. But other adverbial phrases
look larger than others of the same size be- (apart from, less than, in any other way than,
cause their x-height, the height of the lower- etc.) are available, and such sentences
case x, is higher—PC Computing, 1992.
can easily be rephrased to avoid the problem
altogether.
5 other as adverb. The OED has a sprink6 Two curiosities, (a) An informal use
ling of examples of other used as an
adverb where otherwise might perhaps of a whole other + noun seems to have
have been expected, e.g. It is impossible to begun life in AmE: He had a family, a
refer to them ... other than very cursorily— whole other life, in Florida—]. Silber, 1991;
Law Times, 1883. Fowler (1926) said that I thought she was going to come up with a
'an adverbial use of other is recognized whole other kind of animal, but this was just
by the OED, but supported by very few as good—Julie Hecht, 1992: You want a noquotations, and those from no authors frills economy class pair of black hose? forget
whose names carry weight'. 'Its recent it. There's business sheer, silky sheer, ultra
development may be heartily con- sheer and micro sheer (opaques are a whole
demned as both ungrammatical and other class).—Globe & Mail (Toronto), 1993.
needless,' he continued. He then cited (b) A pleonastic use of other. Examples
several newspaper extracts 'in which the (from American newspapers, both of
only correction necessary is to insert the 1991): Drove a car ... westward along the
real adverb otherwise instead of the false Pyrenees and then north with my wife and
adverb other': e.g. Although the world at two other friends, one of whom is an art
large and for long refused to treat it other historian; (after a gas explosion) A man in
than humorously; There was never a moment
his early 40s was taken to Evanston Hospital
when it could less become Englishmen to speak... Two other women at the scene were slightly
other than respectfully and courteously of theinjured.
Russian nation. Fowler also attacked other
7 Archaic disturbance of word order.
than used 'for what would naturally be Other is called a postdeterminer by modexpressed by some other negative form ern grammarians in that it normally
of speech': e.g. Up to the very end no Germanfollows other determiners, including
field company would look with other than (sometimes) numerals (our other neighapprehension to meeting the 25th on even bours; several other places; four other people;
terms (he suggested correcting to without the other end; but the other two men in the
appréhension); Four years of war could not room). It is worth recalling that from the
leave a people other than restless (read couldOE period until the 19c. (see OED adj. 5d)
not but leaverestless).COD (1990) describesother was often placed in a manner that
this use of other than (e.g. cannot react seems strange or impossible now: e.g.
other than angrily) as 'disputed', and adds The kynge of Fryse, & other his prysoners—
'In this sense otherwise is standard except Caxton, C1489; amonge other his good
in less formal use.'
qualities—N. Harpsfield, 1558; hee stayed
As against these adverse remarks, the yet other seuen dayes—Gen. 8:10 (AV), 1611;
major American dictionaries just list the With other the great men of Scotland—]. H.
adverbial use of other in other thon Burton, 1864.
without comment and give routine illustrative examples (e.g. not being able to Otherwise. 'A definite outrage on gramsell the product other than by reducing the matical principles' was Fowler's verdict
price—Webster's Third, 1961; We can't col-in 1926 on the type economic or otherwise,
lect the rent other than by suing the tenant- i.e. the use of an adj. + or (or

ottava rima | ought
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and) + otherwise. His examples included:
I've heard the count and he were always
friends.
There are large tracts of the country, agriculMy pen is at the bottom of a page,
tural and otherwise, in which the Labour
Which beingfinishedhere the story ends;
writ does not run; No further threats, ecoUs to be wish'd it had been sooner done,
nomic or otherwise, have been made; No
But stories somehow lengthen when begun.
organizations, religious or otherwise, had
(Byron, 1818)
troubled to take the matter up; Place a fair
share of taxation on the owners, ducal and ought (noun). Since the mid-igc. ought
otherwise, holding land and not developing has sometimes been used as a colloquial
it. He said that 'none of them would be corruption of nought: e.g. a half smearedless natural if the offending expressions out game of oughts and crosses—G. A. Sala,
were rewritten thus: some agricultural and 1861: 'But did they find a rifle on Sutton?'
some not / No further economic or other threatsYep.
/
Thirty-ought-six.'—D. Anthony, 1972;
religious or non-religious / the ducal and otherStrawberry Bill had played leftfieldfor Toowners.' But the language has moved on ronto in ought eight when Francis played
and the type condemned by Fowler is third--W. Kennedy, 1979; Sir William Walnow in standard use, and has been ex- ton was born in nineteen ought twotended to cover other parts of speech announcer on Radio WNiB (US), 29 Mar.
(preceding the or or and) as well. OEDS 1993- It probably arose from a misdivi(1982) added this sense: 'Phr. or (occas. sion of a nought as an ought. Cf. NAUGHT
and) otherwise, following a noun, adject- 2: NOUGHT.
ive, adverb, or verb, to signify a corresponding word of opposite or different ought (verb). 1 This modal verb has a
meaning.' Examples: Mrs. Lidderdale's complicated history but in its normal
dread ... was that her son would acquire a uses now it is followed by a to-infinitive:
Two people advised me recently ... that I
West country burr, and it was considered more
prudent, economically and otherwise, to go onought to see a doctor-T. S. Eliot, 1950; But
learning with his grandfather and herself—C.oughtn't I first to tell you the circumstances?
Mackenzie, 1922; I do not question the erup- —ibid, 1950; You ought to have a cooked
tion at Santorin ... but the supposed connec- breakfast, these cold mornings—D. Lodge,
tion of the underwater survey with the 1988; If Canada should disintegrate... what
historicity or otherwise of the Atlantis myth- ought the U.S. to do?-Wall St. Jrnl, 1990.
Listener, 1966; 12,000 Cowley workers en-Ought is peculiarly liable to be carelessly
joyed (or otherwise) an enforced holiday combined with auxiliary verbs that differ
because of a strike by plant attendants at the from it in taking the plain infinitive
car assembly factory-Oxford Times, 1973; it'swithout to. Can and ought to go is right,
the balance offoods you eat that is healthy orbut Ought and can go is wrong. We should
otherwise—Which?, 1989; The blameworth-be sorry to see English critics suggesting that
iness or otherwise of another party bears no re-they ought or could have acted otherwise:
lation to the issue of the instant trader's insert to after ought, or write that they
diligent pursuit of safety—Statute Law Rev.,could or ought to have acted. See ELLIPSIS
for similar difficulties. The negative
1991.
equivalent is ought not to (or, as a contracted form, oughtn't to). The to is opOttava rima, an Italian stanza of eight
tional in ellipses: Yes, I think I ought (to). It
eleven-syllabled lines rhyming abababcc,
is also optional in informal non-assertive
pioneered by Boccaccio in the 14c. and
contexts (non-assertive is the term used in
employed by Tasso, Ariosto, and other
CGEL): e.g. They ought not (to) do that sor
Italian poets. It was introduced into Engof thing; Oughtn't we (to) send for the police
lish by Thomas Wyatt (1503-42). The EngBut the more natural standard expreslish version as used by Byron in Don Juan,
sions are They oughtn't to do that or They
as well as by Keats, Shelley, Yeats, and
shouldn't do that; and Shouldn't we send for
others, has iambic pentameters but
the police?
in other respects follows the Italian
2 See DIDN'T OUGHT.
model.
3
Whate'er his youth had suffer'd, his old age hadn't ought. Only found in dialectal
With wealth and talking made him some use in parts of Britain and America: e.g.
Did you do that? You hadn't ought ( = ought
amends;
not to have done it).
Though Laura sometimes put him in a rage,
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our I -our- and -or-

The list could be doubled (clamo(u)r, glamour, etc.) and one might be tempted to
conclude that for every British -our the
Americans write -or. Any such 'rule', however, is contradicted by a number of
1 our, ours. Ours and the Italian troops are
now across the Piave. The right alternatives factors. For one thing, both countries
use only -or as a terminal element in a
are: The Italian troops and ours; The Italian
and our troops; Our and the Italian troops. wide range of abstract nouns (e.g. error,
The wrong one is that in the quotation. horror, pallor, stupor, terror, torpor, tremor),
agent-nouns (e.g. actor, governor, orator,
See ABSOLUTE POSSESSIVES.
our.

I i our, ours.
2 our editorial and ordinary.
I 3 our, his.

sailor; see also PAVIOR; SAVIOUR), and

2 The editorial our, like we and us of others of miscellaneous origin (e.g. amthat kind, should not be allowed to ap- bassador, anchor, bachelor, emperor, liquor,
pear in the same sentence, or in close mirror, matador). And for another, both
proximity, with any non-editorial use of countries regularly use -our in a number
we, etc. In the following extract, our and of words of diverse origin (e.g. contour,
the second we are editorial, while us and paramour, tambour, vavasour (but often
the first we are national: For chaos it is vavasor in AmE)).
now proposed to substitute law, law by which Three main historical factors govern
we must gain as neutrals, and which in our the emergence of the various presentview, inflicts no material sacrifice on us as
day spellings: (a) the adoption of Latin
belligerents. We do not propose to argue that words ending in -or via Anglo-Norman
question again from the beginning, but... (where spelt -our); (b) the later post-Re3 our, his. Which of us would wish to benaissance adoption of -or words direct
ill in our kitchen, especially when it is alsofrom classical Latin; (c) a steady adoption
the family living-room? If a possessive adj. in America in the first half of the 19c,
were necessary, his and not our would be esp. by Noah Webster, of -or in all the
the right one, or, in our gender-conscious main abstract nouns of the type colo(u)r,
age, his or her. People of weak grammat- hono(u)r, etc. A radical solution lies close
ical digestions, unable to stomach his, at hand, namely to adopt the spelling
have a means of doing without the pos- -or in all nouns listed or implied in the
sessive altogether: why not simply the first list given above. There is some movekitchen, here? It is undeniable that which ment in this direction in Australia, and
of us requires a following possessive pro- Canadians are for the most part free to
noun to be in the singular. It is no solu- choose whichever spelling they prefer.
tion at all to replace our by their. But everyone knows that such a change
Grammatical concord would still be would be regarded by Britons as a kind
of linguistic cleansing, something not to
breached by doing so.
be contemplated in any circumstances.
-our and -or. Anyone who is really And, of course, there is always a great
determined to pursue the history and deal to be said for national pride condistribution of such spellings as col- cerning long-held traditions.
ourjcolor and valour\valor in BrE and AmE
See also -ER AND -OR; -OR.
should turn to the OED entries for -or
and for -our (as well as to the entries for -our- and -or-. Even those nouns that
the individual words themselves); and in BrE regularly end in -our (see prec), as
also to an article by C. M. Anson in opposed to AmE -or, e.g. clamour, humour,
Internat. Jrnl Lexicography, spring 1990. odour,rigour,valour, vapour, vigour, have
What follows is a heavily reduced de- adjectives ending in -orous, not -ourous:
thus clamorous, humorous, etc. Derivatives
scription of the main patterns.
It is a simple matter, first, to set down in -ist, -ite, and -able, on the other hand,
a representative list of words that are mostly retain the -our-: so behaviourist,
now regularly distinguished in the two colourist, Labourite (cf. favourite, of differcountries, BrE, followed by (AmE): be- ent formation), colourable and honourable.
haviour (behavior), candour {candor), colourDerivatives in -ation and -ize are usually
(color), harbour (harbor), honour (honor), spelt, both in BrE and AmE, with -or-: so
labour (labor), neighbour (neighbor), parlourcoloration, invigoration; deodorize, glamor(parlor), splendour (splendor), valour (valor). ize, vaporize.

ours, our | outstanding
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produced afloodof imitative formations,
esp. in the 19c. fa few instances are
ousel. See OUZEL.
found in the 17th c, esp. in Fuller, and
in the 18th c. in Swift; but the vast
OUt (prep.). This use as a preposition development of this, as of so many other
instead of the customary out of has a
Shaksperian usages, belongs to the 19th
long history: the OED lists examples from c, in which such expressions have been
the mid-i 3c. to the 20c. (e.g. When you used almost without limit' (OED).) Among
haue pusht out your gates the very Defender
ofnumerous examples listed in the OED
the
them—Shakespeare, 1607). At the present are to out-Alexander Alexander (J. Wolco
time it is non-standard in the UK but
1800), to out-Milton Milton (Lowell, 1870),
is common (beside out of) in America, and to out-Zola-Zola (Literary World, 1
Australia, and NZ. It is in restricted use and the related type (ordinary nouns,
contextually in that it is usually em- not proper names) to outrdevil the devil
ployed in contexts of looking, going, etc. (B. H. Malkin, 1809), to outmonster the
out the door or the window. Modern ex- monstrosities (E. Blunden, 1930), and to
amples: To drive with the left arm out the
outrambow the rainbow (H. MacDiarmid,
window—Amer. Speech, 1962; She looked1956).
out The type is shown in a weakened
the window ...at all the other houses- form when the object of the verb does
Southerly (Aust.), 1967; We looked out the
not repeat or echo it, e.g. Out-heroding
window at the snow—New Yorker, 1986; the
But French cavaliers in compliment and
Grandfather was out the door—M. Pople,
extravagance (1809 in OED).
1986 (Aust.); I was looking out my side [of
the coal truck], the way you do when youout of. See OUT (prep.).
push out a curve—New Yorker, 1987; Now he
output (verb). The pa.t. and pa.pple are
looked past Bacon, out the hay window behind
htm-T. Wolfe, 1987 (US); I drove out the either output or outputted; the pres.pple
is outputting. See -T-, -TT-.
gates and left them open behind me, swinging
in the wind-S. Koea, 1994 (NZ).
outside of. As a compound preposition
outcome is a word that easily leads to outside of is used, esp. in AmE, in two
tautologous constructions: e.g. The out- main senses: (a) exterior to, outside (These
books are ... distributed outside of the U
come of such nationalization would undoubtand Canada by Academic Press—Nat
edly lead to the loss of incentive and initiative
in that trade. The outcome of nationaliz- 1975; People in show business refer to tho
ation would be loss; nationalization would outside of it as 'civilians'—S. MacLai
1987; I remember an industrialist who, o
lead to loss.
side of presidential earshot, voiced stin
outdoor is used only as an adj. (outdoor criticism of certain budget proposals—B.
E. Dole, 1988). (b) with the exception of
games)', outdoors is an adverb (the concert
was held outdoors) or a noun (the great (Outside of a slightly annoying tendency
call all female customers 'Hon', everyth
outdoors).
about Mr. Blume inspires confidence—
outermost.
For pronunciation, see York, 1972; Outside of an unfortunate ser
-MOST.
in which he confused the words for cha
and diarrhea, causing some tittering beh
outfit. The inflected forms are outfitter; fans, he never put a foot wrong with hi
outfitted, outfitting in both BrE and AmE. hosts-W. Sheed, 1985; Outside of the woun
OUt-Herod (verb). Shakespeare was re- I'd say primarily traumatic shock-R. Lu
sponsible for introducing this type of lum, 1990. In most circumstances, however, uncompounded outside is sufficient,
verb: I could haue such a Fellow whipt for
and is overwhelmingly the normal use
o'er-doing Termagant: it out-Herod's Herod.
in BrE.
Pray you auoid it—Hamlet. It was no more
ours, our. See OUR I .

than a casual expression, related to simi- outspoken. See-SPOKEN.
lar formations of his own in which the
second element of the out-compound is outstanding. The two main senses of
not a proper name: out-frowne false For-the word need careful handling to avoid
ambiguity:
(a) conspicuous, remarkable
tunes frowne—King Lear, He hath out villain
'd
(in a specified group); (b) not yet settled.
villanie-All's Well that Ends Well. The type
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outward, outwards | overlay, overlie

In an election the other outstanding result
could mean either one of special interest
or one not yet known (if the latter, it
would be better to re-express as the other
result still outstanding).

suit worn by workmen, etc. (always construed with a pi. verb). As adj. it is always
used in the attributive position, e.g. the
overall pattern, the overall effect. It is also
used as an adv., e.g. Overall, the performance
was excellent.

outward, outwards. As adj., the only
legitimate form is outward (the outward
journey, his outward appearance). As adv.,
outward is the customary form (one eye is
turned outward), with outwards as a stylistic or personal variant, esp. in BrE.
outwit. The inflected forms are outwitted,
outwitting.
ouzel (a bird). Usu. spelt thus, not ousel.

3 Hostility to the use of the adj. (and
by implication the adv. as well) surfaces
from time to time, the argument being
that overall is overused, and that a range
of synonyms (comprehensive, total, whole,
etc.) is available. Warnings about overuse
seem to have had some effect and overall
seems to be used much less commonly
now than it was in the second and third
quarters of the 20c. It is still advisable,
however, to be on one's guard against
using it when it contributes nothing to
the sense: e.g. It was not until the third
ballot that Mr. Michael Foot secured an absolute overall majority; The overall growth of
London should be restrained.

over. Since the later part of the 19c.
there has been a strong tradition in
American newspapers and in some
American usage guides of hostility to
the use of over with a following numeral
to mean 'in excess of, more than' (the
type a little over £50, a distance of over 700 overflow has pa.t. and pa.pple overflowed.
yards). The anxiety continues: The national
view is a graphic composite of local reports overfly. The inflected forms are overflies
across the country from over 50 (Oops! Make(près, sing.), overflew (pa.t.), and overflown
that 'more than' 50-Fm almost 'over' 50) (pa.pple).
reporting stations—columnist in Chicago overlay, overlie. The pa.t. and pa.pple
Sun-Times, 1989; Not perfect yet: 'over of overlay are respectively overlaid and
150,000'AIDS deaths should have been moreoverlaid, while those of overlie are respectthan, used with all figures except ages—W. ively overlay and overlain. Confusion of
Safire, 1992. In Britain, over has been the two sets of forms, and also of the
used with a following numeral without present tense forms (respectively overlays
restriction or adverse comment through- and overlies) is even more likely to occur
out the same period. No voices have been than in the inflected forms of lay and
raised in Britain or N. America against lie (see LAY AND LIE). There is abundant
the type over forty (years of age). Examples: evidence in the OED, for example, for the
These four sons were all over forty but they use of either overlay or overlie for the sense
were treated as babies by their parents—P. 'to smother by lying upon' (a mother on
Kavanagh, 1948; She was a little over twenty, her child, or a sow on a piglet). Both
very graceful and witty and cunning—G. overlay and overlie also seem to be used
Greene, 1969in geology for the sense 'lie over or upon
(e.g. of a stratum resting directly upon
overall. 1 Pronunciation. When used
another)' (the Palzozoic rocks do not appear
as a noun ( = two kinds of garment), to be overlain by recent marine deposits—].
it is stressed on the first syllable: thus Ball, 1885; At the edges of the cross section,
/'auvaroilfz)/. As adj. and adv. the stress is we see a sequence of magnetized sedimentary
variable: sometimes the main stress falls blankets overlaying the crust—P. J. Wyllie,
on the first syllable with a secondary 1976).
stress on the final syllable, and someOn the other hand, the sense 'to cover
times it is the other way round: thus the surface (of something) with a coat/'auvar.od/ or /.auvar'Dil/.
ing, etc' requires overlay (e.g. wood over2 Parts of speech. As noun, an overall laid with gold; they overlaid the walls with
(in BrE) is a coat-like garment worn over hessian). And so do figurative extensions:
one's clothes as a protection against e.g. A habit of obedience overlaid the tumultustains, etc.; overalls are protective ous desires and suppressions of her young
trousers, dungarees, or a combination daughter-M. Keane, 1937; Her anger was

overlook, oversee | owing to
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overlaid with bewilderment—D. Welch, deferential about the wisdom 0/Ministers—J.
1943; This kind of insight overlays the pat- Cole in Listener, 1983; Fitzpatrick's male
terns of his works, and the enjoyment of his adversary is an impassioned, overly emotiona
art is as much the enjoyment of the overlay man—Times, 1985; she was so overly agreeas it is of the patterns themselves—TLS, 1975.able and pleasant that there had to be a
This is all tricky territory and the only reason for it—J. Hecht, 1992 (US); Since
safe rule is to consult a standard diction1989, nearly 100 cases of overly lenient senary before making the choice of word
tences have been referred by the Attorney
that is traditionally used for a specified General to the Court of Appeal—Times, 1993
meaning. Having established that, the She is not overly cheerful about the future of
standard paradigms of the two verbs are British drama—M. Geare, 1993.
as given above in the first paragraph.
overseas. Now the customary word
overlook, oversee. At first sight these (rather than oversea) for both the adv. (he
would seem to be synonymous, but in was sent overseas for training) and the adj.
practice their meanings hardly overlap. (overseas postage rates), though at least
Overlook means (a) to fail to notice; to until the early 20c. oversea was the usual
condone (an offence, etc.); (b) to have a form for the adj.
view from above (their house overlooked the
oversight. See OVERLOOK.
harbour); less commonly, (c) to supervise,
oversee (Lord Hailsham, as Lord Privy Seal,overthrowal. The noun-forming suffix
is to overlook scientific development—in Gow--al came into wide favour in the 19c.
ers, 1965). The primary sense of oversee (see -AL 2) and overthrowal 'the act of
is the same as that of sense (c) of overlook, overthrowing' (first recorded 1916)
i.e. to supervise (workers, work, etc.). It seems to have come into being as a kind
is the normal word in this sense.
of afterthought. It was first admitted to
Of the derivatives, overseer retains its the OED in 1933, and it has found a
meaning of'supervisor', but oversight has place in Webster's Third, but smaller
tended to follow overlook instead of its dictionaries find no place for it. Modern
parent verb and is now not often used examples (both US): I don't see his regime
except in the sense of a failure to notice lasting more than 18 months before an oversomething, or an inadvertent mistake. throwal—Washington Post, 1979; The militOne must nevertheless not be surprised ary says more than 2,000 people had been
to find oversight used to mean 'super- killed in insurgency-related incidents since th
vision'. Examples: There was no centralised February overthrowal of President Ferdinand
mint and probably little centralised over- Marcos—Chicago Tribune, 1986.
sight-F. H. Hayward, 1935; The need to
continue investigations on a broad front to overtone, undertone. In their figurkeep an ecological oversight of the biogeody-ative uses both have the implication that
namics of each metal—Nature, 1971; The there is more to a statement, undertakbroad answer is that there must be a represent-ing, etc., than meets the eye. In music,
ative from Scotland in the United Kingdom an overtone is 'any of the tones above
Cabinet—with a general oversight over the the lowest in a harmonic series' (COD).
economy and the framing of Scotland's Overtone is therefore an apt metaphor for
budget—to represent Scotland's interest on fuelsuggesting that a word, etc., has implipolicy and on defence—Lord Home, 1976. cations over and above the plain meaning (e.g. 'Artificial' cannot be used without
overly (adv.). Until about the 1970s, and an overtone of disparagement). Undertone is
in some quarters still, regarded as an not a technical term in music. It simply
Americanism, but the evidence shows means 'a subdued tone of sound or colthat it is now widely used in BrE. Ex- our' (COD) and is suitably used figuramples: The Manitoba Minister of Agricul- atively for something unexpressed but
ture is not overly impressed with the inferrable from evidence (e.g. there was
horsemen's woes—Globe & Mail (Toronto), an undertone of optimism in the peace talks
in Geneva).
1968; Occasionally, an overly sensitive author
will object strenuously—Surgery, 1974; That
ovum. The pi. is ova. See -UM 2.
same novel is now with Macmillan. I am not
'overly' hopeful—B. Pym, 1977; Faith in theirowing to is not inserted here because
own judgment... will not make them overly it is misused, but to give readers an
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owl-like I oxymoron

assurance that it is as often as not a oxymoron. A word of Greek origin (Gk
suitable substitute for due to (a phr. 6^6u(opov, formed from 6£u- 'sharp' +
which often attracts adverse criticism in Hcopôç 'dull') meaning 'a figure of speech
some of its uses). Owing to has two main in which apparently contradictory terms
meanings: (a) (as a predicative adj.) appear in conjunction': e.g. a cheerful
caused by; attributable to {the cancellation pessimist; harmonious discord. Longer exwas owing to ill health); (b) (as a compound amples: And faith unfaithful kept him
preposition) because of (the trains were falsely true—Tennyson, 1859; And yet nidelayed owing to a signals failure). Its use
nety-nine-point-nine per cent of the time
in sense (b) is particularly recommended.
Middlehope [se. a village] is madly sane,
A literary example: Owing to its length, my
hair tends to fall forward in two curves on if youll permit the paradox—E. Peters,
the temples-S. Bellow, 1987. The wordy 1978; 'Come on, my dear,' the woman said
phr. owing to the fact that can usually ... Mother never said it, only You useless
be avoided: use a conjunction such as lump.' Useless lump or my dear, the meaning
was the same—H. Mantel, 1986; He gets
because instead.
out of it by saying that he used to think
owl-like. See-LIKE.
'interesting Canadian' was an oxymoron,
OX. The pi. is oxen. See PLURALS OF NOUNS but that Eric was obviously an exception-M.
Atwood, 1990.
7(b).

Pp
pace (prep.). Derived from Latin, and but the shorter form is now the only one
first used in English in the 19c., it is the in use. See -IST.
ablative singular of L pax 'peace', and
means 'by the leave of (a person), with package. Used for'the packing ofgoods'
due respect to (someone or someone's and for 'a bundle of things packed in a
opinion)'. L pace tua or pace vestra mean receptacle', the noun has been part of
*with all due respect to you'; (with the the standard language for many cennoun in the genitive) pace Veneris means turies. In the course of the 20c, first in
AmE and then in all English-speaking
'if Venus will not be offended by my
areas, it developed figurative senses, and
saying so'. In English pace is used chiefly
in particular 'a combination or collecas a courteous or ironical apology for a
tion of interdependent or related abcontradiction or difference of opinion'
stract activities', as in package deal, offer,
(OED). Though COD 1995 gives precedence
proposal, etc. Any set of agreements, proto /'pœtjei/, in my experience the word posals, transactions, travelling arrangeis most commonly pronounced /'peisi/. It ments, etc., can now be described as a
is almost always printed in italic, and package. The new sense is widespread
its use is restricted to works in which and useful.
Latinisms are likely to be recognized.
Examples: Indeed, pace Chomsky and Halle,paean (a song of praise or triumph).
we would probably want it to be impossible Thus spelt in BrE (in AmE also peon).
for mid glides to exist at all—A. H. Sommerstein, 1973; I find (a) incredible (pace paed(o)-. A number of words conHerman Kahn)-Conservation News, 1976; taining this element (from Gk TICÛÇ, rcaiôTolstoy... is not, pace Albert Sorel and Vogué, 'child') are usu. spelt with -ae- in BrE
in any sense a mystic—Isaiah Berlin, 1978. and with -e- in AmE: thus paediatricsjped-,
Fowler and others warn against using paedophilelpedo-, etc.
the preposition to mean 'according to', paid pa.t. and pa.pple of PAY.
and cite some unattributed examples;
but evidence for such a use is lacking
pailful. The pi. is pailfuls. See -FUL.
now.
paillasse. See PALLIASSE.

pachydermatous. Brought into English painedly. See-EDLY.
in the 19c. in zoological works to mean
'thick-skinned' (of certain animals, in- paintress. See-ESS 4cluding the elephant and the rhinoceros,
from Gk na%vs 'thick' + Septet 'skin'), it pair. 1 When used to mean (a) a set of
was quickly applied, sometimes play- two persons or things regarded as a unit
fully, to persons regarded as 'thick- (a pair of eyes; a pair of gloves), and (b)
skinned, not sensitive to rebuff, ridicule, an article consisting of two equal parts
or abuse'. Modern examples: Can I be which are joined together (a pair of binsincere without wounding people less pachy- oculars, clippers, jeans, pincers, pyjamas,
dermatous than myself?-H. Nicolson, scissors, shears, trousers, etc.), the phr. is
1934; Edward laughed. His happiness had normally const, with a singular verb or
made him pachydermatous—L. P. Hartley, pronoun (e.g. pass me that pair of scissors;
there's a pair of gloves in the drawer). If a
1961.
pair of is omitted a plural pronoun or
pacifier is the customary word in AmE verb is required: e.g. those gloves, scissors,
etc., need replacing.
for a baby's dummy.
pacifist, pacificist. Both words came
into being at the beginning of the 20c.

2 Used as a collective noun, pair can
take a singular or plural verb according
to notional agreement: either a pair of

pajamas | palpable
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crocodiles were basking beside theriveror anature of a consonant in certain circumpair of crocodiles was basking [etc.]. See stances by advancing the point of contact
AGREEMENT 5 .
between tongue and palate. This 'is an
3 Number contrast for gloves, pyjamas, essential part of the [X, 3] sounds in Engscissors, etc., can only be made by using lish words such as she and measure, being
additional to an articulation made
them with a pair of: thus a pair of
binoculars = one object, and two pairs of between the blade and the alveolar ridge;
binoculars (not two binoculars) = two ob- or again, it is the main feature of the |j]
sound initially in yield' (A. C. Gimson,
jects.
1980).
4 The phr. a pair of twins is common
enough in speech ( = one set of two palindrome (from Gk nalivb'pouos 'runbabies born at a single birth), but should ning back again*), a word, verse, or senbe avoided if there is any risk of am- tence that reads the same when the
biguity (as at a convention of twins).
letters composing it are taken in the
5 The pi. form pairs is desirable after reverse order. Edward Phillips's dictiona numeral (e.g. seven pairs of jeans). The ary (1706) cited as an example Lewd did
type seven pair of jeans is non-standard, I live, and evil I did dwel (which doesn't
quite work today). Greek, Latin, and Engat least in BrE.
lish examples are cited in A. J. Augarde's
The Oxford Guide to Word Games (1984), e.g.
pajamas. See PYJAMAS.
Roma tibi subito motïbus ibit amor (attribpalace. The second syllable is pro- uted to Sidonius); Able was I ere I saw Elba
nounced /-is/ according to COD (1995) (attributed to Napoleon); and numerous
and, as the preferred pronunciation, /-as/ others, including some that are much
by J. C. Wells (1990). The same difference more complex than these.
of opinion is found in two major Amerpalladium, a safeguard or source of
ican dictionaries, those of Random
protection. PI. palladia. See -UM 2.
House and Merriam-Webster. Educated
usage is obviously divided: my own prefpalliasse. Now the established spelling,
erence is for /-as/.
pronounced /'paehaes/. Cf. Fr. paillasse
palaeo-. Thus spelt in BrE (sometimes (from paille 'straw').
printed with the digraph x as palxo-),
but paleo- in AmE. Some British publish- Pall Mall (name of street in London).
ers are beginning to use the AmE spell- Now pronounced /.pael'mael/. Formerly
ing. The first element should be also /.pel'mel/.
pronounced /pael-/ not /peil-/. Thus, for
pallor. Thus spelt in both BrE and AmE.
example, palaeography /paeli'Dgrafi/.
palmetto, small palm tree. PI. palmettos.
Palaeocene See MIOCÈNE.
See -O(E)S 6.

palaestra (in classical antiquity, a gymnasium). Pronounce /pa'laistra/ or
/-'lustra/. If the variant palestra is encountered, presumably it is to be pronounced
/-'lestra/.

palpable (adj.) corresponds to the verb
palpate, to examine (esp. medically) by
touch. It means (a) that can be touched
or felt, and (b) (often fig.) readily perceived by the senses or mind. Sense (a)
palanquin, palankeen /paeian'kim/, a dates from the 14c. and is most memorcovered litter or conveyance. The first is ably illustrated in Osric's verdict to
now the customary spelling of this word, Hamlet, a hit, a very palpable hit, during
which was adopted in the 17c. from Por- the fatal duel at the end of Shakespeare's
tuguese (ultimately from an East Indian Hamlet. Further example: Twofifthsof the
head are palpable above the brim—M. F.
vernacular word).
Myles, Textbk Midwives, 1985.
palatal. A term used in phonetics of a
Sense (b) dates from the 15c, and is
sound made by placing the surface of illustrated in the OED by examples from
the tongue against the hard palate (e.g. the works of Hooker, Pepys, Byron, and
y in yes). Palatalization is the process of numerous others. Modern examples; This
rendering palatal, e.g. of changing the problem (so individual in its origins) takes

pamphlet | pantaloons, pants
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palpable public shape in thefiction—C.G. rcavnyupucos, means 'a public eulogy',
Wolff, 1977; Othello's crisis of identity be- and was formed from nav- 'all' +
comes palpable when 'seeming' ceases to bedyupi? = dyopd 'assembly', i.e. a eulogy
synonymous with 'being'—Studies in Eng. Lit. fit for a public assembly or festival.
(University of Tokyo), 1990; the tensionpanel. The inflected forms are panelled,
friendly tension—in the room was palpablepanelling (AmE paneled, paneling). See -LL-,
Atlantic, 1991.
-L-.
Sense (b) is now dominant.
panful. The pi. is panfuls. See -FUL.
pamphlet. See BROCHURE.
panic (noun and verb). The inflected
panacea /paena'siia/, a universal remedy, forms are panics, panicked, panicking, and
a remedy reputed to heal all ailments. panicky. See -c-, -CK-.
It cannot be used of a particular illness
(a panacea for measles is not idiomatic), pantaloons, pants, etc. 1 Changes of
but is most frequently used in negative fashion and the different choices of
contexts or ironically (of another per- words made in Britain and America can
son's proposal) of wide-ranging sugges- often lead to considerable uncertainty
tions for the solution of (esp. social or and confusion in the use of these words.
economic) problems. It is derived from Pantaloons (first recorded in the 17c.) in
Gk TtavdKEia 'all-healing', from 7cav- the days of Evelyn and Samuel Butler was
'all' + dicos 'cure'. Examples: To... deaden the name given to fashionable breeches
the pain of neuralgia, the early Victorian word by men at the time. By the late
panacea of laudanum was prescribed—D. 18c. the word was applied to 'a tightThomas, 1979; Alongside travelling, change fitting kind of trousers fitted with ribof diet was a popular panacea—R. and D. bons or buttons below the calf (OED),
Porter, 1988; Kipling reminds us often that and, in the course of the 19c. in America,
work is the only panacea for most of life's became extended to close-fitting trousers
ills—M. Pafford, 1989; her approach to the in general. The word is now restricted
high life ...is tempered with this decade's (written with a capital P) to a foolish old
man who is the butt and accomplice
unrealistic just-say-no panacea—Details (US),
of a clown in a pantomime. Pants (first
1991recorded in 1840 in America as an abbrepandemonium. Coined by Milton in viation of pantaloons) became in Britain
the form Pandxmonium ( = place of all a colloquial and 'shoppy' term for 'drawdemons) in his Paradise Lost (1667), it is ers' (OED), and then 'for underpants,
a striking example of a word that has panties, or shorts worn as an outer garmade its way from the higher realms of ment'. Now the word is mainly used to
literature into everyday use, always now mean underpants or knickers in the UK,
and trousers or slacks (for men or
meaning '(place of) uproar'.
women) in America, but the distinction
pander. 1 (noun). (Originally pandar is not an absolute one. A number of
from Pandaro, Pandare, Pandarus, etc., the idiomatic phrases containing the word
name of a character in the several class- have come into common currency in the
ical, medieval, and later versions of the 20C, e.g. to bore the pants ojf, to bore to
story of Troilus and Cressida, but now an intolerable degree; to be caught with
always pander.) A go-between in clandes- one's pants down, to be caught in an emtine love affairs.
barrassingly unprepared state; to wear
2 (verb) From the 16c. onward, most the pants, to be the dominant member of
commonly intransitive and followed by the household. Panties (used with a pi.
to, it has been used to mean 'to gratify verb) is gender-restricted, meaning shortor indulge a person, a desire, a weakness, legged underpants worn by women and
girls. See KNICKERS.
etc'
2 Numerous other terms for garments
pandit. See PUNDIT.
of the 'pants' or 'trousers' types are enpanegyric, panegyrize, panegyrist. countered in everyday life, and the terNow pronounced /paeni'd3ink/, /'paenid3i- minology varies from decade to decade
raiz/, and /paeni'd3inst/ respectively. Pane- and from country to country. People livgyric, ultimately from the Gk adj. ing in a particular country, however,
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paparazzo | parallelepiped

have no special difficulty in recognizing
paradigm /'paeradaim/, an example or
the right term for each garment, as pattern, esp. a representative set of the
between bloomers, boxer shorts, breeches, inflections of a noun or verb. The OE
briefs, drawers, jeans, knickerbockers, knick-verbal set bxdan (to wait), bïtt, bâd, bidon,
ers, plus-fours, shorts, slacks, trousers, etc. biden ( = infin., 3 près. sing, indie, 3 sing,
Difficulties arise when one travels to pa.t., 1, 2, 3 pi. pa.t., pa.pple), for exanother English-speaking country only ample, make up a paradigm. Transferred
to find that the choice of terms is some- uses, meaning 'a theoretical framework',
times radically different. One must just have been particularly common in the
proceed with caution in such circum- 20C, e.g. The unfolding of terror and duplicstances.
ity which follows is easily seen as a paradigm
3 In the attributive position pant is of the suppression of Dubcek's liberalizing
common enough in AmE, but pants is administration—TLS, 1973. The corresalso found in all English-speaking coun- ponding adj. paradigmatic is pronounced
tries, (a) Then we went downtown and bought/.paeradig'maetik/, with the -g- fully in evipant suits—L. Ellmann, 1988; The baby has dence.
got her foot caught in her own pant leg—Newparadise. As with nectar, a large number
Yorker, 1991. (b) Floral print especially smartof adjectival forms have come into being
in this pants dress because it's done in navyfor the word paradise: paradisaic (first
and white—Sears Catalog, 1969; I took a recorded 1754)» paradisaical (1623), parajackknife out of my pants pocket—R. B. disal (C1560), paradisean (1647), paradisiac
Parker, 1974.
(1632), paradisiacal (1649), paradisial

papier mâché. The accents in mâché
are essential.

(1800), paradisian (1657-83), paradisic
(01745), and paradisical (1649). Of these,
paradisal and paradisiacal have the most
life at present. Alongside these uses
stand attributive uses of paradise itself
in certain fixed expressions, e.g. paradise
crane, duck,fish,flycatcher.

papilla, papula. The pi. forms are papillae, papulae.

paraffin. A word that is commonly misspelt (usu. by giving it two rs and one/).

paparazzo, a freelance photographer
who pursues celebrities to get photographs of them. The pi. (as in the It.
original) is paparazzi.

See KEROSENE.

papyrus /pa'paiaras/. PI. papyri /-rai/. See
-us 1.

paragOge, the addition of a letter or
syllable to a word in some contexts or
as a language develops (e.g. t in peasant;
cf. Fr. paysan). It is pronounced as four
syllables, /paera'gaud3i:/.

para-. Two prefixes of different origin
are used in forming English words: (a)
the Gk preposition napâ 'alongside of,
beyond', as in parable, paradigm, paradox,
paragraph, parallel, paramedical, paramilit- Paraguay is pronounced /'pœragwai/,
ary, and paraphrase; and (b) the L imper- but in AmE often /-gwei/.
ative of paràre meaning 'guard against', parakeet is now the normal spelling
as in parachute, parapet, parasol; cf. Fr. in BrE, but parrakeet is also sometimes
parapluie.
found in AmE.
parable, a narrative of imagined events
used to illustrate a moral or spiritual
lesson; an allegory (COD 1995). The forty
allegorical parables attributed to Jesus
of Nazareth provide the traditional
models in Christian literature. Modern
examples, as Baldick (1990) reminds us,
include Wilfred Owen's poem 'The Parable of the Old Man and the Young'
(1920), which relates a biblical story to
the 1914-18 war; and a longer prose
parable, John Steinbeck's The Pearl (1948).

parallel. Exceptionally among verbs
ending in -I (see -LL-, -L-) parallel does
not double the 1 in inflected forms (paralleled, etc.); the anomaly is due to the
-ll- of the previous syllable. The same
applies to the corresponding noun parallelism.
parallelepiped,
one of the longest
words that one is introduced to in geometry lessons at school, should be pronounced /.paeralela'piped/ or /-'paiped/.

paralogism | parataxis
paralogism, illogical reasoning. Pronounce /pa'rael9d3izam/.
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both are in use (also as nouns). Paranoic
(adj.) is also in current use.

paraphernalia. In origin a pi. noun,
being the neuter pi. of medL paraphernalis, short for paraphernalia bona, the
'personal property' {parapherna) which a
paralysis. PI. paralyses /-siiz/.
married woman was in law entitled to
parameter. A mathematical term of keep. By the early 18c. it had developed
some complexity which, in the course of in English the more general sense 'misthe 20C, has become perceived by the cellaneous belongings'. Since the late
general public as having the broad mean- 18c. it has been construed either as an
ing 'a constant element or factor, esp. ordinary plural noun (Hints in the Choice
serving as a limit or boundary'. This of Guns, Dogs, and Sporting Paraphernalia,
meaning is still at the controversial 1809), or as a collective singular (A whole
stage, the stage at which dictionaries paraphernalia of plums, 1845). Modern exand usage manuals attach the word amples: Edith received ... Samuel Cooper's
'loosely' to the popular meaning, while sketchbooks, color boxes, and other artisfs
mathematicians smile knowingly and paraphernalia—M. Mack, 1985; Parapherexclude the word from their social vocab- nalia in his flat included Indian clubs and
ulary. The mathematical and computer an adapted table to which boys were tied—
science uses are too technical to define Independent, 1989; A doctrine that aimed to
and illustrate here, but examples of non- restore religious practice to New Testament
technical uses lie readily to hand: There standard inevitably rejected the whole paraare parameters to these recollections which phernalia of medieval veneration of the
may not he immediately apparent: the world saints—Rev. Eng. Studies, 1990; the executive
of learning ... and the war—D. M. Davin, position is today surrounded by often useless
1975; Given a few early broadly defined para-paraphernalia which does little more than...
meters within which any reasonably sensitivereflect her... standing in the company—Times,
adult works with an individual child (e.g. 1992; Painting paraphernalia ... abound—
enthusiasm, patience [etc.])-R. Cameron, Observer Mag, 1993.
1986; Lewis's refusal to accept her standards,
her
parameters, she regarded as paraplegic. Pronounce with a 'soft' g,
threatening—A. Brookner, 1989. In the /paera'pli:d3ik/.
sense 'boundary' parameter brushes
paraselene (bright spot on a lunar
against perimeter (e.g. of an airfield), but
halo). Five syllables, /paerasi'liini/.
the boundary of an airfield is consistently its perimeter, marked by a perimeter parasitic, parasitical, in technical writfence or a perimeter road, never its para- ing the shorter form seems to be dominmeter. It is worth noting, however, that ant. In general use the two terms occur
perimeter was simultaneously becoming with something like equal frequency. Expersistently used in figurative senses for amples: (parasitic) This parasitic castle life
the first time. See PERIMETER. Anyone had left my funds comparatively intact—P. L
feeling uneasy about parameter has a Fermor, 1986; Budgies often scratch ...
wide choice of near-synonyms to choose Sometimes it's because they have a parasitic
from: border, boundary, criterion, factor, problem—East Forward, 1990; (parasitical)
limit, scope, etc; one or other of these For Freud, sociology and the other social sciis normally more suitable in context.
ences are parasitical on psychology—P. Gay
1985; These works hold a parasitical relationparamo (high treeless plateau in trop- ship to existing sources of culture—Oxford Art
ical S. America). PI. paramos. See -O(E)S 6. Jrnl, 1988.
paralyse. Thus spelt in BrE, but paralyze
in AmE.

paranoia. It is strange to think that
this familiar word (answering to Gk napdvoia) was regularly spelt paranœia (with
œ usu. printed as a ligature) for most of
the 19c. The corresponding adj. is now
usually paranoid (first recorded in 1904),
rather than paranoiac (1928), though

parataxis (grammar, 'a placing side by
side'). The placing of phrases or clauses
one after another, with no linking
word(s) to indicate coordination or subordination, e.g. It's ten o'clock, I have to go
home; Tell me, how are you?; I couldn't keep
my eyes open, I was so tired (examples from
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Bloomfield 1933, COD 1995. and CGELthe general nature of parenthetic com1985, respectively). Such paratactic con- ments. The essence of a parenthesis is
structions have been a feature of the that it interrupts the flow of a sentence,
language from the OE period onward: generally in order to explain or elaborate
readers who are interested in pursuing on something just written. Because they
the matter should consult Mitchell's Old are interruptions, parentheses are best
kept fairly short. It is important to bear
English Syntax (1985), ch. 5.
in mind that a parenthesis may or may
paratroops (pi. noun), troops equipped not have a grammatical relation to the
to be dropped by parachute from sentence in which it is inserted. In This
aircraft. A member of a paratroop regiment is, as far as I know, the whole truth there is
is called a paratrooper.
such a relation, and in This is, I swear, the
parcel (verb). The inflected forms are whole truth there is not; but one is as
parcelled, parcelling (AmE usu. parceled, legitimate as the other.
parceling). See -LL-, -L-.
parcimony. See PARSIMONY.

3 For the various shapes of printed
parentheses, see BRACKETS.

parenthetic, parenthetical.
The
shorter form is the more usual of the
two except when the sense is 'addicted
to or using parentheses' (many of the
explanatory asides are needlessly parenthetical) and also in certain technical uses
{Interpolated coordination may be distinguished from parenthetical coordination,
where an unreduced coordinate clause is inserted parenthetically within another clause—
CGEL 13.96,1985). Contrast the use of the
parenthesis. 1 PI. parentheses /-si:z/.
shorter form in a less technical context:
2 The most memorable use of the When they end an included parenthetic senword parenthesis occurs in W. S. Gilbert's tence ... they have only a specifying function,
The Gondoliers (1889), Act II: 'Take a pair ofnot a separatingfunction—CGEL 111.23,1985.
sparkling eyes, Hidden, ever and anon . . .
parget (to plaster a wall, etc.). ProTake a tender little hand, Fringed with dainty
nounce /'pa:d3it/. The inflected forms are
fingerettes, Press it—in parenthesis;—Take all
pargeting; see -T-, -TT-.
these, you lucky man—take and keep them, pargeted,
if
you can!' It shows one way in which a pariah. For the pronunciation the OED
parenthetic remark is printed. But there (1905) gave precedence to /'pearia/, Daniel
are other ways. Typical examples taken Jones (1917) to /'paena/, and COD (1990)
at random from a single book (Tim Win- to /pa'raia/. There is no doubt that, after
ton's novel Shallows, 1985): (explanatory much experimentation and hesitation,
phrase in round brackets) he and Mara the word has now settled down, as COD
(then a milkman's pretty daughter) grovelledindicates, to rhyme with Isaiah, and no
together long and effectively enough to causelonger (except among older people) with
the eventual birth of their son Rick; (asides,carrier.
explanatory remarks between dashes)
Hassa Stoats lives in daily fear of cancer—he
pari passu. Frequently encountered
sweats in the small hours over it—and instead
in academic and legal work, this Latin
of a cigarette [etc]; It was a boomtimefor adverbial phrase means 'at an equal
him—a Depression for everyone else—and the
rate of progress, simultaneously and
task was to buy up every skerrick of land equally'. It is derived from L par, pariavailable; The canning factory—for God' 'equal'+ passu abl. of passus 'step'. The
sake—is already working off a skeletal staff;
dominant pronunciation in BrE is /pairi
{he said-type formulas) Yes,' Stoats agrees 'paesu:/.
impatiently, 'the Onan's coming along nicely;
What a day, he thinks, what a day for this Parkinson.
The medical condition
town. There are other types but these six known as Parkinson's disease was first thus
examples must needs suffice to illustrate called in 1877 (one year earlier in France
pardon. Used elliptically for I beg your
pardon, it has been in use as a genteelism
for about a century. A. S. C. Ross (1954)
said that Pardon! is used by the non-U in
three main ways: 1 if the hearer does
not hear the speaker properly;
2 as an apology (e.g. on brushing by
someone in a passage);
3 after hiccuping or belching.

partance | parsing
as maladie de Parkinson) and was named
after James Parkinson (1755-1824), English surgeon and palaeontologist. The
whimsical 'law' known as Parkinson's Law
('work expands to fill the time available
for its completion') first appeared in
print in 1955 and was propounded by C.
Northcote Parkinson (1909-93), English
historian and political scientist.
partance. See JARGON 3.
parlay is a 20c. AmE betting term (in
origin a corruption of paroli, a term of
It. origin used in faro and other card
games since the beginning of the 18c.)
for the leaving of the money staked and
the money won as a further stake. Called
an accumulator (bet) in BrE. Also used in
AmE as a verb. Cf. next.
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dangerous, hazardous, and other undisputed words are preferable in most other
circumstances.
Parmesan. Pronounce the medial s as

1*1paronomasia. From Gk napovouaaia 'a
play upon words which sound alike', this
rhetorical term has been used in English
since the 16c. for serious (as opp. to banal
or embarrassing) examples of word-play
or punning. The best known of all
(though concealed in English) is perhaps
that of Matt. 16: 18 thou art Peter, and
vpon this rocke [Gk néxpa 'rock'] I will build
my Church. See PUN.
paroquet. An older form of PARAKEET.

parricide, patricide. The first of these,
which was first recorded in the 16c.,
parley, a discussion of terms for an has a wide range of meanings: one who
armistice or for settling a dispute. PI. murders either parent, or other near
parleys. Also as verb, to hold such a dis- relative; also, the murderer of a person
cussion (inflected forms parleys, parleyed, considered specially sacred as, for exparleying).
ample, being the ruler of a country; also,
one who commits the crime of treason.
parliament. Pronounce /'pailamant/, not It is also used for any of these crimes
/'pailramant/.
themselves. In the same century patricide
entered the language for the specific
parlour. Thus spelt in BrE (AmE parlor). person or crime 'the murderer of/the
It has a wide range of uses: e.g. a sitting- murder of one's father*. The words are
room (a regional use for the 'best room'); etymological doublets: parricide is from
in the combinations beauty parlour, the L type parricida, by Quintilian
funeral parlour, ice-cream parlour, parlour thought to be for patriclda (cf. L pattern
game (indoor game); also, a room or 'father', -cida 'killer'). Patricide neatly parbuilding equipped for milking cows. allels matricide, fratricide, and sororicide to
Over the centuries parlour has also been form a set of transparently distinguishapplied to a small official room set aside able terms.
for private conversations (e.g. the Mayor's
Parlour in a Town Hall); and an apartment parsimony. Until the early 20c. parciin a monastery for conversation with mony was an acceptable variant spelling,
visitors or among the monks themselves. reflecting the fact that classical Latin
had both parsimùnia and parcimonia (from
parlous. This syncopated form of peril- parcere, ppl stem pars-, 'to spare, save').
ous came into use in the 14c. and stood
side by side with it in similar contexts parsing, l The resolution of a sentence
and with much the same geographical into its component parts and the asdistribution until the early 20c, when signing of names (noun, verb, adjective,
unmistakable signs of restricted use be- adverb, conjunction, etc.; subject, predigan to surface. Fowler (1926) described cate, etc.) to each part of speech and to
it as 'a word that wise men leave alone'. each component. See PARTS OF SPEECH.
COD (1995) labels it archaic or jocular. It
2 In extended use in computational
is a sad fate for a long-serving word. It linguistics, parse is 'to analyse (a string
can still be safely used, however, in fairly [of characters]) into syntactic componformal circumstances with state (the eco- ents to test its conformability to a given
nomy is in a parlous state) and times (these grammar' (OED 2,1989)—a simple definiare parlous times in Yugoslavia). But perilous, tion of an extremely complex process.
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parson is a colloquial term for a man
of the cloth up to the level of a rector.
In times past it had a long and distinguished history as a synonym (of equal
formality) for a holder of a parochial
benefice, a rector. The extension of the
word in the 16c. to include a vicar, a
chaplain, a curate, or any clergyman
gave it an informal complexion, which
now applies to all uses of the term.

parson | partially, partly
between them is that from the 15c. until
about 1800 partially (like Fr. partialement)
also meant 'in a partial or biased
manner, with partiality', a sense that
partly could not share.

2 Fowler (1926) argued that partially
was opposed to completely, and that partly
was opposed to wholly. 'In other words,'
he said, 'partly is better in the sense "as
regards a part and not the whole", and
partake. In origin a 16c. back-formation partially in the sense "to a limited defrom the earlier partaker ( = part-taker, gree".' There is something in this, but
rendering L parti<eps), it has come to be the distinction is not an absolute one.
a somewhat formal, usu. intransitive, Fowler then cited two examples, both
verb meaning 'to take a part in, to share silently taken from the OED, which he
in some action or condition* (we need to claimed showed a 'wrong' use ofpartially:
partake in each other's joys); and esp. (with The two feet, branching out into ten toes, are
of) 'to have a share or portion of (food partially of iron, and partially of clay—G. S.
or drink) in the company or others or of Faber, 1827; As to whether The Case is
another person' (Your papa invited Mr. R. Altered may be wholly or partially or not at
to partake ofourlowly fare—Dickens, 1865). all assignable to the hand of Jonson—
The notion of sharing with others, i.e. Swinburne, 1889. It is a straightforward
of receiving only a due part of the food example of a clash between two
being served, is crucial. To speak of par- methods: the historical presentation of
taking of a boiled egg if one is eating alone the evidence in the OED and the more
is to take the word beyond its proper judgemental presentation of the same
evidence by Fowler.
limits.
From the examples that follow I do
part and parcel. A convenient allitera- not think it reasonable to claim (as
tive collocation that has commended it- Fowler did) that partially and partly folself to English-speakers since the 15c. low two distinct tracks in the language:
From the 15c. to the 19c. parcel was used (partially) Nor can they sell glasses for chilto mean 'a constituent or component dren under 16 or to registered blind or
part', and, while it can no longer be used partially-sighted people—Which?, 1985; I
in that way, the sense survives in the partially solved my money problems by being
alliterative phrase. The expression, let it paid ten shillings to play regularly at the
be noted, means not just 'a part' but 'an Black Horse—A. Burgess, 1987; The title paressential part' (of something).
tially preserved in the papyri specifies Delos
as the place of performance—Classical Q,
Parthian shot is now synonymous with
1988; My body felt... only partially under
parting shot, i.e. they both mean 'a remark
my control—L. Ellmann, 1988; (partly) Her
or glance, etc., reserved for the moment
dislike of him was of course ... partly based
of departure'. The use arose from a cusupon a sense that he disliked her—I. Murtom in Parthia, an ancient kingdom in
doch, 1980; The tenthrcentury settlement at
W. Asia: Parthian horsemen would disManda was located on partly reclaimed landcharge their missiles into the ranks of
Antiquaries Jrnl, 1987; Her untidy blonde
the enemy while in real or pretended
fringe partly covered her eyes—]. G. Ballard,
flight. The actual term Parthian shot (first
1988. Observe, for example, the gramrecorded in 1902) and parting shot (1894)
matical equivalence of partially-sighted
are comparatively recent, but the conpeople and partly reclaimed land. Observe
nection may just have escaped the attentoo that partially is opposed to 'comtion of readers of earlier books that were
pletely' in Burgess and the Classical Quar'read' for the OED.
terly; that the sense 'to a limited degree'
partially, partly. 1 These two long-es- is found in Ellmann's partially, and that
'in part' is the sense in Murdoch and in
tablished adverbs-partially first recorded
in the 15c. and partly in the 16c—have Ballard. This is not a two-lane pattern.
shared the sense 'in part' from the begin- The uses and meanings sometimes
ning. The only clear semantic difference merge and sometimes stand apart.

participles | particular
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Moving away from the examples given in 1923, has died aged 87, Neo-nazis and
above, two main tendencies can be ob- anarchists brawled in the streets of two east
served. Partly is used more often than German towns, causing serious damage to
partially to introduce an explanatory property; John Casken, winner of the 1990
clause or phrase: Partly because he needed Britten Prize for composition, is to become the
the money ...; Partly for this reason ... It Northern Sinfonia'sfirstcomposer in associshould be noted too that the correlative ation.
construction partly ... partly is common
5 Placing of the stress and changing
(partly in verse and partly in prose), whereas
partially ... partially is simply not idio- of the pronunciation distinguishing a
matic. The status of the two words is pa.pple (or adj. derived from the ppl.
likely to change in the future, but it stem) from a verb having the same spellseems unlikely that they will fall into ing. A standard example is consummate
totally distinct grammatical and seman- (adj.), usu. stressed on the second syllable, /kan'sAmat/, as against consummate
tic lanes for a long time to come.
(verb), which is always stressed on the
participles, l Unattached participles first, /'kDnsamert/. Similarly dilute (adj.)
but dilute (verb); and the archaic adj.
(see as main entry).
frustrate contrasted with the verb frus2 Absolute construction (see as main
trate. A second group distinguishes the
entry).
part of speech by placing the obscure
3 Fused participles. See POSSESSIVE vowel /a/ in the final syllable of the adj.
WITH GERUND.
but /-ert/ in the final syllable of the verb.
4 Initial participles, etc. Fowler (1926) Examples: animate (adj.) /'aenimat/ but aniidentified a stylistic mannerism of news- mate (verb) /'aenimert/; similarly, deliberate
(adj.) /-at/ but deliberate (verb) /-ert/; and
papers, and rather fancifully described
it as follows: 'In these paragraphs, before numerous other pairs of adjs. and verbs
we are allowed to enter, we are chal- including advocate, articulate, degenerate,
lenged by the sentry, being a participle designate, desolate, elaborate, legitimate,
or some equivalent posted in advance to moderate, separate, and subordinate. A third
secure that our interview with the CO. type is shown in diffuse (adj.) (spread out,
(or subject of the sentence) shall not not concise, etc.) /di'fjuis/ contrasted with
take place without due ceremony.' His diffuse (verb) (to disperse) /di'fju:z/, the
examples included: Described as 'disciples pair being distinguished only by the contrast of the final sound, /s/ as against /z/.
of Tolstoi', two Frenchmen sentenced at Cheltenham to two months' imprisonment forfalse See also NOUN AND VERB ACCENT, and
statements to the registration officer are not most of the above words at their alphato be recommended for deportation; Winner betical places.
of many rowing trophies, Mr. Robert George
Dugdale, aged seventy-five, died at Eton; particoloured (adj.). The first element
Found standing in play astride the live rail appears to be a respelling of party (adj.),
of the electric line at Willesden ... Walter first recorded in the 14c. in the sense
Spentaford, twelve, wasfined12s. for trespass. 'variegated' (She gadereth fioures, party
The type to which Fowler objected seems white and rede—Chaucer, C1386), ult. from
now to be fairly uncommon, at least in L partitus 'divided', pa.pple of partire 'to
the quality press. Contrast these sen- part, divide'. Party is still used as an adj.
tences (drawn from some Oct. 1991 is- in heraldry, said of a shield divided into
sues of The Times and the Sunday Times)parts of different tinctures.
in (a) where the subject is delayed, and
those in (b), the more common type,
particular. Frequently used for emwhere the subject is highlighted by being phasis, esp. after the demonstrative proplaced first: (a) Havingfilledthe Tate with nouns this and that (he didn't like that
various enormous metal 'vessels', Sir Anthonyparticular tax; in this particular instance) to
Caro is moving still closer to nautical areas;the point that it has attracted adverse
Trailing Minnesota, two games to nil, the comment ('an unnecessary reinforceBraves were on the verge of extinction in gamement', 'can often be left out, to the
three, (b) Fred Overton, thought to be the lastbenefit of the sentence'). Up to a point
survivor of the Channel tunnel project haltedsuch criticism is just, but it should be
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the essential facts and referred him to
CGEL (1985). The episode startlingly reminded me that we live in an age when
it can no longer be assumed that even a
well-schooled person is capable of analysing sentences into their named parts and
units. It is also an age when the linguistic
analysis of sentences by professionals
particularly. Care should be taken to has reached a stage of complexity that
pronounce allfivesyllables. The pronun- puts their work beyond the reach of
ciation /pa'tikjuli/ = *particu-ly' is a vul- ordinary people.
garism.
In broad terms the central parts ofspeech
named in the first modern English grampartisan, partizan. There are two dismar, namely William Bullokar's Bref
tinct words: l (Spelt with either s or z.)
Grammar for English (1586), were those
An obsolete word for an obsolete military
used from earliest times of Latin gramweapon ( = a long-handled spear) used
mar. The same is true of other English
by foot soldiers in the 16c. and 17c. It is
grammars written between 1586 and the
pronounced /'paitizaen/, with the stress on
end of the 18c. A change of attitude came
the first syllable, and is etymologically of
about in the later part of the 19c. and esp.
similar origin to the next.
in the 20c. Modern professional gramma2 (The only current word, now usu. rians endeavour to analyse and describe
spelt partisan.) Generally, a zealous sup- English grammar in terms of its own
porter of a party, cause, etc.; specifically, features, with negligible reference to the
a guerrilla in wartime. It is usu. pro- grammar of Latin or of other languages. I
nounced /,pa:ti'zaen/ in BrE, with the main have given an account of these changes
stress on the last syllable; but in AmE of attitude and of substance in my book
first-syllable stressing is favoured. It was Unlocking the English Language (1989) and
adopted from French in the 16c, and the must refer readers to it. In the present
French word in turn was an alteration of book it seemed to me essential to retain
Italian (Tuscan) dial, partigiano, from L the traditional terminology as far as pospars part-em 'share, part' + a suffix an- sible, while trying to import into the
swering to L -idnus.
relevant entries the discoveries and
insights of modern linguistic scholars
partitive. As noun, a word, form, etc., stripped of the opaque language in
denoting a part of a collective group or which such work is often written.
quantity (e.g. any, some; half, portion). The
The main parts of speech used in this
word is most familiar in partitive genitive,
book are as follows: noun, verb, auxiliary
a genitive used to indicate a whole
verb, adjective, adverb, pronoun (includdivided into or regarded as parts, exing demonstrative and possessive propressed in modern English by of as in
nouns), preposition, conjunction, article
most of us, half of the ground. The partitive
(definite and indefinite), interjection,
genitive is a common feature of inflected
and numeral. I have tried to avoid using
languages: e.g. L Plato totius Graeciae docspecialized terms such as approximator,
tissimus fuit 'Plato of all Greeks was the
deictic, deixis, and determiner that have not
most learned': OE pxs landes sumne d&l
yet made their way into the public do'a part of the land'; scipa fela 'many (of)
main. Most of the regular terms are
ships'.
treated at their alphabetical place, but
the auxiliary verbs (i.e. be, do, and have)
partly. See PARTIALLY.
and the modals (can/could, may/might,
parts of speech. As a sign of the times, must, shall/will, should/would) are treated as
in 1990, an Oxford undergraduate, im- main entries.
mediately before his final examinations,
party. Quite separate from various uses
in which he was eventually placed in
Class I, asked me what he called 'an in law (guilty party, third party, etc.), party
embarrassing question': could I please preceded by the indefinite article (e.g. a
explain to him the difference between pious party, an aggrieved party), has come
an adjective and an adverb? I supplied
to be used informally (the OED in 1905

borne in mind that there are some contexts, esp. (but not only) after a negative,
when the adjective supplies legitimate
emphasis (e.g. He had no particular reason
for being there as far as I could tell; She
didn't write that particular essay but many
others just as good).

party | passive territory
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6 Passive of avail oneself of.
I 7 The impersonal passive.

labelled the use low colloquial or slang) to
mean 'a person': and more vaguely 'the
person (defined by some adj., pronoun,
Oxford defeated Cambridge is an active
etc.)'. This second use (which seems to expression and Cambridge was defeated by
be commoner in AmE than in BrE) was Oxford is its passive equivalent. In passive
described by the OED in 1905 as 'Formerly constructions the active subject has becommon and in serious use; now shoppy, come the passive agent, and the agent is
vulgar, or jocular, the proper word being (in this case) preceded by by. In practice,
person'. The descent of the word into however, in the majority of passives, the
mercantile or other types of informality by-agent is left unexpressed (peace was
seems to have occurred during the 19c. declared some time ago), or the notional
Modern examples: I don't know who the agent is introduced by a different preinjured party is here—R. Carver, 1986; I've position (I am not disenchanted with Henry;
known this party for three years now and I a lot of people are concerned about land use).
hardly know him at all—D. Goodis, 1986; There are also various restrictions on the
June had taken Imogen from her—"What a use of both voices.
stout little party'—and settled down for the
interview with Imogen on her knee—}. Trol- 1 Constraints. Once pointed out, it is
lope, 1990; She was staring right at the obvious that there is no natural passive
window, and the man's face was staring rightequivalent of she combed her hair (the
at her. What party is he looking for, do you notional passive would be her hair was
combed by her), since the pronoun she
suppose?'—New Yorker, 1992.
cannot idiomatically be converted into
party. See PARTICOLOURED.
by her in such circumstances; or of she
had a nice laugh, since have is one of
pasha. Now the normal spelling. See several verbs (to lack, to own, etc.) represBASHA(W).
enting a continuing state of affairs not
PashtO /'pAjtau/. The official language a single act. On the other hand some
of Afghanistan. Thus spelt, not -u, Push-. verbs can be used only in the passive
voice (e.g. the creek was reputed to contain
blackfish—P. Carey, 1985) and have no acpasquinade. See LAMPOON.
tive voice equivalent (we cannot say the
pass. (verb). The pa.t. and pa.pple are creek reputes to contain blackfish). Similarly
both passed (the remark passed unnoticed; restricted verbs are be said to be (he is said
he had passed the afternoon reading). The to be a good writer) and was born (she was
related adj., prep., and adv. are all spelt born in London).
past (past times;firstpast the post; she hurIn written English only about half of
ried past), as is the noun (memories of the the notional forms of legitimate passives
past).
occur with any frequency (is taken, was
taken, will be taken, may be taken, has bee
passable /'paisabal/ means 'barely satis- taken, is being taken, etc.); in spoken Engfactory' (a passable performance) or 'able lish other parts of the paradigm occur
to be passed' (of a road, mountain pass, somewhat more frequently (may have
etc.). Passible /'paesibal/ is a theological been taken, may be being taken), and even
term meaning 'capable of suffering', ult. the most extended forms (has been being
from L pan, pass- 'to suffer'. See -ABLE, taken, may have been being taken) are occa
-IBLE 4.
sionally used in spoken English without
causing undue inconvenience to the lispassed. See PASS.
tener.
passer-by. The pi. is passers-by.
2 Scientifically passive. In scientific
writing the passive voice is much more
passible. See PASSABLE.
frequent than it is in ordinary expository
or imaginative prose: e.g. the cultures were
passive territory.
fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde rather than
I 1 Constraints.
I/wefixedthe cultures with [etc.]; similarly,
2 Scientifically passive.
when DNA molecules are placed on a gel;
3 The double passive.
an electron is scattered once every 1,000
4 Semi-passives.
molecules. In ordinary prose true passives
I 5 she was given a watch.
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are relatively uncommon—usually not
more than two on an average page of a
book. In scientific work they are a main
constituent.

passive territory | passive territory

A related remnant of this kind of construction (but with ellipsis of to be) remains in standard use in AmE: this is the
first time in 30 years a person has been
3 The double passive. In constructions ordered deported for fascist activities—NY
Times, 1982. This use is first recorded in
of the kind members who are found to have
AmE in 1781: see ORDER (verb).
taken cocaine; the race is thought to be won
by those who travel lightest; the satellite is 4 Semi-passives. True passive conscheduled to be put into orbit in March; structions
a
form part of the systematic
vast natural garden, which has to be seen
to offiniteverbs. Most of them have a
world
be believed, a passive verb is comfortably direct active counterpart. Semi-passives
followed by a passive infinitive. In a re- (or false passives) occur when an apparview tribunal is required to be reviewed itself
ent pa. pple is used immediately after a
after thefirstyear the double passive be- copular verb (e.g. to be, to get, to seem):
gins to obtrude, though the construction Phoebe was astonished; he was mistrusted in
is still acceptable. Some grammarians the village; I must get changed; he seems
(including Fowler) have condemned con- transformed. Since in each case the pa.
structions in which passive uses of at- pple is formally interchangeable with an
tempt, begin, desire, endeavour, hope, intend,
adjective (happy; unpopular, ready; differorder, propose, purpose, seek, threaten, ent),
and such constructions are better rea few others, are immediately followed garded as consisting of a copular verb
by a passive infinitive (e.g. the order was followed by an adjectival complement.
attempted to be carried outjno greater thrill
There are other intermediate types ('the
can be hoped to be enjoyed). Such construcpassive gradient', CGEL 3.74) between
tions should be avoided in favour of true passives and semi-passives: e.g. J am
sentences written in the active voice. The prepared to take my oath; Fred was tired of
OED provides examples of some of them: the taste of hospital food; I'm just fed up with
it has been begun to be cleansed—s.v. begin
you; the wounds are all healed are passively
v. laf, labelled obsolete (in 1887); The evils based constructions but hardly true pasthat were intended to be remedied-Bk of
sives, in that they cannot be straightforCommon Prayer, 1662; Was it thus intended
wardly converted into active equivalents.
and commanded by him to be drunken?—Bentham, 1818; all classes were threatened to 5 she was given a watch. In the 19c.
some grammarians expressed reservabe overwhelmed in one universal ruin—Picture
tions about such passives. Thus Henry
of Liverpool, 1834; Persons who have any
Sweet (1898): 'we still hesitate over and
interest in lands which are sought to be registry to evade such passive constructions
tered can lodge a caution with the registering
as she was given a watchpie was granted an
officer—law Times, 1891.
It is hardly necessary to speak out audience because we still feel that she and
against such constructions now, as the he are in the dative, not the accusative
fashion of writing them had virtually relation.' This view can now be safely
disappeared by 1900. The dictionary discarded. The indirect passive construccaught them at the point of near-extinc- tion {Any Maltese who desired to free himself
tion. Of course allowable examples of from his allegiance to the Grand-master was
double passives still occur: she couldn't be given a patent-W. Porter, 1858; Under such
a charter the mayor is given power and
bothered to be interested--D. Lessing, 1985;
opportunity to accomplish something—].
it was clear that arms were allowed to be
Bryce, 1888) flourished throughout the
shipped to Iran—New Yorker, 1986; a young
19c. and is now commonplace (each subman who had saved his life in a Japanese
prison camp after he had been sentencedject
to was given a printed instruction sheet—
be beheaded—M. Bradbury, 1987. And also Working Papers, Macquarie Univ., 1985).
stray examples of the condemned group Sweet's hesitation was based on the cirof verbs: e.g. Other records [of Nazi Ger- cumstance that OE giefan 'to give' governed a direct object (ace.) and an
many] seized by the Soviet Army, were taken
indirect one (with dat. inflection and/or
to Moscow and their contents have been begun
to be made available to Western researcherspreceded by to). By the 12c. the verb, as
now, could govern two objects, direct
only in the lastfiveyears-Chicago Tribune,
1990. But they are relatively uncommon. and indirect (te king iaf 6et abbotrice an
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prior, 1154), but for some 600 years only pastor is now used, esp. in AmE, as
the direct object could be placed at the the term for or title of a clergyman or
head of a passive construction (e.g. the clergywoman in charge of a nonconformrome of Gartier was never geven to no es- ist church, esp. a Lutheran or Methodist
traunger, 1548). By about 1800 the con- one (occas. also a Roman Catholic one).
straint on the placing of an indirect In 1989 an American correspondent colobject at the head of such constructions lected a large number of clippings about
services, funerals, etc., conducted by pashad disappeared.
6 Passive of avail oneself of. See AVAIL tors in the state of Illinois. The word
occurred as a title (Fourth Presbyterian
3.4Church, John M. Buchan, Pastor), and as
7 The impersonal passive. Gowers a general descriptive term (the Roman
(1965) advised against the use of it is felt, Catholic pastor of St Norbert parish; The Re
it is thought, it is believed, etc., in official Samuel Solomon was pastor of the African
and business letters ('it often amounts Methodist Episcopal Church in Gary; Trin
to a pusillanimous shrinking from re- Lutheran Church, Evanston... Paul Christen
sponsibility'). He was probably right. The son is the pastor). The term was sometimes
use or avoidance of the passive in such qualified by words indicating rank (Pastor
circumstances often depends on the Emeritus, associate pastor). The pastor of
level of formality being aimed at and
the Evanshore Presbyterian Church was
often on the wisdom of accepting per- a woman. A South Korean Presbyterian
sonal or group responsibility for the minister called Moon Lk Hwan was destatement that follows. In general, how- scribed as a dissident pastor. In news reever, it is better to begin by identifying ports, obituaries, and other reasonably
the person or group who feel, think, extended pieces, the word minister albelieve, have decided, etc.: thus, After ternated freely with the word pastor.
due consideration the Finance Committee has
decided not to [etc.]; I feel that the claim
pastorale. Now usu. pronounced as
made in your letter is too optimistic.
three syllables, /paesta'rcul/, but occas. as
four /-li/. The pi. is pastorales (formerly
past. See PASS.
alternating with pastorali).
pastel, artist's crayon; light and subdued shade of a colour. Pronounce past tense. It is of interest to note here
/'paestal/.
(as CGEL 4.16 points out) that in certain
circumstances the pa.t. may legitimately
pastiche /pœ'sti:J/. Used in two main
be used with reference to past and future
senses: 1 a medley, esp. a picture or a
musical composition, made up from or time: 1 In indirect speech, e.g. Did you
say that you had (or have) a house to let? j
imitating various sources.
How did you find out that I was (or am)
2 a literary or other work of art com- the owner? Such 'backshifts' are optional.
posed in the style of a well-known author.
Note also What did you say your name
(COD 1990)
was?' 'Jones.' (G. Greene, 1980). A pa.t. is
pastille. Spell thus, not pastil, and pro- used retrospectively with reference to
future time in such a sentence as My
nounce /'paestil/.
pupils will be annoyed that they mistook the
past master. The OED says that the use time of your lecture and therefore missed it.
of the expression to mean a person who
2 What CGEL calls the 'attitudinal
is especially adept in an activity, subject,
past': e.g. Do/Did you want to come in now?
etc., 'apparently has arisen partly in allusion to the efficiency which results from
3 The hypothetical past is used in senhaving passed through such an office as tences like the following: It's time we left
that of master of a freemasons' lodge; to catch the train; If you tried harder, you
sometimes it alludes to the efficiency would probably win the game (the implifrom having "passed" the necessary cation being that you probably won't try
training or examination to qualify as harder).
"master" in any art, science, or occupation'. It is no longer (as it once was) pasty (noun) ( = a pastry case with a
written as passed master.
sweet or savoury filling) is pronounced

pâté I pay
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/'paesti/. See TART. The adj. pasty (unhealthily pale), by contrast, is pronounced /'peisti/, thus conforming with paste /peist/.
pâté /'paetei/. The accents are obviously
needed to distinguish the word from pate
( = the head) and pâte ( = the paste of
which porcelain is made).
patella /pa'tela/, the kneecap. PI. patellae
/-li:/.
paten, patten. The first is the now usual
spelling of the word for the shallow dish
on which the bread is laid at the celebration of the Eucharist; a patten is a (now
disused) term for a shoe or clog specially
shaped for walking in mud.

For the derivatives patriotic and patriotism
the preferred pronunciation seems to be
that with initial /'paet-/. In AmE all three
words have initial /'pert-/.
patrol. The inflected forms are patrolled,
patrolling. See -LL-, -L-.
patron. 1 Patron is pronounced /'pertran/
and patroness /.pertra'nes/, but the derivatives patronage and patronize both have
initial /'paet-/. In AmE initial /'pert-/ is
usual for all four words.
2 See CLIENT.

patroness was in regular use from the
15c. to the 19c, principally in the
patent l (noun) ( = authority giving a senses 'a woman who promotes social
person the sole right to an invention). functions, as balls, bazaars, etc' and 'a
Pronounce /'paetant/. So also in Patent female patron saint', but is now seldom
Office, and in the phr. letters patent (in used. See -ESS.
which patent is an adj.). The pronuncipatten. See PATEN.
ation /'pertant/ in these words is not
wrong, but is less usual in standard English. In patent leather my impression is pavement. One must keep in mind
that /'pertant/ is the more usual of the when travelling that the word means
two pronunciations in BrE, but /'paetant/ a paved way for pedestrians in Britain
(corresponding to AmE sidewalk) and to
in AmE.
some extent in the Atlantic States of
2 As adj. and adv. when patently)
America, and a paved road elsewhere in
means 'evident(ly), obvious(ly)' (it was a
America.
patent lie; it was patently true) the pronunciation is usu. with /'pert-/ in both BrE
pavior, paviour, one who paves. Both
and AmE. Clearly the pronunciation of
spellings are permissible in BrE (my own
the word is unsettled, and resort to the
Latin and French words lying behind the preference is for paviour on the model
English ones does not help to resolve the of saviour), but only pavior in AmE.
problem.
pawky. First recorded in the 17c. in
pathetic fallacy, the attribution of hu- Scotland and northern dialects in the
man feelings and responses to inanimate sense 'artful, sly', from the 19c onward
things, esp. in art and literature. The the word has been applied to varieties
term was introduced into the language of humour judged to be typical of the
by John Ruskin in his Modern Painters Scots: 'having a matter-of-fact, hum(1856). The phrase, which Fowler (1926) orously critical outlook on life, characdescribed as 'common though little terized by a sly, quiet wit' (Concise Scots
recognized in dictionaries', received Diet., 1985).
scant treatment in the OED but has a full
entry in OED 2.
pay. 1 In its ordinary senses the pa.t.
and pa.pple are, of course, paid. The nautpatio. PI. patios. See -O(E)S 4.
ical verb pay, meaning 'to smear or cover
with pitch, tar, etc., as a defence against
patois. See JARGON 3.
wet', is of quite different origin and has
patricide. See PARRICIDE.
payed as its pa.t. and pa.pple.
patriot. The pronunciations /'paetriat/
and /'pert-/ have approximately equal currency in standard BrE at present, with
the first perhaps slightly more common.

2 Note that one pays attention (to something) but takes note or notice (of something). The verbs are not interchangeable
in these expressions.
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2 The spelling back-peddle (noun and
verb) shown in the following examples
PC, DC. Now (1996) just as likely to from 1991 issues of the Independent is
mean political correctness as police constable,
erroneous: (headline) A soft back-peddle by
Privy Counsellor, or personal computer. the Russian Communist Party; Croatia
peaceable, peaceful.
Both words accepted the EC declaration with alacrit
joined the language in the 14c. and there while insisting that it would not back-pedd
is a substantial overlap of meaning. In on the issue of full independence from Yug
general, peaceable means (a) 'disposed to slavia. See PEDLAR.
peace, not quarrelsome' (the inhabitants
pedantic humour. Children are surare simple, peaceable, and inoffensive), and
(b) (less commonly) 'free from violence or rounded by adults who, with varying
disorder, characterized by peace' (to do degrees of unawareness and tactlessness,
use words which lie outside the range
one's duty is not easy in the most peaceable
of the very young—words such as alleged,
times; peaceable, non-violent behaviour).
Peaceful is much the more common of grandiose, immobile, incestuous, palpabl
the two words, and means (a) 'charac- purloin, sartorial, vehement, and volumi
terized by peace, tranquil' (a peaceful ous. Wise children store them away like
country scene), and (b) not violating or precious stones and bring them out for
infringing peace (peaceful coexistence). Ex- inspection or polishing and then for examples: (peaceable) From the moment of perimental display at some later date.
In adulthood standard speakers find that
the child's birth the unity with its mother can
for the most part they have settled for
never be completely peaceable—P. Roazen,
1985; (peaceably) The baby lay peaceably in a boundaried choice of words and conhis carrycot, and was pleased to be jogglingstructions, a language for life, modified
only by important social, domestic, and
gently along—]. Trollope, 1989; here is proof
political events as time goes on. The
that people with very different traditions can
limits are not precisely drawn at any
live peaceably together—P. Ustinov, 1990;
(peaceful) The nights were peaceful and given time and they vary substantially
black—L. Erdrich, 1988; (peacefully) The from person to person. But each person's
safe haven is instinctively known, and
water shone peacefully—E. Jolley, 1981.
such havens require a protective zone
peccadillo. The recommended pi. is round them.
peccadillos rather than peccadilloes. See Outside this zone lie not only the er-O(E)S 7.
rors of the vulgar (which give rise to
pedagogue. First recorded in the 14c. unlimited mirth), the soft nisticisms of
with the meaning 'teacher, instructor', country folk (always respected), and the
by the end of the 19c. it had often come barbarous jargon of specialists (unfailto be applied in a contemptuous way to ingly mocked), but also verbal tracts and
teachers judged to be pedantic, dog- territories that are unfamiliar and often
matic, or severe. It is sometimes spelt therefore mirthful. Overuse of archaisms
pedagog in AmE, and is in common use (nay, peradventure, perchance, surcease, et
in the US usu. without any implication can bring a secret smile to the lips of an
of fussiness or pedantry. Examples: The audience or to readers. Moribund uses
of the gerund, the subjunctive mood,
mastet; a dryish Scotsman whose reputation
and of the infinitive can have the same
as a pedagogue derived from a book that he
There is a tendency to smile at
had written—Sri. Amer., 1955; Georges effect.
de
those who lard their speech or writing
Beauvoir also thought teachers were lowwith foreign expressions, coûte que coûte,
minded pedagogues—U Appignanesi, 1988.
pari passu, penchant, and so on. Words
pedagogy, the science of teaching. The of high formality are also capable of
pronunciation recommended is /'peda- eliciting a wry smile: e.g. (mostly drawn
,gDd3i/, with a 'soft' second g. Similarly from the works of Anita Brookner, Peter
in pedagogical /-'gDd3ikal/. But see GREEK de Vries, and William Golding) crepitation,
G.
derogate, edulcoration, infraction, perd
pedal. 1 The inflected forms of the verb able, pulchritude, putative, refulgent, sesq
pedalian, and simulacrum. Try to define
are pedalled, pedalling (but usu. pedaled,
them without consulting a dictionary
pedaling in AmE). See -LL-, -L-.
p a y Off. See PHRASAL VERBS.
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and you will see what I mean. There is
room for them in the language, of
course. My purpose in listing them is
not to condemn them but to show that
all our linguistic territories are different.
The choices we make are a source of
wonderment and often, it has to be said,
of rich humour. See POLYSYLLABIC HUMOUR.

pedantry. Fowler's classic statement of
1926 is still relevant: 'Pedantry may be
defined, for the purpose of this book,
as the saying of things in language so
learned or so demonstratively accurate
as to imply a slur upon the generality,
who are not capable or not desirous of
such displays. The term, then, is obviously a relative one; my pedantry is your
scholarship, his reasonable accuracy, her
irreducible minimum of education, and
someone else's ignorance. It is therefore
not very profitable to dogmatize here on
the subject; an essay would establish not
what pedantry is, but only the place in
the scale occupied by the author; and
that, so far as it is worth inquiring into,
can be better ascertained from the treatment of details, to some of which accordingly, with a slight classification,
reference is now made. The entries under
each heading are the names of articles;
and by referring to a few of these the
reader who has views of his own will be
able to place the book in the pedantry
scale and judge what may be expected
of it. There are certainly many accuracies
that are not pedantries, as well as some
that are; there are certainly some pedantries that are not accuracies, as well
as many that are; and no book that
attempts, as this one does, to give hundreds of decisions on the matter will
find many readers who will accept them
all.'
Some of the main entries in which
elements of pedantry are discussed in
this book are as follows: Choice of words:
FORMAL WORDS; LITERARY WORDS;
DANTIC H U M O U R ; POLYSYLLABIC

PE-

HUMOUR;

SAXONISM; WARDOUR STREET. Grammar:
AGREEMENT; CASES; ELLIPSIS; PREPOSITION
(at end); SPLIT INFINITIVE; UNATTACHED
PARTICIPLES; VERBLESS SENTENCES. Pronunciation: ESTUARY ENGLISH; FALSE
QUANTITY; GREEK G; PRONUNCIATION.
Punctuation: AMPERSAND; APOSTROPHE2;

BRACKETS; COLON; COMMA; DASH; EXCLAMATION MARK; FULL STOP; HYPHENS; ITALICS;
QUESTION MARK; QUOTATION MARKS; SEMICOLON. Sensitivity: -ESS; ETHNIC TERMS;
FEMININE DESIGNATIONS; LINGUISTIC ENGINEERING; POLITICAL CORRECTNESS; U
AND NON-U. Spelling: DIDACTICISM; I BEFORE E; MUTE E; SPELLING. Style: ELEGANT
VARIATION; U AND NON-U.

peddler. See PEDLAR.
pedigree. The corresponding adj. is
pedigreed, not pedigree'd.
pedlar, the traditional term for an itinerant seller of small items, is losing
ground rapidly before the AmE spelling
peddler, esp. in the context of the
peddling of drugs (in which it is virtually
the only spelling). Examples of the contrasting spellings: a cafeteria called inform'
ally the Saigon, a place for poets, drug-pedlars
and speculators, not professors' daughters—].
le Carré, 1989; We've been missing the independent Senegalese venders in mid-town
lately: except for watch peddlers... the venders . . . seem to have vanished—New Yorker,
1989.
ped(o)-. See PAED(O)-.

pee. Since the introduction of decimal
currency in Britain in 1971 the spelling
pee has come into widespread use to
represent the pronunciation of the initial letter of 'penny'. Example: May I
trouble you for forty-two pee?—R. Rendell,
1974. The pronunciation as /pi:/ is widely
condemned by people who prefer /'pern/
as singular and /pens/ as plural.
peewit /'piiwrt/. Thus spelt, rather than
pewit (q.v).
peignoir. Pronounce /'pemwa:/.
pejorative. Stressed on the (long) first
syllable, thus /'pizclsaratrv/, in the OED
(1905) and Daniel Jones (1917), the word
is now normally stressed on the second
syllable, thus /pi'd3Dr8trv/.
pekoe (black tea). Pronounce /'piikau/.
(The OED, 1905, recommended /'pekau/.j
pellucid. See TRANSPARENT.

pelta, a small light shield used by the
ancient Greeks and Romans. PI. peltoe

pelvis I pentameter
pelvis. The 'natural' pi. now is pelvises,
but in medical work pelves /-vi:z/ is dominant.
penal, penalize. Both words are pronounced with a long first syllable, /'pi:n-/,
but penalty with a short one, /'pen-/.
pénates (Roman household gods). Pronounce /pi'naitiiz/.
penchant. Still pronounced in a Gallic
manner, /'pàjâ/, in English.
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thefirstedition is still pending, because fina
production details have not been worked out
or 'soon to come into existence' (patent
pending). A pending tray is, of course, a
tray for documents, letters, etc., awaiting
attention.
pendulum. PI. pendulums (from the 17c.
to the 19c. occas. pendula). See -UM 1.
penetralia (innermost shrines or recesses) is a pi. noun. It is in origin the
neuter pi. of L penetrale, from penetrâlis
'interior, innermost'.

pencil (verb). The inflected forms are
pencilled, pencilling in BrE, but often -tied,
peninsula is the noun (the Spanish Penin-iling in AmE. See -LL-, -L-.
sula) and peninsular the corresponding
pendant, pendent, pennant, pennon. adj. (the Peninsular War). They are best
These are normally kept apart in the kept strictly apart. The type the Peninsula
following manner: pendant is a noun War could be justified by regarding Peninmeaning a hanging jewel or the shank sula as an attributive use of the noun; but
and ring of a pocket-watch; also, in naut- the type the Spanish Peninsular is clearly
ical language, a short length of rope wrong.
fixed on the main- and foremasts of a
penman should be used only with refersquare-rigged ship, used for attaching
ence to handwriting, not to the writing
tackles; also, any length of rope used as
of books or articles. The second sense,
a means of purchase to a distant object;
'an author, a writer', flourished from the
pendent is an adj. meaning (over)hanging;
16c. to the 19c, but is now an affectation.
pennant is a nautical word (sometimes
written pendant but always pronounced pen-name. See NOM DE GUERRE.
'pennant') for a narrow tapering flag
used for signalling or for some other
pennant. See PENDANT.
specified purpose; pennon is principally
a long narrow flag, used esp. as the milit- pennon. See PENDANT.
ary ensign of lancer regiments. In the
15c. and 16c. pennon was also used for a penny. The pi. for the separate coins is
long, coloured streamer flown from the pennies (he had four pennies in his pocket),
mastheads or yardarms of warships on but for a sum of money is pence (an
occasions of state or national import- increase of 50 pence). See PEE. In N. Amer,
ance, and they are said to have been a one-cent coin is often called a penny,
'on occasions as much as 60-80 feet in pi. pennies.
length' (Oxford Companion to Ships and the
pension, used in the sense 'a French
Sea, 1976).
boarding-house' has not been Anglicized
pendente Ute, 'during the progress of (though it has been used in English since
a lawsuit', is written in italic, and pro- the 17c.) and is pronounced in a Gallic
manner, /pàsjô/.
nounced /pen.denti "larti/.
pending has been used as a preposition
pentameter, a verse of five feet. One
or quasi-preposition since the 17c. to of the commonest metres in traditional
mean 'during, throughout the continu- English poetry is the iambic pentameter,
ance o f (pending these negotiations); and i.e. a line consisting of five feet each
since the 19c. also to mean 'while await- containing an unstressed syllable foling, until' (afinaldecision cannot be taken lowed by a stressed one: Enforced tô seek
pending his trial; pending her return). These some covert nigh at hand. In classical
prepositional uses are to be distin- Latin and Greek, pentameter is 'a form of
guished from pending used as a predi- dactylic verse composed of two halves
cative adj., when it means 'awaiting each of two feet and a long syllable, used
decision or settlement' (The printing of in elegiac verse' (COD, 1995).
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penult. Frequently used in phonetics,
= the last but one (syllable). Thus referendum /refa'rendam/ has its main stress on
the penult. The pen part of the word
answers to L paene 'almost*.

penult I per
whole at a breakfast and but twelue persons
there (1606).

3 To judge from the following comment in the Harper Dictionary of Contemporary Usage (2nd edn, 1985) the plural
form persons still has wide currency in
penultimate. William Satire (NY Times AmE: "The basic difference between perBk Rev., 7 June 1981) reported instances sons and people is that persons is usually
in American newspapers of penultimate used when speaking of a number of
erroneously used to mean 'ultimate, fi- people who can be counted and people
nal', as if the element pen- simply added is used when speaking of a large or
emphasis to the adj. ultimate. I have an- uncounted number of individuals.' A
other from the Chicago Sun-Times, 23 Nov.fresh survey of the evidence, however,
1988: These are the penultimate in quality
revealed that persons, whether preceded
scarves,' she said [to a customer]. Well, then,
by a numeral or not, is tending in both
show me the better line,' [the customer BrE and AmE to yield to people, and to
cruelly said]. This is the better line', she retreat into somewhat restricted, mostly
responded. One can but hope that the (semi-)legalistic use: e.g. in notices in
word can maintain its true meaning in lifts, banks, police reports (e.g. killed by
the decades ahead. See PENULT.
a person or persons unknown).
An American correspondent collected
people, persons. 1 Though questioned an array of evidence from American
many times since the mid-igc, the types newspapers, brochures, etc., of the early
'people preceded by a numeral' and 'people 1990s. A selection of examples: (people)
preceded by unspecific adjs. (many, sev- Deluxe dinners for about 16people cost about
eral, a few) or the pi. pronouns these and $75", Only $7.95 per person. Minimum 25
those' have been part of the standard people; A tornado injured more than 2opeople
language for many centuries: But right in downstate Illinois; (in a book review) the
anon a thousand peple in thraste—Chaucer,
loss of these two good people; (hotel advertC1386; These people sow the Chaine about isement) Two beds, up to four people and a
his necke—Shakespeare, 1590; And many free hot buffet breakfast for all registered
giddie peopleflockto him—Shakespeare,
guests; About 3,000 people with reserve com1593. Jespersen (1909-49, ii) cites two ponent status remain in the Gulf voluntarily,
people dying from a 1722 work by Defoe, the Pentagon said; The airline bombing ...
and three thousand peoplefromDisraeli'skilled 270 people; Fewer than 40 people atLotiiair (1870). Further examples: Twenty tended the banquet; It's only people who don'
million people suffer from rheumatism each
know, or don't care, who will remain at risk
year—V. Bramwell, 1988; Four out of five
a lot of people out there can do variety shows.
people thought that fresh fruit and vegetables
By comparison, examples of persons were
should be labelled—Which?, 1989; a great
much harder to find: (extract from a
Federal Savings Bank notice) It is also the
many people feel that a hug can make their
Board of Directors' view that these provisions
day—Chicago Tribune, 1991 ; People have been
should not discourage persons from proposing
debating abortion for decades, and two people
a merger; (from a Movie Ratings Guide) R
cannot resolve this issue—Daily Northwestern
(Illinois), 1991- Clearly these types are (Restricted). Persons under 17 not admitted
legitimate and have been for a long time, unless accompanied by parent or adult guardthough there happens to be no specific ian; (brochure of a religious sect) Open to
all persons: prior membership in a twelveentry for them in the OED.
step group is not required; (advertisement)
2 Competing with them, however, has the Chinese banquet dinner is only suited for
been the specifically plural form persons. a group of at least eight persons. It looks as
The OED cites Fyfiene persons from a 14c. if BrE and AmE usage may not be very
romance called Richard Coer de Lion and
different in the choice of people and peralso a series of later examples, e.g. more sons, but further sampling of the evithan ouer ninety and nine iust persons—Luke
dence is needed.
(AV) 15: 7, 1611. In Shakespeare we find
Time trauels in diuers paces, with diuers
per. It is a sound general rule not to
persons (1600); Eight Wilde-Boares rosted
use this Latin word when an English
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equivalent exists and is idiomatic: it is used in current speech?—Times, 1982; Perad
better, for example, to say that the salary venture they were the only two windows in
is £25,000 a year rather than £25,000 per the house—B. Breytenbach, 1984 (SAfr.).
year. Office clerks can be forgiven if they See WARDOUR STREET.
say that a parcel is to travel per rail
or per + name of delivery firm: they are per capita. Properly meaning 'by heads'
simply following a long-established com- (in law), 'applied to succession when dimercial convention. But in lay contexts vided among a number of individuals in
by is better. In correlative statements of equal shares (opp. to per stirpes)' (OED),
per capita has joined per caput as a normal
the type ' — head — week', it is probEnglish way of saying 'for each person
ably better (on grounds of euphony) to
or head (of population)'. Fowler (1926)
use per rather than the indefinite article:
regarded this use of per capita as 'a mod£200 per head per week, though there are
ern blunder, encouraged in some recent
notable exceptions, esp. an apple a day
dictionaries', but attitudes have changed
keeps the doctor away. In a number of fixed and it is now in standard use beside per
phrases in which the accompanying caput. Examples: (per capita) For the bulk
word is also Latin, per annum, per capita, of humanity per capita consumption remains
per diem, per se, etc., and also in per cent, the same—New Statesman, 1965; During th
clearly per must be kept. An indication same period, per capita personal consumption
of the wide variety of uses of per can be rose 15 percent in terms of constant prices—
seen in the following examples: He fell to Dxdalus, 1990; (per caput) It may be argued
the ground at thirty-two feet per second—D. that the per<aput cigarette consumption is
Abse, 1954; It contains between 100 and not a good measure of the cigarette consump1,000 atomic particles per cubic centimetre- tion in young women—Lancet, 1976; The Ha
New Scientist, 1959; The recipe will serve 4bin Transistor Plant was achieving very hig
to 6 portions and that works out at less than per caput sales—frnl RSA, 1978.
I oz. of flour and \ oz. of sugar per portionWoman's Illustrated, i960; I think twelve per cent. 1 Always so written in BrE,
tablets per calf then six every eight hours but usu. as percent in AmE. The formula
after that—J. Herriot, 1974; Lord and Lady 0.5% is normally rendered in the spoken
Kilmaine... have arrived in London. Arrivals form as 'half of one per cent', rather
at Kingstown per Royal Mail steamers includethan 'o point 5 per cent'; but for other
[etc.]—J. Johnston, 1979; Fifteen minutes fractions of 1 % we inevitably have to use,
per baby, per breast, at specific intervals—M.for example, 'point 7 per cent', or 'point 7
Roberts, 1983; They can also bat in the of one per cent' as the spoken equivalent.
happy knowledge that bouncers are restricted 2 The type '30 per cent of + noun'
to one per over—Willis and Lee, 1983; This normally governs a singular verb if the
is my chore, per our agreement—New Yorker,noun is a collective or a mass noun and
1991a plural verb if the noun is an ordinary
See also as per s.v. AS 10.
plural. Examples: Fifteen per cent of the
electorate has yet to make up its mind—Dai
peradventure. The word has been used Tel, 1987; 35 per cent of an officer trainee's
in English for so long (first recorded as time on the one year course is academic—Da
an adverb in the 13c. and as a noun in Tel, 1987; in practice in the six-to-fourteen
the 16c.) that it is somewhat surprising age-group some 90% of children belong to th
to find that it has stepped down a rung Pioneers in East Berlin—Encounter, 1987. Bu
into archaism or even further into the the choice of concord is often governed
world of jocularity. Examples of its use by which element of the construction
as adv. meaning 'perhaps' and as noun is felt by the writer or speaker to be
meaning 'uncertainty; conjecture' (esp. dominant. Many people would have writpreceded by beyond) can be found, but ten the first example in the form 'Fifteen
per cent of the electorate have yet to
for the most part only in somewhat atmake up their mind(s)'.
mospheric or humorous contexts or in
some English-speaking countries abroad. percentage.
'The notion has gone
Examples: Where else [except in Ghana] in abroad that a percentage is a small part'
the English-speaking world will you still hear(Fowler, 1926), and he went on to remind
the word 'peradventure', meaning 'perhaps', readers that whereas 'a part is always
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less than the whole, a percentage may sophisticated authorities have noted
be the whole or more than the whole'. that in certain circumstances rigid appliThe advice is sound. It is desirable to cation of the rule is mere pedantry. The
modify the word by adjectives like small, OED notes that the adj. perfect is 'often
tiny, large, or by the adverb only: e.g. a used of a near approach to such a state
large percentage of the professional books [of complete excellence], and hence is
appearing in America or Britain represent capable of comparison'. Numerous exsmall adjustments ...of an immediately cur-amples of comparative uses are cited
rent idea—London Rev. Bks, 1987; out of reach
in the OED from good 14-19c. sources,
of all but the tiny percentage of the people whoincluding one from Shakespeare (1597)
are themselves involved in the new economic(Our men more perfect in the vse of armes)
activity—New Yorker, 1991. Cf. FRACTION. and one from Leigh Hunt (1841): The
perfectest prose-fiction in the language. Gowperchance is the kind of word that
immediately summons up a recollection ers (1965) cites G. M. Trevelyan on Lady
of its most celebrated occurrence (To die Jane Grey: As learned as any of the Tudor
this gentle Grecian had a more
to sleepe, To sleepe, perchance to dreame: sovereigns,
I
[ = Aye] there's the rub—Shakespeare, 1602) perfect character than the best of them.
The rule must therefore be modified
and, to the layman, of not much else.
The word in fact has a rich literary his- to read something like this: in most
tory from the 14c. onward, and it began circumstances perfect is used as an abto fall into an archaistic or purely poet- solute adjective, but there are somewhat
ical mode only at some point in the 19c. rare occasions when the speaker has in
It was often more or less interchangeable mind a near approach to such a state
with peradventure, which has suffered a and a comparative adj. or the adverb very
may be appropriately used with it. It can,
similar fate. See WARDOUR STREET.
of course, legitimately be governed by
père. Added to a surname to distinguish almost and so. Examples: What figure is
a father from a son, esp. when both more perfect than the sphere?--W. Golding,
are well known, e.g. Amis père ( = Sir 1965; She knew she had an almost perfect
Kingsley Amis) and Amis fils ( = Martin manner with subordinates—K. West, 1977;
Amis).
Maybe not purity but he seemed so perfect
and so unreal, in a way—C. Achebe, 1987.
peremptory, COD 1995 gives priority to
/pa'remptan/, with the main stress on the
2 As a curiosity, the phrase a perfect
second syllable. OED (1907) gave only the stranger is idiomatic, but it cannot be
form with first-syllable stressing. As a rephrased so that perfect is used predimatter of historical interest, Daniel catively (as a stranger he is perfect). In a
Jones (1917) commented; '/'peram-/ perfect stranger the adj. is called a 'non[stressed on the first syllable] is more inherent' one, and is one of a class of
usual when the word is used as a legal adjectival phrases that cannot be re-exterm, while /pa'rem-/ or /pi'rem-/ seems pressed predicatively (e.g. a firm friend,
more usual in other circumstances.' J. C. but not as a friend he is firm).
Wells (1990) notes that 'both stressings
are in use among English lawyers'.
perfect (verb). The stress is on the second
perennial. Used of a plant it means syllable, thus distinguishing the verb
'lasting several years', by contrast with from the adjective where it falls on the
annual 'lasting for one growing season'. first.
perfect. 1 "There is a prescriptive tradi- perfectible. Thus spelt, not -able. See
tion forbidding the use of very or the -ABLE, -IBLE 7.
comparative with intensifying adjectives
like perfect, absolute, unique, and also with perfect infinitive, i.e. the type to have
the corresponding adverbs (perfectly, ab- done, etc. l In its simplest form it is used
after the verbs appear and seem. Examples
solutely, uniquely)' (CGEL, 1985, 7.4 n.). The
statement is in general true: some gram- (from my files): she appeared to have encourmarians from Lindley Murray (1795) on- aged him; GEC appears to have taken a firm
ward have ruled out more perfect, most grip on the project; that seemed to have been
perfect, etc., as 'improper', but the more an isolated event; Gorbachev seems to have
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the last third of the 20c., thus coinciding
given eastern Europe the go-ahead to re-estabwith the period during which parameter
lish full diplomatic links with China; a fisthas broken loose from its technical and
sized water hug that seemed to have fallen
from the sky. In each case the reported scientific strait-jackets. The two events
event had occurred before the time of would seem to be connected. Modern
the statement itself. If the appearing and figurative examples: The perimeter of her
seeming occur at the same time as the own life was shrinking—J. Urquhart, 198
event that is being reported a present (Canad.); Fourteenth Street determined th
infinitive is used instead: Herr Schmidt size of their lives, the perimeters of their ho
in ways that they honored yet despised—
appeared to be internationally important;
they seemed to get to know one anotherGolden, 1989 (US).
quickly.
period. For near-synonyms, see TIME.
2 For the types should/would have liked
For the punctuation mark, see FULL STOP
to have met, should/would have liked to meet
1. For its use in abbreviations and consee LIKE (verb) 1. See also HAVE 2.
tractions, see FULL STOP 2.

3 The type Jane was very sorry to miss
you when you called is preferable to Janeperiodic, periodical. Thefirstis only an
was very sorry to have missed you when adj.
youand is largely restricted to technical
called, but both types occur frequently. and scientific contexts, esp. in the expressions periodic acid, decimal, function
perforce. Used from the 14c. first as a
and table (for definitions of which see
phrase meaning 'by the application of
COD 1995). Also, in grammar, a periodic
physical force' and from the 16c. as an
sentence is one consisting of a main
adverb meaning 'by moral constraint, of
clause, followed by 'several clauses,
necessity', the word has largely fallen
grammatically connected, and rhetorout of use and is now archaic. Examples:
ically constructed' (OED). I may as well
We sat and listened, perforce, and the pure
cite a standard example given by Ogilvie
notes shivered the motes of dust from the
and Albert in their classic Practical Course
kitchen shelves—F. Weldon, 1988; Since Harin Secondary English (1913): 'The various
vey had perforce moved in with his mother
methods of propitiation and atonement
he had not shaved—I. Murdoch, 1993.
which fear and folly have dictated, or
perfume (noun and verb). Both words artifice and interest tolerated in the difare normally stressed on the first syl- ferent parts of the world, however they
lable. This appears to have been the re- may sometimes reproach or degrade husult of a tidying-up process in the 20c, as manity, at least show the general consent
the OED (1907) gave only second-syllable of all ages and nations in the opinions
of the placability of the Divine nature.'
stressing for the verb.
Note that the main statement is comperhaps. In everyday relatively formal pleted only at the end of the sentence.
speech this common adverb is normally
Periodical is the more common of the
pronounced /pa'haeps/. In relaxed or in- two words in non-technical language
formal speech, and esp. in rapid speech, (though in many contexts they are freely
it is often pronounced /p3'raeps/ or /praeps/ interchangeable in the sense 'appearing
in standard English, though many speak- or occurring at regular intervals'), and
ers would rather die than admit it.
is the only word of the two to be used
as a noun ( = a newspaper, magazine,
peril. The inflected verbal forms (also etc., issued at regular intervals).
for imperil) are (im)perilled, (imperilling
(AmE usu. with a single -I-), but the corperipeteia. An Aristotelian rhetorical
responding adj. is perilous.
term (from Gk nepinéxem 'a falling
perimeter. Except for an isolated 17c. round, a sudden change') for a sudden
(Ben Jonson) example, perimeter is not change of fortune or reverse of circumrecorded in the OED in figurative use. Its stances (in a tragedy, etc., or in everyday
extension from the traditional geomet- life), e.g. in The Merchant of Venice, the
rical, military, and (civil) airport uses to downfall of Shylock, when Gratiano redenote the extremes or limits of a sub- peats to him his own words, 0 learned
ject, topic, etc., seems to have occurred in judge, and Shylock's case collapses.
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periphrasis, a rhetorical term for a
roundabout way of saying something, a
circumlocution, e.g. to refer to Shakespeare as the Bard ofAvon. Circumlocutory
phrases (e.g. be of the opinion that = think,
believe; in close proximity = nearly)) lie
strewn about in the language and must
be used with caution to avoid accusations of prolixity or windbagging. As
Fowler remarked in 1926, ""The year's
penultimate month" is not in truth a
good way of saying "November".'

(e.g. of grammatical or other linguistic
deviations from the norm); liberal, esp.
in sexual and drug-related matters' (the
permissive society).
permit, l The inflected forms of the
verb are permitted, permitting.
2 When permit is used as a noun the
stress falls on the first syllable, and as a
verb on the second. See NOUN AND VERB
ACCENT 1.

3 The verb is normally transitive {perperiwig is in origin a 16c. alteration of mit the traffic toflowagain) but can also
peruke (from Fr. perruque): the inter- be used absolutely (traffic permitting), and
also intransitively with of, when it means
mediate stages appear to have been per'
'to admit, to allow for' {the rule permits
wyke, perewyke, perewig, perrywig, periwig,
whence the abbreviation wig (OED). The of certain exceptions). Cf. ADMIT I ; ALLOW
corresponding verbal inflected forms are 1.
periwigged (used esp. as adj.), periwigging.
pernickety ( = fussy, fastidious) is a 19c.
word of Scottish origin (its etymology
perk. See PERQUISITE.
beyond that cannot safely be postulated)
permanence, permanency. 'One of the which has spread to all English-speaking
pairs (see -CE, -CY) in which the distinc- areas. In AmE, since the beginning of
tion is neither broad and generally recog- the 20C, it has alternated in standard
nized, nor yet quite non-existent or colloquial use with the form with an
negligible' (Fowler, 1926). In practice per- intercalated s, namely persnickety (e.g.
manence is much the more common of That archetype of persnickety Yankee toolthe two words. Both share the meaning makers—JL Stein, 1967), but outside AmE
'the quality of being permanent'. When pernickety is the only form used.
permanency is used it often means 'the
state of being permanent' or 'something perorate (verb). A natural formation in
permanent'. But there is no clear-cut the 17c. from the ppl stem of L perOrare
distinction between the two words. Ex- and not merely a back-formation from
amples: (permanence) His determination,peroration (the noun was first recorded
which he now estimated to have the size in
andthe 15c), it is nevertheless often
bracketed with the likes of enthuse and
permanence of an ice cube, began to grow
even smaller—B. Byars, 1981 ; Its [se. a mem- liaise and is therefore avoided by many
speakers and writers.
orial's] construction was touched with grace,
its stark and solid geometry with permanperplexedly. Four syllables: see -EDLY.
ence-Newsday (US), 1991; There is a sense
of invulnerable permanence at General Motors—Fortune (US), 1992; (permanency) Theper pro, per proc. See P.P.
new world view fundamentally altered long
perquisite, an incidental benefit atestablished notions about the permanencytached
of
to one's employment. This is the
the continents and the ocean basins—Sci.
form used in business correspondence,
Amer., 1974; Permanency is also associated
notice-board announcements, etc., but
with marriage, and a person in a temporary
the informal equivalent perk indicates
position cannot marry and remain in thehow the word is most often presented
household without moving into a permanent
in spoken English. It is not to be confused
position—Man, 1983; A stranger is not with
a
prerequisite (noun and adj.), (somepermanency. One can easily shed a thing) required as a precondition.
stranger—G. Greene, 1988.
persiflage. 1 After more than two cenpermissible. 1 Thus spelt, not-able. See turies of use in English, the word is
-ABLE, -IBLE 7.
pronounced /'p3:srfla:3/, i.e. is still not
2 It means 'allowable', as distinct fully Anglicized in pronunciation but it
from permissive which means 'tolerant always appears in roman type.
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2 It means 'light banter or raillery'. intensity by the 1990s. See CHAIR, CHAIRHannah More defined it in 1799 as The PERSON.
cold compound of irony, irreligion, selfishness, As far as it is possible to judge, the
and sneer, which made up what the French phrases the man in the street, one man one
...so well express by the term persiflage. vote, man overboard, and every man for
Perhaps friendly teasing and levity are himself remain for the most part intact.
the main ingredients of the word as it They are probably too deeply embedded
is now used. In French the noun was in the language to be ousted, at any rate
formed from persifler 'to tease', from the for the present. But depressing reformulintensive prefix per- + siffler 'to whistle' ations of old adages are beginning to
appear, esp. in AmE: e.g. The poor workper+-agepersistence, persistency. Both words son blames the tools—a comment by one
entered the language in the 16c. and are Asst Prof. John Kupetz in The Daily Northstill interchangeable in the senses 'the western (Illinois), 1991, instead of the traaction or fact of persisting' and 'the ditional proverb A poor workman blames
his tools.
quality of persisting or being persistent'.
Whatever the reason (? a preference for
2 Associated with this development
a three-syllabled word), persistence is by and reflecting the exasperation of people
far the more common of the two words. opposed to such radical manipulation of
Examples: (persistence) The openingphrase the language came facetious suggestions
continued to echo in my mind with an obsti- such as gingerbread persons, personhandle
nate throbbing persistence—I. Durrell, 1957; (for manhandle), personhole (for manhole),
By sheer persistence he'd achieved what at personpower (for manpower), Personchester
first seemed inaccessible—E. North, 1987; (for Manchester), and chairperdaughter ( =
(persistency) agelessly silent, with a reptile's a female chairperson), but none of these
awful persistency—D. H. Lawrence, 1921; has taken root except as anecdotal items
(used of insurance policies) Motorists Life at the dinner table.
said it has revised its commission schedule 3 It is noteworthy that there is a
and added a persistency bonus program- marked tendency for the -person comInvestment Dealers' Digest (US), 1991. See binations to be applied mainly to
-CE, -CY.
women, leading to such pairs as spokesman (male)/spokesperson (female). Many of
persnickety. See PERNICKETY.
the occupational terms (draughtsperson,
salesperson, etc.) occur in job advertiseperson (noun). 1 For the plural persons, ments as an indication that applications
see PEOPLE.
are acceptable from persons of either
2 So now one person can start their own sex. Such disturbances to the language
magazine—The Face, 1991 : an extreme (and as have occurred since the 1970s can
easily avoidable) example of the increas- now be clearly seen as one aspect of the
ingly popular types: anyone who wants to movement called POLITICAL CORRECTimprove their writing may attend the course NESS. The arguments about them will
and Everyone was absorbed in their own continue into the 21c.
business. See AGREEMENT 6; ANY i(b).
persona. The primary meaning of L
-person (as a sex-neutral element). 1 At persona was 'a mask, esp. as worn by
first to the puzzlement and then to the actors'. It also meant 'a character in a
amusement, and now often to the de- play, a dramatic role', and '(with no idea
spair, of many people (both men and of deception) the part played by a person
women), feminists began to use, and in life, a role, character'. Ezra Pound, in a
then to insist that others use, person or, work of 1909 called Personae, introduced
where appropriate as a second element, the term to literary criticism, where it
-person (e.g. draughtsperson, salesperson, has settled down to mean 'the assumed
spokesperson) instead of man or -man. The identity or fictional T ... assumed by a
movement for the removal of man in writer in a literary work: thus the
its traditional sense of 'person (without speaker in a literary poem, or the narregard to sex)' began in the 1970s, and rator in a fictional narrative' (C. Baldick,
had reached a point of maximum 1990). In a separate 20c. development,
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persona became employed in Jungian psy- 1964; Like some admiral of former days, he
chology to mean 'the set of attitudes seemed a personage of importance—Brian
adopted by an individual to fit himself Moore, 1972; Royal personages officially
or herself for the social role seen as his came of age at eighteen—S. Weintraub,
or hers; the personality an individual 1987; (personality) He is a local councillor
presents to the world* (OED, slightly ad- in a small town, and one of its prominent
apted). This sense is first recorded in personalities—Listener, 1962; The advertiseEnglish in 1917. In general writing the ments will no doubt featuretelevisioncodanger exists of a merging of the two medians, showbusiness personalities and disc
concepts. In scholarly literary work, the jockeys—Listener, 1983; Tell us about some
two strands of meaning are normally of the overseas personalities you have met,'
kept firmly apart. Examples: (in literary said the interviewer—]. M. Coetzee, 1990.
criticism) To this extent, Lewis Eliot is, as itSince the 1950s, personality cult has often
were, a convenient and comfortable persona been used to mean 'devotion to a leader
for his author-TLS, 1958; Whether or not that is deliberately fostered by the emthe actual Kipling persona is present, the phasis placed on certain aspects of his
narration is often forceful as well as vivid—M.
or her personality' (OED). Example: The
Pafford, 1989; The outstanding example is emphatic condemnation of the 'personality
Burns, whose ability to assume different poeticcult' at the 20th Congress of the CPSU by Mr.
personae ... is one of his most individual Khrushchev—Encounter, 1959.
characteristics—TLS, 1989; (in Jungian
persona grata, a person, esp. a dipsense) We are born individuals. But to satisfy
our needs we have to become social persons,lomat, acceptable to certain others. Print
and every social person is a bundle of rôles in italic and pronounce /p3:'sauna
or personae—Trans. Fhilol. Soc., 1935; The 'graita/. PI. personae gratae /-i:/. Its antonym
stiff upper lip, the persona of the English is persona non grata \rvon or naun/.
gentleman, is a particularly appropriate mask
for the schizoid person to adopt—A. Storr, personally. The unassailably legitimate
1968; He can be a pompous, contentious man,uses of personally are (a) to signify that
yet his private persona sometimes contrasts something was done by or to someone
sharply with his more abrasive public image- in person and not through an agent or
Observer, 1972; When he speaks on the sub-deputy (The writ was served on the defendant
ject, you can hear all three of his personas, personally at his residence; The appointment
as he answers with equal aplomb as fan, was made by the Secretary of State personally);
and (b) to exclude considerations other
participant and TV exec—Tennis, 1987; Despite his assertion that he is merely a machine,than personal (I welcome the decision though
Warhol constructs a carefully-crafted personaI was not personally involved). Its use with
that he markets relentlessly—Modern Paint-personal pronouns (esp. I) as the equivalent of '(speaking) for myself, etc' is
ers, 1989.
more debatable and is best reserved for
The plural is usually personae /-nai/.
informal contexts and best avoided in
formal correspondence, etc. Thus Personpersonage, personality. Since the 15c. ally I don't approve has no advantage over
a personage has been principally 'a person For my part I don't approve or over the
of high rank, distinction, or importance' simple I don't approve. But do not be
(though sometimes applied ironically or surprised to find personally used in this
laughingly to a person of self-import- seemingly redundant manner in converance). In the 20C. such a person has often sational or informal passages in standcome to be known more familiarly as a ard sources: Examples: I am personally
VIP ( = very important person). Since the very gratified that the Committee has seen fit
late 19c. personality has come to be used to make this recommendation—C. P. Snow,
for 'a person who stands out from others 1934; Well, you'd better get on, then ...
either by virtue of unusual character or Personally, I'm going to wait until Fiver and
because his or her position makes him Pipkin are fit to tackle it—R. Adams, 1973;
or her a focus for some form of public I personally would like to see fewer groups—
interest (OED); now esp. a celebrity (a S. Biko, 1978.
TV personality)'. Examples: (personage) No
longer was I a nondescript of the slums; nowpersonalty. Used only in law, one's
I was a personage of the theatre—C. Chaplin, personal property or estate (as opposed
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to realty). For other senses of the adj. distinct from the matériel or material
personal, the corresponding noun is per- equipment (of an institution, undertaking, etc.) (OED). It seems not to have
sonality.
been widely favoured outside the armed
personification arises partly as a nat- forces until the second half of the 20c.
ural or rhetorical phenomenon and Now all self-respecting large firms have
partly as a result of the loss of grammat- personnel departments, personnel managers,
ical gender at the end of the Anglo-Saxon etc., and Personnel (by itself) is commonly
period. In OE a pronoun used in place used to mean 'personnel department'.
of a masculine noun was invariably he, Its use preceded by a numeral (e.g. one
in place of a feminine noun heo ( = she), copy to every twenty-five personnel) has little
and in place of a neuter noun hit ( = it). to commend it, but occasionally occurs
When the system broke up and the old in reasonably standard sources.
grammatical cases disappeared, the obvious result was the narrowing down of persons. See PEOPLE.
he to refer only to a male person or
animal, she to a female person or animal, perspective. In the type 'new perand it to nearly all remaining nouns. At spectives — (a subject)', the customary
the point of loss of grammatical gender, preposition is on (not of). Thus "Three
however, he began to be applied 'illog- Perspectives on Canada's Future' in
ically' to some things personified as mas- Dxdalus, 1988; Perspectives on Thomas
culine (mountains, rivers, oak-trees, etc., Hobbes, éd. G. A. J. Rogers and Alan Ryan,
as the OED has it), and she to some things 1989.
personified as feminine (ships, boats, carriages, utensils, etc.). For example, the perspic-. The two groups of words be
OED cites examples of he used of the ginning with these seven letters are
world (14c), the philosopher's stone mostly restricted to fairly formal con(14c), a fire (15c), an argument (15c), texts—the unlearned, as Fowler observed
the sun (16c), etc.; and examples of she in 1926, are well advised to use simpler
used of a ship (14c), a door (14c), a fire synonyms—and are mostly distinguish(16c), a cannon (17c), a kettle (19c), able along the following lines. Perspicaand so on. At the present time such cious means 'having mental penetration
personification is comparatively rare, or discernment, discerning', and its corbut examples can still be found: e.g. Great responding noun is either perspicaBritain is renowned for her stiff upper lip ciousness or perspicacity. Perspicuous, on the
approach to adversity; I bought that yacht other hand, means 'easily understood,
last year, sheridesthe water beautifully; (in clearly expressed, (of a person) exAustralia and NZ) she's right; she's jake; pressing things clearly', and its corresponding noun is either perspicuity or
she's a big country, etc.
perspicuousness. The only snag is that since
Personification has long been used as
the 17c. perspicuity has often been ima literary device, esp. in poetry: e.g.
properly used to mean 'discernment, inAy, in the very temple of delight
sight' by distinguished writers including
Veil'd Melancholy fias her sovran shrine. Charles Dickens, and since the 16c. per(Keats, 1819) spicuous has also been improperly used
In the ordinary language, personified to mean 'discerning, perspicacious' by
uses of words are widespread and so eminent writers including Swinburne.
familiar that they pass virtually unno- The best course, unless you are thorticed. Proverbs are fertile territory for oughly conversant with the basic meansuch uses (Brevity is the soul of wit; the ing of each group, is to avoid them all
wish is father to the thought); and such and use any of several synonyms instead.
ordinary metaphors as the heart of the Examples of correct uses: (perspicacious
matter, the mouth of the river, and to eat and derivatives) He went through the photographs. But it didn't take much perspicacity
one's words are used all the time.
to tell that some... were missing—R. Rendell,
1983; How much Edith longed for my wholepersonnel. Pronounce /p3:sa'nel/. First
in French and, from about the 1830s, in hearted commitment to her I was not perspicEnglish the word came to be used, esp. acious enough to see—R. Manning, 1987;
in the armed services, of the human as Ned ... was now envied for his perspicacity
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in avoiding the problem of giving houseroom
contents seems particularly pertinent ...The
to children who might have infested heads—U.
pertinence is to whether his roistering and
Wesley, 1987; I was not overjoyed to recog-hedonistic message is surviving in these less
nise myself as the cuckold of the piece, an
than rorty days—Times, 1991; (pertinency)
idiotic Hamlet betrayed ... by his own lackIf it is an essential part of scientific work to
of perspicacity—Simon Mason, 1990. (perstart one's work by acquainting oneself with
spicuous and derivatives) Its high speed was all pertinent facts, it seems entirely arbitrary
to exclude social implications from the realm
not a challenge but a courtesy; its structural
intricacy not a dazzling pattern but a perspicof 'pertinency'—Bull. Atomic Scientists, 1955.
uous design—C. James, 1979; What would
any of us not give to be able to acknowledgeperturbedly. Four syllables: see -EDLY.
in such manly terms, perspicuous and
See PERIWIG.
candid, not obsequious nor humbugging, peruke.
the
receipt of a modest competence?—E. Powell,
peruse is a formal word for 'read
1992.
(through), study (with care)', or (somewhat archaic) 'examine (a person's face,
perspire. See GENTEELISM.
etc.) carefully'. It has a long literary history with many fine shades of meaning,
persuade. See CONVINCE.
but is in much more restricted use now.
persuasion. When Matthew Arnold de- See FORMAL WORDS.
clared in 1879 that Men of any religious
pervert. The noun is stressed on the
persuasion might be appointed to teach anafirst syllable, and the verb on the second.
tomy or chemistry, he was using persuasion
in one of its traditional senses (first re- See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .
corded in the early 17c. in a work by
John Donne). The senses 'belief or convic- peseta (chief monetary unit of Spain).
tion' or 'a religious belief, or the group Pronounce /pa'serta/.
or sect holding it (of a different persuasion)'
peso (chief monetary unit of several
are still central meanings of the word.
Latin American countries). Pronounce
Since the 1860s, however, the word has
/'peisau/. PI. pesos. See -O(E)S 6.
also acquired diverse senses that have
little to do with 'belief or conviction', pestle. The OED (1907) gave the form
namely 'nationality; kind, sort, descrip- /'pestai/, with a fully pronounced -t-, as a
tion'. The OED labels such uses slang or legitimate variant, and other authorities
burlesque, and adds several illustrative of a later date (including the standard
examples, including these: She said she AmE dictionaries) have expressed the
thought it was... a gentlemen ofthe haircutsame view. But the word is always proting persuasion—¥. Anstey, 1885; No one nounced
of
/'pesai/ (like nestle, wrestle, etc.)
the male persuasion was present (01907). Thein standard BrE.
verdict (slang or burlesque) seems just, but
there are many borderline cases, and
petal. The inflected forms and comsome that steer well clear of slanginess binations are petalled (adj.) but petaloid
or the burlesque, e.g. Sampson has even (adj.) andpetaliferous (adj.). Petalless is norfound a psychoanalyst ofthe sturdily Freudian
mally written without a hyphen, and
persuasion—TLS, 1990.
petal-like normally with one. See -LL-, -L-.
pertinence, pertinency. Both nouns
Peter Principle. A jocular term of procontinue to be used without any strong found significance, propounded in 1968
lexical distinction, except that pertinence by the Canadian-born US scholar Laurperhaps more usually means 'the fact ence J. Peter (1919-90), for the principle
of being pertinent' and pertinency 'the that members of a hierarchy are
quality of being pertinent'. The first is promoted until they reach the level at
easily the more commonly used. Ex- which they are no longer competent.
amples: (pertinence) One essay, 'patriotism
and Sport', has a particular pertinence today, petite /pa'tùt/. Though the adj. is in
in a world of fighting football fans—M. widespread use in English (normally
Coren, 1989; The ever-present question of only in its grammatically feminine
whether Raven's titles are better than the form), and has been for more than two
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drifted apart. Both words were formed
in early ME from OF fantasme (orig. from
Gk (pdvxaana). For the complex process
which led to the differentiation of the
petitio principii /pi.tijiau prm'kipiai/, a meaning of the two words, one must
logical fallacy in which a conclusion is turn to the OED. Suffice it to say here
taken for granted in the premiss; that phantom is the more common word
begging the question (COD). Fowler citedof the two, and is now used esp. to mean
as examples the assertion that foxhunt- (a) a ghost, spectre; (b) a mental illusion;
ing is not cruel, since the fox enjoys the (c) as adj., in medical language, esp. of
fun; and that one must keep servants, the continuing sensation of the presence
since all respectable people do so. See of a limb that has been amputated. PhanBEG THE QUESTION.
tasm is used to mean (a) an illusion; (b)
petrel and petrol are homophones, both a supposed vision of an absent (living or
dead) person. Phantasm has two adjectival
being pronounced /'petral/.
derivatives, phantasmal, phantasmic,
whereas phantom is used both as noun
petrol(eum). See KEROSENE.
and adjective.
pewit. See PEEWIT. The form pewit, somephantasy. See FANTASY.
times pronounced /'pjuirt/ rhyming with
cruet (e.g. in
Tennyson's
'Will
Pharaoh. So spelt. Pronounce /'fearau/.
Waterproof, 1842), was common from
the 16c. to the 19c, and is still a recogPharisee. The customary adj. is Pharinized variant in some house styles.
saic, though Pharisaical is also used. The
corresponding abstract noun in -ism is
phaeton. The OED (1907) gave priority
Pharisaism /'faensenzm/ (less commonly
to a three-syllabled pronunciation, i.e.
Phariseeism).
/'fei-i-tan/, and so did Fowler in 1926. This
pronunciation is still favoured in AmE,
pharmacopoeia. The final two syllables
but the word is normally pronounced as are pronounced /-'pi:a/. Always so spelt
two syllables in BrE, i.e. /'fertan/.
in BrE, but commonly as -peia in AmE.
centuries, it is still felt to be quintessentially French, and more often than not
is printed in italic type.

phalanx. In its ordinary sense '(in Greek
antiquity) a line of battle' its plural is
normally phalanxes. In anatomy ('any of
the bones of the fingers or toes') the
pattern is usually phalanx sing., phalanges
pi. /fa'laend3i:z/. There is considerable variation in AmE in the placing of the main
stress, and in the length of the first
syllable (/'fei-/ is common) in both main
senses.

pharyngitis.
/-d3-/.

The medial -g- is 'soft',

pharynx. The recommended plural is
pharyngés /fae'rmd3i:z/. The corresponding
adj. is pharyngeal /faerm'd3i:al/ or pharyngal
/fae'mjgal/. In phonetics it means '(of
a speech-sound) articulated in the
pharynx', and, in my experience, is normally spelt pharyngeal and pronounced
/fae'rmd3al/.

phallus. The layman's pi. form is
phaUuses (less commonly phalli), but in phenomena. See PHENOMENON.
the technical language of medicine and phenomenal. In the early 19c. the word
botany it is more usually phalli /-lai/.
was first used to mean 'of the kind apprephantasmagoria. Formed in the early hended by (any of) the senses'. This sense,
19c. from phantasm + a fanciful ending and the related noun phenomenalism, con(but cf. Gk dyopd 'assembly, place of tinued to be used in philosophy of the
assembly'), it meant at first 'an exhibi- doctrine that human knowledge is contion of optical illusions produced by a fined to the appearances presented to
magic lantern'. It soon acquired its main the senses. In the somewhat maddening
current sense, 'a shifting series of real way in which the lay public like the
or imaginary figures as seen in a dream sound of a new word but often fail to
grasp its strict technical meaning, pheor fever'. It governs a singular verb.
nomenal, by the middle of the 19c, had
phantasm, phantom. The two were come to be used as a general epithet of
originally 'the same word', but they have high praise, meaning 'of the nature of a
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remarkable phenomenon; extraordinary, remarkable, prodigious'. This sense
has long since settled in as part of the
standard language {phenomenal growth,
success, talent, etc.).

phenomenon | phlogiston
-phile /fail/ is now the customary combining form (rather than -phil /fil/) forming nouns and adjectives denoting
fondness for what is specified in the first
element (bibliophile, Francophile, etc.).

Philippines. Thus spelt. The islands are
phenomenon. Fowler's view, expressed
in 1926, that the senses 'notable oc- inhabited by Filipinos.
currence' and 'prodigy' were regrettable
Philistine. Originally a member of a
developments of the original 17c. people opposing the Israelites in ancient
specialized meaning of the word ('some- Palestine, the word (with lower-case p)
thing perceived by any of the senses, or has come to be applied to 'a person who
by the mind') is a by-product of is hostile or indifferent to culture, or
his generation's anti-historicism. The one whose interests or tastes are comspecialized sense was first recorded in monplace or material' (COD). The exthe 1630s, and the extended senses in tended sense is first recorded in 1827 in
1771 (thing) and 1838 (person) respect- a work by Carlyle.
ively. What is to be regretted is the perphilogynist, a person who likes or adsistent failure by many writers (and
speakers) since the 16c. to remember mires women. Pronounced /fi'h)d3mist/
that phenomena is the plural of phenom- with a 'soft' g.
enon, and is not itself a singular form.
The OED lists examples of phenomena used philology. First used in the 17c. in the
sense 'love of learning and literature' it
as a singular from 1576 onward, to which
gradually became narrowed in sense in
may be added (the examples happen to
BrE to mean 'the study of the structure
be American, but the use is widespread):
and development of language or of a
This natural phenomena [sc. the appearance
particular language or language family'.
of mirages on roads] occurs more during the
Comparative philology, i.e. the study of
summer because [etc.]-Oucago Sun-Times, parallel features in a related language
1990; If this same phenomena occurs in family, became established in Britain in
people, it means that senior citizens should the course of the 19c. Philology in the
have greater difficulty working late at night- linguistic sense never became estabDaily Northwestern (Illinois), 1991. In fact lished in the US. There, and since about
almost from the beginning the word has the middle of the 20c. also in the UK,
been distinctly unstable. The OED lists the dominant form for the study of the
numerous examples of the plural form structure and development of language,
phenomenons and of the erroneous form etc., has been LINGUISTICS.
phenomenas in addition to the erroneous
singular in -a.
philosophic(al). Both forms of the
word are in widespread use in many of
their possible applications, except that
philately. First recorded in English in
1865 (one year earlier, as philatélie, in most people would say he took a philosophFr.), it is one of the best-known of the ical [i.e. sensibly calm or unperturbed]
numerous terms meaning 'the hobby of view o/[some setback]' rather than he took
collecting (some specified objects)'. Cf. a philosophic view, etc' In the names of
cartophily (first recorded in 1936) 'the societies, transactions, proceedings, etc.,
the longer form is also dominant.
collecting of cigarette-cards', and deltiology (1947) 'the collecting of postcards'. philtre, -ter, a love-potion. Spelt with
Philately is an artificial formation from -tre in BrE and with -ter in AmE.
Gk (f>ik(o)- 'loving' + dxeX,rjs 'free from
tax or charge', the second element being p h i Z . See ABBREVIATIONS 1 .
regarded as a passable equivalent of free
phlegm. The g is unsounded in phlegm
or franco, which were formerly stamped
on prepaid letters. The plainer words and phlegmy, but is fully pronounced in
phlegmatic.
stamp<ollecting and -collector are often preferred to the 'official' terms philately and phlogiston. The pronunciation recomphilatelist.
mended is /fla'd3istan/ with a 'soft' g.

Phoebe, Phoenician, phoenix | phrasal verbs
Phoebe, Phoenician, phoenix. All
three are regularly spelt with -oe- (not
-e-) both in BrE and AmE.
phone. A well-established abbreviated
form of telephone (noun and verb), chiefly
used in the spoken language.
phoney (adj.). Also spelt phony. A now
very familiar word, esp. since the phoney
war (relative inaction before full-scale
hostilities) of 1940, but not traced in
print before 1900, and of uncertain origin.
phonograph. A now-disused term in
BrE for an early form of gramophone,
but still used in AmE for any type of
gramophone or record player.
phony. See PHONEY.
photo. A reduced form of photograph
(noun and, occas., verb). PI. photos. Now
esp. common in such attributive phrases
as photo call,finish,opportunity.
phrasal verbs.
I 1
2
3
4
I 5

Origin of the term.
History and prevalence of the type.
Frequent in AmE.
Scholarly attitudes.
Recommendation.
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that this kind of phraseology will be
no longer insuperable; and the combinations of verbs and particles, by
chance omitted, will be easily explained
by comparison with those that may be
found.' The term phrasal verb, used in
the manner that Johnson described, was
said by Logan Pearsall Smith (1923) to
have been suggested to him by the late
Dr Bradley, i.e. the lexicographer Henry
Bradley (d. 1923).
2 History and prevalence of the type.
The earliest example known to me is to
give up 'to surrender', which is recorded
in 1154: [He] sende efter him & aide him
3yuen up 6e abbotrice ofBurch-OE Chron.,
annal for 1132. The type thrived in the
centuries that followed: And downefro his
neke he it [sc. a mantle] lete, It covyrd ouer
his kne—Ipomedon, a 15c. romance; They
came forth out of all the townes ... and
closed them in [ = shut in, confined] 1
Mace. (AV) 7: 46, 1611; Ye whiles sleep in
[ = sleep late] on a morning—a Scottish
writer, 1827; Bronco and I feel you're the
logical one to head up a committee—E. Lipsky, 1959-

3 Frequent in AmE. It is clear that the
use of phrasal verbs began to increase
in a noticeable manner in America from
1 Origin of the term. Dr Johnson pro- the early 19c. onward. From there, many
vided a classic description of the type in have made their way to Britain during
the Preface to his Dictionary (1755) but the 20C, to widespread expressions of
did not actually use the term phrasal regret and alarm. Some quite rightly
verb: "There is another kind of composi- object to the use of a hyphen in such
tion more frequent in our language than a sentence as So we can't cover-up any
perhaps in any other, from which arises imperfections (advt in Sunday Times Mag.,
to foreigners the greatest difficulty. We May 1989). The hyphen is appropriate
modify the signification of many verbs only in the related nouns (cover-up, holdby a particle subjoined; as to come off, to up, show-down, take-over, etc.). But the
escape by a fetch; to fall on, to attack; to main objection, expressed many times
fall off, to apostatize; to break off, to stop in the 20c. and not only in Britain, is to
abruptly; to bear out, to justify; to fall in, the use of phrasal verbs in senses not
to comply; to give over, to cease; to set perceived as different from that of the
off, to embellish; to set in, to begin a simple verb. Gowers (1965), for example,
continual tenour; to set out, to begin a objected to the combinations meet up
course or journey; to take off, to copy; with ( = meet), visit with ( = visit), lose out
with innumerable expressions of the ( = lose), and miss outon( = miss). Where
same kind, of which some appear wildly is the gain, he asked, in the particle
irregular, being so far distant from the supported phrases pay off 'prove profitsense of the simple words, that no sa- able', rest up 'rest', drop off ( = drop, fall;
gacity will be able to trace the steps by 'It is expected that by that time the usual
which they arrived at the present use. afternoon temperatures of about 900 will
These I have noted with great care; and have started to drop off')?
though I cannot flatter myself that the
collection is complete, I believe I have so
4 Scholarly attitudes. Bas Aarts {Jrnl
far assisted the students of our language, Linguistics, 1989), by a subtle application
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phthisis I physician, doctor, surgeon

of modern grammatical techniques, as- phylum /'faitem/. The plural of this
serted that 'so-called phrasal verbs do taxonomic term is phyla. See -UM 2.
not exist', and that all such are 'verbpreposition constructions in English'. physic is an archaic word for (a) a
But the article did not deal with the medicine (a dose of physic); (b) the art of
hostility to the use of a good many ex- healing, medicine {Medicine has long been
pressions of this type, and in particular divided into two departments, Physic and
those brought into being in recent times. Surgery—]. Thomson, 1813). It was
Tom McArthur (English Today, April 1989) adopted in ME from OEfisique, ultimately
from Gk (poaiicn (eTUOTfjun) 'the knowusefully analysed and classified the type.
ledge of nature'.
In particular he stressed that phrasal
verbs were 'common, complex, collo- physician, doctor, surgeon, etc. in the
quial and informal'. 'Revolutionaries', UK every medical practitioner is required
he said, 'can bring down or defeat a gov- to have a qualification as physician and
ernment, then bring in or introduce new also as surgeon, i.e. to have a Diploma
laws, bring off or clinch deals with foreign or Bachelor's degree in both medicine
countries, bringing on or creating new and surgery. Historically a physician is a
problems, while journalists bring up or person qualified in physic, the traditional
raise awkward questions about the revo- term (14c. onwards) for the theory of
lution and later bring out or publish diseases and their treatment, medical
science. The healing function of the physbooks about it.'
ician is preserved for ever in the biblical
5 Recommendation. Guard against
proverb in Luke 4: 23: Yee will surely say
the use of phrasal verbs that one knows vnto me this prouerbe, Physitian, heale thy
or suspects to be relatively recent forma- selfe. Aphysician now is (a) a person legally
tions or that seem too clever by half qualified to practise medicine and surunless the one in question seems to add gery; (b) a specialist in medical diagnosis
an element of intensification or a dimen- and treatment; (c) any medical practision of meaning not present in the tioner.
simple verb. Do not place a hyphen in
In general the terms physician and doca phrasal verb. But keep in mind that tor (both first recorded in the 14c.) stand
phrasal verbs are a long-established and together and are frequently interchangeessential component of the language, able. To the layman, however, the standuseful, difficult for foreigners, but not ard term is doctor {I'm going to see my
cancellable or removable by edict or de- doctor), abbreviated before the doctor's
cree.
name as Dr. Since the late 19c. a doctor,
including one who works in a group
phthisis. The OED (1907) gave preference practice with other doctors, has been
to the pronunciation /'Gaisis/,. i.e. with commonly known as a general practitioner
silent initial ph, and so does Wells (1990). or GP (in AmE, family physician, internist).
But /'fBaisis/ is recommended, as also by A doctor (or physician or general practitioner)
COD (1990). The stem vowel is long in in Britain sees patients in his or her
English even though it is short in Gk surgery (the AmE equivalent is office), or,
(pGiois; see FALSE QUANTITY.
by arrangement or in an emergency, at
a patient's own home. In AmE the term
phth, -phth-. The ph must always be doctor is also used for a qualified dentist
sounded (as /f/), whether initially, as in or veterinary surgeon; and in all Englishphthallic acid, phthisis (see prec.) or in speaking countries the term Doctor is
other parts of the word, as in diphtheria, used of a person who has a doctoral
diphthong, naphtha, and ophthalmology. In degree in a non-medical subject, e.g. civil
the latter group the pronunciation with law, philosophy, etc. (hence DCL, D.Litt.,
j-p-j betrays gross insensitivity or care- D.Phil., etc.; such a person is formally
lessness or both.
addressed as Dr—). A surgeon is a person
qualified to practise surgery, i.e. the
phylloxera. The pronunciation recom- branch of medicine concerned with the
mended is /fi'lDksara/. In AmE /filDk'srara/ treatment of injuries or disorders of the
seems to be more usual, but both pro- body by incision, manipulation, or alnunciations occur in both AmE and BrE. teration of organs, etc., with the hands

physicist | piebald, skewbald
or with instruments. An ear, nose, and
throat specialist is a surgeon. A surgeon
who specializes in the treatment of eyes
is an eye surgeon. A plastic surgeon is a
qualified practitioner of plastic surgery,
i.e. the process of reconstructing or repairing malformed, injured (esp. burnt),
or lost parts of the body chiefly by the
transfer of living tissue. In Britain (except Scotland) a surgeon is normally
addressed as Mr + surname, but in Scotland Dr is used for both physicians and
surgeons.
physicist is, of course, a person skilled
or qualified in physics, and is to be distinguished from PHYSICIAN.
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with the final sound like that in loch, or
with final /k/.
picaresque. (Ult. from Sp. picaresco
'roguish', from picaro 'a wily trickster'.)
The earliest Spanish picaresque novels,
that is fiction dealing with the adventures of an (amiable) rogue, date from
the 16c. The type is represented in English by Moll Flanders, Jonathan Wild, Tom
Jones, and other classic works. Curiously
the term itself was apparently slow to
come into use in English: the first record
of its use is by Walter Scott in 1829.
piccolo, the smallest flute. PI. piccolos.
See -O(E)S 6.

physics, physiology. The two words pickaxe. For the spelling of the second
at first (in the 16c.) shared the same element, see AXE.
broad meaning, 'natural science in
picket (verb). The inflected forms are
general, natural philosophy'. They have picketed, picketing. See -T-, -TT-.
moved apart. Physics is now 'the science
dealing with the properties and interacpicket (noun). A pointed stake; a person
tions of matter and energy', whereas stationed at the site of a strike; (in militphysiology is 'the science of the functions ary use) a soldier or group of soldiers
of living organisms and their parts'.
watching for the enemy, a party of sentries. Use picket (not picquet or piquet) for
physiognomy. The g is silent. The prim- all senses.
ary sense is 'the cast or form of a person's
features'. It was also once in widespread
picnic. The inflected forms are picnicked,
use to mean 'the art of judging character <king, -cker. See -c-, -CK-.
and disposition from the features of the
face or the form and lineaments of the picture. Pronounced /'piktja/, with the
neutral vowel /a/ in the second syllable,
body generally'.
not /-tjua/ or /-tjua/.
physiology. See PHYSICS. The corresponding adj. is physiological rather than pictures. See CINEMA 2.
physiologic in BrE, but the shorter form
pidgin, a simplified language conis also used in AmE.
taining vocabulary and grammatical elepianist. Pronounced /'pianist/ in BrE, ments from two or more languages, used
for communication between people who
but predominantly /pi'aemst/ in AmE.
do not have a language in common. Cf.
piano. The musical instrument is pro- CRÉOLE. A pidgin differs from a créole in
nounced /pi'aenau/, whereas the musical that it is essentially a trading language
direction ( = performed softly) is /'pja:- and is not the mother tongue of a given
nau/. The pi. of the noun is pianos.
speech community. The word is probably
piazza. 1 Customarily pronounced in a Chinese corruption of the English word
English in an Italianate manner, as business, and has no connection with
/pi'œtsa/. Formerly, as recorded in the OED pigeon, though both words are pro(1907), pronounced /pi'aeza/, and so also nounced /'pid3m/.
still in AmE (beside /pi'aza/).
2 The pi. is either piazze, as in It., or
piazzas. In AmE, when used to mean 'the
veranda of a house', the pi. is always
piazzas.
pibroch, an air on the bagpipe (not
the bagpipe itself). Pronounced /'pL'bim/,

pie.

See TART.

piebald, skewbald. A piebald animal
(esp. a horse) is one having irregular
patches of two colours, esp. black and
white. A skewbald animal has irregular
patches of white and another colour
(properly not black).
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pièce de résistance. The accents and
the italic type are obligatory. PI. pièces de
résistance, pronounced the same as the
sing.
pied-à-terre /pjeidoi'tea/. The hyphens
and the italic type are essential. PI. piedsà-terre (pronunciation unchanged).
pietà. Print in italic and pronounce
/piei'ta:/.

pièce de résistance | pinion
of spiced rice or wheat with meat, fish,
vegetables, etc' (COD), beside pilajff/pi'laef/
and pilaw /pi'lo:/. AmE dictionaries give
precedence to pilaf or pilaff. The word is
of Turkish origin.
pilfer (verb). The inflected forms are
pilfered, pilfering. See -R-, -RR-.
pilot (verb). The inflected forms are
piloted, piloting. See -T-, -TT-.

pigeon, dove. Used literally of a bird,
the words are more or less coextensive
pilule, a small pill (L pilula). This is the
in application, most doves being recommended spelling, not pillule.
pigeons, and vice versa ('any of several
large usu. grey and white birds of the pimento (small tropical tree), pimiento
family Columbidae', COD, 1995). But (sweet pepper). PL pimentos, pimientos repigeon is the word in everyday use, and
spectively. See -O(E)S 6.
dove is mostly found in poetical or symbolical contexts. 'The dove has been, pinch. The idiomatic expression at a
from the institution of Christianity, the pinch 'in an emergency, if necessary',
type of gentleness and harmlessness, and
which is customary in BrE, answers to
occupies an important place in Christian AmE in a pinch. Examples: It could carry
symbolism' {OED), being equated with two passengers easily, three at a pinch—
the Holy Spirit. Since the early 1960s M. R. D. Foot, 1966; And then Danchkovsky
the word dove has also been applied to looked in. In a pinch he could be called
a person who advocates negotiations as famous—New Yorker, 1989. The polarizaa means of terminating or preventing a tion of the phrases is incomplete, and
military conflict, as opposed to a hawk, in the 19c. either phrase could be used
who advocates a hard-line or warlike in either country.
policy. Species of dove found in Britain
(but not only in Britain), with a prefixed
Pindaric, of or pertaining to the work of
word defining the species, include the the Greek poet Pindar (Pindaros, 518-438
ring-dove (also called wood-pigeon), rock- BC), a writer of choral odes. Pindar's odes
dove (also called rock-pigeon), and the stock- 'are written in regular stanzas, either in
dove. The turtle-dove belongs to a separate a series of strophes on the same plan or
genus (Streptopelia turtur). Other birds of in a series of triads, each consisting of
the family Columbidae, with an appro- strophe, antistrophe, and epode' (Oxford
priate prefix defining their role or ap- Classical Diet.), using three main classes
pearance, are always called pigeons, e.g. of metre. The Pindaric odes of English
carrier pigeon, homing pigeon, pouter pigeon. imitators have 'an unfixed number of
In English-speaking countries abroad, stanzas arranged in groups of three, in
birds of the family Columbidae are much which a strophe and antistrophe sharing
more likely to be called pigeons (with the same length and complex metrical
appropriate defining word prefixed) than pattern are followed by an epode of difdoves; and the pigeonlike birds there
fering length and pattern' (C. Baldick,
are often members of a different family
1990). English writers of Pindaric odes
altogether, e.g. the Cape pigeon, a S. Afr.
include Thomas Gray ('The Progress of
petrel (Daption capense). and the New ZeaPoesy', 'The Bard', both 1747) and Abraland (or native) pigeon (Hemiphaga novaeseeham Cowley ('Pindarique Odes', 1656).
landiae).
Others, including Dryden and Pope,
wrote poems that resemble the model set
pigeon (English). Now disused in by Pindar, expressing 'exuberant heated
favour of PIDGIN (English).
ideas and passionate feelings in appropriately loose and (relatively) free
pigmy. See PYGMY.
rhythms' (Alastair Fowler, 1987).
pigsty. PL pigsties.
pilau /pilau/. The prevalent form in BrE
for this 'Middle Eastern or Indian dish

pinion (verb). The inflected forms are
pinioned, pinioning. See -N-, -NN-.

pinkie | Plain English
pinkie is the Sc. and AmE word for the
little finger (sometimes spelt pinky in
America). The adj. pinky 'tinged with
pink, pinkish' must always be spelt with
-ypinna (a part of the outer ear of mammals). PL pinnae /-ni:/.
pinny (colloquial shortening ofpinafore).
So spelt. PL pinnies.
p i , piOUS. S e e ABBREVIATIONS 1 .
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What was coming into being was a sort ofpity.
Owen seemed to me pitiable, unshriven—A
Brookner, 1990; (pitiful) In the centre of the
profitless lawn a pitiful tube squirts water to
height of a couple of feet—]. D. R. McConnell,
1970; His blindness now struck her as utterly
pitiful—M. Forster, 1988.
pituitary /pi'tju:rtan/. Another example
showing differences of vowel quantity
compared with the L original, pïtuïtarius.
See FALSE QUANTITY.

piquant. Pronounce /'piikant/.

pity (noun). The type Pity you came home
just then is an acceptable (informal)
shortening of It is a pity that...

piquet. See PICKET (noun).

pixie (small fairy). Thus spelt, not pixy.

pis aller, a course of action followed
as a last resort. Print in italics.

pizzazz. Of all the variants, pizazz, bezazz, pazzazz, etc., this seems at present
the most enduring. See -z-, -zz-.

pipy, like, or having, pipes, not pipey.

piscina. Pronounce /pi'siina/. For both
the sense 'fish-pond' and 'stone basin for
disposing of water used in washing the
chalice, etc.', the pi. is either piscinae
/-ni:/ or piscinas.
pistachio /pi'statfiau/. PL pistachios. See
-O(E)S 4.

pistil. The inflected forms are pistillary,
pistillate, pistflli/enws, and pistilline (adjs.).
pistol (small firearm). The inflected verbal forms are pistolled, pistolling; also -Iin AmE.
pistole. The regular spelling for a former Spanish gold coin.

pizzicato. Pronounce /prtsi'ka:t8u/. PL
pizzicatos. See -O(E)S 6.
placable (easily placated). The OED
(1907) gave precedence to /'pleik-/, but
/'plaek-/ is now dominant.
placard. Both as noun and as verb
pronounced /'plaekœd/.
placate. The pronunciation recommended is /pla'kert/, though the OED (1907)
gave precedence to /'pleikert/.
-place.

See anyplace (s.v. ANY 3f);

EVERYPLACE; NO PLACE; SOMEPLACE (AmE

equivalents of anywhere, everywhere, nowhere, and somewhere).

piteous, pitiable, pitiful. All three placebo. PL placebos. See -O(E)S 6.
words share the broad sense 'arousing
pity'; piteous and pitiable share the sense plague. The inflected forms are plagues,
'deserving pity'; and pitiable and pitijiil plagued, plaguing.
share the sense 'evoking mingled pity
plaice (fish). So spelt.
and contempt'. But that is as far as the
synonymy goes. Piteous, the least com- plaid (/plaed/; variously pronounced in
mon of the three words, can also mean Scotland), a length of fabric worn over
•wretched'. The history of the three the shoulder as part of the ceremonial
words, all of which were first recorded dress of members of the pipe bands of
in ME, is very tangled, and readers of
Sc. regiments. It is to be carefully distinolder literary works must be prepared guished from tartan, which is 'a woollen
to find that the historical senses are cloth with a pattern of stripes of differmore diverse than the present-day ones. ent colours crossing at right angles; such
Examples: (piteous) What diàldoihis time?' a pattern, esp. one associated with a
Helen looked piteous—M.. Binchy, 1988; (piti-particular clan' (Concise Scots Diet., 1985)
able) How she had suffered for him, for her A plaid can be made from tartan cloth.
poor pitiable ridiculous father—M. Drabble,
1987; He wanted to say, 'I'm sorry ...'as if to a Plain English. The current drive for
pitiable innocent victim—I. Murdoch, 1987; plain English grew out of the consumer
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plain sailing | pic, PLC

movement and the demand for fair deal- plangent. Pronounce /'plaend3ant/.
ing. It insists on clarity as well as accuracy and is opposed to convoluted, plantain. Both words are pronounced
obfuscating language in official, legal, /'plaentm/, the shrub of the genus Flantago
and commercial documents. It wages and the banana plant, Musa paradisiaca.
war on language typified by the use of plaster. The inflected verbal forms are
such words as aforesaid, heretofore, and plastered, plastering. See -R-, -RR-.
thereto, and argues that inflated announcements such as Encashment of a plastic. Now always /'plaestik/, though
foreign currency may incur a processing fee earlier in the 20c. it passed through a
may be stated more effectively as We may phase in some quarters of being procharge you to change your foreign money. nounced /'plcustik/.
Similarly, He hails from a multi-delinquent
plat du jour (a dish specially featured
family with a high incarceration index is
on a day's menu). Usually pronounced
better expressed by Other members of his
in a semi-Gallic fashion, /.pla: dy '311:9/.
family have been or are in jail. Throughout
Normally printed in italic in prose conthe English-speaking world attempts are
texts.
now being made, sometimes by the official groups themselves and sometimes
plateau. PI. plateaux, pronounced with
by their linguistic opponents, to bring final /z/, rather than plateaus. See -x.
about the demise of bureaucratic lanplateful. PI. platefuls. See -FUL.
guage (see GOBBLEDEGOOK) and DOUBLESPEAK that characterize, discredit, and
plate glass. Write as two words unhydiminish much of the documentary lan- phened; but hyphened when used attrib.
guage of our age. It will be a long {plate-glass window).
struggle, following in the tradition of
Sir Ernest Gowers (through his book The platen (roller in a typewriter, etc.). Thus
Complete Plain Words, 1954 and later ver- spelt, not -tt-. Pronounce /'plaetan/.
sions), Rudolph Flesch, and Jeremy Benplatonic love. In his Symposium, the
tham in earlier periods.
Greek philosopher Plato (C429-347 BC)
plain sailing. An early 19c. alteration declared that love of a beautiful person
of the original (late 17c.) phrase plane can lead us to the love of wisdom and of
sailing. The OED says that plane sailing is 'a the 'form' of beauty itself (Oxford Classical
simple and easy method, approximately Diet.). As thus originally used, there was
correct for short distances', and defines no specific reference to women. First
it as 'the art of determining a ship's place recorded in English in 1631 (Ben Jonson),
on the assumption that she is moving on Platonic love from the beginning was 'apa plane, or that the surface of the earth plied to love or affection for one of the
is plane instead of spherical'. The phr. opposite sex, of a purely spiritual characplain sailing is now chiefly used figur- ter, and free from sensual desire' (OED).
atively for an uncomplicated situation The OED has a large number of quotations from Jonson onwards to illustrate
or course of action.
this sense. It also provides evidence for
plait (noun and verb). Pronounce /plaet/. the meaning 'applied to affection for one
of the same sex'. Now normally printed
plan (verb). The more usual construction with lower-case initial p.
is with a to-infinitive (The government plan
to close them and redeploy their workers- platypus. PL platypuses, not platypi. See
Times, 1986), but a construction with -us 4.
on + gerund also occurs with no change
of meaning, esp. in AmE: Do you plan on playwright. Thus spelt. A wright is a
staying with Muriel forever?—A. Tyler, 1985. maker or builder; the word is not related
to the verb to write. For the formation cf.
shipwright.
planchette. Pronounce /plcnn'Jet/.
pic, PLC. A modern abbreviation of
Public Limited Company. The name was
planetarium. PI. planétariums or planet' proposed in 1973 and brought into being
in the Companies Act of 1980.
aria. See -UM 3.
plane sailing. See PLAIN SAILING.

plead I plenty
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plead. The pa.t. and pa.pple in standard the ratification of the coup d'état in Dec.
BrE are pleaded, but pled and plead /pled/ 1851 in France, conferring the imperial
occur in America, Scotland, and some crown upon Napoleon in. A referendum
dialects in the UK beside pleaded.
is usually the referral of an important
In law courts a person charged with specific issue to the electorate for a direct
an offence can plead guilty, plead not decision by a general vote, e.g. the vote
guilty, or plead insanity, but in normalwhich led to the admission of the UK
circumstances cannot plead innocent.
into the European Common Market in
1974please. 1 The ordinary imperative or
optative use of please by itself (Will you plectrum. The recommended plural is
come in, please?) is a reduced form of mayplectra, not plectrums. See -UM 3it (so) please you. It wasfirstrecorded in the
17c, but was not known to Shakespeare, pleiad /'plaiad/, figuratively, a brilliant
cluster or group of persons or things
whose shortest form is please you.
2 The somewhat antiquated type (named after the Pleiades, a cluster of
Please to return the book soon (i.e. please + a small stars in the constellation Taurus).
to-infinitive) has been in use since the In the French Renaissance a group of
17c. but is now fast falling out of use. poets, including Ronsard and Du Bellay,
One of its earliest uses is in Milton's adopted the name La Pléiade.

Paradise Lost: Heav'nly stranger, please
to
Pleistocene.
See MIOCÈNE.
taste These bounties which our Nourisher ...
hath caus'd The Earth to yield. A modern
plenitude. First recorded in the 15c. ( =
example: Please to go over there and sit the condition of being full), and, since
next to your friends-T. J. Binyon, 1988 (a the 17c, in the sense 'plentifulness,
foreigner speaking).
abundance', it is now little used except
in high-sounding prose. From the 17c.
pleasure. Normal idiom permits the use onward it has occasionally, under the
of pleasure to mean 'source of pleasure or influence of plenty, been written as plentigratification' (it was a pleasure to talk to tude, but this form is not recommended.
them-, reading was his chief pleasure); and
also to be used in fairly formulaic con- plenteous, plentiful. Several adjectives
structions, such as I have pleasure in declar'in -eous, e.g. beauteous, bounteous, a
ing this building open, and I have already
plenteous, are more likely to be encounhad the pleasure of meeting him. The word
tered in 19c. and earlier literary works
crosses into more formal territory when than in any 20c. context. The normal
it means 'a person's will or desire' (what and natural word for 'abundant, copiis your pleasure?). Possessiveness can also ous, etc' is plentiful.
pass into a command (The accused was
is historically and in essence a
found guilty but insane and was ordered plenty
to
noun. It came into English from Latin
be detained during her Majesty's pleasure).
Sometimes questioned is the introduc- (via OF) plenitatem (cf. L plenus 'full') in
tion of a possessive pronoun into con- the 13c, and has had a continuous and
structions of the type it was a pleasure to: varied presence in the language since
then (compliments in plenty; plenty of err
thus it is our pleasure to have you here; in
the experiment which it was my pleasurein
toplenty of time; we have plenty; etc.). E
witness. Readers should be on their guard amples of its use as noun (esp. followed
if an objection is raised to this kind of by of, and paralleled by a lot of and lots
construction. Fowler (1926) disliked it to of) and as quasi-pronoun (plenty more):
the point of calling the type 'a mistake'. There was plenty going on behind the sc
at the BBC in 1968-BBCYearBk 1968,1969;
plebiscite. 1 The pronunciation /'plebi- There were parties every night and plenty
srt/ is recommended, not /-sait/, except rooms for friends-R. Whelan, 1985 (US);
that in AmE /-sait/ is dominant.
There's plenty more at University Press
2 A plebiscite is most commonly used Books/New York where that came from—
of a direct vote of the electors of a State Yorker, 1986; There were still plenty of c
(almost always one abroad) on a funda- hurrying up and down, though no pedestr
mental constitutional matter. For ex- but themselves—K. Amis, 1988; Money brin
ample, the word was applied in 1852 to deceit... as he had plenty of opportunity

6oi

pleonasm | plunder

observe in Newport or in New York society—].seems plenty dead to me—R. Silverberg,
Bayley, 1988; There were plenty of bright 1985; I was plenty scared myself, not to
ideas as to how the compass might be insu- mention ticked off—R. Banks, 1989; Ifrowned
lated from the effects of ship's magnetism—Jrnlat my mother plenty—New Yorker, 1990.
Navigation, 1988; Plenty of excuses are
Conclusion. Uses of plenty as an adj.
offered—Independent, 1989; The two orches-(whether predicative or attributive) and
tral Nocturnes have plenty going for them— as an adv. are rare in standard BrE, but
Gramophone, 1990; The very stylish, smoky-are well established in informal (and esp.
toasty-vantlla signature of oak is all over thisin non-standard) contexts in AmE. They
wine from first sniff to finish, but there is stand at the rim of acceptable standard
plenty more, built round a core of deep, black-English and could well move into the
berry-raspberry fruit-Wine & Spirits (US), standard zone in the 21c.
1991.
pleonasm is a 16c. loanword in English
Yet almost from the beginning it was
from Lpleonasmus (ult. from Gk) meaning
used predicatively as a quasi-adj. Ex'added superfluously, redundant'. As a
amples: If Reasons were as plentie as Blackrhetorical device, 'the use of more words
berries, I would giue no man a Reason vpon
in a sentence than are necessary to excompulsion—Shakespeare, 1596; Mosques
press the meaning' is a necessary feature
are plenty, churches are plenty, graveyards are
of poetry and of ornate prose. In this
plenty, but morals and whisky are scarce-M.
book, however, we are not concerned
Twain, 1869; Both [quartz and cinnabar]
with rhetorical pleonasm, but rather
were plenty in our Silverado—R. L. Stevenwith expressions and grammatical conson, 1883. Such uses are hard to find in
structions that contain an element or
standard 20c. sources: the natural word
elements of redundancy. They are
to use in such circumstances is plentiful.
treated under many heads, e.g. DOUBLE
In the 19c, attributive uses of plenty
COMPARISON; DOUBLE SUBJECT; PREFERcame into widespread currency in reABLE 2 ; REDUNDANCY; TAUTOLOGY.
gional forms of English, both in the UK
and overseas. The OED provides evidence plesiosauiUS. PI. plesiosauri /-rai/ or plefrom an impressive range of dialectal siosauruses. In practice more commonly
and non-standard sources, e.g. Although called a plesiosaur /'pliisiaso:/, with a northere are plenty other ideals that I should mal English plural in -s.
prefer-R. L. Stevenson, 1878; The water
they brought was a little thick ...but Dad plethora, an oversupply, a glut. Proput plenty ashes in the cask to clear it— nounce /'pleGara/. Contrast the vowel
Australian source, 1899; Leopard Society quantities in the medL original plethora
in Sierra Leone. They kill plenty people—G.(from Gk 7tA,r|0(opr| 'fullness, repletion').
Greene, 1969; When all dem fellas gambling
and heap up plenty money, we bawl out pleura (membrane lining the thorax
'Police!'—Sunday Express (Trinidad), 1973-and enveloping the lungs). PL pleurae
To which may be added: There's plenty /-ri:/.
places where people have died—R. Anderson,
plexus. PL same (but pronounced /-u:s/)
1982 (UK); Watch where you walkin'l Plenty
or (more commonly) plexuses. See -us 2.
snake hidin' in the grass-B. Gilroy, 1986
(Guyana).
Pliocene. See MIOCÈNE.
From the 1840s onward, plenty has also
been much used, most frequently in non- plosive (noun). See STOP (noun).
standard American contexts, as an adverb meaning 'abundantly, clearly, more plough is the normal BrE spelling. AmE
than adequately, etc' Modern examples: plow.
III bet you got Irving Thalberg plenty wor- plumb-. The b is silent in plumb (noun,
ried—B. Schulberg, 1941; He'd suffer for it verb, adv., and adj.), plumber, plumbing,
plenty if he kept it up-W. C. Williams, 1948; and plumbless, but sounded in plumbago,
We were plenty lucky-T. O'Brien, 1976; Tell plumbeous, plumbic, plumbiferous, plumbher he's plenty mad—B. Byars, 1981 (UK): ism, and plumbous.
The 'young daughter' here was seventeen and
plenty nubile—New Yorker, 1984; It's hard toplunder. The inflected verbal forms are
be completely sure just by looking. But he plundered, plundering. See -R-, -RR-.

plurality | plus
plurality. See MAJORITY.

plurals of nouns.
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bison, cod, deer, grouse, salmon, sheep, squid
swine.

9 Compounds. Compound words
formed from a noun and an adj., from
two nouns connected by a preposition,
or from a personal noun followed by an
adverb, normally form their plurals by a
change in the chief word: e.g. ^AttorneysGeneral, **courts martial, ^GovernorsGeneral, **Poets Laureate; aides-de<amp,
9 Compounds.
commanders-in<hief, jleurs-de-lis, men-of-w
10 Letters, figures, and abbreviations.
**sons-in-law; listeners-in, passers-by. In t
11 Plural though singular in form.
words marked with a ** this rule is often
12 Plural forms only.
ignored (so Attorney-Generals, etc.). They
I 13 Foreign plurals.
are being drawn towards such excep1 Words ending in -ics. See AGREEMENT tionless pi. compounds as forget-me-nots
11; -ics 2.
and ne'er-do-wells. Compounds consisting
2 Words ending in -/, -fe. For plurals of a verb + an adverb normally have -s
of nouns ending in -/ [dwarf, hoof, leaf, at the end: call-ups, close-downs, knock-outs
etc.) and -fe {knife, wife, etc.), see -VE(D), push-ups, stand-ins. Words ending in -ful
-VES. The pi. of still-life is still-lifes.
add -s at the end: cupfuls, mouthfuls, spoonfuls (see -FUL). Note also gin-and -tonics,
3 Words ending in -o. See -O(E)S.
whisky-and-sodas (not gins-and-tonic, etc.)
4 Words ending in -s. (a) Names of
10 Letters, figures, and abbreviations.
illnesses (AE)s, measles, etc.): see AGREEMENT 12. Chickenpox and smallpox, origin- All types were once normally written
ally pi., are now reckoned sing, (b) corps, with 's: two VC's, the 1950's, etc. Increasinnings, mews, news are treated as sing, ingly now the apostrophe is being
nouns. See as main entries, (c) Names of dropped in the following types: Blitts,
games (billiards, darts, deck quoits, etc.) MAs, MPs, QÇs, the sixties, the 1960s. But
are normally treated as sing, nouns (but after letters an apostrophe is obligatory:
billiard table, he threw a dart, a deck quoit, dot your i's, mind your p's and q's.
etc.). (d) Proper names (Athens, the Thames, 11 Plural though singular in form:
the United States etc.) are always treated cattle, people (the corresponding singular
as sing, nouns.
is person), police, poultry, vermin.
5 Words ending in -us. See -us.
12 Plural forms only, (a) Names of in6 Names etc. ending in -y. Proper struments and tools: bellows, binoculars,
names ending in -y have plurals in -ys: clippers, forceps, gallows, glasses, pincers,
the two Germanys; three Marys in the class;pliers, scissors, shears, tongs (construed
the Kennedys. Note also lay-bys, stand-bys,with a plural verb), (b) Names of articles
the 'ifonlys', treasurys ( = treasury bonds). of dress: braces, briefs,flannels,jeans, knickFor surnames ending in -s, the pi. is -es ers, pants, pyjamas (US pajamas), shorts,
(the Joneses, the Rogerses, the Simmses).
slacks, suspenders, tights, trousers (all con7 Irregular plurals, (a) Mutation strued with a pi. verb).
plurals: foot/feet, goose/geese, louse/lice,
13 Foreign plurals. Apart from those
man/men,
mouse/mice,
tooth/teeth, dealt with under LATIN PLURALS, -O(E)S,
woman/women. Also brother/ (occas.) -UM, -US, and -x there are numerous combrethren (with irreg. pi. ending), (b) Irregu- mon English words of foreign origin that
lar plurals: child/children, ox/oxen.
regularly or frequently have a pi. form
8 Animal names. These normally have other than the ordinary English type in -s.
the regular pi.: cat/cats, elephant/elephants, These are dealt with at their alphabetical
hawk/hawks, etc. When regarded col- places: concerto, criterion, libretto, phenomlectively some animal names remain un- enon, etc.
changed in the pi.: e.g. they were in the
country shooting duck; they had an excellentplus. First adopted in the 17c.fromL
haul offish. The following names of an- plus 'more' and used as a quasi-preposiimals and fish are unchanged in the pi.: tion, i.e. in a manner that did not exist
I 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Words ending in -ics.
Words ending in -f, -fe.
Words ending in -o.
Words ending in -s.
Words ending in -us.
Names etc. ending in -y.
Irregular plurals.
Animal names.
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p.m | poeticisms

in Latin. To begin with, and still pri- nix, is a loss to etymology and intelligmarily, it was used in English as the oral ibility, and a weakening of the resources
equivalent of + (as opposed to minus, or of the language.' Its recommendation
- ). In the 20c. it has gone from strength has gone unheeded and /nj-/ is now into strength as a quasi-prep, in the sense variable in all such words. Cf. PS-; PT-.
'with the addition of, and also' (e.g. A
cup ofEpps's cocoa and a shakedown for the pochard (a duck of the genus Aytha).
night plus the use of a rug or two and overcoatCOD (1995) gives preference to /'pautj"ad/.
recommends /'prjtj*ad/ and
doubled into a pillow—J. Joyce, 1922; There Wells (1990)
... was a ... plane waiting plus an army gives /'pautj -/ as a variant.
scout car and a guard of soldiers—E. Ambler, pocket. The inflected forms of the verb
1974). Even more striking, and causing are pocketed, pocketing. See -T-, -TT-.
widespread ripples of dismay among
purists, is the use of plus from about the pocketful. PL pocketfuls. See -FUL.
1960s (first in America) as a conjunction
podagra (gout of the foot). Pronounce
meaning 'and furthermore, and in addi/pD'daegra/.
tion'. Examples: You can fly an airplane...
and command a ship. Plus youridehorses-T. podium /'paudiam/. PL podia or podiums.
Clancy, 1987; I'm a pianist, hut I feel all
See -UM 3. A podium is a platform or
thumbs today. Plus which I've got a cold—New
rostrum (e.g. for a speaker or an orchesYorker, 1987. This use persists in informal tral conductor). A lectern is a stand for
contexts, and is now joined by an adver- holding a book (usu. the Bible) in church,
bial use in which Plus, often followed by or a similar stand for a lecturer, etc.
a comma, leads a new sentence which
is only loosely connected to the previous poetess. See -ESS. The generic term
one. Examples: 'So III quit romanticizing poet is now overwhelmingly used of both
him. Eus, he never got to go on any road male and female writers of verse, and
trips—B. Ripley, 1987; When you have to examples of poetess are not easy to find
take a hot-water bottle to bed even after (poet 476 examples and poetess only 12
in OUP's electronic corpus of examples
Memorial Day something is very wrong. Plus,
the neighbor's dog was putting me over the from works written between 1987 and
top—New Yorker, 1990. Plus used both as a 1993)In a standard textbook, Alistair Fowler
quasi-prep, and as an adv. occurs frequently in advertisements (e.g. 20% off (1987) discusses the work of the New Engeverything—plus no deposit; salary EsoK—land poet Emily Dickinson. OCELit. (1985)
plus you will have a luxury company car), uses poet throughout for women writers
and in informal contexts of various of verse: e.g. Remans, Mrs Felicia Dorothea
kinds, but should be excluded from con- ... a precocious and copious poet; Sappho...
a Greek lyric poet. But cf. Sappho ...6th
texts requiring any degree of formality.
century B.C. Greek lyric poetess of Lesbosp.m. As an abbreviation of L post meri- Collins Eng. Diet., 1986. Some examples of
diem, it is normally written in the form poetess from the Oxford corpus: Amrita
3.15 p.m. (or pm\ in AmE 3:15 p.m.). See Pritam ...is a great poet of India {poetess, like
A.M.
authoress, is a term I am allergic to)—Indian
Bookworm's Jrnl, 1987; It purports to be
pn-. The OED (1908) gave only /nju:-/
about a minor sentimental 'poetess'... living
for the initial sound of pneumatic (and
in a small, raw, cowpat-strewn, treeless ninederivatives) and pneumonia (and derivateenth<entury town—M. Atwood, 1989; I
tives), but recommended the retention
aspired to be Gertrude Stein... or some poetess
of initial /p-/ in other, more technical,
tragically and forlornly trying to scrape some
words beginning with pn- ( pneum, pneumpiece of misery off the sole of my soul—R.
atology, pneumatophore, etc.). It added a
Barr, 1989; For Sylvia Plath, an American
note (s.v. Pn-) 'The p is pronounced in
poetess living in England, it was sometimes
French, Spanish, Italian, German, Dutch,
her mother... who sat on her typewriter and
and other European languages . . . It is
prevented her from believing in her work—
to be desired that it were sounded in
Raritan, 1990.
English also, at least in scientific and
learned words; since the reduction of poeticisms. By these are meant modes
pneo- to neo-. pneu- to new, and pnyx to of expression that are thought (or were

poetic, poetical | political correctness
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once thought) to contribute to the emotional appeal of poetry but are unsuitable for plain prose: 'To most people
nowadays, I imagine,' says T. S. Eliot,
'poetic diction means an idiom and a
choice of words which are out of date
and which were never very good at their
best.' Poeticisms are not favoured even
by poets any more. The revolt against
them advocated by Wordsworth in his
preface to Lyrical Ballads has gone to
lengths that would have surprised him.
Nevertheless injudicious writers of prose
are still occasionally tempted to use
them as tinsel ornaments. See WARDOUR

calls out for the attention of copy editors
and journalistic sub-editors.

STREET.

poetic, poetical. In a great many contexts the choice of form is a personal
matter, there being no clearly designated
differences of meaning. Sentence
rhythm is perhaps the main factor governing the choice, but, whatever the
reason, poetic is the more common of the
two words. There are, however, a few
fixed collocations, e.g. The poetical works
of — ; poetic diction; poetic justice; poetic
licence.

point of view (first recorded in the
early 18c; cf. Fr. point de vue) is freely
interchangeable with standpoint (19c,
modelled on Ger. Standpunkt) and viewpoint (mid-i9c). The run of the context
governs the choice of word.
polemarch (in ancient Greece, a civilian
official). Pronounce /'pDlrmœk/.
polemic, polemical. The noun is polemic
'a controversial discussion, argument, or
controversy, esp. over a doctrine, policy,
etc' Polemics (pi. in form but functioning
as a singular) is 'the art or practice of
controversial discussion'. The corresponding adj. is either polemic or polemical.
policewoman, a female member of a
police force, esp. one holding the rank of
constable: hence the abbreviation WPC,
woman police constable (in the UK). Lay
people are tending to use the genderneutral term police officer (or officer for
short) when addressing such a person.

policy. There are two separate words.
Poet Laureate. PI. either Poets Laureate The word meaning 'course of action, etc'
or Poet Laureates. See PLURALS OF NOUNS is from OFr. policie, from L polïtîa from
9.
Gk noXlxeia 'citizenship', government.
The
second policy meaning 'a contract of
pogrom. Pronounced /'pngram, -rum/.
A word of Russian origin ('devastation, insurance' is from Fr. police bill of lading,
destruction'), taken into English towards contract, from medL apodissa, apodixa,
the end of the 19c, specifically referring from Gk drcôôeiÇiç 'evidence, proof.
to an organized massacre of any group
or class of people, esp. applied to those
directed against the Jews. It soon began
to be applied to an organized attack on
any community or group whether of the
past (e.g. in the Byzantine Empire) or the
present (e.g. the Holocaust under the
Nazi regime).

political correctness. At some point
in the 1980s, first in America and soon
afterwards elsewhere, the term politically
correct (abbreviated PC, PC.) began to be
used in the sense 'marked by or adhering
to a typically progressive orthodoxy on
issues involving esp. race, gender, sexual
affinity, or ecology' (Random House Webster's College Dictionary, 1991). It, and the
poignant. Pronounce /'pomjant/.
corresponding noun phrase political corpoint in time, at this. The SAfr. writer rectness, gathered up notions which had
André Brink, in his States of Emergency gradually evolved during the previous
(1988), drew attention to the unneces- half-century or so. In crude terms the
sary use of this popular 20c. phrase (OED aim of the liberal-minded crusaders was
point sb.1 D.ig) when shorter and more to persuade the community at large to
direct synonyms are available: if it could abandon earlier prejudices and supposibe amplified by a political dimension to in- tions in certain broadly designated areas
volve what was happening in the country of life, and to substitute a whole range
right now (the actual phrase they used was of new vocabulary for expressions which
'at this point in time'). Like at this moment were alleged to be false, hurtful, discrimin time, at the end of the day, and in this inatory, sociologically dangerous, or inday and age, it is the kind of phrase that ept in some other way. The public
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reaction ranged from widespread accept- ableism, ageism, lookism, sizeism, weightism,
ance of some of the attitudes and the etc. Various aspects of this unforgiving
attendant vocabulary to amusement and politically correct attack on the values
even to downright hostility to others. A and terminology of an older generation
leader in the Sunday Times (20 October are treated s.v. DIDACTICISM; FEMININE
1991) attacked PC in the following DESIGNATIONS; MS; PERSON; SEXIST LANmanner: 'Something is rotten in the GUAGE.
United States of America and it threatens
politic, political. As an adjective, politic
the whole basis of that great society's
now normally means (a) (of an action)
role as protector of the free world and
inspiration for those who yearn to be judicious, expedient; (b) (of a person)
free. American politics is being cor- prudent, sagacious. In the sense 'politrupted and diminished by the doctrine ical, concerned with politics' it survives
of Political Correctness which demands only in the phr. body politic. The corresrigid adherence to the political attitudes ponding adverb is politicly, but it is not
often used. The adjective political is now
and social mores of the liberal-left, and
which exhibits a malevolent intolerance the natural and only form to mean 'of,
to anybody who dares not comply with concerning, or engaged in polities'. The
corresponding adverb is politically.
them.'
Among the first major works of refer- politics is construed as a singular noun
ence to deal with the new terms political when used to mean 'the art or science
correctness and politically correct was of government' (Politics is a popular subject
OCELang. (1992): 'The phrase is applied, at many universities), but normally as a
especially pejoratively by conservative plural when used to mean 'a particular
academics and journalists in the US, to set of ideas, principles, etc., in politics
the views and attitudes of those who (what are their politics?). See -ics 2.
publicly object to: (1) The use of terms
that they consider overtly or covertly polity is (a) a form or process of civil
sexist (especially as used by men against government or constitution; (b) a society
women), racist (especially as used by or country as a political entity. It should
whites against blacks), ableist (used not be confused with policy 'a course or
against the physically or mentally im- principle of action'.
paired), ageist (used against any specific
poll, the woman's name and an affecage group), heightist (especially as used
against short people), etc. (2) Stereotyp- tionate name for a parrot, is pronounced
ing, such as the assumption that women /pDl/. Poll in voting, etc., and other uses,
are generally less intelligent than men is pronounced /paul/.
and blacks less intelligent than whites.
(3) "Inappropriately directed laughter", polloi. See HOI POLLOi.
such as jokes at the expense of the dis- poll tax. See COMMUNITY CHARGE.
abled, homosexuals, and ethnic minorities . . . Both the full and abbreviated [i.e. polypus (a small benign growth, a
PC] terms often imply an intolerance . . . polyp). PL polypi /-pai/ or polypuses. See
of [opposing] views and facts that conflict -us 4.
with their "progressive orthodoxy".'
polysyllabic humour is a marked
Jocular aspects of the PC movement
characteristic of many a comedian and
are set down in The Official Politically Correct Dictionary and Handbook by Henry journalist. It was also resorted to by nuBeard and Christopher Cerf (1992). Terms merous popular writers of the past, typattracting derision included differently ified by W. S. Gilbert: Merely corroborative
abled (of a person confined to a wheel- detail, intended to give artistic verisimilitude
chair), nonwaged (unemployed), physically to an otherwise bald and unconvincing narchallenged (disabled), significant other rative (1885).
(lover, sexual partner, etc.), vertically chalThere is no shortage of polysyllabic
lenged (shorter than average), waitron humour in the 20c: e.g. £17.10$., the cost
(waiter, waitress), wimyn, wimmin of their passage, may not be a healthy or
(women), womyn (woman); and a range proper contract, but it cannot in the opinion
of more or less transparent words in -ism: of His Majesty's Government be classified as

pomade | poof
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slavery in the extreme acceptance of the wordpomade. The OED (1908) listed both
without some risk of terminological in- /pD'meid/ and /pn'maid/ and so do some
exactitude--W. S. Churchill, 1906.
modern desk dictionaries except that
they give the initial unstressed syllable
I test my bath before I sit,
And I'm always moved to wonderment as /pa-/ rather than /PD-/. Other modern
dictionaries give initial /pau-/. Clearly the
That what chills thefingernot a bit
word, which is encountered more often
Is so frigid upon the fundament.
Ogden Nash, 1942 in print than in speech, is still in process
of becoming acclimatized, even though
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious!—title of ait has been in the language since the
song in the Walt DisneyfilmMary Poppins second third of the 16c. See -ADE.
(1964).
pomegranate. The OED (1908) listed
Words you've never used
four pronunciations: /pran-, pAm'graenrt/;
And have always wanted to—
/'pDnv/pAmgraenrt/. OEDS (1982) added
Get them in quickly.
'Now freq. with pronunc. /'pmnigraenit/',
Dight in dimity
Enlaced with lazy-daisy
and OED 2 (1989) changed 'freq.' to 'usu.'.
Infishnetfleshings...
The pronunciation with four syllables
Jalousies muffle
(and with a secondary stress on the third)
Criminal conversation—
now seems to be dominant (except in
Discalced and unfrocked
AmE, in which the three-syllabled proIthyphallic, perforate—
nunciation is more usual); and the initial
A case of jactitation.
(D. J. Enright, 1993) syllable is always /pmn-/, never /pAm-/.

Fowler (1926) compiled 'a short speci- pommel. The noun means 'a knob,
men list of long words or phrases that esp. at the end of a sword-hilt; also, the
sensible people avoid'. The implication upward projecting front part of a saddle',
was that they were all examples of poly- and is pronounced /'pAmal/ in BrE. The
syllabic humour: (a) Proper names. Batav- corresponding verb means 'to strike r e
ian Dutch; Caledonian Scottish (Fowler peatedly esp. with the fist', and is norsaid 'Scotch'); Celestial Chinese (as in Celes- mally spelt pummel, pronounced the
tial Empire); Hibernian and Milesian, both same as the noun. The inflected forms of
meaning 'Irish'. Of these only Caledonian both spellings of the verb are pummelled,
and Hibernian are still in common use. pummelling (or pommelled, etc.) in BrE, but
(b) Ordinary nouns and adjectives: each- usu. pummeled, pummeling (or pommeled,
innation 'laughter', culinary (adj.) etc.) in AmE.
'kitchen', diminutive 'small', epidermis
'skin', equitation 'horse-riding', esurient poncho (S. Amer, cloak). Pronounce
'hungry', femoral habiliments 'trousers /'pDntjau/. PI. ponchos. See -O(E)S 6.
(breeches)', fuliginous 'sooty', matutinal
'morning', minacious 'threatening', olfac- pond. Used lightheartedly for the sea,
tory organ 'nose', osculatory (adj.) 'kissing', esp. the N. Atlantic Ocean, since the
pachydermatous 'thick-skinned', peregrin- mid-i 7c. Cf. HERRING POND. A modern
ate 'travel'. The clock has moved on. Culi- example: It is telling that Jackie Collins, born
nary and diminutive are everyday words British, wrote thin, amoral novels when she
now. The humour has disappeared from was resident here ... but huge, earnest tomes
most of the other expressions. The COD which even started to feature safe-sex warn(1990) lists nearly all of them (minacious ings when she took up residence across the
has dropped by the wayside) without pond—J. Burchill, 1993.
any qualificatory labels. The only words
labelled 'joe' or 'archaic' or both are pontifex. PI. pontifices /prai'tifisiiz/. See
-EX, -IX.
esurient, habiliments, and peregrinate.
Nevertheless Fowler's list is still worth pontificate, to be pompously dogmatic
bearing in mind. The natural course in (first recorded in this sense in 1922), has
neutral contexts is to choose the familiar now replaced pontic (first recorded in
rather than the unfamiliar word. Clarity the same sense in 1883).
is better than opacity, unless obscurity
is the whole point of the context.
poof /puf, pu:f/ is a derogatory term for
See PEDANTIC HUMOUR.
(a) an effeminate man; (b) a male
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homosexual. It is sometimes written as
poove, pronounced /pu:v/. The slang synonym poofter was first used in Australia
at the beginning of the 20c. but has
much wider currency now.

poor | porcelain
(leading question, special pleading); logic
(dilemma); mathematics (arithmetic/geometric progression; to the nth degree); physics
(quantum jump or leap).

popular music, songs, folk tunes, etc.,
appealing to popular tastes (COD, 1990).
Slight indications of the heavy linguistic
content of present-day popular music
poorly. Apart from its routine uses as can be gleaned from any of the numeran adverb in the senses of poor (he came ous journals devoted to the subject or
out of the affair poorly; she performed poorly), from newspapers and magazines. A
poorly is in widespread, mostly collo- single issue (13 Feb. 1988) of the journal
quial, use as a predicative adj. meaning Melody Maker yielded the following
'unwell' (she looked poorly after the game terms: funk chatter, a giant rollercoaster
of squash; her husband had been poorly for beat, indie, pomp-rock, raver, saw-toothed
months before he died).
guitar drone, synths, uncool, weedybop. The
Christian Science Monitor, 22 Nov. 1989,
poorness. See POVERTY.
had a short glossary helping to unravel
popular etymology. See ETYMOLOGY; 'the street-wise poetry' of rap music: chill
(to cool out, hang loose), crush (good,
FOLK ETYMOLOGY.
great, terrific), dis (to put down, disrepopularized technicalities,
when spect), def (good, great, terrific), dope
Fowler was preparing Modern English Us- (smart, wise), fly (good-looking, fine),
age he remarked that 'the term of this posse (a group), and stupid (the best, tops).
sort most in vogue at the moment of Inevitably such music is associated in
writing (1920) [was] acid test'. In scientific the minds of many people with drugs, a
use it meant 'the testing for gold by the subject which possesses its own endless
use of nitric acid'. In transferred use it lists of rapidly changing slang. The 28
had acquired the broad sense 'a severe Oct. 1991 issue of Newsweek, for example,
or conclusive test', a use perhaps popu- provided a short list of buzzwords used
larized by Woodrow Wilson in 1918 (The by drug-dealing street gangs in American
treatment accorded Russia by her sister na-cities. Among them were balling (selling
tions in the months to come will be the acidrock cocaine; Mikey's balling over by the
test of their good will—Times, 9 Jan. 1918), alley); gaffle up (to arrest), G-ride (stolen
though this figurative use occurred earl- car; from 'gangsterride'),Jim Jones (mariier in the same decade. The emergence juana laced with cocaine and PCP), kibbles
of such lay extensions of meaning may and bits (crumbs of cocaine). Such lists
be designated as 'something lost, some- could be extended almost indefinitely.
thing gained'. And so it is with numerous They are important because they parother technical and scientific terms that tially define the terminological world
have passed into lay use in the 20c, with which young people are familiar at
in the process losing something of the the present time, esp. those dressed in
import of the original expression but leather (or other informal gear) and with
nevertheless adding something of value strange hair styles.
to non-specialized language: see e.g. the
entries for allergy, chain reaction, climax porcelain is 'a hard vitrified translu(sexual sense), clone, complex, feedback, cent ceramic' (COD), and china is 'a kind of
fixation, function, parameter, persona, and fine white or translucent ceramic ware'
syndrome. The process is as old as the (COD), i.e. they have separate definitions.
language itself. The technical termino- But as Fowler (1926) remarked, 'Porlogy of specialized subjects has at all celain is china, and china is porcelain;
times passed into general use. Lexicog- there is no recondite difference between
raphers tend to look upon the emerging the two things, which indeed are not
new uses as 'weakened* or even 'trivial' two, but one.' Nevertheless there are
senses, but tend to remove the qualifica- differences of use; e.g. someone making
tions as time goes on. A handful of ex- preparations for an important tea
amples that have made their way from party might well say I must get out my
specialized subjects into general use: law best china (not my best porcelain). But
poor. The pronunciation is variable:
either /pua/ or /po:/.

Porch I possessive with gerund
ornaments and vases, for example, may
equally well be described as made of
china or made of porcelain.
Porch. For the Porch in philosophy, see
ACADEMY.

porpoise.
Pronounce /'poipas/. The
second syllable does not rhyme with
poise.
porridge
was formerly frequently
treated in Scotland as a plural noun {and
put butter in them).
portcullis. The corresponding adj. is
portcullised. See -s-, -ss-.
portfolios. PL portfolios. See -O(E)S 4.
port, harbour, haven. The broad distinction is that a haven is thought of as
a place where a ship may find shelter
from a storm, a harbour as one offering
accommodation (used or not) in which
ships may remain in safety for any purpose, and a port as a town whose harbour
is frequented by naval or merchant ships.
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pOSh. See ETYMOLOGY 4.
position (noun). See -TION.
position (verb). The use of position as a
verb has met with some criticism. But
there are instances, going back for more
than a century, of its use in the senses
both of'to place in a particular or appropriate position' and of'to determine the
position of, and if it can claim a useful
role on the ground that neither place
nor pose will always give quite the same
meaning (which is at least arguable), it
need not be rejected merely because it
is a long-established noun used much
later as a verb.
position of adverbs. See ADVERB 5. For
split infinitives and false adjustments
made by writers because of an irrational
fear of the splitting of other sentence
elements see SPLIT INFINITIVE (where a

history of attitudes towards the splitting
of the particle to and its following infinitive may also be found). It should be
noted that Fowler's classic articles POSITION OF ADVERBS and SPLIT INFINITIVE,
which are now mainly of historical interportico. PL porticoes or porticos. See -O(E)S est, were first published in SPE Tract xv
(1923) and simply reprinted in MEU in
1.
1926.
port, larboard. The two words mean
DOSSe. Pronounce /'PDSI/, i.e. as two
the same, but port has been substituted
syllables.
for larboard (the earlier opposite of starboard) because of the confusion resulting possessive. See ABSOLUTE POSSESSIVES;
when orders were shouted from the too APOSTROPHE2 B, D, E; OBJECTIVE GENITIVE;
great similarity between larboard and
'S AND OF-POSSESSIVE.
starboard.
possessive pronouns. 1 See the warn2
portmanteau. The recommended pi. is ing given under APOSTROPHE D5, and
s.v.
ITS,
IT'S.
the
reminder
portmanteaus /-euz/, not portmanteaux. See
-x.
2 Distinguish their (possessive pronoun) from they're, a contracted form
portmanteau words. See BLEND (noun). of they are (e.g. They're off to Birmingham
tomorrow); and distinguish your (possessPortuguese, a native or inhabitant of ive pronoun) from you're, a contracted
Portugal. Plural the same. The spurious form of you are (e.g. you're not my friend).
'singular' form Portuguee has had some
currency in non-standard AmE since the possessive with gerund. 1 Historical
early 19c.
note: the fused participle. In a classic battle
in SPE Tracts xxii (1925). xxv (1926), and
pose. The verb meaning 'nonplus, xxvi (1927), Fowler and the grammarian
puzzle (a person) with a question or Otto Jespersen disputed the merits of
problem' (with its noun poser 'a puzzling the type Women having the vote reduces
question') is shortened from an obsolete men's political power. Fowler asserted that
verb appose. It is a different word from women having was 'a compound notion
that meaning 'to assume a certain atti- formed by fusion of the noun women
tude of body, etc'
with the participle having', called it a
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fused participle, and condemned it. He specimen of the method of what I call
contrasted it with the legitimate types the instinctive grammatical moralizer',
Women having the vote share political powerand criticized Fowler for believing in the
with men (in which having is a true parti- validity of Latin parallels ('Each language
ciple) and Women's having the vote reducessurely has a right to be judged on its
men's political power (in which the subject own merits'). Jespersen's examples were
is the verbal noun or gerund having (the of two types: (i) the common-case of
vote), and women's is a possessive case nouns denoting living beings (e.g. what
attached to a noun). He went on to cite is the good of a man being honest in his
a number of newspaper examples in worship of dishonesty—G. K. Chesterton; no
which the subject is separated from its chance of the lady coming back—A. Bennett),
fused participle by a subordinate clause (ii) pronouns (e.g. that accounts for them
or clauses, e.g. New subsections giving the bein' away all night—]. Galsworthy; I set
Board of Trade power to make regulations my heart on you coming out to Spain-C.
for permitting workmen who are employed Mackenzie). He thought that with an
under the same employer, partly in an insured
indefinite pronoun (anybody, no one, etc.)
trade and partly not in an insured trade, 'the common-case construction is now
being treated, with the consent of the em- the general rule' (e.g. He insists on no one
ployer, as if they were wholly employed in an
knowing about the experiment). He coninsured trade. 'It need hardly be said,' he cluded that the construction represadded, 'that writers with any sense of ented 'the last step of a long line of
style do not, even if they allow them- development, the earlier steps of which
selves the fused participle, make so bad ... have for centuries been accepted by
a use of the bad thing as is shown above everybody. Each step, including the last,
to be possible. But the tendency of the has tended in the same direction, to
construction is towards that sort of provide the English language with a
cumbrousness, and the rapidity with means of subordinating ideas which is
which it is gaining ground is portent- often convenient and supple where
ous.'
clauses would be unidiomatic or negligHe went on to claim that 'a dozen years ible.' Fowler in his rejoinder (SPE Tract
ago' (he meant when he was writing The xxvi) admitted that he had underestimKing's English, 1906) it was not very easy to ated the extent of its use, but was
collect instances of the most elementary otherwise unshaken. He also poured
form of the fused participle, i.e. that in scorn on Jespersen's use of the term nexus
which the noun part is a single word, ('Nexus, you know, is a patent medicine
and that a pronoun or proper name. He for the grammatical rickets').
then went on to cite a dozen examples,
2 Current practice. As the 20c. draws
'culled without any difficulty whatever to a close the choice of construction
from the columns of a single newspaper', is mostly resolved along the following
including the following: We need fear noth- lines: (i) The possessive with gerund is
ing from China developing her resources frequently used when the word before
(China's); It is no longer thought to he the the -ing form is a proper name or perproper scientific attitude to deny the possibil-sonal noun (e.g. Andrew, Reagan, sister,
ity of anything happening (anything's); I baby): this makes it difficult to deduce any
quite fail to see what relevance there is in Mrmotive for Cope's collecting the books-Bodl.
Lloyd George dragging in the misdeeds of War. Rec. 1987; One cannot say that Kafka's
... (George's); The reasons which have led marvelling at mundane accomplishments was
to them being given appointments in these not genuine—London Rev. Bks, 1987; J was
departments (their). All such sentences he now counting on my father's being able to
regarded as 'grammatically indefensible' make some provision somehow--V. Mehta,
because 'the words defy grammatical an- 1987; There is always the problem ofReagan's
alysis'. He then resorted to Latin gram- saying that he doesn't remember when he
mar to support his view.
approved the Israeli shipment—New Yorker,
Jespersen (SPE Tract xxv) vigorously 1987; wondering if he should be angry ...
defended the construction condemned about May's sleeping with him and then
by Fowler. He gave numerous examples throwing him out, about his grandfather's
of its use by writers from Swift to Shaw, having left no message or sign for him but a
said that Fowler's 'article is a typical field of junked cars—C. Tilghman, 1991.

possible I post hoc, ergo propter hoc
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But there are many exceptions and the
3 Further outlook. The possessive with
choice is a highly personal one: e.g. Pre- gerund is on the retreat, but its use with
serving his reputation depended upon Hous-proper names and personal nouns and
man disguising his real nature—R. P. Graves,pronouns persists in good writing. When
1979; how could she think of the baby being the personal pronoun stands in the iniborn in the house—A. S. Byatt, 1985; Sylvia tial position it looks certain that the
stopped saying how exciting it was Gordon possessive form will be preferred for a
being so much in demand—P. Lively, 1987; long time to come: e.g. His being so capable
These catastrophes were ascribed to Venice was the only pleasant thing about the whol
having become law—NY Rev. Bks, 1987.
dreadful day—E. Jolley, 1985 (Aust.); 'My
(ii) When the noun is non-personal, is being here must embarrass you,' she sayspart of a phrase, or is in the plural the New Yorker, 1986. The substitution of Him
possessive is normally not used: e.g. They and Me would take both sentences into
turned a blind eye to toffee apples going a lower level of formality.
missing—]. Winterson, 1985; Then we hod
our old conversation about the house being possible. 1 The phr. to do one's possible
haunted—C. Rumens, 1987; many will ques-is a Gallicism (modelled on Fr. faire son
tion the wisdom of government departments possible) meaning 'to do one's utmost'.
straying into competitive commercial areas- First recorded in English in 1792 it seems
Daily Tel., 1987; Mrs Thatcher herself is not to have been much favoured for about
averse to this elegant bone being cast before half a century, but to have more or less
her longstanding tormentor—Daily Tél., 1987.fallen by the wayside since then except
(iii) With personal pronouns, where in overtly Gallic contexts. Example: He
there is a difference of form, usage is did his possible, but old Turgid was neithe
evenly divided: (possessive) Then it became to be led nor driven—A M. Bennett, 1797.
empty and the question had arisen of its being 2 Construction. It was formerly persold—I. Murdoch, 1958; Fancy his minding missible to construct possible with a folthat you went to the Summer Exhibition— lowing to-infinitive in the sense 'able,
A. N. Wilson, 1978; Mr Luder wonders capable', i.e. the type 'the broken toy
whether our digging up the road in St George'swas possible to be mended': e.g. Firm we
Square so soon after it was resurfaced is a subsist, yet possible to swerve—Milton, 1667
world record—Times, 1985; 'Is it all right?' The only offence against him of which she
he asked, needing reassurance. 'My coming to
could accuse herself, had been such as wa
your party?'—B. Rubens, 1987. (non-pos- scarcely possible to reach his knowledge—
sessive) You're talking rather loudly, if you Austen, 01817. This must once have
don't mind me saying so, Claudia—P. Lively, seemed as natural as the type it isjwas
1987; He said something about you ruining possible + to-infinitive (e.g. it is not possible
his slippers—C. Rumens, 1987; There can be to distinguish one from the other), in which it
no question of you disturbing the clerks—P. is used in an anticipatory or impersonal
Carey, 1988; There would be something so manner. Fowler (1926) expressed the
despicable about him blustering ahead with a matter succinctly: 'But no such questions
palpably unsound argument-C. Chambers, are possible , as it seems to me, to arise
1992.
between your nation and ours; No breath o
(iv) With indefinite pronouns usage is honest fresh air is suffered to enter, whereve
divided, but the non-possessive form is it is possible to be excluded. These are
now dominant: (possessive) There are wrong. Unlike able, which ordinarily remany sound reasons, then, for everyone's quires to be completed by an infinitive
wanting to join in this new Gold Rush- (oble to be done, to exist, etc.), possible is
Encounter, 1988; Mrs Longo has nothing complete in itself and means without
against anyone's being Japanese, of course- addition able to be done or occur. The
New Yorker, 1988. (non-possessive) he didn't English for are possible to arise and is
think for a time of anybody clawing at his possible to be excluded is can arise, can be
back—D. A. Richards, 1981 (Canad.); should excluded.'
we not primarily be looking on Aids as a
symptom of something having gone funda- post hoc, ergo propter hoc, 'after
mentally wrong with our attitudes to it, therefore due to it': the fallacy of
sexuality?—Daily Tel, 1987.
confusing consequence with sequence.

6ii

On Sunday we prayed for rain; on Monday it rained; therefore the prayers
caused the rain.
posthumous /'pDstjumas/, i.e. the h is
silent as well as being etymologically
intrusive. The English word is derived
from L postumus 'last, late-born', which
in late Latin was erroneously attributed
to humus 'the earth*.
postilion. The recommended spelling,
rather than postillion, though both are
used. Pronounce /pD'stilian/.
postmaster general. The traditional
pi. is postmasters general. Cf. PLURALS OF
NOUNS 9. The office was abolished in the
UK in 1969.

posthumous I p.p. (or pp)
senses in homoeopathy, genetics, pharmacology, etc. See -CE, -CY.
potentate. Pronounce /'pautantert/.
potful. PL potfuls. See -FUL.
pother. 1 Pronunciation. Walker's Critical Pronouncing Diet. (1791) gave only
/'pAÔar/, i.e. rhyming with other, brother,
mother, smother; the OED (1908) gave both
/D/ and /A/ forms in that order; while
Daniel Jones (1917) gave only the form
with /D/. Later standard dictionaries give
only /D/. AS the OED remarks, the current
pronunciation 'appears to be a 19th c.
literary innovation, after the spelling,
and perh. influenced by association with
bother.'

2 The word emerged in the late 16c.
in the sense 'disturbance, commotion',
but its etymology is unknown. The simipostpone. The word is often pro- lar-sounding word bother was first recorded in the 18c. in the works of Irish
nounced with the t silent.
writers (T. Sheridan, Swift, Sterne). It
postprandial, as in a postprandial speech, is 'doubtless of Anglo-Ir. origin, but no
one given after dinner or lunch, is now plausible Irish source can be adduced;
mainly in formal or jocular use. Cf. L possibly an Irish pronunciation of pother'
prandium 'a meal'. Examples: She had (ODEE).
asked Toby and Charlie and Leighton to join
her and Reed for a post-prandial confahula- potter (verb), to work or occupy oneself
tion-A. Cross, 1986 (US); What do people in a desultory but pleasurable way (he
prefer for their pre- and post-prandial drinks? likes pottering around in the garden), is com—House & Garden, 1990; The best is for monly used in BrE. The AmE equivalent
last—a postprandial stroll along the edge of verb is putter.
Battery Park City—NY Woman, 1990; (cap-poverty, poorness. The dominant
tion) Rest for the wicked: the master of the sense of poor is lacking adequate money
house takes a post-prandial nap in the or means to secure the necessities of life.
library—National Trust Mag., 1992.
The noun corresponding to this dominant sense is poverty, and poorness is not
postscript. The word is often proso used in modern English. In practice,
nounced with the medial t silent.
the further the dominant sense is departed from, the more does poverty give
potato. PL potatoes. See -O(E)S 1.
way to poorness: e.g. Poverty is no excuse for
poteen /pD'tiin/, in Ireland, an illicit theft; the poverty (not the poorness) trap; the
spirit, usu. distilled from potatoes. The poverty (or poorness) of the soil; the poorness
variant potheen is pronounced /pD'tJiin/, (rather than the poverty) 0/the harvest; the
esp. in Ireland.
poorness of his performance.
postmistress, a woman in charge of a
post office. See -ESS 5; -MISTRESS.

potence, potency. In general contexts
where the sense is 'power, the quality
or state of being potent' the customary
word is potency. In technical uses the two
terms have gone their own way: potence is
favoured in certain uses in watchmaking
and as a particular movement of soldiers,
etc., marching; while potency is used of
the ability to achieve orgasm in sexual
intercourse, and in certain specific

p.p. (or pp) is now widely regarded as
an abbreviation of L per pro 'for and on
behalf of, and is used against a principal's typed name when his or her secretary or other agent is signing on his
behalf. By others it is regarded as an
abbreviation of L per procurationem (hence
the abbr. per proc.) 'through the agency
of, in which case it should appear
against the signature of the agent or

-p-, -pp- I practice, practise
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proxy rather than the principal. Though with practice or use rather than theory;
this is without doubt the true origin of (of a person) inclined to action rather
the abbreviation, now that Latin is not than speculation; able to make things
so widely understood as it was in Fow- function well' (e.g. Having considered the
ler's day, per pro is much more usually problem he came up with several practical
understood to be the phrase for which suggestions; He is a very practical personp.p. stands. I am told that the abbrevi- able to paint his own house, to repair his car
ation is not used in either sense in the etc.; Lexicography is more of a practical than
US, where Signed by X in Ts absence or a theoretical art). In the following extracts
Dictated but not read are usual. Dictated by the wrong word of the two is used in
Y but signed in his (or her) absence is a each case: But to plunge into the military
commoner variation on this theme in question without settling the Government
the UK.
question would not be good sense or practicable policy; We live in a low-pressure belt
-p-, -pp-. Monosyllabic words con- where cyclone follows cyclone; but the pretaining a single vowel (a, e, i, 0, u) before diction of their arrival is at present not pracp normally double the consonant before tical.
suffixes beginning with a vowel or before
a final y {trapped, stepped, ripped, dropped,
cupped, puppy); but remain undoubted if practically. Since the early 17c. the
the stem contains two successive vowels primary meaning has been 'in a practical
(leaper, sleepy), or a vowel 4- a consonant manner', as opposed to theoretically or
(carping, helped, chirping, romped, pulped).formally (e.g. Questions which are theoreticWords of more than one syllable follow ally interesting to thoughtful people and practhe rule for monosyllables if their last tically interesting to every one—Manchester
syllable bears the main stress (entrapped, Examiner, 1886; Yet how was this undertak
but outleaped). They also double the p if, ing to be practically achieved?—B. Duffy,
like handicap, kidnap, and bebop, the final 1987; 'How much are those bamboo callisyllable is fully pronounced, as opposed graphy brushes, then? asks one practically
to the obscure vowel, i.e. /a/, in jalap or minded (and doubtless short-budgeted) cours
gallop, or if, like horsewhip and sideslip, participant—TES, 1990; At tertiary level ther
they are compounded with a monosyll- are ... options for students: the colleges offer
able. The main exceptions are worshipped, an educational programme of six semesters
worshipper, etc. (but often worshiped, etc., ... and are practically oriented—European
in AmE), and (occas. in AmE) kidnaped, Sociological Rev., 1991.
kidnaper, etc.
But in the course of the 18c. it developed a tributary sense 'virtually, alExamples that follow the rules:
(-p-) chirruped, enveloping,filliped,galloper,most', and now the tributary is at least
gossipy, hiccuped, jalaped, scalloped, syrupy,as broad as the main stream. Examples
of the second sense: The application was
turnipy, walloping.
(-pp-) bebopper, equipped, handicapped, supported by practically all the creditors—La
horsewhipping, kidnapper, kneecapped, ship'Times, 1891; I'm still at the point where my
ping, sideslipped, worshipper.
relationship to my own work is practically
nonexistent—P. Roth, 1979; sitting through
practicable, practical. 1 The negative lessons with practically nothing to show for
forms are impracticable (first recorded in them afterwards-R. Sutcliff, 1983; When
the mid-i7c), unpracticable (1647, now he returns to his department just before lunch
rare), impractical (1865), and unpractical hefindsthe building practically deserted—A
(1637). Of these, impractical is tending Brink, 1988; Her mother smiled practically
to encroach on the proper territory of all the time, for no understandable reason—P
impracticable: see IMPRACTICABLE, IMPRAC- Ustinov, 1989.
TICAL.

2 In current use practicable, when ap- practice, practise, in standard BrE,
plied to things, policies, etc., means 'that practice is invariably used for the noun
can be done or used; possible in practice' and practise for the verb. In AmE, practice
(e.g. Schemes which look veryfineon paper, is the dominant spelling of both noun
but which, in real life, are not practicable). and verb; but practise is also used by
By contrast practical means 'concerned some writers for both parts of speech.

pram | precipitous
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pram

(perambulator). See ABBREVIA-

senses. They have failed to fall into conveniently separable semantic compartments since then. All that one can
pratique (licence to have dealings with usefully say is that the first two have
a port). Pronounce /'praetiik/.
tended to give way to precipitation, esp.
in technical senses in chemistry and
pre-. In compounds whose second ele- meteorology (of rain or snow falling to
ment begins with e or i a hyphen is the ground) and to precipitateness ( =
normally used: pre-eminent, pre-empt, pre- hastiness, rashness).
ignition. In others the hyphen is not
necessary, but is freely used if the com- precipitate. 1 The verb is pronounced
pound is one made for the occasion, /pn'sipi.tert/ (secondary stress on final sylor if any peculiarity in its form might lable) and the adj. /pn'siprtat/ (obscure
prevent its elements from being in- vowel in final syllable).
stantly
recognized: (no
hyphen)
prearranged, predetermine, prenatal, preoc- 2 See next.
cupy, preschool; (with hyphen) pre-position precipitous. In general it is advisable
(to distinguish from preposition, the part not to use precipitous (whose normal
of speech), Pre-Raphaelite, pre-tax, pre-war.sense is 'of the nature of a precipice; (of
TIONS l .

a cliff) having a vertical or overhanging
precede is the spelling of the word
face') when precipitate ( = hasty, rash, inmeaning 'to come or go before in time,
considerate; headlong; violently hurried)
order, etc. (in the word money, y is preceded
by a vowel); and proceed that for the word is called for, even though the two adjectmeaning 'to make one's way, to go on' ives were freely interchangeable for most
(he paused and then proceeded to demolish of the period between the 17c. and the
19c. Fowler's examples (1926) clearly
his opponent's arguments).
show contexts in which precipitate would
precedence, precedent. The OED (1908) have been the better word: Are the workers
placed the stress on the second syllable justified in taking the precipitous action
of precedence and gave this vowel as /i:/. suggested in the resolution?; The step seems
For precedent it gave /'présidant/ for the a trifle rash and precipitous when one renoun, i.e. stressed on the first syllable, members the number of banking and commerand /pn'siidant/ for the adj. Precedence is cial failures that [etc.].
The only snag is that some actions,
now always stressed on the first syllable
and pronounced /'presidans/. The noun decisions, etc., are over-hasty, rash, etc.,
precedent is pronounced /'présidant/ and and at the same time represent a steep
the adj. (now rare, having been virtually decline from some assumed or self-evidreplaced by preceding) is usu. pronounced ent norm. The following examples show
/pn'siidant/, occas. /'présidant/. In AmE, a spectrum of meanings: (literal) We will
precedence is sometimes pronounced in start at the Pacific Coast's precipitous headlands and sea stacks, home of thousands
the OED (1908) manner.
of murres, cormorants, and puffins—Nature
preciosity, preciousness. The first is Conservancy, 1988; There was a precipitous
now virtually restricted to mean 'over- wooden stair ...to the ground floor—A. Craig,
1990; a half-buried beck where you can scramrefinement in art or language, esp. in
the choice of words', leaving preciousness ble past still pools... along precipitous ledges
as the general abstract noun correspond- lined with wild yew trees—National Trust
ing to all the main general senses of the Mag., 1992; (figurative) The ... report also
adj.precious (of memories, metals, stones, acknowledged that there vere substantive issues at work in the precipitous decline—A.
etc.).
Wilentz, 1989; Mr Sununu counts as the
precipitance, precipitancy, precipit- first casualty of President Bush's precipitous
ation. All three nouns, corresponding decline in public opinion polls—Independent,
in their senses to those of the adjs. precip- 1991; A number of factors might be responitant and precipitate, were first used in sible for such a precipitous decline, including
English between 1500 and 1700 and overzealous lepidopterists who have ignored
came to be used in several overlapping signs asking them to leave the beleaguered
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butterfly alone—Discover, 1992 (US); (en- and both have a long history: predomincroaching on the territory of precipit- antly is first recorded in 1681 and predomately): all the examples are American) I inately in 1594, but the latter was rare
left precipitously because I didn't want to before the 19c. In the late 20c. predominwork there any longer—A. Cross, 1986; After antly is overwhelmingly the commoner
the precipitous English victory over the Pequot,of the two words and is the one recomsome three hundred Niantic warriors sus* mended here. Examples (which happen
pected of hiding Pequot refugees refused a to be N. Amer.): (predominantly) Clinton
challenge from forty of Mason's men—W. S.had seized the opportunity to talk past the
Simmons, 1986; According to surveys of predominantly black audience in the room
parents, the middle class had precipitously and deliver a message to white Americaabandoned its Watsonian regime [etc.]—B. Seattle Times, 1992; the Enterprise Forum
Ehrenreich, 1989; Nor has he correctly ad' of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
dressed the problem of the black-on-black which meets monthly and deals predomintownship violence that has brought the coun- antly with investor-backed high-tech starttry precipitously to civil war—World Press ups—Boston Globe, 1993; The gutsy mayor
Rev., 1991.
won ...in the predominantly White cityEbony, 1993; (predominately) Eastview,
précis. The accent of the original French Ont, a predominately French-speaking, lowshould be retained in the English word. income suburb of Ottawa—Gaz. (Montreal),
1992; Jablanica, a predominately Muslim
preciseness, precision. Preciseness is town, was shelled from the hills by Croatsthe natural abstract noun corresponding USA Today, 1993. It is worth noting that
to the adj. precise in its main senses and the old adj. predominate (first recorded in
was in use in the sense 'exactness, accur- 1591, probably modelled on such adjs.
acy' in the 16c. nearly a century before as moderate, temperate) is now virtually
precision came to be used in this way (its extinct, having given way to predominant
natural sense being 'the abrupt cutting (first recorded in 1576).
off of one thing from another', from L
praecîsiô-nem 'a cutting off abruptly'). The preface. 1 For preface and FOREWORD,
main distinction now is the common see the latter.
use of precision (but not preciseness) as an
2 For preface and PREFIX (verbs), see the
attributive noun in the sense 'marked
by or having a high degree of accuracy latter.
(precision instruments, precision timing)'.
préfectoral, prefectorial. The first of
predicate. 1 The corresponding -able these (from Fr. préfectoral),firstrecorded
in English in 1872, seems to be the usual
adj. is predicable: see -ABLE, -IBLE 2(V).
form (besides prefectorial) used of regions,
2 The verb is pronounced /'predi.kert/ jurisdictions, etc., in France, Japan, and
(secondary stress on final syllable) and elsewhere, known as prefectures. The
the noun /'predikat/ (obscure vowel in customary adj. in schools that have prefinal syllable).
fects is prefectorial (formed from late L
3 The verb predicate, which is derived praefectôri-us), which is first recorded in
from L praedicâre 'to cry in public, to English use in 1862. Examples: (prefectproclaim', means (a) to assert or affirm oral) [He wanted to keep the van Gogh paint
as true or existent; (b) (followed by on) ing] close at hand for the time being but...
to found or base (a statement, etc.) on eventually he would like to display it at
(e.g. a new conception of reality is ... predi- the Shizuoka Préfectoral Art Museumcated on dissatisfaction with formalist litera-Washington Post, 1990; This préfectoral deture-TLS, 1973). It should not be confused cision reveals the fundamental importance of
with the verb predict (derived from L local circumstances—Fr. History, 1991; it ha
praedxcere) 'to foretell', though it should just drawn up a programme that covers Lome
be noted that the OED lists examples as well as all the regional capitals, all the
from 1623 to 1897 of predicate used er- préfectoral capitals [in West Africa] [etc.]—
BBC Summary of World Broadcasts, 1993;
roneously for predict.
(prefectorial) With these prefectorial words,
predominantly, predominately. Both Britain's environment secretary, Mr Michael
words mean 'in a predominant manner' Heseltine, waves his stick once again at his
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unruly brood of local authorities—Economist,as Many go bareheaded rather than reassume
the fez).
1981; The Gumma Prefectorial Police also are
targeting 16 Japanese citizens ...as being
responsible for contributing to the cause of preferable. 1 The stress falls on the first
syllable, /'prefarabal/, not on the second.
the accident—Business Insurance, 1988 (US);
There is no prefectorial system in the college, 2 The double comparative form more
just upper and lower school councils and preferable is an inexcusable pleonasm.
something called the committee—TES, 1991.Preferable by itself means 'more desirable
(than)' and is therefore intensified, when
prefer. 1 The inflected forms of the verb necessary, by far, greatly, or much, but not
are preferred, preferring (see -R-, -RR-); but by more: e.g. After a hundred and eighty
all other formations containing the base [skips] an unclear head seemed much preferprefer (preferable, preference, preferential, able to more skips—K. Amis (OGEU).
etc.) have a single r.
2 prefer that. In AmE, a subordinate prefigure. For the pronunciation, see
FIGURE 1.

that-clause after prefer frequently has its
verb in the subjunctive: e.g. He prefers prefix. 1 Both the noun and the verb
that the shoes be ready—New Yorker, 1986;are usu. stressed on the first syllable:
Aunt Clara preferred that I not ransack the thus /'prizfiks/. For its main senses, the
memories of her mother and Uncle Eugene—OED (1908) gave /pn'fiks/ as the pronunciD. Pinckney, 1992.
ation of the verb, and /pri:'fiks/ is still
3 prefer + to-infinitive or with gerund. sometimes heard. The shifting of the
Both constructions are used but the first stress has presumably taken place in the
is much the more frequent: ( + to-infini- course of the 20c.
tive) I prefer to be alone here—O. Manning, 2 In grammar, a prefix is an affix
1955; Most of them preferred to stand, to placed at the beginning of a word to
move about, gracefully—G. Vidal, 1967; I adjust or qualify its meaning: e.g. be-,
prefer not to live and work in the same ex-, non-, re- in befog, ex-servicemen, nonroom-C. K. Stead, 1986: But he preferred not smoking, reopen. Cf. SUFFIX.
to torture himself with the specific knowledge
3 Prefix (verb) is normally transitive in
[etc.]-A. N. Wilson, 1986; ( + gerund) He
the
sense 'to provide (something) as a
[se. a parrot] has never said anything but
prefers watching TV—M. Kington, 1985. beginning or introduction' (e.g. Contributors are requested to prefix a synopsis to their
4 Limits on prefer to. With a following articles). But the type to — their articles
direct object the normal construction of with a synopsis requires preface as the verb
prefer is with to (she preferred honey to or needs to be re-expressed (e.g. to place
marmalade; he preferred walking to jogging). a synopsis at the beginning of their articles).
When the object is an infinitive a rigid
prejudgement. For the spelling with
adherence to this rule could sometimes
be calamitous, e.g. producing the unac- medial -e-, see JUDGEMENT.
ceptable construction I prefer to die to to
pay blackmail (rewrite as I prefer to die prejudice. In the senses 'bias' and 'parrather than pay blackmail). Even if a gerund tiality', it is followed by against and in
is used in such a construction (I prefer to favour of respectively. The type a marked
die to paying) the construction is still prejudice to the eating of meat (probably
unacceptable (rewrite as above). An ex- modelled on objection to) is erroneous.
ample of prefer correctly followed by a
preliminary. See QUASI-ADVERBS.
clause led by rather than: Bertrand ...
preferred to go to a restaurant... rather than prelude. Both the noun and the verb
eat alone—P. P. Read, 1986. It should be are now pronounced with the stress on
added that prefer ... than without rather the first syllable, /'preljicd/ (AmE usu.
is not acceptable: We should greatly prefer /'prailuid/). But the OED reports that /pnto pay the doctors more than to limit the area'lju:d/ was indicated for the verb in the
of insurance (rewrite as We would much early part of the 19c. by 'all the verse
rather pay ... than limit); Many prefer to goquotations and the dictionaries down to
bareheaded than to reassume the fez (rewriteC1830'. See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT.

premature | prepared to
premature. The pronunciation /'prema,tjua/ is recommended, i.e. with the main
stress on the first syllable and with the
final syllable fully pronounced and not
reduced to /tfa/. Some speakers reverse
the order of the main and secondary
stresses. In AmE the first syllable is pronounced with a long vowel, and the tu
is usu. not palatalized: thus /.priima'tuar/.
premier. As noun its main current sense
is 'a prime minister or other head of
government'. It is particularly common
in this sense in Canada. Examples: Newfoundland Premier Clyde Wells announced his
support for Quebec's 'distinct society'—Globe
& Mail (Toronto), 1991; She heard them
talking about the same boring things: the new
Japanese premier, factory explosions, [etc.]—A.
Tan, 1991 (US); In 1980, they voted No
to sovereignty-association ... and cast their
ballots for Premier Robert Bourassa's Liberals
in the... provincial elections—Macleans Mag.,
1992.
As adj. it is enjoying a period of great
popularity in the senses (a) first in order
of importance, order, or time: e.g. In the
Middle Ages Spain and Britain competed for
the premier position as producers of highquality wool—L. Alderson, 1980; It would
be nice to chew the fat with Silver Falls's
premier tourist attraction--W. Stewart, 1990
(Canad.); Claiming that the female of the
breed is 'a cow for all systems' the organisers
... set about demonstrating their belief
through the premier shop window of the
Holstein breed—Field, 1990; Hypersonic flight
has become the premier area for aerospace
research in the United States—Mechanical Engineering, 1991 (US); (b) specif, of credit
cards, football leagues, etc.: Should I seek
an injunction against Barclays Bank for sending me—again—an invitation to avail of their
Premier Card, accompanied by an application
form?—Punch, 1986; Nobody should be in
any doubt that the Premier League will need
the trust's money—Economist, 1992. (c) of
earliest creation {premier earl).
Both noun and adj. are pronounced in
BrE with a short vowel in the first syllable, i.e. /'premia/. Perhaps the dominant
of several pronunciations in AmE is
/pn'miar/, stressed on the second syllable.
première. Now fully established as a
noun ( = the first performance or showing of a play or film) and as a verb ( =
to give a première of). According to the
OED, the noun is first recorded in English
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in 1889, and the verb in 1940. The pronunciation in BrE is /'premi.ea/, and the
dominant one in AmE probably /pn'miar/.

premise, premiss. As noun, (a) in logic,
a previous statement from which another is inferred (usu. spelt premiss). PL
premisses or premises, (b) In the pi. form
premises, a house or building with its
grounds and appurtenances. As verb,
premise is pronounced /pn'maiz/, rhyming
with surmise, or as /'premis/, and means
(a) to say or write by way of introduction;
(b) to assume from a premiss. The verb
is always spelt with -ise, not with -ize.
premium. PL premiums. See -UM 1.
prep.

See ABBREVIATIONS 1 .

preparatory. For the use in They were
weighing it preparatory to sending it to town,
See QUASI-ADVERBS.

prepared to. Bombarded as he was by
official documents of many kinds, Sir
Ernest Gowers developed a distaste for
formulaic phrases such as is not prepared
to, is not in a position to, and does not see
his way to. 'Such phrases as these are no
doubt dictated by politeness, and therefore deserve respect. But they must be
used with discretion' (cited from the
1986 revised edition of The Complete Plain
Words.) He condemned such examples as
he was not prepared to disclose the source of
his information; I am prepared to overlook
the mistake 'as wantonly blurring the
meaning of prepare' (Gowers, 1965). 'Prepared to', he added, 'should be reserved
for cases in which there is some element
of preparation, e.g. I have read the papers
and am now prepared to hear you state
your case.' The advice is perhaps being
followed in Whitehall, but has not
reached the rest of the world. Examples:
I came here to place it before a body of persons
of European distinction. I am not prepared to
discuss it with an irresponsible young
woman—G. B. Shaw, 1939; The Government
was not prepared tofightfor realistic exclusive
zones for Britishfishermen—DailyTel., 1976;
Mr Baker stressed ... that the US and its
allies were not prepared to compromise on
'full' membership of Nato for Germany after
unification—Guardian, 1990; That suggests
the rethink is motivated by the belief that
more local authorities would be prepared to
remove bad teachers—TES, 1990; If non-executives are to carry out their duties properly,
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prepositions | prepositions

words they govern and should not be
placed at the end of a clause or sentence.
Apparently Dryden set the myth going.
In his Defence of the Epilogue (1672) he
cited a line from Ben Jonson's Catiline
(1611), The bodies that those souls were
frighted from, and commented, "The Preposition in the end of the sentence; a
common fault with him, and which I
prepositions.
have but lately observ'd in my own writings.' At some later date, it is believed,
I 1 Definition.
Dryden made a partial attempt to re2 Preposition at end: (a) History of
attitudes; (/>) Circumstances in which a
move end-placed prepositions from his
preposition may or even must appear at
other prose works. In a note on this
the end of a clause or sentence; (c)
passage in the Everyman edition, George
Anecdotal; (d) A select list of stranded
Watson comments that 'Each instance
prepositions in the works of writers of
of the solecism was corrected by Dryden
past centuries.
for the second edition (1684) of the essay
I 3 Rnal verdict.
Of Dramatic Poesy.' A Dryden scholar
1 Definition. For those who have for- whom I consulted, Dr Derek Hughes,
gotten the elementary terminology of reported, however, that he hadn't found
grammar, here is a standard definition any evidence that Dryden conducted a
of the term preposition: 'a word governing more general purge of his early prose.
(and usu. preceding) a noun or pronoun 'He certainly did not tidy up the famous
and expressing a relation to another description in the Preface to Annus Miraword or element, as in: "the man on the bilis of "the faculty of imagination in the
platform", "came after dinner", "what writer, which like a nimble Spaniel, beats
did you do it for?" ' (COD, 1995). See also over and ranges through the field of
COMPOUND PREPOSITIONS. Just under a
Memory, till it springs the Quarry it
century earlier, J. C. Nesfield's famous hunted after".'
Manual of English Grammar (1898) gave as
The myth became entrenched, though
his examples: I put my hand on the table;
the grammarians were inclined to treat
A bird in the hand is worth two in the
the stranding of prepositions simply as
bush; He is opposed to severe measures. And
a matter of informality rather than of
Nesfield reminded his readers that two
error. Robert Lowth in his Short Introducprepositions are often needed: e.g. The
tion to English Grammar (1775), for exmouse crept out from under the floor; The
ample, after citing several examples
rabbit escaped by running into [clearly
from Shakespeare (e.g. Who servest thou
thought of by Nesfield as two words] its
under?'—Henry V; Who do you speak to?
hole. Besides nouns and pronouns, the
-As You like It) and Pope (The world is too
objects to prepositions can also be adwell-bred, to shock authors with a truth, which
verbs (By I far the best), phrases (The quesgenerally their booksellers are the first that
tion of I how to do this is difficult), and
inform them of—Preface to his poems),
clauses (He told every one of | what we had
concluded: 'This is an idiom, which our
heard). (Examples from Nesfield.) After
language is strongly inclined to: it prea preposition the objective form of a
vails in common conversation, and suits
pronoun, where it differs from the subvery well with the familiar style in writjective form, must always be used: believe
ing: but the placing of the preposition
in him; between us; for them. This is esbefore the relative, is more graceful, as
pecially important when two pronouns
well as more perspicuous; and agrees
are linked by and or or: between you and
much better with the solemn and eleme (not I); a gift from my brother and me
vated style.'
(not I); asked if there was any chance of him
Fowler turned to Ruskin's Seven Lamps
(not he) and Gina reconciling.
of Architecture (1849) and reported that:
2 Preposition at end. (a) History of atti- 'In the text of the Seven Lamps there is a
tudes. One of the most persistent myths solitary final preposition to be found,
about prepositions in English is that they and no more; but in the later footnotes
properly belong before the word or they are not avoided (Any more wasted
they must he prepared to blow the whistleIndependent, 1991.
The phr. be prepared to seems to have
fully established itself when the sense
required is simply 'to be willing or disposed (to do something)'. The same applies to the negative equivalent be not
prepared to.

prepositions | prepositions
words ... I never heard of. j Men whose
occupation for the next fifty years would he
the knocking down every beautiful building
they could lay their hands on).' The natural
inference, Fowler decided, would be:
•you cannot put a preposition (roughly
speaking) later than its word in Latin,
and therefore you must not do so in
English.'
Alford (1864) regarded the placing of
prepositions at the end as something
that 'is allowable in moderation, but
must not be too often resorted to'. Henry
Sweet (1891) set down various circumstances in which what he called 'detached prepositions' are 'liable to be
disassociated from their noun-words not
only in position, but also in grammatical
construction, as in he was thought of,
where the detached preposition is no
longer able to govern the pronoun in
the objective case because the passive
construction necessitates putting the
pronoun in the nominative. Prepositions
are also detached in some constructions
in connection with interrogative and dependent pronouns and adverbs, as in
who are you speaking op, I do not know
what he is thinking of, where is he going
to?, I wonder where he came from; such
constructions as of whom are you speaking?
being confined to the literary language
. . . Although detached prepositions approach very near to adverbs, yet they
cannot be regarded as full adverbs for the
simple reason that those prepositions
which are otherwise never used as adverbs, such as of, can be detached with
perfect freedom.'
The myth of the illegitimacy of deferring prepositions had clearly been
destroyed by the end of the 19c. and
modern grammars simply recognize that
'Normally a preposition must be followed by its complement, but there are
some circumstances in which this does
not happen' (CGEL 9.6).
(b) Circumstances in which a preposition
may or even must appear at the end of a
clause or sentence.
(i) Relative clauses: I certainly don't know
any that I'm attracted to—A. Lurie, 1965:
He was certainly not a man she could lean
upon—G. S. Haight, 1968; They must he
entirely reliable and convinced of the commitment they are taking on—TES, 1987: The Falls
on the Peregrine River was nothing like the
waterfalls you see pictures of—A. Munro,
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1993. More formally: I wanted a window
seat from which I could watch the road she
would come along—G. Greene, 1980 [contains both a n undeferred and a deferred
preposition], (ii) Wh-questions (i.e. questions in which what, where, which, who,
and other pronouns and conjunctions
beginning with wh are used): What did
Marion think she was up to?—Julian Barnes,
1980; What should we talk about?—P. Lively,
1987: Who is it you are smiling at so beautxfully?-?. Lively, 1987; He said, 'What do
you want an old dump like this for?'—S.
Bellow, 1987; What do you want to go there
for?—]. Hecht, 1992.
(iii) Wh-clauses: No one had said whom
I reported to—D. Davie, 1982; Nowadays
insolence is what you survive by—London Rev.
Bks, 1987; She looks out the window and
says a bit of poetry and they know who
has gone by—New Yorker, 1987; Budget cuts
themselves are not damaging: the damage
depends on where the cuts are coming from—
Spectator, 1993. More formally: We found
an Italian restaurant, or rather we went in
search of one of which I had already heard—A.
Brookner, 1990. (iv) Exclamations: What
a shocking state you are in!
(v) Passives: Even the dentist was paid
for—New Yorker, 1987; Laszlo was made a
fuss of by both teachers and fellow students—P.
Lively, 1987; Believe me, it's not eyes they're
interested in—L. S. Schwartz, 1989. (vi) Infinitive clauses: he still had quite enough work
to live on—P. Fitzgerald, 1980; In our forays
we spent our time looking for V-shaped
branches to make catapults with—Encounter,
1981; the conflict would be hard to live with
if [etc.]—London Rev. Bks, 1981; Daddy never
had any savings to speak of—D. Lodge, 1991.
(c) Anecdotal, (i) A correspondent in SPE
Tract xv (1923) quoted a context in which
deferred prepositions are used in an absurd manner: [Sick child] I want to be read
to. [Nurse] What book do you want to be
read to out op [Sick child] Robinson Crusoe.
[Nurse goes out and returns with The
Swiss Eamily Robinson] [Sick child] What
did you bring me that book to be read to out
of for? (ii) It is said that Mr Winston
Churchill once made this marginal comment against a sentence that clumsily
avoided a prepositional ending: This is
the sort of English up with which I will not
put—Gowers, 1948.
(d) A select list of stranded prepositions in
the works of writers of past centuries. Anyone
who is in any doubt about the frequency
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prerequisite | prescriptivism

of occurrence over the centuries of pre- the OED set down /'preside and /'pri:-/,
positions placed at the end of clauses or and added 'formerly /pn'seid3/'. It is resentences may wish to browse in the OED markable that these old loanwords from
entries for about, by, for, from, etc., used French (the noun in the 14c. and the verb
as prepositions, or in Jespersen (1909-49. in the 16c.) have still not found a stable
iii. 10.2-6). The following examples are place in the English stress-system. See
drawn from these two sources: they rep- NOUN AND VERB ACCENT.
resent only a fraction of the examples
provided in these two places alone. Me prescience, prescient. The customary
pronunciations now in BrE are /'presians/
lihtide candles to œten bi (OE Chron., 1154);
This thinge the whicheye ben about (Chaucer, and /'presiant/, whereas the OED (1909)
C1385); The most of them ... attempt ... gave only /'prirjians/ and /'priijiant/, with
vnlawfull meanes to Hue by (P. Stubbes, a long first vowel and a palatalized
medial consonant.
1583); I would haue told you of good
wrastling, which you haue lost the sight of
(Shakespeare, 1600); The worke which him- prescribe, proscribe. One main meanselfe and Paul went about (D. Rogers, 1642); ing of prescribe is 'to lay down as a course
Many stories of the lady, which he swore toor rule to be followed'. Another main
the truth of (Fielding, 1749); The grass it meaning is 'to issue a (medical) prescripfed upon (H. Martineau, 1832); What is a tion or recommend a specified (medical)
clock good fori (P. Parley's Ann., 1840); I treatment'. It should be carefully distinam far from saying that merit is sufficiently guished from proscribe in its sense 'to
looked out for (A. Helps, 1847-9); Which eye reject or denounce (a practice, etc.) as
can you see me upon! (R. Hunt, 1865); dangerous, antisocial, etc.; to condemn,
Resolutions which perhaps no single memberoutlaw'. An easy-to-remember distinction is that a prescribed book is one that
in his heart approves of (J. Bryce, 1888).
is set down for special study (e.g. 'Beowulf
3 Final verdict. In most circumstances, was among the prescribed texts for the final
esp. in formal writing, it is desirable to examination), whereas a proscribed book
avoid placing a preposition at the end
is one that is prohibited or banned (e.g.
of a clause or sentence, where it has the Salman Rushdie's The Satanic Verses (1988)
appearance of being stranded. But there is proscribed by the authorities in many
are many circumstances in which a pre- Muslim communities).
position may or even must be placed late
(see 2(b) above), and others where the prescriptivism. In the OED this lindegree of formality required governs the guistic term is defined as follows: 'The
practice or advocacy of prescriptive
placing. When formality is desired, of
which I had already heard, for example, as grammar; the belief that the grammar
Anita Brookner wrote (see 2(b) (iii) above), of a language should lay down rules to
has the advantage over which I had already which usage must conform.' It is first
found in 1954- The corresponding adj.
heard of.
prescriptive is first recorded, in its linprerequisite. Now occasionally mis- guistic sense, in a 1933 work by Otto
used for perquisite: e.g. If she is not released,Jespersen: it is contrasted with descriptive
perhaps she could be treated to the same and equated with normative. Since the
prerequisites enjoyed by the inmates of Park-terms prescriptivism and descriptivism now
hurst prison—Independent, 1991. ^perquisite occur in almost every kind of linguistic
(or perk) is an incidental benefit attached work, it might be useful to readers if I
quote from my book The English Language
to one's salary, etc., a customary extra
right or privilege; a prerequisite is some- (1985) a short passage describing the
nature of each. 'In the present century,
thing required as a precondition.
starting more or less with the work of
presage. The noun is stressed on the Ferdinand de Saussure, emphasis has
first syllable: thus /'presid3/. The verb may been placed much more firmly than hithbe pronounced the same, or with the erto on language as it is used rather than
stress on the second syllable, i.e. /pn- on how experts say that it should be
'seid3/. In the OED (1909) the only pronun- used. There is no clear boundary between
ciation given for the verb was that with the doctrines of prescriptivism and those
second-syllable stressing. For the noun of descriptivism, much more an attitude

present | present writer, the
of mind. Prescriptivists by and large regard innovation as dangerous or at any
rate resistible; descriptivists, whether
with resignation or merely with a shrug
of the shoulders, quickly identify new
linguistic habits and record them in dictionaries and grammars with [little or]
no indication that they might be unwelcome or at any rate debatable. Prescriptivists frequently use restrictive expressions like loosely, erroneously, sometimes
used to mean, falsely, avoided by careful writers, and the like . . . Readers can easily
distinguish between the two approaches
by consulting the entries for expressions
like all right/alright, anticipate, decimate,
dilemma, disinterested, due to, enormity,
hopefully, imply/infer, minuscule, and refute
in the two types of reference book.' Much
more could be said on the subject, and
said better, but the above remarks will
serve perhaps to introduce readers to
one of the great linguistic battles of the
20C. See DESCRIPTIVE GRAMMAR.

p r e s e n t (noun and verb). The noun is
stressed on the first syllable, and the
verb on the second. See NOUN AND VERB
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misuse of presently); After the war, women
had equal access to university training but,
even presently, many are not encouraged to
attempt the most prestigious departments,
such as economics, in the most prestigious
schools—Dxdalus, 1992.
(b) ( = in a little while, soon) A very
curious one, as you shall see presently,' replied
Jack—R. M. Ballantyne, 1858; Presently, seeing Ralph under the palms, he came and sat
by him—W. Golding, 1954; Muriel waited
for an hour ... Her feet hurt and she was
thirsty. Presently she set off to walk back to
her lodgings-H. Mantel, 1986. There is
much criticism of the use of sense (a)
both in America and in Britain because
of the risk of ambiguity, but in practice
the context normally makes it quite clear
which sense is intended.
(c) ( = immediately). This sense flourished between the 15c. and the 18c. but
is now obsolete. Historical examples: the
Master and the Boat-swaine Being awake,
enforce them to this place; And presently,
I pre'thee— Shakespeare, 1610; The poor
woman ...no sooner looked at the Serjeant,
than she presently recollected him—Fielding,
1749-

ACCENT 1 .

presentiment, presentment, présentent. There is some hesitation about the
pronunciation of the medial s in these
words, but the dominant sound is /z/ for
the first and second (under the influence
of present) and of/s/ in the third (because
of the visible connection with sentient).
presently. The oldest sense (15c.) of
those still current is 'at the present time,
now'; it is now chiefly used in America
and Scotland. What the OED calls its
'blunted sense', because it became weakened at an early date (by the 17c.) from
'immediately' to 'in a little while, soon',
is not quite as old, but is now the main
current sense in England and elsewhere.
Examples: (a) ( = now) Mr. William
O'Brien, solicitor, Dumfries, for the accused,
said Mr. Savage was presently unemployed, his
last employment being a year ago—Dumfries
Courier, 1978; Dr Otto von Habsburg abandoned claims to the monarchy in 1 9 6 1 . . . and
is presently a member of the European
Parliament—Times, 1989; *We are presently
climbing through 30,000 feet on our way to
our cruising altitude of 37,000 feet,' says the
pilot-Chicago Tribune, 1991 (the journalist
who wrote the article regarded this as a

present t e n s e . The natural and most
frequent use of the present tense is in
contexts of present time, whether actual
(he wants to know now; the door is open) or
habitual {Paris is the capital of France; he
has his pride; the clock strikes every halfhour). It is also used of past events (A
British writer wins the Nobel Prize—
newspaper headline) and of future
events (When do [ = wtll] you retire?; the
Paddington train for Didcot leaves at 9.15
pm; term ends tomorrow). For the historic
present, see HISTORIC 2 .
present writer, the (or present author,
etc.). The phr. the present writer is used
from time to time instead of I or me by
writers whose name appears at the head
or end of an article or other work. Fowler
called the phrase a Coa vestis (transparent
garment of fine silk made at Cos), and
dismissed it as 'irritating to the reader'.
But it is used by the great and the good
and seems a harmless convention. Cf.
your columnist, your reviewer (as used by
journalists). Examples: At last, the present
writer, asked to say how he would go about
it, replied in The ADS Dictionary—How
Soon?' ... and in 1962 found himself appointed Editor—F. G. Cassidy, introd. to

preserve | pretty
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DARE i, 1985; Like the present writer, Steven-prestigious. A striking example of a
son, Davenport, and Cousland had family word which has lost its original sense
connections with the Catholic Apostolics and('deceptive, illusory, in the manner of
hence greater ease of access to source mater-a conjuror's trick': see prec.) and has
ial—C. G. Flegg, 1992. But passions run become the adj. corresponding to the
high in the matter. In the 30 Nov. 1989 noun prestige in the course of the 20c.
issue of the Independent, the journalist The new, and now virtually the only
Miles Kington wrote We agree that if we current, meaning 'having or showing
are writing in thefirstperson, we will use theprestige' was first noted in Joseph Conword T and not nauseating expressions such rad's novel Chance (1913)- As the century
as 'your humble author', 'my very good self,proceeded it appeared sporadically in
'the present writer', 'a person not a million journalistic sources, and then, against
miles from myself, [etc.]. And note also the stiff opposition, in standard literary
works. It also went through a period of
journalist feels no need to avoid using the firstwavering between the pronunciations
person singular, T or 'me', when necessary. He
doesn't have to pretend he is someone else, /pre'sti:d3as/ and /pre'stid3as/ before the
with coy references to 'the present author' latter became dominant. Prestigious is
(N. Bagnall, 1993). So perhaps caution is challenged by prestige used attrib. (prestige car, group, location, model, ware, etc.),
required after all.
and to a minor extent by the less eupreserve. Both the noun and the verb phonious form prestigeful (first recorded
are stressed on the second syllable. See in 1956), but it remains part of the dayNOUN AND VERB ACCENT 2 .
to-day standard language.
Presidents' Day. The third Monday in
February, a legal holiday in most of the
states of the US, commemorating the
birthdays of George Washington and
Abraham Lincoln. Often erroneously
printed with an apostrophe before the s
or without an apostrophe at all.
prestidigitator, -tion. Formal or humorous words for a juggler, a conjuror/juggling, conjuring. Adopted from Fr.
prestidigitateurlprestidigitation ('quickfingeredness') in the mid-igc.
prestige. 1 Adopted in the 17c. from
French in its original sense of 'illusion,
conjuring trick', prestige (as also in Fr.)
lost this sense in the course of the 19c.
and gained the favourable meaning
'glamour, reputation derived from previous achievements, associations, etc.'.
Etymologically the word answers to L
praestigium 'a delusion, illusion', usu. in
the feminine pi. form praestigiae 'illusions, juggler's tricks', for earlier *praestrigium, from praestringere 'to bind fast'
(praestringere oculos 'to blindfold', hence
'to dazzle the eyes').

prestissimo, presto, when used as
nouns, both have -os as their plural. See
-O(E)S.

presume. See ASSUME.
presumedly. Four syllables if used: see
-EDLY. But it is better to use presumably
or another synonym.
presumptive. For heir presumptive, see
HEIR 2 .

presumptuous. Beware against using
the once valid (isc.-early 19c.) by-form
presumptious. An example of the erroneous form: I thought it would be very presumptious of me to quote from myself as an
epigraph—Times Saturday Rev., 20 July 1991.
pretence. The customary AmE spelling
is pretense.
preterite. In AmE often preterit. In English grammar, the better form is past,
e.g. 'jumped is the past tense of jump'.

pretty is in regular use as an ironical
adjective: a pretty mess you have made of
2 Surprisingly, the pronunciation it; things have come to a pretty pass. It is
/pre'sti:3/ has persisted though, according also used, esp. in colloquial contexts, as
to the OED (1909), an Anglicized pronun- an adverb meaning 'fairly, moderately'
ciation /'prestid3/ also existed at the be- (the performance was pretty good; he did
ginning of the 20C. Cf. vestige, the pretty much what he liked), but only when
pronunciation of which has been totally qualifying another adverb or an adjective. Otherwise the adverb is prettily (she
Anglicized.

prevaricate | preventive, preventative
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dresses prettily; she arranged theflowersverythe electronic databases available to me
showed that the distribution of the two
prettily).
words is not governed by geography or
prevaricate means 'to speak or act evas- subject, except to say that the word that
ively or misleadingly; to quibble, to equi- follows is fairly likely to be medicine,
vocate'. It does not mean 'to delay' care, maintenance, measure, or detention, or
though it is sometimes so used by confu- words closely related to any of these.
sion with procrastinate (e.g. After preSome examples: (preventive) Inoculavaricating for six months, the Council is tion, another cross-cutting response, was the
now...).
first effective specific preventive measure to be
deployed against smallpox—Amer. Jrnl Publ
prevent. There are three competing Health, 1988; Two days later university stuconstructions when the verb prevent is dents demonstrated outside the palatial manfollowed directly or indirectly by a sion of the President for the release of Professor
gerund in -ing. All three are legitimate, Okola from preventive detention—B. Head,
but the third type is beginning to fall 1989; Although many preventive measures do
into disuse, (a) prevent + object + from + improve health, they are not without risks
-ing (OED 1663- ): Sleeman had tried to pre-and costs and in fact seldom reduce medical
vent a widow from committing suttee—R. P.expenditure—BM], 1989; Is that service
Jhabvala, 1975; An unavoidable explosion backed up with driver evaluations and preven
was followed by an outbreak offire,which tive maintenance to reduce accident losses
... prevented a rescue party from reaching and downtime?—Industry Week (US), 1990;
them—R. Thomas, 1986; tanks are being Preventive medicine may be more effective
prevented from entering the center of the if problem-based learning programmes are
city—New Yorker, 1989; And yet this loveestablished in place of the traditional methods
was like a barrier which prevented me from of education—Physiotherapy, 1990; In this
helping her—C. Burns, 1989; Cushla was double-blind trial, the preventive effects of 300
only just quick enough to grab Colin's arms mg acetylsalicylic acid were compared with
to prevent him from belting Restel across those of 30 mg acetylsalicylic acid—Lancet
the head—N. Virtue, 1990. (b) prevent + 1991; The Government ...is not attracted by
object + -ing (OED 1688- ): Two womenthe preventive function of licensing, viewing
climb up the iron bars, which are meant to it as overburdensome on trade—Statute Law
prevent people or animals falling under the Rev., 1991; 'We are being used, clearly, an
tram—J. Berger, 1972; Muscle relaxants that's unfortunate,' declares Arnold]. Schecter
could prevent an actual seizure recurring— professor of preventive medicine at the State
R. D. Laing, 1985; the Government now has University of New York at Binghamton—Sci
an enormous challenge on its hands if it is Amer., 1991. (preventative) When we hear
to prevent its new environmental awareness talk of a 'preventative strike' we must transbackfiring in its face—J. Porritt, 1989. (c) late that term into what it really means: a
prevent + possessive + -ing (OED 1841- ): surprise attack-V. Mollenkott, 1987 (US);
Either thefire-guardor his mother prevents If we happen to live near an airport... apart
his reaching thefire—H.T. Lane, 1928; his from the usual preventative measures such as
shoes were locked up to prevent his running double glazing and noise insulation to our
away—P. Fitzgerald, 1986.
homes, there is nothing we can do but try
See POSSESSIVE WITH GERUND 2(iii).
our best to live with it—Internat. Health &
Efficiency Monthly, 1990; Provides an overpreventable, -ible. The first is recom- view of current knowledge on genetic predismended: see -ABLE, -IBLE 3.
position to chemical toxicity, reviewing
preventive, preventative. Both words experimental ... evidence and considering
entered the language in the 17c. and the implications for preventative action and
they have been fighting it out ever since. future research—Koeltz Scientific Eks Catalog
Both are acceptable formations, and the 1992 (US); The All England Club had agreed
most that can be said is that the shorter to co-operate with the ban [of a spectator
form is the more frequent of the two from major tennis tournaments]. In the
(approximately 5:1 if computer print- end, no such preventative measures were neces
outs can be taken to be certain guides) sary—Times, 1993.
and is the one recommended here for
Both words are also used as nouns:
most contexts. An extensive search in (preventive) The ingestion of atabrine, the
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previous | princess

wartime substitute for quinine as a malaria primarily. In the OED (1909) stressed
preventive, has caused ears to ring for a only on the first syllable: thus /'prannarlifetime—P. Fussell, 1989; And ask about... ih/. But now, under AmE influence,
ivermectin—the heartworm disease preventiveincreasingly stressed on the second
you give to your dog once-a-month—Outdoor syllable: thus /prai'meanh/.
Life (US), 1990; Best wrinkle preventive
around: a good sunscreen wth an SPF of primary colours. 'Any of the colours
15 or higher—Homemaker's Mag. (Toronto), red, green, and blue, or (for pigments)
1993; (preventative) Merck's has been over- red, blue, and yellow, from which all
flowing for more than a decade ... with other colours can be obtained by mixing'
preventatives, mainly enzyme inhibitors, (COD, 1995). This definition, while in essence correct, inevitably fails to bring
which "block' or thwart many kinds of
out the immense complication of the
diseases—Kiplinger's Personal Finance, 1991
subject of colours and how we perceive
(US).
them. 'The study of colour falls within
See -ATiVE, -IVE.
the fields of physics, physiology, and psyprevious. For the construction in will chology,' reports the Oxford Companion to
consult you previous to acting, see QUASI- Art (1970). And it is to such works that
the reader must be referred. Experts in
ADVERBS.
the field consider red, green, and blue
pride. The common proverb Pride goeth (RGB) the true primary colours as defined
(or goes) before a fall is one of several originally by the physicist James Clerk
reductive versions of Prov. 16 : 18, Pride Maxwell (1831-79). These are the colours
goeth before [ = precedes] destruction: and anused in colour television and other simihautie spirit before a fall. Several other lar systems. The other set of colours are
variants, e.g. Pride must have a fall (John- technically referred to as the compleson, 1784), are listed in standard diction- mentary colours or, in non-technical
fields, as artists', or printers', primaries.
aries of proverbs.
The specific shades of 'red', 'blue', and
prie-dieu. PL prie-dieux, pronounced the 'yellow' were known by various names
same as the singular. See -x.
such as process red, process blue, blue-green,
process yellow, etc., but are defined in
priest. A priest is 1 an ordained minis- modern texts as magenta, cyan, and yellow.
ter of the Roman Catholic or Orthodox
primate /'praimeit/. 1 any animal of the
Church, or of the Anglican Church
(above a deacon and below a bishop), order Primates /prai'mertiiz/, the highest
authorized to perform certain rites and order of mammals, including tarsiers,
lemurs, apes, monkeys, and man.
administer certain sacraments.
2 an official minister of a non-Christian religion (COD, 1995)- Women who
are ordained ministers of the Anglican
Church are also called priests (the word
priestess being used only of female priests
of non-Christian religions). Cf. MINISTER;
PARSON; PASTOR.

priestess. See prec. and -ESS 5.
prima donna. 1 The first word is pronounced /'priima/ but in AmE sometimes
/'prima/.
2 The pi. is prima donnas.
prima facie. In BrE normally pronounced /.prarnia 'feiji:/. In AmE there
are several competing pronunciations:
/'prima/ or /'praima/ or /'priima/, /'feijiii:/ or
/'feiji:/.

2 an archbishop. The ordinary pi. for
both senses is primates /'praimeits/, i.e. is
not pronounced like the name of the
zoological order.
primer. The word meaning 'an elementary or introductory book' is always pronounced /'praima/ in Britain, but /'prima/
in America, New Zealand, and sometimes in Australia. It is interesting to
note that the OED (1909) gave priority to
the form with a short stem vowel. The
form with /i/ is preserved in Britain when
the word is used of a size of type.
primeval. Now the dominant, and recommended, form, not primaeval.
princess. As an independent word, usu.
stressed on the second syllable: thus
/prm'ses/. When used as a title (Princess

principal, principle | pristine
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Diana, Princess Margaret) it has an initial a joint prizing, the lockfinallysnapped—C.
capital and is stressed on the first syl- Dexter, 1983; Coupar felt as though the
wind was prising open hisribs—T.Winton,
lable: thus /'prmses/.
1985 (Aust); The hoard of money was prised
principal, principle. Confusion of the out of Blue Rabbit and hidden at the back of
two betrays inadequate instruction at an his football-boot locker—J. Trollope, 1990;
early age. The first is an adj. ( = first in We did not speak again or look at each othe
rank or importance) or a noun ( = a head, till the chest was prized open and the lid
ruler, or superior; also, numerous other raised—New Yorker, 1991. (pry) (All US) Le
senses including 'a capital sum as distin- them come unhouse me of thisflesh,and
guished from interest'). The second is pry this house apart—Marilynne Robinson,
only a noun, and means 'a fundamental 1981; Marilyn pried her hand from her
truth or law as the basis of reasoning or father's and slipped beneath the bed to board
action {arguing from first principles); (in a little boat—Phyllis Burke, 1989; she had
pi.) rules of conduct (a person without to pry Esther's tightly coiledfingersopen—M
principles)'.
Golden, 1989; The girl pried the lid from
the shoebox—Tom Drury, 1992.
prioritize. 'A word that at present sits
Pry is an early 19c. shortening of prise,
uneasily in the language', I commented
in vol. iii of OEDS (1982). The comment prize (verb), 'apparently through confusing the final consonant with the -s of the
remains valid (1996), except that perhaps
3rd pers. sing, present' (OED).
I could have indicated that the word
has remained locked in the jargon of
pristine. 1 The OED (1909) gave only
business managers, politicians, and /'pnstm/, i.e. with a short /i/ in the second
other officials, i.e. among people who syllable, but /'pnstiin/ is now usual. The
sometimes like to dress up their docu- stress is variable, and the second syllable
ments and speeches with high-sounding is sometimes pronounced /-stam/.
words. The word has not been found in
2 Before the 20c. the sense of the word
print before 1968.
in English usu. reflected that of Lpristinus
prior to. For its adverbial use ( = before), (belonging to olden times, antique,
see QUASI-ADVERBS. As a complex preposi- ancient, not new), and at the turn of
the century most uses of the word were
tion used instead of before, 'the phrase
commendatory. In the nature of things,
is incongruous, and ranks merely with
what is early and primitive is often
formal words, except in contexts involvjudged to belong to a golden age—an age
ing a connexion between the two events
when life was marked by simplicity, was
more essential than the simple time re- unspoiled and uncorrupted by civilizlation, as in Candidates must deposit secur- ation. Such uses are fully recorded in
ity prior to the ballot' (Fowler, 1926). In the OED. From there it is only a short
such contexts prior to means 'as a neces- step to transferred and weakened uses,
sary preliminary to'.
in which the emphasis is placed upon
Priscian. The phr. to break (or knock) spotlessness and newness. Such transPriscian's head (or pate) means 'to violate ferred uses of the adjective began to
the rules of grammar' (representing L appear in AmE in the 1920s and are now
diminuere Prisciani caput). It has a long widespread. They have attracted critihistory in English from Skelton (C1525) cism, particularly in British usage
onward, but is now seldom used. Prisci- guides. In The Spoken Word (1981) I therean's Institutiones grammaticae (early 6c. AD) fore advised BBC announcers and presenwas the most voluminous grammar of ters to restrict pristine to contexts in
which the meaning required was
his time, and was influential throughout
'ancient, primitive, old and unspoiled,
the Middle Ages.
e.g. a sage of some pristine era'; and to
prise (verb), to force (something) open avoid its use when the meaning required
or out by leverage, occasionally written was 'fresh as if new, e.g. the ground was
as prize, is a standard word in Britain. It covered with a pristine layer of snow'. Since
corresponds to AmE pry used in exactly then, on the evidence before me, it is
the same way. (In AmE, prize and prise becoming increasingly difficult to find
are also found, but the dominant form fault with many of the weakened uses. A
is pry.) Examples: (prise/prize) Then, with cross-section of typical examples follows:
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with oblong patches of pristine colour mark- possible. They are listed in the OED with
ing the erstwhile positions of the heavier 17c. examples (e.g. Nor was the design
furniture—C. Dexter, 1983; thinking of the improbable to succeed—Clarendon, 1647;
sour blackened brick of the place (scoured Tis probable to be the truest test—S. Butler,
clean to a pristine rust once more)—P. Lively,ai68o), and are marked rare and obsolete
1991; The most common subjects [of chil- respectively.
dren's china]... should be under £75 unless Cf. POSSIBLE 2.
they appear on uncommonlyfinepottery in
pristine condition—Antique Collector, 1992;probe (noun). 1 If an adjectival form
Laura pictured Mrs. House sitting here, look-is called for it would need to be spelt
ing out over her estate, using a pristine set probeable (despite the rules given under
of watercolors to render a sunset—AntonyaMUTE E) in order to distinguish it from
Nelson, 1992 (US).
probable.
2 The Russian probe was not able to
measure the lower 25 kilometres of the Venusian atmosphere, reported The Times in
1968. It was a newish use of the word
probe. The primary sense (from the 16c.
onward) ofprobe is a blunt-ended surgical
instrument for exploring the direction
and depth of wounds and sinuses. The
early 20c. extension of the word to mean
privative. In grammar, designating par- a small device, esp. an electrode, used
ticles or affixes that express privation or
for measuring, testing, etc., and the midnegation. The o- of amoral and aseptic (see
20C. extension of the word to mean an
1
A- ) and the in- of innocent (cf. L nocere 'to
unmanned exploratory spacecraft for obhurt') and inedible are privative, whereas
taining information about the nature of
the a- of arise and the in- of insist are not.
planets and other bodies in outer space
privilege. Thus spelt, not privelege or are natural uses of the word, and entered
the language unopposed. Less well reother erroneous spellings.
ceived has been the widespread 20c,
prize. See PRISE.
mainly journalistic, use of probe to mean
a penetrating investigation. Its appeal to
pro (professional). See ABBREVIATIONS 1.
journalists lies largely in its brevity and
PL pros: see -O(E)S 5.
therefore its suitability for use in headpro and con. PL pros and cons, reasons lines. See HEADLINE LANGUAGE.
or considerations for and against a proThe word usefully illustrates a way in
position, etc.
which a change has been made in the
probable. It is worth noting that presentation of definitions in desk dicwhereas the adjectives able, impossible, tionaries in the last quarter of the 20c.
possible, and unable may be idiomatically The traditional practice was to place the
used with a following to-infinitive, im- definitions in date order, i.e. the order
probable and probable may not. Thus we've was governed by the date in which parbeen able to verify that; it was impossible toticular senses entered the language.
tell; it's not possible to be sure; unable to Now, as the 8th edn (1990) of the COD
sleep under the blanket on the divan are allinforms us, the definitions 'are listed
idiomatic, but none of the adjs. could in a numbered sequence in order of
be replaced by improbable or probable. In comparative familiarity and importance,
such infinitival constructions, likely is with the most current and important
senses first'. As a result the meaning
normally used in place of probable and
unlikely in place of improbable: e.g. they 'a penetrating investigation' is now the
are just as likely to vote for Herr Kohl; it mustfirst numbered sense in the COD. In earlbe extremely unusual and therefore unlikelyier editions it appeared in mid-entry.
to happen again. The matter is scarcely The new technique is often questioned
worth mentioning except that construc- because of the difficulty of establishing
tions of improbable and probable with a to- which are in fact 'the most current and
infinitive as complement were formerly important senses' of modern words in
privacy. The OED (1909) gave only /'praivasi/ as the pronunciation, i.e. with /ai/
as in private in the first syllable. Since
then /'pnvasi/ has supplanted it as the
dominant form in Britain (cf. privilege,
etc.), but the older pronunciation is still
the usual one in English-speaking countries abroad, including America.

problematic, -atical | program, programme
our widespread and swiftly changing
language.
problematic, -atical. The shorter form
is the more common of the two in both
BrE and AmE sources, and there is no
clear difference in usage. See -IC(AL).
proboscis /prau'bDsis/: the medial c is
silent. The pi. is proboscises /-ISIZ/ or (esp.
in zoological work) proboscides /-idiiz/. The
forms reflect Gk 7tpoBocnas, -1Ô-, 'an elephant's trunk'. Its use to mean the human nose is merely jocular.
proceed. Thus spelt. Contrast procedure
and PRECEDE.

process (noun). The OED (1909) gave
precedence to /'proses/, i.e. with a short
vowel in the first syllable, but /'prauses/
is now standard in BrE. The standard
pronunciation in AmE is with /D/.
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professedly. Four syllables: see -EDLY.
professor. In BrE, a holder of a university chair, a university academic of
the highest rank. In AmE, a university
teacher who has the rank (in ascending
order of seniority) of assistant professor,
associate professor, or professor.
professorate /prafesarat/ and professoriate /.profi'SDinat/. Both words have
been used since approximately the mid19c. to mean either (a) the office of a
professor; professorship, or (b) the professorial staff of a university. In AmE the
second form is sometimes spelt without
the final e (professoriat).
professoress. It is recorded in use in
the 18c. and 19c. in the sense 'a female
professor (also occas., the wife of a professor)', but has now fallen out of use. See
-ESS

3.

process (intr. verb), to walk in procession, is a back-formation from procession.
It is pronounced /pra'ses/. The unconnected verb process meaning 'to treat
(food, esp. to prevent decay); to deal with
(data, etc.)' is pronounced like the noun
(see prec).

proffer (verb). The inflected forms are
proffered, proffering. See -R-, -RR-.

pro-choice. See PRO-LIFE.

prognosis. PI. prognoses /-si:z/.

proclitic. A word pronounced with so
little emphasis that it becomes merged
with the stressed word that follows it,
e.g. in some forms of regional English
down to the first half of the 19c, chill
from ich T + will; also, in modern English, at in at home, pronounced /taum/.

profile. The OED (1909) gives the pronunciations /'praufnl/ and /'praufil/ in that
order. The only standard pronunciation
now, namely /'praufail/, was first entered
in the COD in 1976. See -ILE.
prognosticate (verb). The corresponding adj. is prognosticable. See -ABLE, -IBLE
2(V).

program, programme. 1 (noun). There
is no doubt that the standard spelling
in BrE, except in computer language,
is programme and in AmE program (all
senses). But it was not always so. The
procrastinate. See PREVARICATE.
word, which is derived from Gk npôproctor. Thus spelt, not -ex.
Ypamia 'a public written notice', was
taken into English in the 17c. in the form
procuress, a woman who makes it her program, and was the form regularly used
trade to procure women for prostitution. by Walter Scott, Carlyle, and numerous
The word was first recorded in this sense other 19c. writers. One could reasonably
in the 18c. See -ESS 5.
have expected this spelling of the word
produce. Another example of a stress- to have survived in standard British use
contrast between the noun (first syllable) after the model of anagram, cryptogram,
and the verb (second syllable). See NOUN diagram, etc. Instead, from about the
beginning of the 19c, the French spellAND VERB ACCENT.
ing programme was adopted, and graduproem, a preface or prelude to a literary ally established itself except in the US.
work, is pronounced /'prauem/. The cor- In computer work in all English-speaking
responding adj. is proemial /prau'iimial/. countries, the spelling program is rouIt came into ME from OFr. pro(h)eme, ult. tinely used for 'a series of coded instrucfrom Gk npooi^iov, used in the same tions to control the operation of a
computer'.
sense.

progress | pro-life
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2 (verb). The inflected forms in BrE for
all uses (including those in computer
work) are programmed, programming; in
AmE either programed, programing or
with medial -mm-.
progress. In BrE the noun is pronounced /'praugres/ and the verb
/pra'gres/. See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT I .

neuter of the près, pple passive of TcpoXéysiv 'to say beforehand').
prolepsis. PL pmlepses /prau'lepsiiz/ or
/-'li:p-/. A rhetorical and grammatical
term derived from Gk KpôXr\\\iis 'anticipation'. It is used in English in four
main senses: 1 The anticipation and answering of possible objections in rhetorical speech, e.g. a passage beginning I
know it will be said that...

In AmE the dominant forms show the
same stress-patterns, but the noun is
normally pronounced with a short vowel
in the first syllable. When used transitively to mean 'to cause (work, etc.) to
make regular progress' (e.g. Welders to be
trained to make more tack items to allow
them to progress their own work to completion-Observer, 1978) the verb is usu. pronounced /'praugres/ in Britain.

2 The representing of a thing as existing before it actually does or did so, as
in Hamlet's exclamation when he was
wounded, I am dead Horatio. Also in
Keats's poem Isabella (1820):

progression.

i.e. the man who was afterwards their
victim.

See ARITHMETICAL, GEO-

METRICAL PROGRESSION.

So the two brothers and their murdered man
Rode past fair Florence.

3 The foreshadowing of events which
prohibit. In the sense 'to forbid, stop, take place at a later stage in the naror prevent (a person)' + a verbal con- rative, e.g. in the OE poem Beowulf the
struction, the historical sequence is as mention of the harmony at the court of
follows: (a) (first recorded in 1523) + to do Hrothgar is accompanied by a warning
a thing (e.g. The patients ...are peremptorily of treachery to come:
prohibited to bathe on Sundays-C. Lucas,
Heorot innan wzs
1756; Marshal Oyama prohibited his troops freondum ajylled; nalles facenstafas
to take quarter wthin the walls—cited, and peod-Scyldingas penden fremedon.
(Heorot within wasfilledwith friends; not
disapproved of, by Fowler, 1926). (b) (first
yet then had the Scylding people
recorded in 1840) + from doing something (e.g. There is no Act... prohibiting the
resorted to treachery.)
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs from 4 In informal English, contexts in
being in the pay of continental powers— which 'a noun phrase is positioned initiMacaulay, 1840). Type (a) is now rare and
ally and a reinforcing pronoun stands
probably obsolescent, and type (b) is the "proxy" for it in the relevant position in
standard construction.
the sentence' (CGEL 1985, 1778, where
the construction is actually called anprohibition. The h is now normally ticipated identification). Example: That man
silent (thus /.praui'bijan/) in this word, you spoke about, I saw him again this
but is fully sounded in related words in morning. Other sources use prolepsis of
which the main stress falls immediately different constructions, e.g. 'the anticiafter it, as in prohibit, prohibitive, etc.
patory use of adjectives, as in to paint the
town red' (COD, 1990). Cf. also Shakeproject. In BrE the normal pattern is speare's Timon of Athens rviii:
/'prt)d3ekt/ for the noun and /pra'd3ekt/
when loue
for the verb. See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT
Will o'er some high-Vic'd City, hang his poys
1. In other English-speaking countries
In the sicke ayre:
the noun is often pronounced /'praud3ekt/, but the type with a short vowel The air is not 'sick' until Jove introduces
in the first syllable is also found, esp. in his poison into it.
America.
pro-life. A term widely applied, at presprolegomena. A plural noun meaning ent esp. in AmE, to those who are op'introductory observations on a subject'. posed to a range of practices including
The singular, which is rarely used, is abortion, assisted suicide, euthanasia,
prolegomenon (from Gk TtpoXeyousvov, and the withdrawal of medical care or

prolific I pronouncedly
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nutrition to severely handicapped new- out its rival prominency (1645)- See -CE,
born babies and people in irreversible -CY.
vegetative states. It is contrasted with
the term pnxhoice, applied particularly promiscuous. Its minor 19c. colloquial
to those who support a woman's right use to mean 'carelessly irregular, casual,
to choose to have an abortion. A pro- random' (e.g. I walked in ... just to say
choice Catholic is an oxymoron, declared a goodmornin', and went, in a promiscuous
San Diego bishop in 1989. Others saw manner, up-stairs, and into the back room—
the matter in less clear-cut terms: e.g. Dickens, 1837) is being forced out of the
the oversimplified and cosmetized banners of language by its dominant sense '(of a
pro-life and pnxhoice—C. Grobstein in Bull. person) having frequent and diverse
Amer. Acad. Arts & Sri., May 1990. Both sexual relationships, esp. transient ones'.
terms came into common use in the promise (verb). In the sense 'assure,
1970s, joining some slightly earlier assert confidently' (i.e. not expressing a
terms of a similar kind, e.g. antx-abort\on\ future undertaking, etc.), promise is used
pro-abortion, right-to-lifelright-to-die. The de-only in the spoken language, and only
bates continue.
then in the phr. I promise you. Examples:
prolific. 1 The adj. is in common use, Why that's nothing more than a trick of the
but there is no consensus about the candlelight, Rosanna. I promise you, there's
choice of a corresponding noun. The pos- no blood on the crucifix—Islands (NZ), 1985;
sibilities are prolificacy (first recorded, ac- They were some bozo individuals, I promise
cording to the OED, in 1796), prolificalness you—New Yorker, 1986; 'Hey, you're making
(i860), prolificity (1725), and prolificness that up.' 'No, it's true, I promise you.'—M. du
(1698). Perhaps the first and the last are Plessis, 1989 (SAfr.); (Hannah) You mean
the least uncomfortable, but substitutes the game books go back to Thomasina's time?
such as fertility, fruitfulness, and produc- (Valentine) Oh yes. Further ... really. I protiveness are usually better solutions to mise you. I promise you—T. Stoppard,
1993. The use is recorded in the OED with
the problem.
15-19C. examples.
2 Prolific is properly applied to someone or something that produces (off- promisor. Thus spelt in legal language,
spring, literary works, paintings, etc.) in but -er in ordinary use.
great abundance. It is less safely applied
to what is produced, as in His works, which promissory. So spelt, not -isory. The
are prolific, include many which have beenstress falls on the first syllable.
translated into English (read (very) numer- prone. In the sense 'disposed or liable,
ous).
esp. to a bad action, condition, etc. (is
prone
to bite his nails)' (COD, 1990), prone
prologue. Another example of a word
showing a 20c. change of preference in is possibly being ousted by any of the
the length of the stem vowel. The OED following adjectives: apt, inclined, liable,
(1909) gave /'prolog/ as its first choice. likely. The OED provides abundant historiNow all UK dictionaries give only cal evidence, however, from the 14c. on/'praulDg/. The word is often spelt prolog ward for expressions such as prone to
in AmE. Whether written as prologuize or lechery, prone to idolatry, prone to meditation,
prologize, the (rare) corresponding verb (with a to-infinitive) prone to worship false
('to write or speak a prologue') retains gods, prone to err, prone to receive the faith,
its hard /g/ and its (long) diphthongal none of which sounds unnatural. And
the 20c. has produced a crop of formasound in the first syllable.
tions of the type accident-prone, violencepromenade. Pronounce /-aid/, not /-eid/. prone, drought-prone, etc. So the word may
In AmE, /-eid/ is the dominant pronunci- not after all be heading for extinction
in the sense and constructions given
ation.
Promethean. Stressed on the second
syllable: /pra'mi:0ian/. See also HERCU-

above. Cf. SUPINE.

pronounceable. Thus spelt. See -ABLE,

LEAN.

-IBLE 2 .

prominence (first recorded, according
to the OED, in 1598) has virtually driven

-EDLY.

pronouncedly has four syllables. See
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pronouncement is kept separate from
its morphological partner pronunciation
because the senses of the two words
do not overlap. The first means only
'declaration, decision' which the other
never does.

pronouncement | pronunciamento

to avoid repetition' (COD 1990). The definition is sound for most ordinary pronominal uses, so long as 'noun' is taken
to include 'noun phrase', and so long as
it is understood that the antecedent does
not have to be the exact semantic and
morphological equivalent of the pro[pronounciation]. An all-toocommon noun itself. CGEL (1985) cites examples
misspelling and mispronunciation of illustrating these two points: The man
PRONUNCIATION.
invited the little Swedish girl because he
pronouns, l "types of pronouns. Once set liked her (2.44); The clean towels are in the
down these are instantly recognizable. drawer if you need one [ = 'a clean towel']
(a) personal pronouns: I, me; we, us; you; (12.15). Jacques Barzun, in a work pubhe, him; she, her; it; they, them. The subjec- lished in 1985. claimed that 'there can
tive forms are given first, the objective be no proper link between a proper name
second. Where only one form is given it in the possessive case and a personal
does double duty, (b) possessive pro- pronoun: "Wellington's victory at
nouns: mine, yours, his, hers, its, ours, theirs; Waterloo made him the greatest name
my, your, his, her, its, our, their. The first in Europe" is all askew, because there is
group are principally used predicatively in fact no person named for the him to
(this is mine), and the second attributively refer to.' But substitute his for him and
or (to use the modern term) as deter- the difficulty disappears. Even with him
miners {my house), (c) reflexive pronouns: retained the reader (or listener) would
myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, oneself;
have no difficulty in making the necesourselves, yourselves, themselves, (d) demon-sary morphological adjustment.
strative pronouns: this, that; these, those.
It is clearly desirable that an anaphoric
(e) indefinite pronouns: all, any, both, each, (backward-looking) or cataphoric (foreither, none, one; everybody, nobody, some-ward-looking) pronoun should be placed
body; everyone, no one, someone; etc. (/)
as near as the construction allows to the
relative pronouns: that, which, who, whom,
noun or noun phrase to which it refers,
whose, (g) interrogative pronouns: what,
and in such a manner that there is no
which, who, whom, whose.
risk of ambiguity. Fowler (1926) cited a
There are also a number of'extended'
number of newspaper examples in which
pronouns and reciprocal pronouns (whatever, whichever, whoever, whosoever, etc.;the antecedent was too far away for
each other, one another); and also a number safety or in which ambiguity was posof illiterate (or regional) forms, e.g. his- sible. A more recent example: He knew
self, me ( = my), themself, theirselves, yous(e). something she didn't. He knew that two stuArticles on the majority of the pronouns dents were missing. A boy and a girl. Whether
may be found at their alphabetical together or otherwise was not yet clear. They
places, HE; I; ME; MYSELF; etc. See also AS; had last been seen standing by her car.
BUT; CASES. In these articles major points [Whose car?]—G. Butler, 1992. An exof disputed pronominal uses are pres- ample in which a character in a play
ented, and in particular the widespread is uncertain of the antecedent of the
use of the wrong case of pronouns (e.g. pronoun he: (Septimus) Geometry, Hobbes
It's goodbye from Delia and I) combined assures us in the Leviathan, is the only science
with wrong ordering (e.g. her and John God has been pleased to bestow on mankind.
are responsible for this). Most of the mis- (Lady Croom) And what does he mean by
takes arise from the fact that, unlike it? (Septimus) Mr Hobbes or Godl-T. Stopnouns, most pronouns have both a sub- pard, 1993.
jective and an objective form. Defaulters
are perhaps expressing a yearning for a
pronunciamento. An adaptation of Sp.
normalization of the rules affecting both pronunciamiento. Note that the second i
nouns and pronouns.
in the Sp. original is not retained in Eng.,
2 The role of pronouns. A pronoun is a nor the Sp. pronunciation of ci as /8j/
"word used instead of and to indicate a and mi as /mj/. PI. pronunciamentos: see
noun already mentioned or known, esp. -O(E)S 7.

pronunciation | pronunciation
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3 Disputed pronunciations. These are numerous. I listed more than a hundred
words with disputed pronunciations in
The Spoken Word (1981) and made recommendations in each case. They are dealt
with in this book at their alphabetical
places. Examples include apartheid, centrifugal, cervical, communal, contribute, controversy, decade, despicable, dilemma, disput
(noun), dissect, distribute, envelope, extraordinary, forehead, formidable, harass, homo1 Introductory. Guidance on pronunci- sexual, kilometre, medicine, municipal,
ation given in this book follows the sys- privacy, recondite, sheikh, sonorous, subsidtem of the International Phonetic ence, zoology. It should be borne in mind
Alphabet (IPA), and, in particular, that that the number of such words probably
version of it used in the Concise Oxford does not differ in any significant way
Dictionary (1990). It is based on the pro- from that at any given time in the past
nunciation of educated adults in the from OE onwards. It is worth noting,
south of England, i.e. is the version of for example, that one of the earliest
English usually called Received Standard dictionaries to provide pronunciations
(or Received Pronunciation (RP)). In most on a regular basis, John Walker's Prorespects, Received Standard coincides nouncing Dictionary (1791). added numerwith the version called Modified Standard, ous comments in support of his
i.e. the version spoken by educated recommendations for particular words,
speakers who have modified the pronun- e.g. under Envelope: 'This word signifying
ciation system they used at an earlier the outer case of a letter is always prodate in some other region of Britain or nounced in the French manner by those
in an overseas English-speaking country, who can pronounce French, and by those
so that the differences pass almost unno- who cannot the e is changed into an 0.
ticed by standard speakers. A great deal Sometimes a mere Englishman attempts
of information is provided where relev- to give the nasal vowel the French sound,
and exposes himself to laughter by proant about (a) pronunciations in standard
nouncing g after it, as if written ongvelAmE, and (b) about changes of stress and
ope.' And under Gymnastick: 'In this word
of particular sounds in the course of the
and its relatives we not unfrequently
20C in BrE. See e.g. the entries for (a)
hear the g hard, because forsooth they
leisure, lieutenant, liqueur, -lived; (b) armada,
are derived from the Greek. For the very
gynaecology, legend, margarine, metallurgy,same reason we ought to pronounce the
myth, pariàh, profile.
g in Genesis, geography, geometry, and a
2 Some general 20c. changes that have thousand other words, hard, which
occurred or are happening now in (RP) in would essentially alter the sound of our
BrE. (i) Under AmE influence, adverbs language.'
Nevertheless it still happens that nonending in -arily now mostly bear the
main stress on the -ar- (necessarily, pri- standard pronunciations occasionally
marily, etc.). See -ARILY. (ii) A number of turn up in the language of otherwise
words ending in -ies (e.g. rabies, scabies), standard speakers: for instance the failformerly pronounced as /-ii:z/, i.e. with a ure to pronounce the first c in Arctic and
two-syllabled ending, are now pro- Antarctic, and the failure to sound the
nounced with one, i.e. /-i:z/. (iii) Scientific first I in vulnerable or the /ô/ in clothes
words ending in -ein(e) (codeine, protein, /klauôz/.
etc.), formerly having a two-syllabled
4 Silent letters. The word-initial consonending, now have a monosyllabic one, ants in the combinations gn (gnash,
i.e. /-i:n/. (iv) The /o:/ that was dominant gnome, etc.), kn (knife, know, etc.), mn (mneat the beginning of the century in words monic), pn (pneumatic, pneumonia), ps
such as cross and loss has almost entirely (psalm, psychology, etc.), and wr (write,
given way to /D/. (V) In words ending in wrong, etc.) have remained resolutely
•eity (deity, homogeneity, spontaneity, etc.)silent in the 20c. So has interconsonantal
/i:/ has been widely replaced by /ei/.
t in such words as castle, epistle, and
pronunciation.

I 1 Introductory.
2 Some general 20c. changes that have
occurred or are happening now in RP in
BrE.
3 Disputed pronunciations.
4 Silent letters.
5 Words containing -ough.
6 Words containing a short 0 in stressed
syllables.
I 7 Proper names.
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propaganda | proper terms

propaganda is a 17c. loanword from
Italian, derived from the modL title Congregatio de propaganda fide 'congregation
for propagating the faith', at first a committee of Cardinals of the Roman Catholic Church having the care and
oversight of foreign missions, and later
5 Words containing -ough. These are dif- (late 18c.) applied to any association or
ficult for foreigners and pose occasional movement for the propagation of a parproblems even for native speakers. A ticular doctrine. In this extended sense
short list of typical words with the stand- it was sometimes treated as a neuter pi.
ard pronunciation in BrE of the -ough in ( = efforts or schemes of propagation)
each case: /Af/ enough, rough, slough (castwith singular propagandum. The dominoff skin), tough; /au/ dough, though; ant current sense (usu. derogatory), 'the
lull through; /au/ bough, plough, slough
systematic propagation of selected in(swamp); /Df/ cough, trough; /nk/ hough; formation to give prominence to the
/D:/ bought, ought; /DX/ or /Dk/ lough; views of a particular group; also, such
/a/ borough, thorough.
information', first emerged at the beginning of the 20c.
6 Words containing a short o in stressed
syllables. These are evenly divided
propel. The inflected forms are propelled,
between those always pronounced with propelling. See -LL-, -L-.
/D/ and those always pronounced with
/A/: /D/ brothel, column, compact, constant,
propellant (noun) is something that
honest, lozenge, mongoose; /A/ brother, propels.
colIt is reasonably familiar to the
our, company, constable (sometimes /D/),general public in the sense 'a substance
honey, dozen, mongrel. The combination
used as a reagent in a rocket engine to
ov is normally now pronounced /DV/ in provide thrust' (COD). The corresponding
adj., which is much less frequent, is
•Covent Garden, *Coventry, *hoveI, *hover,
novel, and sovereign; but /AV/ is still some- propellent 'propelling; capable of driving
times heard in those marked with an or thrusting (a space vehicle, etc.) forward'.
asterisk.
wrestle, except that the t is widely
sounded in pestle. The t is frequently
sounded in often. Americans pronounce
herb with the h silent, and a diminishing
number of people in Britain pronounce
hotel and humour with the h silent.

7 Proper names. Many proper names propeller, the only standard spelling
have a traditional pronunciation not in BrE for a revolving shaft with blades
easily inferred from their spellings. A used to propel a ship or aircraft, etc.
few examples are given below, but the Sometimes spelt propellor in AmE.
list merely skims the surface of a huge
problem. For authoritative guidance proper (adj.). Its use following the noun
about hundreds of others, readers are it governs, with the sense 'strictly so
referred to J. C. Wells's Longman Pronunci- called, actual' (e.g. Before beginning the
ation Dictionary (1990), and especially the story proper ...it is worth taking a moment
to look upwards, high above the teeming
BBC Pronouncing Dictionary of British Names
(2nd edn by G. E. Pointon, 1983). Althorp masses of rush-hour London where most of
(Northants) /'odtrap/; Beauchamp /'biitjam/; the story is set—B. Elton, 1991) is worth
Beaulieu /'bjuili/; Belvoir (place in Leics.) noting. The use of the word as an adv.
/'buva/; Caius (Cambridge college) /ki:z/; following verbs of talking is 'dial., vulgar,
Cherwell /'tjaiwal/; Cholmondeley /'tfAinli/; or slang' (OED): e.g. Perhaps she'll 'ave anCockburn /'kauban/; De'ath (surname) other go at teachin' me to speak proper, pore
soul—M. Allingham, 1952.
/di'aeG/; Viennes /famz/; Glamis /glaanz/;
Harewood (Earl and House) /'hccwud/; Home proper terms. The following list of
(Earl) /hjuim/; Keynes (family name) /kemz/; terms for groups of animals, etc., is reKeynes (in Milton Keynes) /kimz/; Leveson- printed from The Oxford Encyclopedic DicGower /'luisan 'gaua/; Magdalen(e) (the tionary (1991), Appendix 22. Terms
colleges) /'mordlm/; Marjoribanks /'martj- marked | belong to isth-c. lists of'proper
baenks/; Ruthven /'nvan/; Sandys /saendz/; terms', notably that in the Book of St
Wfclthamstow /'wodBamstau/; Waugh /wo:/; Albans attributed to Dame Juliana Barnes
Wemyss /wirmz/; Whewell /'hjuial/; Woburn (i486). Many of these are fanciful or
(Abbey) /'wu:b3m/; Wrotham /'ruitam/.
humorous terms which probably never

proper terms | prophetess
had any real currency, but have been
taken up by Joseph Strutt in Sports and
Pastimes of England (1801) and by other
antiquarian writers.
a
a
a
a
a

fshrewdness of apes
herd or fpace of asses
|cete of badgers
tsloth or fsleuth of bears
hive of bees; a swarm, drift, or bike of
bees
a flock, flight, (dial.) parcel, pod ( = small
flock), tfleet, or fdissimulation of
(small) birds; a volary of birds in an
aviary
a sounder of wild boar
a tblush of boys
a herd or gang of buffalo
a tclowder or tglaring of cats; a tdowt ( =
?do-out) or tdestruction of wild cats
a herd, drove, (dial.) drift, or (US & Austral.)
mob of cattle
a brood, (dial.) cletch or clutch, or tpeep
of chickens
a tchattering or tclattering of choughs
a fdrunkship of cobblers
a frag or frake of colts
a -jhastiness of cooks
a tcovert of coots
a herd of cranes
a litter of cubs
a herd of curlew
a ^cowardice of curs
a herd or mob of deer
a pack or kennel of dogs
a trip of dotterel
a flight, jdole, or tpiteousness of doves
a raft, bunch, or tpaddling of ducks on
water; a team of wild ducks in flight
a fling of dunlins
a herd of elephants
a herd or (US) gang of elk
a -^business of ferrets
a charm or fchirm of finches
a shoal of fish; a run of fish in motion
a cloud of flies
a fstalk of foresters
a -j-skulk of foxes
a gaggle or (in the air) a skein, team, or
wedge of geese
a herd of giraffes
a flock, herd, or (dial.) trip of goats
a pack or covey of grouse
a |husk or |down of hares
a cast of hawks let fly
an tobservance of hermits
a |siege of herons
a stud or jharas of (breeding) horses;
(dial.) a team of horses
a kennel, pack, cry, or tmute of hounds
a flight or swarm of insects
a mob or troop of kangaroos
a kindle of kittens
a bevy of ladies
a tdesert of lapwing
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an texaltation or bevy of larks
a |leap of leopards
a pride of lions
a ftiding of magpies
a tsord or fsute ( = suit) of mallard
a trichesse of martens
a |faith of merchants
a |labour of moles
a troop of monkeys
a |barren of mules
a jwatch of nightingales
a tsuperfluity of nuns
a covey of partridges
a tmuster of peacocks
a jmalapertness ( = impertinence) of
pedlars
a rookery of penguins
a head or (dial.) nye of pheasants
a kit of pigeons flying together
a herd of pigs
a stand, wing, or ^-congregation of plovers
a rush or flight of pochards
a herd, pod, or school of porpoises
a -|pity of prisoners
a covey of ptarmigan
a litter of pups
a bevy or drift of quail
a string of racehorses
an tunkindness of ravens
a bevy of roes
a parliament or jbuilding of rooks
a hill of ruffs
a herd or rookery of seals; a pod ( = small
herd) of seals
a flock, herd, (dial.) drift or trip, or
(Austral.) mob of sheep
a tdopping of sheldrake
a wisp or -jwalk of snipe
a |host of sparrows
a tmurmuration of starlings
a flight of swallows
a game or herd of swans; a wedge of
swans in the air
a herd of swine; a ^sounder of tame
swine, a tdrift of wild swine
a tglozing ( = fawning) of taverners
a tspring of teal
a bunch or knob of waterfowl
a school, herd, or gam of whales; a pod
( = small school) of whales; a grind of
bottle-nosed whales
a company or trip of widgeon
a bunch, trip, or plump of wildfowl; a
knob (less than 30) of wildfowl
a pack or trout of wolves
a gaggle of women (derisive)
a jfall of woodcock
a herd of wrens
prophecy /'proftsi/ shows the spelling
and pronunciation of the noun. The corresponding verb is prophesy /'prnfisai/.
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prophetess. See -ESS 5.

prophetess | prosopopoeia
propositioned him as he walked from work
toward the Tube—New Yorker, 1975. These
senses, esp. (b), now form part of the
ordinary fabric of the language.

proportionable, proportional, proportionate. The first of these adjs. is virtually extinct. The second and third are
synonyms, but (a) proportional is the only proprietor. Thus spelt, not -er.
possible word in several fixed collocations, e.g. proportional compasses (US di- proprietress. See -ESS 5.
viders), proportional parts, proportional
propylaeum (entrance to a temple;
representation; (b) proportionate tends to be specif, the entrance to the Acropolis
preferred when the context requires the in Athens). PL propylaea /-'lira/.
meaning 'proportioned, that is in due
proportion', e.g. heavy bombs cause damage proscenium. PL prosceniums (recommended) or proscenia. See -UM 3.
proportionate to their weight.

proposition (noun). It is worth record- proscribe. See PRESCRIBE.
ing that Fowler (1926), writing at a time
prosecutor (person who prosecutes, esp.
when the sense 'a matter or problem
in a criminal court). Thus spelt, not -er.
which requires attention (e.g. a tough
proposition, an attractive proposition, a busi- prosecutrix. A female prosecutor. For
ness proposition)' was widely felt in Britain the pi., see -TRIX.
to be an intrusive Americanism, sternly
remarked, 'it is resorted to partly be- proselyte. The noun means 'a person
cause it combines the charms of novelty converted, esp. recently, from one
and length, and partly because it min- opinion, creed, party, etc., to another'.
isters to laziness.' He wanted proposition In BrE the corresponding verb ( = to conto 'be brought back to its former vert (a person) from one belief, etc., to
another) is proselytize. In AmE the verb is
well denned functions in Logic and
Mathematics, and relieved of its new either proselytize or proselyte.
status as Jack-of-all-trades'. His advice,
prosody. Traditionally, and still today,
his admonitions, and his numerous illus- its primary sense is 'the theory and practrative examples (more than twenty, in tice of versification' and, in particular,
contexts where, it was claimed, proposal, 'the laws of metre'. The corresponding
task, undertaking, possibility, prospect, enter-adj. is prosodie /pra'sDdik/; and 'one skilled
prise, etc., would have been more suit- or learned in prosody' is a prosodist /'proable) have all gone unheeded. The noun sadist/. In linguistics, since 1949 in the
continues to be widely used in ordinary theories of J. R. Firth and his followers,
contexts in precisely the manner that prosody has established itself with the
Fowler found objectionable. Examples: meaning 'a phonological feature having
'Call this a store?' he would say. 'Call thisasa its domain more than one segment'.
paying proposition?'—A. Tyler, 1980: For a The OED adds a note: 'Prosodies include
quizzical, curious mind... adequate explana-the class of "suprasegmental" features
tions are too thin to suffice and tinkering such as intonation, stress, and juncture,
with the possibilities becomes an enticing but also some features which are reproposition—D. Shekerjian, 1990; Altering garded as "segmental" in phonemic
an alloy composition calls for relatively largetheory, e.g. palatalization, lip-rounding,
orders, but to adjust slightly the temper of a nasalization.'
work-hardening sheet alloy is a more feasible
proposition—Professional Engineering (UK), prosopopoeia /prpsapa'piia/. In use in
1992. The corresponding verb was first rhetoric since the 16c. as the direct desrecorded in America in the 1920s in two cendant of Gk 7tpoCTC07ro7toiia 'personifimain senses: (a) to make or present a cation', it means principally 'a figure in
proposition to (someone), e.g. While being which an inanimate or abstract thing is
propositioned by Lord Beaverbrook about be-represented as being able to speak'. As
coming thefilmcritic of the Evening Stand- a rhetorical device it was known already
ard, I nervouslyfilledin a yawning silence to the Anglo-Saxons (though not under
by telling this anecdote—Punch, 1967; (b) tothat name). In the OE poem The Dream
request sexual favours from (a person), of the Rood, for example, the True Cross
e.g. In Hyde Park, that black whore had speaks:

prospect I protagonist
Jyaet was geara iu, (ic part gyta geman)
past ic waes dheowen holtes on ende,
astyrede of stefne minum ...
(It was long ago (I still remember it)
that I was cut down at the edge of the
forest,
moved from my trunk ...)
The device is also employed in the OE
riddles, and in many a poem in later
centuries.
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'first' + ây(ùvioïf\s 'an actor') is the chief
personage in a play, and this single sense
is maintained in all scholarly work on
Greek drama. The deuteragonist (ôeuxspaycuviaxfjs) and tritagonist (xpitaycoviCTTi!?) take parts of second and third
importance.

2 Dryden seems to have been the first
user of the term in English: in the preface
to 'An Evening's Love' (1671) he wrote
prospect (noun). Regularly stressed in
Tis charg'd upon me that I make debauch'
all its senses on the first syllable. The Persons ...my protagonists, or the chief percorresponding verb ( = to explore a re- sons of the drama. The use became estabgion for gold, oil, etc.) is stressed on lished and many writers since Dryden
the second syllable (thus /pra'spekt/). See have used the word protagonist to mean
NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .
(in the pi.) 'the leading characters in a
play, story, etc' Examples: Living actors
prospectus. The pi. is prospectuses (not- have to learn that they too must be invisibl
withstanding the L pi. prospectus). See -us while the protagonists are conversing, and
2.
therefore must not move a muscle nor chang
prosper. The inflected forms are pros- their expression—G. B. Shaw, 1950: Both
stories deal with protagonists who hit bottom
pered, prospering. See -R-, -RR-.
who have slumped beyond hope—Literary R
prostate (gland). See note s.v. PROS- 1989; For all its revolutionary dramaturgy
TRATE ad finem.
the Ring is still a nineteenth<entury dram
honoring if not always living up to the requir
prosthesis (an artificial limb, etc.). The ment that consistent, coherent protagonist
pi. is prostheses /.pros'Gnsiiz/.
carry the action—Opera Q. (US), 1991prostrate (adj.) means (strictly) 'lying Sometimes protagonist is used in the sinface downwards', but also, more gener- gular to mean no more than 'character'
ally, 'lying horizontally', and, in trans- or 'actor' (in a novel, film, etc.); thus
ferred use, 'overcome, esp. by grief or used it is unerringly and controversially
exhaustion'. It is stressed on the first preceded by chief, leading, or main: e.g
syllable: thus /'prDstrert/. For the corres- Price's "Smiley" is Dr David Audley, the c
ponding verb the stress moves to the protagonist of 17 previous novels—Oxford T
second syllable: thus /prD'strert/. Cf. SU- day, 1990; He chose Nicholson for lead pri
PINE. Examples of the adj.: The leader marily because he thought he possessed the
increasingly assumed divine and imperial at'on-screen presence that was needed to brin
tributes, and any recalcitrants were locked in the main protagonist in thisfilm,the part o
church for days and days until they were allJonathan, alive—John Parker, 1991.
prostrate--W. Weaver, 1986; Among those
3 From the first half of the 19c, the
often listed as alpines or rock plants are a
word has been applied, both in the singunumber of prostrate or low-growing perenlar and the plural, to 'a leading person
nials or shrubs—Garden Answers (UK), 1990;
in any contest or course of events; a
Gavin Hastings had charged upfield and at
prominent supporter or champion of
a subsequent ruck Carminati clambered in
any cause'. Examples: If social equity is
and stamped twice on the prostrate John
not a chimera, Marie Antoinette was the
Jeffrey—Independent on Sunday, 1990; He
protagonist of the most ... execrable of
was obsessed ...by the prostrate, naked, and
causes—J. Morley, 1877; Strong opposition
callipygous corpse in the foreground—NY Rev.
to more cuts in public expenditure were voic
Bks, 1991.
at a meeting of the Cabinet on Tuesday. T
Care should be taken to distinguish
protagonists were Mr Crosland ... Mr Shor
prostrate from prostate. The second (in full
... and Mr Benn—Times, 1976; This year t
prostate gland) is a gland surrounding the
season has been characterized by the duel
neck of the bladder in male mammals.
between the McLaren and Ferrari teams wh
protagonist. 1 In Greek drama the pro- protagonists are Senna and Prost—Ronda
tagonist (rcparcaycovioTrjs, from npéxos Iberia (Iberia Airlines), 1990.
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protasis | protestant

4 Early in the 20c, speakers and writ- several standard alternatives are availers, ignoring the etymology of the word, able and should be preferred, e.g. advocseem to have perceived protagonist as ate, proponent, and supporter.
being formed on the Latin prefix pro/'protasis/. The clause ex'for, in favour o f and therefore to think protasis
pressing the condition in a conditional
of the word as meaning 'a proponent,
sentence, e.g. the i/-clause in If I can come
advocate, supporter (of a cause, idea,
I will or I will come if I can. Cf. APODOSIS.
etc.)', as opposed to an antagonist. A. P.
PI. protases /-si:z/.
Herbert caught the mood in his What a
Word] (1935): I have heard with horror . . . protean (adj.). Pronounce /prau'tiian/.
that the word 'protagonist' is being used
The OED (1909) gave only first-syllable
as if it were pro-tagonist—one who is for stressing (thus /'prautian/), and this prosomething, and opposed to ant-agonist, one nunciation is still preferred by many
who is against it. Examples of 20c. uses standard speakers. (The word is the adj.
of protagonist, including examples which corresponding to Proteus, in Gk mythare not clearly distinguishable from ology a sea-god able to take various forms
those in para. 3 and others (in para. 2) a t Will.) Cf. HERCULEAN.
preceded by leading or main: A protagonist
of and expert on the Added Value concept-Jrnlprotector. Thus spelt, not -ex. See -OR.
RSA, 1979; Hart, its leading protagonist in protectress. A female protector. See
recent times, clearly saw [that] it sets a limit-ESS 5.
on the means allowed in pursuit of moral
ideals—J. Raz, 1986; For the past year a protégé /'pn)te,3ei/. In this and the corcampaign has been waged for my political responding feminine form protégée, the
liquidation. The main protagonist in this hasaccents should be retained in printed
work.
been Slobodan Milosevic—Independent, 1990;
The protagonists on both sides of the contro-protein.
Now always pronounced
versy over the future of London's archaeolog-/'prautim/, but the OED (1909) gave it three
ical service ... have a case to answer—R. syllables, /'prautiim/.
Cramp, 1991.
protest. 1 The noun is stressed on the
5 Recommendation. It is easy to see how
first syllable and the verb on the second.
the development of senses occurred once
See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .
the word had come into the ordinary
2 The transitive use of the verb in the
vocabulary of people who knew nothing
of the nature of Greek drama. In English sense 'to protest against (an action or
literature the protagonists are the chief event); to make the subject of a protest'
actors in a play or the main characters has been widely accepted in AmE
in a work of fiction. In political life throughout the 20c. and is beginning
the protagonists are those who play a to make slow inroads in other Englishspeaking areas. But it is far from being
prominent part in the great debates and
a
natural use in BrE. Some recent exissues that divide peoples and nations.
In such contexts, and also in the realms amples: There were Maori customers toying
of business, trade, banking, etc., prot- with European attire and passionately protestagonist may properly be used of those ing the cost-M. Shadbolt, 1986 (NZ); Anawho hold opposing views on important toly Koryagin, who has been imprisoned for
matters. It is understandable that such protesting the use of psychiatry for political
purposes—New Yorker, 1987; But I must proprotagonists will sometimes be called
test this latest twist from law—USA Today,
chief, leading, main, or principal, though
1988; The ruin of Belfast's Black Mountain
such uses have a whiff of pleonasm about
protested by the local communitythem. Further than that one should not
Independent, 1991go. In contexts that call for a noun meaning 'one who is not antagonistic to, one protestant. In its religious sense always
who is for or in favour of a specified belief written with an initial capital and proor set of beliefs', i.e. taking the element nounced /'protistant/. In its occasional
pro- as the equivalent of that used in, for non-religious use to mean simply 'a proexample, pnxhoice or pro-life, protagonist testing person', it is sometimes proshould not be used. For such contexts nounced with the stress on the second

protester | provost
syllable. But protester is the normal word
in this sense.
protester. Thus spelt, not -or.
Proteus (Gk sea-god; a changing or inconstant person or thing). The dominant
standard pronunciation now is /'prautias/
rather than /'prautjuis/.
prototype. See-TYPE.
protractor (geometrical instrument).
Thus spelt, not -er.
protrude. For the adj. meaning 'capable
of being protruded', protrusible is perhaps
preferable to protrudable. Related adjs.
are protrudent and protrusive (protruding)
and protrusile (of a limb, etc., capable of
being thrust forward).
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conducting necessary seroprevalence studies
has proven politically problematic—Daedalus
1989 (US); Some of our predictions were
proven correct, but others just as obviously
were not—H. S. White, 1990 (US); Traditionally those who aspire to the main board
of ICI have proven themselves on the way there
as successful chief executives—Independent,
1991.
See DISPROVEN.

provenance, provenience. The first
(which is stressed on the first syllable) is
the BrE form for 'the place of origin of
a manuscript, work of art, etc.', and the
second (stressed on the second syllable)
is its AmE equivalent.

provided (that), providing (that), in
the type Provided that/Providing that he had
a good book to read, he did not mind how
provable. Thus spelt, not proveahle. See much it rained the phrases provided thatj
providing that are compound subordinate
MUTE E .
conjunctions introducing conditional
proved, proven. Middle English de- clauses. In slightly less formal contexts
veloped two distinct infinitives from OF that is often omitted, and then proprover (ult. from L probâré), namely proven videdlproviding may be regarded as quasiand preven (or preoven). In standard Eng- conjunctions. All four types have a long
lish prove alone survives with pa.t. and
history in English, as the OED shows:
pa.pple proved. In Scotland and some provided that, illustrative examples from
northern dialects of England the pattern C1460 onward; provided 1604- ; providing
preve, pa.pple proven survived, the pa.pple that 1423- ; providing 1632- .Some modbeing usually pronounced /'prauvan/. Cf. ern examples: (provided (that)) Provided,
cleavelcloven, weavejwoven. In Sc. law the only provided, that it not be that one, or
verdict not proven is a central concept. In anything like it—M. Bradbury, 1987; In
the rest of the UK the form proven, usu. summer he will show visitors around the
pronounced /'pruivan/, is occasionally chapel provided he likes their faces and they
used beside proved in non-legal contexts are not wearing shorts—Linguist, 1992; (proboth as a pa.pple and as an attributive viding) It works well enough providing I keep
adj. In AmE proven is at least as common my blanket round me—]. Winterson, 1987;
as proved in both parts of speech. The Kids are actually as tough as old boots. Providordinary BrE form proved is shown in ing they're fed and watered and have at least
the following examples: Four cheeses were one primary attachmentfigure,they tend to
chosen to spearhead the consumer packs, and survive-Metro (NZ), 1988; With your help, I
initial results have proved positive—Grocer,would like to do just that [sc. meet my
1988; Attempts at winning environmental father], providing he's still alive—Chicago
controls ... have so far proved of only limited Sun-Times, 1988. In such contexts, and in
effectiveness—Natural World, 1988. Ex- those given in the OED, the meaning
amples of proven: (attrib. adj.) Anchor's ranges from 'on condition that', 'on the
proven track record with aerosol products led undertaking that', or 'in case that' to 'if
to the introduction of... a non-dairy dessert only'.
topping—Grocer, 1988; His love of precise
dates and proven facts-N. Shakespeare, province. For synonyms, see FIELD.
1989; (pa.pple) That Uncle was a susceptible proviso. PI. provisos. See -O(E)S 6.
and sometimes hallucinated reader is proven
by his enthusiasm for the books he urged on provost. In the names of the officers
me—S. Bellow, 1987 (US); Medical science of the military police often pronounced
has utterly proven the case in this issue- /pra'vau/ (after Fr. prévôt), AmE /'prauvau/.
Sunday Times, 1987; in the United States ... In all other senses /'provast/.
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prox. Abbreviation of next.
proximo (abbrev. prox.) is still occasionally used in commercial letters = 'of next
month' (the seventh proximo). It is a
shortened form of L proximo mense 'in
the next month*. See COMMERCIALESE.

prox I psychological moment
psittacosis, psychiatry, psychopath, psycho'
logy) are now pronounced with initial /s/,
not /ps/.
pseudonym. See NOM DE GUERRE. The

desire to remain anonymous when writing to newspapers is widespread, particularly in small, far-off provincial
prude makes prudish (not prudeish). See towns. I have before me the letters page
of a 1989 issue of the daily newspaper
MUTE E.
in my birthplace in New Zealand. Of the
prudent, prudential. While prudent eleven letters printed, only three carry
means having or showing prudence, cir- the name of the writer. The remaining
cumspect, judicious, prudential means eight use mundane pseudonyms such as
pertaining to, or considered from the Why Pay the Rates (our streets are negpoint of view of prudence, characterized lected), Interested Observer (complaining
by forethought (prudential motives). To about the paucity of cricket pitches for
call an act prudent is normally to com- women), and Pussy Willow (expressing
mend it; to call it prudential is more often shock at the number of cats brought to
than not merely to say that it involved the vets to be put down). My impression
prudence. But the distinction is not al- is that this practice is far less widespread
ways clear-cut.
in Britain, though for letters about
highly sensitive matters that might enprunella. For the meaning of leather or danger the correspondent the letters ediprunella, see LEATHER 2.
tor sometimes permits the use of the
formula Name and address supplied.
prurience, pruriency. Both mean an
unhealthy interest in sexual matters, but psychic, psychical. The second of
prurience is the more common of the two. these, used in the sense 'of or pertaining
See -CE, -CY.
to the soul or the mind, as distinguished
from physicaV, is much the earlier of the
pry. The intransitive verb pry, meaning two adjs. The earliest example of psychical
to inquire impertinently (into some- in the OED is one of 1642 from the work
thing secret or private), is first recorded of the Cambridge Platonist Henry More
in the 14c. and is of unknown origin. It (1614-87). Psychic, by contrast, has not
is to be carefully distinguished from the been found in print before 1836. Both
dialectal and AmE verb (first found in words survive and are interchangeable
print in the 19c.) of the same spelling, in many contexts, but, to judge from
meaning to force open or out by leverage. the length of their respective entries in
See PRISE.
standard modern dictionaries, psychic is
much the more resilient of the two. The
PS, abbrev. of postscript. A second post- shorter form is preferred in matters to do
script is PPS, and a third PPPS. No one, with the occult (telepathy, clairvoyance,
except in jest, writes more than three etc.), and is obligatory when applied to
postscripts.
a bid in bridge 'that deliberately misrepresents the bidder's hand' (COD). On the
ps-. The OED (1909) described the drop- other hand the collocation psychical reping of the p sound as 'an unscholarly search is somewhat more often used than
practice often leading to ambiguity or psychic research, at least in Britain.
to a disguising of the composition of the
word*. Fowler (1926) hoped that 'With psychological moment. This familiar
the advance of literacy the pronunci- phrase ( = the most appropriate time for
ation of the p in words beginning thus achieving a particular effect or purpose)
is likely to be restored except in psalm arose in French during the German siege
and its family, e.g. in the compounds of of Paris in 1870. French journalists used
pseud(o)- and such important words as the phr. le moment psychologique to render
psychical and psychology.' Nothing of the the German phr. das psychologische Mokind has happened and all English words ment through confusion of der Moment
beginning with ps (e.g. psalm, pseudonym, 'moment (of time)' with das Moment

psychosis | punctuation
'operative factor, momentum'. The phr.
then passed into English journalistic use
in its erroneous sense, and has tenaciously remained in the language, condemned, if at all, merely as an overused
expression.
psychosis. PI. psychoses /-si:z/.
pt-. The OED (1909) expressed a preference for the p to be fully pronounced in
all such Greek-derived words (pterodactyl,
Ptolemaic, ptomaine, etc.), but implied that
a silent p was acceptable in the fanciful
misspelling ptarmigan (derived from
Gaelic tàrmachan). But, as in words beginning with pn- and ps-, the p is now always
silent, despite the fact that it is pronounced in all the relevant words in
French, German, and other European
languages.
ptomaine. Now normally pronounced
/'taumem/ or /tau'mem/, but not always so
in the past. The word was first blunderingly formed (as ptomaina) in It. by Professor Selmi of Bologna (OED): 'As the Greek
combining stem is nxcauax-, the correct
form of the word is ptomatine.' The OED
(1909) gave a three-syllabled pronunciation for ptomaine: /pt-, 'taumeiam/, and
regretted 'the rise of the illiterate pronunciation /tau'mem/ like domain'.
pub. See ABBREVIATIONS 1 .

publicly is the standard form of the
adv., not publically.
pucka. See PUKKA.
pucker. The inflected forms are puckered,
puckering. See -RR-, -R-.
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puissant (a literary or archaic word
meaning 'mighty, powerful'). The pronunciation recommended is /'pwiisant/,
but /'pjunsant/ is also used.
pukka (genuine). Spelt thus, not pucka,
pukkah. See SAHIB.
pulley (noun). The pi. is pulleys. Used as
a verb, the inflected forms are pulleys,
pulleyed, pulleying.
pullulate. Pronounce /'pMjulert/.
pulque (Mexican fermented drink). Pronounce /'pulkei/ or /'pulki/.
pummel (verb). See POMMEL.
pun. A standard account of puns—the
good, the bad, and the indifferent—is
provided in Tony Augarde's Oxford Guide
to Word Games (1984), esp. pp. 204-15.
Puns have been used in Western countries from earliest times. Aristotle approved of them in some kinds of writing.
Pope Gregory I (C540-604) famously described English slaves as Non Angli, sed
angeli 'not Angles, but angels'. Shakespeare is said to have used about 3,000
puns in his plays, among them Mercutio's dying words in Romeo and Juliet, aske
for me to morrow, and you shallfindeme a
graue man. Catherine Winkworth, in
Punch 18 May 1844, set down the message
Gen. Sir Charles Napier supposedly sent
after he had conquered the Indian province of Sindh in 1843—Peccavi (Lat., I have
sinned). These are celebrated examples.
Each one of us has a store of private
puns and the ability to make new ones.
Rhetoricians like them and give them
fancy names (see PARONOMASIA). Journalists like them, especially in headlines
(see HEADLINE LANGUAGE). Schoolchildren

with the same sense, but the first with
a plural, the second with a singular,
construction. See -UM 2.

adore the near-puns built into riddles:
(Question) What is an ig? (Answer) An
Eskimo house without a loo. Puns will doubtless continue to be a feature of the language in the centuries that lie ahead.

puggaree (Indian turban; helmet scarf).
The spelling recommended in OUP house
style. The word is derived from Hindi
pagrx.

Punchinello. PI. Punchinellos. See -O(E)S
7-

puisne. Like puny, pronounced /'pjuini/.
It is derived from Fr. puis né 'born afterwards', hence 'inferior'. A puisne judge
is a judge of a superior court inferior in
rank to chief justices (COD).

punctuation. See AMPERSAND; APOSTROPHE2; BRACKETS; COLON; COMMA; DASH; EXCLAMATION MARK; FULL STOP; HYPHENS;
ITALICS; QUESTION MARK; QUOTATION
MARKS; SEMICOLON.

pudenda, pudendum are both used

punctilio. PI. punctilios. See -O(E)S 4.

punctum I purport
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punctum

(in biology). PI. puncta. See

2 The noun. Its normal uses, meaning
'the ostensible meaning of something;
the sense or tenor (of a document,
pundit. The normal transliteration of speech, etc.)', cause no particular probthe Hindi original is pandit, and this lems. Its value as a word is that it is
spelling (without the subscript dots) is non-committal: it refrains from either
used in printed work (with a capital endorsing or denying, but instead lightly
initial) when prefixed to the name of a questions (the truth of a statement,
learned Hindu (Pandit Nehru). But pundit etc.).
and punditry are used in general con3 The verb. Uses of the verb are more
texts, and are the only spellings admiscomplicated, and opinions vary widely
sible when the reference is to a (nonabout the acceptability of some of the
Indian) learned expert or teacher.
20C. constructions. First, a few words on
its history. It first appeared in the 16c,
pupa. PI. pupae /'pjurpi:/.
used transitively in the senses 'have as
pupil. For the derivatives the recom- its purpose; express' (e.g. I... enclose copies
mended spellings are pupillage, pupillar, of letters ... purporting some of the above
pupillary, rather than the spellings with facts, 1780). This construction is no
longer idiomatic. A transitive use with
single -I-. See -LL-, -L-.
a relative clause, however, first recorded
purchase. As a substitute for buy in 1693, is still standard (e.g. It purports
(goods for money), purchase is to be that some one from Oxfordshire... applied to
the College of Arms to have his title recognised,
classed among FORMAL WORDS. But in
figurative use (the victory was purchased 1858). Constructions in which purport is
at great cost) it is not open to the same followed by an infinitive, and meaning
objection.
'(of a document, book, etc.) to profess
or claim by its tenor', first appeared
purée (pulped vegetables, fruit, etc.). towards the end of the 18c. and are still
Thus spelt (with accent). Pronounce valid (e.g. This epistle purports to be written
/'pjuarei/.
after St. Paul had been at Corinth, 1790; The
Declaration which purported to give them
puritanic, puritanical.
Both words entire freedom of conscience, 1849; A letter
came into use in the 17c. The shorter purporting to have been written by you,
form is now hardly ever encountered,
1870). Less idiomatic is such a constructhe normal words being puritanical or tion headed by (the name of) a person
puritan (adj.). Examples: (puritanic) There (e.g. Jack Downey... who purported to accomare other factors ... behind these puritanic pany the presidential party and to chronicle
landscapes of domestic bliss, and over- its doings, 1884). (Examples from the OED.)
mathematicized architectures—Architectural Fowler (1926) watched these tradiRev., 1934; (puritanical) Both [D. H.] Lawr-tional constructions being further exence and Catherine came from puritanical, tended in the newspapers of his day, and
conventional and smothering families—J. did not like what he saw, esp. developMeyers, 1990 (US); Gould's aesthetic was ments in the use of purport with a followuncompromisingly puritanical and severe, yeting passive infinitive: e.g. Many extracts
his playing is never cold or dispassionate- from speeches purported to have been made
London Rev. Bks, 1992.
by Mr Redmond are pure fabrications; He
had no information of a Treaty between Japan
purlieu. PL purlieus, with the final letter
and Germany purported to have been made
pronounced /z/. See -x.
during the war. He judged that supposed
purloin is a jocular or formal word for would have been the better word in each
case. He also thought that purport itself
'steal, pilfer'.
should not be used in the passive. And
he believed that the subject of purport
purple makes purplish. See MUTE E.
should only in rare circumstances be
purport. 1 The noun is stressed on the a person. He then cited some 'normal'
first syllable, /'p3:po:t/, and the verb on examples and some 'illegitimate' ones:
the second, /pa'pait/. See NOUN AND VERB (normal) The story purports to be an autobiography; the Gibeonites sent men to Joshua
ACCENT 1 .
-UM 2 .

purpose I pur sang
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purporting to be ambassadors from a far purposefully, purposively, purposely.
country; (illegitimate) Sir Henry is pur- A careful examination of dictionary deported to have said 'The FA. are responsible finitions of these three words and of the
for everything inside the Stadium'; She pur- corresponding adjectival forms of the
ports to find a close parallel between the first two will throw light on some of
Aeschylean Trilogy and The Ring.
their differences, but reveals also much
4 Present-day constructions of the verb. overlapping of meaning and use. The
The main present-day types are shown in sturdiest of them all is purposely 'on purthe following examples: The revolutionary pose, by design', which entered the lanintellectual purports to believe ... that the guage in the 15c. (e.g. he purposely avoided
Utopian ideal of unalienated existence canall reference to his ex-wife). Both purposeful
only be realised through violent struggle—P. 'having a definite purpose in mind, inFuller, 1986; That it purports to be contem- tentional' and purposefully are mid-igc.
porary seems to be given away by the fact creations. So too is purposive 'serving or
Murphy has stickers like 'No Nukes' on thetending to serve some purpose', while
windshield of his boneshaker—Punch, 1986;the adverb purposively is a 20c. word
He even hesitantly claimed a near-sighting of(1908- ). Purposive was taken over by psyhis own, recalling that he had seen 'what chologists in the 1880s with the meaning
purported to be a saucer phenomenon'—JL 'relating to conscious or unconscious
Ferguson, 1991; Sonenscher deconstructs al- purpose as reflected in human and anmost every concept, and the 'reality' to whichimal behaviour or mental activity' (OED),
it purports to refer—French History, 1991; and it is in psychological work that the
The paper purporting to demonstrate cold word principally turns up (e.g. The befusion is a case in point—New Scientist, 1991;haviourists, with the exception of Tolman,
Those who purport to describe educational rejected purposive explanation, because they
issues should not promulgate miseducative avoided all reference to consciousness, sub
stereotypes—TES, 1991; More recently, thejectivity, ideas, or mind—Oxford Companio
Family Court of Australia held in contempt to the Mind, 1987)a layman who falsely purported to be a law- Examples of purposeful, purposefully:
yer—D. Pannick, 1992. As it happened, (purposeful) During the hour ... they had
the OED electronic database contained transformed a restless bunch of chewing, penexamples of the passive construction be cil-tapping,fidgeting,chattering inattentive
purported to only in AmE sources: e.g. bundles of undirected energy with an attenThey were purported to be massive particles tion span of about 10 seconds into a purwith a unipolar magnetic charge-T. Ferris, poseful class—TES, 1990; Prussia's civil servi
1988; Set in what was purported to be mod- and even that of France were models of purern-day California, it was about a family ofposeful efficiency compared with Britain's pa
lively young nowsters who dressed in flowerytronage recipients down to the Age of
jumpers—], and M. Stern, 1992.1 have not Reform--W. D. Rubenstein, 1991; She had
found any examples of purport with a discovered her purposeful, almost lithographic
following passive infinitive, a construc- prose style—NY Mag., 1992; (purposefully)
tion greatly disliked by Fowler (see He proceeded ...to fashion for himself... a
course all his own, made up of Latin, Frenc
above).
and English with a special view to following
5 Conclusion. It would appear that the words from one language to another, until
language is gradually admitting some one saw dimly how language worked and
uses of purport not recorded in the OED how purposefully it drifted-W. Sheed, 1985;
and others that were disliked by Fowler. Beatrix was carrying a wicker basket over on
It is a classic example of a verb continu- arm and as he watched she set offpurposefully
ing to vie for space with its near-syn- down the drive—D. Simpson, 1987; Skeins
onyms, e.g. ttUege(d), claim, have the of wild geese moving purposefully across the
appearance of being, repute(d), and sky—Gourmet (US), 1990.
suppose(d), and having a mixed reception
from standard speakers as the linguistic pur sang. Adopted from Fr. in the mid19c, this adjectival and adverbial phr.
battle takes its course.
meaning 'of the full blood, without adpurpose (noun). For clauses of purpose, mixture, genuine' is often used after a
noun: e.g. It is in fact possible to be a
See FINAL CLAUSE.
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pursuant | pyrrhic

sociologist pur sang and not a black (white, putter. See POTTER.
yellow, piebald, Scots, Croat, Methodist, Muspyaemia (type of blood-poisoning). Thus
lim, etc., etc.) sociologist-TLS, 1975.
spelt, but AmE pyemia.
pursuant. The phrase pursuant to is repygmaean adj. Thus spelt, not pygmean.
garded by modern grammarians as a
complex preposition and by an older Pronounce /pig'miran/.
school (including the editors of the OED)
pygmy. For etymological reasons (cf.
as a QUASI-ADVERB. It is more or less
restricted to law, and means 'under, in L pygmaeus, Gk nvyuaîos (adjs.) 'dwarfaccordance with': e.g. Appellant is a state ish'), the better spelling, rather than
prisoner incarcerated in the Louisiana State pigmy.
Penitentiary... pursuant to a 1964 aggrav- pyjamas. The standard spelling in BrE,
ated rape conviction—B. A. Garner, but pajamas in AmE.
1987).
pyorrhoea (dentistry). Thus spelt in BrE,
pursuivant. Now conventionally Anglibut pyorrhea in AmE.
cized to /'p3:srvant/, but at the beginning
of the 20C. normally pronounced with a
pyramidal. Pronounce /pi'raemidal/.
medial /w/, /'p3:swrv8nt/.
pyrites. Pronounce /pai'rartiiz/.
purulent. Pronounce /'pju:rulant/.
pyrrhic1, of a victory won at too great
purveyor. Thus spelt, not -ex.
a cost to be of use to the victor, is named
Pushtu. An occasional variant of PASH- after Pyrrhus of Epirus, who defeated
the Romans at Asculum in 279 BC but
TO.
sustained heavy losses.
put. In shot-put (athletics), shot-putter, and
2
shot-putting, the standard pronunciation pyrrhic (noun and adj.). Used of a metof the medial -u- is /u/, not /A/. See rical foot of two syllables, both of which
are short (in Gk) or light (in Eng.). Thus
PUTT.
tune and in | When in \ disgrace \ with For
putrefy (to go rotten). Thus spelt, not
I tune and \ men's eyes (Shakespeare's
-ify.
Sonnet 29). Some prosodists, however,
putt. In golf always pronounced /pAt/, regard pyrrhic as an unsafe concept in
the scanning of English verse. For exboth noun and verb. Cf. PUT.
ample, the line just given could be inputtee /'pAti/, strip of cloth wrapped terpreted as I When in dis \ grace with \
round each leg as part of army uniform. Fortune and \ men's \ eyes |, or as | When
Thus spelt, though derived from Hindi m I disgrâce \ with For \ tune ând \ men's
eyes \.
pom.

Qq

qua /kwei/. This useful word is in origin pictures—S. Brett, 1979; James Kirkup's po
the ablative feminine singular of L qui about Jesus ...is... an indefensibly bad po
*who'. One of its several meanings in qua poem—London Rev. Bks, 1981; Dress
Latin is 'in virtue of the fact that'. It was an Armani suit... and espadrilles, he pla
adopted in English in the 17c. as a useful a cop qua existential hero-literary Rev.
link-word (it is variously described as an 1989. As to assigning it to a part of
adverb, a preposition, and a conjunction speech, qua seems to coexist as a conin standard English dictionaries) mean- junction and an adverb but hardly as a
ing 'in the capacity or character or role preposition. And as to usage, as is often
as'. Fowler (1926) thought that it should the better choice of word, qua word.
be restricted to contexts in which 'a
person or thing spoken of can be re- quad. See ABBREVIATIONS 1.
garded from more than one point ofview quadrate. Stressed and pronounced the
or as the holder of various coexistent same as adj. and noun but differently
functions, and a statement about him as verb: thus (adj. and noun) /'kwixlrat/;
(or it) is to be limited to him in one (verb) /kwD'drert/. See PARTICIPLES 5.
of these aspects: Qua lover he must be
quadrennium, a period of four years.
condemned for doing what qua citizen he
The L original is quadriennium, but the
would be condemned for not doing; the lover
aspect is distinguished from another as- first i has been lost in English under the
pect in which he may be regarded. The influence of other 'period of X years'
two nouns (or pronouns) must be pres- words, such as decennium, millennium, sep
ent, one denoting the person or thing tennium. So too quadrennial adj.; cf. the L
in all aspects (he), and the other singling type *quadriennialis (not recorded).
out one of his or its aspects (lover, or
citizen).' WDEU (1989), on the other hand, quadriga (chariot drawn by four horses
cites several examples in which qua is harnessed abreast). Now normally proused between two identical nouns as 'a nounced /kwD'driiga/, but, earlier in the
somewhat more emphatic synonym of century (OED, 1904; Fowler, 1926) only
/-'draiga/. PL quadrigae /-gi:/.
as', e.g. a key to any one poem qua poem—L.
MacNeice, 1941. It also cites examples of quadrille. Now always pronounced
the less common type in which qua does /kwa'dnl/, but, earlier in the century (OED,
not occur between repeated nouns, e.g. 1904; Fowler, 1926) and still in AmE,
It cannot, quafilm,have the scope of a large
optionally also /ka'dnl/.
book—J. Simon, 1974.
quadrillion, a thousand raised to the
Both descriptions are sound, as the fifth (or formerly, esp. in BrE, the eighth)
following string of examples from good power (1015 and 1024 respectively) (COD).
20c. sources will show: Earth closets, too.
Do they exist qua earth closets? No—K. Mansquadroon. See MULATTO 2.
field, 1920; the presence of actual words is
quagmire.
The pronunciations
apt to confuse any estimate of the evocative
/'kwDgmaia/ and /'kwaeg-/ are equally acpower of the music qua music—C. Lambert,
1934; Qua phonetician, de Saussure has ceptable.
no
interest in making precise the notion of spequalify. 1 For 'has the defects of his
cies-R. S. Wells, 1947; took at the sky ... qualities' see HACKNEYED PHRASES.
What is there so extraordinary about it? Qua
2 The corresponding adj. is qualitative
sky?-S. Beckett, 1956; I don't think that
/'kwDlitatrv/, not qualitive. See -ATTVE, -IVE.
'Hard Times' is a particularly good novel
qua novel, whatever it may be as a social Cf. QUANTITATIVE.
document—Broadcast, 1977; Wayland Ogtlqualm. Pronounced /kwaim/, no longer
vie's dissatisfaction with the pictures qua
optionally as /kwo:m/.

quandary | question
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quandary. Now normally pronounced
quarto. PI. quartos. See -O(E)S 6.
/'kwondan/, no longer also as /kwDn'dean/.
In other words it has firmly joined the quasi. The recommended pronuncigroup of words in which -ary is un- ation is /'kweizai/, not /'kwaizi/.
stressed (aviary, boundary, burglary, etc.),
as opposed to those in which -ary is quasi-adverbs. A smallish group of
stressed (canary, AmE ordinary, etc.). Cf. adjectives are idiomatically used in such
a manner as almost to fall into the broad
VAGARY.
class of adverbs. They are therefore called
quantitative has been fighting it out quasi-adverbs, and by some grammarwith quantitive for more than three ians complex prepositions (because they
centuries, but there can be no doubt
are invariably followed by a simple prethat the longer form has been, and still position). Some of the main quasiis, the dominant one of the two. See adverbs are according to, contrary to, irre-ATIVE, -IVE.
spective of, preliminary to, preparatory to,
previous to, prior to, pursuant to, subsequent
quantum. In physics a quantum (pi.
to. The type is shown in he was rolling up
quanta: See -UM 2) is a 20c. term for 'a
his sleeves preparatory (not preparatorily) to
minimum amount of a physical quantity
punching the other boy; He did it contrary
which can exist and by multiples of
(not contrarily) to my wishes (note that
which changes in the quantity occur'
neither differentfrom nor opposite to can be
(OED). A quantum jump, which can be
used in this manner). Further comments
small or large, is simply 'an abrupt transmay be found under some of the words
ition between one stationary state of a
at their alphabetical place. See also DUE
quantum system and another'. In popTO; OWING TO.
ular use, since the 1950s, and, from the
1970s, in the form quantum leap, the phr. quassia (S. Amer, evergreen tree). The
has been gleefully and endlessly used in pronunciation recommended is /'kwoja/.
general contexts to mean 'a sudden large
increase'. It is one of the most striking quat. This sequence of letters is not
POPULARIZED TECHNICALITIES Of t h e 2 0 C .
always pronounced the same. It is /kwDt/
quarrel (verb). The inflected forms are in quatrain and squat. In unstressed iniquarrelled, quarrelling (AmE usu. quarreled, tial position (quaternary, quaternion) it is
/kwat-/, except that in quatorze it is /kat-/.
quarreling). See -LL-, -L-.
In quatercentenary and quattrocento it is
quart(e) (fencing). See CARTE.
/kwaet-/. In aquatic it is normally /-kwaet-/,
(though my personal preference is
quarter.
1 Hyphening. The practice /-kwDt-/). In quatorzain and quatrefoil it is
shown in COD 1990 is as follows: quarter usually /'kaet-/.
day, quarterdeck, quarter-final, quarter-hour
(but more commonly quarter of an hour), quatercentenary. See prec, and CENquarter-light, quartermaster, quarter ses- TENARY 2.
sions.
2 In phrases of time, value, etc; there quatorzain, quatrain, quatrefoil. See
is considerable flexibility of idiom: a QUAT.
quarter of an hour, a quarter to eleven (AmE
a quarter of eleven, and, regionally, a quattrocento /.kwaetrau'tjantau/. (Also
quarter till eleven), with nearly quarter of anwith a capital initial.) The style of It.
hour to spare, quarter-past eleven, be there art of the 15c, i.e. 1400-99. See QUAT;
by quarter to are all (except the bracketed TRECENTO.
AmE ones) standard in BrE. So are for a
queer. See GAY.
quarter of the price, for quarter of the price,
for a quarter the price, and for quarter the querist, a questioner, a person who asks
price.
questions. This word, first recorded in
quarter (verb). The inflected forms are the 17c, is now rapidly passing into
restricted, mostly literary, use.
quartered, quartering. See -R-, -RR-.
quartet, quartette. The shorterformis

question. 1 For LEADING QUESTION, see

now usual. See DUET.

that article.

question mark | quiet
2 For the order of words in indirect
questions (He asked what he was to do,
etc.), see INDIRECT QUESTION.
3 See BEG THE QUESTION.

4 For the question as to, see AS 12.
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colloq. constructions'-OEDS, 1982). Examples of a thin line of current colloquial uses: Come quick!; the 'get-rich-quick
society; quick-frozen food; (formerly, message on makeshift beach hats) Kiss Me
Quick.

question mark. The mark of interro- quid (slang, = one pound sterling). The
gation in English, represented by the pi. is unchanged (it cost mefivequid).
sign ? 1 Its ordinary use is shown in the
following examples: What time is it? ; What quiescence, quiescency. Both words
does the word empathy mean?; Ah, did you entered the language in the 17c, and
once see Shelley plain, And did he stop and mean the same, but quiescence has always
speak to you And did you speak to him been the dominant word of the two. See
again?. The next word should normally -CE, -CY.
begin with a capital letter.
quiet (verb). In the sense 'to reduce
2 The question mark should not be to quietness, to soothe (a person, an
used after indirect questions, e.g. He
emotion, a disturbance, etc.)', quiet has
asked why I was there; He asked whether I
been used transitively since the 16c. (e.g.
would come with him; I was asked if I would
The unexpectedness of this departure from the
stay for dinner.
routine at first disquieted but then quieted
3 The question mark and the exclam- us all—M. Lindvall, 1991; Bishop regularly
ation mark (!) are normally easily distin- quiets the butterflies by reassuring himself
guishable in function, e.g. How often does that his new job is no different, really, from
it happen?; How seldom it happens! Some- the old one—NY Times Mag., 1992). From
times, especially in popular writing, the the late 18c, chiefly in N. America, it
two are combined for emphasis: How has also been used intransitively (e.g. The
often must I tell you?!
effect of the drugs is often dramatic, with the
4 A question mark may be placed be- children quieting down, paying attention to
fore a word, etc., whose accuracy is in their schoolwork and in some cases doing
doubt, e.g. Thomas Tallis (?1505-85); Phnom better in school—Sci. Amer., 1974; And some
Penh is the capital of Cambodia (? Kampu'times, at night, when everything had quieted
down ...he would lie supine and evoke the
chea).
one and only image—D. Nabokov, 1986; I
5 A question mark is not needed after didn't last that long as a rowdy drunkard,
certain types of requests, e.g. Would pas- and when I switched to opiates at least I
sengers now on platform 2 please move to quieted down—New Yorker, 1992).
platform 3 if they wish to join the 8.50 train As one of the later -EN VERBS FROM
for Reading and intermediate stations.
ADJECTIVES, quieten emerged in the early

6 A tag question (e.g. He's much taller 19c. as a transitive verb and in the late
now, isn't he?) must always be followed 19c. as an intransitive one (commonly
with down). It has not had an easy jourby a question mark.
ney: 'To "quieten" the children is not
questionnaire. Now almost invariably English,' said a writer in The North British
pronounced with initial /kw/, not /k/. The Review, 1844; 'quieten, whether as transimain stress falls on the last syllable.
tive or as intransitive, is a superfluous
word,' said Fowler in 1926. But, in BrE
queue. The inflected verbal forms are at any rate, quieten is now a comqueues, queued, queuing (or queueing).
monplace verb (used either transitively
or intransitively) and any stigma atquiche. See TART.
tached to it for something like a century
quick has a long history in standard has gently disappeared. Examples: Bause as an adv. (first recorded in the 13c. paiji related the story in outraged tones, rockand used, for example, by Shakespeare, ing the baby to make it quiet, while Dhunmai
Milton, Locke, and Dickens), but now quietened down herself—B. Desai, 1988; Arhas restricted currency ('This use is now nica also helps to calm and quieten the upset
usually avoided in educated speech and child—Health Shopper, 1990: By the time thi
writing, though found in some standard issue of The Linguist reaches our Members,
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quiet I quite

business activity in the UK and other parts 3 The most important modern develof Europe will have quietened down for the opment of quite, however, is its use in a
summer months—Linguist, 1993.
weakened or 'down-toning' sense,
'rather, to a moderate degree, fairly'.
quiet (noun), quietness, quietude. The This use surfaced in the 19c. but became
first is much more commonly used than established, esp. in BrE, in the 20c. The
the others, and quietude the least often result is that quite can potentially mean
of the three. Quiet means principally 'si- either 'completely' or 'fairly'. For exlence, stillness, tranquillity' (the quiet that ample, in Alan quite approves of my literary
sometimes precedes a storm; a period of peace efforts (Nigel Williams, 1985), the contexand quiet). Quietness is 'the condition of tual meaning is 'really does approve'.
being quiet or undisturbed' (the quietness But in the social archaeologist quite often
of a congregation at prayer). Quietude, a needs to use the techniques of the locational
formal synonym of quietness, means 'the analyst (Geographical Jrnl, 1983) the constate or condition of being quiet, textual meaning is probably 'fairly
peaceful, or calm' (the Coventry Canal (of often'. The sense 'somewhat, fairly' tends
more interest today to the industrial archae-to occur most frequently with what are
ological than to the lover of rural quietude)—called gradable adjectives (those that
C. Dexter, 1989; Their two and one-half may be modified by more, less, or very):
acres retain a bucolic quietude—Angeles (US),
e.g. the book is quite interesting; the music
1991).
was at times quite loud; he was quite generous
with his money. By contrast, when used
quincentenary. See CENTENARY 2.
with adjectives that are not normally
quintet, quintette. The shorter form is gradable (e.g. different, enough, excellent,
impossible), quite usually means 'comnow usual. See DUET.
pletely, totally': e.g. he still had quite
quire. See CHOIR.
enough work to live on—P. Fitzgerald, 1980;
it would be quite impossible for me to know
quit (verb). The pa.t. and pa.pple are you—E. Jolley, 1980; It's very hard to imagine
either quit (esp. in AmE) or quitted.
a child growing up with quite different beliefs—P. Fitzgerald, 1986; You needn't feel at
quite. 1 A colloquial use that often
puzzles or amuses visitors to Britain is all awkward about approaching other pubthe use of quite (or quite so) to express lishers. In fact, I think you were quite right
agreement ( = 'I quite agree') with a pre- to—London Rev. Bks, 1988. But there are
vious declarative statement: e.g. 'The Min- plenty of examples that do not clearly
ister should have resigned.' 'Quite.' Other accord with this 'rule': e.g. I'm bound to
ways of expressing agreement exist (e.g. own that it was quite nice being telephoned
by lots of young ladies—Times, 1986. (How
precisely, exactly, (yes,) indeed, rather (somewhat oldfashioned, BrE), right (AmE), ab- nice?) In the spoken language the intonasolutely, etc.), but quite, quite so, and rather tion can usually clarify the difference
are the ones that are likely to be re- between quite nice ( = reasonably nice,
garded as distinctively British by but I've known better) and quite nice ( =
very nice). In the written language only
visitors.
the immediate context holds the key to
2 Used with a noun preceded by the the meaning of such a sentence as It was
indefinite article, quite traditionally quite awkward for me to arrange to come
meant 'completely, entirely': e.g. You are a here (P. Fitzgerald, 1986).
humourist... Quite a humourist—]. Austen,
4 When quite is used with a preceding
1816. This use has dropped out of the
literary language, but survives in in- can't or don't and is followed by an infiniformal contexts in the 20c, often im- tive, it is normally a 'downtoner': e.g.
plying emphatic, and occasionally When you care enough, but can't quite say
ironic, commendation: e.g. We had us a it; Many people don't quite know how to react
party last night—quite a party—D. Divine, when someone dies.
1950; Well now, that's quite something. Thank The difficulties lying behind the coryou—N. Blake, 1958; It had been quite a rect use of quite are plain to see, but,
week and I wanted a day of relaxation—R, paradoxically, most educated people
Crossman, 01974seem to have no particular problem in

quiz I quotation marks
using or understanding the word in its
various constructions and meanings.
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an extract ends with a point or exclamation or interrogation sign, let that point
be included before the closing quotation
quiz. See-z-,-ZZ-.
mark; but not otherwise. When there is
one quotation within another, and both
quoin, quoit. Pronounce /kam/, /kort/.
end with the sentence, put the punctuation mark before the first of the closing
quondam. This Latin word meaning
quotation marks. Examples: 'The passing
'formerly)' has been used in English as
crowd' is a phrase coined in the spirit of
adv. and adj. since the 16c, but is hardly
indifference. Yet, to a man of what Plato ca
ever encountered now except as an attri'universal sympathies', and even to the plain
butive adj. applied to persons. Examples:
ordinary denizens of this world, what can h
The memory of her quondamfiancéon his
more interesting than those who constitute
knees—S. Mackay. 1984; she saw all male
'the passing crowd'?; If the physician sees you
members of her quondam department as pereat anything that is not good for your body,
secutors—A. S. Byatt, 1990. Cf. ERST, ERSTto keep you from it he cries, 'It is poison!' If
WHILE; LATE, etc.
the divine sees you do anything that is hurtfu
quorum, the number of members whose for your soul, he cries, You are lost!'; "Why
presence is needed to make proceedings does he use the word "poison"?'; But I boldl
cried out, Woe unto this city!'; Alas, how fe
valid. PI. quorums. See -UM 1.
of them can say, 'I have striven to the very
quota, a share, the number allowed, utmost'!
etc. PI. quotas.
Thus, marks of exclamation and interrogation are sometimes included in and
quotation marks (also called inverted sometimes follow quotation marks, as
commas). The placing of quotation marks in the sentences above, according to
varies from publishing house to pub- whether their application is merely to
lishing house, and each system has its the words quoted or to the whole senown validity. What follows is a slightly tence of which they form a part. The
adapted version of the OUP house style sentence-stop must be omitted after ? or
as set out in Hart's Rules. 1 General, (a)! even when the ? or ! precedes the closing
Whenever a poetic quotation is given a
quotation marks. In regard to other
line (or more) to itself, it is not to be marks, when a comma, full point, colon,
placed within quotation marks; but or semicolon is required at the end of a
when the line of poetry runs on with the quotation, there is no reason for perpetuprose, or when a number of quotations ating the bad practice of their undiscrimfollow one another and it is necessary to inating inclusion within the quotation
distinguish them, then quotation marks marks at the end of an extract. So place
are to be used, (b) Insert quotation marks full points, commas, etc., according to
in titles of essays: e.g. Mr Brock read a the examples that follow.
paper on 'Description in Poetry'. But omit
(i) Example: Our subject is the age of Latin
quotation marks when the subject of the literature known as 'Silver'. The single word
paper is an author: e.g. Professor Bradley Silver, being very far from a complete
read a paper on Jane Austen, (c) Quotation sentence, cannot have a closing point
marks may be used to enclose slang and belonging to it: the point belongs to the
technical terms. They should not be used whole sentence and should go outside
with house names or public houses: the quotation marks:... known as 'Silver'.
Chequers, Cosicot, the Barley Mow. (d) Single (ii) If the quotation is intermediate
marks are to be used for a first quotation; between a single word and a complete
then double for a quotation within a
sentence, or it is not clear whether it is
quotation. If there should be yet another a complete sentence or not, judgement
quotation within the second quotation it must be used in placing the final point:
is necessary to revert to single quotation We need not follow a multitude to do evil'.
marks.
The words quoted are the greater part
2 Relative placing of quotation marks and of a sentence—[Do not] follow a multitude
to do evil—but not complete in thempunctuation. All signs of punctuation
used with words in quotation marks selves, so do not require their own closmust be placed according to the sense. If ing point; the point therefore belongs to
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quote I quoth

the main sentence, and is outside the quoted, introduced by quite a short
quotation marks. Similarly in: No one phrase, it is better to attach the closing
should 'follow a multitude to do evil', as thepoint to the long sentence: Jesus said, 'Do
Scripture says; Do not follow a multitude to not think that I have come to annul the Law
do evil'; on the contrary do what is right. and the Prophets; I have come to fulfil them.'
Here the comma and semicolon do not (Not '...to fulfil them'.)
belong to the quoted words and are out(vi) Where more than one sentence is
side the quotation marks.
quoted, the first and intermediate sen(iii) The quoted words may be a com- tences will naturally have their closing
plete sentence but the closing point points within the quotation, and the last
must be omitted because the main sen- sentence should do so also: Moses told
tence is not complete: You say 'It cannot you: 'Do not kill. Do not steal. Do not commit
be done': I say it can. Here the colon clearly adultery.' (Not '... adultery'.)
(vii) When a quotation is followed by
belongs to the main sentence, forming
the punctuation between You say and I a reference, giving its source, in parsay, and is therefore outside the quota- entheses, if it is a complete sentence,
the closing quotation mark is placed
tion marks.
(iv) When a quotation is broken off according to the above rules, before the
and resumed after such words as he said, parenthesis, and there is another closing
if it would naturally have had any point inside the parentheses: 'If the
punctuation at the point where it is writer of these pages shall chance to
broken off, a comma is placed within meet with any that shall only study to
the quotation marks to represent this. cavil and pick a quarrel with him, he is
Example: The words to be quoted are: It prepared beforehand to take no notice
cannot be done; we must give up the task. In of it.' (Works of Charles and Mary Lamb,
quotation this might appear as: 'It cannot Oxford edn, i.193.)
be done,' he said; 'we must give up the task.' (viii) Where marks of omission (or,
Note that the comma after done belongs more rarely, etc.) are used, they should
to the quotation, which has a natural be placed within the quotation marks if
pause at this point, but the semicolon it is clear that the omitted matter forms
has to be placed after said and hence part of the quotation.
outside the quotation marks. On the
3 American English. The most significother hand, if the quotation is continu- ant difference of practice is that in the
ous, without punctuation at the point types shown in 2(ii) above American pubwhere it is broken, the comma should
lishers would normally place the final
be outside the quotation marks. Ex- quotation mark outside the full point:
ample: The words to be quoted are: Go We need not follow a multitude to do evil'
home to your father. In quotation these Similarly, in American style: He believed
appear as: 'Go home', he said, 'to your in the proverb 'Dead men tell no tales.'
father.' The comma after home does not American publishers are also likely to
belong to the quotation and therefore reverse the procedure described in the
comes after the quotation marks. These first sentence of i(d) above, i.e. to use
rules, though somewhat lengthy to state double marks for a first quotation and
in full, are simply instances of the single ones for a quotation within a
maxim—place punctuation according to quotation.
sense.
(v) The quoted words may be a com- quote (verb) makes quotable. See MUTE
plete sentence which ends at the same E. The formulaic pair quote . . . unquote
point as the main sentence: He said curtly, used in dictation to introduce and term'It cannot be done.' Logically, two full inate a quotation is first illustrated in
points would be required, one inside the the OED in 1935.
quotation mark belonging to the quoted
quotes (pi. noun). In copy-editing desentence, and one outside belonging to partments, printing houses, etc., quotes
the main sentence. In such cases the is used as the abbreviated form of'quotapoint should be set inside the quotation tion marks'. See ABBREVIATIONS i(b).
marks (as ! or ? would be) and the point
closing the main sentence omitted. In quoth. See ARCHAISM. In origin it desparticular, when a long sentence is cends from OE cwzS he said (pa.t. of

Qur'an | q.v
cweÔan to say). When used, for example
in historical novels, it is always placed
before the subject, e.g. Quoth an inquirer, 'Praise the Merciful!'—Browning,
1884. Now pronounced /kwauO/.
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Qur'an.

Now a frequent spelling in

English of KORAN.

q.V. Abbreviation of (L) quod vide "which
see'.

Rr
beginning of the century, some thirty
years before the now-dominant term ra'
rabbet (carpentry). The better spelling, cism. Both terms are used of discriminarather than rebate.
tory behaviour by authorities or groups
(governments, police, employers, etc.)
rabbit (noun). For Welsh rabbit (or rarebit),
against people on grounds of colour,
See WELSH RABBIT.
religion, or nationality. Linguistic racism
rabbit (verb). The inflected forms are is typified by the use of derogatory terms
for ethnic groups, e.g. Abo, Chink, Frog,
rabbited, rabbiting. See -T-, -TT-.
honkie, Hun, Jap, kike, nigger, Oreo, wog,
rabies. Now always pronounced as two wop. And the fecundity of abusive racial
syllables, /'reibiiz/, but the OED (1904) and terminology is neatly underlined by a
Fowler (1926) gave it as three, /'reibiiiz/. passage in the novel High Cotton (1992)
See -IES; PRONUNCIATION 2 (ii).
by the black American writer Darryl
Pinckney: and predicted that I would come
race. In its ethnic sense 'a tribe, nation, to no good among the no-accounts, burror people, regarded as of common stock', heads, shines, smokes, charcoals, dinges, coons,
race entered the language in the late 16c. monkeys, jungle bunnies, jigaboos, spagingyand had considerable uncontroversial spagades, moleskins, California rollers,
currency until the 20c. (the British race, Murphy dogs, and diamond switchers. He
the German race, the Tartar race, etc.). Now,liked to be shocking.
as OEDS (1982) remarks, "The term is
The phenomenon is by no means conoften used imprecisely; even among fined to white English-speaking people.
anthropologists there is no generally ac- As far as I can determine, name-calling
cepted classification or terminology.' In is a universal phenomenon, but the
practice, the word has retreated rapidly offensive names are often squeamishly
and is now largely replaced by such omitted from dictionaries by the lexicowords as nation, peopk(s), and community. graphers of many foreign countries. See
As a minor curiosity, the ultimate origin ETHNIC TERMS.
of the word race is obscure. We know
that it was adopted from French race rack in rack and ruin means 'destruction'
(earlier rasse) C1570, and that it had
and is normally so spelt in this phrase
entered French from earlier It. razza. in BrE. One of nine homonymous nouns
Cognates exist in most European lan- and seven homonymous verbs, it is a
guages (Sp. raza, Ger. Rasse, etc.) but etym- spelling variant of wrack (OE wrxc) 'damologists have found no pre-i4c. evidence age, disaster, destruction'. This rack is
for the word in any European language. not etymologically related to the rack =
framework, that = instrument of torraceme, racemose. Pronounce /ra'siim/, ture, that = an awkward gait of a horse,
/'raesi.maus/.
a rack of lamb, not to the verb rack in
rack one's brains, and numerous others.
rachitis (rickets). Pronounce /ra'kartis/.
The word of the same sound meaning
racial /'reijal/. Formed in English in the 'seaweed' is spelt wrack. All the com1860s by tacking the suffix -ial on to rac(e), plexities of this exceedingly complicated
the word swiftly gathered momentum in word cannot be set down here: spare an
the 20C. as it was used to qualify such hour (at least) to consult a large dictionwords as prejudice, discrimination, equality, ary, esp. the OED.
minority, conflict, segregation, and tension
racket is the recommended spelling
in our bitterly divided age.
for the bat used in tennis, squash, etc.,
racialism, one of the key words of rather than racquet (cf. Fr. raquette), but
the 20C, entered the language at the if your instinct leads you to prefer racquet
r. See INTRUSIVE R; LINKING R.

racoon | rallentando
no one is going to quarrel with you
about it. The game played by two or four
persons in a four-walled court is always
written as rackets in BrE but usu. as racquets in AmE. The unrelated word racket
meaning (a) a disturbance, (b) a fraudulent scheme, has no variant spelling.
racoon is the customary spelling in BrE
for this furry NAmer. nocturnal carnivore, but raccoon in AmE. The word was
first adopted in the 17c. from an American Indian language (Algonquian).
raddle. See RUDDLE.

raddled, the usual spelling of the adj.
applied to a person, meaning 'unkempt,
run-down in appearance'.
radiance, radiancy. The second is rare,
but is occasionally drawn on for metrical
or rhythmical reasons. See -CE, -CY.
radiator. Thus spelt, not radiater.
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raise, rear (verbs). The first is esp. common in AmE of the cultivation of plants
(to raise corn), the breeding and rearing
of livestock (to raise cattle), and of the
bringing up of children (to raise children);
but rear is also used of livestock and
children (to rear a child), and bring up of
children (to bring up a family of four). In
BrE, raise is sometimes used in all three
senses, but the more usual terms are
to cultivate or to grow (plants), to rear
(animals), and to bring up (children).
raise, rise (nouns). An increase of salary
is called a raise in AmE and a rise in BrE.
raise, rise (verbs). In almost all of their
numerous senses, raise is transitive (raise
prices, raise money, raise an army, raise an
objection, raise hopes, etc.) and rise is intransitive (he rose to his feet, prices have
risen, he rose from the ranks, to rise in arms,
etc.). It is worth noting, however, that
historically (15-18C.) raise was interchangeable with certain senses of rise in
BrE, and that such uses persist in some
regional forms of AmE (the Mississippi is
raising; the prices of rent have raised 10 per
cent in the last two years).

radical as noun and adjective is always
spelt thus in its main senses. The noun
radicle is (a) the part of a plant embryo
that develops into the primary root; (b)
a rootless subdivision of a nerve or vein raison d'être.
This loanword from
(COD). The adjectival form of radicle in French means not merely 'reason' but 'a
sense (a) is radical.
purpose or reason that accounts for or
justifies or originally caused a thing's
radio. PI. radios. See -O(E)S 4. To the existence' (COD).
puzzlement of some people, radio gradually replaced wireless from about 1920 Raj (preceded by the), an historical term
onwards, i.e. during the period when meaning 'British sovereignty in India',
"wireless' broadcasting turned into a is pronounced /ra:d3/.
world-wide industry. The word wireless,
raja, as Indian title or Malay or Javanese
when used at all now, is normally uttered
chief, is now normally written thus, not
with a change of intonation ( = you
rajah.
know what I mean, don't you?) or by an
explanatory disclaimer ('as we used to Rajput, a member of a Hindu soldier
say', or some such phrase). The turning- caste, is now spelt thus, not Rajpoot. Propoint was about the middle of the 20c.
nounce /'ra:d3put/.
radius. The recommended pi. is radii
/-diai/, not radiuses.

Raleigh. Sir Walter Raleigh (or Ralegh;
he never used the spelling Raleigh
himself) is believed to have pronounced
radix /'reidiks/ or /'raediks/. The pi. is his surname as /'roili/, but his name has
radices /-disi:z/ or -ixes. See -EX, -IX.
been commonly pronounced either as
/'raeli/ or /'rcrii/ throughout the 20c. The
railroad (noun) is the customary term place-name in N. Carolina is /'roili/. Rain AmE for BrE railway. In AmE, railway leigh bicycles are /'roili/ in AmE and /'raeli/
is sometimes used of the track on which in BrE.
trains run but not of the system of transportation itself. In both countries railroad rallentando (musical direction). The
is used as a verb to mean 'to pressurize recommended pi. is rallentandos, not ralor coerce into a premature decision', etc. lentandi. See -O(E)S 7.
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Ralph I rate

Ralph. The pronunciation /reif/, now
decreasingly heard, is a survival from
the 17c. spelling Rafe. The usual pronunciation now is /raelf/.

debatable are rarely or ever ('by confusion
of "rarely if ever" and "rarely or never" ',
OED), though illustrated by 1768 and
1811 examples in the OED; and rarely ever,
though illustrated by 1694, 1709, 1728,
ramekin /'raemikin/. This is the recom- and 1857 examples in the OED, and supmended spelling, not ramequin.
ported by a British and an American
rancour. So spelt in BrE, but rancor in example in WDEU (1989): and the thieves
AmE. The corresponding adj. is rancorous are rarely ever caught-R. Blythe, 1969; I
rarely ever think about the past—New Yorker,
in both varieties.
1971. A later UK example: These things are
ranee. Still perhaps the more usual rarely ever explored outside the confines of
spelling (rather than rani) for the word the Catholic church—Independent, 1989- In
practice either hardly ever or scarcely ever
meaning 'the wife of a raja'.
is preferable.
ranunculus. The pi. is either ranunculuses or ranunculi /-lai/.
raring, to be. The colloquial expression
to be raring to (go, etc.) 'to be extremely
rapport. An unusual example of a word
eager to (do something)' made its way
that has become un-Anglicized in prointo the standard language from AmE
nunciation in the 20c. after having the
or from English dialects at the beginning
final t fully pronounced at an earlier
of the 20c. The infinitive rare is a variant
stage (Walker, 1791; OED, preferred form,
of rear (verb) '(of a quadruped, esp. a
1904). The only current pronunciation is
horse) to rise on the hind feet'. Examples:
/rae'po:/.
He's laid it on that the preacher makes some
rapt. In origin (15c.) from L raptus, pa. inflammatory remarks ...so that the congre
pple of rapere 'to seize', rapt first meant gation ... will be rarin' to go—]. Tyndall,
'taken or carried up to or into heaven', 1971 ; We were at the starting-gate and raring
then (16c, among other senses) 'fully to go-Church Times, 1979; John Patten, the
absorbed, engrossed (listen with rapt atten- education secretary, was described by his aides
tion)'. The homophone wrapped, pa.t. of as 'raring to go' after throwing off the viral
wrap, which is first recorded in the 14c, infection that put him in hospital last monthis unrelated. It is a sheer coincidence Times, 1993.
that wrapped up in He is wrapped up in
rase. See RAZE.
his work means 'engrossed'.
rarefaction (from L rârêfacere 'to make
less solid, rarefy') has better etymological
credentials than the less common noun
rarefication, since there is no Latin verb
*rârëficâre.

raspberry. Pronounce /'raizban/, despite
the spelling -sp-.

rat-catcher. A rat-catcher was originally
a person employed to rid farm buildings,
houses, etc., of rats and other rodents.
rarefaction, rarefy. So spelt (in contrast Much later (early 20c.) the word was used
with rarity), and pronounced /'raeri-/ (in to denote informal attire in the huntingcontrast with rarely /'reali/.
field rather than the black covert coat
worn by riders to hounds who, although
rarely. 1 Used by itself, i.e. without an regular subscribers to the Hunt, do not
accompanying (if) ever or or never, this aspire to pink. In its original sense the
negative adverb ( = not often) has some word is now largely obsolete. Most Britinteresting idiomatic uses, from the ob- ish rats now meet their doom at the
vious (He rarely leaves home now) to others hands of a local-authority official with
that are less obvious: (front-placing fol- the designation of pest control officer or
lowed by subject-verb inversion) Rarely rodent operator.
had I seen such a mess; (front-placing = 'on
rare occasions', without causing subject- rate (verb). Despite the usual rules deverb inversion) Rarely, aggression is not scribed s.v. MUTE E, rate (verb) makes
premeditated.
rateable rather than ratable (lest the word
2 Uncontested uses with ever or never should be momentarily connected with
include rarely if ever, rarely or never. Morerat).

rates | rather
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lose more later—M. Shadbolt, 1986; Rather
than simply moralize against racism, the
rather.
schools would aggressively recruit black stuI 1 Link inversion.
dents—NY Rev. Eks, 1987; he ... would prob
2 Emphatic use.
ably straightaway certify her rather than
3 rather than.
delve into the years of confusion and misman
4 With adjectives.
agement—B. Rubens, 1987; Rather than
5 a rather/rather a.
dwell on this shortcoming he went off into
6 had rather.
half-baked musings—K. Amis, 1988. (to-inI 7 would rather, 'd rather.
1 Link inversion. In certain circum- finitive) I preferred to write, to explore the
stances, some writers are moved to re- world of imagination, rather than to mix
verse the natural subject/verb order after with others—J. Frame, 1984; The press ...
comparatives, including rather. Fowler has a responsibility to elevate rather than to
(1926) s.v. inversion judged that such link degrade them—Bull. Amer Acad. Arts & Sri.,
inversions are 'so little necessary as to 1987. Note that some of the above exgive a noticeable formality or pomposity amples have matching infinitives before
to the passage'. He cited as an example and after rather than.
His hook is not a biography in the ordinary (c) Asymmetrical and therefore undesense; rather is it a series of recollections culledsirable constructions with an infinitive
from... (read it is rather). He gave further in the first clause and an -ing form in
examples s.v. rather, including I do not the second. Examples: It is a pity that
feel like one who after a day of storm and Shandy père did not address himself to the
rain is glad to creep indoors, and crouch problems of sociological methodology, rather
hopelessly over the fast-dying embers on thethan remaining an historical methodolohearth; rather do I feel like one who... (read gist—R. Merton, 1985; What they are saying
rather Ifeel). No example of such inversion is that... it is better to give way and let them
has come to my notice: the practice may have what they want rather than standing up
have died out.
for the rule of law—R. Muldoon, 1986; an
2 Emphatic use. A particularly BrE use employer, who had chosen to enter 'nil' in th
of rather, now somewhat old-fashioned, contract rather than, say, striking out the
is as an emphatic response to a question, clause altogether, could not expect [etc.]—A
when it means 'Indeed, assuredly' (e.g. London law firm's newslatter, 1987; (read
Did you enjoy yourholiday?—Rather!) In suchremain, stand up, to strike out, respectcases the main stress falls on the second ively.) (d) Miscellaneous standard consyllable: thus /rai'03:/.
structions containing rather than.
3 rather than. There are two main types Examples: If Mimi's cup runneth over, it
of construction and some sub-types: (a) runneth over with decency rather than with
With a following -ing form. Examples: Yet anything more vital—A. Brookner, 1985;
the insurgents themselves are subject to the Beliefs about the female temperament proaccusation of pursuing ideological goals mised that the pedagogical style of women
rather than seeking the truth—Bull. Amer. teachers would be emotional and value-oriAcad. Arts & Sri., 1987; the subject reveals ented rather than rational and critical—
its limitations, rather than providing a Dsdalus, 1987; It had come as a jolt that
springboard for the author—English, 1987; life was something to be waged, rather than
At the same time society pays prematurely relied upon—New Yorker, 1987; a matter o
retired neighbours to do nothing rather than calm and untroubled daily practice rather
getting them to organise recreation, sport and than of clandestine nocturnal comings-andleisure—Sunday Times, 1987; They walked goings—English,
to
1989. In general terms
it that way, rather than descending from thematching forms are best in the clauses
moors—A. S. Byatt, 1990. It is worth noting preceding and following rather than.
that the first example has an -ing form Simple examples (from CGEL 14.15): They
both before and after rather than, (b) With
were screaming rather than singing ( = and
a following plain infinitive or to-infinitive. Examples: (plain infinitive) Bertrand not); She telephoned rather than wrote; He
... preferred to go to a restaurant... rather wanted to sunbathe rather than (to) swim.
than eat alone—P. P. Read, 1986; Better to The only snag is that many kinds of
part with what they must now, rather than English, including literary English, are
rates (pi. noun). See TAX.
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more complex, and call for greater subtlety, than can be gleaned from these
short invented examples.

ratio J re
word in business language. A wartime
example: Ship-building yards were 'rationalised' out of existence and [coal] pits abandoned—Observer, 11 June 1944-

4 With adjectives. Used with adjs.,
rather means 'somewhat, to some extent', ratline /'raetlm/, usu. in the plural (any of
i.e., to use the modern terminology, is a the small lines fastened across a sailingmild downtoner (he became rather drunk; ship's shrouds like ladder rungs, COD), is
it was rather dark). At other times it acts now the customary spelling, not ratlin
as a mild intensifier (he was driving rather or ratling.
fast; they seemed rather encouraged by the
decision; rather better at cricket than at rattan /rae'tœn/, climbing palm, walkingrugby). The degree of downtoning or stick, is the recommended spelling of
intensification is usually clarified by the this Malay loanword, not ratan.
context.
5 a rather\rather a. Both orderings are ravel (verb). 1 The inflected forms are
ravelled, ravelling (AmE often raveled,
acceptable before a following adj. +
noun: e.g. a rather gruesome sightjrather a raveling).

gruesome sight. But an adj. must be pres2 This is an example of a word capable
ent: rather a sight is idiomatic, but *o of having two opposite meanings: 'to
rather sight is not.
entangle or become entangled'; (often
followed by out) 'to disentangle, to un6 had rather. See HAD 3.
ravel'. Both senses have been extant for
7 would rather, 'd rather. The full and several centuries without causing confuthe contracted forms both express pref- sion, though unravel is now the more
erence and therefore may (but need not) usual word for the second sense. Two
be followed by a comparative construc- literary examples: ( = entangle) Those
tion beginning with than: I'd rather read wild, unhappy, self-defending Few, If not desa book than watch television; he would rather
troy'd in Time, will ravel all the Clew—Defoe,
not join the committee.
1706; ( = disentangle) Must I rauell out My
weau'd-vp follyes?—Shakespeare, 1593.
ratio. PL ratios. See -O(E)S 4.
raze, rase. In the sense 'to destroy, to
ratiocinate. The recommended protear down' the word is now normally
nunciation is /raeti'Dsmert/ rather than
spelt raze (esp. in the building was razed
/raeji-/. Similarly with its derivatives.
to the ground), not rase, notwithstanding
that it entered the language C1400 from
ration. Now always pronounced /'raejan/
in BrE though the OED (1904) gave preced- OF raser (from râs-, ppl stem of L râdere
ence to /'reijan/, while commenting that 'to scrape', etc.). Contrast the history of
the form with /ae/ was 'usual in the army'. erase, formed in the early 17c. from eBoth pronunciations are common in (prefix form of ex- before some consonants) + the same Latin base as that
standard AmE.
of raze.
rationale. At the beginning of the 20c.
this word (which is the neuter of the L re. In origin the ablative of L res 'thing,
adj. ratiônâlis) was pronounced as four affair', re (often in the form in re) has
syllables: /raeja'neili/. At some point in been used in legal documents before
the century, probably under the influ- case names (e.g. In re Rex v. Smithers) for
ence of the French loanwords locale and more than a century and, from there, in
morale (there is no Fr. rationale), it became the 20C. has made its way into commerroutinely pronounced as three syllables: cial correspondence and into office
memoranda in the sense 'With regard
/raeJa'nŒl/.
to, with reference to, etc. (your enquiry,
rationalize in the sense 'to make (a note, etc.)'. Some authorities have obbusiness, etc.) more efficient by reor- jected to it. In particular, A. P. Herbert
ganizing it to reduce or eliminate waste in his What a Word! (1935) ridiculed re in
of labour, time, or materials' (COD) is this example: We herewith enclose receipt
relatively recent: the first example in the for your cheque £4 on a/c re return of commisOED is dated 1926. It is still a vogue sion re Mr. Brown's cancelled agreement re

re(-) I reaction
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No 50 Box Street topflat.Fowler (1926) was used to mean 'the response made by
equally antagonistic and cited several the system or an organ to an external
examples with distaste: e.g. Dear Sir—I stimulus'. Some authorities have theream glad to see that you have taken a strong fore argued that reaction may only be
line re the Irish railway situation./Why not used as a response to something that had
agree to submit the decision of the Conferenceacted on it. But the word did not begin
re the proposed readjustment to the people its life in the language of chemists and
so that they alone can decide? It will be medical practitioners.
The word had been used figuratively
observed that in each case re occurs in
mid-sentence, where it is inappropriate. in general contexts at a much earlier
There can, however, be no objection to date. Sir Thomas Browne, for example,
its use as an introductory preposition, used it in his Religio Medici (1643) to mean
'resistance exerted by something in opwhich, with its following noun or noun
phrase, announces the subject of the position to the impact or pressure of
correspondence, memo, etc., that fol- something else': It is the method of Charity
lows. 'Its conciseness makes it well-nigh to suffer without reaction. Charles Wesley
irreplaceable' (Garner, 1987).
in vol. v of his Works (1771, edn of 1872)
used it to mean 'reciprocal action': A
re(-). In words beginning with re-, the continual action of God upon the Soul, and
prefix of repetition, a hyphen is unneces- a re-action of the Soul upon God. Numerous
sary (e.g. reaffirm, recharge, regroup, rein- other writers (cited in the OED) brought
terpret, reopen, reshape, reuse) except (a) it about that reaction came to be used
in words in which the second element with various prepositions—e.g. against,
begins with e (e.g. re-edit, re-entry); (b) to on, and upon—particularly in the senses
distinguish words containing this prefix 'resistance; something exercised in refrom words spelt the same but having a turn on something else'. Also, since 1792,
different meaning (e.g.re-collectto collect the word had been employed in political
again, but recollect to remember; re<ount language to mean 'a tendency to oppose
to count again, but recount to narrate; change'.
re<over to cover again, but recover to reThis is the general picture before 1900.
turn to health; re-creation creation over In the 20C. the word has continued to
again, but recreation pleasurable activity; be used in various specialized ways by
re-form to form again, but reform to make technical and scientific writers: these
or become better, to improve).
uses lie outside the scope of this book.
In general use, two main branches of
're. Used as a reduced form of are, pi. meaning have flourished: (a) 'a response
près, indie, of be, it has been com- (to an event, a statement, etc.); an action
monplace after personal pronouns in the or feeling that expresses or constitutes
representation of speech, or for metrical a response* (OED), e.g. They all hoot him
reasons in verse, from the time of Shake- down in a chorus of amused jeering. Hugo is
speare onwards (thus they're, we're, you're). not offended. This is evidently their customar
What seems to be a 20c. innovation, reaction—E. O'Neill, 1946; (b) 'a tendency
particularly outside Britain, is the use of to oppose change or to advocate a return
're after plural nouns and after there and to a former state of affairs, esp. in polwhat. Examples: Things're bad, though,'Pell itics' {COD): e.g. In spite of his achievemen
said ... 'Recession.'—T. Winton, 1985 as a social reformer, he became a symbol
(Aust.); My cards're in my desk—M. Cope, of black reaction to organised labour—New
1987 (SAfr.); There're oyster catchers too,' Statesman, 1965. There has also been a
said Eric defensively—A. T. Ellis, 1990; marked tendency, esp. by media inWhat're you spying on him for?—N. Gord- terviewers, to use the word to mean
imer, 1990 (SAfr.); What're you doing?—New 'immediate response', 'first impression':
Yorker, 1990; When're we going to see e.g. What is your reaction to the statement
Charles?—Barbara Anderson, 1992 (NZ). that the government may extend VAT to
reaction. 1 A brief history. In chemistry domestic fuel?
since the early 19c. used to mean 'the
action of one chemical agent on another,
or the result of such action'. In physiology and pathology since the late 19c.

2 Recommendation. Leaving aside technical language, a simple enough rule is
to restrict reaction to contexts in which
the idea of a response to some previous
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action, event, stimulus, etc., is present.
But cross-questioners in general, and
media interviewers in particular, will
doubtless persist in using reaction in its
weakened sense of 'immediate impression' when a handful of other words
(impression, judgement, opinion, response,
view, etc.) is available. See CHAIN REACTION.

readable. See LEGIBLE.
readership is used in the world of
2oc. newspapers and magazines to mean
either 'the total number of (regular)
readers of a periodical publication', or
'all such readers considered collectively'.

readable | reason
of length from the electricity, gas, and
parking meter; in AmE the only spelling
used for each of these is meter.
rear (verb). See RAISE, REAR.

rearward(s). As adj. and noun always
rearward (a rearward view; to the rearward
of the castle). As adv. both forms are used
(to move obliquely rearward; the unfit were
taken out of the front line and moved rearwards).

reason. Various studies of the construction the reason ... (is) because leave no
doubt about its frequency, especially in
contexts where several words or a clause
Cf. LEADERSHIP; MEMBERSHIP.
separate the two elements, and particularly in the work of 17c. and 18c. writers
real (adv.). Used only as an intensifier of good standing (Pepys, Wycherly, Pope,
( = very) with an immediately following etc.). In the 20c. the construction appears
adj. or adv. (real nice, real slow; real soon),with unquestionable frequency all over
it is non-standard or at best very informal the English-speaking world in many
in England, but more acceptable in Scot- kinds of writing (letters and novels by
land and in America. The standard adv. Robert Frost, P. G. Wodehouse, Ernest
in most contexts is, of course, really (e.g. Hemingway, William Faulkner, etc.).
Are you really coming tomorrow?; I am really Some further modern examples: The only
sorry). Some US examples: Stay around till reason an individual is a suspect in a crime
she gets back, she'd be real sorry to miss is because he's probably guilty—letter in
you—New Yorker, 1987; You look real niceChicago Tribune, 1988; (with why interventoday, Caria —New Yorker, 1987; Lester ing)
is the reason why she painted so many
real alone—B. Ripley, 1987.
flower pieces in the early Thirties was because
she was at the time having an affair with
realm. For synonymy, see FIELD.
Constance Spry—J. R. Taylor, Iïmes, 1988;
-re and -er. One of the great dividers Part of the reason that I don't feel any need
separating the spelling of BrE and AmE to break out of romanticfiction,is because I
is that in many words BrE opts for -re know I can if I want to—More (NZ), 1988;
and AmE for -er: e.g. calibre, caliber; centre, (with both that and because) The reason I
center,fibre,fiber,goitre, goiter, litre, liter, wrote about it then was that it was what was
louvre, louver; lustre, luster; manoeuvre, going on at the time, and the reason, I think,
maneuver; mitre, miter; nitre, niter, ochre, why I write about the war now is because
ocher, reconnoitre, reconnoiter; spectre, it isn't what is going on at the time—
specter, theatre, theater. The contrast is, F. Wyndham, London Rev. Bks, 1988;
however, not totally systematic. For one (straightforward examples of the reason
thing, words such as acre, involucre, lucre, ...is because) The reason I wrote the check is
massacre, mediocre, nacre, and ogre are spelt because I was the only one who could sign it,
thus in both forms of English: the pres- because the account was in my name—Daily
ence of -er would turn the preceding c Northwestern (Evanston, Illinois), 1989;
or g into a 'soft' variety. Moreover there The reason for this was because the director
is a group of words that are always spelt wished to create an atmosphere of gritty real'
with final -re in America as in Britain: e.g. ism—B. Elton, 1991; The reason I like The
antre (cave, cavern), cadre, double entendre, Beatles is because they remind me of Chuck
euchre, oeuvre, padre. And some American Berry-Qj 1991. If you look for the conpublications opt for -re spellings in at struction in your morning newspaper
least some words: e.g. Through his or in the unguarded pages of popular
sombre eyes, the pharmacist examined her magazines and light fiction, you will
face—New Yorker, 24 Dec. 1990. One im- undoubtedly find it sooner or later. But,
portant distinction: BrE distinguishes for the present at any rate, its absence
poetic metre and metre used as the unit from the works of our most talented

reason why | received pronunciation
writers and scholars is more significant
than its presence in more informal
printed work.
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rebut. The inflected forms are rebutted,
rebutting. See -T-, -TT-.

receipt, recipe. From the 14c. until
shortly after the end of the 19c. receipt
reason why. 1 As verb, reason 'to ques- (from Anglo-Fr. receite, from L recepta, fem.
tion, discuss' has frequently been fol- pa.pple of recipere 'to receive') was a forlowed by an object clause led by what, mula or prescription of the ingredients
why, etc., or with why absolutely, since needed for some preparation, esp. in
the 16c, most famously in Tennyson's medicine and cookery (e.g. I have put up
poem "The Charge of the Light Brigade' two bottles of the gillyflower water for Mrs.
(1855), Their's [sic] not to reason why, Their'sSedley, and the receipt for making it, in Ame
hut to do and die.
ia's box—Thackeray, 1847/8). From about
2 As noun, reason has been idio- 1400, receipt was also used to mean 'an
matically construed with why at the head amount of money received', and from
of a subordinate clause since the 13c. the beginning of the 17c. 'a written ac{Ancren Riwle). Typical examples: Aske meknowledgement of money received (i.e.
no reason why I loue you—Shakespeare, one of its main current senses). Mean1598; Is there any reason in you ... why while recipe (from L recipe 'take', 2nd sing,
I shd respect you any more than the very imperative of recipere 'to receive') from
Ethiopians?—Bishop Hall, 1633. The con- the late 16c. meant a formula for a medistruction remains valid in the 20c: e.g. cal prescription, and from the early 18c.
but there is now no reason why lawyers can'ta statement of the ingredients and prodo the same—Lawyer, 1988; The originalcedures needed for the preparation of
reason why the MMB was first set up in a dish in cookery. The overlapping of
the 1930s was to combat the 'monopoly spellings and meanings came to an end
in the 20c. At some point after the 1920s,
power' over dairy farmers of United Dairies—Grocer, 1988; The reasons why I first receipt became almost entirely restricted
adopted the practice are not the same as my to its two main current senses (the act
reasons for continuing to follow it—Bull. Amer. or an instance of receiving something;
Acad. Arts & Sri., 1988. But the border an acknowledgement of money reinto redundancy is crossed if reason, why, ceived), while recipe now means princiand because all form part of the same pally a formula for preparing food, and
sentence: e.g. (see prec, quot.2 1988); I transferred applications (a recipe for disassincerely believe that the reason why First ter, etc.). Keep in mind when reading
Victorian or earlier literature that receipt
Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev is thefirstSoviet
leader to promote such close cooperation withand recipe are liable to turn up in a
confusing manner in any of the presentthe U.S. is because he bears the map of the U.S.
on his forehead—letter in Chicago Tribune,day senses of each word. Receipt is, of
1989. Replace because by that in both course, pronounced /n'siit/ and recipe
/'resipi/.
cases.
See also BECAUSE B5.

Reaumur. Pronounce /'reiaumjua/.

receive. A key word supporting the
simple rule of spelling 'i before e except

rebate (carpentry). See RABBET. If the
spelling rebate is used, pronounce it /'ri:bert/. Otherwise /'raebrt/.

after c'. See 1 BEFORE E.

received pronunciation (abbrev. RP),
received standard. Names given to the
rebec (musical instrument) /'riibek/. form of speech associated with educated
speakers in the southern counties of EngThus spelt, not rébeck.
land and used as a model for teaching
rebel. 1 The noun is stressed on the English to foreign learners. As Henry
first syllable and the verb on the second. Sweet pointed out in The Sounds of English
See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .
(1908), RP (which he called Standard Eng2 The inflected forms of the verb are lish) is 'a vague and floating entity', and
'like all living languages, [it] changes
rebelled, rebelling. See -LL-, -L-.
from generation to generation'. Like
rebus (a puzzle) /'riibas/. PL rebuses. See Standard French, he asserted, '[it] is now
a class-dialect more than a local dialect.
-us 5.
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recess | recessive accent

[Its] best speakers . . . are those whose have presented RP as fully non-rhotic.
pronunciation, and language generally, Again, for the sake of simplicity, I have
least betray their locality.' The terms treated words such as little /'lital/ and
received pronunciation and received standardrhythm /'nôam/ as having a fully syllabic
are not the only terms used: it is also final element, though the matter is deknown 'as the spoken embodiment of a batable. I have no quarrel with those
variety or varieties known as the King's scholars who present such matters in a
English, the Queen's English, BBC English, moreflexibleway.
Oxford English, and Public School English . . . The adjective most frequently applied
It is often informally referred to by the to RP by speakers of General American
British middle class as a BBC accent or a is clipped, though this is not necessarily
public school accent; and by the working a term of disapprobation. Speakers of
classes as talking proper or talking posh. In many other overseas varieties of English
England, it is also often referred to sim- freely use the words posh, la-di-dah, and
ply as Standard English' {OCELang., 1992).very English of RP accents, with varying
It has always been a minority accent in degrees of admiration or the reverse.
Britain, and is at present spoken by an Regional UK speakers (depending on the
estimated 3-4% of the British popula- region) notice with a shrug of the shoultion.
ders that RP speakers pronounce words
Except when explicitly giving the pro- such as love, stumps, last, singer, and nununciation of American or other over- merous other words, in a different way
seas words, or words from other regions from themselves, but are seldom moved
of the UK, my aim in this book is to to change their own manner of speech
present in the International Phonetic to approximate to RP unless they live for
Alphabet the sounds and phonetic as- prolonged periods among RP speakers.
sumptions of RP speakers, while I am There are numerous classic books, esfully aware that there is nofixedcircum- says, and articles on the nature of reference to this variety of speech and ceived pronunciation, among them that
much fluctuation within it. The pronun- by Henry Sweet (see above); in various
ciations given are normally those of the works by H. C. Wyld including A History of
COD (1990), but instead of merely listing Modern Colloquial English (1920; enlarged
alternative pronunciations (where they edn 1936); in A. C. Gimson's An Introducexist within RP) I normally make specific tion to the Pronunciation of English (1962
recommendations. I have also heavily and later edns); in J. C. Wells (see above);
depended on the evidence presented in and in Tom McArthur's Oxford Companion
J. C. Wells's Longman Pronunciation Diction-to the English Language (1992). In this dicary (1990), a standard work of great dis- tionary there are numerous articles,
tinction. For older, discarded pro- treated at their alphabetical place, on
20C. changes in RP, disputed pronuncinunciations I have frequently turned
to John Walker's A Critical Pronouncing ations, and other matters to do with
Dictionary (1791 and 1806 edns), the relev- pronunciation. See PRONUNCIATION.
ant sections of the first edition of the
OED (1884-1928), and Daniel Jones's An recess (noun and verb). The OED (1904)
gave only /n'ses/ as the pronunciation of
English Pronouncing Dictionary (1917)both, i.e. with the stress on the second
Among my assumptions is that RP syllable, and this remains the dominant
speakers still favour /au/ in goat, show, pattern, but /'ri:ses/ is becoming increasetc.; /ai/ inline, light, etc.; /ae/ in trap, bad, ingly used for the noun.
etc.; jfi/ in the final syllable of early, gently,
etc., though phoneticians have noticed
recessive accent. Fowler's term (1926)
a marked movement in RP towards /i/ for a process that is mostly of historical
(as in General American and some other interest. 1 The term is defined by the
overseas forms of English); and I regard OED as 'stress transferred towards or on
it as axiomatic that /o:/ is now a minority to the first syllable of a word'. It should
pronunciation in words such as loss, off, be borne in mind that English is a Geretc., having been replaced by /D/. For manic language, and that 'the primitive
convenience and simplicity I have not Germanic language developed a stress
placed a bracketed (r) in the pronunci- accent which fell upon the first syllable
ation of words such as after: that is, I of all words . . . Thus in Old English we

Rechabite | recipient
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find the stress on the first syllable of all moved in the rhythmic pattern of parsimple words, and in most compound ticular contexts: thus ,thir'teen, but 'thirwords: word word, stànas stones, lufiende ,teen steps; ,after'noon, but 'after,noon tea.
loving, sîpfxt journey, andgiet sense
3 Unstable accents. In a number of
(A. Campbell, OE Grammar, 1959). This words in modern times two conflicting
simple 'rule', however, has to be modi- tendencies have been or are, being
fied because OE nouns and verbs formed shown. In one group the accent has
from prepositional adverbs prefixed to moved or is moving (sometimes only in
the stem came to have different stress qualified circumstances) in a recessive
patterns, the nouns being stressed on manner. In the second group the movethe first syllable and the corresponding ment is the other way.
verbs on the second. Examples of such
recessive
doublets: ândsaca 'apostate', onsâcan 'to
capitalist
2-M
deny'; btgenga 'inhabitant', began 'to oc2-+1
cervical
cupy'. In practice the accentual patterns
2 - H (non-standard)
contribute
of OE words are more complicated than
2 - H (non-standard)
distribute
these two 'rules' would indicate. But the
2->l (AmE)
doctrinal
essential point about the recessive accent
laboratory 2->l (AmE)
is that, from the Norman period onward,
subsidence 2->l
the large contingents of French, Latin,
progressive
and Greek words that poured into the
applicable l - » 2
language became subject to the accencentrifugal 2->3 (young people)
tual rules of the receiving language. For
l - * 2 (outside UK)
clematis
communal 1-+2 (minority)
example, the accent in French loanwords
controversy l->2
tended to move towards the first syllable.
1-+2
decade
In Chaucer's General Prologue, the metre
despicable l - » 2
shows that nature and corâge were
disciplinary 1 - 3
stressed on the second syllable: Sopriketh
l->2
exquisite
hem nature in hir corages. But these two
formidable l - » 2
words, and many others (e.g. château,
1-+2
harass
garage, menu, plateau, tableau, village; char- hospitable
1-+2
l-»2
latan, nonchalant) are now stressed on the
integral
1-+2
lamentable
first syllable.
See also RECONDITE.
The majority of these words are
2 Stable patterns. At the present time treated at their alphabetical place in the
the stress patterns of the majority of dictionary. The list is far from complete
English words drawn from French, Latin, but from the examples listed it looks as
or Greek, as well as those of native origin, if the recessive process is less common
are relatively stable, but they are not than the opposite one.
simple. Some two-syllabled words are
Rechabite. Pronounce /'rekabart/.
stressed on the first syllable (invoice,
window) and others on the second (alone, réchauffé. The French accents should
arrive). Similarly with three-syllabled be retained and the word printed in
words: (first syllable) bachelor, quantity; italics.
(second syllable) eleven, important; (third
syllable) magazine, understand. There are recherché. The word is more acclimatfour types of four-syllabled words: (first ized than the last and is normally
syllable) caterpillar; (second) rhinoceros, un- printed in roman type, but with the
fortunate; (third) circulation, diplomatic; French accent retained.
(fourth) aquamarine, misunderstand. The
complications in longer words is even recidivist. Pronounce /n'sidivist/.
more marked, with a goodly proportion
recipe. See RECEIPT.
of them having secondary stresses as
well as primary stresses: e.g. inferiority, recipient. Fowler (1926) cited four
,indis'tinguishable, imjpenetra'bility. More-journalistic examples of the formal word
over, many of these patterns are true recipient (e.g. The Serjeant-at-Arms and Lady
only for the words when they are pro- Horatia Erskine were yesterday the recipients
nounced in isolation. The stress is often of presentations from members of the Press
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reciprocal | reclaim

Gallery), and scornfully asked 'Can any mutual would have been as good as recipman say that sort of thing and retain a rocal, or indeed better. But it must be
shred of self-respect?'. The language now added that, since it takes two to make a
mostly rejects the type is/was the recipient friendship, which is essentially a mutual
of in favour of just receives/received or was or reciprocal relation, to use either adpresented with, but there are exceptions. jective is waste.
Examples of present-day uses: The Shakespeare Prize is highly esteemed in Britain and, recitative. Pronounce /.resita'tiiv/.
as a recipient, my stock has risen enor- reckon.
1 The inflected forms are
mously—A. Guinness, 1985; she seems to reckoned, reckoning. See -N-, -NN-.
have been the recipient of a small Poor Law
dole throughout her life—]. Halperin, 1990; 2 In 1992, in a conversation with an
Britain is itself now the recipient of a huge American, I used reckon to mean 'coninflux of inward direct investment- sider, think, be of the opinion' with that
(in fact I omitted the that) before a relaEconomist, 1990.
tive clause (the sentence was of the type
reciprocal (grammar). Each other and one I reckon it's time to go now). He rejected
another are reciprocal pronouns, but they the use as 'cowboy English', which I
have limitations of use. Thus Each could took to mean countrified or regional
see the other in the distance is idiomatic, (American) English. He would have said
and so is They could see each other in the I guess or I think himself. I have gone
distance, but the notional passive equiva- into the matter and it seems that the
lent *Eoch other could be seen in the distance construction was in formal literary use
is not. Both reciprocal pronouns may be in England from the early 16c. onward:
used in the genitive: e.g. They got in each e.g. Men woulde not recon that hee coulde
other's way; The prisoners stole one another's hauerightto the realme—More, 1513; For I
reckon, that the sufferings of this present time,
cigarettes. See EACH 2.
are not worthy to be compared with the glory
reciprocal, mutual. To the difficulties which shall he reuealed in vs—Rom. (AV) 8:
presented by MUTUAL itself must be 18, 1611. Its literary use seems to have
added that of the difference between it persisted in England until the late 19c:
and reciprocal. Mutual regards the relation e.g. I reckon, said Socrates, that no one ...
from both sides at once: the mutual hatred could accuse me of idle talking—Jowett,
of A and B; never from one side only: not 1875. With the omission of the relative
B's mutual hatred of A. Where mutual is pronoun that, it seems since then to have
correct, reciprocal would be so too: the dropped a rung and become just part of
reciprocal hatred of A and B; but mutual is the spoken language in England (though
usually preferred when it is possible. the standard dictionaries in England list
Reciprocal can also be applied to the the meaning without a restrictive label),
second parry's share alone: B's reciprocal in the Antipodes, and in certain parts
hatred of A. Reciprocal is therefore often of America (esp. southern and midland
useful to supply the deficiencies of mu- States). Some representative examples: I
tual. A, having served B, can say 'Now don't reckon I've had a fare there for more
may I ask for a reciprocal [but not for a than ten years—I. Shaw, 1977; I reckon he
mutual] service?' Two parties can take couldn't have been more than eighteen—M.
mutual or reciprocal action, and the du Plessis, 1989 (SAfr.); They [sc. his stumeaning is the same; one party can take dents] all reckon he's pretty amazing—Susan
reciprocal, but not mutual, action. Mr Johnson, 1990 (Aust.); D'y'reckon it's still
Wilson said: 'I trust your Government saw inbreathing?—Barbara Anderson, 1992 (NZ).
the warmth of the greetings accorded to his The sharp drop in formality between the
Royal Highness the manifestation of friendly 16-19C examples and the 20c. ones is
goodwill which the people of the United Statesvery noticeable. Reckon in this sense
hold for those of Britain. Believing in the seems to be a rollercoaster word with
reciprocal friendship of the British many ups and downs in status and distripeople it will he my aim in the future to bution in the 20c. and more likely to
...' In this passage, mutual could not be come.
substituted for the correct reciprocal; if,
however, the words had been not 'of the reclaim (verb). The main derivatives are
British people', but 'of the two peoples', reclaimable and reclaimer, but reclamation.

recognizance | recto
recognizance. Stressed on the second
syllable, /n'kDgnizans/.
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words of three syllables from the Latin,
when anglicised, without altering the
number of syllables, have the accent on
recognize. The pronunciation with the the same syllable as in the Latin, as
g silent, i.e. as /'rekanaiz/, is a vulgarism. Opponent, Deponent, &c; but the general
inclination of our language is to place
recollect, remember. 1 First, recollect,
the accent on the first syllable,' as in
pronounced /.reka'lekt/, 'to remember' is
Manducate, Indagate, &c.'
to be distinguished from re<ollect (with
hyphen), pronounced /,ri:ka'lekt/ 'to col- reconnaissance.
Now completely
lect again', though the two words have Anglicized, i.e. /n'kDmsans/.
the same origin. See RE(-).
2 In most contexts recollect means 'to reconnoitre. Thus spelt in BrE, but reconsucceed in remembering', and implies a noiter in AmE.
search in the memory or the recalling
of something temporarily forgotten. But record. The noun is stressed on the first
the distinction is not an absolute one, syllable and the verb on the second. See
and it shares with remember much of the NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .
territory of the ordinary sense 'to call or record-player. See GRAMOPHONE.
bring back to one's mind'.
recount /n'kaunt/, to narrate, is to be
recommend. Traditional constructions distinguished from re<ount (noun) /'ri:of this transitive verb include those kaunt/, a counting again, and re<ount
shown in the following types: (a) (with (verb) /rii'kaunt/, to count again.
direct object) He recommended Miss Jones for
promotion, (b) (followed by a thot-clause) I recourse. See RESORT.
recommend that you should stay at the George
and Dragon, (c) (with direct object + a to- recover, re-cover, recreation, re-creinfinitive) I recommend you to control your ation. See RE(-).
temper, (d) (with a subjunctive in the
dependent clause) the confidential report recriminatory (adj.). Pronounce /n'knminto Mr John Stalker... recommends that he matan/.
face a disciplinary tribunal on 10 separate
counts—Times, 1986; One of the observersrecrudescence in medical use means
from the International Commission of Jurists 'the breaking out again of a disease, etc.,
... had recommended she be approached-N. after a dormant period'. In transferred
Gordimer, 1990. Other less common uses it should be restricted to contexts
types are shown in the following ex- in which some undesirable or unwanted
amples: (ditransitive) Let me recommend setback or circumstance has occurred. It
you a little of this pike!—Disraeli, 1826; is not properly applicable to the reCan you recommend me a nice hotel?—Times,currence of something agreeable or
1985; (with direct object + plain infini- neutral. Fowler (1906) was already
tive) If you go looking for her, I don't think alarmed by the way in which journalists
I can recommend you attend—N. Shake- were misusing the word: 'Recrudescence is
becoming quite a fashionable journalspeare, 1989.
istic word. It properly means the rerecondite. The recommended pronun- newed inflammation of a wound, and so
ciation is that with the stress on the first the breaking out again of an epidemic,
syllable, i.e. /'rekandart/. But traces of an &c. It may reasonably be used of revoluold dispute have been transmitted down tionary or silly opinions: to use it of
the ages, leaving second-syllable stress- persons or their histories is absurd.' He
ing as a possible alternative. That sides cited an unacceptable example from The
were being taken as early as the 18c. Times: A literary tour deforce, a recrudescence
is shown in the following extract from two or three generations later, of the very
Walker's Pronouncing Diet. (1791): 'Dr. respectable William Lamb ..., his unhapp
Johnson, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, wife, Lady Caroline Lamb, and Lord Byron.
Mr. Scott, Mr. Fry, and Entick, accent
this word on the second syllable; Mr. recto. 1 PI. rectos. See -O(E)S 3.
Sheridan and Bailey on the last... A few
2 See VERSO, RECTO.
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rector. In the Church of England the be a member of a terrorist gang.' 'Lively and
incumbent of a parish where all tithes vital,' said Harvey, lively and vital—one of
formerly passed to the incumbent, as these words is redundant' Here the redundcompared with a vicar, an incumbent of ancy is debatable. More understandable
a parish where tithes formerly passed to are examples arising from unfamiliarity
a chapter or religious house or layman. with the extended form of an acronym
Since the passing of the Tithe Act 1936 or with the mechanics of a foreign lantithes have no longer been payable to guage: e.g. HIV virus {HIV = human imany parish priest, but the designation munodeficiency virus); the hoi polloi (hoi
rector is preserved where it previously is the Greek definite article); LCD display
existed; in all other parishes the incum- {LCD = liquid crystal display); OPEC counbent is a vicar. Rector has a different tries {OPEC = Organization of Petroleum
meaning in some other churches; and
Exporting Countries); SALT talks (SALT =
the word is also used for the head of
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks). Less
some schools, universities, and colleges. defensible are phrases such as sworn
affidavits (an affidavit is a written staterecur /n'k3:/(verb).i The inflected forms ment confirmed by oath); and safe haven
are recurred, recurring. See -R-, -RR-.
(a haven is a place of refuge, implying
2 The stressed vowel in recurred and safety).
recurring is pronounced /3:/, but in reCareless examples, for which it is hard
currence, recurrent it is /A/.
to find an excuse, are phrases such as
10am in the morning, an armed gunman, a
recusancy, recusance. Both forms are new recruit, RSVP requested, and a free gift.
available, but recusancy is recommended Indefensible grammatical redundancy
(stressed on the first syllable).
occurs in the following (the words within
brackets should have been omitted): We
reddle. See RUDDLE.
cannot dodge (out from under) the social
Red Indian, redskin. These terms are consequences of our actions—Daily Tel, 1980;
falling into disuse, being considered raci- One should not assume that because a critical
ally offensive, in favour of North American mass of women on campus has been reached
(that) their place is in any way guaranteed—
Indian and Native American.
Univ. of Chicago Mag., 1992.
redingote is an early 18c. French corSee PLEONASM.
ruption of Eng.riding<oat,which was
brought back into English before the reduplicated words. The language is
end of the 18c. as a term for various
saturated with reduplicated words of
fashionable coats.
various kinds. Most of them seem to
represent a natural impulse to emphasreduce (verb). 1 The corresponding adj.
ize by repetition. They are of varying age
is reducible. See -ABLE, -IBLE 7.
and they illustrate various kinds of word2 After reduce to and be reduced to the formation. For example, ding-dong and
gerund, not the infinitive, is idiomatic: helter-skelter are first found in print in
e.g. He was reduced to retracting (not to the 16c, hocus-pocus and hoity-toity in the
retract) his statement.
17c, chin<hin and namby-pamby in the
18c, argy-bargy and bye-bye in the 1 9 c
reductio ad absurdum. A method of and arty-farty and heebie-jeebies in the 20c.
proving the falsity of a premiss by show- Some of them show reduplication by
ing that the logical consequence is ab- simple change of the initial consonant(s):
surd; an instance of this {COD). A reductio e.g. hanky-panky, harum-scarum, higgledyad absurdum of the theory that the less piggledy, teeny-weeny. Others result from
one eats the healthier one is would be a change of vowel in the second element:
'Consequently, to eat nothing at all gives e.g. dilly-dally, ding-dong, shilly-shally, tipone the best possible health'.
top. Others again simply result from a
redundancy. Actual or concealed re- repetition of the first element: e.g. byedundancy occurs with great frequency bye, chop<hop, puff-puff. The great majorin the language. One type is shown in ity of them are of self-evident meaning,
Muriel Spark's novel The Only Problem but, for example, some of those that
(1984): ' . . . she is lively and vital enough to occur in Shakespeare's works now

re-enforce | refute
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properly need to have glosses attached Fr. réflexion), but as the centuries passed
to them: e.g. And such a deale of skimble it was gradually supplanted by that with
scamble stuffe (nonsensical) (1 Henry TV); ct, and reflection is now the dominant
In hugger mugger to inter him (secrecy) spelling in all uses of the word. See -XION
(Hamlet); That hugs his kickie wickie heare etc.
at home (beloved wife) (All's Well).
reflective, reflexive. These are now not
re-enforce. See REINFORCE.
merely variants, but two distinct words.
Reflective is used to mean principally '(of
reeve (a wading bird). See RUFF.
a surface) giving a reflection or image';
reeve (verb) (nautical). To thread or and '(of a person, disposition, etc.)
fasten a rope. Pa.t. and pa.pple either thoughtful, given to meditation'. Reflexrove or reeved. The first of the two is ive is a grammatical term exhibited in
such pronouns as I wash myself in warm
preferred in OUP house style.
water, he made them himself, she herself
refection (meal). A literary or formal is no angel, he came to the party by himself,
word.
i.e. where the reflexive pronoun and the
subject are the same entity.
refectory. The recommended pronunciation is with the stress on the second
reflector. Thus spelt, not -er.
syllable, though in some monasteries the
reflexible, capable of being reflected.
stress is placed on the first.
Not reflectible.
refer (verb). The inflected forms are
reflexive. See REFLECTIVE.
referred, referring. See -R-, -RR-.
reform, re-form. See RE(-).
referable. Unlike the inflected forms
of the verb refer, this adj. is spelt with a
single -r-. Pronounce with the stress on refractor. Thus spelt, not -er.
the first syllable. Contrast CONFERRABLE
refrangible, that can be refracted, is
(always so spelt). (If you prefer to pro- now the current form, rather than refractnounce it with the stress on the second able.
syllable you must then spell it referrdble.)
See -ABLE, -IBLE 2 .
refrigerator. Thus spelt, not -er.
reference, l Until quite recently, com- refrigeratory (adj. and (hist.) noun), if
pendious works of reference were nor- you have occasion to use it, pronounce
mally called reference books, works, etc. it /n'fnd3aratan/.
Now, esp. in publishing houses, the dominant term seems to be reference alone: refuse. The noun is stressed on the first
e.g. His work will long remain a basic refer- syllable, and the verb on the second. See
ence for anyone working on Titian—TLS, 1989.NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .
2 Since about the 1920s the word refer- refutable. First-syllable stressing is reence has become established as the cus- commended, i.e. /'refjutabal/, but secondtomary word for a (usually written) syllable stressing, i.e. /n'fju:-/, is gaining
report produced by a referee; a testi- ground. Cf. IRREFUTABLE.
monial.
réfutai. A common word 17-19C, réfutai
referendum, referring to the electorate seems now to be in full retreat. The
on a particular issue. PI. référendums customary word now is refutation.
rather than referenda, though the latter
refute. The traditional meaning (first
form is widely used. See -UM 3.
recorded in the 16c.) is 'to prove (a staterefill. The noun is stressed on the first ment, opinion, allegation, accusation,
syllable, and the verb on the second. See etc.) to be false; to disprove by argument'.
NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .
When T. S. Eliot (in Murder in the Cathedral)
wrote If you make charges, Then in public I
reflectible. Use reflexible.
will refute them, and when Rebecca West
reflection, reflexion. The etymological wrote The case against most of them must
spelling with x is the earliest (14c, from have been so easily refuted that they could
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hardly rank as suspects, both writers could function, these centuries are those in which
be assured that their use of refute was the ancient patterns of cumulative negation
beyond reproach. At some point in the last appear in the standard language—
second half of the 20c, however, tradi- B. M. H. Strang, 1970; He also acted as
tionalists began to notice that people almoner and adviser to Douglas of Cavers
outside an educated social divide were with regard to the annual distribution of alms
beginning to use refute as a simple syn- to the poor—K. M. E. Murray, 1977- The
onym of deny. In 1986 an enraged person OED shows these phrases in older use:
wrote to the letters editor of the Spectator: e.g. I speak with regard to sensible things
'In Mr Chancellor's day someone who only—Berkeley, 1713; In regard to the matter
didn't know the difference between "re- ...he had, no doubt, been misled—Monthly
fute" and "deny" wouldn't have been Rev., 1792; The world was believedfixeduntil
employed by the Spectator as an office ...it was found to change its place with
cleaner, let alone as a television critic' In regard to them—W. R. Grove, 1842. They
the 1980s the police, trade union leaders, are all in standard use, but should be
and other sternly honest authorities used sparingly and with discretion.
were forever refuting (that is, denying)
2 regard as. In a range of constructions
allegations of brutality, malpractice, disthe verb regard in the sense 'to consider,
honesty, and so on. The skirmishing conjudge, look upon' is used transitively
tinues. The likelihood that the new use
followed by as and a noun or adjective.
represents a legitimate semantic shift is
This is true whether the verb is used
rejected by the traditionalists. Those who
actively or passively. Examples: (active,
have no idea what a semantic shift might
+ as + adj.) it was equally irrational to rebe, like the sound of refute, and will
gard George as simply accident prone; (active,
continue to use it in its partially stand+ as + noun) he seems to regard him as a
ard new way. I have an uneasy feeling
cross which just has to be borne; (passive,
that the new sense will begin to sound
+ as + adj.) urban commuters... may nevernormal in the 21c—but not yet.
theless be regarded as foreign; practices which
regalia. In its main sense 'the emblems until now have been regarded as morally
or insignia of royalty; the crown, sceptre, wrong; (passive, + as + noun) he is generand other ornaments used at the coron- ally regarded as the foremost authority on
ation of a king or queen', regalia must the subject. Ditransitive uses of the verb,
always be construed as a plural noun. though apparently common in Fowler's
Since the early 17c. the word has also lifetime, are no longer idiomatic. Excome to be used (in the pi.) in the trans- amples of such types (cited from Fowler
ferred sense 'the decorations or insignia 1926), with an indication of how they
of an order', i.e. of mayors, Freemasons, can be remedied: Some County Associations
senior military officers, etc. Etymologic- regard it to be theirfirstduty to accumulate
ally such transferred uses are inaccur- large investment funds (regard it as); He
ate, but it is too late now to try to regards it beyond question that Moses
dislodge them. A typical example: I ... wrote practically the whole of the Pentateuch
answered a knock on my door only tofinda (regards it as beyond question; or use consider
instead); (proximity of another as) It had
storm-trooper dressed in RSPCA regalia standing there—letter to the Spectator, 1993. regarded itself [as] as certainly out of the
war as a great city could be (use consider
instead). To express the matter in a differregard.
ent way: do not use the type He regarded
I 1 In compound prepositions.
them his friends. Substitute He considered
I 2 regard as.
them (to be) his friends, or He regarded them
1 Despite their obvious wordiness, the as his friends.
compound prepositions with regard to, in
See AS 3(b); CONSIDER 1.
regard to, and as regards, are often used,
as well as regarding, to introduce a state- regardless can be used both as an
ment (e.g. in business letters, beginning adjective (A man who had been openly reWith regard to your letter of 2 May ...). In gardless of religiousrites—G.Eliot, 1863)
general writing, compound prepositions and as a quasi-adverb (although my voice
can be used at the beginning of a sen- was cracked and vanishing, ... I struggled
tence or in mid-sentence: e.g. As regards on regardless—S. Mason, 1990).

regenerate | relate
regenerate. As a verb pronounced
/n'd3enarert/, and as an adj. /n'd3enarat/.
regime. No accent. Print in romans.
regimen. Now mainly restricted to its
medical sense, 'a prescribed course of
exercise, way of life, and diet'. Some
doctors use regime instead. Example: a
feeding regimen that takes no account of the
baby's needs is likely to be experienced as
frustrating—Daedalus, 1993.
region. For synonymy, see FIELD.
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towards him—New Statesman, 1976; Regretfully, however, the editorial staff may justifiably be thought to stand criticized for what
has been omitted—frnl RSA, 1977.
regularly. All four syllables should be
pronounced, i.e. /'regjoMi/. Reduction to
three syllables, as if the word were spelt
'reguly', is a vulgarism.
regulate (verb). The recommended form
of the corresponding adj. ( = capable of
being regulated) is regulable, not regulatable. See -ABLE, -IBLE 2(V).

register. 1 The agent-noun correspond- regulus (impure metallic product). PI.
ing to the verb register is registrar, and in either reguli j-'laij or reguluses.
Cambridge University registrary.
reign, rein. The first is to do with royalty
2 In Britain, register office is the official
(the period during which a sovereign
term for 'a State office where civil marrules, etc.), and the second is a narrow
riages are conducted and births, marstrap used to guide or check a horse
riages, and deaths are recorded with the
or child. The now widespread use in
issue of certificates' (COD). The unofficial
American publications of reign (instead
term registry office is also in widespread
of rein) in the phr. give (free) reign to is
use.
deeply regrettable. Examples: They say
regnal, regnant. The -gn- as in magnify, that if they are given free reign to invest and
produce they will growricher—NewYorker,
etc., not as French, nor as in poignant.
1987; Under these measures, highly producregress. The noun is stressed on the tive tenant farmers were given reign to new,
first syllable, i.e. /'riigres/, and the verb independent operations-Dxdalus, 1990.
on the second, i.e. /n'gres/. See NOUN AND
reinforce, re-enforce. The ordinary
VERB ACCENT 1 .
form (rein-) has been so far divorced from
regret (verb). The t is doubled in in- the simple verb (formerly inforce or enflected forms (regretted, regretting) and in force, now always the latter) that it no
regrettable. See -T-, -TT-.
longer means to enforce again, as when
a lapsed regulation is revived. For that
regretful, regrettable. 1 Fowler (1926) sense re-enforce should be used; see RE(-).
cited three examples in which regretful,
properly meaning 'feeling or showing
reject. The noun is stressed on the first
regret', is misused for regrettable 'causing syllable, i.e. /'ncfeekt/, and the verb on
regret': The possession of those churches was the second, i.e. /n'cteekt/. See NOUN AND
unfortunately the reason of the regretful racial VERB ACCENT 1.
struggles in Macedonia; Sir Newton Moore's
resignation of the Premiership of Western rejoin, re-join. See RE(-). The hyphened
Australia was a regretful surprise to Austra- form, if used at all, should be restricted
lians in London; It was not surprising, how- to actual reuniting, and only if in the
context it could be confused with rejoin
ever regretful, that Scotland had lagged
'to say in answer, retort'.
behind.
2 The adverbs regretfully and regrettably relate (verb). This long-established word
should be used only in senses corres- (first recorded in Caxton) has enjoyed a
ponding to those of the correct uses period of great popularity in the second
of the adjectives. Both adverbs are now half of the 20c. in a sense derived from
being commonly used as SENTENCE AD- the jargon of social workers, namely 'to
VERBS, and unfortunately, since the have an attitude of personal and sympa1960s, regretfully has sometimes been thetic relation to'. Examples: Group
used where regrettably ( = I regret to say, formation such as takes place in the classroom
it is a pity that) properly belongs, e.g. tends to be adult<entered and dependent upon
Regretfully, that is no ground for leniency the varying ways children relate to the
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teacher—Childhood Education, 1950; Candirelative pronouns. See the separate
dates should ...be able to relate to senior words: THAT; WHAT; WHICH; WHO; WHOM;
officers of the University—advt in Globe &
WHOSE. See also the article OMISSION OF
Mail (Toronto), 1968; Married people can RELATIVES.
still relate—Guardian, 1971.
relay, re-lay. One must distinguish
-related. This has flourished in the relay /'riilei/, /n'lei/ 'to receive (a message,
20C. as the second element of compound broadcast, etc.) and transmit it to others'
adjectives: e.g. AIDS-related disease; a smok-(pa.t. and pa.pple relayed) from re-lay /ri:ing-related lung problem; oil-related employ-"lei/ 'to lay again' (pa.t. and pa.pple rement. A hyphen is customary but is not laid). See RE(-).
obligatory in all cases: e.g. vivid sketches
linking a child's inattention at school to therelevance, first recorded in the 18c,
gang-and-drug related shoot-outs he witnesseshas almost completely taken precedence
over relevancy (16c.) as the 20c. proceeded.
at home—Dxdalus, 1993.
Examples: (relevance) Hal [se. a novel]
relation,
relationship,
relative —while laudable in its social intentions—is
(nouns). Their history as terms of kindred little more than a piecing together of stock
is set out in the OED. Relation 'a person responses to the current demand for 'relerelated to one by blood or marriage' was vance'—Times, 1975; Though the facts of Remthe first to come on the scene (1502); brandt's education and training are wellas an abstract noun meaning modern known, their relevance to his approach to selfEnglish 'relationship' it is first recorded portraiture has not been considered—H. P.
in the work of Jeremy Taylor in 1660. Chapman, 1990; My primary criticism is
that the relevance of the volumes to L2 acquiRelative, as a term of kinship, is first
recorded in 1657- Relationship in its nor- sition and language pedagogy is not emphasmal present-day sense 'the fact or state of ized—Language in Society, 1991. (relevancy)
being related' is first recorded in Pope's A tendency to confuse relevancy with recency—
Dunciad, (01744). The residue of several TLS, 1980.
See -CE, -CY.
centuries of interaction is that relation
and relative are now almost always interchangeable in the sense 'a kinsman or relevant. In the 1960s and 1970s unikinswoman', relation being the more versity campuses reverberated with the
usual of the two; while relationship con- cries of students demanding that their
tinues to be used as an abstract noun in academic studies be made relevant to the
the sense given above. Relation and relative social and political aspirations of young
have a wide range of other senses: these people at the time, that is should be
are listed in standard dictionaries. As socially, morally, and politically relevant,
for relationship, one must be careful to as opposed to being merely traditional,
distinguish the sense in e.g. His relation- evaluative, and aesthetic. This moveship with his pupils is excellent (working ment, and also the word relevant itself
association), and He was accused of having used in this way, have now largely disapa relationship with one of his female pupils peared to be replaced by notions of POLITICAL CORRECTNESS.
(sexual harassment).
reliable. It will come as a surprise to
many that, according to the OED (1908),
this word (and by inference also reliability), though first recorded in 1569,
came into common use only from about
relatively. Like COMPARATIVELY, relatively 1850, and at first perhaps occurred more
has been in standard use before a follow- frequently in American works than in
ing adjective since the early 19c: e.g. British ones. It is now, of course, in standJustice... denied to the relatively poor (1825); ard use everywhere, as is also reliability.
worth the relatively small sum ... paid for Earlier objection to the word was based
them (1884); The natural question to pursue on the belief that reliable ought to mean
is whether the Chinese state has been able 'able to rely' rather than 'able to be relied
to maintain control in this relatively open on'. As Alford (1864) expressed it: 'Reliable
is hardly legitimate. We do not rely a
geopolitical region—Dxdalus, 1993.
relative clause, a subordinate clause
that is attached to an antecedent by a
relative pronoun (that, which, who, etc.),
e.g. This is the house that Jack built.

relict I renegade
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man, we rely upon a man; so that reliable remit. 1 The inflected forms of the verb
does duty for rely-upon-able. "Trustworthy" are remitted, remitting; see -T-, -TT-. The
related adjective meaning 'able to be
does all the work required.'
remitted' is either remissible or remittable.
relict /'relikt/ now has only technical
2 Remit (noun), an item submitted for
senses in geology and ecology and (followed by of), archaically, 'widow', by con- consideration at a conference, çtc, is
trast with relic, which has a wide range pronounced either as /'riimit/ or /n'mrt/
of meanings (a surviving custom, part of in Britain, but always as /'riimit/ in New
Zealand. See NOUN AND VERB ACCENT.
a deceased saint's body, etc.).
3 Of the related nouns, remittance is
relievo /n'liivau/. Also in the It. spelling
rilievo /rii'ljervau/. PL -os. See -O(E)S 6. Cf. right for the sending of money, remittal
for referring a case from one court to
ALTO-RELIEVO; BAS-RELIEF; MEZZO-RELIEVO.
another, and remission for all other
religious. For dim religious light, see senses.
IRRELEVANT ALLUSION.

remonetize. Pronounce /ri:'mAnitaiz/.
remain. 1 Fowler (1926) rightly rejected
as 'a ridiculous tautology' the phr. con- remonstrate (verb). The only pronuncitinue to remain. He judged it to be 'sur- ation given in the OED (1908) was that
prisingly common', and cited three showing the stress on the second sylexamples, presumably from newspapers lable, but it is now always pronounced
of his day: The counsellors of the Sultan /'remanstreit/, i.e. stressed on the first
continue to remain sceptical; And yet throughsyllable. The corresponding noun remonit all I continue to remain cheerful; It is strance is stressed on the second syllable.
expected that very soon order will be restored,
although the people continue to remain rest- remunerate, remuneration are more
ive.
formal words than pay and payment and
2 I remain. As part of the concluding are chiefly used of the higher salaries in
formula of a letter, I remain was in fre- business firms. To be avoided at all costs
quent use from about 1600 to some point is the metathesized form ^enumeration
in the 20c. but now is rarely encountered. (for remuneration): it occurred, for exExamples: J will ever remain Your assured ample, of all unfortunate places, in the
friend Charles Percy (1600); I remain, my dear25 Aug. 1992 issue of The Times in an
advertisement for the vacant post of
friend, Affectionately yours, W.C.—Cowper,
1793; Here is my letter done, and I remainingGeneral Secretary of the Association of
yours always sincerely, REG.—E. FitzGerald, University Teachers.
1873.
Renaissance (with a capital R) /n'neiremediable, remedial. Thefirstmeans sans/, less commonly /ranei'sâs/ is the
'capable of being remedied (injustice is customary word for '(the period of) the
remediable)', and the second 'affording or revival of art and literature under the
intended as a remedy (remedial therapy)'. influence of classical models in the 14cThere seems little danger of confusion 16c' With a small r it is used of any
at present, though this has not always similar revival. The Anglicized form Rebeen the case: the OED cites 15-16C. ex- nascence (or r-) is sometimes used in the
amples of remediable used to mean 're- same senses, but more commonly just
medial, capable of remedying'.
means 'rebirth; renewal'.
remember. See RECOLLECT 2.
reminisce (verb) is a back-formation
(first recorded in 1829) from the noun
reminiscence.

rendezvous /'rondemn/, /-drvu:/. The pi.
is the same, but pronounced /-vuiz/. As
verb the inflected forms are rendezvouses
/-vu:z/, rendezvoused /-vu:d/, and rendezvousing /-vuan/.

remise. As verb and noun in law and
in fencing, pronounced /n'miiz/ ac- renegade is now the only current form
cording to COD and the New SOED, but asof the word, but renegado (the Sp. ori/n'maiz/ according to some other diction- ginal) will still be encountered in historical novels.
aries, esp. American ones.
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renouncement, renunciation | repetition

renouncement, renunciation. From
the beginning (renouncement 15c, renunciation 14c.) the second of the two words
has been dominant, and renouncement,
not having developed an independent
meaning (cf. pronouncement and pronunciation), is now rarely used.
renunciation /rmAnsi'eiJan/. See prec.
rep (textile fabric). This spelling is recommended, not repp or reps: the French
original is spelt reps, pronounced /reps/.

a collection (of habits, jokes, skills, languages, etc.) forming part of a person's
or animal's special gifts or accomplishments. Repertory, besides having these
meanings, is most particularly a type
of theatrical presentation in which the
plays performed by a company are
changed at regular short intervals: hence
repertory company, player, theatre, etc.

repetition.
1 Chance repetition of
words is a natural feature of the language. Sometimes it happens because
repa(i)rable. Reparable /'reparabal/ is the repeated words are just part of the
used almost only of abstracts such as ordinary way in which verbs work: e.g.
loss, injury, mistake, which are to be made Of course he too had had a choice and still
up for or to have their effects neutral- had one—I. Murdoch, 1989; The way in
ized; repairable sometimes is used in that which we do do such things—BBC Radio 4,
1990. At other times it occurs because the
way also, but chiefly of material things
that need mending. The negatives are same word is used twice with different
irreparable, but unrepairable. See IN- AND functions: e.g. The heart wasn't beating...
Whoever he was, the chap had had it—
UN-.
M. Innés, 1956; She brings with her her
repeat (noun). The use of repeat to mean daughter Elizabeth-Jane—M. Drabble, 1985;
'the repetition of a radio or television They're all married, said her mother. Not that
programme which has already been that would bother most people nowadays—P.
broadcast', and its attributive use in Lively, 1989; such publicity as there was was
compounds such as repeat fee, repeat per- left to the chairman and senior editors—P.
formance, have tended to give additional Howard, 1990; He's out back in the darkprominence to the word repeat in the 20c. room. Hell be in in a minute—N. Virtue,
and slightly less prominence to repetition. 1990. The phenomenon is not new: Harry
could forgive her her birth—G. Meredith,
As a result there has emerged a marked
tendency to use repeat where formerly 1861. Nor, of course, is it restricted to
repetition would have been the automatic BrE sources: the front page [of the newschoice: e.g. members of the powerful 1922 paper] was missing and all there was was
columnists and the life-style section—G.
Committee executive told Mrs Thatcher there
must be no repeat of the dispute between Keillor, 1990 (US). Any awkwardness reDowning Street and Mr Lawson over the Ex-siding in such repetitions is normally
passed over as something that is inevitchange Rate Mechanism—Times, 1989.
able and unavoidable. If there is any
repel (verb). The inflected forms are question of loss of clarity a comma is
inserted between the repeated words:
repelled, repelling. See -LL-, -L-.
e.g. And while we're at it, it wasn't me with
repellent, repellant. The first of these the fedora at Bea's sweet-sixteen—M. Richler,
is recommended for all senses, as noun
1980. In spoken English, in such slightly
or adjective.
convoluted circumstances, a pause is
often inserted between the repeated
repellent, repulsive. That is repellent words: e.g. We are getting people who had a
which keeps one at arm's length; that is right to be out [pause] out—W. Waldegrave,
repulsive from which one recoils. That is, BBC 1 News, 1990. Jespersen's Modern
the second is a much stronger word.
English Grammar draws attention to a
spectacular example of word repetition
repertoire, repertory are essentially
in Addison's Spectator (May 1711)- In reply
the same word, being the French and
to an article about the increasing use of
English equivalents of Latin repertôrium
that for which in the early eighteenth
'an inventory, a catalogue'. A repertoire is
century, a pseudonymous writer called
essentially a stock of dramatic or musical
'That' submitted an ironic reply: 'My
pieces which a company or player is
lords! with humble submission, That that
prepared to perform; in transferred use,

repetition | repetitional, repetitionary
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I say is this: that that that that gentleman normally, I think, insert a comma
has advanced, is not that, that he should between the two occurrences or silently
have said to your Lordships.' It takes a omit the second is as being otiose or 'a
little working out but the meaning mistake'. In the examples I heard myself
comes through.
there was no perceptible pause before
Back to the twentieth century. Com- the second occurrence. Contextually the
mon or garden repetition has been construction seems to be just some kind
joined in quite recent times by a remark- of unguarded syntactic stuttering. Or
able domino-type repetition of is. It oc- perhaps it is an example (to use modern
terminology) of some deep-structured
curs only in spoken English, and
principally in sentences beginning with linguistic domino effect?
The problem is, The question is, and similar 2 Repetition of words and sounds is
phrases. An American scholar, Dwight entirely legitimate in some other cirBolinger, first consciously noticed the cumstances, e.g. (a) When done for rhereduplicated use of is in a speech by a torical effect: Looking at the far sandhills,
former president of the Linguistic Soci- Wiliam Barikes thought of Ramsay: though
ety of America in 1971: My real feeling is, of a road in Westmorland, thought of Ramsay
is that there is... This example could, one striding along a road by himself hung round
can suppose, have been the result of a with that solitude which seemed to be his
momentary hesitation. But Bolinger, by natural air—V. Woolf, 1927; For she could
then alerted to the construction, noted regard me without strong emotion—a familiar
that it was breaking out everywhere, shape, a familiar face, a familiar silence—
mostly in radio or television broadcasts, Marilynne Robinson, 1981; Long grey iron
often with no perceptible pause between trains, the compartments jammed with people
the first and second uses of is: e.g. The all the way, long long waits in grey steelproblem is, is that... (a Califomian radio vaulted stations-S. Bedford, 1989. (b) The
station, 1978); The other problem is is on type there are kings and kings. See AND 5.
the demand side (as against the supply
3 Certain other kinds of (mostly uninside) (ditto, 1985). Sometimes the repetition is disguised or deflected by a change tentional) repetition are undesirable. For
of tense: The strange thing was, is that example: (a) (awkward repetition of
... (1981); Some of the problems in load- small words such as of with or of terminaing the structure was is that ... (1985). tions such as -ly): The founders of the study
I was beginning to dismiss it as an of human nature; Taken up with warfare
idiosyncratic American use, when a cor- with an enemy; He lived practically exclurespondent from West Yorkshire, Mr sively on milk, (b) Accidental repetition
James A. Porter, wrote to say that he had of the same or a similar-sounding word:
encountered this weird type of construc- e.g. The Japanese democracy are affronted
tion on the BBC 'scores of times': e.g. The at what they regard as an affront to their
question is, is if the merger goes ahead, will national dignity; The cure for that is clearl
...? (David Owen, BBC, 30 August 1987); the alternative vote or the second ballot, the
former alternative being the more preferable;
What is clear is this, is what the Labour Party
intend to do will lead to... (N. Lawson, BBC, Anonymity seems to be a peculiar delight to
26 May 1987); But isn't that the problem, is writers on naval matters, though perhaps
that ... (BBC Radio 4 on a radio call-in necessity has something to do with the matter; The features which the present Governwith Nick Ross, 6 Nov. 1990). I watched
out for examples myself and was soon ment in this country presents in common
rewarded: e.g. The curious thing about it is with representative and responsible governthat, is ... (Peter Barnes, BBC 1, 29 July ment are few and formal. The moral is
1990); My message is to the government, is simple: read through what you have
... (G. Kaufman, BBC 1, 25 Aug. 1990). written before it is committed to print.
Somehow constructions of this type had
repetitional, repetitionary, repeticrossed the Atlantic in the mysterious tious, repetitive. These four adjectives,
way in which such things happen.
first recorded in 1720, 1720, 1675, and
The pleonastic doubling or repetition
of is is clearly a marked feature of modern spoken English. A copytaker setting
down an example of the type would

1839 respectively, are all still available,
but the last two are easily the more
common of the quartet at present. Repetitious (which the OED 1908 described as
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'common in recent American use') is
used particularly of speech or writing
that is 'characterized by repetition, esp.
when unnecessary or tiresome' (COD);
and repetitive of work, rhythm, etc., that
is characterized by repetition, not necessarily of an avoidable or tiresome nature.
Contrast the neutral use of repetitive in
repetitive DNA, a form of DNA that contains multiple copies of a particular gene
in each cell; and repetitive strain (or stress)
injury or RSI, the name given to a recently
diagnosed medical condition affecting
some individuals after prolonged sessions of keyboarding.

replace | repugn
reportage. This French loanword is still
only semi-Anglicized in pronunciation,
/repo:'ta:3/, though /n'po:tid3/ is also used.
Its older senses 'repute; gossip' have been
dropped and now it means 'the reporting
of events for the press or for broadcasting, esp. with reference to reporting
style' (SOED), or an instance of this. Examples: Németh's book was planned as a
long psychological novel, Kuncz's book as
a straightforward reportage—A. Koestler,
1954; His study of the Hyde Park orators
might have been taken as a masterly piece of
reportage—London Rev. Bks, 1979.

reported speech. Direct speech in its
replace, l The corresponding adj. in printed form is conventionally placed
-able is spelt replaceable. See -ABLE, -IBLE 2 within quotation marks: 'Here I have a
suggestion which you might think about,
(iii).
Jane,' said Mr Pickering—A. Brookner, 1993.
2 Note its two main meanings: (a) to Had the same statement been expressed
put back in place (He replaced the papers in indirect or reported speech it would
in the drawer after photocopying them); (b)have been printed as Mr Pickering said to
to take the place of, to succeed (Atherton Jane that he had a suggestion that she might
replaced Gooch as the England cricket captainthink about. A change of tense is often
at the end of the 1993 season).
involved in reported speech as well as
other minor changes. Thus, the direct
replenishment, repletion. The first
speech statement 7 believe you should sell
means 'a fresh supply' or 'the act or
this place and make a move across the river.
process of replenishing'; whereas repleYou will be quite comfortable there.' (ibid.)
tion means 'the action or fact or conwould become in reported speech Mr
dition of being replete, i.e. filled up,
Pickering said that he believed she should sell
stuffed full, or crowded'. See -ION AND
her place and make a move across the river.
-MENT.
She would be quite comfortable there.
See also INDIRECT QUESTION.
replete. The primary sense is 'supplied
with in abundance, stuffed with' (a purse repp. See REP.
replete with £10 notes); but, beginning in
the 17c. and still, it is sometimes used
reprehensible. Thus spelt. See -ABLE,
where complete would seem to be more -IBLE 7.
appropriate (a medieval library replete with
a chained-Bible table and a few manuscripts).reprieve. Thus spelt, not -ei-.
Quite full and abundantly full (replete)
are not the same as characteristically reprimand. The noun is stressed on the
first syllable. Some dictionaries, includcontaining (complete).
ing the SOED (1993), give third-syllable
replicate. The word has been in use in stressing for the verb, but /'reprimaind/
various senses (e.g. to reply, to repeat, to is recommended here.
fold back) from the 16c. onwards, but it
has spread its wings in the 20c. esp. reproducible. Thus spelt. See -ABLE, -IBLE
in various technical senses in biology, 7computer science, etc., in the broad
reprove makes reprovable. See MUTE E.
senses 'to reproduce or give rise to a
copy of itself, 'to imitate', and 'to copy reps. See REP.
exactly'. It is best avoided in non-scientific writing, when so many general repugn (verb) is pronounced /n'pjuin/,
words (to be modelled on, to imitate, to but in repugnance and repugnant the g
duplicate, etc.) are available to express and the n are both fully pronounced:
the same broad ideas.
thus /n'pAgnans/, /n'pAgnant/.

repulsive | resolution, motion
repulsive. See REPELLENT.
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resignedly. Four syllables. See -EDLY.

resile (verb) /n'zail/. An uncommon
word meaning 'to withdraw from a
course of action': e.g. Bill Cosh, unofficial
request. The noun is frequently fol- leader of the rebels, told the Commons, 'I wil
lowed by the preposition for (a request for not in any way resile from the objections that I
more time to come to a decision), and the have to the [Maastricht] treaty—newspaper
verb ask is often followed by a direct report, 24 July 1993.
personal object plus for preceding the
object requested (the beggar asked her for resilience, resiliency. Pronounce with
some money). But request (verb) cannot idio- /n'zil-/. The two words are not clearly
matically be so used: the beggar requested distinguished in sense, but the first is
some money from her is idiomatic, but the much the more common of the two. Cf.
beggar requested her for some money is not. -CE, -CY.
reputable. Stressed on the first syllable,
/'repjotabal/.

require (verb). Two uses of the verb that, resin. See ROSIN.
though presumably idiomatic in the resist (verb) makes resistible. See -ABLE,
countries concerned, are unidiomatic in -IBLE 7.
Britain: I require to know your surnames-R.
Rive, 1986 (SAfr.; BrE need); Zoning ordin- resistance. Resistance to governs an -ing
ances required it be a certain distance fromparticiple, not an infinitive. Example: You
the street-T. McGuane, 1989 (US; BrE to have likened the resistance of Ulster Unionis
be).
to being [not to be] driven out of the Constitution ...to the opposition ... See GERUND 3.
reredos. Two syllables, /'nadDS/.
résister, one who resists, contrasted
rescind (verb). The corresponding noun with resistor, a device having resistance
is rescission, pronounced /n's^an/.
to the passage of an electrical current.
research (noun). Normally stressed on
the second syllable in BrE and on the first
in AmE. But /'ri:s3:tJ7 is now increasingly
being used in BrE, esp. by the young.

resoluble, resolvable. Both are in use
without distinction of meaning, the
second being much the more common.
Both are stressed on the second syllable.
The corresponding negatives are irnesolresentment. May I, as one in complete uble /in'zDljubQl/ or irresolvable /insympathy with the general policy of the Gov- 'zDlvabal/, and unresolvoble. See IN- AND
ernment, give expression to the strong resent- UN-. See also DISSOLUBLE; SOLUBLE.
ment I feel to the proposed Bill. Resentment
resolution (in prosody). The substituof, at, against, never to.
tion in a metrical foot of two shorts for
reservedly. Four syllables. See -EDLY.
a normal long. Thus a dactyl -•—- or
anapaest —*- — by resolution becomes a
residue, residuum. In lay use the pre- spondee
.
ferred form is residue (adj. residual). In
law, residue (rarely residuum, pi. residua) is resolution, motion. As names for a
that which remains of an estate after proposition that is passed or is to be
the payment of all charges, debts, and
passed by the votes of an assembly, the
bequests. In chemistry, a residue (less two differ in that the passing of a motion
commonly a residuum) is a substance left results in action, and a motion is that
after combustion, evaporation, etc. something be done; while a resolution
There are uses of both words in other is not necessarily more than an exprestechnical and scientific subjects: for sion of the opinion that something is
these, readers are advised to consult the true or desirable. Since, however,
appropriate dictionaries or textbooks. opinion often becomes operative, and
The adj. most commonly used in law is since resolutions as well as motions are
residuary (a bequest of his residuary estate tomoved, i.e. are at least in one sense
charity), but there are legal contexts, too motions, the distinction is elusive. It is
complicated to be treated here, in which nevertheless of some value if not too
residual is appropriate.
rigidly applied.
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resolve | respectively

resolve (verb). See INVOLVE I .

as one of the beautiful, the most beautiful
things—H. James, 1904. Despite a certain
resolvedly. Four syllables. See -EDLY.
amount of hostility or discouragement
resort, re-sort. The first has a wide shown by some usage guides, all four
range of meanings as noun and verb, expressions have continued in use. Examples: Any allowance for relief at the higher
and is pronounced /n'zDit/. The second
means 'to sort again or differently' and rate in respect of interest on loans within
MIRAS will be withdrawn—Financial Times,
is pronounced /ri:'sa:t/. See RE(-) (b).
1991; There are two pillars to this account
resort, resource, recourse. Fowler ... much differentiated as well as distinct
(1926) cited a number of examples show- from a traditional petite bourgeoisie in respect
ing confusion in the use of these three: of its structured 'overconsumptionism'—
e.g. She will not be able to do so ... without Oxford Art Jrnl, 1991; Miami of today ...
resource to the sword (recourse, resorting, cannot compare to the Milwaukee of 100
resort); Surely he was better employed in years ago in respect to the proportionate
plying the trades of tinker and smith than in numbers of immigrants or their apartness in
having resource to vice (recourse);... should the larger culture—NY Times Bk Rev., 1991;
an autonomous régime for Macedonia haveAll stressed the need to reaffirm a position
been agreed to by Turkey without resource towithin the Labour Party against revisionism,
war (recourse, resort); . . . binding all particularly with respect to public ownPowers to apply an economic boycott, or, inership—Twentieth Century Brit. History, 1991;
the last resource, international force, againstWe were also convinced that consonanceany Power which ... (resort). These ex- meaning agreement with binding Roman
amples underline Fowler's resourceful- Catholic teaching—had not been reached on
ness in seeking out such evidence, but certain essential points, even points respecting
the eucharist and the ministerial priesthoodif such confusion still exists I have failed
to find it. The three words are chiefly Church Times, 1992.
used in certain established phrases: (resort) as a last resort, in the last resort (after respectfully. Yours respectfully, as a signFr. en dernier ressort); without resorting to; to ing-off formula in letters (including
resort to; a holiday resort; (resource) without those written to the editors of newsresources; at the end of his resources; one's papers), is now rarely used. See LETTER
own resources, one's personal capabilities; FORMS.
a person of many resources; (recourse) to respectively is correctly used when the
have recourse to; without recourse, a formula sense required is 'each separately or in
used by the endorser of a bill, etc., to turn, and in the order mentioned' (e.g.
disclaim responsibility for non-payment. Such a scaffold is fully determined by the
These and others are all treated in the parameters R and c specifying respectively
OED and the SOED with much greater the equatorial radius and the widening of the
detail than can be presented here.
barrel—Protein Engineering, 1990; Iraq and
Syria have been ruled by small minorities
(Sunni Arabs and Alawite queers respectively)—Internat. Affairs, 1991; The product is
a joint venture by Rudy Rucker, a science
fiction writer, and John Walker, who are employed respectively as 'mathenaut' and 'virrespect. The compound prepositions in tual programmer' by the computer-aided
respect of, in respect to, with respect to and design specialist Autodesk Inc.—New Scientist,
the simple preposition (or pres.pple) re- 1991.
specting are all listed in the OED with
Fowler (1926) cited numerous exextensive historical evidence from liter- amples in which respectively is used tautoary works: e.g. Item, shee is not to be fasting logically (e.g. He wants the Secretary for
in respect of her breath—Shakespeare, 1591 ; War to tell the House in what countries they
After this, the Colony enjoy'd a perfect Tran-are at present stationed, and the numbers in
quillity with Respect to the Savages—Defoe,each country respectively (each is adequate)
1719; He could not agree with him respecting or unintelligibly (e.g. The writing-room,
the price—M. Edgeworth, 1802; She had silence-room, and recreation-room, have restruck him, in respect to the beautiful world, spectively blue and red arm<hairs). He added
resource. Pronounce either as /n'zois/
or /n'sD:s/. In BrE the stress always falls
on the second syllable, but in AmE both
first-syllable and second-syllable stressing are current.

respirable, respiratory | restrictive clauses
a comment: 'The simple fact is that respective and respectively are words seldom
needed, but that pretentious writers
drag them in at every opportunity for
the air of thoroughness and precision
they are supposed to give to a sentence.'
His comments are sound but their present-day relevance is uncertain. I have
found no evidence of such misuses of
respectively in the 1990s.
respirable, respiratory. The pronunciations recommended are respectively
/'resparabal/ and /'resparat(a)n/. But
second-syllable stressing, i.e. /n'spair-/
and /n'spir-/, is common in each of them.
respite (noun). The SOED (1993) gives
precedence to the
pronunciation
/'respart/, but /'resprt/ is at least as common.
resplendence, resplendency. The first
is recommended. See -CE, -CY.
responsible. Thus spelt, not -able. See
-ABLE, -IBLE 7.

restaurant. In standard BrE the final t
is not sounded.
restaurateur. Thus spelt. The spelling
restauranteur (with internal n), though
increasingly common, is erroneous.
restive is used particularly of a horse
that stands still or moves backwards or
sideways and refuses to go forward; of a
refractory child; or of a discontented
army, or any other group of people harbouring a grievance. The word makes
contact with restless when the meaning
required is no more than agitated or
fidgety, because of loss of sleep (a restless
night), boredom (unemployment left him
listless andrestless),a poor performance
of a play, etc. (the audience was becoming
increasinglyrestless),or some other unsettling circumstance. Restive most often
suggests that potentially hostile or disruptive action seems likely to occur,
while restless is more often a kind of
explanatory word, implying that there
is a reason (lack of sleep, an unhappy
relationship, a lacklustre concert, etc.)
leading to the behaviour in question.
restrainedly. Four syllables. See -EDLY.
restrain, re-strain. See RE(-).
restrictive and non-restrictive apposi
tives. See APPOSITION 2.
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restrictive clauses. The main discussion of these and of non-restrictive
clauses will be found s.v. THAT (relative
pronoun), but it may be helpful, as an
aperitif, if I set down here the definitions
of the terms in standard sources,
Restrictive clauses are relative clauses
'delimiting the meaning or reference of a
modified noun phrase or other element*
(SOED, 1993). Leech and Svartvik (1975)
cite the following pair of sentences to
bring out the distinction: [1] Children who
learn easily should start school as early
as possible; [2] Children, who learn easily,
should start school as early as possible. 'In
[1] the relative clause is restrictive and
tells us what kind of children ought to
start school early. In [2], where the relative clause is non-restrictive, the speaker
is talking about all children in general
... The clause does not in any way limit
the reference of children.'
S. Greenbaum offers the following definition (OCELang., 1992): 'A restrictive rela
tive clause (also definingrelativeclause) is a
relative clause with the semantic function of defining more closely what the
noun modified by the clause is referring
to. In the sentence My uncle who lives in
Brazil is coming to see us, the relative clause
who lives in Brazil restricts the reference
of my uncle. The restrictive modification
would distinguish this uncle from any
others who might have been included.
A non-restrictive relative clause (also nondefiningrelativeclause) adds information
not needed for identifying what a modified noun is referring to. The sentence
My uncle, who lives in Brazil, is coming to
see us contains the non-restrictive relative
clause who lives in Brazil. This clause provides information about the uncle, but
his identity is presumed to be known
and not to need further specification.
Non-restrictive relative clauses are usually separated from the noun phrases
they modify by parenthetical punctuation (usually commas, but sometimes
dashes or brackets). In speech, there may
be a pause that serves the same function
as the parenthesis.' When these are
taken together it emerges that a nonrestrictive relative clause can normally
be recognized because of its parenthetical punctuation or its spoken equivalent—pauses in the flow of speech.
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rest room | Revelation

retractation, retraction. The second is
the customary word as the noun corresresult. The word is pushing into the ponding to all the main senses (withdraw
territory of not just an outcome (of some a statement, etc.) of the verb retract, exaction, game, etc.) but a favourable or cept that retractation is properly used
desirable outcome. The earliest ex- with direct or indirect reference to the
amples found so far are from the 1920s title of a book written by St Augustine
and show the word in the plural: e.g. 'containing further treatment and cortake some of those pamphlets with you to rections of matters treated in his former
distribute aboard ship. They may bring re- writings' (OED); and also (beside retraction)
sults—E. O'Neill, 1922. More recently, re- to mean 'recantation of an opinion,
sult has come to be used in this manner statement, etc., with admission of error'
in the singular (? only in the language (OED).
of footballers and their managers): e.g.
We needed a result ... Perhaps we should retrieve (noun). Apart from special uses
have done better than win 1-0-Observer, in the training of gun-dogs, and in some
1976.
American games (e.g. volleyball), hardly
used now except in the collocations berésumé /'rezjumei/. In BrE thus written yond retrieve, past retrieve. The customary
(with accents, in romans) and normally noun for all the main senses is retrieval.
meaning 'a summary'. In AmE, often See -AL 2.
without the first accent or with no accents (resume, resume), used to mean 'a retro-. For long pronounced either as
summary', or specifically 'a curriculum /'retrau/ or /'ri:trau/. At some point in the
vitae'.
20C. the pronunciation with a short /e/
virtually drove out that with /i:/ in all
resurrect. See BACK-FORMATION.
the relevant words, and now /'riitrau/ is
rarely heard.
retable (frame at back of altar). Pronounce /n'teibal/.
retrograde, retrogression (and derivareticent. Since it entered the language tives). There are two series: 1 retrograde
in the 1830s, along with the related noun adj. and (esp. in astronomy) verb, retroreticence ('Not in common use until after gradation; 2 retrogress verb, retrogression
1830', OED), its standard meaning has noun, retrogressive adj. In practice, for the
been 'reserved; disinclined to speak adj. retrograde is the usual choice, and
freely'. Evidence is accumulating that it for the noun retrogression (except in asis now also being used to mean 'reluctant tronomy and physical geography where
to act', and dragging the noun along in rétrogradation is customary). The verbs
the same direction. Examples: Not every- are seldom used (except for retrograde
one is as reticent as London's civil servants in astronomy and physical geography).
about moving to Docklands—Times, 1992;There seems to be no prospect that one
Zhang Liang says he understands Western series will oust the other.
rest room. See TOILET.

reticence about introducing genetically alteredretroussé (adj.). (Of the nose) turned up •
organisms into the environment—New Scien-at the tip. Print in romans, retain the
tist, 1993. The new use is non-standard acute accent.
at present, but has an air of inevitability
about it.
rev (verb). The inflected forms are revs,
revved, revving.
retina. In technical work the pi. is usually retinae /-ni:/, but in non-technical
reveille /n'vœli/. Thus spelt.
writing and speaking retinas. See LATIN
revel. The inflected forms of the verb
PLURALS.
are revelled, revelling; also reveller. In AmE
retirai,
meaning 'retirement from usu. written with a single 1. See -LL-, -L-.
office', is hardly used outside Scotland.
Example: Young person required for civil Revelation. The last book in the New
engineering stores tofillvacancy due to reti-Testament was called The Revelation of S.
rai—advt in Lochaber News, 1978. See Iohn the Diuine in 1611, and the singular
form Revelation remains in standard use
-AL 2.

revenge | révisai
to this day. In popular use the pi. form
Revelations is regrettably common.
revenge (verb). See AVENGE.
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procedures, Debrett's Correct Form (1970 or
later printing) is an excellent guide.

reverent, reverential. Between reverent
Reverend is abbreviated Revd (no point) and reverential the difference is much
or, with increasing frequency, Rev. (with the same as that between PRUDENT and
point). It means 'deserving reverence', prudential, reverential being as applicable
as contrasted with reverent 'feeling or to what simulates reverence as to what
showing reverence'. Archbishops are is truly instinct with it, while reverent has
Most Reverend, bishops are Right Reverend, only the laudatory sense. But reverential is
and deans Very Reverend; archdeacons are often chosen merely as a LONG VARIANT;
not Reverend but Venerable. The correct when reverent would not be out of place,
form of address to a member of the reverential is a substitute as much weaker
clergy is The Revd (or The Rev.) J. Smith as it is longer.
(or with the Christian name in full). To
reversal. See REVERSION.
describe such a person as Rev. Smith or
to speak of such a person as Reverend
Smith or the Reverend is incorrect, at least reversible. Thus spelt (also irreversible),
in standard use in Britain. The Shorter not -able. See -ABLE, -IBLE 7.
Oxford (1993) expresses it as follows: 'It
is commonly considered unacceptable to reversion has various senses, chiefly
use Reverend ... with a surname alone legal or biological, to be found in any
(rather than with a forename, initial, good dictionary, and not needing to be
other title, or some combination of set down here. It suffices to say that they
these) or without preceding the: thus the all correspond to the verb revert, and not
Reverend Joseph Brown, the Reverend J. B. to the verbreverse,whose noun is reversal.
Brown, the Reverend Dr Brown, but not (the) In the following examples it has been
Reverend Brown, and not Reverend as a form wrongly given the meaning of reversal:
of address, either spoken (Hello, Reverend The reversion of our Free Trade policy would
{Brown)) or to begin a letter (Dear Reverend we are convinced, be a great reverse for the
(Dr Brown)).' Actual usage is variable, but working class; But to undertake a complete
members of the clergy are quite rightly reversion of the Bolshevik policy is beyond
adamant about the need to keep to the their powers.
older conventions while recognizing
that in our age of receding Christian reviewal had wide currency in the 19c.
belief those who break with tradition when nouns in -al were popular, but
are usually deeply respectful but quite in most contexts now review (noun) is
preferable.
simply ignorant of protocol.
In AmE scant regard is paid to the
conventions of BrE in the matter, to review, revue. The former has numerjudge from the following examples: There ous senses including the following: a
really was something between her and Rev-general survey or assessment of a suberend Propper?—]. Updike, 1988; Reverend ject, policy, etc.; a display and formal
Samuels led the congregation in a prayer for inspection of troops; a published assessJackie Robinson—M. Golden, 1989; Reverend ment of the value, interest, etc., of a
Knox decided he could join the staff on those book, play, etc.; part of the title of a
terms-G. Keillor, 1991; The Reverend Cutch- regular journal (e.g. The Review of English
eon gave an address before the celebration Studies). A revue is simply a theatrical
began—New Yorker, 1992. If a person is at entertainment consisting of a series of
short sketches and songs, i.e. has only
the same time a minister or chaplain
and (say) a professor, the correct style is one sense. It should be recorded here
The Revd Professor James Jones. The com- that review is occasionally used instead
plications of how to address ordained of revue, but the two words are best kept
members of religious orders in the apart in the manner indicated above.
Church of England, archbishops of the
Church of Ireland, bishops of the Epis- révisai had substantial currency from
copal Church in Scotland, and so on, lie the 17c. to the 19c. but has now virtually
outside the scope of this book. For the dropped out of use in favour of revision.
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revivals. See CARREL; CARVEN.

revivals | rhyming slang
rhinoceros. PL the same (a herd of rhinoceros) or rhinoceroses.

revolve, revolver. See INVOLVE I.
Rev., Revd. See REVEREND.

revue. See REVIEW.

rhombus. PI. rhombuses (preferred) or
rhombi /-bai/.

rhotic. Of a form of English, esp. Scots
and AmE, that retains historical /r/ in
rhapsodic, rhapsodical, in classical medial and final position (Arthur, for
literature a rhapsody (L rhapsddia) was fear, harder). The state or condition of
an epic poem or part of one, e.g. a book being rhotic is rhoticity or rhotacism. RP
of the Iliad or Odyssey, suitable for recita- is notable for its lack of rhoticity, i.e. is
tion at one time. From this came the use a non-rhotic form of English.
of the word in English (16-190) to mean
a literary work consisting of miscellan- rhyme, identity of sound between words
eous or disconnected pieces; and (from or the endings of words, a marked
the late 19c.) a free musical composition feature of verse. 1 The word entered Engin one extended movement, usu. emo- lish in the 13c. in the form rime (from OF
tional or exuberant in character. From rime) and this spelling (or ryme) remained
the mid-i 7c. onward the word also dominant until the early 17c. when,
stepped outside literary forms to be used through etymological association with
of an exaggeratedly enthusiastic or ec- the ultimate source, L rhythmus, the spellstatic expression of feeling. All this from ing rhyme began to be used. Gradually
the OED. In past times rhapsodic and rhap- the new spelling established itself and
sodical were used as adjs. corresponding rhyme is now the prevailing form. In
to the literary senses of rhapsody. Now Coleridge's The Rime oftheAncyentMarinere
they are increasingly restricted to mean (1798) Rime means a rhyming poem.
exaggeratedly enthusiastic, or to musical
2 The rhyming element may be a
contexts, with rhapsodic being much the
(/eet/seat, love/above),
more common of the two. Examples: monosyllable
(rhapsodic) By the same token, critics wax known as a 'masculine rhyme', two sylrhapsodic about The Cook, the Thief [etc.] lables (rabblefbabble, guessingfblessing),
because its images [etc.]—M. Medved, 1992; known as a 'feminine rhyme' or 'double
Their interpretation has a freedom of temporhyme', three syllables (glamorous\amand rubato that brings a rhapsodic quality orous), known as a 'triple rhyme', or
more. Half-rhyme is much favoured by
to the music—Strad, 1992; When Barry Diller
... speaks of his Apple PowerBook, a laptopcertain poets, e.g. Hopkins and Owen:
shell\shall, frondsjfriends, hittingjhurting.
computer, he grows rhapsodic—New Yorker,
1993- (rhapsodical) People write rhapsodical More complex types also occur: e.g. sistervolumes about the glories awash on Chesa-hoodjgood, Christlsacrificed, room therejloom
peake Bay—the skipjacks, the oyster tong-thereldoom there.
ing—V. Tanzer, 1989.
rhyme royale. A term in prosody meanRhenish (of the River Rhine). Pronounce ing a metre in stanzas of seven iambic
pentameters rhyming ababbcc. Chau/'reniJV rather than /'ri:n-/.
cer's Clerk's Tale is a typical example:
rhetorical question. A question is often
This sergeant cam unto his lord ageyn,
put not to elicit information, but as a
And of Grisildis wordes and hire cheere
more striking substitute for a statement.
He tolde hym point for point, in short and
The assumption is that only one answer
pleyn,
is possible, and that if the hearer is
And hym presentefh with his doghter deere.
compelled to make it mentally himself
Somwhat this lord hadde routhe in his maner
it will impress him more than the speakBut nathelees his purpos heeld he stille,
er's statement. So Who does not know... ?
As lordes doon, whan they wol han hir
for Everyone knows; Was ever such nonsense wille;...
written? for Never was etc.
rhyming slang, a type of slang (orig.
rhino. PI. the same or rhinos. See -O(E)S Cockney) in which a word is replaced by
5. See also ABBREVIATIONS 1.
words or phrases which rhyme with the

rhythmic, rhythmical | right
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word substituted, often with the rhym- rick (noun and verb), a sprain; to sprain.
ing element omitted {New SOED). Ex- Thus usu. spelt, rather than wrick. Both
amples are first found in Cockney in the words are relatively recent (verb late 18c,
early 19c. They include: apples and pears noun mid-i9c). They seem to be of dia(stairs, first recorded in 1857), elephant's lectal origin.
trunk (drunk, 1859), plates of meat (feet,
1887), rock of ages (wages, 1937), round the rickety. Thus spelt, not -etty. See -T-, -TT-.
houses (trousers, 1857), shovel and broom
(room, 1928), Sweeney Todd (Flying Squad, ricochet. The spelling, accent, and pro1938), trouble and strife (wife, 1929). When nunciation recommended are: ricochet
such phrases become familiar they are /'nkajei/; ricocheted /'nkajeid/; and ricochetoften used in a reduced form, e.g. He's ing /'nkajenn/. Cf. CROCHET; CROQUET.
elephants ( = He's drunk). In practice they rid. The pa.t. and pa.pple are now norare seldom explained, e.g. Goethe never mallyridrather than ridded. The active
spoke ... All through the afternoon not a type He ridded the stable of cluster flies,
dickybird, Barley said—], le Carré, 1989. Ithowever, occurs from time to time, as
is simply assumed that the reader knows does the participial type He has ridded the
that dickybird (first recorded in this sense stable of clusterflies.But when the pa.pple
in 1932) is rhyming slang for 'word'.
is passive the only possible form is rid:

e.g. I thought myself wellridof him.
rhythmic, rhythmical. The two forms
have stood side by side for nearly four
Riesling. Pronounce /'riislirj/ or /'riiz-/,
centuries, and in the majority of con- but not /'rai-/ as in rye.
texts (except in physical geography,
where the shorter form is favoured) are right. 1 The distribution of adverbial
interchangeable. In practice the choice right used as an intensive meaning 'very'
of form is made instinctively and arbi- is not fully known. The OED lists extrarily. In William Thomson's classic amples from the 13c. to the 20c, includwork The Rhythm of Speech (1923) rhyth-ing the following: (with adverbs) The
mical seems to be used throughout (Each portrait of him she lovedrightdearly—
Disraeli, 1826; They conquered itrightroyof the series is organically rhythmical; Quintilion's total unfitness for dealing with any ally—Mag. Art, 1885; The 'proofs' of the Blake
rhythmical question). By contrast, Fowler book are coming in ...The illustrations look
(1926) uses both forms in his article on right well—W. B. Yeats, 1891; Cale was doing
rhythm: Rhythmic speech or writing is likeright well for himself—P. Mallory, 1981;
waves of the sea; A sentence ...is rhythmical(with adjectives) I should be right sorry To
if, when said aloud, [etc.]. D. Attridge, in have the means so to be venged on you—B.
The Rhythms of English Poetry (1982), keeps Jonson, 1611; I was right glad ... to see
to rhythmic throughout his book (Part of your writing again—Coleridge, 1800; I did
the rhythmic character ...of any line stems not feel right comfortable for some time afterfrom the placing of word and phrase bound- wards-M. Twain, 1869; Miz Wilkes is right
aries; the same unconscious immediacy withsensible, for a woman—M. Mitchell, 1936.
which we respond to some rhythmic patterns). From these examples, and from other
Recommendation: use whichever form evidence, it is possible to surmise that,
used in this way, right was at one time
seems natural, but be consistent.
in good literary use in England; that it
See -IC(AI).
is much more informal now in BrE; and
ribbon, riband. Thefirstis overwhelm- that it is mainly in regional (chiefly
Southern) use in AmE. It remains in
ingly the customary form. The second
occurs mostly in the phr. blue riband (also standard use in BrE in titles and forms
with capital initials), the name given to of address, e.g. Right Honourable, Right
the record for the fastest sea journey Reverend, Right Worshipful.
between Southampton and New York,
2 In some other senses, adverbial
esp. in the 1920s and 1930s. Etymologi- right is standard everywhere, e.g.
cally the two words are doublets, from informally = straight (with temporal
ME reban (later, with parasitic d, ryband) connotation) (e.g. right away;rightnow;
from OF riban (still dialectal), modF III be right down; III be right with you); =
ruban.
quite, completely (e.g. turn itrightoff;
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he has come right round to the idea). The
emphatic Right on!, used since the 1920s
as an expression of enthusiastic agreement or encouragement, is still mostly
restricted to AmE.

righteous | road, street
ritardando (musical direction). PI. ritardandos. See -O(E)S 6.
rival (verb). The inflected forms are
rivalled,rivalling.In AmE often rivaled,
rivaling. See -LL-, -L-.

3 right,rightly.In uses where the meaning required is 'properly, in a fitting rive (verb) (archaic or poetic) /rarv/, to
manner', right is idiomatically accept- split. Pa.t.rived,pa.pple riven /'nvan/.
able in a few fixed phrases, e.g. treat them
right; he guessedright;nothing went right. rivet. The inflected forms have a single
But in this sense, and when the meaning t (riveted,riveting,riveter).See -T-, -TT-.
is 'correctly', the natural form is rightly,
e.g. If I amrightlyinformed; Rightly, he was road, Street, etc. Of the many different
sent to prison; incapable of actingrightly;henames we give to thoroughfares for
thought,rightlyor wrongly, that his managervehicles, road is the most comprehensive.
The New Shorter Oxford (1993) defines it as
was less than sympathetic.
'A path or way between different places,
righteous. Pronounce /'rartfas/.
usu. one wide enough for vehicles as
well as pedestrians and with a specially
rightward(s). As adj. always rightward prepared surface. Also, the part of such
(a rightward movement). As adv. either a way intended for vehicles.' It was the
rightward or, esp.rightwards(the car drifted natural word for our long-distance highrightwards after hitting a puddle), in BrE. ways such as the Great North Road and
the Great West Road, and for what we
rigour. Thus spelt in BrE, but rigor in
used to call the Dover Road, the PortsAmE. The corresponding adj. is rigorous.
mouth Road, and the Bath Road, until
In the L phr. rigor mortis the spelling rigor
in the second half of the 20c. we resorted
is obligatory in both countries. See -OUR
to a numerical system and called them
AND -OR; -OUR- AND -OR-.
respectively the A2, A3, and A4. A street
is originally a paved way—from L via
rilievo. See RELIEVO.
strata. According to the laws of Henry I
a street 'was to be sufficiently broad for
rime. See RHYME 1 .
two loaded carts to meet and for sixteen
rinderpest (disease of ruminants; Ger., armed knights to ride abreast' (Ekwall;
cf. Rinder cattle). Pronounce /'rmdapest/. Street-Names of the City of London, 1954)- It
was the name bestowed by the Angloring. The conjugation of the verb (used
Saxons on the great roads of the Roman
of bells, telephones, etc.) is stable, the occupation—Ermine Street, Watling
pa.t. being rang and the pa.pple rung. Street, and others. Its current meaning
The unrelated verb ring 'to make or draw is 'A public road in a city, town, or
a circle round; to put a ring on (a bird, village usu. running between two lines
etc.)' has pa.t. and pa.pple ringed.
of houses or other buildings; such a road
along with the pavements and buildings
ringleted. Thus spelt, not -etted. See -T-, on either side' (New SOED).
-TT-.
The history of the two words and of
riot (verb). The inflected forms are rioted, the words lane, avenue, crescent, gate, row,
place, terrace, rise, vale, and some others
rioting.
is extremely complicated. Over the centuries thoroughfares have repeatedly
rise. See ARISE; RAISE, RISE (nouns and
changed their nature. For example, as
verbs).
Ekwall points out: 'In medieval London
risky» risqué. The first is the general records a distinction between street and
word used whenever the meaning is 'in- lane is fairly well kept up in street-names.
volving risk*. The second, pronounced But the difference between a compar/'ri:skei/; less often /'ns-/ or stressed on atively narrow street and a comparsecond syllable, is used only to mean '(of atively wide lane might be slight, and
a joke, etc.) slightly indecent or liable to there are cases of vacillation between
street and lane in street-names . . . [Thus]
shock'.

roast I roentgen
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Paternoster Row was Paternosterstrete Joyce in Finnegans Wake: Robbing leaves out
i307ff., Paternosterlane 1321-35, finally of my taletold book).
Paternoster Row from 1334 on . . . New
Street (n85ff.) was superseded by Con- robustious. 'In common use during the
verslane (1278ff.)and by Chancery Lane.' 17th century. In the 18th it becomes
A 'place' was originally 'an open space rare, and is described by Johnson ,(1755)
in a town, a market-place'. Now, it is 'a as "now only used in low language, and
small square or a side-street, esp. a cul- in a sense of contempt". During the 19th
de-sac, lined with houses' (New SOED). In it has been considerably revived, esp. by
London, Grosvenor Place and Portland Place,archaizing writers.' (OED) Fowler (1926)
for example, might now be called described it as 'One of the words whose
'streets' with perfect propriety. Similar continued existence depends upon a
'anomalies' can be found in any major quotation (Hamlet m. ii.10)'. In practice
it has almost totally been replaced by
city in Britain. Way, as the name for a
rumbustious (first recorded in 1778), a
road, is as old as Fosse Way and Icknield
Way. It has been preserved in highway corrupted form of itself.
and railway, and has been revived in the
rock, Stone. In BrE a small piece of
20C. in motorway.
Certain fixed phrases have become rock capable of being thrown is normally
established over the centuries: thus No called a stone (or a pebble); in AmE the
Through Road, but One Way Street; word used in this sense (as well as for a
Crossroads, but Street corners; Rule of the mass of stone forming a cliff, etc.) is a
Road, but Highway Code; Keep in Lane, but rock (or a pebble), but not a stone.

Dual Carriageway; Major Road Ahead, but
rococo. See BAROQUE. A 19c. loanword
Clearway.
from French (in which language it was
No short article can do justice to the
a jocular alteration of rocaille shell-work)
historical circumstances lying behind
meaning ' 1 (of) a late baroque style of
the names given to our streets and roads
decoration prevalent in 18th c. continand avenues. There are no avenues in
ental Europe, with asymmetrical patthe village in which I live. But among
terns involving scroll-work, shell motifs,
the names given to the 'streets' of this
etc.
quiet corner of the world are AH Saints
Lane, Hobby Horse Lane, Bradstocks Way, 2 (of literature, music, architecture,
and the decorative arts) highly ornaChurch Street, High Street, Tullis Close, The
Green, Harwell Road, Drayton Road, and mented, florid' (COD). Examples: Haydn's
Milton Road. Each name has an estab- symphonic music began as rococo entertainlishable history. And so it is in towns, ment—Listener, 1959; The drawing in nearly
villages, and cities up and down the all Monticelli's pictures is reminiscent of the rococo—Listener, 1965; The painter to whom the
country.
epithet 'Rococo' has most often been loosely aproast. 1 The distribution of roast and plied is... Watteau, and in his rejection of the
roasted as ppl adjs. is of interest: thus roast grand sujet and his fanciful and curvacious
beef, roast lamb, etc., but roasted peanuts, aTfiythms he does ...fit into the movementwhole roasted ox; a roast joint, but a well- Oxford Companion to Art, 1970; He produces
roasted joint. As a full pa.pple (she had rococo philosophical arguments for the concluroasted a chicken for lunch), roasted, is the sion that neither phrase coherently refers—
London Rev. Bks, 1987.
only form used.
2 For rule the roast, see RULE.
rob (verb) is used principally to mean
'to steal from' (rob a bank, a jewellery shop);
also followed by a personal object
+ 0/+indirect object (robbed her of her
jewels). The old use (13c. onwards) meaning 'to steal' (he robbed money from the
till) is falling into disuse and should be
avoided (even though it was used by

rodent operator. See RAT-CATCHER.

rodeo. PL rodeos. See -O(E)S 4.
rodomontade. Not rho-.
roe.

See BUCK.

roentgen (unit of ionizing radiation).
Thus spelt in English, though named
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after Wilhelm Rôntgen (died 1923), German physicist. Pronunciation now normally Anglicized to /'rAntjan/, though
/'ram-/ is equally acceptable.
roguish. Thus spelt. See MUTE E.
role (actor's part, etc.) is the preferred
spelling in OUP's house style, but rôle is
also valid.
Rolls-Royce (trade-mark). So spelt (with
capitals and a hyphen).

roguish I rondel
Multiples of a thousand are indicated
by a superior bar: thus V = 5.000, X =
10,000, C = 100,000.
Romansh /rau'maenj"/. Name given to a
Rhaeto-Romanic dialect, esp. as spoken
(by some 40,000 speakers) in south-east
Switzerland. (Variant spellings are also
used in some publications : Ru-, Rou-,
-ansch.)
Rome makes Romish. See MUTE E.

rondeau. 1 'A medieval French verse
form also used by some late 19th-century
poets [e.g. Austin Dobson] in English. It
normally consists of 13 octosyllabic
lines, grouped in stanzas of five, three,
and five lines. The whole poem uses only
two rhymes, and the first word or phrase
Romanes. The name of an annual lec- of the first line recurs twice as a refrain
ture (the Romanes lecture) founded in after the second and third stanzas. The
the University of Oxford in 1891 by the standard rhyme scheme (with the uneminent Victorian physiologist George rhymed refrain indicated as R) is aabba
John Romanes (1848-94). Pronounce aabR aabbaR' (Baldick, 1990).
An example:
/rau'mamiz/.
On London stones I sometimes sigh
Romania. Now the official spelling of
For wider green and bluer skythe name of the country which was comToo oft the trembling note is drowned
monly spelt Rumania or Roumania in EngIn this huge city's varied sound;—
lish-language contexts earlier in the 20c.
'Pure song is countryborn'—I cry.
Then comes the spring—the months go by,
Roman numerals are used with deThe last stray swallows seaward fly;
creasing frequency but are still cusAnd I—I too!—no more am found
tomary in certain circumstances: e.g. for
On London stones!
the names of monarchs (George V7); for
In
vain!—the
woods, thefieldsdeny
the preliminary pages of books; for acts
That clearer strain I fain would try;
and scenes in plays {Romeo and Juliet n.iii);
Mine is an urban Muse, and bound
sometimes for the numbering of issues
By some strange law to paven ground;
of learned journals; on old clocks and
Abroad she pouts;—she is not shy
watches; and on some almanacs. The
On London stones!
(Austin Dobson 'On London Stones', 1876)
series runs as follows: (lower case) i, ii,
iii, iv, v, vi, vii, viii, ix, x, etc. (note the
2 PI. rondeaux, with the final letter
positioning of i in iv and vi); (capitals) I, pronounced /z/. See -x.
II, III, IV (or less often IHI), etc. Arabic
30 = xxx, 40 = xl (or less often xxxx), rondel. 'A medieval French verse form
42 = xlii, 49 = xlix; 50 = 1 (or L), 90 = xc, related to the triolet and the rondeau.
99 = xcix: 100 = c (or C); 500 = D, In its usual modern form, it is a 13-line
1,000 = M. The year 1995 is (according poem using only two rhymes in its three
to the Oxford Almanack) 'For the Year of stanzas. It employs a two-line refrain
Our Lord God MDCCCCLXXXXV; the year which opens the poem and recurs at
2001 is MMI.
lines 7 and 8, the first line (or, in a 14The main principle governing the sys- line variant, both opening lines) also
tem is that if a numeral is followed by completing the poem. The rhyme
another numeral of smaller value, the scheme—with the repeated lines given
two are added together (1 followed by in capitals—is thus ABba abAB abbaA(B).
i = 51); if it is preceded by one of lower There is no fixed metre. This form was
value the smaller numeral is deducted adopted by some poets in England in
from the larger one (v preceded by i =
the late 19th century, including Austin
4).
Dobson and W.E. Henley' (Baldick, 1990).
romance. Both the noun and the verb
bear the stress on the second syllable:
thus /rau'maens/. The pronunciation of
the noun with the stress on the first
syllable, i.e. /'raumaens/, is widespread but
non-standard.

rondo | rosin
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root, rout (verbs). Several separate verbs
An example:
love cornes back to his vacant dwelling,— with these spellings are involved. The
The old, old Love that we knew of yore! OED identifies two verbs spelt root and
pronounced /ru:t/, and no fewer than ten
We see him stand by the open door,
With his great eyes sad, and his bosom verbs (most of them northern or Scottish
swelling.
and four of them obsolete) spelt rqut and
1
He makes as though in our arms repelling pronounced /raut/. For example, root (v.)
can mean '(of plants) to take or strike
He fain would lie as he lay before;—
Love comes back to his vacant dwelling —root', and root (v.)2 can mean 'to poke
The old, old Love that we knew of yore! about, to rummage*. The ten verbs spelt
Ah, who shall help us from over-spelling mut and pronounced /raut/ include those
meaning 'to snore', '(of cattle) to bellow',
That sweet forgotten, forbidden lore!
E'en as we doubt in our heart once more,and 'to cause (an army) to retreat in
With a rush of tears to our eyelids welling, disorder, to defeat decisively'. There is
love comes back to his vacant dwelling.
coincidence of meaning, namely 'to poke
(Austin Dobson 'The Wanderer', 1880) about, to rummage', in mot (v.)2 and mut
(v.)8. What all this amounts to is that
rondo (music). PI. rondos. See -O(E)S 6.
it largely depends on where you live
whether you say mot about or mut about
RÔntgen. See ROENTGEN.
for the sense 'to poke about'. From the
roof. The standard pi. form in BrE is web of meanings and derivations for the
roofs, but the minority form moves seems other senses one can say with reasonable
to be gaining ground. In my own collec- certainty that 'to root for (i.e. encourage
tion the ratio of roofs to moves is 10:7. It by applause) a team' is largely restricted
is a classic example ofa disputed plural, to American slang; that the sense '(of
something that is brought out by a cor- pigs) to turn up the ground with the
respondent to The Times in September snout while searching for food' is root in
standard southern English and mut in
1986: 'Almost daily now I am troubled
by the sound of "rooves". Is there any many dialects of English; and that almost everywhere one can speak of muting
hope of a cure?' Cf. HOOF.
a person out of bed (or a hiding place)
room. Both pronunciations /ru:m/ and without fear of being misunderstood.
/rum/ are standard, the first being the
Roquefort is pronounced /'rokfo:/, i.e. is
dominant one of the two.
only partially Anglicized.
roomful. PI. roomfuls. See -FUL.
roquet (in the game of croquet) is proroost. For rule the most, see RULE.
nounced /'raukei/. The final t remains
silent in the verbal forms roqueted
root (noun), (philology) One of those /'raukeid/ and roqueting /'raukemj/. In pracultimate elements of a language that tice the sound in the last syllable of
cannot be further analysed, and form the roquet is often /i/-, hence /-id/, /-mj/—rather
base of its vocabulary (OED). For example, than /ei/.
the word unhistorically can be shorn of
its various affixes, un-, -ic, -al, and -ly, each rosary, rosery (rose-garden). The first
of which modifies the root -histor-. Now is the old word (from the 15c. in the
•histor- answers to Gk ïaxcop 'knowing, OED), based on L msârium; and msery is a
learned, wise man' (cf. Gk latopia 'his- mid-igc. formation (after nursery, etc.).
tory'). The irreducible root is histor, which But in ordinary use mse-garden, -bed, borcan still be accounted for by referring der are now the more usual terms. (The
it to the hypothetical earlier Gk form most prominent sense of msary is of
•fiôxoop, from *fiS-, IS- 'to know', which course the Roman Catholic one.)
is the assumed base or root of the English
words idea, vision, wit, etc. The etymo- rosin is by origin merely an altered
logical network is valid, though the task form (in the 14c.) of resin (also 14c, from
of constructing such networks is a rela- OF résine, from L résina) and can be used
tively modern achievement, beginning interchangeably with it as the name of
in an acceptable form in the late 18c. the sticky secretion of certain trees, or
and early 19c.
for any synthetic material resembling a

roster | route
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natural one. Most particularly, rosin is
'the solid amber residue obtained after
the distillation of crude turpentine oleoresin (also gum rosin), or of naphtha extract from pine stumps (also wood rosin),
used in adhesives, varnishes, inks, etc.,
and for treating the bows of stringed
instruments' (New SOED).

(hands roughened by work; the scenery roughened as they pushed inland).

roué (a debauchee) /'ru:ei/. With accent,
not italic.

eral meanings, the main ones of which
are defined by the OED as follows (with
the dates of first recorded use): 1 A short
simple song with a refrain (1573).
2 The music of a song of this type
(1593-1600).

rouleau (a roll of money). PI. rouleaux
(not italic), with the final letter pronounced \z\. See -x.
round. See AROUND.

roundel. 'An English version of the
roster. An 18c. loanword from Du. roos- rondeau, devised by A. C. Swinburne for
ter 'grating, gridiron, table, list' (from the his collection A Century of Roundels (1883).
appearance of paper ruled with parallel It is a poem of eleven lines using only
lines). It was for long mainly a military two rhymes in its three stanzas of 4, 3,
word for 'a list or plan exhibiting an and 4 lines. Lines 4 and 11 are formed
order of rotation', and in such circles by the repetition of the poem's opening
was normally pronounced like roaster, i.e. word or phrase as a refrain, which may
as /'rausta/. This pronunciation survives, be rhymed with lines 2, 5, 7, and 9. The
rhyme scheme (with the refrain represbut in ordinary use /'rosta/ is standard.
ented as R) is thus abaR bab abaR, or,
rostrum (platform for public speaking). with a rhyming refrain, abaB bab abaB.
PI. (for preference) rostra; also rostrums. The term was at one time a synonym for
See -UM 3.
a rondeau or rondel' (Baldick, 1990).
An example (Swinburne's 'The Roundrotary, rotatory. Both are genuine ad- el'):
jectival forms, rotary (first recorded 1731
Aroundelis wrought as aringor a starbright
in Bailey) being slightly earlier than rotasphere,
tory (i755 in Johnson). Each has a wide
With craft of delight and with cunning of
range of idiomatic uses, but only Rotary
sound unsought,
That the heart of the hearer may smile if to
goes with Club (the first of which clubs
pleasure his ear
was formed in Chicago in 1905). In technical (and some general) contexts rotary
A roundel is wrought.
is by far the more common of the two:
Its jewel of music is carven of all or of aughte.g. rotary clothes-line, drill, engine, machine, Love, laughter, or mourning—remembrance of
rapture or fearrig, -wing (aircraft). Rotatory is now more
That fancy may fashion to hang in the ear of
commonly stressed on the second sylthought.
lable than on the first.
As a bird's quick song runs round, and the
hearts in us hear
rotten. 1 The corresponding noun is
Pause answer to pause, and again the same
rottenness (thus spelt).
strain caught,
2 For something rotten in the state of
So moves the device whence, round as a pearl
Denmark, see IRRELEVANT ALLUSION.
or tear,
A roundel is wrought.
rouble (monetary unit of Russia). Thus roundelay. Not a precise term like RONspelt in BrE, but ruble in AmE.
DEAU, RONDEL, and ROUNDEL. It has sev-

rough, roughen (verbs). See -EN VERBS
FROM ADJECTIVES. The two verbs are sel-

dom interchangeable. The earlier of the
two is rough (15c; roughen 16c), but rough
has retained only a few idiomatic uses
(e.g. to rough (someone) up, to deal
roughly with (someone); to rough it, to
submit to hardships or inconvenience;
to rough out, to plan or sketch out
roughly). For most other transitive and
intransitive uses roughen is preferred

3 A kind of round dance (1589)rouse. See AROUSE.

rout (to poke about). See ROOT, ROUT.
route. Normally pronounced /ru:t/, but
sometimes in military use, esp. in route
march, pronounced /rant/.

rout, route | rubbish
rout, route (verbs). The -ing forms of
these two verbs are respectively routing
and routeing. The pa.t. and pa.pple of
each is routed (the left-wing parties were
routed in the élection; the motor rally was
routed through Coventry).
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bank for recyclable bottles. In AmE,
domestic rubbish is called garbage or, in
certain categories, trash, and a dustbin
is called a garbage can or trash can. In
American newspaper reports, however,
the terminology is somewhat fluid: several terms are sometimes used, seemrowan (mountain ash). Normally proingly synonymously, in the same report,
nounced /'rauan/, but /'rauan/ is also come.g. (the emphasis is mine): Coyotes ...at
mon, esp. in Scotland.
night scoot into town and raid the garbage
rowel (verb). The inflected forms are cans—New Yorker, 1988; He said the amount
rowelled, rowelling in BrE, but usu. roweled, represents the saving the city would realize
by separating recyclable trash from waste
roweling in AmE. See -LL-, -L-.
trucked to area dump sites-Chicago Sunrowing boat is the customary form in Times, 1988; (headline) A Lot of Rubbish.
BrE, and row-boat (or rowboat) in AmE.
With dumps filing up fast, America is finally
embracing the new garbage ethic—US News
rowlock. Pronounced /'rolak/, occas.
b World Report, 1990; The inclusion of so
/rAlak/. The NAmer. equivalent word is
many new materials in Chicago-area recyclin
oarlock.
programs means that less trash is being
sent to garbage dumps. Usually, a separate
royal we. See WE 4.
truck comes for yard waste and a garbage
-r-, -IT-. Monosyllabic words containing truck makes a run to pick up non-recyclable
a single vowel (a, e, i, 0, u) before r trash—Chicago Tribune, 1991.
normally double the consonant before
In May 1988 a retired American lexisuffixes beginning with a vowel or before cographer wrote to me to say that he
a final y (tarring, stirring, currish, furry);
liked to think that he did not use the
but remain undoubled if the stem convarious terms as synonyms. To him,
tains two successive vowels (nearing,
'garbage = orange and grapefruit rinds,
chairing, boorish). Words of more than one
syllable follow the rule for monosyllables egg shells, leftover food; what one puts
if their last syllable bears the main stress in a garbage pail/can, usually covered,
(preferred but proffered, interring but enter- in the kitchen or outside the kitchen
ing, abhorrent but motoring. Exception: the door. It has a bad odor, trash = what I
group ofverbs ending in -fer is not subject throw into a wastebasket : letters, envelto strict rules in the corresponding adjec- opes, newspapers, junk mail, broken
tival forms ending in -able. See -ABLE, toys; as in trash can. rubbish = stuff
-IBLE 2. Those that transfer the accent in thrown out of the attic and garage;
the adjective to the first syllable are mown grass, tree limbs. Empty tin cans
regularly spelt with a single r (preferable, go out with the garbage, but I could also
(in)sufferable). But when the adjective consider them trash. I'm sure there is
bears the stress on the second syllable, much overlapping in the use of these
as it often does in conferable, inferable, words, even if I don't consider them
referable, and transferable, application of synonyms.'
the rule given above would seem to reA casual collection of examples from
quire -rr-. See INFER 1; REFERABLE.
other English-speaking countries suggests that garbage is becoming the main
rubbish. In BrE rubbish is the generic
term for waste material placed in generic term outside BrE: We all dashed
dustbins, plastic bags, wheelie bins, or to the bins with our garbage-M. Pople,
other containers, and collected at regu- 1986 (Aust.); I was replacing a wheel on our
lar intervals by dustmen for conveyance garbage can—Personality (Durban), 1988;
to a designated tip. At some tips, or the area being too poor for there to be any
other collecting points, skips (large metal garbage that could be thrown in to enrich
containers) are placed in which house- it—A. Desai, 1988 (Ind.). But the distribuholders may deposit separated loads of tion of terms for rubbish of various kinds
garden refuse, paper, cardboard, DIY (of the literal sort, that is, apart altowaste, used clothing, etc., and a bottle gether from figurative and transferred
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uses as well as verbs) would be a profitable subject for a Ph.D. thesis or a section
in a linguistic atlas.
ruble. See ROUBLE.

rucksack. The pronunciation /'rAksaek/
is recommended, rather than /'ruk-/.

ruble I Russian
made of 'shaggy material or thick pile'
as indoor rugs and carpets are.
ruination, the act of bringing to ruin,
the state of being ruined, is a derivative
(first recorded in 1664) of the once-common (16-19C.) but now obsolete verb ruinate (which answers to med L ruînâtus,
pa.pple of ruïnâre, i.e. is not, like botheration, flirtation, and flotation, a HYBRID

ruddle. The usual spelling of the word
for a kind of red ochre used to mark
sheep; also for the corresponding verb. FORMATION).
Raddle and reddle are regional variants. rule. 1 For the exception proves the rule,
ruff /rAf/, a wading bird, Philomachus see EXCEPTION.
2 to rule the roost, to have full sway or
pugnax, has reeve /ri:v/ as its feminine
authority. First recorded C1400 in the
form.
unexplained form to rule the roast, which
rug, carpet. These two words, which lasted until the 19c. before being reare often used as synonyms (see below), placed at some point by to rule the roost.
are by no means always interchangeable. The later expression was first recorded in
When the place of origin is given it
1769 but does not seem to have become
usually seems to be a matter of taste dominant until a later date, probably
whether one or the other word is used: C1900.
e.g. Kilim carpet/rug, Oriental carpet/rug,
Persian carpet/rug. Carpet is the normal, Rumania. See ROMANIA.
probably exceptionless, word used in
rumbustious. See ROBUSTIOUS.
stair carpet, wall-to-wall carpet, and magic
carpet. Figurative extensions include on rumour. So spelt in BrE, but as rumor
the carpet (see CARPET I), to sweep a thing in AmE.
under the carpet (or rug); to pull the rug out
from under someone:flexibilityis possible rung (pa.pple). See RING.
only in the second of these. Of combinations, carpet-bagger, carpet bombing, runner-up. PI. runners-up.
and carpet slippers are always so called: ruridecanal. Pronounce /.ruandi'kemel/.
rug could not be substituted. Similarly
with numerous less well-known com- russety. So spelt, not russetty. See -T-,
-TT-.
binations in rug.
An American correspondent tells me
that a shop selling rugs and carpets in- Russian. Since 1991 definitions of the
formed him that the primary difference word have had to be changed. The New
was one of size: 'Anything 9' x 12' or SOED (1993) defines the primary senses
larger is a carpet, anything smaller than of the noun as '1 A native or inhabitant
that is a rug.' It seems unlikely that this of Russia or (more widely) its former
is a general rule. One kind of rug is not empire, the former USSR, or the repuba floor covering, namely a travelling rug, lics associated with Russia in the
i.e. a kind of blanket used for warmth Commonwealth of Independent States.
on a journey or as a ground cover at a
roadside picnic. And such a rug is not

2 The Slavonic language of Russia, the
official language of the former USSR.'

Ss
-S. l For the use of -s to form adverbs
from nouns (e.g. he works nights, we nip
off to her place afternoons), see ADVERB 4.
2 The normal plural ending of nouns,
namely -s (boys, cars, etc.), should never
be preceded by an apostrophe (the type
video's for rent is wrong, though such uses
are often found in shops). See APO-

language it is not thus restricted in

STROPHE2 B3.

sacerdotage.
TIONS.

3 For the plurals of abbreviations and
numerals (MAs, the 1990s), see APOSTROPHE2 C I .

meaning). See SACK, SAQUE.

saccharin, saccharine. Thefirstis a
noun /'saekarm/ meaning a sugar-substitute, and the second is an adj. /'saekaram,
•m, -i:n/ meaning sugary or, in figurative
use, unpleasantly over-polite.
See FACETIOUS FORMA-

sachem, chiefly in AmE, is pronounced
/'seitjam/.

' s . 1 For/or conscience' sake, etc., see SAKE. sachet, orig. a French diminutive of
2 For Achilles', Burns's, etc., see APO- sac, is pronounced /'saeXei/.
STROPHE2 D2, 3, 4.

sack (noun) dismissal and sack (verb) to
3 For the types the sentence's structure dismiss have been used in English since
and the extent of the frame-up, see 's AND the first half of the 19c. but are still
OF-POSSESSIVE.
only in colloquial use. The phr. to give (a
4 For the type a friend of my mother's, person) the sack may be a caique on an
earlier (but now obsolete) French phr.
see DOUBLE POSSESSIVE.
donner son sac (e.g. on lui a donné son sac).
Sabbatarian, a strict sabbath-keeping The modern French equivalent is (for the
Christian (for whom the sabbath is a noun) renvoi, and for the phr. renvoyer
Sunday) or a Jew (for whom the sabbath quelqu'un or mettre (orflanquer)quelqu'un
is a Saturday).
à la porte. Cf. FIRE (verb).
sabbath, (in full sabbath day) a day of
rest and religious observance kept by
Christians on Sunday, Jews on Saturday,
and Muslims on Friday. In Britain the
number of strict sabbath-keepers among
Christians has sharply declined in recent
years.
sabbatical. As adj. it is still sometimes
used of observances, etc., appropriate to
the sabbath. But its main use is of leave
granted at agreed intervals to a university teacher for study or travel, originally every seventh year. Also as noun, a
period of sabbatical leave.

sack, saque. For the fashionable 1719c. gown (or an appendage of silk attached to the shoulders of such a dress)
various spellings were used: sac, sack,
sacke, and saque. These will all be encountered in original-spelling editions of
works of the period. Of them, saque is
pseudo-French; and, while sac is a genuine French word with numerous senses
(bag, sack, satchel, etc.), it is not used as
the name of a garment. In the 1950s sack
(dress) was, for a short time, revived as a
term for 'a cut of dress, being short,
unwaisted, and usu. narrowing at the
hem' (OED).

sabre. So spelt in BrE, but usu. as sober
in AmE.

sacrarium (sanctuary of a church). PI.
sacraria. See -UM 2.

sac is in English a biological and medical word, meaning a bag-like cavity, enclosed by a membrane, in an animal
or plant; or, the distended membrane
surrounding a hernia, cyst, tumour, etc.
(COD). It answers to Fr. sac (in which

sacrifice.

For the supreme sacrifice, see

STOCK PATHOS.

sacrilegious, the adj. formed from sacrilege. So spelt, and pronounced /.saeknlid39s/. It is sometimes misspelt by
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confusion with religious, but the words
have different origins. Sacrilegious is ultimately from L sacrilegus 'one who steals
sacred things', from sacer, sacri'sacred' + légère 'take possession of;
while religious is from L réligiôsus, from
religiô 'religious fear, religious feeling, a
religious practice', etc.
saga. A word that has gone on acquiring
new senses. In English it was first applied
to 'any of the narrative compositions in
prose that were written in Iceland or
Norway during the Middle Ages' (OED,
with its earliest example taken from a
work by George Hickes, 1709). From the
mid-i 9c. it began to be applied to any
narrative having the real or supposed
characteristics of the Icelandic sagas,
esp. a novel or series of novels recounting
the history of a family through several
generations (Galsworthy's Forsyte Saga is
a well-known example). From the Icelandic sense also came a spate of applications of the word to mean merely 'a
legendary story, an orally transmitted
story': in 1903, for example, an AngloSaxon scholar, L. F. Anderson, wrote anachronistically of the sagas known to the
Beowulf-poet. This use was doubtless
partly after Ger. Sage. In the course of
the 20C. saga has also come to be applied
(some would say 'loosely') to any long
and complicated account of a series of
(ordinary) events. I recall that my Old
Norse tutor in the early 1950s was saddened by all the extended senses of the
word: he felt that it properly belonged
only to the Icelandic sagas. But it is clear
that, for the moment at any rate, the
boundaries between the various senses
remain stable and unthreatened.

saga I said
place-names are not thought of as having
a self-evident meaning, but are simply
taken to be the names of particular
places. In Arabic the word Sahara (actually, in transliterated form, çahrâ) means
'desert'. It has been argued therefore
that we should speak only of the Sahara
and never of the Sahara desert. Arabists
are certainly entitled to follow such a
restriction, but the less well informed of
us will doubtless continue to speak of
the Sahara desert from time to time.
sahib. Pronounce /'sarhib/ or /sa:b/. (In
colonial India) a polite form of address
used by Indians to an Englishman or
other European. A pukka sahib was a true
gentleman; and memsahib was the
equivalent term of respect for a married
European woman.
said. 1 The said — . In legal documents
phrases such as the said witness and the
said meeting place are traditional and are
beyond reproach. In non-legal contexts
(e.g. regaling themselves on half-pints of lager
at the said village hostelry) such uses verge
on being semi- or fully jocular.

2 said he (or I, etc.). This inversion of
the natural order (he said) is often resorted to as a stylistic variation and is
unobjectionable, e.g. 'Oh,' said a man to
me, when the news had penetrated our circle
of acquaintance, Ï hear they're actually giving
you money for it.'—H. Mantel, 1993. This
is immediately followed by a passage
in which the said formula precedes the
direct statement: Said another, 'Do you
know—have you any idea—how many books
are published in the course of a year?' This
construction is also acceptable: in the
context one said formula balances the
other. What is debatable, however, is
sage. Often applied playfully to a wise the journalistic convention of using the
person. Harrap's Book of Nicknames (1990) second type as an eye-catching device,
lists ten writers upon whom the nick- e.g. Said a Minister: 'American interests are
name sage has been bestowed, including not large enough in Morocco to induce us to
the sage of Baltimore (H. L. Mencken), the ...' See INVERSION 2 .
sage of Chelsea (Thomas Carlyle, who
3 Substitutes for said. These are innumoved from Scotland to Cheyne Walk,
Chelsea in 1834). and the sage ofMonticello merable, depending on the nature of the
context. In Iris Murdoch's The Green Knight
(Thomas Jefferson). See SOBRIQUETS.
(1993). for example, direct speech is usually presented without any kind of he
sago. PI. (not often used, since the word
is usually a non-count noun) sagos. See said formula, e.g. 'Once upon a time there
were three little girls—'; 'Oh look what he's
-O(E)S 3doing now!'; 'And their names were— (etc.).
Sahara desert. One of the pleasant Here the dashes and the quotation marks
ironies of language is that exotic foreign make it clear that more than one speaker

sailor | same
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is involved. Much less common are the of the phr. are aware of its source. See
types Clement said and, esp. after direct LITERARY ALLUSIONS.
speech, the type said Lucas. Substitutes
for said are infrequent, but the following saleable seems to be the natural spellwords are among those that occur: called, ing, though salable is used by some
continued, cried out, exclaimed, intervened,printers and publishers.
murmured, repeated, replied, and went on. saline. Pronounced /'seilam/ not /'sael-/,
There are numerous examples of despite the fact that the corresponding
said + an adverbial phrase, e.g. said in a Latin words (salînae 'salt-pans', salinum
low voice, said in a soft confidential tone. 'salt-cellar', etc.) all have a short a in the
The pattern is a little different in Wil- first syllable. See FALSE QUANTITY.
liam Boyd's The Blue Afternoon (1993) in
that the type used after the passage of salivary (adj.). Now pronounced either
direct speech always seems to be that as /sa'larvan/ or /'saelrvan/. The corresshown in Carriscant said (rather than said ponding Latin word was salïvârius, but
Carriscant). His substitutes for said in- S e e FALSE QUANTITY.
clude asked, began, declared, muttered, and
shouted. Boyd also uses numerous phrases Salonica /sa'lmuka/ is the English name
of the type said + an adverbial phrase, for Thessaloniki, the second largest city in
e.g. he said petulantly; he said almost light- Greece. Its Latin name was Thessalonica.
heartedly. Doubtless other authors, other saloon. As the first element of compatterns.
pounds (saloon car, saloon deck, saloon pis
sailor. In the sense a seaman or mariner,
always so spelt. But the normal agentnoun sailer exists for use in such contexts
as She [sc. a ship] is a slow sailer. Cf.
also the Australasian trailer sailer, a small
sailing vessel, usu. one between 5 and 8
metres in length.

tol, saloon rifle) it is not normally joined
to the second element by a hyphen; but
saloon-keeper. A hyphen is normally required when saloon is the second element
of compounds (billiard-saloon).

Saint. St (without point) or S. are now
the customary abbreviations. PL Sts or SS
(no points). In the alphabetical arrangement always place under Saint, not under
St.

salve (noun and verb). The word for a
healing ointment and also the corresponding verb are most commonly pronounced /saelv/ but may also be
pronounced /sa:v/. See next.

salubrious, salutary, salutation, salute. For pronunciation, see LU.

sake. For appearances' sake, for Christ's salve (verb). The transitive verb meansake, for God's sake, for Heaven's sake, foring to save (a ship or its cargo) from loss
Pete's sake, for old times' sake illustrate the at sea or to save (property) from fire is a
obligatory use of the possessive apo- back-formation from salvage, and must
strophe in such phrases. Practice varies always be pronounced /saelv/.
widely in for conscience' sake and for goodness' sake, and the use of an apostrophe salve. The Latin greeting meaning
in them must be regarded as optional. 'hail!' may be pronounced /'saelvei/ or
In AmE, sokes is sometimes used in place /'saelvi:/.
of sake: e.g. 'Shush, for God's sokes!' warned
1
my mother—L. S. Schwartz, 1989; I suppose salvo (simultaneous firing of guns). PL
salvoes
or salvos. See -O(E)S 1.
that's hearsay, hut, for heaven's sokes, it's
hearsay from the guy who did the shooting- salvo 2 (reservation, excuse). PL salvos.
New Yorker, 1993.
See -O(E)S 6.
salable. See SALEABLE.

sal volatile. Pronounce /.sael va'laetui/.

salad days (one's raw youth) is one of
the phrases whose existence depends on
a single literary passage (My Sallad dayes,
When I was greene in iudgement, cold in
blood—Shakespeare, 1606. It does not
necessarily follow that present-day users

Sambo (applied offensively to a black
person). PL Sambos. See -O(E)S 8.
same. An historical note. Its use as a
substitute form preceded by the or that
has been noted by the OED in literary

same as | sanction
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sources from the 14c. onward: e.g. are several types of construction, among
Watermen haunt the waters, andfishesswimthem: (a) where as introduces a clause,
in the same—P. Stubbes, 1583; In the instante.g. Entering college at the same age as
that I met with you, He had of me a Chaîne,Fletcher had entered six years earlier; (b)
at fine a clocke I shall receiue the money for followed by a noun or noun phr., e.g.
the same—Shakespeare, 1590; But he that Other rules ... point in the same direction as
shall endure vnto the end, the same shall he
thefirstrule of the order; (c) followed by an
saued—Matt. (AV) 24: 13» 1611; Her lute- adverb, e.g. I again consulted your magnifistring gave an echo of his name. She spoiledcence, and you gave the same answer as before.
her half-done broidery with the same—Keats,
(Examples from the OED.) Less commonly
1819. At some point, probably during the same is construed with that or without
the 19c, the use dropped out of serious a relative pronoun, e.g. It's the same textliterary work and into the realms of legal book (that) I used when I was an undergraduusage and commercialese, in the latter ate.
often with the omitted. Fowler (1926)
cited numerous journalistic examples, same like used as an adverbial phr.
presumably of his own day, in which he meaning 'just like' or 'in the same way
judged same or the same to be misused, as' is first recorded in 1898 and has
e.g. Having in mind the approaching Generalremained non-standard or jocular since
Election, it appears to me that the result of then. Examples: 'See no evil, hear no evil,
same is likely to be as much a farce as the think no evil. Same like the monkeys,'observed
last; I can only confirm the statement of theSergeant Percy Bond—A. Christie, 1959; I
transfer, but the same will be made slowly. have rich friends, same like you—I. Murdoch,
Present status. (The) same still abounds 1980.
in commercialese: e.g. We thank you for samite (medieval silk fabric). Pronounce
your order of9 December for — and we shall/'saemart/ or /'seim-/.
supply same as soon as fresh stock has come
in. Garner (1987), while admitting that samurai.
Pronounce /'saemorai/ or
(the) same was very frequent in legal writ- /'saemju-/. PI. the same.
ing (e.g. The informer told the officer that a
white male would usually load the buyer's sanatorium. This is a modL word, first
car with marijuana at a residence and thenrecorded in 1839, and formed from L
deliver same to buyer), nevertheless urged sânàre 'to cure, heal'. It is the customary
lawyers to use the appropriate pronoun word in BrE for an establishment for the
(it, him, them, etc.) instead. WDEU (1989) treatment of invalids, esp. of convalescited several examples of (the) same from cents or the chronically ill; also (in BrE)
20C. letters and periodicals and judged it a room or building for sick children at
to be 'often simply a mark of an informal a boarding school, etc. (abbrev. the san).
style'. Opinion, it is clear, is divided. In This form of the word is also current in
such circumstances the best advice I can AmE, but alternates there with sanitaroffer to readers is to fall back on ordinary ium (first recorded in 1851), a quasi-Latin
pronouns to do the backward glancing, form derived from L sânitâs 'health'. The
and leave (the) same to legal writers, to occasional variant sanatorium is erroneworks of business, and to contributors ous. The plural of both sanatorium and
of informal articles to such periodicals sanitarium is either -iums or -ia. See
as Esquire and the Saturday Review (US). In -UM 3 .
spoken English, on the other hand, the
sanat-. sanit-. The main words as they
same is very commonly used as a substishould be spelt are SANATORIUM; sanative,
tute form: e.g. 'Ill have the lemon sole and
used occas. beside curative and in the
boiled potatoes, please.' 'Ill have the same.'
same sense; sanitary, conducive to public
And phrases such as all the same, just the
health; sanitation, measures for the presame, the same to you!, the very same, even
servation of public health; sanitarian
though in some of them the same is a
(adj.), of or relating to sanitation; as
substitute form, are too well entrenched
noun, a sanitation expert; and sanitarium
to invite attack.
(see SANATORIUM).

same as. When used as an attributive
adj. same is usu. construed with as. There

sanction (noun). The dominant late 20c.
sense is (in the pi.) economic action taken

sanction | 's and of-possessive
by a state or alliance of states against
another or others, usu. to enforce a violated law or treaty. It goes back to 16c.
and 17c. technical uses in law and ethics
concerned with specific penalties enacted in order to enforce obedience to
the law or to rules of conduct. The main
secondary sense, 'approval or encouragement given to an action, etc.', surfaced in the 18c. and still sits happily
beside the other, despite the fact that
the two senses are virtually antonymous.
The emergence of the various meanings
of sanction(s) is chronicled at considerable
length in the OED to which the reader
should turn for further clarification.
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*s and of-possessive. A friend of mine,
an inspector of quarries, drew a questioning ring round the 's in a sentence
he had found in an article about safety
in quarries: 'It had been known for some
time that the shovel's brakes werexfaulty.'
Shouldn't it be 'the brakes of the shovel'?
he asked. He had encountered, I explained, the problem of the type the
water's edge: that is, whether to opt for an
qf-construction rather than a possessive
apostrophe when the noun in question
is an inanimate one.
The relationship of the two constructions is complex. In its elementary form
it is sometimes stated that the 's construction should be employed only with
sanction (verb). By contrast with the the names of living things (e.g. John's
noun, sanction (verb) from its first use in book, his mother's apartment, the neighbours
the late 18c. until the mid-20c. had only faces, her friend's apology, the dog's dinner),
one primary set of senses, namely 'to and beyond that only with a few not
authorize, countenance, or agree to (an easily classifiable and usually monosyllaaction, etc.)'. Since the 1950s it has been bic words (e.g. the sun's rays, a day's work).
joined by a secondary sense, 'to impose For inanimate nouns, and particularly
sanctions upon (a person, etc.); to attach for such nouns consisting of more than
a penalty or reward before making valid'. one syllable, the qf-construction is cusExamples are sparse, and this new use, tomary (e.g. the roof of the church, not the
though logical enough as a parallel to church's roof: the resolution of the problem
the main current sense of the noun, has not the problem's resolution). The rival cononly debatable currency and acceptabil- structions are the outcome of a morphoity in the standard language. Examples: logical schism some 900 years ago. In
(heading) Let Church sanction road killers- Anglo-Saxon a wide variety of nouns reUniverse, 1956; Georgina Dufoix, the only ferring to animates (human and animal),
politician so far sanctioned for allowing the to materials, and to abstract qualities
Palestinian guerrilla chief, George Habash,all had the power to 'possess', and this
into France last week, said yesterday that shecapacity was usually expressed by means
was resigning as president of the French Redof the genitive case (usually, but not
Cross—Independent, 1992.
always, -es). In the centuries that followed, some nouns, especially those desandal (verb). The pa.pple and ppl adj. noting living things, continued to
are sandalled (but usu. sandaled in AmE.) express the genitive by adding 's while
sand-blind. First recorded in the 15c, it most others came to be re-expressed as
is probably a corrupt form of unrecorded prepositional genitives. Fowler (1926)
OE samblind half-blind (OE sam, corres- blamed newspaper headlines for what
ponding to L semi-, meant 'half'). When he called 's incongruous, namely for the
the prefix lost its force, the word was increasing and (to him) unwelcome use
perceived as being sand-blind, as famously of the shorter of the two genitival conshown in Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice structions. 'It begins to seem likely that
(1596): This is my true begotten Father, who drink's victims', he wrote, 'will before long
being more then sand-blinde, high grauel be the natural and no longer the affected
blinde, knows me not. Note also Dr John- or rhetorical version of the victims of
son's definition (1755): 'Having a defect drink.' As a headline, China's integrity, he
in the eye, by which small particles ap- could see, was two words shorter than
pear to fly before them.' The word sur- the integrity of China. But as a result of
vives locally and in verse: e.g. Hope ... this shortening habit we are 'chastened',
Led sand-blind Despair To a clear babblinghe wrote, by such constructions as Ontawellspring And laved his eyes there--W. de rio's Prime Minister and Uganda's possibilities. For once, Fowler seemed to be off
la Mare, 1938.
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sanguine | sapid

target. I turned to other sources for are not free alternatives. The reason for
further elucidation.
the shift in this direction lies deeply
There is general agreement that the buried in a long-drawn-out historical
process. Newspaper headlines, pace
non-personal genitive is frequently used
with nouns of time (e.g. the day's routine, Fowler, have had little or nothing to do
an hour's drive) and space (e.g. the journey's with it.
end, a stone's throw, at arm's length). It is
also often used before sake (e.g. for pity's sanguine. In medieval and later physisake, for old times' sake), and in a number ology, descriptive of one of the four
of fixed expressions (e.g. at death's door, 'complexions', and supposed to 'be
out of harm's way, in his mind's eye). Jes- characterized by the predominance of
persen noted the prevalence of 's geni- the blood over the other three humours,
tives before the word edge (the cliff's edge, and indicated by a ruddy countenance
the water's edge, the pavement's edge, etc.). and a courageous, hopeful, and amorous
He also noted that ship, boat, and vessel disposition' (OED). In its later, more
tend to turn up with an 's genitive when general senses 'disposed to hopefulness,
we might expect of (the ship's provisions, optimistic', sanguine seems now to be
the boat's gangway, etc.). In 1988 Noel losing ground, possibly because its deOsselton demonstrated that the some- rivatives sanguinary, sanguineous, sanguiwhat unexpected types the soil's produc- neness, etc., are less euphonious than the
tivity and the painting's disappearance (as derivatives of hopeful and optimistic.
well as others) represent a legitimate Sanhédrin /'saenidnn/ (highest court of
class of what he called thematic geni- justice in ancient Jerusalem) is the cortives. When a noun that cannot 'possess' rect form (from late Hebrew sanhédrin,
is of central interest in a particular con- from Gk auvéôpiov 'council', from auv
text, it tends to acquire the power to 'together' + s5pa 'seat'), though a pseudo'possess', and is therefore expressed as Hebrew form in -im has been a rival
an 's genitive. One major genitival area spelling in English from the 16c. onward.
remains virtually untransformable into
's genitives. Only the o/-construction is sans. 1 In phrases of French origin (e.g.
appropriate for partitive genitives: e.g. a sans-pareil 'not having its like'; sans peur
glass of water cannot be re-expressed as a 'fearless', sans souci 'without care or conwater's glass, and try converting a dose of cern') sans must always be pronounced
salts.
in a French manner, /so/.
I tested these rules against my files
2 When used in ordinary English conand found them largely in accord with texts, often with direct allusion to Shakemy own evidence. The great majority speare's famous context in As You Like
of 's genitives still occur with animate It (1600) (Second childishnesse, and meere
nouns (e.g. my father's son, her friend's obliuion, Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans
forearm, the boys' bicycles). Non-personal euery thing), the Anglicized pronuncinouns are usually followed by qf-con- ation /saenz/ is customary. Example: The
structions (e.g. the bottom of her glass, the result was a high-quality recording, sans comturn of the screw, the edge of the table). Whenmercials—A. Hailey, 1979.
non-personal nouns are used with an 's
genitive, the categories set out above are Sanskrit. Thus spelt, not Sanscrit.
the most prevalent: e.g. I always seem to
Santa Claus. First recorded in the New
be sitting up in bed at the day's end—Julian
York Gazette in 1773 and for long mainly
Barnes, 1980; at the sea's edge its aprestricted to the US, the term is derived
pearance was oily—]. Fuller, 1983; He jogged
from a Dutch dialectal form Sante Klaas
down-hill to the water's edge—M. Wesley,
(cf. Du. Sint Klaas), Saint Nicholas. It is
1983; Ten days' holiday for you now, Betty—M.
now virtually synonymous in English
Eldri4ge, 1984; all scattered along the sandy
with Father Christmas.
mud by a high tide which had bored up the
river's mouth—C. Burns, 1989. It does seem sapid. Unlike its negative insipid, sapid
from the evidence available to me that ('palatable; not vapid or uninteresting')
the 's genitive for inanimate nouns is lives out its precarious life as a somewhat
commoner now than it was a century esoteric word. Examples: The aromatic
ago, though it and the o/-construction dish, a kind of thick red stew, was just as sapid

sapient | Sassenach
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as it smelled-P. Roscoe, 1988 (Canad.); The sarcophagus (stone coffin). PI. sarcomost prized wines were those that were ... phagi /-gai/.
infused with a sapid delicacy—M. Kramer,
sardine (young pilchard) is pronounced
1989 (US).
/sa:'di:n/. The unrelated word sardine, a
sapient /'serpiant/, wise; of fancied sa- precious stone mentioned in Rev. 4: 3, is
gacity. Mostly found in the higher realms pronounced /'sa:dam/.
of literature, i.e. it is not an everyday
word. Examples: Nor bring, to see me cease sardonic. A 17c. loanword from Fr. sarto live, Some doctor full of phrase and fame, donique, it answers ultimately (with
To shake his sapient head and give The ill change of suffix) to Gk aapSdvios, used
he cannot cure a name—M. Arnold, 1867; by Homer and others as the descriptive
Polyphiloprogenitive The sapient sutlers of epithet of bitter or scornful laughter. (In
the Lord Drift across window-panes In the late Greek, Lapôovioç 'Sardinian' was
beginning was the Word—T. S. Eliot, 1919- substituted for aapôdvio?, the notion
being that facial convulsions resembling
saponaceous, lit. 'of, like, or con- horrible laughter, usually followed by
taining soap; soapy'. It has sometimes death, resulted from eating a Sardinian
been used jocularly to mean 'unctuous, plant. See the OED.)
flattering, ingratiating'. Examples: He
was undone by vulgar oranges, his sapona- sari seems to be emerging as the dominceous blues, his queasy purples, just as someant form in English-language pubmen are undone by women and some by lications, though saree is still often found
wine—W. Lewis, 1937; This was flat, as in English newspapers in India and elseHooker said; 'saponaceous samuel thought itwhere.
was a fine opportunity for chaffing a savan'
and he pitched into Huxley—A. Desmond sartorial is derived from L sartor 'tailor',
and means (a) of a tailor or tailoring; (b)
and J. R. Moore, 1992.
of (esp.) men's clothes. It, and also the
sapor /'seipa:/ or /'seipa/. First recorded adverb sartorially, can be used facetiously
in the 15c, it has gradually lost ground (see PEDANTIC HUMOUR), but facetiousand is now rare. Its main sense is 'a ness is not a necessary ingredient of
quality perceptible by taste, e.g. flavour, either word. Examples showing varying
degrees of pedantic humour and of neutsweetness'.
rality: Sartorially speaking, men are at last
Sapphics. Lyric verses written in the catching up with the women—Daily Tel., 197
sapphic stanza of four lines of the form The club's most sartorially elegant mem—
1 ww—v_-_ (3 times), -•—<-- ber—M. Underwood, 1974; Palestinian
(once), named after Sappho (7-6C. BC), the sources disclosed that two suits had been
woman lyric poet of Lesbos. The stanzaic packed, indicating that he [sc. Yasser Arafat]
form has been imitated, sometimes not might yet use his sartorial style at the cerequite successfully, by a number of Eng- mony on the White House lawn to demonstra
lish poets including Sidney, Watts, Swin- his transformation to statesman—New Yorke
1993; (caption to a photograph showing
burne, and Ezra Pound. Examples:
a UK member of staff [of a publishing
All the night sleep came not upon my eyelids,
house] dressed in a medieval garment)
Shed not dew, nor shook nor unclosed a feather,
MD shows refreshing sartorial independenc
Yet with lips shut close and with eyes of iron
at the ELT Sales Conference-The Record
Stood and beheld me.
(OUP), 1993; The true legacy of 1969-70 to
(Swinburne)
1993 is... the courage, on the part of women,
Breathing softly, wrapped in a shawl of to write the narratives, sartorial and
daylight,
otherwise, of their daily lives—New Yorke
Trusting blossom loveliness brought to being,
Too small yet to lift up your head or turn 1993round,
I will stay with you.

Sassenach /'saesanaek/ or /-naex/. A derogatory term in Scotland and Ireland for
(Francis Warner) an English person. Cf. Gaelic Sasannach
sarcoma (tumour). PI. sarcomas or sarco- and Ir. Sasanach,fromL Saxones 'Saxons'.
Cf. Gaelic Sasunn, Ir. Sasana 'England'.
mata /sai'kaumata/.

sat | savannah
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not all of them are called satirical comsat, used as a present participle ( =
standard English sitting), has been redis- edy shows. No institution, group, or indicovered by dialect scholars, who say that vidual lies beyond the reach of such
it is widely used in parts of the north and entertainment in the form of ridicule.
west of England. The following examples The nation survives. Cf. LAMPOON.
seem to confirm that its currency on the
fringes of standard English is increasing: Satiric, satirical. As Fowler (1926) reJ can't help thinking of that Tim sat there marked, 'the line of demarcation
juddering his leg up and down—K. Amis, between the two [forms] is not always
1988; Now, I'm sat in a nice car, my husband clear.' In BrE in most circumstances the
at my side—A. Duff, 1990 (NZ); now, as a longer form seems to be the more usual
result of a conference débâcle, you are sat onof the two; and in AmE it is just possible
the back benches with nobody wanting to sit that the shorter form is the more likely
next to you—B. Elton, 1991. The use is of the two to turn up. Both words are of
exemplified in the OED s.v. sit v. 18b, with long standing in the language: satiric was
examples from OE down to 1864. It is first recorded (as an adj.) in 1509 (as a
firmly marked 'Now dial.' In other words noun in 1387), and satirical some twenty
it is an example of a use that was once years later.
standard but has gradually become re- satiric, satyric. The two spellings repgionally restricted over the centuries. Cf. resent two different and unconnected
STOOD.
words: satyric, which is in learned or
Satanic. Now the usual form rather literary use only, means of satyrs, and
than satanical, though satanical (first re- especially, in satyric drama (a form of
corded in the mid-i6c.) is the older of the Greek play), having a satyr chorus. See
two. Satanic is first recorded in Milton's p r e c ; FAUN, SATYR.
Paradise Lost (1667).
satrap (provincial governor, etc.). Prosati, an occasional variant of suttee, the
(historical) Hindu practice of a widow
immolating herself on her husband's
funeral pyre. The Sanskrit (Hindi, Urdu)
original is sati.

nounce /'saetraep/.
Saturday. For the adverbial use {shall
see you Saturday), see FRIDAY.

Saturnalia. In Roman antiquity, Saturnalia, neuter pi. of the adj. Sâturnâlis 'pertaining to Saturn', was always construed
as a plural. In English, esp. in the transsatire. The many-branched entry in the ferred sense 'a period of unrestrained
OED sets out the history of the word (first licence and revelry', it has often been
recorded in English in 1509) and is a perceived as a singular: e.g. This was the
primary guide to the ramifications of beginning of a perfect saturnalia of tailthe noble art of satire in the ancient cutting and other operations [among the
world of Aristophanes, Juvenal, Horace, lambs]—R. Haggard, 1899. Thus re-inand others and in the modern equivalent terpreted, a permissible pi. is saturnalias,
world of such writers as Pope, Swift, but it looks strange to the trained eye.
and Samuel Butler {Hudibras). The novel Modern examples: The sexual revelries bebecame a powerful vehicle for social sa- gan, a continuous saturnalia—A. Greeley,
1986 (US); Mind and body are preparing for
tire in the 19c. (Dickens, Thackeray, et
al.) and has continued in this role in the war. The body, during the waking hours, with
20C. (Evelyn Waugh, Kingsley Amis, et its regimes, its saturnalias of self—M. Amis,
1991.
al.). Beginning in the 1960s, satire took
on a new dimension. Unprecedented
levels of ignoble mockery became part satyr. See FAUN for distinctions.
of the xworld of popular entertainment. sauté (lightly fried), adj. Accent to be
In Britain it began with the satirical retained. As verb, has pres.pple sautéing
revue Beyond the Fringe (i960) and a tele- and pa.pple sautéd.
vision programme called That Was The
Week That Was. The programme ran its savannah (grazing plain in subtropical
course, but has been succeeded by nu- regions). Thus spelt (but frequently savmerous others of a similar kind, though anna in AmE). Also (with capital S) the
satiety. Pronounce /sa'tanti/, rhyming
with variety.

save I scampi
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small meal before the regular breakfast,
and gil[t]-cup buttercup. As Fowler (1926)
remarked, 'The wisdom of this nationalsave. When used as a preposition (no ism in language—at least in so thorornaments in the room save a crucifix) and oughly composite a language as
a conjunction (I cannot remember anything English—is very questionable.'
v
about his appearance save that he had a
morning coat; A small liqueur glass... empty say. 1 Except as a poeticism, the noun
save for a tiny drop) it has an air of archa- survives only in such phrases as to have
ism or formality about it. (Examples a say (to have the right to be consulted)
from the New SOED.) It can often be re- and to have said one's say (to have finished
placed by except or but.
expressing one's opinion).
seaport in E. Georgia and river of that
name.

2 The use of the verb's imperative to
saviour, savour, savoury. Thus spelt
in BrE, but as savior, savor, and savory in introduce an hypothesis or an approximation (Let us meet soon—say next Monday
AmE. See -OUR AND -OR.
You will need some cash—say £20) is an
saw (verb) has pa.pple sawn, less com- established idiom.
monly sawed. The pa.t. is invariably sawed.
3 The ordinary pronunciation of says
As an adj., of a shot-gun, sawn-qjf is the
(3rd pers. près, indie.) is /sez/. It is thereonly form used.
fore odd that from the mid-i9c. sez
Saxonism. 'A semi-technical term for: should have been repeatedly used in rep(1) The use of, and preference for, expres- resentations of uneducated speech, esp.
sions of Anglo-Saxon origin. (2) A word in the phr. sez you ( = so you say).
or other expression of Anglo-Saxon origin or formed on an Anglo-Saxon or SC. See SCILICET.
Germanic model, often contrasted with
classicism, as in foreword with preface, folk' scabies. Now always pronounced as
wain with omnibus. Saxonisms are gener- two syllables, /'skeibiiz/, but the OED
ally the outcome of a purist and nativist (1910) and Fowler (1926) gave it as three,
approach to the language. The aim be- /'skeibiiiz/. See -IES; PRONUNCIATION 2 (ii).
hind many deliberately created forms
scalawag. Probably the dominant AmE
has been to create compounds and despelling of SCALLYWAG.
rivatives to replace foreign borrowings;
the device is rooted in the Old English scald (medieval Icelandic poet). See
practice of loan-translating words: benev- SKALD.
olentia as welwilledness or wellwillingness;
trinitas as thriness threeness . . . Saxonism SCallawag. One of the AmE variant
has resurfaced only occasionally. In the spellings of SCALLYWAG.
16c, it was a reaction to inkhorn terms;
in his translation of the Bible, John scallop. This is the recommended spellCheke used hundreder and gainrising in- ing (pronounced /'skulap/), not scollop. The
stead of centurion and resurrection ... The verb makes scalloped, scalloping; see -P-,
most enthusiastic 19c. Saxonizer was -pp-.
William Barnes [1801-86], English diascallywag. The word emerged in Amerlectologist and poet, who wished to turn
ican politics in the 1840s and is of unEnglish back into a properly Germanic
known etymology. Its customary spelling
language . . . His work is now largely
in BrE is scallywag, but the word is spelt in
forgotten and where remembered is usuvarious ways in AmE including scalawag
ally seen as quaint and unrealistic'
and scallawag.
(OCELang., 1992).
Most of Barnes' Saxonisms were not scaly (having many scales or flakes).
registered in the OED: such artificial Thus spelt, not -ey.
words were mostly omitted on principle.
Among these were bodeword command- scampi (large prawns) is a plural noun.
ment, earthlore geology, gleecraft music, When used in the sense 'a dish of these'
tastecraft aesthetics, and wondertoken mir- it is sometimes treated as a singular. The
acle. But birdlore was included, and dia- word is derived from It. scampo 'shrimp',
lectal words that he used such as dew-bit a pi. scampi.

scandalum magnatum | scarify
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scandalum magnatum. The second than several of the children sickened with
word is the genitive plural of L magnas
'a magnate', not a ppl adj. agreeing with
scandalum. The phrase (now disused)
means the utterance or publication of a
malicious report against a dignitary. The
plural is scandala magnatum.

diphtheria), but the construction, which
is modelled on the normal type no sooner
... than, is rare and does not form part
of the standard language. Scarcely... when
or Scarcely ... before are preferable. Cf.
BARELY. In common acceptable use, however, is the type scarcely + comparative
scant. First taken into ME From ON in adj. or adv. + than. Examples: The deciduthe mid-i4c scant flourished as noun, ous conifers include the larches... and, if you
adj., adv., and verb for several centuries will allow it, the ginkgo, although the last is
before it became restricted to literary, scarcely more closely related to the conifers
or, in some of its senses, to dialectal
than it is to the tree ferns—Plants & Gardens,
contexts. Such limitations happened
1990; The cystic stage is recognised by very
first to the noun, and in time to the
small cavities, scarcely larger than a protoadverb and the verb. In the 20c. the
scolex—Lancet, 1991; /The] bill encourages
retreat from ordinary currency has con"bare bone' policies—providing scarcely more
tinued, and now even the adj. is limited
to a few familiar collocations, e.g. scant coverage than Medicaid—Village Voice (US),
attention, scant courtesy, scant regard, and1992.
(echoing Hamlet's mother
scant of breath.

Gertrude)

2 scarcely with negatives. Scarcely is not
a negative as such as will be seen from
the pair of sentences he scarcely mentioned
-scape. Based on landscape (first re- the subjectfhe didn't mention the subject. But
corded in 1598) and seascape (1799), a it is near enough to being one that a
number of formations in -scape have statement such as I don't scarcely know
made their way into the language in the would be rejected out of hand by stand19c. (e.g. cityscape, cloud-scape) and the ard speakers as a 'double negative'. Cau20C. (e.g. lunarscape, moonscape, and rooftion is desirable whenever one is
scape). A number of nonce-formations of
tempted to include a negative in the
this type, e.g. mindscape, moodscape, prisonsame sentence as scorcely, but the 'rule',
scape, and winterscape, are cited in the
if it is such, is not an absolute one.
3
OED s.v. scape n. .
Idiomatic examples: There is scarcely an
scapula (the shoulder-blade). PI. scapulae aspect of the race that is not rife with meaning—New Yorker, 1989; Having been to other
/-i:/ or scapulas.
countries where those who run the game autoscarce (adv.) was often used instead matically rattle off gate money, betting
of the fuller form scarcely in ordinary "handle' and TVfiguresas second nature, it
adverbial contexts until about the end seems scarcely possible that such statistics
of the 19c. (e.g. I ran as I never ran before, are not in constant use here—Independent on
scarce minding the direction of myflight,soSunday, 1991; There has scarcely been a time
long as it led me to the murderers-R. L. since the Russian Revolution when the AmerStevenson, 1886), but is hardly ever en- icanrightwas not fretting about the number
countered now except in poetry. It has of'tenured radicals'... installed at American
frequently been called on by 20c. poets universities—R, Hughes, 1993 (US).
to qualify a ppl adj. used attributively
(e.g. In the scarce-glimmering boles—E. scarf. In its ordinary sense of a long
Blunden, 1922; I match that child with this strip of material worn round the neck,
scarce<hanged old man—W. de la Mare,the plural is either scarves (the form re1951).
commended here) or scarfs. The pi. of the
unrelated word scarf, meaning a joint or
scarcely.
notch in timber, metal, etc., is scarfs.
I 1 scarcely... than.
I 2 scarcely with negatives.

scarify. There are two separate verbs.
1 scarcely ... than. The OED s.v. thanThefirst,pronounced /'skaenfai/, has been
cited an example of 1864 (see HARDLY 2), extant since the 15c. in various technical
and Fowler (1926) cited another example and figurative uses in the basic sense 'to
(Scarcely was the nice new drain finished scratch, to make incisions in'. The

scavenge | schismatic, schismatical
second, pronounced /'skeanfai/, was irregularly formed in the late 18c. from
scare (verb) + -ify, perhaps after terrify, and
means 'to scare, frighten'. This second
verb is classified as colloq. in the COD
(1995) and colloq. (orig. dial.) in SOED
(1993).
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thought the stentorian snores were part of
the script, then that one of the actors had
accidentally fallen asleep (a highly enjoyab
scenario)—Times, 1994. A wise writer uses
the word sparingly.
scene. At first, in the 1950s, restricted
to the language of beatniks and their
informal followers in the senses 'an area
of action or interest (not my scene)' and
'a way of life' (well-known on the jazz scene;
a bad scene), the word gradually made its
way, at first mockingly and later just
colloquially, into the speech of the
general public. These applications of
scene remain at the informal rim of the
standard language.

scavenge (verb), scavenger (verb). The
noun scavenger is a 16c. altered form of
earlier scavager, with an intrusive n as in
messenger, passenger. It yielded the verb
scavenger and (as a back-formation) scavenge in the 17c. Parallels to the first
of these (i.e. verbal uses of nouns) are
commonplace, e.g. to bicycle, to mountaineer, to soldier. At about the end of the
18c, scavenger (verb) more or less dropped
out of use, leaving scavenge to hold the scenic. Pronounced /'si:mk/ in BrE and
also usu. in AmE. But the variant /'senik/
field.
also exists in AmE, and is dominant in
some other English-speaking countries.
SCena (music). Pronounce /'Jema:/.

scenario. 1 Usually pronounced /si'na:- sceptic. Pronounced /'skeptik/. So spelt
rrau/ in BrE and /-'neanau/ in AmE, but in BrE, but as skeptic in AmE. The word
there is much variation in both coun- is of course to be distinguished from
septic /'septik/, contaminated with bactries. Its plural is scenarios: see -O(E)S 42 The word came into the language teria.
from Italian in its normal sense of 'an sceptre. So spelt in BrE, but as scepter
outline of the plot of a play, ballet, novel, in AmE.
etc' in the 1870s, and thence in the
sense 'a film script* in the first quarter schedule. The traditional standard proof the 20C. when the world of the cinema nunciation /'Jedjuil/ is still dominant in
became established. It could hardly have BrE, but the AmE pronunciation with
been foreseen that it would become im- initial /'sk-/ is sometimes heard in BrE,
mensely popular from the 1960s on- esp. among young people.
wards in the broad sense 'a postulated
schema (a synopsis, etc.). Pronounce
sequence of (future) events'. Every kind
/'skkma/. Plural schemata /-mata/.
of circumstance, situation, relationship,
train of events, etc., came to be called scherzando, scherzo. These musical
a scenario, and there is no sign of any terms, adopted from Italian, are proweakening of the grip that the word has nounced respectively /skea'tsaendau/ and
on the language. Some typical examples: /'skeatsau/. Their plurals are scherzandos
With regard to the second scenario (redistrib- (less commonly scherzandi) and scherzos.
uting libraries' costs to other entities, such as
computer centers and research departments),schipperke (Dutch breed of dog). Most
there is little that one outside the academic commonly pronounced /'skrpaki/ in English.
community can say—Logos, 1990; Talcing this
scenario one step further, Hamlet himself be- schism. The OED (1910) had only /'siz(a)m/
comes Edward de Vere, the seventeenth Earlbut since then, except among the clergy,
of Oxford—Atlantic, 1991; Neither politicians
this pronunciation has been joined, if
nor military commanders would have been not quite replaced, in general use by the
forgiven if the Iraqi war machine had been form with initial /'sk-/. Similarly in the
underestimated, so instead it was taken at derivatives schismatic and schismatical.
face value and worst<ase scenarios were projected—Britain's Gulf War, 1991; Road tollsschismatic, schismatical. As adjs. the
are slowly edging their way on to the politicalfirst is the more usual of the two. The
agenda, and already two scenarios can be noun ('a holder of schismatic opinions')
painted—Independent, 1992; At first, I is always schismatic.

schist | scotch
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schist (geology). Pronounce /Jist/.

scirocco. See SIROCCO.

schizoid, schizophrenia are both pronounced in English with initial /'skits-/.

scission. Pronounce /'sij"(a)n/, not /'si3-/.

scholar should be restricted to mean a
learned person or the holder of a scholarship (at a school or university), and
should not be used as a substitute for
pupil, schoolchild.

scissors /'sizaz/ is construed as a plural
noun (the scissors are in the study drawer),
except in specialized senses in highjumping (the ordinary scissors is the least
effective of the four styles), wrestling, and
rugby football. The primary sense can
also be construed as (the sing, phr.) o
pair of scissors.

scholium (marginal note in a manuscript) /'skauliam/. PI. scholia /-ha/. See

scleroma
/skha'rauma/ (patch of
hardened skin). PL scleromata /-mata/.

schnapps /Jnaeps/. Thus spelt.

-UM 2 .

sclerosis /skha'rausis/ (hardening of
school (of fish, etc.), shoal. The two
body tissue). PL (if needed) scleroses /-si:z/.
words are etymologically one (from a
MDu. word) and are equally unconnected SCOne. Now mostly /skDn/ in BrE, but
with the ordinary word school (which is /skaun/ is also widely current. In AmE,
derived from L schola). Both school and scone most commonly rhymes with tone,
shoal are current and are used without but there is much variation. Scone, a
difference of sense.
village in central Scotland, the site of
the coronation of Scottish kings, is prosciagraphy (art of the perspective of nounced /sku:n/.
shadows). Spelt thus (rather than skiagraphy) and pronounced /sai'aegrafi/. The scope. For synonyms, see FIELD.
first element in this and the following
score (noun) ( = 20). The phrase three
word answers to Gk enact 'shadow'.
score (years) and ten, as a traditional way
sciamachy (fighting with shadows). of describing one's allotted life-span, is
Spelt thus (rather than skiamachy or ski- still common. When followed by of, a
omachy) and pronounced /sai'aemaki/.
score is normally construed as a plural:
scilicet /'sailiset/, usually shortened to a score of customers were waiting at the door.
sc, is Latin (derived from scire licet 'one Formerly score preceded by a was often
may understand or know') for 'to wit, treated as a numeral adj. (e.g. Iform'd a
that is to say (introducing a word to be score different plans—Sterne, 1768).
supplied or an explanation of an am- scoria is a singular noun, pi. -iae; but,
biguity)'. Examples: (explaining a term as the meaning of the singular and of
already used) The policy of the NUT (sc. the plural is much the same (cf. ash and
National Union of Teachers); The Holy Ghost
ashes, clinker and clinkers), it is no wonder
as Paraclete (sc. advocate); (introducing a that the singular is sometimes wrongly
word, etc., that was omitted in the ori- followed by a plural verb (The scoria were
ginal as unnecessary, but is thought to still hot etc.), or that a false singular
require specifying for the present audi- scorium is on record.
ence) Eye hath not seen nor ear heard (sc.
the intent of God). See also viz.
scotch (verb). The existence of two etymologically unrelated verbs scotch comscimitar /'simrta/. Thus spelt. Cf. Fr. cime- plicates any discussion of two senses of
terre, It. scimitarra. The word is of un- one of them. One of these senses, 'to
known origin.
wound without killing, to inflict such
scintilla. Mostly used in the singular hurt upon (something regarded as dan(not a Scintilla of doubt), but if a plural is gerous) that it is rendered harmless for
the time being', is based upon Theobald's
called for use scintillas.
emendation of Macbeth m.ii.13, We have
scion /'saian/. Thus spelt in BrE and AmE scotch'd [First Folio scorch'd] the snake, not
in the sense 'descendant of a (noble) kill'd it. In the 20c. this sense stands side
family'. When used to mean 'a shoot of by side with the sense 'to quash, destroy,
bring to nothing' (e.g. to scotch once and
a plant, etc' often spelt cion in AmE.

Scotch, Scots, Scottish | séance, seance
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for all any lingering doubts or rumours that scottice, Scotticism, Scotticize. The
the pound is to be devalued by stealth—Times,
forms with -tt-, rather than -t-, are recom1955)- Both senses are valid. The second mended. See ANGLICE.
of them was probably influenced by
scotch (verb)2, which answers to a noun scoundrel makes scoundrelism; scoundV
(first recorded in the 17c.) meaning 'a relly (adj.). See -LL-, -L-.
block placed under a wheel, etc., to pre- SCOUt, gyp, skip. College servants at
vent moving or slipping'; hence (for the Oxford, Cambridge, and Trinity College
verb) 'to render inoperative'. The evi- Dublin, respectively.
dence is complex and the word 'perhaps'
appears more than once in the relevant scrannel (thin, meagre). First recorded
entries in the OED.
in Milton's Lycidas (1637), Their lean and
fleshy songs Grate on their scrannel Pipes
Scotch, Scots, Scottish. It is not posof wretched straw. Now used chiefly as a
sible to set down here all the complicareminiscence of Milton's context, usutions of this somewhat sensitive group
ally with the sense 'harsh, unmelodious',
of words. The adjective Scotch, in origin
e.g. His scrannel music-making--W. H
a contracted variant of Scottish, 'had been
Auden, 1951.
adopted into the northern vernacular
before the end of the 18th c; it [was] used scrimmage, scrummage. The form
regularly by Burns, and subsequently by with -u- is obligatory (or more usually
Scott' (OED). But 'since the mid-igth c. just scrum) in rugby football, that with -ithere has been in Scotland a growing in more general use ('a brawl, a confused
tendency to discard the form altogether, struggle') and as a technical term for a
Scottish, or less frequently Scots, being particular sequence of play in American
substituted' (OED). Scots is also a long- football.
standing variant of Scottish. The outcome
is that all three adjectives are still cur- scriptorium. PI. scriptoria (for preferrent, but Scotch is the least frequent and ence) or scriptoriums. See -UM 3.
survives mainly in certain collocations,
e.g. Scotch broth, Scotch egg, Scotch mist, scrum(mage). See SCRIMMAGE.
Scotch terrier, Scotch tweed, Scotch whisky, SCUll, skull. The single-handed oar has
and a few others. Scots is the term regu- initial sc-, the cranium sk-. Both words
larly used of the form of English spoken entered the language in the ME period,
in (esp. Lowlands) Scotland. It also occurs but they are not etymologically related.
in the names of certain Scottish regiments. But the all-embracing general ad- sculpt (verb). Adopted in the mid-igc.
jective meaning 'of or relating to from Fr. sculpter, it is now apprehended
Scotland, its history, its day-to-day life, as a back-formation from sculptor. The
or its inhabitants', is Scottish. These are term is in regular use beside sculpture
middle-class preferences. 'Paradoxically,' (verb) and the rather rare colloquial form
A. J. Aitken reports in OCELang. (1992), 'for sculp.
working class Scots the common form
The regular feminine
has long been Scotch ... and the native sculptress.
form Scots is sometimes regarded as an equivalent of sculptor, in use since the
Anglicized affectation.' Outside Scot- 17c. (Evelyn), but now tending to be put
land, and esp. outside the UK, Scottish aside in favour of the gender-free word
preferences are less well-known. Scotch is sculptor. See -ESS 4.
likely to occur, both as adj. and noun, in
contexts which middle-class Scots would SCUtum. (zoology) PL scuta. See -UM 2.
regard as either droll or improper.
sea change. See IRRELEVANT ALLUSION.
Scot, Scotsman, Scotchman, etc. As
nouns, Scot and ScotsmanlScotswoman are
preferred by middle-class English-speakers in Scotland, but outside Scotland,
and esp. outside the UK, Scotchman and
Scotchwoman are still widely used. See
prec.

seamstress, sempstress. The first of
these is now the standard form. However
spelt, the word is best pronounced
/'semstns/.
séance, seance. The word is spelt as
often with an accent as without. It is
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sear, sere | see, bishopric, diocese

also pronounced with varying degrees of
Anglicization, as /'seiœns/, /-fis/, or /-Dns/.

e.g. First of all he's not my Roosevelt, and
second of all we don't have to discuss these
things while we're eating—L. S. Schwartz,
sear, sere. Several words are involved: 1989.
sear for the verb meaning 'burn' or 'char',
5 second (verb). When it means to
and the corresponding noun (mark produced by searing); sere for the noun transfer temporarily to other employmeaning 'a catch of a gunlock'; for the ment or another post, the stress falls on
ecological noun meaning 'a series of the second syllable: /si'kond/. But when
plant communities'; and for the adject- it means formally support or endorse (a
ive meaning 'dried up, withered'. In past motion, nomination, etc.), the stress falls
centuries the adj. was often spelt sear: on the first syllable: /'sekand/.
e.g. I haue liu'd long enough, my way of life
secretary. Pronounce only as /'sekraIs falne into the Seare, the yellow
t(a)n/, not /'sekatri:/ as if it were spelt
Leafe—Shakespeare, 1605; The rude
seketry, and not /'sekatean/ as if it were
materialities of life in this sear
spelt seketerry. But in AmE, /'sekrateari/ is
generation-N. P. S. Wiseman, 1837.
usual.
seasonable, seasonal. The first means
suitable for the time of year, in keeping secretive. Now normally pronounced
with the season, opportune, by contrast /'siikntrv/, i.e. stressed on the first sylwith unseasonable, occurring at the wrong lable, though the OED (1911) gave only
time or season, e.g. Hot weather is season- the form with the stress on the second
syllable, /si'krùtrv/.
able for August; he loved the seasonable mince
pies that his aunt cooked at Christmas; You
sect. Adopted in ME from OF secte or L
are apt to be pressed to drink a glass ofsecta, from sect- pa.ppl stem of sequi 'to
vinegary port at an unseasonable hour (S.
follow', its dominant meaning is 'a body
Maugham); the week-long unseasonable rain.
of people subscribing to views divergent
Seasonal, by contrast, means occurring at from those of others within the same
or associated with a particular season, religion; a party or faction in a religious
e.g. sheepshearing is seasonal work; the seabody' (SOED). Hence, over the centuries,
sonal migration of geese.
often applied by Anglicans to various
seated. See SIT (verb).
second.
I 1 second chamber.
2 second floor.
3 second-hand, etc.
4 second of all.
I 5 second (verb).

non-conformist
groups
(Quakers,
Methodists, etc.), and by Roman Catholics to Protestant groups, and, outside
religion, to the followers of a particular
philosopher or school of thought.

sectarian. Now almost inevitably followed by the word violence, or other noun
suggestive of killing or destruction, in
1 The second chamber of some parlia- Northern Ireland, the former Yugoslavia,
mentary democracies is the upper house or elsewhere in the world.
in a bicameral parliament.
sedile /si'daili/, each of a series of usu.
2 secondfloor.See FLOOR, STOREY.
3 second-hand. There is much variation canopied and decorated stone seats, usu.
in the use of the hyphen. COD (1995) opts three in number, placed on or recessed
for second hand for the hand recording into the south side of the choir near the
seconds in a watch or clock; second-hand altar for use by the clergy. PL sedilia

for the adj. meaning not new (second- /si'diha/.
hand clothing) and the adv. meaning at see, bishopric, diocese. A bishopric is
second hand, not directly (she always buys the office belonging to a bishop; a diocese
seconU-hand); and second hand in such
is the district administered by a bishop;
phrases as heard only at second hand. But
a see is (the chair that symbolizes) a
the adj. and adv. are very commonly bishop's authority over a particular diowritten as one word (secondhand).
cese. A bishopric is conferred on, a diocese
4 second of all: an Americanism based
on the general English phrase first of all,

is committed to, a see is filled by, such
and such a person: my predecessor in the

seeing | self-
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see; all the clergy of the diocese; hoping for awhat they seldom or ever do—D. Johnson,
1827; (seldom(.) if ever(,)) The pettish Israelbishopric.
ites (a people seldom if ever, pleased with
seeing is frequently used as a quasi- God's present Providencies) who murmured
conjunction, usu. followed by that + a under Moses-W. Sclater, 1653; The poison
clause, to mean 'considering that, inas- Sumach occurs in the western, but very seldom,
much as, because' (seeing that you do not if ever, in the eastern part of the Stota [sc.
know it yourself). Colloquial equivalents Maine]-W. D. Williamson, 1832 (US); Surare seeing as, seeing as how: these are rey backwoodsmen seldom, if ever, call muc
normally restricted to informal contexts, upon the rock-climbing or bog-defying wheree.g. Seeing as how you're always short ofZsd, withal of their 4-w-d off-roaders—Daily Tél.
I thought you could maybe earn a bit—S.
1991; A strong, confident exposition of the
Gulliver, 1974last movement completes an interpretation
which has seldom, if ever, been surpassed
seek (verb). See PASSIVE TERRITORY 3.
on record—Gramophone, 1992; Sciacchetrà,
seem (verb). 1 The pleonasm shown in which is seldom if ever exported, can be held
These conclusions, it seems to me, appear for some years due to its high sugar contentto be reached naturally should be avoided. Gourmet (US), 1992; (seldom or never) Also
2 can't seem + infinitive. See CANNOT 3. in wynter selden or neuerpytte waterfresyth—
Trevisa, 1398; those thot doe dye of it, doe
3 See PERFECT INFINITIVE 1 .
seldome or neuer recouer—Shakespeare,
1606; Microbes, that freely reach or parasitize
Seidlitz. Pronounce /'sedlrts/.
normal individuals with intact antimicrobial
seigneur etc. Spellings entered in the defenses but seldom or never produce disease,
COD (1995): seigneur, seignior, seigneurial,are not considered to be 'true pathogens'—
seignorial; seigniorage, seignorage; seigniory, Q, N. Myrvick and R. S. Weiser, 1988 (US).
seigneury. In each pair the first is normally
the preferred form. The pronunciation selector. Thus spelt, not -er.
in all begins with /sem-/ followed by /j/
(i.e. they sound). Differences in meaning self. Acceptable in commercial use as
or use exist but are too complicated to a substitute for myself, and in particular
when written on a cheque or counterfoil:
be given here: see the OED.
e.g. He drew a cheque for a hundred pounds
seise, seisin. Pronounce /si:z/, /'siizm/. to self on Friday—G. Heyer, 1935; He turned
The words are sometimes (but less often) back the counterfoils ... The uppermost ...
spelt -ze, -zin, and belong etymologically was marked 'Self, a withdrawal offour hunto the ordinary verb seize. But in the legal dred pounds—C. Watson, 1967. Though atphrases to seise a person of, i.e. put him tested since the mid-i8c, its use in nonin possession of, and to be seised of, i.e. commercial contexts is now merely jocular or fairly informal. Examples: Mr. H.
to possess, the -s- spelling is usual.
and self agreed at parting to take a gentle
seize (verb). See prec.
ride—Dr Johnson, 1758; As both self and
wife were fond of seeing life ...we decided a
seldom, l (adj.). Used since the 15c,
trip to Baden Baden would be a nice change
seemingly without break, but now more
for us—]. Astley, 1894; Drunks black out,
or less restricted to literary contexts: e.g.
remember nothing; AA. [sc. Alcoholics
My seldom night terrors--W. Golding, 1959;
Anonymous] requires memory, the acknowWith her small seldom smile—Edmund Willedgement of actions' effects on self and others,
son, 1961 (in Webster's Third).
then apology and atonement—B. Holm, 1985
2 (adv.). Used in emphatic phrases, (US).
some now rare or obsolete: e.g. seldom
See MYSELF.
ever (10-19C, now rare); seldom or ever
(18-19C, obsolete); seldom (,) ifever(,) (17c, self-. Such compounds are of unlimited
still current); seldom or never (14c, still number. The principal types are (a) those
current). Examples: (seldom ever) I seldom in which self- is in the objective relation
ever dreamed ofLolita as I remembered her—V.
to the second element (self-abandonment,
Nabokov, 1955; (seldom or ever) The Play- self-betrayal, etc.); (b) used with verbal
ers seldom or ever throw out the Voice with nouns (self-searching, self-understanding,
any Vehemence—A. Murphy, 1752; It was etc.); (c) with agent-nouns (self-educator,
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self-deprecating, -deprecation, -depreciation | semicolon

self-seeder, etc.); (d) with nouns of state or to ask for clarification of some mealy-mouthed
condition (self-awareness, self-mastery, etc.);statement: 7 am not going to debate semantics
(e) with adjs. (self-analytical, self-protective,with you,' the spokesman replies—K. Hudson,
etc.); and numerous others. Occasionally 1978.
such compounds are unnecessarily
formed where the second element would semaphore. Pronounce /'semafo:/ with
suffice by itself. Writers should pause a short e in the first syllable, despite the
before writing selfconceit(ed), for ex- fact that the first element answers to Gk
ample, in contexts where conceited by OT|ua 'sign, signal'. See FALSE QUANTITY
2.
itself would suffice, and selfconfessed
where confessed is adequate. Similar considerations apply to self-assurance, self-com- semi-. Compounds are innumerable,
placent, selfconfidence, and some other self- esp. with adjs. and participles as the
compounds. The rule is quite simple: second element. The earliest of these
make a lightning decision about compounds in English is semicircular
whether the self- adds anything essential (1432-50) and semi-mature (C1440). In so
to the proposed second element of a far as a pattern is discernible at all,
compound. It usually does (e.g. self-ad- the prefix is extensively employed in
technical terminology (e.g. semiconductor,
dressed, self-defence, self-service), but occasemidiameter, semigroup), but it is presionally does not.
ferred to demi-, hemi-, and half- in many
self-deprecating, -deprecation, -depre- ordinary words as well (e.g. semi-automatic, semicircle, semi<onscious, semi-deciation. See DEPRECATE, DEPRECIATE 4.
tached, semifinal, semi-professional, semiselvage (an edging of cloth). Thus spelt, skilled). It is worth noting that the e in
semi- is short, notwithstanding that it is
rather than selvedge.
long in the Latin original (sëmi-). See
semantics (noun) (construed, like pol- FALSE QUANTITY 2 .
itics, etc., as a singular). Its primary sense,
the branch of linguistics concerned with semicolon. This name of the punctumeaning, was adopted in English in the ation mark consisting of a dot placed
1890s from French sémantique (M. Bréal, upon a comma (;) is first recorded in
1883), and has now largely replaced the 1644. As the SOED (1993) notes, its primslightly earlier term semasiology. The sub- ary function is to indicate 'a disconject is now a highly sophisticated one tinuity of grammatical construction
beyond the reach of anyone but special- greater than that indicated by a comma
ized linguistic scholars. But its essence but less than that indicated by a full
can be gleaned from some elementary stop'. The best account of its function
examples where fundamental changes is that provided in Hart's Rules (slightly
of meaning have occurred over the cen- abridged here): "The semicolon separates
turies. The original meaning is given in two or more clauses which are of more
brackets after each example; full details or less equal importance and are linked
are set out in the OED. Examples: buxom as a pair or series: Economy is no disgrace;
(obedient, compliant); deer (an animal, for it is better to live on a little than to outlive
a beast); ejffete (no longer fertile, past a great deal. The temperate man's pleasures
producing offspring; cf. foetus); elaborate are always durable, because they are regular,
(to produce by effort or labour); horrid
and all his life is calm and serene, because it
(rough, bristling); meat (food); meticulous is innocent. To err is human; to forgive, divine.
(timid, fearful); treacle (any of various Never speak concerning what you are ignorant
medicinal salves). Since the 1940s, seman- of; speak little of what you know; and whether
tics and the corresponding adj. semantic you speak or say not a word, do it with
have passed into general use in much judgement.' To which it should be added
weakened senses, as shown in these ex- that the semicolon is a useful device
amples (esp. that of 1978); We do ourselves for separating a list of items set out in
and our Asian neighbors a distinct disserviceconsecutive (as distinct from columnar)
when we insist on stretching them or shrinkingform: Those present at the conference included
them tofitour particular semantic bed—New
Professor R. H. Robins, School of Oriental
Leader (US), 1959; Almost daily in the press and African Studies; DrM.K.C. MacMahon,
briefing, whenever a newsman raises his handUniversity of Glasgow; Dr Rod McConchie,

Semite | sensible, sensitive, susceptible
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University of Helsinki; andDr Brigitte Nerlkh, recognize the humorous side of things
University of Nottingham.
(he lacks a sense of humour; he has no se
of humour).
Semite. See HEBREW.

semi-vowel. In English phonetics the
term applied to the sounds /j/ (normally
spelt y, as in young) and /w/, i.e. to sounds
intermediate between a vowel and a consonant.
sempstress. See SEAMSTRESS.
senarius /si'neenas/. A (Greek or Latin)
verse consisting of six usu. iambic feet,
esp. an iambic trimeter. Also called an
iambic senarius. PL senarii /-nai/.
senator. Thus spelt, not -ex.
senatUS /se'ncutas/, the governing body
or senate of certain universities, esp. in
Scotland. The pi., if required, is -tuses or
-tus /-tuis/, not -ti. See -us 2.
senhor, senhora, senhorita. Portuguese and Brazilian titles. Pronounced
in English /sen'jo:/, /sen'jo:ra/, /senja'rkta/.
Senior. For the Senior Service, see SOBRIQUETS.

sennight, an archaic word for a week
(from OE seofon nihta 'seven nights').
senor, senora, senorita. Spanish titles.
Pronounced in English /sen'jo:/, /sen'jo:ra/,
/senja'riita/.

sense (verb). It is worth noting that
the current meaning 'to be or become
vaguely aware (of something), to detect
subconsciously (I sensed a hardness in hi
tone)' is first recorded (according to the
OED) in 1872. The verb entered the language much earlier (late 16c.) with the
meaning 'to perceive (an outward object)
by the senses; also, to feel (pain)', and
some other specific meanings (e.g. 'to
expound the meaning of). But instinct
or vague awareness are contextually
much more likely to be present in modern uses of the word. There are also
technical uses in philosophy ('to have a
sense-perception of) and in technology
of a machine, instrument, etc., able to
detect something (e.g. In general particle
detectors operate by sensing the ionizatio
atoms caused by the passage of a charg
particle—Sci. Amer., 1978).
sensibility. Just as ingenuity is not ingenuousness, but ingeniousness (see INGENIOUS), so sensibility is not sensibleness,
but sensitiveness. To the familiar contrasted pair sense and sensibility correspond the adjectives sensible and
sensitive—an illogical arrangement, and
one doubtless puzzling to foreigners, but
beyond 'correcting'. See -TY AND -NESS.

sensational entered the language in sensible, sensitive, susceptible. In
the literal sense 'of or pertaining to or
certain uses, in which the point is the
dependent upon sensation or the senses'
effect produced or producible on the
in the mid-igc. and almost immediately
person or thing qualified, the three
acquired the hyperbolic senses 'aiming
words are near, though not identical, in
at violently exciting effects; calculated
meaning. I am sensible of [sc. not unaware
to produce a startling impression'. Since
of] your kindness, sensitive to ridicule,
then the extended senses have almost
ceptible to beauty. Formerly sensible cou
driven out the literal one, esp. in newsbe used in all three types of sentence;
paper reportage (a sensational upset at
but its popular meaning as the opposite
Wembley), in advertisements (sensational
of foolish has become so predominant
bargains in the New Year sales), and in
that we are no longer intelligible if we
contexts of informal praise (she looked
say a sensible person as the equivalent of
sensational in her new dress).
a sensitive or a susceptible person, and ev
sense (noun). The phr. sense of humour sensible of is counted among LITERARY
means 'the faculty of perceiving and en- WORDS though surviving as a common
joying what is ludicrous or amusing'. It phrase for the opening of formal
happens not to be recorded (in the OED) speeches: I am deeply sensible of the hono
before the 1880s but it seems likely that you have done me ... The difference
it was in use at an earlier date. It is often, between sensible of, sensitive to, and suscep
perhaps most often, used in negative ible to is roughly that sensible of expresses
contexts of someone who seems not to emotional consciousness, sensitive to
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sensitize | sentence

acute feeling, and susceptible to quick re- to the senses, then either sensual or sensuaction to stimulus: gratefully, painfully, ous may be safely used.
profoundly, regretfully, sensible of; absurdly,
sentence. Fowler (1926) had no doubts
acutely, delicately, excessively, sensitive to;
often, readily, scarcely, susceptible to. With about the nature of a sentence: 'sentence,
of the meaning of susceptible is different: in grammar, means a set of words comit is equivalent to admitting or capable. plete in itself, having either expressed
A passage susceptible of more than one inter'or understood in it a subject and a predipretation; an assertion not susceptible of cate, and conveying a statement or question or command or exclamation. If it
proof
contains one or more clauses, it is a comsensitize is a word first made for the plex sentence; if its subject consists of
needs of Victorian photographers and more than one parallel noun etc., or its
made irregularly. It should have been predicate of more than one verb etc., it
sensitivize. One might as well have omit- is a compound sentence; if its subject or
ted the adjective ending of fertile, immor' predicate or verb (or more) is undertal, liberal, and signal, and say fertize, stood, it is an elliptical sentence ... Simple
immortize, liberize, and signize, as omit sentences: I went (statement); Where is he?
the -iv(e)- of sensitive. The photographers, (question); Hear thou from heaven (comhowever, have made their bed, and must mand); How they run! (exclamation). Comlie in it. At this distance of time we must plex sentence: Where he bowed there he fell
just accept the shorter form. The OED down dead. Compound sentences: You and
(section issued in 1912) included only I would rather see that angel; They hum'd
sensitize (e.g. Education, while it sensitises aand ha'd. Elliptical sentences: Listen; Well
man'sfibre,is incapable of turning weakness played; What? Two sentences (not one):
into strength, 1880), not sensitivize (nor You commanded and I obeyed.'
sensize). Nor does any other modern dicModern grammarians, by contrast, are
tionary include the more regular form. nervous about defining the traditional
There is no possibility of turning the terms of grammar ('Neither of these
etymological clock back.
terms [sc. sentence and grammar] can be
given a clear-cut definition', CGEL, 1985),
sensorium (area of brain). PI. -ia (recom- but usually end up by providing working
definitions: 'Sentences are units made
mended) or -iums. See -UM 3.
up of one or more clauses. Sentences
sensual, sensuous. The second of these containing just one clause are called
is thought to have been expressly formed simple, and sentences containing more
by Milton (in 1641) to convey what had than one clause are called complex' (Leech
originally been conveyed by the older and Svartvik, 1975). 'Sentence. The largest
sensual (first recorded C1450) (connection unit of language structure treated in
with the senses as opposed to the intel- traditional grammar; usually having a
lect) but had become associated in that subject and predicate, and (when writword with the notion of undue indul- ten) beginning with a capital letter and
gence in the grosser pleasures of sense. ending with a full stop' {Oxford Diet. Eng.
At any rate Milton's own phrase simple, Grammar, 1994)sensuous, and passionate in describing
It may be found helpful if I set down
great poetry as compared with logic and here some of the main types of written
rhetoric has had much to do with ensur- English sentences (the first four drawn
ing that sensuous remains largely free from Essays & Studies 1991). Similar exfrom the condemnation that is more or amples can be found in any other wellless inseparable from sensual. In other written source.
words sensuous is the more neutral word
Simple. Culloden is Scott's watershed.
of the two, while sensual more often than
Compound. Fiction and history are
not has more than a hint of gratification, kindred forms.
voluptuousness, or sexuality. It should
Complex. If history is about dates then
be borne in mind, however, that in some Cousin Bette is self-evidently an historical
contexts, when a faculty is being distin- novel.
guished that is not rational or logical or
Long complex. In 1854 and 1855,
intellectual, but one simply pertaining Dickens was also showing signs of overwork

sentence adjective | sentence adverb
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(the strain, not the work itself, was unusual)-ly adverbs used to qualify a predication
and was often angry, even to helplessness, at or assertion as a whole. The -ly adverbs
the turn of public events: progress in educa- concerned include actually, basically,
tion, sanitation, social reconciliation, scantfrankly, hopefully, regretfully, strictly, and
enough, was further impeded by the Crimeanthankfully. Suddenly, round about the end
war (an excuse to defer home legislation), of the 1960s, and with unprecedented
while the conduct of the war itself seemed venom, a dunce's cap was placed on the
increasingly criminal, with an army before head of anyone who used just one of
Sebastopol virtually abandoned by the govern- them—hopejïdly—as a sentence adverb.
ment and destroyed less by the enemy than The simplest type of -ly sentence adby disease, lack of supplies, and general in- verb is one that begins a sentence and
competence (it was another humiliation, felt is marked off from what follows by a
deeply and not by Dickens alone, that the comma: Unhappily, there are times when
French ordered these things better, as was violence is the only way in which justice can
bitterly obvious to observers in the Crimea). be secured (in which Unhappily = it is an
Verbless or otherwise incomplete sen- unhappy fact that); Agreeably, he asked me
tences (stylistically acceptable in con- my name and where I lived ( = in a manner
text). She only spoke to me once about her that was agreeable to me); Frankly, I do
private life and that's what I've told you. As not wish to stop them ( = in all frankness,
I remember it—G. Greene, 1980; They ate to speak frankly); Well, that won't happen
what was in front of them. While it was at Pringle's, hopefully as they say. Hopefully
hot—M. Drabble, 1987; Max played ping- ( = it is to be hoped). These examples
pong with the children. Then records- are drawn, respectively, from T. S. Eliot's
Encounter, 1987; Dionysiac release? I supposeMurder in the Cathedral (1935), a 1987 issue
so. A rehearsal for the release of seeds. An ofthe New Yorker, Brian Moore's The Colour
invisible embrace. The motion of the moun- of Blood (1987), and David Lodge's Nice
tainside—H. Brodkey, 1993; Still, it had beenWork (1988). A reasonable cross-section
a good party. An unforgettable party, actually.of English writing, it would seem. Such
And still was—A. Huth, 1992.
sentence adverbs do not necessarily
stand at the beginning of sentences: The
sentence adjective. See IMPORTANT.
investigators, who must regretfully remain
sentence adverb, in an August 1989 anonymous—TLS, 1977; Aldabra Island in
issue of The Times, coastguard Peter Legg, the Indian Ocean, where man "has thankfully
senior watch officer at Dover, was re- /ailed to establish himself—Times, 1983.
Clearly, the question ofthe legitimacy
ported as saying Frankly we don't want
them. He was referring to Channel swim- of hopefully as a sentence adverb branches
mers and the hazard they present to out far beyond the domain ofthe actual
shipping in the world's busiest waterway. word itself. The second edition of the
His use of frankly, meaning 'if I may OED has entries for hopefully, regretfully,
speak frankly', draws attention to one sadly, thankfully, and perhaps one or two
of the most bitterly contested of all the others, used as sentence adverbs. It
linguistic battles fought out in the last draws attention to their unpopularity
decades of the 20c. This unofficial war among 'some writers'. Most of the illusagainst certain uses of adverbs ending trative examples given in the dictionary
in -ly broke out in the late 1960s. Its chief to support the constructions are drawn
focus was the adverb hopefully. The adverb from works written since the late 1960s.
was regarded as acceptable when it What the 20c. evidence in these entries
meant 'in a hopeful manner', as in to set fails to bring out is that the present-day
to work hopefully, i.e. its traditional use widespread use of sentence adverbs is
since the 17c; but not acceptable when no more than an acceleration of a much
used to mean 'it is hoped [that], let us older process. The OED entry for seriously
hope', as in We asked her when she expected(sense 1) has an example of 1644 drawn
to move into her new apartment, and she from the diary of Richard Symonds, who
marched with the royal army during the
answered, 'Hopefully on Tuesday'. The unofCivil War: Except here and there an officer
ficial war rumbles on.
Let me state a general proposition: (and seriously I saw not above three or four
in the 20c. there has been a swift and that looked like a gentleman). It is clear that
immoderate increase in the currency of seriously does not directly qualify I or
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saw or gentleman, but the whole of the The shorter form septet in now usual. See
sentence that follows it. In 1872 Ruskin, DUET.
in The Eagle's Nest, used the same adverb
in the same manner: Quite seriously, all septic. See SCEPTIC.
the vital functions... rise and set with the sun.
blood-poisoning. Thus
In both examples, seriously is an elliptical septicaemia,
spelt
(but
AmE
septicemia).
use of the phrase to speak seriously. The
OED also cites a 1680 example of strictly
septillion, the seventh power of a
from the work of the printer Joseph
million (1042); (orig. US) the eighth power
Moxon, qualifying (as it says) 'a prediof a thousand (1024).
cation or assertion as a whole' ( = strictly
speaking: This whole Member is called the septingentenary. See CENTENARY 2.
Moving Collar, though the Collar strictly is
only the round Hole at a. Other pre-20C. septum (anatomy, botany, zoology). PL
adverbs used to qualify a sentence are septa. See -UM 2.
not difficult to find: e.g. Frankly, if you
can like my niece, win her (Lord Lytton, sepulchre. Thus spelt, but AmE sepulcher.
1847).
The proposition, then, can be
amended to read as follows: since at seq., seqq. The sing, and pi. forms
least the 17c, certain adverbs in -ly have respectively of L sequens 'the following',
acquired the ability to qualify a predi- and, in the pi., of sequentes, -tia 'the folcation or assertion as a whole. Such ad- lowing (lines, etc.)', sequentibus 'in the
verbs are all elliptical uses of somewhat following places'. Also, more fully, et seq.
longer phrases. In the last third of the Now slowly giving way, as appropriate,
2oc, this littleused and scarcely ob- to /., ff., and etc.
served mechanism of the language has
Sequelae /si'kwiili:/, a medical word
broken loose. Any number of adverbs
meaning 'a morbid condition or system
in -ly have come into common use as
following a disease' (cf. L sequi 'follow').
sentence adverbs. Conservative speakers,
The singular sequela /-a/ is rarely used.
taken unawares by the sudden expansion of an unrecognized type of construc- sequence of tenses. Some of the regution, have exploded with resentment lar patterns of sequences of tenses are
that is unlikely to fade away before at given s.v. INDIRECT QUESTION and REleast the end of the 20c.
PORTED SPEECH. It cannot be over-emsentinel, sentry. The first is the wider phasized that in direct statements care
and literary word, and the one more should be taken to maintain the same
drawn on for metaphorical use; the tense throughout a sentence: e.g. He unsecond is the customary military word. dressed and got into bed and switched off
Sentinel makes -died, -elling (AmE -eled, the light. (This and some of the examples
that follow are taken from Iris Murdoch's
-eling); see -LL-, -L-.
The Green Knight (1993)) But writing and
separate.
The adj. is pronounced speech are also characterized by many
/"séparât/ and the verb /'separert/. Poor types of variation. Consider: This dog busispellers often incorrectly write the word ness will end in tears, said Jane. Louise who
as seperate.
also thought that it would end in tears,
said, '[etc.].' Other normal patterns are
septenarius (also septenary), in proshown in: (pa.t. followed by pres.t.) She
sody, a verse of seven feet (often printed
thought, this is the end of happiness, darkness
as two lines), esp. a trochaic or iambic
begins here; (pa.t. imperfect followed by
tetrameter catalectic, commonly used in
pres.t.) Bellamy was saying, 'Are you all
medieval works in verse such as the
right?'; (pa.t. followed by a mixture of
Ormulum, in ballads, and by Wordsworth
tenses) She thought: something awful has
(1800): A slumber did my spirit seal; I had
happened and the children know it.
no human fears: She seemed a thing that
Fowler (1926) distinguished normal secould not feel The touch of earthly years.
quence of tenses from what he called
septet, septette, a composition for 'vivid sequence'. The first is shown in
seven players; a stanza of seven lines. the type He explained what relativity meant;
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and the second in He explained what rela- series. 1 Spelt the same as sing, and as
tivity means (both being acceptable). But Pihe added that there are traps for the
2 Regularly pronounced as three sylunwary. Both the following types are lables until the early 20c. (the OED gave
acceptable: (normal) One would imagine preference to the three-syllabled form in
that these prices were beyond the reach of the 1912), like several other words ending
poor; (vivid) One would imagine that these in -ies in the singular (see -IES), it is now
prices are beyond the reach of the poor. But always pronounced as two syllables, the
if one would imagine is parenthetic rather second one being simply /-i:z/.
than at the head of the sentence it must
be followed by are, not were if the in- serif (typography), a slight projection
tention is to refer to present time: (pres- finishing off a stroke of a letter as in T
ent time) These prices, one would imagine, contrasted with T, is now always so spelt,
are beyond the reach of the poor, (past time) not cerif or seriph.
These prices, one would imagine, were beyond
serjeant. See SERGEANT.
the reach of the poor.
The waters are deep and muddy, however. The main point to be noticed is serpent. See SNAKE, SERPENT.
that a change of tense or mood is often serum (fluid that separates from clotted
obligatory, sometimes optional, and blood, antitoxin). PI. sera. See -UM 3.
sometimes mistaken in sentences containing such verbs as thought, believed or servant. Two phrases that are still someimagined.
times used in BrE in certain kinds of
formal correspondence: your humble serseraglio /sa'rcrijau/. PI. seraglios. See ITALvant, a formula preceding a signature or
IAN SOUNDS; -O(E)S 4.
expressing ironical courtesy; your obediserai
( = caravanserai). Pronounce ent servant, a formula preceding a signature sometimes used in letters to the
/se'rai/.
seraph. PI. seraphim /-fini/ or seraphs.
sere. See SEAR, SERE.

serendipity, the faculty of making
happy and unexpected discoveries by accident. Coined by Horace Walpole in
1754 after the title of a fairy tale, Three
Princes of Serendip. (Serendip is said to be
a former name of Sri Lanka (Ceylon).)
Rarely used before the 20c, it now enjoys
wide currency. It is sometimes loosely
used to mean 'good luck, good fortune';
and the corresponding adj. serendipitous
is sometimes used to mean 'occurring
by (esp. fortunate) chance, fortuitous'.
sergeant, Serjeant /'savant/. Normally
in military and police contexts spelt sergeant (hence sergeant-major), but in older
use often written as Serjeant. 'The spelling
Serjeant is now usually restricted to legal
and ceremonial offices, exc. in historical
and in certain official contexts' (New
SOED).

editors of newspapers. See LETTER FORMS
2.

service (verb). A surprisingly late addition to the language (first recorded in
Stevenson's Catriona, 1893), it was used
at first only in the sense 'to be of service
to, to provide with a service'. In the
course of the 20c. it has become established in certain specific senses and now
is a normal word for 'to perform routine
maintenance on (a motor vehicle, etc.)';
'to pay interest on (a debt)'; '(of a male
animal) to copulate with (a female animal), to serve'; etc.
serviceable. So spelt. See -ABLE, -IBLE 2.

serviette. 1 The main American dictionaries add the label 'chiefly Brit.' to
this word, but the label presumably
means 'not the customary word in AmE'
as the word is common enough in several
major English-speaking countries outside Britain.

2 See NAPKIN.
seri(ci)culture (silkworm industry). The
longer form (adopted in the 1890s from sesquicentenary. See CENTENARY 2.
Fr. sériciculture; cf. L sëricum 'silk') has now
been abandoned in favour of sericulture, sestet, the last six lines of a sonnet. Cf.
pronounced /'sen-/.
SEXTET.
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sestina, a poem of six 6-line stanzas
and a 3-line envoi, linked by an intricate
pattern of repeated line-endings. Chiefly
an Old Provençal, Italian, and French
form, but occasionally copied in English,
notably by Sidney in his Arcadia (1590),
by Kipling in his 'Sestina of the Tramp
Royal' (in The Seven Seas, 1896), and by
W. H. Auden in his 'Paysage Moralisé'
(1933)-

sestina | sexist language
repeated here. Perhaps the most obvious
reference works on the subject are The
Handbook of Non-Sexist Writing for Writers,
Editors and Speakers, ed. C. Miller and
K. Swift (1981) and The Non-Sexist WordFinder: A Dictionary of Gender-Free Usage by
R. Maggio (1988). Both books had mixed
receptions.

2 Some landmarks. As rough indicators of the development of feministic
sett is still a common variant spelling views on gender-free language it might
of set meaning (a) a badger's burrow; (b) be useful to set down in chronological
a granite paving-block. Cf. the final -tt in order details of some decisions and discussions that have taken place in various
MATT.
English-speaking coutries since 1988:
seventies. See NINETIES.
In 1988 Cambridge University dons
voted to eliminate sexist language from
several as adj. is used only with plural
the university's Statutes and Ordinances. In
count-nouns (several shops but not several
1988 the Style Manual of the Comfurniture), and it indicates a number
monwealth of Australia (4th edn) inslightly greater than a few (cf. several
cluded a detailed chapter, divided into
months later and a few months later). By
49 sections, setting out ways of avoiding
contrast with a few it cannot be qualified
sexist language. ('I find it quite nauseatby quite or only. Contrast Several people
ing,' commented the Queenslander (a
agreed with me/Only a few people agreed
man) who sent me a copy.) In 1989 the
with me (i.e. a small number); Quite a few
General Synod of the Church of England
people agreed with me (i.e. more perhaps
debated a report on the need to introthan expected).
duce non-sexist language into the litSèvres (porcelain made in this suburb urgy. In 1989 a revised version of the
Bible substituted one for man in such
of Paris). Pronounce /'servra/.
contexts as Ps. (AV) 1:1 Blessed is the man
sew (verb). Pa.t. sewed, pa.pple sewn or that walketh not in the counsell of the vngodly.
sewed.
Cf. the NEB (1970) Happy is the man who
does not take the wicked for his guide. In
sewage. In strict usage sewage is the
1990 Radio New Zealand considered it
waste matter conveyed in sewers, and
unacceptable to sayfisherman,crewman,
sewerage is a system of or drainage by
clergyman, actress, bridesmaid, maiden voysewers.
age, manhole, masterpiece, nobleman,
sexcentenary. A six-hundredth anni- mothering, mother tongue, or motherland.
versary or the celebration of one. Also In 1990 the mayor of Los Angeles, Tom
Bradley, banned sexist terms from city
as adj. See CENTENARY 2.
reports. His mandated changes included
sexist language. 1 As indicated in nu- maintenance holes for manholes, people or
merous articles in this book, e.g. -ESS; humanity for mankind, staffed for manned,
FEMININE DESIGNATIONS; HE OR SHE; HIS; and chairperson for chairman.
MAN; -MAN; and -PERSON, feminists and

others sympathetic to their views, from
about the 1970s onwards, have attacked
what they take to be male-favouring terminology of every kind and have scoured
the language for suitable evidence and
for gender-free substitutes. Their argument hinges on the belief that many
traditional uses of the language discriminate against women or render them
'invisible' and for these reasons are unacceptable. The various types of alleged
linguistic discrimination need not be

3 Some revealing examples. When reviewing the Handbook of Miller and Swift,
the Irish writer Brigid Brophy complained about the 'leaden hteralness of
mind' of M & S (as she called them) and
'their tin ear and insensibility to the
metaphorical contents of language'.
Other writers show in their works that
they propose to ignore the shrillest of
the advice of feminists. Witness, for example: 'It's every man for himself till teatime—she raised her voice—Elizabeth Jolley,

sextet I shall and will
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1985;
She was the mastermind— the oblique case (OE sceadwe) of the same
mistressmind—behind a deception that was noun.
going to rake in some considerable ...
2 Details of the diversity of meaning
profit—Colin Dexter, 1989; In the master in each of the two words are too many
bedroom, Ruth announces that she will throw
to be catalogued here: the COD has 12
away all her mother-in-law's shoes—Sarah
numbered sections for shade and 10 for
Gaddis, 1990 (US).
shadow. One primary distinction is that
4 An academic view. In English Today
(Jan. 1985) the dialect and sociolinguistic
scholar Jenny Cheshire concluded:
There is a built-in masculine bias in
English, and this does have very serious
implications for both the women and
the men who use the language. And this
bias will not disappear unless there is
some measure of conscious reform in
the language.' But where is the evidence
that 'conscious reform' will be accepted
by the English-speaking public? None of
the significant changes to the language
in past centuries has come about by
'conscious reform'. And none will in the
future unless the whole community
singly and collectively decides, not by
edict or proclamation, and not even by
a vote in the House of Commons, to
allow new fashions to be regarded as
standard, or at any rate irreversible.
sextet. An alteration of SESTET after L
sex 'six*.
sextillion. Orig. (esp. in BrE), the sixth
power of a million (1036). Now usu. (orig.
AmE), the seventh power of a thousand
(1021).

shade is a place or area sheltered from
the sun, whereas shadow is a dark figure
projected by a body intercepting rays of
light (esp. from the sun). Whereas shade
may be used to mean 'a slight amount'
(a shade better today) shadow cannot
Whereas we have a shadow Cabinet (and
a shadow Home Secretary, etc.) we cann
use shade in this way. We say light and
shade (not shadow), in the shade, but un
a shadow, a shadow (not shade) of his for
self There are any number of other unmatching uses.
Shakespeare. Now universally spelt
thus but in the early decades of the 20c.
Shakspere was the more usual form, and
was recommended by the OED (1913) and
by Fowler (1926). The corresponding adj.
(and noun) may be written as Shakespearian (thus in the house style of OUP)
or Shakespearean (in The Times).
shako /'Jeikau/, a cylindrical peaked military hat with a plume. PI. shakos: see
-O(E)S 6.

shall and will. (See also SHOULD AND
WOULD.) The history of these auxiliary
sexto, a size of book or page in which verbs and of their contracted forms is
each leaf is one-sixth that of a printing- immensely complicated and cannot be
satisfactorily summarized here. For such
sheet. PL sextos: see -O(E)S 6.
detailed information it is necessary to
sez. Curiously used as a conventional turn to such standard authorities as the
spelling of says (which, of course, is in OED and Jespersen (1909-49, iv). The long
fact pronounced thus) in slang contexts. article in Fowler 1926, which closely follows his article 'Shall and Will, Should
sf-. An un-English combination of initial and Would in the Newspapers of Today'
letters, found only in loanwords from in SPE Tract vi (1921), is a classic, but it
Italian, e.g. sforzando (music), sfumato too narrowly insists on the preservation
(painting).
of fast-fading traditional distinctions
(though he did describe the time-honSg-. An un-English combination of inioured type I will be drowned, no-one sh
tial letters, found only in loanwords
save me as 'too good to be true'). It is
from Italian, e.g. sgraffito (form of decorabroadly true that shall and should are
tion on ceramic ware). PI. sgraffitil
slowly retreating in the standard lansgrae'fiiti/.
guage as used in England. In other EngShade, shadow. 1 The difference in lish-speaking areas, shall and should have
form is etymologically one of declension: been almost totally replaced by will and
shade descends from the nominative sin- would, or by the reduced forms Ill/well.
gular of OE sceadu, and shadow represents What follows is mainly drawn from The
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Oxford Guide to English Usage (1993), butlive in England (J. Rhys); 'Will I be there!' I
with some fresh examples inserted.
enquired. 'No, darling. You wouldn't enjoy it.'
Expressed simply, the traditional rules (A. Brookner).
in the standard English of England are
4 Most frequently, however, the disas follows: 1 (a) I shall, we shall express tinction is obscured by the contracted
the simple future, e.g. In the following form 'II, e.g. I'll book a table at Francesco's;
pages we shall see good words... losing their Til come in after church and give you a hand,'
edge (C. S. Lewis); I shall have to wear my oldsaid Miss Lawlor; 'We'll be going on later for
coat,' she said apologetically (A. Brookner).bridge,' she explained (all three examples
This is especially true in questions, when from A. Brookner, 1993).
the use of will would either change the
5 In the standard English of countries
meaning or would be unidiomatic: e.g.
ni put the hack rest up for you, shall J? (P. outside England, the absence of shall and
Lively); 'Shall we have a cup of tea?' he asked the omnipresence of 'II and will are very
(A. Brookner). (b) I will, we will express marked, e.g. United States: We'll be in
determination or insistence on the part touch; I'll cope with him in my office; 'But I
of the speaker, e.g. 7 don't think we will really must go to my class, Mr. Kohler. I will
ask Mr. Fraser's opinion,' she said coldly say...' 'Yessir?' 'I probably shouldn't say any(V. S. Pritchett); I will invite them to teal thing,' I allowed (all three examples from
J. Updike, 1986). New Zealand: We'll get a
(A. Brookner).
Chinese take-away; I'll fill up while you get
2 For the second and third persons, your keys; I hope you do it, Jack.' 'I will.' (all
singular and plural, the rule is exactly three examples from Maurice Gee, 1992).
the converse: (a) You, he, she, it, or they willSouth Africa: I'll search to the south; Every
express the simple future, e.g. Seraphina hundred paces we'll call out; 'We will not be
will last much longer than a car. She'll prob-going to the veld today ...'she told them (all
ably last longer than you will (G. Greene); three examples from D. Matthee, 1986).
Will it disturb you if I keep the lamp on for
a bit? (Susan Hill); Presently Claudia says, 6 It is worth noting that in all English"What will you do when the war's over?' (P.speaking countries pure future uses are
Lively), (b) You, he, she, it, or they shall often expressed by be going to rather than
express intention or determination on by shall, will, 'II, e.g. For myself, I'm going to
the part of the speaker or someone other become a sober citizen. A son of toil (P. Lively);
than the actual subject of the verb, es- Nobody is going to examine your coat (A.
pecially a promise made by the speaker Brookner); 'I'm going to teach him people
to or about the subject, e.g. In future you are more important than money (Maurice
shall have as many taxis as you want (G. B.Gee).
Shaw); One day you shall know my full
7 Shall survives outside England as
story (E. Waugh); Shall the common man be well as in England itself in formulaic
pushed back into the mud, or shall he not? (G.phrases, e.g. one Abstract Expressionist, who
Orwell). (Type 2(b) is no longer commonly shall remain nameless (M. Bail, 1975
found.)
(Aust.) ); Shall we dance? Also in legal draftThe two uses of will and one of those ing, where it means 'must, has a duty to',
of shall are well illustrated by: 'I will e.g. The landlord shall maintain the premises.
follow you to the ends of the earth,' replied (This use has been brought into question
by some legal authorities in the US beSusan, passionately. 'It will not be necessary,'
cause of its alleged ambiguity.)
said George. I am only going down to the coalcellar. I shall spend the next half-hour or so
there.' (P. G. Wodehouse) The distinction shambles. In general use now invaribetween types 1 and 2 can also be seen in ably treated as a singular noun, and used
many well-known literary contexts, e.g. mainly as an informal word for 'a mess,
(type 1 (a) ) Shall I compare thee to a summer'sa muddle' (their marriage was a shambles).
day? (Shakespeare); (types i(b) and 2(b)) I The word has a colourful history. From
will not cease from mental fight, Nor shall my its OE senses 'a stool, a footstool' and 'a
table or counter for displaying goods for
sword sleep in my hand (Blake).
sale', it came to mean specifically 'a table
3 In informal usage I will and we will or stall for the sale of meat'. The word
are quite often used for the simple fu- was then applied to the slaughterhouse
ture, e.g. I will be a different person when I from which the meat came, and, from
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the 16c. onwards, any scene of blood and
of pottery, a potsherd. This is a native
carnage. It was not until the 1920s that word derived from OE sceard.
the weakened sense 'a scene of disorder,
2 (a) Cow dung (now only dialectal);
a mess' emerged. In some of its uses (b) An elytron or wing-case of a beetle.
shambles is capable of being reduced to The SOED (1993) comments that sense
shamble, both now and in the past, but 2(b) 'may be represented . . . in shardin the sense 'a scene of disorder, a born(e), sharded, and shards in Shakemuddle' (its economy remains in a shambles) speare, the interpretation of which is
it is always written with a final -s.
disputed*. Sense 2(a) is apparently an
shamefaced, now the invariable form, alteration of sham (OE scearn) 'dung, esp.
of cattle'.
is a 16c. alteration of the older word
shamefast (cf. steadfast). The older word Sharif, a Muslim leader, is a word of
could now only be used as a poetical Arabic origin. It is etymologically unrearchaism.
lated to the English word sheriff, which
shamefacedly. Four syllables. See-EDLY. is derived from OE scîr-gerëfa, lit. 'shirereeve'.
shampoo. As verb the inflected forms
sharp as an adverb is correctly used to
are shampoos, shampooed, shampooing.
mean punctually {seven o'clock sharp) or
shanghai. The recommended inflected abruptly (the van pulled up sharp; turn
forms are shanghais, shanghaied, shanghai- sharp right). But in most other contexts
ing. See -ED AND 'D.
it cannot replace sharply (e.g. share prices
dropped sharply during the afternoon;
shan't. From the 17c. onwards shall opinions were sharply divided about the matnot has been frequently written in the ter).
contracted forms sha'nt, shann't, sha'not,
shan't, etc. Of these, shan't survives in shat is a fairly frequent variant of shit
standard southern English as the regular or shitted as the pa.t. and pa.pple of the
contracted form, but is seldom used out- verb shit to defecate (Cowface looked as
side England. See SHALL AND WILL.
though she'd shat herself—H. Beaton, 1984;
the jay covered the square pedestal with twigs
shanty. Two separate words are in- and leaves and shat on the head and armsvolved: 1 A crudely built hut (in Africa New Yorker, 1990).
and elsewhere); hence shanty town, a poor
or depressed area of a town, consisting shave (verb). The pa.t. and pa.pple are
of shanties. This word was first recorded shaved. But the ppl adj. form is usually
in N. America in 1820 and seems to be -shaven (a clean-shaven man in his twenties).
from Canad. Fr. chantier 'the headquarters at which woodcutters assemble after she. 1 For she (and her) in personifications, see PERSONIFICATION. See also HE
their day's work'.
OR SHE; HER 3.
2 A song, esp. one sung by sailors
2 The use of she rather than her after
while hauling ropes, etc. Said to be a
corruption of Fr. chantez, imperative of the verb to be follows the same pattern
chanter 'to sing'. First recorded in 1867. as that of he rather than him (see HE 1).
Formerly in BrE and still usually in AmE Examples: (she) And don't fear that it is she
spelt chantey or chanty (pi. -eys or -ies). who might convert you—P. P. Read, 1986;
If anyone could write about the narcissistic
shape. The common phr. in any shape personality, it was she—New York Rev. Bks,
1987; (her) Phone rings at 8.07... it must
or form is plainly pleonastic but enjoys
wide currency as a formulaic emphatic be her, no one else would call at such a
variant of in any way, at all (e.g. not on time—The Face, 1987; She comes down the
basement stairs sideways, ...so you always
offer in any shape or form).
know it's her—New Yorker, 1987. In such
shapely is an adjective. The notional circumstances she is the more formal of
corresponding adverb shapelily should be the two.
avoided on grounds of euphony. See -LILY.
3 After than, she is the more formal
shard /.feud/. There are two separate of the two pronouns, but both are in
nouns : 1 (Also sherd /J"3:d/.) A broken piece standard use. Examples: (she) On the whole
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the men are ... more formal and authoritar- shelf /Jelf/. The pi. is shelves /Jelvz/ and
ian in tone than she—Marilyn Butler, 1987;the corresponding verb is shelve /Jelv/.
The compound shelf-ful is best written
(her) I'm not really fatter than her, am I?—M.
Duckworth, i960 (NZ); He's a million times with a hyphen; pi. shelf-fuls.
better than her—M. Bail, 1975 (Aust.). See
shellac. As verb has the inflected forms
CASES 3.
shellacs, shellacked, shellacking.
4 Examples of the nominative she used
wrongly for her after a preposition or in shell-less, shell-like. Thus spelt (with
other respects in the objective position: hyphens).
this uncombed stick-limbed fellow ... who
hadfinallycracked the defences of she whomShelta, Sheltie. The first is the name
Harvey Fig had dubbed 'our pocket Venus'—P.of an ancient hybrid secret language
Carey, 1988; Not even Patricia Johnson could used today by tinkers; sheltie (rather than
bear to listen ...to the gruesome tale of death shelty) is a Shetland pony or sheepdog.
that led a Cook County judge to order she
and her boyfriend be held without bail in shereef, sherif are variant spellings in
the triple slaying of a Lakeview family in English of SHARIF.
January—Chicago Tribune, 1992.
Sheriff. Over the last several centuries
s/he is a written representation of 'he a number of abstract nouns have been
or she', used by some writers since the used for 'the office or post of sheriff':
1970s as a nominative singular third sheriffalty (first recorded in the 16c);
person pronoun to include both genders. sheriffdom (16c. in this sense; 14c. in the
Example: A child's sexual orientation is de-sense 'district under the jurisdiction of
termined before s/he enters school—Amer. Eda sheriff'); sheriffry (17c; rare); sheriffship
ucator, 1978. Its self-evident artificiality (15c); sheriffwick (15c; also 16c. in the
suggests that its place in the language sense 'district under the jurisdiction of a
is far from secure.
sheriff'); and shrievalty (16c). The official
term is the last of these, despite the
sheaf. The noun has plural sheoves. The disadvantage of not immediately ancorresponding transitive verb meaning nouncing its (valid) etymological connec'to make into sheaves' is sheave. See -VE(D), tion with sheriff.
-VES.

shear (verb) has pa.t. sheared in its ordin- Shew, Show. As the Oxford Writers' Diet.
ary current senses (we sheared our sheep (1990) says 'use show except in Scottish
last week; a machine sheared the bar into law, and biblical and Prayer Book citafoot-lengths; the pressure from above shearedtions'. Pronounced /Jao/ (also in the first
the rivets). The normal pa.pple is shorn element of shewbread) however spelt.
(the sheep had been shorn; his shorn locks; shibboleth. 1 It is first and foremost
shorn of one's authority), except in contexts 'the Hebrew word used by Jephthah as
of metal-cutting (a bar of wrought iron a test-word by which to distinguish the
needed to be sheared across). The more usual fleeing Ephraimites (who could not propa.t. in Aust. and NZ sheep-shearing nounce the sh) from his own men the
sheds is shore.
Gileadites (Judges 12:4-6)' (OED). From
Sheath. Pronounced /Ji:8/, but in the pi. this, from the 17c. onward, it has been
sheaths as /Jirôz/. The corresponding verb used for any word or sound which a
sheathe is /Jliô/. See -TH /8/ AND -TH /Ô/. See person is unable to pronounce correctly:
hence a word or sound used to detect
a l s o NOUN AND VERB ACCENT, etc. 3 .
foreigners, or persons from another district.
sheave (verb). See SHEAF.
2 By extension, from about the same
time, it has been used to mean 'a longsheikh. This is the spelling recommen- standing formula, idea, phrase, etc., held
ded in OUP house style. Pronounce /Jeik/. (esp. unreflectingly) by or associated with
Some other publishers prefer shaikh or a group, party, class, etc.'; and, nowasheik. The pronunciation /Xi:k/ is also days, also, 'an entrenched (political) belief or dogma'. Since there are numerous
common.
Sheep. PI. same.

shier | short, shortly
synonyms available to express these extended senses, the word is best left at
present restricted to the uses defined
in 1.
shier. See SHY.
Shillelagh. Thus spelt Pronounce /Jïleila/
or /-li/.
shine (verb). The pa.t. and pa.pple forms
are normally shone /Jtm/, AmE /Jaun/, exe.
that in the sense 'polished, made bright',
shined is used instead, esp. in AmE. Examples of shined (exc. in the 1989 and
19901 examples speakers of standard
southern BrE would normally use shone
instead): Her shiny black paint shined in the
sun-Black World (US), 1974; I asked him if
it shined in the sunlight—M. Doane, 1988
(US); The car is a red Mercedes, newly
shined—S. North, 1989 (UK); I have my shoes
shined by a man who says he will pray for
my wife and family—]. Cheever, 1990 (US);
his hair was combed and flattened down with
hay rum until it shined—N. virtue, 1990
(NZ); It occurred to me that this was not a
reflection from his glasses or his crown, no
matter how much they shined-D. Pinckney,
1992 (US).
Shingles (acute viral inflammation),
like other illnesses ending in -s (measles,
mumps, etc.) is normally treated as a
singular noun (shingles is an unpleasant
disease), but if the emphasis is perhaps
more on the resulting blisters than on
the illness itself a plural verb may be
used instead. See AGREEMENT 12.
ship. 1 In the proverb Do not spoil the
ship for a ha'porth of tar, ship represents
a dialectal pronunciation of sheep. The
original literal sense was 'Do not allow
a sheep to suffer for the lack of a trifling
amount of tar'. Tar was used as a protection against flies and maggots.
2 See BOAT.
-ship. See BRINKMANSHIP; LEADERSHIP;
-MANSHIP; MEMBERSHIP; READERSHIP; RELATIONSHIP).

shire. 1 A correspondent well versed
in such matters comments: 'The shires
traditionally refers to certain parts of
the foxhunting areas of Leicestershire,
Northamptonshire, and the former
county of Rutland. Since local-government reorganization in 1972 the expression shire county has also come into use
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to denote those thirty-nine counties outside metropolitan areas which have
county councils as distinct from the six
metropolitan counties and London,
which in England, since 1986, do not.
Knight of the shire, which in medieval
times and later was a term used to denote each of the two representatives of
every county in the House of Commons,
now means any Conservative Member of
Parliament who represents a constituency in a shire county and has been
knighted or who, more loosely, has
served for a long time in Parliament and
holds traditional views.'

2 A partial explanation of the origin
of the -shire ending of certain counties
is that it helped to distinguish the name
of the county (e.g. Derbyshire, Yorkshire)
from the name of its county town (Derby,
York). But the historical development of
-shire names is extremely complicated
and lies outside the scope of this book.
3 As the second element of county
names, -shire is normally pronounced /Ja/.
shoal. See SCHOOL.

shoe (verb). The inflected forms are
shoes, shoeing, and shod /Jod/.
shoot, shute (nouns). See CHUTE.
shop (noun). For the talk called shop,
as compared with cant, slang, etc., see
JARGON 3.

shop (verb). In AmE, since the 1950s,
but not in BrE, the verb has been used
transitively (as well as in the traditional
intransitive uses) to mean 'to shop at (a
store); to examine goods on sale (in a
shop) : e.g. One man who had shopped the
entire store complained that he hadn't found
what he was looking for—S. Marcus, 1974.
short-lived. See-LIVED.
shorts. See PANTALOONS.

short, shortly. As adverbs the roles of
the two words are fairly clearly separated. Short usually means 'before the expected time or place, abruptly' (pulled up
short; cut short the celebration; the statement
stopped short of being offensive). Shortly is
used mostly to mean 'before long, soon'
(he is expected to arrive shortly; she spoke to
me shortly after 5pm).
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should and would | shrink

should and would. (See also SHALL AND I wouldn't exactly say—P. Lively, 1987; I
WILL.) The most that one can offer in the wouldn't have minded that, but it wasn't
small compass of an article here is to that—K. Amis, 1988; If it hadn't been for
give a few ground rules with supporting dear Adèle ... I don't know what I would
have done—A. Brookner, 1993.
examples. Some of what follows is drawn
from The Oxford Guide to English Usage (d) Would is always correct with per(1993)- One feature that stands out is the sons other than the first person singular
frequency of would (or 'd) compared with and plural. Examples: How they would
that of should: in my database the relative respond at such a time is anyone's guess—M.
percentages are should 24%, would 66%, Amis, 1987; She would put off thinking till
and 'd 10%. Another striking feature is she had the tea in her hand—Pi. Billington,
that should is very frequently used as a
1988; Whenever anyone really important
modal verb to mean 'ought to'. came along... Simon would take the person
1 Examples of 'd (in various construc- to a restaurant-K. Amis, 1988. (e) Would
tions): When you're feeling censorious, better used in contexts where it expresses the
ask yourself which you'd choose—P. D.James, future in the past: I told you that you
1986; I thought I'd drop by—J. Updike, 1986 wouldfindRussian difficult to learn; He was
(US); if you happened to be putting your there. Later he would not be there. The
kettle on ... I'd be delighted to join you—K. person's statement or thought at the
Amis, 1988; They'd end up in Japan at the time was You will find Russian difficult to
rate they were going-R. Billington, 1988; learn; He will not be there. Further exThat'd teach her mother to be selfish—ibid; amples: Dynamite would soon dominate
A crowd of shoppers was roped off from the the world's explosives market [in 1867]—New
kind of buffet table you'd find on a cruise Yorker, 1987; Much later, Fox would be
ship—New Yorker, 1988 (US); I'd sooner dothe intermediary in introducing Erasmus to
it at home, thank you—Maurice Gee, 1992 Richard Bere—]. B. Trapp, 1992.
(NZ).
should of. See OF C.i.
2 Examples of should = 'ought to':
Mind you, if you think she behaved strangely, shovel (verb). The inflected forms are
you should have seen me—M. Amis, 1984; shovelled, shovelling in BrE but frequently
T probably shouldn't say anything,' I al- shoveled, shoveling in AmE. See -LL-, -L-.
lowed—]. Updike, 1986 (US); small men
shouldn't wear beards-K. Amis, 1988; You Show (verb). For the spelling, see SHEW.
should wear glasses-R. Billington, 1988; The pa.t. is showed and the pa.pple norWe should have stayed in Wellington- mally shown (the book was shown to him)
but occasionally showed (e.g. Have you
Maurice Gee, 1992 (NZ).
showed it to Thomas Blackhall?-G. Butler,
3 Other uses of should, (a) With the 1992; Mr Man hadn't showed up at any of
first person pronouns I and we, should is the places where he should have been—Nigel
normally used in standard southern BrE Williams, 1992; I didn't see it happen but
as an auxiliary before verbs of liking, realised almost immediately the card was
e.g. be glad, be inclined, care, like, prefer, gone, must have showed panic by standing
e.g. 'Would you like a beer?' T should prefer to shake out the pleats of my long skirt—B.
0 cup of coffee, if you don't mind'; T should Neil, 1993.
like one of these, says Claudia—P. Lively,
1987; 'Oh, and I should like you to know shred (verb). For the pa.pple shredded
... that I'm not a poet—K. Amis, 1988; I and shred were used as acceptable alternshould like them to see the flat—A. atives until the 20c, but shred is now
Brookner, 1993- For the types should have much less commonly used.
liked tojwould have liked to, see LIKE (verb)
i(a-c). (b) Should is correct in standard shrievalty. See SHERIFF.
southern BrE in tentative statements of
shrilly (adv.). Pronounced /'Jril-li/, i.e.
opinion, with verbs such as guess, imawith both Is fully pronounced.
gine, say, and think: I should imagine that
you are right; I should say so; I should have Shrink. The pa.t. is shrank /Jraerjk/, (nonthought you'd got used to that principle by standard) shrunk /JrArjk/; pa.pple shrunk
now. (c) In other circumstances would is /JrAnk/ or (esp. as attrib. adj.) shrunken
often used after Ijwe. Examples: Well . . . /'JrArjkan/: has shrunk, is shrunk or

shrivel | sice, size, syce
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shrunken; her shrunken cheeks. The contrast significant feature of the language. See
between the customary forms of the pa. COLLOCATION.
pple and ppl adj. is neatly brought out
by these examples from adjacent pages sibilants are FRICATIVES 'produced by
of the 27 Feb. 1990 issue of the Guardian: forcing the air stream through a grooveFor the entire race the margin between them shaped opening between the tongue and
has stretched and shrunk', Among the the roof of the mouth, e.g. [s] in sin; [z]
shrunken white community which has stead-in zoo; [J] in shop; [3] in pleasure' (Hartied at around 100,000 ... there are few mann and Stork, 1972).
conspicuous signs of... racist attitudes.
sibling, an ancient word for a relative
Shrivel.
The inflected forms are (a sense obsolete by the end of the 15c),
shrivelled, shrivelling in BrE but frequently was reintroduced by anthropologists in
the first decade of the 20c. with the
shriveled, shriveling in AmE. See -LL-, -L-.
meaning 'each of two or more children
shy. The adj. makes shyer, shyest, shyly, having one or both parents in common'.
shyness, shyish. The verb makes shier (shy- It is for the most part restricted to sciening horse). See DRIER; VERBS IN -IE, etc.
tific writing, but is occasionally brought
into figurative or transferred use, e.g.
Siamese twins. This seems a suitable The line dividing the Kevin Street Sinn Fein
term for pairs of words which are tradi- organisation and its terrorist sibling, the Protionally linked by and or or and often visional IRA, is almost invisible—Daily Tél
have the same meaning as each unit in
1972.
the pair (or a slightly strengthened one),
or are related in other formulaic ways. sibyl(line). The spelling (not sybi-)
Examples: (a) (used mostly for emphasis) should be noted. Sibyl 'a prophetess' is
airs and graces, alas and alack, bag and to be distinguished from the modern
baggage, betwixt and between, bits and
Christian name Sybil.
piecesjbobs, fit and well, leaps and bounds,
lo and behold, rant and rave, in any shape sic, Latin for 'so, thus', is inserted
or form. These are in their nature tauto- (within brackets) after a quoted word
logical but are not on that account made or phrase to confirm its accuracy as a
unidiomatic. (b) Others arefixedcolloca- quotation, or occasionally after the writtions, either because one of the compon- er's own word to emphasize it as giving
ents is used in an archaic sense and his deliberate meaning. It amounts to
would not now be understood by itself, Tes, he did say that', or 'Yes, I do mean
or because the combination has acquired
that, in spite of your natural doubts'.
a meaning different from that of either It should be used only when doubt is
component alone. Examples: at someone's natural; but reviewers and controverbeck and call, chop and change, fair and sialists are tempted to pretend that it is,
square, fast and furious, hue and cry, kith because sic provides them with a neat
and kin, with all one's might and main, oddsand compendious form of criticism. Exand ends, part and parcel, go to rack and amples: I probably have a different sense of
ruin, no rhyme or reason, spick and span, (c)morality to [sic] most people—Alan Clark as
Others again consist not of synonyms reported in the Chicago Tribune, 2 June
but of associated ideas. Examples: MI 1994; Could she take the Tatler, Vanity Fair
and coo, bow and scrape, bright-eyed and and Health magazines that were laying (sic)
bushy-tailed, flotsam and jetsam, huff and around athome?—V. Grove, 1994 (reporting
puff, hum and haw, a lick and a promise, a Desert Island Discs interview with the
loud and clear, nuts and bolts, spit and polish,actress Britt Ekland); his [an inventor's]
thick and fast, ways and means. Or consist crudely written notice declaring that it 'dose
of opposites or alternatives: cut and thrust, [sic] the work of a press that would cost
fast and loose, hit and miss, hither and £10,000'—Spectator, 1994.
thither, by hook or by crook, through thick
and thin, to and fro.
sice, size, syce. For the six on dice,
There are various other types of 'Si- sice is recommended (not size); for the
amese twins' (or collocations), but the Indian groom, syce is recommended (not
examples cited above will perhaps suffice sice); size, so spelt, is a gelatinous solution
to show that such linked phrases are a used in glazing paper, etc.
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sick I similar

the arbitrary relationship between the
linguistic sign and that which it signifies.
sickly is an adjective. The notional but These French words are sometimes reclumsy corresponding adverb sicklily is placed in scholarly work by their Latin
not used. See -LILY.
equivalents significans and significatum;
and also, commonly, by the English
sidle is a back-formation from sideling,
words signifier and signified. The last two
an obsolete form of sidelong 'inclining to
are also often used in the critical terone side; oblique'.
minology of modern literary theory. Examples: The bond between the signifier and
siege. So spelt; also besiege.
the signified is arbitrary-W. Baskin (tr. de
sienna, the pigment and its colour of Saussure), i960; He has only to offer the
yellowish-brown (raw sienna) or reddish- Signifier, 'Lie'—which could mean 'tell an unbrown (burnt sienna), is so spelt despite truth'-for Othello to snatch the Signified, lie
its origin (from Siena, a city in Tuscany). with'—Dxdalus, 1979; This novel understands
that it is politics—torture, suffering, deprivasieve. So spelt; pronounced /srv/.
tion—which reminds us that our signifiershaped existence is more corporeal than texsight unseen, without previous inspectual—T. Eagleton, 1994- Meanwhile nontion. This phrase, of an ablative absolute
linguists, i.e. nearly everyone else in the
type, first recorded in America in the
English-speaking world, are content with
1890s, is now well established in the
the traditional terms word (or phrase, etc.)
main forms of English everywhere. Exand meaning (or sense, etc.).
amples: I've always hated that phrase, haven't you, Paola, sight unseen, it's a tautology signor, signora, signorina. Italian
or something near, it simply means unseen, titles. Pronounced in English /'soija:/, /sfcndoesn't it?—A. S. Byatt, 1990; So much for "joira/, /siinja'riina/.
my review sight unseen ... When the book
arrived [etc.]—D. J. Enright, 1990; A friend Sikh. Normally pronounced /si:k/ in
writes: I acquired, sight unseen, a piece of landEnglish and /sik/ in Hindi.
just outside Lynchburg—New Yorker, 1990.
silex (kind of glass). See -EX, -IX.
signal (verb). The inflected forms are
signalled, signalling in BrE but frequently silhouette. Pronounce /silu'et/.
signaled, signaling in AmE. See -LL-, -L-.
silken. See -EN ADJECTIVES.
sick. See ILL.

signatory is now the usual spelling (not Sillabub. See SYLLABUB.
signatary) for both the noun and the
adjective.
sillily. One of the few current -lily
adverbs, though it is often replaced by
significant other. One of a number of in a silly way. See -LILY.
euphemisms, characteristic of our age,
for an adult of the opposite sex with silo. PI. silos. See -O(E)S 6.
whom one is living in an unmarried
state. Other terms include live-in partner, silvan. See SYLVAN.
lover, partner, and POSSLQ (person of the silvern. See -EN ADJECTIVES.
opposite sex sharing living quarters). Example: Then her Decembric significant other,simian. Pronounced /'simian/ with a
the father of one of her biological children, has short /i/ in the stem, despite the long
an affair with the May-esque if not Aprilian stem vowel in L slmia. See FALSE QUANTITY.
adopted daughter of her second marriagesimilar. It should be followed by to, not
New Yorker, 1993.
as (though it was formerly also construed
signifier (and related words in lin- with with). Examples: (obsolete use) A
guistics). The Swiss scholar Ferdinand legend of similar import with that of the
de Saussure (1857-1913) introduced the death of Hercules (1832 in OED); (standard
terms signifiant 'a physical medium (as a use) It seemed to me that she was acknowledgsound, symbol, image, etc.) expressing ing an emotion similar to my own—C. Rumeaning, as distinct from the meaning mens, 1987; (non-standard use) Wolverton
expressed (the signifié)', and emphasized Seconds showed similar form as their seniors

simile | single most
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in their two home games—Oxford Guide to sin (verb). The phr. to sin one's mercies 'to
be ungrateful for one's blessings or good
Eng. Usage, 1993.
fortune' is found in 19c. literature (besimile. Part of the spiritual nourish- ginning with Scott's Redgauntlet, 1824),
ment of writers and esp. of poets, similes
and was familiar to Fowler (1926) and
are, of course, 'figure[s] of speech involv- Gowers (1965), but now seems largely to
ing the comparison of one thing with have dropped out of use. An isolated
another of a different kind, as an illustra- example: Sometimes I speak hard things
tion or ornament' (COD, 1995). They turn about my profession. I sin my mercies, as th
up in profusion at all periods and are Scots say—E. Linklater, 1929.
normally introduced by as or like. Some
examples chosen at random: Blue as the since. 1 For the clumsy use of since after
gendarmerie were the waves of the sea (E. ago, see AGO.
Sitwell); Soft as rain slipping through rushes, 2 For the type RS. Since writing this
the cattle Came (E. Blunden); She on the your issue of today has come to hand, see
earth, with steadfast sight, Stood like an UNATTACHED PARTICIPLES.
image of the Muse (R. Pitter); Then I turn
the page To a girl who stands like a ques- sincerely. For Yours sincerely, etc., see
tioning iris By the waterside (C. Day Lewis). LETTER FORMS 2 .
Observe the spelling and weep for the
thousands of students of English litera- 's incongruous. Fowler's term for 's
ture who persist in writing about 'simil- AND OF-POSSESSIVE.
ies'. Contrast METAPHOR.

simony. Now pronounced /'saimani/,
though the OED (1911) gave only /'srniani/.
The modern pronunciation conforms
with that of the name (Simon Magus) of
the sorcerer who seems to have been the
first to attempt this malpractice (Acts 8:
18).
simple. Note the post-positioning of the
adjective in the legal term fee simple,
an inherited estate, unlimited as to the
category of heir (as against fee tail, which
imposes limits).
simpleness, simplicity. See -TY AND
-NESS.

si neCU re. My impression is that /'smikjua/
is now the dominant pronunciation, but
the authorities differ, and /'sami-/ must
therefore be regarded as having equal
validity in standard BrE.
sine die. In common parlance usu.
pronounced /.sami "daii:/ or in relaxed
speech /'dai/, but Latinate pronunciations
of both words, i.e. /.smei "diiei/ are also
current. Of course, 'adjourned indefinitely' or 'with no appointed date' are
available as alternatives if you feel unsure about the pronunciation of the
Latin phrase.
sine qua non, an indispensable condition or qualification, is pronounced
/,smei kwa: 'naun/, though several variant
pronunciations are also current, e.g.
/,sami/ or /,smi kwei 'naun/ or /'mm/. Uncertainty about the pronunciation probably
causes many people to use English
equivalent phrases instead.

simplistic. A word of surprising modernity (first recorded in its modern sense
in the late 19c; slightly earlier of medicinal plants or simples). It adds a connotation of excessive or misleading
simplification to the ordinary adjective
simple. Examples: She's quite right... It is
simplistic to speak of malice—T. Stoppard, sing (verb). The pa.t. is sang (formerly,
1976; It was quite evident that these rather esp. in the 18c. and 19c, often sung) and
pa.pple sung.
simplistic models were inadequate—Jrnl RSA,
1980; Unfortunately, Morris... seems to dis- Singalese. See SINHALESE.
miss his [sc. Pope John XXLLTs] courageous
attempts at reform as being naive and simplis-singeing (burning lightly). So spelt to
tic—Atlantic, 1991. Care should be taken distinguish it from singing (uttering munot to use simplistic in contexts where sical sounds). See MUTE E.
simple is adequate by itself.
single most. A correspondent has
simulacrum. Pronounce /simju'leikram/. pointed out to me that in strict terms
single is tautologous when followed by
PI. -era. See -UM 2.
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singular -s | sit

most + an adj. and noun, as in the type sinus. PI. sinuses (despite the fact that
the single most valuable player in the team. the L pi. is sinus). See -us 2.
Example: I've had mini-relationships and
then gone for ... 12 months without sex ... Sioux. Pronounce /su:/. PL unchanged
and it has been the single most important and pronounced the same or, optionally,
growing time for me as a woman—NY Herald/su:z/.
Tribune, 1991.
siphon. This spelling is recommended,
singular -S. The instinctive feeling that not syphon. See Y AND I.
a noun ending in -s is by nature plural
has caused a good number of 'false' sin- Sir, a titular prefix to the forename of
gular forms to come into being in the a knight or baronet. Thus Sir William
past, e.g. caper (the herb; earlier capers, Jones, or, contextually, just Sir William.
from OF caspres, modF câpre, L capparis); Foreigners, some of whom are unaware
cherry (from Old Norman Fr. cherise, taken of the correct procedure, sometimes use
as a pi., modF cerise); pea (from earlier the erroneous form Sir Jones. A further
pease, apprehended as a plural), succour hazard: a double-barrelled surname
(from OF sueurs, socours, modF secours). should not be used instead of Christian
Riches, from Fr. richesse, is now always name and surname: thus Sir Douglastreated as a plural. Cf. also FORCEPS; GAL- Home cannot be written for Sir Alec
Douglas-Home. The same conventions apLOWS; KUDOS; and LENS for aspects of the
ply to the corresponding female prefix
same phenomenon.
Dame.
Sinhalese. A member of a people living
chiefly in Sri Lanka or their Indie lan- siren. Thus spelt, not syren. See Y AND I.
guage. Formerly also Singhalese and Pronounce /'saiaran/, not /sai'riin/.
other variants.
Sirius. Pronounce /'si-/, not /'saia-/. For
sinister in heraldry means left (and
departures from classical quantities (in
dexterright),but with the contrary sense this case L Sirius, Gk Eeipio?), see FALSE
to what would naturally suggest itself, QUANTITY.
the left (and right) being that of the
person bearing the shield, not of an ob- sirloin. A spurious but standard spelling
server facing it. For baton, bend sinister, of what should have been *surloin (cf.
surname)froman OF form *surloigne, variSee BAR SINISTER.
ant of surlonge [the modF word for 'sirSink (verb). 1 The pa.t. is now over- loin' is in fact aloyau]. It is the upper (cf.
whelmingly sank rather than sunk.
Fr. sur 'above') and choicer part of a loin
2 For the pa.pple the longer form of beef. From the 17c. onward evidence
has survived falsely attributing the
sunken is no longer used as part of a
compound passive verb: a ship would have 'knighting' of a loin of beef to Henry
been, will be, was, sunk, not sunken. As Vni, James I, and Charles II.
adjectives both sunk and sunken are used
and their distribution is not easy to de- Sirocco. Thus spelt in English, as it is
termine. The most that can be said is in French. PI. siroccos: see -O(E)S 6. The
that sunken is often used to mean 'sub- Italian spelling scirocco (the source of the
merged' (a sunken ship), 'fallen in, hollow' English word) is now rarely used in Eng(sunken cheeks, sunken eyes), and often 'be- lish.
low the normal level' (sunken garden,
sunken porch). Sunk is the form normally sister, a senior female nurse, esp. one in
chosen for technical expressions such as charge of a hospital ward. The equivalent
sunk fence, sunk initial, sunk key, sunk panel, AmE term is head nurse.
sunk relief (for the meanings consult an
sisterly. For the notional adverbial form
unabridged dictionary), but sunken is also
•sisterlily, see -LILY.
used in some of these.
3 Used predicatively with the verb to
be and meaning 'in a hopeless position'
the only form used is sunk (e.g. 'Hell!'
thought Mr R., 'we're sunk!').

sit (verb). The standard pa.t. is sat: see
SAT (non-standard examples). The corresponding participial adj. is seated: the
seated part of the stadium; two-seated

sitting-room | slacken
vehicles; please be seated.
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represents the Latin-derived term sextodecimo.

sitting-room. This or living-room is the
term most often used of a room with sixth. Pronounce /siksG/ with the /8/ fully
sofa and (arm)chairs for relaxing in; in articulated.
working-class parlance often called a sixties. See NINETIES.
lounge. A drawing-room is normally a
(fairly) grand room used for the same sizable is the recommended spelling.
purpose in a large house (trooping into See MUTE E.
the draughty vestibule [of an 18th-century
size. See SICE.
mansion] to deposit their coats, umbrellas
and briefcases before taking the noisy baronial sjambok. (In S. Africa) a rhinocerosstaircase to the drawing-room on the first hide whip. Pronounce /'JaembDk/.
floor—R. McCrum, 1991). Lounge is also
skald (medieval Scandinavian poet),
the normal word for a room set aside
skaldic (adj.). Recommended spellings,
for sitting in in public places: a hotel
not se-.
lounge; Gatwick's departure lounge.
skeptic. See SCEPTIC.

Situate.
"The language of the law
abounds in needless archaisms, and situ- skewbald. See PIEBALD.
ate used as a past participle is one of
ski. In my boyhood (1930s) very comthem... Many wills contain phrases such
monly pronounced /Ji:/, as in Norwegian,
as the following: "All the rest, residue,
the language from which the word was
and remainder of my estate, real as well
adopted; but now always /ski:/. The pi.
as personal and wheresoever situate,...
of the noun is skis; and the inflected
I direct my executor to distribute [etc.]".'
forms of the verb are skis, ski'd or (for
So in a standard American legal dictionpreference) skied, skiing. The related noun
ary, and so also in Britain. The short
('one who skis') is skier.
participial form is also sometimes used
in estate agents' advertisements. Ex- skiagraphy. See SCIAGRAPHY.
amples: The magistrates' court... will comskier, skyer. For 'one who skis', use
mit to the Crown Court centre designated by
skier. For 'a high hit (in cricket)', use skyer.
the Presiding judge as being the location to
which cases should normally be committed skilful. So spelt in BrE, but usually
from the petty sessions area in which it is skillful in AmE. See -LL-, -L- 5, and next.
situate—Stones Justices' Manual (edn 118),
1986; Properties for sale... Land parcel, title Skilled. The skilled and the unskilled are
No. LOC. 11/MARAGI/860, area 3.98 acres sheep and goats, distinguished by having
situate inMurang'aDistrict—Standard (Nai- had or not having had the requisite training or practice. Work is also classified as
robi), 1989.
skilled, semi-skilled, or unskilled. Skilful by
situation. A useful noun for expressing contrast describes the ability of a person
the sense 'a set of circumstances, a state (a skilful climber) or the ingenuity or
of affairs', esp. when preceded by a de- dexterity of a thing (a skilful painting).
fining adjective, e.g. thefinancial,industrskill-less. Best hyphened as shown to
ial, military, political situation. The placing
avoid the ungainliness of three consecuof a noun immediately before situation
tive Is. Similarly bell-less, hill-less, shell-less,
should normally be resisted: a crisis situetc.
ation adds nothing to a crisis; a bankruptcy
situation adds nothing to bankruptcy. The Skin. With the skin of my teeth. See MISwidespread (often semi-jocular) habit of QUOTATIONS.
placing a nominal phrase before situation
should also be resisted, e.g. a premature skip (college servant). See SCOUT.
baby situation; chairs suitable for multiple skip (rubbish container). See RUBBISH.
seating situations; the conditions had deteriorated to virtually a no-visibility situation. Skull. See SCULL.
See ONGOING; -TION.

skyer. See SKIER.

Sixteenmo. In printing, the English
reading of the symbol i6mo, which also

slacken.

(See -EN VERBS FROM ADJECT-

IVES.) Since the 16c, when both words
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slake, slack | slay

came into existence, slacken has been works), that the casualty rate is high
interchangeable with slack in many (this year's favourite slang words are
senses, esp. when used to mean 'to make next year's abandoned ones), and that a
or become slack', but slacken is now the small proportion of slang terms over
dominant word of the two. Slacken is now a period of time join the uncontested
the ordinary word for 'to become slack' central core of general unstigmatized
and 'to make (or let become) slacker': a vocabulary. Something of the flavour of
breeze, demand, one's energy, one's pace, a modern slang can be seen in items so
rope, the tide, slackens; we slacken our ef- labelled in the range A-C in The Oxford
forts, grip, opposition, the regulations. Slack, Dictionary of New Words (ed. Sara TuUoch,
not slacken, means to be slack or idle: he 1991): ace (fantastic), Adam (a designer
drug), airhead (stupid person), angel dust
accused me of slacking.
(an hallucinogenic drug), awesome (marSlake, slack (verbs). The first of these vellous, great), bad (excellent), bad-mouth
two related verbs has been in existence (to abuse someone verbally), bimbo (atsince the OE period, while slack entered tractive but unintelligent young wothe language only in the 16c. In non- man), bonk (an act of sex; to have sex),
technical use, slake now tends to be re- bottle (courage, guts), brill(iant) (fantastic,
stricted to mean 'to assuage or satisfy great), chase the dragon (to take heroin),
(thirst, desire, etc.). For slack, see prec.
couch potato (person who spends leisure
time passively, mostly watching teleslander. See LIBEL (noun).
vision and videos), cowabunga (an exclamslang is 'language that is regarded as ation of exhilaration), crack (form of
cocaine), cred (credibility, reputation),
very informal or much below standard
educated level. [It is also] the special crumblie (an old or senile person). Some
vocabulary and usage of a particular of these are more or less restricted to
period, profession, social group, etc' the US, others are widely used in the
(New SOED, 1993). 'To the ordinary man, language of drug-taking, and some are
of average intelligence and middle-class restricted to the vocabulary of teenagers.
position, slang comes from every direc- These, and thousands more listed, in,
tion, from above, from below, and from for example, the latest edition of Eric
all sides, as well as from the centre . . . Partridge's Dictionary of Slang and UnconAn antiquated example is mob, for mobile ventional English, will bump along in the
vulgus. That was once slang, and is now language, some for a year or two, others
good English. A modern one is bike, for much longer. The survivors will be
which will very likely be good English joined each year by thousands of other
also in time' (Fowler, The King's English, new slang words. Scholars collecting
1906). 'Seen as a sizeable distinguishable them have a task in perpetuity.
See RHYMING SLANG.
element in written English it can be
plainly identified from the sixteenth censlate (verb). One of its dominant senses
tury onward. Prior to that it lay about
in BrE is 'to criticize severely, to scold'
in unrecorded private speech. The first
(he was slated by his constituency party for
formal recording of slang in dictionary
voting against the amendment). By contrast
form came in B.E.'s Dictionary of the Cantthe word is used in AmE to mean 'to
ing Crew in 1699. As a phenomenon of
write or set down for nomination or
modern times it can be pursued to many
appointment' or 'to schedule or depublic and private lairs. It is stretched
signate (slated a meeting of service chiefs for
on class-structured racks. It crosses genthe following afternoon)'. The context will
eration gaps but is sometimes mainly
normally make it clear which meaning
restricted for a period to a particular
is intended, but clearly care is called for,
generation' (Burchfield, The English Lanesp. in interpreting headlines such as
guage, 1985).
Summit meeting slated.
It is impossible to quantify the amount
of slang in use at the present time, but slave makes slavish. See MUTE E.
everyone agrees that it is found at all
levels of society, that it is largely ex- slay (verb). Though poetic and rhetorcluded from formal writing (except in ical in BrE, it is still in ordinary use in
the representation of speech in literary AmE, for violent killing. The mainly

sled, sledge, sleigh | slow-worm
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American use is sometimes carried over slosh. See SLUSH.
into UK newspapers (Serial killer slays seven
The noun meaning 'bog,
young men). The pa.t. is slew and pa.pple slough.
slain. In the secondary slang sense 'to swamp' is pronounced /slau/. The separoverwhelm with delight, to convulse ate word slough meaning (as noun) 'a
with laughter' the pa.t. is usually slayed part that an animal casts' and (as verb)
'to cast or drop off' is pronounced /slAf/.
(the comic scene simply slayed them).
A cautionary note: many Americans proSled, sledge, sleigh. Sled is the mainly nounce the 'swamp' noun /slu:/ and spell
AmE word for 'a vehicle on runners for it slew.
conveying loads or passengers esp. over
snow, drawn by horses, dogs, or reindeer, slovenly is used both as adj. and adv.
or pushed or pulled by one or more The notional adverbial form *slovenlily is,
persons' (COD), and sledge the BrE equiva- for reasons of euphony, not used. See

lent. A sleigh is *a sledge, esp. one for -LILY.
riding on, rather than conveying loads, Slow, slowly. The primary distinction,
and drawn by horses or reindeer' (COD). namely that slow is an adjective (take the
slow train to Oxford) and slowly is an adverb
Sleigh. See prec.
(the yachts moved slowly out of the harbour),
is almost always followed in practice.
sleight (as in sleight of hand). Pronounce But there are exceptions. In days gone
/slart/. It is related to sly as height is to by literary examples of slow used as an
high.
adverb abound: But oh, me thinkes, how
slow This old Moon wanes—Shakespeare,
slew, slue (verb). The first is now the
1590; I hear the far-off Curfeu sound ...
normal spelling for this word in its sense Swinging slow with sullen roar—Milton,
'to turn or swing forcibly from its ordin1632 ; As the stately vessel glided slow Beneat
ary position'.
the shadow—Byron, 1812 ; We drove very slow
for the last two stages on the roadslier, slily. See SLY.
Thackeray, 1848. Such evidence would
perhaps lead us to expect that slow would
slime makes slimy. See MUTE E.
have taken over many of the adverbial
functions of slowly in the 20c, but this
Sling, slink. Past tenses and past parti- has not happened. Examples can be
ciples slung and slunk.
found (e.g. where it was easy to drive slow
and look into lighted uncurtained winsloe-worm. See SLOW-WORM.
dows—L. Ellmann, 1988), but only in carefully
circumscribed circumstances.
slogan. From the 16c. to the 19c. this
Further examples: (as a road sign) SLOW:
word of Gaelic origin meant 'a war-cry
this can be taken to be a shortened veror battle cry; spec, one of those formerly
sion of go slow or drive slowly; (industrial
employed by the Scottish Highlanders or
sense) The union rep said we were to go slow
Borderers, or by the native Irish, usually from 2pm tomorrow; (in comparatives and
consisting of a personal surname or the superlatives) Thomas walked slower (or
name of a gathering-place' (OED) (e.g. The more slowly); James walked (the) slowest of al
isle of Clareinch was the slogurn or call of (in compounds) slow-moving traffic; slowwar, proper to the family of Buchanan-W. paced lemur. On the other hand there
Buchanan, 1683). The less specific sense are circumstances when only slowly is
'the distinctive note, phrase, cry, etc. of permissible, e.g. immediately before a
any person or body of persons' over- verb: He slowly (not *slow) closed the door.
lapped with the older sense in the 19c, The best course is to use slow as an adverb
and has now replaced it except in histori- very sparingly indeed.
cal contexts. Throughout the 20c. slogans have become commonplace in Slow-worm (small legless lizard). Forpolitics of whatever kind: e.g. Ban the merly also sloe-worm. It is not directly
bomb; Religion is the opium of the people; related to either sloe or slow but is derived
An equal opportunities employer; Business asfrom OE sla-wyrm, the first element of
usual. See also ADVERTISING, LANGUAGE OF. which is of uncertain origin.
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sludge I snapshot

smelled of beeswax—A. S. Byatt, 1990. Had
a qualifying word been inserted in either
of these sentences it would undoubtedly
slumberous, slumbrous. Now mainly have been an adverb, not an adjective
poetic. Both forms occur and both can (smelled strongly of orange peel; smelled
be paralleled: cf. murderous, slanderous, faintly of beeswax).
thunderous for the longer form, and smite. This ancient verb (pa.t. smote,
cumbrous, idolatrous, monstrous, wondrouspa.pple smitten), after centuries of use
for the shorter. If I ever had cause to use from Anglo-Saxon times onward, is now
the word I would spell it slumberous and falling into disuse or is reserved for literpronounce it as three syllables.
ary contexts {When he saw Tissy moving
Sludge. See SLUSH.

slue (verb). See SLAY (verb); SLEW (verb).

Slur (verb). The inflected forms are
slurred, slurring. See -R-, -RR-.
slush, sludge, slosh. The differences
are not very clear. There is the natural
one, perhaps resulting from its sound,
that sludge is usually applied to something less liquid or more solid than slush
or slosh, e.g. to slimy deposits, clinging
mud, or sewage, whereas thawing snow
is typical slush. Of slush and slosh, the
former is the more usual word for what
is metaphorically watery stuff—twaddle
or sentimentality; and slosh alone is a
slang word for a violent blow or, as a
verb, giving one.

about the quiet rooms of his house ...his heart
smote him—A. Brookner, 1989). Possibly its
most frequent sense at present is 'to
infatuate, fascinate' (he was smitten by her
beauty).
smog. This word, formed in 1905 from
smoke + fog by Dr H. A. des Vœux, Hon.
Treasurer of the Coal Smoke Abatement
Society, is one of the most enduring
blends of the century. Apart from its
literal use it is also widely used in figurative contexts, of turgid speech, writing,
etc.
smoke makes smoky. See MUTE E.

smooth. The noun, verb, and adverb
sly makes slyer, slyest, slyly, slyness, slyish
(the last beside smoothly) are all so spelt
(not slier, etc.). Contrast DRIER; FLIER,
now: the verb was also spelt smoothe from
FLYER.
the 15c. to the 19c. For smoothen (verb),
smell (verb), l In BrE either smelled or now much less common than it was a
(much less commonly) smelt is used for century ago, see -EN VERBS FROM ADJECTthe pa.t. and pa.pple. In AmE smelled is IVES.
the dominant form for both. See -T AND
smoulder (burn slowly, etc.). So spelt in
-ED. Examples: Although he no longer
BrE, but often as smolder in AmE.
smelled of sick his appetite was poor—A.
Brookner, 1988; They [sc. dogs] smelt, es- snail-like. For hyphen, see -LIKE.
pecially when wet—Good Housekeeping, 1989;
Barry has smelled it on winos after they've snake makes snaky (adj.). See MUTE E.
been on a three-week binge—New Yorker,
1988; And then he smelled something, and snake, serpent. Snake is the native and
that wasn't his fault, was it?-G. Keillor, serpent the alien word. It is also true,
though not a necessary consequence,
1991 (US).
that snake is the word ordinarily used,
2 When used intransitively to de- and serpent the exceptional. The OED's
scribe the quality of a smell, the verb is remark on serpent is 'now, in ordinary
normally followed by an adjective, not use, applied chiefly to the larger and
an adverb: Hort's house always smelled so more venomous species; otherwise only
good—New Yorker, 1988; He smelled the cuprhetorical... or with reference to serpentof water and it smelled putrid—Communityworship'.
Development Jrnl, 1988. When it is used
to mean 'stink', however, an adverb of snapshot is 'a casual photograph taken
manner is the norm: the prison cell smelled quickly with a small hand camera' (COD).
abominably. Smell is also commonly fol- The corresponding verb snapshot is listed
lowed by an o/-phrase: I settled down on in the OED (with pa.t. snapshotted, ppl adj.
the leather seat that already smelled of orange snapshotting), with printed evidence from
peel—M. Pople, 1986 (Aust.); The wood 1894 onward, but it leads a precarious

sneak | so
life in the language, the more usual verb
being snap. Snapshooter 'one skilled in
snap-shooting birds or animals with a
gun' has coexisted, since the last decade
of the 19c, with the same word in its
photographic sense. In photography
now, the holiday-maker snaps or takes
snaps, whereas the cameraman in the
film or television studio shoots.
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origin: there is no other verb in the
language with infinitive -eek or -eok and
pa.t. -uck. Consider the following verbs
in /-i:k/: creak, freak, leak, peak, peek, reek
seek, squeak, streak, wreak, also shriek. Non
of them has shown any sign of following
the path of sneak by acquiring a new
pa.t. form.

snivel (verb). The inflected forms in BrE
sneak (verb). Its origins are shrouded are snivelled, snivelling, but in AmE often
in mystery. First recorded in print in the sniveled, sniveling. See -LL-, -L-.
16c, it seems to have emerged from
some uncharted dialectal area and made snuck. See SNEAK (verb).
its way swiftly into the language of playwrights: A poore vnminded Outlaw, sneakingSO.
home—Shakespeare, 1596; I hope he will I 1 Phrases treated elsewhere.
not sneake away with all the money—Dekker, 2 so long (as formulaic farewell); and so
to-.
1604; Where's Madrigall? Is he sneek'd hence?
3 The appealing so.
—Jonson, 1625. From the beginning, and
4 The didactic so.
still in standard BrE, the pa.t. and pa.pple
5 Repetition of so.
forms are sneaked. Modern UK examples:
6 so with past participle.
I bet every father in the land sneaked out of
7 The explanatory so.
the house to get an eyeful of that Miss Jane 8 so with superlatives and absolutes.
Russell—P. Bailey, 1986; I sneaked into his I 9 so as conjunction, legitimate and
workroom—Spectator, 1987.
I
illegitimate.
Just as mysteriously, in a little more
1 For do so, see DO 2 (e); for ever so, see
than a century, a new pa. t. form, snuck, EVER 4: for never so, see NEVER 1; for so
has crept and then rushed out of dia- far from, so far as, see FAR; for and so
lectal use in America, first into the areas forthland so on, see FORTH; for quite so, see
of use that lexicographers label as jocu- QUITE 1; for so to speak, see INFINITIVE
lar or uneducated, and, more recently, 3(b); SUPERIORITY.
has reached the point where it is a virtual
2 so long used colloquially for 'goodrival of sneaked in many parts of the
English-speaking world. But not in Brit- bye' or 'au revoir'. The popular view that
ain, where it is unmistakably taken to this is an adaptation of salaam is without
be a jocular or non-standard form. The foundation. It is merely a special comprogress of snuck can be seen fairly bination of so and long, and it has been
clearly in the following chronologically in use (according to the OED) since 1865.
arranged set of examples: He grubbed ten English is richly endowed with farewelling formulas, varying greatly in
dollars from de bums an den snuck home—The
Lantern (New Orleans), 1887; They had all their degree of formality: adieu; bye(-bye);
snuck in and were having a good time, makingsee you; be seeing you; see ya; ta-ta; etc. A
trouble-]. T. Farrell, 1932 (US); So I snuck so to a division, and so to dinner, etc. This
off to the park and had a good read—Oz, formula for winding up the account of
1969; This Crisp, he snuck over into the a debate or incident, borrowed directly
Blood's territory to make that mark—New or indirectly from Pepys, is apt to become
Yorker, 1986; He had snuck through the or' addictive. 'It is wise to abstain from it
chards like a deserter—]. Urquhart, 1986 altogether' (Fowler), or at any rate to use
(Canad.); Happiness snuck up on her like a it sparingly.
poacher in the night—P. Carey, 1988 (Aust.); 3 The appealing so. The type is The
It [sc. bad luck] had snuck up on him from English weather is so uncertain. The speake
behind as it always did—Metro (NZ), 1988; has a conviction borne in upon him,
While I was groaning at my reflection in the and, in stating it, appeals, with his or
bathroom mirror he snuck out of the flat—A.her so, to general experience as a means
Billson, 1993 (UK). What the future holds of confirmation; it means as you, or as
for snuck is unpredictable. Meanwhile no we all, know. This is a natural use, but
one has satisfactorily accounted for its one more suitable for conversation,
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where the responsive nod of confirm- the people, has also done much to weaken the
ation can be awaited, than for most kinds principal bridge that previously helped so
of writing. In print, outside dialogue, it much towards this end—the House of Comhas an air of unnecessary emphasis, even mons; The situation was well in hand, but it
when the context is favourable, i.e. when had so far developed so little that nothing
the sentence is of the shortest and useful can be said about it, save that so far
simplest kind, and the experience ap- the Commander-in-Chief was satisfied.
pealed to is really general. It is suggested
6 so with past participle. The distincthat in the following extracts the context tion usually recognized with VERY
is not favourable: For ophthalmology in the between a truly verbal and an adjectival
tropics a work of authority is so sadly over- past participle is not applicable to so;
due; But he does combine them ingeniously,but it is well worth while, before writing
though in instancing this very real power weplain so, to decide between it and so
feel that it might have been so much more much, so well, etc. The insertion of much in
satisfactorily expended; He was always kind,
the first and well in the second quotation
considerate, and courteous to his witnesses,after so would certainly be an improvethis being so contrary to what we are led to ment: Admiral Farevelli reports that Tripoli
expect from his successors; Slade would seembatteries have been so damaged that Turkto have some of the philosophy of his kind, ish soldiers have been forced to retire into
as well as the technique, which chiefly is thetown; Ireland being mainly an agricultural
reason why one so hopes he will not be country, and England industrial, the Bill is
rushed on too rapidly.
not so suited to Ireland as to this country.
4 The didactic so. This is a special form
7 The explanatory so. Type: He could
of the appealing so, much affected, for not move, he was so cold. The second clause
example, by Walter Pater and by many is equivalent to a sentence beginning
an enthusiastic lecturer. In the midst of with for or because, and the idiom is
that aesthetically so brilliant world of mainly, but not solely, colloquial. In such
Greater Greece is an example. The so is sentences it is clear to the listener that
deliberately inserted before a descriptive the second clause provides an explanadjective, and is a way of saying, at ation of the first and no conjunction is
once urbanely and concisely, Has it ever needed.
occurred to you how brilliant etc. it was?
8 so with superlatives and absolutes.
That is to say it differs from the sos in 3 So, when it qualifies adjectives and adin being not careless and natural, but verbs, means to such a degree or extent;
didactic and highly artificial. Effective it is therefore not appropriately applied
enough on occasion, it is among the to a superlative, as in The difficult and
idioms that should never be allowed to anxious negotiations in which he has taken
remind the reader, by being repeated, so foremost a part in Paris; or to an abthat he has already met them in the last solute, as in It is indeed a privilege to be
hundred pages or so. Further examples: present on so unique an occasion.
Here an Englishman has set himself to follow
in outline the very distinctive genius of Russia 9 so as conjunction, legitimate and
through the centuries of its difficult but alwaysillegitimate. The usual practice in standso attractive development; And still no one ard English as late as the 19c. was to
came to open that huge, contemptuous door use so that to denote result or logical
consequence, and sometimes = 'in order
with its so menacing, so hostile air.
that': [They] had conveighed their shippes in
5 Repetition of so. A change from the to the havens, so that he could notfightwith
artificial to the artless. So is a much used them on the sea—1548 in OED; We will spend
word, but not indispensable enough to our evenings ...at our own lodgings, so that
justify such repetitions of it as the fol- we may be found—ci 760 in OED; The turf
lowing: The pity is that for so many men roof of it had fallen in: so that the hut
who can so hardly keep pace with rising was no use to me—R. L. Stevenson, 1886.
prices it should become so difficult to follow Constructions using so alone are rethe sport; For ironically enough the very com-corded from medieval times, but are no
plexity of modern political life, which todaymore than sporadic. First in America
makes it so necessary for the Government toin the 19c, and gradually elsewhere, so
improve their lines of communication with alone has gradually established itself in

sobriquet | soccer
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of Avon (Shakespeare); Beefeater (Yeoman of
standard use, esp. in spoken English.
the Guard); Big Apple (New York); Black
When I began to collect such examples
Country (industrial west Midlands); Block
some years ago I placed them under the
Death (14c. plague); Black Maria (prison
heading 'so as a loose connective'. In the
van); Block Prince (eldest son of Edward III);
face of the evidence it seems clear that
Blighty (Britain, used by British servicemen
many standard speakers now feel that
abroad); Buck House (Buckingham Palace);
the use without that is unobjectionable.
City of Dreaming Spires (Oxford); Cœur de
Lion (Richard I); Dork Continent (Africa); Elia
Thus used, so normally follows a comma,
(Charles Lamb); Emerald Isle (Ireland);
but the punctuation is sometimes alGarden of England (Kent); Great Cham
tered so that it leads a sentence.
(Samuel Johnson); Great Unwashed (the
Examples of so alone: III knock ... and
lower orders); Great Wen (London); Iron
peep round the door When I come back, so
Duke (Wellington); Iron Lady, Iron Maiden
youll know who it is—R. Frost, 1913 (US); (Lady Thatcher); Jack Tar (sailor, RN) John
Shovelling coal up the back of the chimney, Bull (Englishman); Kiwi (New Zealander);
knight of the road (highwayman; tramp);
throwing it on so it would burn for hours—
C. P. Snow, 1951; The Nigerian authorities Latin Quarter (hub of Paris's intellectual
asked for him to be returned under the Fugi- life); Left Bank (artistic district of Paris);
Maid of Orleans (Joan of Arc); Mother of
tive Offenders Act so he could stand trial Parliaments (British Parliament); Old
on charges of treasonable felony—1965 in
Contemptibles (British Expeditionary Force
Gowers; My father had been a minor dip1914); Old Nick (devil); Old Lady of
Threadneedle Street (Bank of England); Paddy
lomat, so as a child I had lived in France,
Turkey and Paraguay—G. Greene, 1980; The (Irishman); Pom(my) (British migrant to
Australia or New Zealand); Sage of Chelsea
wind blew straight into his nose and mouth
(Carlyle); Senior Service (navy); sport of kings
so he had to turn away for a moment to
(horseracing); staff of life (bread); Stars and
breathe-Maggie Gee, 1985; My husband...
Stripes (US flag); Swan of Avon
kept his head down so he would not have to (Shakespeare); The Thunderer (The Times);
see the barn—New Yorker, 1986.I didn't like Tinsel Town, Tinseltown (Hollywood); Tommy
(Atkins) (British soldiers)); Uncle Sam (USA);
him, though, so I did nothing to alleviate
Union jack (British flag) Virgin Queen (Queen
it—R. Elms, 1988; He smashed the front
windowsfirst,so I just ran and hid—N. 'Vir- Elizabeth I of England); Warrior Queen
tue, 1988 (NZ); There is no clear record of (Boadicea, Boudicca); Wizard of the North
(Walter Scott).
the debates within the federal government, so
the political dynamics of such delay are only For much fuller treatment, see e.g. B.
conjecture—Dxdalus (US), 1989; (after a full Freestone, Harrap's Book of Nicknames and
stop) But work is scarce, especially in winter.Their Origins (1990), and L. Urdang, A
So he watches a lot of TV, soaps, [etc.]—New Dictionary of Names and Nicknames (1991)
Yorker, 1989.
socage (feudal tenure of land). Thus
sobriquet /'saubnkei/ is the recommen- spelt, rather than soccage.
ded spelling, not soubriquet. Print in romans, not italics.
SO-called. This much-used, often somewhat scornful, adjective frequently
sobriquets. Under this heading are qualifies a word or phrase that is placed
grouped together fifty or so out of the within quotation marks (e.g. the so-called
limitless number of NICKNAMES or
'generation gap'). Strictly speaking the
secondary names that have become so quotation marks are not needed, but
firmly attached to particular persons, their use or omission is just a matter of
places, or things, as to be intelligible taste.
when used instead of the real or primary
name. In the later part of the 20c, for SOCCer (formed irreg. from Association
example, who would fail to recognize football +-er). Now the only spelling,
the reference lying behind the sobriquet though socker was often used in the last
the Iron Lady? Or, for that matter, would decade of the 19c. Most words having cc
anyone be baffled by the Bard of Avon or before e, i, y are pronounced with /-ks-/:
the Maid of Orleans? A heavily selective accept, eccentricity, success, accident, flacci
list follows:
coccyx. The only exceptions, apart from
soccer, seem to be baccy and recce, where
Albion (England); alma mater (one's
university); Athens of the North (Edinburgh); the j-k-l is taken over from tobacco and
Auld Reekie (Edinburgh); Auntie (BBC); Bardreconnaissance respectively.
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sociable, social | sociologese

output of books and papers about it is
formidable. Taken out of context some
-al, see EXCEPTIONABLE; PRACTICABLE. NO of the assertions of sociolinguists have
such misuses occur with the present pair been fiercely contested in that they seem
as with those; there is merely a tendency to claim that all varieties of English,
to use social not where it is indefensible, standard, regional, uneducated, inner
but where the other would be more ap- city-based, are of equal value, aestheticpropriate. And this mostly in the past. ally and linguistically (e.g. 'All varieties
Roughly, social means 'of, or (living) in, of a language are structured, complex,
or belonging to, or interested in society'; rule-governed systems which are wholly
and sociable 'fitted for or liking the soci- adequate for the needs of their speakety of other people, ready and willing to ers'—Trudgill, 1974). The great debate
talk and act with others'. Social is rather continues.
a classifying, and sociable rather a deIt hardly needs to be said that the aim
scriptive adjective: man is a social being; of the present book is to identify the
Jones is a sociable person; people are in- main elements of standard English in
vited to a social evening, and say after- the UK, both those that are stable and
wards (or do not say) that they had a those that are in process of changing,
very sociable evening. The social services arewith numerous observations on standpartly the concern of social workers. Social ard American English, and with passing
security is State assistance given to those comments on differences of substance
lacking in economic security and wel- in the other main varieties of English in
fare, e.g. the aged and the unemployed. countries where English is spoken as a
The OED, under a definition of social that first language.
includes 'sociable' as an equivalent, gives
two quotations in which sociable would sociologese. 'We live in a scientific age,
now have been preferred: His own friendly and like to show, by the words we use,
and social disposition—}. Austen, 1816; He that we think in a scientific way': thus
was very happy and social—Miss Braddon,Gowers in the second edition (1965) of
1878. Such interchanges of meaning this book. He then went on to attack
seem unlikely now, but one does not what he called sociologese, i.e. a style of
know what the future holds.
writing supposedly typical of sociologists
'which is over-complicated or jargonistic
or abstruse' (as the OED has it). He built
SOCiolinguistics. A term introduced
in the late 1930s for a subdivision of up his argument: 'Sociology is a new
linguistics which may be defined briefly science concerning itself not with esoas 'the study of language in relation to teric matters outside the comprehension
social factors'. By studying such lin- of the layman, as the older sciences do,
guistic features as h-dropping (omitting but with the ordinary affairs of ordinary
the initial h when pronouncing hay, horse, people. This seems to engender in those
etc.), the full pronunciation of post- who write about it a feeling that the
vocalic /r/ (as in bar, heart, etc.), the glottal lack of any abstruseness in their subject
stop (e.g. in the pronunciation of butter demands a compensatory abstruseness
as /'bA?a/ and pattern as /'pae?an/), kinship in their language. Thus, in the field of
terms, certain grammatical construc- industrial relations, what the ordinary
tions (e.g. the double negative in I didn't man would call an informal talk may
see nothing), and many other aspects of be described as a relatively unstructured
esp. non-standard pronunciation, gram- conversational interaction, and its purpose
mar, and vocabulary, sociolinguists have may be said to be to build, so to speak,
established a broad stratification of types within the mass of demand and need, a
of English. Pioneering scholars in the framework of limitation recognized by both
subject include Peter Trudgill in Britain worker and client. This seems to mean
(e.g. his Sociolinguistics: An Introduction, that the client must be persuaded that,
1974) and William Labov in the United beyond a certain point, he can only rely
States (e.g. in The Social Stratification of on what used to be called self-help; but
English in New York City, 1966). The subjectthat would not sound a bit scientific'
is now a routine part of university
Sociologese is an easy target and one
courses in linguistics, and the annual that has been frequently targeted, not
sociable, social. For some confusion
between pairs of adjectives in -able and

socker | solo
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least by Gowers himself, while admitting Socrates. Pronounced /'sDkratiiz/ in Engthat 'there are of course writers on socio- lish despite the long 0 in Gk So)KpdxT|s.
logical subjects who express themselves See FALSE QUANTITY.
clearly and simply'. Gowers' examples of
over-dense sociological language, even suddenness. So spelt, with -nn-.
though they are regrettably cited
without attribution, are worth preserv- soft is primarily an adjective. After
ing: (in the field of industrial relations) centuries of idiomatic use as an adverb
(beside the 'regular' form softly) it had
The technique here reported resulted from
become mostly poet, and arch, by the
the authors' continuing interest in human
end of the 19c: There is sweet music her
variables associated with organizational effectiveness. Specifically, this technique was that
de- softer falls Than petals from blown r
on the grass—Tennyson, 1833; Sleep soft,
veloped to identify and analyse several types
beloved!—E. B. Browning, 1850; The wan
of interpersonal activities and relations, and
erer ... Halts on the bridge to hearken Ho
to provide a method for expressing the degree
soft the poplars sigh—Housman, 1896. It
of congruence between two or more of these
may still be used in a few combinations
activities and relations in indices which might
(soft-spun, soft-tinted), but for all practic
be associated with available criteria of organizational effectiveness, (on the reason why purposes it has lost its primary power
the 'middle class' speak differently from as an adverb.
the 'lower working class') The typical, domsoften. In the OED (1913) only /'sorfan/,
inant speech-mode of the middle class is one
but now regularly /'SDfan/ with a short
where speech becomes an object of perceptual
stem vowel.
activity, and a 'theoretical attitude' is de-

veloped towards the structural possibilities
soi-disant English is well supplied with
of sentence organization. This speech-mode
words of similar meaning (of a person:
facilitates the verbal elaboration of subjective
self-styled; of a thing: so-called, preten
intent, sensitivity to the implications ofseparand application (e.g. ostensible, professed
ateness and difference, and points to the posprofessing, self-styled, so-called, supp
sibilities inherent in a complex conceptual
would-be) to the point that one begins to
hierarchy for the organization of experience.
wonder about the semantic space left
[The lower working class] are limited to for
a another. Nevertheless soi-disant is in
form of language use which, though allowing
standard use.
for a vast range of possibilities, provides a
speech form which discourages the speaker
sojourn. In standard BrE pronounced
from verbally elaborating subjective intent,
/'SDj(a)n/, /-d33:n/, or /'SAd3-/ with equal acand progressively orients the user to descriptceptability. Note the following remark
ive rather than abstract concepts, (on family
in David Lodge's novel Nice Work (1988):
life) The home then is the specific zone of
You seem to have acquired a very utilitaria
functional potency that grows about a live
view of universities, from your sojourn
parenthood; a zone at the periphery of which
Rummidge,' said Professor Penrose, who
is an active interfacial membrane or surface
one of the very few people Robyn knew wh
furthering exchange—from within outwards
used the word sojourn in casual conversatio
and from without inwards—a mutualising
membrane between the family and the society
solarium. PI. solaria. See -UM 2.
in which it lives.
solder. In BrE normally pronounced
For further comments on related mat- /'saulda/ or /'SDI-/, but in AmE with the I
ters,
see
GOBBLEDEGOOK;
JARGON;
silent.
OFFICIALESE. A useful book on this
general field is Walter Nash's jargon: Its SOlemnness. The recommended form,
Uses and Abuses (1993).
not solemness.
socker. See SOCCER.

Solicitor-General: capitals and hyphen.

socketed. Not -tted. See -T-, -TT-.

soliloquy. See MONOLOGUE.

socle (plinth supporting a column, etc.).
Pronounce /'saukal/.

SOlo. PI. solos; see -O(E)S 6; in It. music
soli /'sauli/.
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so long | -some

SO long = goodbye. See so 2.

multi-meaning words such as some tend
to generate various informal, dialectal,
soluble, solvable, make insoluble, un- and even substandard uses as necessary
solvable: see IN- AND UN-. Substances are parts of their complex structure. Lansoluble (or dissolvable), not solvable; prob' guage is always in flux, and it is an
lems are soluble or solvable. See also DIS- essential requirement of such a system
SOLUBLE and RESOLUBLE.
that informal candidates stand ready on
the sidelines to join the rule-based standsolve. Pronounce /SDIV/, not /saulv/.
ard game when, as so often happens,
sombre. Thus spelt in BrE, but somber reinforcing elements are needed to replace vanishing or weakened ones.
in AmE.
-some. 1 It is a useful and revealing
exercise to group adjectives ending in
-some (ultimately representing OE -sum)
some. As the central sense of some (adj.) according to the period in which they
is 'an unspecified amount or number o f
entered the language. Among the OE
(some cheese, some apples; some of them), theand ME words, those still in use include
word has tended to be regarded with buxom (OE buhsum), cumbersome, fulsome,
suspicion when it is used meiotically or handsome, irksome, loathsome, noisome,
ironically to suggest that something or wearisome, wholesome, and winsome, but
someone is worthy of consideration, the casualty rate has been high. In the
praise, or blame, as in the types This is 16c. appear awesome, brightsome, darksome party ( = a fine party); That's some some, gruesome (later revived by Walter
quarrelsome, tiresome, and
example he sets us ( = a 'fine' example, Scott),
ironically); and They're some geologists,' he troublesome among others; numerous
others have subsequently fallen by the
added with unwilling admiration ( =
remarkable). Such uses are recorded from wayside. Of later date are adventuresome
1808 onward in the OED, most famously 18c, bothersome 19c, cuddlesome 19c, fearone by Winston Churchill in a speech in some 18c, and lonesome 17c, all still cur1941: When I warned them [sc. the French rent, but many others were just shortgovernment] that Britain would fight on lived formations, e.g. clipsome fit to be
alone whatever they did, their Generals toldclasped, 19c; dabblesome given to dabtheir Prime Minister and his divided Cabinet:bling, 19c. The general picture is of a
'In three weeks England will have her neck suffix lying ready at hand waiting to be
wrung like a chicken.' Some chicken! Some clapped on to a virtually limitless class
of adjectives or nouns, but failing to
neck!
But despite all the examples (includ- produce words of long standing except
ing the Churchillian one), and the span in a small number of cases. See also
sombrero
(broad-brimmed Mexican
hat). PI. sombreros: see -O(E)S 6.

of time involved, the use still seems to AWESOME; GLADSOME.
be informal and, as it were, on probation,
2 OE -sum was also used after the
in standard BrE. Perhaps, by cross-associ- smallest numerals in the genitive plural
ation it is linked in the public mind with to form nouns meaning 'a group of (so
the distinctly slangy adverbial phr. to go many)': twosome, threesome, foursome (in
some 'to go well or fast; to do well' (e.g. all of which -some is pronounced /sam/).
He'd known the girl for two months; for In recent times in AmE (occas. elsewhere)
Daughtry that was going some—H. Lieber- -some has been affixed to larger numbers,
man, 1982); or with the dialectal and with full pronunciation as /-sAm/, to
American adverbial uses of some mean- mean 'about, approximately': e.g. Me, I
ing 'somewhat', as in the following ex- like the 45 Colt, but I been shooting that
amples: We had done been feeding it [se. a little baby for twenty-some years-T. Clancy,
horse] for two-three days now by forced draft 1987; a silver-haired Catholic priest at the
... and it looked some better now than when head of it [se. a coffin] with a teen-age
we had brung it home—W. Faulkner, 1940; acolyte in a white smock, and forty-some
An old worker... turned the handle and tried mourners—New Yorker, 1988; Of our thirtyit with a few roots. Asked what he thought some days together so far, some have been
of it he said with conviction: 'It's some stiff, better than others—G. Keillor, 1989; Fortymaaster.'—G. E. Evans, 1956. The more some hours since she had seen Charles, or
likely explanation, however, is that heardfromhim—New Yorker, 1989.

somebody, someone | sometime, sometimes
somebody, someone.

1 See AGREE-
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(rarely elsewhere) someplace has surged
into prominence in the second half of
MENT 6; ANY i(b), 3(0. e).
2 It is a matter of curiosity that the the 20c: e.g. she can get a good job herself
relevant section (1885) of the OED treats someplace and they can get married—Lee
anybody as a main entry but merely sub- Smith, 1983; they were truants from New
sumes anyone under that for any. This is Utrecht High School or someplace—New
not just an historical accident: from the Yorker, 1987; If this discourse is not someplace
ME period onward anybody (or ani-body in the culture, it is a rather tall order for us
etc.) was a fully fledged indefinite pro- to try to invent it here—Dxdalus, 1988; as if
noun, whereas anyone (as distinct from she had pushed off someplace else in her
the type 'any one of the two will suffice') head-N. Virtue, 1988 (NZ).
does not appear until 1711. It is quite somersault. The several older variant
otherwise with somebody and someone, spellings, somersaut, somersalt, summerwhich have been in constant parallel use sault, etc., have now been discarded in
since the beginning of the 14c. Both favour of somersault.
stand as main entries in the OED (1913).
The main controversial uses of somebody -something. Recently in AmE (occasionand someone have been dealt with else- ally elsewhere) -something has been apwhere in this book, but it might be of pended to round numbers, esp. twenty to
interest to add here some additional ex- ninety to indicate the approximate age
amples from diverse sources of the late of a person. Cf. -SOME 2. Examples: In
20c. tendency to use a plural pronoun 'Ladykiller' ... a lonely thirty something
with backward reference to the by- woman who has stopped being a street cop
nature-singular indefinite pronoun some- [etc.]-Chicago Tribune, 1992; Yet in the
one: The extreme irritation one always feels scheme of things this year, these twofortysomewhen someone proves to be more percipient thing striven [sc. presidential candidates]
than one has decided they shall be—A. S. seem kind of old to me—Newsweek, 1992.
Byatt, 1967; For someone to dream about
their own death is a ... sign that it is sometime, sometimes. The second of
soon to come about—Oxford student's essay, these is invariably written as one word
1985; The woman at the door shouted back in all forms of English (e.g. He could play
at him, 'It's someone for Florrie.' 'Well, tell Chinese checkers, and sometimes invited me
them to go upstairs.' (only one caller)—R. to have a game—A. Munro, 1987), but there
Rive, 1990 (SAfr.). The trend seems irre- is some variation in the use of some time
and sometime. When used as an adj. (o
versible.
sometime Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford
some day, someday. Until the begin- his sometime colleague) it must be written
ning of the 20c. normally written as two solid. Cf. LATE. Most people write the
words. Now, in the types let us meet some elements separately when the meaning
day soon and the debate will be held on is 'a certain amount of time' (e.g. Some
some day to be agreed, the two words time after this interview, it happened that Mr.
continue to be written separately. But Cuff ... was in the neighbourhood of poor
when the meaning is 'at some time in William Dobbin-Thackeray, 1847/8; Well
the indefinite future' usage favours the need some time to consider the matter—mod.).
conjoined form someday, esp. in AmE: e.g. When the contextual meaning is 'at
someday we must talk about accreditation some future time' the two words are
and the graduate school—Dxdalus, 1988; henormally run together (e.g. Let's talk about
likes writers and wants to be one someday— them sometime. Notjust now—P. Lively, 1987;
J. Mclnerney, 1988.
Sometime in the 1990s Norway is short-odds
favourite to become the 13th member of the
someone. See SOMEBODY.
EEC—Economist, 1988. But this neat distinction is not always observed. Compare
someplace. 1 See ANY 3(f); EVERYPLACE.
the following example ( = a certain
2 The adverb somewhere, i.e. the nor- amount of time) with the Thackerayan
mal form in BrE, is still widely used in one above: his [sc. Kieslowski's] last film
AmE (e.g. A television technician with a belt No End, which caused the Polish authorities
full of toys came out of the nave on his collective heartburn and took sometime to
way somewhere—New Yorker, 1988). In AmEachieve distribution—Times 19 May 1988.
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Using a joined-up form to represent an
adj. + noun has nothing to commend it.
somewhen.
This potentially useful
compound adverb has had a phantomlike existence for nearly two centuries,
usu. coupled with somehow or somewhere,
e.g. I shall write out my thoughts more at
length somewhere, and somewhen, probably
soon—J. S. Mill, 1833; I cherished the belief
that somehow and somewhen I should find
my way to Oxford—J. C. Masterman, 1975.
At no time has it been in common use.

somewhen | sonorous
lines form a rhymed couplet unless they
also rhyme with the first line of the
sestet.

Shakespearian
Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit impediments. Love is not love
Which alters when it alteration finds,
Or bends with the remover to remove.
0, no! it is an ever-fixèd mark,
That looks on tempests and is never shaken;
It is the star to every wandering bark,
Whose worth's unknown, although his
height be taken, [octave]
Love's not Time's fool, though rosy lips and
cheeks
somewhere. See SOMEPLACE 2.
Within his bending sickle's compass come;
Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks,
s o n a n t . In phonetics, 'a consonant that
But bears it out even to the edge of doom.
can be either syllabic or non-syllabic; a
If this be error, and upon me proved,
continuant or nasal, as /l.m.n.rj.r/' (SOED).
I never writ, nor no man ever loved.
(Shakespeare)
songstress. See-ESS.
Note. In the Shakespearian sonnet,
son-in-law. See-IN-LAW.
though the pause between the octave
and the sestet is present, the structure
sonnet. A poem consisting of 1 4 lines
consists less of those two parts than of
(of 11 syllables in It., generally 1 2 in Fr.,
three quatrains, each with two indeand 10 in Eng.), the English ones being
pendent rhymes, followed by a couplet
arranged in three main patterns, the
again independently
rhymed—seven
Petrarchan (or Italian), the Shakerhymes as compared with the Petrarchan
spearian, and the Miltonic. Further defour or five.
tails of the main types can be found
Miltonic
e.g. in the Oxford Companion to English
When I consider how my light is spent,
Literature and in Baldick's Concise Oxford
Ere half my days, in this dark world and
Dictionary of Literary Terms (1990). Exwide,
amples of each of the three types:
And that one talent which is death to hide
Lodged with me useless, though my soul
Petrarchan
more bent
The world is too much with us; late and soon,
To serve therewith my Maker, and present
Getting and spending, we lay waste our
My true account, lest he returning chide,
powers:
'Doth God exact day-iabour, light denied?'
Little we see in Nature that is ours;
I fondly ask. But Patience, to prevent
We have given our hearts away, a sordid boon!
[octave]
This sea that bares her bosom to the moon;
The winds that will be howling at all hours, That murmur, soon replies: 'God does not need
Either man's work or his own gifts; who best
And are up-gathered now like sleeping
Bear his mild yoke, they serve him best. His
flowers;
state
For this, for everything, we are out of tune;
Is kingly: thousands at his bidding speed,
[octave]
And post o'er land and ocean without rest;
It moves us not—Great God! I'd rather be
They also serve who only stand and wait.'
A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn;
(Milton)
So might I, standing on this pleasant lea,
Have glimpses that would make me less
Note. Of the Miltonic sonnet, which folforlorn;
lows the Petrarchan in the arrangement
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea;
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn. of the octave, the peculiarity is that the
octave and the sestet are worked into
(Wordsworth)
one whole without the break of sense
Note. The Petrarchan sonnet has a break
elsewhere observed.
in sense between the octave and the
s o n o r o u s . The pronunciation /'sDnaras/
sestet, two rhymes only in the octave,
seems to have replaced /sa'noiras/ as the
arranged abbaabba, and two, or three,
dominant form in standard BrE at some
other rhymes in the sestet variously arpoint in the 1980s. In other words the
ranged, but never so that the last two

soprano | Soviet
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stress has moved from the second to the
first syllable.

SOttO voce. Pronounce /.SDtau 'vautjl/ in
English.

soprano. PL sopranos (see -O(E)S 6) or,
less commonly, soprani /-ni/.

soubriquet. See SOBRIQUET.

sorceress. See-ESS.

Soudan, Soudanese. Former spellings
of Sudan, Sudanese.

sore (adv.). In common use from Anglo- soufflé /'suiflei/. The accent is obligatory.
Saxon times until about the end of the
19c, this adverb has now retreated into SOUgh (verb) (make a sound as of wind
the areas that lexicographers label 'now in trees, usu. encountered in the form
chiefly arch, and dial.'. Examples of faded soughing) and (noun). Both words may be
uses: Although it griev'd him sore—Cowper, pronounced as either /sau/ or /sAf/. The
1782; For his blood wasflowing;And he first of these is recommended. The unrewas sore in pain—Macaulay, 1842; The sore- lated words sough noun ( = boggy or
pressed garrison which had retreated to its swampy place) and verb ( = face a ditch
last defence—G. Macdonald, 1866.
with stone) have only one pronunciation,
/SAf/.

SOlt (noun). 1 In the ordinary sense
'a group of things etc. with common soulless. Thus spelt, no hyphen.
attributes; a kind', the normal use is
shown in phrases such as a fear of the sound (adv.). More or less restricted
right sort, the rosettes are of two sorts, nothing to the collocations sound asleep and the
of the sort, he is some sort of doctor, all sorts sounder (e.g. he slept the sounder after a long
of people watch football.
walk). Contrast she slept soundly (not sound)
2 these/those sort of From the 16c. on- for eight hours; the home team was soundly
ward, sort has been used collectively, pre- beaten.
ceded (illogically) by these or those: e.g. sound bite, a short pithy extract from
Inchoatives ...are those sort of Verbs whicha recorded interview, speech, etc. This
express a gradual proceeding in any term, and also spin doctor (a senior politaction—E. Phillips, 1671; 'Those sort of rules ical spokesman or -woman presenting
are all gone by now,' said Mr. Arabin— political views in a favourable light), and
Trollope, 1857; These sort of people are only photo opportunity (an opportunity for
interested in lining their pockets—]. Leland, media photographers to take pictures
1987. Not unexpectedly, the plural form of well-known people) are among the
these/those sorts of is also used: He ... did
unlovely media-political products of the
an infinity of those sorts of things which were 1980s. All three terms emerged in the
not professionally required of him—T. Hook, US, but rapidly spread to other parts of
1825: To afford her apartment in New York, the English-speaking world.
she often took these sorts of library fellowships—New Yorker, 1989. The type these\ soundly. See SOUND (adv.).
those sort of should now be used only in
informal contexts. See KIND (noun) 2.
SOUpÇOn. See GALLICISMS 2 .
3 Adverbial sort of. Since the late 18c, SOUth-. Compounds (south-east, etc.) are
sort o/has been used adverbially in some- pronounced with /0/. Of the derivatives,
what informal contexts to mean 'in a southerly, southern, and southerner have /ô/,
way or manner; to some extent or de- while souther (a south wind), southing (disgree; somewhat'. Examples: III sort of
tance travelled or measured southborrow the money from my dad until I get wards), southpaw, and southward have /0/
on my own feet-G. B. Shaw, 1903; It just (except that in nautical language southhappened, sort of, and we couldn't either of ward is pronounced /'sAôad/).
us help it—M. Laski, 1952; I knew sort of
underneath that I did want to do it—J. southerly. For some uses of this set of
Gathorne-Hardy, 1984; The Shorewalkers words, see EASTERLY.
looked sort of like mountain natives—New
Yorker, 1986; I can't reproduce the way he Soviet. Since 1991, when the Union of
talks ...but he just sort of zooms off—Julian Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) broke
Barnes, 1991. See KIND (noun) 3.
up into independent republics, the word

sow I specious
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Soviet has largely fallen into disuse, except with historical reference. In standard BrE the word is variously pronounced
/'sauviat/ and /'sDviat/. Cf. RUSSIAN.
SOW (verb) (scatter or plant seed, etc.).
The pa.t. is sowed and the pa.pple either
sown (the more usual form) or sowed.
spadeful. PI. spadefuls. See -FUL.
spastic (adj.). This term, used since the
18c. of certain medical conditions (esp.
cerebral palsy) characterized by spasmodic movements of the limbs, was ignorantly and offensively used by some
people in the 1970s and 1980s as a term
of abuse directed at anyone judged to
be uncoordinated or incompetent. Also
as noun.
spats.

Short for spatterdashes: see

ABBREVIATIONS l ( a ) .

spavined (adj.), not -nned. See -N-, -NN-.
-speak. Orwell's terms Oldspeak (standard English) and Newspeak (a sinister artificial language used for official communications), which he used in Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949), gave the Englishspeaking world a new formative elementspeak denoting 'a particular variety of
language or characteristic mode of
speaking', as the OED has it. They were in
due course joined by many others (some
of them temporary formations), including Haigspeak (duplicitous talk), airspeak
(unambiguous English used by air traffic
controllers), and seaspeàk (similarly unambiguous language being adopted by
mariners). The combining form has now
produced a virtually limitless class of
contextually transparent formations. In
the last few years I have noted the following examples, the great majority of them
from AmE sources. (Several of them are
taken from newspaper headlines and do
not occur in the text of the articles.)

vocabulary of broken relationships). Other
scholars, other lists.
spec, = speculation. See ABBREVIATIONS
i(b).
special. See ESPECIALLY).

speciality, specialty. The two words,
while they seem to cry out for different
roles, have made little progress in that
direction. The COD has it about right in
listing two main senses for speciality in
BrE: (a) a special pursuit, product, operation, etc., to which a company or a person
gives special attention; (b) a special
feature, characteristic, or skill. It then
says that for both these senses specialty
is also used, esp. in NAmer. It also lists
a technical sense of specialty in law: an
instrument under seal; a sealed contract.
The following examples seem to support the distinctions set down in the COD:
(speciality, all UK) I like deceiving myself. It
is comfortable. It is the House Speciality—H.
Mantel, 1986; We had eaten nothing with
the champagne except a small dish of potato
crisps, a speciality from the island of Maui,
thick and gnarled like tree bark—D. Lodge,
1991; The sons do a roaring trade with the
footpads of Deptford fields, pewter a
speciality--L. Norfolk, 1991; [specialty, all
NAmer.) She considered dog issues her
specialty-T. Drury, 1991; Big hooks came
not only from the action-oriented surgical
specialties, but the cerebral medical specialties—Logos, 1992; AI Roker, of Channel 4
News, m.c.'d, and since his specialty is
weather, not music, he probably isn't to blame
for the sélection—New Yorker, 1992; The voice
of Victor insisted that I order the Truite au
Bleu, the specialty of the place—K. Weber,
1993specially.

See ESPECIAL(LY).

specialty. See SPECIALITY.

specie /spi:Jl/ is coin money as opposed
to paper money.

archi-speak (architects), Britspeak, Bushspeak,
species /'spi:fi:z/, prissily /'spiis-/, is uncatalogue-speak, Clintonspeak, collegespeak,
changed in the plural. The OED (1914)
criticspeak, diplo-speak (diplomats),
gave a three-syllabled pronunciation,
fashionspeak, Fedspeak (Federal
thus /'spi:Jn:z/, as a legitimate variant (cf.
government), gutterspeak, idiotspeak,
-IES), but this form dropped out of use
modelspeak, netspeak (TV networks),
Nintendo-speak (computer game), taxspeak at some later date.
(language used by politicians about their
taxation policy). The Barnhart Diet. New specious. Like its Latin original (speEnglish (1990) lists artspeak, discospeak, cidsus), English specious began (in the 14c.)
Freudspeak, Olympspeak, and splitspeak (the
its life meaning 'fair or pleasing to the

specs I spelling
eye'. From then until about 1800 it is
safe to assume that in most contexts
specious persons, statues, buildings,
flowers, birds, and so on, are being
praised for their handsomeness, beauty,
brilliance, etc. But caution is called for.
Overlapping with the favourable sense,
from about the beginning of the 17c, a
qualification began to apply: having a
fair or attractive appearance, yes, but in
reality devoid of the qualities apparently
possessed. From there it was an easy step
to the general sense 'plausible, apparently convincing, but in reality wanting
in genuineness, fallacious, etc.' Now it
can only be used in a derogatory manner.
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Moon with June but also thought they were
spelt the same way—Sunday Times, 1987
(spelled) She was very handsome, but she
spelled trouble—S. Bellow, 1987; Bech tried
to ... inscribe the names, spelled letter by
letter—New Yorker, 1987; This is spelled out
by Langland in two passages—English, 1988;
LU took it as an omen, sure that such an
occurrence spelled bad luck—S. Mackay,
1992.
The pa.t of the unrelated (mainly AmE)
verb spell 'to relieve or take the place of
(a person) in work, e t c ' is always spelled:
That night Jake stayed on the sofa in the
living room, spelling Olivia at her mother's
side—New Yorker, 1994.

specs, = spectacles (for the eyes). First
spel(l)kans. See SPILLIKINS.
recorded as specks in 1807 and as specs in
spelling.
1826. See ABBREVIATIONS i(b).
I 1 An outline history.
spectacles. See GLASSES. BrE examples
2 Spelling reform.
(one showing the normal reduced form
3 Some notes on the relationship of English
in compounds): She adjusted a pair of specspelling and pronunciation.
tacles which hung on a chain round her
4 Commonly misspelt words.
5 House style.
neck—A. Brookner, 1990; his father sat there
6 Double and single letters for consonantal
with his green spectacle<ase in his hand—P.
sounds.
Fitzgerald, 1990.
7 Cross-references.
spectator. Thus spelt, not -ex. Stressed I 8 Miscellaneous.
on the second syllable.
1 An outline history. From the time of
the earliest records of English in the 8c.
spectre. Thus spelt in BrE, but usu. as
until the end of the 20c. the conventions
specter in AmE. See -RE AND -ER.
governing the spelling of words in the
language have changed radically several
spectrum. PI. usu. spectra. See -UM 3.
times. This sketch cannot do justice to
Speculator. Thus spelt, not -er.
what is in fact an absorbing story. Before
1066, and going back to the 8c, spelling
speculum. PL usu. specula. See -UM 3.
was governed by the use of a comspeed (verb). The pa.t. and pa.pple forms bination of the roman alphabet and of
are sped when the basic meaning is 'go a limited number of symbols from the
fast' (cars sped past; he had got into his car earlier runic alphabet, including ae 'ash',
and had sped off down the road). For other p 'thorn', 6 'eth', and p *wynn' (w). Everysenses of the verb and for the phrasal thing set down on parchment, etc., was
verb speed up the pa.t. and pa.pple are written or (on wood or stone) carved by
normally speeded (up), e.g. in the intransi- hand. Manuscripts containing the texts
tive sense '(of a motorist, etc.) travel at of poems, sermons, proverbs, and so on,
an illegal or dangerous speed' (he speeded were copied and recopied, often with
up and went through the traffic lights at 60 striking illustrations, and with many of
mph; the process of reform must be speeded the letters having shapes characteristic
of particular monasteries or particular
up).
areas. Scribal conventions were by any
standard strict. Spelling variation
spell (verb). Throughout this book and
in my other work I have used spelt as the tended to reflect dialectal differences
pa.t. and pa.pple of this verb, but the of pronunciation, but in general terms
variant form spelled is widespread, esp. spelling was rule-governed in a manner
in AmE, and also when the meaning not matched in the next period, namely
is 'explained in detail'. See -T AND -ED. 1066 (Norman Conquest) until 1476 (first
Examples: (spelt) men who not only rhymed printed book). The OE texts that have
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come down to us can be said to show
the closest relationship between sound
and symbol of any period of the language. A typical passage:
Leofan men, 3ecnapa8 paet soS is: Seos
porold is on ofste, 7 hit nealaecS pam
ende
(Beloved people, know what the truth is:
this world is in haste, and it approaches
its end. (Wulfstan (d. 1023), Sermo Lupi
ad Anglos))
Note the use of some runic letters and
the absence of French loanwords.
Norman scribes brought their conventions and their words with them and
works written down in the period 10661476 reflect the habits of the new regime.
Thus in Chaucer's Anelida andArcite (14c):
Singest with voice memorial in the shade.
Under the laurer which that may not fade
(Singest with memorial voice in the
shade,
Under the laurel which may not fade)
Note the marked French influence on
the vocabulary. Chaucer frequently used
qu- in French loanwords (quarter, querele
'quarrel', etc.) and also in native words
that were spelt with cw- in OE [quake
'shake', qualm 'plague', quelle 'kill', etc.).
With the advent of printing, Caxton
and the early printers in England
adopted the spelling patterns of the late
ME period and substantially rendered
them immobile, though allowing more
trivial variation than is permitted today.
Such 'trivial variation' (see below) was
permissible in all printed work of the
period until the appearance of the
increasingly sophisticated and influential dictionaries of the 17c. and 18c. The
influence of 17c. and 18c. schoolmasters
was also important in the emergence
during this period of a national standard
of spelling.
At this time spelling was not random
or haphazard, but during the period
1476 to (say) 1755 (Johnson's Dictionary)
moderate variation was permitted. Thus
in Caxton's Reynard the Fox (1481) 'profit'
is spelt prouffyte and prouffyt, 'peace' is
spelt pees and peas, 'way' is spelt waye
and weye, and 'opened' is spelt opend and
opened. In Shakespeare's works a similar
amount of relatively minor variation was
admitted in the printed texts: 'Even a
cursory glance will show that the spelling is by no means consistent, and a
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word appearing in one form in a given
line may appear with a different spelling
only a few lines later—or even within
the same line' (Vivian Salmon in Stanley
Wells et al., Shakespeare: The Complete
Works, original-spelling edn, 1986).
Variation is one thing; systematic
spelling changes quite another. The
period from 1476 to 1776 (American Independence) 'is the time when initial fn
(ME. fnësen, modE. sneeze) and wl (ME
wlatsom loathsome) disappeared from
the language; when gh or/took the place
of earlier h or 3 (yogh), pronounced /x/
in final position or before another consonant, as in cough (ME (:03e), enough (OE
genôh),fight(OE/eoht), and plight (OE pliht).
The old runic letter thorn (p) drifted in
the way it was written until it so resembled the letter y that it had to be
abandoned in favour of th ...' (these
together with details of numerous other
changes of spelling in this period are
given in my book The English Language,
1985, esp. pp. 144-8).
Changes in pronunciation in this
period are even more important. The
'Great Vowel Shift' was mostly at an end
before Caxton's first book came off the
press, but its reverberations are central
to an understanding of what happened
later. This is not the place to give details
of all the sound changes that occurred
during these three centuries. Suffice it
to say that phonetic disturbances of a
major kind occurred and most of them
were not accompanied by changes in
the spelling system. The result is that
modern English spelling falls well short
of being a reliable guide to the pronunciation of a sizeable number of English
words. (Readers who wish to pursue the
matter further should turn to any of
several standard works on the subject.
The most detailed, perhaps, is Barbara
Strang's A History of English, 1970.)
2 Spelling reform. The notorious inconsistencies of English spelling are described in numerous articles in this book
(see below for a partial list). They are of
such an order that it is tempting to think
that they could be legislated away. All
such attempts have so far failed for three
main reasons. First, the absence of a
single competent linguistic authority
empowered to make such fundamental
changes; secondly, reform, if radical,
would automatically place millions of
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books, newspapers, etc., out of the reach (rough, draught), ff (bluff, offer), and ph
of the general public until they were (philosophy). The letter h can be silent
reprinted in the new spelling system (honour) or fully pronounced (hand). The
(only a small proportion of the popula- sequence -ough can be pronounced /Af/
tion are able to cope with the intricacies (tough), /au/ (slough), /au/ (dough), or /a/
of the original-spelling version of the (borough). The sound /s/ can appear writworks of William Shakespeare, for ex- ten as c (cinder), s (send), sc (scent), ps
ample); and thirdly, the insuperable dif- (psalm), ss (assist) or sw (sword); conversely
ficulty of the existence of divergent the letter s can be pronounced as /s/
pronunciations throughout the English- (seven) or /z/ (is). Occasionally it is silent
speaking world. Whose standard English (aisle, demesne, island). The digraph ch repwould qualify as the model for the re- resents /k/ in chasm, /tj"/ in chain, /J/ in
spelling of the whole language: that of charade, or /x/ in loch. The trigraph sch is
England, the USA, or (as a compromise) pronounced differently (in BrE) in eschew,
Canada or Australia?
schedule, schism, and school. All such variThere are numerous other difficulties. ations can be accounted for historically.
For example, spelling reform, if carried
4 Commonly misspelt words. It is of
out at any more than a superficial level, interest to speculate about the amount
would conceal the connectedness of of dislocation to the spelling system that
word families that are divided only by would occur if English dictionaries were
the positioning of the stress. Consider either out of reach or (as when Malory
the confusion that would arise if the or Sir Philip Sidney were writing) did
spelling of the following pairs of words not exist. For instance, when writing
were adjusted to reflect the contrasting private letters (in which spelling is
pronunciations of the key sounds in thought not to 'matter' as much as it
each: adorejadoration, electriclelectricity,might in other circumstances) or in the
fraternal/fraternize, history/historical, ma- stressful atmosphere of the examination
lignlmalignant, mode/modular, nation/
room, the likelihood of misspellings innational, photographlphotography, signjsig- creases at once. A select list of thirty
nature. Furthermore, it is widely accepted words that are commonly misspelt in
that where systematic differences of such circumstances: accommodation,
spelling occur between two varieties of apartment, asinine, braggadocio, consensus,
English, namely British and American crucifixion, desiccated, ecstasy, guttural,
(e.g. in obvious pairs of the type idiosyncrasy, impresario, inoculate, liaise,
centre/center, humour\humor, aestheticj liquefy, mayonnaise, mellifluous, millennium
esthetic, catalogue/catalog, etc.), the risk minuscule, moccasin, necklace, pavilion, prinof misunderstanding is minimal.
cipal, principle, rarefy, resuscitate, sacrileMy broad conclusion, after setting gious, separate, supersede, verruca, withhold.
down considerably more evidence than
5 The 'house' style of printers and
I have here, is given on p. 145 of my
book The English Language (1985): 'The publishers varies from one to another.
English spelling-system is best left alone, Where acceptable variants exist a choice
except in minor particulars. Attempts to must be made and should be adhered
simplify or respell the language are to throughout a given publication. The
likely to be unavailing for a long time conventions of the Oxford University
Press are set down in The Oxford Writers'
to come.'
Dictionary (1990). Thus it states: absinth,
3 Some notes on the relationship of
the plant; obsinthe, the liqueur; acknowEnglish spelling and pronunciation. In
ledgement, not -ledgment; baptize, not -ise;
general terms, written English has reCzar, etc., use 1$-; Djakarta, Indonesia, use
mained relatively static since the inJ-; equinoctial, not -xial; feoff, usefief.And
vention of printing in the late 15c, but
so on for nearly 450 pages.
spoken English, in its received form, has
6 Double and single letters for consochanged repeatedly since then. Loanwords have also been adopted from lan- nantal sounds. If a list were made of the
guages which have different spelling many thousands of words whose spelling
systems. As a result the sound /f/, for cannot be safely inferred from their
example, can be represented by a num- sound, the doubtful point in perhaps
ber of different spellings, e.g. /{firm), gh nine-tenths of them would be whether
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some single consonantal sound was
given by a single letter, as m or t or c, or
by a double letter, as mm or tt, or two or
more, as sc or cq or sen. Acquiesce and
aqueduct, bivouac and bivouacking, Britain and Brittany, committee and comity,
crystal and chrysalis, inoculate and innocuous, install and instil, harass and
embarrass, levelled and unparalleled,
personify and personnel, schedule and
shed, science and silence, tic and tick,
are examples enough. The use of double
letters (tt etc.) or two letters (ck etc.) to
give a single sound is due sometimes to
the composition of a word, as when innot and nocens harmful are combined to
make innocent, sometimes to the convention by which the sound of a previous
vowel tends to be of one kind (long a, e, i,
o, u) before a single letter and of another
(short a, e, i, o, u) before two, and sometimes to other factors in word-formation,
perhaps philologically explicable, but
less obvious than in compounds like innocent.
Among the rules are those that govern
the doubling or not of a word's final
consonant when suffixes are added in
inflexions or word-formation. Directions
are given for the various consonants under the articles -B-, -BB-, and so on, to be
found in their alphabetical places.
Two more questions of single and
double letters are of importance. In
forming adverbs in -ly from adjectives in
-I or -II, neither a single nor a triple I is
ever right; full, purposeful, especial, and
dull, have adverbs fully, purposefully, especially, and dully. And in forming nouns
in -nessfromadjectives in -n both ns are
retained—commonness, rottenness, plainness, etc. Solemn, with its silent n, needs
hardly to be excepted: both solemnness
and solemness are permissible, but the
first of these is recommended as being
the better visual form.
7 Cross-references. Various points are
discussed in short special articles
throughout the book; and many words
whose spelling is disputed will be found
with or without discussion in their
alphabetical places. The following collection of references may serve as a conspectus of likely mistakes and of readers'
uncertainties.

For the plural of words in -o, see -O(E)S;
many individual words are also given.
For the plural of words in -y, see
PLURALS OF NOUNS 6.

For cipher, sibyl, siphon, siren; gypsy,
pygmy, syllabub; silvan sylvan, tire tyre, tiro
tyro, etc., see Y AND I, and the words
themselves.
For Aeschylus\Mschylus, Oeàipus\Œàipus;
archaeologylarcheology, diarrhoea\diarrhea,
homoeopathylhomeopathy, oenology\enology,
paediatricslpediatrics, etc., see m, Œ.
For tying, dyeing, denied, paid, buys,
copied, etc., see VERBS IN -IE, -Y, AND -YE.
For one-idea'dl-eaed, hennaed\-a'd, mustachioed, etc., see -ED AND 'D.
For the choice of -ize or -ise as the
normal verb ending for the relevant class
of verbs, see -IZE, -ISE IN VERBS. For a list
of words in which -ise is obligatory, see
-ISE.

For the plural of handful, spoonful, etc.,
see -FUL. The choice is often not between
handfuls and handsful, but between handfuis and hands full.
For adjectives ending in -ble, see -ABLE,
-IBLE.

For inflexions of verbs in -c like mimic
and picnic, see -c-, -CK-.
For pairs like enquiry and inquiry, inability and unable, see EM- AND IM-; IN- AND
UN-.

For adjectives like bluey, clayey, holey,
mousy, stagy, see -EY AND -Y IN ADJECTIVES.
For for(e)bear, for(e)go, forswear, etc., see
FOR- AND FORE-.

For cooperate coop- coop-, etc., pre-eminent
etc., recollect and re-collect, recount and recount, etc., see co; PRE-; RE(-).
For formulae -las, hippopotamuses -mi, see
LATIN PLURALS.

For burnt -ned, leapt -ped, etc., see -T AND
-ED.

For by and by, by the by, by-election, etc.,
see BY, BY-, BYE.
For classified, countrified, etc., see -FY.
For codeine, gelatine, glycerin(e), etc., see
-IN AND -INE.

For into in to, see INTO; for onto on to,
see ON TO.
For corrector, deserter, etc., see -OR.
For behavio(u)r, ldbo(u)r, etc., see -OUR
AND -OR.

For clamorous, honourable, humorous,
For such words as gaugeable, judg(e)- etc., see -OUR- AND -OR-.
ment, lik(e)able, mil(e)age, pal(e)ish, wholly, For Dr. Dr, a.m. am, etc., see FULL
see MUTE E.
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For Dickens's Dickens', Venus' Venus's, seein Persian Gulf); loanwords from other
'exotic' languages (from Chinese, qi 'lifeFor preferred, referable, etc., see -R-, -RR-. force'; from Eskimo, qiviut 'underwool
of arctic musk-ox'); artificial formations
For the seventies, etc., see NINETIES.
8 Miscellaneous. For the rule 'i before (Qantas, Australian airline; Qiana, a US
trade name for nylon).
e except after c\ see 1 BEFORE E.
The writing of the very common anti- Spencerian, of Herbert Spencer, philo'against' instead of the rarer ante- 'before' sopher, 1820-1903.
(e.g. writing antichamber, antidated for
antechamber, antedated) is to be carefully Spenserian, of Edmund Spenser, poet,
avoided.
?i552-99.
Verbs in <ede, <eed, are so many and
so much used, and the causes of the Spenserians (prosody). The metre of The
difference are so far from obvious, that Faerie Queene, often used by later poets,
mistakes are frequent and a list will especially by Byron in his Childe Harold.
be helpful: cede, accede, antecede, concede,It consists of eight five-foot iambic lines,
intercede, precede, recede, rétrocède, secede, followed by an iambic line of six feet,
to which may be added supersede; but rhyming ababbcbcc.
exceed, proceed, succeed. The commonest A Gentle Knight was pricking on the plain
mistake is to write proceeding for precedY cladd in mightie armes and siluer shtelde
ing.
Wherein old dints of deepe wounds did
remaine,
Adjectives and nouns in -ble, <le, -tie,
The cruell markes of many a bloudy fielde
etc., make their adverbs and adjectives
Yet armestillthat time did he neuer wield
not by adding Ay or -y, but by changing
His angry steede did chide his foming bitt
-le to Ay: humbly, singly, subtly, supply (usu. As much disdayning to the curbe to yield:
not supplely), tangly, treacly.
Full iolly knight he seemd, and faire did s
Adjectives in -ale, -He, -ole, add Ay for As one for knightly giusts andfierceencoun
their adverbs: stalely, docilely, vilely, solely; fitt.
but whole makes wholly.
For verbs ending in Are, -vre, etc., the spew (to vomit). Thus spelt, not spue.
forms centring, mitring, manoeuvring are
recommended in preference to centering, sphere. See FIELD.
manoeuvering (except in the US where sphinx. PL sphinxes. The earlier (17-19C.)
centering and maneuvering are customary). alternative pi. sphinges /'sfmd3i:z/ is now
Similarly ogrish is recommended, not obsolete.
ogreish. See OCHRE.
Of adjectives in 4e)rous some never use spifflicate (or spiflicate). A FACETIOUS
the e, as cumbrous, disastrous, idolatrous, FORMATION first recorded in the 18c.
leprous, lustrous, monstrous, wondrous; some
always have it, as boisterous, murderous, spill. The pa.t. and pa.pple (also ppl
obstreperous, slanderous, thunderous. See adj.) are either spilt or spilled. The distriDEXTEROUS; SLUMBEROUS.
bution of the forms is hard to pin down,
Silent letters. One of the frustrations but it would appear that spilt was the
facing learners of English as well as nat- more favoured of the two until the end
ive speakers is the number of silent let- of the 19c. and that spilled is dominant
ters, all arising from some quirk or other in the 20c. Spilt seems secure in the
of the history of the relevant words. Thus expression spilt milk. There is also evig in gnarled, gnaw, gnu, etc.; gh in might, dence to support the suggestion that spilt
sight, etc.; k in knight, knob, know, etc.; 1 may be the more usual term in BrE in
in calm, palm, etc.; p in psalter, psychology, other uses and spilled the favoured form
etc.; ptarmigan, pterodactyl, etc.; s in aisle, in AmE and elsewhere, but the evidence
is not clear-cut. Examples of spilled: The
island, etc.; w in wrangle, write, etc.
q without u. Surprise is often expressed vision of spilled parcels hit her harder than
that the language tolerates the presence she expected—D. Malouf, 1985 (Aust.); I was
of words containing an initial q without given the job because I never spilled any of
a following u. The few words involved the valuable stuff—P. Bailey, 1986; He nearly
fall into three classes: loanwords from spilled his drink—J. Updike, 1988; which
Arabic (qasida 'elegiac poem', Qatar, State could equally be the reaction to hot coffee
APOSTROPHE2 D 2 , 3 .
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spillikins, spel(l)icans | spirituel

being spilled over somebody's knee—Hugo spin doctor. See SOUND BITE.
Hamilton, 1990. Examples of spilt: I gave
her a cup of tea ... and her hand ... held it spindrift (spray blown along the surface
for a coincidental moment only before it was of the sea), a Scottish variant of spoondrift
spilt on the carpet—C. McWilliam, 1988; (from spoon, in sailing, to run before
Where the pubs were ... forlorn establish- wind and sea + drift), has now replaced
the 'correct' form.
ments of spilt beer and Formica tables—R.
MacNeil, 1989 (Canad.); The lounge boy... spinel (red gem or precious stone). Proleft too much change on the table and a nounce /spi'nal/. In AmE it is sometimes
puddle where he'd spilt the Coke—R. Doyle,spelt spinelle.
1990 (Ir.); Blacktop is unsuitable [sc. for
turning circles] because spilt aircraft fuel spinet (a small harpsichord). Pronounce
will attack it-Construction Weekly (UK), /spi'net/ or /'spmrt/. In AmE usu. stressed
1991; She has never had much faith in ther- on the first syllable.
apy—all that crying over spilt milk—Atlantic
spinney (in BrE, a small wood, a copse).
(US), 1992; It spilt on his leg—Independent,
PI. spinneys.
1992; Other multinationals doubtless polluted waterways or spilt their toxics- Spinozism (doctrine of the Dutch philoGuardian, 1994. See -T AND -ÉD.
sopher B. de Spinoza). Thus spelt.
spillikins, spel(l)icans (pi. noun). For
the game, spillikins is the recommended
form. Also spillikin for the singular ( =
splinter of wood, bone, etc.).
spilth. Used once by Shakespeare (Our
Vaults haue wept With drunken spilth of
Wine—1607) and occurs sporadically in
literary works of the 19c, but now is
archaic or obsolete.

spiny, not spiney. See MUTE E.
spiraea (rosaceous shrub). Thus spelt in
BrE, but often as spirea in AmE.
spiral (verb). The inflected forms are
spiralled, spiralling in BrE, but often spirdied, spiraling in AmE. See -LL-, -L-.
spirit (verb). The inflected forms are
spirited, spiriting. See -T-, -TT-.

spiritism. Coined in the 1850s as an
spin (verb). The regular pa.t. and pa.pple alternative to spiritualism (also first reforms are now spun. Before the 20c. span corded in the 1850s in the sense 'the
was commonly used for the pa.t. but it is belief that the spirits of the dead can
now a deviant minority form. Examples: hold communication with the living'), it
(span) The other two ... were swept half has lost ground since and now is virtuacross the room before they span aside, one ally disused. Spiritualism has prevailed as
either way—E. Peters, 1978; He put the book the usual term for this sense, and also
back in the shelf and span the celestial globe for the philosophical sense 'the doctrine
gently—C. Phipps, 1989: (spun) my mother that the spirit exists as distinct from
spun daydreams as easily as she mixed thematter, or that spirit is the only reality'.
turkey's mash—M. Eldridge, 1984 (Aust.);
The other man spun towards the sound, gun spiritual, spirituous. The two words
extended, ready tofire—A,Lejeune, 1986; are now clearly divided in sense, the first
Beyond the lightly frosted glass, illuminated meaning 'of or pertaining to the spirit
or soul', and the second applied only to
snowflakes spun and settled—New Yorker,
certain kinds of alcoholic drinks. From
1987: The wheels spun up spray as we drove
the 16c. to the end of the 19c. spirituous
back to the farm—Encounter, 1988:I didn't
was frequently used as a synonym of
get a chance to try it again because I was
spiritual, but no longer.
spun round, and dragged back—A. Billson,
1993.
spirituel, (féminine) spirituelle. Since
Dryden introduced this French adjective
spinach. The pronunciation recom- ( = of a highly refined character or namended is /'spmid3/, but /'spmitj / is prob- ture) into English in his Marriage à la
ably just as widely used in standard BrE Mode (1673), 'the distinction between the
and is the customary pronunciation in masc. and fem. forms has not always
AmE.
been observed in English', as the OED
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remarks. A pity, but not surprising in or colloquial words spiffed 'made neat,
that English rarely makes such distinc- smartly dressed' and spiffy 'smart,
tions in adjectives. Cf. blond(e) and naif] spruce'.
naive.
spilt. See SPURT.

splendiferous.
TIONS.

See FACETIOUS FORMA-

spit. The pa.t. and pa.pple of the verb
splendour. Thus spelt, but splendor in
meaning 'to eject saliva from the mouth'
AmE. See -OUR AND -OR.
are regularly spat in Britain, but in AmE
either spat or spit. Examples: (spat) 'Kid- split infinitive. No other grammatical
napped,'my aunt spat out—G. Greene, 1988; issue has so divided the nation since
there were small chunks offoam spat out [by the split infinitive was declared to be a
mice] in heaps of beige confetti—Encounter, solecism in the course of the 19c. First,
1989; (spit) I was so mad I could have it is essential to clarify what is and what
spit—New Yorker, 1989; He spit. Then heis not a split infinitive. A brief history of
jumped, from one rock to the next, leaping the construction then follows. Finally, a
the boulders like a goat until he was gone—M.description of the present state of the
Sumner, 1993 (US). The unrelated verb split infinitive is given with numerous
spit meaning 'to impale on a spit' has illustrative examples showing the
pa.t. and pa.pple spitted.
various types of split and unsplit infinispitting image. A fashionable use of tives.
the phrases spit and fetch, spit and image,
1 Definition. The base form of an infinietc., in the late 19c. as an extension tive is shown in to love, in which the
of the earlier 19c. phr. the very spit of verbal part is preceded by the particle
produced the dialectal (and then stand- to. When such a combination is severed
ard) phrases spitten image (first recorded or 'split' by the insertion of an adverb
in 1910), spittin' image (1901), and spitting or adverbial phrase (e.g. to madly love, to
image (1929). The dominant phrase now really and truly love) or other word or
is spitting image. Examples: You are a queer words the construction is called a split
fellow—the very spit ofyour father--T. Hook, infinitive. In Latin such a construction
1836; He would be the very spit and fetch of could not arise because an infinitive
Queen Cleopatra—G. A. Sala, 1859; He'sjes'(amâre 'to love', crescere 'to grow') is inlike his pa—the very spittin' image of him!—divisible and is not preceded by a
A. H. Rice, 1901; A nice-behaved young grammatical particle. In other words it
gentleman, and the spitten image of his poor is complete in itself. Keep in mind that
mother—A. Bennett, 1910; In another twenty the type My mother taught me to be always
years ... she would be her mother's spitting prepared is not an example of a split
image—H. S. Walpole, 1929; Spitten image infinitive. It would become one only if
of his dad, little Alf is, isn't he, Reg?-W. always were placed between to and be:
Holtby, 1936; The son's the dead spit of the My mother taught me to always be prepared.
old man—A. Upfield, 1953; Look at this, Another type sometimes falsely taken to
Father, appeared last Friday on Sister Philo-be a split infinitive is that containing
mena, the very spit and image of the nail to + insertion + verb in -ing. Examples: I
marks in the palms of Our Blessed Lord—H.mean it's not as if I'm going to be actually
Mantel, 1989; And no man should grieve risking my life—K. Amis, 1988: It was apbecause he isn't the spit and image of Tom parent she was very embarrassed when it came
Cruise—Parade Mag. (US), 1990.
to openly deprecating a newly married girl
to her mother-in-law—M. Spark, 1990.
spiv. A 20C. British colloquial expression
2 A brief history. The standard work
for 'a man characterized byflashydress,
who makes a living by illicit or unscrupu- on the history of English syntax, F. Th.
lous dealings' (COD). In inventing this Visser's An Historical Syntax of the English
word the English have emulated the Language (4 vols., 1963-73). states that
American genius for coining monosylla- the earliest examples of split infinitives
bic words (e.g. blurb, stunt) whose sound date from the 13c; but the construction
is curiously suited to their meaning. The was not widely used between the 13c.
origin of spiv is uncertain, but it is prob- and the 15c. (for example, there are only
ably connected with the late 19c. slang two examples in the works of Chaucer).
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Typical examples: (adverb between to and Times, wrote (24 Oct. 1991) he [a former
the infinitive; note that forto, for to political prisoner] was in Vilnius to forfrequently = to in ME) What movede the mally close down the headquarters of the
pape of Rome to thus accepte mennes per- Lithuanian KGB, the use called for special
sones—Wyclif, C1380; To enserche sciences,comment in the Diary of that newspaper
and to perfitly knowe aile manere of Nat- two days later. In a leading article in the
urals pinges—Secreta Secretorum, C1400; it 18 May 1992 issue of The Times it was
longip forto not oonly bigynne ... but it stated that 'The most diligent search can
longip [etc.]—R. Pecock, C1443; (a noun, find no modern grammarian to pepronoun, or noun phrase inserted) heo dantically, to dogmatically, to invariably
cleopode him to allé his wise for to him condemn a split infinitive.' These lightreade—Layamon, C1250; being moche redier hearted comments draw attention to the
forto suche writings lette and distroie
irrational nervousness that many people
pan [etc.]—Pecock, C1445); (two or more feel when they imagine that, by splitting
words between to and its infinitive) A an infinitive they are in danger of breakkyng owith not to ... ouer oft haunte the ing a terrible taboo. What then are the
company of his sugetis—Prose version of present-day facts?
Secreta Secretorum, C1425; forto iustli and
First, all the evidence points towards
vertuoseli do a dede contrari to godais the reality of the feeling that it is 'wrong'
comaundement—Pecock, C1449. Visser goes to split infinitives. Examples showing an
on to say that 'From about the beginning
adverb placed immediately before the
of the sixteenth century to about the
particle to are commonplace: e.g. The
last decades of the eighteenth century
threat of abolition enabled the Livingstone
the use of the split infinitive seems to
have been as it were tabooed in the administration briefly to ride the inevitable
written language.' Nevertheless he cites wave of popular indignation it caused—
four examples from the 16c. I had no London Rev. Bks, 1987; I had no wish actually
difficulty in finding several examples of to read it—C. Rumens, 1987. Less comthe avoidance of split infinitives in three monly the adverb is placed after the
16c. lives of Sir Thomas More (e.g. I am verb: e.g. it became urgent to demarcate
ready obediently to conforme my self to accurately Alaska's eastern boundary—
his graces commandements—Roper, ?i557)- Geogr.Jrnl, 1983; little or no effort has been
There were no split infinitives in any of made to explicate clearly the mechanisms
through which these needs [etc.]—European
these three Lives.
The split infinitive seems to have come Sociol. Rev., 1986; Party leaders have simply
back into favour at the end of the 18c: refused to attempt seriously to come to
e.g. I know not how I should he able to terms with the new situation—Pari. Aff., 1986.
absolutely forbid him my sight—F. Burney, On the other hand it is clear that rigid
1778; To sit on rocks to muse o'er flood adherence to a policy of non-splitting
and fell, To slowly trace the forest's shady can sometimes lead to unnaturalness or
scene—Byron, 1812; This jack-in-office hadambiguity. Gradations of these can be
taken upon himself... to more than insinu- observed in the following: (unnatural) In
ate—Times, 1839; She wants to honestly not combining to forbid flatly hostilities,
and legally marry thot man—Hardy, 1895. (ambiguous) In not combining flatly to
3 The present state. There can be no forbid hostilities; (unambiguous) In not
doubt that there continues to be a no- combining to flatly forbid hostilities.
ticeable reluctance to split infinitives Secondly, examples abound of most of
both in the national press and in the the categories of split infinitives that
work of many of our most respected Visser found in works of earlier cenwriters. Thus in a 1987 issue of the Daily turies. The examples that follow represTelegraph: there will be a further dispositionent only a small selection of the
seriously to underestimate the strength substantial file of examples that I have
... of the United States. And in Peter Carey's collected since 1987.
Oscar and Luanda (1988): He was never They turn up in all English-speaking
ashamed publicly to bear witness. Such areas: That's when you have to really watch
placing of the adverb is overwhelmingly yourself—Quarto, 1981 (UK); David... quest'
the norm at present. When Bernard ing her attention, allowed one eyelid to miniLevin, the well-known columnist in The mally fall-A. Brookner, 1984 (UK); it led
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Cheshires to finally abandon publishing fic- between the particle to and the verbal
tion at all-B. Oakley, 1985 (Aust); The goal part of the infinitive. 'Avoid splitting
is to further exclude Arafat—US News & infinitives whenever possible, but do not
World Rep., 1986; For your safety and comfort suffer undue remorse if a split infinitive
we do ask you to please stay in your seats- is unavoidable for the natural and unamBritish Airways flight attendant, 1986; It biguous completion of a sentence alwas no great achievement to simply split ready begun.' (Burchfield, The Spoken
the third party-R, Muldoon, 1986 (NZ); Word, 1981).
Spring, the season she had been able to utterly ignore—J. Urquhart, 1986 (Canad.); splodge, splotch. The second is two
And it allowed Fernanda Herford to slightly centuries older; the first perhaps now
more than double her money—Julian more usual and felt to be more descriptBarnes, 1993 (UK); there is the question ive.
whether a nation burdened with guilt for the splutter, sputter. Without any clear or
Holocaust can ever hope to fully recover constant difference of meaning, it may
national selfconfidence—Dzdalus, 1994 (US). be said that in sputter the notion of spitThey occur in popular sources: Some- ting is more insistent, and that it tends
thing had to drastically change in my on that account to be avoided when that
life—The Face, 1986; Everything he had writ-notion is not essential.
ten seemed to just deliberately and maliciously draw attention to the fact that spoiled, spoilt. Both forms are used
[etc.]—B. Elton, 1991. And in the work of for the pa.t., pa.pple, and ppl adj. of spoil
more serious writers: We talked about... (verb), though a spoilt child is more usual
how everything was going to suddenly than a spoiled child. See -T AND -ED. In
change—Nigel Williams, 1985; I want to AmE spoiled is the more usual form of
really study, I want to be a scholar—I. Mur- the two in all three parts of speech.
doch, 1987; In face of all this Patrick man- -spoken. For the curious use in fairaged to quite like him—K. Amis, 1988.
spoken, soft-spoken, outspoken, etc. (instead
The commonest type is that in which of the more 'logical' fair-speaking etc.),
a simple adverb such as even, ever, further, See INTRANSITIVE PAST PARTICIPLES. As t h e
just, or quite is inserted between to and OED remarks s.v. outspoken, 'the pa.pple
the infinitive. Almost as common in this has here a resultant force, as in "well
position are 'simple' adverbs in Ay {actu- spoken", "well read"'.
ally,finally,fully, nearly, really, simply, utterly, etc.). The negative adverbs never and spokesman used to be the normal word
not are often inserted in AmE, less com- for a person, male or female, who speaks
monly in BrE: e.g. a perfect morning to not on behalf of others, though spokeswoman
read 'Moby Dick'—New Yorker, 1986; Manywas also used when relevant. A blitz by
professional players hope to never play there feminists has more or less succeeded in
again—American Way, 1987; The only unfor- forcing us all into a corner unless we
givable sin is to not show up—G. Keillor, use spokesperson instead. But the corner is
well populated. See PERSON (or -PERSON).
1991.
Occasionally, for stylistic reasons or Possibly transient substitutes to suit conother special effects, adverbial phrases textual needs have been noted in Amersources,
e.g. spokesbody,
are inserted, not just a single adverb: ican
e.g. To suddenly, after all these years, spokescouturier, spokesmodel, spokesvoice.
fire them—P. Carey, 1982 (Aust.); a willing- sponge makes spongeable (see -ABLE, -IBLE
ness to not always, in every circumstance, 2) and spongeing; but spongy.
think the very best of us—P. Roth, 1987; You
two shared a curious dry ability to without spontaneity. See -TY AND -NESS. The
actually saying anything make me feel traditional pronunciation with final
dirty—J. Updike, 1988; [see above] B. Elton, /-i:iti/ is now being strongly challenged
1991. Other types of split infinitives are by one ending in /-enti/. See -EITY.
rare in modern English, e.g. (with a pro- spook. Pronounce /spuik/.
noun inserted) It was their nature to all
spoondrift. See SPINDRIFT.
hurt each other—P. Carey, 1981 (Aust.).
4 Preference. No absolute taboo should Spoonerism. Formed from the name
be placed on the use of simple adverbs of the Revd W. A. Spooner (1844-1930),
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Dean and Warden of New College, Ox- spring (verb). The pa.t. is normally
ford. The type is illustrated by Anthony sprang, but occasionally sprung (esp. in
Burgess in his Inside Mr Enderby (1963): AmE): And then his hands sprung loose from
But A Sale of Two Titties had struck Lady the handle-P. Carey, 1988 (Aust.). The
Fennimore as something like calculated insol-pa.pple is sprung.
ence. "The eponymous Spooner was respringe (a noose or snare). Pronounce
puted to make errors of this type,'
remarks OCELang; 'and a number of ut- /sprmd3/.
terances are quoted as "original spooner- spry. The -y is retained in its inflected
isms": a well-oiled icicle (a well-oiled
forms and derivatives: spryer, spryest; sprybicycle), a scoop of Boy Trouts (a troop of ish, spryly, spryness. Contrast DRIER; FLIER,
Boy Scouts), and You have hissed all my FLYER.
mystery lectures and tasted a whole worm. It
spue. See SPEW.
seems likely that these transpositions
were exaggerated inventions by his stu- spurt. Use this spelling both for the
dents.' The term is now applied to nor- verb ('gush out in a stream; make a
mally accidental transpositions of any sudden effort') and for the noun ('a
sounds, e.g. a pea flit for a flea pit. But sudden gushing out; an increase in
inadvertence is not essential: e.g. W. H. pace'), not spirt.
Auden is said to have referred to Keats
and Shelley dismissively as Sheets and sputter. See SPLUTTER.
Kelly.
squalor. Thus spelt, not squalour. See
-OUR AND -OR.

spoonful. PL spoonfuls. See -FUL.
spoony. This archaic adj. ( = foolish,
simple, esp. in amorous behaviour) and
noun ( = a simpleton, esp. a person who
behaves in a foolishly amorous manner)
are thus spelt. The pi. of the noun is
spoonies.
sports. Normally unchanged when in
attributive use in BrE (sports car, sports
coat, sports jacket, etc.) but often reduced
to the singular in AmE when the sense is
'suitable for informal wear' (sport clothes,
sport shirt, etc.). On the other hand the
form in -s is usually retained in AmE in
sports car, sportscast, and sportsman.

square (adj. and noun) sprang into colloquial use in the 1940s applied to a
person judged to be out of touch with the
conventions of a popular contemporary
movement (orig. jazz) or way of life. Now,
it would seem, passing out of fashion to
be replaced by more recent terms of
generational abuse (not with it, uncool,
etc.).

squeeze. The standard pa.t. and pa.pple
are squeezed (she squeezed out a tear, he was
squeezed into a corner). The non-standard
or dialectal form squoze is used occasionally for the pa.t. Ronald Reagan used
squoze at a press conference in August
1985 when commenting on a small skin
cancer: I picked at it and I squoze it and so
s'pose. In informal speech the first forth and messed myself up a little. OED 2
vowel is often elided. The OED lists eight cites numerous examples of squoze, beexamples of spellings representing this ginning with one of 1844 and including
pronunciation, including the following: the following from Malcolm Lowry's
I s'pose the poor must live somewheres,' said Ultramarine (1933): He just sort of squoze
Mrs. Growler, the old maid-servant—Trollope,
the rabbit.
1873; I s'pose we're not strictly his guests—
squib. See LAMPOON.
H. R. F. Keating, 1980.
spouse, pronounced either as /spauz/ or
/spaus/, has over the centuries been used
to mean either a married woman in
relation to her husband or a married
man in relation to his wife. A late 20c.
development (only in AmE?) is to use the
word of the live-in partner of a homosexual person.

squirearchy. This spelling is recommended rather than squirarchy.
-S-, -SS-. 1 The general rules for the
doubling or not doubling offinalconsonants are given s.v. DOUBLING OF CONSONANTS WITH SUFFIXES, and

also, in so

far

as there are further circumstances to be
taken into account, s.v. -B-, -BB-; -C-, -CK-;

St I starlight, starlit
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-D-, -DD-, etc. Since very few monosyl- Stanch /staintf/ is the recommended
lables or words stressed on the last syl- spelling and pronunciation of the verb
lable end in a single s, it is hardly meaning 'to restrain the flow of blood
necessary here to do more than draw (from)', not staunch /stDintJ"/. See STAUNCH.
attention to specific cases. In the following words there is wide variation in prac- Stand (verb). In BrE candidates stand for
tice among printers and publishers, but office; in AmE they run for it.
the recommended forms in OUP house standard English. The primary aim of
style are in almost every case those with this book is to identify and describe the
a single s: atlases; biases, biased, biasing; principal elements of standard written
boluses; bonuses; buses, bused, busing; canEnglish in Britain, often by contrasting
vas: see CANVAS, CANVASS; focuses, focused, them with non-standard, dialectal, overfocusing (but see FOCUS); gases, but gassed, seas, archaic, or obsolescent features. An
gassing; incubuses; minuses; nimbuses; attempt has also been made to give proorchises; pluses; portcullised; trellised, trellisminence to the pronunciation of words
ing; yeses.
(esp. the positioning of the stress) about
2 Words ending in -ss naturally retain which an educated person in the UK
the ss in the plural: abysses, busses (kisses), might conceivably have doubts. The
standard Englishes of the other main
congresses, crosses, giantesses, etc.
varieties of the language, especially
3 Nonplus makes nonplussed, nonpluss- American English, are given as much
ing (all three words stressed on the prominence as space and circumstances
second syllable).
permit, but inevitably standard speakers
4 A hyphen is needed to avoid a suc- in the United States, Canada, Australia,
cession of three s's: Inverness-shire, mis- New Zealand, South Africa, and elsewhere will need to interpret the recomtress-ship. For misshapen, etc., see MIS-.
mendations made here in the light of
St. For the question between St Peter their own experience.
and St. Peter, see FULL STOP 2; SAINT.
The form of educated English used in
their formal programmes by the broadStadium. In contexts dealing with the casting authorities based in London, by
ancient (classical) world, the pi. is stadia. the London-based national newspapers,
For modern sports grounds, the pi. is and by teachers of English to young
stadiums. See -UM 3.
people in this country and to foreigners
is the variety presented here. Most other
Staff. 1 (a) a pole (pi. staJfjFs or staves); (b) major English-speaking countries have
(music) a set of lines on which music is guides which give prominence to the
written (pi. staffs or staves); (c) a body of usage of their own people, for example
persons employed in a business, etc. (pi., Webster's Dictionary of English Usage (1989
if required, = such bodies of employees mainly concerned with AmE), and Nichof various businesses, stajffs). See STAVE olas Hudson's Modern Australian Usage
(noun).
(i993)- It is remarkable how often the
problems they discuss are the same ones
2 For stajf of life, see SOBRIQUETS.
as those dealt with in this book; but the
differences of detail and of emphasis are
Stag. See BUCK.
just as noteworthy.
Stage makes stagily, staginess, stagy.
Standpoint. See POINT OF VIEW.

stalactites, stalagmites. Thefirsthang
down from the roof of a cave, etc.; stalagmites are deposits rising from the floor
of a cave, etc. Both words are stressed
on the first syllable in BrE. In AmE the
dominant pronunciation is with the
stress on the second syllable.
Stamen. PI. stamens. The pi. of the Latin
original, namely stamina, has moved into
English in a different sense.

Stanza in prosody is 'the basic metrical
unit in a poem or verse consisting of a
recurring group of lines (often four lines
and usu. not more than twelve) which
may or may not rhyme' {CDD). In lay use
sometimes called a VERSE.
starchedly. See-EDLY.
Starlight, Starlit. In a starlight night,
starlight is a noun used attributively. In
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a starlit night, a starlit sky, starlit is a ppl to the requirements of a statute or
adj. Both mean 'lit up or lighted by the statutes; (c) of an offence: legally punstars'.
ishable. Its near-synonym statutory, first
recorded in the early 18c, now means
State. The initial letter is conventionally (a) enacted, appointed, created, or percapitalized when it means 'an organized mitted by statute; (b) obligatory by cuspolitical community under one govern- tom; (c) required for the sake of
ment' (the United States ofAmerica, the State appearances. Clearly there is some overof Israel), or a constituent unit of a federal lapping of meaning, but also some clear
nation (the State of Virginia); also when water between the ways in which the
the word is used attributively in this two words are used.
sense (State documents, a State visit), and
when it means 'civil government' (Church Staunch /stointj-/. The recommended
and State, the Secretary of State for Northern spelling and pronunciation of the adjectIreland). In other contexts use a lower- ive meaning 'trustworthy, loyal', not
case s (a police state, the welfare state).
stanch /stcuntj"/. See STANCH.
Stately can be used only as an adjective
(a stately home). The notional corresponding adverb statelily is ruled out on
grounds of euphony. See -LILY.
Static, Statical (adjs.). Of similar age
[static first recorded in 1638 and statical
in 1570), but the shorter form has prevailed in all uses. The corresponding adverb is statically.

Stave (noun), (a) = STAFF i(b); (b) each of
the curved pieces of wood forming the
sides of a cask, etc.; (c) a stanza of a
poem; (d) an alliterating letter in a line
of OE verse. PL of each, staves.

Stave (verb). The distribution of the
alternative forms staved and stove for the
pa.t. and pa.pple is difficult to determine.
Both are used in the various senses of
the verb, with staved off probably dominstationary, stationery. The adj. ( =
ant as the past tense of stave ojff'to avert
not moving) -ary; the noun ( = writing
or defer (danger or misfortune)', and
materials) -ery.
stove in for the past tense of stave in 'to
Statistic (noun) in the sense 'a statistical crush by forcing inwards'.
fact or item' is a legitimate back-formation from statistics, the name of the sci- Stay (verb). See STOP (verb).
ence.
Stem (noun). In etymology and wordStatistic, Statistical (adjs.). Both adject- formation, the root or main part of a
ives are of similar age (late 18c.) when noun, verb, etc., to which elements may
applied to statistics, but the longer form be added to make new words. Thus ship
has for all practical purposes driven out forms shipment, shipshape, shipwreck, etc.,
by adding postfixed elements, and
the shorter one.
airship, warship, etc., by adding prefixed
Statist, Statistician. Both entered the elements. The stem ship also forms ships,
language in the sense 'one who deals in shipped, shipping by the addition of instatistics' in the early 19c, but the longer flections.
form has prevailed and statist /'stertist/ is
Stem (verb). From one of four distinct
now rare.
verbs stem (the one essentially meaning
Status. 1 Pronounce /'stertas/ despite the 'to remove the stem or stalk from') came
fact that the stem vowel was short in the American phrasal verb stem from =
the Latin original (see FALSE QUANTITY).
to derive from or take origin from. First
The pronunciation /'staetas/ is sometimes recorded in the 1930s it has now established itself in all the main Englishused in AmE.
2 The Latin pi. status is not used in speaking countries. Some UK and US
English, the regular form being statuses. examples: Both literal and spiritual exposition stemmed from Origen—B. Smalley, 1952
See -us 2.
(UK); Part of Pastor Spratt's charisma
Statutable. First used in the mid-i7c stemmed from his time spent as an advertising
it now means (a) prescribed, authorized, manager for Rathbone's Wrought Iron—].
or permitted by statute; (b) conformed Winterson, 1985 (UK); The chateau seems
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to stem from the world of Disney rather than not fayle) place is the word used. The
Louis Treize—P. Lively, 1987 (UK); an appar-phrase sticking point is first recorded in
ent conflict stemming from his prior service this sense in 1826, and in its common
as resident counsel to the Mayo Qinic—Newmodern sense, 'the limit of progress,
Yorker, 1987; Investment-driven growth stem-agreement, etc.', not until the 1960s. In
mingfromtechnological catch-up is an incom- Macbeth the reference (according to the
plete ... explanation of Japanese economic OED) seems to be to the screwing-up of
history during the Showa era—Dxdalus (US), the peg of a musical instrument until it
becomes tightly fixed in the hole.
1990.
Stemma (a family tree; a line of descent).
The pi. is stemmata.

Sticklebat, tittlebat. The first is the correct and etymological form, the other
being (OED) 'a variant, of childish origin'.

Stencil. The inflected forms are stencilled, stencilling, but often stenciled, sten-Stigma. In the ecclesiastical, botanical,
medical, etc., senses the plural is stigmata
ciling in AmE. See -LL-, -L-.
/'stigmata/, sometimes (esp. in AmE) /stig'Step (verb). The phrases Please step this maita/. Stigmas is used only in the figurway and step in are rather formal equiva- ative sense of imputation or disgrace, in
lents of the same phrases using come which a plural is rare. See LATIN PLURALS.
instead of step.
Stigmatize. The mistake dealt with unStep-. See -IN-LAW.
der REGARD 2 occurs sometimes with
stigmatize:... bravely sufferingforfeiture and
Stereo /'stenau/, a 20c. abbreviation of
imprisonment rather than accept what in this
stereophonic, stereophony.
same connexion Lord Morley stigmatized th
"bar sinister' (Fowler, 1926). Things are not
Sterile. The OED (1916) admitted both
/'sterail/ and /-il/ in that order. Now the stigmatized monstrous, but stigmatized
only standard pronunciation in BrE is as monstrous.
that with /-ail/, while AmE favours a short
Stile, Style, Stylus. Stile (from OE stigel)
vowel in the second syllable (in practice
is a native word for the means of passage
a schwa). See -ILE.
across a fence, etc. A second stile (probSternum. PI. (for preference) sterna, or ably from Du. stijl) is 'a vertical piece in
the frame of a panelled door, etc.'. Style
sternums. See -UM 3.
(manner, fashion, etc.) is (via OF) derived
Stevedore. Three syllables, /'stiivado:/.
from L stilus 'writing-tool' by confusion
with Gk axûXoç 'column'. The English
Stewardess, a female steward, esp. on
word stylus 'writing-tool' should also
a ship or aircraft. On English-speaking
'properly' be written as stilus. But it is
airlines, now giving way to ./light atobviously too late now to respell the
tendant. See FEMININE DESIGNATIONS.
words to accord with their roots.
Stichomythia /stikau'miGia/. In verse Stiletto. PL stilettos. See -O(E)S 6.
plays, an interchange of short speeches
consisting each of a single line. Common Still and all. A resilient, rather casual
in Greek plays. Modern examples may adverbial phrase, first recorded in 1829,
be found in Molière's Les Femmes savantes and used, much more commonly, since
in.v, and in Shakespeare's Richard III, rv.iv: the 1920s in informal contexts. ExElizabeth: But how long shall that title euer amples: Still and all, if you see something I
last? Richard: Sweetlie in force vnto her faire haven't, let me know—R. Moore, 1978; Still
lyues end. Elizabeth: But how long farely and all, you might have worked out all
shall her sweet life last? Richard: As long as right-T. Clancy, 1987; Still and all, someheauen and nature lengthens it. Elizabeth: thing had undeniably changed—Encounter
As long as hell and Richard likes of it. [etc.] 1988.
The word is Greek, from axixo? 'line'
Still life. The correct pi. is still lifes. An
+ u09o? 'speech, talk'.
example of the erroneous form still lives:
sticking place, point, in the context I think it [se. afigtree] would he a marvellous
in Shakespeare's Macbeth i.vii (But screw subject for one of your still-lives—C. Phipps,
your courage to the sticking place, And weele 1988.

stimulus I stop
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Stimulus.

PI. stimuli /-lai/. See LATIN

PLURALS.

stimy, stimie. See STYMIE.
Sting. The inflected forms are regularly
stung for both the pa.t. and the pa.pple.
Stink. The pa.t. is stank, occasionally
stunk. The pa.pple is stunk.
stock pathos. A number of words and
phrases are frequently, but sometimes
inadvisedly, put to use in letters of comfort or condolence. In the right circumstances some of these stock expressions
can stand unchallenged, but each should
be examined carefully before being
pressed into service. A short list: the land
he loved so well; the supreme sacrifice; the
pity of it; the mortal remains of; the departed;
a lump in one's throat; tug at one's heart
strings; stricken; hut it was not to be.

Stone (noun). 1 See ROCK.
2 to leave no stone unturned is a tiresome
cliché for 'to try all possible means'.
Stone (adv.). Combinations in which
stone has similative force have been used
for centuries: e.g. stone-blind, as blind as
a stone, 14c; stone<old, 16c; stone-dead,
13c. A more recent development is the
use of stone as a mere intensive = very,
completely. It is not easy to pin down
exactly when this happened, but such
uses are now commonplace, esp. in AmE.
Examples: The Irish were stone courageous-T. Wolfe, 1987; He was stone angry,
as if he had been brawling with some upstart
stranger who got him with a lucky punch—
Rosie Scott, 1988 (NZ); People ...got stone
drunk and cruised through red lights—G.
Keillor, 1989.

Stood, used as a present participle ( =
standard English standing) presumably
has a dialectal distribution in BrE similar
to SAT, but if it has its history seems to
Stoic, Stoical. See -IC(AL). Both forms have gone unrecorded in the OED. Its
are used as adjectives, -ic being the com- existence in modern regional use is not
moner; but points of difference are dis- in question, but its precise distribution
cernible. In the predicative use stoic is has not been established. J. Cheshire et
rare: his acceptance of the news was stoical; al. (1989) conclude that it and the similar
he was stoical in temper, rather than stoic. use of sat 'are now becoming characterisIn the attributive use, stoic preserves the tic of a general nonstandard or semistanoriginal sense more definitely, while sto- dard variety of English'. Examples: She
ical departs from it. When we say stoic was stood in front of the mantelpiece trying
indifference, we mean such indifference to think of the name for the clock—A. Bennett,
as the Stoics taught or practised; when
1981 (Yorkshire); 'But that's not the half of
we say stoical indifference we think of it it.' Uncle Simon sat forward. 'Do you know
merely as resolute or composed. The stoic what he did when he was stood there face to
virtues are those actually taught by the face with the priest, the man who positively
Stoics, the stoical virtues simply those of
identified him?-G. Patterson, 1988 (NIr.);
the sterner kind. Lastly, while either epiAnd she'd pay the driver, and she'd be stood
thet is applicable to abstracts, stoical is
there, on the soiled concrete footpath—A. Duff,
the word for persons: with stoic or stoical
1990 (NZ, Maori speaker); My husband was
composure; stoic or stoical life or temper or
views; he is a stoical fellow; these stoical stood on the opposite side of the pits—Cycling
explorers; a stoical sufferer; my stoical youngWeekly, 1993Stoep. In South Africa, a terraced veranda in front of a house. Pronounce
/stu:p/.

friend.
stokehold, stokehole. The first is a
compartment in a steamship, containing
its boilers and furnace'. The second is 'a
space [ashore] for stokers in front of a
furnace' (COD).
Stomach. See BELLY.

Stomacher
(formerly, an item of
women's dress). Many 18c. and 19c. dictionaries list /'stAmatJa(r)/ as the pronunciation of this word, but it is now
normally pronounced with /-ka/.

Stop (noun). In phonetics, a word widely
used for 'a speech sound which is the
result of a complete closure tract' (Hartmann and Stork, 1972). Within the broad
class of stops there are several subclasses,
with much variation of terminology, e.g.
simple stop (p in pin), complex stop (p? in
French pain bread), labial stops (p, b),
alveolar stops (t, d), velar stops (k, g), and
glottal stop (9). A different classification
distinguishes voiced stops (b, d, g), in the
production of which the vocal cords are
brought into play, from voiceless stops (p,

stop I straight, strait
t, k) in which they are not. Some scholars
use the term plosive instead of stop.
Stop (verb). In 19c. fiction people frequently stopped with friends (i.e. remained overnight in the house of friends
or relations), stopped at home, or stopped
for dinner, where most of us would normally now say stayed. Stay is the much
older of the two words in such contexts
(first noted in use in the 16c). What has
happened is that the older term has
more or less driven out the newer one.
But not entirely: e.g. 'She's stopping with
her daughter,' the woman said. 'Shell be
back on Thursday.'-H. Mantel, 1985. The
corresponding noun for a place of temporary residence, a sojourn, is usually
stay, though from the 17c. to the 19c.
stop was regularly used for a stay or
sojourn made at a place, esp. in the
course of a journey. First in AmE and
more recently in other branches of English, travellers were able to stop off or
stop over, i.e. break their journey, at a
designated place or places. And, from
the late 19c. in NAmE, and from the
beginning of the 20c. in BrE, travellers
could make arrangements for a stop-otj
or a stopover at designated places on a
long journey (esp. since mass travel by
air became an established practice in the
1950s and 1960s).
Stops. See APOSTROPHE2; BRACKETS; COLON; COMMA; DASH; EXCLAMATION MARK;
FULL STOP; HYPHENS; ITALICS; QUESTION
MARK; QUOTATION MARKS; SEMICOLON.
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past participle of stretch and is not etymologically related to its homonym strait)
is first recorded in conjunction with
away—as two separate words—in 1662:
some prisoners were hurri'd streight away
to their Quarters. As an adverbial form it
stayed that way, as two separate words,
until the beginning of the 20c. Then,
perhaps under the influence of the fastfading adverb straightway, it began to
be written as one word. In 1923. for
example, the Daily Mail reported that a
horse called Evander had been badly hurt
and was 'straightaway' withdrawn from
a race. A character in Marghanita Laski's
Tory Heaven (1948) followed with I said
straightaway ... that I'd like to be a landagent. Ill buy some straightaway, said Gina
solemnly in Thomas Keneally's novel A
Family Madness (1985). Bernice Rubens's
crazy hero Mr Wakefield (1985) rang the
bell straightaway, to give himself no opportunity for second thoughts. More examples
turned up: You could watch men see it in
her, but never straightaway—P. Carey, 1991;
He couldn't decide whether to make for home
straightaway— Stephen Wall, 1991. My instinct tells me to continue to follow the
older practice of writing straight away as
two words. But the evidence now points
in the other direction, and I note that
both the COD (1990) and the New SOED
(1993) give only straightaway as headwords, relegating straight away to the
combinations section under straight.

straight, straightly. Thefirstis an adj.
(a straight line; keep a straight face) and
also an adverb (came straight from Gatwick;
Storey. 1 For the curious difference in in extreme heat he couldn't think straight,
sense between storey andfloor,see FLOOR, straight after breakfast). The 'true' adverb
STOREY.
straightly can hardly ever be used idio2 PL storeys. In AmE the word is usu. matically: the most recent (19c.) exspelt story, with pi. stones. Contrast BrE amples cited in the OED now sound
three-storeyed house and AmE three-storied forced or archaic. But there are exceptions: There was a kind of taut determination
house.
A storied window, urn, shrine, etc., is in the lumpy girl's straightly held shoulder—
one ornamented with historical or le- A. McCaffrey, 1971.
gendary events: it is formed from the Straight, Strait. Straight (not curved or
ordinary word story ( = narrative, etc.).
bent) is from a medieval adjectival use
Stouten. See -EN VERBS FROM ADJECTIVES.

Stove (pa.t.). See STAVE (verb).
Strad. See ABBREVIATIONS i(b).

Straight away. Straight (which is in
origin an adjectival use of the medieval

of the pa.pple of ME strecchen 'to stretch'.
Strait (tight, narrow) is from ME streit,
from OF estreit 'tight, close, narrow' (also
as noun, 'strait of the sea'), from L strictus
'drawn together, tight', pa.pple of stringere 'to draw or bind tight*. In short, they
are separate words with their own complex histories in English. He straightened

strappado | strive
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up ( = he stood up straight) is also to be
carefully distinguished from straitened
circumstances (marked by poverty); and
straight-faced (expressionless) is to be distinguished from strait-laced (puritanical).
Also strait-jacket is better so spelt rather
than straight-jacket.

a plural. Such erroneous forms are occasionally found in loosely edited modern
books and newspapers. The traditional
-um (sing.) and -a (pi.) distinction should
be insisted on, at present at any rate, in
all written work and also in the spoken
word.

Strappado (old form of torture). PI.
strappados. See -O(E)S 3.

Stratus /'strertas/, less often /'straitas/, a
continuous horizontal sheet of cloud. PI.
strati /-tai/.

strategic, strategical. The OED (1917)
gave precedence to a short vowel in the street. See ROAD.
stressed syllable, but both words are now
always pronounced with /-i:-/. It is worth Strength. The ng to be pronounced as
noting that in the penult of adjectives in sing (not 'strenth' to rhyme with tenth).
and nouns in -ic (and the antepenult of
-ical words), if -ic is preceded by a single Strew. The pa.t. is strewed and the pa.pple
consonant, there is an overwhelming strewn (for preference) or strewed.
majority of words with a short sound in Stricken. Somewhat archaic as the pa.
the previous vowel (except u): so barbaric, pple of strike (he had become stricken with
erratic, mechanic, tragic, academic, angelic,remorse), it survives chiefly as the second
ethic, arthritic, prolific, chronic, exotic, his-element of compound adjectives, e.g.
toric, microscopic, spasmodic, lyric, paralytic,grief-stricken, panic-stricken, poverty-stricken;
and hundreds more; but with u we have and as a participial adj. in certain concubic, music, scorbutic with /-u:-/. Neverthe- texts (e.g. stricken deer; stricken hour (of a
less, strategic (with /i:/) has prevailed over clock); stricken in years; a drawn, stricken
strategic (with /e/). The most notable of face; the stricken city of Sarajevo).
other exceptions are basic and scenic, in
which the long vowels are the natural Stride (verb). The pa.t. is strode and
result of familiarity with base and scene. the (rare) pa.pple stridden. The rarity of
occurrence of an actual pa.pple is underStrategy, tactics. In war, as in politics lined by the rather desperate use of strode
and business, strategy tends to be the in the popular magazine The Face (Nov.
term used for a grand design or plan of
1987): Great strides are being strode in the
action to be taken against an enemy, cultivation of pre-teen female engineers.
political opponents, or in order to ensure
that a business enterprise is successful. Strike (verb). The pa.t. is struck (the ship
Tactics, when there is a contrast with struck a rock) and the pa.pple also struck
strategy, tends to be used of the detailed (the house was struck by lightning) or, in
means adopted in carrying out such a certain contexts, and passing into archaism, stricken (q.v.).
grand design.
Strati-, Strato-. Such formations in
which the main stress falls on the first
element are normally pronounced in BrE
with /ae/ not /ei/. Thus stratiform, stratigraphical); stratocirrus, stratocumulus,
stratosphere, etc. In AmE, stratocirrus, stratocumulus, and other compounds of this
kind usu. have /ei/ in the first element.

String (verb). The normal pa.t. and pa.
pple are strung (they strung him up after a
fair trial; his clothes were strung out on the
line to dry). A stringed instrument (in which
stringed is formed from the noun string)
is one having strings, but if the strings
need renewing it will be restrung. Cf.
HAMSTRUNG.

Stratum /'straitam/ or sometimes /'strert- Strive (verb). The regular pa.t. is strove
am/. PI. strata: see -UM 2. Example: The Re- and pa.pple striven; but strived is comformation diffused the text of the Old
monly used for both in AmE. Examples:
Testament in previously untouched strata ofHer father ... had been a uniformed
the population—Bull. Amer. Acad. Arts & Sci.,
policeman ... who strived to make his beat a
1987. The OED lists three 18c. examples of safe one for all-D. Koontz, 1984 (US); On
strata used as a singular, with pi. stratas, the one hand, she'd never strived for celebrityand one 19c. example of stratums used as Musician (US), 1991 ; As surely as the painters

stroma | subjunctive mood
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of the nineteenth century strived to capture Stymie. Now the regular spelling of the
the city and people of Paris, so photographers word in golf and in transferred senses,
in this century have been drawn tofururistic not stimy or stimie. As verb, the inflected
New York—Portfolio Mag. (UK), 1991; We've forms are stymies, stymied, stymieing.
strived to lead the way in offering you the
suave. Pronounce /swaiv/, not /swerv/.
tools you need—Money (US), 1993Stroma (biology). PI. stromata.
Strophe. 1 'Part of a Greek choric ode
chanted while the chorus proceeded in
one direction, to be followed by a metrically exact counterpart as it returned'
(Fowler, 1926). Cf. ANTISTROPHE 1.
2 A group of lines forming a section
of a lyric poem (COD).

SUbduedly. Kipling used the word in
his novel The Light thatFailed (1891): Maisie
was crying more subduedly. Pronounce as
three syllables as -ed is part of the stem,
not a separate syllable. See -EDLY.
subject. For synonyms in sense theme
etc., see FIELD.

subjective genitive. See OBJECTIVE
Strow (verb). Formerly common, it is GENITIVE.
now only a by-form of strew (verb). Exsubjunctive mood. The subjunctive
ample: Put it all back real neatly and strow
mood is one of the great shifting sands
it with old leaves and things—A. S. Byatt,
of English grammar. Its complexity over
1990.
the centuries is such that the standard
Struma
(medicine). PI. strumae reference work on historical English syntax by F. Th. Visser (4 vols., 1963-73)
/'struimi:/.
devoted 156 pages to the subject (Visser
Strung. See STRING (verb).
called it the 'modally marked form') and
listed more than 300 items in its biblioStrychnine /'striknirn/. Thus spelt, not graphy. What follows here is by necessity
-nin.
merely an outline account of the presentday state of affairs, with a few backward
stubbornness. So spelt, with -nn-.
glances at earlier conventions.
Stucco. PI. stuccoes or stuccos. As verb,
1 Its nature. The subjunctive is a verbal
stuccoes, stuccoed, stuccoing.
form or mood expressing hypothesis,
usually denoting what is imagined,
wished, demanded, proposed, exhorted,
Studiedly. Pronounce as three syllables. etc. Its main contrast is with the indiSee -EDLY.
cative mood. It is plainly recognizable in
modE only in restricted circumstances:
Studio. PL studios. See -O(E)S 4.
principally in the third person singular
Stupefy. Thus spelt (cf. liquefy, putrefy, present tense by the absence of a final -s
rarefy), not -ify (cf. dignify, gratify, modify, (The confidential report into Mr John Stalker
... recommends that he face a disciplinary
etc.).
tribunal; If you want to irritate D., then
Stupor. Thus spelt, not stupour. See -OUR suggest glibly that she see a sports psychologist) and in the use in various circumAND -OR.
stances of be and were instead of the
1
Sty (noun) (pen for pigs). PL sties.
indicative forms am\is\are and was (Believing it to be fundamental that they be fully
Sty (noun)2 (on eyelid). The OUP house counselled by a professional of their own
style for the word is sty (pi. sties), not stye choice; Blanche almost wished that it were
(pi. styes).
winter again).
Contrast the use of the indicative
Style. See INCONGRUOUS VOCABULARY.
mood in 'It is important that he makes
Style, Stile. See STILE.
friends,' said Fibich; I do wish he was coming
too. And contrast also contexts in which
Stylo ( = stylograph). 1 PL stylos. See the verbal form is the same in the 'sub-O(E)S 5junctive' mood and in the 'indicative'
mood: We cannot talk as if the other parties
2 See ABBREVIATIONS i(b).
Studding-sail. Pronounce /'stAnsal/.
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were demons; She wondered if wild creatures
were capable of envy; He asked that I do
him the courtesy of never mentioning his
former brokerage firm in his presence again.
Note. All the examples cited so far are
from BrE sources of the 1980s and 1990s.

subjunctive mood | subjunctive mood
Note. In many dependent clauses a putative should + infinitive is used instead:
e.g. in the Shadbolt 1986 example should
be could replace be without discernible
change of meaning. The type with should
is at least as common (e.g. The report
recommends that access to patent information should be widened and improved). And so is the use of the
indicative in similar constructions (e.g.
If Mr Ward is 'between airlines' let someone
suggest that he looks towards BritainWeekend Guardian, 1990).

2 Its currency in the US and elsewhere.
The subjunctive mood was common in
OE and until about 1600. Examples are
harder to find in the period 1600-1900
but have become remarkably prevalent
since then, first in AmE and then in other
forms of English. Examples: It would be
3 Various types.
as though the artist were not aware of the
interim period—Dzdalus, 1986; I was going
(a) were or be placed at the head of a
to recommend that he be terminated—New
clause (rather formal). Examples: Were this
Yorker, 1987; Vice President George Bush
done we would retain a separate Bar with
phoned Noriega... asking that Noriega warn
skill—Times, 1986; Were I to get drunk, it
Cuban leader Fidel Castro not to interfere in
would help me in thefight—J.Updike, 1986;
the operation—USA Today 1988; Gorbachev Statistically, afterworlds—be they Christian,
himself proposed that farms be leased back
Greek, Pharaonic—must be populated almost
to farmers—Bull. Amer. Acad. Arts & Sri.,
entirely by children—P. Lively, 1987; All are
1989.
under judgement, be they friend, or fellow,
The subjunctive is increasingly found
or bishop or journalist—Times, 1987.
in BrE: It was as if Sally were disturbed in
(b) Placing of not before a subjunctive
some way and was translating this disturbbe followed by a pa.pple: Again he insisted
ance into the habit of thought—A. Brookner,
that he not be followed—Observer, 1987;
1986; Each was required to undertake that
What is crucial is that such inequalities not
if it were chosen it would place work here—
be perceived as part of a 'classless structure'
Times, 1986; Better it were just Claudia and
that stifles ...
individual
initiativeme, thinks Laszlo, but never mind—P. Lively, Encounter, 1987; The register of residents
1987; Fundamentalist Islam ... decrees that
requesting that their verges not be sprayed
men and women be strictly segregated—
has become substantial—Metro (NZ), 1989.
Listener, 1988.
Note. This construction is routine in
Note. In the Brookner example the
AmE, but less common elsewhere.
change from were to was indicates a shift
Not is also often placed immediately
of mood after and. Visser (§839) cites
before a simple subjunctive: I ask that he
parallel examples from OE onwards, e.g.
not track mud all over the floor—New Yorker,
If Colonel Camperfelt be in Town, and his
1988; One essential quality for a holiday
Abilities are not employ'd another Way
novel is that it not be too light—F. Raphael,
[etc.]—Steele, 1712.
1988; What we shall be waiting for is the
The subjunctive is also increasingly first success story in Eastern Europe. Pray that
found in other standard forms of Engit not be too long in coming-Christian Sri.
lish: We suggest that a local hiring policy be
Monitor, 1990.
put in place—Globe & Mail (Toronto), 1985;
(c) Subjunctives preserved in an array
Now there were demarcations about where
of fossilized clauses or sentences exone lived and how one lived, especially if one pressing a wish 'whose realization dewere a black person—M. Ramgobin, 1986
pends on conditions beyond the power
(SAfr.); Your situation demands that either
or control of the speaker . . . and consist
Kooti be nobbled or Whitmore nullified—M.
in short formulae of praise or prayer,
Shadbolt, 1986 (NZ); She wished Sol Meyer in invocations, supplications, blessings,
would suddenly demand that she act her age
curses, oaths and imprecations' (Visser
and return to Parramatta—P. Carey, 1988
§841); be that as it may; so be it; bless my
(Aust.); She declined a seat beside Charles on soul; come what may; far be it from me to;
the sofa. She insisted fane sit there—Barbara
God forbid (that); God bless you; God save
Anderson, 1992 (NZ); It was suggested he
the Queen, etc.; heaven forbid\forfend (that);
wait till the next morning-M. Ondaatje,
heaven help us; So help me (God); Thy King1992 (Canad.).
dom come; long live the Queen, etc.; perish

submerge | subtle
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the thought; the powers that be; serve you law substantive law (that which is to be
right; suffice it to say that; woe betide.
enforced) is so called to distinguish it
(d) The fixed phrase as it were. In the from adjective law (the procedure for ensense 'in a way, to a certain extent' the forcing it); in the Services substantive is
phrase is invariable: Having to ask per- used to distinguish rank or office that is
mission, as it were, to see her friends— permanent from one that is acting or
A. Lurie, 1985; Suddenly, as it were over- temporary.
night, the weather became hot and sultry—
A. Brookner, 1986.
substitute (verb). The normal uncontro4 General comments. In BrE the subjunc- versial sense (construed with for) is 'to
tive mood is most likely to be found in put (one or something) in place of anformal writing or speech (apart from other' (in training for the ring they substisome of the formulaic uses listed in 3(c) tuted rum for sherry; sacrifice could not be
above), and particularly (the so-called substituted for duty; the local priesthoods,
mandative subjunctive) after verbs such as who substituted their own favourite god for
demand, insist, pray, recommend, suggest, Re—examples from the OED).
Beginning in the 17c, and running
and wish; nouns and adjectives such as
demand, essential, important, insistence, pro-parallel to the normal sense, were transiposal, suggestion, vital, and wish; and a tive uses in which the sense is 'replace':
number of conjunctions, such as Double Pica [a typeface] ... was ... substialthough, as if, as though, if, unless, etc. Buttuted by a new Letter (1770); Good brandy
it is seldom obligatory, and indeed is being substituted by vile whiskey (1863, US);
commonly (Tusually) invisible because Miss Hughes substituted Miss Oliver (1867)
the notionally subjunctive and the indi- The use went out of favour to the point
cative forms are identical.
that the OED (1917) commented 'Now
regarded as incorrect'. The use has persubmerge (verb). The adj. ('capable of sistently returned in the 20c, however:
being submerged') corresponding to this It [se. a debating club] was frequented by
verb is submersible rather than submerg- the clerks and John Gilpins of the neighbour
ible.
hood and presided over by a venerable greySUbmissible (adj.), able to be submitted. beard citizen, known as the 'vice', who
This is the better form (corresponding presumably substituted some more illustrious
to the verb submit; cf. permit, permissible), chairman—]. R. Rodd, 1922; The ecclesiast
ical principle was substituted by the national
rather than submittable.
the Empire and the Papacy by the Communes
subpoena /sab'pizna/. Thus spelt (but cited in Fowler, 1926; If potatoes substitute
occas. subpena in AmE). PL subpoenas. Pa.t. bread, what is going to substitute potatoes?
and pa.pple of verb, subpoenaed: see -ED is a question every German will have to as
himself—cited in Fowler, 1926; The tribunal
AND 'D.
concludes that British Rail's proposal to com
subsidence. The traditional pronunci- pensate ...at rates of four,fiveand six per
ation /sab'saidans/, with the stress on the cent, are inadequate and substitutes them
second syllable, is recommended. But with levels offive,i\ and 10 per cent—Daily
the form with initial stress, namely Tél., 1974. Repeatedly football com/'SAbsidans/, under the influence of resi- mentators announce that a specified
dence and subsidy, is also common in tired-looking player is about to be substistandard speech.
tuted (i.e. replaced) by a fresh-looking
player on the bench (or, in the active
substantial, substantive. Both words
voice, X substituted Y just before half-time).
mean 'of substance', but they have beThis persistent transitive use of substicome differentiated to the extent that
-ial is now the word in general use for tute still sounds non-standard to me, but
real, of real importance, sizeable, solid, it is pressing at the gate to be admitted
well-to-do, etc., and -ive, apart from its into the standard territory inside.
meaning in grammar, is chiefly used in
special senses: in parliamentary proced- subtle. The corresponding adverb is
ure a substantive motion is one that deals subtly. For a similar type of relationship,
expressly with a subject in due form; in cf. supple (adj.)jsupply (adv.).
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succedaneum | such

SUCCedaneum /sAksi'demiam/, a substitute, esp. for a medicine or drug. PL
succedanea.

one can see that such, such a(n), such as,
no such, and so on, have a multitude
of idiomatic uses that do not call for
particular comment in a usage manual.
succeed (verb). In the sense 'to be sucAnother preliminary remark. Walter
cessful' it cannot be followed by Nash in his English Usage (1986) pointed
to + infinitive ('She succeeded to find an out that all of us have many preconcepempty carriage) but governs instead
tions about language. 'You may decide,
in + gerund (She succeeded infindingan for instance, that such a(n), as in He was
empty carriage). See GERUND 3. Contrast criticized for inventing such an unbelievable
the idiomatic use of fail in She failed to character, is a dubious idiom, the prefind an empty carriage.
ferred construction being He was criticized
for inventing so unbelievable a character or
success of esteem. See ESTEEM; GALLIfor inventing a character so unbelievable.'
CISMS 2.
The danger, he believes, is that we may
succinct. The <c- is pronounced /ks/, 'seek out deviations that allegedly imas in accent, success, etc. Contrast succour pair communication or reflect imprecision of thought.' In the following
/'SAka/.
paragraphs every attempt will be made
SUCCOUr. This rather formal word mean- to elucidate rather than simply to coning 'aid, assistance, esp. in time of need' demn and also to place everything in a
is spelt thus in BrE, but as succor in AmE. true historical perspective.
SUCCUba, SUCCUbus. PI. succuhae l-bi:l, I 1 such followed by the relative pronouns
that, which, who.
succuhi /-bai/. For centuries equally ac2 Emphatic such.
ceptable terms for a female demon be3 Agreement after such as.
lieved to have sexual intercourse with
I 4 such as or like.
sleeping men (the male equivalent being
1 such followed by the relative proINCUBUS), but succuhus is the more usual
nouns that, which, who. The OED (dem.
word now.
adj. 12) gives a chain of examples from
such. Before embarking on this article Anglo-Saxon times to 1888 but judged
it will be as well to bear in mind that that by 1917 (when the relevant section
this simple-looking word has had many of the OED was issued) the type was 'Now
branches and intricacies of meaning and rare and regarded as incorrect'. Typical
construction from Anglo-Saxon times examples: Such suffering Soûles that welonward. Since the majority of these are come wrongs—Shakespeare, 1601; These...
not mentioned in what follows, let me seemed to him ... such which he never
begin by citing a few examples of incon- thought ... would be seriously opposed—J.
testably legitimate uses drawn from my Strype, 1709; Such of his friends that had
database, all from standard sources of not forsaken him—Goldsmith, 01774; Only
the 1980s: our hands are quite unsuited to such intellectual pursuits which are
such fragility; We laugh in this country for pleasant—S. Grand, 1888. Fowler, in one
such strange reasons; Fortunately for Owen,of his moments of antagonism to the
such an event was to hand; there will be no
OED, objected that 'It is not in fact very
such sermon given next Tuesday; her mindrare'. Such constructions in the 20c, he
refused to bring any such memory forward; said, 'are due either to writers' entire
a very profitable company such as British ignorance of idiom or to their finding
Telecom; Its prey are other small creaturesthemselves in a difficulty and not seeing
such as frogs and lizards; I was proud of his how to get out of it'. He then cited ten
being accepted at such a good school; It shouldexamples from unassigned (but obvibe of such a nature as to command credibility;
ously journalistic) sources and rewrote
Kennedy did not dare ask Congress for suchseveral of them: e.g. The Roumanian Gova treaty; The one such marsupial we saw ernment contends that it has only requisineeded more ballast; shapeless dresses made
tioned such things of which there is
of such materials as emerald silk moiré; Oneabundance in the country (such things as
such case, indeed, has actually been reported
are abundant, or as there is abundance
in the press; How they would respond at suchof); It was proposed to grant to such casual
a time is anyone's guess. From these alone employees of the Council who had been
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continuously employed for three months andor such as used to introduce examples of
whose employment was likely to extend a class. There is abundant evidence for
over twelve months, the privilege of additionallike to be used when only one item,
leave (read those, or any, for such). What- person, etc., is specified (a writer like Tenever the reason, such uses seem to have nyson), and equally abundant evidence
disappeared from sight and I have found for such as to be used in the same way
no recent examples. In most construc- (Many large gold coins, such as the doubloon
tions of this type modern idiom prefers The choice is often governed by the
such ...as.
meaning: if the sense required is 'resemThe standard sources of grammatical bling' then like is preferable. And there
evidence (Jespersen, Curme, CGEL, etc.) is much to be said in favour of such as
provide no parallel examples, either, when more than one example of a class
though they give examples of idiomatic is mentioned: AH of the cat kind, such
sentences in which such as either a predi- as the lion, the tiger; the leopard, and the
cative or an attributive adjective is fol- ounce—Goldsmith, 1774; Writers such as
lowed by a that-clause of result: There is Theophrastus and La Bruyère—Mirror, 1779
such confusion that I can't collect my
thoughts; The confusion is such that I can't suchlike. 'Whether as adj. (barley, oats,
collect my thoughts; Their condition was suchand suchlike cereals) or as pronoun (schoolthat they could hardly speak. And others masters, plumbers, and suchlike) [suchlike]
with the insertion of the indefinite art- is now usually left to the uneducated,
icle (in which such a becomes adverbial): such being used as the adjective and the
She is such a good lecturer that all her like as the pronoun* (Fowler, 1926). Some
courses are full; There was such a large crowdvoices are still raised, with diminishing
that we couldn't see a thing; These are such levels of condemnation, but most dica heavy pair of shears that I can hardly usetionaries now simply list the two uses
of the word as part of the standard lanthem for longer than half an hour.
guage. The adj. and the pronoun have
2 Emphatic such. The type He's such o been in continuous use since the 15c: it
nice man is widespread in spoken English, seems unlikely that they will be abanbut less common in expository prose. doned now or left to the mercy of any
Varying degrees of legitimate emphasis special group.
are shown in: It was such o ^ine evening,
His misbehaviour was such a bore, She has Sudan, Sudanese. Now the normal
such beautiful manners. A literary example spellings in English, not Soud-.
from an American author: Papa was, he
still is, such a dude—S. Bellow, 1987- Again, SUdarium (cloth for wiping the face),
sudatorium (hot-air or steam bath), not
such (a) is adverbial.
being household words in English, retain
3 Agreement after such as. Janice El- their Latin plurals in -ia.
liott was following a long tradition (OED
dem. adj. 10a) in her novel The Italian suddenness. So spelt, with -nn-.
Lesson (1985) when she used the nominaSuede. The accent of its original (Fr.
tive form of the pronoun: Such as he are
Suede 'Sweden') is now usu. omitted
never popular with hotels. But in many
when the word is used to mean 'leather
constructions of this type the oblique
of kidskin'.
form of the pronoun may be used with
equal justification. Historical examples: sufficient(ly). See ENOUGH.
(a) Others such as he—Shakespeare, 1611;
It is not fit for such as we to sit with the suffix. In grammar, a suffix is an affix
rulers—Scott, 1819: Death was not for such placed at the end of a word to form a
as I—C. Brontë, 1847. (b) while such as her derivative (-ation, -ing, -itis, -ment, etc.). Cf.
die—Swift, 1710-13; Did ever man have PREFIX.
such a bother with himself as me?—H. G.
suffixes added to proper names. AeWells, 1900; they were not bad, for such
sopian, Betjemanesque, Borrovian, Heideggeras her—R. Macaulay, 1920. (Some of the
ian, Wittgensteinian: such words crop up
examples drawn from Jespersen.)
all the time in academic and general
4 such as or like. (See LIKE 2(b).) Opinion writing. Thus, from a 1988 encomium
is neatly divided about the merits of like of a recently deceased cartoonist and
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writer in the London Review of Books: his expressed in a formulaic way: 'resembest efforts took him from ...an aesthete's bling the style of, partaking of the
and illustrator's art to an account—more characteristics of, and the like. Such
Proustian, orPowellian, than Swiftian—ofthedefinitions, being easy to write, are like
morals and manners of the Swinging Londonsweet spring water to lexicographers.
that ever was and isn't any more. The word Admittedly the OED had defined JohnAristotelian apart, it was probably not sonian a little more specifically: 'applied
until they reached the letter B that the especially to a style of English abounding
editors of the OED began to face up to in words derived or made up from Latin,
the problems presented by this kind of such as that of Dr Johnson'. But such
word. A policy of sorts began to emerge: particularity was very rare. Those who
in normal circumstances adjectives of consulted the OED were expected to know
this kind were not to be admitted to the what the chief attributes of the writers,
OED until they were accompanied by a artists, etc., were, or else to seek them
cluster of closely related forms. So Bacon- in other reference works.
ian and Baconic qualified for admission
The habit of appending -esque, -(i)an, or
because of the existence as well of Bacon- -ic to the names of authors to indicate
ianism and Baconist; Boswellian because ofresemblance appears not to have begun
Boswellism and Boswellize; and Byronian until the 16c. (vïrgïlian is first recorded
and Byronic because of Byroniad, Byronist, in 1513, Platonic in 1533), and then only
Byronite, and Byronically. Throughout the rarely. The names of a few well-known
OED the same policy of guarded admis- classical writers are first recorded in adsion was adhered to. Fame by itself was jectival form in 17c. sources: Aristotelian
not enough, unless formations in -iana, in 1607, Ovidian 1617. Pindaric 1640, Plin-ism, -ite, -ize, and so on, were also found ian 1649, Ciceronian 1661, and Ptolemaic
to exist. The editors were faced with 1674. Of English names, Drydenian is even
infinite sets of adjectival formations if recorded during his own lifetime (1687).
any adjectives formed on proper names In the 18c. it was not unusual for such
were to be included. The nature of the formations to be used very soon after
inclusion/exclusion problem is neatly ex- the death of the writer concerned—thus
pressed in the OED entry for -esque: 'suffix, Gibbonian 1794, Johnsonian (by Boswell)
forming adjectives, represents French 1791, Richardsonian 1786—but, unless our
-esque, adapted from Italian -esco ... In records are faulty, most formations of
Italian derivatives in -esco are formed ad this kind are not found until much later:
libitum on names of artists, and French Fieldingesque 1931; Ouidaesque ('marked
and English writers on art have imitated by extravagance or lack of restraint')
this practice. Examples of such forma- 1909. Shakespearian is not recorded before
tions, not calling for separate notice in 1755. The choice of suffix seems to have
the Dictionary, are Bramantesque, Claud- been mostly governed by euphony, but
esque, Turneresque.' See -ESQUE.
names that end in -aw or -ow normally
In the four-volume Supplement to the have the Latinate terminations -avian
OED (1972-86) my colleagues and I, some- (Shavian) and -ovian (Borrovian) given to
what grudgingly, made good some of them. Thoreau becomes Thoreauvian. Some
the omissions. For example, to take only classical names have generated a cluster
writers, entries were made for Aeschylean, of adjectival forms since the 17c—for
example Ptolemy—but one of them (in
Alfredian, Anselmian, Anselmic, Arnoldian,
Austenian, and a few others, in the letter this case Ptolemaic) usually settles down
A. The letter B contained entries for as the customary form.
a few more such words—Blakeian (or
There is one oddity. An unaccented
-ean, -ian), Borrovian, Brontëan, Brontesque,final syllable of a name is normally
Browningesque, Burnsian, and some other lengthened and stressed when the adjecadjectives formed on the names of pre- tival form is made: thus Alfred but Alfredtwentieth-century writers, always with a ian (pronounced /-i:d-/ and bearing the
small squad of related formations main stress), and Dryden but Drydenian
(Browningese, Browningite, Burnsiana, /-i:n-/. For reasons of euphony, a good
Burnsite, and so on). And so the pattern many names—Amis, Beddoes, Burgess,
continued. The meaning was normally Byatt, for example—probably have to get
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by with fewer possible adjectival appendages than the likes of Byron.

suffragette. See-EiTE4s u g a r makes sugared and sugary. See -R-,
-RR-.

s u g g e s t (verb). In his book The Changing
English Language (1968) Brian Foster cited
a sentence spoken by the actor Albert
Finney in a BBC Face to Face programme
in 1962: The headmaster suggested I went
to drama school. He might alternatively
have said The headmaster suggested I go
to drama school, or else The headmaster
suggested [that] I should go to drama school.
'Usage', Foster concluded, 'is in a somewhat fluid state.' The evidence I have
collected myself supports this view.
What can be said, however, with some
degree of certainty is that suggest (and a
few other words) now very commonly
generate a subjunctive form in a following that-clause (in so far as this form is
distinguished from the indicative equivalent: see SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD), esp.

in

the road-A. S. Byatt, 1990 (UK); After tea
he suggested that she have a lie down until
dinner-R. Rive, 1990 (SAfr.); He even
suggested they went out—A. Huth, 1991
(UK); It was suggested he wait till the next
morning-M. Ondaarje, 1992 (Canad.).
In the BrE examples and in some of
the others a simple indicative verb or
the type should + infinitive would have
been equally idiomatic (see SUBJUNCTIVE
MOOD, note at end of (2)). As Foster remarked, 'Usage is in a somewhat fluid
state.'
s u g g e s t i b l e . Thus spelt, not -able. See
-ABLE, -IBLE 7.

SUggestio falsi /sa,d3estiau 'faelsai/. PI.
suggestiones falsi /-iauniiz/. The making of
a statement from which, though it is not
actually false, the natural and intended
inference is a false one; an indirect lie.
Example: It is rare to find a positively verifiable untruth in a school brochure: but it
is equally rare not to find a great many
suggestiones falsi, particularly as regards
the material comfort and facilities available—]. Wilson, 1962. Cf. SUPPRESSIO VERI.

N. America but increasingly elsewhere.
CGEL (16.32) cites as alternatives People
suitor. Thus spelt, not -ex.
are demanding that she should leave/
leave/leaves [esp. BrE] the company. It
suit, s u i t e (nouns). Suite is pronounced
would be the same if suggesting had been
/swirt/ and suit /suit/ or /sjuit/. They are,
used instead of demanding. Some of the
in terms of their origin, the 'same word',
main patterns are shown in the followand the differences of usage are the reing examples, all from standard sources:
sult of historical choices and driftings
(a) suggest (or suggestion) + that-clause:
since the 17c. The complex story is set
We suggest that a local hiring policy be put
in place—Toronto Globe & Mail, 1985; Uncle down in the relevant entries in the OED.
In modern English we speak of a suit of
doesn't suggest that she bring a lamp from
clothes, a suit of armour, a lawsuit, a suit of
the next room—S. Bellow, 1987 (US); the
playing cards (any one of four), a man
suggestion that all HIV-positive individuals
paying suit to (courting) a woman; and
be forcibly tattooed-Dxdalus (US), 1989; If
on the other hand a suite of rooms (in a
you want to irritate D., then suggest glibly
hotel), a suite of furniture (sofa and chairs
that she see a sports psychologist—Times,
of the same pattern), a musical suite, etc.
1990; including the suggestion that colleges
and the General Board be invited to consider
sullen n e s s . Thus spelt, with -nn-.
whether ways of reducing academic pressures
on students can be identified—Oxford Today, sulphur. The invariable BrE spelling for
1993 (UK).
it and its compounds (sulphurate, sul(b) suggested + that-clause: She suggested
phuric, sulphurous, etc.), but normally sul... that Harry turn bisexual and get a
fur (similarly with the compounds) in
chauffeur as well—P. Carey, 1981 (Aust.); It
AmE.
suggested that courts be allowed to detain
s u m a c (an ornamental tree). This spelljuvenile probation violators for up to a yearing is recommended in OUP house style
New Yorker, 1986: I have also suggested to
rather than sumach. Pronounce /'Juimaek/.
Sir Percy that he obtain the services of a
But the spelling sumach and the pronunyoung scientist—P. Wright, 1987 (UK, but
ciation /'suimaek/ are also legitimate, esp.
book published in the US); He suggested
in AmE.
that they went into the church at the end of
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summersault j superlatives

remark preceded by a distancing or defensive comment implying that in norsummon, summons. 1 A summons is a mal circumstances the speaker would
call to appear before a judge or magis- not deign to use such an expression
trate. PL summonses.
himself or herself. Such distancing re2 As a transitive verb, summons means marks include as they say; if the word may
(in law) to serve with a summons. In be permitted; if the word is not too vulgar;
ordinary use the normal form of the verb in the jargon of today; in the vernacular
is summon (the boy was summoned to the phrase; not to mince matters; not to put too
headmaster's study; the chairman summonedfine a point upon it; so to speak; to call a
spade a spade; to put it vulgarly; and also
the members to a meeting).
the use of depreciatory inverted comSunday. For the adverbial use (Sunday = mas.
on Sunday), see FRIDAY.
Examples: A grievance once redressed
ceases to be an electoral asset (if we may use
sung. See SING (verb).
a piece of terminology which we confess we
dislike); to put it vulgarly, that cock won't
sunk, sunken. See SINK (verb).
fight; Palmerston is to all appearance what
super-. As a living prefix in English, would be vulgarly called 'out of the swim';
'super- first appears about the middle He seized my hand in what the lover of a
of the 15th c; it became frequent in cliché would call an 'iron grip'; For all I know
the boy selling dusters could have been, as
Elizabethan times, and in the 17th c. it
was very widely used' (OED). In the 20c. they say, 'casing the joint'; 'Hopefully,' as
it has continued to be a prolific formative people say, it will not rain on Sunday.
Another form of'superiority' is shown
element. Among the formations of modern times (the dates are those of first in the use of the parenthetic phr. of
record in the OED are: supercharge (verb) course: see COURSE.
(1919), supercharger (1921), supercluster (astronomy, 1930), superconductor (1913), superlatives. 1 For various uses of susupercontinent (geology, 1963), super-duper perlatives, see ADJECTIVE 3; ABSOLUTE SU(1940), super-ego (1924), superjluorescence PERLATIVE.
(physics, 1966), superman (1913), super2 In general it is a sound rule that
market (1933), superpower (1921), super- confines the use of comparative forms
sonic (adj.) (1919). superstar (1925), of an adjective to contexts in which two
superstore (1965), and numerous other entities are being compared, and regeneral, technical, and scientific words. serves superlative forms for comparison
of three entities or more. But the English
[supercede. For this misspelling, see language is not a totally restrictive sysSUPERSEDE.]
tem. Jespersen (1909-49, vii.ii.6j) remarked that 'it is important to insist
superficies (geometry). Five syllables,
on the fact that in ordinary usage the
/,s(j)u:pa'fiji,i:z/. PL the same.
superlative does not indicate a higher
superior. Because it is not a true com- degree than the comparative, but really
parative it, like inferior, cannot be used states the same degree, only looked at
in comparative constructions with than: from a different point of view'. Whatever
thus X is superior to itsrivals(not superior the explanation, seemingly illogical uses
than). The equivalent comparative of the superlative occur from time to
phrases are better than, greater than, etc. time in impeccably standard sources.
In the language of marketing, and some- Examples (the first three drawn from
times in general social contexts, superior Jespersen ii.7.772): to prove whose blood is
is used as a kind of blind or absolute reddest, his or mine—Shakespeare, 1596;
comparative ( = above the average in whose God is strongest, thine or mineDefoe, 1720; She was the youngest of the
quality) (a superior bungalow; made of
superior leather; a very superior box of choc-two daughters—J. Austen, 1816; dinghy,
dingey. The first is best—H. W. Fowler,
olates).
1926. Clearly there is a ragged edge at
superiority. Fowler's term for the use the rim of any strict rule, but the general
of a slang expression or a socially divisive pattern should normally be adhered to,
summersault. See SOMERSAULT.

supersede | suppressio veri
leaving exceptions only to the truly great
or to literary or linguistic licence.
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supplement. The noun is stressed on
the first syllable, /'SAphmant/. The verb
differs only in that the final syllable
often
bears
the
main
stress,
/.SApli'ment/, but there is a certain
amount of variation and /'sAplimant/ is
also found.

Supersede. Under the influence of accede, cede, intercede, etc., supersede (ultimately from L supersedere 'to sit above,
be superior to') is frequently, but erroneously, spelt supercede. Examples: he does
not supercede his stature—D. Hirson, 1986 supposai. A long-lived (14-19C.) abstract
(SAfr.); Somewhere down the line, you are noun ( = supposition; assumption) that
superceded by another load of players- seems to have dropped out of general
Independent on Sunday (headline), 1990; use (see -AI 2 for the fate of such words)
and thoroughly nasty little conflict that illum-and to have survived mainly as a techinated our news bulletins for a while before nical term in logic.
it was superceded by that far greater conflagration in the Gulf—Spectator, 1992. It is suppose. See S'POSE.
worth noting that the word appeared
first as superceder in OF and only later as supposedly. Four syllables. See -EDLY.
-seder, and that in English, forms with
medial c have been recorded since the suppositious, supposititious. These
15c. It was also often written as superced- somewhat uncommon and often overlapping words 'may as well coexist, if
es in medL, according to the OED.
there is work for two words, like factious
Superstitions. Among the most endur- and factitious,' commented Fowler in
ing of the superstitions or myths about
1926. Both words entered the language
our language are these: sentences should in the 17c. and for a long period shared
not begin with and or but; sentences the sense 'fraudulently substituted for
should not end with a preposition; and the real thing or person'. Nowadays the
infinitives should not be 'split'. For longer word is the one used in this sense
further examples of such beliefs, see FET- (Russia ...is the supposititious child of necesISHES.
sity in the household of theory—H. G. Wells,
1934). while suppositious is normally used
supervise. Thus spelt, not supervize. See
to mean 'hypothetical, conjectural' (We
-ISE.
might take a small cottage outside Dublin...
Not that I imagine that the atmosphere of
supervisor. Thus spelt, not -ex.
our suppositious cottage could ... become
supine. 1 (adj.) lying face upwards, as more unpleasant to you than the atmosphere
opposed to prone, lying face downwards. you are at present breathing-J. Joyce, 1905)2 (noun) A Latin verbal noun used in Supposititious is derived from L suppositithe accusative case in -um with verbs of ous '(fraudulently) put in place of anmotion (eo Romam servos emptum 'I am other', from suppônere, a wide range of
going to Rome to buy slaves') or in the senses including 'to place under' and 'to
ablative in -u (mirabile dictu 'wonderful suppose'. The shorter form is 'partly a
to relate'), esp. to express purpose.
shortened or illiterate form of suppositi3 Pronunciation. The grammatical term tious, partly directly from supposition'
is pronounced with the stress on the first (OED).
syllable, /'s(j)u:pam/. Similarly now with
the adj., but it has not always been so: SUppressible. Thus spelt, not -able. See
the OED (1917) gave preference to second- -ABLE, -IBLE 7.
syllable stressing, and Daniel Jones (also
1917) gave only second-syllable stressing Suppressio veri /sa.prejieu 'vivrai/. PI.
suppressiones veri /-iauniiz/. A misrepresenfor it. Cf. CANINE; NOUN AND ADJECTIVE
tation of the truth by concealing a fact
ACCENT; RECESSIVE ACCENT.
or facts which ought to be made known.
supple (adj.). The recommended form Example: It would not be easy tofinda more
for the corresponding adverb is supply flagrant case of suppressio veri than this
(two syllables) 'in a supple manner', omission ...of any reference to the notorious
rather than supplely (three syllables). Cf. Rohling scandal-M. Hay, 1950. Cf.
subtle (adj.)/subtly (adv.).
SUGGESTIO FALSI.
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suppressor | surmise

and then elsewhere, as (part of) an affirmative response (19c. examples are
given i n t h e OED): 'Is that a fact?' 'Sure,'
supreme. 1 See ADJECTIVE 4.
murmured Archibald—P. G. Wodehouse,
1 9 1 4 ; If it had been a request to chop off one's
2 For the supreme sacrifice, s e e STOCK
right hand one would have said, 'Sure.'—Mrs.
PATHOS.
L. B . J o h n s o n , 1963; I'm under arrest. I asked
surcease (noun and verb). A literary if you could finish your lunch, and they said
word of some antiquity (noun 16c, verb sure, no hurry—R. Stout, 1975. But most ad15c.) for 'cessation, respite' and 'to cease'. verbial uses of sure are strongly associNow less commonly used (esp. the verb), ated with America, and to a lesser extent
except in AmE. Some examples of the with Ireland. Witness the following exa m p l e s : Parts of it were pretty, sure—A. Lurie,
noun possibly reflect the well-known
context in Shakespeare's Macbeth (1605), 1969 (US); You sure were one sweet kid—TV
If th' Assassination Could trammell vp the p r o g r a m m e , Cagney & Lacey, 1987; Sure
Consequence, and catch With his surcease, how old are you, both of you?—M. Leland,
Successe. Modern examples o f the n o u n : 1987 (Ir.); A chemical fire. You worry about
those, sure, said Clerk—New Yorker, 1988.
The movies were low<ost balm and surcease
for large audiences during the Depression—A.
3 Two useful sets of distinctions are
Miller, 1987; Spring training is meant to
given in CGEL (1985). The first group
bring surcease to such dour notions—New
(7.56n.):
Yorker, 1987; S. Rado coined the term 'pharmSurely, she's right. (Persuasive: 'you surely
acothymia' to describe the disorder in which
agree')
drugs are taken to find surcease from intolerSure, she'sright(AmE = agreement: 'of
able psychic pain—1c.. A. Grollman, 1988;
course')
The sculptured forms piled overhead, one into
Sure, she's right. (IrE = asseveration: 'I
another without surcease—A. Dillard, 1989.
assure you')
And
the
second (8.100), as responses to resure, surely (adverbs). 1 The dominant
quests:
adverb of the two by far is surely, and
esp. in its use as an appeal to likelihood
(a) Please get me thefileon Robert Schultz.
or reason. Examples (from my database)
Certainly
Sure (esp. AmE informal)
of standard uses of surely: it was surely
Surely (esp. AmE).
here, if anywhere, that he became the 'Poet';
the protester is surely honour-bound to show
(b) Are you willing to help her?
that he knows what he's talking about; those
(Yes) certainly
Sure (esp. AmE informal)
[sc. performance indicators] for dons will
Surely (esp. AmE).
surely be easy to agree on; Tim was old enough,
surely, to come and go as he pleased?; The
only question to be asked ..., surely, is what surety. The standard pronunciation
can be salvaged from the wreck; what was now seems to me to be trisyllabic,
not wanted by its owner surely does not belong /'Juanti/, but the main dictionaries also
to anybody?; Not just for irony's sake, surely? list disyllabic /'Juati/.
One of its commonest uses is in the phr.
slowly but surely, when the meaning called surgeon. See PHYSICIAN.
for is 'so as to be certain to achieve or
Surly. A 16c. altered form of earlier
reach a result or end': These things are
(first recorded 14c.) sirly, from sir + -ly.
slowly but surely coming about—1912 in OED.
The earliest sense was 'lordly, magnifiAll of the types cited above are part of
cent', but this sense gave way in the 17c.
general English, i.e. are not primarily
to the modern meaning, 'bad-tempered
associated with any specified region in
and unfriendly, morose'. The corresthe English-speaking world.
ponding adv. is surlily, but it is usually
2 By contrast, sure used as an adverb avoided (in favour of'in a surly manner'
is relatively uncommon in BrE. It exists
or the like) on grounds of euphony: see
in the time-honoured semi-proverbs as -LILY.
sure as eggs is eggs a n d as sure as God made
little apples. It has also been used since surmise (noun and verb). Thus spelt.
the beginning of the 19c, first in Britain
See -iSE.
suppressor. Thus spelt, not -er. See -ER

AND -OR; -OR.

surprisal | sustain
surprisal. From the 16c. until the end
of the 19c. commonly used in various
senses of surprise (noun), but now obsolete. See -AL 2.
surprise. 1 (noun and verb) Thus spelt.
See -iSE.

2 For the erroneous type I shouldn't be
surprised if+a. negative in the subordinate clause, see NOT 5.
SUrprisedly. Four syllables. See -EDLY.
surveillance. The pronunciation recommended is /s3:'veilans/, but /sa'vei(j)ans/ is still valid though gradually
falling into disuse.
survey. The noun is stressed on the first
syllable and the verb on the second. See
NOUN AND VERB ACCENT 1 .

surveyor. Thus spelt, not -er. See -OR.
survivor. Thus spelt, not -er. See -OR.
susceptible.

1 For the spelling, see

-ABLE, -IBLE 7 .

2 See SENSIBLE.
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(motor) vehicle is supported on its axles;
(c) attrib. in suspension bridge, a bridge
with a roadway suspended from cables
supported by structures at each end (e.g.
the Humber Bridge at Hull and the
Golden Gate Bridge at San Francisco).
suspicion (noun). See GALLICISMS 2.

suspicion (verb). Apart from a stray 17c.
example, this verb has been recorded
since 1834. principally in AmE sources,
in the representation of non-standard,
regional, or facetious language instead
of the synonymous suspect. Typical examples: Our nineteen-year-old son, which he's
home from Yak on his midyears and don't
suspicion that his folks are rifting-S. J. Perelman, 1946; I suspicioned what she was, but
I didn't have no proof—D. Shannon, 1973.
Presumably drawing on his Arkansan
origins, President Clinton used the word
in a speech in 1993 (cited by William
Satire in the NY Times Mag., 5 Sept. 1993):
The only thing that I can tell you is that
everything I ever suspicioned about the way
the Federal Government operates turned out
to be true, plus some.

suspect. The noun (he is the chief suspect)
and the adj. (a suspect package) are sustain (verb). This old verb, taken into
stressed on the first syllable, and the the language from OF in the 13c, has or
verb (he suspected nothing) on the second. had many senses (to succour, support;
to uphold the validity of; to keep in
See NOUN AND ADJECTIVE ACCENT; NOUN
AND VERB ACCENT.
being; etc.), some of which have survived
and some not. The only controversial
suspender. In BrE a suspender is a device one is 'to undergo, experience, have to
fastened to the top of a stocking or sock submit to (evil, hardship, or damage)';
to hold it up; and a suspender belt is 'a and even then only the linking of sustain
woman's undergarment consisting of a with a particular injury (a broken limb,
belt and elastic suspenders to which the or the like). Dean Alford (1864), as part
tops of the stockings are fastened' (New of a lament about the deterioration of
SOED). In NAmE, suspenders is the ordinary the language ('Its fine manly Saxon is
word for men's braces.
getting diluted into long Latin words
suspense, suspension. Formerly the not carrying half the meaning') gave a
two words were interchangeable in sev- series of examples from newspapers to
eral senses, but no longer. Suspense in support his view ('We never eat but almost of its uses is 'a state of anxious ways partake'; 'No man ever shows any
uncertainty or expectation', esp. in the feeling, but always evinces it'; etc.). His
phr. to keep in suspense 'to delay informing paragraph on sustain is filled with pas(someone) of urgent information', and, sion: ' . . . In the papers, a man does not
used attributively, as in suspense novel, now lose his mother, he sustains (this I saw
suspense thriller. In bookkeeping a suspense in a country paper) bereavement of his
account is one in which items are entered maternal relative.' Alford comments: 'to
temporarily before allocation to the cor- sustain a bereavement, does not properly
rect or final account. Suspension has nu- mean merely to undergo or suffer a loss,
merous unshared senses, esp. (a) the act but to behave bravely under it.' And then
of suspending or the condition of being adds: 'Men never break their legs, but
suspended; (b) the means by which a they always "sustain a fracture" of them.'

sustainedly | swing
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The OED (1918) seemed to take the
same view ('In modern journalistic use
(orig. U.S.) to suffer the injury of (a
broken limb, or the like)'). Fowler (1926)
was cautious about its use in the restricted sense: 'Nevertheless, sustain as a
synonym for suffer or receive or get belongs
to the class of formal words, and is better
avoided ...' Such uses of sustain are now
just listed without comment in modern
dictionaries (sustain injuries, bruises, etc.,
as well as sustain losses, etc.). Perhaps the
bluntest comment is that of The Times
Guide to English Style and Usage (1992):
'sustain a broken leg is pompous: just
break a leg. Sustain injuries is acceptable, as is sustain losses.' I would add
to that: the idea of brave resistance is
inherent in the word, not merely the
fact or occurrence of something adverse.

left after the cutting of hay, the mowing
of a lawn, etc. It is sometimes written
as swathe pronounced /sweiô/, pi. swathes
/sweiôz/.
swathe (verb and noun), to bind or
enclose in bandages or garments; a bandage or wrapping. Always so spelt. Pronounced /sweiô/.
SWeat.

See GENTEELISM.

sweetie, a term used in BrE for confectionery of various kinds ( = US candy).
Also (in general English) colloq., a likeable
person; sweetie-pie, a term of endearment
(esp. as a form of address).

swell (verb). In most of its uses the pa.t.
is swelled (after he tripped on a loose pavingstone his ankle swelled up) and the pa.pple
swollen (his left ankle was swollen after the
game). The ppl adj. is normally swollen
SUStainedly. Four syllables. See -EDLY.
except in the phr. swelled head (beside
suttee, see SATI.
swollen head). The OED has examples of
svelte. This French loanword has been swelled and swollen for the pa.pple and
used in English since the early 19c. to attributive adj. existing side by side in
mean '(of persons, esp. women, occas. past centuries; and also of swoll as a byironically of men, also occas. of animals) form for the pa.t. until the 19c. before
slim, slender, willowy'. Examples: The it became restricted to dialectal or illiterMatron led the way, lovely, smiling, svelte, ate use (me ankles swoll so, and I 'ad dizzy
and graceful—Miss Braddon, 1887; There is spells—illiterate speaker in A. S. Byatt's
a plush green carpet and a svelte grey cat with Still Life, 1985). It is broadly true that
silky fur—P. Carey, 1981; Marlin Fitzwateras pa.pple swollen implies harmful or
[President Bush's chief spokesman] . . . undesirable swelling (the river was swollen
whose physique has ranged from svelte to and running level with its banks), whereas
portly in the last few years—Chicago Sun- swelled has more neutral connotations
Times, 1991: Foremost among these [sc. ani- (the audience was swelled by the arrival of
mated short films] is the story of a svelte, two coachloads of tourists).

psychosexual, sci-fi assassin—Aeon Flux-swim (verb). The pa.t. is now always
Wired (US), 1993. Since the early 20c. it swam and the pa.pple swum, but do not
has also been used to mean '(of edifices, be surprised to see swam used for the
cities, vehicles, etc.) elegant, graceful'. pa.pple in earlier texts: Who, being shipExamples: And first the cities of north Italy wrecked, had swam naked to land—Dr JohnI did behold, Each as a woman wonder-fair,son, 1750. Also swum for the pa.t. as late
And svelte VeronafirstI met at eve—E. Pound, as the 19c. (Who turn'd half-round to Psyche
1909; Is our svelte hired limousine at the as she sprang To meet it, with an eye that
door?—N. Marsh, 1974.
swum to thanks—Tennyson, 1847).
Swan of Avon. See SOBRIQUETS.

flatten. Cf. SWOT.

swine. In AmE 'a pig' (He was sweating
like a swine—New Yorker, 1993)- In BrE,
swine is used formally as a collective
noun, but in the main the animals are
called pigs rather than swine. In colloquial use, swine (pi. swines) also = (a) a
term of contempt for a person; (b) a very
difficult or unpleasant thing.

swath (noun) /SWD:6/, pi. swaths /swo:8s/,
one of a number of long narrow strips

swing. Pa.t. and pa.pple now regularly
swung, though swang was often used for

swap ( = exchange). In OUP house style
the recommended form, not swop.
swat (verb), to crush (afly)with a sharp
blow. Thus spelt. Swat is in origin a 17c.
regional variant of squat, to squash,

swinging | symbolic, symbolical
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the pa.t. by writers until the early 20c. his avowal of Christianity could have (and
(and Silenus swang This way and that, withperhaps did) damage his career—Times 1995
wild-flowers crowned—Wordsworth, 1828;
(damaged understood between have and
His arms dangled rather than swang—H. (and). Constructions of this type are now
Belloc, 1912).
regarded as ungrammatical.
(b) Here, thou, great Anna! whom three
swinging, the ordinary près, pple and realms obey Dost sometimes counsel take—a
adj. from swing is distinguished from sometimes tea—Pope, 1712-14; She... went
swingeing by the retention of the final -e home in a flood of tears and a sedan chairof swinge (verb) in the latter (swingeing Dickens, 1836-7; the smallfire,over which
cuts in the armed forces).
toast could be made with the help of a long
fork and much patience—London Rev. Bks,
swivel (verb). The inflected forms are
1987; Sir Geoffrey Howe, who had arrived in a
swivelled, swivelling, but usu. swiveled,
limousine, the editor of the Daily Telegraph,
swiveling in AmE. See -LL-, -L.
who had arrived in a motor-boat, and Dave
Nellist, who had arrived in an anorak—M
swop. See SWAP.
Parris, 1991.
SWOt (verb and noun). In colloq. BrE, to
Cf. ZEUGMA, but note that 'the term
study assiduously; a person who swots. syllepsis is frequently used interchangeCf. SWAT. Both swat and swot are pro- ably with zeugma, attempts to distinnounced /swot/, and both are first re- guish the two terms having foundered
corded in the mid-igc. Swot is in origin in confusion' (Baldick, 1990).
a dialectal variant of sweat.
syllogism. 'Logic. A form of reasoning
sybil. See SIBYL(LINE).
in which a conclusion is deduced from
two given or assumed propositions
syce
(formerly in Anglo-Indian), a called the premisses, which contain a
groom. See SICE.
common or middle term that is absent
syllabication, syllabification, the divi- from the conclusion' (New SOED, 1993).
sion of words into syllables. Both forms A syllogism of the simplest form is: All
are in common use by lexicographers men are mortal; Socrates is a man; Therefore
Socrates is mortal. The predicate of the
and linguists.
conclusion (here mortal) is called the
major term, and the preliminary proposisyllabub. Thus spelt, not sillabub.
tion containing it the major premiss. The
syllabus. The recommended pi. form subject of the conclusion (here Socrates)
is syllabuses, not syllabi.
is called the minor term, and the preliminary proposition containing it the minor
syllepsis (Gk, = taking together), pi. premiss. The term common to both presyllepses. 'Gram. & Rhet. A figure of speech misses (here man) is called the middle
in which a word, or a particular form or term. There are several types of syllogism
inflection of a word, is made to cover two and only a small proportion of them are
or more functions in the same sentence valid.
whilst agreeing grammatically with only
one (e.g. a sing, verb serving as predicate sylvan, rather than silvan, is by far the
to two subjects, sing, and pi.), or is made dominant spelling now, though silvan
to apply to two words in different senses answers better to L silua 'wood'. Typical
(e.g. literal and metaphorical)' (New SOED, examples: in sylvan surroundings, a million
1993)miles from Pattinson and Co and its sulphuric
Examples: (a) She has deceiv'd her father, acid ... plants—Independent, 1989; amid
and may thee—Shakespeare, 1604 (deceive scenes of sylvan beauty—A. Wainwright,
understood between may and thee); He 1990.
works his work, 1 mine—Tennyson, (work
(verb) understood between I and mine); symbolic, symbolical (adjs.). There is
She's a lovely, intelligent, sensitive womanno difference of meaning but the shorter
who has and continues to turn around my form is overwhelmingly the more frelife in a wonderfully positive way—Woodyquent. See -IC(AL). Examples: (symbolical)
Allen, reported in The Times, 1992 (turned the occultism of symbolical Masonry-J.
understood between has and and); ... McManners, 1990; (symbolic) On the day
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before Easter, there is a symbolic burning ofto historical development, as opposed to
a cloth-draped wooden statue of ]udas—C. DIACHRONIC.
Hammerschlag, 1988; Because they were
symbolic of his psychoanalytic work, FreudSyncope /'sirjkapi/. A grammatical term
for the shortening of a word by the
was more than ready to share his 'archaeological' interests with patients—B. Bettelheim, omission of a syllable or other part in
the middle. Examples include idolatry,
1990; The symbolic "black rooster' {Gallo Nero)
pacifist, and symbology for -fidoMatry, paciwhich is affixed to every Chianti bottle—QRev.
ficist, and *symbolology as well as the careWines, 1991.
less pronunciation of deteriorate as four
symbology, the science or study of syllables instead of five.
symbols. First recorded in the 19c, this
word is irregularly formed, but the 'cor- syndrome /'smdraum/, a medical word
rect' form *symbolology has not been used. for a set of symptoms, and, in extended
use, a characteristic combination of
symbols. 1 The symbol # is called a opinions, emotions, behaviour, etc., is in
number sign by Webster's Third New Internat.
origin, like syncope, a trisyllabic word,
Diet., and a hash sign by the computer i.e. /'smdrami/. English dictionaries, inindustry.
cluding the OED (1918), indicated trisylla2 For o in telephone numbers and bic pronunciation, either as the only one
postcodes (US zip codes), see NOUGHT. Air or as a variant, until well into the 20c.
pilots and police normally read o as zero It was still listed as an alternative profor clarity: 602 = six zero two.
nunciation in the seventh edition of the
COD in 1982. Now universally disyllabic,
sympathetic. Used to mean 'tending to on the model of aerodrome, hippodrome,
elicit sympathy or to induce a feeling of palindrome, etc.
rapport', this sense of sympathetic was
too freshly minted for Fowler to approve synecdoche /si'nekdaki/. A figure of
of it in 1926 (the first recorded example speech in which a more inclusive term
of the sense in the OED is one of 1900). is used for a less inclusive one or vice
But it is now in unopposed and wide- versa, as a whole for a part (England beat
spread use. Examples: The true Don Juan South Africa byfour wickets, i.e. the England
... is ... not a 'sympathetic'part—M. Beer- and S.Afr. cricket XIs) or a part for a
bohm, 1900; Macbeth ...is not made sympa- whole (afleetoffiftysail, i.e.fiftyyachts).
thetic, however adequately his crime may be
Cf. METONYMY.
explained and palliated, by being the victim
of a hallucination—cited in Fowler, 1926; synonymity, synonymy. There is work
Being a lover of the south, I personally found for both words, the first (infrequently
it [se. a novel] more sympathetic—Listener,used) meaning synonymousness, and the
1965; Despite the sympathetic portrayal of second (the more general word) meaning
his father in these anecdotes, Lawrence turned
the state of being synonymous (i.e. the
against him after the death of his mother—].same as the longer word), but also a
Meyers, 1990.
system or collection of synonyms, and
an article or treatise on synonyms.
symposium /sim'pauziam/. PI. symposia.
See -UM 3.
synonyms. It is now universally recogsynaeresis /si'niansis/. (US syneresis). PI. nized that no exact synonyms exist in a
synaereses. The opposite of DIAERESIS, i.e. given language. In other words there is
the making of two separate vowel sounds no pair of words of which one of the
into one, as when aerial moved from pair can be substituted for the other in
/ei'ianal/ (four syllables) to /'eanal/ (three all circumstances. Fowler himself made
syllables), and the ending -ein in some the point neatly in 1926: 'Synonyms in
scientific words, e.g. protein, moved from the widest sense are words either of
/-mi/ (two syllables) to /-i:n/ (one syllable). which in one or other of its acceptations
can sometimes be substituted for the
synchronic (adj.). Concerned with or other without affecting the meaning of
describing the state of a language, cul- a sentence; thus it does not matter (to
ture, etc., at one particular time or take the nearest possible example)
period, past or present, without regard whether I say a word has "two senses"
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or "two meanings", and sense and mean- in the same sense. Both words entered
ing are therefore loose synonyms; but if the language, according to the OED,
"He is a man of sense" is rewritten as C1830. The OED (1918) described synthetize
"He is a man of meaning", it becomes as 'the correct form' (i.e. etymologically).
plain that sense and meaning are far from
perfect synonyms.' The word synonym is syphon. See SIPHON.
therefore unavoidably used of words of
approximately the same meaning 'but syren. See SIREN.
having a different emphasis or appropriate to a different context (as serpent, Syriac, Syrian. The first is the language
of ancient Syria, western Aramaic, or, as
snake; Greek, Hellene; happy, joyful; kill, slay),
or having a different range of other adj., in or relating to this language.
senses (as ship, vessel; tube, pipe)' (New Syrian is a native or inhabitant of the
modern State of Syria or of the region
SOED).
of Syria in ancient times; and, as adj., of
It is not practicable to provide a full
or relating to the region or State of Syria.
list of all the articles in which the subject
of synonymy or near-synonymy arises: syringe. Modern dictionaries offer conthey occur on almost every opening of flicting advice about the positioning of
this book. It must suffice to say that the stress, but in my view second-syllable
there are scores of relevant articles deal- stressing is now dominant for both noun
ing with such matters as the differences, and verb.
sometimes clear-cut and sometimes not,
between such words as feasible, possible, syrupy. Thus spelt, not syruppy. See -P-,
and probable;fixednessandfixity;hesitance, -pp-.
hesitancy, and hesitation; historic and historical; legible and readable; and masterfulsystematic, Systemic. The ordinary
and masterly. What is not attempted in word in lay language for 'methodical;
this book is the listing of the very wide done or conceived according to a plan
range of synonyms that are used for such or system' is systematic. The second word
commonplace notions as 'a fool' (ass, is reserved for certain technical uses in
bird-brain, blockhead, bonehead, etc.), physiology (of or concerning the body as
\vork' (drudgery, effort, exertion, etc.), 'ob- a whole), horticulture (of an insecticide
scure' (abstruse, arcane, cryptic, etc.), entering a plant by its roots or shoots
'splendid' (admirable, brilliant, exceptional, and passing through the tissues), and
etc.), and so on. For such information grammar (M. A. K. Halliday's term for a
readers must turn to one or more of the method of analysis based on the concepmany new or revised thesauruses and
tion of language as a network of systems
dictionaries of synonyms that have been determining the options from which
issued in recent years.
speakers choose in accordance with their
communicative goals—New SOED).
synopsis. PI. synopses /-i:z/.
syntax. See GRAMMAR.

systole (physiology). Pronounce as three
synthesis. PI. syntheses /-i:z/. Cf. ANALYSIS. syllables, /'sistali/.
synthesize (verb), to make a synthesis
of, has virtually replaced synthetize, used

syzygy

(astronomy, etc.). Pronounce

/'sizid3i/. See GREEK G.

Tt
tabes (emaciation). Pronounce /'teibiiz/.
table (verb). In BrE to table a motion
means to place it on the agenda. In AmE
it means 'to put aside (a bill, a motion)
for an indefinite period'.
tableau. PI. tableaux /-buz/. See -x.
table d'hôte (circumflex accent, romans), a meal consisting of a set menu at
a fixed price, as opposed to an à la carte
(adv. and adj.), ordered as separately
priced items from a menu, not as part
of a set menu. See À LA.
tablespoonful. PI. tablespoonfuls. See
-FUL. But in practice the usual formula
is of the type take three tablespoons of...
taboo. Stress on the second syllable
whether as noun, adj., or verb. As part
of the process of political correctness the
word is now occas. being written as tabu
to accord with the Tongan original. The
inflected forms are taboos, tabooed (or
taboo'd: see -ED AND 'D), and tabooing. The
related Maori word tapu is pronounced
/'taipu:/ in NZE.
tabula rasa.
rasae.

PI., if required, tabulae

taCtiCS. See STRATEGY.

tactile, tactual. These two adjs. meaning 'of or relating to the sense of touch'
have been rivals since they came into
the language in the 17c. On the evidence
before me it looks as if tactual is falling
into disuse. In the primary sense 'perceptible by touch' tactile seems the natural
adj. of the two to call on.
taenia /'ti:ma/ (US tenia). PL taeniae /-mi:/
or taenias.
tag question, a question converted
from a statement by an appended interrogative formula; a formula so used (New
SOED). The tag question is a prominent
feature of English grammar and one that
is difficult for foreign learners of English,
who often resort to simplified formulas
to achieve the same result. There are also

regional variations within Great Britain
and Ireland (see below), and degrees of
emphasis and changes of intonation in
certain kinds of confirmatory and peremptory tags. The scholarly literature on
the whole subject is considerable: the
examples that follow can only palely
reflect the work done by numerous
grammarians.
Some elementary examples: You will do
this for me, won't you?; She has been to
South Korea, hasn't she?; I don't need an
umbrella, do I?; We are expected for tea,
aren't we?. In each of these the verb in
the main statement has been changed
into its interrogative equivalent in the
tag. If the statement is negative the tag
is positive, and vice versa.
There follows a series of examples
showing regional, social, and other variants on the standard type of tag question: It's a glorious day, isn't it?—CGEL,
1985 (confirmatory); Students are human
too, aren't they? (as part of a possibly
confrontational argument); That's a
bloody good reason, innit?—J. Wainwright,
1973 (representing the speech of an uneducated person); When will the taxi get
here?—Well know when it gets here, won't
we? (peremptory tag); I work here, don't
I?-BBC TV Eastenders, 1987 (peremptory);
Do you know Lord Astor has made a statement
to the police saying that these allegations of
yours are totally untrue? (M. Rice-Davies:)
He would, wouldn't he? (satirical tag);
Surely a man must be kind to a man whose
life he has saved, isn't it?—Irish speaker in
I. Murdoch, 1989 (formulaic tag used in
some forms of Irish English); You're going
home now, isn't it?—A. R. Thomas, 1994
(replacing person reference in some
forms of Welsh English); You are going
tomorrow, isn't it?—B. B. Kachru, 1994
(ditto, in S. Asian English); You've just got
everything, don't you?—New Yorker, 1992
(change ofverb in tag); After all, the culprits
had to be found, not so?—A. Brink, 1988
(SAfr.) (verb not used in tag); There must
be thousands, no? said Don Miguel—S. Amer,
speaker in N. Shakespeare, 1989; You're
at university, yes?—A. R. Thomas, 1994 (N.
Wales).

take I -t and -ed
The list of examples could be greatly
extended, but it is clear from those given
that the central core of permissible tag
questions in standard BrE is by no means
matched by the arrangements made elsewhere. Further instability in this area
doubtless lies ahead.
take (verb). See BRING 1.
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without reference to the other. The difference between genius and talent has
been formulated very variously by different writers, but there is general agreement in regarding the former as the
higher of the two, as "creative" and "original", and as achieving its results by
instinctive perception and spontaneous
activity, rather than by processes which
admit of being distinctly analysed.'

talc (verb). The inflected forms are
talcked, talcking, or talced, talcing. The cor-talisman. Since the word has nothing
responding adj. talcy is normally so spelt. to do with the English word man, the pi.
is talismans, not talismen. It came into
talented. It is a chastening thought that English in the 17c. from any of three
the adj. talented, endowed with talent or languages (Fr., Sp., or Pg.) which had
talents, came in for severe treatment in derived it from an Arabic word conthe early 19c. Coleridge, in his Table Talk nected with late Gk xéXea\xa 'a consec(1832), commented T regret to see that rated object'.
vile and barbarous vocable talented stealing out of the newspapers into the lead- talkative. Fowler (1926) reminded us
ing reviews and most respectable that this is the only word in -ative in
publications of the day.' And in the Jan. which this element has been appended
1988 issue of the journal English Today it to a non-Latin, i.e. a native word. See
was reported that Carlyle, 'notorious for -ATIVE, -IVE.
his eccentric style, had been criticized by talus 1 /'teilas/, ankle-bone. PL tali /-lai/.
his friend James Sterling... for inventing Derived from L talus 'ankle' in the 17c.
such unnecessary new words as "en2
vironment", "visualised", and "tal- talus /'teilas/, slope of a wall, etc. PL
taluses.
Adopted from Fr. in the 17c.
ented".' Carlyle accepted the criticisms:
'With unspeakable cheerfulness I give -t and -ed. Problems arise in a number
up talented: indeed, but for the plain of irregular verbs which have competing
statement you made, I could have sworn forms for the pa.t. and/or the pa.pple.
such a word had never, except for par- They differ often in not only having rival
odistic, ironical purposes risen from my forms in -t and -ed but also in some cases
inkhorn or passed my lips.' (In fact Ster- having a different vowel sound before
ling was not quite accurate: Carlyle the termination (e.g. leapt and leaped).
seems to have invented the word environ- Nor is it possible in every case to say in
ment but not the other two.) Sterling's what circumstances the final sound is /t/
objection to talented was based upon the or /d/, even when the word is spelt with
belief that an adj. in -ed could not -ed. The distribution of the variant forms
properly be formed from a noun (a verb in Britain and in English-speaking countalent in the sense required had existed tries abroad is for the most part not
in the 17c. and 18c. but was obsolete determinable in any precise way, though
by the 1820s). But cf. (with the earliest in most of the verbs the Americans show
recorded dates given in each case) bigoted a marked preference for the forms in -ed.
(1645), leisured (1631), moneyed (1457), and The main verbs affected are listed below.
skilled (1552), all formed from nouns +
Further details of each are to be found
-ed.
under the individual words themselves
at their alphabetical place.
talent, genius. In 1899, in the OED,
bereave: bereft, bereaved: beseech: besou
Henry Bradley summed up the familiar
beseeched; burn: burnt, burned; cleave1:
contrast thus: 'It was by the German
cleaved; dream: dreamt, dreamed; dwell
writers of the 18th c. that the distinction
dwelled; earn: (earnt), earned; kneel: kn
between "genius" and "talent", which
kneeled; lean: leant, leaned; leap: leapt,
learn: learnt, learned; smell: smelt, smel
had some foundation in Fr. usage, was
spell: spelt, spelled; spill: spilt, spilled; spo
sharpened into the strong antithesis
spoilt, spoiled; toss: (tost), tossed.
which is now universally current, so that
the one term is hardly ever defined
See also LEARNED.
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tangible. Its primary sense is 'percep- unquestioned. But then, as Lord Conestible by touch' (from L tangibilis, from ford has remarked, "those who thus detangere 'to touch') (some visible and tangible scribe their ambitions never seem to
object of adoration), but in practice figur- entertain the faintest hope of actually
ative uses ('clearly intelligible, not elus- hitting their targets, even when these
ive or visionary': tangible evidence, tangible are overall or even global ones; in their
proof) are probably more frequent. Cf. most optimistic moods they speak of
PALPABLE (adj.).
'reaching' or 'attaining' the target, an
achievement which, since the bow and
tantalize. An essential ingredient of arrow went out of use, has never been
this verb is the torment felt when some- rated very high." '
thing is unobtainable, or when something desirable is offered and then target (verb). The inflected forms are
withdrawn. The verb is ultimately de- targeted, targeting. See -T-, -TT-.
rived from the name of Tantalos, mythotarmac (verb). The inflected forms are
logical king of Phrygia condemned to
tarmacked, tarmacking. See -c-, -CK-.
stand in water that receded when he
tried to drink it and under branches that tarry (verb), to linger, is pronounced
drew back when he tried to pick the /'taen/; and the unconnected adj. tarry,
fruit (COD). It should not be used as smeared with tar, /'tain/.
a simple synonym of irritate, tease, or
tarsus (bones forming ankle and upper
torment.
foot, etc.). PI. tarsi /-sai/.
Taoiseach (Prime Minister of the Irish
Republic). Pronounce /'tiijax/, with the tart. What precisely is a tart as distinct
final consonantal sound being that of from a piel On both sides of the Atlantic
Scottish loch. But both words are often a tart is more likely to be sweet than
pronounced in England with an Angli- savoury, with a fruit, jam, custard, etc.
filling. A pie can contain meat or fish, or
cized /-k/ instead of /-x/.
it can have a fruit filling. A tart is generTaoism. Pronounce /'tauizam/, rhyming ally an open pastry shell (though Merriam
with Maoism. (For an elaborate discussion Webster's Collegiate Diet., 10th edn, 1993,
of the way in which this pronunciation gives as one definition 'a small pie made
emerged from Chinese dào 'way', see of pastry folded over a filling'). A pie
Michael Carr's note in Dictionaries 12 usually has a pastry crust covering the
filling in its pastry or biscuit shell. In
(1990), 55-74-)
Britain a mince pie is a small individual
round pie filled with mincemeat (i.e. a
tapu. See TABOO.
mixture of dried fruit and spices, etc.)
target (noun). Gowers' article in 1965 rather than of minced meat. When readhas perhaps helped to reduce the num- ing books from earlier centuries it is
ber of illogical metaphorical uses of this well to keep in mind that various dishes,
noun: 'After the second world war this covered with a crust or not, and conword was much used to express the taining either a sweet filling or meat,
quantitative result hoped for from some fish, or vegetables, might turn up (jam
enterprise such as the output of a manu- tart, strawberry tart; eel tart, veal tart, etc.,
facturing concern or the amount sub- beside goose pie, pigeon pie, eel pie; pumpkin
scribed for some public or charitable pie, etc.). A pasty is a pastry case more or
purpose. To an exceptional degree it has less semicircular in shape with a savoury
shared the experience of most popular (or, less often, sweet) filling; a turnover is
metaphors of being "spoilt" by use in like it, but with a fruit or jam filling. A
a way flagrantly incongruous with its flan is a pastry or sponge base with a
sweet or savoury topping, and a quiche
literal meaning. Targets, it is said, must
be "pursued vigorously"; to be "within is a tart or flan with a pastry base and a
sight" of one and to "keep fully abreast" rich custard filling flavoured with bacon,
of it are, it seems, positions that practi- onion, cheese, vegetables, etc.
cally guarantee success, and when a tarIn The Times Cookery Book by K. Stewart
get is "doubled" the implication that it (1972) the chapter on pastries and pies
will be twice as difficult to hit goes gives savoury recipes first in this order:

tartan | tax, duty
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steak and kidney pie, Cornish pasties,
quiche Lorraine, bacon and mushroom
flan, French onion tart, chicken and
mushroom vol au vents, and cheese tartlets. The sweet recipes follow: lemon
meringue pie (which has a meringue
rather than a pastry top), apricot tart,
plum flan with almonds, strawberry and
cream cheese tarts, apple and blackberry
pie, etc.

tautology. Ultimately from Gk xamokoyia 'the repeating of what has been said'
(from xaùxô 'the same' + -Xoyia 'saying
or speaking'), tautology has been used
in English since the 16c. to mean 'the
repetition (esp. in the immediate context) of the same word or phrase, or of
the same idea or statement in other
words; usually as a fault of style' (OED).
Among the illustrative examples in the
OED is one of 1686: The Taedium ofTautolo
tartan. See PLAID.
is odious to every Pen and Ear. Odious,
indeed, provided that the repetition has
Tartar, Tatar. A Tartar was originally gone unnoticed or unintended by the
'a member of the combined forces of writer or speaker. Tautological phrases
central Asian peoples, including Mon- such as free gift, in this day and age, new
gols and Turks, who under the leadership innovation, and lonely isolation can be conof Genghis Khan (1202-27) overran much demned at once. So can the use shown
of Asia and eastern Europe and later in a report 'by Our Foreign Staff' in The
established a far-reaching and powerful Times (9 Sept. 1994): The Cold War came
empire in central Europe' (New SOED, a final close in Germany yesterday with the
1993)- Tartar was also the name of their withdrawal of the last British soldier from
language. The preferred ethnological West Berlin.' Other examples of tautologterm, ultimately derived from Turkish, ous expressions or clauses, borderline
is now Tatar. A Tatar is now defined as (the hoipolloi, etc.) or otherwise, are cited
'a member of a group of Turkic peoples s.v. PLEONASM and REDUNDANCY. Fowler
probably originating in Manchuria and (1926) cited numerous examples of
Mongolia and now found mainly in parts clumsily inbuilt tautology, including the
of Siberia, Crimea, the N. Caucasus, and following: The wool profits were again made
districts along the River ^ l g a ' (New the subject of another attack by Mr MackSOED). Tatar is the name of the Turkic index last night (omit either again or anlanguage of these peoples.
other); May I be permitted to state that the

tassel (verb) (provide with a tassel or activities of the Club are not limited only
tassels). The inflected forms are tasselled, to aeronautics? (limited and only are tautotasselling; in AmE frequently tasseled, tas- logical; read limited to, or directed only to).
These warnings given, tautology, as a
seling. See -LL-, -L-.
rhetorical device, can be turned to adtasty is now restricted to mean '(of vantage. Simple repetition is a feature
food) pleasing in flavour, appetizing', a of innumerable well-known literary conmeaning first recorded in the 17c. Its texts: e.g.
additional 18c. and 19c. sense 'characAlone, alone, all, all alone,
terized by or displaying good taste' (My
Alone on a wide wide sea!
... waistcoat... is a much more tasty thing
(Coleridge, 1798)
than these gaudy ready-made articles—
Keepingtime,time,time,
Thackeray, 1862) has now entirely given
In a sort of Runic rhyme,
way to tasteful (itselffirstrecorded in this
To thetintinabulationthat so musically we
sense in the 18c). The antonym tasteless
From the bells, bells, bells, bells.
can be used in either of the senses '(of
Bells, bells, bellsFrom the jingling and thetinklingof the
food) without taste or flavour' or 'devoid
bells.
of good taste, lacking in discrimination'.
(Poe, 1849)
Tatar. See TARTAR.

tattler, a prattler, a gossip. Thus spelt,
unlike the 18c. (1709-11) periodical The
Tatler.

Whether the term tautology is nowadays
ever employed to describe such skilful
use of repetition is, however, extremely
doubtful.

tattoo (verb). The inflected forms are tax, duty, and some related words—cess,
tattooed, tattooing; tattooer. See -ED AND 'D. customs, dues, excise, impost, levy, rates, to
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taxi I teem

tribute, VAT. With such sets of words it is toll: afixedcharge for passage over a
bridge, ferry, etc., or (in some countries)
sometimes convenient to have a conspecat the entrance to or exit from a
tus of the distinctions and be saved the
motorway.
labour of turning them up for compartribute: historically, a payment made
ison in separate dictionary articles. Such
periodically by one State or ruler to
convenience is all that is aimed at here,
another, esp. as a sign of dependence.
a brief definition of each word being
Now usu. replaced by reparations.
given after some general remarks on the
VAT (value added tax): a tax, expressed in
words tax and duty.
percentage terms, on the amount by
Historically a tax was a direct charge
which the the value of an article has
on a taxpayer which bore some relation
been increased at each stage of its
to his or her ability to pay and was
production and distribution.
imposed for revenue only; a duty was an
indirect charge, levied on transactions taxi (noun). PL taxis.
or commodities. But there is no longer
any clear distinction between the two taxi (verb). The inflected forms are taxis,
taxied, taxiing (not taxying).
words in Britain. Few taxes are so called
specifically: among the most notable are teasel (plant of the genus Dipsacus).
income tax, inheritance tax, and council tax.Thus spelt, not teazel or teazle.
The rest are mainly duties, e.g. customs,
death, excise, estate, and stamp duties. To teaspoonful. PI. teaspoonfuls. See -FUL.
keep the article within limits it is almost But in practice the usual formula is of
entirely concerned only with taxes and
the type take two teaspoons of...
duties in the UK. The terminology abroad
is only patchily similar to that of Britain, teC. See ABBREVIATIONS 1 .
and in all English-speaking countries is techno-. The word technology (from Gk
subject to rapid change.
TExvoXoyia, systematic treatment of
cess (properly sess for obsolete assess (noun) grammar, etc., now the mechanical arts
assessment): a word formerly (16-19C.)
and applied sciences collectively), and
used in England for a form of local
also its main derivatives, technological,
rate; also formerly (and still locally) in
etc., joined the language in the 17c. But
Scotland, a land tax; in Ireland,
it was not until the 20c. that technoformerly (16-19C.), the obligation to
became a free-flowing formative elesupply the soldiers and household of
ment, forming compounds mostly of
the Lord Deputy with provisions
self-evident meaning, e.g. technobabble
'assessed' orfixedby government; and
(first recorded in 1987), technochat, techin India, a tax levied for a specific
purpose (an irrigation cess, a road cess,
nocracy (1919), technocrat (1919), technoetc.).
freak
(1973),
technomania (1969),
technophobia (1965), technostress, technocommunity charge: see as main entry.
thriller, most of them occurring in the
customs: a duty levied on certain imported
technical language of computing and
and exported goods.
other high-technology areas.
dues: any obligatory payment, the nature
being normally specified by a prefixed
techy. See TETCHY.
noun, as harbour dues, trade-union
dues.
Te Deum. Most often pronounced /,ti:
'di:am/ rather than /,tei 'deiam/.
excise: a tax or duty levied on certain
goods and commodities, esp. alcoholic
teem (verb)1, to be full of or swarming
liquor, produced for the home market.
with (the sea is teeming withfish),is derived
impost: a non-specific or general term for a from OE têman 'to give birth to'. It is not
compulsory payment exacted under
etymologically related to the next word.
statutory authority.
2
levy: the act of imposing and collecting a teem (verb) , (of water, rain) to flow
tax or tariff.
copiously, to pour (it was teeming with
rain), came into English in the 14c. from
rates: a charge levied by a local authority
ON tœma 'to empty'. Its earliest sense in
based on the assessed value of a
English was 'to empty (a vessel, etc.)'. The
property (now replaced by the council
tax).
application to water, rain, etc., seems to

teenager | temporary, temporarily
have come from dialectal use into the
standard language in the early 19c.
teenager, a person from 13 to 19 years
of age. The term seems to have been
with us for ever, but the earliest recorded
example (in an American source) is one
of 1941. To begin with, and still in some
publications, it is printed with a hyphen
(teen-ager). The word is sometimes loosely
used of any adolescent, without strict
regard to age, particularly one judged to
be behaving in an unsocial manner. The
family of teen- words, all derived from
the -teen of thirteen, etc., includes teenage
(adj. and noun) and teenaged (adj.).
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televise (verb). Thus spelt, with -ise not
-ize, in BrE and AmE. It is a back-formation from television.

temerarious. First introduced into English by Thomas More in 1532 ('reckless,
rash', from L temerarius in the same
sense), it and also the adverb in -ly are
now only in restricted use. Examples: In
temerariously excluding Wilfred Owen fro
the Oxford Book of Modern Verse . . . Yeats
made clear that for him poetry ... cannot
find its end in pity—R. Ellmann, 1967; One
conversation ... involved my temerarious
claim that if you focus attention on finding
well-defined answers, then you're not doin
research—]. L. Casti, 1989.

teetotaller. Thus spelt (but in AmE
frequently teetotaler); but teetotalism. See temperature. From the normal medical
-LL-, -L-.
use of the word ('the degree of internal
heat of the body') a new and superficially
tele-. From Gk xr\ke-, combining form illogical use developed at the end of the
of xr\ke 'afar, far off', tele- has become 19c: e.g. Has he got a temperature? = a
one of the great formative elements of body temperature above the normal. The
the modern period. The notion of dis- use is standard but is mostly encountance in its various senses is built into tered in spoken English.
all words containing tele-. The words that
have emerged have for the most part template. Thus now spelt, not templet,
been formed without regard to etymo- though templet was the dominant spelllogical 'correctness': tele- has been freely ing 17-19C, and -plate is 'pseudo-etymojoined to words of every kind. Thus logical after plate' (OED).
telecast was based on broadcast;
telecommunication was formed first in tempo (music). The pi. is either tempos
French in 1932 at a conference in Madrid or tempi /-pi:/.
(where the official language happened
to be French); telegenic (adj.) was mod- temporal, temporary. From the 14c. to
elled on photogenic; tele-lens combines a the 19c. temporal shared with temporary
Greek prefix with a word of Latin origin; the sense 'lasting only for a time'. Conteleprinter, teleprompter, and teletext were versely, at various periods, temporary
coined simply by clapping tele- on to shared some of the senses of temporal
printer, prompter, and text. Blends include (details in the OED). The central meaning
televongelist (television) + evangelist) and of temporal now is 'of worldly as opposed
Telex (teleprinter) + exchange)).
to spiritual affairs, secular'. Hence the
The great developments in the core distinction between the temporal (civil)
meaning of tele- as a formative element and the spiritual (ecclesiastical) authorare shown in telescope (first recorded in ities and the division of the House of
1648), telegraph (1794). telegram (1852), Lords into Lords Temporal (lay peers) and
telephone (in the modern Alexander Gra- Lords Spiritual (bishops).
ham Bell sense, 1876), telepathy (1882),
and television (1907). One wonders what temporary, temporarily. The first of
new central concept will be captured in these is pronounced as four syllables,
new uses of tele- in the 21c. Meanwhile /'temparan/; in AmE there is a secondary
the limitless class of tele-words is joined, stress on the -ar-. The second word has
almost daily, it would seem, by more five syllables and until recently was regumembers, e.g., since 1980, by such words larly pronounced in BrE with the stress
as telebanking, telecounsellor, teledemocracy,on the first syllable, /'temparanli/, but is
now almost as often /tempar'eanli/,, i.e.
telelection, telefraud, teleliteracy, telemarketing, telepresence, teleshopping, televent, tele-the regular pronunciation in AmE. See
working.
-ARILY.

temptress | terminal
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Gardam, 1985 ( = being roasted); "They'll
be rehearsing for the fete on Saturday,'
tend (verb) (aphetic form of attend). A Sylvia says—M. Duckworth, 1986 (future
word of several meanings derived from form used to describe something actuattend. The main standard use in BrE is ally taking place in the speaker's presthe transitive one, 'to take care of, look ence); Next week she reveals the horrors of her
after (a person, esp. an invalid, animals recent experiences in a psychiatric wardesp. sheep, a machine)': tend the sick, Truth (NZ), 1986 (present tense of future
tended their flocks, tend a machine. One time in an announcement).
use that has somewhat controversially
drifted out of dialectal or Amer. English tenuis /'tenjms/ (phonetics). A voiceless
into occasional use in standard English stop, e.g. k, p, t. PI. tenues /-juiiz/.
is tend to meaning 'to give attention to,
attend to'. Examples: (caption) Police and tercentenary. See CENTENARY 2.
ambulancemen tend to an injured woman
tercet /'toisrt/ (prosody). A set or group
outside Liberty's early yesterday—Times,
of three verse lines, esp. one of those in
1989; Mr A's daughter ... believes she saw
terza rima (see below), or half the sestet
the thief watching from the end of the alley
in some Petrarchan sonnets (see SONNET).
as she tended to her father—Times, 1994.
teredo /ta'riidau/ (bivalve mollusc). PI.
tend (verb)2 (from OF tendre 'to stretch', teredos /-dauz/, occas. teredines /ta'riidmiiz/
from L tendere). This common verb mean- (the word is derived from L teredo, pi.
ing 'to be apt or inclined, have a ten- -ines). See -O(E)S 6.
dency' is used only intransitively: he tends
to lose his temper; she tended to do what her -teria, a suffix (orig. and chiefly US)
parents advised; the argument tends only in(also -eteria) derived in the 1920s from
one direction.
cafeteria by analysis of its constituents as
café + -teria and frequently in use since
tendinitis, tendonitis (inflammation of then. Examples are danceteria (night
a tendon). Both forms are acceptable. club), washeteria (self-service laundry).
The source word medL tendo has ace.
sing, tendinem or tendônem.
term. 1 For major, minor, middle, term in
temptress, see -ESS 5.
1

tenet (dogma, doctrine). Daniel Jones
(1917) gave /'timet/ as his preferred pronunciation of the word. Fowler (1926)
preferred the variant with a short /e/ in
the first syllable. The dominant pronunciation now is the one recommended by
Fowler, though some modern dictionaries still list both types.
tenor. 1 Thus now spelt, not -our, in all
senses in both BrE and AmE.
2 See MISQUOTATIONS.

tenses. 1 Certain points requiring care
are discussed under AS 9; HAD 2; HAVE 2;
HISTORIC 2; LEST; LIKE (verb) 1; PERFECT
INFINITIVE; SEQUENCE OF TENSES; SHALL
AND WILL; SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD;
and

logic, see SYLLOGISM.
2 See IN TERMS OF.

terminable, terminal (adjs.). The first
means '(of an appointment, annuity, etc.)
able to be terminated, cancellable'. Terminal as adj. means 'situated at or forming
the extremity of (a crystal, a flower, etc.);
of or situated at the end of a railway
line; pertaining to a term (at a university,
etc.); of or pertaining to the final stages
of a fatal disease'. It is also used in the
phr. terminal building (for passengers at
an airport), though it is perhaps better
analysed here as an attributive use of
the noun (see next).

terminal (noun), terminus. The first has
several meanings, among them 'a station
further articles cross-referenced in these. at the end of a railway line, a terminus;
2 To these may be added a few trifles a departure and arrival building at an
which draw attention to some minor airport; a device for entering data into
aspects of the English tense system: Will a computer or receiving its output'. A
that be all, Miss?-T. S. Eliot, 1939 (servant terminus (pi. termini /-nai/ or terminuses) is
to employer: future formula used of pres- the term often used in Britain for the
ent time); A chicken was roasting in the station at the end of a railway or bus
fireside oven, for it was Christmas Day—].route (but not the passenger building at

terminate | terza rima
an airport), as well as being a technical
term in mathematics and architecture.
In AmE, and to an increasing extent in
BrE, the terms terminal and terminus are
used interchangeably for the final stop
of any passenger journey by train, bus,
or aeroplane.
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thing', and meaning sensu stricto 'something indefinite or left undefined related
in some way to two definite or known
things, but distinct from both' (New
SOED). An alloy of two metals or a chemical compound made from two elements
might be called a tertium quid. But the
phrase has been used to mean 'any third
terminate. 1 This has terminable (not thing of a group of three' (the notion of
-atable) as its corresponding adj.; and indefiniteness being lost): in other words
terminator (not -er; see -OR) as its corres- a third alternative or a middle course.
ponding agent-noun.
Browning used it as the heading of book
2 In the basic senses 'to bring to an iv of The Ring and the Book, in which views
end' (e.g. terminated her pregnancy; termin- are set forth about the culpability of the
ate an agreement) and 'to come to an end' murderer Guido which are neither those
(e.g. this service terminates at Paddington, of the 'Half-Rome' who have defended
London), terminate is sometimes (as shown him in book ii nor those of 'The Other
in the examples) the natural idiomatic Half-Rome' who have condemned him
word. But in most contexts in which in book iii. A new connotation was given
either of these senses is required, end, to the expression when Kipling wrote a
story called 'At the Pit's Mouth' (1888)
finish, or stop are more suitable words.
beginning Once upon a time there was a
terminological inexactitude. See IN- Man and his Wife and a Tertium Quid; a
the meaning 'the third party in an eterEXACTITUDE.
nal triangle' is likely to be suggested by
terminus. See TERMINAL (noun).
it to the popular mind. Some recent
examples: Webster's Dictionary of EngTerpsichore (muse of dancing). Pro- lish Usage is a tertium quid, combining the
nounce /t3:p'sikari/. See MUSES.
virtues of the report and the pronouncement
without their vices, and it is therefore a new
terrain is best reserved to mean 'a tract breed of usage guide—English Today, 199
of land esp. as regarded by the physical Possibilities are opened up for another kin
geographer or the military tactician' of Western, a secondary Western dealing wi
(COD), rather than used as a simple sub- that New Man, the American tertium quid
stitute for area, ground, region, or tract. If Twenty Twenty, 1991.
used figuratively the context should
clearly reflect one or other of these two terza rima /teatsa "riima/ (prosody), 'third
rhyme'. A verse form invented by Dante
images.
Alighieri in his Divina Commedia (C1320)
terrible, terribly. Both words have and followed by many English poets,
tended down the centuries partially to among them Byron, Shelley, and Brownlose touch with the notion of terror, and ing. It consists of a sequence of TERCETS
to come into use as mere intensives. A rhyming aba bcb cdc ded, etc. Dante's
similar fate has befallen other words lines consisted of five iambic feet with
of originally similar meaning, such as an extra syllable (hendecasyllabic lines).
awfully), dreadfully), frightfully), tremend- The English poets mostly wrote in iambic
ously). The remarkable thing about all pentameters. The essential point of the
of them is the way in which the original rhyming scheme is that the second line
sense has co-existed with the weakened of each tercet provides the rhyme for
ones for long periods oftime.The domin- the first and third lines of the next,
ant senses of terrible now are the colloqu- thus producing an effect of unending
ial ones, 'very great or bad' (a terrible bore, continuity. An example from Byron
a terrible child) and 'very incompetent' (1819), with three tercets and a line:
(a terrible driver); but 'causing terror or
Oh! more than these illustrious far shall
dread' (a terrible thunderstorm) is still a
The being—and even yet he may be bo
current meaning of the word.
The mortal saviour who shall set thee fr
And see thy diadem, so changed and wo
tertium quid. A Latin phrase, apparBy fresh barbarians, on thy brow repla
And the sweet sun replenishing thy mo
ently rendering Gk tpixov xi 'some third

tessera | than
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TTiy moral morn, too long with clouds defaced,
moving into popular journalism, and away
And noxious vapours from Avernus risen,from textural criticism.
Such as all they must breathe who are
debased
thalamus. PI. thalami /-mai/.
By servitude, and have the mind in prison.
tessera (square block in mosaics, etc.).
PI. tesserae /-ri:/.
testatrix (feminine equivalent of testator). For pi., see -TRIX 3.

Thalia. See MUSES.

than.
I

1
2
3
4
5

than and prefer.
Part of verb after rather than.
different than.
other than.
barely ... than, hardly... than, scarcely
... than.
than as conjunction and preposition.
Reflexive pronouns after than.
than and inversion.
than after non-comparatives (inferior,
superior, etc.).
Miscellaneous standard uses of than.

test match. Originally (examples in the
OED from 1862 onwards) one of a series
of cricket matches between England and
6
Australia. In the 20c, at various points,
7
the term came to be used of official
8
representative cricket matches between
9
any of the major cricketing countries;
I 10
and, since the 1920s (first in S. Africa) of
international rugby matches (except that
1 For the solecistic use of than after
in rugby football circles such matches
prefer, see PREFER 4. Correct use of prefer
are for the most part just called interfollowed by rather than: I preferred to
nationals).
write, to explore the world of imagination,
tetchy. This spelling is more usual than rather than to mix with others—]. Frame,
techy. The word is more or less synonym- 1984.
ous with testy, meaning 'irritable, peev2 Infinitive or gerund, etc., after rather
ish*. Touchy, on the other hand, most than. See -ING 5; RATHER 3.
often means 'apt to take offence, over3 different than. See DIFFERENT 1.
sensitive' rather than 'irritable', but pot4 other than. On the competing merits
ential or actual irritability lies at the
of other than and otherwise than, see OTHER
heart of all three words.
5. Evidence for the validity of various
tête-à-tête. The accents and hyphens uses of other than (with other employed
are obligatory, but the word is normally in more than one part of speech) conprinted in romans, not italics.
tinues to turn up. Examples: it became
clear that there was nothing other than social
tetralogy. A group of four related plays, niceties to be shared-M. Sutherland, 1974
speeches, operas, etc.; spec. (Gk Antiq.) a (NZ); the United States ...will have no other
series of four dramas, three tragic and choice than to reduce the costs of its overseas
one satyric, performed in Athens at the commitments-Dxdalus, 1987; We were seen
festival of Dionysus. (New SOED)
as... unable to conceive of any interpretation
tetrameter (prosody). A line of four other than Hollis' being guilty—P. Wright,
metrical feet, as in Coleridge's Christabel 1987; there were now no people other than
(1816): e.g. A little child, a limber elf, Singing,the tall, silent, courteous white-uniformed servants-F. King, 1988.
dancing to itself.
5 barely... than, hardly... than, scarcely
tetrastich (prosody). A less usual word . . . than. See BARELY, HARDLY 2; SCARCELY
for a stanza of four lines, a quatrain, as
1.
used e.g. in Gray's Elegy Written in a Coun6 than as conjunction and prepositry Church-Yard (1751)tion. In the type Diana has better manners
textual, textural. The first means 'of, than I, than is a conjunction, implying
the ellipsis of have after I. By contrast,
in, or concerning a text of any kind
(textual emendation, textual criticism)'; in the type Diana has better manners than
whereas textural means 'of or belonging me, than is a preposition followed by the
to texture (of paint, fibres, music, etc.)'. objective form me. The second type is
The writer of the following sentence much less formal than the first. In pracchose the wrong word: He seems to be tice the types are inseparable when the

-th I thankfully
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word after than is the same in the nomi- because he could see more clearly with one
native case as in the objective, e.g. He eye than with the other; They know that few
was shorter than Bertrand; He's older than things are better for them than amity; The
you; Everything that lives in the sea has hadextreme irritation one always feels when some
a longer evolutionary history than anything one proves to be more percipient than one has
on land. Sometimes, in order to bring out decided they shall be; He loved wrecking eve
that than is thought of as a conjunction, more than getting possession; It is possible to
the 'implied' clause is written out in be better off out of work than in work; One
full: e.g. Ill have to say this for them—they need interrupt the narrative no further than
all feel better than I do; She has long black to say this; You know better than to be late
hair and is thinner than I am; He was a few Pat had been more involved than the others;
years older than I was; his attitude was kind The recent amnesty should be seen more as
and generous to those less endowed than he Solidarity's triumph than as the government's
was. See also CASES 3; ME 2(d).
free initiative; I think I spoke no more harshly
7 Reflexive pronouns after than. One than was deserved; Girls are thought to nee
means of avoiding the problem of less food than boys; As if I were more absowhether to use a nominative or an ob- lutely my particular self than ever; There wa
jective pronoun after than (see preceding nothing more important than that he get to
paragraph) is to use a reflexive pronoun Epsom for the start of the card.
They underline the virtual necessity
instead, but the result is often rather
less than satisfactory. Examples: One of the of the presence of a comparative (more,
most encouraging performances came from less, better, harder, etc.) in the vicinity of
Darren Cook ... against senior athletes withthan. And they go some way to confirmfar more experience than himself-Grimsby ing that uncontroversial uses of than are
far more numerous and more significant
Gaz., 1986; Yes, I have one brother,fiveyears,
less one month, younger than myself and fiftythan constructions of the type Diana has
times more successful—oral conversation in better manners than me (6 above).
Oxford, 1987; It had often seemed as though -th /0/ and -th /Ô/. Monosyllabic nouns
the people in the poems were more real to ending in -th after a vowel sound somethe old man than himself and his brother times differ in the pronunciation of the
Michael—Encounter, 1989.
plural forms, i.e. vary between /0s/ and

8 than and inversion. No tariff-armed /ôz/. It is necessary to consider only those
nation has got better entry for its potatoes to words whose plurals are in regular use,
the U.SA. market than has Ireland; The which excludes dearth, ruth, sloth, and
visit will be much more direct in its effect uponmany others. The common words mouth,
the war than could be any indiscriminate oath, path, and youth all sound the plural
bombing of open towns. Such inversions, as /ôz/, not /0s/. The equally common
deprecated by both the previous editors, words berth, birth, breath, death, fourth,
are now rare. See INVERSION 2(j).
girth, growth, myth, and smith always have
9 than after non-comparatives. Such /0s/ in the plural form. Others again flucoriginally Latin words as inferior and tuate between /0s/ and /ôz/, e.g. (/0s/ resuperior, junior, and senior, are not true commended) doth, heoth, hearth, lath,
comparatives and therefore cannot be wraith; (/ôz/ recommended) bath, sheath,
truth. See also MOTH (pi. noun). It should
construed with than. See SUPERIOR.
be added that the verbs or verbal nouns
10 Miscellaneous standard uses of connected with bath, breath, cloth, mouth,
than. The following examples from my sheath, teeth, and wreath have /Ô/, namely
database illustrate uses that would pass bathe, breathe, clothe, mouthing, sheathe,
unnoticed as part of the ordinary stand- teething, and wreathe. Cf. also northern,
ard language. They are drawn from a southern, smithy, and worthy, all with /ô/.
wide range of standard sources of the
period since 1980. More than 50 per cent thankfully. The ordinary adverbial use
of the members of the entertainment-industry-( = with thankfulness; in a thankful
related unions are out of work; When no manner), which goes back to Anglomore than a lad he acquired this socially Saxon times, has continued in use over
objectionable habit; Lanzman presses his the centuries: e.g. He accepted thankfully
Polish peasants far harder than he does the all my presents—Defoe, 1725; the Pacific
Nazis; He tended to look sideways, probablyIslands, which are not members of ANZUS,
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thankfully shelter under the ANZUS um- will be Don't mention it, or Not at all, or,
brella-R. Muldoon, 1986; Then, 'until Fri- in America, You're welcome.
day,' said Mrs Marsh, and shut the door
2 A noticeable tendency to write
thankfully behind her—A. Brookner, 1992.Thank you as one word has emerged reSince the 1960s it has been joined by cently in private letters and also, for
constructions in which thankfully is a example, on bills at restaurants (Thank-

SENTENCE ADVERB ( = let us be thankful
you for your lovely present; Thankyou for
(that); fortunately), as in Thankfully his dining with us). The standard form is still
injuries were not serious. Modern example: Thank you (two words), except when the
Thankfully, however, the old style has notformula is used as a noun (We send our
entirely disappeared—Daily Teh, 1982. The
thank-yous; a thank-you letter), in which
new use has not attracted the same level case a hyphen is necessary.
of criticism as that given to similar uses
of hopefully, but it is still too raw to be that (demonstrative pron.). 1 It might
given general acceptance as part of the be useful if I begin the treatment of the
standard language.
very complicated word that by setting
thanks to. A correspondent wrote to down a series of examples of the word
me in 1988 complaining about the ironi- used pronominally in an entirely legitcal use of thanks to in such contexts as imate way. All are drawn from standard
these: Thanks to the hurricane, millions of sources of the 1980s and 1990s.
trees were destroyed. 'What is wrong with It goes deeper than that; Something worth
because of or due to?' he asked. The OED a lot of money, that's for sure (colloq.); It's
supplies the answer. Since the 17c. the the first to the store, is that it?; You write
phrases thanks to and no thanks to have clever stuff in Varsity and Granta ... don't
been used positively or adversely or iron- you? 'Something like that,' said Tony; She had
ically, the first to mean 'thanks are due not meant it so, but it could have been read
to' or 'owing to, as a result of, and the like that; Being Jewish is something you very
second 'no credit to, not because or by occasionally apologize for and that's it; That's
reason of. A positive use of thanks to: the way it ought to be; A different kind of
Thanks to the researches of Frisco Bagni weexcitement from that roused by the park;
know that in about 1681 the erotic mytholog-All right, that's what she meant; So Boston
ies by him ... had attracted the attention stopped asking questions, while he was sober,
of 'Milady Devensier'—Ashmolean, 1987. An that is; What was all that about?; She was
ironical example was supplied (above) innocent: that is all anybody has ever been
by the correspondent himself. Cf. the able to draw out of him; What benefactor
assertive use of thank you very much in: will continue voluntarily to sponsor that?; He
I've got him now. Urhh! I know all I need to didn't say that, or anything like it; Upsy a
know about him, thank you very much—K. bit, dear, that's a good girl (colloq.); He's a
good officer ... It's just he talks too much,
Amis, 1988.
that's all (colloq.); She had a small, pretty
thank you. 1 In origin short for Ijwe face, III give you that; Hey, great work there,
thank you, it has inevitably produced a Toddie! Hey, look at that! That's my boy (colnumber of equivalent phrases showing loq.); Too much of a bloody infidel, that's me
varying degrees of formality and em- (colloq.); Because if that happens, then I will
phasis. In various circumstances it is be just like you—isn't that so?; Now how the
lengthened to thank you so much, or thank hell did you manage that? You really are a
you very much, sometimes with the addi- one; The witnesses, if they could be called that,
tion of indeed for good measure. Thanks continued to repeat that they knew nothing;
is a shade less cordial than thank you, Their eyes tangled. T said "love", dammit.'
and many and best and a thousand thanks 'Ah. That. I thought you said that.'; She cleared
and thanks awfully are frequent elabora- her throat to speak but left it at that; 'He
tions of it. Much thanks is archaic, surviv- wasn't a straightforward man, Francis'. That
ing through our familiarity with For this he wasn't'
relief much thanks (the sentinel Francisco What stands out from these examples
in Hamlet), and now only used jocularly. is that that used as a demonstrative proThe colloquial variant Thanks a lot has noun is overwhelmingly anaphoric, i.e.
also become popular. If an acknowledge- directs the attention back to a word,
ment of thanks is felt to be needed it
statement, or circumstance mentioned
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previously. It may also be used for- that dignity, That it went hand in hand,
mulaically: e.g. that's it, that is (to say), euen with the Vow I made to her in
that's all, etc.
marriage—Shakespeare, 1602; With thot
A somewhat uncommon anaphoric cunning and dexterity as is almost imperceav
use—postponement of that to the end of able—Milton, 1648; An Error of that Magnia statement—is worth noting: e.g. a neat tude, that I cannot but wonder—I. Walton,
comeuppance for the Japanese, that—NY1678; He ... struck her ... with that heaviTimes, 1990; It all seemed a hit [too] good to ness, that she tottered on the marble floorbe true, that—N. Virtue, 1990; Well, you Dickens, 1848. Fowler (1926) cites an unpoor girl,' said Margaret, and Wendy added,attributed example: He has that confidence
'Hard on a young person, that.'—A. in his theory that he would act on it tomorrow
Brookner, 1993. This somewhat quirkish, But he admits that the type was 'formerly
but still standard, construction does not normal English'.
seem to be dealt with in the OED.
that (demonstrative adv.). The type I was
2 It is well to remember that all these that angry, i.e. 'so angry, very angry',
uncontestable uses of the pronoun that and its negative counterpart, things aren't
have a history of their own and are really that bad, have been slipping into
all likely to be encountered in pre-20c. and out of standard use since similar
contexts: e.g. Look tome... That is look on uses were first recorded in the 15c. In
me, and with all thine eyes—Jonson, 1625; 1912 the type was judged by the OED to
Very well,' cried I, 'that's a good girl.'— be 'Now dial, and Sc[ottish]\ From the
Goldsmith, 1760; A man began to scream, material I have collected, it would seem
and that so loud that my voice was quite that both the positive and the negative
drowned—]. Wesley, 1772; Do you, my dear types are common now but in the writK, have them sent to me, that's a darling-T. ten language are normally used in
Arnold, 1849; What do you think I would plainly informal contexts, e.g. 'Shut up,'
give to be your age, and able to draw like says Qaudia ... 'It's not that funny.'—P.
that!—Ruskin, 1884.
Lively, 1987; I've been that worried. I thought
3 at that. The only seats available were atI'd lost you—D. Lodge, 1988; You and your
the back, and very uncomfortable at that. brother, you're not really that alike, are you
This convenient use, described by the —Encounter, 1989. But it is only a short
OED as 'orig. U.S. colloq. or slang', is step away from reasonably formal terrifirst recorded in 1830, and is probably tory, to judge from the following exextended from such phrases as cheap at ample: The questioning attitude thot comes
naturally at student age is not that easily
that, dear at that {price).
abolished—Listener, 1987. To put it in modthat (demonstrative adj.). The simple ern military jargon, that used as a dedemonstrative adj. that is distinguished monstrative adverb could be said to lie
from the definite article the in that it in a 'safe haven' at present, but it is open
points out something as distinct from to criticism or attack or downgrading at
merely singling out something. Some any time.
standard modern examples: I don't feel
Cf. ALL THAT.
that kind of attraction—lust you would call
it; If I were he, I should keep an eye on that that (conj.). 1 Kinds of clause attached
young man; What the painter intended to doby that (conj.). The conjunction that is
was to introduce everything into that small legitimately used to join a subordinate
space; That simple, honest, trusting marriageclause to a preceding verb or its parts
that had been theirs before Maria had ap- in the manner shown in the following
peared; Why did you take that picture of me?; examples: (preceded by a finite verb) They
It wasn't a nature reserve, that Ark of ours. understood that this was an errand of mercy;
This type goes back to the earliest period (infinitive precedes) I would hate to feel
of Middle English.
that we were corrupting you; (pa.pple preA subdivision of the same type, in cedes) He had taken it for granted that any
which that is used to indicate quality or compatriot of Louis Pasteur must have seen
amount, and correlates with that, as, etc., a needle or two; (verb to be precedes) It
was once common, but was archaic or wasn't that Peter and myself were being
unfashionable by the end of the 19c. singled out; (that repeated when introducing a second subordinate clause) He later
Examples: From me, whose loue was of
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discovered that it was St. Lucy's Day, andwhen the antecedent is personal. What
that this was a ceremony associated with itsin fact is the rule in such cases? A human
celebration; (that (conj.) followed by that antecedent is normally followed by who
(demonstrative adj.)) he realized that that (rather than that) in a defining clause
sprint was all that was left. In every such (But it was I who got away to the steps
that-clause the sentence out of which it up to the morning room). An inanimate
is made or completed by prefixing that antecedent naturally calls for that (or
must be in the form of a statement, not which, as appropriate): an electric blanket
a question, command, or exclamation. that knows how to warm various parts of
Sentences of the following type are unac- the body; the bus that bore us away. That
ceptable and need to be recast: Crises, is often used in contexts in which the
international or national, arise so rapidly inantecedent is animate but not human (a
these days that who can say what a few yearswhite poodle that sported a red hair bow),
may bring forth? (replace who by none and and also in contexts where the anteceddelete the question mark). A that-clause ent is human but representative of a
may sometimes, in a rather forced class (a baby that cries in unsocial hours; a
manner, occupy the front position in a fellow that sells a bracelet is not necessarily
sentence: e.g. That any compatriot of Louis interested in people) or is an indefinite
Pasteur must have seen a needle or two hepronoun (it was an obvious rebuff, and one
had taken for granted; That England wouldthat hurt Benn very deeply).
win was hoped for. But such reversals of
Down through the centuries, that has
the natural order are not common, and
often been used with a human antecedindeed are not possible in some of the ent. Chaucer, Langland, and Wyclif are
examples cited in the first paragraph all cited in the OED using that in this
above.
way, and examples are also given from
2 Omission of the conjunction that is writers in each of the later centuries.
acceptable, not only in informal con- The 20c. abounds with writers who keep
texts, e.g. They understood (that) this wasto the rule that only who is appropriate
an errand of mercy; I would hate to feel (that)when the antecedent is human (whether
we were corrupting you. But self-evidently a specified person or one representative
it must be retained in some of the ex- of a class). Thus, from Penelope Fitzamples cited in the first paragraph gerald's The Golden Child (i977): And the
above. When the conjunction that is part vast, patient public ... who would soon be
of the correlative pairs so ... that, such filing across the Museum courtyard to proffer
... that, now ... that (or so that, etc.), it is their money at the entrance; The Russians
normally retained in formal writing but have made a very considerable loan to Garamis sometimes omitted in informal con- antia [name of a fictitious country], who
texts, e.g. What would he do now (that) he is anxious to develop her agriculture; I know
had missed him in Toulouse?; The heat wasthat there are some people in the service
up so high (that) almost everyone took off who'd rather not have them let in at all; a
their coats. That may not be omitted, how- wonderfully good representation of the sea by
ever, if a phrase or clause intervenes a people who had never beheld it.
Summary. Normally use who as the relabetween the verb and it, e.g. I am saying,
am I not, that I no longer loved Kioyoko. tive pronoun following a human antecedent and that (or which) following an
inanimate antecedent. Either who or that
that (relative pronoun).
may be used when the antecedent is
I l that or who with a human antecedent.
animate but not human, or when the
2 Omitted as relative pronoun.
antecedent is human but representative
3 Restrictive that/which and non-restrictive
which.
of a class or is an indefinite pronoun. In
I 4 Further complications.
contexts containing a double antecedl that or who with a human anteced- ent, of which the first is human and
ent. 'How many well-educated people the second inanimate, that is naturally
have you heard say Those are the people required (he answered accusingly ...as
that attended the play?'—thus a gloomy though it was she and not the drug that had
correspondent to a major newspaper, done it).
echoing a widely held belief that that as
a relative pronoun should never be used

2 Omitted as relative pronoun. One
of the most capricious features of the
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language is the way in which some seem- in lucidity and in ease. Some there are
ingly necessary elements may be omitted who follow this principle now; but it
without loss of meaning or dislocation would be idle to pretend that it is the
of syntax. From the 13c. onward the practice either of most or of the best
relative that has been omissible in a vari- writers.'
ety of circumstances. Modern examples:
4 Further complications. A wider
It reminded him of the Exhibition A he was
spread of examples drawn from a range
going back to—P. Fitzgerald, 1977; and that
lipstick A she used to put on—H. Mantel, of standard modern sources will bring
1985; it was your geography A caused the out the (partial) distinction between redoubt—T. Stoppard, 1993- For further dis- strictive and non-restrictive clauses. But
cussion of this phenomenon and addi- before setting out these examples, two
main qualifications should be made.
tional examples, see CONTACT CLAUSES
First, whereas the relative pronoun that
and OMISSION OF RELATIVES.
cannot idiomatically be preceded by a
3 Restrictive thatjwhich and non-re- preposition, there is no such constraint
strictive which. Take two sentences or in the case of which. In practice therefore
parts of sentences from Anita Brookner's some relative clauses led by that end
A Family Romance (1993): with the ball-pointwith a preposition. Secondly, another
pen which my father had bought for me in peculiarity of that is that it has no posa curiously shaped department store; This sessive of its own and therefore shares
sharpness of gaze gave her an air of vanity, the possessive forms of whom and whose
which I dare say was justified. The first with who. The cases of that as a relative
contains a restrictive clause led by which. pronoun are therefore: subject that; obIn it which could have been replaced
ject that; possessive whose (or of whom);
by that without change of meaning and
prep.-preceded (in, by, for, from, etc.) which.
without giving offence to any rule of
It should also be borne in mind that
syntax. The second contains a non-rewhereas that leading a defining clause
strictive use of which preceded by a
may often be 'understood' (i.e. omitted)
comma. In the first sentence the whichclause defines and particularizes; and without loss of meaning (The house you
that would have done the same work just saw means the same as The house that you
as well. In the second example, the which- saw), which in the non-defining (or nonclause provides additional information restrictive) clauses to which it is proper
as a kind of parenthetic aside. In other cannot be omitted (This fact, which you
admit, condemns you cannot be changed to
words it is a non-restrictive clause.
The division between the two types is This fact, you admit, condemns you without
not an absolute one. In 1926 Fowler altering the sense). A sentence in Penelwisely observed: 'The relations between ope Fitzgerald's The Golden Child illusthat, who, and which, have come to us trates both the omission of the relative
from our forefathers as an odd jumble, pronoun and the postponement of a preand plainly show that the language has position to the end of the clause: It renot been neatly constructed by a master- minded him of the Exhibition he was going
builder who could create each part to back to.
Examples (all drawn from standard
do the exact work required of it, neither
overlapped nor overlapping; far from modern sources in my database) of three
that, its parts have had to grow as they broadly distinctive types of that and which
could.' He went on to stress that not all relative clauses:
(a) that-clauses: Everything that lives in
writers observe the distinction between
restrictive clauses (which he called defin- the sea has had a longer evolutionary history
ing clauses) and non-restrictive clauses than anything on land; Thefinancialresources
(which he called non-defining clauses): 'The that any opera production faces involve both
two kinds of relative clauses, to one of private and government resources; it was
which that and to the other of which Labour Party politics that captured his youth;
which is appropriate, are the defining and It was precisely with rugged proletarians like
these that Gaitskell felt personally most awkthe non-defining; and if writers would
agree to regard that as the defining rela- ward; boundaries that one would like to see
tive pronoun, and which as the non-de- kept distinct have blurred; the great new glass
fining, there would be much gain both tower that housed Eldorado Television.
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(b) which-clauses: he is described frequently ...in terms which will set your teeth
on edge; the villa in Italy ... which she and
Arthur were being pressed to visit; She was
coming from the Rhodesian girls' school to
which ...she was sent because her father
had grown up in Salisbury; He sat there with
one foot on a fruit-box to support the leg on
which the guitar rested; the procedures ...
are those into which young ladies are to be
inducted; the legal and political anomalies
which exclusion of the Catholics has given
rise to.
(c) which-clauses preceded by a comma:
She held out her hand, which I clasped in
both of mine; Baxandall makes it sound not
just boring but unnecessary, which is severely
to misunderstand our intention; his company
plane, a Citation jet, which he uses to visit
his stores; my father's last illness, which she
persisted in seeing as a fantasy and betrayal;
You bought a Depression bargain, which I
tipped you off to; Besides him being a poodle,
which is not one of your heroic breeds of dog;
Dickinson's contract, which has four years
to run, would be paid in full; the concomitant
of ownership, which is the right to alienate
property.
the.
I i
2
3
4
5
6
7
I

The in titles of books, etc.
With names of illnesses.
The type Prime Minister Major.
Pronunciation.
by the hundred, etc.
Omission of a second the.
the with two nouns and a singular verb.
Some other uses of the are treated s.v.

'not English': he insisted that the language does not tolerate a possessive followed by the definite article. Write
Robbins, whose novel The Storyteller . . .
instead, he suggested. Not everyone
agreed. In practice there is considerable
variation. In a single issue (autumn 1994)
of Letters (the journal of the Royal Society
of Literature), for example, I found: Kenneth Tynan once wrote in the New Yorker;
]. R. R. Tolkien's Lord of the Rings; Trollope's
The West Indies and the Spanish Main;
Devlin's The Judge; Izaak Walton's Compleat Angler.
All five examples either broke Amis's
Law or simply omitted the The of the
original title.
2 With names of illnesses. See FLU;
MEASLES; MUMPS.

3 The type Prime Minister Major. This
construction, with omission of the before
an occupational title followed by a person's name, is embedded in AmE but less
so in BrE. It is especially common in
journalistic work. Examples: Chancellor
Helmut Kohl of West Germany announced
Bonn's conditional approval—Christian Sci.
Monitor, 1987; The notion of the 'enterprise
culture', well accounted for in Chancellor Lawson's 1986 budget speech—Essays & Studies,
1987; Vocalist Bjork, meanwhile, has taken
her jirst acting role in a television playMelody Maker, 1988; Two recent publications,
the report of the National Commission on
children ..., and a more popular work, by
economist Sylvia Ann Hewlitt, suggest [etc.]—
Dxdalus, 1993.

DEFINITE ARTICLE.

l The in titles of books, etc. In ordinary
contexts The should always be retained
when it is part of the title of a book,
poem, journal, etc.: The Times, The Old
Curiosity Shop, The Lay of the Last Minstrel,
The Doctor's Dilemma, The Merry Wives of
Windsor, The Oxford English Dictionary, The
Chicago Manual of Style. It should be borne
in mind, however, that some familiar
titles are reduced forms of the original
ones: for example, Shakespeare's Hamlet
was originally The Tragédie of Hamlet Prince
of Denmarke. The is usually omitted or
reduced to lower-case romans 'the' in
abbreviated forms of titles: e.g. the OED;
Merry W. or even M.W.W.; Lay of Last Minstrel. Kingsley Amis {Spectator, 6 Sept.
1986) maintained that the type Harold
Robbins, whose The Storyteller shows was

4 Pronunciation. The definite article
is the most common word in the language. Yet it is remarkable that the
majority of native speakers are hardly
aware that it is pronounced /ôa/ before
a word beginning with a consonant (the
tree jôd tri:/) and as \bi\ before a word
beginning with a vowel {the adverb jdi
'aedv3:b/) and /ôi:/ when stressed.
5 by the hundred, etc. The mild revelations
of a gentle domestic existence which some
royal personages have given us command
readers by the hundreds of thousands. The
idiomatic English is by the hundred thousand; by hundreds of thousands will also
pass, but with the plural the is not used.
So also with dozen, score, etc.
6 Omission of a second the. The definite article is normally dispensed with
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before the second of two nouns joined The issue is unresolved, but it begins to
by and: The distortion and innuendo to which look as if the use of an indefinite third
several of your correspondents have resorted;person singular is now passing unnoThey throw valuable light on the ethos and ticed by standard speakers (except those
attitudes of the ruling elite. But it should trained in traditional grammar) and is
be noted that a second the may be in- being left unaltered by copy editors. Exserted (for emphasis or other contextual amples: I feel that if someone is not doing
reasons) in such sentences. The same their job it should be called to their attenconsiderations do not apply to the tion—an American newspaper, 1984;
second of two adjectives. For example, Everyone was absorbed in their own busithe black and white penguins has a different ness—A. Motion, 1989; A mission statement
meaning from the black and the white that is sufficiently bland to encompass everypenguins, and the red and yellow tomatoes one's conception 0/their role in the university
(one group) is likely to differ in meaning is of little use to anyone—Dxdalus, 1993.
from the red and the yellow tomatoes (two
2 This possessive personal pronoun is
separate groups).
to be carefully distinguished from there
7 the with two nouns and a singular (adverb, noun, and interjection) and
verb. A composite subject of the type they're = 'they are'.
'the + noun + and + noun', if thought of
as a single theme, may be followed by a theirs. How many teachers at all levels
singular verb. See AGREEMENT 3. Ex- need to point out daily that the correct
amples: The innocence and purity of their spelling of theirs (and ours, yours) is not
singing comes entirely from their identifica- their's (etc.)? The misconception about
tion with the character—B. Levin, 1985; The the spelling is not all that surprising,
respect and freedom that money can buy perhaps, when one recalls the memorhas made me not one jot happier than in my able lines from Tennyson's Charge of the
former years of penury—B. Rubens, 1985; Light Brigade (1855), Their's not to make
The power and wealth of the United States reply, Their's not to reason why, Their's but
is a natural source of envy—Daily Tel, 1987-to do and die.
theatre. Thus spelt in BrE, but usually
theater in AmE. See -RE AND -ER.

theirselves. 'From the 14th c. there has
been a tendency to treat self as a noun
thee, objective case of the pronoun thou, ( = person, personality), and substitute
has very little currency now (having been their for them . . . This is prevalent diaeffectively replaced by you) except in lectally, but in literary Eng. has place
verse surviving from older times (Hail to only where an adj. intervenes, as their
thee, blithe Spirit!—Shelley, 1820; Dost thou own, sweet, very selves' (OED). Example of
love me, cousin? ... I have loved thee long- a demotic use of theirselves: But they've only
Tennyson, 1842), in jocular or regional got theirselves to thank for it, I'm afraid—P.
verse (Dreamin' of thee! Dreamin' of thee—E.Lively, 1991. See HISSELF.
Wallace, 1900, popularized in a 1930
broadcast by C. Fletcher), and in biblical them. 1 As the OED says, it is 'often
contexts (Get thee behinde me, Satan—Bible used for "him or her", referring to a
(Geneva), Matt., 1560). It is also used as
singular person whose sex is not stated,
nominative case (a use unaccounted for) or to anybody, nobody, somebody, whoever
by Quakers (Perhaps thee has noticed the etc.'. Example: Nobody else ... has so little
point in our Friends Journal on February to plague them—C. Yonge, 1853.
15—Friend, 1964).
2 Its use as a demonstrative pronoun,
their. 1 Fowler (1926) was among those permissible in standard sources from the
who objected to the use of their in con- 15c. onward, is now only dialectal or
texts that call 'logically' for his (though illiterate exc. in the humorous type
this use of the masculine gender to cover them's my sentiments. Examples: Them be
both has lately been called into question) my two children—L. J. Jennings, 1877; Them
or his or her. Examples: But does anyone in as says there's no has me to fecht—J. M.
their heart really believe that Ireland is only Barrie, 1891; We're out here to do justice
that?; no one can be easy in their minds and keep the peace. Them's my sentiments—
about the present conditions of examination. E. M. Forster, 1924.
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3 As a demonstrative adj., them has used. Examples (all from recent Amerbeen downgraded in the 20c. (it is first ican newspapers): Four years ago great
things were expected of fapan's then-emrecorded in the late 16c.) and now is
only dialectal or illiterate. From the late bryonic biotechnology industry; Letterman
16c. to the 19c. it seems to have been in countered that he was invited to pull such a
standard use. Examples: I hope, then, the stunt by the then-executive producer of
agent will give you encouragement about 'Today'; a conclusion of then-White House
them mines—M. Edgeworth, 1809-12; Them Counsel Fred Fielding; once owned by the
ribbons of yours cost a trifle, Kitty—S. Lover,Whitewater business partners ofthen-Gov. Bill
1842; I've done all them skirting boards, butClinton and Hillary Rodham Clinton.
me back's not what it was—]. Winterson,
2 Tail-end then (adv.). Then is frequently
1985; 'Ere, you're gonna look arightwally used, at least in BrE, 'as a particle of
when you do them Skinny Puppy chaps aren't
inference, often unemphatic or enclitic'
you?—Melody Maker, 1988; I didn't know(OED), sometimes merely as part of a
much about planes in them days—P. McCabe,
formulaic farewell greeting: e.g. As Lucas
1992.
continued to stare at the window, Clement
said, 'Well, goodbye then.'—I. Murdoch,
themself. The normal emphatic and
1993; I say. That time already? Good-night,
reflexive form of they and them is, of
course, themselves. The OED reports stand- then—B. Neil, 1993; He rose from his chair,
ard uses of the alternative form themself patting his pockets, and said, 'So, well, III be
from the 14c. to the 16c, but then it off, then.'—idem, 1993. It is also often used
seems to have lost its grip on the lan- as the final element of an interrogative
guage and disappeared from sight. A sentence: e.g. 'Not too much trouble getting
remarkable by-product of the search for here, then?' asked my father genially—A.
gender-neutral pronouns, themself re-em- Brookner, 1993. It is also used as a
erged in the 1980s. It is a minority form, stronger 'particle of inference' when the
but one that turns up from time to time implied meaning is something like 'in
in Britain, N. America, and doubtless that case': e.g. What had she sat next to
elsewhere. Examples: It is not an actor him for in thefirstplace, then?—M. Eldridge,
pretending to be Reagan or Thatcher, it is, in1984 (Aust.).
grotesque form, the person themself—I. Histhence. Also from thence. Only in archaic
lop, 1984; I think somebody should immedior literary use. See FROM WHENCE.
ately address themself to this problem—A. T.
Ellis, 1987; After all, how could anyone de-theoretic, theoretical. As adjs. the two
fend themself against the soft-focus sleaze of forms have coexisted in the language
a show like 'A Current Affair' ...?—Chicagosince the 17c, the longer form probably
Sun-Times, 1991; a principal who desires tobeing the more frequent of the two in
acquire the tobacco for use or consumption BrE at the present time. See -IC(AL).
by themself or other persons at their expenseCanadian legal context in English Today, thereabout(s). One of the medieval
1994. This new pronominal form can compound adverbs in there- that survive
in common use without hint of archahardly be regarded as standard—yet.
ism, the others being thereby, therefore),
then. Two uses, one adjectival the other and thereupon. The form with final -s,
adverbial, call for comment. 1 (adj.) Mur- which is recorded from about 1400 onmurs are occasionally heard against the ward, is now the more usual of the two
type the then Bishop of London ( = the per- (it all changed in 1970 or thereabouts; there
son who was the Bishop of London at or thereabouts). The casualty rate of adthe time), esp. if a hyphen has been verbs in there- is high (see below), and
inserted between then and the noun that one wonders how many of these words
follows. But the type has been in continu- will still be in regular use in the cenous use since the late 16c. and must turies ahead.
surely pass without censure—in its
simplest form, that is. It begins to look thereafter. One of several traditional
awkward when the immediately follow- adverbs in there- now restricted to formal
ing word is an adjective (thus turning use, esp. in legal documents or ceremonthen into an adverb) or a complex title, ial language. It was first recorded in OE
and awkwarder still when a hyphen is (King Alfred). Other formal words in there-

thereat | there you go
include therein (first recorded in OE),
thereof (OE), thereto (OE), and theretofore
(C1350).
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those who have made the passage of the Bil
possible to attend once more.

there is, there are. Before launching
thereat. One of several adverbs in there- into a sentence beginning with there + a
now falling or fallen into disuse after part of the verb to be, one must decide
centuries of routine service in the lan- whether the following subject is actually
guage. It was first recorded in OE. Other or notionally singular or plural. In most
archaistic words in there- include there- circumstances no difficulties arise. Thus:
from (first recorded 01250), thereinto There is a spider in the bath; but There were
(01300), thereon (OE), thereout (OE), there- many who disagreed with the speaker. The
through (CI175), thereunto (C1300), therewith choice is more difficult when the subject
(OE), and therewithal (01300). Thereanent is more complicated than in these two
(C1340) is now restricted to Scottish use examples. Thus: There were a table and
some chairs in the room (the subjects are
(see ANENT).
transparently plural); There was 0 plain
therefor. An adverb now mainly in legal deal table in the room and some wicker arm
use, stressed on the second syllable, and chairs which Jorgenson had produced from
meaning 'for that object or purpose, for somewhere in the depths of the ship (There
that reason, for it'. Examples (from the was because of the proximity of a plain
OED): He shall supply a copy of such reportdeal table and the elaboration and 're...on payment of the sum of one shilling movedness' of the second subject).
Apart from such considerations there
therefor (1885); The ill-used crew promptly
refused to do any more in her, and were, of is a strong, not always resisted, temptacourse, clapped in jail therefor (1899). Other tion, found prominently but not only in
examples (from Garner, 1987): We are not uneducated speech, to introduce a plural
unmindful of the sound and salutary rule, andsubject with the reduced form There's (cf.
of the obvious reasons therefor; The plaintiffFr. il y a). Some informal examples from
discharged union cutters and shop foremen newspapers: There's 35 locations [sc.
shops] to serve you; But for every big, dumb
without just cause therefor.
move like this, there's half a dozen small,
therefore. The most resilient of all the smart details.
Note. In constructions of these kinds,
adverbs in there- and part of the central
core of the language since the 12c. Unlike there is described by some scholars as
the preceding word it is always stressed introductory and by others as an existential,
on the first syllable. In longer explana- an anticipatory, or a dummy subject.
tory sentences it is often preceded and
there you are. This colloquial expresfollowed by a comma, and when it occurs
sion of regret, reluctant acceptance,
initially it is sometimes conventionally
resignation, etc., always preceded by but,
followed by a comma. In short sentences
has been in common use since the mida comma is unnecessary. Examples:
19c. and its currency remains unquesThings obscure are not therefore sacred; The
tioned. Examples: It's a pity we have to
pound was falling against the Deutschmark.
shoot so many of them but there you are—
Therefore it was necessary to leave the ERM.
L. P. Hartley, 1953; The conversation was a
Fowler (1926) pointed out that the
bit one-sided mind, devoted as it was to th
presence of a comma before therefore
morality of laying waste the African raintends to lead to additional stress being
forests to make chairs for tourists, but there
placed on the immediately preceding
you are—A. Coren, 1991; I felt ridiculous of
word. Some preceding words, e.g. alcourse, but there you are—S. Wall, 1991.
though, 'are equal to that burden', while
others, e.g. and and it, are not. Examples there you go. An exceedingly common
showing acceptable punctuation: (com- conventional phrase used by persons
mas) Although, therefore, the element of sur-bringing a meal in a restaurant or an
prise could not come into play on this occasion,item or items bought in a shop, dethe enemy were forced to withdraw; I trust, livering the post, etc. preceded by but it
therefore, that you will accede to this request;is also sometimes used instead of but
(no commas) The Franks were the stronger, there you are (see prec). Examples: So we
and therefore the masters; It therefore behovestrooped off to a nearby public toilet, not the
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thesaurus | think

most salubrious of venues, but there you go—R. many of the indefinite pronouns or beElms, 1988; Thereyeh go, he said—Keep the cause of the absence in English of a
change-R. Doyle, 1991; Evan handed over common-gender third person singular
her change. 'There you go then.'—Barbara pronoun (as distinct from his used to
Anderson, 1993.
mean 'his or her' or the clumsy use of
his or her itself).
thesaurus. The pi. is either thesauruses
Modern examples of they, their, and
or thesauri /-ai/. See -us 1.
them used with singular reference may
be found in this book in the articles for
these. See KIND (noun) 2; SORT (noun) several of the indefinite pronouns, and
2.
also in the separate articles for THEIR
and THEM. The process now seems irrethesis. 1 For the sense 'dissertation', versible.
the pi. is theses /'8i:si:z/.
2 Muddles with collective nouns. Con2 In Greek and Latin verse thesis, pro- sistency is essential. The government is
nounced /'9i:sis/ or /'Gesis/, is the term pressing ahead with its policy ofprivatization
for an unstressed syllable or part of a is acceptable, and so (at least in BrE) is The
metrical foot (as opposed to ARSIS).
government are pressing ahead with their
policy of privatization. A mixture of numthey, their, them.
1 one, anyone, bers, e.g. The government is pressing ahead
everybody, nobody, etc. followed by they,
with their policy or privatization, should
their, them. Over the centuries, writers of
not be allowed to stand. Cf. AGREEMENT
standing have used they, their, and them
5with anaphoric reference to a singular
pronoun or noun, and the practice has thief. PI. thieves. See -VE(D), -VES.
continued in the 20c. to the point that,
traditional grammarians aside, such thimbleful. PI. thimblefuls. See -FUL.
constructions are hardly noticed any
more or are not widely felt to lie in a thin makes thinness.
prohibited zone. Fowler (1926) disliked thine. See ABSOLUTE POSSESSIVES.
the practice ('few good modern writers
would flout the grammarians so conspic- thingumajig, thingumabob, thinguously') and gave a number of unattrib- ummy are the chief survivors of a large
uted 'faulty' examples, including the number of 18-19C. variants.
following: The lecturer said that everybody
loved their ideals; Nobody in their senses think (verb). 1 After think, thot is usually
would give sixpence on the strength of the omitted; see THAT (conj.) 2.
promissory note of that kind.
2 For the transfer of negativity from
The evidence presented in the OED I don't think to the following clause, see
points in another direction altogether. DO 5 .
From the 16c. onward they has often been
3 think to + infin. This construction,
'used in reference to a singular noun [or
meaning 'to expect', is an old one (e.g.
pronoun] made universal by every, any,
I neuer thought to heare you speake
no, etc., or applicable to one of either
againe—Shakespeare, 1597). It survives to
sex ( = "he or she")'. The examples cited
this day, though in some contexts its
by the OED include: Every Body fell a
meaning is 'remember' rather than 'exlaughing, as how could they help it—
pect' (Did you think to ask him for his
Fielding, 1749; I/a person is born of a ...
address?).
gloomy temper ... they cannot help it—
4 think up. This colloquial phrasal verb
Chesterfield, 1759; Nobody can deprive us
of the Church, if they would-W. Whewell, meaning 'to devise, to produce by
1835; Now, nobody does anything well that thought' first emerged in the mid-igc.
they cannot help doing—Ruskin, 1866. in AmE, but is now in more widespread
Similar constructions are presented in use.
the OED for their (from the 14c. onward)
5 no thinking man. One of the bluffing
and them (1742- ). All such 'non-gram- formulae, like It stands to reason and with
matical' constructions arise either be- respect, that are intended to put the
cause the notion of plurality resides in reader's or listener's back up and incline

think I -th nouns
him or her to reject the view that is
being presented.
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Her parents live in a huge house—Melody
Maker, 1988; There was this man who trained
his dog to go around the corner to Bud's
Lounge with a dollar bill under his collar—
G. Keillor, 1989.

think (noun). This late-coming word
(not recorded until 1834, though the
corresponding verb is OE) is labelled colloq. in the New SOED (1993). It is com- this (demonstrative adv.). Like thot (see
monly used in such sentences as Have a THAT (demonstrative adv.)), this is used,
think about it, and You have another think for the most part in informal contexts,
coming 'you are greatly mistaken'.
in the sense 'to this extent or degree',
very much in the manner of an intensive.
thinkable (adj.). This word, meaning
Examples: Perhaps this much of Plato is
'able to be deemed real or actual; capable
enough for one letter—Ruskin, 1877; I have
of being thought' seems not to have
a stack of telegrams this thick—Boston Sunday
entered the language until the early 19c,
Herald, 1967; Yet the picture is usually not
some 450 years after its much more comeven this good—Where, 1971; Keep in mind,
mon antonym unthinkable.
however, that no existing property is this
typical—Real Estate Rev., 1972.
thirties. See NINETIES.
this (demonstrative adj.). 1 The simple this (demonstrative pron.). This comdemonstrative adj. this is used 'to indi- mon pronoun is used to indicate 'a thing
cate a thing or person present or near or person present or near (actually in
(actually or in thought), esp. one just space or time, or ideally in thought, esp.
mentioned' (OED). Some standard mod- as having just been mentioned and thus
ern examples of ordinary uncontested being present to the mind' (OED). Some
uses: I wanted to enjoy this room; Only in typical modern examples from standard
this way can one hope to reconstruct the sources: Am I going to undertake this just
physical landscape of the time; The allies to oblige him?; What had I done to deserve
endorsed this hegemony because they stood tothis?; The result of all this was to re-open
benefit from it; At this time it was Bodley's in Edith's mind the question ...; One need
custom to remain in London; He wasn't par-interrupt the narrative no further than to say
ticularly active in this respect; Both this house
this; I started to wonder—could I be making
and No. 45 will be converted.
this up?; All college scarves are like this
2 There is a long tradition in English anyway; Should governments do more, or
of using this instead of these in concord ought this to be left to the private sector?.
with 'a numeral expression denoting a The test of the validity of this is that it
period of time taken as a whole (... must be crystal-clear to what it refers. It
usually = 'just past or completed')' (OED). is comparatively easy to slip into the
Examples: Within this three houres will faire fault of leaving it unclear precisely what
luliet wake—Shakespeare, 1592; The silence the antecedent is.
has kept my own heart heavy this many a
day—Ruskin, 1867; This last six months—L. thither. See HITHER.
Oliphant, 1883. It is a small example -th nouns. There are large numbers of
of the way in which a lack of formal well-established words ending in -th with
agreement is justified by the concept of corresponding adjectives, verbs, etc., as
notional agreement.
breadth (cf. broad), dearth (cf. dear), depth
3 In narrative writing or speech, this is (cf. deep), growth (cf. grow), health (cf. whole),
now modishly used to refer in a familiar length (cf. long), tilth (cf. till), truth (cf. true),
manner to a person, place, object, etc., warmth (cf. warm), wealth (cf. well or weal),
not previously mentioned (usu. taking width (cf. wide). Long ago, however, -th
the place of an indefinite article). The ceased to be a significant living suffix
type seems to have emerged first in AmE for new nouns. Horace Walpole coined
in the 1920s. Examples: He had this driver blueth, gloomth, and greenth, but to no
called Reg Whelan, father of seven—T. Kene- avail. Blowth 'a blossoming', mowth 'a
ally, 1980; He had this great little Nagra mowing', and spilth '(an instance of) spillportable recorder for the birdcalls—New ing' came into the language in the 17c.
Yorker, 1986; She asked me to do this play but are now dialectal, archaic, or obsolfor Icelandic television ... It's about this girl.ete. Ruskin's coinage illth (antonym of
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those I through

wealth) has small currency except with threaten (verb). For its use as a double
passive, see PASSIVE TERRITORY 3.
direct reference to Ruskin himself.
three-peat. An unappealing neologism
(an altered form of repeat) of the late
1980s in AmE: used both as a noun ( =
three consecutive victories in a (chamtho, tho', informal (esp. in AmE) or
pionship) series, orig. in basketball), and
poetic spellings of though. Examples: Tho'
much is taken, much abides—Tennyson, a verb (to win a given contest three times
1842; Tho all the good food and wine and in succession). Also threepeat (no hyphen).
reefer was gone now—Black World, 1973; Tho'
the trip's less than a mile it's still a dreary three-quarter(s). The noun expressing
a fraction is three-quarters (usu. hyhore—NY Times, 1982.
phened). In a rugby football team a threequarter is one of two, three, or four playthou. See THEE.
ers (three-quarters) positioned between the
though. 1 For the choice of though or half-back and the full-back. When used
although, see ALTHOUGH. In conditional attrib. the form without final -s is obligatclauses led by although or though, the ory: the three-quarter line (in rugby footformer is almost always used by conser- ball), three-quarter length (coat, etc.), threevative writers. For example, Anita quarter face (in photography, the aspect
Brookner in her novel A Family Romance between full face and profile), etc. Cf.
(1993): (P-119) I thought I detected a change billiards but billiard-ball, -table.
in her, although I had not seen her for some
/'Grenadi/, a song of laweeks; (p. 120) Quite possibly, although thisthrenody
seemed grotesque to me, Dolly was in love; (p.mentation. The standard form, rather
121)1 saw that Dolly despised us, although than threnode /'Grenaud/ (altered on model
she would never have admitted as much, evenof ode).
to herself; (p. 135) and although I wanted threshold. Pronounce /'Grejauld/, or,
to cry and sob my eyes were quite dry and with medial /h/ inserted, /'Grefhauld/.
my face composed; (p. 140) it was my mother
who was her true friend, although she had thrice. From about 1200 a regular word
the company of the church ladies on Mondayfor 'three times', but now only archaic
evenings. In the sense 'and yet' the shorter or poetical.
fprm is used: (p. 120) These [glances] were
indulged without mercy, though unaffectedly.thrive (verb). The pa.t. is either thrived
And the shorter form is compulsory after or throve, and the pa.pple either thriven
even: (p. 163) but I should be quite content or thrived. At present thrived seems to be
to watch, even though it might mean seeing the more usual form for both parts.
the equivalent of one of those television pro- throes. So spelt, as in to be in the throes
grammes my mother so enjoyed.
of, struggling with the task of. Keep it
carefully apart from throws 'propels' and
2 For as though, see AS 9.
throws (pi. noun) (allowed three throws with
thral(Qdom. See -LL-, -L- 5.
the javelin).
those. See KIND (noun) 2; SORT (noun)
2.

thrash, thresh. Originally variants of
the same word, now with pronunciations and spellings differentiated. To
separate grain is thresh, to flog is thrash.
Thrash is the usual spelling of figurative
and transferred uses, e.g. to thrash one's
opponents (in a game of cricket, etc.), to
thrash out a problem. But both spellings
are found for the senses 'to move one's
limbs about violently' and 'to toss and
turn (in bed)' (followed by about).
Threadneedle Street, Old Lady of. See
SOBRIQUETS.

through. 1 In the language of telephony
You are through means in Britain 'You are
connected'; but to an American Are you
through? might be used by a switchboard
operator to mean 'Have you finished
your call?' Caution is therefore called
for in transatlantic calls made through
a switchboard. In ordinary language Are
you through with this? is used idiomatically
in both major forms of English to mean
'Have you finished with this?' But the
simplex through, as shown in the following examples, seems characteristically
Nj\mer.: Yaweh was through, now, with

thru I till, until
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speech—T. Findley, 1984; 'I'm through eat-English from French. It was frequently
ing,' said my father, pushing his plate spelt tyme or time in former times (15away—L. S. Schwartz, 1989.
18c). By contrast, some scientific words
2 The convenient AmE use of through derived ultimately from Gk Gu^ov, as
to mean 'up to and including' (Monday thymene, thymidine, thymine, thymol, althrough Friday) is familiar to standard ways have initial /0/ in English.
speakers of BrE but is not often used tiara'd is preferable to tiaraed. See -ED
by them except as a conscious Amer- AND 'D.
icanism. Examples: they range from regimes
of explicit rules and organizations at one end -tiation. See -CIATION, -TIATION.
ofthe spectrum through private networks and
informal conventions at the other—Dxdalus,tibia /'tibia/. PL tibiae /-bii:/. The stem
1991; an eight-week summer program for vowel is short in English, despite the t
disadvantaged children ages three throughin its etymon, Ltibia.See FALSE QUANTITY;
LATIN PLURALS.
five—ibid. 1993-

thru, an occasional non-standard AmE tidal (adj.). The formation was called
spelling of through. Examples: I see the into question by Fowler (1926) in his
thing thru, alone—E. E. Cummings, 1917; most puristic mood as being a modernWhen she wuz little and she had stuttered ish (1807) welding ofthe adjectival suffix
-al to a noun of native origin (tide), a
thru a sentence—Black World, 1971 ; Available
for S types right thru to Mk 10s it retails for process not elsewhere paralleled. But the
26 notes—Hot Car, 1977. The spelling has a word is now, of course, essential and
history of its own in the 20c. in American uncancellable. See -AL 1.
spelling-reform circles, but the American
tidbit. See TITBIT.
public has rejected it except in informal
circumstances (private letters, memos, tigerish, tigress. Thus spelt.
etc.) and in the traffic term thruway ( =
expressway).
tight, tightly. The first is primarily an
adjective, but it overlaps with tightly in
thunderer. For The Thunderer = The Times,some adverbial uses, e.g. in the impersee SOBRIQUETS.
ative phr. hold tight!, and immediately
after a few verbs. Thus, drawn from
Thursday. For the adverbial use, see standard modern sources: but, from what
FRIDAY.
I know of them, they won't sit tight; Well,
thusly (adv.). Thusly—a word I picked up goodnight. Sleep tight; like something that
in Massachusetts and will give this single had been wound tight and suddenly released
outing—if you are in that South Atlantic Tight (adv.) also occurs in a few adjs., e.g.
coaling station [etc.]'—C. Freud in The Timestight-fisted, -fitting, -lipped.
(3 Aug. 1989). The word seemed out of
order to me, since thus by itself would
have sufficed. But its naturalness is more
or less unquestioned in AmE (it was first
recorded in the OED in an American
source of 1865), and a string of examples
lie in the Merriam Webster files. Their
usage guide (1989) declares that 'thusly
is not now merely an ignorant or comic
substitute for thus: it is a distinct adverb
that is used in a distinct way in standard
speech and writing.' Clement Freud's
'single outing' for the word suggests that
it has not been washed ashore in the UK
yet.
thyme. Though ultimately from Gk
8up.ov it seems to have had initial /t/
from the time of its adoption (15c.) in

tike. See TYKE.

tilde. A mark (~) put over a letter, e.g.
over a Sp. n to indicate that it is to be
pronounced /nj/, as in senor; and over a
Pg. a or 0 to indicate nasalization, as in
Sâo Paulo.
till, until. The early history of the two
words in medE, as set down with great
thoroughness in the OED, is complicated.
It is not true, for example, that till is a
shortened form of until: in fact till is the
earlier of the two. The present distribution is no less complicated. One can
declare, with the COD, that 'Until is used
especially at the beginning of a sentence', but that doesn't take us far. One
can also assert with reasonable certainty
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tilth I times

that until is fractionally more formal readers if I list some of its near-synthan till: this might account for the fact onyms. Of the six following words each
that until occurs much more frequently is given a simple definition (based partly
than till in edited prose (including fic- on those in the New SOED) with a view
tion). In practice until is six times more merely to suggesting the natural relation
likely than till to turn up in such work between them. Though each is often
(both according to my own database and used in senses here assigned not to it
to a standard dictionary of word fre- but to another (or not mentioned at all),
the words aeon, cycle, date, epoch, era, and
quency).
Some typical examples of each word, period form a broadly based series when
all drawn from standard sources of the they are used in their primary senses.
1980s: (till) Waittillyou see what I've been
doing; don't you dare even look at anybody An aeon is an immeasurable period of
till I get back; I could live here forever, he time.
thought, ortillI die. (until) The runic signa- A cycle is a period in which a connected
ture in the Fates was not found until 1888; series of events or phenomena is comThis process will go on until election day; pleted, usu. as part of a repeating succesMany of the manuscripts were until compar-sion of similar periods.
atively recently in the keeping of Owen's fam- A date is the identifiable or stated point
ily; This would continue for hours until he of time (day, month, year, etc.) at which
reached a more advanced stage; It used to besomething occurs, has occurred, or will
widely believed that in Britain one is innocentoccur.
until proved guilty. The evidence tends
An epoch is the beginning of a distinctto confirm that till is sometimes the ive period in the history of something
informal equivalent of until, but also that or someone.
in many contexts the two words are
An era is a period of history characsimply interchangeable without af- terized by a particular state of affairs,
fecting the stylistic level. Finally it series of events, etc.
should be noted that some authorities
A period is a portion of time characurge their readers not to use a third
terized by the same prevalent features
form, namely 'til. In fact it is an informal or conditions.
20C. contraction of until, and may be
used with propriety in informal conA time and an age are often intertexts.
changeable with all or most of the above,
but are less precise in meaning. Cf. also
See UNTIL 2.
the terms duration, juncture (s.v. JUNCtilth. An ordinary noun in OE (tilp) TION), moment, occasion, season, span, spell,
corresponding to the verb tilian 'to and term, all of which, in some of their
labour', (by 1200) 'to cultivate land'. It uses, refer to divisions of time. Note that
has retained its place in agricultural and in time means, among other things, 'not
horticultural language ever since. Some (too) late', whereas on time means
recent examples: Settle instead for a sprink- 'punctually, on the dot'.
ling of blood, bone and fishmeal ... once
you've dug over the ground and are ready timeous /'tarnias/ (adj.), in good time
to break it down to a finer tilth prior to (Sc). This is the better spelling, rather
sowing—Amateur Gardening, 1990; As lastthan timous.
season's mulch breaks down, it adds tilth to
the soil—Harrowsmith, 1993. Cf. -TH NOUNS times. Preceded by a cardinal numeral
and followed by a number or expression
for similar formations.
of quantity (6 times 4 = 24; an animal of
timbre /'taemba/ or, unacclimatized, tentimesmy strength), times has been used
/'taebra/. Adopted from Fr. in the mid-igc. as an agent of multiplication since at
in the sense 'the distinctive character or least the 14c. and is still, of course, in
quality of a musical or vocal sound apart current use. Followed by an adj. or adv.
from its pitch and intensity', but still in the comparative degree it is for the
most part used only in an additive way
not fully Anglicized in pronunciation.
(a cathedral is usually at leastfivetimes
time. Under this word, as the most larger than any parish church). Though the
general term, it may be of use to some OED gives a 19c. example of the type ten

timpani | tiro
times less (Men who had ten or twenty times
less to remember—Gladstone, 1876) and the
type occurs from time to time in the
20c, it is better to assume that times
normally implies multiplication, and to
restrict its use to contexts in which multiplication is plainly intended.
timpani (pi. noun), a set of kettledrums.
Thus spelt, rather than tympani. See TYMPANUM.

tin. This ordinary word in BrE for 'an
airtight sealed container made of tin
plate or aluminium for preserving food'
stands beside can, esp. when the container holds a drink. It is impossible to
establish the currency of the two words
except in an impressionistic way, but
my own choice is, for example, o tin of
sardines, a tin of peaches, a can of beer,
tinned fruit; a canning factory.
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ear would find such a succession of
-tion words objectionable. But Fowler's
general point is a sound one.
Two of the most overused words in
-tion in the 20c. are position and situation.
Examples (from the 2nd edn, 1965): The
situation in the industry has reached a tragic
position; They based this opinion largely
on the position of the company's financial
situation; The Trades Union Congress should
call a halt to the situation; We ought to be
told the present position on this matter; The
position in regard to unemployment has
deteriorated; At the moment the political situation in Malta is in a strange position. The
sentences call out for recasting (e.g. The
industry is in a sorry state, etc.). In fact
relentless attacks on such turgid sentences seem to have had a beneficial
effect. I quote from The Times Guide to
English Style and Usage (1992):

position like situation, an empty, overworked word as in "the unemployment
position is unchanged". Try to rephrase
such sentences. However, when preceded
by an adjective ("a strong position") or
tinker (verb). The OED entry (sense 1(b)) a participial form ("a bargaining posishows that figurative uses of the verb tion"), it is acceptable. For "in a position
( = 'to occupy oneself about something to", "able to" or "can" are preferable.
in a desultory or aimless way') were norsituation avoid. Even a quote using this
mally construed with at in the 19c, but vacuous word is probably waffle and not
in the 20c. with with. Examples: The public worth inclusion. The word situation canwere tired of government which merely tink- not be rescued by being propped up by
ered at legislation (1880); Nobody is prepared an adjective, as in "classroom situation",
to tinker with a social structure that has let alone the banned "crisis situation". As
withstood every kind of outside pressure- for ongoing situation, no-win situation
Times, 1955; Whatever moral doubts thereand chicken-and-egg situation ...!
may be about tinkering with nature, the biotechnology revolution will not be stopped in Doubtless recruits on other newspapers
its tracks-Oxfam News, 1990; Some of the are given the same or similar advice.
alterations suggest little more than ideological
tip (noun). See RUBBISH.
tinkering with the wording—TES, 1991.

tinge (verb). The ppl form tingeing is
recommended (rather than tinging,
which might be thought to represent the
pronunciation /'tirjirj/. Cf. HINGE (verb).

Tinsel Town, Tinseltown. See SOBRIQUETS.

tipstaff. PI. tipstaffs (not tipstaves).

tiptoe (verb). The inflected forms are
-tion. Fowler (1926) rightly ridiculed the tiptoes, tiptoed, tiptoeing.
excessive use of abstract nouns ending
in -tion, and cited an unattributed but tirade. Usu. pronounced /tai'reid/ in BrE,
presumably journalistic example: Spec- but commonly /'tai-/ (i.e. stressed on first
ulation on the subject of the constitution syllable) in AmE. Variants with a short
of the British representation at the Wash- /i/ in the first syllable are also used by
some standard speakers in both counington inauguration of the League of
Nations will, presumably, be satisfied when tries.
Parliament meets, but there is a certain ner-tire (of a wheel). See TYRE.
vousness at the suggestion that Mr Lloyd
George will go over there as chief of the tiro (a novice). Thus spelt, rather than
British delegation. Anyone with half an tyro: see Y AND I. PL tiros: see -O(E)S 6.

tissue I together
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(American dictionaries give precedence
to tyro.)

colloquial types hoo-bloody-ray, im-bloodypossible, etc. The word is derived from Gk
Tufjcns 'a cutting'.

tissue. The pronunciation /'tiju:/ is reto. The uses of the preposition to and
commended, rather than /'tisju:/.
of the infinitival particle to are discussed
titbit, tidbit. Thefirstis the customary under several headwords in this book.
spelling in Britain, and the second in N. For the erroneous types she gave it to
America. The word entered the language Elizabeth and I (correctly me) and to we
in the 17c, chiefly in the forms tyd bit, (correctly us) lexicographers, see CASES 6
tidbit (from Eng. dial, tid adj. tender, and I 1. For the type to fervently believe,
see SPLIT INFINITIVE. For the type in which
nice, special).
to is placed in final position (e.g. I learned
titillate means 'to excite pleasantly (it what to put in my mouth and what not to),
titillated herfancy)', whereastitivatemeans see INFINITIVE 3. For the circumstances
'to adorn, smarten {she titivated herself up in which it is used between the verbs
dare, help, and need and a following infor the party)'.
finitive, see these verbs. A new use of
titles. Some of the ground has already the preposition to, replacing traditional
been covered, e.g. in the article NAMES of, now emerging in AmE, might be
AND APPELLATIONS, in other articles cross- called the relational to: e.g. interviewing
referred to therein, and in THE 1. The a woman who neighbors said they believed
complex difficulties of the correct de- was a girlfriend to the fired employeesignations of members of the nobility, Chicago Tribune, 1987; He's married and the
bishops and archbishops, lord mayors, father to a son—ibid., 1989.
Finally, the preposition to used to
lady mayoresses, the Chief Rabbi, the
Pope, ambassadors, and so on can only be mean 'at' is recorded in the OED from
safely resolved by consulting the current OE times onwards but is now only diaeditions of Debrett's Correct Form, Who's lectal in Britain and only in non-standWho (of the country concerned), The Dic- ard use in AmE. Examples: On
tionary of National Biography, and so on.Cantwarabyrig VU myneteres ...to HrofceasFurther detailed guidance is that pro- trie—a 10c. charter; I haue heard say there
vided to their journalists in The Times is to Mountferrat ...a deuoute b holyplace-a
Guide to English Style and Usage (1992). romance of C1500; Lucy Passmore, the white
Fowler (1926) wrote a 21-line piece de- witch to Welcombe—C. Kingsley, 1855; In
ploring the emergence 'in the last twenty Somerset ...it is correct to say 'I bought this
or thirty years' of the prefixes Marquis, to Taunton'—EL. Jefferies, 1889; We could do
Earl, and Viscount, and also of Marchioness something in the afternoon. Were you ever to
and Countess in place of Lady ('that used the Botanic Gardens?—New Yorker, 1977.
to be good enough for ordinary wear'),
and by this means neatly sidestepped
most of the central issues. The holders
of titles know how they should be addressed, on the envelope, at the head
of a letter, and face to face. They are
doubtless amused (or irritated) by some
of the forms adopted by people who are
unaware of the correct procedures. The
best advice I can offer is to urge readers
to consult the relevant guide of those
listed above before addressing a person
of rank.

tobacco. PL tobaccos. See -O(E)S 3.
tobacconist. See note s.v. -IST, -ALIST.
toboggan makes tobogganer, tobogganing, tobogganist. See -N-, -NN-.
today, tomorrow, tonight. Forms with
a hyphen {to-day, etc.) were listed as
alternatives in editions of the COD down
to and including the 7th edn of 1982.
They were dropped in the 8th edn of
1990. The lingering of the hyphen in
these words in much printed work of
the 20C. is a very singular piece of conservatism, but now it has virtually disappeared from sight in all three words.

tmesis. PI. tmeses /'tmi:si:z/. (grammar)
The separation of parts of a compound
word by an intervening word or words,
as when toward us is expressed as to together.
usward. The process is seen clearly in the GETHER.

See ALL TOGETHER, ALTO-

together with | tonsil
together with. See AGREEMENT 4.
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(a) on the same ground; for the same
reason; in the same way; and (b) ( = Fr.
toilet. At least the children are told how to o telles enseignes que), the proof of this
hold their knives properly and get walloped if being that: introducing, as the OED exthey call the lavatory the toilet. This example presses it, a corroborating circumstance,
from Joanna Trollope's novel A Passionate often weakened down to a mere associMan (1990) neatly introduces the socio- ated fact that helps the memory or is
logical problem about what was once recalled to mind by the main fact. It is
called the water closet. There are many important that there should be a clear
synonyms in all the main English-speak- connecting thread of meaning between
ing countries, and the choice of word
the original statement and the connormally depends on what is judged to sequent assumption. Some modern exbe the sociological level, age, etc., of the amples: By the same token oil is an upstream
person addressed. A wide range of terms resource in many Arab countries and we do
forms part of the passive vocabulary of not tell them how to use it—South, 1991; The
most people, but not all of them are used writers might never quite get at what they
in practice. On the evidence available to believed was Giacometti's essence, but by the
me, toilet is the first choice of the major- same token Giacometti was not going to go
ity of people in Britain, while lavatory off on some completely different tangent and
(now fading) and loo (especially) are the thereby get away from the writers—Mod.
favourites of the chattering classes. Painters, 1992; The MRC [Medical Research
There are many polite evasions (the geo- Council] looks out of step, but by the same
graphy of the house, the facilities, etc.), nu- token, the trial investigators are going to
merous dialect words (e.g. netty in the have to produce squeaky<lean results—New
North Country), and many slang words Srientist, 1992.
(e.g. the hog, karzy). A public lavatory is
often called a public convenience in BrE, toll. See TAX.
with separate sections labelled Ladies and
tomato. PL tomatoes. See -O(E)S 1.
Gents or with signs indicating which is
tome. A large heavy book, not just a
which.
In AmE the dominant word (in houses, book of any size.
public places, on aeroplanes, on long- Tommy (Atkins). See SOBRIQUETS.
distance buses, etc.) seems to be restroom,
and, when the facilities are divided, men's tomorrow. See TODAY.
room and ladies room. Bathroom and washton, prevailing mode or fashion. Though
room are also common. Toilet is known
used in English since the 18c. it is still
but hardly ever occurs in print except
not fully naturalized: print in italics and
when used attributively (toilet attendant,
pronounce /to/.
toilet seat) and in the phr. public toilets.
There are also numerous slang words ton (weight) and tun (the cask, vat, and
(can, John, etc.), and euphemisms (comfort wine-measure) are both pronounced
station, powder room, etc.). Not uncom- /tAn/. They were originally the same word
monly several of these synonyms are (from OE tunne, from medL tunna), but
used in the text of the same newspaper became differentiated in the 17c.
article: e.g. (a 150-word report of the
arrest of a man charged with smoking tondo (a circular painting or relief). PL
marijuana in the lavatory of a Continental tondi /'tondi/.
Airlines flight from Chicago to New- tonight. See TODAY.
ark, NJ, in 1988) bathroom, restroom, John,
and lavatory. John was the word used by tonne (a metric ton equal to 1,000 kg.; =
the accused. Water closet, WC, and privy approx. 2,205 lb.). In both BrE and AmE
are known in both countries but are now pronounced /tAn/, i.e. the same as the
used less and less. Latrine is a communal ordinary word ton ( = 2,240 lb. avoirdulavatory in camping sites, military bar- pois).
racks, etc.
tonneau. PL tonneaus, with the final
letter pronounced \z\. See -x.
token. The idiomatic phr. by the same
token has been a convenient connective tonsil. The derivatives are spelt tonsillecsince the 15c. (Paston Letters) meaning tomy, tonsillitis, tonsillotomy. See -LL-, -L-.

tonsorial | tost
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tonsorial. Used, only with facetious
humour, of a hairdresser or hairdressing
(cf. L tonsor 'a barber').
too.
I i
2
3
I 4

With passive participle.
Illogical or ambiguous uses.
At the beginning of a clause.
As an intensifier.

good); I'm not too sure that you're right ( =
not at all sure); "This boy is not an athletic
type.' Too true!'. Note, too, the mainly
AmE type 'I don't know what you're talking
about.' 'You do too.' ( =you certainly do).
topmost. See -MOST.

tormentor. Thus spelt, not -er.

1 With passive participle. With passive tornado. PI. tornadoes. The pi. of the
participles, when they are genuinely fighter plane of that name is Tornados.
such and not adjectives ending in -ed
See -O(E)S 1, 5.
such as limited or tired, the adverb too
used by itself is slightly unidiomatic: torpedo. PI. torpedoes. See -O(E)S 1. The
Swindon is too occupied with existing prob- inflected forms of the verb are torpedoes,
lems to be willing to take on any fresh adven-torpedoed, torpedoing.
turous projects (read too fully); But he was
too engrossed in Northern Europe to realizetorpor. Thus spelt. See -OUR AND -OR.
his failure elsewhere (read too greatly or too
torso. PI. torsos. See -O(E)S 6.
fully)2 Illogical or ambiguous uses. These tortoise. Pronounce /'toitas/. The spellresult from confusing two logical ways ing-pronunciation with final /-oiz/ is nonof making a statement, one with and
standard.
one without too. Praise which perhaps was
scarcely meant to be taken too literally meanstortuous, torturous. The first means
either 'which may easily be taken too 'full of twists, turns, or bends' (a tortuous
literally' or 'which was not meant to be route with many hairpin bends) or '{fig-)
taken literally'. We need not attach too indirect, circuitous, devious' (a tortuous
much importance to the differences betweenargument, mind, policy, etc.). Torturous, a
Labour and Social Democrats means either fairly rare word, is the adj. correspond'We may easily attach too much' or 'We ing to torture and means 'involving or
need not attach much'. It is yet far too causing torture' (o torturous execution,
early to generalize too widely as to origins hours of torturous anguish). The two sets of
and influences means either 'If we general- meanings almost come together in the
ize too early we may generalize too following extract: There was some debate
widely' or 'It is too early to generalize about the pictures used to accompany this
widely'.
article, but it was nothing compared to, say,
3 At the beginning of a clause. Placed the torturous negotiations that preceded the
at the beginning of a clause and meaning Kylie Minogue story in the June issue of this
'in addition; moreover, furthermore', too magazine—The Face, 1994. But I feel sure
had a long and untroubled history from that tortuous fits the context, as indeed
OE until the 17c. (e.g. Too, we profess our it (or tortuously) does in each of the followselves the Redeemed of the Lord—]. Shute,ing examples: Sam did as he was instructed
1641), at which point it became rare or as Deborah torturously rolled her way back
obsolete, only to be revived in the 20c, towards him—B. Elton, 1991; Turow spoke
chiefly in AmE. Examples: She's had her last night ... giving a detailed synopsis of
novel published this year, but too, she's written the 'torturous path' that led him to be a
some interesting articles on acupuncture- practicing lawyer and author—Daily Northcited in CGEL, 1985; she was a veteran ofwestern (Chicago), 1992.
the Friday shooting incident and, too, she had
torus. PI. toruses or, less commonly, tori
Fleurier, the patron, on her side—T. Winton,
1985 (Aust.); He told me a man needed sex. /'to:rai/. See -us 1.
But I didn't want to. He got like that. But, tOSt. An archaic literary form of the
too, he was a charmer—New Yorker, 1988. pa.t. and pa.pple of toss (verb): Wretch that
4 As an intensifier, too has many
standard (though informal) uses: e.g. It's
too good of you ( = very good, extremely

long has tost On the thorny bed ofPain (Gray);
these stormtost seas (Carlyle). See -T AND
-ED.

total I trade marks
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trade marks. Reference to proprietary
terms in print—by journalists, novelists,
or lexicographers—can lead to protests
from the owners of the trade marks. They
are concerned to defend their rights to
-L-.
the word registered as a trade mark; its
tother. Formed in ME as pe toper by a use with a lower-case initial suggests
misdivision of earlier pat oper 'the that it is the generic name of the item.
other', tother (also 'tother, the tother) has Every vacuum cleaner is not a Hoover,
stubbornly remained in the standard
nor ball-point pen a Biro, not all sticky
language as a colloquial (or sometimes tape is Sellotape, nor jeans all Levi's, and
jocular) variant of the other until the if this is implied the trade-mark holder
present day. The phr. tell tother from which is in danger of losing the value, as
'to tell one from another' also surfaces measured in sales, of his trade-marked
from time to time.
product. Proprietary terms are of more
than usual concern to lexicographers,
touchy. See TETCHY.
not only because they are often the subtoupee (wig) /'tuipei/. Thus spelt, not ject of protracted and complicated cortoupée, toupet.
respondence. Besides this, dictionary
entries are consulted by the Registrar
tourniquet. Pronounce /'tuamkei/, not of Trade Marks at the Patent Office in
/-ket/.
London, and by his analogues in other
tOW- and towing-. The dominant forms countries, and the registration of such
in the more important compounds now terms is sometimes delayed or brought
are tow-bar, tow-line, tow-net, tow-path, and into question because, among other factow-rope, rather than towing-bar, etc. All tors, a given dictionary shows a term
five compounds are often written without indication of its proprietary
status.
without a hyphen (thus towbar, etc.).
The preferred expression in the OED for
toward, towards. 1 As prepositions, the names of these marks is 'proprietary
toward is the more usual form in AmE, term'. It is used as a synonym of 'trade
and towards the almost invariable form name', 'trade mark', and 'trade term',
in BrE. But the distribution of the vari- notwithstanding the fact that the four
ants is subject to much variation. Rou- expressions are not synonymous in legal
tine examples: (UK) Madeleine ... led her and business language. Proprietary
guests towards Edmond—P. P. Read, 1986; terms should properly be entered in dicMiles Harrier was making his way... towards tionaries with a capital letter in the
their rendezvous—M. Bracewell, 1989. (US) lemma (e.g. Bovril). If in literary works
Td hate to see you be so unforgiving toward or other sources systematically read for
me,' she said—New Yorker, 1989; There is athe OED such names are used with a
new policy toward risk that is at least as lower-case initial letter, the entry also
important to American society as tort— contains the uncapitalized form (e.g. BovDxdalus, 1980.
ril ... Also bovril). It should not be as2 Towards is normally pronounced
sumed that such a term, once registered,
/ta'woidz/ or /twoidz/ in BrE. The variant remains a trade mark indefinitely. Cello/to:dz/ also occurs in rapid speech. There phane, jeep, and linoleum are examples of
is a similar wide spread of pronunci- words which no longer have proprietary
ations in AmE.
status. In 1962 thermos ceased to be a
trade mark in the US, and Canada foltowel (verb). The inflected forms are lowed suit in 1967, but it remains a
towelled, towelling, but usu. toweled, trade mark in Great Britain. An historical
toweling in AmE. See -LL-, -L-.
dictionary, even on the scale of the OED,
cannot find room for more than a sprinktrachea. In BrE usually pronounced
/tra'kiia/, but sometimes /'treikra/. PL tra- ling of the many thousands of trade
cheae /-i:i:/. In AmE usu. /'treik-/. In the names on the current register, but I
derivatives tracheostomy and tracheotomy, would argue for the inclusion of as many
the first vowel is usu. /ae/ in BrE and /ei/ as possible of the commonest ones so
that, for example, readers of C. Day
in AmE.
total. The adj. makes totally (adv.), totality
(noun), totalizator (noun). The inflected
forms of the verb are totalled, totalling
(but usu. totaled, totaling in AmE): see -LL-,

trade union | transfer
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Lewis's The Otterhury Incident or Len
Deighton's Horse under Water in future
centuries should not be puzzled by references to Mars bars.
It is worth mentioning that the generic use of a trade mark in a dictionary
is probably not in itself actionable in
Britain at present, though the position
may change at any time. Furthermore,
membership of the EC might at some
point complicate matters still more,
since EC law in respect of the treatment
of trade marks in dictionaries is unlikely
to coincide with such laws in Britain at
present. These are matters for lawyers.

unknown origin. The favoured spelling
used to be trapes, but no longer. The
word is apparently in widespread dialectal use, pronounced as two syllables,
e.g. /'treipas/.
trait. Normally with the final t silent in
BrE but sometimes /trert/. The final t is
regularly sounded in AmE.
trammel (verb). The inflected forms are
trammelled, trammelling in BrE, but usu.
trammeled, trammeling in AmE. See -LL-,
-L-.

tranquil (adj.). The derivatives have -II- in
BrE: tranquillity, tranquillize, tranquillizer,
trade union (not trades union). PI. trade tranquilly adv. But AmE usu. has -I- in the
unions. But Trades Union Congress, abbrev.first three of these. See -LL-, -L-.
TUC.

trade wind. Write as two words.
tradition(al)ism, -ist. For the general
question between such variants, see -IST.
In this case the longer forms are usual,
perhaps because the words are often opposed to rationalism, -ist, the form of
which is fixed by ration's not having the
necessary meaning.

transcendence, transcendency. The
two words are usu. interchangeable, except in the sense 'of the deity: the attribute of being above and independent of
the universe', for which transcendence is
the usual term. See -CE, -CY.

transcendent(al). These words, with
their many specialized applications in
philosophy, are for the most part beyond
traffic (verb). The inflected forms are the scope of this book; but there are
trafficked, trafficking; also trafficker (noun).popular uses in which the right form
should be chosen. 1 The word that
See -c-, -CK-.
means surpassing, of supreme exceltragedienne, tragédienne. See COMED- lence or greatness, etc., is transcendent,
IAN 3.
and the following is wrong: The matter is
of transcendental importance, especially in
tragedy. Used in English since the
the present disastrous state of the world. See
Middle Ages of a play or other literary
LONG VARIANTS for similar pairs.
work, ancient or modern, in which the
2 The word applied to God in contrast
principal figure or figures fall from grace
or are killed, tragedy soon became ap- with IMMANENT is transcendent.
plied to any dreadful calamity or disaster
3 The word that means visionary,
in real life. In modern times it is often idealistic, outside experience, etc., is
used hyperbolically in contexts where no transcendental.
deaths are involved, e.g. of an unwanted
4 The word applied to Emerson and
loss in a significant football or other
match. For these lesser setbacks other his 'religio-philosophical teaching' is
terms are available: tragedy should be transcendental. Note also the 20c. cult of
restricted to the emotional sports pages Transcendental Meditation, a method of detaching oneself from problems, anxiety,
of the tabloid press.
etc., by silent meditation and repetition
tragic, tragical. The normal and nat- of a mantra (COD).
ural word is tragic. Tragical is scarcely
used at all except with direct or implied transexual. See TRANSSEXUAL.
reference to the very tragicall mirth of transfer. 1 Noun transfer, verb transfer.
Pyramus and Thisbe in A Midsummer see NOUN AND VERB ACCENT.
Night's Dream.
2 The inflected forms of the verb are
traipse (verb), to tramp or trudge transferred, transferring. Derivatives inwearily. It emerged in the 16c. and is of clude transferrer, but transferable (see

transfixion | transpire
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or by light, and it can replace any of
the others unless there is some point of
precision or of rhetoric to be gained. The
three near-synonyms have the rhetorical
value of being less common than transparent, and therefore appear more often
in literary work. As regards precision,
the following definitions of the words'
transfixion, the state of being trans- narrower senses are offered, and to each
fixed. Thus spelt, not transfiction. See are appended some appropriate nouns,
-xiON etc.
and the adjective or participle that seems
most directly opposed. The only one of
transgressor. Thus spelt, not -ex.
the four capable of bearing the figurative
tranship, transhipment. Acceptable, sense 'obvious' is transparent.
That is diaphanous which is so insubbut not recommended, variants of
stantial, thin, or gossamer-like that it
TRANSSHIP, TRANSSHIPMENT.
does not preclude sight of what is behind
transient, transitory. The primary it; fabric, gown, veil, mist; opp. shrouding.
meanings (brief, fleeting) are the same, That is pellucid which does not distort
but transient is used with special senses images seen through it; water, literary
in music, philosophy, electricity, and style; opp. turbid. That is translucent which
nuclear physics, and transitory in law.
does not bar the passage of light but
diffuses it; quartz, tortoise-shell; opp.
transistor. Thus spelt, not -er.
opaque. That is transparent that does not
transitive verb. See INTRANSITIVE (adj.); obscure sight of what is behind it and
transmits light without diffusion; glass,
DITRANSmVE.
candour, anger; opp. obscure, unclear.
translator. Thus spelt, not -er.
transpire. Let us first clear the ground
transliterate, to replace the letters or by recalling its etymology and its sensecharacters of a word or words from one development in English. It was brought
language into those of another. Thus into English from French in the 16c. in
Gkrcxepôv\ving' is transliterated into the technical sense 'to emit as vapour'.
roman letters as pterôn (cf. pterodactyl).
The French word was derived from modL
tran{s)spïrâre, from L trans- 'across'
translucent. See TRANSPARENT.
4- spîràre 'to breathe*. The English word
transmit (verb). The inflected forms are was immediately applied to the process
transmitted, transmitting, and the agent- by which plants exhale watery vapour
noun transmitter. Also transmittal (noun). from the surface of the leaves; and, in
See -T-, -TT-. Related forms are transmissible the 17c, came also to mean '(of a liquid)
to escape by evaporation; (of moisture)
and transmittahle: see -ABLE, -IBLE.
to give off through the skin (of an animal
transmogrify.
See FACETIOUS FORMAor human being)'. From these meanings
TIONS.
it was just a short step (in the 18c.) to
the figurative sense 'to become known
transparence, transparency. The by degrees, to leak out'. Dr Johnson did
words are interchangeable when the not like the new use: he defined it as
meaning is the quality or state of being 'to escape from secrecy to notice' and
transparent, but the form in -ency is commented 'a sense lately innovated
much the more usual of the two in this from France, without necessity'. This
sense. See -CE AND -CY. In the photo- figurative sense of transpire has remained
graphic sense ( = a slide), and in several in the language since the 17c. though it
other specialized senses, transparency is is often said to be 'formal'. Examples:
the only possible form.
The conditions of the contract were not allowed
transparent, and the near-synonyms to transpire—]. A. Froude, 1856; But then,
diaphanous, pellucid, translucent. Transpar-to our surprise, it transpires that he doesn't
ent is the general word for describing think much of our critics, either—D. J. Enwhat is penetrable by sight (lit. or fig.) right, 1966; Yaddo, it transpired, had been

-ABLE, -iBLE 2), transference, transferee, and
transferor. See -R-, -RR-. Of transferrer and
transferor, the first is the general agentnoun, a person or mechanism that passes
something on, and the second a legal
term for the person who conveys his
property to another, the transferee.
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transsexual | trecento

under FBI surveillance for some time—I. Ham-'nothing came to light, nothing leaked
ilton, 1982; Unfortunately he died soon after-out ou transpired'.
wards ... Though the blow was softened when
it transpired that he'd left her several milliontranssexual. The better spelling, rather
than transexual, despite the old models
francs-S. Faulks, 1989.
of
transcribe (from L transcribere; cf. Eng.
Meanwhile in the late 18c, first in
America, transpire began to be used in scribe), transept (from L trans- + septum),
etc.
the sense 'to occur, happen, take place':
e.g. There is nothing new transpired since I transship, transshipment. The better
wrote you last—A. Adams, 1775; Transpireforms, rather than those with a single
... 3. To happen or come to pass.—Webster's
medial -s-.
Diet., 1828; Few changes—hardly any—have
trapes.
See TRAIPSE.
transpired among his ship's companyDickens, 1848. The use was condemned
trapezium. PI. either trapezia or trapeziin vitriolic terms by the American writer
ums. See -UM 3. As a trap for the unwary,
Richard Grant White in his book Words
it means a quadrilateral with only one
and their Uses (1870). And he concluded:
pair of sides parallel in BrE, while in
'There is a very simple test of the correct
AmE it means a quadrilateral with no
use of transpire. If the phrase takeplace can two sides parallel. On the other hand, a
be substituted for it, and the intended
trapezoid means a quadrilateral with no
meaning of the sentence is preserved, two sides parallel in BrE, while in AmE
its use is unquestionably wrong; if the it means a quadrilateral with only one
other colloquial phrase, leak out, can be pair of sides parallel. Vigilance is called
put in its place, its use is correct.' The for.
OED (1914) firmly marked the sense 'to
occur, happen, take place' as catachres- trash. See RUBBISH.
tic, while presenting a string of'misused'
examples. It said that the misuse evid- trauma. The pronunciation recommenently arose 'from misunderstanding ded is /'troima/, rather than /'trauma/; but
/'trauma/ is more usual in AmE. PI. (in
such a sentence as "What had transpired
during his absence he did not know"'. medical use) traumata, (in lay use)
Fowler (1926) spoke of 'the notorious traumas.
misuse of this word ... in making it travail, travel.
1 The first is promean happen or turn out or go on'. And
nounced /'traeveil/ and the second
so we have another example of a long /'traev(a)l/.
drawn-out battle between competing
2 Used as a verb, travail has the insenses, one seen as logical and etymologically sound, and the other has a 'mon- flected forms travailed, travailing in both
strous perversion' (Richard Grant White, BrE and AmE. By contrast, travel makes
travelled, travelling (and also traveller) in
1870) and a 'notorious misuse' (Fowler,
BrE, but usually has forms with a single
1926). It is still described as a disputed
-I- in AmE.
use by the COD (1995).
Verdict. If you are tempted to use tran- treachery is a general term meaning a
spire to mean 'to happen, occur' it will violation of faith or trust, a betrayal; a
be greeted by many people with varying person who betrays something entrusted
to him or her is treacherous. Treason is
degrees of disapproval and by others
with equanimity. The safest course is to specifically violation by a subject of alleave the word to botanists, biologists, legiance to the sovereign (or in countries
and physicists in their learned journals, without a monarch to the State); the
or at most to restrict it to contexts in corresponding adj. is treasonable, and the
which it means 'to emerge, become agent-noun is traitor.
clear'.
treble. See TRIPLE.
As a matter of interest, the modern
French word for 'perspire' is transpirer. trecento /trei'tjentau/. (Also with a capiAnd this French verb is also used to mean tal initial.) The style of Italian art and
'(secret, projet, détails) come to light, leak literature in the 1300s (1300-99), i.e.
out'. The phr. rien n'a transpiré means what we call in English 'the fourteenth

trefoil I trilogy
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century'. Similarly quattrocento (the tribute. See TAX.
1400s, i.e. our fifteenth century), cinque
cento (the 1500s, i.e. our sixteenth cen- tricentenary. See CENTENARY 2.
tury), and so on down to novecento, the
style of Italian art and literature in the triceps. PI. the same.
twentieth century (1900-1999). In Italian tricksy, tricky (adjs.). Differentiation
a capital initial is obligatory in all such (see DIFFERENTIATION 2) is proceeding, in
uses, and this practice is sometimes fol- the direction of restricting tricksy, now
lowed in English-language studies of Ital- much less used, to contexts in which the
ian art and literature of these periods. quality is regarded not with condemnaIn all general contexts Italians follow tion or dislike or apprehension ( =
the same rules as those in English: il
dishonest, cunning, difficult, etc.) but
quattordicesimo secolo, il quindicesimo secolo,with amusement or interest ( = playful,
...il ventesimo secolo, the fourteenth cen- frolicsome, etc.). It had formerly, to judge
tury, the fifteenth century,... the twenti- from the OED record, all the meanings
eth century.
to itself, being more than two centuries
older than tricky. At the same time the
trefoil. The COD (1995) and the New SOEDgap is being widened by the increasing
(1993) give preference to the pronunci- use of tricky to describe a task needing
ation with a short e, namely /'trefoil/, adroitness and care.
rather than /'triifoil/. The standard dictionaries of AmE give their preferences triclinium (Roman antiquity). PI. triclinia. See -UNI 2.
in the opposite order.
trek (verb). 1 The inflected forms are tricolour (a flag of three colours, esp.
trekked, trekking. The agent-noun is trekker. the French national flag of blue, white,
and red). Thus spelt in BrE and pro2 The verb normally retains an ele- nounced /'trikala/. In AmE usu. spelt triment of arduousness in its uses (the boy color and pronounced /'trai.kAlar/.
had to trek two miles to school each day), as
a kind of folk-memory of the 19c. SAfr. triforium (gallery or arcade in a church).
use of the word to mean 'to migrate or PI. triforia. See -UM 2.
make a long journey with one's belongings by ox-wagon'. It is not merely a trigger (verb). The inflected forms are
synonym of go, walk. Similarly with the triggered, triggering. See -R-, -RR-.
noun trek.
trill (phonetics). Esp., in certain regional
varieties of BrE, pronunciation of r with
trellis (verb). The inflected forms are
vibration of the tongue. The term is also
trellised, trellising. See -s-, -ss-.
applied to the rolled r in Italian and the
uvular r in German.
tremor. Thus spelt. See -OUR AND -OR.
trillion. It normally means now a
trepan /tn'paen/ (verb). Formerly, to per- million million (1,000,000,000,000 or
forate the skull as a surgical operation. 1012) both in AmE and BrE. Formerly, in
The inflected forms are trepanned, trepan- BrE, it meant a million million million
ning. See -N-, -NN-.
(1,000,000,000,000,000,000 or 1018). See
trephine /tri'fam/ or /-'fun/ (noun). An
improved form of the original instrument, the trepan. The word trepan is first
recorded C1400, and trephine in 1628. Trephine was originally trafine, and, according to its inventor, John Woodall,
was formed from L très fines 'three ends'.
tribunal. Pronounce /trai'bju:n(a)l/ or
/tn-/. The t is short in Latin; but see FALSE
QUANTITY.

BILLION.

trilogy. In ancient Athens there were
dramatic competitions at which each
dramatist presented three plays, originally giving successive parts of the same
legend; the extant Agamemnon, Choephoroe, and Eumenides, of Aeschylus formed
a trilogy, and, with the addition of the
lost Proteus, a TETRALOGY. Later trilogies
were connected not necessarily by a common subject, but by being works of the
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same author, presented on the same occasion. In modern use the word is applied to a work such as Shakespeare's
Henry VI, comprising three separate
plays, or to a novel, etc., with two sequels.
trimeter (prosody). A line of three
measures, esp. preceded by a defining
word (iambic trimeters, trochaic trimeters,
etc.). |Higher| still knd\ higher| is a trochaic trimeter.
trio. PI. trios. See -O(E)S 4triolet. A poem of eight (usu. eightsyllabled) lines rhyming abaaabab, the
first line recurring as the fourth and
seventh and the second as the eighth. An
example (entitled 'Triolet') from Robert
Bridges:
All women born are so perverse
No man need boast their love possessing.
If nought seem better, nothing's worse:
All women born are so perverse.
From Mam's wife, that proved a curse
Though God had made her for a blessing,
All women born are so perverse
No man need boast their love possessing.
And another, more light-hearted example (G. K. Chesterton) with a slightly
different rhyming scheme:
I wish I were a jelly fish
That cannot fall downstairs:
Of all the things I wish to wish
I wish I were a jelly jish
That hasn't any cares,
And doesn't even have to wish
T wish I were a jelly fish
That cannot fall downstairs'.

trimeter | triumphal, triumphant

MusickresemblesPoetry, in each
]
Are nameless Graces which no Methods teach
And which a Master-Hand alone can reach. >
triple, treble. If the musical sense of
treble is put aside, and also specialized
senses in betting, darts, and baseball,
the two words are as often as not interchangeable. But there are diverging
tendencies. First, though either can be
adj., verb, or noun, treble for the moment
is the more usual verb and noun, and
triple the more usual adj. Secondly, in
the adjectival use treble is perhaps increasingly being used to refer to amount
( = three times as much), and triple to
plurality (consisting of three usu. equal
parts or things), though the distinction is
far from absolute. Thirdly, some believe
that in AmE, triple is the commoner of
the two words in their general uses;
others believe that the same tendency is
occurring in BrE.
A few examples will serve to point up
some of the differences between the two
words. Others will underline their interchangeability, (treble) treble agent (espionage); a treble brandy; Treble the money would
not buy it now; It sells for treble the price of
whale oil; a treble difficulty ( — three times
the difficulty); Think of a number and treble
it; The newspaper has trebled its circulation.
(triple) triple agent (espionage); triple alliance; triple century (cricket); triple crown
(in sporting events); a triple difficulty ( =
a difficulty of three kinds); a triple-layer
sponge cake; her triple role as headmistress,
gym instructor, and music teacher; The firm's
income tripled last year.

tripod. Walker (1791) listed a form with
a short i as a variant pronunciation, i.e.
/'tnpDd/, but preferred the form with a
long i, i.e. /'trai-/. Fowler (1926) thought
that the form with a short i was 'now
certainly often heard, and is now not
unlikely to prevail'. Walker's preferred
form has prevailed, not Fowler's, and
Or various Atom's, interfering Dance
/'traipDd/ is now the only standard form.
Leapt into Form (the Noble work of Chance,}
Cf. tripodal adj. /'tnpadal/.
Or this great All was from Eternity;
Not ev'n the Stagirite himself could see;
triptych. Pronounce with final /-k/.
And Epicurus Guess'd as well as He.
As blindly grop'd they for a future State,
As rashly Judg'd of Providence and Fate: triumphal, triumphant. Triumphal
means only 'in honour of a victory' and
Triplets occurring among heroic is properly used only of a celebration (a
couplets are sometimes marked by a
triumphal march, parade, procession) or of a
brace, as, for example, in Pope's Essay on monument erected to celebrate a victory
Criticism (1711):
(triumphal arch). Triumphant answers to
triplet (prosody). Applied to the occasional use, in rhymed-couplet metres, of
three lines instead of two to a rhyme;
common among the heroic couplets of
Dryden and some 18c. poets. An example
from Dryden's Religio Laid (1682):

triumvir | troop
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actual rival forms in -ess, (c) the distribution down the centuries of the 'regular'
plural forms in -ices or the Anglicized
ones in -ixes. It seems clear, however,
that, except in legal language, -trix forms
are not greatly in favour at the present
time. Of the above (leaving one or two
of the legal terms aside) only dominatrix,
editrix, and executrix have much currency,
the first because of the 20c. fascination
with sexual practices, and the other two
triumvir /trai'Amva/ or /traiamva/. PL drawing attention to the slight unexpeceither triumvirs or, less commonly, trium- tedness of a woman's holding a hitherto
viri /-rai/. See LATIN PLURALS. But triumvir- male-dominated post.
ate (set of triumvirs) /trai'Amvirat/ is now
3 Plurals. The notionally regular plural
more usual than either plural.
form of each of these -trix words, or at
trivia (things of little consequence). A any rate those formed between the 15c.
20C. word (first recorded in Logan Pear- and the 18c, is -ices, and such forms
sail Smith's title Trivia in 1902), adopted are indeed found (exécutrices, heretrices,
from the modern Latin plural of trivtum mediatrices, prosecutrices, etc.) at various
( = 'a place where three ways meet' in times; but there has been a marked tenclassical Latin), it is now used both as a dency over the centuries to use the Anglisingular and a plural noun: Besides, trivia cized forms in -ixes instead, and this
has its importance too. Or to put it another tendency seems likely to continue in so
far as there is any future at all for words
way, trivia have their importance too—Sunday
Times, 26 Feb. 1978. In practice it is most in -trix. When the pi. forms in -ices occur
frequently used as an uncountable noun: the main stressing pattern of the equivalent male word is sometimes retained
Henry's face—calm, almost seraphic, earlier
when we had exchanged greetings and talkedand sometimes not. The pronunciations
trivia at lunch—narrowed—M. Egremont, given in the New SOED (1993) are as fol1986; Picture to yourself a monstrous skip lows:
crammed with trivia: singularly ununique
(stress unchanged) executor /ig'zekjuta/,
childhood memories, [etc.]—Julian Barnes,
executrix /ig'zekjutnks/, and exécutrices
1991; Listeners bored with election trivia
/ig'zekjutrisi:z/.
might prefer to hear music while watching
(stress changed) mediator /'miidierta/,
the swingometers with the sound turned
mediatrix /mi:di'eitnks/, and mediatrices
down—Classic CD, 1991. In such contexts
/mi:di'eitrisi:z/.
(stress variable) prosecutor /'prosikjuita/,
the pertinent pronouns and verbs used
with trivia do not reveal its number.
prosecutrix /'prosikjuitnks/
or /-'kju:-/, and prosecutrices
-trix. 1 For words in -trix that are not
/pn)si'kju:tnsi:z/.
agent-nouns with a male correlative in
No wonder such plural forms tend to be
-tor, see CICATRIX; MATRIX. Cf. also -EX, -IX.
avoided.
2 Since the 15c. a number of words troche (small medicated lozenge). This
in -trix have been formed to signify the altered version of the long obsolete word
female equivalent of agent-nouns in -tor. trochisk (from Fr. trochisque, ultimately
The most important of these have been from Gk xpoxioKo? 'small wheel') is proadministratrix (first recorded in the 17c), nounced /trauJ7 in BrE and /'trauki:/ in
aviatrix (20c), directrix (17c), dominatrix AmE.
(16c, then obs., revived in the 20c), editrix (20c), executrix (16c), heritrixfheretrix trochee (prosody) /'trauki:/. A foot con(16c), inheritrix (16c), mediatrix (15c), nar- sisting of one long or stressed syllable
ratrix (19c), oratrix (15c), prosecutrix followed by one short or unstressed syl(18c), testatrix (16c). The OED record of lable, i.e. —~, as in manner or body.
these feminine derivatives is uneven, trolley. Thus spelt (not trolly). PL trolleys.
and it is not possible to make safe statements about (a) their currency at a given troop (verb). Trooping the colour is the
time, (b) the currency of notional or orthodox modern term for a ceremonial

triumph in any of its senses, especially
those of brilliant success or exultation.
The OED entries show that the two words
have sometimes been used interchangeably in the past (e.g. triumphal =
Victorious' by Gavin Douglas in 1513;
and triumphant = 'in honour of a victory'
by several writers from 1531 to 1876), but
such crossovers are now rare in standard
sources.
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troop, troupe | true and false etymology

mounting of the guard, but in the early truculent. The OED (1915) gave preced19c. examples in the OED it was colours ence to /'tru:k-/ in the first syllable, and
that were trooped.
also in truculence and truculency, but the
only standard pronunciation now is
troop, troupe. In BrE a troop is an /'trAkjulant/.
artillery or armoured unit of soldiers, or
a group of Scouts; a troupe is a company true and false etymology. The English
of actors or acrobats. A trooper is a private language, perhaps more than any other,
soldier in a cavalry or armoured unit has from its earliest times onward drawn
(whence the phr. to swear like a trooper), loanwords from many other languagesand a trouper is a member of a theatrical Latin, Greek, French, Italian, Dutch, and
company, or, by extension, a reliable, so on—and has usually respelt the
uncomplaining person. In other English- adopted words so that they 'fitted in
speaking countries the terms troop and with' English conceptions of what constitrooper overlap to some extent with those tutes properly established native models
in the UK, but have other applications of spelling, prefixation, suffixation, conas well.
jugation, and so on. Some of the incoming words have undergone changes to
troublous (adj.). An archaic or literary the point that they seem to the amateur
word for 'full of troubles; disturbed to be directly related to similar-sounding
(troublous times)'. In most contexts, words of native origin (see e.g. belfry s.v.
troubled or troublesome are the more ap- ETYMOLOGY). Many words of native origin
propriate words.
were respelt at a later stage because of
trough. The only standard pronunci- all kinds of spurious associations with
ation in the UK now is /tnrf/, though similar-sounding words: e.g., from the
Daniel Jones (1917) recommended /troif/, list below, crayfish, forlorn hope, greyhound,
gave /trAf/ as a former variant, and added island, shamefaced, slow-worm. Readers
a note saying (somewhat mysteriously) who wish to avoid some of the more
obvious misconceptions about the ori'Bakers often say trau'.
gins of some of the commonest words
trousers. Always construed as a plural in the language may find the following
noun (his new trousers were given to him bylist a useful starting-point. Really deterhis sister); but, when used attributively mined readers should pursue them in
and in compounds, the word loses its The Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology
final -s: e.g. trouser leg, trouser pockets, (1966) or in its Concise version (1986), or
indeed in any standard dictionary of
trouser suit.
moderate size. The words given are mere
trousseau. The pi. form recommended signposts to a huge and complicated subis trousseaus, but trousseaux is also admis- ject. The words in small capitals are the
sible. See -x. Both plural forms are pro- few that happen to be treated at their
alphabetical places. See also the articles
nounced with final /-z/.
trout. PI. usu. the same. But old trouts
for the affectionately disrespectful slang
term.
trow. Markedly archaic, but if used it
should be pronounced /trau/ both as
noun ( = belief) and verb ( = believe). The
noun is now rarely used.
truculence, truculency.
The first
entered the language in the 18c. and the
second in the 16c. They have been used
as synonyms since the 18c. ( = the condition or quality of being truculent), but
truculence is now the dominant form of
the two. See -CE, -CY. For pronunciation,
see next.

ETYMOLOGY a n d FOLK ETYMOLOGY.

AMUCK, not Eng. muck
andiron and GRIDIRON, only by soundassociation with Eng. iron (and fire-iron)
apparel, not L paw 'provide oneself with'
ARBOUR, not L arbor 'tree'
barberry, not Eng. berry
belfry, not Eng. bell
blindfold, not Eng. fold
bliss, not Eng. Mess
bound (homeward, etc.), not Eng. bind
Boxing Day, not pugilistic
bridal, not an adjective in -al
bridegroom, not Eng. groom
BRIER pipe, not Eng. brier (prickly bush)
bum (buttocks), not a contraction of Eng.
bottom
buttonhole (verb), not hole but hold

truffle I try and, try to
catgut, not made from the intestines of a
cat
cinders, not L cineres 'ashes'
cockroach, not Eng. cock or Eng. roach
COCOA, COCONUT, unconnected

COMITY, not L comes 'companion'
convey, not L véhô 'carry'
cookie (biscuit, etc.), not Eng. cook
COT(E), separate words
COURT-CARD, a corruption
CRAYFISH, not Eng. fish
CURTAIL, not Eng. tail
CUTLET, not Eng. cut

DEMEAN (conduct oneself), not Eng. mean
dispatch, not Fr. dépêcher
egg on, not egg but edge
EQUERRY, not L equus 'horse'
errand, not L errû 'wander'
fall asleep, not Eng. fall but OE feolan
'penetrate into (sleep)'
FAROUCHE, not L ferox 'fierce'
FOREBEARS, = fore-beers
FORLORN HOPE, not forlorn nor hope

FUSE (for igniting explosive), from L fusus
'spindle'
GINGERLY, not Eng. ginger
GREYHOUND, not Eng. grey

humble pie, a pie made from the umbles
(intestines of a deer)
incentive, not L incendo 'set on fire'
ingenuity, modern sense by confusion of
ingenious with ingenuous
island, respelt by association with isle
Jerusalem artichoke, not Jerusalem but
girasole (sunflower)
LITANY, LITURGY, first syllables

unconnected
MOOD (grammar), = mode, not mood
(temper)
old dutch, not Dutch but duchess (see
NETHERLANDS)

pen, pencil, unconnected
PIDGIN, not Eng. pigeon

POSH, not port outward starboard home
PROTAGONIST, Gk jtpcbxoç 'first', not L pro'for'
recover, not Eng. cover
river, not L rivus 'river'
run the gauntlet, not gauntlet (glove) but
17c. gantlope (see GAUNTLET)
SANDBLIND, not Eng. sand

scissors, not L scindô sciss- 'cleave, tear
apart'
shamefaced, not Eng. -faced but -fast
SLOW-WORM, not Eng. slow

sorrow, sorry, unconnected
vile, villain, unconnected
walnut, unconnected with Eng. wall
WATERSHED, neither a store of water nor a
place that sheds water
Welsh rabbit, not rare bit nor rarebit
truffle. Both the OED (1915) and Daniel
Jones (1917) allow the vaguely Frenchsounding variant /'truffà)!/ (the French
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equivalent is actually truffe), but it is now
always pronounced /'trAf(a)l/, at least in
standard BrE. American dictionaries list
/'tru:-/ as a permissible variant.
truly.

S e e LETTER FORMS.

trumpet (verb). The inflected forms are
trumpeted, trumpeting. See -T-, -TT-.
trunkful. PI. trunkfuls. See -FUL.

trustee, trusty.

The first, which is

stressed on the second syllable, is 'a person or member of a board given control
or powers of administration of property
in trust with a legal obligation to administer it solely for the purposes specified'
(COD). The second, which is stressed on
the first syllable, is an archaic adj. meaning 'trustworthy' (a trusty steed) or 'loyal
(to a sovereign)' (my trusty subjects); and
also a noun (with pi. trusties) meaning 'a
prisoner who is given special privileges
for good behaviour'.
truth. The recommended pronunciation
of the pi. truths is with final /ôz/, but /0s/
is also standard. See -TH (0) and -th (Ô).
try and, try to. Arguments continue to
rage about the validity of try and followed
by a n infinitive instead of try to, 'To be
used only in informal contexts', 'grammatically wrong' are among the verdicts
of some writers on English usage. Fowler's judgement in 1926 was much more
lenient. After briefly setting out the facts
he concluded: 'try and is an idiom that
should not be discountenanced, but used
when it comes natural.' He also made
out a sort of case for the semantic distinctiveness of try and constructions. In
1983 a Scandinavian scholar, Âge Lind,
examined a group of fifty modern English novels of the period 1960-70 and
found that try to was likely to occur in
certain syntactic conditions, try and in
others, and that in some circumstances
the choice seemed not to be governed
by any particular reason. 'If a subtle
semantic distinction exists it does not
seem to be observed,' he concluded.
Over the last few years I have gathered a wide range of evidence, with the
following results. Standard examples of
try to occurred in many types of constructions: (preceded by an auxiliary verb)
I think we should try to help him as a family—
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tryst I tubercular, tuberculous

I. Murdoch, 1983; (preceded by the in- and go (e.g. Do go and thank him). These
finitive marker to) To try to forget is to try two verbs, however, have no past or presto conceal—T. S. Eliot, 1950; Mr Stratton's ent tense restrictions. Clearly it is idiomoods would always be a mystery, so much
matic to say You came and saw me yesterday
so that he had ceased to try to fathom them—P.
and He went and thanked him last week. So
Carey, 1988 (Aust.); (preceded by an ad- the parallel with try and is far from exact.
verb) I always try to travel light—R. Elms,
tryst. This archaic word for a date,
1988; (separated from the infinitive it
an assignation is normally pronounced
governs) He's gone his own way, I go mine,
/tnst/ now, though the OED (1915) gave
or try to—K. Page, 1989. Parallel examples
only /traist/. The main AmE dictionaries
of try and for all but the last type are
give preference to the form with a short
not difficult to find: (preceded by an
vowel.
auxiliary verb) We must try and find him
at once—J. R. R. Tolkien, 1954; I will try tsar. Treated under this spelling in the
and answer any questions you may have—S.main British dictionaries and under czar
Hockey, 1981 (University of Oxford lec- in the main American ones. But both
ture); (preceded by the infinitive marker sets of dictionaries concede that there is
to) he used to try and draw Dr De Wet out—M..
much variation in practice. The word,
du Plessis, 1983 (SAfr.); (preceded by an whichever way it is spelt, has an initial
adverb) Frankly, even to try and make some-capital when used with a personal name.
body happy is a gross and farcical mistake- Pronounce /zct:/ or /tsa:/.
Simon Mason, 1990.
-t-, -tt-. Monosyllabic words containing
Some other examples are less easy to a simple vowel (a, e, i, 0, u) before t
classify: he glanced at her face to try and normally double the consonant before
see if she was mollified—P. P. Read, 1986; Isuffixes beginning with a vowel (batted,
try and work on the assumption that they're wetter, fitted, plottable, cutter) or before
all as smart as I om-Clive James, 1987 a following y {witty, nutty); but remain
(Aust.); Let me try and set down the opposingundoubled if the stem contains a diphpoints of view—Julian Barnes, 1991. It thong (baiting, flouting), doubled vowel
should be noted that some of the ex- (sooty), or a vowel + consonant (fasted,
amples of try and are drawn from the nested, bolting). Words of more than one
informal atmosphere of a lecture room syllable follow the rule for monosyllables
or (James, 1987) a newspaper interview, if their last syllable is accented, but
or from non-British sources. Try and can otherwise do not double the t: thus realso occur idiomatically in the imper- gretted; but balloted, benefited, bonneted,
ative in such sentences as Don't try and buffeted, combatant, cosseted, discomfited,
frighten me, which, as it happens, is to fidgeted, pilotage, trumpeter. It is inconsistbe found in Thackeray's Vanity Fair (1847). ent to double the -t- in the past tenses
It is only when one turns to other of two- or three-syllabled words, though
parts of the verb (i.e. tries, tried, trying) such forms as benefitted, cossetted, plumthat a gulf between the two expressions metted, and targetted are not infrequently
opens up. Try to substitute tries and (etc.) found in standard sources.
for tries to (etc.) in the following exThe recommended forms for three
amples, and the impossibility of it all special cases (esp. in the language of
becomes apparent: He tries to centre his computers) are formatting (pres.pple),/ormind on that sound-C. K. Stead, 1984 (NZ); matted (pa.t. and pa.pple); inputting
I... paced around and tried to absorb all the(pres.pple), inputted or input (pa.t. and
details—A. Brookner, 1986; Einar tried to pa.pple); outputting (pres.pple), outputted
coach us in semaphore signals—G. Keillor,or output (pa.t. and pa.pple).
1986 (US); as if trying to guess what her
tub. For the Tub, see ACADEMY.
answer should be—?. P. Read, 1986.
Try and gains a small amount of addi- tubercular, tuberculous. Before 1882,
tional currency, perhaps, from the use in which year the tubercle bacillus was
of and to connect two verbs 'the latter discovered, the two words were used
of which would logically be in the infini- interchangeably to mean 'of the nature
tive' (as the OED expresses it). The com- or form of a tubercle' and 'in reference
monest of such verbs are come (e.g. You to tuberculosis (or tubercular consumpwill come and see us sometimes, won't you?)tion)'. Since then, in medical use,

tuberose | twilight
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tuberculous has been restricted to the variant, whereas most standard Amersecond of these meanings and tubercular ican dictionaries reverse the order. (The
to the first. But in lay use the adjectives OED (1915) gave only the form with /-m/
continue to be used without distinction and Daniel Jones (1917) gave preference
of meaning, though tubercular is mark- to the same.)
edly the more common of the two words.
Tubercular has also been used as a noun Turco-. The normal combining form
since the mid-20c. meaning 'a person of Turkish, not Turko-. Thus Turcocentric,
having tuberculosis' (e.g. In 1949 Orwell Turcophilia, etc.; Turco-Russian discussions.
left the Isle of Jura to enter a convalescent Turcoman. A now mostly discarded varihome for tuberculars at Cranham in Glouces-ant Of TURKOMAN.
tershire—I. Hunter, 1980.
tureen. Pronounce /tju'riin/ rather than
tuberose (noun), (botany) This plant of /ta'riin/ since the word has moved away
the agave family, Polianthes tuberosa, is from its earlier form terrine (ultimately
pronounced /'tjuibarauz/. It is sometimes from L terra 'earth'). The spelling tureen
erroneously written as tube-rose, pro- is possibly modelled on the place-name
nounced /'tjuibrauz/.
Turin. In AmE the first syllable is usually
pronounced /ta-/.
Tuesday. For (on) Tuesday, see FRIDAY.
turf. In the senses 'a piece of turf cut
tug. For tug at one's heartstrings, see STOCK
from the ground (used with other pieces
PATHOS.
to make a lawn)', and 'a piece of peat
cut for fuel', the pi. is usu. turves. But
tulle. Pronounce /tjuil/.
turfs is also a standard form. See -VE(D),
tumbrel, tumbril. The first spelling is -VES, etc.
recommended.
turgid. See TURBID.

tumefy. Thus spelt, not tumify.
tumidity, tumidness. See -TY AND -NESS.

turkey. PI. turkeys.
Turkish. See TURCO-.

tumour. Thus spelt in BrE, but tumor in
AmE. See -OUR AND -OR.

Turkoman. PL Turkomans.

tumulus. PL tumuli /-lai/.

turnipy. Thus spelt. See -P-, -PP-.

tun. See TON.

turnover. See TART.

tunnel (verb). The inflected forms are
tunnelling, tunnelled in BrE (also tunneller
noun), but usu. tunneling, tunneled (and
tunneler) in AmE. See -LL-, -L-.

turps. See ABBREVIATIONS 1.

tu quoque (rhetoric; from L, lit. 'thou
also'). An argument which consists in
retorting a charge upon one's accuser.
A standard example is the medical rejoinder Physician heal thyself.
turban. The corresponding adj. is turbaned. See -N-,-NN-.
turbidity, turbidness. See -TY AND -NESS.
turbid, turgid. The first means '(of a
liquid) cloudy, unclear', and '(of a writer's style) confused, obscure'; whereas
turgid means 'swollen, distended', and
'(of language) inflated, bombastic'.
turbine. Most British dictionaries give
/'t3:bam/ first and /'t3:bm/ as a permissible

turquoise. The recommended pronunciation in BrE is /'t3:kwDiz/, but /-kwa:z/ is
sometimes heard (in imitation of the
French equivalent word). In AmE, /'t3:rkoiz/ seems to be the dominant form, i.e.
without medial /w/.
turret. The corresponding adj. is turreted.
See -T-, -TT-.
tussore. (In full tussore-silk) This form,
pronounced /'tASo:/, has more or less
ousted tusser /'tAsa/ in BrE. The dominant
form in AmE is tussah /'tAsa/. The word is
a late 16c. loanword from Hindi (and
Urdu) tasar.
tutoress. See -ESS 4.
twenties. See NINETIES.
twilight. The noun twilight is frequently
used attributively or as an adj. (twilight
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glow, shade, vision, years, etc.) and is
greatly to be preferred to the rather
uncommon ppl adj. twilit except when
the meaning is 'lit by or as by twilight'
(a twilit church). In such contexts the
choice is not restricted to twilit, as twilighted is also available (warm twilighted
evenings; twilighted ages).

-ty and -ness
naturally suggested by them. Thus preciosity is limited to literary or artistic
style; purity can take a sexual tinge that
pureness is without; poverty is often the
abject state of being without material
possessions, whereas poorness is often
merely a substantial step in that direction.
Articles under which special remarks

-ty and -ness. (Including some abstract will be found are BARBARISM, BARBARITY,
nouns in -ety and -try.) Though any adject- BARBAROUSNESS; BARBARISMS; ENORMITY,
ive may be formed into a noun on occa- ENORMOUSNESS; INGENIOUS, INGENUOUS;
OBLIQUITY;
OPACITY,
sion by the addition of -ness, the nouns OBLIQUENESS,
of that pattern actually current are sub- OPAQUENESS; PERSPIC-; PRECIOSITY, P R E stantially fewer than those made from CIOUSNESS; SENSIBILITY. For similar disbetween
other
nearly
Latin adjectives with -ty, -ety, or -ity as tinctions
their English ending. Thus from one and equivalent terminations, see -CE, -CY;
loyal and various we can make for special -IC(AL); -ION AND -MENT; -ION AND -NESS;
purposes
oneness, loyalness, and -ISM AND -ITY.
A few specimens may be added and
variousness; but ordinarily we prefer unity,
loyalty, and variety. Of the -ty words that classified that have not been cited above,
exist, a very large majority are for all but are notable in some way. (a) Some
purposes commoner than the corres- words in -ty for which there is no componding -ness words, usage and not anti- panion in -ness, the Latin adjective not
Latinism being the right arbiter. Scores having been taken into English: celerity,
of words could be cited, such as ability, cupidity, debility,fidelity,integrity, lenity,
honesty, notoriety, prosperity, sanity, stupid-utility, (b) Some more in which the -ty
ity, for which it is hard to imagine any word has a concrete or other limited
good reason for substituting ableness, sense or senses not shared by the other:
honestness, etc. On the other hand, words ambiguity, capacity, commodity, fatality,
in -ness that are more usual than existing monstrosity, nicety, specialty, subtlety, (c)
forms in -ty are rare, though acuteness Some of the few words in -ness that are
and conspicuousness have the advantage as much used as those in -ty, or more,
of acuity and conspicuity. In general a -ty though the -ty words exist: clearness (clarword that exists is to be preferred to ity), crudeness, falseness, jocoseness, morponderousness, positiveness,
its rival in -ness, unless total or partial bidness,
differentiation has been established, or tenseness, unctuousness.
(d) Some -ness words that have no coris contextually appropriate. Total differentiation has taken place between in- responding word in -ty in common use,
genuity and ingenuousness, casualty and though the adjective is of Latin origin
casualness, sensibility and sensibleness. Par-and might have been expected to protial differentiation results from the more duce one: crispness, facetiousness, firmness,
frequent use made of the -ty words. Both largeness, massiveness, naturalness, obsequiterminations have, to start with, the ab- ousness, pensiveness, proneness, robustness,
rudeness, seriousness, tardiness, tediousness,
stract sense of the quality for which the
tenderness, vastness, vileness. (e) If there is
adjective stands; but while most of the
also a -tion word, derived from the verb,
-ness words, being little used, remain
this naturally signifies the process, and
abstract and still denote quality only,
the -ty word, derived from the adjective,
many of the -ty words acquire by much
the result: e.g. liberty and liberation, muluse various concrete meanings in addi- tiplicity and multiplication, profanity and
tion. Thus curiosity, humanity, variety, be-profanation, satiety and satiation, variety
side the senses 'being curious, human, and variation. But sometimes these pairs
various', acquire those of 'a curious ob- develop by usage a sharper differentiject', 'all human beings', and 'a sub- ation: e.g. integrity and integration, sanity
species'. Or again they may be habitually and sanitation. (/) As the OED points out,
applied in a limited way so that the such words as difficulty, faculty, honesty,
full sense of the adjective is no longer modesty, and puberty represent Latin

tyke, tike | Tyrrhene, Tyrrhenian
formations in which the suffix -tas is
directly added to a consonantal stem.
The number of these in English is very
small.
tyke, tike. In its current senses ( =
a Yorkshireman, etc.) the more usual
spelling is tyke, not tike.
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typographic, typographical
(adjs.).
Both forms are current and both are of
respectable antiquity (-ic 18c, -ical 16c).
The longer form is much the more usual
of the two in BrE, and the reverse seems
to be the case in AmE. See -IC(AL).

tyrannic, tyrannical (adjs.). The shorter
form, recorded in use from the 15c. to
tympanum (the ear-drum). PI. tympana: the 19c, has been set aside in the 20c.
see -UM 3. Cf. TIMPANI (pi. noun).
in favour of tyrannical. See -IC(AL).

type. Be careful to distinguish the mod- tyrannize (verb). The transitive type this
attempt to coerce and tyrannize us seems to
ern AmE attributive use of the word ( =
type of, with ellipsis of of), as in The 110C be coming back into standard use since
systems may be used with virtually any type the first edition of this book (1926) approjector, from the use of -type with a peared, when Fowler regarded it as a
preceding defining word, as in California- solecism. The traditional construction is
tyrannize over (us). Examples of the various
type barbecues; Fifties-type social realist films.
The first of these sounds forced and calls types: She tyrannised over the older woman
for the attention of a copy editor. The in all their personal relations—D. Lindsay,
1987; the priests know nothing, but pretend
second is a natural use.
to know much and tyrannise over the common
-type. Dictionary definitions of various people—New Scientist, 1992; The camps were
technical terms in which -type is the largely tyrannized by a volunteer cadre of
second element should enable readers prisoners named kapos by the Nazis—NY
to work out the meaning of most of the Times Bk Rev., 1992; We can use it to tyranniz
contexts in which the word appears on ourselves, to live in the future instead of in
the page before them. Thus, from the the present, [etc.]—M. Williamson, 1992.
New SOED (1993):
tyrant. The original Greek sense of the
antetype, a preceding type, an earlier ex- word is so far alive still that readers
ample. (But this word is now rare and prototype
must be prepared to encounter it, esp.
can normally be used instead.)
when the context is of an absolute ruler
antitype. 1 Something which a type or sym- in a Greek city-state. Neither cruel nor
bol represents. 2 A person or thing of the despotic conduct was essential to the
opposite type.
Greek notion of a tyrant, who was simply
archetype. 1 The original pattern or model an absolute ruler owing his office to
from which copies are made. 2 In Jungian usurpation. The word connoted the
psychoanalysis, a primordial mental concept
inherited by all from the collective uncon- manner in which power had been
scious. 3 A pervasive or recurrent idea or sym- gained, not the manner in which it was
exercised; despotic or 'tyrannical' use of
bol in legend, etc.
prototype. Thefirstor primary type of some- the usurped position was natural and
thing, the original of which a copy, imitation, common, but incidental only.
representation, derivative, or improved form tyre, tire (of a wheel). The first is the
exists or is made.
standard spelling in BrE, and the second
typo. Whether used to mean a typo- in AmE.
graphical error or a typographer, the pi. tyro (a novice). See TIRO.
is typos. See -O(E)S 5. See also ABBREVIA-

TIONS 1.

Tyrrhene, Tyrrhenian. Thus spelt.

Uu
U. Anyone who believes that there is
a simple relationship between a given
letter and the way in which it is pronounced should glance at what follows.
It will be self-evident that the pronunciation of the letter u varies according to
the circumstances in which it occurs.
The list makes no claims to completeness, and the pronunciations given
are limited to those of standard BrE.
l /A/ ugly, under, undo; /u/ butcher, Jungian,
pulpit, put; /u:/ fruit, June, rule, ruminate;
/a/ citrus, ukulele (second u); /ju:/ amuse,
unit, university; /ju/ fraudulent (medial u),
uranium (first u), uvular (second u); /ua/
usual (second u + a); /aua/flour,sour. Note
also: /gw/ guano; /kw/ equal, quite; /sw/
suave; (silent) guarantee, fatigue, opaque.
2 Special cases, (a) In the 20c. the retreat of the palatalized /sj-/ in Sue (now
usually /su:/, suit, supreme, super, etc.; but
its retention (in BrE) in assume; also /-zju:/
in presume, resume, (b) See LU.
U and non-U. First, it needs to be said,
for the sake of accuracy, that U, as a
simple abbreviation for 'upper class (esp.
in linguistic usage)' was introduced by
A. S. C. Ross, a professor of linguistics,
in a 1954 issue of the learned journal
Neuphilologische Mitteilungen, and, together with its antonym non-U ('not upper class'), was turned into a cult by
Nancy Mitford when she included the
essay in a book of essays that she edited
in 1956 called Noblesse Oblige. The intention was to identify expressions and
modes of behaviour which marked off
the aristocracy (or upper class) from
those deemed not to be so fortunate.
This national game entertained the nation for decades and is still played,
though perhaps with diminishing
power, as the century draws to a close.
The subject had fascinated Nancy Mitford long before Alan Ross wrote his
article. For example, in ch. 4 of her
largely autobiographical novel The Pursuit of love (1945):
Uncle Matthew: T hope poor Fanny's
school (the word school pronounced

in tones of withering scorn) is doing
her all the good you think it is. Certainly she picks up some dreadful expressions there.'
Aunt Emily, calmly, but on the defensive: *Very likely she does. She also picks
up a good deal of education.'
Uncle Matthew: 'Education! I was always led to suppose that no educated
person ever spoke of notepaper, and
yet I hear poor Fanny asking Sadie
for notepaper. What is this education?
Fanny talks about mirrors and mantelpieces, handbags and perfume, . . .
Aunt Emily: . . . (All the same, Fanny
darling, it is called writing-paper you
know—don't let's hear any more about
note, please.)

Any bald list of U and non-U expressions tends to be misleading: the contextual nuances and qualifications need to
be examined item by item. But a list
(mostly drawn from Ross and/or Mitford)
follows, nevertheless.
non-U
u
bike
cycle
false teeth
dentures
God Bless (when
—
saying goodbye)
house
home
lavatory, loo
toilet
looking-glass
mirror
luncheon (in middle dinner
of day)
pudding
sweet, dessert
rich
wealthy
scent
perfume
he sick (or vomit)
be ill
Sorry? (when
Pardon?
something is not
clearly heard)
table napkin
serviette
vegetables
greens
writing-paper
notepaper
The mood of the language game did not
escape the gentle satirical eye of John
Betjeman. His poem 'How to Get On in
Society' (1954) sets the scene to perfection:
Phone for thefish-knives,Norman,
As Cook is a little unnerved;
You kiddies have crumpled the serviettes
And I must have things daintily served.

uglily I -urn
Are therequisitesoil in the toilet?
The /rills round the cutlets can wait
Till the girl hasreplenishedthe cruets
And switched on the logs in the grate.
It's ever so close in the lounge, dear,
But the vestibule's comfy for tea
And Howard is out riding on horseback
So do come and take some with me.
Now here is a fork for your pastries
And do use the couch for your feet;
I know what I wanted to ask you—
Is trifle sufficient for sweet?
Milk and then just as it comes, dear?
I'm afraid the preserve's full of stones;
Beg pardon, I'm soiling the doileys
With afternoon tea-cakes and scones.
The sociolinguistic diversion of U and
non-U is tending to be pushed to one
side by the comico-sinister rivalries of
POLITICAL CORRECTNESS.

Uglily. This formally correct adverb is
usually avoided on grounds of euphony,
and replaced by in an ugly way or the
like. See -LILY.

ukase (arbitrary command). Pronounce
/jui'keiz/.
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meaning 'of last month' (your letter of the
12th ult.) Cf. L ultimo mense 'in the last
month'. See COMMERCIALESE.

ultra, orig. a Latin preposition and adverb meaning 'beyond', was adopted as
an English noun in the early 19c. (pi.
-as), meaning a person who goes beyond
others in opinion or action of the kind
in question. This was no doubt a development of its use as a prefix in such adjectives (and nouns) as ultra-revolutionary
(-ries), ultra-royalist(s) (in France). Such
compounds were curtailed into ultra (adj.
and noun); but this was no longer felt
to be, like sub when used for subaltern
or subscription, an ABBREVIATION. It won
independence of any second element,
its own meaning being sufficient, and
became a synonym of the now more
usual extremist.
ultramontane (adj.) means (a) on the
other side of a mountain range, esp. the
Alps, from the speaker or writer (L ultra
'beyond', mons, mont- 'mountain'); (b) a
strong adherent or supporter of the
papal authority (the point of view being
that of France or other countries north
of the Alps). The history of ultramontanism, a movement which began in the
early 19c, is complex: accounts of it
must be sought elsewhere.

-ular. Such adjectives are technically
made from diminutive nouns in -ule (e.g.
pustular from pustule) but do not necessarily convey diminutive senses themselves. A glandule is a small gland, but
glandular means 'of glands' not 'of small
glands'. Cellular means 'of or consisting ultra vires. Pronounce /Altre 'vaiariiz/.
of cells', not necessarily of the small cells ululate (verb). Pronounce /'juiljulert/ or
known to biologists as cellules. A selection (as I prefer) /'A1-/.
of other -ular adjs. will suffice to show
the incompleteness of possible -ular word -Um. For general remarks on the plural
families. In the following list, the adj. is of Latin nouns adopted in English, see
followed by the corresponding -ule noun
LATIN PLURALS. Those in -um are numer(if any), and then by any related adjs. ous and call for special treatment. The
angularl~Iangulated; timàar\-\àrculatory\ Latin plural being -a, and the English
globular/gtobule/gtobose; granularjgranulel -urns, three selections follow of nouns
granulated, granulose, granulous; modular\ (1) that now always use -urns, either as
modulej-; molecular\molecule\-; tubular\tu- having completed their naturalization,
bule/tubulate(d), tubulous; valvular/valvule/-. or for special reasons; (2) that show no
signs at present of conversion, but alUlna. PI. ulnae /'Alni:/.
ways use -a; (3) that vacillate, sometimes
with a differentiation of meaning, someult. See ULTIMO.
times in harmony with the style of writultima /'Altima/. In linguistics, the last ing, and sometimes unaccountably.
syllable of a word, as always, decorum. 1 Plurals in -urns only. Those marked t
Contrast ANTEPENULT; PENULT.
are not Latin nouns, and the -a plural
for them would violate grammar as well
Ultimatum. PI. ultimatums (for preferas usage:
ence), or ultimata. See -UM 3.
albums, antirrhinums (and other plant
Ultimo. Also abbrev. as ult. Formerly, but
names), asylums, ^begums, ^conundrums,
delphiniums, Elysiums, tfactotums, forums,
now rarely, used in commercial letters,
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umbilical | unartistic, inartistic

^harmoniums, laburnums, lyceums, museums,
colloquial standard of dialectal forms of
nasturtiums, nostrums, •fpanjandrums, two different personal pronouns, him [the
pendulums, premiums, ^quorums, fTargums
ladies liked 'un—P. Hill, 1977) and one (those
(also Targumim), fvade-mecums, pariorums,
striped uns [se. roses] have no smell—G. Eliot,
vellums.
1859).
2 Plurals in -a only. Further comments
may be found under those listed in small un-. 1 For the asymmetry of many uncapitals:
and in- forms (e.g. unstable but instability),
see IN- AND UN-.
ADDENDA, AGENDA, bacteria (and many
other scientific terms), continua, corrigenda,
curricula, DATA, desiderata, effluvia, errata 2 For the cancelling negation of the
type not uncommon see NOT 3.
(see ERRATUM), fraena, labia, maxima,
minima, momenta, opercula, opuscula, ova, 3 Danger of ellipsis after un-words. Unpalladia, phyla, pudenda, puncta, quanta,touched means 'not touched', but with
sacraria, scholia (and other learned words the difference that it is one word and
of this kind), scuta, septa, simulacra, solaria,
not two, a difference that in some cirstrata, triclinia, triforia, vela, vexilla, viatica,
cumstances is important. In I was not
vivaria.
touched, and you were the word touched is
3 Words with either plural (with pref- understood to be repeated, and does not
erences, not always very marked, given carry the not with it. But in I was unin brackets):
touched, and you were, the ellipsis does not
aquarium (-a), compendium
work in the same way: un- cannot be
(-a), consortium (-a), cranium (-a) (-urnsdetached
in
as not was in the other example.
jocular use for heads), dictum (-a),
In
emporium (-a), encomium (-urns), equilibrium the following example (cited by
(-urns), exordium (-urns),florilegium(-a), Fowler, 1926): Dr Rashdall's scholarship is
unquestioned; most of his writings and
frustum (-a), fulcrum (-a), gymnasium (-urns),
opinions on ecclesiastical matters are, what
honorarium (-a), interregnum (-urns), lustrum
(-a), mausoleum (urns), MEDIUM (-urns in is meant is that most of them are quesspiritualism; -a of the newspaper, etc.,
tioned, not unquestioned. Ellipses, like
world), memorandum (-a), menstruum (-a),
computer commands, work with mechmillennium (-a), moratorium (-urns),
anical
planetarium (-urns), plectrum (-a), podium
(-a),logic, and must be treated with
caution.
proscenium (-urns), referendum (-urns), rostrum
(-a), sanatorium (-urns), scriptorium (-a),
sensorium (-a), serum (-a), spectrum (-a),unabashedly. Five syllables. See -EDLY.
speculum (-a), stadium (-a in ancient-world
contexts; -urns for modern sports grounds), unaccountable. Occurrences that are for
sternum (-a), symposium (-a), trapezium the
(-a),time being, and to the spiritualist, unactympanum (-a), ultimatum (-urns), vacuum (countable by natural causes. Unaccountable
urns).
( = not to be accounted for), like reliable,
belongs to a legitimate class of words.
See also CANDELABRUM.
But to use by after it, compelling the
umbilical.
Pronounced /Am'bilik(a)l/, reader to resolve it into its elements, is
stressed on the second syllable, less com- asking too much. Read instead not to be
monly /Ambi'laik(a)l/, with stress on the accounted for by.
third syllable and with the diphthong
/ai/ in that syllable. The same double unadornedly, unadvisedly. Five sylpattern is found in the noun umbilicus. lables in each. See -EDLY.
The pi. of umbilicus is either umbilici /-sai/
or umbilicuses: see -us 1.
unanimous. See NEM. CON.
umbo (shield-boss, knob, etc.). PI. either unapt, inapt, inept. See INAPT.
umbones /Am'baunLz/, as in Latin, or umbos
(see -O(E)S 6).
unarguable. See IN- AND UN-.
umbra. PI. either umbras or umbrae /-bri:/. unartistic, inartistic. The second is the
usual word; but since it has acquired
umlaut. Pronounce /'umlaut/.
a sort of positive sense, 'outraging the
'un. Sometimes written without the canons of art', etc., the other has been
apostrophe, it represents a rendering in introduced for contexts in which such

unashamedly | unattached participles
condemnation is not desired; the unartistic are those who are not concerned with
art. See IN- AND UN-.
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Fowler went on to approve of sentences in which certain participles have
acquired the character of (marginal) prepositions or subordinating conjunctions,
unashamedly. Five syllables. See -EDLY. and can stand before a noun or a clause
unattached participles. Some gram- without disturbing the logicality or
marians call them dangling, hanging, grammatical soundness of the sentence:
or misrelated participles. Fowler (1926) Talking of test matches, who won the last?;
called them unattached participles, and Considering the circumstances, you were
cited an example from a letter: Dear Sir, justified; Roughly speaking, they are identiWe beg to enclose herewith statement of your cal; allowing for exceptions, the rule may
account for goods supplied, and being desir- stand. His judgement was surely right.
ous of clearing our Books to end May will youIn such examples the participial form is
kindly favour us with cheque in settlement pernow normally seen to be in harmony
return, and much oblige. The reply ran, Sirs, with what follows. Modern examples
come easily to hand: Assuming her memYou have been misinformed. I have no wish
to clear your books. The mistake in the ory isn't impaired, she's aware of the mix-up
first letter was to attribute the desire to and if she chooses to ignore it, so be it;
the wrong person. Such failures to look Knowing my mother, this is her way of
ahead and consider the grammatical punishing us (both from letters in the
compatibility of the following clause are Chicago Tribune, 1987); 'Speaking of money,'
exceedingly common, especially in said Beryl, 'do you mind my asking what you
unscripted speech. Lord Belstead, speak- did with yours?' (A. Munro, 1987). Someing on BBC Radio 4 in January 1988 about what more debatable is the use in scienhis own role after the resignation of tific work of using as a semi-unattached
Lord Whitelaw as Leader of the House participle: Using carbon monoxide, his hicof Lords, said, Being unique, I am not going cups were cured for 30 minutes, but they came
in any way to imitate him. He did not back again (the writer, not his patient's
intend to imply that he was himself hiccups, used carbon monoxide). See also
unique. A commentator on World at One the separate articles on BASED ON; CON(BBC Radio 4) at the end of May the same SIDERING; GIVEN (THAT); GRANTED; JUDGyear spoke of the Reagan/Gorbachev ING BY.
Some of the other key words in consummit meeting: After inspecting a guard
of honour, President Reagan's motorcade structions of this type are barring, exceptmoved into the centre of Moscow. In Decem- ing, owing to (first recorded as a
ber, 1987, Richard Ingrams wrote about prepositional phrase in the work of Sir
the house in which he grew up: Now Walter Scott), provided, providing, seeing,
demolished, I can call it to mind in almost and supposing. Some of them can also be
perfect detail. Obviously the entire motor- used with that, with an added touch of
cade did not inspect the Russian troops, slight formality: Even assuming that the
and Mr Ingrams had not been demol- Socialist government was seriously committed
...all this could only be accomplished ... (a
ished.
1986 issue of a sociological journal).
Naturally such misrelated clauses are
not restricted to unscripted speech: Pick- Many of the constructions are traced
ing up my Bible, the hill seemed the only placeback to earlier centuries by the OED. For
to go just then—J. Winterson, 1985; While example, considering construed as a preserving ... as a sentry outside St James's position with a simple object is found as
Palace, on an extremely hot day in 1980, theearly as the 14c: And gentilly I preise wel thy
Queen Mother sent an equerry down who wit... considerynge thyyowthe(Chaucer).
instructed my partner and I [sic] to perform Provided (that) and providing {that) conour duties on the opposite side of the road strued as quasi-conj unctions have also
which was shaded and much cooler—letter been used for several centuries. Modern
in Independent, 1991; While serving in the examples of the various keywords of this
type are strewn about in books, journals,
RAF in North Africa the cockroaches and other
creatures baked in the bread provided an and newspapers in every part of the Enginteresting gauge as to how long the recipient lish-speaking world: Considering his gene
had served out there—letter in Independent, pool, Sean Thomas Harmon is probably among
the better-looking babies born Monday
1993-
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unavowedly | unbend

(Chicago Tribune, 1988); Given bad light... and so on—standing there quietly on the
a nervous enemyfiringthis way and that maysideline, and also the centuries-old faildo most of our work for us (M. Shadbolt, ure to fault overt examples of unat1986 (NZ) ; Granted, it was not hard to inter- tached participles, make the game of
est a security man, who apartfroma regulargrammatical relatedness just that little
soldier had the most boring job on earth (T. bit harder to play.
Keneally, 1985 (Aust.)); Granted that any
See ABSOLUTE CONSTRUCTION; MISREinterpretation is partial... nevertheless there LATED CLAUSES, etc.
is a difference ... between [etc.]' (D. Lodge,
1992).
Unavowedly. Five syllables. See -EDLY.
It is a remarkable fact that criticism—
and ridicule—of unattached participles
unaware(s). Unaware is a predicative
did not begin until about a century adj. usually followed by of (he was unaware
ago. Historical grammarians—Jespersen, of her presence) or that + clause (I was unVisser, and others—and the OED cite clear aware that you had moved to Brussels); and,
examples from the Middle Ages onwards. archaically in BrE, an adverb (A Zephyr
A small selection must suffice: Tis giuen ... gathering round her unaware Fill'd with
out, that sleeping in mine Orchard, A Serpenthis breath her vesture and her veil—R.
stung me—Shakespeare, 1602; Having ap- Bridges, 1885-94). Unawares is only an
plied a smelling-bottle to her nose, the blood adverb, esp. meaning 'unexpectedly' (he
began to revisit her cheeks—Smollett, 1748; stumbled on them unawares; the question
Meeting some friends and singing with them took him unawares) or 'inadvertently'
in a palace near the Hague his pen fails him(dropped it unawares).
to express his delight—R. L. Stevenson, 1887.
Scores of other examples have been
unbeknown(st) (adjs). (in predicative
dredged up from the past.
use). Both the shorter and the longer
To conclude, here is an elementary ex- form are current in standard English
ample of a correctly attached participle: though their distribution is puzzling.
Looking atfim, I remembered thefirsttime I Unbeknown entered the language in the
had seen him—Encounter, 1988. And here 17c. and the -st form in the mid-igc.
are further examples of incorrect or
Unbeknownst seems to be the dominant
questionable uses: Being a vegan bisexual
form of the two at present, but the ordinwho's into Nicaraguan coffee picking and
ary word for the notion is still by far
boiler suits, you could safely assume that I vote
Labour—Private Eye, 1988; By giving this unknown. Apparently unbeknown and unyoungster the chance to repair and race old beknownst were regarded for a period 'as
cars, he's not tempted to steal new ones- out of use except in dialect or uneduHome Office advt in Times, 1989; Men- cated speech or in imitations of these'
tioning [ = when I mentioned] a love of folk (Fowler, 1926), but these limitations no
music, Mynors immediately produced a set oflonger apply. Examples (both of which
the most beautiful original broadside balladshappen to be American): where, unbefor me to look at—Times, 1989; Driving nearknownst to me, they had reached a deadlock
home recently, a thick pall of smoke turned outabout whether or not to publish—Bull Amer.
to be a bungalow well alight while the ownerAcad. Arts & Sri., 1989; whose real father,
and neighbours watched helplessly—Oxfordunbeknownst to her, is her mother's one-time
Times, 1990; Watching the President strugglefewish lover—NY Rev. Bks, 1990.
with the crisis in Lithuania, the answer apunbend (verb) means 'to change from
pears to be yes—NY Times, 1990; Yesterday,
after conferring with my senior national sec- a bent position, to straighten', and also
urity advisers and following extensive consul-'to relax from stress or severity' (she likes
tations with our coalition partners, Saddam to unbend with a gin and tonic after a visit
Hussein was given one last chance- from her hypochondriac friend). By contrast,
statement by President Bush in Chicago the adj. unbending normally means 'unTribune, 1991. It must be admitted that yielding, inflexible; austere' (she knew how
unattached participles seldom lead to unbending her father was), though it can
ambiguity. They just jar. Yet all those pre- be used in the literal sense ('not stoopuses- ing') as well (the tall old foreigner stood
positional and conjunctional
considering (that), given (that), speaking of,erect and unbending).

unbias(s)ed | underway
unbias(s)ed. The form with a single s
is recommended, but that with ss is often
found in standard sources. See -s-, -ss-.
lincia (copper coin in Roman antiquity).
PI. unciae /'Ansii:/.
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of underlie, on the other hand, are underlay and underlain respectively (e.g. the
principles of justice and retribution that underlay the beliefs of Anglo-Saxon rulers in the
eighth century; The manners she had taught
him were underlain by hostility to strangers).

Uncle Sam. See SOBRIQUETS.

underneath (prep.). From earliest times
in competition with below, beneath, and
un-come-at-able. This hangdog word, under, this word is tending to be refirst recorded in 1694 and characterized
stricted to its literal sense, 'directly beby Dr Johnson as 'a low, corrupt word', neath or covered by' (underneath the arches
has clung on in the language as a syn- of the bridge; he wore a bullet-proof vest
onym of 'unattainable' and 'inaccess- underneath his uniform). Figurative uses
ible', but is now rarely used. By contrast, of the word have tended to drift into
un-get-at-able, first recorded in 1862 and archaism (Philosophy, thou canst not even
equally a homespun formation, is in Compel their causes underneath thy yokereasonably common use. An example: Coleridge, 1822) and are now uncomThe little untouchable, ungetatable thing, sit-mon. As Fowler (1926) expressed it, 'its
ting so close to him and yet so completely range is much narrower than that of
removed—E. von Arnim, 1925. Cf. unput- under, being almost confined to the physdownable (of a book), so engrossing that ical relation of material things (cf. 'unone cannot stop reading it.
derneath the bed' with 'under the
uncommon. The old slang or colloquial stimulus of competition').' See BELOW;
use as an adverb = remarkably (an uncommon fine girl), first recorded in 1794. has
nearly died out, and is no longer in place
in standard English outside the dialogue
of period novels and in the representation of dialect speech.

BENEATH.

understatement. See LITOTES; MEIOSIS.

under the circumstances. See CIRCUMSTANCE.
undertone. See OVERTONE.

unconcernedly,
unconstrainedly.
Both words pronounced as five syllables.

under way. After the adoption of the
Dutch word onderweg in the mid-i8c,
our ships, away from their moorings,
uncontrollable. Now the dominant were said to be under way. About forty
form, rather than incontrollable. Both years later some people connected with
words entered the language in the 16c. the sea, cleverly but erroneously, associated the phrase with the weighing of
See IN- AND UN-.
anchors and used under weigh instead.
uncontrolledly. Five syllables. See-EDLY. They were followed by myriads of writers, including Thackeray (But though the
uncooperative, uncoordinated. Both steamer was under weigh, he might not be
words are now written solid, i.e. without on board, Vanity Fair, ch. 67). For nearly
a hyphen or diaeresis. See co-.
two centuries, writers, whether of the
way or the weigh camp, regularly wrote
uncountable nouns. See COUNT NOUNS;
the expression as two words, under way
MASS NOUN.
or under weigh: thus Captain Marryat,
under (prep.). See BELOW; BENEATH; AND Washington Irving, Byron, Carlyle, and
many others. Then something happened.
UNDERNEATH for distinctions.
The mysterious force that in earlier cenunderlay, -lie. The confusion described turies had brought a great many other
in the entry LAY AND LIE is worse con- adverbs together (any + way -> anyway)
founded in the compounds. See the re- struck again. Ships, projects, experimarks on OVERLAY. The pa.t. and pa.pple ments—almost anything—from the 1930s
of underlay are both underlaid (e.g. it makes onward began in some circles to get
good sense when underlaid to the soprano underway. Uncle Sam was partly to blame
part; the scent of lavender was underlaid with but so was John Bull in the form of some
darker tones of meat). The pa.t. and pa.pple of our most competent young writers—
See -EDLY.
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underwhelm | unidiomatic -ly

Martin Amis and William Boyd, for in- and the longer one 'not economical,
stance. From the latter: They walked arm- wasteful; not sparing or thrifty'. See ECOin-arm into the club where the dance was NOMIC, ECONOMICAL.
underway. And from a 1987 issue of the
NY Rev.Eks: America's declared foreign policyunedited, inedited. See INEDITED.
of fostering stability ...in Central America unequal. In the sense 'inadequate in
might at last get underway. The joined-up ability, resources, etc.', it is construed
form is now entered in some dictionar- with to + a noun (he was unequal to the
ies, and the New SOED (1993) even gives task) or to + gerund (it was clear that he was
it precedence over the unjoined form. unequal to completing his thesis). (Formerly
Most style books recommend under way, also with to + infinitive: . . . to complete
and so for the moment do I. The older
...)
variant under weigh seems to have virtually disappeared, though it was used by unequalled. Thus spelt in BrE, but usu.
Anthony Burgess in his Little Wilson and unequaled in AmE. See -LL-, -L-.
Big God (1987): arrangements were already
unequivocal. The standard correspondunder weigh.
ing adverb is unequivocally, not uniquivocunderwhelm (verb). An artificial, but ably.
successful, mid-2oc. jocular adaptation
of overwhelm. It means 'to leave unim- unescapable (first recorded in 1614)
pressed, to arouse little or no interest has now retreated in favour of inescapable
in', and has wide currency in standard (first recorded in 1792). See IN- AND UN-.
English sources everywhere. Examples:
Both the prose and the play are underwhelm- unessential (first recorded in 1656) is
still sometimes used interchangeably
ing—TLS, 1972; The Sparks Street post office
with inessential (first recorded in 1677).
ran out of applications ... but a survey of
See IN- AND UN-.
other post offices ... showed the public was
generally underwhelmed—Ottawa Citizen,unexceptionable, unexceptional. The
1978.
first means 'with which no fault can be
undeservedly, undesignedly. Both found; entirely satisfactory'; and unexcepwords are pronounced as five syllables. tional means 'not out of the ordinary;
usual, normal'. See EXCEPTIONABLE.
See -EDLY.
undigested, undiscriminating. These
are the customary forms now, not the
corresponding forms in in- (indigested,
indiscriminating), both of which were formerly in use. Cf. indigestion, indiscriminate. See IN- AND UN-.
undisguisedly. Five syllables. See -EDLY.
[indistinguishable. Now less common
than INDISTINGUISHABLE. See IN- AND UN-.

undistributed middle, in logic, a fallacy resulting from the failure of the
middle term of a syllogism to refer to
all the members of a class in at least one

unfeignedly. Four syllables. See -EDLY.
un-get-at-able. See UN-COME-AT-ABLE.

ungula
/'Angjuli:/.

(hoof,

claw). PI. ungulae

unhuman, inhuman. Both words have
been in use for centuries (unhuman since
the 16c, inhuman 15c.) in a range of
similar meanings clustered round the
broad sense 'not characteristic of the
behaviour, appearance, etc., of a human
being'. At present inhuman is much the
more usual. See IN- AND UN-.

uneatable. See INEDIBLE.

unidiomatic -ly. In a number of articles
in this book, it is shown that there is
often a fine idiomatic line to be drawn
between adjectives and adverbs, and also
between 'simple' adverbs and corresponding forms in -ly. See e.g. DEAR,

uneconomic, uneconomical.
The
shorter form means 'not economic, incapable of being operated profitably',

TIGHT, TIGHTLY; WIDE. Standard speakers

premiss. See SYLLOGISM.

undisturbedly. Five syllables. See -EDLY.
undoubtedly. See DOUBTLESS.

DEARLY; DIRECT, DIRECTLY; HARDLY 1;
HIGH, HIGHLY; IRRESPECTIVE; LARGE,
LARGELY; PRETTY; RIGHT; SURE, SURELY;

uninterest | unique
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for the most part instinctively know say that—he was totally uninterested in both
which form is appropriate in a given of us—G. Greene, 1980; Classical historiocontext. But for foreign learners of the graphy was on the whole uninterested in local
language, young children, and dialect provincial history—London Rev. Bks, 1981; To
speakers (those, that is, who may try viewers who are uninterested in politics, it
to adopt standard usage in particular was worse than the World Cup-Observer,
circumstances), the going is much more
1990.
difficult. For such groups the addition
of -ly to an adjective must seem to be Union Jack, As the New SOED expresses
the obvious way of forming an adverb, it, '(a) orig. & properly, a small British
since the majority of adverbs do indeed Union flag flown as the jack [se. a small
end in -ly and correspond to a clearly national flag usu. flown from the bow]
related simple adjective: angryIangrily, of a ship; later & now usu., a Union flag
gaylgaily, merelmerely, usual\usually, etc.of any size or adaptation, regarded as
But the application of any such simple the national flag of the United Kingdom;
rule, that is to regard the addition of -ly (b) US (union jack) a jack consisting of the
as the only way of turning an adj. into union from the national flag.'
a word meaning 'in the manner of, after unique. Some small modern dictionarthe style of, etc.', is to fall far short of ies allow weakened uses of the word
understanding how the language works. to go unchallenged. For example, the
It is not necessary to assemble here Cambridge International Diet, of English
specimens of unidiomatic uses in which (1995). after stating that as an adj. unique
-ly is missing where it is wanted or is is 'not gradable', defines it as follows:
present when it is not needed, as numer- 'being the only existing one of its type or,
ous examples are to be found in the
[emphasis mine] more generally, unusual or
articles listed above, as well as in others. special in some way'. (And so it is gradable
Standard speakers also need no special after all?) The COD (1995) first lists its
guidance about the difference of mean- primary meaning ('of which there is only
ing between such types as he had arrived one; unequalled; having no like, equal,
late and he had arrived lately. But there are or parallel'), but adds what it calls a
always special cases which may surprise disputed use, 'unusual, remarkable (a
even the most articulate of readers, as unique opportunity)'. All around us, in
for instance the jocular use of the double print and in speech, is abundant eviadverb MUCHLY and the transatlantic use dence illustrating the 'correct' or
of THUSLY. Three examples of adverbs
'proper' use, but also examples (esp.
lacking the notional -ly (taken from when unique is preceded by adverbs such
standard sources of the 1980s): I burrow as comparatively, more, most, rather, somedeep into my notebook; He took a great leap what, very, and some others) of the
and landed square on the glossy back [of a secondary disputed (or informal) use.
horse]; Leo would be the first to concede that What are we to make of this?
he had spread himself too thin.
Origin. L Unicus yielded Fr. unique (and
uninterest. This relatively uncommon Sp., Pg., and It. unico) 'single, sole, alone
word (it is not even listed in COD 1995) of its kind', and in these Continental
is first recorded in 1890 and is used only languages the word is still mainly rein the sense 'lack of interest, indiffer- stricted to contexts in which one-ness is
ence'. Modern examples: She had no idea implied (e.g. Fr. sens unique 'one-way
... whether all men went through periods of road',filsjfilleunique 'only son/daughter').
uninterest—S. Faulks, 1989; In undergrade The French word made its way into Engates it tends to produce uninterest or rejection lish at the beginning of the 17c, at first
when compulsory—English, 1991. Cf. DIS- narrowly restricted to mean 'single, sole,
solitary' (e.g. He hath lost... his unie Son
INTEREST.
in the veryflowerof his age, C1645). The
uninterested means 'not interested, OED points out that it was 'regarded as
indifferent' and has been in regular use a foreign word down to the middle of
since at least 1771 (OED). It is now being the 19th c, from which date it has been
challenged in this sense by DISINTER- in very common use, with a tendency to
take the wider meaning of "uncommon,
ESTED, but remains the standard and
recommended form. Examples: I wouldn't unusual, remarkable".'
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United Kingdom | unless and until

Distribution now. It is a simple matter point to another within a larger area: a
to lay one's hands on 20c. examples of the palace or even a city' (OCELit., 1985). The
traditional, ungradable sense of unique dramatic unities were not widely
(which is the one recommended in this favoured by English dramatists of the
book): the unique and infrequently seen por- period. For example, Shakespeare
trait of Sidney from the Upper Reading Roomadopted them only in The Tempest and
frieze—Bodl. Libr. Rec, 1986; Hopkins's innerThe Two Gentlemen of Verona.
ear is awash with an infinite and exquisite
sense of unique vocal patterns—TLS, 1987. Ituniversity. At some point in the 20c.
is almost equally easy to find examples of the word began to be construed without
the weakened sense ('remarkable', etc.), the definite article. 'After I went to
esp. when unique is tautologically pre- school I went to the university,' wrote
ceded by certain adverbs (more, most, very, an elderly professor to me in 1986, 'not
to university.' Example of the modern
etc.): Toad Hall,' said the Toad proudly, 'is an
eligible selfcontained gentleman's residence,use: Kolya, who resents the fact that I went
very unique—K. Grahame, 1908; Almost theto university instead of doing national sermost unique residential site along the south vice—C. Rumens, 1987. In AmE, to/at the
coast—advt in Country Life, 1939; Our Insti-university is the normal construction
tute is a very unique place, not only bridgingwhen the reference is non-specific, i.e.
the gap between Christians and Jews but alsothe older convention is retained there.
between academics and clergy—New Yorker,
1993; Some design choices become so uniqueunlawful. See ILLEGAL.
that they border on the eccentric and make
a property difficult to sell—Chicago Tribune,unlearned, -nt. See LEARN (verb).
1995unless and until. A modern 'strengthIt must, I think, be conceded that ened' extension of until (the words unless
unique is losing its quality of being 'not and are often omissible without discerngradable' (or absolute), but copy editors ible loss of meaning). Fowler (1926) exare still advised to query such uses while pressed doubts about its legitimacy, but,
the controversy about its acceptability by citing numerous examples of its use,
continues.
drew attention to its frequency. The OED
United Kingdom. Now (1998), Great provides further examples from standBritain and Northern Ireland; from 1801 ard sources beginning with the following: We should as a rule stick to that
until 1922, Great Britain and Ireland.
pronunciation unless and until wefindanunities. The unities, or dramatic unities, other native whose speech we have reason to
are the unity of time, the unity of place, think is more characteristic—Daniel Jones,
and the unity of action. In the past the 1937. Recently the type has also appeared
terms were sometimes said to be derived in the forms unless or until and until and/or
from Aristotle's Poetics, but this is only unless: Until and unless he discovered who he
partially true, as Baldick points out in was, everything was without meaning—D.
Potter, 1986; Iraq ... announced that it
his Concise Oxford Diet. Literary Terms (1990):
'In fact Aristotle in his discussion of would honor the cease-fire ordered by the UN
tragedy insists only on unity of action, Security Council, until or unless the other
mentioning unity of time in passing, belligerent, Iran, violated it—Chr. Sci. Monitor
and says nothing about place.' These 1987; But this is not now the case and unless
principles of dramatic composition were or until it becomes so, the judgement of the
formulated by English and continental Australian Supreme Court remains very queswriters of the 16c. and 17c. According to tionable—Times, 1987; Tape 7 was not to
Baldick, Jean Mairet's Sophonisbe (1634) be played unless or until you experienced
was the first French tragedy to observe 'Blockage'—?. Carey, 1991; Membership of
the unities. Mairet and others believed the House of Commons is still the only legitimthat a play should have a unified action, ate qualification for real power in Britain
without subplots, and should represent and likely to remain so unless or until our
the events of a single day within a single national identity is totally submerged in Eursetting. But certain variations were per- ope—Spectator, 1991. As CGEI (13.38) points
missible: 'The place the stage repres- out, phrases of the type as and when, if
ented was allowed to shift from one and when, and unless and until 'weaken

unlike | unparliamentary expressions
the expectation' and, as such, need no
defence.
See as and when (AS 6); IF AND WHEN.
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practice of the House, includes an Appendix of Unparliamentary Expressions.
It reads as follows (with footnote references deleted):
unlike. When used as an adj., unlike
'From time to time the Chair has interposes no special problems, whether used vened to deal with the use of certain
to mean 'not like' (Utterly unlike in temper expressions in debate, which, in the conand tone) or 'dissimilar' (two animals as text in which they were used, were abusunlike as the bear and the lion). So too ive or insulting and of a nature to cause
when it is used as a preposition meaning disorder. A list of some of these expres'dissimilar to' (a man wholly unlike anyone sions is set out below. It must however
she had met before) or 'uncharacteristic of be emphasized not only that the list is
(a person)' (it is unlike him to be late for not exhaustive but also that the permiswork). Fowler (1926), however, gave two sibility of some of them would depend
special warnings: '(a) I counted eighty-nine upon the sense and temper in which
rows of men standing, and unlike in Lon- they were used:
don, only occasionally could women be distin-Blackguard, Blether, Cad, caddishness, Ca
guished. Unlike is there treated as though umny, gross, Corrupt, corruption, Coward,
it had developed ... adverbial power...; Criminal, Dishonest, Dog, Duplicity, Gutter
it has not, and something adverbial (in snipe, Hooligan, Humbug, Hypocrites, Impercontrast with London ways?) must be substi- tinence, Impudence, Jackass, behaving like a,
tuted, (b) M. Berger, however, does not appear
Lousy, Malignant attack, Murderer, Persona
to have—unlike his Russian masters—the gift
honour, not consonant with, Pharisees, Prevarof presenting female characters. As with icating, Pup, cheeky young, Puppy, impertimany negatives, the placing of unlike is nent, Rat, Ruffianism, Slanderer, Slander,
important; standing where it does, it malignant, Stool-pigeons, Swine, Traitor,
must be changed to like; unlike would be Treason, charges of, Vicious and vulgar, Vil
right if the phrase were shifted to before lains, Wicked.'
"does not appear".'
Later editions continue to treat the
subject in great detail but do not include
un material, if chosen instead of the such lists. For lists of words and phrases
ordinary immaterial, confines the mean- allowed and disallowed in the Parliaing to 'not consisting of matter', and ments of the Commonwealth one must
excludes the other common meaning of turn to the annual issues of The Table,
immaterial, viz. 'that does not matter', an annual publication of the Society of
'not important or essential'. See IN- AND Clerks-at-the-Table in Commonwealth
UN-.
Parliaments.
The 1994 issue of The Table, after noting
unmoral. See AMORAL; IMMORAL.
that 'Straightforward accusations of disunparalleled. Thus spelt (in all major honesty are not recorded, since they are
universally unacceptable. Simple expleforms of English).
tives and abuse are likewise omitted',
unparliamentary expressions. From gives systematic lists of words, phrases,
time to time Members of Parliament and sentences disallowed, or objected to,
overstep the mark in the deeply ritual- in parliamentary assemblies throughout
istic manner in which they accuse their the Commonwealth in 1993. They inpolitical opponents of improprieties of clude the following: (Canada) lapdog;
various kinds and resort to expressions When it comes to Brians and hypocrisy, that
deemed by the Speaker (or Chairman of Brian takes the cake; Judas; wounded hyena;
a Committee) to be 'unparliamentary' rat, hypocrite, jackass; (India, Rajha Sabah)
and therefore unacceptable. The author- mad dog; horsetraders; terrorists; (India, Lok
itative guide in such matters is the most Sabah) Buffoonery; Then let half of them go
recent edition of Sir Thomas Erskine to hell and half to heaven; You are all sinners
May's A Treatise upon the Law, Privileges,(New South Wales) he tried to massage the
Proceedings and Usage of Parliament (first honourable member for Bligh; boofhead; (NZ)
published in 1844). The 19th edn (1976), He's one of the laboratory rats; He is suffering
for example, after setting down a de- from what looks to me like mad cow disease;
scription of the complex procedures and (UK House of Commons) a friend and ally
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unpractical | unthinkable

'(of a difficulty, question, problem, etc.)
of Saddam Hussein; lickspittle; clever little
sod; Baroness Bonkers; (Victoria, Aust.) Dirty not soluble' since the Middle Ages, and
for 'incapable of being dissolved in a
little rat; Great big,flap-moutheddork.
The normal procedure in such cases liquid' since the early 18c. On the other
is for the Speaker to intervene and call hand, unsolvable is a relative newcomer
upon the offending Member to withdraw (early 19c, once also in a dictionary of
1775) in its primary sense of'not able to
the offending expressions, or make a
sufficient apology for using them. More be solved'.
severe penalties follow if the Member
unstable is the standard form of the
refuses to retract or apologize.
adj. (rather than instable), but the corresunpractical. Unpractical and impractical ponding noun is instability. See IN- AND
are both used to mean 'not practical (of UN-.
a person, a proposal, etc.); but impractical
unstringed, unstrung. The verb unis also now quite widely used to mean
string in all its senses now normally has
'not practicable'. See IMPRACTICABLE, IMunstrung (rather than unstringed) as pa.t.,
PRACTICAL.
pa.pple, and ppl adj. (she unstrung the
unprecedented. The second (stressed) beads before restringing them; an unstrung
syllable is pronounced /-près-/, not harp; gave new life to his unstrung nerves).
/-pris-/.
unthinkable. From the 15c. onwards,
unravel (verb). The inflected forms are unthinkable has been in standard use in
unravelled and unravelling in BrE, but the philosophical sense 'unable to be
often unraveled and unraveling in AmE. imagined or grasped in the mind, unimSee RAVEL (verb).
aginable'. This sense is still current. By
the beginning of the 20c, however, it
unreadable. See ILLEGIBLE.
was beginning to be used in various
unreligious, chosen instead of the usual extended ways, applied, for example, to
irreligious, excludes the latter's impli- courses of action that were regarded by
the speaker or writer as unacceptable or
cations of sin, blasphemy, etc., and
means 'outside the sphere of religion'. too horrible to contemplate (civil war,
It is therefore a synonym of non-religious. extreme action by terrorists, etc.) or just
highly unlikely or undesirable. Fowler
unrepairable. A rarish doublet of the (1926) denounced all such extended uses:
more usual irreparable 'that cannot be 'anything is now unthinkable from what
rectified or made good'. On the differ- reason declares impossible or what imaences of meaning and the positioning gination is helpless to conceive down to
of the stress, see IRREPARABLE.
what seems against the odds (as that
Oxford should win the boat-race), or
unreservedly. Five syllables. See -EDLY. what is slightly distasteful to the speaker
unrestrainedly. Five syllables. See -EDLY. (as that the Labour Party should ever
form a Government).' Fowler's condemunrivalled. Thus spelt in BrE, but often nation of these extended or weakened
unrivaled in AmE.
uses has largely gone unheeded. Modern
dictionaries simply record such uses as
unsanitary. First recorded in the 19c, part of the standard language or at most
unsanitary has largely given way to insani- part of standard colloquial English.
tary (also a 19c. coinage) in BrE, but both
A wide range of modern examples of
forms are in common use in AmE.
this very common word follows: In these
circumstances the removal of British troops
unseasonable. See SEASONABLE, SEAwas unthinkable—C. Allen, 1990; In itself,
SONAL.
the idea of representing 322 million Eurounsolvable differs from insoluble in hav- peans by 518 elected Europarliamentarians
ing its reference limited to the sense of is not unthinkable—EuroBusiness, 1990;
the English verb solve, and not covering, What we would spend abroad without a
as insoluble does, various senses (dissolve qualm is unthinkable extravagance at
as well as solve) of the Latin verb solvere. home—M. Duffy, 1991; Margaret Thatcher
Insoluble has been the standard word for give up? Unthinkable—N. Wyn Ellis, 1991;

until I up
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The ambition became a compulsion, failureit is also occasionally used in other cirliterally unthinkable—R. Ferguson, 1991; cumstances: e.g. Readers... may well wonCameras were produced from tracksuit pock-der ... whether each religious group dealt
ets, and souvenir snaps, of a form unthinkablewith in the separate chapters is unique unto
itself—Bull. Amer. Acad. Arts & Sci., 1993.
only a year ago, were taken—Daily Tel., 1992;
The notion that you should give a new [television] channel a particular qualitative chargeuntoward. Pronounced as three syland invite it to be different in particular wayslables, i.e. /Anta'woid/, but as /An'tauad/
is almost unthinkable today—Independent,in certain circles, esp. in rapid speech.
1992; In Romania communism and fascism Normally as two syllables in AmE., i.e.
/An'toird/ or /An'taurd/, but also as three,
are still on intimate terms, and genuine dei.e. /Anta'wo:rd/.
communization remains unthinkable without
an exorcism of the authoritarian rightist unvoiced (phonetics). See VOICED (adj.).
past—New Republic (US), 1992; We have
achieved in North America, Western Europe,unwashed. For the Great Unwashed (or
and Japan a 'zone of peace' within which it the g. u.) see SOBRIQUETS.
is fair to say war is truly unthinkable—A.
and H. Toffler, 1994 (US). An element up.
I 1 Complexity.
of the unimaginable or the incogitable
12 up to date.
resides in all of them: the link with
3 up to, down to.
the traditional uses of the word is not
I 4 up and.
entirely broken.
1 Complexity. This most complicated
word requires great subtlety of treatuntil. 1 until, till. See TILL.
ment in dictionaries. It is used as adverb,
2 until or till for before or when. In the
preposition, adjective, noun, and verb,
following type, until (or till) is sometimes
and with great diversity within each part
said to be unidiomatically used for before of speech. A syndicated column in some
or when: In one of the city parks he was major American newspapers in 1994 (reseated at one end of a bench, and had not producing a letter to the Reader's Digest
been there long until a sparrow alighted at some 25 years earlier) provides an amusthe other end. The OED (s.v. till conj. IC) ing introduction to some of the idiocomments on this type: 'Formerly and matic uses of the word:
still dial, and in U.S. used after a negative
principal clause, where before (or when) 'We've got a two-letter word we use conis now substituted in Standard English.'
stantly that may have more meanings
The last example given is one of 1756:1 than any other. The word is up. It is easy
was not long set till Margaret came to see to understand up, meaning toward the
me. But the OED gives no examples of sky or toward the top of a list. But when
this type s.v. until, and it would seem we waken, why do we wake upl At a
best to reserve judgement about the con- meeting, why does a topic come up? And
struction until more evidence of its exist- why are participants said to speak up?
ence is found.
Why are officers up for election? And
3 unless and until (and variants). See why is it up to the secretary to write up
a report? The little word is really not
UNLESS AND UNTIL.
needed, but we use it anyway. We
4 until such time as has its uses, with brighten up a room, light up a cigar,
an implication of uncertainty whether polish up the silver, lock up the house
the event contemplated will ever hap- and fix up the old car. At other times,
pen. But often it is mere verbosity for it has special meanings. People stir up
until.
trouble, line up for tickets, work up an
appetite, think up excuses and get tied
unto. The COD (1995) correctly labels it up in traffic. To be dressed is one thing,
as an archaic variant of to prep, (in all but to be dressed up is special. It may be
uses except as the particle to forming confusing, but a drain must be opened
the sign of the infinitive). It survives up because it is stopped up. We open up
mainly in fixed phrases (do unto others; a store in the morning, and close it up
faithful unto death; take unto oneself), but in the evening. We seem to be all mixed
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up about up. In order to be up on the
proper use of up, look up the word in
the dictionary. In one desk-sized dictionary, up takes up half a column; and the
listed definitions add up to about 40. If
you are up to it, you might try building
up a list of the many ways in which up
is used. It may take up a lot of your time,
but if you don't give up, you may wind
up with a thousand.'

up and down | upcoming

up for a journey to London and down for
one from it preceded the adoption of
those expressions by the railways. Perhaps the idea of accomplishment latent
in up made it seem the right word for
reaching the more important place. Geographical bearing was immaterial; going
north from London was no less down
than going south. "At Christmas I went
down into Scotland," wrote Lord Chancellor Campbell in 1845, "and, crossing
the Cheviots, was nearly lost in a snowAll these and many more are treated
in our standard dictionaries. For some storm." "You don't mean to say," said
discussion of a few of them (give up, etc.), Miss La Creevy, "that you are really going
all the way down into Yorkshire this cold
See PHRASAL VERBS.
winter's weather, Mr. Nickleby."
2 up to date. This phrase should be
'The railways conformed. They gave
written as three words unhyphened, ex- the name up-line to that on which their
cept when it is used as an attributive trains arrived at their London terminal
adjective; then it is hyphened: you are and down-line to that on which they left.
not up to date; bring the ledger up to date; When a railway was built without any
but an up-to-date model.
direct connexion with London the up3 up to, down to. These phrases often line was that on which trains ran to
have distinct meanings: e.g. (up to) not the more important terminus ...' British
more than (you can have up tofive),less Rail South West Region confirmed (1995)
than or equal to (sums up to £10), occupied that the same terminology is still used,
with or busy with (what have you been up i.e. the trains arriving at mainline stato ?); (down to) having used up everything tions travel on the up-line and those leavexcept (down to their last tin of rations). ing mainline stations travel on the downBut both can mean 'until': cf. up to the line. Cross-country journeys sometimes
present; from Elizabethan times down to therequire different terms.
It seems likely, but is difficult to estabnineteenth century. In such contexts the
choice of up to or down to depends on lish, that passengers now speak of going
the vantage point of the speaker. More up to London, over to London, down to
puzzling is the choice that is idio- London, as appropriate, depending on
matically available to us when either the location of the starting-point. But in
down to or up to may be used when the the circles in which I move in Oxfordsense required is 'be incumbent on, be shire most people speak of going up to
the responsibility o f (it is down to/up to London. I do not recall anyone saying I
am going down to Edinburgh (or even to
you to make the decision). Cf. DOWN TO.
Birmingham, Lincoln, etc.) in the half4 up and ( + verb). Followed by a verb,
century that I have lived in Oxfordshire.
up and means 'do (something) suddenly
2 In relation to Oxford and Cambridge. To
or unexpectedly' (he just upped and
vanished; she upped and married her cousin; a member of these universities up means
suddenly the division ups and marches toin residence. An undergraduate goes up
Aldershot). This use is first recorded in at the beginning of term and remains
R. L. Stevenson's Treasure Island (1883): up until he goes down at the end of it
And you have the Davy Jones's insolence to (unless he has the misfortune to be sent
down earlier). But this special use relates
up and stand for cap'n over me!
only to the universities, not to the cities.
up and down. Gowers (1965) com- A businessman (say) travelling to Oxford
mented as follows: 'As geographical or Cambridge would use up, down, over
terms these words are ordinarily used in to Oxford (or Cambridge), whichever is
their natural senses. We speak of going geographically appropriate.
down to the south and up to the north,
down to the sea and up country from the upcoming (adj.). One of my most hardcoast. But two special uses are worth line correspondents remarked (July
noting. 1 In relation to London. The use of 1994) that "upcoming seems to be ousting
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the perfectly serviceable forthcoming [in which is almost always construed with
British English]'. It is true that this Amer- a verb meaning 'hit' (go, slap, etc.) and
ican use of the word (first recorded in head, seems to have been first noted in
the OED in this sense in 1959) is gradually the late 1970s (OED) in the language of
making its way into English-speaking US blacks, and to have spread from there
countries outside the US, but it is by no to other forms of informal AmE.
means ousting forthcoming yet. It just
seems irresistible to some writers in cer- upstairs. As adverb (go upstairs) stressed
tain contexts from time to time. Ex- on the second syllable, but as adj. (the
amples: No change in the law was required,upstairs loo) on the first. See NOUN AND
the existing statute was merely being clarifiedADJECTIVE ACCENT.
and there was no need to insert a special
upward(s). 1 As adj. the standard form
clause in the upcoming Finance Bill—Daily
is upward (an upward movement of the voice;
Tel, 1984; Guinness Peat Aviation... angrily
upward mobility). As adv. the normal but
rejected its merchant hanks' advice to sell its
not invariable form in BrE is upwards,
shares at little more than $20 a share in its
but in AmE mostly but not invariably
upcomingflotation—Economist,1992; And in
upward.
real life, Doucett will appear in an upcoming
2 upwards of (rarely upward of). First
'pictorial' in Playboy-Globe & Mail (Toronto), 1993; The MORC Level 30 would recorded in 1721 (OED) in the sense
be the boat for the upcoming Cup—Canad.'(rather) more than', it remains in standYachting, 1994: he told last week of the ard use (there were upwards of a hundred
spectator who telephoned Selhurst Park to people at the wedding reception). Occas.,
enquire about Wimbledon's upcoming game- according to the OED and to dialect
sources, it is used to mean '(rather) less
Spectator, 1995.
than' in some regions in England. Occas.
upon. 1 For (up)on all fours, see FOUR.
also when upwards of is used of a large
2 According to the OED 'The use of the figure it means no more than 'approximately' (upwards of £250,000), but it is
one form or the other [sc. on or upon]
has been for the most part a matter of best to assume that the meaning is
individual choice (on grounds of rhythm, '(rather) more than' unless there is conemphasis, etc.) or of simple accident, textual evidence to the contrary.
although in certain contexts and phrases
Uranus. One hears this word stressed
there may be a general tendency to pre- on the first syllable from time to time,
fer the one to the other.' The choice i.e. /'juaranas/, but more often, in my
seems almost wholly arbitrary, and there subjective judgement, on the second, i.e.
is no saying why one has taken root in /ju'remas/. I am bound to report, however,
some phrases and the other in others: that most of the standard desk dictionaronce upon a time, row upon row of seats; but ies in Britain and America give priority
on no account, have it on good authority; to first-syllable stressing.
Kingston upon Thames, Burton-upon-Trent;
but Henley-on-Thames, Newark-on-Trent. urinal. The dominant pronunciation
in BrE is that with the second syllable
uppermost. See -MOST.
bearing the main stress, i.e. /ju'ram(a)l/,
but the form withfirst-syllablestressing
U p r i g h t . See NOUN AND ADJECTIVE ACis also standard, and is the only one in
CENT.
standard use in AmE.
upside (adj.). He was not a person looking
for love in all the wrong places, but it was US (pron.). 1 Its normal uses as the
something that just slapped him upside the objective form of the pronoun we (somehead—Chicago Tribune, 1990 (of a spacetimes in its reduced form *s) are unrepilot in Star Wars); No, he did not. Never markable: They despise us; Let's look in at
did. And if he did, he would have gotten a the party ...We needn't stay long; Both of us
frying pan upside his head—Newsweek, 1995write books; Have you ever seen two giggling
(ex-wife of the American footballer O. J. angéls ... like us?; he looks down upon us
Simpson, denying in a TV interview that country people; it's only us.
he had ever slapped her). This thoroughly
2 It can legitimately be used instead
American use of the adjective upside, of we in certain circumstances. Thus you
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are as well-informed as us (more formally
as we (are)). For other examples, see CASES
and WE. In colloquial use it can also be
used instead of me (Done your homework,
Oakley? Give us a look at it).
3 The main erroneous type is shown
in Us country boys have to stick together
(read We country hoys ...).
4 A minor optional type is shown in
So it's been strange, us being in England
because of me (our being would be equally
acceptable). See OUR; WE.

-us I use
(use your discretion), pa.t. used /juizd/ (she
used him for her own ends).

2 The matter is much more complicated when used to (less commonly, and
usu. in colloq. contexts, use to) is used in
the sense 'did or had in the past (but no
longer) as a customary practice'. Both
used to and use to are pronounced the
same, i.e. /juzstu:/, unstressed /-ta/. (The
problem of whether use(d) to is an anomalous verb or a full verb is discussed
by Eric Jorgensen in English Studies, 69
-US. The plurals of nouns in -us are (1988); some of the examples that follow
troublesome, l Most are from Latin are taken from this article.) Used to can
second-declension words, whose Latin also, of course, be used with a following
plural is -i (pronounced /ai/); but when noun or pronoun in the meaning 'accusthat should be used, and when the Eng- tomed to, familiar with'.
The main types are: (a) + noun or prolish plural -uses is better, has to be decided for each separately; see LATIN noun: she had got used to the sissy ... thinPLURALS and the entries for individual blooded climate of Auckland—D. M. Davin,
1986; And youll have to get used to it—New
words (CIRRUS, DISCUS, FUNGUS, LOCUS,
Yorker, 1988. (b) + gerund: Susan ... has
UTERUS, etc.).
accrued so much fame as a musher that she
2 Many are from Latin fourth-declenis used to being a curiosity—New Yorker, 1987;
sion words, whose Latin plural is -Us
He still isn't used to her being old enough to
(pronounced /-u:s/); but the English
plural -uses is almost always preferred, drive—ibid., 1988. (c) + infin. I know what
as prospectuses. The Latin ending -us is you're thinking, Patrick, and I used to think
occasionally seen in a few of the rarer it too—K. Amis, 1988; 'I used to wonder,' he
words, e.g. lusus, meatus, senatus. Words went on now, 'if ever we'd meet again.'--W
of this class, which must never have Trevor, 1988; I used to joke bleakly that he
plural in -i, are afflatus, apparatus, conspec- had run off with my Muse—Guardian, 1990.
tus, hiatus, impetus, lapsus, nexus, plexus, (d) had used + to-infin.: She had used to
squat with old Makata on the ground—M.
prospectus, sinus, status.
Spark, 1969; As a teenager he'd used to
3 Some are from Latin third-declen- wander up there and clamber around—M.
sion neuters, whose plurals are of du Plessis, 1989 (SAfr.). (e) (Only in very
various forms in -a; so corpus, genus, opus,
informal contexts) With do-support in
make corpora, genera, opera, which are
negative and/or interrogative construcalmost always preferred in English to
tions: He didn't use to wear gloves—P.
-uses.
Cheney, 1964; What time did she used to
4 Callus, octopus, platypus, polypus, and return?—I. Thomas, 1972; 'It didn't use to
virus, nouns variously abnormal in Latin, be that way,'Manuel said—New Yorker, 1986;
can all have pi. -uses and usually do; for Prostate cancer ... didn't used to be a probany alternatives, see the words.
lem—Times, 1995. (/) (Now regarded as
5 Some English nouns in -us are in somewhat formal) Without do-support in
Latin not nouns, but verbs, etc.; so ignor- negative and/or interrogative construcamus, mandamus, mittimus, non possumus; tions: You usen't to be like that—A Christie,
for these, as for the dative pi. omnibus 1964; The Mistress usedn't to sleep well at
and the ablative plural rebus, the only night—A Christie, Poirot Loses a Qient
possible plural is the English -uses.
(n.d.); He used not to sweat like that—
6 Some English nouns in -us are not I. Fleming, 1964; I used not to dream—
Latin words at all: e.g. caucus (perh. Al- N. Bawden, 1987.
The
negative/interrogative
type
gonquin), rumpus (prob. fanciful).
Use(d)n't people to ... is also found, esp.
usable. Thus spelt, not useable.
in spoken English and in informal letuse (verb), l Pronounced /ju:z/ when it ters, and arguments rage as to whether
means 'bring into use, bring into service' it is 'better' than the type Didn't people

usherette | uvula
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century and a half beside use (continuously in use since the 13c). In virtually
all contexts where one or the other word
is needed to cover the sense 'to bring
into service', use is the more satisfactory
usherette. See -ETTE 4. A recent ex- word. But a case can be made out for
ample: What the hell are you holding that utilize when the required sense is 'to
torch for as if you were a bloody usherette? make practical use of, to turn to ac—A. N. Wilson, 1990.
count'. The boundary is nevertheless a
murky one and it is not all clear why
usual. The standard pronunciation is utilize is preferred to use in the following
/'jui3ual/, not the slipshod /'ju:3(8)l/.
examples: utilizing the electric kettle and
the little packets provided—A. Thomas Ellis,
usufruct. Pronounce /'juizjufrAkt/ or 1990; Levy utilizes eight Bodleian manu/'jus-/.
scripts; Katzenéknbogen utilizes, inter alia,
Uterus. PL uteri /-rai/ rather than uteruses. Bodleian MS. Opp. 34, while Chavel relies
heavily on Oxford Corpus Christi College He
See -us 1.
MS. 165-Bodl. Libr. Rec, 1992.
utilitarian. See HEDONIST.
utmost, uttermost. See -MOST.
use(d) to ...? Restructuring of the sentence is often the way out. People used to
... didn't they? is perhaps the best way to
avoid the problem.

Utilize. This mid-i9c. loanword from Fr.
utiliser has led a precarious life for a

UVUla. Pronounce /'juivjula/. PL uvulae
/-li:/ or uvulas.

Vv
vacation is in America the ordinary unconnected words valence and valency.
word for what we call a holiday. In Britain See next.
it is not so used except (often abbreviated
to vac.) for the interval between terms valence, valency. In chemistry, in the
in the law courts and universities. The form valence (e.g. in C. A. Coulson's 1952
corresponding word for Parliament is book Valence), used for 'the power or
recess. Used as an intransitive verb mean- capacity of an atom or group to combine
ing 'to take a vacation' (they always vaca- with or displace other atoms or groups
tion in Miami), vacation is mostly in the formation of compounds; a unit
of this' (New SOED, slightly abridged). The
restricted to AmE.
dominant form in BrE for this phenomvaccinate is technically synonymous enon seems to be valency; in AmE valence.
with inoculate, but in practice v. tends But scientists often cross linguistic barto be restricted to mean to inoculate riers, and the geographical distribution
(someone) in order to procure immunity of the two forms cannot be pinned down
from smallpox, and i. for measures taken neatly.
to procure immunity from other diseases
(poliomyelitis, hepatitis B, etc.).
-valent. In scientific use, practice varies
widely in the pronunciation of comvacillate. Thus spelt, not vacc-. Pro- pounds ending in -valent, such as bivalent,
nounce /'vaesilert/.
divalent, trivalent, and polyvalent. In broad
vacuity, vacuousness. The two forms terms, in chemistry the main stress is
placed on the penultimate syllable,
have coexisted for more than three cenwhich is given a long vowel, /bai'veilant/,
turies, but vacuity has always been the
/dai'veilant/, /poli'veilant/, etc. But in cytodominant one of the two. See -TY AND
logy, immunology, etc., it appears that
-NESS.
these compounds have been influenced
vacuum. PI. (in ordinary use) vacuums; by ambivalent and equivalent, and are
therefore stressed on the antepenult
(in scientific use) vacua. See -UM 3.
with the a short, i.e. /'brvalant/, etc. Even
vade-mecum (modL., lit. 'go with me'), in these subjects, however, the i in divala handbook, guidebook, etc., carried con- ent is not shortened, i.e. the word is
stantly for ready reference. Pronounce pronounced /dai'veilant/.
/va:di 'meikam/. PI. vade-mecums.
valet. The noun is pronounced either
vagary. In the OED (1916) the only pro- /'vaelei/ (my preference) or /'vaelit/; in AmE
nunciation given was that with the stress also /va'lei/. The verb, now also commonly
on the second syllable, i.e. /va'gean/, but used in BrE in the sense 'to clean, esp.
it is now normally stressed on the first, the inside of, a motor vehicle', has pa.t.
i.e. /'veigari/. Cf. QUANDARY.
and pa.pple valeted /'vaeleid/ or /'vaehtid/,
in AmE also /va'leid/, and pres.pple valetvagina.
Invariably pronounced
ing.
/va'd3ama/. The adj. vaginal is /va'd3am(a)l/
in BrE but /'vaed3m(a)l/ in AmE. PI. (in
valise. In BrE pronounced /va'liiz/, now
ordinary use) vaginas, (in medical use)
archaic except as a term for a soldier's
vaginae /-ni:/.
kitbag. In AmE pronounced /va'liis/, a
small piece of hand luggage.
vainness. So spelt, with -nn-.
valance (a short curtain round the Valkyrie. Pronounce with the stress
frame or canopy of a bedstead, etc.). either on the first syllable, i.e. /'vaelkin/
Pronounce /'vaelans/, and spell with -ance, (my preference), or on the second, i.e.
not -ence, thus distinguishing it from the /vael'kiari/. PI. -s.

valley | various
valley. Pi. valleys.
valour, valorous. For spellings see -OUR
AND -OR; and -OUR- AND -OR-. The noun is
spelt valor in AmE.
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may owe some of its persistence to the
Biblical 'with whom is no variableness,
neither shadow of turning' (Jas. 1: 17).
varia lectio. PI. variae lectiones.

valve. For the preference of valvular (not variance. *It is utterly at variance from the
diminutive in meaning) over valval and
habit of Chaucer. Idiom demands with, not
valvar, except in technical senses in bot- from.
any and medicine, see -ULAR.

variant (noun), as compared with varivan Dyck, Van Dyck, Vandyke, van- ation and variety, is the least ambiguous
dyke. The name of the Flemish painter name for a thing that varies or differs
Anthony van Dyck (1599-1641) was Angli- from others of its kind; for it is concrete
cized to (Sir Anthony) Vandyke while he only, while the others are much more
lived in England. The derived noun and often abstract. Variation is seldom
adj. are usually spelt Vandyke (so Vandyke concrete except in the musical sense,
beard, Vandyke brown). But in the sense 'a and variety seldom except as the classifypainting by van Dyck' (there are several ing name for a plant, animal, mineral,
van Dycks in Buckingham Palace) it is per-etc., that diverges from the characteristhaps best to preserve the original Flem- ics of its species.
ish spelling of the name.
varicose. Pronounce /'vaenkaus/.
vanguard. See AVANT-GARDE.
variegated. The OED (1916) gave it five
vanity. 1 Vanity is occas. used in its old
syllables, i.e. /'veanagertid/, but it is now
sense of futility, waste of time, without
usu. pronounced as four, i.e. /'vearigertid/,
any of its modern implication of conceit
except in AmE, in which the pronunci(I haue seene all the workes that are done
ation with five syllables is the dominant
vnder the Sunne, and behold, all is vanitie,
one.
and vexation of spirit—Eccles. 1:14).
2 The appurtenances of this wicked variorum, when used as a noun, has pi.
world that the candidate for Confirma- -urns; see -UM 1. The word is a compendious way of saying editio cum notis vation in the Church of England is required
riorum, and means an edition of a work
to renounce together with the devil and
all his works, are its pomps and vanity, that contains the notes of various commentators on it. Variorum is a genitive
not, as often misquoted, vanities.
plural in Latin, not the neuter nominavantage. See ADVANTAGE.
tive singular that a bookseller took it to
vapid. Of its corresponding nouns, be when he offered a good variorum edition
vapidness is usually better than vapidity including variora from MSS. in the British
(in strong contrast with the nouns of Museum.
rapid), except when the sense is 'a vapid
remark'; then -ity prevails, and still more
the plural -ities. See -TY AND -NESS.

various. Unlike certain, few, many, several,
some, etc., the adj. various may not be used
idiomatically as a pronoun followed by
vapour and its belongings. For the spell- of, at least in BrE. The type He gave me
ing of the word itself, see -OUR AND -OR. various of his books has been recorded
Allied words are best spelt vapourer, occasionally since the later part of the
vapourings, vapourish, vapourless, vapoury; 19c. in AmE sources, but it is rare enough
but vaporific, vaporize {-zation, -zer), vapor-not to be treated in CGEL (1985) nor in
ous (-osity). For the principle, see -OUR- the second edition of the OED (1989).
Some recent Amer, examples: In my suitAND -OR-.
case was a range of prevention and education
variability, -bleness. Both are in cur- materials that had been developed by various
rent use, without any clear difference of of the programs I had visited—M. Dorris,
sense or application, though variability 1989; Saddam Hussein and various of his
is the more common of the two. This is Ba'athist confederates ... may be war crimunusual (see -TY AND -NESS); but, while inals under definitions established by inter
-ity would be expected to prevail, -ness national law—T. Dupuy, 1991; Various of his

varlet | -ve(d), -ves
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colleagues, including the oleaginous StewartA'ntyou come vastly late?—Sheridan, 1799).
{James Spader), offer to go with him if he is but became less common as time went
dismissed—Amer. Spectator, 1994on, and is now in restricted use.
varlet, a menial or rascal (historically
'an attendant on a knight'), is now used
only archaically or jocularly.

vast majority. See MAJORITY 1, 4.

VAT. See

TAX.

vaudeville. The recommended pronunciation is /'voidavil/, rather than /'vaud-/.

varsity. A word used with true idiomatic
flavour only by those who have a direct
connection with a particular university, 've. Abbrev. form of have. Since the 18c.
and only then in a narrow range of (according to the OED) often joined to a
contexts. From the OED: I have such faith previous word, esp. a modal verb or a
in the old University (never use the horrid personal pronoun, in the representation
word 'varsity, my lad; don't vulgarise the oldof speech. Examples: I've a good mind to
place)—H. Kingsley, 1872; It seems to me take the tram-E A. Guthrie, 1885; You
that the real attractions of varsity life are would've thought at least she could've cut
reserved for the sportsman and the loafer— the bobbles off—Margaret Forster, 1986;
E. H. W. Meyerstein, 1908. These give a
Can't've been a nightmare, then, can it?—Pat
hint of the barriers placed around the Barker, 1991.
word. In the universities of Oxford and
Cambridge the Varsity (or Varsity) match -ve(d), -ves, etc. from words in -/ and
is the annual rugby football match -fe. Corresponding to the change of sound
between teams from the two universit- discussed in -TH (0) AND -TH (5) that takes
ies. Outside BrE the subtleties of usage place in the plural, etc., of words ending
are endless. In AmE the normal generic in -th, like truth, there is one both of
name is college, but in practice (as in BrE) sound and of spelling in many words
the name of the institution generally ending in -/ or -fe, which become -ves,
stands alone (He's at Princetonlat Cam- -ved, -vish, etc. As the change is far from
bridge\at the Sorhonne, etc.). In New Zea- regular, and sometimes in doubt, an
land, in informal use, people are alphabetical list follows of the chief
sometimes said to be studying at varsity or words about which some doubt may
playing in the varsity team. But in Australia exist, showing changes in the plural of
and New Zealand students go to Uni or the noun and in the parts of the verb
go to the Uni. You have been warned. and in some derivatives (d.). When
Sophistication and local knowledge are alternatives are given the first is recomneeded in all contexts when general or mended.
specific references to universities are
beef. PL beeves oxen, beefs kinds of beef;
called for. See UNIVERSITY.
d. beefy,
calf. PL calves; v. calve; d. calfish.
vascullim (botanist's specimen-case). PL
dwarf. PL dwarfs or dwarves; v. dwarf, pa.t.
vascula. See -UM 2.
dwarfed; d. dwarfish, dwarfism,
elf. PL elves; d. elfin; elvish, elfish,
vase. The standard pronunciation in
half. PL halves; v. halve,
BrE now is /va:z/ and in AmE /veis/ (but
handkerchief. PL handkerchiefs,
also /veiz/). The pronunciation /vo:z/ also
hoof. PL hooves or hoofs; v. hoof, hoofed,
had 'some currency in England' at the
hoofing; d. hoofy.
beginning of the 20c. (OED, 1916).
knife. PL knives; v. knife, knifed, knifing,
leaf. PL leaves; v. leaf, leafs, leafed, leafing;
vastly. In contexts of measure or com-leaved; d. leafy,
parison, where it means by much, by a
life. PL lives; v. live; -lived; d. lifer,
great deal, as is vastly improved, a vastly loaf. PL loaves.
oaf. PL oafs; d. oafish,
larger audience, vastly is still in regular
proof. PL proofs; v. prove, pa.pple
use. Where the notion of measure is
provedlproven.
wanting, and it means no more than
roof. PL roofs or rooves.
'exceedingly, extremely, very' as in I
scarf. PL scarves or scarfs,
should vastly like to know, is vastly popular, scurf, d. scurfy having scurf; scurvy paltry,
it was fashionable in the 18c. (e.g. The
mean,
City ... was vastly full of People—Defoe, self. PL selves; d. selfish,
1722; This is all vastly true—E Burney, 1782; sheaf. PL sheaves; v. sheave; adj. sheaved.

vehement, vehicle | verbal
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shelf. PI. shelves; v. shelve.
velum /'viilam/, a membrane. PI. vela /-la/.
staff. PI. staffs, (mus. etc.) stoves; v. STAVE.
See -UM 2.
thief. PI. thieves; v. thieve; d. thievery, thievish.
turf. PI. turves or turfs; v. turf; d. turfy,
velvet makes velveted, velvety (adjs.). See
wharf. PI. wharves or wharfs; d. wharfage,-T-, -TT-.
(Aust. and NZ) wharfie.
wife. PI. wives,
venal, venial. These words are so alike
wolf. PI. wolves; v. wolf, woljs, wolfed; d.
in appearance that they are sometimes
wolfish, wolvish.
confused in spite of their being so unlike
vehement, vehicle. The OED (1916) gave in meaning: venal 'able to be bribed,
priority to an h-less pronunciation of influenced by bribery'; venial 'excusable,
both words, but included forms with the pardonable'.
h fully pronounced as legitimate variants. In standard English now the h is
never pronounced. But in vehicular the h
is fully sounded. Cf. ANNIHILATE, ANNIHILATION.

velamen
/vi'leiman/, an enveloping
membrane of an aerial root of an orchid.
PI. velamina /-irnna/.
velar (adj.). (phonetics) Of a sound: articulated with the back of the tongue
against or near the soft palate, esp. in
the pronunciation of /k/, /g/, and /rj/. Cf.
GUTTURAL; PALATAL.

veld (open country in southern Africa).
Pronounced /velt/ in the UK, but /felt/ in
S. Africa. Sometimes still written in the
older form veldt.
velleity, volition. Volition in its widest
sense means will-power. In a narrower
but more usual sense it means an
exercise of will-power for a specific
purpose—a choice or resolution or determination. Velleity (now rare) is an abstract
and passive preference. It is properly
used either in direct opposition to volition
or, when volition is understood in its
widest sense, as equivalent to that inactive form of it which is sometimes called
'mere volition'. The man in Browning's
'Time's Revenges' (1845):

vendor, vender. Vendor is the customary
spelling in BrE in the legal sense 'the
seller in a sale, esp. of property', and in
the sense 'a vending-machine'. In AmE,
vender is often used in both these senses.
venery. The word meaning 'sexual indulgence' is distinct in origin from that
meaning 'hunting'. Both are pronounced
/'venan/. Both are now archaic.
venison. The OED (1916) and Fowler
(1926) gave pride of place to the pronunciation /'venzn/ (two syllables). But this
has now been supplanted by three-syllabled forms, either /'venis(a)n/ or /-z(a)n/.
venturesome, venturous. See ADVENTUROUS.

venue. Pronounce /'venju:/. This term,
once common in the sense 'a thrust or
hit in fencing' (dbs.—OED), and still used
in law as the place appointed for a jury
trial (esp. lay, and change, the venue) has
largely taken over from rendezvous, meeting-place, setting, etc. as the place where
an event (a concert, a race-meeting, etc.)
is scheduled to take place.
veranda. Now usu. thus spelt, rather
than verandah.

verbal. This common adj. has several
established senses including: 1 Of the
nature of a verb (verbal noun).
—A
' nd I think I rather ... woe is me!
—Yes, rather would see him than not see, 2 Concerned with or involving words
If lifting a hand could seat him there
only rather than things or realities (OpBefore me in the empty chair
position between these two modes of speaking
To-night,'
is rather verbal than real—B. Jowett, 1875).
is expressing a velleity, but not in the
3 Consisting or composed of words
ordinary sense a volition. And the OED (the verbal wit and high-flown extravagance
quotes from Bentham (1808): In your of thought and phrase which Euphues had
Lordship will is volition, clothed and armedmade fashionable-J. R. Green, 1874).
with power—in me, it is bare inert velleity.
4 Expressed or conveyed by speech
vellum (fine parchment). PI. vellums. See instead of writing; oral (The archbishop
believed that a verbal agreement was all which
-UM 1 .
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verbal noun, verbal substantive | verbs in -ie, -y, and -ye

would be demanded of him—J. A. Froude,
1877).
All four senses have a long history of
recorded use (1, 3, 16c- ; 2, 1 7 c - ; 4,
late 16c- ), but since the late 19c. some
usage commentators have drawn attention to the possible ambiguity of sense
4, and have expressed a preference for
oral in such contexts. Perhaps the best
policy for the present is to restrict verbal
in sense 4 to a few fixed phrases (e.g.
verbal agreement, contract, evidence); but
use oral in most other circumstances
when a formal distinction is contextually called for between a spoken and a
written statement. It is worth noting
that the oral tradition believed to have
preceded the writing down of ancient
poetry (Greek, Old English, etc.) is always
so called, never the verbal tradition, verbal
composition, etc.

that the less said the better, but more
often in fact a way of soliciting attention
to what has been said as weightier than
it seems.

verbs from nouns. Throughout its history, English has made selective use of
its power to press nouns into service as
verbs, a process falling under the general
name of CONVERSION (where examples
are given). Despite the calmness with
which Henry Alford greeted such new
verbs in his book The Queen's English (1864)
('I do not see that we can object to this
tendency in general, seeing that it has
grown with the growth of our language,
and under due regulation is one of the
most obvious means of enriching it'),
cries of anguish are almost invariably
heard when a fresh example of conversion is noticed. Thus: 'The collapse of the
tongue that Milton spoke into various
verbal noun, verbal substantive. A mutant babbles is proceeding apace. We
noun in -ing formed as the present parti- were told by one of the Post Office robots
ciple of a verb and used as a noun (e.g. trained to handle enquiries that our request for further details of one of their
smoking in smoking is forbidden).
services should be "attentioned" on the
verbatim. Pronounce /v3:'bertim/, not application form' (Oldie, 7 Jan. 1994). At/-'bait-/.
tention (verb) is not registered in dictionaries yet and may well remain as part of
verbless sentences. The occasional the personal vocabulary of the 'office
use of verbless sentences in radio and
robot' in question. What cannot be questelevision broadcasts is acceptable: e.g. tioned, however, is the legitimacy of the
This report from Paul Reynolds; And so for process of linguistic conversion.
the main points of the news again. Sentences
that lack a verb or are in other ways verbs in -ie, -y, and -ye sometimes
'incomplete' are often found in good give trouble in the spelling of inflexions
fiction, used as stylistic devices of various and derivatives. The following rules apkinds, as afterthoughts or re-expressions, ply to the normally formed parts only,
as a way of avoiding extensive listing, to and are merely concerned with the quesrepresent broken thoughts, and so on. tion whether -y-, -ie-, or -ye- is to be used
Examples of various types: Friday morn- in the part wanted. 1 -ay: plays, played,
ing. By tube to a lecture at the London Schoolplaying, player, playable is the model for
of Economics—Encounter, 1981; It asserts it-all except lay, pay, and say, and their
self as impassive, impenetrable, enigmatic.compounds (inlay, repay, gainsay, etc.),
Alluring—M. Leland, 1987; That way, theywhich use -aid instead of -ayed. Allay,
can work out their aggression. Once a year- assay, bay, belay, decay, delay, essay, flay,
New Yorker, 1987: 'So,' my mother said. okay, relay, sway, etc., follow play (thus
'Maybe that's what this is. Just a coincid- allayed, assayed, etc.).
ence.'—New Yorker, 1987; Made her want to
2 -ey: conveys, conveyed, conveying, conweep sometimes. And not so much for her as
veyer (one who conveys), conveyable. All
for the kids. Their future. If you could call
follow this type, except that purvey, surit that-A. Duff, 1990 (NZ). For further
vey, have purveyor, surveyor, and convey has
examples, see SENTENCE.
conveyor for the machine.
verb. sap. Abbrev. of L verbum sapienti
3 -ie: ties, tied, tying. Other words in
sat est, a word is enough for the wise this group (die, lie (tell an untruth), vie)
person. Ostensibly an apology for not follow this type, and also for the most
explaining at greater length, or a hint part have no -ex, -or, or -able forms in

verdigris | verse
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common use. Hie has either hieing or intensively = 'deserving its name'. Examples: They had a succession of governors
hying as its present participle.
4 -oy: destroys, destroyed, destroying, des-who were veritable brigands—A. Harwood,
troyer, destroyable. This pattern is followed 1869; At Rochefort there was ... a veritable
hail of tiles, slates, etc. blown off the roofsby annoy, cloy, deploy, employ, enjoy, toy, etc.
Standard, 1897; The book is a veritable encycThere appear to be no exceptions.
lopedia of great sentences—Writer's Digest
5 -uy: buy, guyed, buying, buyer, buyable.(US), 1988; Tree ferns from the humid forests
Buy (and its compounds, e.g. underbuy) of Tasmania, Chileanfirebushes,the dove tree
and guy are the only two verbs in this from China ... these secret gardens are a
group.
veritable Noah's Ark of fabulous, rare plants6 -y after consonant: tries, tried, trying, Garden, 1991; And yet the waves—all of the
Atlantic—surged against mangrove, courida,
trier, triable; denies, denied, denying, denier,
concrete defences: a veritable sea wall—Glob
deniable; copies, copied, copying, copier, copiable. Neither number of syllables, place & Mail (Toronto), 1991; The baby ...
of accent, nor difference between -y /1/ idealizes the breast as though it were free of
and -y /ai/ , affects the spelling of the all frustration, as a veritable inexhaustible
inflected forms. But see DRIER; FLYER; SHY. cornucopia of pleasure-J. Sayers, 1991; she
7 -ye: dyes, dyed, dyeing, dyer, dyable; lost no time in establishing a veritable spider's
dyeing is so spelt to avoid confusion with web of an old-girl network—Gourmet (US),
dying from die (cf. singeing). Eyeing is also 1992.
It is not used in English, as véritable is
recommended, rather than eying, because it more obviously preserves the in French, to mean 'authentic, genuine
(of leather, pearls, tears, anger, etc.)'.
connection with eye.

verdigris. Though adopted from OF vert vermeil. Pronounce /'v3:meil/ rather
de Grèce (cf. modF vert-de-gris) as early as than /-mil/.
the 14c, its pronunciation in English is
still unsettled. The possibilities are (in vermilion. Thus spelt in OUP's house
order of preference) /'V3:digri:/, /-griis/, style, but vermillion is also standard.
and /-gns/. All three pronunciations are
listed in the standard BrE and AmE dic- vermin. In each of its senses, esp. 'mamtionaries, but not in the same order. The mals and birds injurious to game, crops,
final element has no connection with etc.; vile or despicable persons', usu.
treated as a plural (e.g. these vermin infest
the word grease.
everything; such vermin as them are a danger
verger (church official). Thus spelt ex- to the community). But it is capable of
cept in St Paul's Cathedral in London being used as a singular: e.g. You vermin!
and Winchester Cathedral, where the (addressed to one person). There is no
17c. variant spelling virger is still used.
plural form vermins.
veridical (adj.). Apart from its technical vermouth. In BrE stressed on the first
use in psychiatry, '(of visions, etc.) coin- syllable, i.e. /v3:ma0/, and in AmE on the
ciding with or representing real events second, i.e. /var'mu:0/.
or people', veridical has little currency
now except in formal language, =
vernacular. For vernacular, idiom, slang,
truthful; true or faithful to an original. etc., see JARGON.
verify. For inflexions, see VERBS IN -IE,
etc. 6.
verily will not be forgotten as long as
the Gospels are read, but outside biblical
contexts it has rarely been used except
rhetorically since the end of the 19c.
veritable had a strong presence in the
language from the 15c. to the 17c, but
then fell out of use until it was revived
as a Gallicism in the 19c, esp. used

verruca /va'ruika/. PI. (in ordinary use)
verrucas; (in scientific use) verrucae /-si:/.
verse has several meanings, including
(a) a poetical composition, poetry (wrote
many pages of verse); (b) a metrical line in
a poem that conforms with the poem's
rules of prosody (in ordinary use called
a line); (c) a STANZA of a poem; (d) each
of the short numbered divisions of a
chapter in the Bible.
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versify. For inflexions, see VERBS IN -IE,
etc. 6.

versify | very

I did under MUCH, by setting down some
of the standard, unopposable uses of very.
It is most often used with adverbs: They
vers libre /vear 'li:bra/. Also called free are grasping the nettle very slowly; She fell
verse. Versification or verses in which dif- asleep very soon; They admired each other
ferent metres are mingled, or prosodie very much; and with adjectives: She always
restrictions disregarded, or variable wore very thin black silk stockings; Thomas
rhythm substituted for definite metre. was sent to a very select private school; We
Perhaps now the dominant form of verse.
children led a very sheltered life; These are
An example (taken at random from the people who are very afraid; And a very good
London Review of Books, 6 Apr. 1995):
evening to you (a conventional greeting
used by public entertainers); less comThe table was a wreck.
monly with nouns: At issue is the very
Bleared glasses stood
nature of the system he shaped; He was
Half-empty, bottoms stuck to wood.
ashamed of the very thing that gave him so
Cigarette stubs:
much pleasure.
Ashes:
In the 20c. it has also come to be used
Bits of bread:
qualifying a noun or proper name used
Bottles leaning,
adjectivally for emphasis: The total effect
Prostrate,
is very Kirov ( = very much in the style
Dead.
of the Kirov ballet); It's a band all dressed
up in green-and-black—very art deco. It also
A pink stocking: a corkscrew:
often occurs in conjunction with much:
A powder puff: a French-heeled shoe:
During the reign of Matilda the kingdom was
Candle-grease.
very much divided; Not seeing D. didn't
A dirty cup.
matter very much; Neither management nor
An agate saucepan, bottom up.
performers cared very much about who
The reviewer of the poet's work com- understood what.
mented: 'The . . . description of the end
2 very or much before a passive partiof the party is full of details, but the short
lines level them all into throwaways, as ciple. The principle governing the choice
if only short stabs at speech were pos- of very or much before a passive participle
sible, as if syntax was beyond all human is not easy to formulate. Some examples,
hope. The very colons are full of despair all drawn from standard sources of the
...' There are better examples of vers libre 20c: (much) Right now, a much enfeebled
Soviet Union is receiving cheap grain from
in the work, for example, of Ezra Pound
America; His father was much respected in
and T. S. Eliot.
that pretty town; The Stroves were much
verso. PL versos. See -O(E)S 3.
verso, recto. The verso is the left-hand given to hanging their tenants; Kafka was
page of an open book or the back of a much cosseted by the ladies in his office; The
printed sheet of paper or manuscript, as Dwarves are not much differentiated, (very)
I'm very annoyed. Go away; Frank's very
opposed to the recto.
involved with squash this week; It got him
vertebra /'v3:tibra/. PL vertebrae /-bri:/.
very worried; You're acting very annoyed
vertex, highest point, angular point of and upset, (very much) I believe your
triangle, etc. PL vertices /'V3:tisi:z/.
[ = one's] experience is very much connected
to your [ = one's] memories.
vertigo. After at least two centuries of
A partial principle emerges. If the
fluctuation, vertigo seems to be always
word qualified is more adjectival than
pronounced now as /'V3:tigau/. Formerly
participial, the qualifier to use is very
also stressed on the second syllable,
(or very much). Conversely, if the word
which was pronounced as either /-'tiigau/
governed is clearly a passive participle,
or /-'taigau/. PL -O(E)S 3.
much is normally required. As Fowler
(1926) expressed it, 'It will at once be
vertu. See VIRTU.
admitted that I was much tired is improved
very. 1 It should be borne in mind that by the substitution of very for much,
very and much are complementary, each whereas, in I was very inconvenienced, much
being suited to places in which the other has undoubtedly to be substituted for
is unnatural or wrong. Let me begin, as very.' But it has to be admitted that there

-ves I vicegerent
is a grey area where the choice is difficult. And there are many passive participles which by their nature are
incapable of being qualified by either
much or very (defeated,finished,forced,
located, undetected, unsolved, etc.).
-ves.

See -VE(D), etc.
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that many peoplefindcomfort in discovering,
via pages in newspapers and magazines, that
others share their dilemmas—C. Rayner,
1995; By listening to Friends' opinions, we
will be more successful at promoting membership of the organisation to other graduates
via the mailing—memo from the Development Office of the Univ. of Oxford, 1995.

vesica /'vesika/. The bladder. PL vesicae
/-si:/. The OED (1917) gave only /vi'saika/,
a pronunciation still current, with
others, in AmE. Cf. L vesica. See FALSE
QUANTITY. The derivatives vesical adj.,
vesicle noun have a short /e/ in the
(stressed) first syllable.

viable. This 19c. loanword from French
first had the sense '(of a foetus or newborn child) capable of maintaining life;
cf. Fr. vie', but soon began to be used from
time to time in figurative and extended
ways, e.g. What we have here is a romance
in embryo; one, moreover, that never attained
to a viable stature and constitution (1883).
vest. In BrE a vest is an undergarment It was not until the 1940s, however, that
worn on the upper part of the body, it became a vogue word applied to any
equivalent to AmE undershirt. In AmE a concept, plan, project, proposition, etc.,
vest is the term for what in BrE is called judged to be workable or practicable,
a waistcoat. In former times (17-19C.), vest esp. economically or financially. Like all
was used for a variety of men's and vogue words it (and also its correspondwomen's garments. At the present time, ing noun viability) has been repeatedly
in addition to the primary senses given put to the sword by protectors of the
above, an athlete's top garment is some- language, but half a century on it still
times called a vest; and in AmE the term is remains widely in use. Attitudes change
also used for a short sleeveless woman's slowly and it is probably advisable for
jacket.
the present to use other, well-established
vet (noun) is a well-established abbrevi- terms instead (e.g. feasible, practicable, susation (see ABBREVIATION 1) of veterinary tainable, tenable, workable), at least until
surgeon, and in AmE of veteran. From the the stigmata of fashionableness and
first of these has come the main two overuse cease to be attached to viable.
senses of vet (verb), namely to examine viaticum (Eucharist given to a person
or treat (an animal); and to examine (a near death). PL viatica. See -UM 2.
scheme, a preliminary draft, a candidate,
etc.) carefully and critically for errors or vibrato (music). Pronounce /vi'bra:tau/.
deficiencies.
PL vibratos: see -O(E)S 6.
veto. PL vetoes. See -O(E)S 1. The inflected vibrator. Thus spelt, not -er.
parts of the verb are vetoes, vetoed, vetoing.
vicar. See RECTOR.

vexillum (a military standard, etc.). PL
vexilla. See -UM 2.

vice (noun) (clamping device). Thus spelt
in BrE, but vise in AmE.

via /'vaia/. Used as a preposition = 'by
way o f (London to Sorrento via Naples) it vice /'vaisi/ (prep.), in the place of, in
is in origin the ablative of L via 'way, succession to (appointed Secretary vice Mr
road'. As such it was formerly printed Jones deceased). In origin the ablative of L
with a circumflex accent and in italics vix, vie- 'change'.
(thus via), but no longer. Via is less com- vice- /vais/ is the same word as the
fortably used to mean 'by means of, preceding one, but used as a combining
through the agency o f in such a context form meaning 'acting as a deputy or
as He sent the parcels via rail (read by). But substitute for' (vice<hancellor, vice-presidthe use is gaining ground: It would in ent) or next in rank to (vice admiral).
theory be possible to providefivemore services
with national coverage via satellite—Rep. of vicegerent /vais'd3erant/ is a wide-rangthe Committee on the Future of Broadcasting, ing term derived from medL vicegerens
1977; As a former Agony Aunt, I do know (from L vix, vicem 'stead, office, etc' +
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gerens pres.pple of gerere 'to cany, hold'),
meaning a person appointed to discharge the office of another. Since the
16c. it has specifically been used to mean
'a ruler, priest, etc., regarded as an
earthly representative of God; in particular, the Pope'. In Oxford, Pembroke College has a Vicegerent, corresponding to
the Vice-Master, Vice-President, Vice-Principal, etc., of other colleges. Vicegerent
should not be confused with viceregent,
a rather rare term for the deputy of a
regent (to a sovereign).

viceregal | view
(noun) entered the language in the 14c.
as a modified form of OF vitaille(s) (modF
victuailles) and was respelt in the 16c. to
accord with late Lat. victuâlia, neuter pi.
of the adj. victuâlis, from L victus 'nutriment, food'. The modern pronunciation
of victuals reflects the earlier spelling of
the word.

vide. Pronounce /'vaidi/ or /'viidei/; lit.
'see' (imperative). It is used in referring
readers to a passage in which they will
find a proof or illustration of what has
been stated, and should be followed by
something in the nature of chapter and
viceregal is the usual term for 'of or
relating to a viceroy', not viceroyal, verse, or by the name of a book or author.
though the latter had some currency in But for this purpose see will usually do
the 18c. and 19c. In Australia and New as well as vide, and see above (or below) as
Zealand, viceregal is used of a Governor- well as vide supra (or infra), and above
and below are superfluous if a page is
General.
mentioned. There is, however, no convice versa /vaisa 'v3:sa/. It is derived venient English equivalent of quod vide
from a Latin phr. = the position being (abbrev., q.v.).
reversed, from the same word as vice
videlicet /vi'dehset/ (adverb), lit. (in
(prep.) (see above) + versa, ablative femiLatin) 'see (vide), it is permissible (licet)',
nine pa.pple ofvertere 'to turn'.
is now rare, the abbreviation viz. being
vicious circle. In logic, circle and vicious used instead (or the English equivalent
circle mean the same—the basing of a word namely). See viz. for meaning. See
conclusion on a premiss that is itself also SCILICET.
based on this conclusion. Or, as the New vie. For inflexions, see VERBS IN -IE,
SOED (1993) defines it, the fallacy of prov- etc. 3.
ing a proposition from another that rests
on it for proof. For an example, see ARGU- view. Lines of demarcation need to be
ING IN A CIRCLE. More generally, it is drawn round two well-established
used to mean 'an unbroken sequence of phrases containing the word view and
another which, though common until
reciprocal cause and effect; an action
and reaction that intensify each other' the early 20c, has now effectively
(New SOED). The balancing acts of political dropped out of use. They are in view of,
parties in the 20c. have produced two with a view to, and with the (or a) view of.
In view of means 'taking into account,
related concepts: the vicious spiral, a process in which rises in wages are cancelled or not forgetting, or in consideration
by rises in prices, and the poverty trap, a of, and is usually followed by a noun
situation in which an increase of income expressing circumstances that exist or
is offset by a consequent loss of State must be expected: In view of the readiness
benefits, making real improvement im- she showed to help him with his research, all
was forgiven; In view of these facts, we have no
possible (New SOED).
alternative but to recommend your dismissal.
victual. Almost always in the pi. form
With a view to means 'with the aim or
victuals, pronounced /'vit(a)lz/. A rather object of attaining, effecting, or accomold-fashioned or rustic word for food, plishing (something)', and is usu. folprovisions. Hence victualler (AmE victu- lowed by a gerund or verbal noun in
aler), someone who supplies victuals; -ing: She accepted a post as secretary with a
and, in BrE, licensed victualler, an view to becoming a personal assistant. (In
innkeeper licensed to sell alcoholic the 18c. and the 19c. the more usual
liquor. The corresponding verb victual
construction was with an infinitive
is also pronounced /'vrt(a)l/; its inflected
(... with a view to become ...), but such
forms are victualled, victualling (in AmE constructions have now dropped out of
both usu. with -1-). See -LL-, -L-. Victual favour.)

viewpoint | virile
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The adj. corresponding to villain was
With the (or a) view of is a once-standard
complex preposition (common in the often spelt villanous from the 16c. to the
18c. and 19c.) meaning 'with the object 19c. but is now always villainous. For the
or design of (doing something)': With a pair, cf. mountain/mountainous.
view of ascertaining more accurately the nature of the sun; Power of taking possession -ville. Used as a terminal element since
... with the view of carrying out the necessary the 19c. (the OED includes an isolated 16c.
work. It has now effectively been replaced example) to form the names of fictitious
places or concepts denoting a particular
by with a view to.
Fowler (1926) cited examples in which quality suggested by the word to which
the wrong phrase had been used. Among it is appended. Recorded examples (some
them: I will ask your readers to accept a few from the second half of the 20c.) infurther criticisms on matters of detail, in clude Boneheadville, Deathville, Disasterville,
view of ultimatelyfindinga workable solu- Massmarketville, Mediaville, Nowheresville
tion (read with a view to); If Germany has Squaresville.
anything to propose in view of the safeguardvinculum (algebra and anatomy). PI.
ing of her own interests, it will certainly meet
vincula /'vinkjula/.
with courteous consideration (read with a
view to); My company has been approached viola. The musical instrument is proby severalfirmswith a view of overcoming nounced /vi'aula/ and the flower /'vaiala/.
the difficulty (read to for of); They have been
selected with a view to illustrate both the violate (verb). The corresponding adj.
thought and action of the writer's life (read is violable, not violatable. Cf. calculable,
demonstrable, educable, etc.; see -ABLE,
illustrating for illustrate).
See also POINT OF VIEW.
viewpoint. See POINT OF VIEW.

Vigour. Thus spelt in BrE but as vigor
in AmE. The corresponding adj. is spelt
vigorous in both countries. See -OUR AND
-OR; -OUR- AND -OR-.

-IBLE 2 .

Violoncello. So spelt (not -lin-; it is an
Italian diminutive of violone a doublebass viol). The recommended pronunciation is /vaialan'tjelau/. Its plural is violoncellos: see -O(E)S 6. In practice the
instrument is usually just called a cello.

vilify. For inflexions, see VERBS IN -IE
etc. 6.

virago. Pronounce /vi'raigau/. PI. viragos.

villain, villein. 1 First it should be emphasized that neither villain nor villein is
etymologically related to vile 'disgusting,
base'. The latter is derived from L vïlis
'cheap, base'; while the other two are
medieval forms of OF villein, ult. from L
villa 'country-house, farm'.

virement, a regulated process of transferring funds (esp. public funds) from
one financial account to another. The
word, taken from French in the early
20C, has not yet been fully Anglicized in
pronunciation: /'viama/ is recommended
for the present, but /'vaiamant/ is probably equally current.

2 Of the two branches of the medieval
senses of the word villain/-ein, (a) a lowborn base-minded rustic, and (b) one of
the class of serfs in the feudal system,
the first by the late 16c. had worsened in
meaning to 'an unprincipled scoundrel'
(more or less regularly spelt villain from
the 17c. onward), and the second gradually slipped into historical use as the
feudal system was replaced by capitalism
(and is now regularly spelt villein). It is a
remarkable example of the severance of
a single word into two separate words
neatly distinguished in both meaning
and spelling.

See -O(E)S 1.

virger. See VERGER.

Virgil (Roman poet). Thus spelt in the
house style of OUP, not Vergil. In Latin
the poet's name was Publius Vergilius
Maro.
Virgin Queen. See SOBRIQUETS.
virile. Now always pronounced /'virail/
in standard speech in BrE, and /'viral/ or
/'virail/ in AmE. It is worth noting that
the OED (1917) listed four pronunciations
for the word, giving forms in which both
is vary between /i/ and /aï/.
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virtu I vision

virtu (as in articles of virtu). Thus spelt, viscount, a British nobleman ranking
not ver-; romans not italics. Pronounce between an earl and a baron, often contextually with a place-name attached
/v3:'tu:/. It is a loanword from It. virtù.
(Viscount Montgomery ofAlamein). The title,
virtue. The semi-proverbial phr. to make dignity, or rank of a viscount is a visa virtue of necessity has a long history: it countcy. See TITLES.
was first found in Chaucer as a rendering
of OF faire de nécessité vertue and of L vise. See VICE (noun).
facere de necessitate virtutem. The emphasis
varies in its two main senses: (a) to derive visé See VISA.
benefit or advantage from performing
an unwelcome obligation with apparent visibility, visibleness. See -TY AND
willingness; (b) to submit to unavoidable -NESS. The second was formerly in more
circumstances with a good grace. The frequent use than many -ness words with
predominant partners in -ty. The 20c.
sainted first editor of this book remarked
that it is 'often applied to the simple prevalence of visibility in the sense 'the
doing of what one must, irrespective of possibility of seeing (a motor vehicle, a
the grace with which one does it'. This vessel, etc.) in adverse weather conmay well be true, but no printed evi- ditions' has almost driven out visibleness
dence was provided. Over the centuries in other senses as well. Since the 1950s
the indefinite article has sometimes visibility has acquired wide currency in
been omitted from the phrase, and (15- the figurative sense 'the degree to which
16c.) necessity was sometimes replaced by something impinges upon public awareness': e.g. From a business standpoint, the
need.
visibility Carl receives during the Olympic
virtuoso. The recommended pi. is virt- Games can enhance his value to the companies—Observer, 1984. It retains its curuosi /-si:/ or /-zi:/, rather than virtuosos.
rency and must be accounted one of the
virulent. Pronounce /'virutent/ rather most prominent of VOGUE WORDS.
than /'virju-/. See u.
visible, visual. Visible means 'that can
virus. PL viruses. See -us 4. A computer be seen by the eye; visual broadly means
virus is 'an unauthorized self-replicating 'concerned with, or used in seeing' (visual
[computer] program that can interfere aid, visual display unit). The visual arts
with or destroy other programs, and can (painting, sculpture, etc.) are concerned
transfer itself to other systems via disks with the production of the beautiful or
or networks' (New SOED). It is the elec- the startling in visible form. The differtronic equivalent of a microbiological entiation (as far as it goes) of visible and
visual is worth preserving. For instance,
virus.
the wrong word is used in the descriptive
visa (endorsement on a passport). This phrase Diagnosis by visual symptoms; the
early 19c. loanword from Fr. visa (from method of diagnosis is visual, but the
L visa, neuter pi. of the pa.pple of vidêre symptoms are visible.
'to see') has replaced visé, the more common of the two words in the second half vision, in the sense of statesmanlike
foresight or political sagacity, enjoyed a
of the 19c. and early 20c.
noticeable vogue some years ago and
visage. Pronounce /'visid3/. See COUN- still flourishes: the vision thing in the
language of George Bush, President of
TENANCE.
the United States (1989-93). Where there
vis-à-vis (prep.). Pronounce /vi:za:'vi:/. is no vision the people perish (Prov. 29: 18)
Though its primary meaning is 'face to is perhaps what makes the word temptface' in Fr. and Eng. (e.g. His master dived ing to politicians who wish to be mysterdown to him, leaving me vis-à-vis the ruffianly iously impressive; at any rate they are
bitch—E. Bronte, 1847), it is far more com- much given to imputing lack of vision to
monly used now to mean 'in relation their opponents and implying possession
to' (e.g. British farmers' views vis-à-vis the of it by themselves when they are at a
Common Agricultural Policy).
loss for more definite matter.

visit I vogue word
visit (verb). Few expressions are more
likely to bring hostility to American English to the surface than when an American speaks of visiting with someone (We
visited with our elder daughter at Easter).
This phrasal verb had some currency in
the UK in the second half of the 19c. (the
OED cites an 1850 example in a letter
written by Euphemia ('Effie') Ruskin, and
an 1872 one from George Eliot's Middlemarch), but seems to have become largely
confined to AmE throughout the 20c. It
should be borne in mind that in AmE
visit with usu. means no more than 'call
on (someone) for a friendly chat*. Visit,
used by itself without with, has abundant
currency in America.
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vivarium (enclosure for keeping animals
in their natural state). Pronounce /vai'veanam/. PI. -ia: see -UM 2.
Vivat. See next.
viva 2 , Vivat, vive. Pronounced /'vLva/,
/'varvaet/, and /vi:v/, these are respectively
the Italian, Latin, and French for 'long
live — ' . All may be expressed in the
plural (vivano, vivant, vivent) when the
object is plural: e.g. Fr. vivent les vacances!
'hurrah for the holidays!'. But some
French authorities at any rate regard vive
as invariable, e.g. Vive les gens d'esprit. All
three verbs can be used as nouns in
English, with pi. -s (e.g. the repeated vivas
of the vast crowd).

visitor. Thus spelt, not -er, except in
Daisy Ashford's small comic masterpiece
The Young Visiters (1919).

viva voce /varva 'vautjl/, an oral examination for an academic qualification.
Often shortened to viva, and the
shortened form is frequently used as a
visit, visitation. Visitation, once a formal
verb (Most of the candidates vivaed are on
word for visiting, as in the Prayer-Book
the borderline between one class and another).
Service for the Visitation of the Sick, is
now little used except for official visits vive. See VIVA2.
of inspection, esp. ecclesiastical, by
someone in authority, and for an afflic- vivify. For inflexions, see VERBS IN -IE,
tion attributed to divine or other super- etc. 6.
natural agency. Visitation is also used in
some parts of America (beside viewing viz. Abbreviated form of VIDELICET (Z
and visiting) for the paying of last respects in its medieval shape being the usual
to the dead in the day or days between symbol of contraction for -et). As is
death and burial (Visitation at Felician suggested by its usual spoken substitute
Sisters Provincial House Friday 10 a.m. to 7namely, viz. introduces especially the
items that compose what has been exp.m.).
pressed as a whole (For three good reasons,
visor. Thus spelt in OUP house style viz. 1 .... 2 .... 3 ...) or a more particular
(not vizor) in all its main senses (part of statement of what has been vaguely dehelmet, peak of cap, sun-shield in car, scribed (My only means of earning, viz. my
fiddle). It is sometimes printed without a
etc.).
full point, but viz. is the form recommenvisual. See VISIBLE.
ded here. Care should be taken to distinguish viz. from i.e. and sc. (see these at
vitamin. Pronounced /'vitamm/ in BrE, their alphabetical places).
but /'vaita-/ in AmE (and also frequently
vizor. See VISOR
in some Commonwealth varieties).
vitellus (yolk of egg). PI. vitelli /-lai/. See
-us 1.
vitrify. For inflexions, see VERBS IN -IE,
etc. 6.
vitta (botany, zoology). PL vittae /'viti:/.
viva 1 . See VIVA VOCE.

vivace (music, in a lively, brisk manner).
Pronounce /vi'vœtji/.

vocabulary. See GLOSSARY.

vocation. See AVOCATION.

vogue word. 1 The word vogue is a 16c.
adoption of Fr. vogue 'rowing, course,
success', from It. voga 'rowing, fashion',
from vogare 'to row'. In the broad senses
'fashion, acceptance, currency, prevalence' it has had wide currency in English
ever since. The OED examples show a
range of concepts, activities, etc., that
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voiced I vomit

have been in vogue at various times and
4 Vogue words come and go. They are
in sundry places since the 16c: the study as it were like baggage on an airport
of medals, austere doctrines, travelling carousel, sometimes visible, sometimes
in a carriage, prodigality, moun- not, appearing, disappearing, and reaptaineering, tartan shawls, moustaches, pearing. Many of them are treated at
waltzing, burlesque, etc. Curiously, ex- their alphabetical places in the book,
cept for an isolated 17c. example (Pox on and others in the entries for CLICHÉS,
your Bourdeaux, Burgundie ...no more of NOVELTY-HUNTING, a n d POPULARIZED
these vogue names ...get me some ale) the TECHNICALITIES. See also -ATHON; -SPEAK;
OED entry reveals that the application of -VILLE.
vogue to words and names is predominA list of some of the vogue words and
antly a 20C. phenomenon. In the first phrases of the 1990s follows: at the end
edition (1926) of this book, Fowler intro- of the day; at this moment (or point) in time;
duced the concept of vogue words in the hall game (a different, etc.); bottom line;
following manner: 'Every now and then brownie points; couch potato; cutting edge;
a word emerges from obscurity, or even community (the Muslim, etc.); end result;
from nothingness or a merely potential flavour of the month, the; framework (in
and not actual existence, into sudden the—of); impact (v.); interface; in this day
popularity... Ready acceptance of vogue and age; kick-start (v.) (to—the economy);
words seems to some people the sign of level playing-field, a; lifestyle; meaningful;
an alert mind; to others it stands for the name of the game, the; on a roll; ongoing;
herd instinct and lack of individuality -oriented (e.g. market-oriented); parameter;
... on the whole, the better the writer, persona; photo opportunity; pivotal; quanor at any rate the sounder his style, the tum jump/leap; scenario; situation; spin docless will he be found to indulge in the tor; symbiotic relationship; syndrome; track
vogue-word.'
record; visibility (e.g. of a product, etc., in
2 The attitude of writers of usage the public awareness); window of opporguides has been consistently hostile: e.g. tunity; you name it.
'Vogue words wander in and out of journalism and can become instant clichés. voiced (adj.) (phonetics). Uttered with
They are as likely to deaden a story as voice or vibration or resonance of the
to enliven it. The only safe rule is to vocal cords, as opposed to unvoiced or
beware of them. Current examples: back- voiceless. Voiced consonants include b, d,
lash, bombshell, bonanza, brainchild, g, th /ô/, v, and z. Their unvoiced or
charisma, Cinderella of, consensus, voiceless equivalents are p, t, k, th /8/, /,
crunch, escalate, facelift, lifestyle, mega-, and s.
persona, prestigious, quantum leap, rationale, trauma(tic), viable' (Times Guide volcano. Recommended pi. volcanoes,
to English Style and Usage, 1992). 'There rather than volcanos. See -O(E)S 1.
are two reasons for avoiding a vogue
word while the vogue lasts. First, any volition. See VELLEITY.
reader who has noticed the recent frequency of its occurrence will be irritated volley. PI. volleys. For verb inflexions,
see VERBS IN -IE, etc. 2.
by it. Secondly, the usual result of its
being used by many writers on every
possible occasion is that its meaning volte-face. Pronounce /volt"fees/.
becomes exceedingly vague' (M. Dumvoluminous. See LU 3.
mett, 1993).
3 Usage guides have also stressed the voluntarily. Pronounced (in older and
ephemerality of vogue words: e.g. 'The conservative use) /'vDlantanli/, but in
borrowed Russian words glasnost and AmE (and increasingly in BrE) /vDlan'tearperestroïka were vogue words a short time ili/, i.e. stressed on the third syllable. See
ago, and infrastructure, ecosystem, caring, -ARILY.
share, and senior citizen are vogue words
today' (K. G. Wilson, Columbia Guide to vomit (verb). The inflected forms are
Standard American English, 1993)vomits, vomited, vomiting. See -T-, -TT-.

vortex I vulnerable
vortex (whirlpool, etc.). PI. vortexes, but
usu. vortices /-tiskz/ in scientific and technical use. See -EX, -IX 2.
votaress. See -ESS 5.
vouch. See AVOUCH.
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vulgar, vulgarly. For their use in
apologies for slang, see SUPERIORITY.
vulnerable. The first I should be fully
pronounced. Pronunciation with initial
/'vAn-/ is a vulgarism.

Ww
wadi (dry bed of a N. African torrent). waitress. Under attack from feminists
This is the recommended spelling (pi. as being an unnecessary 'sexist' term,
wadis), rather than wady (pi. wadies). Pro- but it remains in normal standard use.
nounce either /'wndi/ or /'wa:di/. (The See -ESS 4 .
Arabic word is transliterated as wâdî.)
waive (verb) means 'refrain from inwage, wages (weekly pay). Wages is sisting on or using (a right, claim, oppornormally used in the plural (Their wages tunity, legitimate plea, etc.)' (COD), and
are still too low; What are the wages for theis derived from an OF verb meaning 'to
job?). The biblical For the wages of sinne is allow to become a waif, to abandon'.
death (Rom. 6: 23) is the sole survivor of Correct use: Let us waive the formalities and
a once-common (14-early 18c.) construc- proceed with the business of the meeting. It
tion with a singular verb. But wage (sin- has had a rich and varied history in
gular) is also used (What sort of wage is English since the 13c. But in the early
19c. it began to be confused with the
he paid?), and in some circumstances
is obligatory (wage earner; a wage cut; homonym wave (verb) and used to mean
'to put (a person or thing) aside, away,
minimum wage).
off with or as with a wave of the hand',
wagon, waggon. The form with a single e.g. I cannot waive away all the teaching
-g- is recommended, but waggon is also of history. Fowler (1926) cited another
used by some printing houses in Britain. example: The problem offeeding the peoples
of the Central Empires is a very serious and
wainscot. Its derivatives are wainscoted, anxious one, and we cannot waive it aside as
though it were no concern of ours. Such
wainscoting. See -T-, -TT-.
confusions should be avoided.
waistcoat. Now always pronounced wake (verb), waken (verb). See AWAKE.
/'weis(t)kaut/, but until the early 20c.
/'weskat/ was widespread. The OED (1921) wale (noun) has several senses, includcalled /'weskat/ 'colloq. or vulgar', but ing 'a ridge on a woven fabric, e.g. corduFowler (1926) recommended it as stand- roy', and (in the form wale-knot) 'a knot
made at the end of a rope by intertwining
ard. See VEST.
strands to prevent unravelling or act as
wait (verb). In addition to the transitive a stopper'. From the OE period until the
uses given s.v. AWAIT, wait has also ac- 19c. it was also freely used to mean 'the
quired (late 18c- ) a quasi-transitive col- mark or ridge raised on the flesh by the
loquial use in the type Don't wait lunch blow of a rod, strap, etc.'; but at some
for me ( = defer a meal).
point in the 19c. wale was overtaken
and supplanted in this sense by weal
waitperson, waitron. Two uncom- (by confusion with wheal 'pustule'). The
mendable coinages of the 1980s as 'com- etymological process was a complex one,
mon-gender' forms to replace waiter and but it simply meant that in practice in
waitress, i.e. a person, male or female, a 19c. book one is likely to encounter
who serves at table in a hotel, restaurant, the word meaning 'a mark or ridge on
etc. The collective term waitstaff(Waitstaff the body caused by a caning or a whipfull and part time. Inquire within—sign in ping' to turn up in any one of three
the window of a restaurant in Chicago, spellings (wale, weal, wheal). In the 20c.
1992) has also been widely used in AmE weal is the sole survivor.
since about the same time. Waitron is
said to be formed on -on, as in automaton, wallop makes walloped, walloping, walseen as a contemptuous judgement of loper. See -p-, -pp-.
waiting at tables as a mindless, robotic walnut. In origin from OE walhhnutu
activity: I wonder.
'nut of the (Roman) foreigner', the first

waltz, valse | want
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element being the same as that in Welsh use. A Scottish use of wanting (present
(OE Welisc, from wealh, walh 'foreigner' + participle) meaning 'not having' is
-isc). It has nothing to do with wall (OE shown in Stevenson's Kidnapped (1886): I
weall). See TRUE AND FALSE ETYMOLOGY.
would not go wanting [ = without] sword
and gun. Want still holds its own in the
waltz, valse. The first (from Ger. Walzer), battle with need in the idiomatic phrase
described in a work of 1825 as 'the name to want for nothing, in advertisements (e.g.
of a riotous and indecent German dance', Wanted, a receptionist; Wanted, early book
is the form that has established itself as written on Fiji), elliptically for 'Wanted by
the ordinary English, the other (Gallic- the police', and in a few other circumized) form of the same word being largely stances. But it is on the retreat.
confined to the music for the dance.
The notion of lacking or needing leads
easily enough to the notion of desiring
wampum (NAmer. Indian beads). Proor wishing to have, but such uses, though
nounce /'wrjmpam/.
now routine—indeed dominant—are
want (verb). The verb want has twenty- relatively recent. The OED's earliest exnine senses and sub-senses listed in the amples date from the early eighteenth
OED, divided into six main groups. Of century, just at the time when the verb
these twenty-nine, thirteen are shown to was shedding its traditional sense of
have dropped out of use at various times 'lacking'. Typical examples: If every one of
since the word first entered the language your clients is to force us to keep a clerk,
from ON round about 1200, and one, whether we want to or not, [etc.]—Dickens,
recorded only in Shakespeare's Macbeth 1840; I want you to be a good boy— S. Judd,
(who cannot want the thought? = who can 1845. This branch of meaning, the 'wishing' branch, firmly established itself in
help thinking?), is shown the red card
by being labelled 'Confused use'. Such a the nineteenth century and is now the
rate of loss suggests that the language dominant sense of the verb. Current idiohas been intolerant whenever this non- matic applications include 'to wish for
native verb looked like threatening the the possession o f (e.g. Tom wants a word
territory of other verbs of strong pres- processor for Christmas), and 'to need a
ence, especially lack, need, desire, and wish. person sexually'. There are also two
Lost constructions include it wants of somewhat non-standard uses of the verb
six (o'clock) = it is not quite six (1709 in place of need: (a) want + gerund (David
in OED); something wants (followed by thought he wanted helping into bed—M.
to + infinitive) = something is lacking Duckworth, i960; Well, this Perlmutter
wants locking up for a start—K. Amis, 1988);
(Then, shall I see Laurentum in aflame, Which
only wanted to compleat my shame—Dryden,(b) want + infinitive (you want to pull your1697); and to want of= to lack, not to self together [ = you need to, you must]).
have (Unwrought gold and silver want con- New uses of the verb are arriving all
siderable of that lustre and brightness they the time. Modern uses, some of them
appear in at goldsmiths' shops—George not yet registered in the OED and other
Smith, 1799). For some six centuries the dictionaries, are shown in the following
verb want was welcomed into the whole examples: ( + that-clause) You want that
of the linguistic space containing the I should lose both my lieutenants together?—
intransitive notion of 'to be lacking or A. Lejeune, 1986; (with ellipsis of a verb
missing or being deficient in some re- of motion, originally 19c. Scottish) The
spect'. Then the curtain began to come Federal Reserve chairman Mr Paul Volcker
down. Transitive uses have fared better has reportedly told friends that he wants
over the centuries: e.g. ( = not to have) out—Guardian, 1984; (+for + object
A purely optimistic creed always wants any clause, US only) My mother wanted so much
real stamina—L. Stephen, 1876; (in palaeo- for my sister to have the best animals—New
graphy and bibliography) folio 18 wants Yorker, 1989; (elliptical = do you want to?)
1 leaf—Anglo-Saxon England, 1976; ( = to Want to try one?' I asked, without thinking—].
come short of in telling the time of day) It McGarry, 1990; (elliptical = want to) It
only wantsfiveminutes to dinner—Trollope,means he will be able to come in whenever
1865. Even these uses, however, now he wants—Nigel Williams, 1985; You can
sound distinctly antiquated, and some come in if you want,' she says—B. Nugent,
1990; ( = wish) I could do that if you want,
of them have retreated into dialectal
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wantonness | waste-paper basket

but it may mean replacing a few strings—P. corresponding adjectives, tend to follow
Fitzgerald, 1980; So don't feel obliged to the adjectives in being without -s (looking
come along. Stay home if you want—F. Wei'to the eastward). See also the separate
don, 1988; III meet you at Susan's party if entries for many of these words: AFTERWARD^); FORWARD(S); ONWARD(S); TOyou want—M. Bracewell, 1989.
The long battles between want and lack WARD(S); etc.
or need seem to be almost over. Want is
not often wanted in such circumstances. warn. Traditionally only a transitive
Now want is threatening want to and wish verb (she warned them of the danger; I shall
in certain conditions. In our day-to-day not warn you again; we warned her to be
life we pick our way among all the uses careful what she said; etc.), warn, since
of want with reasonable consistency and about the beginning of the 20c, has
certainty. How we acquire that certainty also come into common use in a narrow
range of intransitive constructions. Exis deeply mysterious.
amples: The Chancellor warned that more
wantonness. Thus spelt, with -nn-.
drastic measures might have to be taken; The
BOAC warned that more flights will have to
wapiti (a NAmer. deer). Pronounce be cancelled if the strike goes on; (headline)
/'wDprti/. PL wapitis.
Shadow minister warns against education
war. And yee shall heare of warres, and cuts.
rumors of warres (Matt. 24:6) is the correct warp (noun). The warp is a set of parallel
quotation (not war, not rumour). See MIS- threads stretched out lengthwise in a
QUOTATIONS.
loom. The threads woven across and
Wardour Street. 'The name of a street between them are the woof or weft. The
in London, formerly occupied mainly by fabric that results is the web.
dealers in antique and imitation-antique
warranty is the term used in various
furniture. Used attrib. in Wardour-street
branches of law (e.g. property law, conEnglish, applied to the pseudo-archaic
tract law, insurance law) defining and
diction affected by some writers, esp. of
delimiting certain kinds of covenants,
historical novels' (OED). The term is first
contracts, and insurance risks. See GUARrecorded in 1888, and it applies to cerANTEE.
tain uses (esp. those placed in the wrong
century) of such expressions as the fol- washroom. See TOILET.
lowing. Some of these are treated at their
alphabetical places: anent; a- as in aplenty; wash up in BrE means to wash (crockery
belike; BETIMES; eke ( = also); ere; erst and cutlery) after use, to wash the dishes.
(while); haply; hither; howbeit; nay; oft; per'
In AmE it means to wash one's face and
adventure; perchance; quoth; some there- hands.
compounds (e.g. -from); thither; to wit; trow;
twain; ween; what time ( = when); whilom; wassail. Pronounce /'wDseil/.
wight ( = a person); withal; wot; yea; yon;
wast. See BE 4.
yore (only in of yore).
See also ARCHAISM and INCONGRUOUS

wastage is partially differentiated from
waste in that it tends to be restricted to
wardress, a female prison warder. See mean (a) the amount wasted; (b) loss by
-ESS 2. In practice both warders and ward- use, wear, erosion, or leakage; (c) (preceded by natural) the loss of employees
resses are now called prison officers.
other than by forced redundancy (esp.
-ward(s). Most words ending in -ward(s) by retirement or resignation). In most
are used as adverbs, adjectives, and contexts wastage should not be used simnouns. In BrE the -s is usually present in ply as a LONG VARIANT of waste: thus waste
the adverb (backwards, downwards) but not not wastage in to go to waste, a waste of
in the adjective (a backward child, in a time, a waste of words, a boggy waste; waste
downward direction). In most circum- disposal unit, wasteland, waste-pipe, etc.
stances AmE seems to prefer the forms
without -s for the adverbs. The nouns, waste-paper basket is the normal
which are really absolute uses of the word in BrE for a basket into which

VOCABULARY.

Watergate | ways
waste paper is thrown, as against wastebasket in AmE.
Watergate. The name of a building in
Washington, DC, containing the headquarters of the Democratic Party, which
was burgled on 17 June 1972 by persons
connected with the Republican administration, an event that led to the resignation of President Richard M. Nixon in
1974. The terminal element -gate later
became widely used in other formations
(see -GATE) denoting actual or alleged
scandals of other kinds.
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specified tone'. In this meaning a following modifier must be an adj. not an
adverb (He waxed enthusiastic [not enthusiastically] about Australia). Correct use:
When the Roman soldiers were asked to tak
part in the Qaudian invasion of 43, they
waxed indignant—Antonia Fraser, 1988.
waxen. See -EN ADJECTIVES 2.

way. 1 Among uses originating in AmE
in the 20c. and achieving somewhat
reluctant currency in BrE are no way (in
colloquial contexts) = it is impossible, it
can't be done (e.g. He said he wouldn't start
watershed. At the beginning of the 19c. up a gang today—no way—New Yorker, 1975);
the word was formed in English (after way too + adj. (e.g. Stuart struggled with
the model of Ger. Wasserscheide, an old the suitcases, which were way too heavy for
word in that language meaning 'water- him, she thought—New Yorker, 1987; Jack?
parting') from water + shed, a now-dia- Nah, he's way too smart. You know Jack—A.
lectal word meaning 'separation, divi- Billson, 1993); the way + clause, in which
sion, parting' (unrelated to the noun the way is treated as if it is a conjunction
meaning 'a simple, usu. wooden, single- (e.g. They'd assumed we'd run away to the
storey structure used for storage, etc.'). army, the way three or four boys on our street
It was used by geologists to mean 'the had done—Nigel Williams, 1985; You help
line separating the waters flowing into women the way people help dogs they're traindifferent rivers or river basins; a narrow ing to do tricks-J. Hecht, 1991 (US)).
elevated tract of ground between two
2 under way, underway. See UNDER WAY.
drainage areas'. Within a decade or two,
watershed began to be used loosely (as the waylay. For inflexions, see VERBS IN -IE,
OED describes it) to mean (a) the slope etc. 1.
down which the water flows from a
water-parting; (b) the whole gathering ways. We've come a ways in journalism,
too, wrote the American word maven
ground of a river system.
We are not concerned here with the William Safire in 1994, meaning (he said)
'we've come pretty far, but not too far', as
tangled history of the distribution of the
words watershed, water-parting, and divide distinct from 'a long way' if his meaning
in geological works in the UK, America, had been 'we had come really far*. In
and elsewhere, but with figurative uses March 1994 the American Secretary of
of the word watershed. Since the last State Warren Christopher said that an
quarter of the 19c. the word has been overall peace agreement in Bosnia was
used in the standard language to mean a ways down the road. It was hard to say
'a turning-point in affairs, a crucial time how far down the road peace was. Tom
or occurrence'. Examples: A watershed of Wolfe in his Bonfire of the Vanities (1987)
time between the Renaissance and the Counter-wrote I was standing out in the street a little
Reformation—]. A. Symonds, 1886; On the ways; and T. R. Pearson in his Cry Me a
Town, which [Gene] Kelly himself describes River (1993) wrote . . . concealed completely
as a watershed picture... which opened up the from me his pangs and his anguishments
musical to location shooting—Listener, 1980;which surely went a ways towards confirming
The publication of this book marked a water- the wisdom of seeking Elis's help. Clearly a
shed in their relationship—M. Meyer (in the ways gives no more than an approximate
indication of the distance a person, proNew SOED, 1993).
cess, etc., has travelled along a particular
route, and it may be qualified by an adj.
wave (verb). See WAIVE (verb).
{good, great, little, long, etc.). This plural
wax (verb). Its primary meaning 'grow form ways, thus used, was once standard
larger, increase' (as opposed to wane) in BrE: the OED (sense 23c) lists BrE exleads naturally to the sense 'pass into a amples from 1588 onward including the
specified state or mood, begin to use a following: Not that I hope ... to live to any
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-ways I wear, gear

such Age as that neither—But if it he only to History of the term. The OED record
eighty or ninety: Heaven he praised, that begins with Lytton (1835): Noticed you the
is a great Ways off yet—Fielding, 1749; we—the style royal? Later examples: The
Falmouth ...is no great ways from the sea- writer uses 'we' throughout—rather unfortuByron, 1809. But it is now only dialectal. nately, as one is sometimes in doubt whether
it is a sort of 'royal' plural, indicating only
-ways. See-WISE.
himself, or denotes himself and companions—
N&Q, 1931; 'In the absence ofthe accused we
we.
will continue with the trial'He used the royal
I 1 Normal uses.
'we', but spoke for us all—]. Rae, i960. (The
2 Wrong case.
last two examples clearly overlap with
3 Indefinite we.
those given in para 3.) It will be observed
4 The royal we.
that the term 'the royal we' has come to
I 5 Addressing the sick and some others.
be used in a weakened, transferred, or
1 Normal uses. Examples of normal jocular manner. The best-known exuses ofthe first person plural we (includ- ample came when Margaret Thatcher
ing examples of we merged with reduced informed the world in 1989 that her
forms of accompanying auxiliary verbs): daughter-in-law had given birth to a son:
We needn't stay long; We're going to a civicWe have become a grandmother, the Prime
reception; We've still got plenty of time; we Minister said. A less well-known Amerthree girls; We Europeans rode the streets in ican example: interviewed on a telecars; we neither of us; we both of us.
vision programme in 1990 Vice-President
2 Wrong case. We is sometimes mis- Quayle, in reply to the interviewer's extakenly used for us in the accusative pression of hope that Quayle would join
him again some time, replied We will.
case. Examples (drawn from standard
sources): that is good news for we who
5 Addressing the sick and some
watch; a brassiere showingfane Russell saying others. We is often used instead of you
'For we full-figured gals'; Australia's mon- by a nurse or other medical person when
arch-in-waiting has been sprayed with insect-addressing a patient: e.g. A young doctor
icide, like we mere mortals; Perhaps this came ... Well, Mrs Orton, how are we?'. A
product is best suited to we cloth<apped
playful use of this convention is shown
northerners. Read us in each case. (It is
in the following example: We don't want
worth noting that the OED (1921) cited
to drop, do we?' Ï don't know what we're
similar examples from standard sources
talking about,' Muriel said. 'Our head
from C1500 to 1890, but commented
hurts.'—H. Mantel, 1986. Used similarly
'now used only by the uneducated'.)
in various other contexts: (a hairdresser
3 Indefinite we. We is often used in- speaking to a customer) Do we have the
definitely in contexts in which the hair parted on the left as usual, sir?; (an
speaker or writer includes those whom army officer addressing a recruit) Not
he or she addresses, his or her contem- quite professional soldier material, are we?
poraries, family, fellow citizens, etc. Examples: There is nothing we receive with so weal. See WALE (noun).
much reluctance as advice; What do we, as a
nation, care about books?; In ordinary life wear (noun). See WEIR.
we use a great many words with a total
disregard of logical precision; We have to get wear, gear. Gear in the sense of apparel,
our production and our earnings into balance. attire has been in use since the 14c. but
4 The royal we. The OED gives examples in the 20c. has come to be regarded
from the OE period onward in which we as an informal word in this sense (as
is used by a single sovereign or ruler to opposed to clothing, garment, etc.). It rerefer to himself or herself. The custom mains, however, as a standard second
seems to be dying out: in her formal element in headgear (what is worn on the
speeches Queen Elizabeth II rarely if ever head), though -wear is now the natural
uses it now. (On royal tours when accom- second element in footwear, menswear,
panied by the Duke of Edinburgh we is neckwear, sportswear, and underwear, and
also in the less well-known eyewear,
often used by the Queen to refer to them
surfwear, and swimwear.
both; alternatively My husband and I.)

weave | well
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weave (verb). Although some standard of Monaco, it was claimed last night—Sun,
dictionaries treat them as a single verb, 1992; Matthew's graduate companion ...
there are two distinct words, though proposes a night's dissipation—'one last bach
admittedly they are tending to converge elorly bout before we wed the stern bride of
in one of their central senses. Weave1 the future'—G. Swift, 1992; How he met and
(pa.t. wove, pa.pple woven) is of native wed Sweet Annie, a real 'piece of calico'—
origin (OE wefan) and means to form Analog Sci. Fiction & Fact (US), 1994: until a
fabric by interlacing long threads in two messy divorce allowed him to wed archaeologi
directions. Weave2 (pa.t. weaved, irreg. Jacquetta Hawkes-Guardian, 1994; No one
wove, pa.pple weaved) entered the lan- had to dwell on the ugliness of his policies if
guage in ME from ON veifa 'move from he were treated as a cartoon, sleepily wed to
place to place', and means to move re- Cruella De Ville-Spy (US), 1994. Also a
peatedly from side to side, follow a de- common technological use: Its power is
vious course, (and crucially) thread one's wed to a patented suspension with 'unrivaled
way through obstructions. Any weaving ride comfort'—Fortune (US), 1991 ; This power
manual will supply examples of weave1. plant is wed to a double-pivot spring strut
The following examples of weave2 will suspension—Transpacific (US), 1992.
give some indication of the tendency of
the two verbs to merge: (weaved pa.t.) WedgWOOd. So spelt, not Wedge-.
Then they got on to the little scooter and
weaved down the lane—]. Winterson, 1987; Wednesday. 1 Pronounce /'wenzdei/ or
Mrs. Gurney clambered over the driftwood /-di/, i.e. as two syllables. The first d is
and weaved across the wet sand toward the silent.
sea—New Yorker, 1990; Andrew found Ruth, 2 For the type Can you come Wednesday?,
and the two weaved their way to the car—R. See FRIDAY.
Rive, 1990 (SAfr.); (wove pa.t.) They wove
off [on their bicycles] through the theatre ween (verb) ( = think, suppose). A WARcrowd, bending and bowing together—A. S. DOUR STREET word.
Byatt, 1985; She wove her way among the
crowd, bumping into people, being bumped Weft. See WARP (noun).
into—M. Ramgobin, 1986 (SAfr.).
weigh. For under weigh, see UNDER WAY.
The tendency to converge is confirmed
when one looks at figurative uses of weir (dam built across river). Thus spelt.
weave1: e.g. ( = construct with elaborate The older variant wear is now obsolete.
care) You stole the money, and you have
woven a plot to lay the sin at my door—G. weird. Thus spelt. See -EK
Eliot, 1861; ( = to intermingle or unite
closely or intimately as if by weaving) Welch. See WELSH.
Grave Dante weaving well his dark-eyed
thought into a song divine—R. Bridges, well (adv.).
C1904.

web. See WARP (noun).

I 1 as well as.
I 2 The preliminary or resumptive well.

1 as well as. Let us first set aside undiswed. Except in certain familiar colloca- puted constructions in which the phrase
tions (e.g. wedded bliss, wedding breakfast, simply means (a) 'in as good, satisfactory,
With this ring I thee wed), the traditional etc., a way or manner as': e.g. She affected
native verb wed is now fast falling into ...to listen with civility, while the Hydes
restricted use, though it is still much excused their recent conduct, as well as the
favoured by the popular press. It is also could—Macaulay, 1849; (b) with weakened
tending towards a single-form state, i.e. force, passing into the sense of 'both . . .
to be unchanged in its pa.t. and pa.pple. and', 'not only . . . but also': e.g. Our
A range of typical modern examples: He churchmen have become wealthy, as well by the
did wed one of his regular girlfriends ... gifts of pious persons, asby... bribes—Scott,
in a Wicca ceremony—Sky Mag., 1991; The1828. (Type (b) is probably still current
millionaire drummer has slapped a no-sex ban but seems somewhat archaic.) Also, for
on their relationship until they wed—Dailythe most part undisputed, is (c) the type
Mirror, 1992; Supermodel Claudia Schiffer in which as well as is used as a conjunchas ditched her boyfriend to wed Prince Albert tion and means 'in addition to' (e.g. He
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well and well- | well-nigh

must irrevocably lose her as well as the inheritgive, which depends on has to, or else
ance—G. O. Curme, 1931) or 'and not only' substitute besides.) His death leaves a gap
(e.g. It was obvious that he had been consultedas well as creating a by-election in Ross and
as well as J—G. Greene, 1965).
Cromarty. (Read creates, which is parallel
There are two main areas in which the to leaves, or else substitute besides.) A
grammatical status of as well as has been German control of the Baltic must vitally
called into question, (d) Following verb affect the lives of all the Scandinavian Powers
singular or plural. Grammatical agree- as well as influencing the interests of a
ment calls for a singular verb to accord maritime country like England. (Read influwith the subject noun or noun phrase ence, which depends on must, or else
if it is in the singular. The standard
substitute besides.) So there is room for
construction is illustrated in the follow- disagreement in sentences containing as
ing examples, particularly in those in well as followed by a gerund. Each case
which commas are used fore and aft to must be judged on its merits.
bring out the parenthetical nature of
2 The preliminary or resumptive well.
the subordinating phrase or clause after
What the OED calls the preliminary or
as well as: The back-ground as well as other
parts is dotted or stippled—W. M. Craig, resumptive use of well, tantamount to a
1821; To talk as her thoughts came, as wellplea for a moment's grace to gather one's
thoughts, is for most of us a reflex reas to wear her hair as it grew, was a special
privilege of this young person—G. Meredith, sponse to the stimulus of any question.
1861; This sheep, as well as the long-tailed Those taking part in broadcast disDamara sheep and the small black-headedcussions would add to the pleasure of
Persian, is very popular—SAfr. Panorama, listeners if they would try to curb it,
1989; He believes that tutor as well as pupil although it would be unreasonable to
expect them to abandon altogether such
benefits from the arrangement—Oxford Today,
1990. Some might have been tempted to a natural item of speech. It should also
use a plural verb in such constructions, be borne in mind that the use of well in
i.e. to replace is by are, benefits by benefit, a resumptive manner has been a feature
and so on, but they would have been of the language from the Anglo-Saxon
ill-advised to do so. Nevertheless such period onward.
plural constructions do occur from time
to time: e.g. (cited by Jespersen) When a well and well-. For combinations of
man enlists in the army, his soul as well as well and a participle there is widespread
his body belong to his commanding officer—uncertainty about whether the two parts
should be hyphened or left separate. In
J. A. Froude, 1884.
(e) In most circumstances as well as fact the matter is easily resolved. If a
may be idiomatically accompanied by a participle with well is attributive (a wellaimed stroke) a hyphen is normally used
gerund: e.g. (the first two examples cited
by Jespersen) as you're a Trinity scholar as in order to clarify the unity of the sense;
well as being captain of the eleven—E. F. but if the participle is predicative (the
Benson, 1916; As well as being unwashed, stroke was well aimed) a hyphen is not
the girl seemed thickheaded--W. B. Maxwell,required. This is not an arbitrary rule; it
1919; The protagonists are mercilessly guyed follows from acceptance of the principle
by the author, as well as being clobbered by that hyphens should be used only when
the 'system'-R. Yarrow, 1982; Just like Dolly a reader is helped by their presence. Cf.
to usurp the mourning function as well as up to date s.v. UP 2. See HYPHENS.
presuming to treat the evening as a normal
well-nigh (adv.) (very nearly, almost
evening party—A. Brookner, 1985.
Fowler (1926) argued, however, that wholly or entirely). It has been in conin certain circumstances the gerund is tinuous use since the OE period and is
better replaced by another part of the still reasonably common. But it looks as
verb in order to match the part of the if it is drawing towards archaism or
verb used in the introductory clause. He becoming restricted to literary use (at a
cited several examples (with suggested slightly slower rate, it would appear,
improvements) including these: The Terri- than its simplex nigh). Recent examples:
torial officer still has to put his hand into hisHis journey toward anti-intellectualism was
pocket as well as giving his time. (Read well-nigh complete by this time—R. Ferguson,

Welsh I wharf
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1991 ; He found that the craft ofpoint-engrav- which was first exported from Bombay
ing on glass had almost vanished from twenti- but is dried fish, not a duck.
eth century England, and wellnigh singlewen. For the Great Wen, see SOBRIQUETS.
handed renewed it—Antique Dealer & Collectors Guide, 1992; If your country is the size
were. For the use of were as a subjunctive
of a postage stamp, your population is unform {as it were, wished that it were winter
sophisticated and your borders are well-nigh
again, were this done, etc.), see SUBJUNCTIVE
indefensible, you need luck—Economist, 1992.
MOOD.

Welsh. In past times Welch was a frequent variant of Welsh, but in the 20c.
Welsh has prevailed for all uses of the
noun and the adjective except for the
use of Welch in the name of the Royal
Welch Fusiliers. Other Welsh units, including the Welsh Guards, are spelt with final
-sh in the word Welsh.
welsh (verb). Used at first (since the
mid-i9c.) to mean 'to swindle (a person)
out of money laid as a bet' (esp. in racing
parlance), and later (since the 1930s),
construed with on, 'to fail to carry out
one's promise to (a person); to fail to
honour (an obligation)', the word has
understandably not gone down well in
Wales and among Welsh people in America and elsewhere. Some writers have
tried to take the sting out of the word
by spelling it welch, but this practice is
not widespread. However it is spelt or
pronounced, etymologists have not been
able to determine its derivation. It must
not be assumed that the name of the
people and the verb welsh are the same
word. Our language abounds in homonyms (e.g. light not heavy, and light not
dark; (Egyptian) mummy (Arabic origin)
and mummy ( = mother)).

werewolf /'weawulf/. The recommended
spelling (not werwolf) and pronunciation
(not l'wid-j). PI. werewolves.
Wert. See BE 4westerly. See EASTERLY.

westernmost.

See-MOST.

westward(s). See -WARD(S).

wet. The pa.t. and pa.pple forms are
either wet or wetted. The shorter form
seems to be on the retreat except in
familiar contexts (e.g. she's wet the bed;
while coming ashore from the lifeboat they
wet all their clothes; after they had wet their
whistles). Meanwhile wetted seems to be
favoured in most 'free' uses of the verb
and in many forms of English: e.g.
perspiration wetted those few strands of hair
that fell against his broad forehead—D. A.
Richards, 1981 (Canad.); In the square, the
statues, roofs and monumental buildings were
wetted slick-B. Moore, 1987 (Ir./US); Two
weeks ago a heavy rain had leaked through
the ceiling and wetted the box—NY Rev. Bks,
1987; with her clothes wetted and her pockets
full of big round stones—A. S. Byatt, 1990
(UK).

Welsh rabbit. This dish of cheese on wh. In words beginning with the ditoast emerged, with rabbit so spelt, in graph wh the pronunciation depends on
1725. (In Mrs Hannah Glasse's The Art of
regional and social factors. In Received
Cookery (1747). on the same page, she Pronunciation and some other accents
apparently also called it a Scotch rabbit, in England and Wales it is usually /w/
but no one else seems to have followed with no aspiration or minimal aspirasuit.) In the same century the lexico- tion, but in general American, in Canagrapher Francis Grose defined Welsh rab- dian, and in Scottish and Irish English it
bit in his Classical Diet, of the Vulgar Tongueis usually /hw/. Australian, New Zealand,
(1785) as 'bread and cheese toasted' and
and South African English mostly follow
added, 'i.e. a Welch rare bit'. To this day RP, but in these countries and sometimes
one encounters people who call the dish in England one encounters varying (usuWelsh rarebit though there is no evidence ally only faintly audible) degrees of asof the independent use of rarebit. The piration, esp. in circumstances in which
origin of the name must remain a mys- minimal pairs happen to occur (whalesj
tery: it is not thought to be Welsh in Wales, whitejWight, Whigjwig, etc.).
origin, there is no rabbit in it, and
neither cheese nor toast is rare. A half- wharf. PI. either wharves /wo:vz/ or wharfs
parallel to the name is Bombay duck, /woifs/. See -VE(D), -VES.
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wharfinger (owner or manager of a
wharf). Pronounce /'wo:fmd3a/.
what.
I i
2
3
4
5

wharfinger | what
simplicity it is better to adhere to Fowler's rule than to make it subject to
qualifications.
2 what singular and what plural. In

Questionable number attraction.
each of the quotations in the prec. secwhat singular and what plural.
tion, the writer made it plain, by giving
One what in two constructions.
what a singular verb, that he or she
what resumed by and which or but which.
conceived what in that context as a singuwhat as affected expletive at end of
lar pronoun. But the word itself can
sentence.
equally well be plural: I have few books,
6 Pseudo-cleft sentences led by what.
and what there are do not help me. So
| 7 what as relative pronoun.

arises another problem concerning the
l Questionable number attraction. number of verbs after what, and this
Fowler (1926) was in an unusually dog- second one naturally gets mixed up with
matic mood when he discussed the type the first, in which some of the examples
what (relative
pronoun) + singular could be mended as well by giving what
verb + a second verb followed by a plural a plural verb as by giving the complecomplement. 'In each of the examples ment a singular one. In dealing with this
to be given it is beyond question that other problem, however, we will ignore
what starts as a singular pronoun ( =
the complication that the number of a
that which or a thing that), because a verb may be affected by the 'attraction'
singular verb follows it; but in each also of the complement, and consider only
the next verb, belonging to the that of the question of when a verb governed
that which, or to the a thing of a thing by what should be treated as singular
that, is not singular but plural; this is and when as plural.
due to the influence of a complement
First comes a particular form of senin the plural, and the grammatical name tence in which plural what is better than
for such influence is attraction; all the singular, or in other words in which its
quotations are on the pattern What is verb should be plural. These are sensaid are words, instead of What is said tences in which what, if resolved, comes
is words.' He went on to give a dozen out as the —s that, —s standing for
quotations in each of which, he said, are a plural noun actually present in the
should be replaced by is. Here are four complement. After each quotation a corof them: What is required are houses at rection is first given if it is desirable,
rents that the people can pay; What seems to
and in any case the resolution that jusbe needed, and what, I believe, public opinion
tifies the plural: We have been invited to
calls for, are stringent regulations to restrict abandon what seems to us to be the most
the sale; What is wanted now are men who valuable parts of our Constitution (read seem;
are Liberals today; What strikes the touristabandon the parts of our Constitution
most are the elegant Paris toilettes.
that seem); The Manchester City Council,
Later studies of the matter have con- for what was doubtless good and sufficient
firmed that Fowler's 'rule' is followed by reasons, decided not to take any part (read
most writers: e.g. I know it's awful, the were; for reasons that were); Confidence
noise, keeping us all awake, but what reallybeing inspired by the production of what
worries me is the numbers—N. Bawden, appears to be bars or bricks of solid gold
1987; What bothered him was drivers who (read appear; production of bars or bricks
switched lanes without signalling—New that appear).
Yorker, 1989. But there is an underBut resolution of what often presents
standable tendency to let 'attraction' us not with a noun found in the completake its course in certain circumstances. ment, but with some other noun of wider
In the type What upsets me most is his meaning, or again with the still vaguer
manners attention is focused on the sin- that which. A writer should make the
gular verb upsets. In the competing type resolution and act on it without allowing
What upsets me most are his manners the the number of the complement to force
attention is focused on the plural noun
a plural verb on him or her if the most
'manners'. Each context will need to be natural representative of what is that
judged on its merits, but for the sake of which or the thing that. In some of the

what
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following quotations the necessary cour- the most popular, of English anthologies
age has been lacking. Corrections and (what is probably the best, and has cerresolutions are given as before: No other tainly proved); It is an instructive conspectus
speaker has his peculiar power of bringing of views on what can hardly be described as
imagination to play on what seems, until a 'burning question', but which certainly
he speaks, to be familiar platitudes (read interests many Irishmen (but certainly
seem; on sayings that seem); Instead of the interests); We are merely remembering what
stupid agitation now going on in South Wales, happened to our arboreal ancestors, and
what are needed are regular working and which has been stamped by cerebral changes
higher outputs (read what is needed is; the into the heredity of the race (and has been
thing that is needed—rather than things, stamped).
as opposed to agitation); What provoke
A want of faith either in the staying
men's curiosity are mysteries, mysteries of power of what (which has a good second
motive or stratagem; astute or daring plots wind and can do the two laps without
(read provokes ...is; that which provokes— turning a hair) or in the reader's possesrather than the things that provoke); In sion of common sense has led to this
order to reduce this material to utility and thrusting in of which as a sort of relay
assimilate it, what are required are faith and to take up the running. These sentences
confidence, and willingness to work (read are not acceptable English; nothing can
what is required is; but the qualities that represent what—except indeed what. That
are required justifies the plurals, though
is to say, it would be English, though
it does not make them idiomatic).
hardly idiomatic English, to insert a
It will be observed that there is more second what in the place of the imposroom for difference of opinion on this sible which in each. If the reader will try
set of examples than on either those in the effect, he or she will find that the
(1) or the previous set in (2), and probably second what, though permissible, somemany readers will refuse to accept the times makes ambiguous what without it
decisions given; but if it is realized that is plain; in the last example, for instance,
there are problems of number after what, 'what happened' and 'what has been
and that solutions of them are possible, stamped' might be different things,
whereas 'what happened, and has been
that is sufficient.
stamped' is clearly one and the same
3 One what in two constructions. It is thing. The reason why which has been
relatively easy to come to believe that called 'impossible' is that what and which
what can be used in one construction, are of different grammatical values,
and can then, though merely being which being a simple relative pronoun,
'understood', govern a second dissimilar while what ( = that which, or a thing
construction. Fowler (1926) gave four ex- that) is a combination of antecedent and
amples of such anomalies and emphas- relative. The second verb needs the anteized that there was no one way of cedent-relative just as much as the first,
correcting such misfits: This is pure ignor- if but or and is inserted; if neither but
ance of what the House is and its work nor and is present, which will sometimes
consists of (and what its); But it is not folly be possible, and so omission of and would
to give it what it had for centuries and was be another remedy for the last example.
only artificially taken from it by force more
Two specimens are added in which
than a hundred years ago (what belonged to
it for); Mr — tells us not to worry about the remedy of simply omitting which or
Relativity or anything so brain-tangling, butsubstituting for it a repeated what is
to concentrate on what surrounds us, and not possible without further change. The
we can weigh and measure (and can be difficulty is due to the superstition
weighed and measured); Impossible to sep- against PREPOSITION AT END, and vanishes
arate later legend from original evidence as with it. I can never be certain that I am
to what he was, and said, and how he said receiving what I want and for which I am
paying (read what I want and am paying
it (and what he said).
for); But now we have a Privy Councillor and
4 what resumed by and which or but an ex-Minister engaged daily in saying and
doing what he frankly admits is illegal, and
which. Francis Turner Palgrave, whose name
is inseparably connected with what is prob- for which he could be severely punished
ably the best, and which certainly has proved (read and what he could be severely punished
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what ever, whatever

for). The repetition of what is required
1 The interrogative use. For the type
because the relative contained in the What ever did you do that for?, see EVER 1.
first what is subjective, and that in the Despite the tendency to join the two
second objective.
words together (i.e. to write as whatever)
5 what as affected expletive at end of in literary works from the 14c. to the
sentence. This pompous use is listed in 19c, they should no longer be joined,
the OED with examples from 1785 (Fanny since the type has become restricted to
colloquial contexts, with heavy emphasis
Burney) onward. Watch out for it and
you will find it used from time to time, placed on ever, intimating 'that the
usu. in a mock-affected tone. Examples: speaker has no notion what the answer
Can't say I've read it. It's a hit too literary will be' (OED).
for me. What? But they say it's jolly clever—A.
2 The antecedent-relative use. ConN. Lyons, 1914; they do tend to insist when
they can on dealing with the fellow they're structions of the type whatever (or
used to, even if he's a poor old antique like whatsoever) + noun (or noun phrase)
+ that-clause are incorrect in that whatme, whatl—YL. Amis, 1988.
ever by itself means all that or any/thing
6 Pseudo-cleft sentences led by what. etc.) that. To insert that would render the
This unattractive and inelegant type, sentence ungrammatical. Omission of
called pseudo-cleft sentences by modern
the roman-type that in the following exgrammarians, is shown in the following
amples would set matters right: His cynexamples: Anyway, with this piece, what
Gounod did was he went and put words to ical advice shows that whatever concession to
that silent part that was never meant to he Democracy that may seem to be involved in
exposed—M. du Plessis, 1989 (SAfr.); and his words, may not be of permanent inconshe was bound to fall out so what Jimmy Sr venience; Keep close in touch with Him in
did was, he went into the dunes and found awhatsoever creed or form that brings you
plank—EL. Doyle, 1991 (Ir.). It faintly re- nearest to Him.
flects the type in which the actual words
3 The concessive use. Whatever one does,
used by one person are reported by an- you are not satisfied; I am safe now, whatever
other: e.g. What Dorothy said was 'My happens; whatever you do, don't lie. These
mother's on the phone.' (CGEL 14.29)are concessive clauses, short for "Though
7 what as relative pronoun. From the one does A or B or C, 'Though this or
OE period until the 19c. whot was in that or the other happens', 'Though you
standard use as a relative pronoun mean- do anything else'. They differ from the
ing 'that, who, or which', but the use whatever clauses dealt with above in
is now in abeyance except among the being adverbial, whatever meaning not all
uneducated or partially educated, typ- or any that (that beginning an adverbial
ified by these two examples, one British
clause), but though all or any. The differand the other American: I was the only boy
in our school what had asthma-W. Golding, ence is not a matter of hair-splitting.
1954; Boy, the guy what thought it up sure Whatever he has done he repents may mean
was a smart one-G. Keillor, 1985. As for (a) he is one of the irresolute people who
its distribution in Britain, make what always wish they had done something
you will of the following statement in a different, or (b) though he may be a great
1989 issue of a learned journal that deals offender, repentance should count for
with such matters: 'Nonstandard relative something; whatever antecedent-relative
what, a feature of informal, vernacular gives (a) and whatever concessive gives (b).
speech, appears . . . to have been intro- Punctuation can be used to distinguish
duced at the top of the accessibility hier- the two: meaning (a) can be indicated
archy, where relativization is less by not having the two clauses parted by
complex syntactically, and to have been a comma, since whatever belongs to and
introduced subsequently at successively is part of both; and meaning (b) can be
lower positions on the accessibility hier- indicated by the insertion of a comma
archy.'
between the two clauses. Admittedly this
places a great weight on a simple
what ever, whatever.
comma, but there is no other way (short
I 1 The interrogative use.
of rewriting) to make the meaning
2 The antecedent-relative use.
clear.
I 3 The concessive use.

wheal I whereabouts
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until the mid-i9c. at which point whereabout, singular in form, began to disapwheaten. See -EN ADJECTIVES.
pear. The only trouble is that standard
authorities and the printing world at
when. See IF AND WHEN.
large do not agree about its number. One
authority (1970) said bluntly 'Wherewhence. The word has a long (13-19C.) abouts takes the singular'. So did another
history in the language used in various (1962): 'Even if the reference is to several
routine ways, e.g. (in an indirect ques- persons, each with a different wheretion) He inquired whence the water came—M.abouts, a singular verb is still used: "She
Edgeworth, 1802; {from whence—from has a brother and two sisters, but their
what source) From whence I did then con- whereabouts is unknown." ' A few years
clude ... that Wine doth not inspire Polite- ago a Polish professor of linguistics told
ness—Swift, 1731-8; From whence have weme that she was taught to use a plural
derived that spiritual profit?—Dickens, verb after all uses of the word. Standard
1853; (from whence = from which place) dictionaries for the most part settle for
Let him waïke from whence he came—Shake-a formula that recognizes that the noun
speare, 1590. (Further examples are is plural in form but is construed either
given s.v. FROM WHENCE.)
as a plural or a singular noun. I have
At some point in the 19c. attitudes examined a large body of newspaper and
changed: whence came to be more or less other evidence, British and American, of
the period 1988 to 1994. Leaving aside
restricted to formal or literary use, and
from whence to be regarded as an old- cases where the number is left undeterfashioned expression better replaced by mined (e.g. In Scotland ... the erectors of
where... from. The outcome is that Tenny- signposts seem reluctant to reveal to the motor
son's 0 babbling brook... whence come you? ist the precise whereabouts of Dumfries), my
(1855). for example, is now seen to be a mini-corpus revealed that of the four
quaint poetic way of saying ' . . . where possible constructions (of those in which
do you come from?' There is no going the writer had to make a choice of numback. Whence (and to a greater extent ber in the following verb) there was a
from whence) is no longer a routine word clear preference for a plural verb. The
in frequent use. But words come and go, examples that follow are drawn from
and whence may well come back into this mini-corpus: 1 One person or
routine use at some point in the future. thing + a singular verb: Colleen's whereMeanwhile here are two modern ex- abouts was kept secret; Five months later, the
amples from standard British and Amer- whereabouts of the purse and its contents
ican sources: He has also, of course, a remains a mystery; Its whereabouts was
passport which nails him for who he is and never revealed; The exact whereabouts of i
whence he comes—P. Lively, 1987; On new home has yet to be determined.
learning whence she hailed ...he was briefly 2 One person or thing + a plural verb:
enchanted to meet somebody he took to be an His current whereabouts were not disclosed;
ideological bird of a feather—New Yorker,He did not call his wife, Felicidad, whose
1987.
whereabouts are not known; His whereabouts
are definitely known.
when ever, whenever. When used as
3 More than one person or thing + a
an interrogative adverb in the type When
ever did you say you were sorry?, when ever singular verb: the whereabouts of the re(always written as two words) is merely maining two paintings is unknown; the
an emphatic extension of when. See EVER whereabouts of two, [names given], is unknown; the whereabouts of three others was
1; WHAT EVER, WHATEVER i . (When did you
unknown.
ever say you were sorry? is a variant of the
4 More than one person or thing + a
same type.) Whenever is the right form
plural verb: by early Friday the whereabouts
for the ordinary conjunction.
of the raiders still were unknown; The nuns
whereabouts (noun). Towards the end left suddenly and a spokeswoman said their
of the 18c. whereabouts, plural in form, whereabouts were a mystery; Israel refuses
replaced the earlier noun whereabout, or to release any of its Arab prisoners until the
rather the two forms stood side by side whereabouts of six of its servicemen are
wheal. See WALE (noun).
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known; the other rank of pipes mentioned
were never a part of the organ at Pilgrim and
their whereabouts are unknown.
Types 2 and 4 were more frequent than
types 1 and 3, but all four types must be
regarded as standard.

whereby | whether
nor reason (1590)). And so frequently did
other writers from the 13c. to the 19c,
But it did not deter a headline writer in
a 1988 issue of the Sunday Times from
placing the headline Wherefore art thou,
biographer above a letter written by Anthony Holden who had published a new
biography of the Prince of Wales and
had allegedly gone to ground away from
journalists.

whereby. One of the diminishing number of where-compounds still in common
use. It means 'by what or which means'.
Some examples: 'Acceptance in lieu',
As conjunction and adv.
whereby heirs give a picture to a museum to wherein.
pay off capital transfer tax, has also been kind labelled 'formal' in some dictionaries,
but surprisingly widespread nevertheto the National Gallery—Antique Collector,
1990; This latest approach to so-called gene less. Some examples (mostly from 'intherapy is known as "biolistic' technology, formal' sources): Biamping. Method of
whereby scientists shoot genes at very high powering speakers wherein each drive unit of
velocities into animal cells as a coating ona speaker is powered by a separate channel
the surface of tungsten pellets—New Scientist,of an amplifier—What Hi-Fi?, 1991; Madison
1990; Cooperative arrangements wherebyAvenue triangle: A cultural space wherein all
schools formed clusters to pool training, sport forms of expression other than those used
and music facilities, teaching ideas, [etc.]—by baby boomers are eliminated from stores,
airwaves and advertising—Playboy (US),
TES, 1990.
1992; the decorator showhouse—the phenomwhere-compounds. A small number of enon wherein a dozen or so interior designers
these are still in free general use, though each decorate a room in a single residence
chiefly in limited applications, with little no one will ever inhabit—Spy (US), 1992;
or no taint of archaism. These are WHERE- Balance: A condition wherein all proportions
ABOUTS, whereas (in contrasts), whereby, of a dog are in static and dynamic harmonywherever, wherefore (as noun plural in whys Dog World (US), 1994; Australia's cultural
and wherefores), whereupon (in narratives), isolation constitutes a comédie time<apsule,
and wherewithal (as noun). The many wherein Britain's exported vaudeville tradiothers—whereabout, whereat, wherefore tion has been preserved long after its extinc(adv. and conj.), wherefrom, whereof, where- tion back in Blighty—Guardian, 1994on, wheresoever, wherethrough, whereto,
wherewith, and a few more—have given wherewithal. As noun (always preceded
way, though to different degrees, in both by the definite article) recorded since
the interrogative and the relative uses the beginning of the 19c. and curiously
persistent in the sense 'the means, the
either to the preposition with what and
which and that (whereof = of what?, what resources, esp. pecuniary resources'. Ex... of?), or to some synonym (wherefore = amples: To supply him with the wherewithal
to pay for the defence of the border—Eng.
why). Apart from their use in certain
formulaic legal documents, words in this Historical Rev., 1917; You don't need the
second group should be resorted to only intellectual wherewithal to function in sociin very formal contexts or as a matter ety-S. Pinker, 1994of pedantic humour.
whether. 1 For whether and that after
doubt, see DOUBT (verb).
where ever, wherever. As for WHEN
2 Whether or no(t). Whether he was there
EVER, WHENEVER.
or was not there easily yields by ellipsis
wherefore. It has been pointed out over Whether he was there or not, and that by
and over again that when Juliet cries transposition Whether or not he was there.
out from the balcony 0 Romeo, Romeo, Whether or no he was there is not so easily
wherefore art thou Romeo? she is asking accounted for, since no, unlike not, is not
not where he is but why or for what purpose ordinarily an adverb (see NO 2), but this
or on what account. Shakespeare uses type has been in use since the 17c. From
wherefore in such a manner more than a the evidence before me, whether or not is
hundred times (and also as a noun: in commoner than whether or no (though
the why and the wherefore is neither rime the OED's verdict in 1923 was the reverse

which
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of this). Some examples of each: (whether
2 As was pointed out s.v. THAT (relative
or not) I brooded all the way whether or not pronoun) 4, whereas that as a relative
I had hit the right note—J. Gardam, 1985; pronoun may not be preceded by a preHe had not made it plain whether or not I position, no such limitation applies to
would be welcome on the bus—F. Weldon, which. Examples: She then referred directly
1988; his face seemed familiar in a way to my plastic hand over which I always wore
which made you forget to ask whether or not a glove—G. Greene, 1980; the procedures...
you judged it good-looking—Julian Barnes, are those into which young ladies are to be
1989; What authors need to know is whether inducted-N. Gordimer, 1987.
or not a term has more than one meaning
3 Which leading a clause or sentence
within its subjectfield—Internat.Jrnl Lexicoof affirmation. This type, in which, somegraphy, 1989; "Whether the report is true or
times almost as an afterthought, a new
not,' said Bush, T know I speak for all here
clause or sentence (often one of direct
when I try to express to the American people
comment on a state of affairs just dethe sense of outrage that we all feel about
scribed) is introduced by which, is now
this kind ofbrutality-Chicago Tribune, 1989;
increasingly common, esp. in spoken
(whether or no) (1809-1986 examples s.v.
English. The type is not new (the OED
NO 2(c)). Whichever form is used, such a
gives examples from the 14c. onward),
doubling of the alternative as the followbut its frequency and its informality are
ing should be avoided: But clearly, whether
more marked in the 20c. than hitherto.
or not peers will or will not have to be made
Examples: as if they had to explain that they
depends upon the number of the Die-Hards.
had been whisked away by the fairies and
Omit either or not or will not.
had spent the evening under their hollow hill
3 Whether is often repeated as a clearer listening to incantations. Which in a sense
pointer than a bare or to an alternative they had—H. Jacobson, 1983; He does Mr
that forms a separate sentence: I cannot Rabinowitz's teeth which is super—Nigel
remember whether they were lowered into theWilliams, 1985; It was as though Hungary
street or whether there was a window openingwas not another place but another time, and
therefore inaccessible. Which of course was
out at the back.
not so—P. Lively, 1987. A more extreme
4 Whether without an alternative. The
example from a 1995 book review: What
type Whether this ended the matter remained
is missingfrom You Will Learn to Love Me is
unclear, i.e. leaving or no(t) to be 'underthe kind friend—a voice we can trust. Which
stood', is legitimate in a limited range of
brings us back to the original question of
circumstances. It is much less common
what binds our sympathies to a character.
than types with alternatives expressed
These examples are perilously close to
(e.g. I was not sure whether to admire her or
the type (18-19C.) condemned by the OED
feel sorry for her).
as 'in vulgar use, without any anteced5 the question (of) whether + clause. ent, as a mere connective or introductory
Three slightly different types are shown particle' (e.g. If anything 'appens to you—
in the following examples, all of them which God be between you and 'arm—III
standard: The whole question whether look after the kids—Daily Chron., 1905).
women actually are more pacific by nature is
4 With a personal antecedent. 'Now
not the subject of the present book—Antonia
only dialectal except in speaking of
Fraser, 1988; The question whether to be,
people in a body, the ordinary word
or not to be, a career woman had never
being who or (as relevant) that' (OED).
bothered her—D. Lessing, 1988; Ms. Frankel
Examples: Yow which I haue loued specially—
raised the question of whether, if the curChaucer, C1386; 0 God, which art author of
rent pace of reform continues in China, a
peace, and louer of concorde—Book of Common
similar conflict will arise between the old
Prayer, 1548-9; A couple of women ...one
urban elites and the peasantry—Bull. Amer.
0/which ... leaned on the other's shoulderAcad. Arts & Sri., 1989.
Goldsmith, 01774; His mother had ten children 0/which he was the oldest—Scribner's
which. 1 For the use of which (normally
Mag., 1899.
preceded by a comma) as a relative pronoun at the head of restrictive and non5 and which. 'And which or but which
restrictive clauses, see THAT (relative pro- should not be used unless the coming
noun) 3, 4.
which-clause has been preceded by a
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while I whinge

clause or expression of the same gram- Lesson while the Rector read the Second. Such
matical value as itself (Fowler, 1926). rare (and amusing) examples apart, the
This is a simple but safe rule. An example temporal, concessive, and contrastive
ofa misfitted and which clause: In contrast uses of while (or, in BrE, also of whilst)
Peake's use of elevated language has a childpose no threat to one another and are
like quality which is appropriate given thatall part of the normal apparatus of the
the protagonist, Titus, is a hoy, and which Ilanguage.
found endearing-Oxf. Univ. entrance canSome examples of various types from
didate, 1989.
standard sources of the 1980s: (while)
6 Miscellaneous. When the anteced- while domestic happiness is an admirable
ent to a relative pronoun is an indefinite ideal, it is not easy to come by—T. Tanner,
pronoun (e.g. anything, everything, nothing, 1986 (concessive); Suffice it to say that
something) or contains a superlative ad- while the judicial record ...has been one of
jective qualifying an impersonal ante- appalling subservience to the Government...
cedent, that is normally preferable to —Times, 1986 (concessive); We are told that
which. Examples (from the Oxford Guide our institutions should concentrate on their
to Eng. Usage, 1993): Is there nothing small business of education while being told also
that the children could buy you for that they should do more to contribute to
Christmas?; This is the most expensive hateconomic development and direct public serthat you could have bought. But there are vice—H. H. Gray, 1988 (US) (contrastive);
exceptions: e.g. there was nothing... which (whilst) Whilst it's in the computer it's
distinguished him from any other intelligent stored—S. Hockey, lecture in Univ. of Oxyoung Frenchman studying low—P. P. Read, ford, 1981 (temporal); large numbers of
users of the Volcano' [kettle]... tend to enjoy
1986.
brewing up whilst onfishingexpeditions on
the other side of the Irish sea—Times, 1986
while (noun). See WORTH.
(temporal).
while (conj.). Also whilst (but not used
whilom /'wailam/. The last two letters
in AmE). The principal use as a conjuncrepresent a remarkable survival of the
tion is in temporal contexts in which
OE dative plural ending -um (OE hwîlum
the meaning is 'during the time that
'at times, at some past time'). Hwilom
(They had begun drinking while he prepared
formed part of the normal vocabulary of
to cook); at the same time as (He enjoyed
writers down to the 19c. (e.g. Scott and
drawing while he was being read to)'. Such
Carlyle), but now belongs to the category
temporal uses have been dominant since
of words known as WARDOUR STREET. Typthe OE period, so much so that some
ical uses: (as adv.) The wistful eyes which
writers on English usage have concluded
whilom glanced down ... upon the sweet
that other uses are improper (see below).
cloverfields;(as adj.) General Doppet, a whiAt least since the 16c, however, adverslom Medical man. See also LATE. Twentiethative or concessive senses have emerged,
century examples (the first of which is
in which while means 'although' or
for a nonce-adj. whilomst): He saw these
'whereas'. Thus CGEL (15.20) contrasts He
things in the whilomst moment when the
looked after my dog while I was on vacation
Navajos were making merry with the Choc(temporal) and My brother lives in Manchestaws—Henry Miller, 1939; Hidden in the
ter, while my sister lives in Glasgow (contall marsh grass of the coastal lowland, the
cessive).
whilom seaport that oncerivaledPhiladelphia
Eric Partridge in his Usage and Abusage was remarkable-W. Least, 1982.
(1942) condemned the use of while to
mean 'although' in no uncertain terms: whilst. See WHILE (conj.).
'while for although is a perverted use of
the correct sense of while, which properly whin. See FURZE.
means "at the same time as", "during the whine (noun and verb). The correspondsame time that".' But this indefensible ing adj. is whiny (not -ey). The près, pple
remark was counterbalanced by a quota- and ppl adj. form is whining. See -EY AND
tion from the work of A. P. Herbert which -Y IN ADJECTIVES.
draws attention to the danger of confusion between the temporal and the con- whinge (verb) has whingeing as its près,
cessive senses: The Curate read the First pple and ppl adj.

whirr | whither
whirr,
(make) continuous buzzing
sound. Thus spelt, not whir (exc. that
whir is the more usual form in AmE). The
inflected forms of the verb are whirred,
whirring in all varieties of English.
whisky, whiskey. The first is the usual
spelling in BrE (Scotch whisky) and in Canada (pi. whiskies), and the second the
normal spelling in Ireland and USA (pi.
whiskeys).
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acquired the sense 'to become white' in
the 17c. This longer form is the more
usual one now in the primary senses 'to
make white' and 'to become white'. See
-EN VERBS FROM ADJECTIVES. B u t White OUt,

rather than whiten out, is the more usual
phrasal verb when the sense required is
'to obliterate a typing or writing mistake
with white correction fluid'.

White Paper. In the UK and some other
countries, an official document that exwhit ( = a least possible amount: usu. in presses government policy on an issue.
negative contexts). Said by Fowler (1926) It is usually preparatory to the introducand Gowers (1965) to belong to the vocab- tion of a parliamentary bill. Its name
ulary of WARDOUR STREET, whit seems to derives from its having fewer pages than
be having a new lease of life as an ordin- a government 'blue book', and therefore
ary, untainted word to judge from the needing no blue paper cover {Hutchinson
evidence in the OEDfilesand my own: Encycl, 1990).
When Pritchard allowed an encore of the
sextet, it seemed no more than natural justice,whither. English dictionaries prepared
and it spoiled the drama not a whit—Operafor foreign learners of English are esNow, 1990; A more natural, less inspired pecially ruthless in their treatment of
response to the Mother's mothering... would archaic words. There is a rich vein of
have mattered not a whit to the Mother, just such vocabulary that is familiar to adult
as long as not one would ever have seen native speakers, but is judged to be of
it—R. Goldstein, 1991; This much ballyhooed minimal interest in ELT circles. Thus
Andrew Lloyd Webber musical is fun—ifyou'rewhither, which was in unbroken standard
not bothered by theatre that cares not a whit use as adverb and conjunction from OE
for words and contains not one ghost of an times until the 19c. but then began to
idea—New Yorker, 1991; She cared not a retreat into archaism, is presented in
whit for clothes—A. V. Roberts, 1992 (US); the Cambridge Internat. Diet. Eng. (1995) as
Ashdown's latest repositioning changes Ma- follows: 'adv. (not gradable) old use to
jor's position not a whit—Sunday Times, where Whither are they going?'. Collins Co1995; the embodiment of a proprietorial
build Eng. Lang. Diet. (1987) is slightly
dream no whit less obsessive than Gatsby'smore expansive: 'whither means to where:
own—A. Coren, 1995a formal or old-fashioned word, e.g. Traitor's Gate, whither so many came by water to
Whit. Whit Sunday (or Pentecost) is the their death.' And in the margin it classifies
seventh Sunday after Easter; hence Whit whither as 'adv with vb, or conj subord'.
Monday. Whitsun and Whit are frequently The Oxf. Advanced Learner's Diet. (4th edn,
used as informal shortenings of' Whitsun- 1989) added rhetorical] to the various
tide, the weekend including Whit Sun- labels attached to the word.
day. Whit Sunday answers to OE Hwïta
Such limitations placed on a onceSunnandxg, lit. 'white Sunday', probably central word underline its decline in
from the white robes of the newly bap- currency. It may therefore be useful to
tized at Pentecost.
list some 20c. examples to show that
white (adj.) yields both whity (adj.) 'whit- whither has not disappeared yet: Whither
ish' and the derogatory Whitey (noun) 'a bound?' To Bromfield, friend. Am I going
white person (as seen by Blacks)', white right?'-E. Peters, 1982; (title of article)
people collectively'. The pi. of the noun Whither Islamic Economics, in Islamic Q,
1988; I write, now, from my bed, whither Dr
is Whiteys.
Felton has banished me—M. Roberts, 1990;
white(n) (verbs). The shorter form is The United States ...is having an increasingly
first recorded in OE meaning 'to become disagreeable time in the Horn of Africa,
white; to make white', and, by C1200, whither it went, nine months ago, to facilitate
'to cover or coat with white'. Whiten the distribution of food for a few, perhaps two,
appeared in the early 14c. with the months—Newsweek, 1993- And of course
churchgoers are accustomed to its use
second and third of these meanings, and
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whitish I who and whom

in the Bible, e.g. The winde hloweth where why insist on clinging to whom, when
it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof,everyone uses who for both subjects and
hut canst not tel whence it commeth, and objects?' (S. Pinker, The Language Instinct,
whither it goeth-John 3: 8.
1994)Secondly, there are those who say or
whitish. Thus spelt, not -eish.
imply that the retreat of whom is rewhizz (noun and verb). The recommen- grettable (the examples happen to be
ded spelling, not whiz. Hence whizz-bang, from fiction but are none the less rewhizz-kid (but the forms with -z- are also vealing): 'In The Archers on the other
commonly used). The inflected forms of hand, no one leaves the "m" off "whom" '
the verb are whizzes, whizzed, and whizz- (L. Ellman, 1988). ' "I don't know whom
else to ask." The elder of the two
ing. See -z-, -zz-.
policemen, Butterworth, noticed that
who and whom.
she had said "whom" and decided that
she was a credible witness' (A. Brookner,
I 1 Introductory.
2 An historical note.
1992).
3 Modern practice.
Thirdly, there are the deadpan ('scienA Legitimate uses of who.
tific') views of professional grammarians:
I B (Mostly) legitimate uses of whom.
'Who has an objective case whom . . . for
1 Introductory. Who is the only relative which, however, the uninflected who is
pronoun that is declinable (as against substituted in the spoken language, as
the indeclinable that and which): who sub- in who(m) do you mean?' (H. Sweet, A New
jective (or nominative), whom objective English Grammar, 1891). 'In objective use,
who is informal and whom is formal. The
(or accusative), whose possessive.
As relative pronouns, who and whom, distinction is parallel to that between
when used, must have a person or per- who and whom as relative pronouns. Simsons (not a thing) as antecedent. They ilarly, interrogative whom functions like
are in many circumstances replaceable relative whom, except that interrogative
by that or are omissible: e.g. Was there whom strikes most people as even more
formal than relative whom' (CGEL 6.38,
anyone now (who(m)\that) she could decently
ask? [Iris Murdoch, in her novel The Green 1985)Knight (1993). actually wrote Was there
2 An historical note. There is abundanyone now whom she could decently ask?]ant evidence in standard sources of earlDespite its centuries-old use as an object- ier centuries of departure from the
ive form (see section 2), whom, both as a normal nom./accus. relationship of
relative pronoun and as an interrogative wholwhom. One need look no further than
pronoun, is still frequently left aside in
Shakespeare and the Bible: who wouldst
favour of who. Whom also continues to thou strike?—Shakespeare, 1591; Albany.
be illogically ('ungrammatically') used Run, run, 0 run. Edgar. To who my Lord?
for who when the subjective case is —Shakespeare, 1605; but wayl his fall. Who
properly called for: see sections 2 and I my selfe struck downe—Shakespeare, 1605;
3B(e).
But whom say ye that I am?—Matt. (AV) 16:
There are three approaches to the 15. (Contrast the NEB's who do you say I
problem of the modern distribution of am?)
who and whom. First, that of those who
The OED lists numerous other exsee the use of whom as moribund or at amples (15-20C.) of the breakdown of
best as socially divisive: '"To whom do formal grammatical rules governing who
you wish to speak?" is usually regarded
and whom. Among them: (who used 'unas formal (in some circles superformai grammatically' for whom) A great Prince
or superpolite), indeed almost as some- who lforbeare to name—Monmouth, 1641;
thing frozen, archaic, stifling, or artifi- He has a right... to choose who he will have
cial. Indeed, a conversation might be for a teacher—}. A. Froude, 1849; Not being
killed right there' (A. S. Kaye in English able to ask exactly who he liked—R. S. SurToday, 1991). 'Whom has outlived ye but tees, 1858; Just over half ...of our sample
is clearly moribund; it now sounds pre- who we assessed as working class concurred—
tentious in most spoken contexts ... If Times, 1984- See also section 3A(e) below.
the language can bear the loss of ye, (whom used 'ungrammatically' for who) I
using you for both subjects and objects, counsel ...all wise... men, that they doo not

who and whom
accompany wyth those whom they know are
not secret—T. North, 1 5 5 7 ; Comparing the
... humble epistles of S. Peter, S. James and
S. John, whom we know were Fishers, with
the glorious language ...ofS. Paul, who [sic]
we know was not—I. Walton, 1653; Are
they yonder Knights whom you suppose will
attack us?—Mrs Lennox, 1 7 5 2 ; A strange
unearthly figure, whom Gabriel felt at once,
was no being of this world—Dickens, 1837;
He saw the man whom he knew must be the
King—R. H. Benson, 1906. See also section
3B(e) below.
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was an ambush, apparently. But it was unclear who had ambushed who—Times, 1988.

B (Mostly) legitimate uses of whom:
(a) (whom as object after a preposition)
These were people to whom no civic monuments would ever be erected-W. Mcllvanney,
1986; They . . . argue about a man called
Simpkins of whom the poet is jealousEncounter, 1987; Bernard made useful contacts from whom he could hope to make the
income he needed—NY Rev. Bks, 1987; besides
which he can leave his property to whom he
likes—Barbara Neil, 1993; The grand ramp,
too, was crowded with pilgrims from all over
3 Modern practice.
India, many of whom had just arrived by
A Legitimate uses of who:
special trains—V. Seth, 1993(a) (who as relative pronoun with a
(b) (whom as object in relative clause)
person as antecedent) women who had
Was there anyone now whom she could deonce talked of love now talked only of sexual
cently ask?—I. Murdoch, 1993. Cf. section
3A(a) above, (c) (whom as interrogative
harassment—M. Bradbury, 1987; Arnold
pronoun) But whom should we support in
was a lawyer ... who could never practise
the present fluid situation?—Bull. Amer. Acad.
law again-N. Gordimer, 1987; His father
Arts b Sci., 1990. Cf. section 3A(b) above,
had had a brother, an older brother, who, he
let it be known, had dominated him cruelly—J. (d) (whom with preposition stranded)
There were other people whom I would have
Updike, 1987; I could not be close to anyone
liked to speak to—G. Butler, 1983; I suppose
who I thought was rejected by God—V. Mehta,
I could say that I am a man whom life has
1988. Cf. THAT (relative pronoun) 1.
passed indifferently by—B. Rubens, 1985; an
(b) (who as interrogative pronoun) You
astronomical fee for this young man—whom
mean Loseby?' 'Who do you think I mean?'—
I guarantee three-quarters of you have never
C. P. Snow, 1979; 'But who's to blame?' asked
heard of-Dxdalus, 1986. Cf. section 3A(d)
Madeleine.-P. P. Read, 1986; We've got Sir
above.
Luke Trimingham.' 'Who?' asked Henry. The
(e) (whom used 'ungrammatically' for
acting knight, that's who,'said Gill—M. Bradwho) ... further alienation of the people
bury, 1987; Who else did I know?-C. Ruwhom, whether he likes it or not, have his fate
mens, 1987.
in their hands—Times, 1984; the baronet
(c) (who introducing an indirect queswhom Golitsin claimed had been the target
tion) The sight of him raised the obvious quesfor homosexual blackmail—P. Wright, 1987;
tion of who was going to restrap his leg-T.
In late 1982, officers of the Royal Ulster ConKeneally, 1985; She wanted to ask who he
stabulary shot dead six people whom they
was—New Yorker, 1987; May I ask who's
said were armed members of the Irish Republispeaking?-C. Rumens, 1987.
can Army—Economist, 1988; Other times, be(d) (who with preposition stranded)
cause they are dealing with people whom they
Who do you think you're speaking to?—W.
know might have recourse to the law, they hold
Mcllvanney, 1985; Who's she talking to?
back the gratuitously offensive nicknamesHas she got a visitor?—P. Lively, 1987; 'Who Guardian, 1988; The junior Civil Servant
does he deal with?' Fred asked—New Yorker, whom the Government has claimed is impli1987; After all, what did she know of his life,
cated in insider dealing has been allowed to
who he went to bed with—I.Murdoch, 1993. return to work at the Office of Fair
(e) (who used where strict grammar
Trading—Times, 1988; Although married
calls for whom) not knowing who is sitting
with three children, he is demanding £5,000
with who in the TV. room—E. Jolley, 1985 from the elderly woman whom he says has
(Aust.); Christ, who went for who first?—V.
ruined his life—Sunday Times, 1990; Mr Irwin
O'Sullivan, 1985 (NZ); 'The country is besaid it would not be fair to name the signatorhind us.' 'Behind who? The unions do not
ies whom he thought despised Mr Roache—
want this demonstration.'—B. Moore, 1987;
Times, 1991; •••far more hostile to Diana
There's a woman called Kristin Johannesdottir whom she believes betrayed the Prince of
who I really admire—Melody Maker, 1988; It Wales—Independent Mag., 1993. Despite
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the antiquity and prevalence of this construction (see section 2 above), it attracts
severe criticism at the present time, and
is best avoided. In all such constructions,
who is still the better form.

whodunit | whose
in these whose always refers to a person:
e.g. Whose book is this?; 'Can you give me
his phone number please?' 'Whose?' The
landlord's.'—C. Rumens, 1987.

2 It is quite another matter in relative
clauses. The twists and turns of gramwhodunit
/hui'dAmt/ is a facetious matical teaching from the 18c. onward
formation, from a 'phonetic' respelling produced the folk-belief that while whose
of who done it?, a non-standard form of was the natural relative pronoun when
who did it?. First recorded in 1930, it is the antecedent was human, or at a pinch
still widely used as a colloquial term for was an animal, it should not be used
a story, play, etc., about the detection of with an inanimate antecedent. The OED
(1923), by contrast, demonstrated that
a crime, esp. a murder.
in all kinds of circumstances from mediwho else's. See ELSE 1.
eval times onwards whose had been used
as a simple relative pronoun with an
whoever etc. 1 Forms. Subjective: who- inanimate antecedent. Fowler (1926) was
ever, whosoever (emphatic), whoe'er (poet- at his most vehement in attacking the
ic), whoso (archaic), whose'er (poetic). rigidity and the prevalence of the folkObjective: whomever (rare, chiefly liter- belief: 'in the starch that stiffens English
ary), whoever (wrong case but common), style one of the most effective ingrediwhomsoever (chiefly literary), whomsoe'er ents is the rule that whose [as a relative
(poetic), whomso (archaic or obsolete). pronoun] shall refer only to persons.'
Possessive: whose everjwhosever (formal After citing some examples of whose used
and rare), whoever's (common in spoken with an inanimate antecedent (includEnglish), whosesoever (archaic or obsolete). ing an example of whose as an objective
Typical examples of whomever. To impose genitive in the opening lines of Milton's
his will on whomever he sees comfortably Paradise Lost: Of man'sfirstdisobedience, and
settled—M. Beerbohm, 1920; ready at once the fruit Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal
to relax with whomever came to hand—A.taste Brought death into the world ...), he
Brookner, 1992.
concluded his article by declaring: 'Let
2 For the emphasizing function of ever us, in the name of common sense, proin the type Who ever can have done this?, hibit the prohibition of whose inanimate;
good writing is surely difficult enough
see EVER 1.
3 In its main uses, whoever (pronoun) without the forbidding of things that
means (a) whatever person or persons, have historical grammar, and present
anyone who (Whoeverfindshim, shoot him intelligibility, and obvious convenience,
dead!—Scott, 1813); (b) used with con- on their side, and lack only—starch.'
4 See WHOSE.

ditional force: if anyone at all, no matter
3 Past and present usage. The second
who (Whoever it is, I won't see them to- edition of the OED (1989) lists numerous
night-M. E. Braddon, 1863).
examples of whose inanimate, including
whole Other. For the NAmer. type a the following: I could a Tale vnfold, whose
lightest word Would harrow vp thy
whole other, see OTHER 6(a).
soule—Shakespeare, 1602; Mountains on
whose barren brest The labouring clouds do
wholly (adv.). Thus spelt, not wholely.
often rest—Milton, 1632; The clock, whose
whom. See WHO AND WHOM.
huge bell... may be heardfiveleagues over the
plain—Southey, 1807; There were pictures
who's is a shortened form of who is
whose context she understood immedi(Who's coming to the party?) and who has
ately—I. McEwan, 1981.
(Who's been reading the proofs?) It is occaTo which may be added: (with person
sionally carelessly used instead of whose:
as antecedent) She was not the only child
e.g. 'Conor,' called Vaun, humping a churn
of milk. "Who's turn to deliver?'—]. Leland,whose parents were divorced—N. Gordimer,
1987; (with animal as antecedent) The
1987.
exhaust from the car irritates the lion, whose
whose. Human or inanimate anteced- head rolls from side to side—New Yorker, 1987;
ent. 1 No problems arise in questions: (with inanimate antecedent) An aged ferry

why I will
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steamer ... whose captain was a White signs of spreading its wings in AmE: e.g.
Russian princeling-R. Sutcliff, 1983; ... But there's much more involved in creating
going to live ... in a hoardinghouse whose enterprisewide applications than mastering
landlady was well known—J. Frame, 1984; Notes—PC Week, 1992; We may be apwe all bear the burden of making personal proaching a point where, on an economywide
decisions whose soundness depends on ourbasis, layoffs may become counterproductiveability—Dxdalus, 1986; ... a deeply dis-Chicago Tribune, 1993.
turbing book ... whose message will remain
with you—Susan Hill, 1986; He looked up wide(-)awake. He is wide awake; but
again at the tank whose huge cannon seemed when used attributively, a very wide-awake
to be pointing at him—P. P. Read, 1986;... person.
bought on an Access card whose credit limitwidely. See WIDE.
has already been exceeded—Daily Tél., 1987;
It is a malady whose effects seem relativelywife. PL wives. See -VE(D) etc.
independent of changes in the language in
wig. See PERIWIG.
which they are experienced—TLS, 1987; Anne
heaved her cases up to the front doors throughwight (a person). A WARDOUR STREET
whose glass panels she could make out a word.
broad lobby—S. Faulks, 1989.
Taken together they demolish the folk- wild. 1 On the principle that hyphens
belief that whose must always have a should not be used except when needed
personal antecedent. But it would be to prevent ambiguity, wild in the sense
equally wrong to suggest that equivalent of not domesticated or cultivated (wild
of which constructions are being driven ass, wild rose) should not ordinarily be
out. Readers may indeed prefer to read given one; but when the two words are
of which instead of whose in several of used together attributively they must
these 1983-9 examples (the captain of be hyphened or consolidated (wild-goose
which; the landlady of which; the soundness
chase, wildcat strike).
of which; etc.). In fact it is likely that
2 Wildly is the adverb. In such phrases
of which constructions outnumber those as run wild, went wild, wild is a predicative
with whose when the antecedent is inani- adjective. See UNIDIOMATIC -LY.
mate, esp. in essays and monographs.
The OED (1923) was on target in its defi- Wilful. Thus spelt in BrE, but as either
nition of whose 'in reference to a thing or willful or wilful in AmE.
things (inanimate or abstract). Originally
the genitive of the neuter what ...; in will (noun). We owe to the German
later use serving as the genitive of which language a relatively small but import..., and usually replaced by of which, ant group of phrases of the type the will
except where the latter would produce to 4- verb or noun. To judge from the OED,
the will to live (reflecting Ger. der Wille zum
an intolerably clumsy form'.
Leben) and the will to power (Ger. der Wille
why. 1 PL whys (in the phr. the whys and zur Macht) entered the language in the
late 19c. These were joined by others in
the wherefores).
the 20c, e.g. will to art (Ger. Wille zur
2 See REASON WHY.
Kunst) an innate human drive towards
wide. It should be borne in mind that artistic creation, will-to-be, will to believe.
there are a good many circumstances, The expressions are mostly derived from
mostly in fixed phrases, in which, Nietzschean philosophy and from anathough widely is theoretically the needed lytic psychology as part of the descripform, wide is the idiomatic form; see tion of instincts and internal drives that
UNiDiOMATic -LY for such uses. Thus wide govern human behaviour.
apart, wide awake, open one's eyes wide, wide
open, is widespread, are all idiomatically will (verb). One needs an advanced
required (not widely apart, etc.); and there course in Old English and the history of
the language to understand the origin
are many more.
and development of what are now taken
-wide. This familiar formative element, to be two separate verbs, namely the will
found, for example, in countrywide, na- that operates as a flexionless auxiliary
tionwide, statewide, and worldwide, shows with a bare infinitive (the judge adjourned
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willful I -wise, -ways

the case and will give his verdict tomorrow) -wise, -ways. 1 An historical note. As
and the will that conjugates in the nor- a terminal element of adverbs, -ways was
mal way (wills, willing, willed; formerly originally a use of the genitive of the
also wiliest) and corresponds to the noun ordinary noun way. From the 12c. onwill 'the faculty of conscious and deliber- ward such adverbs were formed, someate choice of action (he has a will of his times with by-forms ending in -way. This
own)'. For the auxiliary will, see SHALL class of words includes alway(s), anyAND WILL. The full verb will has several way(s), crossway(s), endway(s), and sidemeanings, including, as the COD reminds way(s), not all of which have survived.
us, 'to have as the object of one's will; Parallel to this group of words were
intend unconditionally (what God wills; many with the same first element but
willed that we should succeed)'.
with -wise (from OE wise 'way, manner,
fashion') as ending, e.g. anywise, crosswise,
willful. See WILFUL.
edgewise, and sidewise. The two types
wimmin. This semi-phonetic spelling made contact, and came to be thought
was used early in the 20c. as an ironical of by some as two forms of the same
term for 'women' (e.g. "Wimmin's a toss up,' word. Dr Johnson (in his Dictionary s.v.
says Uncle Penstemon—H. G. Wells, 1910; Way 25) went further and said that 'Way
and ways are now often used corruptly
'Didn't I tell you?' sniffed Grumpy. 'She's crazy.
Wimmin! Pah!'—Snow White and the Sevenfor -wise', and this statement, as the OED
Dwarfs, 1938), It was adopted by feminists points out, 'has probably led many to
by the 1980s as a form not containing the prefer -wise to -ways or -way on the ground
ending -men. In Britain the word was par- of supposed correctness'.
ticularly applied to the women protesAs a result of these word-forming proters camped outside an American airbase cesses, spread out over many centuries,
at Greenham Common in Berkshire. In the use of -ways and -way as free-forming
America it has been widely used since the adverbial suffixes had come to an end by
late 1970s in writing by or about femin- the 20c. But most of the well-established
ists. A typical example (from a university forms have survived, e.g. anyway,
campus newspaper of 1992): The Women's breadthways,
crossways, edgeways,
Center and the Department of African-Amer-lengthways, sideways, and widthways.
ican Student Affairs are sponsoring a firesideWhile -way(s) as a free-forming terminal
on 'Black Wimmin's sexuality and its impactelement died away, -wise, meaning 'in
on sister-to-sister relationships'. Whether it the manner of, has continued to thrive
will stretch its wings in the 21c. or just as it has done since the 14c. Some exgently drop out of use remains to be seen. amples: Let us try once more to argue Cardinalwise—W. Hughes, 1677; Priests sitting
wind (verbs). The verb meaning to twist,
with
their legs tucked up, tailor-wise, in the
coil, go on a circular course, etc. (pronounced /waind/, pa.t. wound /waund/) is attitude ofBuddha-Cornhill Mag., 1885; Her
unconnected with that meaning to ex- mass of chestnut hair parted Rossetti-wise
haust the breath (wind /wmd/, pa.t. winded in the middle-R. Macaulay, 1923; It ...
/'wmdid/). The verb meaning to sound a swerved out of control and came crabwise
wind instrument, esp. a bugle, by blow- down the middle lane and hit my lorry—limes,
1963; dangling his arms beside his hips and
ing is unstable: it is often pronounced
/wamd/ rather than /wmd/, with pa.t. and rolling his head idiotwise—J. Mclnerney,
pa.pple either winded or wound /waund/. 1985.
Neither verb is connected with the noun
2 Distribution of forms in -way, -ways,
wound /wuind/ 'injury' or its correspond- and -wise. To judge from the COD (1990)
ing verb wound /wuind/.
the commoner adverbs of these types
still in use are as follows: anyway (arch.
windward is invariable (not -wards) as
adj., adv., and noun. It means (on) the anywise); breadthways, breadthwise; clockside from which the wind is blowing (as wise; contrariwise; cornerwise; crabwise;
crosswise, var. crossways; edgeways, var.
opp. to LEEWARD).
edgewise; endways, var. endwise; lengthways,
wine, wire. The corresponding adjs. are var. lengthwise; likewise; nowise, var. noway;
respectively winy and wiry. See -EY AND -Y otherwise; sideways, var. sidewise; slantwise;
IN ADJECTIVES.
widthways, widthwise.

wish I without
3 New use of -wise. Somewhere about
1940, chiefly in informal contexts, but
also in more serious ones, -wise began to
be tacked on to nouns (including verbal
nouns in -ing) with the broad meaning 'as
regards, in respect of'. The habit began in
America and continues to be commoner
in AmE than in other forms of English.
Fastidious speakers treat it with mild
disdain, or with a shrug of the shoulders
as if to say that its use in this way is
inevitable, painful or too clever by half
though it is. Some examples: Plotwise, it
offers little more or little less ofwhat-happensnext interest than may be found [etc.]—
Saturday Rev., 1948; John Robert Russell, 13th
Duke of Bedford ...in twelve TV performances,
was the greatest, successwise, among the
aristocrats—Spectator, 1958; Acting-wise, I
like Katharine Hepburn, Joanne Woodward,
Judy Garland and, of course, Marilyn—Gossip
(Holiday Special), 1981; did I do the proper
thing, etiquettewise, by just standing there
..., watching and saying nothing?—Chicago
Sun-Times, 1992; They all kept up with me,
drinkingwise—New Yorker, 1993.
w i s h (verb). Freely used with a direct
object to mean 'to want, desire' from OE
times onwards, the type was described
by the OED (1928) as 'Now dial.; superseded in standard English by wish for,
or colloq. in certain contexts by want'.
Typical examples: Would you wish a little
more hot water, ma'am?—Dickens, 1854;
[The maid] flew into a rage, and wanted to
know if I wished a month's notice—W. R. H.
Trowbridge, 1901. My impression is that
the OED's judgement is the right one, at
least for the UK. But WDEU (1989) regards
the use as 'certainly standard' (in America), citing some insubstantial evidence
in support: e.g. a majority of employees
wished a union shop—Current Biography,
1948.
wishful. Passing out of use is the type
wishful followed by a to-infinitive, e.g. I
was wishful to say a word to you, sir (Dickens,
1852). The word is also on the retreat in
the sense '(of a person) wishing, desirous'
used in other constructions, e.g. J am but
Jason, who dwells here alone ... Wishful for
happy days (W. Morris, 1867); Wishful from
my soul That truth should triumph (R.
Browning, 1875). The word's strength
now is in the phr. wishful thinking and
derivatives, used as disparaging terms
for beliefs or expectations that go beyond
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the facts and will almost certainly fail.
Wishful thinking is a relatively new term:
the earliest example in the OED is one
of 1932.
wisteria /wis'trana/, any plant of the
genus Wisteria, is much the commoner
form, not wistaria, even though most
authorities say that it was named after
Casper Wistor (1761-1818), an American
anatomist. (The R.H.S. Gardeners' Encycl. of
Plants & Flowers, 1991 printing, lists only
Wisteria.)
wit (verb). Except for the phr. towit{ =
that is to say; namely) and the derived
adverbs wittingly and unwittingly, this
verb ( = to know) survives chiefly in the
1st and 3rd singular present wot (esp. in
T. E. Brown's often quoted remark (1892)
A garden is a lovesome thing, God wot!). See
WARDOUR STREET.
Witch-. SeewYCH-.

witenagemot

/'witanaga,maut/. The

name of a n Anglo-Saxon national council
(lit. 'a meeting of wise men').
With. See AGREEMENT 4 .
withal (adv.), moreover, as well, etc. A
WARDOUR STREET WOrd.
withe /wi8, wiô, waiô/, a flexible shoot of
willow or osier used for tying a bundle
of wood, etc. This form (pi. withes) is
as acceptable as withy /'wiôi/, pi. withies.
(Note that the Bible (1611) has the pi.
form withs: And Samson said vnto her, If
they binde mee with seuen greene withs . . .
then shall I be weake—Judg. 16: 7.)
withhold. Thus spelt, not withold.

without.
I 1 = outside.
2 As conj. = unless.
3 Repetition after or.
I 4 without hardly.
1 = outside. Both as adverb (listening
to the wind without; clean within and
without), as preposition (is without the pale
of civilization), the word retains this
meaning; but it is no longer for all styles,
having now a literary or WARDOUR STREET

sound that may be very incongruous
or even ambiguous. Awareness of this
recessive meaning of without is essential,
for example, in this passage written by
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witticism | woman

the Irish poet Cecil Frances Alexander of comment on it between her and Lily. The
(1818-95): There is a green hill far away, English for without hardly is almost without.
Without a city wall, Where the dear Lord But the use continues to turn up now and
was crucified, Who died to save us all.
then: e.g. They manage to weave together
2 As conj. = unless. Once (14-17c.) in without hardly ever touching—New Musical
standard literary use (e.g. Such a one, as Express, 1992. Vulgarity persists.
a man may not speake of, without he say sir
reuerence—Shakespeare, 1591), this type witticism. An ingenious hybrid formawas described by Johnson in his Diction- tion coined by Dryden in 1677 from witty
ary (1755) as 'not in use' (he cited two (adj.) after criticism.
examples from the work of Sir Philip
wizard. For Wizard of the North, see
Sidney). It has subsequently become reSOBRIQUETS.
stricted to regional or demotic speech
in the UK and Ireland, and is also liable
wizened (adj.). The survivor of three
to turn up in the sense 'without its being
adjectival forms (the other two being
the case that' in regional or workingwizen and weazen) meaning 'thin and
class speech in America and elsewhere.
shrivelled'. It was originally (16c.) reExamples: Everything she looked at was that
child ...She couldn't lie with that man stricted to Scottish texts but is now a
without she saw it—F. O'Connor, 1955; Mangeneral English word. All three words
can put up with only so much without he answer ultimately to an OE verb wisnian
descends a rung or two on the old evolutionary'to shrivel'. Wizen (first recorded in the
ladder—E. Albee, 1962; the silly bitch can't18c.) is a clipped form of wizened, while
even keep the fire going without I have to weazen (19c.) is what etymologists call an
rouse on her—M. Eldridge, 1984 (Aust.); You 'altered form' of wizen (adj.).
see, Father, our parents won't let us outside
without we put our uniforms on—H. Mantel, wolf. See -VE(D) etc.
1989; I can truthfully say he never sat an
wolverine /'wulva.riin/, a NAmer. and
exam without he was bad with his asthmaEurasian animal. Thus spelt, not -ene. In
Pat Barker, 1991; There's no way they can
AmE
the main stress tends to fall on the
develop that site now without I sell them my
properties, and I'm not doing that—P. Lively, final syllable.
1991; The top copy for the customer, the
woman. A great deal about the currency
carbon for ourselves. You couldn't do business
and distribution of this word has already
without you keep a record of receipts—W.
been said s.v. FEMALE; FEMININE DESTrevor, 1994.
IGNATIONS; GENTLEWOMAN; WIMMIN. See

3 Repetition after or. It can be done
without any fear of his knowing it, or
without other evil consequences. The wellmeant repetition of without is often needless, even wrong. See OR 2.

also the next entry and WOMYN. For the
sense 'women in general', womankind
(rather than womenkind) or womenfolk
seem to be the favoured words now. The
20c. phrase women's liberation (and the
4 without hardly. Example: The introduc- shortened form women's lib), meaning the
tion of the vast new refineries has been broughtliberation of women from inequalities
about quickly, silently, and effectively, andand subservient status in relation to
without the surrounding community men, is less often heard in the 1990s as
hardly being aware of what was happening. the old barriers come down one by one.
Again, like sense 2, this is non-standard, There is no slackening, however, in the
in that it represents a joining of a nega- use of the term women's rights (coined in
tive word and an approximate negative, the 17c), esp. with reference to the legal
i.e. is dangerously close to being a double entitlement of women to the same terms
negative. It is the kind of construction as men in conditions of employment, in
that should not appear outside the set- the selection of candidates as MPs, etc.
ting down of demotic speech. Trollope And women's studies, academic studies
should not have used the phrase in It concerning women's role in society, hisseemed to her as though she had neglected tory, etc., has become a central option
some duty in allowing Crosbie's conduct to in the degree syllabuses of universities
have passed away without hardly a word and in writing in general.

-woman | word order
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-woman. There has been a noticeable pronunciation /wAnt/, useful in differdecline in the frequency of use of com- entiating this word from won't ( = will
pounds in -woman in the 20c, mostly by not), has been preserved in AmE (as one
the use of genderless equivalent terms of at least three standard pronuncisuch as woman police constable (abbrev. ations), but not in BrE, in which the
WPC) for policewoman. But many such standard pronunciation is /waunt/.
terms remain in common use, including the following (policewoman among woodbine (wild honeysuckle) is the
them) which are all listed in the COD established form, not woodbind, though
(1990) without restrictive labels of any the word is derived from OE wudubind(e).
kind: airwoman, chairwoman, charwoman,
horsewoman, kinswoman, needlewoman, WOOdenness. Thus spelt, not woodeness.
oarswoman, policewoman, saleswoman,
woof. See WARP (noun).
servicewoman, spokeswoman, tradeswoman,
washerwoman.
wool makes, in BrE, woollen, woolly, and
in AmE woolen, woolly (also wooly).
womanish, womanlike, womanly. See
FEMALE etC.

word-division. See HYPHENS 6.

womyn (pi. noun). A factitious formation coined by feminists to replace -men
as a sequence of letters in the word
women. A headline in a 1991 issue of
an American newspaper: How to 'Do' the
Michigan Womyn's Music Festival.

word order. 1 The legitimate inversion
of subject/verb/complement order is
treated in numerous articles in this book
(see esp. INVERSION). Some typical examples follow: Only in the dream-sequence,
where he debates with the devil, is he triumphant—Kenneth Muir, 1987; Nor am
wonder (verb). 1 For I shouldn't wonder
I pretending that there can be only one
if it didn't rain, see NOT 5.
legitimate interprétation—idem, 1987; Only
2 wonder whether/if. In formal style in recent times have they insisted on and
sometimes construed with a subjunctive begun to receive justice-Dxdalus, 1988;
in the dependent clause: e.g. Hilliard won- Rarely do they remind the stranger that
dered whether Barton were not right after they have the privilege of living in one of the
oil—Susan Hill, 1971; Watching her de- world's most dramatic environments—ibid.,
parting figure ...he wondered whether he 1988; Beats there a heart amongst us so
were any happier—A. Brookner, 1989; theyjaded ... that it has failed to be touched ...
had never had a serious conversation, and she by the sound of Roy Orbison ...?—The Face,
wondered if that were wrong—idem, 1992. 1989.

2 Unfortunately,
however, unintended humour is often brought about
by the careless ordering of words. Some
typical examples follow (they happen
to be from American newspapers, but
similarly inept examples could doubtless
be found in newspapers anywhere in the
DON'T; SHAN'T.
English-speaking world): One of the biggest
wont(ed). Wont, the pa.pple of an obsol- supporters of Schoolfest was Carolyn Blount,
ete verb won (OE gewunian, pa.pple ge- who donated the $21.5 million complex along
wunod) 'to accustom oneself to', is still with her husband, Winton; 'His humility
used as a predicative adjective (as he is and his courage are something we will always
wont to do). The participial origin of the remember,' said coach Bill McCartney, com
word having been forgotten, wont was menting publicly about Aunese's death for
used as a verb (Talbot is taken, whom wethe first time; She strongly disapproves of
wont to feare—Shakespeare, 1591) and ac- our living together for religious reasons;
quired a pa.pple of its own, wonted. In 'Sure enough, somebody at the San Diego
its other parts the verb is no longer used, hospital where she was born erroneously
but wonted survives as an attributive adj. had typed in "male"'; She did not want her
(he showed his wonted skill). There is also a last name used to protect her daughter's
noun wont (as is his wont). The traditional identity.
won't. From a welter of contracted
forms of woll not = will not (among them
wonnot, woonnot, wo'nt, some of them recorded as early as the 15c), won't emerged in the 17c. as the standard one, the
others now being dialectal or obsolete. Cf
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work I worn-out humour

work (verb). Perhaps the most important world. AH the world and his wife: first
development to this polysémie verb found in print in the early 18c. as a
(from OE wyrcan) is the virtual disap- hyperbolical way of describing a large
pearance of its true pa.t. and pa.pple and miscellaneous gathering of people
wrought (OE worhte; geworht). Richly docu- of both sexes present at a function of
mented in the OED from Anglo-Saxon any kind (e.g. Miss. Pray, Madam, who were
times onward, wrought began to be chal- the Company? Lady Smart. Why, there was
lenged by worked in the 15c, and worked is all the World, and his Wife-Swift, 1731-8),
'now the normal form except in archaic the type was harshly, it seems to me,
usage (in which the older form wrought described by Fowler (1926) as an example
may appear in any sense), and in senses of'worn-out humour'. The OED and other
which denote fashioning, shaping, or dictionaries simply list the phrase
decorating with the hand or an imple- without condemnatory labels of any
ment' (OED, 1928). Of course anyone who kind.
reads the Bible or pre-1900 literary works
is familiar with wrought: e.g. And by the worldly. Take care not to write it as
hands of the Apostles, were many signes andwordly, a common mistake.
wonders wrought among the people-Acts
(AV) 5: 12; A splendid cover ...of tapestry worn-out humour. There is nothing so
richly wrought—Cowper, 1784. One no- tired as a tired joke, nor so unamusing as
table survivor is the participial adj. an overused piece of facetious wordplay.
wrought in wrought iron. But not one per- However hilarious a pun or a deliberate
son in a thousand would recognize the misquotation was on first (or even
second and third) hearing, it can outstay
connection with the verb work. Another
its welcome. To a new generation the
reasonably common residual use is the
jolly turns of phrase that amused our
adj. wrought-up, agitated or excited: e.g.
parents
and
grandparents
seem
I got so wrought up watching that trembly
laboured—and, what is worse, we have
little fellow that I started cheering him onheard them before, and more than once.
New Yorker, 1987.
It is not the great comic writers of the
The phrases work havoc and wreak havoc past who now make us groan—The Diary
(in which wreak is not etymologically of a Nobody and Tristram Shandy, Evelyn
related to work or wrought) are still locked Waugh and P. G. Wodehouse, Damon
in battle: the indications are that work
Runyon and Ogden Nash, will surely
havoc but wreaked havoc will prevail as an never lose their savour. But how worn
uneasy pair. Logic does not necessarily out are such jests as May all your troubles
play much of a part in linguistic develop- be little ones or Don't do anything I wouldn't
ment.
do; such farewell formulas as See you later,
alligator or Hasta la vista; such toasts as
workaday. Since the Middle Ages, work- Down the hatch; such parodies as to — or
aday, workday, and working day have all not to — ; such tired quotations as single
been used as nouns meaning 'a day on blessedness; no respecter of persons; Water,
which work is done (as distinct from a water, everywhere, Nor any drop to drink;
holiday or a day off)'. The distribution such oxymorons as the gentle art of doing
of the three forms before the 20c. is not something ungentle, or the tender mercies
easily determinable, but at the present of a martinet; the insufferability of such
time it would seem that as nouns worka- truisms as he does not suffer fools gladly;
day is obsolete, while workday and work- such needless euphemisms as in an intering day are still very much in use in all esting condition or pushing up daisies; such
forms of English. As an attributive adj. méioses as the herring pond or epithets
workaday means (a) ordinary, everyday; the reverse of complimentary; such playful
humdrum, routine; (b) characteristic of, archaisms as hight or whilom or yclept;
used on days at work. In AmE, workday such Gallicisms as give one furiously to
also means the period of time in a day think and return to one's muttons; such
during which work is performed (an sobriquets as his nibs and trick cyclist; such
eight-hour workday). In BrE, working day arch appellations as my better half, your
would be the preferred term in this lady wife, or (the demotic equivalent) the
wife; such amputated forms as couth,
sense.

worry | worser
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kempt, and shevelled; such blends (of hundreds) as edutainment and shopportunity;
such threadbare circumlocutations as
well endowed with this world's goods—all
these, and many more, are overdue for
a long rest, if not permanent banishment
from the language. See also CLICHÉ;

specific sexual sense has placed earlier
general senses at risk, e.g. erection and
intercourse. The word gay in the sense
'homosexual', to the dismay of many
people, has largely displaced the traditional senses 'light-hearted, carefree'.
Sleaze and sleazy are no longer applied to
the flimsiness of textiles but to instances
HACKNEYED PHRASES; IRRELEVANT ALLUof moral turpitude, esp. in regard to
SION; PEDANTIC HUMOUR; POLYSYLLABIC
financial transactions and sexual affairs
HUMOUR.
of a scandalous nature. Egregious, once
worry. For inflexions, see VERBS IN -IE, capable of meaning 'towering above the
etc. 6.
flock, remarkable' now normally means
'outstandingly bad, flagrant', i.e. remarkworsen. See -EN VERBS FROM ADJECTIVES.
The OED has an interesting note on the able in a bad sense.
word's history: 'The word [first recorded
The linguistic processes of amelioraC1225 but with no record of use between tion and pej oration are immensely com1670 and 1806] is common in dialect (see plicated, as the OED reveals in its
Eng. Dial. Diet.) and was introduced to treatment of thousands of upward-movliterature C1800-1830 (by writers like ing, downward-sliding, and sidewaysSouthey and De Quincey) as a racy verna- moving words. The only certainty is that
cular substitute for deteriorate and the all three processes will continue inexorlike.' 'Racy' it no longer is: just a routine ably and often for long periods unverb playing an ordinary part in the noticed by the majority of a given
standard language.
community. Readers may wish to pursue
worsened words. Changes in the mean- the history of some ordinary words such
ing of words often reflect the value or as buxom, candid, crafty, genteel, knave,
values of what they stand for. Over the lewd, sad, silly, specious, and villain to see
course of history a great many words the way in which the language treats its
have become commendatory or have lost own components. C. S. Lewis's Studies in
their pejorative connotations: e.g. boy Words is a mine of information about
(fettered person -> male servant -* male some of these words. Fuller treatment
child), meticulous (over-scrupulous -> very of them all is available in the OED.
careful, accurate), PRESTIGE, and PRESTI-

GIOUS. An even larger number have gone
in the opposite direction, i.e. have worsened in meaning. Colonialism was once
seen as a benevolent process bringing
Western values and civilization to barbarous and backward countries and their
populations. Events of the last century
or so have led to the 'liberation' of most
of the former colonies of Britain, France,
Spain, and some other European countries, and colonialism and imperialism have
become deeply suspect concepts. Appeasement, after five centuries of use in contexts denoting pleasure or satisfaction,
moved into pejorative territory in the
1930s when Neville Chamberlain embarked on a foreign policy of conciliation
by concession. Collaboration and collaborator took on sinister connotations during
the war of 1939-45. Democracy has become a questionable term to apply to
the systems of government adopted by
many countries that are members of
the United Nations. In several words a

worser. This double comparative has a
long literary history beginning in the
late 15c: e.g. Chang'd to a worser shape
thou canst not be—Shakespeare, 1591 ; I find
she is A diuell, worser then the worst in hell—].
Ford, 1633; Fori, e'en I, the bondsman of a
worser man was made—W. Morris, 1887;
Some gals is better, some wusser than some—E.
Pound, 1959; The people oh Lord Are sinful
and sad Prenatally biassed Grow worser born
bad—Stevie Smith, 1975The OED's verdict (1928) on the status
of the word is still about right: 'The word
was common in the 16th and 17th c. as
a variant of 'worse', in all its applications. In modern use, it is partly a literary
survival (esp. in phrases like the worser
part, sort, half), partly dial, and vulgar.' Its
vulgar use is illustrated by the following
examples: Your poor dear wife as you uses
worser nor a dog—Dickens, 1835; That's my
new word. Yeah, it's gonna be worser. You
know, worse to worser—Interview (US), 1990.
For the analogous lesser, see LESS 4.
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worship I wrath, wrathful, wroth

worship makes worshipped, worshipper, 14c. to the 19c. the of could also be
worshipping in BrE, but often worshiped
idiomatically omitted (Dame Polish is a
etc. in AmE. See -P-, -PP-.
figure well worthy the cordial and lavish
commendation of Gifford—Swinburne). The
worst. The idiomatic phr. If the worst omission of of is no longer permissible
come(s) to the worst has been in standard except perhaps in highly stylized work
use in Britain since the late 16c. In AmE ('in exalted contexts', as Fowler (1926)
the usual form lacks the definite article, expressed it).
i.e. if worst comes to worst; and sometimes
worse is used instead of the first worst or -worthy. Used as a combining form
producing adjs. meaning (i) deserving
even instead of both.
(blameworthy, noteworthy), (ii) suitable or
worsted. Pronounce /'wustid/.
fit for (airworthy, newsworthy, roadworthy).
They all seem so obvious. But a very large
worth, worth while, worth-while, number of such compounds have fallen
worthwhile. All four forms may be by the wayside since they came into the
legitimately used but are set about with language. Among the casualties (with
rules. To start with, worth, when used as the date of first record indicated) are the
an adjective, may only be used predi- following: deathworthy 13c, faith- 16c;
catively (This Rembrandt is worth a million fame- 17c; fault- 16c; honour- 16c; labourpounds), and, as shown in this example, 17c; laugh- 17c; love- 13c; mark- 19c;
must always have what can best be de- name- 16c; pains- 17c; sale- 16c; scornscribed as an object (we cannot say This 17c: song- 19c; thank- 14c: wonder- 17c:
Rembrandt is worth). The object can be a worship- 16c.
verbal noun (This is worth saying). It can
And among the survivors, some of
also be the word while, originally in this them first used in this century or the
construction a plain noun, but now seen last, are: airworthy 19c; battle- 19c; blamesimply as an element that can be tacked
14c; hate- 20c; news- 20c; note- 16c; praiseon to worth without seeming unidio- 16c; road- 19c; sea- 19c; trust- 19c. Of
matic: this is worth while literally means these, battleworthy and hateworthy already
'this is worth the necessary expenditure look vulnerable. Others may follow as
of time'. (For the sense 'time' we have the language stumbles on into the 21c.
only to recall phrases like a long while
ago.) Another of the restrictions is that would. See SHOULD AND WOULD, where
the type This is worth while saying is un- some of the main distinctions are set
grammatical: simply omit while. By the down, esp. the dominance of would or 'd
same token, while should be omitted in even with the first-person pronouns I
the following examples: A spare captain, and we. For would of= would have, see OF
to take charge of any prize that might be C. 1.
worth while turning into a raider; Was not
wove (pa.pple and adj.). Instead of woven
that a line worth while pursuing?
the usual form for these parts of weave
When used predicatively worth while is
(verb)2 (of fabrics etc.), wove is used to
normally written as two separate words
mean 'Of paper: made on a wire-gauze
(the experiment was worth while). When the
mesh so as to have a uniform unlined
two words are used attributively (a use
surface' (New SOED). So wove mould, paper,
first emerging at the end of the 19c.)
etc.
they should be hyphened (a worth-while
experiment) or, now more commonly, wove (pa.t.). See WEAVE (verb).
written as one word (a worthwhile experiment). The use of the solid form worthwhile wrack. See RACK; NERVE-RACKING.
in the predicative position (the experiment
wraith. PI. wraiths /reiGs/. See -TH (9) etc.
was worthwhile) is undesirable, though
now regrettably common.
wrapt, wrapped, rapt. See RAPT.
worthy. Used to mean 'by reason of
merit or excellence', worthy is usually
constructed with of before a following
noun or noun phrase (thought such services
worthy of some recognition), but from the

wrath, wrathful, wroth. The first two
are literary words for extreme anger and
extremely angry respectively, and are
normally pronounced in BrE /ro0/ and
/'roGful/; but /ro:8/ is also standard in both

wreak | Wykehamist
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words. Wroth, usually pronounced /rau0/, hardly used pa.pple of write. Some exis an archaic predicative adj., esp. in the amples of writ large and of other phrases
phr. wax wroth, meaning angry (e.g. Then containing writ (drawn from the OED):
the old man Was wroth, and doubled up his The man was no more than the boy writ large,
hands—Tennyson). In AmE, /rae0/, /rae0ful/, with an extensive commentary-G. Eliot,
and /ro:8/, respectively, are the usual 1866; That my life ... Was but a tale Writ
large by Zeus—L. Morris, 1877; This year's
standard pronunciations.
Defence White Paper ...is last year's writ
wreak is related to wreck at one remove. quietly—Times, 1959; In a curious way he's
The difference is that wreak is the direct [sc. Sir Isaac Hayward's] an amalgam, writ
descendant of a standard OE verb wrecan small, of Attlee, Morrison and Bevin—
'to avenge, drive away, etc.', while wreck Observer, 1961; Every project has success writ
is an adoption in ME of an Anglo-Norman large all over it—Author, 1994.
verb wrec, itself a descendant via ON
of a Germanic verb *wrekan. The same wrong (adv.) occupies half as much space
reconstructed form is the ancestor of OE in the OED as wrong (adj.) and five times
wrecan (wreak). The subsequent history more space than the notionally correct
of the two verbs has been set down with adverbial form wrongly. In other words
great thoroughness in the OED. It is all the subtleties attending the various uses
very complicated. For the connection are considerable. Adverbial wrong tends
between wreak havoc and work havoc, see to be the choice when the sense required
is 'in a direction different from the right
WORK (verb).
or true one, astray' (e.g. Tintoret... may
wreath. PI. wreaths pronounced either lead you wrong ifyou don't understand him—
/ri:ôz/ or /ri:0s/. The corresponding verb Ruskin); or 'mistakenly, erroneously' (e.g.
wreathe is pronounced /ri:6/. See -TH (0), In spite of her care and assiduity she guessed
wrong—Thackeray); in the phrases go
etc.
wrong (e.g. There are more ways of going
wrestle. The medial t is silent. Pro- wrong than of going right—Herbert
Spencer), or (somewhat slangily) get
nounce /'resal/. See PRONUNCIATION 4.
wrong (e.g. Don't get me wrong; there's no
wrick. See CRICK.
offence meant—N. Freeling, 1974); and in
a limited number of compounds, e.g.
write. The transitive AmE use = 'to com- wrong-footed, -headed. Wrongly (rather than
municate with (a person) in writing' is wrong) is essential before the verb it govshown in the following examples from erns (e.g. he has been wrongly accused); and
short stories in the New Yorker: I had also in the phrase rightly or wrongly (the
written my mother about all this (1987); Liza,adverbial phr. right or wrong does not
my dear, I have never written you yet to thankexist in standard English).
you for going out to our house (1993). This
Cf. RIGHT.
construction was formerly standard in
wroth.
See WRATH.
BrE ('frequent from c 1790' says the OED),
but it is now in restricted use unless wrought. See WORK (verb).
accompanied by a second (direct) object,
as in I shall write you a letter as soon as I landwry. The various extended forms are
in Borneo. In old-fashioned commercial wryer, wryest, wryly, rather than wrier, etc.
correspondence the types We wrote you wych(-). The customary spellings of the
yesterday; Please write us at your convenience
two main trees involved are wych elm and
were often used, but nowadays to would witch hazel. (Sometimes with hyphens.)
normally be inserted before you and us.
The first element wych(-) has nothing to
do with witches, but is derived from OE
writ large. In the ever-popular, usu. wic(e)-, a formative element related to a
figurative, phr. writ large, first recorded verb meaning 'to bend'.
in the 17c. (New Presbyter is but Old Priest
writ large—Milton), writ is an otherwise Wykehamist. Thus spelt.

Xx
-X, as plural of loanwords from French. siastical, medieval, etc., Latin) ending in
It is still customary to write -x instead -i6n-em, spellings with -xion and -ction
of the English -s in many of the plurals have been in use in English at one time
of words in -eau and -eu adopted as loan- or another; similarly with some adjs. in
words from French, but to pronounce -xtve and -dive. The main words conthem with /z/, as in English plurals. Regu- cerned (with the related -ive adjs. given
larizing them all to a compulsory final (in brackets) where they exist) are: com-s, though theoretically desirable, seems plexion; connection/connexion (connective);
likely to be a long drawn-out process. crucifixion; deflection (deflective); genuThe main difficulty is that we like the flexion/genuflection; inflexion/inflection; relook of final -x as a plural marker in flection (reflective/reflexive); transfixion. The
words that are recognizably loanwords choice of -ct- in connection etc. has been
governed partly by the spelling of the
from French.
For words in the following lists (each related verbs (connect, deflect, genuflect, inof which is treated at its corrected alpha- flect, reflect), and partly by the multitude
betical place), -x is recommended for the of English nouns ending in -tion.
For more details about the above
plural forms, except for adieu, portmanteau, purlieu, and tonneau, for each of words, see each of them at their alphawhich -s is dominant; and also except betical place in the dictionary.
for flambeau and trousseau, which may
have either -s or -x. The plural of all the Xmas. In this abbreviated form of
words is pronounced /-z/, except that the Christmas, which is first recorded in the
x of jeux d'esprit, prie-dieux, and usu. of 18c, X represents the first letter (chi)
milieux, is left unpronounced.
of the Greek word for Christ, namely
(in -eau) bandeau, beau, bureau, château,
XpïoTÔç. Its convenience accounts for its
flambeau, fricandeau, plateau, portmanteau,common use in commercial printing and
rondeau, rouleau, tableau, tonneau, trous- in personal letters and diaries, but in
seau, (in -eu) adieu, jeu d'esprit, milieu, prie-spoken English it is usually pronounced
dieu, purlieu.
like 'Christmas' rather than as 'ex-mass',
though the latter pronunciation is not
xebec /'ziibek/, small Mediterranean
uncommon.
boat. Thus spelt, not zebec.
-xion, -xive. In a small group of nouns
drawn from Latin nouns (classical, eccle-

X-ray. Thus spelt (with capital X and
hyphen).

Yy
-y. For the suffix used in making adject- ye, but is 'properly' /ôi:/, and in any case
ives from nouns (racy, etc.), as it affects is just a variant of the definite article.
spelling, see -EY AND -Y IN ADJECTIVES. For

the diminutive suffixes -y (Johnny) and -ie yeah /jea/. The conventional spelling of
a shortened form of yes. It occurs in
(bookie, doggie, etc.), see HYPOCORISTIC.
the spoken word with greater frequency
y'all. SeeYou-ALL.
than is realized by many standard speakers. It is also used in the phr. Oh yeah? to
y and i. There are a few words in which express incredulity.
i and y are interchangeable (for these,
publishing houses usually adopt a house year. 1 For the use of in in the phrases
spelling), a few others in which BrE prac- in a year and in years, see IN 2.
tice differs from that of AmE, and a
2 A possessive apostrophe is needed
handful containing the letters in successive syllables making it difficult to in the types jive years' imprisonment (conremember which is i and which is y. The trast a year's imprisonment) and in two
main words involved are (those in small years' time.
capitals are treated in separate articles): yellowhammer. The latest view on the
etymology of this bird-name is that the
cider, CIPHER, GYPSY, Libya(n), LICH-GATE, second element -hammer is perhaps from
Mytilene, PYGMY, SIBYL, SIPHON, SIREN, OE amore (name of an unidentified bird,
STILE (over a fence), STYLE (manner), but with cognates in some other GerSTYMIE, SYLLABUB, SYLVAN, TIRO, TYRE ( o f
manic languages), possibly conflated
wheel), WYCH elm.
with OE hama 'covering, feathers'. The
full name yellowhammer has not been
Yankee. The mistaken practice of ap- found before the mid-i6c, and then only
plying this term, and also its shortened in the form yelambre.
form Yank, to any citizen of the USA
persists in Britain and in many other yen (Japanese currency unit). PI. the
English-speaking countries. Yankee was same.
originally the nickname of those who
lived in New England; at its most com- yeoman. Yeoman service and yeoman's
prehensive a hundred years later it was service are both standard, but the greater
extended contemptuously by the confed- ease of the former has made it the more
erates during the American Civil War to usual form.
all soldiers of the federal armies. The
derivation of the word has been the sub- yes (noun). PI. yeses. See -s-, -ss-.
ject of much discussion and no agree- yet. 1 (adv.). Most uses of yet (and of as
ment.
yet and but yet) are uncontroversial, but it
yclept. An archaic or jocular word
meaning 'called (by the name of)', a
direct descendant of OE gecleopod, pa.
pple of cleopian 'to call, name'. See
WORN-OUT HUMOUR.

ye (definite article). Sometimes written
as y\ A pseudo-archaic form of the (as
in Ye Olde Tea-Shoppe), in which y is
descendant of a 14c. handwritten form
of the OE and ME runic letter p (thorn),
which had come to resemble the letter
y. It is pronounced /ji:/ like the pronoun

has an uneasy and complex relationship
with some uses of still: witness these
examples (from sources outside England): You know you look ill yet, very ill—].
Winter, 1888; It says here in the newspaper
that Mrs. Throckmorton was shot in her apar
ment last night, and the bullet is in her yet—a
Amer, newspaper, 1988. (In both cases
thestill, correctly positioned, is required in
England.) The type Is it raining yet? unambiguously means 'Has it started to rain
yet?' in England, but in Scotland could be
taken to mean 'Is it still raining?' if the
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Yiddish | yous, youse

yet is accented. The Amer. Heritage Diet. (3rdwith a plural meaning by those to whom
edn, 1992) in a usage note identifies an the form is native, although often misinformal use of yet that is not current in understood as a singular by outlanders'
England: 'In formal style yet in the sense (CGEL)). Examples: (y'all) Une' Toby won't
"up to now" requires that the accom- feel right if y'all don't eat his lovely food—
panying verb be in the present perfect, E. J. Gaines, 1968; Yes, Doctor. Youll be in
rather than in the simple past: He hasn't the breakfast room. Y'all have a nice day—
started yet, not He didn't start yet.' In other J. S. Borthwick, 1982; The only reason I
words, in informal AmE a do-support can't do that is I would then be laundering
negative construction + infinitive is some- fall's money, which I can't do—Chicago Tribtimes used instead of the BrE type of have une, 1988. (you-all) You-all certainly is used
not + pa.pple.
as singular in the Ozarks—I have heard it
2 (conj.). Formerly the presence of the daily for weeks at a time—Amer. Speech, 1927;
conjunction yet often led to the reversal In almost a score ofyears of residence in North
of word order in the immediately follow- Carolina I have never heard anyone say 'you
ing words. Example: Though ye haue lien all', unless the plural was definitely and disamong the pots, yet shall yee bee as the tinctly intended—ibid., 1944; 'Don't forget to
wings of a doue—Ps. (AV) 68:13. Such inver- get you-all some beer!' Ruth calls out to the
men—S. Gaddis in New Yorker, 1990.
sions would now be regarded as archaic.
Yiddish (adaptation of Ger. judisch 'Jew- you know. See MEANINGLESS FILLERS.
ish') is 'a vernacular used by Jews in or
you name it. This popular phrase, imfrom central and eastern Europe, based
plying that the list of entities just menchiefly on High German with Hebrew
tioned could be extended indefinitely,
and Slavonic borrowings, and written in
seems to have emerged in the 1960s and
Hebrew characters' (New SOED). English
to have been in frequent use since then,
(esp. AmE) has adopted many words and
almost to the point of having become a
phrases from Yiddish in the course of the
cliché. Typical examples: Mallards, gad20C, e.g. chutzpah (shameless audacity);
wall, partridge, quail—you name it—they're
kibitzer (looker-on at cards, etc.); klutz
up here for the season every year—Field &
(clumsy or inept person); kvell (to boast,
Stream, 1967; 'I've picked up rocks, glass,
gloat); mazuma (money); need it like a hole
parts of beer cans—you name it, ' she said—New
in the head (have no need for); schlemiel
Yorker, 1988.
(clumsy person, fool); schlep (to haul,
drag); schmuck (contemptible person); you're is a contracted form of you are
shtoom (silent); What's with you? (What's (e.g. You're a member of the Senior Common
the matter?).
Room, aren't you?).
yodel. The inflected forms are yodelled, yours. 1 The possessive pronoun yours
yodelling, but usu. yodeled, yodeling in is thus spelt (this book is yours), never as
AmE. See -LL-, -L-.
your's. So too, without apostrophe, hers,
yoghurt. Thus spelt, or as yogurt, in BrE, its, ours, and theirs. See ABSOLUTE POSSESand pronounced /'jrjgat/. In AmE (and also SIVES.
in Australia and New Zealand) the first
2 For epistolary uses, see LETTER
syllable is pronounced /'jaug-/.
FORMS.
yoke is a wooden crosspiece fastened
over the necks of two oxen, etc.; yolk is
the yellow internal part of an egg.
yon, yore. See WARDOUR STREET.

you. For the mixture of you and one in
the same sentence, see ONE 7.
you-all. (Also in abbrev. formy'all.) Used
at all social levels in certain Southern
states in the USA for you (either singular
or pi., but predominantly pi.; 'always

yous, youse. Dialectal (esp. Liverpool
and Glasgow according to CGEL) and lowprestige substitutes for the plural pronoun you. In printed work (as distinct
from dialectal fieldwork) both yous and
youse turn up most frequently in representations of the speech of poorly educated Amer., Aust., and NZ speakers.
Some examples: Youse kids makes me
tired-S. Crane, 1893 (US); Say, yous guys,
this isfellowworkerMcCreary—]. Dos Passos,
1930 (US); Look here, Ray, I fought them

youth I -yse, -yze
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fellers when youse was all kids—M. Eldridge,young male person. It may also mean
1984 (Aust.); It's the least I can do for collectively 'young people (of both sexes)'
youse—E. JoUey, 1985 (Aust.); What sort (the youth of the country). In the pi. form
of caper yous buggers coming at now?—V. youths it is used only of males, frequently
O'Sullivan, 1985 (NZ); You know, I thought disapprovingly {the youths in the estate are
you blokes—youse cobbers—were gunna beatwell known to the police).
me up when I first saw yers—T. Winton, -yse, -yze. In a small group of words
1985 (Aust.).
with these endings the standard spelling
in BrE is -yse (analyse, catalyse, dialyse,
youth. PI. youths, pronounced /juiôz/. See paralyse, etc.), and in AmE -yze (analyze,
-TH (9) AND -TH (8). Its primary sense is a etc.). See -IZE AND -ISE IN VERBS I .

Zz
Zarathustrian /zgera'Gustnan/. The adj.
and noun corresponding to Zarathustra,
the Old Iranian form of the name of the
founder of the ancient Persian religion;
= ZOROASTRIAN.

SOED (1993) are zincian, zincic, zincite, zincification, zinco, zincography (all pronounced with medial /k/), but it does not
follow that everyone writing about the
subject opts for the forms with <-. See
- c - , -CK-.

Zeitgeist /'tsartgaist/. A 19c. loanword
from German meaning 'the spirit of the
age'.
zenith. Pronounced /'zeniG/ in BrE, but
with initial /'zi:n-/ in AmE.
zero. 1 PI. zeros, but zeroes is also permissible. See -O(E)S.

2 For the circumstances in which the
numeral 'o' is pronounced 'zero', see
NOUGHT.

zero-derivation. See CONVERSION.

zeugma (Gk, = yoking). 'A rhetorical
figure by which a single word is made to
refer to two or more words in a sentence,
esp. when applying to them in different
senses.' (New SOED, 1993) In the past the
term has sometimes been applied to the
type of construction, now regarded as
ungrammatical, that is illustrated s.v.
SYLLEPSIS (a). But usage has tended to
restrict zeugma to the type illustrated s.v.
SYLLEPSIS (b). This second type is also
known as a condensed sentence. Classical
scholars continue to observe the distinctions between the terms syllepsis and
zeugma, but in practice syllepsis is no
longer applied to any English rhetorical
device of the present day. The ancient
distinctions have lost their usefulness in
late 20C. English.
zigzag. The inflected forms are zigzagged, zigzagging; but zigzags. See -G-,
-GG-.

zinc. The inflected forms of the verb
hover between zinced\zincing and zinkedj
zinking (the danger of regarding zinced
and zincing as rhyming with minced and
mincing is obvious). In the derivatives of
zinc there is considerable variation in
practice between types having -k-, -c-, or
<k-: the headwords for these in the New

zingaro /'zirjgarau, ts-/, an Italian gypsy.
(Often written with a capital initial.) PI.
zingari /-ri/. Fern, zingara, pi. zingare /-rei/.
zither, a guitar-type musical instrument
introduced into England from Austria
in the mid-igc. The word is ultimately
derived from L cithara, Gk KiBdpa. As the
OED comments, 'Musical instruments are
subject to great alteration of structure
and shape, in process of time, and in
different countries. Some of the resulting types become peculiar to one
country, some to another . . . Thus cither,
cithern or cittern, citole, gittern, guitar,
zither, are all found in English as names
of extant or obsolete instruments developed from the cithara.'
zoo. A curtailed form of zoological garden,
first recorded in the mid-i9c. See ABBREVIATIONS 1.

zoology. Between 1921 when the OED
gave only /zau'nlad3i/ and the late 20c. a
battle has raged between those (including myself) who continue to pronounce
the word thus and those who pronounce
it as if it were spelt zoo-ology. As I remarked in The Spoken Word (1981): 'The
practitioners of the subject, especially
those more concerned with the animals
themselves than with nomenclature and
etymology, frequently use both this pronunciation [i.e. that with initial zô-ol-]
and the form with initial zoo-with apparent indifference.'
Zoroastrian /zDrau'aestnan/. A follower
of Zoroaster, the Latinized modification
of Zarathustra (see ZARATHUSTRIAN).
zwieback (a kind of rusk). A word of
German origin (in Ger. lit. 'twice-baked')
for which no settled pronunciation has
been achieved in English. In BrE, /'zwi:baek/ is dominant, but /'tsviibak/ is used

-z-, -zzby those who have some knowledge of
German. In AmE any of several pronunciations are current, /'swiibaek, 'swai-, 'zwi:-,
'zwai-, -baik/.
-Z-, -ZZ-. Only a few words are affected,
but no consistent pattern has emerged.
Of the various possibilities, this book
recommends:
buzz (n. and v.). So buzzes (n. pi.), 3rd pers.
sing, of (v.); buzzer,
fizz (n. and v.). Sofizzes(n. pi.), 3rd pers.
sing, of v.; fizzy, etc.
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frizz (n. and v.). Sofrizzes(n. pi.), 3rd pers.
sing, of v.;frizzy,etc.
jazz (n. and v.). (No pi.: a non-count noun),
jazzes 3rd pers. sing, of v.; jazzman, jazzy,
etc.
pizzazz. (No pi.: a non-count noun). For
variant spellings, see PIZZAZZ.
quiz (n.). PI. quizzes. So quiz-master,
quiz (v.). So quizzes, quizzed, quizzing,
viz. (adv.). Invariable.
whizz (n. and v.). See WHIZZ.
zizz (n. and v.). So zizzes (n. pi.), 3rd pers.
sing, of v.

Preface to the Supplement
The reaction to the third edition by reviewers and by the
general public
In this revised version, I have endeavoured to act on the suggestions made
in the great many letters I have receivedfromreaders since the publication
of the third edition. A considerable number of minor corrections have been
made in the text pages of the book. In addition a selection of new articles is
now presented in this Supplement to the main text.
I am grateful to all the correspondents who have taken the trouble to send
me details of their own points of enlightened pedantry. They represent a
broad band of English-speakers who are anxious to ascertain what constitutes standard English now, especially in Great Britain and the United States.
Alas, a list of their names would be too long to set down here. It would be
remiss of me, however, not to add Dr P. Gaskell, Dr S. Instone, Mr H. W. Laven,
Dr L. C. Mugglestone, and Dr R. M. Robbins to the list of major contributors
given in the Acknowledgements.

Reviewers
The New Fowler's Modern English Usage (MEU3) was published in November 1
It has been reviewed in newspapers, periodicals, and academic journals all
over the English-speaking world. I have also received an unprecedented number of lettersfrommembers of the general public. It has been a heartening
and to some extent also a chastening experience.
The reviewers were, as often as not, well-known writers, experienced journalists, or professional linguistic scholars. A selection of their verdicts is now
printed on the front flap of the dust jacket, but these by themselves can
hardly do justice to the variety and liveliness of the response to my book.
John Updike, in the New Yorker, claimed that To Burchfield, the English language is a battlefield upon which he functions as a non-combatant observer'.
He heaped praise on thefirst(1926) edition of the book, though he confessed
that 'while writing [he] rarely consults Fowler or any other guide to usage'.
He spoke of Fowler's 'flinty idealism', his 'stark preachments' written in a
'mathematically precise style [that] is delightfully spiky, tonic, gnomic, and
lucid'. I believe that 'stark preachments' belong to an earlier age of comment
on English usage. Thefinde siècle mood lies more in the direction of stating
preferences where usage varies, and admitting variation to be valid when
opinion is divided among educated adult speakers and writers.
John Boland, a columnist in the Irish Times, said that '(MEU3) is generally a
sensible, informative and even genial guide, and [Burchfield's] examples
from contemporary sources are often more pointed than those Fowler gave
[in 1926]'. Dr L. C. Mugglestone, an Oxford don, praised MEU3 for 'its stress on
the authority of usage' and 'its precise engagement with the realities of language, variation, and style in the late twentieth century'. Dr Manfred Gorlach, a distinguished German Anglicist, in the academic journal English
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World-Wide, drew attention to the frequent use of prescriptive qualifiers such
as 'undesirable', 'unwise', 'objectionable', 'awkward', 'erroneous', 'is to be
shunned', and 'just below acceptance', in my comments on various expressions and constructions in modern English. In practice (as I say under correctness) 'Linguistic correctness is perhaps the dominant theme of this book.'
Anyone who doubts this should consult the articles on all right, alot, awhile 3
between 1, cases 6, consensus, disinterested, I (pronoun), etc.
The general public
Letters began to arrive as soon as the book was published, and they came
from all the main English-speaking countries andfromEnglish-speakers
working abroad. The greatest number camefromresidents of the UK: from
Aberdeen, Ascot (Berks), Chislehurst (Kent), Crickhowell (Powys), and so on;
and from the United States:fromAustin (Texas), Auburn (Alabama), Great
Neck (NY), Honolulu, La Grange (Illinois), and so on. Valuable notes arrived
from the Antipodes andfromteachers of English as a foreign language in Florence and Tokyo.
Inevitably a good many letters expressed disquiet about the state of the
language: thus,froma letter of November 1996, 'The mindless destruction of
our language is far too easily tolerated... I will continue to correct people's
linguistic idiosyncrasies... [I believe this] is necessary if we are to avoid a situation where the English spoken by an Englishman is no more than a patois.'
Another correspondent noted that she had heard a well-known person say
on the radio 'My children were dealt with at home by Norma and I'. The failure of many computer-driven systems to provide the correct shape of opening and closing quotation marks and in abbreviations such as rock 'n' roll
was brought forward as evidence of declining standards. My treatment of
shall and will was commended, but did I know that in Scotland the roles of
the two words were sometimes reversed?
In general the correspondents seemed to be educated people, though not
necessarily university-educated, who cared deeply about the English language. Some revealed that they were teachers, others that they were doctors
or clergymen. Some were clearly elderly, but retired people have more time
for letter-writing. Few letters came from academics working in linguistic
fields. Many quoted infelicitous usages they had read in newspapers or heard
on the radio or television. The main thing they had in common was their love
of the language and, in many cases, their concern about its present and
future state. A great majority of the letters werefromreaders who claimed to
be enjoying reading every word of the book but wanted to point out what
they thought was one particular mistaken etymology or definition: some of
these were helpful, some proved after further research to be misguided. A
great many after making a point of mentioning the pleasure they were
finding in reading the book, went on to say something like T hope you won't
mind if I point out an inconsistency, or a misprint, or a misplaced Greek
accent, etc. on p.-'.
A few readers had acted as unofficial copy editors and subjected the book
to line-by-line analyses running to several typed or handwritten pages. Sev-
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eral correspondents had not found my note on p.xxiii about the dates
assigned to the works of Shakespeare and the spelling system followed in
illustrative examples drawn from his works and from the Authorized Version (1611) of the Bible. No one objected to the use of the International Phonetic Alphabet. Emotive issues—political correctness, gloomy views about
the standard of literacy in our schools, and so on—often came to the surface.
It was almost as if I had written the linguistic equivalent of a book about the
BSE/CJD problem or on the desirability or otherwise of adopting the euro as
the basic unit of currency in Britain. Some wrote about technical points in
my treatment of Greek metre, ceramics, and on constructions that had
'always worried them'. Articles on feministic topics such as those on -ess and
-ette attracted favourable comment. On the other hand the use ofgender (as in
gender studies) was regarded as 'unacceptable' by one or two correspondents
(not of course from the trendier university departments). Predictably the
split infinitive and the placing of prepositions at the end of sentences
received a great deal of attention. Much praise was bestowed on my treatment of hopefully and other sentence adverbs, but not by everyone.
One correspondent regretted the absence of articles on the alphabetical
codes used in certain quarters: able, baker, Charlie, dog, easy, fox,... Another
would like to have seen a listing of the type of'comic' alphabet as set down,
for example, by the lexicographer Eric Partridge: thus A for 'orses [hay], B for
mutton [beef], etc.
Some correspondents regretted that I had not attempted to treat the pronunciation of place-names in a more systematic manner: Berkeley, Coventry,
and Derby are dealt with but Cirencester, Frome, Kirkcudbright, Shrewsbury, and so on, are not. Alas, there was no space to embark on a more ambitious presentation of such matters.

Developments in the 20c:

(a) particular examples
(MEU3) is studded with examples of changes to the English language that
have occurred in the 20c. For example:
• The formation of new words in which a- is used as a prefix of privation
or negation: e.g. ahistoric(al), apolitical
• A prodigious increase in the use of acronyms (and abbreviations and
initialisms): e.g. Aids, Unesco, Wasp
• Increasing use of 'meaningful' combining forms and of other formative elements: e.g. -athon, -burger, -gate
• A continuation of the battles between competing synonymous pairs of
words: e.g. interpretative and interpretive; preventative and preventive
• Reduction of the second element of numerous semi-technical words
ending in -ein (e)fromtwo syllables to one: e.g. caffeine, casein, codeine,
tein
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• Widespread acceptance of the type 'anyone... overstepping the rules on
contacts with lobbyists would be "out on their ear"'. ( Tony Blair, 1998)
(b) general developments
• A gradual reduction in thefrequencyof terms of racial abuse, typified
by the slow retreat of Nigger and the increasing use of Black (or black)
and Afro-American
• An increasing sensitivity to words that are seen as politically incorrect
for any number of other reasons
• The failure of movements aimed at imposing spelling reform. Native
English-speakers have been resistant over the centuries to any attempt
to impose organized systems of spelling on their idiosyncratic language
• The publication of large regional and period dictionaries of English
based on the historical principles of the OED (itself in a second edition,
1989): (regional) USA, Canada, Scotland, Australia, Caribbean, South
Africa, New Zealand; (period) (in progress) Old English, Middle English,
Dictionary of the Older Scottish Tongue
• English is now the first or second language of most of the world, and is
also accepted, for example, as the basic means of communication in
the control of air and sea traffic
• The creation by university departments, publishing houses, and various professions (e.g. law and medicine) of huge computerized linguistic databases has in some ways helped in the compilation of
dictionaries and other language research, though the danger is that
their size and lack of selectivity will swamp the researcher with too
much information
• Rejection of the idea of forming a superfamily of scholars and writerssuch as an academy or linguistic politburo—with the power to impose
linguistic unity upon us all
• General acceptance of the desirability of using plain English in official
documents, etc.

The future of English

As the 20c. draws to its close it is tempting to make judgements about the
state of the language. Serious doubts are sometimes expressed about the
condition of the English language when it abounds (in July 1998, when this
note was written) with such unappealing expressions as cool Britannia, dumbing down, the Full Monty, millennium bug, and the Spice Girls.
'All languages are subject to perpetual change and English is no exception.
The rate of change in the twentieth century is not substantially different
from that of earlier centuries, except in the sense that overseas varieties of
English, in the United States, Australia, and elsewhere, are steadily moving
away, in small matters and large, from Standard English, and from one
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another, at a somewhat accelerated rate.' (Burchfield: Unlocking the English
Language, 1989, p.xii)
Extensive research is being carried out on particular features of the forms
of English used in overseas varieties: e.g. (from recent issues of the journals
English Today, World Englishes, and English World-Wide): "The English lan
in Mauritius: past and present'; "The relative clause in colloquial Singapore
English'; 'Competing motivations for NP [noun phrase] order in Kenyan English'; 'English in Puerto Rico'.
In 19781 gave a lecture to the ALA Conference in Chicago, which was subsequently published in the journal Encounter. I made the point then that
there would come a time when British and American English would become
separate languages, mutually unintelligible, on the pattern of Latin splitting up into French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, etc. and more recently
Dutch and Afrikaans gradually becoming distinct languages. To my amazement this became major news worldwide, and has been misquoted ever
since. I had in mind a time-scale of perhaps 500 years from the end of the
20th century, though I have often been reported as talking of only 100 more
years before the two main versions of English separate. It was of course only
a speculation, but a plausible one, I think.
Meantime English vocabulary and usage are changing all the time, and it
is encouraging to see from the great flood of correspondence this book has
generated that its native speakers really care about it and are anxious to
defend it from what they see as dangerous tendencies to slackness.

Recent books
The following recently published books provide useful information about
many aspects of modern English usage:
Lynda Mugglestone Talking Proper1: The Rise ofAccent as Social Symbol (Clarendon Press,
Oxford, 1995)
Richard W. Bailey Nineteenth-Century English (The University of Michigan Press, 1996)
David Crystal English as a Global Language (Cambridge University Press, 1997)
John Honey Language is Power: The Story of Standard English and its Enemies (Faber and
Faber Ltd, 1997)
Tom McArthur The English Languages (Cambridge University Press, 1998)

SUPPLEMENT
In cross-references * indicates that the word or sense referred to is in this supplement.
anapaest /'aenapiist or -pest/ (prosody).
AmE anapest. A foot ( — ) consisting of
two short (or unstressed) syllables followed by one long (or stressed) syllable.
Example: I am monarch of all I surveyWilliam Cowper, 1781.

of articulate members of the educated
middle class in Britain (and then in the
US and elsewhere) seen to be actively
engaged in debating current social, political, and cultural issues among themselves, in the belief that their views, esp.
as expressed through the media, carry
areola /a'riiala/, pi. -lae /-li:/. (Anatomy) great weight. Examples: No sooner do ora circular pigmented area, esp. that sur- dinary peoplefindthemselves with spare cash
rounding a nipple. The spelling aureola, to spend, than the chattering classes start
arising from confusion with aureole (also shrieking about materialism—Independent,
aureola) 'a corona round the sun or
1989; A battle between Middle England—the
moon', is erroneous.
sensible heart of the British middle classes—
and Islington Person, the politically correct
betimes (adverb). Formed, along with
voice of the chattering classes—Daily Mail,
betime, in the 14c. and used for several
1994; Like old boy network and the Estabcenturies in various senses, e.g. 'at an
lishment, the newer chattering classes is
early time; in a short time, soon.' By the
from the Thatcher era, popularized by Alan
end of the 17c. betime was obsolete, while
Watkins of The Observer, and has traveled the
betimes has gradually become restricted
Atlantic to be adopted here—W. Safire, 1997.
to literary or archaic use, esp. meaning
'early; in good time'. Modern examples: direct object. In traditional grammar,
(at an early hour) Susan was required to 'the primary object of the action of a
check in by ten a.m. and, since the journey transitive verb' (COD), e.g. ten books in she
would take at least four hours, the girls werewrote ten books before 1980. Cf. ""INDIRECT
up betimes—John Bowen, 1986; (at times) OBJECT.
Fans Court... employs top-grade ingredients
for Cantonese and Szechuan, but these betimesdiscourse. 2 In a single article in the
vitiated by salty or oily sauces—Toronto Life,
learned linguistic journal World Englishes
1983; (in a short time) Tokyo, ... Kyoto, (Vol. XVI, Nov. 1997) the following comHiroshima,.. .—memorable visits ... doomed pounds and derivatives of discourse occurnow to fade betimes from my lax memory as red:
if logged in disappearing ink—]. Barth, 1994
academic discourse, legislative discourse
(US).
discourse analysis, discourse community,
discourse forms, discourse literature,
boot in the phr. to boot 'as well; to the
discourse practices, discourse studies,
good; in addition' is derived from OE bôt
discourse structuring
'advantage'. It is an entirely different
discoursal forms, discoursal resources
word from boot (footwear) and from boot
discursive forms, discursive norms, discurs'the luggage compartment of a motor
ive practices
vehicle'. Examples: Our young narrator
who is many years her junior and lubricious
as well as the noun discourse used without
to boot—N.Y. Rev. Bks., 1991; The cash you've
saved will become taxable, you may lose anya qualifying word or words.
bonuses, and the institution you're leaving In the highly specialized field of DISmay levy an 'early<losure' penalty to boot—COURSE ANALYSIS such terminology is
unavoidable. The fine distinctions
Which?, 1991.
governing the choice of the qualifying
chattering classes. (Usu. preceded by words discoursal, discourse, and discursive
the.) A term applied since the 1980s, often form part of the attraction of the subject
in a derogatory manner, to a social class to scholars. Non-specialists are advised
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to stand clear. One thing is certain: discursive is not being used in its ordinary
senses: (a) passing rapidly or indiscriminately from subject to subject; rambling,
digressive; (b) (Philosophy) proceeding by
argument or reasoning; ratiocinative;
not intuitive.
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Anne Brontë); Currer Bell (Charlotte
Brontë); Ellis Bell (Emily Bronte); George
Eliot (Mary Ann Evans); to distinguish
one's professional from one's literary
work: e.g. Lewis Carroll (C. L. Dodgson);
Michael Innes (J. I. M. Stewart); to disguise one's foreign origin: e.g. Joseph
Conrad (Teodor Josef Konrad Korzeniowfraught (pa. pple and ppl adj.) meaning ski); to replace what was regarded as a
'distressed, distressing; stressed' is a less memorable name: e.g. Mark Twain
modern (1960s- ) development of the (Samuel Langhorne Clemens).
past participial form of a now obsolete
Pseudonyms are perhaps most cominfinitive fraught (15c- , probably of monly of all adopted by actors, actresses,
Middle Dutch origin). The verb survives and film stars: e.g. Fred Astaire (Fred
in the figurative phr. fraught with {e.g. Austerlitz); Michael Caine (Maurice
fraught with difficulties). The new 20c. use Micklewhite); Stewart Granger (James
is now widespread esp. in informal con- Stewart); Cary Grant (Alexander Architexts. Examples: Don't took so fraught... bald Leach); Dorothy Lamour (Dorothy
They said it was clear there now—D. Francis,
Kaumeyer); Marilyn Monroe (Norma Jean
1970; Nine out of ten people ... would turn Baker).
their hacks on a partner who ran off with a
winning lottery ticket... Perhaps this is not punter. There are three distinct words
surprising when the whole subject of money spelt punter. They mean respectively 'one
is so fraught-E. Wagner.
who plays against the bank in certain
card-games' (early 1 8 c - ; hence, one
hypernym. In linguistics, 'a word of who gambles on horses, stocks and
general meaning applicable to more spe- shares, football pools, etc.); 'one who
cific, related words; a superordinate (e.g. propels a punt with a pole' (early 19c- );
insect is a hypernym of bee and waspY and 'one who punts (a ball) in various
(COD 1995)- Cf. HYPONYM.
forms of football' (late 1 9 c - ). From
hypotaxis (grammar, from GK ikoxa^is about the 1960s the first of these had
subjection). The subordination of one developed extended meanings in colclause to another: e.g. He confessed that loquial use in BrE: a customer, a client;
a spectator; a prostitute's client. Somehe was wrong. Cf. PARATAXIS.
times it seems to mean little more than
idem /'idem/. As adv., 'in the same au- 'a member of the general public'.
thor'; as noun, 'the same author'. Cf.
revolutionary, revolutionist (nouns).
IBIDEM.
The form in -ist is first recorded as a
indirect object. In traditional grammar, noun in the sense 'one who instigates
'a person or thing affected by a verbal or favours revolution' in 1710 and was
action but not primarily acted on (e.g. the customary word until the mid-i9c.
htm in gave him the book). (COD). Cf. *DIRECTSince then it has been challenged by
OBJECT.
revolutionary (the OED entry leads off with
a quotation of 1850 from Charles Kingsmetropolis. PI. metropolises.
ley's Alton Locke). Both words are still
current. The usual choice in BrE is revoluombudsman. PI. ombudsmen.
tionary; in AmE, revolutionist is the more
Otiose. Variously pronounced in stand- common of the two. Modern US exard BrE: /'autraus, 'aujraus, -iauz/. The first amples: Songs ... are a resource both for
is recommended. In AmE, /'aufiaus/ the loyalists defending their country and the
revolutionists overthrowing it—Harper's Mag.,
seems to be dominant.
1991; Oratory and organization were the
pseudonym. Add: 2 In the wider realms basic skills of the revolutionist and he had
of literature and film, pseudonyms have both—J. Pournelle and S. M. Stirling, 1993been adopted for many reasons: to conceal the author's identity: e.g. 'Junius': saturnine. 1 Its dominant meaning in
Letters 1769-72); to conceal the sex of English since the 15c. has been '(in Asthe writer: e.g. Acton Bell (real name trology) born under or affected by the
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influence of the planet Saturn; hence sub specie aeternitatis. A modL phr.,
sluggish, cold, and gloomy in tempera- first recorded in a 17c. work [Ethics) by
ment' (OED). Examples: Rhetoric falters intothe Dutch philosopher Spinoza. It means
silence before such brutal complacency, beside
'under the aspect of eternity', i.e. viewed
which Voltaire's Dr. Pangloss seems gloomyin relation to the eternal; in a universal
and saturnine—Atlantic, 1989; His naturallyperspective (OED).
saturnine temperament shades into congenSwitzer. In constant use as both noun
iality and then back again—NY. Mag., 1990;
When he met Picasso, Salmon was the epitomeand adj. as a synonym of Swiss from the
of a romantic young poet: tall, lantern-jawed,late 16c. until the late 19c, it is now
seldom encountered. Examples: The
saturnine—]. Richardson, 1991.
In technical contexts in Pathology it mountain-loving Switzer—Walter Scott,
means 'caused by absorption of lead; 1810; The Switzer priest has ta'en the field—
Walter Scott, 1818; Born, reared and edusuffering from lead-poisoning'.
cated a Switzer—American, 1883; You win,
2 The base-word Saturn and its numer- you defeat the very idea, ... you stuff the
ous derivatives (Saturnal, Saturnian, etc.) Switzers and the Nips, you know it's all an
are in no way etymologically connected Helvetic business scam—]. Meades, 1993.
with derivatives of Satan (Satanic, Satanist,
the (adverb). In contexts in which the
etc.).
precedes an adj. or adv. in the comparsocietal /sa'saiatal/ (adj.) 1 The everyday ative degree it is an adverb and not the
word society {polite society, music society, definite article. The type, which began
Society of Friends, etc.) made its elegant its life as the locative or instrumental
way into the language in the 16c. No case of the OE demonstrative and relanatural adjectival companion came with tive pronoun se, sëo, pxt has been in
it. Instead society itself served as a quasi- continuous use since the time of King
adj. in attributive use: e.g. society man Alfred. It is frequently used in the correl(first recorded 1693), society people (1721). ative type the + comparative ...the +
Such attrib. uses multiplied in the 19c: comparative.
e.g. society beauty (C1884), society reporter Typical examples: the more the merrier—
(1888), society woman (1893); and con- Proverb, 1 4 c - ; the Camomile, the more it
tinued to flourish in the 20c: e.g. society is troden, the faster it growes—Shakespeare,
column (1911), society hostess (1910).
1596; Yourfav'rite horse Will never look one
hair the worse—W. Cowper, 1782; And if
2 In the mid-i9c. attrib. uses of society others do not follow their example—the more
were joined by the new adjectival forma- fools they-Ruskin, 1838; The BBC, ... who
tion societary (e.g. Small farms would also felt the less said the better on every occasion,
be a return to something like Patriarchalism, [etc.]—P. Fitzgerald, 1980; Well; the sooner
a passed societary state-Tait's Mag., 1847). begun, the sooner over—T. Findley, 1984
But this new form was never widely used
(Canad.); I cling to the feelings I have about
and is not to be found in the standard her-the more she is attacked, the more I
desk dictionaries of current English. It defend her—New Yorker, 1988; But the highe
was joined towards the end of the 19c. the achievement the greater the regret—A.
by the new word societal (first recorded Brookner, 1990; the more concrete and narin 1897), and societal is now in routine row are the interests of these new social subuse in sociological and anthropological jects, the easier is the emergence of new
contexts: e.g. Our societal system of checksinstitutional units to represent those interand balances.
ests—]. Musil, 1992 (US).
The noun and quasi-adj. society suffices
for the general public's ordinary pur- win (verb). In journalistic use, the phr.
poses. Its derivative societal remains as a to win the debate (or argument) has weakconvenient word for use by scholars.
ened in the 20c. to the point that it
means no more than that a particular
spondee (prosody). A foot (—) con- set of views is, for the moment, in the
sisting of two long (or stressed) syllables ascendancy. Examples: Many CND activists
as in the last two words of the following are looking at the shape and direction CND
line: And one with trembling hands clasps needs to take in order to win the political
his cold head—Shelley, 1821.
debate on disarmament—New Statesman,
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1984; If the free marketeers have really wonguilt-trip people into talking your way,
the argument in the past 13 years, then the you can win the debate without even
Tory rhetoricians ... certainly chose the oddhaving it—Guardian, 1994; The camway to celebrate the victory—Daily Tel, 1992;
paigners eventually won the argument that
Week after week you publish reports claimingAmersham's involvement in animal experithat Israeli doves are winning the political ments should disqualify it from an ethical
argument—Economist, 1993; If you can portfolio-Guardian, 1995.

